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TN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO

STATE OF IDAHO,
Supreme Court Case No. 40916
P 1ai nti ff-Respondent,
VS.

ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant-A ppe 1lant.

CLERK'S RECORD ON APPEAL

Appeal from the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District, in and for the County of Ada.

HONORABLE MICHAEL MCLAUGHLIN

STA TE APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER

LAWRENCE G. WASDEN

ATTORNEY FOR APPELLANT

ATTORNEY FOR RESPONDENT

BOISE, IDAHO

BOISE, IDAHO

000001

Date 12/23/2013

User CCTHIEBJ

Fourth Judicial District Court -Ada County

Time: 03:39 PM

ROA Report

Page 1 of 24

Case: CR-FE-2011-0003976 Current Judge: Michael McLaughlin
Defendant: Hall, Robert Dean

State of Idaho vs. Robert Dean Hall
Judge

Date

Code

User

3/14/2011

NCRF

PRPERRRA

New Case Filed - Felony

Magistrate Court Clerk

PROS

PRPERRRA

Prosecutor assigned Ada County Prosecutor

Magistrate Court Clerk

HRSC

TCMCCOSL

Hearing Scheduled (Video Arraignment
03/14/2011 01 :30 PM)

Cawthon/ Irby

ARRN

TCCASTAE

Hearing result for Video Arraignment held on
03/14/2011 01 :30 PM: Arraignment/ First
Appearance

Cathleen
Macgregor-Irby

CHGA

TCCASTAE

Judge Change Adminsitrative

Michael Oths

ORPD

TCCASTAE

Order Appointing Public Defender Ada County
Public Defender

Michael Oths

HRSC

TCCASTAE

Hearing Scheduled (Preliminary 03/28/2011
08:30 AM)

Michael Oths

BSET

TCCASTAE

BOND SET: Hold W/0 Bond

Michael Oths

ORPD

MADAVISM

Order Appointing Public Defender

Michael Oths

ORPD

MADAVISM

Order Appointing Public Defender
[Duplicate entry]

Michael Oths

3/15/2011

NOPE

TCPENAEL

Notification of Penalties for Escape

Michael Oths

3/16/2011

PETN

DCOATMAD

Petition for Appointment of Special Prosecutor

R. C. Holloway

ORDR

DCOATMAD

Order for Appointment of Special Prosecutor

Michael Oths

MFBR

TCBROXLV

Motion For Bond Reduction

Michael Oths

NOHG

TCBROXLV

Notice Of Hearing

Michael Oths

RODD

TCBROXLV

Defendant's Request for Discovery

Michael Oths

3/23/2011

ORDR

CCMANLHR

Order for Delivery of Medical Records to the
Attorney General's Office Pursuant to the Health
Insurance Portability and Accountability Act and
Idaho Code 19-3004; ICR 17

Michael Oths

3/24/2011

MISC

TCFARANM

Subpoena Duces Tecum

Michael Oths

3/28/2011

CONT

CCMANLHR

Continued (Preliminary 05/26/2011 08:30 AM)

R. C. Holloway

MFBR

CCMANLHR

Motion For Bond Reduction Granted $1,000,000,
per Judge Holloway
[On the record in open court]

R. C. Holloway

BSET

CCMANLHR

BOND SET: at 1000000.00 - (118-4001-1 Murder
I)

R. C. Holloway

BI\IDS

TCWADAMC

Bond Posted - Surety (Amount 1000000.00)

Michael Oths

MOTN

TCBROXLV

Motion for Conditions of Bond

Michael Oths

AFFD

TCBROXLV

Affidavit in Support of Conditions of Bond

Michael Oths

RODD

TCBROXLV

Defendant's Request for Discovery
(entered in error]

Michael Oths

MFBR

CCTAYSSE

Motion For Bond Reduction

Michael Oths

MOTN

TCMCKEAE

Motion for Additional Term of Release

Michael Oths

HRSC

CCMANLHR

Hearing Scheduled (Motion 04/08/2011 09:30
AM)

Cawthon/ Irby

3/17/2011

3/30/2011

3/31/2011
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Case: CR-FE-2011-0003976 Current Judge: Michael McLaughlin
Defendant: Hall, Robert Dean

State of Idaho vs. Robert Dean Hall
Date

Code

User

Judge

CCMANLHR

Notice of Hearing

Michael Oths

RODS

TCMCKEAE

State/City Request for Discovery

Michael Oths

RSDS

TCMCKEAE

State/City Response to Discovery

Michael Oths

4/6/2011

RSDS

TCMCKEAE

1st Addendum to Discovery

Michael Oths

4/7/2011

LETT

TCFARANM

Letter From V. Welsh

Michael Oths

HRHD

CCMANLHR

Document sealed
Hearing result for Motion held on 04/08/2011
09:30 AM: Hearing Held Motion for Conditions
of Bond

James Cawthon

MOTN

CCMANLHR

Motion for Conditions of Bond Granted.
[On the record in open Court]

BCON

CCMANLHR

Pre-Trial Release Order. Condition of Bond:
James Cawthon
GPS Monitoring; No Contact with A. Corrigan and
K. Hall to be enforced through GPS monitoring.
Exclusion zone is to be set up at 1500 ft.
Defendant is not to leave boundries of Ada
County, Idaho except by ex-parte order of the
court. To be enforced through GPS monitoring. If
the defendant possesses a passport or firearm
they are to be tendered to the ASCO, or the
defendant will sign a statement affirm he does not
have possession or access to them. Any
violations of this order may result in a bond
revocation and return to custody. The Ada
County Sheriff is ordered that any violation of the
Court's Pre-Trial Supervision terms, or conditions
of bail are to enforced by immediately returning
the defendant to custody to and immediately
notifying counsel for state and defense, as well as
the court.

NOTC

CCMANLHR

Notification of Penalties for Violating Conditions of James Cawthon
Release

ORDR

CCMANLHR

Order Remanding Defendant to the Custody of
the Ada County Sheriff - Defendant is remanded
into the custody of the ACSO until the conditions
of pre-trial release have been met and service of
the No Contact Order is effected.

James Cawthon

NCON

CCMANLHR

No Contact Order: No contact order OR Civil
Protection Order Issued for- Comment: with
Ashlee Corrigan and her Children and Kandi Hall
DR# 2011-1356 Expiration Days: 731 Expiration
Date: 4/8/2013

Michael Oths

HRSC

TCTOLLML

Hearing Scheduled (Motion 04/22/2011 03:15
PM)

Michael Oths

TCTOLLML

I\Jotice of Hearing

Michael Oths

REQT

TCTOLLML

Request to Modify or Dismiss NCO

Michael Oths

NOAP

TCFARAI\JM

Notice Of Appearance/Chastain and Kristal

Michael Oths

3/31/2011

4/8/2011

4/12/2011

James Cawthon
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Case: CR-FE-2011-0003976 Current Judge: Michael McLaughlin
Defendant: Hall, Robert Dean

State of Idaho vs. Robert Dean Hall
Date

Code

User

4/12/2011

RODD

TCFARANM

Defendant's Request for Discovery

Michael Oths

4/13/2011

INDT

TCMCCOSL

Indictment
[File stamped Apr 12, 2011 at 6:20 pm]

Michael Oths

CHGA

TCMCCOSL

Judge Change: Adminsitrative

Michael McLaughlin

HRVC

TCMCCOSL

Hearing result for Preliminary held on 05/26/2011 Michael Oths
08:30 AM: Hearing Vacated

HRSC

TCMCCOSL

Hearing Scheduled (Arraignment 04/20/2011
09:00 AM)

Michael McLaughlin

MOTN

TCBROXLV

Motion for Grand Jury Transcript

Michael McLaughlin

CONT

TCHOCA

Hearing result for Arraignment held on
04/20/2011 09:00 AM: Continued

Michael McLaughlin

HRSC

TCHOCA

Hearing Scheduled (Arraignment 04/20/2011
03:00 PM)

Michael McLaughlin

MOTN

TCFARAl'JM

Motion To Amend Indictment

Michael McLaughlin

ORDR

TCHOCA

Order for Grand Jury Transcript at County
Expense

Michael McLaughlin

NOTC

TCHOCA

Notice of Vacating Motion to Modify No-Contact
Order Hearing

Michael McLaughlin

HRVC

TCHOCA

Hearing result for Motion held on 04/22/2011
Michael Oths
03:15PM: Hearing Vacated Motion to Modify or
Dismiss No Contact Order

4/18/2011

NOTC

TCBROXLV

Notice of Preparation of Grand Jury Transcript

Michael McLaughlin

4/19/2011

MISC

TCBROXLV

Request to Modify or Dismiss NCO Idaho
Criminal Rule 46.2(b)

Michael McLaughlin

RODD

TCBROXLV

Defendant's Request for Discovery/First
Supplemental

Michael McLaughlin

ORDR

CCTAYSSE

Order Regarding Publicity

Michael McLaughlin

ORDR

DCABBOSM

Order to allow video cameras in courtroom

Michael McLaughlin

DCHH

TCHOCA

Hearing result for Arraignment held on
Michael McLaughlin
04/20/2011 03:00 PM: District Court Hearing Hel<
Court Reporter: Dianne Cromwell
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: 50

PLEA

TCHOCA

A Plea is entered for charge: - NG (118-4001-1
Murder I)

Michael McLaughlin

PLEA

TCHOCA

A Plea is entered for charge: - NG (119-2520
Enhancement-Use of a Deadly Weapon in
Commission of a Felony)

Michael McLaughlin

HRSC

TCHOCA

Hearing Scheduled (Pretrial Conference
10/26/2011 03:00 PM)

Michael McLaughlin

HRSC

TCHOCA

Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 11/07/2011 09:00 Michael McLaughlin
AM) 2 Weeks

RSDS

TCBROXLV

State/City Response to Discovery

Michael McLaughlin

RODS

TCBROXLV

State/City Request for Discovery

Michael McLaughlin

4/14/2011

4/15/2011

4/20/2011

4/21/2011

Judge
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Case: CR-FE-2011-0003976 Current Judge: Michael McLaughlin
Defendant: Hall, Robert Dean

State of Idaho vs. Robert Dean Hall
Date

Code

User

4/22/2011

HRSC

TCHOCA

Notice of Hearing Scheduled (Status 06/22/2011 Michael McLaughlin
11 :00 AM)

SCHE

TCHOCA

Scheduling Order

Michael McLaughlin

NOTC

TCHOCA

Notice fo Status Conference

Michael McLaughlin

MISC

TCFARANM

Request to Modify or Dismiss NCO Idaho
Criminal Rule 46.2(b)

Michael McLaughlin

4/26/2011

RSDS

TCBROXLV

State/City Response to Discovery/First
Addendum

Michael McLaughlin

4/27/2011

RSDS

TCBROXLV

State/City Response to Discovery/Second
Addendum

l\/lichael McLaughlin

4/28/2011

ORDR

DCABBOSM

Order

Michael McLaughlin

HRSC

TCHOCA

Hearing Scheduled (Motion 05/18/2011 02:00
PM) To Amend Bond Conditions

Michael McLaughlin

MOAM

TCBROXLV

Motion To Amend Conditions of Release

Michael McLaughlin

NOHG

TCBROXLV

Notice Of Hearing

Michael McLaughlin

5/4/2011

RODD

TCFARANM

Defendant's Request for Discovery/Second
Supplemental

Michael McLaughlin

5/5/2011

MISC

TCFARANM

Third Addendum To Discovery For Conflict
Counsel

Michael McLaughlin

5/6/2011

PHTF

TCBROXLV

Preliminary Hearing Transcript Filed
[Grand Jury Transcript Filed]

Michael McLaughlin

5/9/2011

RSDS

TCBROXLV

State/City Response to Discovery/ Second

Michael McLaughlin

RSDS

TCBROXLV

State/City Response to Discovery/Second
Supplemental

Michael McLaughlin

MISC

TCBROXLV

Opposition to Defendant's Motion to Alter
Conditions of Pre-Trial Release

Michael McLaughlin

MISC

TCBROXLV

Hearing on Motion to Amend Indictment

Michael McLaughlin

5/16/2011

RSDS

TCBROXLV

Fourth Addendum to Discovery for Conflict
Counsel

Michael McLaughlin

5/18/2011

MOTN

TCHOCA

Motion to Amend to be taken up on 6/22/11

Michael McLaughlin

RSDS

TCBROXLV

State/City Response to Discovery/Fifth
Addendum

Michael McLaughlin

DCHH

TCHOCA

Hearing result for Motion held on 05/18/2011
02:00 PM: District Court Hearing Held
Court Reporter: Patty Terry
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: To Amend Bond Conditions/ 50

Michael McLaughlin

5/19/2011

MINE

TCHOCA

Court Takes Motion to Amend Bond Conditions
Under Advisement

Michael McLaughlin

5/26/2011

DEOP

DCABBOSM

Memorandum Decision and Order re: Defendant's Michael McLaughlin
l\/lotion to Amend Conditions of Release

MISC

TCFARANM

Sixth Addendum to Discovery For Conflict
Counsel

4/29/2011

5/13/2011

Judge

Michael McLaughlin
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Case: CR-FE-2011-0003976 Current Judge: Michael McLaughlin
Defendant: Hall, Robert Dean

State of Idaho vs. Robert Dean Hall
Date

Code

User

6/2/2011

RSDS

TCBROXLV

State/City Response to Discovery/Seventh
Addendum

Michael McLaughlin

6/7/2011

MOTN

TCBROXLV

Motion for Release of Defendant's Vehicle

Michael McLaughlin

NOHG

TCBROXLV

Notice Of Hearing

Michael McLaughlin

6/8/2011

MISC

TCBROXLV

Opposition to Defendant's Motion to Release
Evidence

Michael McLaughlin

6/10/2011

MISC

TCFARANM

Eighth Addendum to Discovery For Conflict
Counsel

Michael McLaughlin

6/15/2011

MISC

TCFARANM

Ninth Addendum to Discovery for Conflict
Counsel

Michael McLaughlin

6/20/2011

RSDS

TCBROXLV

State/City Response to Discovery/Tenth
Addendum

Michael McLaughlin

6/22/2011

DCHH

TCHOCA

Hearing result for Status held on 06/22/2011
11 :00 AM: District Court Hearing Held
Court Reporter: Vanessa Gosney
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: MN to Amend Indictment, Motion to
Release Defendant's Vehicle/ 50

Michael McLaughlin

HRVC

TCHOCA

Hearing result for Pretrial Conference scheduled
on 10/26/2011 03:00 PM: Hearing Vacated

Michael McLaughlin

HRVC

TCHOCA

Hearing result for Jury Trial scheduled on
11/07/2011 09:00 AM: Hearing Vacated 2
Weeks

Michael McLaughlin

6/27/2011

MISC

TCTONGES

Opposition to State's Evidence Being Turned
Over to Wells Fargo

Michael McLaughlin

7/1/2011

HRSC

TCHOCA

Hearing Scheduled (Pretrial Conference
04/11/2012 03:00 PM)

Michael McLaughlin

HRSC

TCHOCA

Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 05/07/2012 09:00 Michael McLaughlin
AM) 4 week

SCHE

TCHOCA

Amended Scheduling Order

Michael McLaughlin

MISC

TCTONGES

Defendant's Brief in Support of Returning Pickup
to Defendant

Michael McLaughlin

AFFD

TCTONGES

Affidavit of Robert Dean Hall re Ford Pick Up
Truck

Michael McLaughlin

7/8/2011

RODS

TCTONGES

State/City Request for Discovery/Eleventh
Addendum

Michael McLaughlin

7/13/2011

DEOP

DCABBOSM

Memorandum Decision re: The State's Retention Michael McLaughlin
of the Defendant's Motor Vehicle

7/14/2011

DEOP

DCABBOSM

Amended Memorandum Decision re: The State's Michael McLaughlin
Retention of the Defendant's Motor Vehicle

7/21/2011

ORDR

TCHOCA

Order Amending Indictment

Michael McLaughlin

AIND

TCHOCA

Amended Indictment

Michael McLaughlin

ORDR

TCHOCA

Order Governing Release of Motor Vehicle

Michael McLaughlin

RSDS

TCURQUAM

State/City Response to Discovery/12th
Addendum

Michael McLaughlin

7/5/2011

Judge
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Case: CR-FE-2011-0003976 Current Judge: Michael McLaughlin
Defendant: Hall, Robert Dean

State of Idaho vs. Robert Dean Hall
Date

Code

User

7/28/2011

HRSC

TCHOCA

Hearing Scheduled (Status 10/26/2011 03:00
PM) Conference

Michael McLaughlin

TCHOCA

Noticeof Status Conference

Michael McLaughlin

8/2/2011

NOTC
MISC

TCLANGAJ

Thirteenth Addendum to Discovery for Conflict
Counsel

Michael McLaughlin

8/12/2011

MISC

TCOLSOMC

Fourteenth Addendum to Discovery for Conflict
Counsel

Michael McLaughlin

8/15/2011

RQDD

TCTONGES

Defendant's Request for Discovery/Third
Supplemental

Michael McLaughlin

9/7/2011

MOTN
MOTN

TCOLSOMC

Motion to Revoke Bond

Michael McLaughlin

TCOLSOMC

Motion to Seal Police Report Attached to Motion
to Revoke Bond

Michael McLaughlin

ORDR

TCHOCA

Order To Seal Police Report Attached to Motion
to Revoke Bond

Michael McLaughlin

MOTN
NOHG
HRSC

TCTONGES
TCTONGES
TCTONGES

Motion to Vacate and Reset Motion Hearing

Michael McLaughlin

Notice Of Hearing

Michael McLaughlin

Hearing Scheduled (Hearing Scheduled
09/14/2011 04:00 PM) Motion to Vacate and
Reset Motion Hearing

Michael McLaughlin

ORDR

CCTAYSSE

Order Sealing Envelope

Michael McLaughlin

TCTONGES
TCTLIRNJM

Notice Of Hearing

Michael McLaughlin

9/13/2011

NOHG
RSDS

State/City Response to Discovery--Fifteenth
Addendum

Michael McLaughlin

9/14/2011

DCHH

TCHOCA

Hearing result for Hearing Scheduled scheduled Michael McLaughlin
on 09/14/2011 04:00 PM: District Court Hearing
Held
Court Reporter: Mia Martorelli
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: Motion to Vacate and Reset Motion
Hearing/ 50

MOTN
ORDR

TCHOCA

Motion to Continue is Denied

Michael McLaughlin

TCHOCA

Order Revoke Bond and Remand to Custody
[On the record in open court]

Michael McLaughlin

HRSC

TCHOCA

Hearing Scheduled (Motion 09/28/2011 11 :00
AM) To Set Bond

Michael McLaughlin

BCON

TCHOCA

Condition of Bond: #189/Revoked Bond on
9/14/11

Michael McLaughlin

9/20/2011

MISC

TCOLSOMC

Sixteenth Addendum to Discovery to Conflict
Counsel

Michael McLaughlin

9/21/2011

MOTN
NOHG
MOEX

TCOLSOMC
TCOLSOMC
TCTONGES

Motion to Reinstate Bond

Michael McLaughlin

Notice Of Hearing

Michael McLaughlin

Motion to Exonerate Bond

Michael McLaughlin

9/9/2011

Judge

Document sealed
9/12/2011

9/22/2011
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Case: CR-FE-2011-0003976 Current Judge: Michael McLaughlin
Defendant: Hall, Robert Dean

State of Idaho vs. Robert Dean Hall
Date

Code

User

9/22/2011

MISC

TCOLSOMC

Authority in Support of State's Motion to Hold
Robert Hall Without Bond

Michael McLaughlin

9/23/2011

RSDS

TCTURNJM

State/City Response to Defendant's Third
Supplemental Discovery Request

Michael McLaughlin

9/28/2011

DCHH

TCHOCA

Hearing result for Motion scheduled on
Michael McLaughlin
09/28/2011 11 :00 AM: District Court Hearing Heh
Court Reporter: Mia Martorelli
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: To Set Bond/ 50

CONT

TCHOCA

Continued (Status 11/16/2011 11 :00 AM)
Conference
[On the record in open court]

Michael McLaughlin

ORDR

TCHOCA

Court Deny Bond Reduction
[On the record in open court]

Michael McLaughlin

9/29/2011

NOHG

CCTAYSSE

Notice Of Status Conference Hearing

Michael McLaughlin

9/30/2011

BNDE

TCHOCA

Surety Bond Exonerated (Amount 1,000,000.00)

Michael McLaughlin

10/21/2011

RSDS

TCLANGAJ

State/City Response to Discovery/Seventeenth
Addendum for Conflict Counsel

Michael McLaughlin

10/31/2011

RSDD

TCTONGES

Defendant's Response to Discovery/Eighteenth
Addendum

Michael McLaughlin

11/16/2011

DCHH

TCHOCA

Hearing result for Status scheduled on
Michael McLaughlin
11/16/201111:00AM: District Court Hearing Hel<
Court Reporter: Mia Martorelli
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: Conference/ 50

HRSC

TCHOCA

Hearing Scheduled (Status Conference
12/21/201111:00AM)

Michael McLaughlin

NOTC

TCHOCA

Notice of Status Conference

Michael McLaughlin

RSDS

TCLANGAJ

State/City Response to Discovery/Nineteenth
Addendum

Michael McLaughlin

11/21/2011

RSDS

TCLANGAJ

State/City Response to Discovery/Twentieth
Addendum

Michael McLaughlin

12/16/2011

RSDS

TCLANGAJ

State/City Response to Discovery/Twent-First
Addendum

Michael McLaughlin

MOTN

TCTONGES

Motion to Restrict Visitation

Michael McLaughlin

MOTN

TCTONGES

Motion to Seal Attachments to Motion to Restrict
Visitation Privileges

Michael McLaughlin

12/19/2011

OBJE

TCTONGES

Defendant's Objection to State's Hearing Motion
to Restrict Visitation on December 21, 2011

Michael McLaughlin

12/21/2011

DCHH

TCHOCA

Hearing result for Status Conference scheduled Michael McLaughlin
on 12/21/201111:00AM: District Court Hearing
Held
Court Reporter: Mia Martorelli
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: 50

11/17/2011

Judge
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Case: CR-FE-2011-0003976 Current Judge: Michael McLaughlin
Defendant: Hall, Robert Dean

State of Idaho vs. Robert Dean Hall
Date

Code

User

12/21/2011

HRSC

TCHOCA

Judge
Hearing Scheduled (Status 03/07/201211:00

Michael McLaughlin

AM)
HRSC

TCHOCA

Hearing Scheduled (Hearing Scheduled
12/29/201111:00AM) Visitation

Michael McLaughlin

ORDR

TCHOCA

Order to Seal Attachments to Motion to Restrict
Visitation Privileges

Michael McLaughlin

ORDR

Order Sealing Envelope

Michael McLaughlin

DEOP

CCTAYSSE
DCABBOSM

Memorandum Decision and Order

Michael McLaughlin

DCHH

TCHOCA

Hearing result for Hearing Scheduled scheduled Michael McLaughlin
on 12/29/2011 11 :00 AM: District Court Hearing
Held
Court Reporter: Mia Martorelli
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: Visitation/ 50

1/5/2012

MOTN

TCOLSOMC

Motion for Clarification of December 29, 2011
Court Order

1/6/2012

RSDS

TCLANGAJ

State/City Response to Discovery/Twenty-Second Michael McLaughlin
Addendum

1/11/2012

ORDR

DCABBOSM

Order on Motion for Clarification of the December Michael McLaughlin
29, 2011 Court Order

RSDS

TCOLSOMC

State/City Response to Discovery / Twenty-Third Michael McLaughlin
Addendum

AFFD
AFFD
RSDD

TCTONGES
TCTONGES
TCLANGAJ

Affidavit of Personal Service

Michael McLaughlin

Affidavit of Personal Service

Michael McLaughlin

Defendant's Request to Discovery/Fourth
Supplemental

Michael McLaughlin

RSDS

CCTAYSSE

State/City Response to Discovery/Twenty-Fourth
Addendum

Michael McLaughlin

RSPN

CCTHIEBJ

Response to Defendant's Fourth Supplemental
Discovery Request

Michael McLaughlin

TCTONGES
TCLANGAJ

Motion in Limine RE: Jury Trigger Pull Experiment Michael McLaughlin

1/24/2012

MOTN
RSDS

1/26/2012

RSDD

TCLANGAJ

Defendant's Response to Discovery/Supplemental Michael McLaughlin
[Clerical error-Defendant's Supplemental Request
for Discovery]

1/27/2012

NOHG
MOTN

TCTONGES
TCTONGES

Notice Of Hearing

Michael McLaughlin

Ex Parte Motion for Access to Defendant at Ada
County Jail

Michael McLaughlin

1/30/2012

RSDS

TCLANGAJ

State/City Response to Discovery/Twenty-Sixth
Addendum

Michael McLaughlin

2/2/2012

ORDR

TCHOCA

Order Allowing Access to Defendant at Ada
County Jail

Michael McLaughlin

RSDS

TCLANGAJ

State/City Response to
Discovery/Twenty-Seventh Addendum

Michael McLaughlin

12/22/2011

12/29/2011

1/12/2012

1/18/2012

1/23/2012

State/City Response to Discovery/Twenty-Fifth
Addendum

Michael McLaughlin

Michael McLaughlin
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Case: CR-FE-2011-0003976 Current Judge: Michael McLaughlin
Defendant: Hall, Robert Dean

State of Idaho vs. Robert Dean Hall
Date

Code

User

2/10/2012

MOTN

TCLANGAJ

RSDS

TCLANGAJ

2/16/2012

NOTC

2/17/2012

Judge
Motion in Limine re: Victim's Alleged Steroid Use
(submitted to the Court under seal)
Document sealed
State/City Response to Discovery/Twenty-Eighth
Addendum

Michael McLaughlin

TCOLSOMC

Notice of Violation by Kandi Hall of Court Order

Michael McLaughlin

STIP

TCOLSOMC

Stipulation to Vacate and Reset Hearing on
State's Motion in Limine

Michael McLaughlin

STIP

TCOLSOMC

Stipulation Regarding Scientific Testing of
Evidence

Michael McLaughlin

MOTN

TCOLSOMC

Michael McLaughlin

ORDR

CCTAYSSE

Motion and Memorandum of Law in Support of
Defendant's Motion to Admit Various Items of
Evidence
Document sealed
Order Sealing Envelope

2/23/2012

NOTC

TCOLSOMC

Notice Regarding Defendant's Statements to
Dianne Kelly

Michael McLaughlin

2/24/2012

MOTN

TCOLSOMC

Motion to Allow Lead Investigator to Remain at
Table With Counsel for the State During Trial

Michael McLaughlin

MOTN

CCMASTLW

29th Addendum to Discovery

Michael McLaughlin

MOTN

CCMASTLW

Motion for Jury View of Scene

Michael McLaughlin

2/27/2012

STIP

TCOLSOMC

Stipulation for Medical Records of Robert D Hall

Michael McLaughlin

2/28/2012

RSDD

TCLANGAJ

Defendant's Response to Discovery

Michael McLaughlin

2/29/2012

STCO

TCTONGES

Stiuplation to Continue Discovery and Motion
Deadlines

Michael McLaughlin

RSDS

TCLANGAJ

State/City Response to Discovery/Thirtieth
Addendum

Michael McLaughlin

3/1/2012

ORDR

TCHOCA

Order For Delivery of Medical Records to the
Attorney General's Office Pursuant to the Health
Insurance Portability and Accountability Act and
Idaho Code 19-3004; ICR 17

Michael McLaughlin

3/7/2012

DCHH

TCHOCA

Hearing result for Status scheduled on
Michael McLaughlin
03/07/2012 11:00 AM: District Court Hearing Heh
Court Reporter: Mia Martorelli
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: 50

HRSC

TCHOCA

Hearing Scheduled (Status 03/28/2012 11 :00
AM)

Michael McLaughlin

HRVC

TCHOCA

Hearing result for Pretrial Conference scheduled
on 04/11/2012 03:00 PM: Hearing Vacated

Michael McLaughlin

HRVC

TCHOCA

Hearing result for Jury Trial scheduled on
Michael McLaughlin
05/07/2012 09:00 AM: Hearing Vacated 4 week

RSDS

TCLANGAJ

State/City Response to Discovery/Thirty-First
Addendum

3/8/2012

Michael McLaughlin

Michael McLaughlin

Michael McLaughlin
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Defendant: Hall, Robert Dean

State of Idaho vs. Robert Dean Hall
Date

Code

User

3/13/2012

ORDR

DCABBOSM

Order for Delivery of Medical Records to the
Attorney General's Office Pursuant to the Health
Insurance Portability and Accountability Act and
Idaho Code §19-3004; ICR 17

Michael McLaughlin

ORDR

DCABBOSM

Order for Delivery of Medical Records to the
Attorney General's Office Pursuant to the Health
Insurance Portability and Accountability Act and
Idaho Code §19-3004; ICR 17

Michael McLaughlin

MOTN

TCTONGES

Response to Defendant's Motion to Admit Various Michael McLaughlin
Items of Evidence

3/15/2012

RSDS

TCLANGAJ

State/City Response to Discovery/Thirty-Second
Addendum

Michael McLaughlin

3/28/2012

MOTN

TCTONGES

State's Motion to Exclude Evidence of Irrelevant
Ruger Recall

Michael McLaughlin

MOTI\J

TCTONGES

State's Motion to Exclude Auna Hilbig As a
Witness

Michael McLaughlin

DCHH

TCHOCA

Hearing result for Status scheduled on
Michael McLaughlin
03/28/2012 11 :00 AM: District Court Hearing Heh
Court Reporter: Leslie Anderson
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: 50

HRSC

TCHOCA

3/29/2012

Judge

Hearing Scheduled (Status 06/29/2012 09:00

Michael McLaughlin

AM)

3/30/2012

4/5/2012

4/11/2012
4/13/2012
4/18/2012
4/20/2012
4/25/2012

4/26/2012

HRSC

TCHOCA

Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 08/06/2012 09:00 Michael McLaughlin
AM) 17 Days

MOTN

TCLANGAJ

ORDR
SCHE
NOTC
RSDS

CCTAYSSE
TCHOCA
TCHOCA
TCTONGES

State's Motion to Exclude Analysis of Michelle
Hannah Goodwin's Statement
Document sealed
Order Sealing Envelope

Michael McLaughlin

Amended Scheduling Order

Michael McLaughlin

Notice Of Hearing Status

Michael McLaughlin

State/City Response to Discovery/ Thirty-Third
Addendum

Michael McLaughlin

MODQ
ORDR
ORDR
RSDS

TCOLSOMC
TCHOCA
CCTAYSSE
TCLANGAJ

Motion To Disqualify

Michael McLaughlin

Order Granting DO Judge Norton

Michael McLaughlin

Order Sealing Envelope

Michael McLaughlin

State/City Response to Discovery/Thirty-Fourth
Addendum

Michael McLaughlin

ORDR
RSDS

DCABBOSM
TCLANGAJ

MOTN

TCLANGAJ

Michael McLaughlin

Order Disclosure of Email From Hannah Goodwin Michael McLaughlin
State/City Response to Discovery/Thirty-Fifth
Addendum

Michael McLaughlin

Motion for Furlough to Attend Daughter's High
School Graduation (Filed Under Seal)

Michael McLaughlin
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Case: CR-FE-2011-0003976 Current Judge: Michael McLaughlin
Defendant: Hall, Robert Dean

State of Idaho vs. Robert Dean Hall
Date

Code
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4/26/2012

HRSC

TCLANGAJ

Hearing Scheduled (Hearing Scheduled
05/02/2012 02:00 PM)
[Notice of Hearing]

Michael McLaughlin

RSDS

TCTONGES

Michael McLaughlin

ORDR

CCTAYSSE

State/City Response to Discovery Filed Under
Seal Pursuant to Court's April 25, 2012 Order
Document sealed
Order Sealing Envelope

NITU

TCTONGES

RSDS

TCTONGES

ORDR

CCTAYSSE

Order Sealing Envelope
[three emails]

5/1/2012

RSDS

TCTONGES

State/City Response to Discovery/ Thirty-Seventh Michael McLaughlin
Addendum: Expert Witnesses

5/2/2012

DCHH

TCHOCA

Hearing result for Hearing Scheduled scheduled
on 05/02/2012 02:00 PM: District Court Hearing
Held
Court Reporter: Leslie Anderson
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: 50

Michael McLaughlin

MISC

TCHOCA

Court Denys motion for furlough
[on the record in open court]

Michael McLaughlin

5/3/2012

RSDS

TCLANGAJ

State/City Response to Discovery/Thirty-Eighth
Addendum

Michael McLaughlin

5/9/2012

MEMO

TCBROWJM

Reply Memorandum in Support of Defendant's
Motion to Admit Various Items into Evidence

Michael McLaughlin

RSDS

CCTAYSSE

State/City Response to Discovery/ Thirty-Ninth
Addendum

Michael McLaughlin

5/10/2012

MOTN

TCTONGES

Motion to Revoke phone Privileges Based Upon
Violation of NCO

Michael McLaughlin

5/11/2012

RQDS

TCBROW,IM

State/City Request for Discovery / Fortieth
Addendum

Michael McLaughlin

5/14/2012

MOTN

TCBROWJM

Motion to Admit Defendant's Blood Alcohol
Content and Other Laboratory Results

Michael McLaughlin

MOTN

TCBROWJM

Ex Parte- Motion to Compel the attendance of
Out of State Witness

Michael McLaughlin

AFFD

TCBROW,IM

Affidavit of Prosecuting Attorney Melissa Moody

Michael McLaughlin

MOTN

TCBROWJM

Ex-Parte Motion to Compel the Attendance of Out Michael McLaughlin
of State Witness

AFFD

TCBROW,IM

Affidavit of Prosecuting Attorney Melissa Moody

Michael McLaughlin

MISC

TCBROWJM

Reply to State's Motion in Limine RE: Victim's
Alleged Steriod Use
Document sealed

Michael McLaughlin

4/27/2012

5/15/2012

Judge

Michael McLaughlin

Notice of Intent to Introduce Evidence Pursuant to Michael McLaughlin
I.R.E. 404(b) and Motion to Admit Expert
Testimony on Domestic Violence
(File Under Seal)
Document sealed
State/City Response to Discovery/ Thirty-Sixth
Michael McLaughlin
Michael McLaughlin
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Case: CR-FE-2011-0003976 Current Judge: Michael McLaughlin
Defendant: Hall, Robert Dean

State of Idaho vs. Robert Dean Hall
Date

Code
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5/17/2012

MOTN

TCTONGES

Ex-Parte Motion to Compel the Attendance of Out Michael McLaughlin
of State Witness

MOTN

TCTONGES

Ex-Parte Motion to Compel the Attendance of Out Michael McLaughlin
of State Witness

MOTN

TCTONGES

Ex-Parte Motion to Compel the Attendance of Out Michael McLaughlin
of State Witness

AFFD

TCTONGES

Affidavit of Prosecuting Attorney Melissa Moody

Michael McLaughlin

AFFD

TCTONGES

Affidavit of Prosecuting Attorney Melissa Moody

Michael McLaughlin

AFFD

TCTONGES

Affidavit of Prosecuting Attorney Melissa Moody

Michael McLaughlin

5/18/2012

NOHG

TCBROW.IM

Notice Of Hearing
[File stamped 5/17/12)

Michael McLaughlin

5/21/2012

MISC

TCHOCA

Certificate To Secure Attendance Of Witness
From Without The State of Idaho

Michael McLaughlin

MISC

TCHOCA

Certificate To Secure Attendance Of Witness
From Without The State of Idaho

Michael McLaughlin

MISC

TCHOCA

Certificate To Secure Attendance Of Witness
From Without The State of Idaho

Michael McLaughlin

MISC

TCHOCA

Certificate To Secure Attendance Of Witness
From Without The State of Idaho

Michael McLaughlin

RSDS

TCTONGES

State/City Response to Discovery/ Forty-First
Addendum

Michael McLaughlin

MISC

TCHOCA

Certificate To Secure Attendance Of Witness
From Without The State of Idaho

Michael McLaughlin

MOTN

TCBROWJM

Motion to Admit Expert Testimony on Blood
Spatter (Submitted Under Seal)

Michael McLaughlin

MOTN

CCTAYSSE

Motion to Transport Witness from the Ada County Michael McLaughlin
Jail

MISC

TCBROW.IM

Forty-Second Addendum to Discovery for Conflict Michael McLaughlin
Counsel

MISC

TCOLSOMC

Reply to State's Response to Defendant's Motion Michael McLaughlin
to Admit Various Items of Evidence

HRSC

TCHOCA

Hearing Scheduled (Motion 05/30/2012 11 :00
AM) To Revoke Phone Privileges

Michael McLaughlin

MOTN

TCBROW,IM

Michael McLaughlin

MISC

TCBROWJM

State's Motion to Exclude Evidence Relating to
Ashlee Corrigan
Document sealed
Supplement to Motion to Revoke Phone
Privileges Based Upon Violation of No Contact
Order

NOTC

TCBROW.IM

State's Notice of Intent to Admit Defendant's
Threats to Derrick Jarrard Pursuant to I.RE.
404(b)

Michael McLaughlin

ORDR

CCTAYSSE

Order Sealing Envelope

Michael McLaughlin

5/24/2012

5/25/2012

5/29/2012

Judge

Michael McLaughlin
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Case: CR-FE-2011-0003976 Current Judge: Michael McLaughlin
Defendant: Hall, Robert Dean

State of Idaho vs. Robert Dean Hall
Date

Code
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5/30/2012

DCHH

TCHOCA

Hearing result for Motion scheduled on
Michael McLaughlin
05/30/2012 11:00 AM: District Court Hearing Heh
Court Reporter: Vanessa Gosney
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: To Revoke Phone Privileges/ 50

5/31/2012

AFFD

TCBROWJM

Affidavit of Personal Service

Michael McLaughlin

RSPN

TCBROW,IM

Response to State's Notice to Introduce I.R.E.
404(b) Evidence and Motion to Admit Expert
Testimony on Domestic Violence

Michael McLaughlin

AFFD

CCTAYSSE

Affidavit of Personal Service

Michael McLaughlin

AFFD

CCTAYSSE

Affidavit of Personal Service

Michael McLaughlin

6/1/2012

RSDS

TCTONGES

State/City Response to Discovery/ Forty-third
Addendum

Michael McLaughlin

6/4/2012

MOTN

TCBROWJM

Michael McLaughlin

MISC

TCBROWJM

State's Motion to Exclude Sex Tape
Document sealed
Defendant's Response to State's Motion to
Exclude Evidence Relating to Ashlee Corrigan

MISC

TCBROW,IM

ORDR

CCTAYSSE

6/6/2012

DEOP

DCABBOSM

Michael McLaughlin
Memorandum Decision and Order on Phone
Privileges for the Defendant from the Ada County
Jail

6/8/2012

RSDS

TCTONGES

State/City Response to Discovery/ Forty-Fourth

Michael McLaughlin

6/11/2012

ORDR

TCHOCA

Order Transport witness for 8/14/12.

Michael McLaughlin

6/12/2012

HRSC

TCHOCA

Hearing Scheduled (Motion 06/13/2012 11:00
AM)

Michael McLaughlin

6/13/2012

CONT

TCHOCA

Continued (Motion 06/15/2012 09:00 AM)

Michael McLaughlin

6/15/2012

DCHH

TCHOCA

Michael McLaughlin
Hearing result for Motion scheduled on
06/15/2012 09:00 AM: District Court Hearing Heh
Court Reporter: Mia Martorelli
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: 50

HRVC

TCHOCA

Hearing result for Jury Trial scheduled on
08/06/2012 09:00 AM: Hearing Vacated 17
Days

MOTN

TCBROWJM

ORDR

CCTAYSSE

Response to State's Motion to Exclude Sex Tape Michael McLaughlin
Document sealed
Michael McLaughlin
Order Sealing Envelope

6/20/2012

l'JOAP

TCTONGES

Notice Of Appearance/ Special Prosecutor
(Jessica M. Lorello, Deputy Attorney General)

Michael McLaughlin

6/21/2012

RSDS

TCBROWJM

State/City Response to Discovery/ Forty-Fifth
Addendum

Michael McLaughlin

6/19/2012

Judge

Michael McLaughlin

Supplement to State's Notice to Introduce
Michael McLaughlin
I.R.E.404(b) Evidence and Motion to Admit Expert
Testimony on Domestic Violence
Document sealed
Michael McLaughlin
Order Sealing Envelope

Michael McLaughlin
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Case: CR-FE-2011-0003976 Current Judge: Michael McLaughlin
Defendant: Hall, Robert Dean

State of Idaho vs. Robert Dean Hall
Date

Code

User

6/28/2012

NOAP

TCTONGES

Notice Of Appearance/ Special Prosecutor (Jason Michael McLaughlin
Slade Spillman, Deputy Attorney General)

6/29/2012

DCHH

TCHOCA

Hearing result for Status scheduled on
Michael McLaughlin
06/29/2012 09:00 AM: District Court Hearing Hele
Court Reporter: Mia Martorelli
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: 50

7/3/2012

MISC

TCBROWJM

State's reply to Defendant's Response to State's Michael McLaughlin
Notice to Introduce I.R.E. 404(b) Evidence and
Motion to Admit Testimony on Domestic Violence

MISC

TCBROWJM

Reply in Support of State's Motion in Limine RE:
Victim's Alleged Streoid Use

Michael McLaughlin

RSDS

TCBROW,IM

State/City Response to Discovery / Forty-Sixth
Addendum

Michael McLaughlin

HRSC

TCHOCA

Hearing Scheduled (Motion 08/02/2012 09:00

Michael McLaughlin

7/9/2012

Judge

AM)
HRSC

TCHOCA

Hearing Scheduled (Hearing Scheduled
10/04/2012 09:00 AM)

HRSC

TCHOCA

Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 10/09/2012 09:00 Michael McLaughlin
AM) 17 Days

SCHE

TCHOCA

Scheduling Order

Michael McLaughlin

SCHE

TCHOCA

Scheduling Order
[Duplicate entry]

Michael McLaughlin

7/13/2012

MDQJ

TCTONGES

Motion For Disqualification Of Judge Without
Cause Pursuant to ICR 25(a)(1)

Michael McLaughlin

7/16/2012

RSDS

TCBROWJM

State/City Response to Discovery / Forty-Seventh Michael McLaughlin

SCHE

TCHOCA

2nd Amended Scheduling Order

Michael McLaughlin

7/17/2012

STIP

TCBROW,IM

Stipulation for Mediation

Michael McLaughlin

7/18/2012

ORDR

CCMASTLW

Order of Disqualification (of Darla Williamson as
alternate judge)

Michael McLaughlin

MINL

TCTONGES

Supplemental Response to State's Motion in
Limine RE Steroid Use

Michael McLaughlin

7/24/2012

MISC

TCBROW,IM

Defendant's Second Response to State's Notice Michael McLaughlin
to Introduce I.R.E 404(b) Evidence and Motion to
Admit Expert Testimony on Domestic Violence

7/25/2012

PROS
NOTC

TCHOCA
TCTONGES

Prosecutor assigned Jason S Spillman

Michael McLaughlin

Notice of Submissions of Comments Proposed
Juror Questionnaire

Michael McLaughlin

RSDS

TCTONGES

State/City Response to Discovery/ Supplemental
[Clerical Error-First Supplemental Discovery
Response (Defense)]

Michael McLaughlin

MOTN

TCBROWJM

IVlotion in Limine RE Faron Hawkins

Michael McLaughlin

HRSC

CCMASTLW

Hearing Scheduled (Status by Phone
07/30/2012 04:45 PM)

Michael McLaughlin

7/30/2012

Michael McLaughlin
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Case: CR-FE-2011-0003976 Current Judge: Michael McLaughlin
Defendant: Hall, Robert Dean

State of Idaho vs. Robert Dean Hall
Date

Code

User

7/30/2012

HRHD

CCMASTLW

Hearing result for Status by Phone scheduled on Michael McLaughlin
07/30/2012 04:45 PM: Hearing Held

HRVC

CCMASTLW

Hearing result for Motion scheduled on
08/02/2012 09:00 AM: Hearing Vacated

Michael McLaughlin

AFFD

CCMASTLW

Affidavit of Maria Cutaia

Michael McLaughlin

MEMO

CCMASTLW

Memorandum in Support of Motion In Limine re
Faron Hawkins

Michael McLaughlin

NOTC

CCMASTLW

8/1/2012

STOV

TCTONGES

Notice of Intent to Introduce Impeachment
Michael McLaughlin
Evidence re Kelly Rieker
Document sealed
Stipulation to Vacate Motions Hearing and Submit Michael McLaughlin
Issues Upon the Briefs

8/2/2012

HRSC

CCMASTLW

Hearing Scheduled (Hearing Scheduled
09/05/2012 01 :30 PM) re juror questionnaire

Michael McLaughlin

CCMASTLW

Notice of Hearing

Michael McLaughlin

CCMASTLW

Order to Transport (09/05/12 @ 1:30pm)
[Document missing]

Michael McLaughlin

NITU

TCTONGES

Response to Defendant's Notice of Intent to
Introduce Impeachment Evidence RE Kelly
Rieker

Michael McLaughlin

RSDS

TCTONGES

State/City Response to Discovery/ Forty-Eighth

Michael McLaughlin

MINL

TCTONGES

State's Reply to Motion in Limine RE: Faron
Hawkins

Michael McLaughlin

8/8/2012

ORDR

CCMASTLW

Order Appointing Mediator

Michael McLaughlin

8/9/2012

RSDS

TCBROWJM

State/City Response to Discovery/ Forty-Ninth
Addendum

Michael McLaughlin

8/10/2012

RSDS

TCTONGES

State/City Response to Discovery/ Amended
Forty-Ninth Addendum

Michael McLaughlin

RSDS

TCTONGES

State/City Response to Discovery/ Amended
Forty-Eighth Addendum

Michael McLaughlin

8/13/2012

MOTN

TCTONGES

Joint Motion to Temporarily Seal Court Order
Ruling on Pending Motions

Michael McLaughlin

8/15/2012

RSDS

TCBROW,IM

State/City Response to Discovery / Fiftieth
Addendum

Michael McLaughlin

8/20/2012

ORDR

CCMASTLW

Order Temporarily Sealing Court Order Ruling on Michael McLaughlin
Pending Motions

RSDS

TCBROW,IM

State/City Response to Discovery / Fifty First

Michael McLaughlin

8/27/2012

RSDS

TCTONGES

State/City Response to Discovery/ Fifty-Second
Addendum

Michael McLaughlin

8/30/2012

ORDR

CCMASTLW

Memorandum Decision and Order re
Compendium of Motions

Michael McLaughlin

9/4/2012

MISC

CCMASTLW

Agreement to Participate in Criminal Mediation

Michael McLaughlin

RSDS

TCTONGES

State/City Response to Discovery/ Fifty Third
Addendum

Michael McLaughlin

8/3/2012
8/6/2012

Judge
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Case: CR-FE-2011-0003976 Current Judge: Michael McLaughlin
Defendant: Hall, Robert Dean

State of Idaho vs. Robert Dean Hall
Date

Code
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9/5/2012

DCHH

CCMASTLW

Hearing result for Hearing Scheduled scheduled Michael McLaughlin
on 09/05/2012 01:30 PM: District Court Hearing
Held
Court Reporter: Fran Morris
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: re juror questionnaire 50

HRSC

CCMASTLW

Hearing Scheduled (Pretrial Conference
09/25/2012 03:30 PM)

Michael McLaughlin

9/10/2012

CCMASTLW

Order to Transport (09/20/12@ 9am)
[Document missing]

Michael McLaughlin

9/11/2012

CCMASTLW

Notice of Pretrial Conference (09/25/12@
3:30pm)

Michael McLaughlin

MOTN

CCMASTLW

(2) Ex Parte Motion to Compel Attendance of
Out-of-State Witness

Michael McLaughlin

AFFD

CCMASTLW

(2) Affidavit of Prosecuting Attorney Jason Slade
Spillman

Michael McLaughlin

9/14/2012

MISC

CCMASTLW

(2) Certificate to Secure Attendance of Witness
From Without the State of Idaho

Michael McLaughlin

9/19/2012

AFFD

TCCHRIKE

Affidavit of Personal Service

Michael McLaughlin

RSDS

TCTONGES

State/City Response to Discovery/ Fifty Fourth

Michael McLaughlin

MOTN

CCMASTLW

Ex Parte Motion to Compel Attendance of
Out-of-State Witness

Michael McLaughlin

AFFD

CCMASTLW

Affidavit of Prosecuting Attorney Jessica Lorello

Michael McLaughlin

MISC

CCMASTLW

Certificate to Secure Attendance of Witness From Michael McLaughlin
Without the State of Idaho

9/24/2012

AFFD

TCTONGES

Affidavit of Personal Service

Michael McLaughlin

9/25/2012

MISC

DCJOHNSI

Request and Order Allowing Video
Recording/Broadcasting

Michael McLaughlin

DCHH

DCJOHNSI

Hearing result for Pretrial Conference scheduled Michael McLaughlin
on 09/25/2012 03:30 PM: District Court Hearing
Held
Court Reporter: cromwell
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated:50

AFFD

TCCHRIKE

Affidavit of Personal Service

Michael McLaughlin

AFFD

TCCHRIKE

Affidavit of Personal Service

Michael McLaughlin

AFFD

TCCHRIKE

Affidavit of Personal Service

Michael McLaughlin

AFFD

TCCHRIKE

Affidavit of Personal Service

Michael McLaughlin

AFFD

TCCHRIKE

Affidavit of Personal Service

Michael McLaughlin

AFFD

TCCHRIKE

Affidavit of Personal Service

Michael McLaughlin

AFFD

TCTONGES

Affidavit of Personal Service

Michael McLaughlin

AFFD

TCTONGES

Affidavit of Personal Service

Michael McLaughlin

AFFD

TCTONGES

Affidavit of Personal Service

Michael McLaughlin

AFFD

TCTONGES

Affidavit of Personal Service

Michael McLaughlin
000017
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State of Idaho vs. Robert Dean Hall
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9/27/2012

AFFD

TCTONGES

Affidavit of Personal Service

Michael McLaughlin

AFFD

TCTONGES

Affidavit of Personal Service

Michael McLaughlin

AFFD

TCTONGES

Affidavit of Personal Service

Michael McLaughlin

AFFD

TCTONGES

Affidavit of Personal Service

Michael McLaughlin

AFFD

TCTONGES

Affidavit of Personal Service

Michael McLaughlin

AFFD

TCTONGES

Affidavit of Personal Service

Michael McLaughlin

MOTN

CCMASTLW

Ex Parte Motion to Compel Attendance of
Out-of-State Witness

Michael McLaughlin

AFFD

CCMASTLW

Affidavit of Prosecuting Attorney Jason Spillman

Michael McLaughlin

MISC

CCMASTLW

Certificate to Secure Attendance of Witness From Michael McLaughlin
Without the State of Idaho

HRHD

CCTAYSSE

Jury Questionnaire Proceeding Held

Michael McLaughlin

10/1/2012

RSDS

TCTONGES

State/City Response to Discovery/ Fifty-fifth
Addendum

Michael McLaughlin

10/2/2012

MOTN

TCCHRIKE

Motion to Exclude Testimony of Defense Experts Michael McLaughlin

10/3/2012

RSDS

TCLANGAJ

State/City Response to Discovery/Fifty-Sixth
Addendum

Michael McLaughlin

10/4/2012

MISC

CCTHERTL

Proposed Jury Instructions

Michael McLaughlin

IVIEMO

CCTHERTL

Memorandum in Support of Proposed Jury
Instructions

Michael McLaughlin

STIP

TCOLSOMC

Evidentiary Stipulation

Michael McLaughlin

IVIISC

TCOLSOMC

State's Proposed Jury Instructions

l\/lichael McLaughlin

DCHH

CCTHERTL

Hearing result for Hearing Scheduled scheduled
on 10/04/2012 03:30 PM: District Court Hearing
Held
Court Reporter: Diane Cromwell
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: less than 100

Michael McLaughlin

MOTN

TCTONGES

Motion to Reconsider and Clarify

Michael McLaughlin

RESP

CCMASTLW

Response To State's Motion to Reconsider and
Clarify

Michael McLaughlin

BREF

CCMASTLW

Reply Brief in Opposition to State's Motion to
Exclude Testimony of Defense Experts

Michael McLaughlin

JTST

CCMASTLW

Hearing result for Jury Trial scheduled on
Michael McLaughlin
10/09/2012 09:00 AM: Jury Trial Started 17 Dayi
Reporter: Diane Cromwell
# of pages: less than 250

HRSC

CCMASTLW

Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 10/10/2012 09:00 Michael McLaughlin
AM) Day Two

MOTN

CCMASTLW

Motion In Limine to Prohibit State From
Introducing Jail Calls Into Evidence

Michael McLaughlin

AFSM

CCMASTLW

Affidavit In Support Of Motion

Michael McLaughlin

9/28/2012

10/9/2012

Judge
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State of Idaho vs. Robert Dean Hall
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10/9/2012

MOTN

TCCHRIKE

Motion to Determine Scope of Court's Ruling on
Admissibilty of Certain Evidence

10/10/2012

DCHH

CCMASTLW

Hearing result for Jury Trial scheduled on
Michael McLaughlin
10/10/2012 09:00 AM: District Court Hearing Hel<
Court Reporter: Diane Cromwell
!\lumber of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: Day Two less than 500

HRSC

CCMASTLW

Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 10/11/2012 09:00 Michael McLaughlin
AM) Day Three

MOTN

TCTONGES

Motion to Lead Witness Pursuant to IRE 611

DCHH

CCMASTLW

Michael McLaughlin
Hearing result for Jury Trial scheduled on
10/11/2012 09:00 AM: District Court Hearing Heh
Court Reporter: Diane Cromwell
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: Day Three less than 500

HRSC

CCMASTLW

Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 10/12/2012 09:00 Michael McLaughlin
AM) Day Four

DCHH

CCTHERTL

Michael McLaughlin
Hearing result for Jury Trial scheduled on
10/12/2012 09:00 AM: District Court Hearing Heh
Court Reporter: Dianne Cromwell
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: less than 500

HRSC

CCTHERTL

Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 10/15/2012 09:00 Michael McLaughlin
AM) DAY FIVE

MOTN

TCCHRIKE

Motion to Reconsider Ruling on Admissibility of
the Victims Hearsay Statement

Michael McLaughlin

MISC

CCMASTLW

Defendant's 2nd Supplemental Discovery
Response

Michael McLaughlin

MOTN

CCMASTLW

Motion and Memorandum in Opposition to State's Michael McLaughlin
Providing Jury With Transcripts

DCHH

CCMASTLW

Michael McLaughlin
Hearing result for Jury Trial scheduled on
10/15/2012 09:00 AM: District Court Hearing Heh
Court Reporter: Diane Cromwell
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: DAY FIVE less than 500 pgs

MOTN

TCTONGES

Motion to Exclude Religious References

MOTN

TCTONGES

HRSC

CCMASTLW

Michael McLaughlin
Motion to Admit Evidence Pursuant to IRE
404(a)(1)
Document sealed
Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 10/16/2012 09:00 Michael McLaughlin
AM) Day Six

RSDD

TCCHRIKE

10/11/2012

10/12/2012

10/15/2012

Judge

Notice of Service Defendant's Response to
Discovery / Second SUpplemental

Michael McLaughlin

Michael McLaughlin

Michael McLaughlin

Michael McLaughlin
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Case: CR-FE-2011-0003976 Current Judge: Michael McLaughlin
Defendant: Hall, Robert Dean

State of Idaho vs. Robert Dean Hall
Date

Code

User

10/16/2012

DCHH

CCMASTLW

Hearing result for Jury Trial scheduled on
10/16/2012 09:00 AM: District Court Hearing
Held
Court Reporter: Dianne Cromwell
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: Day Six less than 500 pgs

HRSC

CCMASTLW

Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 10/17/2012 09:00 Michael McLaughlin
AM) Day Seven

RSPN

TCOLSOMC

Response to Defendant's Motion in Limine to
Prohibit the State from Introducing Jail Calls into
Evidence

DCHH

CCMASTLW

Hearing result for Jury Trial scheduled on
Michael McLaughlin
10/17/2012 09:00 AM: District Court Hearing Hele
Court Reporter: Dianne Cromwell
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: Day Seven less than 500 pgs

HRSC

CCMASTLW

Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 10/19/2012 09:00 Michael McLaughlin
AM) Day Eight

MOTN

CCMASTLW

Motion to Reconsider Order Excludinig Admission Michael McLaughlin
of Emmett Corrigan's Email to His Wife

MOTN

CCMASTLW

Renewed Motion In Limine re Jail Calls

DCHH

CCMASTLW

Hearing result for Jury Trial scheduled on
Michael McLaughlin
10/19/2012 09:00 AM: District Court Hearing Hele
Court Reporter: Dianne Cromwell
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: Day Eight less than 500

HRSC

CCMASTLW

Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 10/22/2012 09:00 Michael McLaughlin
AM) Day Nine

MOTN

CCMASTLW

Motion for Judgment of Acquittal and
Memorandum in Support.

DCHH

CCMASTLW

Hearing result for Jury Trial scheduled on
Michael McLaughlin
10/22/2012 09:00 AM: District Court Hearing Hele
Court Reporter: Dianne Cromwell
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: Day Nine less than 500

HRSC

CCMASTLW

Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 10/23/2012 09:00 Michael McLaughlin
AM) Day Ten

MOTN

TCCHRIKE

MISC

TCCHRIKE

Motion to Reconsider Revised Ruling on the
Michael McLaughlin
Admissibility of Emmett Corrigan's E-Mail
Document sealed
Reply in Support of Motion to Exclude Testimony Michael McLaughlin
of Defense Experts and Request for Exclusion
Due to Late Disclosure

MISC

CCMASTLW

Defendant's Additional Proposed Jury Instruction

Michael McLaughlin

ORDR

CCTAYSSE

Order Sealing Envelope

Michael McLaughlin

10/17/2012

10/19/2012

10/22/2012

Judge
Michael McLaughlin

Michael McLaughlin

Michael McLaughlin

Michael McLaughlin
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Case: CR-FE-2011-0003976 Current Judge: Michael McLaughlin
Defendant: Hall, Robert Dean

State of Idaho vs. Robert Dean Hall
Date

Code

User

10/23/2012

DCHH

CCMASTLW

Hearing result for Jury Trial scheduled on
Michael McLaughlin
10/23/2012 09:00 AM: District Court Hearing Heh
Court Reporter: Dianne Cromwell
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: Day Ten less than 300

HRSC

CCMASTLW

Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 10/24/2012 09:00 Michael McLaughlin
AM) Day Eleven

MEMO

TCCHRIKE

State's Memorandum Regarding Jury Instructions Michael McLaughlin

DCHH

CCMASTLW

Hearing result for Jury Trial scheduled on
Michael McLaughlin
10/24/2012 09:00 AM: District Court Hearing Heh
Court Reporter: Dianne Cromwell
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: Day Eleven less than 300

HRSC

CCMASTLW

Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 10/25/2012 09:00 Michael McLaughlin
AM) Day Twelve

DCHH

CCMASTLW

Hearing result for Jury Trial scheduled on
Michael McLaughlin
10/25/2012 09:00 AM: District Court Hearing Heh
Court Reporter: Dianne Cromwell
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: Day Twelve Less than 100

FIGT

CCMASTLW

Finding of Guilty

Michael McLaughlin

HRSC

CCMASTLW

Hearing Scheduled (Sentencing 12/13/2012
09:00 AM) Full Day

Michael McLaughlin

JRYI

CCMASTLW

Jury Instructions

Michael McLaughlin

VERD

CCMASTLW

Verdict Form

Michael McLaughlin

PSI01

CCMASTLW

Pre-Sentence Investigation Evaluation Ordered

Michael McLaughlin

FIGT

CCMASTLW

Finding of Guilty (119-2520 Enhancement-Use of
a Deadly Weapon in Commission of a Felony)

Michael McLaughlin

FIGT

CCMASTLW

Finding of Guilty (118-4001-11 Murder II)

Michael McLaughlin

REDU

CCMASTLW

Charge Reduced Or Amended (118-4001-11
Murder II)

Michael McLaughlin

STAT

CCMASTLW

STATUS CHANGED: closed pending clerk action Michael McLaughlin

HRSC

CCMASTLW

Hearing Scheduled (Motion 11/08/2012 09:00
AM) Mo/Reset Sentencing

Michael McLaughlin

MOVA

TCLANGAJ

Motion To Vacate and Reset Sentencing

Michael McLaughlin

NOHG

TCLANGAJ

Notice Of Hearing

Michael McLaughlin

10/31/2012

ORDR

CCMASTLW

Order to Vacate No Contact Order

Michael McLaughlin

11/5/2012

RSDS

TCTONGES

State/City Response to Discovery/ Fifty Seventh
Addendum

Michael McLaughlin

11/8/2012

MOTN

DCELLISJ

II/lotion For Judgment of Acquittal and Motion for
An Order Setting Aside Judgment of Conviction
and New Trial

Michael McLaughlin

10/24/2012

10/25/2012

10/29/2012

Judge
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Case: CR-FE-2011-0003976 Current Judge: Michael IVlcLaughlin
Defendant: Hall, Robert Dean

State of Idaho vs. Robert Dean Hall
Date

Code

User

11/8/2012

DCHH

DCELLISJ

Hearing result for Motion scheduled on
Michael McLaughlin
11/08/2012 09:00 AM: District Court Hearing Heh
Court Reporter: KIM MADSEN
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: Mo/Reset Sentencing LESS THAN
100 pages

CONT

DCELLISJ

Continued (Sentencing 01/03/2013 09:00 AM)
Full Day

Michael McLaughlin

HRSC

DCELLISJ

Hearing Scheduled (Motion 11/29/2012 09:00
AM) Motion for Judgment of Acquittal/Set Aside
JOC & for New Trial

Michael McLaughlin

STAT

DCELLISJ

STATUS CHANGED: Reopened

Michael McLaughlin

NOHG

TCTONGES

Notice Of Hearing

Michael McLaughlin

11/21/2012

MOTN

TCTONGES

Response to Motion For Judgment of Acquittal
Michael McLaughlin
and Motion for An Order Setting Aside Judgment
of Conviction and New Trial

11/29/2012

DCHH

CCMASTLW

Hearing result for Motion scheduled on
Michael McLaughlin
11/29/2012 09:00 AM: District Court Hearing Heh
Court Reporter: Kim Madsen
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: Motion for New Trial less than 100

12/3/2012

ORDR

CCMASTLW

Order Denying Defendant's Motion for Judgment Michael McLaughlin
of Acquittal and Motion for Order Setting Aside
Judgment of Conviction and New Trial

12/4/2012

MOTN

TCCHRIKE

Motion to Return Property

Michael McLaughlin

12/5/2012

MISC

TCOLSOMC

Fifty-eighth Addendum to Discovery for Conflict
Counsel

Michael McLaughlin

12/7/2012

MOTN

TCTONGES

State's Motion Regarding Documents Previously
Filed Under Seal

Michael McLaughlin

12/12/2012

RSPN

TCCHRIKE

Response to Defendant's Motion to Return
Property and State's Motion to Release Property

Michael McLaughlin

12/17/2012

HRSC

CCMASTLW

Hearing Scheduled (Motion 01/02/2013 03:00
PM) Mo/Return of Property
[Notice of Hearing]

Michael McLaughlin

12/21/2012

RSDS

TCOLSOMC

Fifty-ninth Addendum to Discovery for Conflict
Counsel

Michael McLaughlin

1/2/2013

DCHH

CCTHERTL

Michael McLaughlin
Hearing result for Motion scheduled on
01/02/2013 03:00 PM: District Court Hearing Heh
Court Reporter: Susan Gambee
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: less than 100 - Mo/Return of Property

HRVC

CCTHERTL

Hearing result for Sentencing scheduled on
01/03/2013 09:00 AM: Hearing Vacated Full
Day

Michael McLaughlin

HRSC

CCTHERTL

Hearing Scheduled (Status 01/03/2013 10:00

Michael McLaughlin

Judge

AM)
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Case: CR-FE-2011-0003976 Current Judge: Michael McLaughlin
Defendant: Hall, Robert Dean

State of Idaho vs. Robert Dean Hall
Date

Code

User

1/2/2013

ORDR

CCMASTLW

(2) Request and Order re Broadcast/Photograph
Court Proceeding

Michael McLaughlin

1/3/2013

ORDR

CCMASTLW

Memorandum Decision re Sealed Documents

Michael McLaughlin

DCHH

CCMASTLW

Michael McLaughlin
Hearing result for Status scheduled on
01/03/2013 10:00 AM: District Court Hearing Heh
Court Reporter: Kasey Redlich
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: less than 50

HRSC

CCMASTLW

Judge

Hearing Scheduled (Motion 01/31/2013 03:00

Michael McLaughlin

PM)

HRSC

CCMASTLW

Hearing Scheduled (Sentencing 03/21/2013
09:30 AM)

Michael McLaughlin

ORDR

CCMASTLW

Order Returning Property to Defendnat

Michael McLaughlin

MOTN

TCCHRIKE

Motion in Limine to Limit State's Rebuttal of Dr.
Beaver's Report

Michael McLaughlin

MEMO

TCCHRIKE

Memorandum of Points and Authorities Re Scope Michael McLaughlin
of Rebuttal

1/16/2013

RSDS

TCCHRIKE

State/City Response to Discovery for Conflict
Counsel / Sixtieth Addendum

Michael McLaughlin

1/23/2013

RSPN

TCCHRIKE

Response to Defendant's Motion in Limine to
Limit State's Rebuttal of Dr. Beaver's Report

Michael McLaughlin

1/25/2013

MOTN

TCCHRIKE

State's Motion to Reconsider Memorandum
Decision Re: Sealed Documents

Michael McLaughlin

1/30/2013

RSDS

TCOLSOMC

State/City Response to Discovery for Conflict
Counsel / Sixty-First Addendum

Michael McLaughlin

1/31/2013

DCHH

CCMASTLW

Hearing result for Motion scheduled on
Michael McLaughlin
01/31/2013 03:00 PM: District Court Hearing Heh
Court Reporter: Penny Tardiff
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: less than 100

2/8/2013

ORDR

CCMASTLW

Order Returning Property

Michael McLaughlin

2/20/2013

RSDS

TCOLSOMC

State/City Response to Discovery for Conflict
Counsel/ Sixty-Second Addendum

Michael McLaughlin

3/5/2013

HRSC

CCMASTLW

Hearing Scheduled (Hearing Scheduled
03/06/2013 04:00 PM) Telephonic

Michael McLaughlin

MISC

TCTONGES

Submission of List of Data Provided

Michael McLaughlin

3/6/2013

DCHH

CCMASTLW

Hearing result for Hearing Scheduled scheduled Michael McLaughlin
on 03/06/2013 04:00 PM: District Court Hearing
Held
Court Reporter: Mia Martorelli
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: Telephonic less than 50

3/7/2013

DEOP

DCLYKEMA

Memorandum Decision Re: Disclosure of Dr.
Beaver's Notes, Comments and Work Product

Michael McLaughlin

MEMO

TCCHRIKE

Memorandum of Authorities Regarding the
State's Entitlement to Dr. Beaver's Notes

Michael McLaughlin

1/8/2013
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Case: CR-FE-2011-0003976 Current Judge: Michael McLaughlin
Defendant: Hall, Robert Dean

State of Idaho vs. Robert Dean Hall
Date

Code

User

3/13/2013

MOTN

TCTONGES

Motion to Extend Deadline to Disclose Dr.
Beaver's Notes, Comments, and Work Product

Michael McLaughlin

AFFD

TCTONGES

Affidavit in Support of Motion to Extend Deadline

Michael McLaughlin

RSDS

TCCHRIKE

State/City Response to Discovery/ Sixty- Third

Michael McLaughlin

3/14/2013

MEMO

TCCHRIKE

Memorandum of Authorities Relating to
Sentencing

Michael McLaughlin

3/15/2013

RSDS

TCCHRIKE

State/City Response to Discovery I Sixty- Fourth
Addendum

Michael McLaughlin

3/21/2013

DCHH

CCMASTLW

Hearing result for Sentencing scheduled on
Michael McLaughlin
03/21/2013 09:30 AM: District Court Hearing Hele
Court Reporter: Diane Cromwell
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: less than 500

JAIL

CCMASTLW

Sentenced to Jail or Detention (118-4001-11
Michael McLaughlin
Murder II) Confinement terms: Penitentiary
determinate: 17 years. Penitentiary indeterminate:
13 years.

SNPF

CCMASTLW

Sentenced To Pay Fine 225.50 charge:
118-4001-11 Murder II

Michael McLaughlin

ORDR

DCLYKEI\/IA

Order for DNA Sample and Thumbprint
Impression

Michael McLaughlin

JCOC

DCLYKEMA

Judgment of Conviction

Michael McLaughlin

ORDR

CCMASTLW

Order to Extend Deadline to Disclose Dr.
Beaver's Notes

Michael McLaughlin

STAT

CCMASTLW

STATUS CHANGED: closed pending clerk action Michael McLaughlin

ORDR

CCMASTLW

Order on State's Motion to Reconsider
Memorandum Decision re Sealed Documents

Michael McLaughlin

HRSC

CCMASTLW

Hearing Scheduled (Hearing Scheduled
04/24/2013 03:00 PI\/I) Restitution
[Notice of Hearing]

Michael McLaughlin

APSC

TCTONGES

Appealed To The Supreme Court

Michael McLaughlin

NOTA

TCTONGES

NOTICE OF APPEAL

Michael McLaughlin

MOTN

TCTONGES

Motion for Appointment of the State Appellate PD Michael McLaughlin
for Direct Appeal

CCMASTLW

Order to Transport (04/24/13@ 3pm)

Michael McLaughlin

3/22/2013

4/15/2013

Judge

4/16/2013

ORDR

CCMASTLW

Order Appointing SAPD for Appeal

Michael McLaughlin

4/18/2013

MRST

TCTONGES

Motion for Restitution

Michael McLaughlin

MEMO

TCTONGES

Memorandum in Support of Motion for Restitution Michael McLaughlin

HRVC

CCMASTLW

Hearing result for Hearing Scheduled scheduled
on 04/24/2013 03:00 PM: Hearing Vacated
Restitution

Michael McLaughlin

ORDR

CCMASTLW

Order Quashing Transport Order

Michael McLaughlin

STIP

TCCHRIKE

Stipulation to Restitution

Michael McLaughlin

4/19/2013

4/22/2013
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Case: CR-FE-2011-0003976 Current Judge: Michael McLaughlin
Defendant: Hall, Robert Dean

State of Idaho vs. Robert Dean Hall
Date

Code

User

4/25/2013

RSDS

TCCHRIKE

State/City Response to Discovery / Sixty - Fifth
Addendum

Michael McLaughlin

5/3/2013

ORDR

CCMASTLW

Order and Judgment for Restitution

Michael McLaughlin

5/17/2013

RESR

CCMASTLW

Restitution Recommended by the Prosecutor's
office. 11390.58 victim # 1

Michael McLaughlin

RESR

CCMASTLW

Restitution Recommended by the Prosecutor's
office. 2311.09 victim# 2

Michael McLaughlin

5/24/2013

MISC

CCMASTLW

PER 3/22/13 ORDER OF THE COURT,
Michael McLaughlin
REDACTED VERSIONS OF FOLLOWING
DOCUMENTS SUBMITTED TO COURT FILE:
2/10/12 MOTION IN LIMINE RE VICTIM'S
ALLEGED STEROID USE; 2/17/12 MOTION &
MEMORANDUM OF LAW IN SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO ADMIT VARIOUS
ITEMS OF EVIDENCE; 4/27/12: NOTICE OF
INTENT TO INTRODUCE EVIDENCE
PURSUANT TO I.R.E. 404(b) AND MOTION TO
ADMIT EXPERT TESTIMONY ON DOMESTIC
VIOLENCE; 5/15/12: REPLY TO STATE'S
MOTION IN LIMINE RE: VICTIM'S ALLEGED
STEROID USE; 5/29/12: STATE'S MOTION TO
EXCLUDE EVIDENCE RELATING TO ASHLEE
CORRIGAN; 10/15/12: MOTION TO ADMIT
EVIDENCE PURSUANT TO I.R.E. 404(a)(1 );
10/22/12: MOTION TO RECONSIDER REVISED
RULING ON THE ADMISSIBILITY OF EMMETT
CORRIGAN'S E-MAIL.

5/28/2013

NOTA

CCTHIEBJ

AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL

Michael McLaughlin

12/20/2013

NOTC

CCTHIEBJ

(6) Notice of Transcript Lodged - Supreme Court
Docket No. 40916

Michael McLaughlin

Judge

000025
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MAR 14 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By STORMY McCORMACK
DEPUTY

GREG H. BOWER
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney

Whitney A. Faulkner
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
200 W. Front Street, Room 3191
Boise, Idaho 83702
Telephone: (208) 287-7700

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-2011-0003976
COMPLAINT
Hall's DOB
Hall's SSN:

PERSONALLY APPEARED Before me this

/IIJ6b'L ~ ri,41 c

Jj_ day of March 2011, ~ , A.

~ ' Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, in and for the County of Ada, State of Idaho, who,
being first duly sworn, complains and says: that ROBERT DEAN HALL, on or about the
11th day of March, 2011, in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did commit the crimes of
MURDER IN THE FIRST DEGREE, FELONY, LC. § 18-4001, 02, 03 and II. USE OF A
DEADLY WEAPON DURING THE COMMISSION OF A CRIME, FELONY, LC. §192520 as follows:

COMPLAINT (HALL), Page 1
000026

•
COUNT!
That the Defendant, ROBERT DEAN HALL, on or about the 11th day of March,
2011, in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did willfully, unlawfully, deliberately, with
premeditation, and with malice aforethought did kill and murder Emmett Corrigan, a human
being, by laying in wait for Emmett Corrigan in a store parking lot with a handgun and that
when Emmett Corrigan returned to the parking lot, the said Defendant confronted Emmett
Corrigan and shot Emmett Corrigan with the handgun in the chest and head from which
Emmett Corrigan died.
COUNT II
That the Defendant, ROBERT DEAN HALL, on or about the 11th day of March,
2011, in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did use a firearm, to-wit: a Ruger .380 semiautomatic pistol, in the commission of the crime alleged in Count I.
All of which is contrary to the form, force and effect of the statute in such case and
against the peace and dignity of the State of Idaho.
Said Complainant therefore prays that a Warrant issue for the arrest of the Defendant
and that ROBERT DEAN HALL, may be dealt with according to law.
GREG H. BOWER
Ada County Prosecutor

SUBSCRIBED AND Sworn to before me this

/t/ day of March 2011.

COMPLAINT (HALL), Page 2
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
STATE OF IDAHO, ADA COUNTY, MAGISTRATE DIVISION
PROBABLE CAUSE FORM

STATE OF IDAHO

CASE NO.

YI.

CLERK
DATE

PROSECUTOR };. ,

kme.r

DAY

D
D
D
D
D

GARDUNIA

D

REARDON

HARRIGFELD

D
D
D

STECKEL

D
D
D
D
D
D

BIETER

JXl

HAWLEY

D

CAWTHON
COMSTOCK

HICKS

D

D

s

312(4

H. MANLEY
1 1Lf

I 2011

TIME

ltJ-iY

CASE ID.

~ Doll/II

BEG.

/D4LJ'li;?

END

1D5?S]

STATUS

JUDGE
BERECZ

ta.~11-

TOXIMETER

COMPLAINING WITNESS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

D

---

MacGREGOR-IRBY

r,i

MANWEILER

J!'i

McDANIEL

t§

MINDER
OTHS

SWAIN
WATKINS

0
0
0
D
D
D
D

STATE SWO~N
PC FOUND _

t: [ cl,. 2..

COMPLAINT SIGNED
AMENDED COMPLAINT SIGNED
AFFIDAVIT SIGNED
NO PC FOUND
EXONERATE BOND
SUMMONS TO BE ISSUED
WARRANT ISSUED
BOND SETS
NO CONTACT
D.R.#

COMMENTS

D
~

DISMISS CASE
IN CUSTODY

( ) AGENT'SWARRANT
( ) RULE 5(b)
( ) FUGITIVE

PROBABLE CAUSE FORM
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•

ADA COUNTY MAGISTRATE MINUTES

Robert Dean Hall

CR-FE-2011-0003976

DOB:
01:30 PM

Judge: Cawthon I rby

Clerk:

&Uife-·~----/1_

Interpreter: _

Prosecuting Agency:_::«;' _BC _ EA _GC _MC

Pros:

i-

~torney:

_,.11_ _ _ _ _ _ __

/lJtJtJff_

• 1 118-4001-1 Murder I F
• 2 119-2520 Enhancement-Use of a Deadly Weapon in Commission of)a Felony F

f1&7,.,/dd._f

Case Called

Defendant: ~ s e n t

~dvised of Rights

Waived Rights

Guilty Plea/ PV Admit
~nd $

//Jk/Uf/ilJnr/_

In Chambers

Finish

N/G Plea

PT Memo

Release Defendant

CR-FE-2011-0003976

Not Present

/ r D Appointed

~ Advise

~stody

__ Waived Attorney

smA1j1t Penalty

ROR --=-Pay/ Stay

_ _ Payment Agreement

_ _ Written Guilty Plea

___ No Contact Order

~(X

c)

000029

IN THE DISTRI.OURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DI.CT
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY O~DA
MAGISTRATE ~IVISION

STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff.

~~Ufl61\.~~~

. ··----

MAR 15 2011

)
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
)
By ERIN PENA
) Case No: CR-FE-2011-0003976
DEPUTY
)

vs.
Robert Dean Hall
5305 N. Foxrun
Meridian, ID 83646

) NOTICE OF APPOINTMENT OF PUBLIC DEFENDER
) AND SETTING CASE FOR HEARING

Defendant.

~ d a D Boise D Eagle

D Garden City D Meridian

-------------------TO: Ada County Public Defender
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED that you are appointed to represent the defendant in this cause, or in the District
Court until relieved by court order. The case is continued for:

Preliminary
Judge:

BONDAMOUNT: - - - - -

Monday, March 28, 2011
Michael Oths

08:30AM

The Defendant is: D In Custody

D Released on Bail

D ROR

TO: The above named defendant
IT HAS BEEN ORDERED BY THIS COURT that the defendant is to contact the Ada County Public Defender's
Office at 200 W. Front Street, Room 1107, Boise, Idaho 83702. Telephone: (208) 287-7400. If the defendant is unable to
post bond and obtain his/her release from jail, that the proper authorities allow the defendant to make a phone call to the
Ada County Public Defender.
IT HAS BEEN FURTHER ORDERED: That the parties, prior to the pre-trial conference, complete and comply with
Rule 161.C.R. and THAT THE DEFENDANT BE PERSONALLY PRESENT AT BOTH THE PRE-TRIAL CONFERENCE
AND/ OR THE JURY TRIAL: FAILURE TO APPEAR AT EITHER THE PRE-TRIAL CONFERENCE OR THE JURY
TRIAL WILL RESULT IN A BENCH WARRANT FOR THE DEFENDANT'S ARREST.

Dated : 3/14/2011

I hereby certify that copies of this Notice
Defendant:

Mailed

wy:ed

Hand Delivered

Interdepartmental Mail

as follows on this date

Signature _ _ _ _ _ _ _'-""-..,,,,._-+-:---+hone~~-----------~

Clerk/ date

Prosecutor:

Deputy Clerk

X'

Public Defender: Interdepartmental M a ~
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CLE

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH,
OFT
DIS~T COURT

V'-'

BY~~~~~~~~~~·

Deputy

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
STATE OF IDAHO, ADA COUNTY
STATE OF IDAHO,

)
)
Plaintiff,
)
)
)
VS.
)
)
I
Defendant.
)
SSN: XXX-XX)
=:...:.:....-=-===--=-=-=----------------

lfq II

TO:

CASE NO.
NOTIFICATION OF CONSEQUENCES AND
PENALTIES FOR ESCAPE PURSUANT TO
LC. §§ 18-2505, 2506

THE ABOVE-NAMED DEFENDANT, YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED AS FOLLOWS:

LC. § 18-2505 ( 1) Every prisoner charged with, convicted of, or on probation for a felony who is confined in any
correctional facility, as defined in section 18-101 A, Idaho Code, including any private correctional facility, or who while
outside the walls of such correctional facility in the proper custody of any officer or person, or while in any factory, farm
or other place without the walls of such correctional facility, who escapes or attempts to escape from such officer or
person, or from such correctional facility, or from such factory, farm or other place without the walls of such correctional
facility, shall be guilty of a felony, and upon conviction thereof, any such second term of imprisonment shall commence
at the time he would otherwise have been discharged. A felony is punishable by fine not exceeding fifty thousand

dollars ($50,000.00) or imprisonment in the state prison not to exceed five (5) years or both.
LC. § 18-2506 (l)(a) Every prisoner charged with or convicted of a misdemeanor who is confined in any county jail or
other place or who is engaged in any county work outside of such jail or other place, or who is in the lawful custody of
any officer or person, who escapes or attempts to escape therefrom, is guilty of a misdemeanor. A misdemeanor is

punishable by fine not exceeding $1000.00 or by imprisonment in the county jail not to exceed one (1) year or both.
(b) In cases involving escape or attempted escape by use of threat, intimidation, force, violence, injury to person or
property other than that of the prisoner, or wherein the escape or attempted escape was perpetrated by use or possession of
any weapon, tool, instrument or other substance, the prisoner shall be guilty of a felony.
Escape shall be deemed to include abandonment of a job site or work assignment without the permission of an
employment supervisor or officer. Escape includes the intentional act of leaving the area of restriction set forth in a court
order admitting a person to bail or release on a person's own recognizance with electronic or global positioning system
tracking, monitoring and detention or the area of restriction set forth in a sentencing order, except for leaving the area of
restriction for the purpose of obtaining emergency medical care.
I ACKNOWLEDGE

DEFENDANT

DATE

000031
NOTIFICATION OF PENALTIES- ESCAPE

[REV 11-2010]

•

•

~,,..

. '"'~·,·>!~~---

A.:,· ···- .,.

~-:~.)~1.

----

MAR 1 6 2011
CHRISTOPHER O. RICH Clertc
By DIANE~'
~

GREG H. BOWER
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney
200 W. Front Street, Room 3191
Boise, Idaho 83 702
Phone: 287-7700
Fax: 287-7709

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.

ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

__________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-2011-0003976
PETITION FOR APPOINTMENT
OF SPECIAL PROSECUTOR

COMES NOW, GREG H. BOWER, Ada County Prosecuting Attorney, and hereby

petitions this Court for the appointment of a Special Prosecutor in the case of the State of Idaho vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL, Case No. CR-FE-2011-0003976 and upon being duly sworn, hereby
deposes and says:
1)

That your affiant is the duly elected Prosecuting Attorney of Ada County, and was

sworn into office on January 12, 2009;
2)

That your affiant has the duty to prosecute ROBERT DEAN HALL, pursuant to

Idaho Code §31-2604 as Prosecuting Attorney;
3)

That the Defendant in the above-referenced is an Ada County employee;

4)

That your affiant petitions this Court to appoint Lawrence Wasden, Idaho Attorney

General, or his delegee, a member of the Idaho Bar Association and an experienced attorney in
PETITION FOR APPOINTMENT OF SPECIAL PROSECUTOR
(HALL), Page 1
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•
criminal prosecution, as the Special Prosecutor in that he is a suitable person to perform the duties
required of your affiant in prosecuting ROBERT DEAN HALL;
5)

That your affiant petitions this Court to appoint Lawrence Wasden, Idaho Attorney

General, or his delegee, as Special Prosecutor throughout the duration of all further proceedings in
this case.
DATED this

Y1
1 ~1

l.:f. day of March 2011.

GREGH
Ada Co nty Prosecuting Attorney

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

)
) ss.
)

On this ~day of March 2011, before me, a Notary Public for Idaho, appeared GREG H.
BOWER, known to me to be the person whose name is subscribed to the within instrument, and
acknowledged to me that he executed the same.

PETITION FOR APPOINTMENT OF SPECIAL PROSECUTOR
(HALL), Page 2
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_ _ _ _P . M . - - - -

MAR 1 6 2011
GREG H. BOWER
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney
200 W. Front Street, Room 3191
Boise, Idaho 83 702
Phone: 287-7700
Fax: 287-7709

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
VS.

ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

_______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
}

Case No. CR-FE-2011-0003976
ORDER FOR APPOINTMENT OF
SPECIAL PROSECUTOR

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, AND THIS DOES ORDER, that Lawrence Wasden, Idaho

Attorney General, or his delegee, be appointed as Special Prosecutor in the case of the State of
Idaho vs. ROBERT DEAN HALL, in that he is a suitable person to perform the duties required in
prosecuting said case and that there is a conflict of interest in the Ada County Prosecuting
Attorney's continued prosecution of ROBERT DEAN HALL pursuant to LC. §31-2604.
DATED this

/J ta; of March 2011.
/

ORDER FOR APPOINTMENT OF SPECIAL PROSECUTOR
(HALL), Page 1
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•_____,,~-

ADA COUNTY PUBLI~FENDER
Attorneys for Defendant
200 West Front Street, Suite 1107
Boise, Idaho 83702
Telephone: (208) 287-7400
Facsimile: (208) 287-7409

A. M. \ \

•<

FIL~°M. _ _ __

MAR 17 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By LANI BROXSON
DEPUTY

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,
Case No. CR-FE-2011-0003976

Plaintiff
vs.

MOTION FOR BOND REDUCTION

ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.
COMES NOW, ROBERT DEAN HALL, the above-named defendant, by and through

counsel STEVEN A BOTIMER, Ada County Public Defender's office, and moves this Court for
its ORDER reducing bond in the above-entitled matter upon the grounds that the bond is so
unreasonably high that the defendant, who is an indigent person without funds, cannot post such
a bond, and for the reason that the defendant has thereby been effectively denied their right to
bail.
DATED, Wednesday, March 16, 2011.

STEVEN A BOTIMER
Attorney for Defendant

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I HEREBY CERTIFY, that on Wednesday, March 16, 2011, I mailed a true and correct
copy of the within instrument to:
SPEC PROS - ATTORNEY GENERAL
Counsel for the State ofidaho
by placing said same in the Interdepartmental Mail.

MOTION FOR BOND REDUCTION
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FILED

A.M. _ _..._ _ _P.M. _ _ __

ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER
Attorneys for Defendant
200 West Front Street, Suite 1107
Boise, Idaho 83702
Telephone: (208) 287-7400
Facsimile: (208) 287-7409

MAR 17 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By LANI BROXSON
DEPUTY

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,
Case No. CR-FE-2011-0003976

Plaintiff

NOTICE OF HEARING

vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

TO:

THE ST A TE OF IDAHO, Plaintiff, and to SPEC PROS - ATTORNEY GENERAL:
YOU, AND EACH OF YOU, are hereby notified that the defendant will call for a

hearing on MOTION FOR BOND REDUCTION, now on file in the above-entitled matter, on
Monday, March 28, 2011, at the hour of08:30 AM, in the courtroom of the above-entitled court,
or as soon thereafter as counsel may be heard.
DATED, Wednesday, March 16, 2011.

STEVEN A BOTIMER
Attorney for Defendant

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I HEREBY CERTIFY, that on Wednesday, March 16, 2011, I mailed a true and correct
copy of the within instrument to:
SPEC PROS - ATTORNEY GENERAL
Counsel for the State of Idaho
by placing said same in the Interdepartmental Mail.

NOTICE OF HEARING
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ADA COUNTY PUBLI.ENDER
Attorneys for Defendant
200 West Front Street, Suite 1107
Boise, Idaho 83702
Telephone: (208) 287-7400
Facsimile: (208) 287-7409

:8.---F-IL~t.----MAR 17 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By LANI BROXSON
DEPUTY

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff

Case No. CR-FE-2011-0003976
REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY

vs.

ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

TO:

THE ST ATE OF IDAHO, Plaintiff, and to ADA COUNTY PROSECUTOR:
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE, that the undersigned, pursuant to ICR 16, requests discovery

and photocopies of the following information, evidence, and materials:
1) All unredacted material or information within the prosecutor's possession or
control, or which thereafter comes into his possession or control, which tends to
negate the guilt of the accused or tends to reduce the punishment thereof. ICR
16(a).
2) Any unredacted, relevant written or recorded statements made by the defendant,
or copies thereof, within the possession, custody or control of the state, the
existence of which is known or is available to the prosecuting attorney by the
exercise of due diligence; and also the substance of any relevant, oral statement
made by the defendant whether before or after arrest to a peace officer,
prosecuting attorney or the prosecuting attorney's agent; and the recorded
testimony of the defendant before a grand jury which relates to the offense
charged.
3) Any unredacted, written or recorded statements of a co-defendant; and the
substance of any relevant oral statement made by a co-defendant whether before
or after arrest in response to interrogation by any person known by the codefendant to be a peace office or agent of the prosecuting attorney.
4) Any prior criminal record of the defendant and co-defendant, if any.
5) All unredacted documents and tangible objects as defined by ICR 16(b)(4) in the
possession or control of the prosecutor, which are material to the defense,
intended for use by the prosecutor or obtained from or belonging to the defendant
or co-defendant.

REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY, Page 1
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6) All reports o.sical or mental examinations a n " scientific tests or
experiments within the possession, control, or knowledge of the prosecutor, the
existence of which is known or is available to the prosecutor by the exercise of
due diligence.
7) A written list of the names, addresses, records of prior felony convictions, and
written or recorded statements of all persons having knowledge of facts of the
case known to the prosecutor and his agents or any official involved in the
investigatory process of the case.
8) A written summary or report of any testimony that the state intends to introduce
pursuant to rules 702, 703, or 705 of the Idaho Rules of Evidence at trial or
hearing; including the witness' opinions, the facts and data for those opinions, and
the witness' qualifications.
9) All reports or memoranda made by police officers or investigators in connection
with the investigation or prosecution of the case, including what are commonly
referred to as "ticket notes."
10) Any writing or object that may be used to refresh the memory of all persons who
may be called as witnesses, pursuant to IRE 612.
11) Any and all audio and/or video recordings made by law enforcement officials
during the course of their investigation.
12) Any evidence, documents, or witnesses that the state discovers or could discover
with due diligence after complying with this request.
The undersigned further requests written compliance within 14 days of service of the
within instrument.
DATED, Wednesday, March 16, 2011.

STEVEN A BOTIMER
Attorney for Defendant

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I HEREBY CERTIFY, that on Wednesday, March 16, 2011, I mailed a true and correct

copy of the within instrument to:
ADA COUNTY PROSECUTOR
Counsel for the State of Idaho

by placing said same in the Interdepartmental Mail.

REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY, Page 2
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MAR 2 3 2011

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTF(ltlfYl~PHER D. RICH, Clerk
By HEIDI MANLEY
DEPUTY

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
RECEIVED
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant,

MAR 1)8 201'case No. CR-FE-2011-0003976
ADA co~TY CL8WDER FOR DELIVERY OF
)
MEDICAL RECORDS TO THE
)
ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OFFICE
)
PURSUANT TO THE HEALTH
)
INSURANCE PORTABILITY AND
)
ACCOUNTABILITY ACT AND
)
IDAHO CODE §19-3004; ICR 17

-------------,----)
This Court, upon information from the Attorney General's Office that certain
medical records described herein are necessary for preparation and presentation of the
Prosecution's case in the above-captioned matter, and the Court concluding that the
medical records do appear to be relevant and necessary to the proper adjudication of
this matter, hereby orders that employees or representatives of St. Alphonsus Regional
Medical Center, Boise, Idaho produce all personal health information, including medical
records in their custody pertaining to ROBERT DEAN HALL, DOB:

r the

dates of March 11, 2011 through March 13, 2011 to the Attorney General's Office in
response to a subpoena issued by the Prosecution in this case. The records may be
generally provided in the manner set out in Idaho Code §9-420, except that the said
records are to be made available for pickup by an agent of the Attorney General's Office
or law enforcement within three business days of the service of the subpoena, rather
than be delivered to the Court.

ORDER FOR DELIVERY OF MEDICAL RECORDS TO THE ATTORNEY GENERAL'S
OFFICE PURSUANT TO THE HEAL TH INSURANCE PORTABILITY AND
ACCOUNTABILITY ACT AND IDAHO CODE §19-3004; ICR 17, Page 1
000039

•

•

This Order is also intended to require that personal health information, other than
just the described written medical records, such as information known to employees or
representatives of the Saint Alphonsus Regional Medical Center also be provided to the
prosecution or criminal defense by interview when asked for and that those employees
or representatives of Saint Alphonsus Regional Medical Center testify if required.
Any questions regarding said records should be directed to the Attorney
General's Office, (208) 332-3096.

IT IS SO ORDERED this

Jc1

day of March 2011.

M

ORDER FOR DELIVERY OF MEDICAL RECORDS TO THE ATIORNEY GENERAL'S
OFFICE PURSUANT TO THE HEALTH INSURANCE PORTABILITY AND
ACCOUNTABILITY ACT AND IDAHO CODE §19-3004; ICR 17, Page 2
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•

•

-NO.___'"i:ii'.:i=:~.,.._,,..__
3 :se,
A.M. _ _ _ _
FIL~-~

MAR 2 4 2011

LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Attorney General
State of Idaho

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By NATALIE FARACA
DEPUTY

STEPHEN A. BYWATER
Deputy Attorney General
Chief, Criminal Law Division
MELISSA MOODY ISB#6027
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8074

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,

_____________
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

CASE NO. CR-FE-2011-0003976
SUBPOENA DUCES TECUM

THE STATE OF IDAHO SENDS GREETINGS TO:

Saint Alphonsus Regional Medical Center
1055 N. Curtis Rd., Boise, Idaho
YOU ARE HEREBY DIRECTED, laying aside all excuses, to produce the
following documentary evidence and/or objects to the court upon receipt of this
subpoena:
•

Any and all medical records for ROBERT DEAN HALL; admitted between
March 11 through March 13, 2011. Date of birth

SUBPOENA DUCES TECUM - HOSPITAL MED. RECORDS - CRIMINAL - 1 000041

•
COMPLIANCE WITH THIS SUBPOENA will be achieved by providing said
records to the OFFICE OF THE IDAHO ATTORNEY GENERAL, CRIMINAL DIVISION,
P.O. BOX 83720, BOISE, IDAHO 83720-0010, on or before the 151 day of April, 2011.
FURTHER, YOU ARE HEREBY advised that this subpoena does not require
your appearance in court as compliance with Idaho Code § 9-420. Providing all of the
said records to this Court within the above stated time frame will constitute sufficient
compliance with this subpoena.

Should you wish to assert that said records involve

privileged materials, or should not be disclosed, you must comply with Idaho Code§ 9420 in applying for a protective order denying, restricting or otherwise limiting access
and use of such copies, original charts and records.
YOU ARE FURTHER advised that failure to obey this subpoena may result in a
finding that you are in contempt of Court.

WITNESS my hand this

_2 day of March 2011.

MELISSAM0Y
Deputy Attorney General

SUBPOENA DUCES TECUM - HOSPITAL MED. RECORDS - CRIMINAL - 2 000042

•

.

.

•
RETURN

STATE OF IDAHO )
) ss.
)
County of Ada
I HEREBY CERTIFY that I served the within Subpoena Duces Tecum on the

·2-Lf

day of March 2011, on Saint Alphonsus Regional Medical Center - Records Cusodian
being the witness named in said Subpoena Duces Tecum, in the County of Ada, by
showing the original to said witness personally, and informing said witness of the
contents thereof.

DATED this

m_ day of March 2011.

SUBPOENA DUCES TECUM - HOSPITAL MED. RECORDS - CRIMINAL - 3 000043
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CHRISTOPHER D. RICH,
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT
BY~
De

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
VS.

'Bobt 1),a/) frkU
________________
Defendant.

Defendant:

/!J Present

D Advised of Rights

D Not Present
D Waived Rights

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

PRELIMINARY HEARING NOTICE / MINUTE SHEET

Case Number
Case Called

'o Ada

:{§- 60 II- 3B'1&

/-b[l~ }:: ~ 901./5D
(Yl QU...:..54 M.aj C~G)

)oSpecial

@/Attorney

Jj In Custody

Gel ct\e~
D PD Appointed D Waived Attorney

D In Chambers D I n t e r p r e t e r - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

~Motion for Bond ReducJion DeRie~ / Granted -$ ~
9D"' \l / f&dpttrotJ,: '1 \'2.l l
----"'"'------D Amended Complaint Filed D Complaint Amended by lnterlineation D Reading of Complaint Waived

D Bond $

Noflo..d

)a State/ Defense@utu~equest for C o n t i n u a n c e - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - D State / Defense Objection / No Objection to C o n t i n u a n c e - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 0 case continued to

5/d-lo}U

at

"8:3D

@pm for

:PH-

(AH~

D Defendant Waives Preliminary Hearing D Hearing Held D Commitment Signed
D Case Bound Over to J u d g e - - - - - - - - - - - - on _ _ _ _ _ _ _ at _ _ _ _ am/pm
D Case Dismissed after Preliminary Hearing / On State's Motion

D Release Defendant, This Case Only

ADA COUNTY COURTHOUSE, 200 W. FRONT ST., BOISE, ID 83702
You must appear as scheduled above. Failure to do so will result in a warrant being issued for your arrest.

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk of the District Court
DATED

3 }d~ }lf

By:_~L..:....~~--7*-----------

I hereby certify that copies of this notice were served as follows:
Defendant

,0'Fland Delivered

Defense Attorney

D Hand Delivered

Public Defender

D Hand Delivered

Prosecutor

~and Delivered

Clerk:bw,,

Date

'3,L~f'l//
000044

PRELIMINARY HEARING NOTICE/MINUTE SHEET

[REV 12-2010]

•

•

NO.,.-,,

C

A.M.:JA§;;

~.~----

MAR 2 8 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By HEIDI MANLEY
DEPUTY

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
STATE OF IDAHO, ADA COUNTY, MAGISTRATE DIVISION
Criminal Court - Traffic Division
200 W. Front St.
Boise, Idaho 83702

MEMO FOR THE RECORD

Date:

3}a8\U

Case Number:
Defendant:
Subject:

JE- Qo\\- ~'7l,

:Kobtt-t

~ fkQi_

---------------------------

MEMO FOR THE RECORD

000045

[REV 9-2001)

IN

11-TE: i~ISTRICT cou'.I OF THE FOURTH JUDl{.IAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF ID

0, IN AND FOR THE CO~TY OF ADA.

THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.

NOTICE OF COURT DATE
AND
BOND RECEIPT

HALL ROBERT DEAN
Defendant

NO

A.M.

fl ~ ,J
L
.2

FILED

P.M.----

MAR 3 0 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk

YOU ARE HEREBY NO"rlFIED that you must appear in Co§rt.CHE~~~~ADAMS

on 26 May 2011 at 08:30AM hrs, at the:

/

Ada County Courthouse
200 West Front Street
Boise, 83702

You are further notified that if you fail to appear as specified herein, your bond
will be forfeited and a Warrant of Arrest will be issued against you.
BOND RECEIPT No: 513925

Charge:

18-4003-1 {F} MURDER I

Bond Amount: $ 1,000,000.00
Case#

CRFE20110003976

Bond #

DN 1000-2665613

Bond Type:

Surety

Warrant#:
Agency:

Aladdin/Anytime

Insurance:

Danielson National Insurance Co

Bondsman:

LEADER OLEN
80 N COLE RD
Boise, ID

83704

This is to certify that I have received a copy of this
NOTICE TO APPEAR. I understand that I am being released on the
conditions of posting bail and my promise to appear in the court
at the time, date, and place descri ed in this notice.
DATED: 3/29/2011

Printed - Tuesday, March 29, 2011 by: S05178
\\countyb\DFSSHARE\INSTALLS\Crystal Reports\Analyst4\Sheriff\SHF BondOutReceipt.rpt - Modified: 06/28/2010
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('\' ·., jD

LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General

-NO.

A.M.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~FIL':::::,i~~-~,~----.t~)~......._

QORIGINAL

MAR 3 0 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By NATALIE FARACA

STEPHEN A. BYWATER

DEPUTY

! ) ' <~Deputy Attorney General
r "·. ) Chief, Criminal Law Division

'\)I

.

MELISSA MOODY ISB#6027
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant,

_______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
MOTION FOR CONDITIONS OF
BOND

COMES NOW, Melissa Moody, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho, and
moves this Court for an Order, pursuant to I.C.R. 46(c), for t~following reasonable terms
and conditions of bail.
The State asks that the Court order that the defendant have no contact
whatsoever with Kandi Hall, the defendant's wife. This request is made for several
reasons. First, Kandi Hall is the primary eyewitness to the murder. She was standing in
close proximity to the defendant and the victim when the gunshots were fired. Her
testimony is extremely important. It is likely that any contact with the defendant, her
husband, will influence Mrs. Hall's recollection of events and/or increase her motive to be

~

MOTION FOR CONDITIONS OF BOND (HALL), Page 1
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•
less than truthful in detailing what occurred. Second, Mrs. Hall has strong ties to
California. As set forth in the attached affidavit of Mr. Miller, Mrs. Hall was planning to go
to California to be with her family right after these events occurred. It is quite possible
that Mr. and Mrs. Hall would leave the state together. Finally, because Mrs. Hall is an
extremely important witness, there may be a risk to her safety if Mr. Hall is permitted to
have contact with her. The State asks that this no contact order extend to third party
contact.
The State asks that the Court order that the defendant have no contact
whatsoever with Ashlee Corrigan, the victim's wife and that this include no third party
contact.
The State asks that the Court order the defendant to surrender his passport.
The State asks that the Court order the defendant to remain in Ada County at all
times prior to trial.
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITIED this 30th day of March 2011.

~O\__o
MELISS~ MOODY-a=
Deputy Attorney General

MOTION FOR CONDITIONS OF BOND (HALL), Page 2
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•
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this

jO

day of March 2011, I caused to be served a

true and correct copy of the foregoing State's Motion for Bond Conditions to:
Steven Botimer
Ada County Public Defender
200 W. Front St., Rm 1107
Boise, ID 83702
Fax 287-7409

_

U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
~ Hand Delivered
_
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
Email

Rosean Newman, Legal Secretary

MOTION FOR CONDITIONS OF BOND (HALL), Page 3
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•
LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General

NO-----,:nFr---FILED

A.M--------JP.M

MAR 3 O2011

QORIGINAL

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
9iJ SAUNDRA TAYSOM

STEPHEN A. BYWA'rER
Deputy Attorney General
Chief, Criminal Law Division

DEP!JTV

MELISSA MOODY ISB#6027
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant,

______________

10:exe

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT OF
CONDl'rlONS OF BOND

I am the lead detective assigned to investigate the Robert Hall murder case, which
was initiated as a result of the shooting death of Emmett Corrigan on March 11, 2011.
As the lead detective, I interviewed Kandi Hall for the first time on March 15, 2011.
On March 15, 2011, I and investigator Scott Smith spoke with Mrs. Hall regarding
rumors we had heard that she was planning to leave town. Mrs. Hall told us that she was
planning to fly to California where Mrs. Hall's parents live.
According to an Accurint report, Mr. Hall moved to Idaho in the Summer of 2006.
Mr. Hall was hired by the Ada County Sheriffs Office on April 3, 2007.

AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT OF CONDITIONS OF BOND (HALL), Page 1
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•

.

•

On March 15, 2011, we served Mrs. Hall with a subpoena for the preliminary
hearing scheduled, at that time, for March 28, 2011. We wanted to ensure her
appearance at the court hearing. Even after being served with the subpoena, Mrs. Hall
contemplated leaving the state. She assured us, even if she left the state she would
return for the hearing on March 28, 2011. She did not leave the state.

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 30th day of March 2011.

~imMiller
Meridian Police Department
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this 30th day of March, 2011.
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Residing at: Boise, ID
My commission expires: 3/10/2017
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this

?V

day of March 2011, I caused to be served a

true and correct copy of the foregoing Affidavit in Support of Conditions of Bond to:
Steven Botimer
Ada County Public Defender
200 W. Front St., Rm 1107
Boise, ID 83702
Fax 287-7409

_

U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid

Sb._ Hand Delivered
_

Overnight Mail
Facsimile
Email

~l---.o.Lse.::..a~n:::::N'.:::e=w:::{w~an~.~L~e:..LgL...
/YYv---.aLI
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ADA COUNTY PUBLIAEFENDER
Attorneys for Defendant
(V"-.:
<::::'\~ \j 200 West Front Street, Suite 1107
"\ (..; Boise, Idaho 83702
~ Telephone: (208) 287-7400
Facsimile: (208) 287-7409

NO'--.""l""""'!r--::~---A.M

/04~

Fl~~----

MAR 3 0 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By WENDY MALONE
DEPUTY

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
ST A TE OF IDAHO,
Case No. CR-FE-2011-0003976

Plaintiff

MOTION FOR BOND REDUCTION

vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

COMES NOW, ROBERT DEAN HALL, the above-named defendant, by and through

counsel EDWARD B ODESSEY, Ada County Public Defender's office, and moves this Comt
for its ORDER reducing bond in the above-entitled matter upon the grounds that the bond is so
unreasonably high that the defendant, who is an indigent person without funds, cannot post such
a bond, and for the reason that the defendant has thereby been effectively denied their right to
bail.
DATED, Wednesday, March 30, 2011.

EDWARD B ODESSEY
Attorney for Defendant

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I HEREBY CERTIFY, that on Wednesday, March 30, 2011, I mailed a true and correct
copy of the within instrument to:
SPEC PROS - ATTORNEY GENERAL
Counsel for the State of Idaho
by placing said same in the Interdepartmental Mail.

MOTION FOR BOND REDUCTION
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o31.MAR. 31. 2011 3 8:32AM
MAR. 31. 201 l

•

ID.ATTY G:NERAL-SPU

S: 12AM

IDAHO ATTY GENERAL-SPU

N~.444

P.

A.hLL\ ·. \$
NO. 422

200310006

~---

P. 2 ·

MAR 3 1 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By N8'f McKENZIE
DEPUTY

LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General

STEPHEN A. BYWATER
Deputy Attorney General
Chief, Criminal L.aw DMsion
MELISSA MOODY ISB#8027

Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720

Boiee, lcfaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (206) 332-3096

Facsimile; (208) 854-80~
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN ANO FOR THE COUNTY OF AfJA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,

)
)

vs.

)
)

ROSE.RT DEAN HALL,

)
)

Plaintiff.

________________
Defendant,

)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
MOTION FOR At>DJTIONAL Tl!RM

OF RELEASE

)
))

COMES NOW, Melissa Mocdy, !Deputy Attorney General, state of Idaho. and

moves this Court for an Addfflonal Term of Release, in addltJon to the terms sets forth In

the motion filed on March 30, 2011; namely. that Mr. Hall be prohibited from possessJng a
firearm or other dangerous/deadly weapon at all times.

Rl:SPECTFULLY SUBMITTED thrs 3111 day of March 2011.

Deputy Attomey General
MonoN FOR ADDITIONAL TERM OF R~LEASE (HALL), Page 1
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.o 3 ,:MAR.

31. 2011 3 8:33AM

,.... MAR.31.2011

8:12AM

-

ID~ATTY GENERAL-SPU

NO. 424

IDAHO ATTY GE~ERAL-SPU

NO.

422

P. 3,0041oooe

P. 3

CERTIFICATE OF SERVJCE
I HERESY CER.TIFY that on this 31st .day of March 2011, I caused to be served a
true and orirrect eopy of the foregoing Motton for Additional Term of Release to: .

Steven Botimer
Ada County Public Defender
200 W. Front st., Rm 1107
Boise, lD 83702
Fax 287-7409

_

U.S. Mail F'ostage Prepaid

..Dl.. Hand DeHvered
_

overnight Maif
Facsimils
=Email

<£-~
osean
Newman, Legal Secretary

MOTION FOR ADDmONAL Tl!NJI OF REL.eASE (HALL), Page 2
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A.M.

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
MAR 3 1 2011
MAGISTRATE DIVISION
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
200 W. Front Street, Boise, Idaho 83702
By LESLIE HAMPE
)
STATE OF IDAHO,
DEPUTY
)
Plaintiff.
)
vs.
)
Case No: CR-FE-2011-0003976
)
Robert Dean Hall
)
NOTICE OF HEARING
5305 N. Foxrun
)
Meridian, ID 83646
Defendant.
-------------------

)
)

Motion for Conditions of Bond

NOTICE 15 HEREBY GIVEN that the above-entitled case is hereby set for:

Motion ... Friday, April 08, 2011 ... 09:30 AM
Judge: Cawthon / Irby
I HEREBY CERTIFY that the foregoing is a true and correct copy of this Notice of Hearing entered by the
Court and on file in this office. I further certify that copies of this Notice were served as follows:
Defendant:

Mailed
Clerk

/

?1;1

Hand Delivered
Date 3-3/'IJ - -

Edward B Odessey
200 W Front St Rm 1107
Boise ID 83702
Private Counsel: Mailed- Hand Delivered
Clerk - - - - Date - - -

--

Prosecutor:

-------------

Signature----------Phone ~ ~ - - - - - - - - - -

Interdepartmental Mail
/
;{Ada D Boise Cl Eagle D G.C. D Meridian
Date '3,3J-H
Clerk

'L/1

Public Defender: Interdepartmental Mail
Date
Clerk

?fl

Other:

Signature----------Phone

/

'3, 3J-/{

-----------Mailed___
Hand Delivered _ _
Clerk _ _ _ _ Date _ _ __

Dated: 3/31/2011

Signature----------Phone ...._.....,__ _ _ _~~~-~-

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH

Clerk of the Court

By:

NOTICE OF HEARING

~d~~
Deputy Clerk
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NO,---'""""==-"""~-FIL~.~ 3 ; ;$7)

,;GI r~A L
LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General

MAR 3 1 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk

STEPHEN A. BYWATER
Deputy Attorney General
Chief, Criminal Law Division

By WENDY MALONE
DEPUTY

MELISSA MOODY 158#6027
Deputy Attorney General and
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

__________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY

TO THE ABOVE NAMED DEFENDANT:
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that the undersigned, pursuant to Rule 16(c) of the Idaho
Criminal Rules, requests discovery and inspection of the following information, evidence,

and materials:
(1) Documents and Tangible Objects:
Request is hereby made by the prosecution to inspect and copy or photograph
books, papers, documents, photographs, tangible objects or copies or portions thereof,

REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY (HALL), Page 1
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which are within the possession, custody or control of the Defendant, and which the
defendant intends to introduce in evidence at trial.
(2) Reports of Examinations and Tests:

The prosecution hereby requests the Defendant to permit the State to inspect and
copy or photograph any results or reports of physical or mental examinations and of
scientific tests or experiments made in connection with this case, or copies thereof, within
the possession or control of the defendant, which the defendant intends to introduce in
evidence at the trial, or which were prepared by a witness whom the Defendant intends to
call at the trial when the results or reports relate to testimony of the witness.
(3) Defense Witnesses:

The State requests the defendant to furnish the State with a list of names and
addresses of witnesses the Defendant intends to call at trial.
(4) Expert Witnesses:

The State requests a written summary or report of any testimony that the defense
intends to introduce pursuant to Rules 702, 703 or 705 of the Idaho Rules of Evidence at
trial or hearing. The summary provided must describe the witness's opinions, the facts
and data for those opinions and the witness's qualifications. In the event the Defendant
seeks to use an expert witness regarding mental health, the State specifically requests
that such disclosure comply with the requirements of I.C. § 18-207.
(5) Request for Notice of Defense of Alibi:

Pursuant to Idaho Code Section 19-519, the State hereby requests that the
Defendant state in writing, within ten (10) days, notice of his intention to offer a defense of
alibi. Specifically, the State requests any specific place or places at which the defendant

REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY (HALL), Page 2
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•
claims to have been at the time of the alleged offense and the names and addresses of
the witnesses upon whom he intends to rely to establish such alibi.
DATED this$ day of March 2011.

MELISSA MOOD
Deputy Attorney General and
Special Prosecuting Attorney for
Ada County

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this

1)J day of March 2011,

I caused to be served a

true and correct copy of the foregoing Request for Discovery to:
Steven Botimer/Ed Oddessey
Ada County Public Defenders
200 W. Front St., Rm. 1107
Boise, ID 83702
Fax 208-287-7409

REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY (HALL), Page 3
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U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
Email
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LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General

NO·----FILE"""o----;-.,-3-0A.M_ _ __.P.M

J

MAR 3 1 2011

<-.,._

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk

STEPHEN A. BYWATER
Deputy Attorney General
Chief, Criminal Law Division

By WENDY MALONE
DEPUTY

MELISSA MOODY 158#6027
Deputy Attorney General and
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.
______________

' ·

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-2011-0003976
RESPONSE TO REQUEST
FOR DISCOVERY

COMES NOW, Melissa Moody, Deputy Attorney General and Special Prosecutor

for Ada County, State of Idaho, and makes the following Response to Request for
Discovery pursuant to Rule 16:
16(a) Automatic Disclosure: The discovery provided to the Defendant complies

with the prosecution's obligation under I.C.R. 16(a).

16(b) Disclosure pursuant to written request by Defendant:

(1) Statement of Defendant: Statements of the defendant are as noted in the

attached reports.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY (HALL), Page 1
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•
The prosecution hereby incorporates by reference the statements made by or
attributed to the defendant at his arraignment, the grand jury proceedings, or any court
proceedings in this case.
(2) Statement of Co-Defendant: No known co-defendant.
(3) Defendant's Prior Record: See information provided in #4 below.
(4) Documents and Tangible Objects:

Please find below a list of documents

and/or tangible objects obtained from the defendant or intended for use against the
defendant at trial.

BATES#

DESCRIPTION

01

Assignment Memo and
Aqreement Letter
Memo re seizure of two
computers
Memo re contact with Jake
Peterson and seizure of
computers
Memo re compact disk
containing data from seized
computers (AG-5)
Memo re search warrant of
truck belonging to Rob Hall
Memo re preservation
request to Facebook
Memo re copies of Meridian
police reports
MPD Report DR# 2011-1356
General Report, 1 page (Sgt.
B. Fiscus)
MPD Report DR#2011-1356
Narrative Report, 1 page (Sgt.
8. Fiscus)
MPD Report DR#2011-1356
Supplemental Report, 3 pages
(Det. James Miller)
MPD Report DR#2011-1356
Supplemental Report, 2 pages
(Ofc. J. Durbin)
MPD Report DR#2011-1356
Supplemental Report, 2 pages
(Sgt. S. Harper)

02
03

04

05
06
07
08

09

10

11

12

AUTHOR/
AGENCY
Scott Birch

DATE
3-15-11

NO.OF
PAGES
1

Jim Kouril

3-15-11

2

Scott Smith

3-16-11

10

Scott Smith

3-22-11

2

Scott Smith

3-22-11

2

Scott Smith

3-22-11

11

Scott Smith

3-24-11

1

Sgt. Branden Fiscus

3-11-11

1

Det. James Miller

3-11-11

1

Det. James Miller

3-11-11

3

Ofc. Jacob Durbin

3-11-11

2

Sgt. Shawn Harper

3-11-11

2
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•
13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22
23

24

25
26
27

MPD Report DR#2011-1356
Supplemental Report, 2 pages
(Ofc. N. Chapko)
MPD Report DR#2011-1356
Supplemental Report, 3 pages
(Cpl. R. Lee)
MPD Report DR#2011-1356
Supplemental Report, 1 page
(Ofc. J. Fuller)
MPD Report DR#2011-1356
Supplemental Report, 1 page
(Ofc. A. Urie)
MPD Report DR#2011-1356
Supplemental Report, 1 page
(Ofc. T. Ford)
MPD Report DR#2011-1356
Supplemental Report, 1 page
(Ofc. T. Marston)
MPD Report DR#2011-1356
Supplemental Report, 1 page
(Lt. S. Colaianni)
MPD Report DR#2011-1356
Supplemental Report, 2 pages
(Lt. M. De St Germain)
MPD Report DR#2011-1356
Supplemental Report, 4 pages
(Det. James Miller)
MPD Report DR#2011-1356
Supplemental Report, 3 pages
(Det. C. McGilvery)
MPD Report DR#2011-1356
Supplemental Report, 1 page
(Det. C Fawley)
MPD Report DR#2011-1356
Supplemental Report, 3 pages
(Det. R. Chopko)

Ofc. Natalie Chapko

3-11-11

2

Cpl. Richard Lee

3-11-11

3

Ofc. Jeff Fuller

3-11-11

1

Ofc. Audra Urie

3-11-11

1

Ofc. Tony Ford

3-11-11

1

Ofc. Tyler Marston

3-11-11

1

Lt. Scott Colaianni

3-11-11

1

Lt. Mike
De St. Germain

3-11-11

2

Det. James Miller

3-11-11

4

Det. Chris McGilvery

3-11-11

3

Det. Craig Fawley

3-11-11

1

Det. Ray Chopko

3-11-11

3

3-11-11

3

Det. Joe Miller

3-11-11

11

Ofc. Laetitia Babcock

3-11-11

3

MPD Report DR#2011-1356
Rosa Torres
Supplemental Report, 3 pages
(Rosa Torres)
MPD Report DR#2011-1356
Supplemental Report, 11
pages (Det. Joe Miller)

MPD Report DR#2011-1356
Supplemental Report, 3 pages
(Ofc. L. Babcock)
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•
28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

MPD Report DR#2011-1356
Supplemental Report, 2 pages
(Lt. M. DeStGermain)
MPD Report DR#2011-1356
Supplemental Report, 1 page
(Cpl. R. Lee}
MPD Report DR#2011-1356
Supplemental Report, 2 pages
(Cpl. R. Lee)
MPD Report DR#2011-1356
Supplemental Report, 1 page
(Ofc. J. Salisbury)
MPD Report DR#2011-1356
Supplemental Report, 2 pages
(Det. R. Chopko)
MPD Report DR#2011-1356
Supplemental Report, 2 pages
(Det. C. McGilvery)
MPD Report DR#2011-1356
Supplemental Report, 1 page
(Det. C. McGilverv)
MPD Report DR#2011-1356
Supplemental Report, 2 pages
(Det. Joe Miller)
MPD Report DR#2011-1356
Supplemental Report, 2 pages
(Det. R. Chapko)
MPD Report DR#2011-1356
Supplemental Report, 1 page
(Ofc. Laetitia Babcock)
MPD Report DR#2011-1356
Supplemental Report, 1 page
(Det. C. Fawley)
MPD Report DR#2011-1356
Supplemental Report, 1 page
(Det. Joe Miller)
MPD Report DR#2011-1356
Supplemental Report, 1 page
(Det. C. McGilvery)
MPD Report DR#2011-1356
Supplemental Report, 3 pages
(Det. C. Fawley)
MPD Report DR#2011-1356
Supplemental Report, 1 page
(Det. M Severson)

2

Lt. Mike
De St. Germain

3-11-11

Cpl. Richard Lee

3-11-11

1

Cpl. Richard Lee

3-11-11

1

Ofc. Jonathan
Salisbury

3-11-11

1

Det. Ray Chopko

3-11-11

2

Det. Chris McGilvery

3-11-11

2

Det. Chris McGilvery

3-11-11

1

Det. Joe Miller

3-11-11

2

Det. Ray Chopko

3-11-11

2

Ofc. Laetitia Babcock

3-11-11

1

Det. Craig Fawley

3-11-11

1

Det. Joe Miller

3-11-11

1

Det. Chris McGilvery

3-11-11

1

Det. Craig Fawley

3-11-11

3

Det. Myron Severson

3-11-11

1
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•
43

44

45

46

47

48

49

50

51

52

MPD Report DR#2011-1356
Contact Photo Emmett
Corrigan; Contact Photo
Robert Hall, 1 page (Sgt. B.
Fiscus)
MPD Report DR#2011-1356
Supplement Report Photos,
10 pages (Ofc. A. Urie)
MPD Report DR#2011-1356
Supplemental Report Photos,
2 pages (Ofc. T. Ford)
MPD Report DR#2011-1356
Supplemental Report Photos
(Coroner Photos), 58 pages,
(Det. Jim Miller)
MPD Report DR#2011-1356
Supplemental Report Photos
(Suspects Injuries), 11 pages,
(Det. C. McGilvery)
MPD Report DR#2011-1356
Supplemental Report Photos
(Crime Scene Photos), 51
paQes, (Det. C. Fawley)
MPD Report DR#2011-1356
Supplemental Report Photos
(Photos of Scene Evidence 314-11), 19 pages, (Det. R
Chapko)
MPD Report DR#2011-1356
Supplemental Report Photos
(Kandi Hall photos), 5 pages,
(Det. Joe Miller)
MPD Report DR#2011-1356
Supplemental Report Photos
(Emmett's pickup search 3-1511), 37 pages, (Det. R.
Chooko)
MPD Report DR#2011-1356
Supplemental Report Photos
(Emmett Corrigan's office
desk/computer), 1 page, (Det.
Joe Miller)

Sgt. Branden Fiscus

3-12-11

1

Ofc. Audra Urie

3-12-11

10

Ofc. Tony Ford

3-12-11

2

Det. Jim Miller

3-22-11

58

Det. Chris McGilvery

3-12-11

11

Det. Craig Fawley

3-12-11

51

Det. Ray Chopko

3-23-11

19

Det. Joe Miller

3-14-11

5

Det. Ray Chopko

3-23-11

37

Det. Joe Miller

3-15-11

1
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•
53

54

55

56

57

58

59
60
61

62

63

MPD Report DR#2011-1356
Supplemental Report Photos,
(Robert Hall taken at Ada Jail
on 3-15-11), 13 pages, (Det.
C. McGilvery)
MPD Report DR#2011-1356
Supplemental Report Photos,
(5305 Fox Run Search
Warrant), 13 pages, (Det. M.
Severson)
BCPD, Mis. Report DR#2011105848,
2 pages, (R.Rosier)
ACSO, Supplemental Report
DR#2011-1356, 1 page, (Sgt.
J. Laraway)
MPD Voluntary Statement
#11-1356, 1 page, Jason M.
Henscheid
MPD Voluntary Statement
#11-1356, 1 page, Robert
Yokum
Statement from Sarah
Johnson, 3-16-11, 2 pages
Incident History for
#MP11009281, 6 pages
Identifying Photo, NCIC
history, case history, for
Robert Dean Hall, 11 pages
Identifying Photo, NCIC
history, case history, for Kandi
Lvn Hall, 18 paqes
Identifying Photo, NCIC
history, case history, for
Emmett Michael Corrigan, 12

Det. Chris McGilvery

3-16-11

13

Det. Myron Severson

3-23-11

13

Ofc. Randal Rosier

3-11-11

2

Sgt. John Laraway

3-11-11

1

Jason Henscheid

3-12-11

1

Robert Yokum

3-16-11

1

Sarah Johnson

3-11-11

2

3-11-11

6
11

18

12

pages
64

65

66
67

MPD Crime Scene
Entry/Security Log, Activity
Log, 4 pages
Email exchanges from
Emmett Corrigan, 1 page
Evidence Form, Ada County
Coroner's Office, 1 page
Letter to Impact Guns from
MPD, Det. C. Fawley, 1 page

Ofc. Tyler Marston

3-11-11

4

1

Det. Craig Fawley
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•
MPD Property Invoice,
DR#11-1356, 14 pages
Memo re DVD copy provided
by Det. Joe Miller, MPD,
3-11-11 interview of Kandi Hall
Memo re items of evidence to
BCPD for forensic exam
Copies of SW by Jim Miller re:
pickup belonging to
defendant; premises of
defendant; HP desktop
computer; Apple MacBook
laptop computer; Apple iMac
desktp computer, two 2GB
flash drives, Lacie portable
hard drive; Robert Dean Hall;
vehicle belonging to defendant
Memo re "Brooks, Hanna"
provided by M. Moody
DVD copy from Meridian PD
dated 3-11-11 interview of
Kandi Hall
CD-R labeled - Brooks,
Hanna, 3-21-2011, 602-2322

68
69

70
71

72
AG-6

AG-7

NOTE:

3-12-11

14

3-25-11

1

3-24-11

5

3-28-11

55

3-29-11

3

3-28-11

1 DVD

1 CD

The following items are in the evidence vault at the Attorney General's

Office. Please call Deborah Forgy at 334-4529 to schedule a time to review these
items.
Item No.

Date Logged
In

Evidence Description

AG-1

3-16-11

(2) Ativa flashdrives, (2GB each) removed from bck of 1 Mac
computer

AG-2

3-16-11

(1) Lacie portable hard disk drive, orange/silver in color. No
visible Ser. #

AG-3

3-16-11

(1) IMAC desktop computer. Ser. #QP0390L8DNP

AG-4

3-16-11

(1) HP desktop computer tower Ser. #3CR92416HO

AG-5

3-22-11

(1) Memorex CD-R MacLock pick files from seizure of 2
computers from 1215 W. Hays St. on 3-15-11
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•
(5) Reports of Examinations and Tests: See #4 above.

(6) Witnesses: Any witness named in attached reports including, but not limited

to, those listed below. Any witness named or called to testify by defense or included on
the defense witness list.

16(e)(1)(C) Objections to Discovery:

The State hereby objects to any request for discovery which is outside the scope
of Idaho Criminal Rule 16. Specifically, the State has redacted personal identifying
information contained within the attached documents, including: social security numbers,
driver's license numbers, dates of birth, and financial account numbers.

(7)

Expert witnesses: None at this time.

(8)

Police Reports and Witness Statements:

All reports, documents,

statements, and evidence in the possession of the state have been disclosed in this
Response to Request for Discovery.
(9)

In addition to the above, the prosecution maintains an "open file" for

defendant's review. Please call Rosean Newman at 332-3096 or Melissa Moody at 3323552 to schedule an appointment to review the prosecutor's file.

DATED this

~I

day of March 2011.

MELISSA MOODY
Deputy Attorney General and
Special Prosecuting Attorney for
Ada County

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY (HALL), Page 8
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•
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 3( day of March 2011, I caused to be served a
true and correct copy of the foregoing Response to Request for Discovery to:
Steven Botimer/Ed Oddessey
Ada County Public Defenders
200 W. Front St., Rm. 1107
Boise, ID 83702
Fax 208-287-7409

_

U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid

.:i::,__ Hand Delivered
_

Overnight Mail
Facsimile
Email

~~

RosanNewman, Legal Secretary

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY (HALL), Page 9
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LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General
STEPHEN A. BYWATER
Chief, Deputy Attorney General
Criminal Law Division

APR O6 2011

O\~\G\NAL

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By WENDY MALONE
DEPUTY

MELISSA MOODY 158#6027
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.

)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
FIRST ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY

)

ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.
______________

)
)
)
)

COMES NOW, Melissa Moody, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho, and
makes the following First Addendum to the previous Response to Discovery pursuant to
Rule 16:
16(b) Disclosure pursuant to written request by Defendant:
(4)
BATES#
73

~

Documents and Tangible Objects:
DOCUMENT/
DESCRIPTION
Search Warrants to
Facebook, Apple, Google
and Verizon

AUTHOR/
AGENCY
Scott Smith

FIRS ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY (HALL), Page 1

DATE

NO.OF
PAGES

3/29/11

44

000068

.
74
75

76
77
78

AG 10

Search Warrant to Motorola
for cell phone records
Medical Records for Robert
Dean Hall from St.
Alphonsus Hospital
Memo re MPD reports and
attachments (see AG-10)
Memo re crime scene sketch
by MPD Officer Audra Urie
Memo re Face book
response for Corrigan and
Hall
Two DVD'S containing audio
files of witnesses and
defendant; photographs from
crime scene, autopsy and
search warrants

DATED this

l,

8

Jim Miller
Karen Fleming
St. Alphonsus

177

Scott Smith

786

Scott Smith

13

Scott Smith

23

Scott Smith

2 DVD's

day of April 2011.

~·~
MELISSA ~OODY~
Deputy Attorney General and
Special Prosecuting Attorney for
Ada County

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this

Jz... day of April 2011, I caused to be served a

true and correct copy of the foregoing First Addendum to Discovery to:
Steven Botimer/Ed Oddessey
Ada County Public Defenders
200 W. Front St., Rm. 1107
Boise, ID 83702
Fax 208-287-7409

_

U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid

::;£_ Hand Delivered
_

Overnight Mail
Facsimile
/:;)_Email
~-w-m_a_n_,-Le_g_a_l_S-ec-r-et_a_ry_

FIRS ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY (HALL), Page 2
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•

•
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH,
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT

BY~

Daty

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.

]~t lleaL> 1-lrdk

________________
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

PRELIMINARY HEARING NOTICE / MINUTE SHEET

Case Number

~~I -

28%

lD~p~

Case C a l l e d ~
):lAda

OSpecial ~\.

\-!.,~

/l/51./I-~

~ Attorney ......£~{)1. .0tw-~lldi--------

Defendant: ~Present D Not Present D In Custody

D PD Appointed oWaived Attorney

D Advised of Rights D Waived Rights D In Chambers D I n t e r p r e t e r - - - - - - - - - - - - pBond $

\rDoO,cx;o

D Motion for Bond Reduction Denied/ G r a n t e d - - - - - - - - - - - - -

OAmended Complaint Filed

D Complaint Amended by lnterlineation D Reading of Complaint Waived

D State/ Defense/ Mutual Request for C o n t i n u a n c e - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 0 State/ Defense Objection/ No Objection to C o n t i n u a n c e - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 0 Case continued to _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ at _ _ _ _ am/pm for _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

D Defendant Waives Preliminary Hearing D Hearing Held D Commitment Signed
D Case Bound Over to Judge _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ on _ _ _ _ _ _ _ at _ _ _ _ am/pm
D Case Dismissed after Preliminary Hearing / On State's Motion D Release Defendant, This Case Only

~\ \Y-,~~ ~\,..¢ ~ w; bmu4'T em.,~~~~ ~1)prtu:~ l\yc+»ro1.,.\o ba ~ Dt,-J. 4~ ~~ Ao moi'ib ~c ~tilo 4&dl_ C+ k-~~ ~
II \S4t- (k Neall,,,/, - C'...J.~ ,.J.g,,,, fo4,,_ d Ct - 'No CJad: .,.,;;_-If.~ f t./Ui/
·#

~ · p_.,,,,lu/) ;u14LV hatA- Or~ J ~ ..,_ nokh.k, ,1
le,; v,'# Alco
tdicC1UNTYCOURfRoUSE, 2001W. FRONT ST., BOISE, ID 83702
You must appear as scheduled above. Failure to do so will result in a warrant being Issued for your arrest.

\l :2~1 -

DATED

Su,

y~g-ll

::RIS~oftheDistrictCourt

I hereby certify that copies of this notice were served as follows: ~ p u t y
Defendant

,11Hand Delivered

Defense Attorney

D Hand Delivered

Public Defender

D Hand Delivered

Prosecutor

.,.0'Fiand Delivered

Signature---------------

Clerk

~

Date

_....,_'f/~Y/u000070

PRELIMINARY HEARING NOTICE/MINUTE SHEET

[REV 12-2010]

•

9

:. ll3R ~·---APR o8 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF T:fbtiQf&EY
OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
MAGISTRATE DIVISON
THE STATE OF IDAHO,

Case No. CR-FE-2011-0003976

Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

PRE-TRIAL RELEASE
ORDER

The above mentioned Defendant has been ordered as a condition of bond to the following:

D TAD Alcohol Monitor

OR
No alcohol
No tampering with the device
Defendant must pay the monitoring fees
($8/day + No install fee)

D
D

D SCRAM Alcohol Monitor
No alcohol
No tampering with the device
Defendant must pay the monitoring fees
($12/day + $35 one time install fee)

Defendant shall not drive any motor vehicle.

Alcohol Monitoring with House Arrest
Conditions:

-----------------------

000071

•

:.: 11&>

Fll,EO
P.M. _ _ __

APR O8 2011

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE 4TH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
IN AND FOR THE ADA COUNTY
By HE~~~NLEY
MAGISTRATE DIVISION

STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff

vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant

)
)
)
)

)
)
)
)
)
)

CASE CR MD 2011 3976

NOTIFICATION OF
PENALTIES FOR
FOR VIOLATING
CONDITIONS OF
RELEASE

The Court has ordered as a condition of release that you are restricted to not leaving the
boundaries of Ada County, Idaho. Intentionally leaving this area of restriction may be
prosecuted as the crime of escape and subject you to the penalties set forth in Idaho Code
Sections 18-2505 or 2506.

April 8, 2011.

D ~

000072

•

•
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH,
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT

BY~

o~l

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.

~Dpt\tT

1) EA~ \i~ LL-

'

Defendant.
SSN:
DOB:

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

CASE NO.

C.K

F~

3q1<,

Joi\

ORDER REMANDING DEFENDANT TO THE
CUSTODY OF THE ADA COUNTY SHERIFF
Prosecuting Agency:
Ada County
D Boise
D Garden City
D Meridian

i;a'

D Eagle

TO: THE SHERIFF OF ADA COUNTY:
YOU ARE HEREBY COMMANDED to take custody of the above-named defendant

D until further order of this Court/ J u d g e - - - - - - - - - - 0

until the defendant posts a new bond in the amount of$ _ _ _ _ _ _ cash or surety
(previous bond was revoked by this Court).

D until
a t - - - - - - a.m./p.m., at which time you shall return
the defendant to open Court before J u d g e - - - - - - - - - 0

until
at
the defendant on his/her own recognizance.

a.m./p.m., at which time you shall release

rcroohf\J. w ~e M~~ J -tk
CJJ.\Dfl,
-tf"~i.t\ ,<.\ett~ h<>>Jt
"' ~tt d-1\i ¥-f\ltle
IT IS SO ORDERED on
L\ - '?,-\\
-----------=-~

other

'bete"k\

\';>

ORDER REMANDING DEFENDANT

A.l':lO
~t.

,,V,\- ,\ -\~e

..io C'.mi\J D!~ s e&c..\tA.

[REV 11-2010)
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•

:.: Vi¢, -~~--:------

•

APR .0 8 2011

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DIS~fTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA By HEb~~NLEY
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

)
)
)
)
)
)

vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.
DOB

Case No. CR-FE-2011-0003976

Reference No.

NO CONTACT ORDER
D AMENDED

)

DR#

~ D1 I

~~Ada

D

)

SSN:

- I 3 S (rJ

Boise

D

GC

D

Meridian

The above-entitled matter having come before the Court, and good cause appearing therefor,
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the above-named defendant shall not contact (including: in person or through another person,
or in writing or e-mail, or by telephone, pager, or facsimile) or attempt to contact, harass, follow, communicate with, or
knowingly remain within 100 feet of:
f:J 1-c. e-- c.,p, n !&0
Q o J..
ls{
i.s
b -e_ r ch 1 / J r c ,, v<.Y) .J..__

as

J

Kc..(")J-i ~ ll
Exceptions are:
no exceptions
D to contact by telephone between
.m. and _ _ _ _ _ .m. o n - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - for the following p u r p o s e s : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - D to participate in counseling/mediation
D to provide for the exchange of children between the parties through - - - - - - - - - - - - - - " - - - D to retrieve personal necessities from the residence/protected address through - - - - - - - - - - - -

es

D
D
D

to meet with or through attorneys and/or during legal proceedings
to respond to emergencies involving the natural or adopted children of both parties
other:

------------------------------------

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the defendant named herein shall not go within 300 yards of the above-named person's
·
residence or workplace as set forth below (provide this information only if requested by prosecution):

L\:1 ~ 3 N Qr~ s.5:±ati OYI Pl tt c..z_

Residence ~ddress

( A-sh/-ce.- L...,CJ

m-er1 di GYY)

,Yl':J''->11

+ c:. L-t.'

Ll~)
(D<2 • \

a,,, f\

O

A VIOLATION OF THIS ORDER IS A SEPARATE CRIME under Idaho Code§ 18-920, for which no bail will be set until an
appearance before a judge. A first and second conviction for the crime of violation of a no contact order is a misdemeanor
and is punishable by a fine not exceeding one thousand dollars ($1,000) or by imprisonment in the county jail not to exceed
one (1) year, or both. A third conviction for violation of a no contact order within five (5) years is a felony and is punishable
by a fine not exceeding five thousand dollars ($5,000) or by imprisonment in the state prison not to exceed five (5) years, or
both. Further, any such violation of this order may result in the increase, revocation, or modification of the bond set in the
underlying charge for which this no contact order was imposed.
If there is more than one domestic violence protection order in place, the most restrictive provision will control any
conflicting terms of any other civil or criminal protection order.
··
This order may subject you to Federal prosecution under 18 U.S. Code§ 922 if you possess, receive, or transport a firearm.
THIS ORDER CAN BE MODIFIED ONLY BY A JUDGE AND WILL EXPIRE AT 11 :59
OR UPON DISMISSAL OFT IS CASE, WHICH VER FIR J OCCURS.

Defendant

.A17I/

--!·. / _
#_O0-z...
(
Served by:_,..._.___,--.
"'74,c;......
_
____
____
_

NO CONTACT ORDER

0

FILE

Lf-B-/!3

I\
0ACS0

0

PROSECUTOR

[REV 5-~010]
000074

IN THE DISTRICT !uRT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL'STR41:T QF TM&;,.,,, }1
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADJ\.
P.M la
MAGISTRATE DIVISION
200 W. Front Street, Boise, Idaho 83702
APR O8 2011
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff.
vs.

)
)
)
)

Robert Dean Hall
5305 N. Foxrun
Meridian, ID 83646

)

Defendant.
------------------

)
)
)
)

• .'.'.'"
"CJ-1-

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By MELANIE TOLL
DEPUTY

Case No: CR-FE-2011-0003976
NOTICE OF HEARING TO MODIFY NCO

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the above-entitled case is hereby set for:

Motion ... Friday, April 22, 2011... 03:15 PM
Judge: Michael Oths
I HEREBY CERTIFY that the foregoing is a true and correct copy of this Notice of Hearing entered by the
Court and on file in this office. I further certify that copies of this Notice were s e ~ follows:

>c'
,a 8'1ffl"

Mailed~ Hand Delivered
Clerk '1Wfi
Date
O

Victim:

Edward B Odessey
200 W Front St Rm 1107
Boise ID 83702
Private Counsel: Mailed__
Hand Delivered _ _
Clerk - - - - Date - - Prosecutor:

Interdepartmental Mail
Clerk ~'S,,42
Date

X

f/3

Signatu~
Phone (

~ ~

~5/t;/aD

Signature----------Phone ...__--L...----------

~Ada D Boise D Eagle D G.C. D Meridian

d

Public Defender: Interdepartmental Mail X
Clerk CS/2
Date ~~-/c.....,ji...-Other:

-A
---------------Mailed__)Q__
Hand
C l e r k ~ Date

Dated: 4/8/2011

D;;t_

Signature _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Phone

-~----------

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH
Clerk of the Court

,1 Vt2ML4;r

By: ~ . ,
Deputy Clerk

NOTICE OF HEARING

000075

N>R O8 2ii11,

•
FILED

~:()<t'

P__.M.

AT ......

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH,
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT

BY

~T«-<Jl

Deputy

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,

)
)
)
)

Plaintiff,
vs.

Tom± be.a(\ l::\o. ll
_________
Defendant.

1.

Case No.

)
)
)
)

~tZ-ft-2lili ~ 391L,

REQUEST TO MODIFY OR
DISMISS NO CONTACT ORDER
IDAHO CRIMINAL RULE 46.2(b)

)

k,

I am a person protected by a no-contact order in this case.
D I am the parent or guardian of a person protected by a no-contact order in
this case.

The changes I want a r e : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

3. It is my own choice to make this request.
4. I understand that, if the court changes or dismisses the No Contact Order in
this criminal case, it does not mean the criminal case against the defendant
wlll be dismissed.
5. I also understand that dismissal of the No Contact Order in this criminal case
would not change any civil Domestic iolence rot ction Order.

4f<l~,H

oa\e

.....L...J~.. ~ ~ - - - -

.

Typed or Printed Name of Person Signing

REQUEST TO MODIFY OR DISMISS NO CONTACT ORDER

000076

[REV 11-201 O]

e

NO._'T'?~~--A.M.
FIL~-~-----

£3,')

APR 12 2011

ROBERT R. CHASTAJN
AITORNEYAT LAW

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk

300 Main, Suite 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
(208) 345-3110
Idaho Stale Bar #2765

By NATALIE FARACA
DEPUTY

DEBORAH N. KRISTAL
AITORNEY AT

LAW

3140 Bogus Basin Road
Boise, ID 83702
(208) 345-8708
Idaho Stale Bar #2296
Attorneys for Defendant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUN1Y OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.

ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case: CRFE 2011-3976
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE AS
CONFLICT PUBLIC DEFENDER

COMES NOW Robert I'(. Chastain, and Deborah N. Kristal, Attorneys at Law,
and enter their formal appearance as conflict Ada County Public Defenders for the
Defendant, Robert D. Hall.
Counsel requests a copy of all further pleadings or papers filed herein be sent to them
as attorneys of record for Defendant.

NOTICE OF APPEARANCE AS CONFLICT PUBLIC DEFENDER

Page 1

C:\Documents and Settings\Terry\My Documents\WPDOCS\Murder\Hall, Robert\HALL.noticeofappearance. wpd

000077

e
DATED this ~ a y of April, 2011.

ROBERT R. CHASTAIN
Attorney for Defendant

DEBORAH N. KRISTAL
Attorney for Defendant

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

1 hereby certify on the

11.:d1day of April, 2011, I served a trne and correct copy of the within

and foregoing document upon the individual(s) named below in the manner noted:
Melissa A, Moody,
Attorney General Office
954 W. Jefferson 2nd Floor
Boise, ID 83720

D
D

•

By first class mail, postage prepaid
By hand delivery
By faxing the same to: 85~- '8083

NOTICE OF APPEARANCE AS CONFLICT PUBLIC DEFENDER

Page2

C:\Documents and Settings\Terry\My Documents\WPDOCS\Murder\Hall, Robert\HALL.noticeofappearance. wpd
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e

NO.

\(',Z 7\

A.M.t;>ci)V

FILED

P.M. _ _ __

APR 12 2011

ROBERT R. CHASTAIN
AITORNEY AT LAW

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk

300 Main, Suite 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Telephone: {208) 345-3110
Idaho State Bar #2765

By NATALIE FARACA
DEPUTY

DEBORAH N. KRISTAL
ATTORNEY AT LAW

3140 Bogus Basin Road
Boise, ID 83702
(208) 345-8708
Idaho State Bar #2296
Attorneys for Defendant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OI~ THE I~OURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OP
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNfY OP ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,
Case No. CRFE 2011-3976
Plaintiff,

REQUEST
FOR
UNREDACTED DISCOVERY

vs.

ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

COMES NOW the Defendant, and pursuant to ICR 16 requests the Prosecuting Attorney
to produce, or permit the Defendant, by and through Robert R. Chastain, attorney, to inspect and
copy or photograph the following:

1.

Any unredacted written or recorded statements made by the Defendant within the
possession, custody or control of the State, the existence of which is known or is available to the
Prosecuting Attorney by the exercise of due diligence.
2.

Any unredacted writings relating to or the substance of any relevant oral statements

REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY

Page I

C:\Documents and Senings\Terry\My Documents\WPDOCS\Murder\Hall, Robert\DISREQ.fnn

000079

made by the Defendant, whether before or after arrest, to a peace officer, the complaining witness
in the above entitled case, the Prosecuting Attorney or any of his agents or employees.

3.

Any unredacted written or recorded statements of a co-defendant or the substance of
any oral statement made by a co-defendant whether before or after arrest, in any way pertaining to
the charge stated in the above case, which statements, or substances thereof, are known by the
Prosecuting Attorney, the complaining witness, or any peace officer.

4.

A copy of the Defendant's prior criminal record which is presently available, or which
may become available prior to trial to the Prosecuting Attorney.

5.
Any books, unredacted documents, photographs, tangible objects, buildings, or places,
or unredacted copies or portions thereof, which are in the possession, custody or control of the
Prosecuting Attorney and which are material to the preparations of the defense, or intended for use
by the Prosecutor as evidence at trial, or obtained from or belonging to the Defendant.
6.
Any result or reports of physical or mental examinations, and of scientific tests or
experiments, made in connection with the particular case, or copies thereof, within the possession,
custody, or control of the Prosecuting Attorney by the exercise of due diligence, or which may
hereafter become available and which will or may be used by the Prosecuting Attorney at the trial of
the above entitled case.

7.

An unredacted written list of the names and addresses of all persons having knowledge
of relevant facts pertaining to the above entitled case including, but not limited to, those witnesses
who may be called by the State as witnesses at the trial of the above entitled cause, together with any
record of prior felony convictions of any such persons which is within the knowledge of the
Prosecuting Attorney.

8.

Any unredacted statements made by other witnesses, prosecution witnesses,
prospective witnesses to the Prosecuting Attorney or his agents or to any person involved in the
prosecution or investigation process of the case.
9.
All unredacted reports, memoranda and notes which were made by a police officer or
investigator in connection with the investigation or prosecution of the case.

10.
Any material or statement of information which tends to negate the guilt of the
Defendant, per se or which when used by the Defendant might tend to negate the guilt of the
Defendant or which would tend to reduce the punishment thereof.
11.

Any and

all reports,

memoranda, charts, graphs, sketches, photographs, raw data,

REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY

Page 2
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•
descriptions of tools of measure, whether manual or automated, written opinions, or writings of any
kind relating to or resulting from an attempted accident reconstruction related to this incident.
Discovery should be complied with at the office of the Prosecuting Attorney or by mail to
the undersigned attorney at 300 Main, Suite 158, Boise, Idaho, 83702-7728.
DATED this

) )~ day of April, 2011.

ROBERT R. CHASTAJN
Attorney for Defendant

Attorney for Defendant

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

--tL/)

I hereby certify on the l !day of April, 2011, I served a true and correct copy of the within
and foregoing document upon the individual(s) named below in the manner noted:
Melissa A. Moody,
Attorney General Office
954 W. Jefferson 2°d Floor
Boise, ID 83720

D
D

•

By first class mail, postage prepaid
By hand delivery
By faxing the same to: 18 S'-i - 8t83

REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY

Page 3
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•

;

•

LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General

NO.--~Fl~LED~~-,r=:;ill~""'A.M"----__.P.M.uLA.....- -

APR 1 2 2011

STEPHEN A. BYWATER
Deputy Attorney General
Chief, Criminal Law Division

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By DIANE OATMAN
Deputy

MELISSA MOODY ISB#6027
Deputy Attorney General and
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

STATE OF IDAHO,

)
)
Plaintiff,
)
)
vs.
)
)
. ROBERT DEAN HALL,
)
)
Defendant.
)
-------------)

Grand Jury No. 11-34
Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
INDICTMENT
Defendant's DOB

ROBERT DEAN HALL is accused by the Grand Jury of Ada County by this
Indictment, of the crimes of: COUNT I. MURDER IN THE FIRST DEGREE, FELONY,
I.C. §18-4001, §18-4002, §18-4003(a) and COUNT II. USE OF A DEADLY WEAPON
DURING THE COMMISSION OF A CRIME, FELONY, I.C. §19-2520 committed as
follows:

INDICTMENT (HALL), Page 1

000082

•

•
COUNT I

That the defendant, ROBERT DEAN HALL, on or about the 11th day of March,

2011, in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did willfully, unlawfully, deliberately, with
premeditation, and with malice aforethought kill and murder Emmett Corrigan, a human
being, by lying in wait for Emmett Corrigan in a store parking lot with a handgun and that
when Emmett Corrigan returned to the parking lot, the said Defendant confronted Emmett
Corrigan and shot Emmett Corrigan with the handgun in the chest and head from which
Emmett Corrigan died.
COUNT II
That the defendant, ROBERT DEAN HALL, on or about the 11th day of March,

2011, in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did use a firearm, to-wit: a Ruger .380 semiautomatic pistol, in the commission of the crime alleged in Count I.

All of which is contrary to the form, force and effect of the statute in such case
made and provided and against the peace and dignity of the State of Idaho.

AjhRUE BILL

Presented in open Court this

It

day of April 2011.

Presiding Juror
he Gr d Jury of
Ada County, State of Idaho.
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Names of Witnesses Examined
By the Grand Jury:
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APR 14 2011
C rk

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, le
ByCINDYHO
DEPUTY

THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

Case No. CR-FE-2011-0003976

vs.
NOTICE OF DISTRICT COURT
ARRAIGNMENT

ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

The above-entitled case has been set for Wednesday, April 20, 2011 at 03:00 PM
, in the Ada County Courthouse at 200 W. Front Street, Boise, Idaho before Judge Michael
Mclaughlin.

DATED this 14th day of April, 2011.
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH
CLERK OF THE COURT

by

(!;tb

Deputy Clerk

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 14th day of April , 2011, I caused a true and
correct copy of the above and foregoing instrument to be mailed, postage prepaid, to:

Melissa Moody
IDAHO ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OFFICE
700 W State St, 4th Fl
PO Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-001 O

Robert R Chastain
300 Main St Ste 158
Boise ID 83702

Christopher D. Rich
Clerk of the District Court

By:

(:/kJ

Deputy

lerk

NOTICE OF HEARING
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APR 1 4 2011

ROBERT R. CHASTAIN
AITORNEY AT LAW

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk

300 Main, Suite 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
(208) 345-3110
Idaho State Bar #2765

By NATALIE FARACA
DEPUTY

DEBORAH N. KRISTAL
AITORNEYAT LAW

3140 Bogus Basin Road
Boise, ID 83702
(208) 345-8708
Idaho State Bar #2296
Attorneys for Defendant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,
Case No. CRFE 2011-3976
Plaintiff,

MOTION FOR
GRAND JURY TRANSCRIPT

vs.

ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

COMES NOW Robert Hall, the defendant above named, by and
through his conflict Ada County public defender, Robert R. Chastain, and moves this
Court to order a transcript of the grand jury proceedings in this case be prepared and
provided to counsel for Mr. Hall and the prosecuting attorney.
MOTION/ORDER FOR GRAND JURY TRANSCRIPT
C:\Documents and Settings\Terry\My Documents\WPDOCS\Murder\Hall, Robert\gjtrans.mo.pd.wpclPage 1
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•
This motion is made pursuant to the Fifth, Sixth, and Fourteenth
Amendments of the United States Constitution; Article I, Section 13 of the Idaho
Constitution; and, Idaho Criminal rules 6 and 7.

Mr. Hall, being indigent, also requests the transcript be prepared at the cost of
the county and as soon as possible.

e

DATED this~ day of April, 2011.

ROBERT R. CHASTAIN
Attorney for Defendant

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify on the~ ~ a y of April, 2011, I served a true and correct copy of the within
and foregoing document upon the individual (s) named below in the manner noted:
Melissa A. Moody,
Attorney General Office
PO Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0010

D
D

•

By first class mail, postage prepaid
By hand delivery
By faxing tlie same to: 854-8083

Robert R. Chastain

MOTION/ORDER FOR GRAND JURY TRANSCRIPT
C:\Oocuments and Settings\Terry\My Documents\WPDOCS\Murder\Hall, Robert\gjtrans.mo.pd.wpaFage 2
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LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General

Of-~tG1NAL

A.M.===:-=.-=.:Ftiicl~D;:;-M-z'71~"'~"""4--

APR 14 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By NATALIE FARACA

STEPHEN A. BYWATER
Deputy Attorney General
Chief, Criminal Law Division

DEPUTY

MELISSA MOODY 158#6027
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-001 O
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,

)

)
Plaintiff,

vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

_______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
MOTION TO AMEND
INDICTMENT

COMES NOW, Melissa Moody, Deputy Attorney General and Special Prosecuting

Attorney for Ada County and moves this Court to amend count I of the indictment by
striking surplus language and changing the word "shot" to "shooting," and the word "the"
to "a."
Count I currently reads as follows:
That the defendant, ROBERT DEAN HALL, on or about the 11th day of
March, 2011, in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did willfully, unlawfully,
deliberately, with premeditation, and with malice aforethought kill and
murder Emmett Corrigan, a human being, by lying in wait for Emmett
Corrigan in a store parking lot with a handgun and that when Emmett
Corrigan returned to the parking lot, the said Defendant confronted Emmett
MOTION TO AMEND INDICTMENT (HALL) Page 1

000088

Corrigan and shot Emmett Corrigan with the handgun in the chest and head
from which Emmett Corrigan died.
The proposed amendment would make the following changes:
That the defendant, ROBERT DEAN HALL, on or about the 11th day of
March, 2011, in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did willfully, unlawfully,
deliberately, with premeditation, and with malice aforethought kill and
murder Emmett Corrigan, a human being, by lying in 'Nait for Emmett
Corrigan in a store parking lot with a handgun and that when Emmett
Corrigan returned to the parking lot, the said Defendant confronted Emmett
Corrigan and shooting-Emmett Corrigan with a handgun in the chest and
head from which Emmett Corrigan died.
The amended indictment, removing the surplus language, would read:
That the defendant, ROBERT DEAN HALL, on or about the 11th day of
March, 2011, in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did willfully, unlawfully,
deliberately, with premeditation, and with malice aforethought kill and
murder Emmett Corrigan, a human being, by shooting Emmett Corrigan
with a handgun in the chest and head from which Emmett Corrigan died.

Idaho Criminal Rule 7(d) provides that the "court on motion by either party may strike
surplusage from the indictment or information." Idaho Criminal Rule 7(e) provides that
the "court may permit a complaint, an information or indictment to be amended at any
time before the prosecution rests if no additional or different offense is charged and if
substantial rights of the defendant are not prejudiced."
The State seeks to amend the indictment to strike the surplus language.

The

amendment does not charge a different or additional offense, nor does it prejudice any
rights of the defendant.
Respectfully submitted this Jt[. day of April 2011.

MOOD

MELISSA
Deputy Attorney General and
Special Prosecuting Attorney for
Ada County
MOTION TO AMEND INDICTMENT (HALL) Page 2
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.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this

J.d._ day of April 2011, I caused to be served a

true and correct copy of the foregoing Motion for Preparation for Transcript to:
Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836
Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728

~ U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
_
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

X
_

U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

~~
oseanNewman, Legal Secretary

MOTION TO AMEND INDICTMENT (HALL) Page 3
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ROBERT

R.

CHASTAJN

ATTORNEY AT

LAW

•

300 Main, Suite 158
Boise, JD 83702-7728
(208) 345-3110
ldaho State Bar #2765

•

FILED
P.M._ _ __

APR 15 2011

RECEIVED

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk

APR 14 2011

DEPUTY

By CINDY HO

ADA COUl'JTY CL~R!(

DEBORAH N. KRIST AJ~
ATfOID·JEY AT LAW

3140 Bogus Basin Road
Boise, l D 83702
(208) 345-8708
ldaho State Bar #2296
Attorneys for Defendant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATr~ OF IDAHO,
Case No. CRFE 2011-3976
Plaintiff,

ORDER FOR GRAND
JURY TRANSCRIPT

vs.

ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

Upon motion ot the defendant pursuant to the requirements ot Idaho Crimjnal
Rules 6 and 16, and for good cause appearing, this court hereby grants defendant's
motion for grand jury transcript.

A typewritten transcript of the testimony of those witnesses appearing before the
grand jury and the grand jury proceedings in the above matter shall be prepared by use
MOTION/ORDER FOR GRAND JURY TRANSCRIPT

Page 1
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I~

•

""

•

by both defense counsel and the prosecuting attorney.

Said transcript shall be

prepared at the expense of Ada County and as soon as possible.
The Transcription Department is directed to make a physical recording of the
proceedings avaJable to a certified court reporter for transcribing. Upon receipt of its
estimated fees as provided for in the case of transcripts for preliminary hearings, the
Transcription Department shall have prepared and delivered to the court a sealed
typewritten original transcript and two sealed copies.

Each sealed copy of the grand

jury transcript shall be made avaJable by the court to both defense counsel and the
prosecuting attorney.
Upon application of the prosecuting attorney, and good cause shown, the court
may direct the transcript be edited and cause to be deleted any material in the
transcript which does not pertain to the instant proceeding and which is parl of other
on-going investigations not relevant to the instant proceedings, any identification of
individual grand jury members, and any comments by grand jury members other than
comments which are part of specific questions or witnesses.
Copies of said transcript, with a notation of the nature, but not the content, of
any redaction,

wJl

be made avaJable to both defense counsel and the prosecuting

attorney by the court.
All such transcripts of grand jury testimony are to be used exclusively by the
prosecutor and defense counsel in their preparation for this case, and for no other
purpose. None of the material may be copied or disclosed to any other person other
than the prosecutor and defense counsel without specific authorization by the court.
However, authorization is hereby granted to permit disclosure of the transcript of

MOTION/ORDER FOR GRAND JURY TRANSCRIPT
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•

•

grand jury testimony to associates and staff assistants to both defense counsel and the
prosecuting attorney, who agree to be bound by this order, and only in connection with
the preparation of this case. Counsel may discuss the contents of the transcript with
their respective clients, but may not release the transcript themselves. The defendant,
defense counsel, and the prosecutor shall be allowed to review the entire grand jury
transcript.

In addition, a witness whose testimony was given during grand jury

proceedings may review the typed portion of the transcript which contains their specific
testimony only.
Violation of any provisions of this order shall be considered a contempt. Each
counsel receiving such transcript from the court shall endorse a copy of this order
acknowledging that each such counsel is aware of the terms thereof, and agreeing to
be bound hereby.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

DATED this

t 5"" day of April, 2011.

MOTION/ORDER FOR GRAND JURY TRANSCRIPT

Page 3
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•

•

By signature, the undersigned acknowledges their familiarity with the tenns of the
foregoing order, and agrees to comply herewith.
DATE

SIGNATURE

OFFICE
Prosecutor
Public Defender
Conflict Public Defender

copy:

Transcription Department

MOTION/ORDER FOR GRAND JURY TRANSCRIPT
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FILED: £!:5,-2011 at I
Christopher. R i c h , ~
2
3
4

5

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF

6

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

7

8

STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

CASE NO. CR-FE-11-03976

9

vs.

NOTICE OF VACATING
MOTION TO MODIFY NO CONTACT
HEARING

10

11
12

ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant,

BY THE COURT

13

14
15

You are hereby notified that the Motion to Modify No-Contact Order Hearing, set fo

16

hearing on Friday, April 22, 2011, at the hour of 3:15 o'clock p.m. before the Honorabl

17

Judge Oths, is hereby vacated by the Court.

18

19

DATED this 15th day of April, 2011.

20
21

DISTRICT JUDGE

22
23
24

25
26

NOTICE VACATING HEARING

000095

•

•
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

2

,

.i1.J.I

I HEREBY CERTIFY That on this J!j_ day of
A·~ 2011, I caused a true and
correct copy of the above and foregoing instrument to~~d, postage prepaid, to:

3
4

5
6

7
8
9
IO
11

Melissa N. Moody
IDAHO ADORNEY GENERAL'S OFFICE
954 W Jefferson, 2nd Fir
PO Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0010
Robert R. Chastain
Attorney at Law
300 Main, Ste 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Kandi Hall
5305 N. Fox Run Way
Meridian, ID 83646
Christopher D. Rich
Clerk of The District Court

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

NOTICE VACATING HEARING
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APR 18 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By PAMELA BOURNE
DEPUTY

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

ST ATE OF IDAHO,

)
)

Plaintiff,

)
)
)
)
)
)

vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant,

Case No. CRFE-2011-3976
NOTICE OF PREPARATION
OF GRAND JURY TRANSCRIPT

)

_______________)

An Order for transcript was filed in the above-entitled matter on April 15, 2011, and a copy of said
Order was received by the Transcription Department on April 15, 2011. I certify the estimated cost
of preparation of the transcript to be:
Type of Hearing: Grand Jury Hearing
Date of Hearing: April 12, 2011
418 Pages x $3.25 = $1,358.50

In this case, the Ada County Public Defender's Office has agreed to pay for the cost of the transcript
fee upon completion of the transcript.
The Transcription Department will prepare the transcript and file it with the Clerk of the District
Court within thirty (30) days (or expedited days) from the date of this notice. The transcriber may
make application to the District Judge for an extension of time in which to prepare the transcript.

Date: April 18, 2011.

b

p AMiiA BOURNE
Ada County Transcript Department

~ NOTICE OF PREPARATION OF GRAND JURY TRANSCRIPT - Page I
000097

•

•
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I certify that on April 18, 2011, a true and correct copy of the Notice of Preparation of Transcript
was forwarded to Defendant's attorney ofrecord, by first class mail, at:
Robert R. Chastain
Attorney at Law
300 Main, Suite 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Deborah N. Kristal
Attorney at Law
3140 Bogus Basin Road
Boise, ID 83 702
Ada Co. Public Defender's Office
200 West Front Street Ste 1107
Boise, Idaho 83 702

PAMEIJ\BOURNE
Ada County Transcript Department

NOTICE OF PREPARATION OF GRAND JURY TRANSCRIPT - Page 2
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Full Name of J;rrtytt)mittin~is DoNen~

5~

-

x:.

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH,
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT

tvt,ng Adnr:ess (Street or Post ~ff4{pox)

r10 . :tD -0:i a

X:IC

BY

b&:><l&, . .&,:1~

Deputy

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.

l2w:ri bean lli 11
_____________
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

)

Case No.

CK' -fE -2)l \ -3y7U>

REQUEST TO MODIFY OR
DISMISS NO CONTACT ORDER
IDAHO CRIMINAL RULE 46.2(b)

1. ~ I am a person protected by a no-contact order in this case.
D I am the parent or guardian of a person protected by a no-contact order in
this case.

5. I also understand that dismissal of the No Contact Order in this criminal case
would not change any civil Domestic Violence Protection Order.

4 J k?l l l
Date

.

v. A.J,- <1/uL

_sro_mMt......,....t~
.....
re_..........
, -Hi-·,_;;;a;.i..\~l.....__ _ _ _ _ __
Typed or Printed Name of Person Signing

REQUEST TO MODIFY OR DISMISS NO CONTACT ORDER

000099

[REV 11-201 O]

•

\v

ROBERT R. CHASTAIN
\ ~~
ATIORNEY AT LAW
'y; () .300 Main, Suite 158
\\!_"(j"Boise, ID 83702-7728
0\. • (208) 345-3110
(S \ Idaho State Bar #2765

APR 1 9 2011
CHRISTOPHER 0. RICH, Clerk
By LANI BROXSON
C[PUTY

I

DEBORAH N. KRISTAL
ATIORNEY AT LAW

3140 Bogus Basin Road
Boise, ID 83702
(208) 345-8708
Idaho State Bar #2296
Attorneys for Defendant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNlY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,
Case No. CRFE 2011-3976
Plaintiff,

DEFENDANT'S FIRST
SUPPLEMENTAL REQUEST
FOR DISCOVERY

vs.

ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

COMES NOW the Defendant, Rob Hall, and pursuant to ICR 16 requests the
Prosecuting Attorney to produce, or permit the Defendant, by and through his
attorneys, Robert R. Chastain and Deborah Kristal, to inspect and copy or photograph
the following:
DEFENDANT'S FIRST SUPPLEMENTAL REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY
Page - 1

000100

.

•

'

X
X
X
X

•

Copy of data contents contained in AG-1 and AG-2, if data is not
included in AG5
Copy of AG-5
(compact disk data contents from seized computers)
Copy of AG-8
(Memorex CD containing Facebook account info for Emmett Corrigan)
Copy of AG-9
(Memorex CD containing Facebook account info for Kandi Ames Hall)

DATED this/

f

day of April, 2011.

ROBERT R. CHASTAIN
Attorney for Defendant

DEBORAH N. KRISTAL
Attorney for Defendant
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby cerlify on the /

q day of April, 20 l l, I served a true and correct copy of the within and

foregoing document upon the individual(s) named below in the manner noted:

Melissa A. Moody,
Attorney General Office
PO Box83720
Boise, ID 83720-0010

D
D

•

By first class maJ, postage prepaid
By hand delivery
By faxing the same to: 854-8083

DEFENDANT'S FIRST SUPPLEMENTAL REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY
Page - 2
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•

•
1

;f:4."3'

NO•.~------~~---,oi~~......c;ilA.M.______F_rL~~

APR 19 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By CINDY HO
DEPUTY

2
3

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE

4

STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

5

6

STATE OF IDAHO,

Case No. CRFE-2011-3976

7

Plaintiff,

8

ORDER REGARDING PUBLICITY
vs.

9

10

ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

11

12
13
14

It is hereby ORDERED that the attorneys for the State of Idaho, their
representatives and agents, the defendant, Robert Dean Hall, and his counsel and

15

representatives shall not make any extrajudicial statement concerning this case or any
16

of the events of March 11, 2011 to any person associated with a public communications
17
18

media, or that a reasonable person would expect to be communicated to a public

19

communications media, except that nothing in this order shall prohibit any individual

20

from:

21

a. "stating without elaboration or characterization"

22

(1) the general nature of an allegation or defense

23

(2) information contained in a public record

24

(3) the scheduling or result of any step in the proceedings; or

25
26

ORDER REGARDING PUBLICITY · PAGE 1
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•

2

•

b. explaining without characterization the contents or substance of any
motion or step in the proceedings to the extent that such motion or step is
a matter of public record.

3

This ORDER shall remain in effect until the conclusion of the trial.

4

IT IS SO ORDERED

5

DATED this

/f day of April, 2011.

6

ICHAEL McLAUGHLIN
DISTRICT JUDGE

7

8
9
10

11

12
13
14

15
16
17

18
19

20
21

22
23

24
25
26

ORDER REGARDING PUBLICITY • PAGE 2
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'

•
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

1
2

I hereby certify that on the
3

aO

day of April, 2011 I mailed (served) a true and

correct copy of the within instrument to:
4
5
6

7

B

9
10
11

Melissa N. Moody
IDAHO ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OFFICE
700 W State St, 4th Fl
PO Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0010
Fax: (208) 854-8074
Robert R. Chastain
Attorney at Law
300 Main, Ste 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax: (208) 345-1836

12

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH
Clerk of the District Court

13
14
15

By:

~if

Deputy Clerk

$2)

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

ORDER REGARDING PUBLICITY - PAGE 3
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By SHARY ABBOTT
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·. DEFENDANT(S)

DEPUTY

REQUESTTO OBTAIN
APPROVAL TO VIDEO
RECORD.BROADCASTOR
PHOTOGRAPH A COURT

)
)

V.

I~

t~.

PROCEEDING

)

l hereby request approval to:
· IX_.video record

[ Jphotograph

(~roadcitst

the following court proceeding:

Case No.:
Date;

: ~3r"YY:\ ·. .

Thue:

.

... Loc!ition:
·

Presiding Judge:

.l have read Rule4:S of the Idaho Court Administrative Rules permitting camoras in the
courtroom, and will com.p~y in all respects With the provisions of that J1.!le, ~d will alsq rn.al<;e .
.cutain 'that al.I otbtt pen:oos from.my.organi~on participating in video or audio recording or
broadcasting or pho~ogrnph~ o~the court ·proceedings have read Rule 4-5 of the Idaho Court
A<lministrative Rules and .will comply in all respects with the provisions of that rule•

.
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ORDER
tl-lE COURT, having considered the above Req11est for Approval undet Rute 4-5 of the Idaho
Court Adm~tive Rules, hereby orde~ that permission to video record ·th.e above hearing is:

f ~1'E[> under tha foilowing restrictions in addition to those set forth in Rule 4S of the Idaho
Court Adm.inistrali ve Rules:

.

[ · } DENIED.

. nlE COURT, liavingconsid~ the ab<jve Request for Approval und~ Rule'4S of the rdaho

Court Administrative Rules, hereby orders that pemtlssion to broadcast the above hearing is:.

[. ,} GRANTED under tho foUowing restrictions in addition to those set forth in RuJe 45 ofthe idaho
Court Administrative Rules:
·

. { j DENIED •
. · -. !HB CO~Tr:ba~f1%,oou~id~ed the above Requt.st for Approval un~ei R.ule45 ofthe !claho
Court Administrative Rirics;hereby of4ers that pcrni.issi6n to photogr.apb the above hearing 1s:

[ J GRANTE_D unde(" the:'followirig restrictions in addition to those set forth ~ Rule 45 of tpe Idaho
Court
ve Rules:
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
DISTRICT COURT MINUTES
CASE #CR-FE-2011-0003976
STATE OF IDAHO,

'I

vs.
I

ROB

HALL,
I

DOB

--

-------~

STATE: SPEC PROS - MELISSA MOODY
DEFENSE ATTORNEY/PD: ROBERT R CHASTAIN
DEBRA CRYSTAL

D Public Defender Appointed
D Interpreter: _ _ _ _ __

Judge/Tape: MCLAUGHLIN 042011 Clerk: Cindy Ho Court Reporter:

Dianne Cromwell

SCHEDULED EVENT: Arraignment HEARING DATE: Wednesday, April 20, 2011 @ 03:00 PM
CHARGES:
#1 ... 118-4001-1... MURDER I F
#2 .. .119-2520 ... ENHANCEMENT-USE OF A DEADLY WEAPON IN COMMISSION OF A FELONY F

D

~ Defendant Present
~ Waives Reading

D
D

D

~ Attorney Present
Pro-Se
In Custody ~ On Bond
~ Advised of Charges ~ Advised Penalties ~ Advised of Rights

D

Defendant Sworn

D Waived Rights
D 8/F -- 8/W

Guilty Plea Advisory

Defendant Not Present

~ N/G Plea: Count #1 and #2
Waiver of Speedy Trial: ~ State ~ Defense
~ JT _!!_days 11/07/11 9:00 am PTC 10/26/11 3:00 pm Motions by 9/19/11 Discovery by 9/06/11

D
D
D

D
D

D
D

D

PV Denial

D PV Hearing
D Status/Review

PV Status

D

EOP

Admit/Deny

Count #

Enter Guilty Plea
Admit Allegations

Dism #

#

Dism

-----#
-----

Sentence HR
PSI Ordered/PSI01
Sex Offender

D

DV

D
D

19-2524/PSMH1
MH

D

~ Bond $1,000,000.00 with GPS

D

6/22/11 @ 11 :00 am

Reduce Bond to $

with

D

19-2524/PSSA1

Substance

D

PSI Waived

Evaluator

D ROR
D Written Proof Housing D

Written Proof Work

~ Bond Conditions:ln addition to all conditions stated in Pre-Trial Release Order/Will not posses any
weapons or firearms/ /Not to travel outside County of Ada/Not to have passporUNo contact with Kandi Hall or
with Ashlee Corrigan by or through 3rd parties, by phone, textinq, email or in person. Any Violations will result
in return to custody of Ada County Jail.

D No Driving

1:8'.J

NCO

~ Keep Contact w/Atty ~ No Law Violations D Scram Device

OTHER: State waives Death Penalty/ State will be motioning the court to file amended indictment/CT takes up
issue regarding publicity:AII parties have received and will comply with Courts "Order Regarding Publicity"
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• OR\G\NAL
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\\ x_JY

LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General

:\rf. __
~ ~i)~J STEPHEN A. BYWATER
0
\\'I

\J_,

FILED

,3: ~

______________..M .....1~~:;;).~~

APR 2 1 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By LANI BROXSON
DEPUTY

Deputy Attorney General
Chief, Criminal Law Division

MELISSA MOODY ISB#6027
Deputy Attorney General and
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.
______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-2011-0003976
RESPONSE TO REQUEST
FOR DISCOVERY

COMES NOW, Melissa Moody, Deputy Attorney General and Special Prosecutor

for Ada County, State of Idaho, and makes the following Response to Request for
Discovery pursuant to Rule 16:
16(a) Automatic Disclosure: The discovery provided to the Defendant complies

with the prosecution's obligation under I.C.R. 16(a).

16(b) Disclosure pursuant to written request by Defendant:

(1) Statement of Defendant: Statements of the defendant are as noted in the

~

attached reports.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY (HALL), Page 1
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•
The prosecution hereby incorporates by reference the statements made by or
attributed to the defendant at his arraignment, the grand jury proceedings, or any court
proceedings in this case.
(2) Statement of Co-Defendant: No known co-defendant.
(3) Defendant's Prior Record: See information provided in #4 below.
(4) Documents and Tangible Objects:

Please find below a list of documents

and/or tangible objects obtained from the defendant or intended for use against the
defendant at trial.

BATES#

DESCRIPTION

1-2

MPD Report DR# 2011-1356
General Report, 1 page (Sgt.
B. Fiscus)
MPD Report DR#2011-1356
Supplemental Report, 3 pages
(Det. James Miller)
MPD Report DR#2011-1356
Supplemental Report, 2 pages
(Sgt. S. Harper)
MPD Report DR#2011-1356
Supplemental Report, 2 pages
(Ofc. N. Chapko)
MPD Report DR#2011-1356
Supplemental Report, 3 pages
(Cpl. R. Lee)
MPD Report DR#2011-1356
Supplemental Report, 1 page
(Ofc. J. Fuller)
MPD Report DR#2011-1356
Supplemental Report, 1 page
(Ofc. A. Urie)
MPD Report DR#2011-1356
Supplemental Report, 1 page
(Ofc. T. Ford)
MPD Report DR#2011-1356
Supplemental Report, 1 page
(Ofc. T. Marston)
MPD Report DR#2011-1356
Supplemental Report, 1 page
(Lt. S. Colaianni)

3-5

6-7

8-9
10-12

13

14

15

16

17

AUTHOR/
AGENCY
Sgt. Branden Fiscus

DATE
3-11-11

NO.OF
PAGES
2

Det. James Miller

3-11-11

3

Sgt. Shawn Harper

3-11-11

2

Ofc. Natalie Chapko

3-11-11

2

Cpl. Richard Lee

3-11-11

3

Ofc. Jeff Fu lier

3-11-11

1

Ofc. Audra Urie

3-11-11

1

Ofc. T any Ford

3-11-11

1

Ofc. Tyler Marston

3-11-11

1

Lt. Scott Colaianni

3-11-11

1
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18-19

20-23

24-26

27

28-30

31-33

34-41

42-44

45-46

47-49

50

51-52

53-55

56-60

61-62

MPD Report DR#2011-1356
Supplemental Report, 2 pages
(Lt. M. De St Germain)
MPD Report DR#2011-1356
Supplemental Report, 4 pages
(Det. James Miller)
MPD Report DR#2011-1356
Supplemental Report, 3 pages
(Det. C. McGilvery)
MPD Report DR#2011-1356
Supplemental Report, 1 page
(Det. C Fawley)
MPD Report DR#2011-1356
Supplemental Report, 3 pages
(Det. R. Chapko)
MPD Report DR#2011-1356
Supplemental Report, 3 pages
(Rosa Torres)
MPD Report DR#2011-1356
Supplemental Report, 11
paQes (Det. Joe Miller)
MPD Report DR#2011-1356
Supplemental Report, 3 pages
(Ofc. L. Babcock)
MPD Report DR#2011-1356
Supplemental Report, 2 pages
(Lt. M. DeStGermain)
MPD Report DR#2011-1356
Supplemental Report, 3 pages
(Cpl. R. Lee)
MPD Report DR#2011-1356
Supplemental Report, 1 page
(Ofc. J. Salisbury)
MPD Report DR#2011-1356
Supplemental Report, 2 pages
(Det. R. Chapko)
MPD Report DR#2011-1356
Supplemental Report, 3 pages
(Det. C. McGilvery)
MPD Report DR#2011-1356
Supplemental Report, 5 pages
(Det. Joe Miller)
MPD Report DR#2011-1356
Supplemental Report, 2 pages
(Det. R. Chapko)

Lt. Mike
De St. Germain

3-11-11

2

Det. James Miller

3-11-11

4

Det. Chris McGilvery

3-11-11

3

Det. Craig Fawley

3-11-11

1

Det. Ray Chapko

3-11-11

3

Rosa Torres

3-11-11

3

Det. Joe Miller

3-11-11

11

Ofc. Laetitia Babcock

3-11-11

3

Lt. Mike
De St. Germain

3-11-11

2

Cpl. Richard Lee

3-11-11

3

Ofc. Jonathan
Salisbury

3-11-11

1

Det. Ray Chapko

3-11-11

2

Det. Chris McGilvery

3-11-11

3

Det. Joe Miller

3-11-11

5

Det. Ray Chopko

3-11-11

2
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63

64

65

66

67-69

70

71

72-81

82-83

84-140

141-151

152-201

202-220

MPD Report DR#2011-1356
Supplemental Report, 1 page
(Ofc. Laetitia Bobcock)
MPD Report DR#2011-1356
Supplemental Report, 1 page
(Det. C. Fawley)
MPD Report DR#2011-1356
Supplemental Report, 1 page
(Det. Joe Miller)
MPD Report DR#2011-1356
Supplemental Report, 1 page
(Det. C. McGilvery)
MPD Report DR#2011-1356
Supplemental Report, 3 pages
(Det. C. Fawley)
MPD Report DR#2011-1356
Supplemental Report, 1 page
(Det. M Severson)
MPD Report DR#2011-1356
Contact Photo Emmett
Corrigan; Contact Photo
Robert Hall, 1 page (Sgt. B.
Fiscus)
MPD Report DR#2011-1356
Supplement Report Photos,
10 pages (Ofc. A Urie)
MPD Report DR#2011-1356
Supplemental Report Photos,
2 pages (Ofc. T. Ford)
MPD Report DR#2011-1356
Supplemental Report Photos
(Coroner Photos), 58 pages,
(Det. Jim Miller)
MPD Report DR#2011-1356
Supplemental Report Photos
(Suspects Injuries), 11 pages,

(Det. C. McGilvery)
MPD Report DR#2011-1356
Supplemental Report Photos
(Crime Scene Photos), 51
pages, (Det. C. Fawley)
MPD Report DR#2011-1356
Supplemental Report Photos
(Photos of Scene Evidence 314-11), 19 pages, (Det. R
Chopko)

Ofc. Laetitia Babcock

3-11-11

1

Det. Craig Fawley

3-11-11

1

Det. Joe Miller

3-11-11

1

Det. Chris McGilvery

3-11-11

1

Det. Craig Fawley

3-11-11

3

Det. Myron Severson

3-11-11

1

Sgt. Branden Fiscus

3-12-11

1

Ofc. Audra Urie

3-12-11

10

Ofc. Tony Ford

3-12-11

2

Det. Jim Miller

3-22-11

58

Det. Chris McGilvery

3-12-11

11

Det. Craig Fawley

3-12-11

51

Det. Ray Chopko

3-23-11

19

I
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221-225

226-261

262

263-276

277-289

290-291

292

293

294

MPD Report DR#2011-1356
Supplemental Report Photos
(Kandi Hall photos), 5 pages,
(Det. Joe Miller)
MPD Report DR#2011-1356
Supplemental Report Photos
(Emmett's pickup search 3-1511 ), 37 pages, (Det. R.
Chopko)
MPD Report DR#2011-1356
Supplemental Report Photos
(Emmett Corrigan's office
desk/computer), 1 page, (Det.
Joe Miller)
MPD Report DR#2011-1356
Supplemental Report Photos,
(Robert Hall taken at Ada Jail
on 3-15-11), 13 pages, (Det.
C. McGilvery)
MPD Report DR#2011-1356
Supplemental Report Photos,
(5305 Fox Run Search
Warrant), 13 pages, (Det. M.
Severson)
BCPD, Misc. Report
DR#2011-105848,
2 pages, (R.Rosier)
ACSO, Supplemental Report
DR#2011-1356, 1 page, (Sgt.
J. Laraway)
MPD Voluntary Statement
#11-1356, 1 page, Jason M.
Henscheid
MPD Voluntary Statement
#11-1356, 1 page, Robert

Det. Joe Miller

3-14-11

5

Det. Ray Chopko

3-23-11

37

Det. Joe Miller

3-15-11

1

Det. Chris McGilvery

3-16-11

13

Det. Myron Severson

3-23-11

13

Ofc. Randal Rosier

3-11-11

2

Sgt. John Laraway

3-11-11

1

Jason Henscheid

3-12-11

1

Robert Yokum

3-16-11

1

Sarah Johnson

3-11-11

2

3-11-11

6

Yokum

295-296
297-302
303-313

Statement from Sarah
Johnson, 3-16-11, 2 pages
Incident History for
#MP11009281, 6 pages

Identifying Photo, NCIC

11

history, case history, for
Robert Dean Hall, 11 pages
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314-331

332-343

344-347

348
349
350
351-364
365

366-367
368-377

378

379-380

381-382
383-393

394-395
396-455

Identifying Photo, NCIC
history, case history, for Kandi
Lyn Hall, 18 paQes
Identifying Photo, NCIC
history, case history, for
Emmett Michael Corrigan, 12
pages
MPD Crime Scene
Entry/Security Log, Activity
Log, 4 pages
Email exchanges from
Emmett Corrigan, 1 page
Evidence Form, Ada County
Coroner's Office, 1 paQe
Letter to Impact Guns from
MPD, Det. C. Fawley, 1 page
MPD Property Invoice,
DR#11-1356, 14 pages
Memo re copies of Meridian
police reports obtained from
Det. Jim Miller
Memo re seizure of two
computers
Memo re contact with Jake
Peterson and seizure of
computers
Memo re DVD copy provided
by Det. Joe Miller, MPD,
3-11-11 interview of Kandi Hall
Memo re compact disk
containing data from seized
computers (AG-5) Macloc pick
files
Meridian Police supplemental
report by Officer Durbin
Memo re preservation
request to Facebook, Apple
Inc., Google and Verizon
Memo re search warrant of
truck belonging to Rob Hall
Memo re computer items
seized (AG 1-4) were sent for
examination by SAT. Kroupa;
copies of search warrants are
attached to this memo.

18

12

Ofc. Tyler Marston

3-11-11

4

1
Glen Groben

3-12-11

1

Det. Craig Fawley

3-22-11

1

3-12-11

14

Scott Smith

3-24-11

1

Jim Kouril

3-15-11

2

Scott Smith

3-16-11

10

Scott Smith

3-25-11

1

Scott Smith

3-22-11

2

Officer Jacob Durbin

3-12-11

2

Scott Smith

3-22-11

11

Scott Smith

3-22-11

2

Scott Smith

3-24-11

60
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456-458

459-502

503-510

511-688
689-1474

14751487
14881510

15111658

16591662
16631664
16651668

Memo re CD labeled Hanna
Brooks which contains a voice
mail message left for the Ada
County prosecutor's office
Memo re four (4) search
warrants and affidavits of
search warrants to Facebook,
Apple Inc., Google and
Verizon; search warrants
signed by Judge Holloway
Affidavit and search warrant
for cell phone records of Kandi
Hall and Emmett Corrigan
Medical records for Robert
Hall
Memo re Meridian Police
supplemental reports, Idaho
State Pharmacy documents,
Accurint report, Lexis Nexis
report and copies of search
warrants, Walgreens video,
Kandi Hall interview video,
Chris Search interview video,
photos and audio files
Memo re Crime scene sketch
and diagram by Officer Urie
Memo re Face book response
to search warrant, copies of
contents from Corrigan's and
Hall's accounts are attached
Memo re Meridian Police
Dept. supplemental reports,
ACSO booking sheet,
interview notes from Det.
Miller, ILETS records for
vehicles belonging to Robert
Hall, Kandi Hall and Emmett
Corrigan, copy of letter from
the ACSO with photos and
emails
Jail Phone call log for Robert
Hall
Letter from Veronica Welsh
Memo re Emails from Tom
Welsh

Scott Smith

3-29-11

3

Scott Smith

3-29-11

44

8

Karen Fleming
Records Custodian
Scott Smith

3/30/11

178

4-5-11

786

Officer Audra Urie

4-5-11

13

Scott Smith

4-5-11

23

Scott Smith

4-6-11

148

4
2
Scott Smith

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY (HALL), Page 7
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16691671
16721674
16751679
16801682 &
16841688
1689

Memo re interviews with
Jennifer Rouse and Krystal
Sorrenson on April 7, 2011
Memo re contact with Kevin
Rogers on April 8, 2011
Memo re contact with Kim
George and Senada Cufurovic
on April 7, 2011
Emails regarding the case
(#1683 was redacted internal
email)

Scott Smith

4-11-11

3

Scott Smith

4-11-11

3

Scott Smith

4-11-11

5

Audio recorded files on DVD:
1) 911 call from Janae
Schumacher
2) 911 call from Sarah
Johnson
3) 911 call from Kandi Hall
4) 911 call no name
5) 911 call from Robert Yokum
6) 2011_ 1356_3_Contact_
Miller_Joseph 0585
7)2 011_ 135_4_Kandi_Ha_
Miller_Joseph 0629
8) Ashlee Corrigan at Law
Office
9) Babock call with Curtis
Sibley
10) Chopko transport Kandi
from scene to station
11) Contact with Jake
Peterson and Kelly Rieker
12) Continuing contact with
Kandi Hall
13) Continuing contact with
Kandi Hall on 3-12-11
14) Dan Myers
15) Evidence collection from
Kandi2
16) Evidence collection from
Kandi
17) Jim & Joe Miller with
Kandi Hall
18) Joe Miller call to Kandi
Hall
19) Joe Miller with Tabitha

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY (HALL), Page 8
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1690

1691

1692

Butterworth at scene
20) Kandi Hall 3-12-11
21) Kandi Hall 3-17-11
22) Kandi Hall first interview
23) Kelly Rieker #2
24) Laura Dedo
25) Megan Degroat
26) More with Kand Hall
3-12-11
27) Officer call to Steve Cook
28) Rob Hall
29) Swab collection from
Kandi
30) Telephone call to Ashlee
Corrigan
31) Telephone contact with
Jake Peterson
32) Unknown
Audio recorded files on CD:
1) Brooks
2) Chris Kyle Search 3-16-11
3) Consent search 5779
Tango Rapids, Meridian
4) Jennifer Rouse and Krystal
Sorenson
5) Kandi 3-17-11, 1500
6) Kim George
7) Lt. Dana Borguist
Audio recorded files on CD:
1) Chris Search @ MPD
3-16-11
2) Handi_Hall_G-Mail_phone
call
3) Hannah Hall 3-12-11, 557d
4) Hanna Hall 3-12-11, 2550
5) Jason_Blackwell_ 3-12-11
6) Kandi_Hall_@ MPD
3-17-11
7) Kandi_Hall_GMail_Pickup_ 3-21-11
8) SW @ 5305 Fox Run
CD containing phone calls
made by Hall from jail during
March 13, 2011 through
March 17, 2011
(MP3 format)

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY (HALL), Page 9
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1693

1694
1695
1696
1697

1698

CD containing phone calls
made by Hall from jail March
14 through March 29, 2011
(speex files)
CD containing video from
Walgreens showing Hall
CD containing video from Fred
Meyer of Corrigan
CD containing video from
Soring Hill Suites of Corrigan
DVD video of crime scene Walqreens parking lot
CD containing audio files:
1) 2011_1356_homicide_
Durbin Jacob 0921
2) 2011_ 1356_homicide_
Durbin Jacob 0922
3) 2011_ 1356_homicide
Durbin Jacob 0923
4) 2011_ 1356_homicide
Durbin Jacob 0924
5) 2011_ 1356_homicide
Durbin Jacob 0925
6) 2011_1356_homicide
Durbin Jacob 0926
7) 2011 _ 1356_interview
Babcock Laetia 0517
8) 2011_ 1356_Kandi_Hall
Babcock Laetia 0518
9) 2011_ 1356_KANDI _HALL
Miller James 0002
10) 2011_ 1356_ McGilverys
McGilvery Chris #0588
11) 2011 _ 1356_ McGilverys
McGilvery Chris #0589
12) 2011_ 1356_ McGilverys
McGilvery Chris #0595
13) 2011_ 1356_ McGilverys
McGilvery Chris #0596
14) 2011_ 1356_Robert_Hal
Miller James #0001
15) 2011_ 1356_Robert_Hal
Miller James #0003
16) 2011_ 1356_Robert_Hal
Salisbury Jonathan #0617
17) 2011 1356 Robert Hal
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1699

1700

17011716

17171767
17681781
1782

Salisbury Jonathan #0618
18) 2011_ 1356_Robert_Hal
Salisbury Jonathan #0619
19) Dana Borgquist
20) David Rieker
21) Officer contact with Jason
Henscheid
DVD containing photographs
by Raymond Chopko;
Corrigan Autopsy; Corrigan's
Law Office; Crime Scene; Det.
James Miller; Det. Joseph
Miller; Evidence photos; Chris
McGilvery; Search of
Corrigan's Pickup; Search
Warrant photos from 5305 N.
Fox Run Way
DVD containing interviews
with Chris Search; Kandi Hall
and Robert Hall
DVD containing:
1) Hall's Ada County X drive
2) Facebook photos
3) Facebook response to SW
(Hall & Corrigan AG-8 &
AG-9)
4) Lidar Crime Scene
Measurements
5) Outgoing - Incoming calls
6) Verizon response to SW
7) Consent to Search by
Ronald Hall
8) SW extensions for Google
and Apple
Review of Verizon records
obtained by Search Warrant
Review of Google records
obtained by Search Warrant
CD containing files from
Google for Emmett Corrigan
and Emmett Corrigan Law
Office

1 DVD

1 DVD

1 DVD

1 CD
1 CD
1 CD
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NOTE:

The following items are in the evidence vault at the Attorney General's

Office. Please call Deborah Forgy at 334-4529 to schedule a time to review these
items.
Item No.

Date Logged
In

Evidence Description

AG-1

3-16-11

(2) Ativa flashdrives, (2GB each) removed from back of 1
Mac computer

AG-2

3-16-11

(1) Lacie portable hard disk drive, orange/silver in color. No
visible Ser. #

AG-3

3-16-11

(1) IMAC desktop computer. Ser. #QP0390L8DNP

AG-4

3-16-11

(1) HP desktop computer tower Ser. #3CR92416HO

AG-5

3-22-11

AG-6

3-28-11

(1) Memorex CD-R MacLock pick files from seizure of 2
computers from 1215 W. Hays St. on 3-15-11
(provided)
CD copy from Meridian PD 3-11-11 interview of Kandi Hall
(provided)

AG-7

3-29-11

CD-R labeled - Brooks, Hanna, 3-21-2011, 602-2322
(provided)

AG-8

4-5-11

AG-9

4-5-11

AG-10

4-5-11

AG-11

4-6-11

AG-12

4-11-11

(1) Memorex CD-R containing Facebook account info for
Emmett Corrigan pursuant to search warrant
(provided)
(1) Memorex CD-R containing Facebook account info for
Kandi Lynn Ames Hall pursuant to search warrant
(provided)
(7) CD's Walgreens video 3/11/11; Rob Hall lntvw. 3/13/11;
Kandi Hall intvw. 3/15/11; Kandi Hall intvw. 3/17/11; Chris
Search intvw. 3/16/11; photos and audio recordings 3/11/11
- 3/29/11; photos and audio 3/31/11 - 4/03/11
(provided)
Copies of CD's from Meridian PD - #1-JC-1, Rob Hall's jail
calls fro 3-14-11; #2 JC-2, Rob Hall's jail phone calls from 313-11 to 3-17-11; #3- Lidar crime scene measurements; #4R. Hall's incoming &outgoing calls from Ada County work
phone; #5-R.I Hall's Ada County network drive & email
contents
(provided)
(1) Memorex CD-R audio contact with Jennifer Rouse &
Krystal Sorrensen by S.I Smith 4-7-11
(provided)
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AG-13

4-11-11

AG-14

4-13-11

AG-15

4-14-11

AG-16

4-18-11

AG-17

4-18-11

AG-18

4-18-11

(1) Memorex CD-R audio contact with Kim George and
Senada Cufurovic by S. Smith in 4-8-11
(orovided)
(1) CD-R containing SW response from Verizon Wireless for
(208) 830-7097 and (208) 830-5564
(provided)
(1) CD-R of audio contact with Ronald Hall at 5779 N. Tango
Rapids, Meridian, ID
(provided)
Compact disk labeled: Search Warrant Internal Ref: 63115133227 containing email account for ecorrigan@gmail.com,
emmettcorrigan(@.gmail.com,
emmettcorriaanlawl@amail.com
Compact disc containing copy of files provided by Google for
emmettcorrigan@gmail.com and
emmettcorriaanlaw@amail.com
(provided)
Compact disk containing copy of files provided by Google for
email account: ecorrjgan(@.gmail.com

(5) Reports of Examinations and Tests: See #4 above.

(6) Witnesses: Any witness who testified at grand jury and/or named in attached
reports including, but not limited to, those listed below. Any witness named or called to
testify by defense or included on the defense witness list.
Name

Babcock, Laetitia
Blackwell, Jason
Blackwell, Radeane

Blackwell, Jim
Bohr, James
Brooks, Hannah
Carlson, Kaitlin

Address/Contact Information
Meridian Police Dept.
1401 E. Watertower
Meridian, ID 83642
c/o Attorney General's Office
3794 Caesars Circle
Las VeQas, NV 89120
3794 Caesars Circle

Las Vegas, NV 89120
Meridian Police Dept.
1401 E. Watertower
Meridian, ID 83642

602-2322
5874 N. Black Sand Ave.
Meridian, ID 83642
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Chapko, Natalie

Chapko, Ray
Clark, Michelle

Colaianni, Scott
Corrigan, Ashley

De St. Germain, Mike

Durbin, Jacob
Erica (LNU)

Fawley, Craig

Fiscus, Branden

Ford, Tony

Fowler, Robert

Fuller, Jeff
Galvan, Jacklyn
Grace, Selena

Graben, Glen
Hall, Kandi
Hall, Hannah

Meridian Police Dept.
1401 E. Watertower
Meridian, ID 83642
Meridian Police Dept.
1401 E. Watertower
Meridian, ID 83642
1227 W. Barrymore Dr.
Meridian, ID 83646
Meridian Police Dept.
1401 E. Watertower
Meridian, ID 83642
4723 North Station Place
Meridian, ID 83646
Meridian Police Dept.
1401 E. Watertower
Meridian, ID 83642
Meridian Police Dept.
1401 E. Watertower
Meridian, ID 83642
888-1068
Meridian Police Dept.
1401 E. Watertower
Meridian, ID 83642
Meridian Police Dept.
1401 E. Watertower
Meridian, ID 83642
Meridian Police Dept.
1401 E. Watertower
Meridian, ID 83642
Ada County Sheriffs Office
7200 Barrister Rd.
Boise, ID 83704
Meridian Police Dept.
1401 E. Watertower
Meridian, ID 83642
206-261-5425
332-1592
Ada County Coroner
5550 Morris Hill Rd.
Boise, ID 83706
5305 N. Fox Run Wy
Meridian, ID 83646
5305 N. Fox Run Wy
Meridian, ID 83646
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Harper, Shawn
Henscheid, Jason
Jarrett, Eric
Johnson, Sarah

Kouril, Jim
Kristi (LN U)

Laraway, John

Lee, Richard

Marston, Tyler
Martinez, Jimmy

McGilvery, Chris
Meyers, Danny

Miller, James

I

Miller, Joe

Osterberg, Jan
Owens, Sheila
Rieker, Kelly

Rosier, Randal
Schumacher, Janae

Meridian Police Dept.
1401 E. Watertower
Meridian, ID 83642
1124 W. Parkstone
Meridian, ID 83642
724-1593
4691 N. Zachary Way
Meridian, ID 83646
Attorney General, Office of the
700 W. State St.
Boise, ID 83720-001 O
861-6178
Ada County Sheriff's Office
7210 Barrister Dr.
Boise, ID 83704
Meridian Police Dept.
1401 E. Watertower
Meridian, ID 83642
Meridian Police Dept.
1401 E. Watertower
Meridian, ID 83642
760-792-9340; 213-972-1816
Meridian Police Dept.
1401 E. Watertower
Meridian, ID 83642
721 W. Cagney Dr.
Meridian, ID 83646
Meridian Police Dept.
1401 E. Watertower
Meridian, ID 83642
Meridian Police Dept.
1401 E. Watertower
Meridian, ID 83642
Walgreens
4850 N. Linder
Meridian, ID 83642
818-335-8736
1215 W. Hays
Boise, ID 83702
Boise Police Dept.
333 N. Sail'fish
Boise, ID 83704
1841 W. Puzzle Creek
Meridian, ID 83642
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Search, Chris

Severson, Myron
Sibley, Curtis

Smith, Scott

Torres, Rosa

Urie, Audra
Yokum, Robert

4527 N. Patten
Boise, ID
Meridian Police Dept.
1401 E. Watertower
Meridian, ID 83642
711 W. Valentino St.
Meridian, ID 83646
Attorney General's Office
700 W. State St.
Boise, ID 83702-0010
Meridian Police Dept.
1401 E. Watertower
Meridian, ID 83642
Meridian Police Dept.
1401 E. Watertower
Meridian, ID 83642
4498 N. Abruzzo Ave.
Meridian, ID 83646

16(e)(1)(C) Objections to Discovery:
The State hereby objects to any request for discovery which is outside the scope
of Idaho Criminal Rule 16.

Specifically, the State has redacted personal identifying

information contained within the attached documents, including: social security numbers,
driver's license numbers, dates of birth, and financial account numbers.

(7)

Expert witnesses: None at this time. Experts whom the State intends to

call at trial will be disclosed in subsequent documents pursuant to the requirements of
I.R.E. 702 and 703 and any scheduling orders issued by the Court.

(8)

Police Reports and Witness Statements:

All reports, documents,

statements, and evidence in the possession of the state have been disclosed in this
Response to Request for Discovery.
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(9)

In addition to the above, the prosecution maintains an "open file" for

defendant's review. Please call Rosean Newman at 332-3096 or Melissa Moody at 3323552 to schedule an appointment to review the prosecutor's file.
DATED this

J.I

day of April 2011.

ME~
Deputy Attorney General and
Special Prosecuting Attorney for
Ada County

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this

c1/- day of April 2011, I caused to be served a

true and correct copy of the foregoing Response to Request for Discovery to:
Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

X-. U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
_
_

Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

L
_
_

Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
Electronic Mail (Email)
U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
Electronic Mail (Email)
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•
APR 2 1 2011

LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By LANI BROXSON

STEPHEN A. BYWATER
Deputy Attorney General
Chief, Criminal Law Division

DEPUTY

MELISSA MOODY ISB#6027
Deputy Attorney General and
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.
______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY

TO THE ABOVE NAMED DEFENDANT:
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that the undersigned, pursuant to Rule 16(c) of the Idaho

Criminal Rules, requests discovery and inspection of the following information, evidence,
and materials:
(1) Documents and Tangible Objects:

Request is hereby made by the prosecution to inspect and copy or photograph
books, papers, documents, photographs, tangible objects or copies or portions thereof,

t
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which are within the possession, custody or control of the Defendant, and which the
defendant intends to introduce in evidence at trial.

(2) Reports of Examinations and Tests:
The prosecution hereby requests the Defendant to permit the State to inspect and
copy or photograph any results or reports of physical or mental examinations and of
scientific tests or experiments made in connection with this case, or copies thereof, within
the possession or control of the defendant, which the defendant intends to introduce in
evidence at the trial, or which were prepared by a witness whom the Defendant intends to
call at the trial when the results or reports relate to testimony of the witness.

(3) Defense Witnesses:
The State requests the defendant to furnish the State with a list of names and
addresses of witnesses the Defendant intends to call at trial.

(4) Expert Witnesses:
The State requests a written summary or report of any testimony that the defense
intends to introduce pursuant to Rules 702, 703 or 705 of the Idaho Rules of Evidence at
trial or hearing. The summary provided must describe the witness's opinions, the facts
and data for those opinions and the witness's qualifications. In the event the Defendant
seeks to use an expert witness regarding mental health, the State specifically requests
that such disclosure comply with the requirements of I.C. § 18-207.

(5) Request for Notice of Defense of Alibi:
Pursuant to Idaho Code Section 19-519, the State hereby requests that the
Defendant state in writing, within ten (10) days, notice of his intention to offer a defense of
alibi. Specifically, the State requests any specific place or places at which the defendant

REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY (HALL), Page 2
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•
claims to have been at the time of the alleged offense and the names and addresses of
the witnesses upon whom he intends to rely to establish such alibi.
DATED this l{ day of April 2011.

MELISSA MOOD
Deputy Attorney General and
Special Prosecuting Attorney for
Ada County

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this

o2/

day of April 2011, I caused to be served a

true and correct copy of the foregoing Request for Discovery to:
Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

.J._ U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
_
_

Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY (HALL), Page 3

Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
Electronic Mail (Email)

k._ U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
_

Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
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APR 2 2 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
ByCINOYHO
DEPUTY

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

Case No. CR-FE-2011-0003976
SCHEDULING ORDER

vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

This matter came before the Court on Wednesday, April 20, 2011 at 3:00 p.m.
for a hearing for the above-named defendant. The attorneys present were:
For the State: Melissa Moody
For the Defendant(s): Robert R Chastain and Deborah Kristal
The defendant entered a plea of not guilty and requested a jury trial. The Court
instructed the clerk to enter the plea of not guilty into the court minutes. The defendant
Is speclflcally Instructed that as a condition of baiUROR release, they are to
maintain contact with their attorney and they are to keep their attorney Informed
as to their current malling address and contact phone number.

Pursuant to Idaho Criminal Rule 12, 16 and Rule 18, the Court hereby orders
that the attorneys and defendant shall comply with the following scheduling order:
1) JURY TRIAL DATE: The 2 week Jury trlal of this action shall commence

before this Court on Monday, November 07. 2011. at 9:00 a.m. or any day that
week. Counsel and the defendant shall be present at 8:30 a.m. on the first day of
trial.

2) PRE-TRIAL CONFERENCE: Counsel for the parties and the defendant(s)
shall appear before this Court on Wednesday, October 26. 2011, at 3:00 p.m. for
SCHEDULING ORDER Page

1
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•

•

pre-trial conference. Counsel shall be prepared to discuss settlement possibilities
pursuant to I.C.R. Rule 18. Failure of the defendant to appear at this pre-trial
conference will result in a forfeiture of bail and the Court shall issue a bench warrant.
The parties shall submit all proposed iury instructions and witness lists to the
Court at the pretrial conference.

In the event that either party intends to Introduce evidence pursuant to
I.R.E. 404,405,406,410,412,608 and 609, that party must disclose such evidence
to opposing counsel on or before the pre-trial conference.
3) MOTIONS: All motions pursuant to I.C.R. Rule 12 and any other motions,

including Motions in Limine and Motions to Dismiss shall be filed on or before Monday,
September 19, 2011. All Motions to Suppress Evidence must be accompanied by a

brief setting forth with specificity what evidence is to be suppressed and the factual
basis for the motion. Further, the brief must set forth both constitutional and specific
case precedent for the suppression of evidence. Upon the filing of the motion, the brief
and proposed notice of hearing, the motion will be calendared by the clerk for hearing.
4) DISCOVERY CUT-OFF: All discovery pursuant to I.C.R. Rule 15 and Rule 16

shall be completed by Tuesday, September 6, 2011. Counsel for the parties shall have
disclosed to each other in writing the following information:
The list of all witnesses, along with their addresses and telephone
numbers, which each side intends to call for their case. This order does not apply
to rebuttal witnesses for the State.
5) SANCTIONS: Failure to comply with this order will subject a party or its

attorney to appropriate sanctions including, but not limited to, costs for subpoenas ,
reasonable attorney fees, exclusion of witnesses and jury costs.
6) CONTINUANCES: The Court will not grant continuances unless extraordinary

circumstances exist and all the parties waive their right to a speedy trial.

DATED this 22nd day of April, 2011.

MICHAEL MCLAUGHLIN
District Judge
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

•

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on t h i s ~ day o f ~ ' 2011, I caused a
true and correct copy of the above and foregoing instrument to be mailed, postage
prepaid, to:
Melissa N. Moody
IDAHO ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OFFICE
700 W State St, 4th Fl
PO Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0010

Robert R. Chastain
Attorney at Law
300 Main, Ste 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Christopher D. Rich
Clerk of the District Court

By:

(;Jim Jh

Depuiyii,~7
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: m~-----?
APR 2 2 2011

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRldtfBIBTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
ByCINDYHO

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

DEPUTY

Case No. CR-FE-2011-0003976

vs.
NOTICE OF STATUS
CONFERENCE HEARING

ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

The above-entitled case has been set for Wednesday, June 22, 2011 at 11 :00 AM
, in the Ada County Courthouse at 200 W. Front Street, Boise, Idaho before Judge Michael
McLaughlin.

DATED this 22nd day of April, 2011.
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH
CLERK OF THE COURT

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 22nd day of April , 2011, I caused a true and
correct copy of the above and foregoing instrument to be mailed, postage prepaid, to:
Melissa N. Moody
IDAHO ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OFFICE
700 W State St, 4th Fl
PO Box83720
Boise, ID 83720-0010

Robert R Chastain
300 Main St Ste 158
Boise ID 83702

Christopher D. Rich
Clerk of the District Court

B
y:~~
DeputyClerk

NOTICE OF HEARING
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CHRISTOPHER D. RICH,
BYCLER~URT
Deputy

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Plaintiff,
vs.

l::rocl t:b\\

Defendant.

Case No.Cl<-

ff - 2f) l \ - ?)9·7~

REQUEST TO MODIFY OR
DISMISS NO CONTACT ORDER
IDAHO CRIMINAL RULE 46.2(b)

1. ~, I am a person protected by a no-contact order in this case.
D I am the parent or guardian of a person protected by a no-contact order in
this case.
2. I ask that the No Contact Order issued against the defendant in this case be:
D Terminated because

-------------------

~

,_£. .eci
.____. _..,,..(_P\:__0_1:=,x_·,__x__· ___e__a.·. . .00--C
. . ....he. . .d___,. J__

Changed because ....hw----......

The changes I want are:

p\eo&

(X'"e

a:\taehrf

3. It is my own choice to make this request.

4. I understand that, if the court changes or dismisses the No Contact Order in
this criminal case, it does not mean the criminal case against the defendant
will be dismissed.
5. I also understand that dismissal of the No Contact Order in this criminal case
would not change any civil Domestic iolen.ce P~ot7·c·tion Order.

1 I22 I20 l I
Date

1

__,__,_...;..;;..a.._A.£L.:...=..;;;.;::·~)/=(l'fL;..;;....;,,~

SiQ'}ature .

----

!._________

---~-ri
......d......, _.....
fh.,_,,,._,1

Typed or Printed Name of Person Signing

REQUEST TO MODIFY OR DISMISS NO CONTACT ORDER
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[REV 11-201 OJ

I

•

•

•

•

Monitored visitation for Sunday Church Services and family lunch afterwards. (Our Pastor has
stated he would monitor the attendance at the Church)

•

Daughters sports events. Oldest daughter who is a junior at Rocky Mountain High and is on the
Lacrosse Team and also our second daughter who plays NWALL Softball.

•

My husband, Robert Hall understands that any games outside of Ada County he will not be able
to attend, but we would request your Honor to please allow us to attend the events that he is
able to attend and that we attend them together. (i.e. I would meet him there and drive
separately)

•

Monitored phone calls at least 3 times a week to discuss our children and bills. NO DISCUSSION
OF THE CASE AT ALL.

•

Lastly, I am asking your Honor that we are able to have dinner 1 night a week (besides Sunday
lunch)as a family and at the residence where Robert is living. It would mean so much to our girls
who need both their parents and especially at a time like this. We understand that we would
not be allowed to be alone, Robert's parents will always be present and that I will leave and
return to my home after the visit. We, Robert and I understand the importance of following all
rules and will respect and have respected the Courts orders. This entire event has changed so
many lives and speaking for my family alone, we are trying to keep our children happy and safe
as much as we possibly can through this process. The requests I am asking are minor and if at
any time the Court feels that we have pushed the limit in anyway, we would stop for whatever
reason. Your Honor, I've worked in the legal system for 17 years and my husband Robert being
in Law Enforcement for over 4 years, respects the Law as well. We have been put through SO
much and without even the truth coming out yet; please allow us to have these few visitations
and to keep our beautiful family together through this horrific process we are all having to
endure.
Thank you for your time.
Kandi Hall

000133

LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By NATALIE FARACA
DEPUTY

STEPHEN A. BYWATER
Chief, Deputy Attorney General
Criminal Law Division
MELISSA MOODY ISB#6027
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.
______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
FIRST ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY
FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL

COMES NOW, Melissa Moody, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho, and

makes the following First Addendum to the previous Response to Discovery pursuant to
Rule 16:
16(b) Disclosure pursuant to written request by Defendant:

(4)
BATES#

1783

t

Documents and Tangible Objects:
DOCUMENT/
DESCRIPTION
Email regarding police
reports listing Kandi Hall and
Emmett CorriQan

AUTHOR/
AGENCY

DATE

NO.OF
PAGES
1

FIRS ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL (HALL), Page 1
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17841788
17891791
17921795
17961799

18001849

18501968
19691976
19771981
1982

1983

1984

Boise Police Report
DR #2010-030198 Grand
Theft - Kandi Hall
Boise Police Report
DR #2010-029616 Grand
Theft - Kandi Hall
Boise Police Report
DR #2009-912560
Burglary/Grand Theft
Boise Police Report
DR #2009-93184 7
Weapons-shipping - Emmett
Corrigan
Memo with Meridian Police
Dept. Supplemental reports
containing interviews and
photos
Memo regarding Kandi Hall's
email account at Corrigan
Law Office
Memo receipt of Apple
records account information
Memo with search warrant
returns filed with court
Compact disc containing
Apple mobileme email
account for Kandi Hall
(decrypted files) AG-20
Compact disc containing
Apple mobileme email
account for Emmett Corrigan
(decrypted files) AG-21
Compact disc containing
interviews from MPD
supplemental reports:
1) Handi_Hall_Gmail
2) Hannah_Hall_phone_call
3-12-11
3) Hannah_Hall_phone_call
3-12-11
4) Interview_ with_ Angela

Officer S. Adams

5/19/10

5

Officer S. Adams

6/23/10

3

Officer B. Bristol

5/13/09

4

Officer J. Sausman

11/30/09

4

Det. Jim Miller

50

119

8
5
1 CD

1 CD

1 CD

Bettis
5) Interview with
Krista Ducharme
Dina Pfeifer
6) Interview with

FIRS ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL (HALL), Page 2
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1985

Krista Ducharme
Dina Pfeifer
?)Jake _Mulkey_interview
8) ..IIMMY_MARTINEZ
9)John_Laraway
10) Kandi_Hall_G-mail
11) KEVIN_ROGERS
12) Melissa_Mason
13) MICHELLE_PINARD
PHONE CALL 3-23-11
14) MICHELLE_PINARD
PHONE CALL 3-24-11
15)Rob_Fowler_interview
Associated Audio 07eb5a4b
16) Rob-Fowler-interview
Associated Audio 8c4f78fb
17) Rob_Fowler_interview
Associated Audio 46d68dd8
Compact disc containing
photographs:
HALL's HOODIE (6 Photos)
LIQUID GRIP BACKPACK
(22 Photos)
PILLS CAPSULES (1 photo)

1 CD

NOTE: The following items are in the evidence vault at the Attorney General's
Office. Please call Deborah Forgy at 334-4529 to schedule a time to review these
items.

AG-19

4-20-11

AG-20

4-20-11

AG-21

4-20-11

AG-22

4-20-11

(1) Memorex CD-R containing original encrypted files for
Apples (Mobileme) email for Kandi Hall
Khall.corriaanlaw(ci)me.com
(1) Memorex CD-R containing decrypted files for Apple
(Mobileme) email for Kandi Hall Khall.corriaanlaw(ci)me.com
(provided) #1982
(1) Memorex CD-R containing original encrypted files for
Apple (Mobileme) email for Emmett Corrigan emmettcorriaan(ci)me.com and six(6) sub accounts
(1) Memorex CD-R containing de-crypted files for Apple
(Mobileme) email for Emmett Corrigan emmettcorrigan@me.com and six (6) sub accounts
(provided) #1983

FIRS ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL (HALL), Page 3
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•
4-21-11

AG-23

CD-R containing audios & photos in IT from 4-3-11 @
1720 to 4-15-11 @ 1202, marked, IT-3. (Copy provided
by MPD) (provided) #1984 & 1985

(6) Witnesses: Any witness who testified at grand jury and/or named in

attached reports including, but not limited to, those listed below. Any witness named or
called to testify by defense or included on the defense witness list.
Address/Contact Information
c/o Attorney General's Office
Ada County Sheriff's Office
7200 Barrister Dr.
Boise, ID 83704
Ada County Sheriff's Office
7200 Barrister Dr.
Boise, ID 83704
Ada County Sheriff's Office
7200 Barrister Dr.
Boise, ID 83704
503-949-1048
Ada County Sheriff's Office
7200 Barrister Dr.
Boise, ID 83704
4137 N. Tall Grass Ave.
Meridian, ID 83646
6948 Bluebird Dr.
Boise, ID 83714
Ada County Public Defender's Office
200 W. Front St.
Boise, ID 83702
Meridian Police Dept.
1401 Watertower
Meridian, ID

Name
Bettis, Angela

Ducharme, Krista

Fowler, Rob

Laraway, John
Mason, Melissa

Mulkey, Jake
Mullin, Jeremy
Pinard, Michelle

Rogers, Kevin

Stokes, Berle
DATED this

fl5

day of April 2011.

MELISSA MOODY
Deputy Attorney General and
Special Prosecuting Attorney for
Ada County
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on thisa2k_ day of April 2011, I caused to be served a
true and correct copy of the foregoing First Addendum to Discovery for Conflict Counsel
to:
Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

_i__ U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
_
_

Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
Electronic Mail (Email)

.:L._ U.S.
_

Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

~~
Rosean Newman, Legal Secretary
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APR 2 7 2011

LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By NATALIE FARACA
DEPUTY

STEPHEN A. BYWATER
Chief, Deputy Attorney General
Criminal Law Division
MELISSA MOODY 158#6027
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-001 O
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

__________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
SECOND ADDENDUM
TO DISCOVERY
FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL

COMES NOW, Melissa Moody, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho, and
makes the following Second Addendum to the previous Response to Discovery pursuant
to Rule 16:

16(b) Disclosure pursuant to written request by Defendant:
(4)

BATES#
19861987

Documents and Tangible Objects:

DOCUMENT/
DESCRIPTION
Two documents provided by
Kevin Rogers pertaining to
Kandi/Rob Hall's divorce

AUTHOR/
AGENCY
Kevin Rogers

DATE
4/12/11

NO.OF
PAGES
2

SECOND ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL (HALL), Page 1
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3/28/11

Compact disc containing
audio from the Bond Hearing
before Judge Holloway on
March 28, 2011

1988

DATED this

?-~

1 CD

day of April 2011.

MELISSA MOODY
Deputy Attorney General and
Special Prosecuting Attorney for
Ada County

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this ;i.-:;. day of April 2011, I caused to be served a
true and correct copy of the foregoing Second Addendum to Discovery for Conflict
Counsel to:
Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

4
_
_

Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
Electronic Mail (Email)

x__ U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
_

Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

SECOND ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL (HALL), Page 2
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APR 28 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By SHARY ABBOTT

2

DEP\JTY

3

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE

4

STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

5
6

STATE OF IDAHO,

Case No. CRFE-2011-3976

7
8

9

10
11

Plaintiff,
ORDER
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

12
13

14

The Court has received a second request from Kandi Lyn Hall requesting that
she have contact with Robert Dean Hall. The defendant is charged with First Degree

15

Murder. The Court, at the last court session, had specifically instructed Robert Hall that
16

he is to have absolutely no contact with Kandi Lyn Hall, directly, indirectly, through third
17
18

parties, through any forms of communication.

The Court had hoped that the

19

explanation for the no contact order as a term and condition of the Robert Hall's release

20

had been sufficient to apprise Ms. Hall of the need for such an order.

21

The purpose of the Court's ruling was to protect the integrity of the judicial

22

process. Kandi Lyn Hall, to the Court's knowledge, is a material witness and may be

23

the only surviving eye witness to the pending charges of First Degree Murder. When a

24

defendant and a material witness have continued contact post incident and prior to a

25

trial, the testimony of that material witness can be changed or brought into question
26

ORDER - PAGE 1
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•
simply from the fact that there has been contact between the defendant and the
2
3

witness. For these reasons if Robert Hall is to have any contact whatsoever with Kandi
Lyn Hall, he will be placed back into the Ada County Jail.

4

As a further order, if Kandi Lyn Hall attempts to have contact with Robert Hall,

5

she will be in violation of a court order prohibiting a material witness from being

6

contacted by the defendant Robert Hall. Violation of a court order can result in a finding

7

of Contempt and contempt can be punished by jail and fine. The Petitioner's request is

8

DENIED and will not be reconsidered until after the trial in this case has been

9

completed.
10

DATED this ;)
11

7

day of April 2011.
.~·····

12

PMICHAEL McLAUGHLIN
DISTRICT JUDGE

13

14
15

16
17
18

19

20
21

22
23
24

25
26
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

Y9

2

I hereby certify that on the

2Jl._ day of April, 2011 I mailed (served) a true and

3

4
5
6

7

correct copy of the within instrument to:

Melissa N. Moody
IDAHO ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OFFICE
700 W State St, 4th Fl
PO Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0010

8

9
10

Robert R. Chastain
Attorney at Law
300 Main, Ste 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728

11

12

Kandi Lyn Hall
5305 N. Fox Run Way
Meridian, ID 83646

13

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH
Clerk of the District Court

14

15
16

17
18

19
20
21
22
23

24
25

26
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A.M. _ _ _ _F_''-,~-~1.

ROBERT R. CHASTAIN
ATTORNEY AT LAW

APR 2 9 2011

300 Main, Suite 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
(208) 345-3110
Idaho State Bar #2765

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By LANI SROXSON
DEPUTY

DEBORAH N. KRISTAL
ATTORNEY AT LAW
3140 Bogus Basin Road
Boise, ID 83702
(208) 345-8708
Idaho State Bar #2296
Attorneys for Defendant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.

ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defenclant.
________________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CRFE 2011-3976
MOTION TO AMEND
CONDITIONS OF RELEASE

COMES NOW the Defendant, Robert Hall, by and through his conflict Ada
County Public Defenders Robert R. Chastain and Deborah N. Kristal, and hereby
moves this Court for its Order modifying the Orders for Release imposed by the
Honorable James Cawthon, by reducing or eliminating the number of days he is
required to drive to the Ada County Sheriff's Office and personally report.
\

MOTION TO AMEND CONDITIONS OF RELEASE
C:\Documents and Settings\Terry\My Documents\WPDOCS\Murder\Hall, Robert\Hall.amendrelease.mtn.wpd

1
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The Order reqmres the Defendant undertake a 25 mJe long daJy trip,
necessitating expenses for gasoline and one hour of time.
It seems that this requirement is unnecessary. The Defendant has a OPS
tracking device that he is wearing 24/7 that gives the Ada County Sheriff's Office
real-time tracking of the Defendant's whereabouts.
It is further understood that should the device be tampered with or otherwise
tried to be removed, the Sheriff's Office would instantly be alerted to the same.
Furthermore, the Defendant's Bond Agreement requires him to personally
appear at Aladdin BaJ Bonds in Boise, ID, every Wednesday.
Through this Motion it is respectfully requested that the defense be allowed to
present the testimony of Mike Moser, Ada County Jail Pre-Trial Release Officer, in
support of the same.
Oral argument is requested.
DATED thisst:J_ day of April, 2011.

ROBERT R. CHASTAIN
Attorney for Defendant

D£!:!!;%iJ!!S:

Attorney for Defendant

MOTION TO AMEND CONDffiONS OF RELEASE
C:\Documents and Settings\Terry\My Documents\WPDOCS\Murder\Hall, Robert\Hall.amendrelease.mtn.wpd

2
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•
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify on thJ§_ day of April, 2011, I served a true and correct copy of the within and
foregoing document upon the individual(s) named below in the manner noted:

Melissa A. Moody,
Attorney General Office
PO Box83720
Boise, ID 83720-0010

D
D

•

By first class mail, postage prepaid
By hand delivery
By faxing the same to: 854-8083

MOTION TO AMEND CONDIDONS OF RELEASE
C:\Documents and Settings\Terry\My Documents\WPDOCS\Murder\Hall, Robert\Hall.amendrelease.mtn.wpd
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ROBERT R. CHASTAIN

APR 2 9 2011

ATTORNEY AT LAW

300 Main, Suite 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
(208) 345-3110
Idaho State Bar #2765

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By LANI BROXSON
DEPUTY

DEBORAH N. KRISTAL
ATTORNEY AT LAW

3140 Bogus Basin Road
Boise, ID 83702
(208) 345-8708
Idaho State Bar #2296
Attorneys for Defendant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

Case No. CRFE 2011-3976
NOTICE OF HEARING

vs.

ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

TO: Melissa Moody, Deputy Attorney General and Special Prosecuting Attorney
and the Clerk of the Court.
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN on May 18, 2011, at 2:00 p.m., or as
soon thereafter as counsel may be heard, before the above entitled Court, Robert
Chastain and Deborah N. Kristal's Motion to Aniend Conditions of Release will
be called up for hearing by this Court at the Ada County Courthouse, Boise, ID.
NOTICE OF HEARING
Page 1
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e
DATED this d13t: day of April, 2011.

ROBERT R. CHASTAIN
Attorney for Defendant

.

MfeJllML

DEBORAH N. KRISTAL
Attorney for Defendant

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify on thej~y of April, 2011, I served a true and correct copy of the within
and foregoing document upon the individual(s) named below in the manner noted:
Melissa A. Moody,
Attorney General Office
PO Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0010

D
D

•

By first class maJ, postage prepaid
By hand delivery
By faxing the same to: 854-8083

~
~~

NOTICE OF HEARING
Page 2
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ROBERT R. CHASTAIN
AITORNEY AT LAW

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk

300 Main, Suite 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
(208) 345-3110
Idaho State Bar #2765

By NATALIE FARACA
DEPUTY

DEBORAH N. KRISTAL
AITORNEYAT LAW

3140 Bogus Basin Road
Boise, ID 83702
(208) 345-8708
Idaho State Bar #2296
Attorneys for Defendant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

vs.

ROBERT DEAN HALL,

Case No. CRFE 2011-3976
DEFENDANT'S SECOND
SUPPLEMENTAL REQUEST
FOR DISCOVERY

)

Defendant.

)
)

COMES NOW the Defendant, Rob Hall, and pursuant to ICR 16 requests the
Prosecuting Attorney to produce, or permit the Defendant, by and through his
attorneys, Robert R. Chastain and Deborah Kristal, to inspect and copy or photograph
the following:
DEFEI\TDANT'S SECOND SUPPLEMENTAL REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY
DC:\Documents

and Settings\T erry\My Documents\WPDOCS\."!urderUiall, Robert\DiscSuppHall. wpJ

Page - 1
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•
The name of the Meridian Police Officer who was with Emmett Corrigan, near
Kandi and Rob Hall's house on Febrnary 22, 2011, at 9:01 p.m., as evidenced by
information received in Discovery concerning the phone call from Emmett Corrigan
to Kandi Hall at that time, and from further information obtained from Kandi Hall
indicating that a Meridian Police Officer, likely on duty, was with Mr. Corrigan and
spoke, by telephone, with Kandi Hall at Mr. Corrigan' s request from Mr. Corrigan' s
cell phone, at said place and time.

DATED this

j

(~c:,L,7
day of..~, 2011.

ROBEI<T R. CHASTAIN
Attorney for Defendant

DEBORAH N. KRISTAL
Attorney for Defendant

DEFENDANT'S SECOND SUPPLEMENTAL REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY
OC:\Documents and Settings\Terry\My Documents\WPDOCS\MurderUiall, Robert\DiscSuppHall.wpd

Page - 2
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•

•
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify on the

J.

day of May, 2011, I served a trne and correct copy of the within and
foregoing document upon the individual(s) named below in the manner noted:

Melissa A. Moody,
Attorney General Office
PO Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0010

D
D

•

By first class maJ, postage prepaid
By hand delivery
By faxing the same to: 854-8083

DEFENDANT'S SECOND SUPPLEMENTAL REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY
DC:\Documents and Settings\Terry\My Documents\WPDOCS\Murder\HaJl, Robert\DiscSuppHaJl.wpJ

Page - 3
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LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General
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MAY - 5 2011

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By NATALIE FARACA
DEPUTY

STEPHEN A. BYWATER
Chief, Deputy Attorney General
Criminal Law Division
MELISSA MOODY 158#6027
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

______________

)
)
)
}
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
THIRD ADDENDUM
TO DISCOVERY
FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL

COMES NOW, Melissa Moody, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho, and
makes the following Third Addendum to the previous Response to Discovery pursuant to
Rule 16:
16(b) Disclosure pursuant to written request by Defendant:
(4)
BATES#
19891991

Documents and Tangible Objects:
DOCUMENT/
DESCRIPTION
Warrant of Detention

AUTHOR/
AGENCY

DATE

NO.OF
PAGES
3

THIRD ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL (HALL), Page 1
000152

2

Search Warrant for master
bedroom computer
Search Warrant for office
computer
Memo review of 2na
production of Apple records
- Email account of Emmett
Corrigan
Memo review of 3rd
production of Apple records
- Email accounts for Emmett
Corrigan and Kandi Hall
Apple records 3rd production
- Email accounts for Emmett
Corrigan and Kandi Hall
Meridian Police property
invoices

19921993
19941995
19962027

20282033

2034

20352082

2
32

6

1 CD

1 CD

NOTE: The following items are in the evidence vault at the Attorney General's
Office. Please call Deborah Forgy at 334-4529 to schedule a time to review these
items.
AG-24

5-3-11

AG-25

5-3-11

•
DATED this

S

Memorex CD-R containing Apple's third production of
files APP00003-confidential. Encrypted volume
(unreadable)
Memorex CD-R containing decrypted (viewable) file from
Apple's third production of files labeled APP00003confidental. (provided as #2034)
day of May 2011.

MELISSA MOODY
Deputy Attorney General and
Special Prosecuting Attorney for
Ada County

THIRD ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL (HALL), Page 2
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this

Q_ day of May 2011,

I caused to be served a

true and correct copy of the foregoing Third Addendum to Discovery for Conflict Counsel
to:
Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

x_ U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
_
_

Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

L
_

Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
Electronic Mail (Email)
U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

~

Rosean Newman, Legal Secretary

THIRD ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL (HALL), Page 3
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LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General
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NO._

MAY - 9 2011
CHRISTOPHER D RIC
By NATALIE FARACAH, Clerk
DEPUTY

STEPHEN A. BYWATER
Deputy Attorney General
Chief, Criminal Law Division
MELISSA MOODY 158#6027
Deputy Attorney General and
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-001 O
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,

)
)
)
Plaintiff,
)
)
vs.
)
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
)
)
Defendant.
)
______________ )

Case No. CR-FE-2011-0003976
SECOND RESPONSE TO
DEFENDANT'S SECOND
SUPPLEMENTAL DISCOVERY
REQUEST

COMES NOW, Melissa Moody, Deputy Attorney General and Special Prosecutor
for Ada County, State of Idaho and hereby makes this Second Response to Defendant's
Second Supplemental Discovery Request: See attached email from Detective Jim
Miller, dated May 9, 2011 and Ada dispatch history from February 22, 2011.

DATED this

({

day of May 2011.

M~
Deputy Attorney General and
Special Prosecuting Attorney for
Ada County

SECOND RESPONSE TO DEFENDANT'S SECOND SUPPLEMENTAL DISCOVERY
REQUEST (HALL), Page 1
000155

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this

9_ day of May 2011,

I caused to be served a

true and correct copy of the foregoing Second Response to Defendant's Second
Supplemental Discovery Request to:
Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

X
_
_

Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
Electronic Mail (Email)

_2S__ U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
_
_

Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
Electronic Mail (Email)

~
Rosean Newman, Legal Secretary

SECOND RESPONSE TO DEFENDANT'S SECOND SUPPLEMENTAL DISCOVERY
REQUEST (HALL), Page 2
000156

.
Newman, Rosean
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Moody, Melissa
Monday, May 09, 2011 3:27 PM
Newman, Rosean
FW:

Attachments:

20110509144630653.pdf

201105091446
0653.pdf (55 KE

-----Original Message----From: Jim Miller [mailto:jmiller@meridiancity.org]
Sent: Monday, May 09, 2011 3: 13 PM
To: Moody, Melissa
Subject: FW:
Melissa, in response to the defense request re: an on duty officer being with Corrigan on 2-22-11 at
2109 hrs and speaking with Kandi Hall on Corrigan's cell phone. I asked our secretary, Jessica
Lawson, to contact Ada dispatch and request the unit histories for all Meridian units on duty at that
time. I reviewed them and the only thing I found is Officer Jim Bohr received a message from
dispatch to "LL" (landline) Rob Hall at 407-6743 at 2222 hrs. Officer Bohr later checked out of
service at 2253 hrs at 5305 N. Fox Run (Hall's residence) and cleared there at 2330 hrs. See
attached. Jim
Detective Jim Miller
Meridian Police Department
1401 E Watertower
Meridian, ID 83642
(208) 846-7332
jmiller@meridiancity.org

-----Original Message----From: Jim Miller [mailto:jmiller@meridiancity.org]
Sent: Monday, May 09, 2011 12:47 PM
To: Jim Miller
Subject:
This E-mail was sent from "RICOH DETECT" (Aficio MP 25508).
Scan Date: 05.09.2011 14:46:30 (-0400)
Queries to: ricohdetect@meridiancity.org

1
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LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General

7(6:2

MAY - 9 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk

STEPHEN A. BYWATER
Deputy Attorney General
Chief, Criminal Law Division

By NATALiE FARACA
DEPUTY

MELISSA MOODY ISB#6027
Deputy Attorney General and
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-001 O
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

_______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-2011-0003976
RESPONSE TO DEFENDANT'S
SECOND SUPPLEMENTAL
DISCOVERY REQUEST

COMES NOW, Melissa Moody, Deputy Attorney General and Special Prosecutor
for Ada County, State of Idaho, and responds to Defendant's Second Supplemental
Discovery Request.

Defendant has requested the name of a Meridian Police Officer that Defendant
believes, based on Kandi Hall's statement(s), had a conversation with Kandi Hall on or
about February 22, 2011. The State was not aware of this conversation until the

RESPONSE TO DEFENDANT'S SECOND SUPPLEMENTAL DISCOVERY REQUEST
(HALL), Page 1
000159

•
Defendant filed Defendant's Second Supplemental Discovery Request. Officers in the
Meridian Police Department are attempting to locate the name of the police officer who
purportedly had a telephone conversation with Kandi Hall on or about February 22,

2011.

DATED this

_!l__ day of May 2011.

MELISSA MOOD
Deputy Attorney General and
Special Prosecuting Attorney for
Ada County

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this

!i_ day of Zki~o11,

I caused to be served a

true and correct copy of the foregoing Response to Defendant's Second Supplemental
Discovery Request to:
Robert R. Chastain

X

300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

_
_

Deborah N. Kristal

3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
Electronic Mail (Email)

x_ U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
_
_

Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
Electronic Mail (Email)

RESPONSE TO DEFENDANT'S SECOND SUPPLEMENTAL DISCOVERY REQUEST
(HALL), Page 2
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NA~sTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk

LAWRENCE G. WASDEN

Idaho Attorney General

By NATALIE FARACA
DEPUTY

STEPHEN A. BYWATER

Deputy Attorney General
Chief, Criminal Law Division

MELISSA MOODY ISB#6027
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF

THE STATE OF IDAHO, INAND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,

______________
Defendant

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No.

cR..fE-11-3976

OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT'S
M01"10N TO ALTER CONDITIONS
OF PRE-TRIAL RELEASE

)

On April 29, 2011, counsel for the defendant, Mr. Hall, filed a motion to
alter the terms and conditions of Mr. Hall's release pending trial. Spectfically, Mr.
Hall asks the Court to modify the condition set by Judge James Cawthon on April

B, 2011 that: ·Defendant is to report daily to the ACSO." The State opposes this
motion.
Idaho Code § 19-2904 provides that:

- The court may release a person on his own recognizance or set an
amount of bail, and may impose any conditions of release. In making
these determinations the court shall consider the following objectives:

-1

I

(1) Ensuring the appearance of the defendant;
OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO ALTER CONDITIONS
OF PRE-TRIAL RELEASE (HALL) Page 1
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p. 3

(2) Ensuring the integrity of the court process including the right
of the defendant to bail as constitutionally provided;
(3) Ensuring the protection of victims and witnesses; and
(4) Ensuring public safety
Judge Cawthon took these objectives into account when he imposed the
specific condition that Mr. Hall report dally to the ACSO. The requirement that
Mr. Hall report to the Sheriff in person on a daily basis is a reasonable condition
to ensure the appearance of the defendant, ensure the integrity of the court
process, and ensure the protection of the public.

Mr. Hall argues that this condition of release should be amended because (1)
rt is too burdensome for him to drive to the Sheriffs office every day and (2) the
requirement is unnecessary because of his GPS tracking device and his bail
bond agreement with Aladdin, which requires him to appear each Wednesday at
Aladdin's office. 1

A daily appearance at the Sheriff's office is the absolute minimum that should
be required of Mr. Hall to ensure the objectives set forth in I.C. § 19-2904. A

GPS tracking device, while extremely helpful, is not impervious to tampering. If it
is too burdensome for

Mr.

Hall to drive the 25 miles to the Sheriff's office each

day, he may surrender himself to the Sheriff and seek the return of his bond. I.C.
§ 19-2913.

Since Judge Cawthon set the necessary and reasonable terms of bond in this
case on April 8, 2011, only one thing has changed in the case status: an Ada
County grand jury has returned a "true bill," indicting Mr. Hall on the charges of
first degree murder and use of a fiream, in the commission of a felony. The
grand jury indicted Mr. Hall on April 12, 2011.

1A

copy of Mr. Hall's agreement with Aladdin bail bonds bas not been provided to the Court.
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The Court could view the grand jury indictment to be "good cause• for
increasing the amount of Mr. Hall's bond. See I.C. § 19-2912. The State Is not
making such a request However1 the State does ask this Court to deny Mr.
Hall's motion. The conditions, Including the requirement that Mr. Hall report daily
to the Sheriff, represent the absolute minimum to fulfill the statutory objectives

set forth In J.C. § 19M2904.
Respectfully submitted this 12th day of May 2011.

MELISSA MOODY
Deputy Attorney General and
Special Prosecuting Attorney for
Ada County

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this ~ day of May 2011, I caused to be
served a true and correct copy of the foregoing Opposition to Defendant's Motion
to Amend Transcript to:
Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise. ID 83702-n2B
Fax 345-1836

_
_
_

U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
y._ Facsimile

Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-n2s

_
_

U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail

~~
osean
Newman, Legal Secretary
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MAY 13 2011

LAWRENCE 0. WASDEN

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk

Idaho Attorney General

By NATALIE FARACA
OEPUTV

STEPHEN A.. BYWATER
Deputy Attorney General

Chief, Criminal Law Division
MELISSA MOODY ISB#6027
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney

P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720~001 O
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,

)

)
Plaintiff,

)

)
)

vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,

______________
Defendant

)
)
}
)

Case No. CR-FE•11-3976

HEARING ON MOTION TO
AMEND INDICTMENT

)

COMES NOW, Melissa Moody, Deputy Attorney General and Special Prosecuting
Attorney for Ada County and respectful.ly requests that the Court address the State's

motion to amend the indictment filed on April 14th, 2011.

At his arraignment, the

defendant, through counsel, asked that the motion to amend the indictment not be
addressed until the defense had had an opportunity to review the transcript of the grand

jury proceedings. The State did not object to the defendant's request to postpone a
hearing on the motion to amend the indictment.

~
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A transcript of the grand jury proceedings was made available to the parties on May 10,

2011.
The above-entitled case has been set for status conference on June 22, 2011. The
State respectfully requests that the Court address the State's motion to amend the
indictment on that date.
Respectfully submitted this 13th day of May 2011.

MELISSA MOODY
Deputy Attorney General and
Special Prosecuting Attorney for
Ada County

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CER1"1FY that on this

J.Q.. day of May 2011,

I caused to be served a

true and correct copy of the foregoing Hearing on Motion to Amend Indictment to:
Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-n28
Fax 345~1836

.X.. U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
_
_

Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
Electronic Mail (email)

Deborah N. K1istal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.

.:b.._ U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid

Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

_
_

Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
Electronic Mail (email)
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Jt\ttf11 6 2011

Q\~ \GAl~-/cl:,~R D. RICH, Cieri<

LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General

By LANI BROXSON
DEPUTY

STEPHEN A. BYWATER
Chief, Deputy Attorney General
Criminal Law Division
MELISSA MOODY ISB#6027
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.
______________

)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976

)

FOURTH ADDENDUM
TO DISCOVERY
FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL

)
)
)
)
)

COMES NOW, Melissa Moody, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho, and
makes the following Fourth Addendum to the previous Response to Discovery pursuant
to Rule 16:

16(b) Disclosure pursuant to written request by Defendant:
(4)

BATES#
20832091

~

Documents and Tangible Objects:

DOCUMENT/
DESCRIPTION
Special Progresss Report Pretrial Release Conditions

AUTHOR/
AGENCY
Mike Moser
ACSO

DATE
4/19/11

NO.OF
PAGES
9
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2092
20932095
2096

20972100
21012106
2107

21082118

21192120

Email with Kelsy Gaddy's
phone number
Email regarding a subpoena to
Redbox
Evidence form for the autopsy
report and photos released to
the Attorney General's Office
Investigative Report for the
death of Emmett Corrigan by
Dr. Glen Groben
Autopsy report by Dr. Glen
Groben signed 5/6/11
Autopsy photographs received
from the Ada County
Coroner's Office regarding the
autopsy of Emmett Corrigan:
IMG - 3106 thru IMG- 3168 and
IMG_3899 thru IMG_3995
(Disclosure, copying or
distribution prohibited)
Memorandum with attached
customer information received
from Redbox
(redacted customer credit
card information)
Memorandum with attached
email from Redbox

DATED this

/3

1
3
1

Glen Groben

3/11/11

4

Glen Groben

5/6/11

6
1 CD

Scott Smith
Nicole Pappas

11
I

Scott Smith
Nicole Pappas

2

day of May 2011.

MELISSA MOOD
Deputy Attorney General and
Special Prosecuting Attorney for
Ada County
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this

t_!;_

day of May 2011, I caused to be served a

true and correct copy of the foregoing Fourth Addendum to Discovery for Conflict Counsel
to:
Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

X
_
_

Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

L
_

U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
Electronic Mail (Email)
U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

~
Rosean Newman, Legal Secretary
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ORIGINAL•

NO.

FILED

rl.41,,hfV

A.M. _ _ _ _P.M.'::t..-,..,

LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General

MAY 1 8 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Cieri<
ByLANISAOXSON

STEPHEN A. BYWATER
Chief, Deputy Attorney General
Criminal Law Division

DEPUTY

MELISSA MOODY ISB#6027
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.
______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
FIFTH ADDENDUM
TO DISCOVERY
FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL

COMES NOW, Melissa Moody, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho, and
makes the following Fifth Addendum to the previous Response to Discovery pursuant to
Rule 16:

16(b) Disclosure pursuant to written request by Defendant:
(4)
BATES#
2121

Documents and Tangible Objects:
DOCUMENT/ DESCRIPTION
MPD Property Invoice listing a
CD containing audios and
photos entered into MPD
incident tracking from 4-3-11
to 4-15-11

AUTHOR/
AGENCY
Jim Miller

DATE
4/21/11

NO.OF
PAGES
1
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21222123

2124

2125
2126
21272129
2130

2131

2132
2133
2134

2135

21362211

Jim
MPD Property Invoice listing
white sheet of paper with
dates Dec. 18 to Dec. 24
containing religious verses
MPD Property Invoice for oral
Jim
cheek swab from Robert Dean
Hall
Jim
Evidence form for DNA Card
of Emmett CorriQan
MPD Property Invoice for oral
Jim
cheek swab from Kandi Hall
Two aerial photos of
Walgreens parking lot and a
diaQram
MPD Property Invoice listing 1 Jim
box of Grizzly .380 auto 90 Gr.
JHP cartridges containing 18
cartridges and 1 box of Aguila
.380 auto 90 Gr. JHP
cartridges containing 43
cartridges
MPD Property Invoice listing
Jim
1 CD containing 99 tracks of
radio traffic on operations
channel on 3-11-11 Disk 1;
1 CD containing 33 tracks of
radio traffic on operations and
primary channels on 3-11-11
Disk 2.
CD containing 99 tracks of
radio traffic on 3-11-11
CD containing 33 tracks of
radio traffic on 3-11-11
,Jim
MPD Property Invoice listing
1 DVD-R containing cell phone
data from Kandi Hall's cell
phone, Emmett Corrigan's cell
phone and Robert Hall's cell
phone.
DVD containing the cell phone
data from Kandi Hall's cell
phone, Emmett Corrigan's cell
phone and Robert Hall's
cell phone
Robert Hall's cell phone data
examination report

Miller

5/2/11

2

Miller

5/4/11

1

Miller

5/4/11

1

Miller

5/5/11

1
3

Miller

5/10/11

1

Miller

5/5/11

1

1 CD
1 CD
Miller

5/10/11

1

1 DVD

76
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.

.

•

.
22122302

23032471
24722473

•

Kandi Hall's cell phone data
examination report
Emmett Corrigan's cell phone
data examination report
Email with supplemental report Sgt. John Laraway
from Sgt. John Laraway
DATED this

91
169
Rec'd
5/18/11

2

jl_ day of May 2011.

~

MELISSA MDOD
Deputy Attorney General and
Special Prosecuting Attorney for
Ada County

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CER1"1FY that on this

J1._ day of May 2011,

I caused to be served a

true and correct copy of the foregoing Fifth Addendum to Discovery for Conflict Counsel
to:
Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

1(._ U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
_
_

Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

X
_

Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
Electronic Mail (Email)
U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

~~
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IN THE DISTf
r COURT OF THE FOURTH JUD1 ..... AL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
DISTRICT COURT MINUTES
CASE #CR-FE-2011-0003976
STATE OF IDAHO,

STATE ATTORNEY: Melissa N Moody

vs.

DEFENSE ATTORNEY/PD: Robert R Chastain

ROBERT DEAN HALL,
DOB
Judge/Tape: MCLAUGHLIN 051811

D Public Defender Appointed
D Interpreter: _ _ _ _ __
Clerk: Cindy Ho

Court Reporter: Patty Terry

SCHEDULED EVENT: MOTION TO AMEND RELEASE CONDITIONS on 5/18/2011 at 11 :00 AM
CHARGES:
• 1 ... MURDER 1. .. 118-4001-1; F
• 2 ... ENHANCEMENT-USE OF A DEADLY WEAPON IN COMMISSION OF A FELONY ... 119-2520; F

[8J

D

Defendant Present
[8J Attorney Present
Defendant Not PresentO B/F-8/VV

D Pro-Se D

In Custody

r8J

On Bond

Motion to amend Indictment is set for hearing on 6/22/11 at 11 :00 a.m.
Court review motion to be heard today: Motion to amend conditions of release. GPS Tracking Device and
daily meetings at the Ada County Jail.
#2 Calls DW#l Michael Moser (Program Director for Ada County Jail) /Sworn
#2 DX DW#l: Explains how GPS Tracking Device monitors Defendant on computer program at the Jail
#1 CX DW#l: Inquire as to Defendant's wife and witness to this case about her own release conditions
#2 RDX DW#l: Further explains how exclusion zones work for the GPS Tracking
CT question DW#l: Program is primarily an alert based tracking system. Jail is not constantly watching.
#2 Closing Argue: Request eliminate or reduce daily check in with the jail due to expense and inconvenience
#1 Response Argue Closing: Daily meetings at the Ada County Jail is reasonable considering there is a higher
risk of flight now that the Defendant's wife and witness to this case has been arrested and posted bond
on unrelated matters.
Court Takes Motion to Amend Release Conditions under advisement. Release Conditions remain unchanged
at this time.
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2

3

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE

4

STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

5

6

STATE OF IDAHO,

Case No. CRFE-2011-3976

7
8
9

Plaintiff,

MEMORANDUM DECISION AND
ORDER RE DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO
AMEND CONDITIONS OF RELEASE

vs.

10

ROBERT DEAN HALL,
11

Defendant.
12

APPEARANCES
13

For The Plaintiff: Melissa N. Moody, Deputy Idaho Attorney General
14

For The Defendant: Robert Chastain, Attorney at Law
15

PROCEEDINGS
16
17

This matter came on for hearing before the Court on the Defendant's motion to

18

modify the terms and conditions of his pretrial release. In an earlier order, Mr. Hall was

19

required to report to the Sheriff's Office each day at a specified time. Mr. Hall also is

20

wearing a GPS monitor that provides the Sheriff's Office with real time location

21

information regarding Mr. Hall. Since his release, under these terms and conditions, he

22

has complied with all of the pretrial conditions and has not altered or changed his GPS

23

bracelet. He has complied with the no contact areas that are incorporated into the GPS

24

device that he is wearing. Mr. Hall has certain areas that he cannot go, which include,
25

naturally, where his wife is currently living and any contacts with the alleged victim's
26

MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER - CASE NO. CRFE-2011-3976 • PAGE 1
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•
spouse.
2

Mike Moser, Ada County Jail Pre-Trial Release Officer, testified that they have

3

multiple deputies that track individuals who are on the GPS system through the Sheriff's

4

Office and that there are approximately 20 of these individuals who have GPS monitors.

5

They can download their whereabouts through the GPS device and they have alarm

6

systems in place in the event they either go into restricted areas or leave certain

7
8

boundaries as well as if they attempt to tamper with the device.
Based on the totality of this information, the Court will require the Defendant,

9

Robert Hall, to report to the Sheriff's Office on Wednesdays and Sundays at a specified
10

time as determined by the Sheriff's Department. Mr. Hall also has to report to his bail
11
12
13

bonding agent at least one time per week as well. All of these contacts, coupled with
the GPS device that he is wearing, will ensure that Mr. Hall remains here in Idaho. He

14

has maintained excellent contact with his attorney. He has made it to all of his court

15

appearances. The Court is satisfied with these safeguards in place that he will comply

16

with the Court's orders.

17

IT IS ORDERED.

18

DATED this ~ ~day of May 2011.

19

20

~

DISTRICT JUDGE
21

22

23
24

25
26
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•

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

Ji

2

I hereby certify that on t h e ~ day of May 2011, I mailed (served) a true and
3

correct copy of the within instrument to:
4
5
6
7
8

9

10
11

Melissa N. Moody
IDAHO ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OFFICE
700 W State St, 4th Fl
PO Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-001 O
Fax: (208) 854-8074
Robert R. Chastain
Attorney at Law
300 Main, Ste 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax: (208) 345-1836

12

13

14

ADA COUNTY SHERIFF'S OFFICE
Fax: (208) 577-3319
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH
Clerk of the District Court

15

16
17

18
19

20
21
22

23
24

25
26
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e

NO·----.=----,,---Q /

FILED
A.M. _ _ _ _
P.M._';:;;?
_____

MAY 2 6 2011

LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By NATALIE FARACA
DEPUTY

STEPHEN A. BYWATER
Chief, Deputy Attorney General
Criminal Law Division
MELISSA MOODY 158#6027
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-001 O
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
SIXTH ADDENDUM
TO DISCOVERY
FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL

COMES NOW, Melissa Moody, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho, and
makes the following Sixfth Addendum to the previous Response to Discovery pursuant to
Rule 16:

16(b) Disclosure pursuant to written request by Defendant:
(4)
BATES#
2474

Documents and Tangible Objects:
DOCUMENT/ DESCRIPTION
Coroner's form with bodies

AUTHOR/
AGENCY
Dr. Graben

DATE
Rec'd
5/25/11

NO.OF
PAGES
1

SIXTH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL (HALL), Page 1
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•
2475
2476

•

Coroner's form with head
shots
List of drugs tested by AIT
laboratories

Rec'd
5/25/11
Rec'd
5/25/11

Dr. Groben

1
2

DATED thi~5" day of May 2011.

MELISSA MOOD
Deputy Attorney General and
Special Prosecuting Attorney for
Ada County

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this

~Sday of May 2011,

I caused to be served a

true and correct copy of the foregoing Sixth Addendum to Discovery for Conflict Counsel
to:
Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

_.2l U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
_
_

Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
Electronic Mail (Email)

-4- U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
_

Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
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LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General

,;i
:\_1 -;)STEPHEN A.

JUND 2 2011

BYWATER

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH Clerk

0- J Chief, Deputy Attorney General
\'1

By LANI 9AOXSON '
DEPUTY

Criminal Law Division

MELISSA MOODY 158#6027
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.
______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
SEVENTH ADDENDUM
TO DISCOVERY
FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL

COMES NOW, Melissa Moody, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho, and
makes the following Seventh Addendum to the previous Response to Discovery pursuant
to Rule 16:

16(b) Disclosure pursuant to written request by Defendant:
(4)
BATES#
24772498

\

Documents and Tangible Objects:
DOCUMENT/ DESCRIPTION
Unemployment benefit hearing
transcript

AUTHOR/
AGENCY

DATE

NO.OF
PAGES
22
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,

2499

Email containing the steroid
panel of the drugs that were
tested
Memo re: Item AG-4 computer
tower being returned to
evidence
Memo re: Field notes taken by
Scott Smith

2500

25012510

DATED this

~

1

Scott Smith

5/26/11

1

Scott Smith

6/1/11

10

day of June 2011.

MELISSA MOODY
Deputy Attorney General and
Special Prosecuting Attorney for
Ada County

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on thiso2Jl ~ay of June 2011, I caused to be served a
true and correct copy of the foregoing Seventh Addendum to Discovery for Conflict
Counsel to:
Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

A
_
_

Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
Electronic Mail (Email)

~ U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
_
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
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\'

NO·--~~:::-----

FILED f
A.M. _ _ _ _
1P.M-1-.- - -

JUN O7 2011

\ \ \ . 1 ROBERTR. CHASTAIN

\ \Y

ATTORNEY AT LAW

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk

·~ ~. 1) 300 Main, Suite 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
\\ j (208) 345-3110
\\' Idaho State Bar #2765

By LANI BROXSON
DEPUTY

~'<o 1

DEBORAH N. KRISTAL
ATTORNEY AT LAW

3140 Bogus Basin Road
Boise, ID 83702
(208) 345-8708
Idaho State Bar #2296
Attorneys for Defendant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

)
)
)

vs.

)

ROBERT DEAN HALL,

)
)

Case No. CRFE 2011-3976

MOTION FOR RELEASE OF
DEFENDANT'S VEHICLE

)
Defendant.

)
)

COMES NOW the Defendant, Robert HaU, by and through his conflict Ada
County Public Defenders, Robert R. Chastain and Deborah N. Kristal, and hereby
moves this Court for its Order requiring the Meridian Police Department to release
Robert HaU's pick up (2008 Blue Ford F35 Pick Up, 1FTWW31R98ED72474,
license plate: ROBZ) from evidence.

MOTION FOR RETURN OF DEFENDA.~T'S PROPERTY

Page 1

C:\Documents and Settings\Terry\My Documents\WPDOCS\Murder\Hall, Robert\Hall Motions\PRPTYREThall.wpd
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This motion is made on the basis the vehicle itself is not needed for trial
evidence, and it has been thoroughly photographed, examined, searched, and otherwise
examined for trial purposes.
The undersigned's experts have had ample opportunity to view said vehicle at the
Meridian Police Department, as have law enforcement.
The Defendant is obligated to pay a substantial monthly payment on said
vehicle, and requests the vehicle be released.
The Defendant's experts have had ample opportunity to view Emmett
Corrigan' s vehicle and Defendant has no objection to the release of Emmett
Corrigan' s vehicle.
Wherefore, through this Motion it is respectfully requested the court sign the
accompanying Order requiring that the said vehicle be immediately released to the
Defendant.
Oral arguments requested.

DATED this

_J_ day of June, 2011.
ROBERT R. CHASTAIN
Attorney for Defendant

'U\~
DEBORAH N. KRISTAL
Attorney for Defendant

MOTION FOR RETURN OF DEFENDANT'S PROPERTY
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•

•

. ~ERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify on the·f_-;dtay of June, 2011, I served a true and correct copy of the within
and foregoing document upon the individual(s) named below in the manner noted:
Melissa A. Moody,
Attorney General Office
PO Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0010

0
0

•

By f--irst class mail, postage prepaid
By hand delivery
By faxing the same to: 854-8083
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ROBERT R. CHASTAIN
.ATfORNEY AT LAW

-

300 Main, Suite 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
(208) 345-3110
Idaho State Bar #2765

e

-.m~----

NO, _ _ _
F11.eo
A.M·----P.M._.,__ __

JUN O7 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By LANI BROXSON
DEPUTY

DEBORAH N. KRISTAL
ATTORNEY AT LAW
3140 Bogus Basin Road
Boise, ID 83702
(208) 345-8708
Idaho State Bar #2296
Attorneys for Defendant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNfY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

Case No. CRFE 2011-3976
NOTICE OF HEARING

vs.

ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

TO: Melissa Moody, Deputy Attorney General and Special Prosecuting Attorney
and the Clerk of the Court.
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN on June 22, 2011, at 11:00 a.m., or as
soon thereafter as counsel may be heard, before the above entitled Court, Robert
Chastain and Deborah N. Kristal's Motion for Release of Defendant's Vehicle

will be called up for hearing by this Court at the Ada County Courthouse, Boise, ID.
NOTICE OF HEARING
Page 1
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DATED this~ day of June, 2011.

ROBERT R. CHASTAJN
Attorney for Defendant

DEBORAH N. KRISTAL
Attorney for Defendant

....

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify on the

·7 day of June, 2011, I served a true and correct copy of the within

and foregoing document upon the individual(s) named below in the manner noted:
Melissa A. Moody,
Attorney General Office
PO Box 83720
Boise, lD 83720-0010

D
D

•

By first class mail, postage prepaid
By hand delivery
By faxing the same to: 854-8083
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•
LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General

tt--~~ 7-~u..i

DORIGINAL

JUNO 8 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By LANI BROXSON
DEPUT'I

STEPHEN A. BYWATER
Deputy Attorney General
Chief, Criminal Law Division
MELISSA MOODY ISB#6027
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-001 O
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT'S
MOTION TO RELEASE
EVIDENCE

COMES NOW, Melissa Moody, Deputy Attorney General and Special
Prosecuting Attorney for Ada County, State of Idaho and respectfully opposes
Defendant's motion to release his vehicle from evidence.

Defendant asks this Court to order the release of his vehicle from
evidence because it "is not needed for trial" and it has been "thoroughly
photographed, examined, searched, and otherwise examined for trial purposes."

OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO RELEASE EVIDENCE
(HALL) Page 1
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The State objects to this request.

First, the Defendant's truck may indeed

be needed for trial. The majority of forensic testing (gun, fingerprints, DNA,
clothing) remains to be done on this case. It is too early to say that the truck is
not needed for trial. Second, while the defendant's truck has been searched, not
everything in the truck has been taken into evidence. To the contrary, many
items in the truck (documents, Guns & Rose's CD "Appetite for Destruction" and
other miscellaneous items) remain in the truck where they should stay until they
can be viewed by the jurors.

The truck is important because Mr. Hall stashed

the holster of the murder weapon in the truck's console before exiting his
vehicle. The jurors may need to view the truck in person.

Finally, if the truck is released, and it turns out that the Defendant's truck
is in fact needed as a piece of evidence at trial, it will almost certainly be
impossible to get the truck back.

The undersigned prosecutor has been

contacted by representatives from Wells Fargo who have indicated that they
would like the truck to be released from evidence because they have a lien
against the truck. If the truck were released, it would go to the lienholders and a
piece of evidence in a murder trial will be gone for good.

The family of Emmett Corrigan has asked the undersigned prosecutor to
release Mr. Corrigan's vehicle from evidence also. For the same reason that the
State objects to releasing Mr. Hall's truck from evidence, the State objects to
releasing Mr. Corrigan's vehicle from evidence. Any motion to release evidence
OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO RELEASE EVIDENCE
(HALL) Page 2
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in this case is simply premature. The State respectfully requests that the Court
deny Defendant's motion.

Respectfully submitted this

·1

day of June 2011.

MELISSA MOODY
Deputy Attorney General and
Special Prosecuting Attorney for
Ada County

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this

-?

day of June 2011, I caused to be

served a true and correct copy of the foregoing Opposition to Defendant's Motion
to Release Evidence to:
Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

-1(_ U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid

Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728

_x U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid

Hand Delivered
_ Overnight Mail
_X_ Facsimile

_

Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
X Facsimile
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LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General

HERO. RICH, Cler\(.
CHR1ST0~N1 BROXSON
By
DEPUTY

STEPHEN A. BYWATER
Chief, Deputy Attorney General
Criminal Law Division
MELISSA MOODY 158#6027
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
EIGHTH ADDENDUM
TO DISCOVERY
FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL

COMES NOW, Melissa Moody, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho, and
makes the following Eighth Addendum to the previous Response to Discovery pursuant to
Rule 16:
16(b) Disclosure pursuant to written request by Defendant:
(4)
BATES#
2511
2512

Documents and Tangible Objects:
DOCUMENT/ DESCRIPTION
One page of notes taken by
Detective Miller
Email from Traci Smith,
Coroner's Office

AUTHOR/
AGENCY
Det. Jim Miller
Traci Smith

DATE

NO.OF
PAGES
1
1

EIGHTH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL (HALL), Page 1
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25132522
25232524
25252530

2531

2532

25332538

25392585

25862590
25912592

25932596

USDA Analytical Profile of
"Dehydroclormethyltestosterone"
Oral-Turinabol profile

Web page

10

Web page

2

Emails between Rob and Kandi
Hall regarding their daughters
team - belong with supplemental
report by Berle Stokes
MPD property invoice listing
audios of interviews between
May 10 and May 24, 2011
Compact disc containing
interviews (13) and one (1)
photo:
5-10-2011 - Kelsey, Gaddy
5-10-2011 recall to Gaddy
11-1356 Quercia
Contact photo Derrick Jarrard
Interview of Brent Mccurdy
Interview of Kristen Pimentel
Interview of Tyler Webb
Interview with Auna Hilbig
Jarrard related audio 4ce4648d
Jarrard related audio 9a528045
Jarrard related audio 82f8cfa7
Jarrard related audio c0e1 c5b3
Phone interview with Dustin
Vermillion
Phone interview with Paul Lewis
ISP Forensic Services Evidence
Submission Receipt for two
prescription drugs and lab report
for testing these two drugs:
Clomiphene and Azasite
Meridian Police Lead
Assiqnment sheets
Meridian Police Supplemental
Report regarding Tom Welsh
interview with attachments
Meridian Police Supplemental
Report regarding interview with
Paul Lewis
Meridian Police Supplemental
Report regarding interview with
Auna Hilbiq

Berle Stokes

6

Det. Jim Miller

1

MPD Officers

1 CD

Corinna Owsley

5/26/11

Det. Jim Miller

6

47

Det. Jim Miller

4/11/11

5

Laetitia Babcock

5/10/11

2

Sgt. Jeffrey
Brown

5/10/11

4

EIGHTH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL (HALL), Page 2
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e
Meridian Police Supplemental
Report regarding interview with
Tyler Webb
Meridian Police Supplemental
Report regarding interview with
Kelsey Gaddy
Officer Urie's computer drawing
of WalQreen's parkinQ lot
Meridian Police Supplemental
Report regarding interview with
Steve Quercia
Meridian Police Supplemental
Report regarding interview with
Brent Mccurdy
Meridian Police Supplemental
Report regarding interview with
Kristen Pimentel
Meridian Police Supplemental
Report regarding interview with
Derrick Jarrard
Meridian Police Supplemental
Report regarding interview with
William Johns
ATF National Tracing Center
Request and Report on LCP .38
pistol

25972600
26012603
26042605
26062607
2608

26092610
26112613
26142618
26192623

(6) Witnesses:

Det. Chris
McGilvery

5/10/11

4

Det. Joseph Miller

5/10/11

3

2

Officer Audra Urie
Det. Craig Fawley

5/11/11

2

Det. Chris
McGilvery

5/10/11

1

Det. Chris
McGilvery

5/10/11

2

Sgt. Berle Stokes

3/3/11

3

Det. Myron
Severson

5/12/11

5

Det. Jim Miller
Jerry Feltner

3/17/11
6/01/11

5

Any witness who testified at grand jury and/or named in

attached reports including, but not limited to, those listed below. Any witness named or
called to testify by defense or included on the defense witness list.
Name

Feltner, Jerry

Owsley, Corinna

Address/Contact Information
ATF
1-800-788-7133
ISP Forensic Services
700 S. Stratford
Meridian, ID

DATED this~ day of June 2011.

(LL
MELISSA~~
Deputy Attorney General and
Special Prosecuting Attorney for
Ada County

EIGHTH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL (HALL), Page 3
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this

/0 day of June 2011,

I caused to be served a

true and correct copy of the foregoing Eighth Addendum to Discovery for Conflict Counsel
to:
Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

__2( U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
_
_

Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
Electronic Mail (Email)

_x_ U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
_

Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
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JUN 1 5 2011
LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General

CHRISTOPHER 0. RICH, Clerk
By LANI BROXSON
DEPUTY

STEPHEN A. BYWATER
Chief, Deputy Attorney General
Criminal Law Division
MELISSA MOODY ISB#6027
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,

)
)

Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.
______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
NINTH ADDENDUM
TO DISCOVERY
FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL

COMES NOW, Melissa Moody, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho, and
makes the following Ninth Addendum to the previous Response to Discovery pursuant to
Rule 16:

16(b) Disclosure pursuant to written request by Defendant:
(4)
BATES#

2624

Documents and Tangible Objects:
DOCUMENT/ DESCRIPTION
OMV results on license plate
"Gillie"

AUTHOR/
AGENCY

DATE

NO.OF
PAGES

1

NINTH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL (HALL), Page 1
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2625
2626

26272628

2629

AccuTrace results for steroid
panel tested on Emmett Corrigan
Email from Idaho Industrial
Commission Crime Victims
Compensation Program
Letter from Crime Victims
Compensation Program for
restitution in the amount of
$5,460.00
Color jail booking photo of Rob
Hall (not original)
DATED this

Accutrace

6/13/11

1

Yvonne Baker

6/14/11

1

Yvonne Baker

6/14/11

2

1

lo day of June 2011.
MELISSA MOOD
Deputy Attorney General and
Special Prosecuting Attorney for
Ada County

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this

/5

day of June 2011, I caused to be served a

true and correct copy of the foregoing Ninth Addendum to Discovery for Conflict Counsel
to:

Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

JL U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
_
_

Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728

Fax 345-1836

Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
Electronic Mail (Email)

x_ U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
_

Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

~
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JUN 2 0 2011

LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By LANI BROXSON
DEPUTY

STEPHEN A. BYWATER
Chief, Deputy Attorney General
Criminal Law Division
MELISSA MOODY ISB#6027
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-001 O
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.
______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
TENTH ADDENDUM
TO DISCOVERY
FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL

COMES NOW, Melissa Moody, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho, and

makes the following Tenth Addendum to the previous Response to Discovery pursuant to
Rule 16:
16(b) Disclosure pursuant to written request by Defendant:
(4)
BATES#

2630
2631-2807

l

Documents and Tangible Objects:
DOCUMENT/ DESCRIPTION

Memo re: OMV printout for
license plate "Gillie"
Personnel file documents for
Robert Hall provided by the
Ada County Sheriff's Office

AUTHOR/
AGENCY
Scott Smith

Ada County
Sheriff's Office
Joseph Mallet

6/14/11

NO.OF
PAGES
1

6/15/11

177

DATE

TENTH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL (HALL), Page 1
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2808-2816

2817-2838

2839-2843
2844-2845

2846

2847-2848

2849-2850

2851-2855

2856-2857

2858-2862

2863-2896
2897-2899

2900

Memo re: Impact Guns, Ryan
Hutchinson regarding a video
clip showing two men at an
indoor shootinq ranqe
Meridian Police Supplemental
report - Bullet casing and
information
Meridian Police Lead sheets
Meridian Police Supplemental
report - interview with
Jacquelyne Galvan
Meridian Police Supplemental
report - interview with Ron
Nutt
Meridian Police Supplemental
report - interview with Linda
Ames
Meridian Police Supplemental
report - interview with Sheila
Hazard
Meridian Police Supplemental
report - interview with Paul
Lewis
Meridian Police Supplemental
report - interview with Kandi
Hall
Meridian Police Supplemental
report - interview with Valerie
Russell
Boise Police reports for Kandi
Hall's grand theft case
ISP Forensic Services Biology Results conducted by
Stacy E. Guess
Ada County Mugshot - Robert
Dean Hall

DATED this

Scott Smith

6/15/11

9

Det. Jim Miller

Rec'd
6/15/11

22

Det. Jim Miller
Det. Jim Miller

4/14/11

5
2

Det. Jim Miller

4/18/11

1

Det. Jim Miller

4/14/11

2

Det. ~lim Miller

4/14/11

2

Det. Jim Miller

5/3/11

5

Det. Jim Miller

5/26/11

2

Det. Jim Miller

6/8/11

5

34

Det. Jim Miller
Stacy E. Guess

6/13/11

3

3/13/11

1

J.1 day of June 2011.
IVIELISSA MOODY
Deputy Attorney General and

TENTH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL (HALL), Page 2
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...
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this.2£) day of June 2011, I caused to be served a
true and correct copy of the foregoing Tenth Addendum to Discovery for Conflict Counsel
to:
Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

_Q(_ U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
_
_

Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
Electronic Mail (Email)

){_ U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
_
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

~~
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IN ·rHE DIS"rFt,'"' T COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
DISTRICT COURT MINUTES
CASE #CR-FE-2011-0003976

STATE ATTORNEY: Melissa N Moody
DEFENSE ATTORNEY/PD: Robert R Chastain &
Deborah Kristal

STATE OF IDAHO,

vs.
D Public Defender Appointed
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
DOB

D Interpreter: _ _ _ _ __

Judge/Tape: MCLAUGHLIN 062211 Clerk: Cindy Ho

Court Reporter: Vanessa Gosney

SCHEDULED EVENT:
MOTION TO AMEND INDICTMENT & RELEASE VEHICLE on 6/22/2011 at 11 :00 AM
CHARGES:
• 1 ... MURDER 1. .. 118-4001-1; F
• 2 ... ENHANCEMENT-USE OF A DEADLY WEAPON IN COMMISSION OF A FELONY ... 119-2520; F

k8J

Defendant Present
k8J Attorney Present D Pro-Se D In Custody k8J On Bond
D Defendant Not PresentD B/F-B/\N
k8J Waives Reading
k8J Advised of Charges k8J Advised Penalties ~ Advised of Rights
Motion to amend Indictment /Court Grants Motion to Amend Indictment
State Swears to Amended Indictment
Motion to vacate and reset PTC and JT
Court Advise Defendant of right to speedy trial
Defendant Agrees to waiver of speedy trial
Court grants motion to vacate and reset PTC and JT
4 week JT 5/07/12 through 6/01/2012

with PTC on 4/11/12 at 3:00 pm

Motions to be completed By March 12, 2012 and Discovery to be done By March 2. 2012
Disclosure of Expert Witnesses to be done according to 26 (b) (4) (A) (i) of Civil Procedure
Defense Motion to Release vehicle
Defense Argue Motion
State Argue in Opposition to Motion
Court Oder Written Closing Arguments to be submitted by July 5. 2011
Court will take Motion to Release Vehicle Under Advisement as July 6. 2011

000197
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LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General

21 2011

-CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By LANI BROXSON
DEPUTY

STEPHEN A. BYWATER
Deputy Attorney General
Chief, Criminal Law Division
MELISSA MOODY ISB#6027
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.
______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
OPPOSITION TO STATE'S
EVIDENCE BEING TURNED
OVER TO WELLS FARGO

COMES NOW, Melissa Moody, Deputy Attorney General and Special
Prosecuting Attorney for Ada County, State of Idaho and respectfully submits this
additional authority in opposition to Defendant's Motion for Return of Property.
Defendant Robert Hall has filed a "Motion for Release of Defendant's
Vehicle" (hereinafter "Motion").

The basis for the Motion is a claim that "the

vehicle itself is not needed for trial evidence" and he is "obligated to pay a

OPPOSl1"10N TO STATE'S EVIDENCE BEING TURNED OVER TO
WELLS FARGO (HALL) Page 1
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substantial monthly payment on said vehicle." (Motion, p. 2.) He has not cited
any law nor has he provided any evidence in support of the Motion.
There are two rules of criminal procedure that apply to return of property in
a criminal action. Idaho Criminal Rule 41(e) applies to property obtained by the
government through search and seizure.

Idaho Criminal Rule 41.1 allows for

general return of property. It is a basic principle of statutory construction that
where two statutes may apply to a certain situation, the specific statute controls
over the general one. Farber v. Idaho State Ins. Fund, 147 Idaho 307, 313, 208
P.3d 289, 295 (2009).

Principles of statutory construction also control

interpretation of procedural rules. Obendorf v. Terra Hug Spray Co., 145 Idaho
892, 900, 188 P.3d 834, 842 (2008) (applying rules of statutory construction to
rules of civil procedure). Because the truck in question was seized pursuant to
principles of search and seizure, Rule 41(e) is more specific and therefore
controlling.
To prevail on his Rule 41(e) motion, Mr. Hall bears the burden of proving
that he is "entitled to lawful possession of the property and that it was illegally
seized."

I.C.R. 41(e).

Hall has failed to show that he is entitled to lawful

possession; it is undisputed that Wells Fargo Bank is entitled to possession of
the truck.

In addition, Hall neither alleges nor has claimed that the search or

seizure of the truck was illegal. His motion thus fails.
Even were this Court to apply I.C.R. 41.1, return of the property at this
juncture would be an abuse of discretion. The Rule specifically provides that the
Court may order return with conditions, when a "copy, photograph, drawing,
OPPOSITION TO STATE'S EVIDENCE BEING TURNED OVER TO
WELLS FARGO (HALL) Page 2
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facsimile, or other reproduction" can be substituted.

Here, however, no

photograph, video, or other reproduction will serve the purpose served by the
actual evidence in the state's case-in-chief. See State v. Coburn, 82 Idaho 437,
445-46, 354 P.2d 751, 755-56 (1960) (trial court has discretion to allow jury to
view actual automobiles instead of photographs of automobiles). See also I.C. §
19-2124. No alternate evidence will adequately convey the significance of the
physical layout of the truck and the meaning of the position of the holster and
other contents in the truck as well the original. The state will be prejudiced at trial
if it is limited to inadequate substitutes for actual evidence.
The State needs this truck to show the jury spatial relations. The jury will
want to be able to determine if there was adequate room for Robert Hall to move
about inside the truck - to take ~1is gun out of the holster, stash the holster in the
console and put the gun inside his sweatshirt pocket. The jurors will want to
know how easily the console can be opened and closed. Additionally, the jurors
may want to examine the paperwork and other items in Mr. Hall's truck.
Furthermore, the State needs this truck to show what Mr. Hall saw as he
sat inside his truck in the Walgreen's parking lot and waited for his wife to drive
by with Emmett Corrigan. The truck is necessary to approximate the vantage
point of the driver, Robert Hall. The jurors may wonder if Mr. Hall could see the
exterior Walgreen's security camera from inside his truck prior to the shooting.

OPPOSITION TO STATE'S EVIDENCE BEING TURNED OVER TO
WELLS FARGO (HALL) Page 3
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Only by seeing what Mr. Hall saw will the jurors be able to adequately answer
this question. The jurors cannot sit inside a photograph. 1
If this Court believes that the State will not be prejudiced through
substitution of photographs for actual evidence, the State requests this Court to
actually view the truck in person and compare its own viewing of the truck with
any photographic or video representations. The State submits that this Court
cannot make a fair evaluation of whether the proposed substitutes for the
evidence are adequate without comparing the substitutes with the truck itself.
Both of Mr. Hall's defense attorneys and the prosecutor have examined the
actual evidence. It is necessary to see Robert Hall's truck three dimensions to
know if substitutes are adequate.
The State respectfully requests this Court to deny the Defendant's motion
to give the State's evidence in this first degree murder case to Wells Fargo bank.

Respectfully submitted this

a:fday of June 2011.
MELISSA MOODY

Deputy Attorney General and
Special Prosecuting Attorney for
Ada County

1 The Defendant argued at the hearing on June 22, 2011 that the State can simply replace Mr. Hall's truck
with another model for the purpose of trial to meet the above evidentiary goals. However, Robert Hall's
truck sits higher than an average F-350 model. Whether this is due to the suspension or the tires or some
other alteration is unclear, but there really is no adequate substitute for the actual vehicle involved.

OPPOSITION TO STATE'S EVIDENCE BEING TURNED OVER TO
WELLS FARGO (HALL) Page 4
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•
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this

~+ day of June 2011, I caused to be

served a true and correct copy of the foregoing Opposition to State's Evidence
Being Turned Over to Wells Fargo to:
Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836
Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728

£
_

U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

_.2{_ U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
_ Overnight Mail
Facsimile

OPPOSITION TO STATE'S EVIDENCE BEING TURNED OVER TO
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF•
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

Case No. CR-FE-2011-0003976
AMENDED
SCHEDULING ORDER

vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

This matter came before the Court on Wednesday, Aril 20, 2011, at 9:00 a.m. for
a hearing for the above-named defendant. The attorneys present were:
For the State: Melissa N Moody
For the Defendant(s): Robert R Chastain & Deborah Kristal
The defendant entered a plea of not guilty and requested a jury trial. The Court
instructed the clerk to enter the plea of not guilty into the court minutes. The defendant
is specifically instructed that as a condition of bail/ROR release, they are to
maintain contact with their attorney and they are to keep their attorney Informed
as to their current mailing address and contact phone number.
Pursuant to Idaho Criminal Rule 12, 16 and Rule 18, the Court hereby orders
that the attorneys and defendant shall comply with the following scheduling order:
1) JURY TRIAL DATE: The 4 week day jury trial of this action shall
commence before this Court on Monday. May 07, 2012. at 9:00 a.m. or any day that
week. Counsel and the defendant shall be present at 8:30 a.m. on the first day of
trial.

2) PRE-TRIAL CONFERENCE: Counsel for the parties and the defendant(s)
shall appear before this Court on Wednesday, April

11, 2012. at 3:00 p.m. for pre-trial
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conference. Counsel shall be prepared to discuss settlement possibilities pursuant to
I.C.R. Rule 18. Failure of the defendant to appear at this pre-trial conference will result
in a forfeiture of bail and the Court shall issue a bench warrant. The parties shall
submit all proposed jury instructions and witness lists to the Court at the pretrial
conference.
In the event that either party intends to introduce evidence pursuant to
I.R.E. 404,405, 406,410,412,608 and 609, that party must disclose such evidence
to opposing counsel on or before the pre-trial conference.
3) MOTIONS: All motions pursuant to I.C.R.. Rule 12 and any other motions,

including Motions in Limine and Motions to Dismiss shall be filed on or before
Wednesday, March 12, 2012. All Motions to Suppress Evidence must be accompanied

by a brief setting forth with specificity what evidence is to be suppressed and the factual
basis for the motion. Further, the brief must set forth both constitutional and specific
case precedent for the suppression of evidence. Upon the filing of the motion, the brief
and proposed notice of hearing, the motion will be calendared by the clerk for hearing.
4) DISCOVERY CUT-OFF: All discovery pursuant to I.C.R. Rule 15 and Rule 16

shall be completed by Fridav. March 2. 2012. Counsel for the parties shall have
disclosed to each other in writing the following information:
The list of all witnesses, along with their addresses and telephone
numbers, which each side intends to call for their case. · This order does not apply
to rebuttal witnesses for the State.
5) DISCLOSURE OF EXPERTS:

All parties' disclosure as to experts shall be

in compliance with Rule 26(b) (4) (A) (i). An expert is defined under Rule 702 of the
Idaho Rules of Evidence. Treating physicians for the purposes of this scheduling order
are deemed to be an expert witness. The failure of a party to comply with this Rule
26(b) (4) (A) (i) expert disclosure must be presented by the opposing party to the court
within forty five {45} days from the due date for disclosure. If the opposing party does
not object to the Rule 26(b) (4) (A) (i} within forty five (45) days after disclosure any
objections to the expert disclosure will be deemed waived.

6) SANCTIONS: Failure to comply with this order will subject a party or its
attorney to appropriate sanctions including, but not limited to, costs for subpoenas,
reasonable attorney fees, exclusion of witnesses and jury costs.
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7) CONTINUANCES: The Court will not grant continuances unless extraordinary

circumstances exist and all the parties waive their right to a speedy trial.

DATED this 1st day of July, 2011.

MICHAEL MCLAUGHLIN
District Judge

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 1st day of July, 2011, I caused a true and
correct copy of the above and foregoing instrument to be mailed, postage prepaid, or
hand-delivered, to:

MELISSA MOODY
DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL
P.O. BOX 83720
BOISE ID 83720-0010
ROBERT R CHASTAIN
300 MAIN ST STE 158
BOISE ID 83702
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Attorney at Law
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Idaho State Bar #2765
DEBORAH N. KRISTAL

Attorney at Law
3 140 N. Bogus Basin Road
Boise, ID 83702
(208) 345-8708
Idaho State Bar # 2296
Attorneys for Defendant
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.

ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

~,,

Case No. CR-FE-3976
DEFENDANT'S
BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF
RETURNING PICKUP TO
DEFENDANT.

Mr. Hall has requested that his vehicle which was seized by the State pursuant to a search
warrant be returned to him. The State argues that Mr. Hall is not entitled to lawful possession of
the truck, and that the truck itself is needed by the State as evidence.
Robert and Kandi Hall are the 'owners' of the vehicle, as defined in Idaho Code §49116(3):
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"Owner" means a person, other than a lienholder, having the property in or title to
a vehicle. The term includes a person entitled to the use and possession of a
vehicle subject to a security interest in another person, but excludes a lessee under
a lease not intended as security. "Owner" for the purposes of chapter 12 means the
person legally responsible for the operation of a vehicle upon the highways of the
state ofldaho, whether as owner, lessee or otherwise.
Wells Fargo has a lien on the vehicle, and may indeed be feeling insecure on that lien due
to Mr. Hall's arrest. However, unless and until Wells Fargo repossesses the vehicle, the Halls are
the 'owners,' and they are entitled to lawful possession of the vehicle. Even if Wells Fargo were
to repossess the truck, the Halls could pay any past-due payments and recover it.
The State argues the difference between the size of Mr. Hall's pickup and the size of Mr.
Corrigan's pickup is a material and relevant fact, which it might be if the case at bar were a civil
case arising from an automobile accident. However, in this case all of the events took place near
Mr. Corrigan's vehicle, which was parked away from Mr. Hall's vehicle. Even if the court were
to find the size difference to be a material and relevant fact, such difference could be easily
illustrated by photographs or videos of the two vehicles side-by-side and nose-to-nose with the
State's smallest investigating officer standing between the two vehicles to provide a sense of
scale.
Physical evidence was found on and in Mr. Corrigan's vehicle, and the evidence has been
collected, photographed, videoed and documented by experts from both the State and Defense.
In addition to forensic samples collected by the State from Mr. Corrigan's vehicle, the State has
removed certain items from Mr. Corrigan's truck, including prescription drugs, prescription drug
bottles issued to Jason Blackwell containing controlled substances, non-prescription drugs,
documents and receipts, checks, credit cards, Mr. Corrigan's wallet and contents, Astroglide, a
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blue iPod Nano, a Verizon phone, and a clutter of clothes and back-packs in the rear seat, all of
which arguably illustrate Mr. Corrigan's chaotic and unpredictable behavior prior to his death.
Despite the evidentiary nature of the items and condition of Mr. Corrigan's truck, Mr.
Hall does not oppose the release of Mr. Corrigan's vehicle to Mr. Corrigan's family, although he
does request that all of items found in Mr. Corrigan's truck, including but not limited to the litter
scattered throughout the truck, the receipts, business cards, pill bottles, the items in Mr.
Corrigan's wallet, the iPod Nano, his cell phone, the items in the glove box and the items found
under and on the seat, be preserved. Mr Hall further requests that the items which have not
already been removed from the vehicle be photographed in place prior to their removal and
release of the vehicle to Mr. Corrigan's family.
In its brief in opposition, the State now appears to be asking for a jury view of the vehicle.
Mr. Hall is not conceding at this point that a jury view of the truck would assist the jury, and is
leaving for another day arguments concerning the logistics of cordoning off the Walgreen
parking lot for the 'view' and for insuring that the 'view' accurately reproduces the lighting at the
time of the shooting. Also reserved is whether Mr. Hall's right to be personally present during
his felony trial, as embodied in Amendments Six and Fourteen of the United States Constitution,
Idaho Const. art. 1, § 7 and § 13, and LC. § 19-1903, includes the right to be present during a jury
view of his vehicle and/or the Walgreen's parking lot.
However, as is more particularly set out in the Affidavit of Robert Hall, submitted
herewith, his vehicle is not unique, and should the Court rule that a 'view' would assist the jury,
a similarly equipped vehicle could be made available for the purpose. Prior to releasing the
vehicle to the Halls and Wells Fargo, the State could easily make precise measurements showing
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the location of each item found in Mr. Hall's vehicle, allowing the items to be replaced in a
similarly equipped vehicle for a jury view.
The 'view' is governed in civil cases by I.R.C.P. 43(f), and in criminal cases by LC. § 192124. The rule in civil cases is broadly worded to permit, in the court's discretion, a view of: 1)
the property which is the subject of the action, or (2) a place in which any material fact occurred
or in which any material thing is located, or (3) any other item, thing or circumstance relevant to
the action.
The criminal statute is much narrower than I.R.C.P. 43(f). § 19-2124. VIEW OF
PREMISES BY JURY, provides:
When, in the opinion of the court, it is proper that the jury should view the place
in which the offense is charged to have been committed, or in which any other
material fact occurred, it may order the jury to be conducted in a body, in the
custody of the sheriff, to the place, which must be shown to them by a person
appointed by the court for that purpose; and the sheriff must be sworn to suffer no
person to speak or communicate with the jury, nor to do so himself, on any subject
connected with the trial, and to return them into court without unnecessary delay,
or at a specified time.
In its discretion, the Court may order a jury view when it will aid to understand and apply
the evidence, but a jury view is not supposed to be 'the taking of evidence in the case,' which it
appears the State is suggesting (" ... the jurors will want to determine if there was adequate room
for Robert Hall to move about inside the truck. .. know how easily the console can be opened and
closed... approximate the vantage point of the driver ... wonder if Mr. Hall could see the exterior
Walgreen's security camera from inside his truck.... ).
Unlike the civil procedural rule, the language of the criminal statute does not provide for
the viewing of objects involved in the action. State v. Coburn, 82 Idaho 437, 354 P.2d 751
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(1960), cited by the State as authority for a view of an 'object' rather than a place, was a
prosecution for negligent homicide by automobile, where the 'weapon' was a speeding
automobile driven by an intoxicated man who denied speeding and who challenged the evidence
presented of his intoxication. Although it is true the Coburn Court held the court has inherent
authority within its sound discretion to permit a view of an object when helpful to the jury's
understanding, that case can be readily distinguished from the present case, as Mr. Hall's pickup
was not the scene of the shooting and is not implicated as the means by which Mr. Corrigan died.
The decision whether to conduct a view is within the sound discretion of the trial court.

State v. Welker, 129 Idaho 805,932 P.2d 928 (Idaho App. 1997). Welker, the defendant in an
L&L case, asked for jury view of the room where the acts were alleged to have occurred. The
district court initially took Welker's motion under advisement, stating that if it appeared from the
testimony that something critical needed to be seen, the motion would be considered. (Emphasis
added.) The trial judge went to Welker's home during a lunch recess to obtain a first-hand view
of the room. The judge then denied the motion, stating he was satisfied that a view of the
premises would not necessarily help the jury. It was the court's belief that the dimensions of the
room and who was sleeping where could be adequately demonstrated through the testimonies of
Welker and his wife. The judge also expressed concern with the possibility of injury because the
stairway to the upstairs room in Welker's house was narrow, had no lighting and the steps leading
to the room were in need ofrepair. (Emphasis added.)
In another L&L case, State v. Myers, 94 Idaho 570,494 P.2d 574 (Idaho 1972), the court
denied a defense motion for a jury view because the physical condition of the scene of the crime
had been changed in the interim between the criminal act and the jury trial, and no valid
DEFENDANT'S BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF RETURN OF PICKUP
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observation of that scene so changed could have assisted the jury in its determinations.
The State argues that Idaho Criminal Rule 41 (e) is the only applicable rule to be
considered since the truck 'was obtained by the government through search and seizure.' (State's
brief, p. 2). The Court should rule this argument invalid on two grounds: the first being that the
truck itself was not seized pursuant to a search warrant. Rather, the truck was the location where
evidence sought by the State pursuant to two search warrants was believed to be. The evidence
sought was:
1) receipts or proof of ownership of a Ruger LCP .380 handgun, the original box
for the Ruger LCP .380 handgun, ammunition, holsters, or gun cases; Any letters,
notes or any written or typed communications that may indicate a motive, or may
establish or reference a relationship or conflict between Emmett Corrigan, Kandi
Hall, and Robert Hall, and Robert Hall's Ada County issued Blackberry cell
phone (Search Warrant issued March 17, 2011 at 10:55 a.m.)
2) a laptop computer (Search Warrant issued March 21, 2011 at 3:05 p.m.)
The Search Warrants directed "You are immediately commanded, at any time of day, to
immediately execute a search of the above-described vehicle for the evidence described above
and to search the property on the Search Warrant Affidavit filed herein." (Emphasis added.)
Note that the Warrant did not direct that the truck be seized, but merely that it be searched for
evidence described in the warrants.
Mr. Hall submits the State's argument also fails because Idaho Criminal Rule 41.1
applies to 'any interested party or person,' while Idaho Criminal Rule 41(e) provides additional
relief to those persons whose property has been illegally seized by a search and seizure. This
additional remedy was presumably enacted because of the constitutional guarantees provided by
the Fourth and Fourteenth Amendments and Article I, § 17 of the Idaho Constitution.
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Idaho Criminal Rule 41.1 provides:
At any time after the commencement of a criminal action, any interested party or
person may apply to the trial court for an order permitting a reclamation by such
party or person of exhibits offered or admitted in evidence, documents or property
displayed or considered in connection with the action, or any property in the
possession of any department, agency or official who is holding such property in
connection with the trial of the criminal action. The trial court in its discretion
may grant such an order on such conditions and under such circumstances as it
deems appropriate, including but not limited to the substitution of a copy,
photograph, drawing, facsimile, or other reproduction of the original exhibit,
document or property, or the posting of a bond that the exhibit, document or
property will be returned to the court if the court later orders that such exhibit,
document or property be returned to the court for any purpose in connection with
the criminal action.
Mr. Hall submits that the State's photographs and videos of his vehicle adequately
represent his vehicle and its contents, and that there is no justification for continuing to hold the
vehicle. However, should the Court conclude that the photographs, measurements, testimony of
officers and videos are insufficient for the State's purpose, ICR 41.1 permits the substitution of a
'facsimile,' such as a similarly equipped truck rented for a brief period of time during the trial,
and Mr. Hall submits the Court should so order.
Respectfully submitted this 5th day of July, 2011.

Deborah N. Kristal
Attorney for Robert Dean Hall
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Certificate of Service
/

I hereby certify on the

5

day of July, 2011, I served a true and correct copy of

the within and foregoing document upon the individual(s) named below in the manner
noted:

Melissa Moody
Deputy Attorney General

By first class mail, postage prepaid
By hand delivery
By faxing the same to: 854-8083
D
D
D

By first class mail, postage prepaid
By hand delivery
By faxing the same to:

Deborah N. Kri
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ROBERTR.CHASTAIN

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk

Attorney at Law
300 W. Main, Suite 158
Boise, ID 83 702
(208) 345-3110
Idaho State Bar #2765

By ELAINE TONG
DEPUTY

DEBORAH N. KRISTAL
Attorney at Law
3140 N. Bogus Basin Road
Boise, ID 83702
(208) 345-8708
Idaho State Bar # 2296

Attorneys for Defendant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
ST ATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
ST ATE OF IDAHO,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Plaintiff,
vs.

ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

ST ATE OF IDAHO:

County of Ada

2.01'

Case No. CR-FE-3976
AFFIDAVIT OF ROBERT DEAN
HALL re FORD PICK UP TRUCK

)
: ss.
)

COMES NOW Robert Dean Hall, who being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and
says:
1) My wife Kandi Lynn Hall and I are the owners of the 2008 Ford F350 pickup
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which is currently being held by the State ofldaho. The lien holder is Wells Fargo Bank.
2) The truck, a 2008 Ford F350 Super Duty Crew Cab XL T Pickup, is a 4-door
vehicle with a 6 3/4 ft bed, equipped with:
Engine: V8, Turbo Dsl 6.4L
Transmission: Automatic, 5-Spd w/Overdrive
Drivetrain: 4WD
Options
Braking and Traction: ABS (4-Wheel)
Comfort and Convenience: Keyless Entry, Air Conditioning, Power Sliding Rear
Window, Power Windows, Power Door Locks, Cruise Control
Steering: Power Steering, Tilt Wheel
Entertainment and Instrumentation: AM/FM Stereo, MP3 (Multi Disc), Sirus
Satellite
Safety and Security: Parking Sensors, Dual Air Bags
Seats: Heated Dual Power Seats, Leather
Roof and Glass: Sun Roof (Sliding)
Exterior: Running Boards
Cargo and Towing: Bed Liner, Towing Pkg
Wheels and Tires: Oversize Off-Road Tires, Oversized Premium Wheels 20"+
3) The truck has not been "lifted" or altered.
4) Attached hereto and incorporated herein by reference as Exhibits A, B, and C are
print-outs of 3 similarly equipped Ford F-350 pick ups which are listed for sale on 6/30/2011
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in or near Boise, Idaho.
5) If the vehicle is released to me and my spouse, we intend to sell it to pay the
amount owing to Wells Fargo Bank and use the balance to pay our family bills.
FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAITH NAUGHT.

Robert Dean Hall

Subscribed and Sworn to before me this

.

L day of ':Ji}/ Y
)

, 2011.

MARIA J. CUTAIA
NOTARY PUBLIC
STATE OF IDAHO
-

-
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INTERNET AUTO BOISE
10175 Fairview Ave
Boise, ID 83704
VEHICLE INFORMATION

2008 Ford

F-350 FX4
Stock# 5218
VIN 1FTWW31R58EC58343
Engine 64L VS OHV TT
Transmission : Automatic
Color: WHITE
Mileage 50145
VEHICLE FEATURES

Cylinders: 8
Fuel Type D
Interior Color: Black
Length
Model Number:
4 Wheel Disc Brakes
6 Passenger Seating
ABS
Air Conditioning
AM/FM Stereo
Clock
Cloth Seats
Compact Disc Player
Cruise Control
Cup Holders
Dual Front Air Bags
Floor Mats
Fog/Driving Lamps
Front Reading Lights
Intermittent Wipers
Leather Wrap Steering
Limited Slip Differential
Low Tire Pressure Warning
Lumbar Support
MP3 Capability
Power Door Locks
Power Mirror
Power Steering
Power Sunroof
Power Windows
Split Bench Seat
Tachometer
Tilt Wheel
Trailer Hitch
Trip Computer
COMMENTS
OUR PRICE

$34,897.00
DISCLAIMER - Vehicle may be subject to prior sale. We and our partners disclaim any warranty as to the availability of,
condition of, or accuracy of information provided about the vehicles listed on this website. Some vehicles may have
dealer added equipment not disclosed . *Plus government fees and taxes, any finance charges, any dealer document
preparation charge and any emission testing charge .

[ Print

J [

Close Window

A
000217
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Internet Auto Boise Inventovetail

''Why pay tho differonce
if you can't toll the difference"

Internet Auto
RENT & SALES

Click here to find out
why you -;houlcl buy
from our
Internet Department
' - - - - ~ - ___ J

208.447.9944

1Nny us·1

F10anc1ng

Ab0ut U,

OVERVIEW

2008 FORD F-350 FX4

OUR PRICE: $34,897.00
RETAIL PRICE : $39,315 .00
MIies: 50145

Cylinders: 8
Engine : 6.4L VB OHV TI
Exterior Color: WHITE
Fuel: D
Interior Color: Black
Trans: Automatic
Stock# : 5218
VIN : ... 8EC58343
DISCLAIMER Vet)lcle may be subiect to pnor sale. We and our partners d1scJa1m any warranty as to
!he availa~ility or. _condition o(. or accuracy al informahon provid~.d ~boul 1~! .veh1cles listed o~ this

FEATURES
Print Brochure

Trade--ln V,t!UO

G<'t Financed

Emall To Friend

4 Wheel Disc Brakes
6 Passenger Seating
ABS
Air Conditioning
AM/FM Stereo

Find Mc a Cnr

Limited Slip Differential
Low Tire Pressure Warning
Lumbar Support
MP3 Capability

Power Door Locks
Power Mirror
Power Steering

Clock
Cloth Seats
r.nmnar.t nic:.r Pl;1u1>r

•

Pn....,Pr ~,,nrnnf

CONTACT DEALER
Quote .• , Test Drive
Request:

Instant
Trade-In Offer

, More Info

First Name:
Last Name:
·Your Email :

Similar Vehicles
2008 Chevrolet Silverado 1500
LT1
Stock# 5375
OUR PRICE: $29,998.00
2008 GMC Sierra 2500HD SLE1
Stock# 5388
OUR PRICE: $33 ,441.00
2008 Ford F-350 XL
Stock# 5514
OUR PRICE: $32,993.00

Contact Phone :
Make Offer:

Source:
Comments and Questions:

"

How did you hear?

Please add my e-ma,I addre ss to your mailing list to keep me informed
of special promotions .

Word Verification :
Type the characters you see in the picture above.
[ Send

My Request

I

OISCL.Al.MER - Vehicle may be subjecl to prior sale We and our partners dtsclaim any warranty as 10 !he availabllity of. condition ol. or accuracy of info,mation provided about !he \lehu·.!~ 11sl ed on !his
website Some vehicles moy have dealer added equipment not d1SCl0Sed. ·Pius govemmenl fees ond lax.es. any finance charges. any dealer documenl preparation charge and any enuslon testing
charge

- Powered by Smart Web Concepts! Privacy S1atement I Site map - I
Web Concepts & Internet Auto Boise.

© 2011 Smart
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IDAHOh.COM
Wt eels
Take this printout with you to the dealer/seller

Seller Contact Info

Mountain Home Auto Ranch
2800 American Legion Blvd.
Mountain Home, JD 8364 7
Toll Free : (866) 918- 8423

Map data ©2011 Google -

Ad Details

2009 Ford F-350

Price: $38,998
Condition:
Mileage:
Exterior Color:
Engine
transmission:
Fuel Type:

06-13-2011

Posted:
Used
7,531
Maroon
6 .4L VS 32V DDI OHV Twin
Turbo D

Dealer Stock#:

Pickup/Truck
4

# of Doors:

vin #:

1FfWW31R29EB24326

Dealer Stock#:
Drive Type:

411082A
4WD

Automatic
Diesel

http://motors.zidahowheels.com/autos/search/print0etails.php?autoid=505647803

000219
6/30/2011
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features:

•

Air conditioning

•

Am/fm radio

options:
Model Information:
• 4 wheel disc brakes
• Dual front impact airbags
• Front beverage holders
• Front reading lights
• Low tire pressure warning
• Passenger vanity mirror
• Rear reading lights
• Right rear passenger: conventional
• Tachometer
• Trip computer
• Voltmeter

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Abs brakes
Front bench seats
Front cen ter armrest
Ignition disable
Oil pressure gauge
Rear bench seats
Rear step bumper
Speakers: 2
Trailer hitch receiver
Variably intermittent wipers

000220
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2007 Ford F-350 in Twin Fa.IDAHO 83301 - Zidaho

Home
•

CATEGORIES»
Everyday items
• Pets

• cars

.
•

& Tru cks
RVs
~

• Rea I Estate
• Services
• EMm.
• Community

Autos Home

Buy

Sign In [New User? ~

]

Search Ve h icles

Research

Sell Vehicl e

Sell Your Car

F ind a Dealer

Research

,
A

My Tools

Ad Detail

a

Recently Viewed Vehicles:

Select an Ad ...

J

4 Back to Resu lts

2007 Ford F-350 in Twin Falls, IDAHO 83301
Tweel

$35,646

Like

Estima t ed Payme nt

$765.42" pe r Mo nth Recalcu late

I

Get Deale r Fina ncing

Save Ad

:J

Rob Green Nissan
Hyundai
1070 Blue Lakes Blvd N
Twin Falls, IDAHO 83301

Email friend
Print Brochure
Schedu le Test Drive

.ml

Toll Free: (888) 281 -2705

Loan Calculator

Inventory I Map &
Directions I Website
Financing

IContact Seller
Sl9D...lD. (Ne w Us er J~
14 Photos

Details

J

* First Name:
* Last Name:

Get A CARFAX Record Check

~B@~~~

*

E-mai l :
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2007 Ford F-350 in Twin

Pr ice
Body Style
Mileage
Engine

Transmission
Drive Train
Fuel Type

Fl

IDAHO 83301 - Zidaho

$35,646
Pickup/Truck
42,357

Doors
Ext. Co lor
Int. Color
Stock No.

6.0L VS 32V
DDI OHV Turbo VI N
Diesel
Automatic
4WD

4

•

White
Gray
10H223-0
1FTWW31PX7EA14264

Page 2 of 2

or Phone:

* Zip Code :

I

* Contact Preference:
E-mail

Buying Within? :

Does Not Apply
Comme nts:

Diesel

Send me a quote
please.

SELLER COMMENTS

4 doors;4-wheel abs brakes;4wd type - part-time;6 liter v8 engine;6-way
power adjustable drivers seat;6-way power adjustable passenger seat;air
conditioning with climate control;audio controls on steering wheel;bed length
- 82.4;clock - in-radio;compass;cruise control;dusk sensing
headlights; engine hour meter; external temperature display; four-wheel
drive ; front fog/driving lights; intermittent window wipers; leather
seats;passe nger airbag;pickup bed type - regular;power door locks;power
mirrors;power steering;

What happens with my
Info?

4 Back t o Results

~

ao1c10

Idaho's top classifieds marketplace. Featuring Idaho classifieds, cars, trucks, pets, jo
© 2009 KTVB-TV

For technical support issues contact Zi daho: Boise . Idaho cars. trucks. vans and more fro
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e
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
-,--I hereby certify on the \....J day of July, 2011, I served a true and correct copy of the within
and foregoing document upon the individual(s) named below in the manner noted:

Melissa A. Moody,
Attorney General Office
PO Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0010

a
D
•

By first class mail, postage prepaid
By hand delivery
By faxing the same to: 854-8083

000223

•
LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By LANI BROXSON

STEPHEN A. BYWATER
Chief, Deputy Attorney General
Criminal Law Division

DEPUTY

MELISSA MOODY ISB#6027
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-001 O
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,

______________
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
ELEVENTH ADDENDUM
TO DISCOVERY
FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL

COMES NOW, Melissa Moody, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho, and
makes the following Eleventh Addendum to the previous Response to Discovery pursuant
to Rule 16:

16(b) Disclosure pursuant to written request by Defendant:
(4)

Documents and Tangible Objects:

BATES#

DOCUMENT/ DESCRIPTION

2901-2904

Memo re: Telephone contact
with Jim Hicks at Impact Guns;
Attachment : New shooter's
briefing

AUTHOR/
AGENCY
Scott Smith

DATE
6/16/11

ELEVENTH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 1

NO.OF
PAGES
4

000224

2905

2906

2907-2908

2909

Memo re: Telephone contact
with B.J. Snooks, Ada County
Sheriff's Office
Email from Dr. Groben's Office
stating he did not keep the
stomach contents
Letter to ISP lab for
consumptive DNA testing with
attached email regarding DNA
testing
Email re: Dr. Groben
conversation and Dr. Stinger
conversation

Scott Smith

6/16/11

1

Tonia Fleming

6/20/11

1

6/27/11

2

6/28/11

1

DATED this]:_ day of July 2011.

ME~
Deputy Attorney General and
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this

_K_ day of July 2011,

I caused to be served a

true and correct copy of the foregoing Eleventh Addendum to Discovery for Conflict
Counsel to:
Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

1(_ U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
_
_

Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

X
_

Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
Electronic Mail (Email)
U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

~~
ELEVENTH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 2
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JUL 1 3 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By SHARY ABBOTT
2

DEPUTY

3

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE

4

STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

5
6

STATE OF IDAHO,

Case No. CRFE-2011-3976

7
8

Plaintiff,

9

vs.

MEMORANDUM DECISION RE: THE
STATE'S RETENTION OF THE
DEFENDANT'S MOTOR VEHICLE

10

ROBERT DEAN HALL,
11

Defendant.
12
13

APPEARANCES
14

For The Plaintiff: Melissa N. Moody, Deputy Idaho Attorney General
15

For The Defendant: Robert Chastain, Attorney at Law
16

PROCEEDINGS

17

18
19

20

This matter came on for hearing before the Court on the Defendant's motion to
have his truck that he drove on the date of this alleged incident, returned back to the
Defendant. The State has objected to this request and requests that the vehicle be

21

retained so that ultimately, at the time of the trial, the jury could have a view of the
22

vehicle.
23
24

STANDARD OF REVIEW

25

All relevant evidence is admissible except as otherwise provided by these rules

26

or by other rules applicable in courts of this state. Evidence which is not relevant is not

MEMORANDUM DECISION· CASE NO. CRFE-2011-3976 • PAGE 1
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admissible. I.RE. 402.
1
2

Although relevant, evidence may be excluded if its probative value is

3

substantially outweighed by the danger of unfair prejudice, confusion of the issues or

4

misleading the jury or by considerations of undue delay, waste of time or needless

5

presentation of cumulative evidence. I.RE. 403.

6

Photographs are generally admissible where the witness who identifies them

7

testifies that they correctly portray relevant scenes or objects. McKee v. Chase, 73

8

Idaho 491. Admission of photographs rests largely within the discretion of the trial court

9

and absence and abuse of discretion of the trial court's decision will be upheld. State v.
10

Fenley, 646 P.2d 441.
11

DISCUSSION

12
13

The Defendant is requesting that the vehicle be returned back to him. He is

14

currently paying for the vehicle and paying a substantial amount in excess of $700 per

15

month for the vehicle. As it currently stands, the vehicle has been impounded by the

16

State and the defendant is requesting that he be allowed to potentially return the

17

vehicle back to the lender in light of the fact that he is now unemployed and cannot

18

afford this vehicle.

19

The State argues that this vehicle is critical to their case because they wish the
20

jury to actually see the truck. Apparently, the size of the truck is what they believe may
21
22

23

be important to the jury to understand the nature of this pre-shooting conflict between
the Defendant and the Decedent, and this truck's size may be illustrative to the jury of a

24

sense of perhaps of power or authority that the Defendant had at the location where

25

this shooting took place. The State also argues that there is some forensic testing that

26
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.

I

"

needs to be completed.
2

The State concedes that the Defendant's truck has been searched; however, not

3

all of the items have been taken into evidence.

4

documents, a CD and other miscellaneous items remain in the truck where they should

5

stay until they can be viewed by the jurors. The State finally points out that the truck is

6

important because Mr. Hall stashed the holster of the murder weapon in the truck's

7
8

The State has said that some

console before exiting his vehicle.
Photographs have long been accepted in courts of law to display or to portray, in

9

this case, a motor vehicle. Their admission is certainly proper to illustrate testimony.
10

The State certainly is free to video tape this vehicle and the contents inside, or find
11

12

a comparable vehicle to display to the jury. They can certainly ask the Court to have

13

the jury view such a vehicle to give the jury the dimensions and aspects of the vehicle

14

that they believe are important to their case. Thus, photographs and/or videos could be

15

used to illustrate the size of the truck and certainly the Court could have the jury view a

16

comparable or identical vehicle to give the jury that perspective.

17
18

The Court will allow the State to have this vehicle through August 22, 2011, to
conduct any forensic or other related tests on the vehicle. If the State needs additional

19

time from that, certainly the Court will consider an appropriate motion submitted by the
20

State. For the State to retain the truck at this point, there has not been a showing made
21

22
23

that the truck is vital to the State's case. It is not as if this was a blood sample or other
situation where the homicide occurred within the truck. The homicide occurred outside

24

of the truck in a parking lot and so, the State has not demonstrated to this Court that it

25

is absolutely critical to the State's case that this truck be retained until the trial, which is

26
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. I.

now scheduled well into 2012. For these reasons, the Court will grant the Defendant's
2
3
4

motion to return the truck back to the Defendant on or before August 15, 2012. The
Defense will prepare an appropriate order.
DATED this

_/3;...._ day of July 2011.

5

~ .

4HAEL

6

McLAUGHLIN
DISTRICT JUDGE

7
8

9
10

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
11
12
13

A

I hereby certify that on t h e ~ day of July 2011, I mailed (served) a true and
correct copy of the within instrument to:

14

15
16
11

Melissa N. Moody
IDAHO ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OFFICE
700 W State St, 4th Fl
PO Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0010
Fax: (208) 854-8074

18

19

20

21

Robert R. Chastain
Attorney at Law
300 Main, Ste 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax: (208) 345-1836

22
23

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH
Clerk of the District Court

24

25
26
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JUL 1 4 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By SHARY ABBOTT

2

DEPIJTY

3

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE

4

STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

5
6

Case No. CRFE-2011-3976

STATE OF IDAHO,
7
8

AMENDED MEMORANDUM DECISION
RE: THE STATE'S RETENTION OF THE
DEFENDANT'S MOTOR VEHICLE

Plaintiff,

9

vs.

10

ROBERT DEAN HALL,
11

Defendant.
12
13

APPEARANCES
14

For The Plaintiff: Melissa N. Moody, Deputy Idaho Attorney General
15

For The Defendant: Robert Chastain, Attorney at Law
16

PROCEEDINGS

17

18

19

20

This matter came on for hearing before the Court on the Defendant's motion to
have his truck that he drove on the date of this alleged incident, returned back to the
Defendant. The State has objected to this request and requests that the vebicle be

21

retained so that ultimately, at the time of the trial, the jury could have a view of the
22

vehicle.
23.

STANDARD OF REVIEW

24

25

All relevant evidence is admissible except as otherwise provided by these rules

26

or by other rules applicable in courts of this state. Evidence which is not relevant is not

AMENDED MEMORANDUM DECISION - CASE NO. CRFE-2011-3976 - PAGE 1
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.

•
admissible. 1.R.E. 402.
1
2

Although relevant, evidence may be excluded if its probative value is

3

substantially outweighed by the danger of unfair prejudice, confusion of the issues or

4

misleading the jury or by considerations of undue delay, waste of time or needless

5

presentation of cumulative evidence. I.R.E. 403.

6

Photographs are generally admissible where the witness who identifies them

7

testifies that they correctly portray relevant scenes or objects. McKee v. Chase, 73

8

Idaho 491. Admission of photographs rests largely within the discretion of the trial court

9

and absence and abuse of discretion of the trial court's decision will be upheld. State v.
10

Fenley, 646 P.2d 441.
11

DISCUSSION

12

13

The Defendant is requesting that the vehicle be returned back to him.

He is

14

currently paying for the vehicle and paying a substantial amount in excess of $700 per

15

month for the vehicle. As it currently stands, the vehicle has been impounded by the

16

State and the defendant is requesting that he be allowed to potentially return the

17
18

vehicle back to the lender in light of the fact that he is now unemployed and cannot
afford this vehicle.

19

The State argues that this vehicle is critical to their case because they wish the
20

jury to actually see the truck. Apparently, the size of the truck is what they believe may
21

22

be important to the jury to understand the nature of this pre-shooting conflict between

23

the Defendant and the Decedent, and this truck's size may be illustrative to the jury of a

24

sense of perhaps of power or authority that the Defendant had at the location where

25

this shooting took place. The State also argues that there is some forensic testing that

26
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needs to be completed.
1
2

The State concedes that the Defendant's truck has been searched; however, not

3

all of the items have been taken into evidence.

4

documents, a CD and other miscellaneous items remain in the truck where they should

5

stay until they can be viewed by the jurors. The State finally points out that the truck is

6

important because Mr. Hall stashed the holster of the murder weapon in the truck's

7

console before exiting his vehicle.

8

The State has said that some

Photographs have long been accepted in courts of law to display or to portray, in

9

this case, a motor vehicle. Their admission is certainly proper to illustrate testimony.
10

The State certainly is free to video tape this vehicle and the contents inside, or find
11
12

13

a comparable vehicle to display to the jury. They can certainly ask the Court to have
the jury view such a vehicle to give the jury the dimensions and aspects of the vehicle

14

that they believe are important to their case. Thus, photographs and/or videos could be

15

used to illustrate the size of the truck and certainly the Court could have the jury view a

16

comparable or identical vehicle to give the jury that perspective.

17
18

19

The Court will allow the State to have this vehicle through August 22, 2011, to
conduct any forensic or other related tests on the vehicle. If the State needs additional
time from that, certainly the Court will consider an appropriate motion submitted by the

20

State. For the State to retain the truck at this point, there has not been a showing made
21

22
23

that the truck is vital to the State's case. It is not as if this was a blood sample or other
situation where the homicide occurred within the truck. The homicide occurred outside

24

of the truck in a parking lot and so, the State has not demonstrated to this Court that it

25

is absolutely critical to the State's case that this truck be retained until the trial, which is

26
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•
now scheduled well into 2012. For these reasons, the Court will grant the Defendant's
2
3

motion to return the truck back to the Defendant on or before August 22, 2011. The
Defense will prepare an appropriate order.
I

4

J/-./1,

DATED this -1-1------ day of July 2011.

..

5
6

MICHAEL McLAUGHLIN
DISTRICT JUDGE

7
8
9

10

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
11
12

13

I hereby certify that on the ~ a y of July 2011, I mailed (served} a true and
correct copy of the within instrument to:

14

15
16
17

Melissa N. Moody
IDAHO ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OFFICE
700 W State St, 4th Fl
PO Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0010
Fax: (208) 854-8074

18
19

20
21

Robert R. Chastain
Attorney at Law
300 Main, Ste 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax: (208) 345-1836

22
23

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH
Clerk of the District Court

24

25

26
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CHRISTOPHER D RICH Cl
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF "fl-iE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF By CINDY HO ' erk
DePUTV

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
VS.

)
)
)
)
)
)

ROBERT DEAN HALL,

)

Defendant.
______________

)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
ORDER
AMENDING INDICTMENT

The State's Motion to amend the indictment having been laid before the Court, the
Defendant, through counsel, having expressed no objection to the proposed amendment,
and good cause therefore appearing, it is hereby ORDERED that the State's motion to
amend the indictment be GRANTED.

DATED this/"'( day

of!J::/,;.
MICHAEL R. MCLAUGHLIN
DISTRICT JUDGE

ORDER AMENDING INDICTMENT (HALL) Page 1
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.

-.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this

~ day of-lf:;~011, I caused to be served a

true and correct copy of the foregoing Order Amending Indictment to:
Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

4
_

U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

~ U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid

Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728

_

Melissa Moody
Deputy Attorney General
PO Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0010

~ U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
_
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
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LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General

JUL 2 1 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By CINDY HO

STEPHEN A. BYWATER
Deputy Attorney General
Chief, Criminal Law Division

DEPUTY

MELISSA MOODY ISB#6027
Deputy Attorney General and
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-001 O
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.
______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
AMENDED
INDICTMENT
Defendant's DOB

ROBERT DEAN HALL is accused by the Grand Jury of Ada County by this
Indictment, of the crimes of: COUNT I. MURDER IN THE FIRST DEGREE, FELONY,
I.C. §18-4001, §18-4002, §18-4003(a) and COUNT II. USE OF A DEADLY WEAPON
DURING THE COMMISSION OF A CRIME, FELONY, I.C. §19-2520 committed as
follows:
COUNT I
That the defendant, ROBERT DEAN HALL, on or about the 11th day of March,
2011, in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did willfully, unlawfully, deliberately, with
premeditation, and with malice aforethought kill and murder Emmett Corrigan, a human
AMENDED INDICTMENT (HALL), Page 1 of 2

000236

I

•

•

'

being, by shooting Emmett Corrigan with a handgun in the chest and head from which
Emmett Corrigan died.
COUNT II
That the defendant, ROBERT DEAN HALL, on or about the 11th day of March,

2011, in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did use a firearm, to-wit: a Ruger .380 semiautomatic pistol, in the commission of the crime alleged in Count I.

All of which is contrary to the form, force and effect of the statute in such case
made and provided and against the peace and dignity of the State of Idaho.

A TRUE BILL

Presented in open Court this_ day of April 2011.

Presiding Juror of the Grand Jury of
Ada County, State of Idaho.

AMENDED INDICTMENT (HALL), Page 2 of 2
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•

ROBERT R. CHASTAIN •
ATIORNEY AT LAW

300 Main, Suite 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
(208) 345-3110
Idaho State Bar #2765

~~

NO.
A.M.----

f)/2

JUL 2 1 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By CINDY HO
DEPUTY

DEBORAH N. KRISTAL
ATIORNEY AT LAW

3140 Bogus Basin I~oad
Boise, ID 83702
(208) 345-8708
Idaho State Bar #2296

Attorneys for Defendant

IN THI~ DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 01:: THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNfY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.

ROBERT DEAi~ fWaL,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CRFE 2011-3976

ORDER GOVERNING RELEASE
OF MOTOR VEHICLE

The above-entitled matter having come before the Court upon Robert Dean Hall's
Motion for Release of Defendant's Vehicle. After consideration of the briefs and arguments
of counsel,

=

IT IS HEI"(EBY OI"(DERED:

l)The State of Idaho has untJJ August 22, 2011, to complete all forensic or other
related tests on Mr. Hall's F350 Ford pick-up.

ORDER GOVERNING RELEASE OF MOTOR VEHICLE

Page 1

C:\Documents and Settings\Terry\My Documents\WPDOCS\Murder\Hall, Robert\Hall Motions\OrderReleaseotMotorYehicleHall. wpd
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•

•

2)0n or before August 22, 2011, the State of Idaho shall release to Robert Dean Hall
his 2008 blue Ford F350 pick-up, VIN 1FTWW31R98ED72474, license plate:
ROBZ.

Hon. Michael R.

District Judge

a

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify on the
day of July, 2011, I served a true and correct copy of the within
and foregoing document upon the individual(s) named below in the manner noted:
Melissa A. Moody,
Attorney General Office
PO Box83720
Boise, ID 83720-0010

Robert Chastain
300 Main St. Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702

By first class mail, postage prepaid
By hand delivery
By faxing the same to: 854-8083

•
D
D

ORDER GOVERNING RELEASE OF MOTOR VEHICLE

By first class mail, postage prepaid
By hand delivery
By faxing the same to:

Page 2

C:\Documents and Settings\Terry\My Documents\WPDOCS\Murder\Hall, Robert\Hall Motions\OrderReleaseofMotorVehicleHall.wpd
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e
NO·------,,--=--...........- - -

LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General

or\IGJNAL

F1:Y-i.,----

A.M. _ _ _ _

JUL 2 1 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk

STEPHEN A. BYWATER
Chief, Deputy Attorney General
Criminal Law Division

By LANI BROXSON
DEPUTY

MELISSA MOODY 158#6027
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
TWELFTH ADDENDUM
TO DISCOVERY
FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL

COMES NOW, Melissa Moody, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho, and
makes the following Twelfth Addendum to the previous Response to Discovery pursuant
to Rule 16:

16(b) Disclosure pursuant to written request by Defendant:
(4)
BATES#
2910
2911

Documents and Tangible Objects:
DOCUMENT/ DESCRIPTION
Email from Det. Jim Miller
regarding Joshua Bishop
Email from Det. Jim Miller
regarding Brittany Mulford

NO.OF
PAGES

AUTHOR/
AGENCY
Det. Jim Miller

DATE
7/12/11

1

Det. Jim Miller

7/18/11

1

TWELFTH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 1
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2912-2915

2916
2917

2918-2919

2920-2923

2924

2925-2929

2930-2939

2940-2951

2952-2958

2959-2960

2961-2963

2964-2965

Fax coversheet with report
from ISP Forensics - DNA
testinQ on Qun
ISP Forensic Lab restitution
for DNA testing
Meridian Police Dept. Property
Invoice listing items obtained
from Robert Hall's Office at
the Ada County Sheriff's
Office
Ada County Sheriff's Office
Property Invoice listing
computers taken from Robert
Hall's Office
ISP Evidence Submission
Receipt and Biology Report by
Stacy Guess
Meridian Police Dept. Property
Invoice listing audios and
photos entered into MPD
Incident Tracking from 6/7/11
to 7/18/11
Meridian Police Dept.
Supplemental Report - Kandi
Hall interview on 3/15/11
Meridian Police Dept.
Supplemental - Chris Search
interview on 3/16/11
Meridian Police Dept.
Supplemental Followup report
from 4/5/11 to 6/20/11
Meridian Police Dept.
Supplemental Report on Bullet
CasinQs from 4/11/11
Meridian Police Dept.
Supplemental Report - Photos
provided by Tom Welsh via
email
Meridian Police Dept.
Supplemental Report - Heidi
Hill interview on 6/14/11
Meridian Police Dept.
Supplemental Report - Josh
Bishop on 7/11 /11

Stacy Guess

7/8/11

4

Natasha
Wheatley
Det. Jim Miller

7/8/11

1

4/5/11

1

Det. R. Durbin

3/14/11

2

Rosa Torres
Stacy Guess

5/10/11

4

Det. ~lim Miller

7/19/11

1
I

Det. Jim Miller

3/15/11

5

Det. Jim Miller
Scott Smith

3/16/11

10

Det. ~lim Miller

6/21/11

12

Det. Jim Miller

6/15/11

7

Det. Jim Miller

6/16/11

2

Det. Jim Miller

6/27/11

4

Det. Jim Miller

7/19/11

2

TWELF"rH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
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2966-3011

3012

Transcript of interview with
Chris Search on 3-16-11
conducted by Scott Smith and
Det. Jim Miller
Compact disc containing the
following audio recordings:

Scott Smith
Det. ,Jim Miller

3/16/11

46

1 CD

CHRIS_SEARCH_3-16-11
JACQUELYNE _GALVAN_4-18-11
JENNIFER_CLARK_6-14-11
JOSH_BISHOP_7-12-11
KAND1_HALL_3-15-11
KAND1_HALL_3-17-11
KANDI_HALL_S-26-11
LINDA_AMES_4-19-11
MELISSA_WILBURN_6-9-11@1556
MELISSA_WILBURN_6-9-11@1631
PAUL_LEWIS_S-18-11
PAUL_ LEWIS_6-7-11
PAUL_LEWIS_6-8-11
Recorded_Call_with_Heidi_Hill.06.16
.2011
Recorded_Call_with_Heidi_Hill_on_O
6232011
RON_NUTT_4-19-11
SHEILA_OWEN-HAZARD_4-1411@1621_1625_HRS_1aa0
SHEILA_OWEN-HAZARD_4-1411@1621_1625_HRS_Sfd
VALERIE_RUSSELL_6-911_@_1328 HRS
VALERIE RUSSELL 6-911 (@ 1737 HRS
-

3013

1 CD

Compact disc containing the
following photos:
Bullet Casing 16 photos;
Photos from Tom Welsh 3
photos.
DATED this

_JJ_ day of July 2011.

MELISSA MOODY
Deputy Attorney General and

TWELF"rH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this d<. I day of July 2011, I caused to be served a

true and correct copy of the foregoing Twelfth Addendum to Discovery for Conflict
Counsel to:
Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

2(__ U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
_
_

Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

+
_

Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
Electronic Mail (Email)
U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

~~
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IN THE DISTIT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDIC.DISTRICT OF

Fltg.~

JUL 2 8 2_0_11_ _

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF AD'tHAISTOPHER D R
-~
• ICH, C/1;; ..~
By CINDY HO
DEPUTY

THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

Case No. CR-FE-2011-0003976

vs.

ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

NOTICE OF STATUS
CONFERENCE

The above-entitled case has been set for Wednesday, October 26, 2011 at 03:00
PM

, in the Ada County Courthouse at 200 W. Front Street, Boise, Idaho before Judge

Michael Mclaughlin.

Melissa N. Moody
IDAHO ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OFFICE
700 W State St, 4th Fl
PO Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-001 O

Robert R Chastain
ATTORNEY AT LAW
300 Main St Ste 158
Boise ID 83702
Deborah N. Kristal
ATTORNEY AT LAW
3140 N Bogus Basin Rd
Boise, ID 83702

NOTICE OF HEARING

000244

•
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•
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LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General

NO----=-=---=--...,,,.._

'.3 \ 26

ALEO
A.M_ _ _ _
P.M. _ _

AUG O2 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH,
By ELAINE TONG

Clerk

DEPUTY

STEPHEN A. BYWATER
Chief, Deputy Attorney General
Criminal Law Division
MELISSA MOODY 158#6027
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-001 O
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,

)
)

Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,

)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
THIRTEENTH ADDENDUM
TO DISCOVERY
FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL

Defendant.
)
______________
)

COMES NOW, Melissa Moody, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho, and
makes the following Thirteenth Addendum to the previous Response to Discovery
pursuant to Rule 16:

16(b) Disclosure pursuant to written request by Defendant:
(4)
BATES#
3014-3016

3017-3018

Documents and Tangible Objects:
DOCUMENT/ DESCRIPTION

AUTHOR/
AGENCY

DATE

Ada County Sheriff's Office Classification Log for Robert
Hall
Subpoena Duces Tecum to
Redbox

THIRTEENTH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 1

NO.OF
PAGES
3

2
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•
3019-3021
3022
3023

•

Subpoena Duces Tecum to
Saint Alphonsus
Email from Hannah GoodwinBrooke to David Lorello
Email regarding lab questions

DATED this

3
Hannah GoodwinBrooke

7/25/11

1

7/29/11

1

-1:._ day of August 2011.

MELISSA MOODY
Deputy Attorney General and

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this

g_ day of August 2011, I caused to be served a

true and correct copy of the foregoing Thirteenth Addendum to Discovery for Conflict
Counsel to:
Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

~ U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
_
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
_
Electronic Mail (Email)

Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

~ U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
_
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

~ewman, Legal Secret

THIRTEENTH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
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LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General

:~======-=-"'i:iF1~LEo~::;:2~~Dl
_!~~
-P.M V

-----

AUG 12 2Dl1
CHA/STOPHER 0

By MAURA oi_~H, Cieri(
DEPUTY

STEPHEN A. BYWA"rER
Chief, Deputy Attorney General
Criminal Law Division
MELISSA MOODY ISB#6027
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-001 O
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.
______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
FOURTEENTH ADDENDUM
TO DISCOVERY
FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL

COMES NOW, Melissa Moody, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho, and

makes the following Fourteenth Addendum to the previous Response to Discovery
pursuant to Rule 16:
16(b) Disclosure pursuant to written request by Defendant:
(4)
BA"rES #

3024

Documents and Tangible Objects:
DOCUMENT/ DESCRIP"rlON

Evidence Submission to ISP
Forensic Services from Rosa
Torres, Merdian Police Dept.
For Latent Print Testing on
LCP Ruger Gun

AUTHOR/
AGENCY
Rosa Torres

DATE

3/31/11

FOUR"rEENTH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 1

NO.OF
PAGES

1

000247

3025-3028
3029
3030-3031

3032

3033-3045

3046-3058

3059

ISP Forensic Report for Latent
Prints on the LCP Ruoer Gun
Property Invoice listing a CD
labeled Hallowindow
Meridian Police Supplemental
Report regarding interview of
Alex Prow
Property invoice listing videos
of vehicles for both Hall and
Corrigan taken on August 4,
2011
Meridian Police Supplemental
Report regarding the search of
Hall's truck on Auoust 4, 2011
Property invoices listing items
found in Robert Hall's truck on
August 4. 2011
DVD containing video of Hall
and Corrigan's vehicles on
August 4, 2011

Natalie
Hernandez
Det. Jim Miller

6/28/11

4

7/21/11

1

Det. ~lim Miller

7/26/11

2

Det. Jim Miller

8/9/11

1

Det. Jim Miller

8/9/11

13

Det. Jim Miller

8/4/11

13

Det. Jim Miller

8/4/11

1 DVD

(6) Witnesses: Any witness who testified at grand jury and/or named in
attached reports including, but not limited to, those listed below. Any witness named or
called to testify by defense or included on the defense witness list.
Name

Hernandez, Natalie
Prow, Alex

DATED this

I~

Address/Contact Information
Idaho State Police Forensic Services
700 S. Stratford
Meridian, ID 83680
636 W. Cagney Dr.
Meridian, ID 83646

day of August 2011.

MELISSA MOODY
Deputy Attorney General and

FOURTEENTH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 2
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....

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this / ;J, day of August 2011, I caused to be served a
true and correct copy of the foregoing Fourteenth Addendum to Discovery for Conflict
Counsel to:
Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

~ U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid

_
_

Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
Electronic Mail (Email)

D<.. U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
_

Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

~ecret:

FOURTEENTH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 3
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AUG 15 2011

ROBERT R. CHASTAIN
ATI'ORNEY AT LAW

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By ELAINE TONG

300 Main, Suite 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
(208) 345-3110
Idaho State Bar #2765

DEPUTY

DEBORAH N. KRISTAL
ATIORNEYATLAW

3140 Bogus Basin Road
Boise, ID 83702
(208) 345-8708
Idaho State Bar #2296
Attorneys for Defendant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUN1Y OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.

ROBERT DEAN l-lALL,

Defendant

)

)
)
)
)
)

Case: CRFE 2011-3976
THIRD SUPPLEMENTAL
REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY

)
)
)

To Special Prosecuting Attorney, Deputy Attorney General:
Please take note the undersigned, pursuant to Rule 16(1)(6) of the Idaho
Criminal Rules, request discovery and inspection of the following information,
evidence, and materials:

TIURD SUPPLEMENTAL REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY
C:\Documents and Settings\Terry\My Documents\WPDOCS\Murder\Hall, Robert\Hall Motions\Hall.DNA Discovery
Request[l].wpd

000250

DNA Discovery Request:

1.

A copy of all DNA laboratory reports.

2.

A copy of all DNA laboratory case jacket notes and bench notes, from
evidence intake to disposition, including LIMS chain-of-custody receipts and
all CODIS related information.

3.

DNA profiles of Robert Hall, Kandi Hall, Emmett Corrigan, and any other
person for whom a DNA profile was generated for this case.

4.

A copy of all pertinent non-laboratory generated paperwork or reports
associated with the case (e.g. hospital reports, police reports, reports from
testing performed by a private laboratory, etc.),

if such has not been previoulsy

disclosed.

5.

A copy of all printouts of all STR data (Genotyper/ GeneMapper) generated
(including all evidentiary and exemplar profiles, with their associated controls).

6.

A list of acronyms/ abbreviations used throughout all laboratory notes.

7.

A copy of all communications logs (written and electronic) between all relevant
parties pertaining to this case.

8.

Electronic copies (in CD form) of all DNA data generated for this case. This
would included electronic copies of:
a)

all reported data

b)

all DNR (Data Not Reported) runs

c) all raw data, Genescan, Genotyper, GeneMapper, or pertinent STR
generated runs.
d) all matrices (if necessary) for all runs.
THIRD SUPPLEMENTAL REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY
C:\Documents and Settings\Terry\My Documents\WPDOCS\Murder\Hall, Robert\Hall Motions\Hall.DNA Discovery
Request[l]. wpd

000251

9.

All forensic

10.

A copy of the DNA Standard Operating Procdure protocols,

biology/ serological laboratory reports.

Laboratory Quality Manual, and work instructions (including

all appendices) pertaining to the dates in which the testing was
performed and the results reported.

These should include

interpretational

thresholds,

guidelines,

stutter

statistical

calculations, database references, and COD IS related guidelines.

11.

A copy of the contamination log for the primary analyst,
secondary analyst, and technical reviewer (if applicable). These
would include individual instances of contamination throughout
the analysts working history and are sometimes referred to as
instances of "contamination", "unexpected results", "corrective
action", "sample switching" or other similar terms.

12.

Copies of the primary analyst's, secondary analyst's, and
technical reviewer's (if applicable) CVs.

All paperwork should be sequentially numbered (page#/ total number)
to ensure that all pages are present.

1HIRD SUPPLEMENTAL REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY
C:\Documents and Settings\Terry\My Documents\WPDOCS\Murder\Hall, Robert\Hall Motions\Hall.DNA Discovery
Request[ 1]. wpd
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e

e
/~

DATED this / ~

day of August, 2011.

ROBERT R. CHASTAIN
Attorney for Defendant

DEBORAH N. KRISTAL
Attorney for Defendant

THIRD SUPPLEMENTAL REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY
C:\Documents and Settings\Terry\My Documents\WPDOCS\Murder\Hall, Robert\Hall Motions\Hall.DNA Discovery
Request[l].wpd
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

,,,d__?'

S,

day of August, 2011, I served a true and correct copy of the within and
foregoing document upon the individual(s) named below in the manner noted:

I hereby certify on /

Melissa Moody,
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney

0 By first class mail, postage prepaid
0 By hand delivery
• By faxing the same to: (208) 854-8083

THIRD SUPPLEMENTAL REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY
C:\Documents and Settings\Terry\My Documents\WPDOCS\Murder\Hall, Robert\Hall Motions\Hall.DNA Discovery
Request[ 1]. wpd
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SEP O7 2011

LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General

CHRISTOPHER 0. RICH, Clerk
By MAURA OLSON
DEPUTY

PAUL PANTHER
Deputy Attorney General
Chief, Criminal Law Division
MELISSA MOODY ISB#6027
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant,

_______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
MOTION TO REVOKE BOND

COMES NOW, Melissa Moody, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho, and
moves this Court for an Order revoking Robert Hall's pre-trial release and ordering him
remanded to the custody of the Ada County Sheriff.

This motion is based upon Robert Hall violating the condition of his pre-trial
release order, issued on April 8, 2011, that he have no contact with witness Kandi Hall.
Robert Hall willfully violated the conditions of his release on bail as set forth in the
attached police report.

MOTION TO REVOKE BOND (HALL), Page 1
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•

•

..

The State moves this court for an order, pursuant to Idaho Criminal Rule 46(i), that
the defendant be arrested and brought before the court for a hearing as soon as possible.

The Defendant has violated the Court's order by knowingly and deliberately having
contact with the primary witness in his murder trial. This contact occurred on at least
eighteen separate occasions.

The Defendant has done this knowing that the bond

money his parents paid on his behalf could be revoked for a violation of his pre-trial
release conditions.

The State respectfully asks this Court to hold a hearing as soon as possible.

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 7th day of September 2011.

Deputy Attorney General

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 7th day of September 2011, I caused to be
served a true and correct copy of the foregoing Motion to Revoke Bond to:

Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

_

U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
---r Overnight Mail
v Facsimile

Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728

_

U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
-,L'Overnight Mail
v Facsimile

Deborah Forgy,Lega, Secretary

MOTION TO REVOKE BOND (HALL), Page 2
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LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By MAURA OLSON
DEPUTY

PAUL PANTHER
Deputy Attorney General
Chief, Criminal Law Division
MELISSA MOODY ISB#6027
Deputy Attorney General and
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P .0. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 332-3096

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.
_______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
MOTION TO SEAL POLICE
REPORT ATTACHED TO
MOTION TO REVOKE BOND

The State respectfully moves this Court to seal from public viewing the police
report attached to the motion to revoke bond. This motion to seal does not apply to the
motion to revoke bond itself, only to the attachment to the motion to revoke bond.
The motion to seal the police report is based upon the fact that the police report
contains information regarding the underlying murder case. This case has yet to be tried
to a jury, and is scheduled for jury trial in May 2012. Thus, the State requests that the
police report be sealed until the case is concluded, or until further order of the Court.

MOTION TO SEAL
(Robert D. Hall), Page 1
000257

•

•
DATED this 7th day of September 2011.

Melissa N. Moody
Deputy Attorney General

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this

S~m b {, 2011, I caused to be
{V\ot,'(f'{\ -f7J SlCU
to:

_l_ day of

served a true and correct copy of the foregoing
Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

_

U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
_
Overnight Mail
_L Facsimile

Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728

_

U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
_
Overnight Mail
7Facsimile

Deborah Forgy, Lega' Secretary

MOTION TO SEAL
(Robert D. Hall), Page 2
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LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General

RECEIVED

SEP O7 2011

•

FIL!D
P.M _ _ __

SEP O9 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk

ADA COUNTY CLERK

By CINDY HO
DEPUTY

PAUL PANTHER
Deputy Attorney General
Chief, Criminal Law Division
MELISSA MOODY ISB#6027
Deputy Attorney General and
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 332-3096

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant,

__________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
ORDER TO SEAL POLICE
REPORT ATTACHED TO
MOTION TO REVOKE BOND

Having read the State's motion to seal from public viewing, the police report
attached to the motion to revoke bond, and good cause therefore appearing, it is
HEREBY ORDERED that the police report attached to the motion to revoke bond is
now SEALED FROM PUBLIC VIEWING until the case concludes, or until further order
of the Court.

DATED this

~day of September, 2011.

Hon. Michael R. McLaughlin
District Judge

ORDER TO SEAL (Robert D. Hall), Page 1
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__
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ROBERT R. CHASTAIN
AITORNEY AT lAW

SEP O9 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk

300 Main, Suite 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Telephone: (208) 345-3110
Idaho State Bar #2765

By ELAINE TONG
DEPUTY

DEBORAH N. KRIST.AL
AITORNEY AT lAW

3140 Bogus Basin Road
Boise, ID 83702
Telephone: (208) 345-8708
Idaho State Bar #2296
Attorneys for Defendant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICW" DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,
Case No. CRFE 2011-3976
Plaintiff,
MOTION TO VACATE AND RESET
MOTION HEARING
vs.

ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defend.ant.

COMES NOW the Defendant, Robert Hall, by and through his conflict
Ada County Public Defenders, Robert R. Chastain and Deborah N. Kristal, and
hereby moves this Court for its Order to vacate and reset the pending Motion
Hearing date of September 14, 2011, for hearing the State's Motion to Revoke
Bond.
MOTION & ORDER TO VACATE & RESET MOTION HEARING

Page -1

C:\Documents and Settings\Teny\My Documents\WPDOCS\Murder\Hall, Robert\Hall
Motions\vacate.motion.hall.wpd

000260

•

.

This Motion is make on the basis that the undersigned needs additional time
to review extensive telephone records, interview certain witnesses, and obtain copies
of taped interviews referred to in the State's Motion.
Through this Motion it is respectfully requested that the matter be set out
approximately one month for hearing.

DATED this

9 4 day of September, 2011.
ROBERT R. CHASTAIN
Attorney for Defendant

DEBORAH N. KRISTAL
Attorney for Defendant

MOTION & ORDER TO VACATE & RESET M0110N HEARING

Page -2

C:\Documents and Settings\Terry\My Documents\WPDOCS\Murder\Hall, Robert\Hall
Motions\vacate.motion.hall.wpd
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•
I hereby certify on the

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

•

9 ~day of September, 2011, I served a true and correct copy of the

within and foregoing memorandum upon the attorney(s) named below in the manner noted:

Melissa A. Moody,
Attorney General Office
PO Box83720
Boise, ID 83720-0010

0
0

•

By first class mail, postage prepaid
By hand delivery
By faxing the same to: 854-8083

MOTION & ORDER TO VACATE & RESET MOTION HEARING

Page -3

C:\Documents and Settings\Terry\My Documents\WPDOCS\Murder\Hall, Robert\Hall
Motions\vacate.motion.hall.wpd
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ROBERT R. CHASTAIN
A1TORN'EY AT LAW

300 Main, Suite 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
(208) 345-3110
Idaho State Bar #2765

NO.-----:F::;;-,i;::;:;.~----r:==~-A.M.____
~
SEP O9 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By ELAINE TONG
DEPUTY

DEBORAH N. KRISTAL
ATTORNEY AT LAW

3140 Bogus Basin Road
Boise, ID 83702
(208) 345-8708
Idaho State Bar #2296
Attorneys for Defendant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COlJN1Y OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,

)
)
Plaintiff,

)

Case No. CRFE 2011-3976

)
vs.

)

ROBERT DEAN IULL,

)
)
Defendant.

NOTICE OF HEARING

)
)
)

TO: Melissa Moody, Deputy Attorney General and Special Prosecuting Attorney
and the Clerk of the Court.

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN on September 14, 2011, at 4:00 p.1n.,
or as soon thereaher as counsel may be heard, before the above entitled Court, Robert
Chastain and Deborah N. Kristal's Motion to Vacate and Reset Motion Hearing

will be called up for hearing by this Court at the Ada County Courthouse, Boise, ID.
NOTICE OF HEARING
Page 1
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DATED this __
7- day of September, 2011.

•

ROBERT R. CHASTAIN
Attorney for Defendant

DEBORAH N. KRISTAL
Attorney for Defendant

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

l/lr1
I hereby certify on the _I_ day of September, 2011, I served a true and correct copy of the
within and foregoing document upon the individual(s) named below in the manner noted:
Melissa A. Moody,
Attorney General Office
PO Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0010

·o
0

•

By first class maJ, postage prepaid
By hand delivery
By faxing the same to: 854-8083

NOTICE OF HEARING
Page 2
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SEP 1 2 2011

LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By ELAINE TONG
nF.PUTY

PAUL PANTHER
Chief, Deputy Attorney General
Criminal Law Division
MELISSA MOODY 1SB#6027
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney

P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 334-2942
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
)
)

THE STATE OF IDAHO,

)
)

Plaintiff,
vs.

)
)
)

ROBERT D. HALL,

)

Defendant.

_ _-....::c....:...;._;:.........__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

TO:

Case No. CR-FE ..2011-3976
NOTICE OF HEARING

)
)

Robert Chastain and Deborah Kristal, Attorneys of Record, you will

please take notice that on the 14th day of September, 2011, at the hour of 4:00 p.m.
said day, or as soon thereafter as counsel can be heard, Deputy Attorney General

will move this Honorable Court for a Motion to Revoke Bond in the above-entitled
action.

DATED this

12

day of September, 2011.

Melissa Moody
Deputy Attomey General

NOTICE OF HEARING (Robert D. Hall), Page 1
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SEP.12. 2011 11:10AM

ID~ATTY GENERAL-SPU

•

NO. 825

P. 2

CERT IFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERllFY that on this / :>-day of September, 2011, I caused to
be served a true and correct copy of the foregoing Notice of Hearing to:
_

U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

=

Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728

~

A

U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
_ Overnight Mail
~Facsimile

~
~o.sea.n~~

NOTICE OF HEARING (Robert D. Hall), Page 2
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.No
LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General

Oi·~lG!NAL

STEPHEN A. BYWATER
Chief, Deputy Attorney General
Criminal Law Division
MELISSA MOODY 158#6027
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-001 O
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.
______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
FIFTEENTH ADDENDUM
TO DISCOVERY
FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL

COMES NOW, Melissa Moody, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho, and
makes the following Fifteenth Addendum to the previous Response to Discovery pursuant
to Rule 16:
16(b) Disclosure pursuant to written request by Defendant:
(4)
BATES#
3060

Documents and Tangible Objects:
DOCUMENT/ DESCRIPTION
Email from Det. Miller to
Melissa Moody regarding
steroid panel performed on
Emmett Corrigan

AUTHOR/
AGENCY
Det. Jim Miller

NO.OF
PAGES

DATE
8/23/11

FIFTEENTH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 1

1
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•
3061-3062

3063

3064

Email from Det. Miller to
Melissa Moody dated August
22,2011
Meridian Police Dept. Property
Invoice listing CD of interviews
with Hannah Goodwin
CD containing (6) audios of

Det. Jim Miller

8/22/11

2

Det. ,Jim Miller

9/12/11

1

Det. Jim Miller

1 CD

interviews:
GOODW1N_7-26-11@1530
GOODW1N_7-28-11@1350
Goodwin_B-2-11@1037
Goodwin_B-23-11@1430
HANNAH_GOODW1N_7 -2811 @1520
John_Sutton_B-1-11 @1620

CD also contains (41) photos
of text messages from Hannah
Goodwin's phone.

DATED this

Jl day of September 2011.

MELISSAMOODY
Deputy Attorney General

FIFTEENTH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 2
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•
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this

/3

day of September 2011, I caused to be

served a true and correct copy of the foregoing Fifteenth Addendum to Discovery for
Conflict Counsel to:
Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

_K_ U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
_
_

Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
Electronic Mail (Email)

.x__ U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
_

Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

FIFTEENTH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 3
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IN THE DISTR1"'T COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDl<.;1AL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
DISTRICT COURT MINUTES
CASE #CR-FE-2011-0003976
ST ATE OF IDAHO,

STATE ATTORNEY: Melissa N Moody

vs.

DEFENSE ATIORNEY/PD: Robert R Chastain

ROBERT DEAN HALL,
DOB

-----------~

D Public Defender Appointed
D Interpreter: _ _ _ __

Judge/Tape: MCLAUGHLIN 091411 Clerk: Cindy Ho

Court Reporter: Mia Martorelli

SCHEDULED EVENT: MOTION TO REVOKE BOND/MOTION TO VACATE & RESET
on 9/14/2011 at 04:00 PM ~: (2
CHARGES:
• 1 ... MURDER 1. .. 118-4001-1: F
• 2 ... ENHANCEMENT-USE OF A DEADLY WEAPON IN COMMISSION OF A FELONY ... 1192520; F

'g_ Defendant Present

D

M_Attorney Present
Defendant Not Present D B/F-8/W

D Pro-Se D

In Custody

D

On Bond

.
.U-1

--d--1--\,~~~._.a-._~~~£.\..-.----~'l,4..4._L.lc_=____JLJ..,L__~~=------~~

~;i-----A,;,~~-....,,...._..--------------:--.-----------

._~~~~~-++---~---------

e,,-r-l.--------l-~41------L---"=-l----+--~-=--i.__=+--'~-l,,£.+..L.-~~~------'--------------

~

000270

'\

)

McLaughlin Ho 091411 Martorelli

Courtroom507

Time
Speaker
Note
\State v. Robert Hall FE-11-03976 MN Revoke Bond/MN to
4:12:47 PM \Judge
Vacate/Reset AG-Melissa Moody/Def-Rob Chastain
4:24:14 PM tMelissa
iMoody
~F2s·:o:YPM fMelissa

iDx SW #1 Detective James Miller
'

\Moody
4:29:13 PM 1Melissa
/Moody
4:29:22 PM tRob
:Chastain
4:30:07 PM tParties

!

[Marks···s°E~··iif ···································· ············································ ···································
[Moves to Admit SE #1

!
[Objection/Hearsay
:
[Response Argume.nt"s°....................................................................................

4:30:29 PM !Judge
[overrule and noted for the record
4:30:52 PM \Rob
:ex SW#1
\Chastain
1
................................... , ........ J. ..•.•..••••••.•••••••.•••.•...•.•..... ; ..................................................................................................................................................................................... .
4:33:29 PM \Melissa
\Objection
!
/Moody
4:33:38 PM 1Judge
[overrule/instruct SW #1 to answer question
4:36:55 PM /Melissa
[RDX SW#1
.....................................................................
......................... ...........l.Moody______........ l..................................... ................................................. . ..............................
4:43:08 PM !Judge
:No Questions SW#1 Step Down
4:43:31 PM !Rob
!No Evidence To Present/Rest
\Chastain I

.....................

4:43:53 PM 'Melissa
:Closing Argue
•Moody
•
4:47:43 PM 1Rob
fClosing Argue
:Chastain
1
................................................ ,> ......................................
4:49:48 PM !Judge
:Findings State has povided enough proof that there was
•
:
contact between parties
.......................................................................................; ....................................................................................................................................................................................................... .
4:51 :30 PM Judge
/Order REvoke Bond and Remand
4:51 :49 PM iJudge
/set for Bond Hearing set 9/28/11 @ 11 :00 for Reconsideration
j. ............................................................................................................................................................................................................

9/14/2011

1 of 1
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LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General

SEP 2 0 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk

PAUL R. PANTHER
Chief, Deputy Attorney General
Criminal Law Division

By ELAINE TONG
DEPUTY

MELISSA MOODY ISB#6027
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

______________

)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
SIXTEENTH ADDENDUM
TO DISCOVERY
FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL

)

)
)
)

COMES NOW, Melissa Moody, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho, and
makes the following Sixteenth Addendum to the previous Response to Discovery
pursuant to Rule 16:
16(b) Disclosure pursuant to written request by Defendant:
(4)
BATES#
3065-3087

Documents and Tangible Objects:
DOCUMENT/ DESCRIPTION
Meridian Fire Department
incident report

AUTHOR/
AGENCY
Capt. John
Overton

DATE
3/12/11

SIXTEENTH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 1

NO.OF
PAGES
23

000272

3088-3089
3090

3091-3094
3095-3099

3100-3104
3105-3106
3107-3126

3127-3145

3146-3165

3166-3172

3173-3174
3175-3177

3178

Meridian Fire Department
incident history
Meridian Police Dept. Vehicle
Det. Jim Miller
release form for Emmett
Corrigan's truck
Subpoena Duces Tecum to
AT&T sent on July 29, 2011
Subpoena Duces Tecum to
Verizon Wireless July 29,
2011
Response to Subpoena Duces
Tecum from Verizon
AT&T invoice for Hannah
Goodwin
AT&T phone bill on the
account of Hannah Goodwin
from April 13, 2011 to May 16,
2011
AT &T phone bill on the
account of Hannah Goodwin
from May 17, 2011 to June 16,
2011
AT&T phone bill on the
account of Hannah Goodwin
from June 17, 2011 to July 16,
2011
AT&T invoice showing minutes
used on the account of
Hannah Goodwin from July
17, 2011 to July 26, 2011
Idaho State Lab forensic
Randy Parker
report on gun
ISP Cyber Crime Unit
Cellphone Worksheets for Rob
Hall, Kandi Hall and Emmett
Corrigan
Meridian Police Property
Det. Jim Miller
Invoice listing items from the
center console of Rob Hall's
truck, showing one item RT11
returned to owner

3/11/11

2

9/6/11

1

7/29/11

4

7/26/11

5

8/2/11

5

Rec'd
7/27/11

2
20

19

20

7

8/26/11

2
3

8/16/11

SIXTEENTH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 2
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•
3179

3180-3189

3190-3213

3214

3215-3221

3222-3231

3232
3233

Meridian Police Dept. Vehicle
release impound form showing
truck returned to Rob Hall on
Auqust 16, 2011
Meridian Police Supplemental
report showing items taken
from evidence to be
photographed
(photos attached)
Meridian Police Supplemental
report - Hannah Goodwin
interviews
Meridian Police Property
Invoice listing cell phone data
from Samsung
Information on the Samsung
Captive phone belonging to
Hannah Goodwin
Cell phone exam report for the
Samsung Captive belonging to
Hannah Goodwin
Email from Hannah to Nicole
Schafer
CD containing Samgsung cell
phone data

Det. Jim Miller

8/16/11

1

Det. Jim Miller

8/30/11

10

Det. Jim Miller

8/29/11

24

Det. Jim Miller

8/29/11

1

7

10

9/15/11

1
1 CD

(6) Witnesses: Any witness who testified at grand jury and/or named in

attached reports including, but not limited to, those listed below. Any witness named or
called to testify by defense or included on the defense witness list.
Name

Parker, Randy

Address/Contact Information
Idaho State Police Forensic Laboratory
700 S. Stratford
Meridian, ID 83680

DATED this ~" day of September 2011.

MELISSA MOODY
Deputy Attorney General

SIXTEENTH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 3
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•

•

.
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this cf<fJ day of September 2011, I caused to be
served a true and correct copy of the foregoing Sixteenth Addendum to Discovery for
Conflict Counsel to:
Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

1_ U.S.
_
_

Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
Electronic Mail (Email)

.£_ U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
_

Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

SIXTEENTH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 4
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•----FIUS0-1P.M
SEP 21 2011
ROBERT R. CHASTAIN
ATTOR.J.'IBY AT LAW

300 Main, Suite 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
(208) 345-3110
Idaho State Bar #2765

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By MAURA OLSON
DEPUTY

DEBORAH N. KRISTAL
ATTORNEY AT LAW

3140 Bogus Basin Road
Boise, ID 83702
(208) 345-8708
Idaho State Bar #2296
Attorneys for Defendant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUN1Y OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,
Case: CRFE 2011-3976
Plaintiff,

MOTION TO REINSTATE BOND

vs.

ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

COMES NOW the Defendant, Robert Dean Hall, by and through conflict Ada
County Public Defenders, Robert R. Chastain and Deborah N. Kristal, and hereby moves
the Court for its Order reinstating the Bond in the above entitled case to the original sum
of $1,000,000.
MOTION TO REINSTATE BOND

Page 1

C:\Docurnents and Settings\Terry\My Docurnents\WPDOCS\Murder\Hall, Robert\Hall Motions\Motion to Reinstate Bond.wpd

000276

This Motion is made on the basis that the undersigned understands that the bail bond
company will be willing to reinstate under the same terms and conditions, that the Defendant
clearly understands that he has an obligation to have no contact or even the appearance of
contact with Kandi Hall and that this Motion is further based upon the fact that the
Defendant has previously observed the Court's physical location requirements, as evidenced
by the lack of GPS or other electronic reporting showing that the Defendant has had no
physical contact with Kandi Hall.

Oral arguments requested.

DATED this;_;/ day of September, 2011.

ROBERT R. CHASTAJN
Attorney for Defendant

DEBORAH N. KRISTAL
Attorney for Defendant

MOTION TO REINSTATE BOND

Page2

C:\Documents and Settings\Terry\My Documents\WPDOCS\Murder\Hall, Robert\Hall Motions\Motion to Reinstate Bond.wpd
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..
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify on the2{ day of September, 2011, I served a true and correct copy of the
within and foregoing document upon the individual(s) named below in the manner noted:
Melissa A. Moody,
Attorney General Office
PO Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0010

D
D
•

By first class mail, postage prepaid
By hand delivery
By faxing the same to: 854-8083

,---

/anAA ~

MOTION TO REINSTATE BOND

Page 3

C:\Documents and Settings\Terry\My Documents\WPDOCS\Murder\Hall, Robert\Hall Motions\Motion to Reinstate Bond.wpd
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ROBERT R. CHASTAIN
ATTORJ"\JEY AT LAW

e

300 Main, Suite 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
(208) 345-3110
Idaho State Bar #2765

SEP 21 2011
CHRISTOPHER o. RICH, Clerk
By MAURA OLSON
OEPUTY

DEBORAH N. KRISTAL
ATTORNEY AT LAW

3140 Bogus Basin Road
Boise, ID 83702
(208) 345-8708
Idaho State Bar #2296
Attorneys for Defendant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

Case No. CRFE 2011-3976
NOTICE OF HEARING

vs.

ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

TO: .Nlelissa Moody, Deputy Attorney General and Special Prosecuting Attorney
and the Clerk of the Court.

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN on September 28, 2011, at 11:00 a.rn.,
or as soon thereafter as counsel may be heard, before the above entitled Court, Robert
Chastain and Deborah N. Kristal's Motion to Reinstate Bond will be called up for
hearing by this Court at the Ada County Courthouse, Boise, ID.
NOTICE OF HEARING
Page 1

000279

DATED lliis }!~ day of Septem1er, 2011.

•

ROBERT R. CHASTAIN
Attorney for Defendant

DEBORAH N. KRISTAL
Attorney for Defendant

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

l hereby certify on th~ ( day of September, 2011, l served a true and correct copy of the
within and foregoing document upon the individual(s) named below in the manner noted:
Melissa A. Moody,
Attorney General Office
PO Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0010

D
D

•

By first class mail, postage prepaid
By hand delivery
By faxing the same to: 854-8083

NOTICE OF HEARING
Page 2

000280

e

NO.---......,,,,.,,,,,,...---,,..--FILED
r/

A.M'-_ _ _P.M--~-----

SEP 22 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By ELAINE TONG
D!PUTY

SUSAN M. CAMPBELL, ISB #4156
ASSOCIATE GENERAL COUNSEL
Two Jinn, Inc.
80 North Cole Road
Boise, ID 83704
Telephone: 208-287-2211
Facsimile: 208-287-3302
Email: scampbell@twojinn.com
Attorney for Two Jinn, Inc., dba Aladdin Bail Bonds/ Anytime Bail Bonds
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
ST ATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,

Case No.: CR-FE-2011-0003976
Bond No.: DNl000-2665613
Bond Amount: $1,000,000.00

r

Plaintiff,
vs.

ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant,

MOTION FOR EXONERATION
OF BOND PRIOR TO
FORFEITURE AND
CONDITIONAL REQUEST FOR
HEARING

ALADDIN BAIL BONDS as agent for
DANIELSON NATIONAL INSURANCE
COMPANY,
Surety/Real Party in Interest.

Two Jinn, Inc., by and through its counsel of record, Susan M. Campbell, hereby moves
this Court to exonerate this bond in the above referenced case. This Motion is made pursuant to
LC. §§ 19-2912, 19-2922(6) and I.C.R. 46.
On September 14, 2011, the Court entered an "Order Revoke Bond and Remand to
Custody" remanding the Defendant back in to the custody of the Ada County Sheriff. See Court
MOTION FOR EXONERATION OF BOND PRIOR TO FORFEITURE AND CONDITIONM, REQUES!- ,
FOR HEARING
..
{J
~1
! PAGE 1 0 3 ·

/1 •

~~

~-2~-lf

L',.,....Jo1t>~,
000281

ROA and the "Ada County Sheriffs Office - Inmate Listing" for Robert Dean Hall, LE Number
1038828.
Pursuant to LC. § 19-2922(6), the court shall order the bail exonerated when the "court
has revoked bail and has ordered that the defendant be recommitted." To date, this bond has not
been exonerated. Wherefore, it is requested that this Court exonerate Bond DN 1000-2665613 as
required by LC. § 19-2922(6).
The State, as a party to this bail agreement, has the right to be heard with respect to this
Motion. See State v. Abracadabra Bail Bonds, 131 Idaho 113,952 P.2d 1249 (Ct. App. 1998).
Should the Court, for any reason, determine that this Motion should be denied, it is
respectfully requested that the Court set this matter for a hearing at a mutually convenient date
and time.

J

Respectfully submitted this ~day of September, 2011.

MOTION FOR EXONERATION OF BOND PRIOR TO FORFEITURE AND CONDITIONAL REQUEST
FOR HEARING
PAGE 2 OF 3
(05/11)
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CERTIFICAT!OF SERVICE
1

'\/){\!

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this _dlr_·_ day of September, 2011, I caused to be served a
true and correct copy of the foregoing by the following method to:
Melissa Moody
Special Prosecutor
Office of the Attorney General
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010

L_J
L_J
L_J
L_J

Robert Ross Chastain
Attorney for Defendant
P.O. Box 756
Boise, Idaho 83701-0756

L_J
L_J
L_J
L_J

U.S. Mail, postage prepaid
Hand Delivery
Certified Mail, Return Receipt Requested
Overnight Mail
~ Facsimile: 208-854-8073
U.S. Mail, postage prepaid
Hand Delivery
Certified Mail, Return Receipt Requested
Overnight Mail
~ Facsimile: 208-345-1836

~~~(\U-Jl
er Price

MOTION FOR EXONERATION OF BOND PRIOR TO FORFEITURE AND CONDITIONAL REQUEST
FOR HEARING
PAGE 3 OF 3
(05/11)
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Idaho Repository - Case Numb.Result Page

Case· CR-FE-2011-0003976
· Old Case: G11-34

i

l Ch

i

Violation
arges: Date

l
l!

1 Pending

, hearings:

e

State of Idaho vs. Robert Dean Hall
Next hearing scheduled: 09/28/2011 11 :00 AM
Amount
.
Michael
District Judge: McLaughlin
due: $0.00

Charge

Citation

Degree

03/13/2011 118-4001-1 Murder I
Arresting Officer: Salisbury,
Jonathan, ME

Felony

03/13/2011 119-2520 Enhancement-Use of a
Deadly Weapon in Commission
of a Felony
Arresting Officer: Salisbury,
Jonathan, ME

Felony

Hearing Type

04/11/2012 .
.
Michael McLaughlin
3 :00 PM

Pretrial Conference

05/07/2012 .
.
Michael McLaughlin
9 :00 AM

Jury Trial

10/26/2011

.
.
Michael McLaughlin

Status

09/28/2011 .
.
11 :OO AM Michael McLaughlin

Motion

Pending

Disposition

Date/Time Judge

3:00 PM

Page 1 of 4

1 Register
1 of

Date

actions:
03/14/2011 New Case Filed. Felony
03/14/2011 Prosecutor assigned Ada County Prosecutor
03/14/2011 Hearing Scheduled (Video Arraignment 03/14/2011 01 :30 PM)
0311412011 H.earing result for Video Arraignment held on 03/14/2011 01 :30 PM: Arraignment/
First Appearance
03/14/2011 Judge Change: Adminsitrative
03/14/2011 Hearing Scheduled (Preliminary 03/28/2011 08:30 AM)
03/14/2011 BOND SET: Hold W/0 Bond
03/14/2011 Order Appointing Public Defender
03/14/2011 Order Appointing Public Defender
03/15/2011 Notification of Penalties for Escape
03/16/2011 Petition for Appointment of Special Prosecutor
03/16/2011 Order for Appointment of Special Prosecutor
03/17/2011 Motion For Bond Reduction
03/17/2011 Notice Of Hearing
03/17/2011 Defendant's Request for Discovery
Order for Delivery of Medical Records to the Attorney General's Office Pursuant
03/23/2011 to the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act and Idaho Code 193004; ICR 17
03/28/2011 Continued (Preliminary 05/26/2011 08:30 AM)
03/28/2011 Motion For Bond Reduction Granted $1,000,000, per Judge Holloway
03/28/2011 BOND SET: at 1000000.00 • (118-4001-1 Murder I)
03/28/2011 Subpoena Ducas Tecum
03/30/2011 Bond Posted - Surety (Amount 1000000.00)
03/30/2011 Motion for Conditions of Bond
03/30/2011 Affidavit in Support of Conditions of Bond
03/30/2011 Defendant's Request for Discovery

https://www.idcourts.us/repository/caseNumberResults.do

000284
9/22/2011

Idaho Repository - Case Numb.Result Page

Page 2 of 4

03/31/2011 Motion for Additional Term of Release
03/31/2011 Hearing Scheduled (Motion 04/08/2011 09:30 AM)
03/31/2011 Notice of Hearing
03/31/2011 State/City Request for Discovery
03/31/2011 State/City Response to Discovery
04/07/2011 1st Addendum to Discovery
04/07/2011 Letter From V. Welsh
0410812011 Heari~~ result for Motion held on 04/08/2011 09:30 AM: Hearing Held Motion for
Cond1t1ons of Bond
04/08/2011 Motion for Conditions of Bond Granted.
Condition of Bond: GPS Monitoring; No Contact with A. Corrigan and K. Hall to be
enforced through GPS monitoring. Exclusion zone is to be set up at 1500 ft.
Defendant is not to leave boundries of Ada County, Idaho except by ex-parte
order of the court. To be enforced through GPS monitoring. If the defendant
possesses a passport or firearm they are to be tendered to the ASCO, or the
04/08/2011 defendant will sign a statement affirm he does not have possession or access to
them. Any violations of this order may result in a bond revocation and return to
custody. The Ada County Sheriff is ordered that any violation of the Court's PreTrial Supervision terms, or conditions of bail are to enforced by immediately
returning the defendant to custody to and immediately notifying counsel for state
and defense, as well as the court.
04/08/2011 Notification of Penalties for Violating Conditions of Release
Order Remanding Defendant to the Custody of the Ada County Sheriff 04/08/2011 Defendant is remanded into the custody of the ACSO until the conditions of pretrial release have been met and service of the No Contact Order is effected.
04/08/2011 Hearing Scheduled (Motion 04/22/2011 03:15 PM)
04/08/2011 Notice of Hearing
04/08/2011 Request to Modify or Dismiss NCO
04/12/2011 Notice Of Appearance/Chastain and Kristal
04/12/2011 Defendant's Request for Discovery
04/13/2011 Indictment
04/13/2011 Judge Change: Adminsitrative
04/13/2011 Hearing result for Preliminary held on 05/26/2011 08:30 AM: Hearing Vacated
04/13/2011 Hearing Scheduled (Arraignment 04/20/2011 09:00 AM)
04/14/2011 Motion for Grand Jury Transcript
04/14/2011 Hearing result for Arraignment held on 04/20/2011 09:00 AM: Continued
04/14/2011 Hearing Scheduled (Arraignment 04/20/2011 03:00 PM)
04/14/2011 Motion To Amend Indictment
04/15/2011 Order for Grand Jury Transcript at County Expense
04/15/2011 Notice of Vacating Motion to Modify No-Contact Order Hearing
0411512011 Hearin~ result_for_Motion held on 04/22/2011 03:15 PM: Hearing Vacated Motion
to Modify or D1sm1ss No Contact Order
04/18/2011 Notice of Preparation of Grand Jury Transcript
04/19/2011 Request to Modify or Dismiss NCO Idaho Criminal Rule 46.2(b)
04/19/2011 Defendant's Request for Discovery/First Supplemental
04/20/2011 Order to allow video cameras in courtroom
Hearing result for Arraignment held on 04/20/2011 03:00 PM: District Court
04/20/2011 Hearing Held Court Reporter: Dianne Cromwell Number of Transcript Pages for
this hearing estimated: 50
04/20/2011 A Plea is entered for charge: - NG (118-4001-1 Murder I)
0412012011 A Plea is _entered ~or _charge: - NG (119-2520 Enhancement-Use of a Deadly
Weapon in Comm1ss1on of a Felony)
04/20/2011 Hearing Scheduled (Pretrial Conference 10/26/2011 03:00 PM)

https://www.idcourts.us/repository/caseNumberResults.do
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04/20/2011 Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 11/07/2011 09:00 AM) 2 Weeks
04/21/2011 State/City Response to Discovery
04/21/2011 State/City Request for Discovery
04/22/2011 Notice of Hearing Scheduled (Status 06/22/2011 11 :00 AM}
04/22/2011 Scheduling Order
04/22/2011 Notice fo Status Conference
04/22/2011 Request to Modify or Dismiss NCO Idaho Criminal Rule 46.2(b}
04/26/2011 State/City Response to Discovery/First Addendum
04/27/2011 State/City Response to Discovery/Second Addendum
04/28/2011 Order
04/28/2011 Hearing Scheduled (Motion 05/18/2011 02:00 PM) To Amend Bond Conditions
04/29/2011 Motion To Amend Conditions of Release
04/29/2011 Notice Of Hearing
05/04/2011 Defendant's Request for Discovery/Second Supplemental
05/05/2011 Third Addendum To Discovery For Conflict Counsel
05/06/2011 Preliminary Hearing Transcript Filed
05/09/2011 State/City Response to Discovery/ Second
05/09/2011 State/City Response to Discovery/Second Supplemental
05/13/2011 Opposition to Defendant's Motion to Alter Conditions of Pre-Trial Release
05/13/2011 Hearing on Motion to Amend Indictment
05/16/2011 Fourth Addendum to Discovery for Conflict Counsel
05/18/2011 Motion to Amend to be taken up on 6/22/11
05/18/2011 State/City Response to Discovery/Fifth Addendum
Hearing result for Motion held on 05/18/2011 02:00 PM: District Court Hearing
05/18/2011 Held Court Reporter: Patty Terry Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: To Amend Bond Conditions/ 50
05/19/2011 Court Takes Motion to Amend Bond Conditions Under Advisement
0512612011 Memorandum Decision and Order re: Defendant's Motion to Amend Conditions of
Release
05/26/2011 Sixth Addendum to Discovery For Conflict Counsel
06/02/2011 State/City Response to Discovery/Seventh Addendum
06/07/2011 Motion for Release of Defendant's Vehicle
06/07/2011 Notice Of Hearing
06/08/2011 Opposition to Defendant's Motion to Release Evidence
06/10/2011 Eighth Addendum to Discovery For Conflict Counsel
06/15/2011 Ninth Addendum to Discovery for Conflict Counsel
06/20/2011 State/City Response to Discovery/Tenth Addendum
Hearing result for Status held on 06/22/2011 11 :00 AM: District Court Hearing
0612212011 Held Court Reporter: Vanessa Gosney Number of Transcript Pages for this
hearing estimated: MN to Amend Indictment, Motion to Release Defendant's
Vehicle/ 50
0612212011 Hear!ng result for Pretrial Conference scheduled on 10/26/2011 03:00 PM:
Hearing Vacated
0612212011 Hearing result for Jury Trial scheduled on 11/07/2011 09:00 AM: Hearing Vacated
2 Weeks
06/27/2011 Opposition to State's Evidence Being Turned Over to Wells Fargo
07/01/2011 Hearing Scheduled (Pretrial Conference 04/11/2012 03:00 PM)
07/01/2011 Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 05/07/2012 09:00 AM) 4 week
07/01/2011 Amended Scheduling Order
07/05/2011 Defendant's Brief in Support of Returning Pickup to Defendant
07/05/2011 Affidavit of Robert Dean Hall re Ford Pick Up Truck
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07/08/2011 State/City Request for Discovery/Eleventh Addendum
0711312011

Memorandum Decision re: The State's Retention of the Defendant's Motor
Vehicle

0711412011

Amended Memorandum Decision re: The State's Retention of the Defendant's
Motor Vehicle

07/21/2011 Order Amending Indictment
07/21/2011 Amended Indictment
07/21/2011 Order Governing Release of Motor Vehicle
07/21/2011 State/City Response to Discovery/12th Addendum
07/28/2011 Hearing Scheduled (Status 10/26/2011 03:00 PM) Conference
07/28/2011 Noticeof Status Conference
08/02/2011 Thirteenth Addendum to Discovery for Conflict Counsel
08/12/2011 Fourteenth Addendum to Discovery for Conflict Counsel
08/15/2011 Defendant's Request for Discoveryffhird Supplemental
09/07/2011 Motion to Revoke Bond
09/07/2011 Motion to Seal Police Report Attached to Motion to Revoke Bond
09/09/2011 Order To Seal Police Report Attached to Motion to Revoke Bond
09/09/2011 Motion to Vacate and Reset Motion Hearing
09/09/2011 Notice Of Hearing
0910912011

Hearing Sched_uled (He_aring Scheduled 09/14/2011 04:00 PM) Motion to Vacate
and Reset Motion Hearing

09/12/2011 Notice Of Hearing
09/13/2011 State/City Response to Discovery--Fifteenth Addendum
Hearing result for Hearing Scheduled scheduled on 09/14/2011 04:00 PM: District
09/14/2011 Court Hearing Held Court Reporter: Mia Martorelli Number of Transcript Pages for
this hearing estimated: Motion to Vacate and Reset Motion Hearing/ 50
09/14/2011 Motion to Continue is Denied
09/ 14/2011 Orde r Revoke Bond and Remand to Custody
09/14/2011 Hearing Scheduled (Motion 09/28/2011 11 :00 AM) To Set Bond
09/14/2011 Condition of Bond: #189/Revoked Bond on 9/14/11
09/20/2011 Sixteenth Addendum to Discovery to Conflict Counsel
09/21/2011 Motion to Reinstate Bond
09/21/2011 Notice Of Hearing
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CHRISTOPHER D. RICH
By MAURA OLSoN ' Cieri(

LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General

Ol!PUTY

PAUL PANTHER
Deputy Attorney General
Chief, Criminal Law Division
MELISSA MOODY ISB#6027
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-001 O
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant,

_______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
AUTHORITY IN SUPPORT OF
STATE'S MOTION TO HOLD
ROBERT HALL WITHOUT BOND

Robert Hall has no right to bail and his motion to reinstate bail should be denied
because he willfully violated the conditions of his release.

Robert Hall has no right to bail under the Idaho Constitution because the crime
with which a grand jury charged him, murder in the first degree, is an exception to a
criminal defendant's right to bail. The Idaho Constitution, Article I, Section VI, states in
relevant part that "[a]II persons shall be bailable by sufficient sureties, except for capital
offenses, where the proof is evident or the presumption great."

AUTHORITY IN SUPPORT OF STATE'S MOTION TO HOLD ROBERT HALL
WITHOUT BOND (HALL), Page 1
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There are exceptions to the right to bail. Idaho Code § 19-2903 sets forth specific
circumstances in which the question of bail is in the discretion of the judge; in other
words, bail may be denied:
(1) After the defendant is found guilty or pleads guilty and before sentencing;
(2) While an appeal is pending from a judgment of conviction, an order
withholding judgment or an order imposing sentence, except that a court
shall not allow bail when the defendant has been sentenced to death or life
imprisonment;
(3) Upon a charge of a violation of the terms of probation; and
(4) Upon a finding of a violation of the conditions of release pursuant to
section 19-2919, Idaho Code.
Idaho Code§ 19-2903. (Emphasis added).
Idaho Code§ 19-2919(3) is clear that a court:
may deny readmittance to bail if the court finds that the defendant has
intimidated or harassed a victim, potential witness, juror or judicial officer or
has committed one (1) or more violations of the conditions of release and
such violation or violations constituted a threat to the integrity of the judicial
system.
Idaho Code §19-2919(3). (Emphasis added). The State requests that the Court
deny Robert Hall's motion to be readmitted to bail on the basis that he violated his
conditions of release and those violations constituted a threat to the integrity of the judicial
system.

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 22nd day of September 2011.

MELISSA MOOD
Deputy Attorney General

AUTHORITY IN SUPPORT OF STATE'S MOTION TO HOLD ROBERT HALL
WITHOUT BOND (HALL), Page 2
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•
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 22nd day of September 2011, I caused to be
served a true and correct copy of the foregoing Authority in Support of State's Motion to
Hold Robert Hall Without Bond to:

Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836
Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728

_1_ U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
_

L
_

Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

AUTHORITY IN SUPPORT OF STATE'S MOTION TO HOLD ROBERT HALL
WITHOUT BOND (HALL), Page 3
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LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By ELAINE TONG
DEPUTY

PAUL PANTHER
Deputy Attorney General
Chief, Criminal Law Division
MELISSA MOODY ISB#6027
Deputy Attorney General and
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-001 O
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.
______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-2011-0003976
RESPONSE TO DEFENDANT'S
THIRD SUPPLEMENTAL
DISCOVERY REQUEST

COMES NOW, Melissa Moody, Deputy Attorney General and Special Prosecutor
for Ada County, State of Idaho, and responds to Defendant's Third Supplemental
Discovery Request as follows:

1. A copy of all DNA laboratory reports.
State's Response: A copy of all DNA laboratory reports has been provided. This
will be supplemented as additional information becomes available.

RESPONSE TO DEFENDANT'S THIRD SUPPLEMENTAL DISCOVERY REQUEST
(HALL), Page 1
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2. A copy of all DNA laboratory case jacket notes and bench notes, from evidence
intake to disposition, including LIMS chain-of-custody receipts and all CODIS
related information.
State's Response: A copy of all DNA laboratory case jacket notes and bench
notes, from evidence intake to disposition has been provided. This will be
supplemented as additional information becomes available.

The request to include LIMS chain of custody receipts is denied simply because
the State lab does not employ LIMS chain of custody. The State lab does have
a computer-based tracking system for evidence; however it is not their official
chain of custody. The official chain of custody record is in paper form, and
copies of this official chain of custody have been provided.

No CODIS information was entered. See CODIS Entry Form, dated July 8,
2011, which has been provided.

3. DNA profiles of Robert Hall, Kandi Hall, Emmett Corrigan, and any other person
for whom a DNA profile was generated for this case.
State's Response: DNA profiles of Robert Hall, Kandi Hall and Emmett Corrigan
have been or will be provided.

The other DNA profiles, generated from evidence, are reflected in the notes
provided. There are a total of 12 profiles generated from evidence, in addition to
the three known profiles about (Robert Hall, Kandi Hall and Emmett Corrigan).

There were also associated control samples generated for this case.

4. A copy of all pertinent non-laboratory generated paperwork or report associated
with the case (e.g. hospital records, police reports, reports from testing

RESPONSE TO DEFENDANT'S THIRD SUPPLEMENTAL DISCOVERY REQUEST
(HALL), Page 2
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performed by a private laboratory, etc.), if such has not been previously
disclosed.
State's Response: All pertinent hospital reports and police reports have been
previously disclosed. These disclosures will be supplemented as additional
information becomes available.

The State is unaware of any of any testing that has yet been conducted by a
private laboratory. Should any testing be conducted by a private laboratory, the
state would of course, supplement its discovery response with those laboratory
reports.

5. A copy of all printouts of all STR data (Genotyper/GeneMapper) generated
(including all evidentiary and exemplar profiles, with their associated controls).

State's Response: A copy of all printouts of STR data is being provided, with this
discovery response, in graph and table form. See electropherograms and tables.

6.

A list of all acronyms/abbreviates used throughout all laboratory notes.

State's Response: The State objects to the request that it provide a list of
acronyms/abbreviations used throughout all laboratory notes. Nevertheless, the
State is providing with this response, Stacy Guess's list of acronyms and
abbreviations. This information may not include every acronym or abbreviation
used in all laboratory notes. The State has no obligation to create such a
document for the defense.

7. A copy of all communication logs (written and electronic) between all relevant
parties pertaining to this case.

RESPONSE TO DEFENDANT'S THIRD SUPPLEMENTAL DISCOVERY REQUEST
(HALL), Page 3
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State's Response: The State objects to this request on the basis that it is not
clear.
If the defense is asking for the records of all police communications, such
records have been provided.
If the defense is asking for records of communications between the defendant
and other individuals, such communications have been provided to the extent
that they are in the possession or control of the state. The State believes the
defendant has had ongoing communications with Kandi Hall; however, the
defense has better access to these "logs" of communication, i.e. cell phone
records, than the state does.
If the defense is asking for emails or logs o'f phone calls between the state
scientist(s), and the prosecuting attorney, such information has been previously
provided to the defense, it it includes discoverable material under I.C.R. 16.
Emails between the prosecutor and the state scientist(s) that are not
discoverable under I.C.R. 16 are nevertheless available for review pursuant to
the prosecutions "open file" policy. The prosecutor's file can be reviewed at any
time by appointment. The prosecution would be more responsive to this request
if it could better understand the request.

8. Electronic copies (in CD form) of all DNA data generated for this case. This
would include electronic copies of:
a)

all reported data

b)

all DNR (Data Not Reported) runs

c)

all raw data, Genescan, Genotyper, GeneMapper, or pertinent STR
generated runs.

d)

all matrices (if necessary) for all runs.

State's Response:

The State is providing all pertinent electronic data from the

State lab on this case. This does not include copies of Genescan, or Genotyper,
which were not run in this case. Similarly, no matrix file is associated with the
data analysis for this case.
RESPONSE TO DEFENDANT'S THIRD SUPPLEMENTAL DISCOVERY REQUEST
(HALL), Page 4
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9. All forensic biology/serological laboratory reports.

State's Response: All biological forensic reports and serological laboratory
reports in the possession of the State have been previously provided to the
defense. This information will be supplemented as it becomes available.

10. A copy of the DNA Standard Operating Procedure protocols, Laboratory Quality
Manual, and work instructions (including all appendices) pertaining to the dates
in which the testing as performed and the results reported. These should include
interpretational guidelines, stutter thresholds, statistical calculations, database
references, and CODIS related guidelines.

State's Response: A copy of the DNA Standard Operating Procedure protocols
is available for review at the Idaho State Forensic Laboratory. Review of this
material can be arranged by appointment with the state lab.

11. A copy of the contamination log for the primary analyst, secondary analyst,
technical reviewer (if applicable). These would include individual instances of
contamination throughout the analysts working history and are sometimes
referred to as instances of "contamination", "unexpected results", "corrective
actions", "sample switching" or other similar terms.

State's Response: The State objects to the request for a copy of the
contamination logs. This information is not relevant to this case. No
contamination, unexpected results or correction action occurred in this case.

12. Copies of the primary analyst's, secondary analyst's, and technical reviewer's (if
applicable) CVs.

RESPONSE TO DEFENDANT'S THIRD SUPPLEMENTAL DISCOVERY REQUEST
(HALL), Page 5
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•
State's Response: The technical reviewer in this case was Rylene Nowlin. A
copy of her CV is being provided. The primary analyst was Stacey Guess. A
copy of her CV is being provided. There was no secondary analyst on this case.

Note: Bates #3234 through Bates #3438 are being provided in conjunction with
this response.

DATED this

·7, .,~

day of September 2011.

(J)Q, ~

MELISSA MOODY
Deputy Attorney General and
Special Prosecuting Attorney for
Ada County

RESPONSE TO DEFENDANT'S THIRD SUPPLEMENTAL DISCOVERY REQUEST
(HALL), Page 6
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•
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this

;J. day of September, I caused to be served a

true and correct copy of the foregoing Response to Defendant's Third Supplemental
Discovery Request to:
Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

_

U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
_x_ Hand Delivered
_
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
_
Electronic Mail (Email)
U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid

~ Hand Delivered
_
_

Overnight Mail
Facsimile
Electronic Mail (Email)

RESPONSE TO DEFENDANT'S THIRD SUPPLEMENTAL DISCOVERY REQUEST
(HALL), Page 7
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IN THE DISTRI"' r COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDIC1AL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
DISTRICT COURT MINUTES
CASE #CR-FE-2011-0003976
STATE OF IDAHO,

STATE ATIORNEY: Melissa N Moody

vs.

DEFENSE ATIORNEY/PD: Robert R Chastain

ROB
DOB

HALL,

D Public Defender Appointed
D Interpreter: _ _ _ __

Judge/Tape: MCLAUGHLIN 092811 Clerk: Cindy Ho

Court Reporter: Mia Martorelli

SCHEDULED EVENT: MOTION TO RECONSIDER BOND on 9/28/2011 at 11 :00 AM
CHARGES:
• 1... MURDER 1. .. 118-4001-1; F

J

O'.v":)9,

• 2 ... ENHANCEMENT-USE OF A DEADLY WEAPON IN COMMISSION OF A FELONY ... 19-2520: F

~Defendant Present
~ Attorney Present
D Defendant Not PresentD B/F-B/W

D Pro-Se 'D9._ In Custody D

On Bond
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•
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NO
FILED
A.M.----_. .M~------

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF

SEP 2 9 2011

THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
~~~~

,

DEPUTY

THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

Case No. CR-FE-2011-0003976

vs.

ROBE RT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

NOTICE OF STATUS
CONFERENCE HEARING

The above-entitled case has been set for
11 :00 AM

Wednesday, November 16, 2011 at

, in the Ada County Courthouse at 200 W. Front Street, Boise, Idaho before

Judge Michael Mclaughlin.

DATED this 29th day of September, 2011.
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH
CLERK OF THE COURT

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 30th day of September , 2011, I caused a true
and correct copy of the above and foregoing instrument to be mailed, postage prepaid, to:
Melissa N. Moody
IDAHO ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OFFICE
700 W State St, 4th Fl
PO Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0010

Robert R Chastain
300 Main St Ste 158
Boise ID 83702

Christopher D. Rich
Clerk of the District Court

NOTICE OF HEARING
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"'r. ____

SEP 3 0 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By CINDY HO
DEPUTY

SUSAN M. CAMPBELL, ISB #4156
ASSOCIATE GENERAL COUNSEL
Two Jinn, Inc.
80 North Cole Road
Boise, ID 83704
Telephone: 208-287-2211
Facsimile: 208-287-3302
Email: scampbell@twojinn.com
Attorney for Two Jinn, Inc., dba Aladdin Bail Bonds / Anytime Bail Bonds
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

Case No.: CR-FE-2011-0003976
Bond No.: DNl000-2665613 ,,,Bond Amount: $1,000,000.00

vs.

ORDER
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant,
ALADDIN BAIL BONDS as agent for
DANIELSON NATIONAL INSURANCE
COMPANY,
Surety/Real Party in Interest.
~ e Court, having considered the Motion for Exoneration of Bond Prior to Forfeiture and
Conditional Request for Hearing hereby GRANTS said Motion. Bond DNI000-2665613
in the above-referenced matter is exonerated.

D

The Court, having considered the Motion for Exoneration of Bond Prior to Forfeiture and
Conditional Request for Hearing in this matter hereby DENIES said Motion.

Bond

DNI 000-2665613 is not exonerated for the reasons stated on the record.

ORDER

Cl

W.AGE 1 OF~,
.

f51jl) .
..J'<..
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e

e
SOORDEREDthis

2J'

dayof~--

~

CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this ~ day o f - ~ f - , 2011. I caused a true and
~
correct copy of the foregoing document to be mailed and/or faxed to the follo~,t~ 4TH '• •,,
,, \~\
llJ. •,

..........

,,' (:)'\;; ........ ~.I.: ....

SUSAN M. CAMPBELL
Associate General Counsel
80 North Cole Road
Boise, ID 83704

Fax: 208-287-3302
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LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General
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OCT 2 1 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By ELAINE TONG

PAUL R. PANTHER
Chief, Deputy Attorney General
Criminal Law Division

Ol!PIJTY

MELISSA MOODY ISB#6027
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-001 O
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.
______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
SEVENTEENTH ADDENDUM
TO DISCOVERY
FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL

COMES NOW, Melissa Moody, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho, and
makes the following Seventeenth Addendum to the previous Response to Discovery
pursuant to Rule 16:
16(b) Disclosure pursuant to written request by Defendant:
(4)

Documents and Tangible Objects:

BATES#

DOCUMENT/ DESCRIPTION

3439-3459

Meridian Police Dept.
Supplemental report - Jason
Blackwell interviews and email
contact with Det. Jim Miller

AUTHOR/
AGENCY
Det. Jim Miller

DATE
3/12/11
Thru
10/17/11

SEVENTEENTH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 1

NO.OF
PAGES
21

000304

3460-3463

3464-3465

3466

3467-3503

3504-3609

3610-3611

3612

3613

3614

3615

Meridian Police Dept.
Supplemental report - Dustin
Vermillon interview with Det.
Jim Miller
Meridian Police Dept.
Supplemental report - Jared
Martens interview with Det.
Jim Miller
Meridian Police Property
Invoice listing a compact disc
containing audios and photos
from August 9, 2011 through
October 3, 2011
Meridian Police Dept.
Supplemental report - Kandi
Hall interview with Det. Jim
Miller on March 17, 2011
Transcript of interview with
Kandi Hall conducted by Det.
Jim Miller on March 17, 2011
Letter from U.S. Attorney's
Office, Aaron Lucoff regarding
Jason Blackwell
Compact disc containing
audios, text messages from
Goodwin's phone and
photographs of Hall's truck
entered into evidence at MPD
between August 9, 2011 and
October 3, 2011
The Enforcer jail call log for
Robert Hall from September
15, 2011 through September
30,2011
Compact disc containing jail
phone calls made by Robert
Hall from September 15, 2011
through September 30, 2011
Report call details list for
inmate Robert Hall from
October 1, 2011 through
October 4, 2011

Det. Jim Miller

9/28/11
Thru
10/10/11

4

Det. Jim Miller

9/28/11
Thru
10/11/11

2

Det. Jim Miller

10/6/11

1

Det. Jim Miller

3/17/11

37

Det. Jim Miller

3/17/11

106

Aaron Lucoff

10/12/11

2

Det. Jim Miller

10/6/11

1 CD

Julie McKay Ada
County Jail

9/15/11
To
9/30/11

1

Julie McKay
Ada County Jail

9/15/11
To
9/30/11

1 CD

Julie McKay
Ada County Jail

10/1/11
To
10/4/11

1

SEVENTEENTH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
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3616

3617-3621

3622-3683

Compact disc containing jail
phone calls made by Robert
Hall from October 1, 2011
through October 4, 2011
Subpoena Duces Tecum
submitted to AT&T for call
details on Hannah Goodwin's
cell phone
AT&T phone call detail listings
for Hannah Goodwin from
June 17, 2011 through July
16,2011

(6) Witnesses:

Julie McKay
Ada County Jail

10/1/11
To
10/4/11

1 CD

6/17/11
To
7/16/11

5

6/17/11
To
7/16/11

62

Any witness who testified at grand jury and/or named in

attached reports including, but not limited to, those listed below. Any witness named or
called to testify by defense or included on the defense witness list.
Name
Vermillon, Dustin

Address/Contact Information
801-910-7257
Ada County Jail
7200 Barrister Dr.
Boise, ID 83704

McKay, Julie

DATED this

j(

day of October 2011.

MELISSA MOODY
Deputy Attorney General

SEVEN"rEENTH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 3
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this ::;;2 / day of October 2011, I caused to be served

a true and correct copy of the foregoing Seventeenth Addendum to Discovery for Conflict
Counsel to:
Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

x._ U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
_
_

Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
Electronic Mail (Email)

~ U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
_
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

~~
oseanNewman, Legal Secretary

SEVENTEENTH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 4
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[J ORIGINAL

•

LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General

......,,.,,.=--::rr....,......--

NQ. _ _ _
FILED
~
A.M. _ _ _ _
P.M ______
_

OCT 3 1 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By ELAINE TONG
oePUTY

PAUL R. PANTHER
Chief, Deputy Attorney General
Criminal Law Division
MELISSA MOODY ISB#6027
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

)
)

vs.

)
)

ROBERT DEAN HALL,

)
)

______________

)
)
)

Defendant.

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976

)

EIGHTEENTH ADDENDUM
TO DISCOVERY
FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL

COMES NOW, Melissa Moody, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho, and
makes the following Eighteenth Addendum to the previous Response to Discovery
pursuant to Rule 16:
16(b) Disclosure pursuant to written request by Defendant:
(4)

Documents and Tangible Objects:

BATES#

DOCUMENT/ DESCRIPTION

3684-3687

Idaho State Police Forensic
Firearm and Toolmark Report

AUTHOR/
AGENCY
Stuart Jacobson

DATE
10/24/11

EIGHTEENTH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 1

NO.OF
PAGES
4

000308

•

•
(6) Witnesses:

Any witness who testified at grand jury and/or named in

attached reports including, but not limited to, those listed below. Any witness named or
called to testify by defense or included on the defense witness list.
Address/Contact Information
Idaho State Police Forensic Services
Coeur d'Alene, ID

Name

Jacobson, Stuart

DATED this

28

day of October 2011.

MELISSA MOODY
Deputy Attorney General

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this ~ day of October 2011, I caused to be served

a true and correct copy of the foregoing Eighteenth Addendum to Discovery for Conflict
Counsel to:
Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

_i___ U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
_
_

Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
Electronic Mail (Email)

~ U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
_
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

£

ru«Jn14n

Rosean Newman, Legal Secretary

EIGHTEENTH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 2
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McLaughlin Ho 111611 Marturelli

Time
Speaker
Note
11 :43:15 AM :Judge
:State v. Robert Hall FE-11-03976 "C"

l

11 :46:47 AM !Parties
11 :47:56 AM 1
11 :48:24 AM jJudge
11 :48:46 AM j
11 :48:47 AMi:

11/16/2011

I

Courtroom507

Status Moody

Chastain
fDiscuss issues regarding lab testing

!continued Status 12/21/11 @ 11 :00 am
JNo Reconsideration of Bond
]End of Case

j

:

1 of 1
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•

•

NO. _ _ _""'"""":=:"-"'l'J'h~~/J-A.M. _ _ _ _FI.~
..

ill'f

NOV 1 7 2011

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRle~Ri\sTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

8Y~~~~~HO

Case No. CR-FE-2011-0003976

vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

NOTICE OF STATUS
CONFERENCE HEARING

The above-entitled case has been set for Wednesday, December 21, 2011 at 11 :00
AM

, in the Ada County Courthouse at 200 W. Front Street, Boise, Idaho before Judge

Michael McLaughlin.

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 18th day of November , 2011, I caused a true
and correct copy of the above and foregoing instrument to be mailed, post~ge prepaid, to:
Melissa N. Moody
IDAHO ATIORNEY GENERAL'S OFFICE
700 W State St, 4th Fl
PO Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0010

Robert R Chastain
300 Main St Ste 158
Boise ID 83702

NOTICE OF HEARING

000311

•

•

(I
I

:-10--~#
\ i/..

)l \ .

\1·¢l

e

NO. _ _ _--;;-i'i'i:;:;""-l-tJ-lrli~A.M _ _ _ _
Fll1~.M

~?i)

, . ~P.IGINAL

NOV 1 7 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By AMY LANG

LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General

DEPUTY

PAUL R. PANTHER
Chief, Deputy Attorney General
Criminal Law Division
MELISSA MOODY 158#6027
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.
______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
NINETEENTH ADDENDUM
TO DISCOVERY
FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL

COMES NOW, Melissa Moody, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho, and
makes the following Nineteenth Addendum to the previous Response to Discovery
pursuant to Rule 16:
16(b) Disclosure pursuant to written request by Defendant:

(4)
BATES#
3688-3691

Documents and Tangible Objects:
DOCUMENT/ DESCRIPTION
Letter from Robert Hall; fax
dated 10/31/11

AUTHOR/
AGENCY

DATE
10/31/11

NINETEENTH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 1

NO.OF
PAGES

4

000312

•
3692-3693
3694-3696
3697-3699

Letter from Robert Hall; fax
dated 11/7/11
Letter from Robert Hall ( 1); fax
dated 11 /14/11
Letter from Robert Hall (2); fax
dated 11/14/11

DATED this

I~

11/7/11

2

11/14/11

3

11/14/11

3

day of November 2011.

MELISSA MOODY
Deputy Attorney General

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this /1-day of November 2011, I caused to be
served a true and correct copy of the foregoing Nineteenth Addendum to Discovery for
Conflict Counsel to:
Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728

Fax 345-1836

~ U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid

_

Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
Electronic Mail (Email)

_

U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail

_

+

Facsimile

~~

Rosean Newman, Legal Secretary

NINE"rEENTH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 2
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•

Y1% =
~

r~o.
•

A.M _ _ _
Fil~~.

~

UORIGINAL

NOV 2 1 2011

LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General

:.:-iRlSTOPHER D. RICH Cl .
By AMY LANG '
ei I<
Dc 0 un,

PAUL R. PANTHER
Chief, Deputy Attorney General
Criminal Law Division
MELISSA MOODY 158#6027
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.
______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
TWENTIETH ADDENDUM
TO DISCOVERY
FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL

COMES NOW, Melissa Moody, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho, and

makes the following Twentieth Addendum to the previous Response to Discovery
pursuant to Rule 16:
16(b) Disclosure pursuant to written request by Defendant:

(4)

Documents and Tangible Objects:

BATES#

DOCUMENT/ DESCRIPTION

3700-3705

Meridian Police Dept.
Supplemental Report Interviews with Brittany Mulford

AUTHOR/
AGENCY

Det. Jim Miller

DATE

10/19/11

TWENTIETH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 1

NO.OF
PAGES

6

000314

•

•
3706-3709

Meridian Police Dept.
Supplemental Report Interview with Bryan
Frederickson

Det. Jim Miller

10/27/11

4

DATED this~ day of November 2011.

MELISSA MOODY
Deputy Attorney General

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this

1).-/

day of November 2011, I caused to be

served a true and correct copy of the foregoing Twentieth Addendum to Discovery for
Conflict Counsel to:
Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

J2S.._ U.S.
_
_

Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
Electronic Mail (Email)

x_ U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
_

Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

~

Rosean Newman, Legal Secretary

TWEN"rlETH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 2
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•D

ORIGINAL

• :.~-----"'~ 4JI{
DEC 16 2011

LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH,
By ELAINE TONG

Clerk

DGPUTY

PAUL R. PANTHER
Chief, Deputy Attorney General
Criminal Law Division
MELISSA MOODY 158#6027
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.

)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976

)

ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

______________

TWENTY-FIRST ADDENDUM
TO DISCOVERY
FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL

)
)
)
)
)

COMES NOW, Melissa Moody, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho, and
makes the following Twenty-First Addendum to the previous Response to Discovery
pursuant to Rule 16:
16(b) Disclosure pursuant to written request by Defendant:

(4)
BATES#
3710

Documents and Tangible Objects:
DOCUMENT/ DESCRIPTION
AIT Laboratory test results for
anabolic steroids on Emmett
CorriQan

AUTHOR/
AGENCY
AIT Laboratories

DATE
5/5/11

TWENTY-FIRST ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 1

NO.OF
PAGES
1

000316

•
3711-3715

3716-3719

3720

3721-3730

3731-3736

3737-3743
3744
3745

3746
3747-3756

3757

AIT Laboratories
Comprehensive Drug Panel
test results on Emmett
Corrigan
Ada County Jail Incident for
Robert Hall, dated November
28,2011
Ada County Sheriff's Office Inmate Grievance Report from
Robert Hall
Letter written by Michele
Hannah Goodwin, addressed
to John Dinger, dated
December 8, 2011
Letter to Robert Hall, received
by the Attorney General's
Office by fax on December 8,
2011
Statement Analysis of Michele
Hannah Goodwin's letter
Letter written by Brian Hogue,
dated November 25, 2011
Evidence Form listing a disc
that contains photos of the
radiographs
Compact disc containing
photos of the radioqraphs
Letter to Robert Hall, received
by the Attorney General's
Office by fax on December 16,
2011
Video visitation between
Robert Hall and Hailey Hall
(with appearance of Kandi
Hall)

DA TED this

AIT Laboratories

3/31/11

5

Deputy Miller

11/28/11

4

Jail Staff

11/28/11

1

Michele Goodwin

12/8/11

10

12/8/11

6

Scott Birch

12/14/11

6

Brian Hogue

11/25/11

1

Received
12/15/11

1

Received
12/15/11
Received
12/16/11

1 CD
10

1 CD

.1h... day of December 2011.

MELISSA M()y
Deputy Attorney General

TWENTY-FIRST ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 2
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•
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this /

~

day of December 2011, I caused to be

served a true and correct copy of the foregoing Twenty-First Addendum to Discovery for
Conflict Counsel to:
Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

_

U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
--1:i... Hand Delivered
_~_U vernight Mail
Facsimile
_
Electronic Mail (Email)

Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

_

U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
-AHand Delivered
_ Overnight Mail
Facsimile

~

/fu«.fY(lh___

osentiewman, Legal Secretary

TWENTY-FIRST ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 3
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•

•

NO·----'~°,,
A.M.

«,1t1
::J.

DEC 16 2011

LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General

CHRISTOPHER 0. RICH, Clerk
By ELAINE TONG

PAUL PANTHER
Deputy Attorney General
Chief, Criminal Law Division

DEPUTY

MELISSA MOODY ISB#6027
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-001 O
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant,

_______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
MOTION TO RESTRICT VISITATION

COMES NOW, Melissa Moody, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho, and
moves this Court for an Order, revoking Robert Hall's online (video) and phone visitation
privileges and restricting his visitation privileges to: (1) mail, which can be intercepted by
jail staff if a no contact violation is believed to have occurred, and (2) in-person visits at
the Ada County jail.

This motion is based upon the fact that, despite the Court's repeated admonitions
that Robert Hall have no contact whatsoever with Kandi Hall, Mr. Hall continues to have
contact with her.

This is evidenced by Mr. Hall's:

(1) letters to his children (see

attachment #1 ); (2) video conferences with his children (see attached DVD), and (3)

MOTION TO RESTRICT VISITATION (HALL), Page 1
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•

•

statements to another inmate regarding how he is getting around the Court's no contact
order (see attachment #2).

Mr. Hall's letters to his children include statements such as:

~

Today is Saturday and we just had our video visit. It sure was nice. I feel so so so
much better when I sense mom is there. It makes me feel like we can feel our love
for each other.

~

I would also like to know moms best memories with me.

~

I wish I could go back to that time and relive it. © I would have enjoyed every
second of my life with mom and would have cheerished (sic) every second with
her. Maybe it took 16 years to see it but I could have never choosen (sic) a better
wife to share my life with.

~

My respect level for mom is out of this world. I hope she knows that and also how
bad I feel because I'm not around to help her.

~

I know mom loves me ... If I thought mom didn't love me I wouldn't be so sad but I
know she does and I feel so helpless to help my family in a time of need.

~

I have full faith and trust 1,000 percent in mom. © I love her and I know she loves
me. Hannah, I will never think less of Mom. She is truely (sic) amazing and I will
always love her.

~

I'm the victim in this mess yet I'm being punished.

~

Mom is awesome and taking care of everything. I wish I can help her but I will
make it up to her, I promise.

~

I know Mom has been working and doing everything in her power to get me home.
It's a great feeling to know that mom loves me so much and keeps me with her
every second of the day. Like I'm on her shoulder. I miss her so much ...

~

I know how much mom did for me.

~

Well I hope I get to see you guys soon! I hope mom has something up her sleeve!

In a recent video visitation between Mr. Hall and his daughter, Hailey, Kandi Hall
can be seen setting up the camera at the beginning of the video. It appears that she is

MOTION TO RESTRICT VISITATION (HALL), Page 2
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••

•

standing just out of the view of the camera through the entirety of Mr. Hall's visit with his
daughter.

During the video visit, Rob Hall describes to his daughter a dream he had about
his wife, Kandi Hall. In that dream, as described at approximately minute 4:30, Mr. and
Mrs. Hall were in the kitchen and Mrs. Hall was wearing a black satin shirt, "almost like a
lingerie shirt." He put his arms around her and kissed her and it was so real to feel her
kiss. Hailey appears to look at her mom as Mr. Hall describes the kiss portion of her
dream.

During the video visit, Mr. Hall also instructs his daughter to make sure that
"Nanny" watches a certain t.v. program about a man who shot his girlfriend's husband
and then claimed self-defense. Mr. Hall recounts how the victim didn't even do anything
to the defendant, but the defense team claimed self-defense and the defendant got
probation.

The insistence that Nanny watch this t.v. program about self-defense in a

murder case occurs several times. See minutes 9:28; 14:42, and 22:45.

Mr. Hall was disciplined by the jail staff for this violation. He lost video and phone
privileges for seven days. Mr. Hall appealed this decision, but his appeal was denied and
the discipline was upheld. See attachment #3.

However artful Mr. Hall thinks he is being in circumventing the Court's order, it is
obvious what he is doing. His "coded" instructions on self-defense to his wife usurp the
judicial process in exactly the way that the Court's order was intended to prevent.

MOTION TO RESTRICT VISITATION (HALL), Page 3
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•

••

Because Mr. Hall continues to violate, or attempt to violate, the Court's no contact
order, the prosecution respectfully request that Mr. Hall be granted privileges for only: (1)
mail and (2) in-person visits.

It is requested that this issue be addressed at the status conference on December
21, 2011.

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 161h day of December 2011.

MELISSA MOODY
Deputy Attorney General

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 161h day of December 2011, I caused to be
served a true and correct copy of the foregoing Motion to Restrict Visitation to:

Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836
Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728

_

U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid

.f2i_ Hand Delivered
_

Overnight Mail
Facsimile

_

U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
x_ Hand Delivered
_
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

~~

osanNewman, Legal Secretary

MOTION TO RESTRICT VISITATION (HALL), Page 4
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1JORIGINAL

LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General

•

:.~-----'"i~.

t/J!f-

DEC 16 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By ELAINE TONG
D6PUTY

PAUL PANTHER
Deputy Attorney General
Chief, Criminal Law Division
MELISSA MOODY ISB#6027
Deputy Attorney General and
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 332-3096

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.
_______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
MOTION TO SEAL
ATTACHMENTS TO MOTION
TO RESTRICT VISITATION
PRIVILEGES

The State respectfully moves this Court to seal from public viewing the
attachments to the motion to restrict visitation privileges. This motion to seal does not
apply to the motion to restrict visitation privileges itself, only to the attachments to the
motion to restrict visitation privileges.

The motion to seal the attachments is based upon the fact that the attachments
contain information regarding the underlying murder case. This case has yet to be tried
to a jury, and is scheduled for jury trial in May 2012. Thus, the State requests that the
attachments be sealed until the case is concluded, or until further order of the Court.

MOTION TO SEAL (Robert D. Hall), Page 1
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•

•
DATED this

Jl

day of December 2011.

Melissa N. Moody
Deputy Attorney General

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this

/h

day of December 2011, I caused to be

served a true and correct copy of the foregoing Motion to Seal to:
_

Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

~

_

Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728

U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

_

U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
~ Hand Delivered
_
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

aln~
Deborah Forgy, Legal Secretary

MOTION TO SEAL (Robert D. Hall), Page 2
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ROBERf R. CHASTAlN
ATIORNEY AT LAW

e

•

NO.---------+-LdM---

F_1L~·~·-=r-----

A.M. _ _ _ _

300 Main, Suite 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
(208) 345-3110
Idaho State Bar #2765

DEC 19 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. R!CH, Clerk
By ELA'.Ni= TOt-JG
DGPUTY

DEBORAH N. KRISTAL
ATIORNEY AT LAW

3140 Bogus Basin Road
Boise, ID 83702
(208) 345-8708
Idaho State Bar #2296
Attorneys for Defendant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUN1Y OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,
Case No. CRFE 2011-3976
Plaintiff,
vs.

ROBERT DEAN HALL,

DEFENDANT'S OBJECTION TO
STATE'S HEARING MOTION TO
RESTRICT VISITATION ON
DECEMBER 21, 2011

Defendant.

C01v1ES NOW the Defendant, Robert Hall, by and through his conflict Ada
County Public Defenders, Robert R. Chastain and Deborah N. Kristal, and hereby
object to the setting of State's Motion to Restrict Visiting privileges, on December 21,

2011, on the grounds the undersigned received said Motion on December 16, 2011,
and the undersigned will not have enough time to prepare to argue said Motion by the
Status Hearing scheduled for December 21, 2011.
DEFENDANT'S OBJECTION TO STATE'S HEARING MOTION TO RESTRICTVISITATION
Page 1
C:\Documents and Settings\Terry\My Documents\WPDOCS\Murder\Hall, Robert\Hall Motions\ResponsehallI219.wpd
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The defense respelully requests the Court sel a hean' dale on said Motion

during the Status Conference.
DATED this

_B_ day of December, 2011.

ROBERT R. CHASTAIN
Attorr1ey for Defendant

DEBORAH N. KRISTAL
Attorney for Defendant
CERTIFICATE OF SER\1CE
I hereby certify on the
day of December, 2011, I served a true and correct copy of the
within and foregoing document upon the individual(s) named below in the manner noted:

f2_

Melissa A. Moody,
Attorney General Office
PO Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0010

0
0
•

By first class mail, postage prepaid
By hand delivery
By faxing the same to: 854-8083

DEFENDANT'S OBJECTION TO STATE'S HEARING MOTION TO RESTRICT VISITATION
Page 2
C:\Documents and Settings\Terry\My Documents\WPDOCS\Murder\Hall, Robert\Hall Motions\Responschall 1219. wpd
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McLaughlin Ho 122111 Ma .. .Jrelli

Time

Speaker
10:57:31 AM /Case
jCalled
10:57:37 AM !states
iAttorney
10:57:46 AM :Defense
!Attorney
10:59:34 AM1
11 :00:51 AM lJudge

Courtroom508

Note
!State v. Robert Hall
Moody/Chastain

FE-11-03976

uc"

Status

!Melissa Moody

i

[Rob Chastain and Deborah Crystal

i

[Discussion as to forensic testing
jReset for Status on testing 3/07/12@ 11 :00 am

..1.1.:03·:·3·1·· AM.iJudge ..............J Reset .Motion···Hearing.. for ..1.212911.1.@...1.1:oo.. am. . .............................. . ..........................
11 :06:00 AM:
:Discussion as to filing paperwork Under Seal
11 :07:20 AM jParties
jAgree to How paperwork should be filed

12/21/2011

1 of 1
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ORIGINALRece,v eo

FILED
P.M._ _ __

DEC 2 2 2011

DEC \ 6 101'

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk

AOA C()UN1'l CLERK

By CINDY HO
DEPUTY

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant,

______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
ORDER TO SEAL
ATTACHMENTS TO MOTION
TO RESTRICT VISITATION
PRIVILEGES

Having read the State's motion to seal from public viewing the attachments to the
motion to restrict visitation privileges, and good cause therefore appearing, it is
HEREBY ORDERED that the attachments to the motion to restrict visitation privileges
are now sealed from public viewing until the case concludes, or until further order of the
Court.

DATED this ). f day of December, 2011.

ON. MICHAEL R. MCLAUGHLIN
DISTRICT JUDGE

ORDER TO SEAL (HALL), Page 1
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this

1A day of December 2011, I caused to be

served a true and correct copy of the foregoing Order Restricting Visitation Privileges to:

Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836
Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728

x_ U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
_

Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

.$,.._ U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
_

Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

Melissa Moody
Deputy Attorney General
PO Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-001 O

ORDER TO SEAL (HALL), Page 2
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DEC 2 2 2011
CHRlSTOPHER 0. RICH, m
ByCINOYHO
OIPUTY

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICI L DISTRICT OF

2

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE C

3

4

s

TH~ STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

6

7
8
9

RDER SEALING ENVELOPE

vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

IO

11
12
;1

13

Sealed by Order of the Cou

This envelope must remain sealed unless the

Court orders it to be unsealed.

14

Any vlolatlon of this O er may result in criminal and/or civil penattlea.

15

IT IS SO ORDERED.

16

Dated this 22nd day f December 2011.

17

,.

18

Michael McLaughlin
District Judge

19

20
21

22

23
24
25
26
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.
_______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
ORDER RESTRICTING
VISITATION PRIVILEGES

The State's Motion to Restrict Visitation Privileges having come before the Court,
and having heard argument from the State, from the defense, and good cause therefore
appearing, it is hereby ordered that the State's motion to restrict visitation be granted in
part.
Accordingly, until further order of the Court, the above-named defendant, Mr.
Robert Hall, shall have restricted privileges for online (video) visitation. Specifically, Mr.
Hall shall be limited to one twenty-five minute session of video visitation per week. This
video visitation shall be conducted on the weekend so that the jail staff can monitor the
visit.
As the Court has previously ordered, Mr. Hall shall not ask his children or his
parents to deliver messages to his wife. To avoid the appearance of improper third-party
contact, Mr. Hall shall not ask anyone - other than his attorneys - to deliver messages to
anyone else on his behalf. If Mr. Hall needs messages to be delivered to persons other
than his parents and daughters, his attorneys are the proper parties for this task.
Mr. Hall shall have no phone privileges, other than to communicate with his

ORDER RESTRIC"rlNG VISITATION PRIVILEGES (HALL) Page 1

000331

attorneys and his attorneys' staff.
Mr. Hall may communicate with others in writing; however, his non-privileged
written communications (i.e. letters that are not to his lawyers) may be read by jail staff for
potential violations of the Court's order.
It is so ordered.
DATED this _

day of December 2011.

HON. MICHAEL R. MCLAUGHLIN
DISTRICT JUDGE

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this _

day of December 2011, I caused to be

served a true and correct copy of the foregoing Order Restricting Visitation Privileges to:
Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

_

Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728

_

Melissa Moody
Deputy Attorney General
PO Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0010

_

_

_

_

U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

ORDER RESTRICTING VISITA"l"ION PRIVILEGES (HALL) Page 2
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Ada County Sheriffs Office
Ada County Jail
Inmate Grievance Report

Date: 11/28/2011

Inmate: HALL ROBERT DEAN
Grievance Stage: Completed

Grievance Type: Jail

Grievance ID: 2045

Location: ADA JAIUCCU/1T/2

Grievance Desc: Visiting

THE DECISION/ACTION THAT I AM GRIEVING IS Video violation by ASSUMPTION
of Deputy Miller. I had zero contact and zero third party contact with my
wife.

I TRIED TO SOLVE THIS PROBLEM BY: Explaining it to Deputy Ivie.

THE REASON WHY I FEEL IT SHOULD BE CHANGED IS I had no contact with my
wife. I asked my daughter how mom was doing. That is not a violation. this
is based on assumption.

Inmate Name: HALL ROBERT DEAN

Date: 11/28/2011

Received By Staff Member: Bish

ADA: S04803

Date: 11/28/2011

Time: 10:48 pm

***************************************************************** Received *********************************************•********************
The response from the staff member being grieved:
THE RESPONSE FROM THE STAFF MEMBER BEING GRIEVED
Mr. Hall, I reviewed the archive of your visit again. The standard for any
write up in our jail is for some evidence. With that said I do see
evidence of you passing messages to your wife via your daughter. Sanctions
upheld.

Answered By Staff Member: Ivie

ADA: S04736

Date: 11/29/2011

Time

9:26 am

**************************************************************** Response ******************************************************************

EJ

D I Request an Appeal

I accept the Response

Answered By Staff Member: Bolt

ADA: S05065

Date: 11/29/2011

Time: 10:56 am

************************************************************** Inmate Review *************************************************************"
Your grievance has been reviewed and I find:
Reviewed. During a portion of this visit Hall tells of an intimate dream
about his wife to his daughter and her "nana". The story included
describing the wife's top as a tight, black lingerie type and that at one
point he pulls her close for a kiss. This wife is on screen at the
beginning of the visit and the daughter looks up towards her left,
appearing to non-verbally communicate with someone, on multiple
occasions. Since the computer at the house was using speakers it is clear
that there is some evidence that he is telling the story to his wife. The
discipline in this case is appropriate.
Answered By Staff Member: Grunewald

ADA: S04241

Date: 11/29/2011

Time: 11 :38 am

******************************************************'***** Supervisor Review ************************************************************

Use of Fon::e ID#:
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Ada County
Jail Incident
Incident No

201108372

Severity Level

Level 2

D Record Locked

Incident Date

11/28/2011

Incident Time

07:50:00

Lock Date

Reporting Deputy

4348

Miller

Supervisor

4241

Grunewald

0/0/0000

Location
Building:
Close Custody Unit (CCU)

Block:

Cell:

IT Maximwn Custody Cell

Cell 2

Involved Entities
Description

Iniured

Involvement

4348 Miller

Ada County Sheriff Deputies

No

Reporting Deputy

4241 Grunewald

Ada County Sheriff Deputies

No

Supervisor

1038828 HALL ROBERT DEAN

Arrest

No

Suspect

1039952 HALL KANDI LYN

Arrest

No

Victim

Ada County Sheriff Deputies

No

Hearing Officer

LE#/ID# Involved Name

4736 Ivie

Notes Exist

~

0

D
D
0

Incident Codes
Class Description

Category Description

Item Description

Staff Information
Non-compliant behavior

Staff activities
Following directions
Criminal Violation

Hearing/review findings
Abuse/misuse of the postal/lVV/telephone sy
Violate any local, state or federal law - Misd

. ·1.·ount~ b',U!·S~~H ·\R.E ·.!':Sr :\1 ! . ~ !nHr 1 t1:,,;\f ·ry:-.r~1I Allal~ q,i Sh1:r

;ffJ,.::11 ln;:idt.:n.t rpl - \-1,:ddi;:d·

c;}t

! )·2ut~·:·
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Ada County
Jail Incident

Incident Notes
Incident No

201108372

Severity Level

Level 2

Incident Date

11/28/2011

Incident Time

07:50:00

Incident notes of:

LE#/ ID#
4348

Name
Miller

D Record Locked
Lock Date 0/0/0000
Description
Ada County Sheriff Deputies

Involvement
Reporting Deputy

Elements:
Inmate Robert Hall (LE#l 038828) did violate his No Contact Order with is
wife Kandi Hall (LE# I 039952) on the Inmate Video Visiting system.
Narrative:
On 11/28/2011, I was working the Heath Services Unit Dorms on Sgt.
Grunewald's Day Team 20. At 0750, I was searching the Inmate Video Visiting
system for rule violations. I found inmate Hall having a video visit on
11/27/20 I l at 1200, to the e-mail address of ronbarb@q.com. At the beginning
of the visit his wife, Kandi Hall, can be seen setting up the visit for their
daughter. Mrs. Hall quickly moves to their daughter's right side, out of the
view of the camera. Hall starts the conversation by saying "Hi" twice. The
daughter looks in the direction where Mrs. Hall had moved to and does a quick
smile.
At five minutes and ten seconds into the visit, Hall is ending a story
about a dream he had with Mrs. Hall. Hall ends the conversation by telling his
daughter, "I put my arms around her waist and I pulled her up to me and gave
her a big kiss and said I'm sorry." At that time the daughter, who is
giggling, looks up in the direction where Mrs. Hall had moved and smiles.
At eleven minutes and sixteen seconds into the visit, Hall asks how mom
is doing. Hall's Daughter looks to the direction in which Mrs. Hall had moved.
She then says something in effect of it looks like she is talking to "Nanny".
Additional Information:
I verified it was Kandi Hall in the visit by her mug shot on the Jail
Management System (JMS). I called Main Records and verified there is still a
valid No Contact Order with Kandi Hall and there are no exceptions.
Recommended Discipline:
I am recommending Hall lose Video Visiting and Phone privileges for seven
(7) days. I am also recommending a copy of this report and video visit be
routed to the Prosecutor's Office.

Page 2 of4
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Ada County
Jail Incident

Incident Notes
Incident No

201108372

Severity Level

Level 2

Incident Date

l l/28/2011

Incident Time

07:50:00

Incident notes of:

LE#/ ID#
4736

D

Record Locked

Lock Date 0/0/0000

Name

Description

Involvement

Ivie

Ada County Sheriff Deputies

Hearing Officer

JAIL DISCIPLINARY REVIEW:
At your request, I conducted a review of the jail disciplinary action
initiated against you in Incident Report #201108372. The facts contained in
the report, the video visit for this incident, and the infonnation logged
about you in our computer system is what I am considering against you. You
stated in writing at the time of disciplinary notice service that you wanted a
review by the on-duty supervisor.
I reviewed your housing/movement log, Jog history, incident history, and
your video visitation history. After reviewing the report and watching the
video, I have detennined that there is evidence that you committed the rule
violations.
Due to the infonnation above, l am upholding the requested discipline.
You will lose video visitation and phone privileges for 7 days.
We will afford you all of your constitutional rights while you serve your
disciplinary time.
You may appeal this decision by filing a grievance. See the inmate
handbook for the grievance procedure or ask a deputy.

"t'()Ullt)h.

iW...;.:-,,iH.-'.kf .l'-,S'i \Ii ~·lnHn,1.,~..,.t 1~.~1:1! .\nd~·.:f,l .."1hi:;
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McLaughlin Ho 122911 Ma, ,vrelli

Speaker
Note
10:22:45 AM ]New Case :State v. Robert Hall FE-11-03976 "C"

Courtroom SOS

Time

!

.

Visitation

11 :00:24 AM Jstate
11 :00:32 AM !Defense
11 :02: 15 AM jJudge

Moody/Chastain
[Melissa Moody
!Rob Chastain
fMark CD as State Ex #A

11 :09:59 AM !Defense

jResponse

11 :12:34 AM jJudge

jReviews documents to consider .......................................................................................................................

··r1 :·01:·2~fArvHsfrie···············rArgue·be1e·naant" has"·v,afatecfvlsitafran···················· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . .J!Takes
.~.?~ti~~.:
...·'Y~.~.:..............................................................................................................................................
Under Advisement

11 :1?.:~.?....~.~J~t~~:
11: 19:40 AM :Judge

12/29/2011
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DEC 2 9 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By SHARY A~SOTT

2

DEPUlY

3

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE

4

STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

5
6

STATE OF IDAHO,
7
8

Case No. CRFE-2011-3976
MEMORANDUM DECISION
AND ORDER

Plaintiff,

9

vs.
10

ROBERT DEAN HALL,
11

Defendant.
12

13

APPEARANCES

14

For The Plaintiff: Melissa Moody, Deputy Attorney General

15

For The Defendant: Rob Chastain, Attorney at Law

16

PROCEEDINGS

17

This matter came on for hearing before the Court on December 29, 2011, on the

18

State's motion to restrict visitation between Mr. Hall and his children.

The State

19

contends that these audio and video visits are being used by the Defendant and his
20

wife, Kandi Hall, to continue to communicate with each other despite the Court's earlier
21

22
23

no contact orders. See the attached orders previously issued by the Court.
STATEMENT OF FACTS

24

The Court did have the opportunity to review State's Exhibit "A", a CD of a visit

25

between Robert Hall and his daughter, Hailey, in November of this year. The Court has

26
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000348

also reviewed the letters from Mr. Hall to his daughters.
2

The Ada County Sheriff's office became concerned that the Defendant was

3

communicating with his wife via letters to his children and after reviewing the recorded

4

visit with Hailey Hall, when they observed Kandi Hall in the same room during the

5

visitation. The jail staff then imposed a sanction of no contact with the Defendant's

6

children for seven (7) days.

7
8

Mr. Hall, when he was advised about this sanction,

submitted a grievance to the jail staff.

The Sheriff's office reviewed the grievance,

made their findings and concluded that Mr. Hall, during the course of a video visitation

9

with his daughter, that Kandi Hall was present and that a portion of the conversation
10

with Hailey was being directed to the Defendant's wife. The jail staff observed as well
11

12

13
14

as this Court, that throughout the course of the visit with Hailey, she was looking to her
left at the location where her mother was when she started the video. The Defense
presented no evidence to the contrary.

15

The Court will conclude that during the course of the correspondence, as well as

16

in the course of the video that the Court reviewed, that communication was being

17

passed between the Defendant and his spouse, Kandi Hall, clearly in violation of the

18

Court's no contact order. There has been an ongoing and continuing disobedience of

19

this Court's fundamental order that neither Mrs. Hall have contact with Mr. Hall, nor Mr.
20

Hall have contact with Mrs. Hall, directly or indirectly.
21

22

The Court has been requested by the State that video conferences between the

23

Defendant and his daughters be limited to one 25 minute visitation per week on the

24

weekends when the Sheriff's office can monitor the contact between the Defendant and

25

his daughters. In addition, the State requests that Mr. Hall have no phone privileges

26
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.]

other than to communicate with his attorneys and his attorneys' staff and that he may
1
2

communicate

with

others

in

writing;

however,

his

non-privileged

written

3

communications, that is, his letters that are not to his lawyers, may be read by jail staff

4

for potential violations of the Court's order.

5

The Court will find that the State has established by a preponderance of

6

evidence that Mr. Hall continues to violate his visitation privileges by indirectly

7
8

communicating with his spouse, Kandi Hall, in clear violation of the Court's earlier
orders. Also, that Mrs. Hall is implicit in her violations of the Court's order by being

9

present and facilitating this indirect communication.
10

The Court has consistently, from the beginning of this case, ruled that contact
11
12

between Robert Dean Hall and Kandi Hall, the only eyewitness to this shooting,

is

13

detrimental to the preservation of truthful eyewitness testimony in this case. In addition,

14

continued contact between the Defendant and his spouse is even potentially more

15

detrimental to Mr. Hall's case in the event that there is exculpatory evidence

16

forthcoming from his wife. There have been numerous contacts or visits between the

17

two of them that could influence or take away any credibility or weight given to Mrs.

18

Hall's testimony. Mr. Hall in fact is in the county jail now because he violated the no

19

contact order through a series of very manipulative and deliberate efforts to have
20

contact with Kandi Hall utilizing an employer's cell phone provided to him from a past
21
22

23

employer and Kandi Hall borrowing a friend's cell phone to communicate to her
husband.

24

The Court has authority to restrict visitation based upon rationally related terms

25

and conditions. Preservation of truthful eyewitness testimony is rationally related to the

26
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1
2

restrictions imposed by the Court regarding visitation. See Bell v Wolfish, 99 S.Ct. 1861
(1979)

3

The Ada County Sheriff's Office has many responsibilities and county resources

4

should not be tied up for the purpose of monitoring video visitation when that visitation

5

has been abused by the Defendant knowingly and willingly and complicit with the

6

Defendant's wife, Kandi Hall.

7
8

The Court then will instruct that the Sheriff no longer allow video visitation
between the Defendant and his children or family or friends; and that the Sheriff may

9

read and review all non-privileged communications in written form to ensure no
10

continued violations of the Court's order of no contact between Robert Hall and Kandi
11

12

13

Hall is enforced. Kandi Hall will not have visiting privileges at the Ada County Jail with
Robert Dean Hall.

14

This Order does not preclude oral or written contact between the Defendant and

15

his lawyers, and again, any contact between the Defendant and his lawyers is not to be

16

monitored or reviewed by jail staff to ensure that the attorney/client privileges are

17

protected and remain in place.

18

DATED this

2'f

day of December 20

19
20

21
22

23
24

25
26
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•
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
2

I hereby certify that on the .2!f._1ay of December 2011, I mailed (served) a
3

true and correct copy of the within instrument to:
4

5
6
7

a
9

10
11

Melissa N. Moody
IDAHO ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OFFICE
954 W Jefferson, 2nd Fir
PO Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0010
Fax: (208) 854-8073
Robert R. Chastain
Attorney at Law
300 Main, Ste 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax: (208) 345-1836

12
13
14

15
16

Ada County Jail
Fax: 377-3079
377-3009
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH
Clerk of the District Court

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

25
26
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A.M._ _ _........._:__,~,'

e

.QORIGINAL

~

JAN 05 2012
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH Clerk
By MAURA OLSON '
DEPUTY

LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General
PAUL PANTHER
Deputy Attorney General
Chief, Criminal Law Division
MELISSA MOODY ISB#6027
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant,

______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
MOTION FOR CLARIFICATION OF
DECEMBER 29, 2011
COURT ORDER

COMES NOW, Melissa Moody, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho, and
moves this Court for an Order clarifying its December 29, 2011 Order regarding Mr. Hall's
visitation privileges. It is clear from the Court's Order that Mr. Hall will have phone
privileges with his attorneys. However, it is unknown whether Mr. Hall will have phone
privileges with his family and friends.

MOTION FOR CLARIFICATION OF DECEMBER 29, 2011
COURT ORDER (HALL), Page 1
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The prosecution, defense counsel, and the jail seek clarification on this point. No hearing
is requested on this motion.

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITIED this

_5_ day of January 2012.

MELISSA MOODY
Deputy Attorney General

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 5· day of January 2012, I caused to be served
a true and correct copy of the foregoing Motion for Clarification of December 29, 2011
Court Order to:

Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836
Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728

_x_ U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
_

l
_

Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

~

Rosean Newman, Legal Secretary

MOTION FOR CLARIFICATION OF DECEMBER 29, 2011
COURT ORDER (HALL), Page 2
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LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By MAURA OLSON
DEPUTY

PAUL R. PANTHER
Chief, Deputy Attorney General
Criminal Law Division
MELISSA MOODY ISB#6027
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-001 O
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.
______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
TWENTY-SECOND ADDENDUM
TO DISCOVERY
FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL

COMES NOW, Melissa Moody, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho, and
makes the following Twenty-Second Addendum to the previous Response to Discovery
pursuant to Rule 16:
16(b) Disclosure pursuant to written request by Defendant:

(4)
BATES#
3758

Documents and Tangible Objects:
DOCUMENT/ DESCRIPTION
Letter written by Department
of Insurance addressed to
Blue Cross of Idaho

AUTHOR/
AGENCY
Jim Roberts

DATE
11/10/11

NO.OF
PAGES
1

TWENTY-SECOND ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 1
000355

3759

3760-3761
3762-3861
3862-3869

Audio of phone conversation
between Robert Hall and
Suzanna Lopez
Suspect Fraudulent Report
Blue Cross Findings Report
Final Report on GSR from R.J.
Lee Group dated December
29,2011

(6) Witnesses:

1 audio

Karen Wright
Karen Wright

11/16/11
12/29/11

2
100
8

Any witness who testified at grand jury and/or named in

attached reports including, but not limited to, those listed below. Any witness named or
called to testify by defense or included on the defense witness list.
Name

Lopez, Suzanna

Roberts, Jim

Wriqht, Karen

Address/Contact Information
Blue Cross of Idaho
3000 E. Pine Ave.
Meridian, ID 83642
Dept. of Insurance
700 W. State St.
Boise, ID 83720
Blue Cross of Idaho
3000 E. Pine Ave.
Meridian, ID 83642

DATED this .i!_ day of January 2012.

MEIJSSAMOO
Deputy Attorney General

TWENTY-SECOND ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), P~ge 2
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•

. .

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this

t

day of January 2012, I caused to be served

a true and correct copy of the foregoing Twenty-Second Addendum to Discovery for
Conflict Counsel to:
Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

_D:(_ U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
_
_

Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
Electronic Mail (Email)

.l(_ U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
_

Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

TWENTY-SECOND ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 3
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JAN 11 2012
CHRISTOPHER D. rucH, Clerk
By SHARY A~-.::,OTT
DEPUTY

2
3

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE

4

STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

5
6

7

STATE OF IDAHO,

8

Plaintiff,

9

vs.

Case No. CRFE-2011-3976

ORDER ON MOTION FOR
CLARIFICATION OF THE DECEMBER
29, 2011 COURT ORDER

10

ROBERT DEAN HALL,
11

Defendant.

12
13

The State of Idaho has requested whether or not the Defendant, Robert Dean

14

15

Hall, may have phone privileges with his family and friends.

16

upon misconduct on the part of Mr. Hall and Kandi Hall, precluded Robert Dean Hall

17

from video visitation from the county jail.

18
19

The Court had, based

The defendant will be allowed to have

visitation by phone with his daughters with the understanding that those visitations will
not be utilized to confer directly or indirectly with Kandi Hall or to discuss the pending

20

case.
21

Clearly, the Sheriff's Office will have the opportunity to record these
22
23

conversations.

If it is determined that these conversations are being used in a

24

manipulative manner, as was the case with the video conferences with the children, that

25

issue can either be presented before this Court or the Sheriff's Office, clearly, within the

26

parameters of this Order, will be allowed to take action.
ORDER - CASE NO. CRFE11-03976 - PAGE 1
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The defendant's visitation by phone will be limited to his attorneys, children and
2

his parents.

3

IT IS SO ORDERED.

4

DATED this

/

I

day of January, 2012.

5

6

- MICHAEL McLAUGHLIN
DISTRICT JUDGE

7

8
9

10
11
12

13
14

15
16
17

18

19

20
21

22

23
24

25
26

ORDER -CASE NO. CRFE11-03976 - PAGE 2
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

yA

2

I hereby certify that on the
3
4
5

6
7

s
9

10
11

1[_ day of December 2011, I mailed (served) a

true and correct copy of the within instrument to:

Melissa N. Moody
IDAHO ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OFFICE
954 W Jefferson, 2nd Fir
PO Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0010
Fax: (208) 854-8073
Robert R. Chastain
Attorney at Law
300 Main, Ste 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax: (208) 345-1836

12
13

Ada County Jail
Fax:$77-3079
377-3009

14
15

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH
Clerk of the District Court

16
17

B
y·~
·0etyci

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

ORDER· CASE NO. CRFE11-03976-PAGE 3
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e
[]ORIGINAL
LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General
PAUL R. PANTHER
Chief, Deputy Attorney General
Criminal Law Division
MELISSA MOODY ISB#6027
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
TWENTY-THIRD ADDENDUM
TO DISCOVERY
FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL

COMES NOW, Melissa Moody, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho, and
makes the following Twenty-Third Addendum to the previous Response to Discovery
pursuant to Rule 16:
16(b) Disclosure pursuant to written request by Defendant:
(4)
BATES#
3870-3877

Documents and Tangible Objects:
DOCUMENT/ DESCRIPTION
SERI analytical report and
Resume of Thomas Fedor
(provided to prosecution by
defense)

AUTHOR/
AGENCY
Thomas Fedor

DATE

NO.OF
PAGES

Received
on 1/5/12

8

TWENTY-THIRD ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 1
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3878-3884

3885-3890
3891-3912
3913-3934
3935-3937
3938-3945
3946

3947-3950
3951

3952-3967

3968

3969-3974

Evidence handling form for RJ
Lee Group received evidence
from Meridian Police
Department on November 28,
2011
GSR count sheets
GSR run sheets set 1
GSR run sheets set 2
GSR standard and control
GSR worksheet - Automated
SEM/EDS 13 sample holder
Two photos of the gunshot
wound to Rob Hall's head
(previously disclosed to
defense)
Test fire notes
Compact disc containing jail
(220) phone calls from
10-5-11 through 12-28-11
Letter and final report from
R.J. Lee Group addressed to
Det. Jim Miller
Email regarding meetings with
Meridian Police Officers
Durbin, Fiscus and Salisbury
Transcript of interview of Rob
Hall at the hospital by Officer
Durbin and Deputy Fowler

(6) Witnesses:

Allison Murtha

Allison
Allison
Allison
Allison
Allison
_,

7

Murtha
Murtha
Murtha
Murtha
Murtha

6
22
22
3
8
1

·-

Allison Murtha
Julie McKay

4
1 CD

1/3/12

16

1

6

Any witness who testified at grand jury and/or named in

attached reports including, but not limited to, those listed below. Any witness named or
called to testify by defense or included on the defense witness list.
Name

Murtha, Allison

Morgan.Tom

Address/Contact Information
RJ Lee Group
350 Hochberg Road
Monroeville, PA 15146
RJ Lee Group - Consultant
350 Hochberg Road
Monroeville, PA 15146

TWENTY-THIRD ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 2
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•

•
DATED this _I_/ day of January 2012.

MELISSA MOODY
Deputy Attorney General

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this

1L day of January 2012, I caused to be served

a true and correct copy of the foregoing Twenty-Third Addendum to Discovery for Conflict
Counsel to:
Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

x_ U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
_
_

Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
Electronic Mail (Email)

_x_ U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
_

Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

~~
RosenNewman, Legal Secretary

TWENTY-THIRD ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 3
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ROBERT R. CHASTAIN
ATTORNEY AT LAW

300 Main, Suite 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
(208) 345-3110
Attorney for Defendant

'

F_·~~z~ 1'1

NO., _ _ _ _
A.M-

JAN 12 2012
CHRISTOPHER o. RICH, Clerk
By ELAINE TONG
DEPUTY

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STA TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

Case No.

CRFE 2011-3976

AFFIDAVIT OF PERSONAL
SERVICE

Gary Starkey declares by sworn statement : I am a resident of Ada County, Idaho;
I am over the age of l 8; i am

1101

a party to the action or related to any of the panies in

thf' above-entitled action;

I served the subpoena upon Mike Moser, Ad8 County Sheriffs Officce, by

.Jose:;L
rrllft:f- , a copy at
r
.
_!)__. _.. . ...,_i·;_:_i~_o._._..,_..._._.:,._/--_e_.,,._·__,-_;:.__·)_._._'-="--' Ada County, Idaho, on the _L day of May,
,.,
delivering to and leaving ,.vith

f

1

.

ft

;-"v-1

20 I 1 , at // 05·- · o'clock.
.

......-..,,
~

,.c

Gary Starkey
SUBSCIUBED AND SWORN to before me this 2._ day of

MARIA J. CUTAIA
NOTARY PUBLIC

STATE OF IDAHO

-

.....

_.

-

•
t

7

}1( 411-= ·

20 I l.

Cuauu.')&zi~
Notarv Public~or Idaho
Commission expires

000364

ROBERT R. CHASTAIN
ATTORNEY AT LAW

e

~~====--=--=--=-"""'F_l'""'i.,,...~.-,3~,11--:+l+-'-{-4--

JAN 12 2012

300 Main, Suite 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
(208) 345-3110
Attorney for Defend ant

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By ELAINE TONG
DEPUTY

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No.

CRFE 2011-3976

AFFIDAVIT OF
SERVICE

Gary Starkey declares by sworn statement:

PERSONAL

I am a resident of Ada County, Idaho;

I am over the age of 18; I am not a party to the action or related to any of the parties in
the above-en! itied action;

I served the subpoena upon Chad White, Boise, ID, by delivering to and leaving
/

with l~---=
: _!:::_,
..,. . ,·,_··_ _,_(""'"=='- -;_,,L<+.~·
_,_7_:t. .-____
.
, a copy at (
'°-16, ~
-

(; C

(/

.'

,/')

'···~.,1/CI

Ada County, Idaho, on the _5_ day of _~-f--')c_=1~·-<7"-+-----' 201~, at /

1) p,~~lock.

··--

,, ~:.~ -:~;)-,_L

- - ~ j,

Gary Starkey

SUBSCRIBED AND S\,VORN to before me this
:;r~·

··

l'.~:..F;IA J. CUTAIA
NOTARY PUBUC
STATE OFIDAHO

~*
Yu

of

~

U,(,l;_

.

20IZ

1-~

f

Notary Public for Idaho
Commission expires

o2/~ ~/ &
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•

JAN 18 2012

ROBERT R. CHASTAIN

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk

Attorney at Law
300 Main, Suite 158
Boise, ID 83 702
(208) 345-3110
Idaho State Bar #2765

DEPUTY

By ELAINE TONG

DEBORAHN. KRISTAL

Attorney at Law
3140 N Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702
(208) 345-8708
Idaho State Bar # 2296
Attorneys for Robert Dean Hall

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

ST ATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

To:

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CRFE 2011-3976
DEFENDANT'S FOURTH
SUPPLEMENTAL REQUEST FOR
DISCOVERY

(FILED UNDER SEAL)

Special Prosecuting Attorney Melissa Moody

Please take note the undersigned, pursuant to Rule 16 of the Idaho Criminal Rules, request
discovery and inspection of the following information, evidence, and materials:
All information concerning an alleged relationship between Chad White and Kandi
Hall, including but not limited to, the source( s) of the allegation; record of any prior
felony convictions of the source(s); police reports, recordings and/or memoranda

FOURTH SUPPLEMENTAL DISCOVERY REQUEST

Page 1

C:\Documents and Settings\Terry\Local Settings\Temp\Robhall.4threq.wpd

000366

which were made by a police officer or investigator in connection with the
investigation of the allegation; and statements made by the prospective prosecution
witnesses to the prosecuting attorney or the prosecuting attorney's agents or to any
official involved in the investigatory process.
DATED this

7

I 1 day of January, 2012.

ROBERT R. CHASTAIN
Attorney for Defendant

DEBORAHN. KRISTAL
Attorney for Defendant

CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was delivered by facsimile this

\I

day of ~ ~ " " ~ ) ' 2011__ to: Melissa Moody, Deputy Attorney General, Facsimile No.

854-8083.

~//#)t1~
Deborah N. Kristal
Attorney at Law

FOURTH SUPPLEMENTAL DISCOVERY REQUEST

Page2

C :\U sers\Deborah Kristal\Documents\Death Penalty motions&briefs\Robhall.4threq. wpd
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DORIGINAL
LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General

-NQ.____
, g_
FILED
/_ _
AM. _ _ __,
. M__.._
_
_

JAN 18 2012
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By MAURA OLSON

PAUL R. PANTHER
Chief, Deputy Attorney General
Criminal Law Division

DEPUTY

MELISSA MOODY ISB#6027
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

)
)
)
)
)

VS.

ROBERT DEAN HALL,

______________
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
TWENTY-FOURTH ADDENDUM
TO DISCOVERY
FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL

COMES NOW, Melissa Moody, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho, and

makes the following Twenty-Fourth Addendum to the previous Response to Discovery
pursuant to Rule 16:

16(b) Disclosure pursuant to written request by Defendant:

TWENTY-FOURTH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 1
000368

(4)

Documents and Tangible Objects:

BATES#

DOCUMENT/ DESCRIPTION

3975-3976

Email ·from Officer Salisbury
listing the audio recordings he
conducted during the incident
on March 11, 2011 (emailed
from Rosean Newman to
Officer Salisbury- redacted)
Supplemental Report by Det.
McGilvery making the
correction from Southwest to
Southeast
Final Report for GSR on three
(3) gunshot residue kits; Ruger
firearm, .380 caliber
magazine, two items of
clothing and two boxes of .380
ammunition.
Idaho State Police Forensics
Report - Amended Firearm
and Toolmark Report
Serological Research
Evidence Receipt and Storaoe
Blue Cross Screen Prints for
Robert Hall
Blue Cross - COB Issue
screen print for Robert Hall
Blue Cross claim form for
Robert Hall (4012 - redactions
on original ; 4013 is illegible in
state's copy also)
Blue Cross medical record for
Robert Hall
Blue Cross claim history
spreadsheet for Robert Hall
Audio of interview with Trevor
Jacobson

3977

3978-4001

4002-4005

4006
4007-4008
4009
4010-4013

4014-4030
4031-4054

4055

AUTHOR/
AGENCY
Jonathan
Salisbury

DATE
1/13/12

NO.OF
PAGES
2

1

Det. McGilvery

Received
1/12/12

Allison Murtha
Thomas Morgan

1/3/12

24

Stuart Jacobson

1/11/12

4

Adam Bredt

1/6/12

1

Karen Wright

Received
1/12/12
Received
1/12/12
Received
1/12/12

2

Karen Wright
Karen Wright

Karen Wright
Karen Wright

Received
1/12/12
Received
1/12/12

Det. Myron
Severson

TWENTY-FOURTH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 2

1
4

17
24
1 CD

000369

(6) Witnesses: Any witness who testified at grand jury and/or named in
attached reports including, but not limited to, those listed below. Any witness named or
called to testify by defense or included on the defense witness list.

Name

Stanfield, Susan

Bredt, Adam

DATED tl1is

Address/Contact Information
St. Alphonsus
900 N. Curtis Rd.
Boise, ID
Serological Research
3053 Research Dr.
Richmond, CA

~ day of January 2012.

ot-e- ~

MELISSA MOODY
Deputy Attorney General

TWENTY-FOURTH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 3
000370

.

'

•

.
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this

jJ_ day of January 2012, I caused to be served

a true and correct copy of the foregoing Twenty-Fourth Addendum to Discovery for
Conflict Counsel to:
Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

X_ U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
_
_

Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

A
_

Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
Electronic Mail (Email)
U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

CJLhiwma______
Rosean Newman, Legal Secretary

TWENTY-FOURTH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 4
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1JOR\G\NAL

e

:.~----FIL~.~. ~Vv
JAN 1 8 2012
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH. G:.-:,u

LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General

By AMY LAt-JG
IJSPUT'/

PAUL PANTHER
Deputy Attorney General
Chief, Criminal Law Division
MELISSA MOODY 158#6027
Deputy Attorney General and
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,

ROBERT DEAN HALL,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

______________

)
)
)

Plaintiff,

vs.

Defendant.

Case No. CR-FE-2011-0003976
RESPONSE TO DEFENDANT'S
FOURTH SUPPLEMENTAL
DISCOVERY REQUEST

COMES NOW, Melissa Moody, Deputy Attorney General and Special Prosecutor

for Ada County, State of Idaho, and responds to Defendant's Fourth Supplemental
Discovery Request as follows:

1. See attached email, dated January 17, 2012. (Bates #4056)
2. Email from Det. Jim Miller, dated January 17, 2012 with attached mug
shot of Chad White. (Bates #4057-4058)
3. Email from Det. Jim Miller, dated January 17, 2012 with attached
handwritten note from Brian Hogue. (Bates #4059-4060)

RESPONSE TO DEFENDANT'S FOUR"rH SUPPLEMENTAL DISCOVERY REQUEST
(HALL), Page 1

000372

.

•
4. Email from Det. Miller, dated January 18, 2012 with attached handwritten
notes from Brian Hogue (pages 1 and 3). (Bates #4061-4066)
5. Email from Det. Miller, dated January 18, 2012 with attached handwritten
notes from Brian Hogue (pages 2 and 4). (Bates #4067-4069)
6. Email from Det. Miller, dated January 18, 2012 with attached retyped
notes from Brian Hogue (8 pages). (Bates #4070-4077)

DATED this

J

8

day of January 2012.

MELISSA MOODY
Deputy Attorney General and
Special Prosecuting Attorney for
Ada County

RESPONSE TO DEFENDANT'S FOURTH SUPPLEMENTAL DISCOVERY REQUEST
(HALL), Page 2
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.

•

'

CERl"IFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERl"IFY that on this J..!day of January 2012, I caused to be seived

a true and correct copy of the foregoing Response to Defendant's Fourth Supplemental
Discovery Request to:
Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

X
_
_

Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
Electronic Mail (Email)

X U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
_
_

Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
Electronic Mail (Email)

~~

oseanNewman, Legal Secretary

RESPONSE TO DEFENDANT'S FOURTH SUPPLEMENTAL DISCOVERY REQUEST
(HALL), Page 3
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No. _ _ _
AM. _ _ __,F1~

J :-:

JAN 23 2012

LAWRENCE G. WASDEN

CHA/STOPHER 0. A/CH C

Idaho Attorney General

By MAURA OLSON '
DEPUTY

PAUL PANTHER
Deputy Attorney General
Chief, Criminal Law Division

MELISSA MOODY 158#6027
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant,

______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
MOTION IN LIMINE RE: JURY
·rRIGGER PULL EXPERIMENT

COMES NOW, Melissa Moody, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho, and
moves this Court for an Order permitting the jury to conduct a trigger pull experiment in
which each jury member will be allowed to pull the trigger of Mr. Hall's Ruger .380 semiautomatic pistol after it is admitted into evidence.

BACKGROUND
A grand jury indicted Mr. Hall on one count of Murder in the First Degree and one
count of Use of a Deadly Weapon During the Commission of a Crime. The firearm Mr.
Hall used to shoot and kill Emmett Corrigan was a Ruger .380 semi-automatic pistol that
was owned by Mr. Hall.

MOTION IN LIMINE RE: JURY TRIGGER PULL EXPERIMENT, Page 1
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/erk

•

•
ARGUMENT

The state seeks a ruling from this Court permitting the jury members to test the
trigger pull of the Ruger .380 semi-automatic pistol that was used to shoot and kill Mr.
Corrigan. The state believes this evidence is relevant, as it relates to any claim by Mr.
Hall that the firearm was unintentionally discharged.
"The district court's decision to admit evidence is reviewed for an abuse of
discretion." State v. Thorngren, 149 Idaho 729, 731, 240 P.3d 575, 577 (2010) (citing
State v. Field, 144 Idaho 559, 564, 165 P.3d 273, 278 (2007)). "Since 1911, a jury in
Idaho has by statute been allowed to take with it into its deliberation room all exhibits
properly received in evidence in a cause." State v. Fairchild, 121 Idaho 960, 969, 829
P.2d 550, 569 (Ct. App. 1992) (citing I.C. § 19-2203; State v. Buster, 28 Idaho 110, 120,
152 P. 196, 200 (1915)). In addition, Idaho courts have generally allowed jury members
to conduct tests or experiments. Fairchild, 121 Idaho at 969, 829 P.2d at 569 (citing State
v. Foell, 37 Idaho 722, 217 P. 608 (1923)).
"Experiments based upon reasonably similar circumstances are admissible to
show the existence or nonexistence of a fact, and the circumstances do not need to be
exactly the same as those surrounding the event." State v. Cypher, 92 Idaho 159, 171,
438 P.2d 904, 916 (1968). Any "differences in conditions go to the weight of the evidence
and not to its admissibility." Lopez v. Allen, 96 Idaho 866, 871, 538 P.2d 1170, 1175
(1975). However, evidence of such an experiment may be excluded if the conditions are
not "sufficiently similar so the evidence will assist and not mislead the jury."~
Although there is not a significant amount of Idaho case law regarding jury trigger
pull experiments, at least one Idaho court has allowed the members of a jury to test the
trigger pull of a firearm that was admitted at trial. In McKinney v. Fisher, No. CV 96-0177S-BLW, 2009 WL 3151106, at *7 (D. Idaho Sept. 25, 2009), the United States District
Court for the District Court of Idaho addressed an ineffective assistance of counsel claim
regarding trial counsel's failure to object to a jury experiment in which a firearm used in
the commission of a crime was "passed among the jury so they [could] test the trigger pull
themselves."

The court found that the Idaho Supreme Court's adjudication of the

ineffective assistance of counsel claim was not "objectively unreasonable" and McKinney
would not be entitled to relief "even if the claim were reviewed under a de novo standard"
because:
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the jurors examined a properly admitted trial exhibit after a witness had
testified about its unique properties. Pulling a trigger requires no specific
scientific expertise, and such an examination would be relevant given the
evidence in the case. Because McKinney has not shown that there would
have had a sound basis for objecting, his counsel cannot be said to have
been constitutionally ineffective.
McKinney, 2009 WL 3151106, at *7-8 (emphasis added).
A substantial number of other jurisdictions have also allowed jury members to test
the trigger pull of a firearm, especially where the defendant claims that the firearm was
unintentionally discharged. See~. People v. Redd, 48 Cal. 4th 691,742,229 P.3d 101,
144 (Cal. 2010); People v. Agado, 964 P.2d 565, 567 (Colo. App. 1998); Lynn v. State,
860 S.W.2d 599, 604 (Tex. App. 1993); People v. Anderson, 108 Ill. App. 3d 563, 567,
439 N.E.2d 65, 68 (Ill. App. 1982); Opie v. State, 422 P.2d 84, 87 (Wyo. 1967).
Furthermore, allowing the jurors to test the trigger pull of the actual firearm involved in the
crime ensures that the conditions of the experiment will be sufficiently similar so the
evidence will assist and not mislead the jury. See State v. Hunter, 152 Wash. App. 30, 42,
216 P.3d 421, 427 (Wash. App. 2009) (finding that the trial court abused its discretion in
allowing the jury members to test a trigger pull device because the "device was not
substantially similar to the firearm used" in the shooting.).
Here, the force required to pull the trigger on the Ruger .380 semi-automatic pistol
that was used to shoot and kill Mr. Corrigan will be a fact at issue for the jury in
determining whether the discharge of the firearm was the result of a conscious, willful act
or was inadvertent. This experiment is highly relevant because allowing the jury members
to actually feel the trigger pull of the Ruger .380 semi-automatic pistol will assist the jury in
making that factual determination.

This is especially true because some of the jury

members may have no experience with firearms and the experiment will allow each jury
member to better understand how much force is necessary to pull the trigger on the
firearm. Furthermore, this experiment will not be unfairly prejudicial because the purpose
of the experiment is to rebut any claim that the firearm was unintentionally discharged.
Prior to the experiment, the state plans on calling Sergeant Strohlberg of the
Meridian Police Department as an expert witness. The state anticipates that Sergeant
Strohlberg will testify regarding the 6 % to 7 pounds trigger pull of the Ruger .380 semiautomatic pistol. In order to assist the jury in understanding this testimony regarding the
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trigger pull of the firearm, the state is requesting that this Court allow each jury member to
pull the trigger and "dry fire" the firearm after the conclusion of Sergeant Strohlberg's
testimony. The state would suggest that this experiment take place in a room outside of
the courtroom under the supervision of this Court and Sergeant Strohlberg. Counsel for
both sides would also be allowed to be present. The state seeks to introduce this jury
experiment as relevant evidence at trial and asks the Court for a pre-trial order to permit
the experiment, as well as expert testimony on this point.

CONCLUSION
The State respectfully requests that this Court hear this matter on April 11, 2012.
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 23rd day of January 2012.

JASNGRJ\y158#8539
Deputy Attorney General

Deputy Attorney General
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I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 23rd day of January 2012, I caused to be served
a true and correct copy of the foregoing Motion in Limine Re: Jury Trigger Pull Experiment
to:

Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

2(_ U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid

Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728

.:;L._ U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid

_

_

Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

~Rosean Newman, Legal Secretary
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Only the Westlaw citation is currently available.
United States District Court,
D. Idaho.
Randy Lyn McKINNEY, Petitioner,
V.

Greg FISHER, Warden, Respondent.
No. CV 96-0177-S-BLW.
Sept. 25, 2009.
West KeySummaryCriminal Law 110 €:=>1960
110 Criminal Law
11 OXXXI Counsel
11 OXXXI(C) Adequacy of Representation
1 IOXXXl(C)2 Particular Cases and Issues
11 Ok 1958 Death Penalty
11 Ok 1960 k. Adequacy of Investigation of Mitigating Circumstances. Most Cited Cases
Trial counsel provided ineffective assistance
when he decided not to investigate defendant's
background thoroughly for mitigating evidence
when defendant was facing a death sentence, which
defendant received for murder. Counsel's failure to
investigate thoroughly resulted from inattention,
not reasoned strategic judgment. Had counsel asked
the correct questions, he would have found that defendant suffered abuse at the hands of his father
from the age of five and defendant was involuntarily introduced to drugs and alcohol at a young age.
U.S.C.A. Const.Amend. 6.
Joan M. Fisher, Idaho Falls, ID, Teresa A. Hampton
, Federal Defender Services of Idaho, Boise, ID, for
Petitioner.
Jessica M. Lorello, Boise, ID, L. Lamont Anderson,
Office of Attorney General, Boise, ID, for Respondent.

B. LYNN WINMILL, Chief Judge.
*1 The Court previously dismissed several
claims in this capital habeas corpus matter as procedurally defaulted and denied Petitioner's request
for an evidentiary hearing. (Docket Nos. 166, 237.)
Still pending from the Third Amended Petition are
Claims l(a) (d)(f), 3, 5, 6, 10-13, 14, 15, 16,
18(sentencing only), 25(sentencing), 29, and 30-32.
After considering the pleadings, record, briefing, and oral argument herein, the Court concludes
that Petitioner is not entitled to relief on any claims
related to the guilt phase of his state court criminal
trial. The Court further concludes, however, that
Petitioner is entitled to relief on his claim that he
was deprived of his Sixth Amendment right to the
effective assistance of counsel at his capital sentencing proceeding.
Accordingly, the Third Amended Petition will
be conditionally granted in part and denied in part.
The Court shall issue the Writ with respect to Petitioner's death sentence unless the State corrects the
constitutional error by beginning a new sentencing
hearing, or by vacating the death sentence and imposing a lesser sentence, within 180 days of the
entry of judgment. Given that such relief will be
granted, all other capital sentencing-related claims
shall be dismissed as moot.

FACTUAL BACKGROUND
After hitchhiking through several states and often relying on the kindness of strangers for food
and shelter, 19-year old Randy McKinney and his
girlfriend Dovey Small arrived in Malad, Idaho, on
April 6, 1981, and checked into a motel for the
night. (State's Lodging 8-9, pp. 449-50.) They intended to reunite with Small's sisters, Ada Mangum
and Cathy Mangum, both of whom lived in Blackfoot, before traveling on to Montana.mi (Id. at
457.) Small did not want to stay in Idaho for any
length of time because she was wanted on a felony
warrant. (Id. at 457.)

MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER
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FN I. To avoid confusion, in this section
the Court shall refer to individuals who
share the same last name only by their first
names.
The next day Ada and Cathy recruited a friend
to drive them to the motel to pick up Small and
McKinney. (State's Lodging B-9, p. 451-52.) Once
there, Small showed Ada a handgun that was laying
on a table. (Id. at 453, 531-32.) According to Cathy,
McKinney referred to this gun and said, "this is big
time, no more penny ante." (State's Lodging B-10,
p. 705.)
Later than same evening, Ada offered to call
her friend Robert Bishop, Jr., to inquire whether he
would drive Small and McKinney as far as the Interstate, where they could then hitchhike. (State's
Lodging B-9, p. 458.) He called back the next
morning and agreed. (Id. at 458, 460.) Cathy would
later claim that while McKinney cleaned his gun
and they waited for Bishop, he repeated that he was
going "big time" and, also, that he was "going to
blow him away." (State's Lodging B-10, p. 711-14.)
When Bishop arrived, McKinney and Small
loaded their personal belongings into car. After
dropping Cathy off, he drove Ada, Small, and
McKinney to a convenience store to buy beer, cigarettes, and sodas, and it was decided at that time
that they would take a route through Arco, Idaho,
toward Montana. (State's Lodging 8-9, p. 550-51 .)
Small suggested that she could get some traveling
money in Arco from Jackie Wheeless, who supposedly still owed her money for a car. (Id. at 550.)

*2 After drinking more beer and playing games
of pool at two bars in the Arco area, the group went
to the home of Denise Garner, who lived with Jackie Wheeless' son, Casey. Small was also acquainted
with Casey, a 17-year-old convicted felon who had
already served time in prison, from her previous
stay in Idaho when she had "hid [him] out from the
law a couple of times." (State's Lodging B-11, p.
916.)

•
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Casey agreed to show the group where his
mother lived. Small and Ada rode with Casey in his
car, while Bishop followed in his car with McKinney. On the way, Small told Casey that she and
McKinney "had a piece," and that if Jackie's husband "gave her trouble ... she would blow his crap
away." (State's Lodging B-11, p. 883). At one
point, Small retrieved the gun from McKinney and
fired a shot out of the window, aiming at an occupied house. (Id.) When they arrived at Jackie's
house, McKinney took the gun from Small because
he "didn't want her doing something stupid."
(State's Lodging B-13, p. 1353.)
The ensuing discussion in the Wheeless home
was heated, and Jackie refused to pay Small any
money. (State's Lodging B-9, p. 471 .) Emptyhanded, the group decided to return to Casey and
Denise Gamer's home.

The Conspiracy
Casey would later testify that on the ride back,
Small told him that she and McKinney were going
to kill Robert Bishop because he had a lot of
money, credit cards, and a nice car. (State's
Lodging 8-10, p. 912.) He told her that the idea
was stupid.FN 2 (Id. at 913.)
FN2. Casey's claims regarding Small and
McKinney's
incriminating
statements
evolved over time. He initially told law enforcement officers that Small and McKinney mentioned something about getting
Bishop's credit cards. The first time that he
claimed on the record that they actually
discussed killing Bishop was at a preliminary hearing several months later.
Regardless, the state courts have found
that the incriminating discussions in fact
occurred. See State v. McKinney, 107
Idaho 180, 687 P.2d 570, 572 (Idaho
1984). These findings are presumed to
be correct. 28 U.S.C. § 2254(e)(I).
Once at the house, Bishop sat on the couch in
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the living room and played with some children
while McKinney and Small went into the kitchen
and sat at a table. (State's Lodging B-11, pp.
876-77, 914-15.) Denise Gamer was in and out of
the kitchen, making a pot of coffee. (Id.) Casey
stood nearby and overheard Small tell McKinney
that they had to get out of the state, to which
McKinney replied, "well, let's get the job done and
get out of here." (Id. at 915-16.) Small then said,
"Casey owes me one," and she pointedly asked him
if he would kill Bishop. (Id. at. 916.) He refused,
and McKinney said he would take Bishop out to the
desert, shoot him, and then bum the body. (Id. at
917 .) Small replied, "that sounds like a good idea."
(Id.)
Meanwhile, Ada called the owner of a local
bar, the Antler Club, to tell him that they would arrive in a few minutes. Casey and Denise did not accompany them.

The Robbery and Murder
Bishop drove the group to the Antler Club, and
a suggestion was made that he and McKinney go
target shooting with McKinney's gun. (State's
Lodging B-9, p. 473, State's Lodging B-12, p.
1258.) Before they left to do so, McKinney had a
brief conversation with Small at the rear of Bishop's
car. (Id. at 474.) The men drove away, and the women went into the Club, ordered beers, and played
pool. (Id. at 475.)
Approximately fifteen minutes later, McKinney
returned and said, "let's go." (State's Lodging B-9,
p. 477.) When the women saw Bishop's car but noticed that he was absent, they asked McKinney
where he was. McKinney replied that he had "shot
him once in the stomach and five times in the
head." (Id. at 478-79.) They expressed disbelief,
and he offered to show them the body.
*3 McKinney drove them in Bishop's car to an
old gravel pit outside of town, where they saw
Bishop lying motionless on the ground. (State's
Lodging B-9, pp. 479-80.) Ada became hysterical,
and Small told McKinney that they should take her

back to Blackfoot. (Id. at 481.) According to Ada,
Small said, "you didn't have to shoot him," to
which McKinney replied that he "had proved the
love of his woman." (Id. at 497.)
After depositing Ada at her house in Blackfoot,
McKinney and Small proceeded on to Cathy's
home, where Small told her that "Randy shot Bob."
(State's Lodging B- IO, p. 721.) In response, Cathy
asked for Bishop's leather jacket, supposedly as a
keepsake to honor his memory, which Small gave
to her. (Id. at 722.) Perhaps pushing her luck, Cathy
also asked for his wallet, ostensibly as another
keepsake, but that request was denied. (Id. at 723.)
McKinney and Small drove to Pocatello, where
McKinney forged Bishop's signature on a credit
card receipt to pay for gas, but they soon called
Ada to tell her that they would be coming back to
Blackfoot to get Small's dog, which she had left behind. (State's Lodging B-9, p. 510; State's Lodging
B-10, pp. 608-09.) Ada had already reported the
shooting to her husband and his friends, and the police were called.
McKinney and Small were stopped by a police
officer outside of Ada's home; McKinney immediately got out of the car on the passenger side and
walked toward the officer. (State's Lodging B-11, p.
I 001.) As the officer returned briefly to his patrol
car, McKinney then walked into Ada's home. (Id. at
1002.) Small had already disappeared, and she
would later be found hiding in the bathroom.
McKinney asked Ada what she told the police,
to which her husband responded, "what the hell do
you think she said? She told the truth." (State's
Lodging B-9, p. 516.) McKinney said, "well, it
looks like I'm going for murder." (Id.) At that point,
police officers came into the home, and Ada declared to them that McKinney had shot Bishop; this
time he said, "I didn't kill nobody." (Id . at 519.)
Because the situation was becoming very tense, the
officers took him into "protective custody." (State's
Lodging B-11, p. I 006.) A quick search of the
abandoned car revealed a .22 caliber handgun in a
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purse, in addition to
Lodging B-11, p. 1023.)

Bishop's wallet. (State's

Small and Ada both volunteered to take police
officers to the gravel pit to show them Bishop's
body, which was found to be lying in the same position as before. A pathologist would later determine
that he had been shot once in the chest followed by
four close-range shots to the head. (State's Lodging
B-10, pp. 632, 637, 644.) Based on the amount of
blood in his lungs, the shots to the head occurred
anywhere from 5 to 10 minutes to one to two hours
after the first shot to the chest. (State's Lodging Bl 1, pp. 1193.) Rifling on bullet fragments obtained
during a subsequent autopsy was consistent with
having been fired from the .22 caliber handgun that
was found in the purse in Bishop's car. (Id. at 1173.)
*4 McKinney was interviewed by officers later
that same night. He initially denied having been to
Arco, but then he started crying and claimed that he
accidently shot Bishop once while they were target
shooting because Small's little dog was nipping at
his heels. (State's Lodging B-10, p. 807.) He stated
that he could not remember anything after that other than "going back to the bar to get the girls" and
showing them Bishop's body. (Id.)
Trial, Sentencing, and Direct Appeal
Based on these events, the State charged
McKinney with murder in the first degree, robbery,
conspiracy to commit murder, and conspiracy to
commit robbery. (State's Lodging 8-5, p. 2; State's
Lodging B-6, pp. 6-8.) The State did not charge
Dovey Small initially, but she was nevertheless
held in custody as a material witness until she
agreed to be deposed in exchange for her release.
(State's Lodging B-8, pp. 10-20.) Her deposition
was taken in McKinney's presence and subject to
his counsel's cross-examination. (State's Lodging
8-15.)

By the start of McKinney's trial on November
2, 1981, Small had been charged with conspiracy
and with aiding and abetting in robbery and murder.

(State's Lodging B-6, pp. 6-8.) She was also pregnant, and her trial was set to begin after McKinney's. (State's Lodging G-37, p. 103.) She did not
testify at his trial, but the judge allowed portions of
her deposition testimony to be read into evidence.
(State's Lodging 8-12, pp. 1202-1266.)
McKinney testified in his own defense. He
again claimed that he accidently shot Bishop because Small's little dog was nipping at his pant leg
while Bishop was setting up bottles for target practice. (State's Lodging B-12, pp. 1372-73.) After
Bishop fell, McKinney got into his car to the Antler
Club to retrieve the women. (Id. at 1372-73.) For
the first time, however, McKinney testified that
after they returned to the scene, Small inexplicably
grabbed the gun, walked over to Bishop as he was
lying on the ground, and shot him several times in
the head. (Id. at 1374-78.) McKinney denied any
advance planning for the robbery and murder. (Id.
at 1359-60.)
In rebuttal, the State presented the testimony of
firearms expert Richard Craven. Craven testified
that he had tested the weight of the trigger pull of
the murder weapon, and it was one of the heaviest
that he had ever encountered. (State's Lodging Bl 3, p. 1575.) The gun was then passed among the
jurors so that they could test the gun's action for
themselves. (Id. at 1576.)
On November 12, the jury found McKinney
guilty on all charges. The trial court held an aggravation and mitigation hearing on March 5 and 9,
1982. (State's Lodging 8-14.) At the hearing, defense counsel offered three witness in mitigation,
two family members and a psychologist. The family
members testified that McKinney had been kind
and gentle as a boy and that he had never been a
leader. (Id . at 1733-52.) The psychologist testified
that he was "impulsive" and would not "inspire
great confidence or certainty in a follower." (/d. at
1763-67.)

*5 On March 27, 1982, the trial court found
one aggravating circumstance beyond a reasonable
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doubt, that the murder was committed in the course
of a robbery with the specific intent to kill. After
weighing the proffered mitigation evidence against
that circumstance, the court sentenced McKinney to
death. (State's Lodging B-6, pp. 156-57.) The court
also sentenced him to fixed life for robbery plus a
consecutive 15 years for a firearms enhancement,
an indeterminate 30 years for conspiracy to commit
murder, and an indeterminate 30 years for conspiracy to commit robbery. (Id at 157-58.) Dovey
Small later received a fix life sentence for her part
in Bishop's murder.
The Idaho Supreme Court affirmed McKinney's convictions and sentences on direct appeal.
State v. McKinney, 107 Idaho 180, 687 P.2d 570
(Idaho 1984) (McKinney I).

STATE AND FEDERAL COURT COLLATERAL HISTORY
In 1984, McKinney filed his first state postconviction action. In one of his claims, he alleged
that he had been deprived of his Sixth Amendment
right to the effective assistance of counsel at his
capital sentencing hearing because his counsel
failed to investigate and uncover extensive evidence of childhood physical and sexual abuse.
(State's Lodging D-22, pp. 27-45.) After conducting
an evidentiary hearing, the district court denied relief, and that decision was affirmed on appeal.
McKinney v. State, 115 Idaho 1125, 772 P.2d 1219
(Idaho 1989) (McKinney II).
McKinney filed his first Petition for Writ of
Habeas Corpus in federal court in 1989, which was
dismissed without prejudice in 1991 so that he
could attempt to exhaust additional claims in a
second state post-conviction action. McKinney v.
Paskett, 89-CV-1182-S-HLR. In 1996, the state district court dismissed the second post-conviction petition, and McKinney appealed.
On April 23, 1997, while the state court matter
was still pending, McKinney filed the current Petition for Writ of Habeas Corpus Under 28 U.S.C. §
2254, which he has now amended three times. Be-

cause the post-conviction matter was pending, this
Court stayed the federal case until the state court
appeal concluded. The Idaho Supreme Court issued
its decision in 1999 affirming the district court, and
the federal stay was lifted. McKinney v. State, 133
Idaho 695, 992 P.2d 144 (Idaho 1999) (McKinney
Ill).
After staying the case a second time so that
McKinney could raise claims in state court related
to Ring v. Arizona. 536 U.S. 584, 122 S.Ct. 2428,
153 L:Ed.2d 556 (2002), this Court addressed issues of procedural default, conditionally dismissing
claims l(b)(c)(e)(g)-(p), 2, 4, 7, 8, 9, 17, 18 (as it
relates to trial), 19, 20-25 (trial claim only), 26-28,
and 33-34. (Docket No. 166.)
In 2006, the Idaho Supreme Court denied relief
in yet another post-conviction appeal in McKinney
v. State, 143 Idaho 590, 150 P.3d 283 (Idaho 2006)
(McKinney IV).
On September 5, 2007, this Court denied
McKinney's request for an evidentiary hearing and
entered a final order dismissing with prejudice the
procedurally defaulted claims. (Docket No. 237, p.
44 .) In that same Order, the Court also dismissed
Claims 7, 35, 36, and 37, as matters of law and because McKinney had failed to allege facts that, if
true, would entitle him to relief. (Id.) McKinney's
recent request to expand the record with new evidence has likewise been denied, with one limited exception. (Docket No. 288.)

*6 The parties have submitted final briefing on
non-dismissed Claims I (a)(d)(f), 3, 5, 6, 10-13, 15,
16, 18 (sentencing), 25 (sentencing), and 30-32.
FNJ (Docket Nos. 247, 267, 277.) The Court has
heard oral argument on these matters, and being
fully advised, is now prepared to issue its ruling.
FN3. McKinney has affirmatively waived
his request for relief on Claims 14 and 29.
(Docket No. 247, p. 2 n. I.) The Court
deems those claims withdrawn.
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LEGAL FRAMEWORK FOR HABEAS RE-

VIEW
The provisions of the Anti-terrorism and Effective Death Penalty Act (AEDPA) are applicable
to this case. (Docket No. 184.) Under AEDPA, the
Court cannot grant habeas relief on any federal
claim that the state court adjudicated on the merits
unless the adjudication of the claim:
1. resulted in a decision that was contrary to, or
involved an unreasonable application of, clearly
established Federal law, as determined by the Supreme Court of the United States; or
2. resulted in a decision that was based on an unreasonable determination of the facts in light of
the evidence presented in the state court proceeding.
28

u.s.c. § 2254(d).

Section 2254(d)(I) has two clauses, each with
independent meaning. For a decision to be
"contrary to" clearly established federal law, the
petitioner must establish that the state court applied
"a rule of law different from the governing law set
forth in United States Supreme Court precedent, or
that the state court confronted a set of facts that are
materially indistinguishable from a decision of the
Supreme Court and nevertheless arrived at a result
different from the Court's precedent." Williams v.
Taylor, 529 U.S. 362, 404-06, 120 S.Ct. 1495, 146
L.Ed.2d 389 (2000).
To satisfy the "unreasonable application"
clause, the petitioner must show that the state court
was "unreasonable in applying the governing legal
principle to the facts of the case." Williams, 529
U.S. at 413. A federal court cannot grant relief
simply because it concludes in its independent
judgment that the decision is incorrect or wrong;
the state court's application of federal law must be
objectively unreasonable. Lockyer v. Andrade, 538
U.S. 63, 75, 123 S.Ct. 1166, 155 L.Ed.2d 144
(2003); Bell v. Cone, 535 U.S. 685, 694, 122 S.Ct.
1843, 152 L.Ed.2d 914 (2002). The state court need

not cite or even be aware of the controlling United
States Supreme Court decision to be entitled to AEDPA deference. Early v. Packer, 537 U.S. 3, 8, 123
S.Ct. 362, 154 L.Ed.2d 263 (2002).
To be eligible for relief under § 2254(d)(2), the
petitioner must show that the decision was based
upon
factual
determinations
that
were
"unreasonable in light of the evidence presented in
the State court proceeding." Id.
When the state court reaches a merits-based decision on a federal claim but fails to support its decision with reasoned analysis, AEDPA still mandates "an independent review of the record" to determine "whether the state court's decision was objectively reasonable." Delgado v. Lewis, 223 F.3d
976, 982 (9th Cir.2000). But when the state court
has not adjudicated a federal claim on the merits
despite the petitioner's fair presentation of the
claim, AEDPA deference to the legal conclusion is
unwarranted and the federal court's review shall be
de novo. Lewis v. Mayle, 391 F.3d 989, 996 (9th
Cir.2004); Pirtle v. Morgan, 313 F.3d 1160, 1167
(9th Cir.2002).
*7 Under all circumstances, state court findings
of fact are presumed to be correct, and the petitioner has the burden of rebutting this presumption by
clear and convincing evidence. 28 U.S .C. §
2254( e)(] ).
GUILT PHASE CLAIMS
lneffective Assistance of Counsel (Claim I (a))
After McKinney testified that he accidently
shot Bishop once before Small delivered the fatal
shots, the State presented rebuttal testimony
Richard Craven. Craven testified that he had tested
the weight of the trigger pull on the handgun, which
previously been admitted as Exhibit H, and it was
one of the heaviest that he had encountered. At the
close of Craven's direct examination, the prosecutor
requested "that the firearm be passed among the
jury so they can test the trigger pull themselves."
The trial court granted that request, and the gun was
passed among the jurors. (State's Lodging 8-13, p.
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mine confidence in the result. Id.

McKinney now contends that he was deprived
of his Sixth Amendment right to the effective assistance of counsel because his trial counsel failed
to object to this "jury experiment." The Court disagrees.

3. Discussion

1. Standard of Review
The Idaho Supreme Court summarily rejected
this claim during the initial post-conviction appeal
without providing any reasoning supporting its decision. McKinney II, 772 P.2d at 1120-22. Therefore, this Court must review the record to determine
whether the state court's decision is "objectively
unreasonable." Delgado v. Lewis. 223 F.3d 976,
982 (9th Cir.2000).
2. Clearly Established Federal Law
The federal law governing ineffective assistance of counsel claims is derived from Strickland v.
Washington, 466 U.S. 668, 104 S.Ct. 2052, 80
L.Ed.2d 674 (1984). To prove a violation of the
Sixth Amendment, a petitioner must show both that
his counsel's performance was unreasonably deficient and that the defense was prejudiced as a result. Strickland, 466 U.S. at 687.
The standard for attorney performance in a
criminal case is that of reasonably effective assistance, measured under prevailing professional
norms. Strickland, 668 U.S. at 687-88. In assessing
whether the representation fell below an objective
standard of reasonableness, counsel's conduct must
be viewed under the facts that existed at the time
that the challenged act or omission occurred, rather
than through the benefit of hindsight. Id. at 689.
The court must indulge in the strong presumption
that counsel's conduct fell within the wide range of
reasonable professional assistance. Id.
To prove prejudice, the petitioner must show
that there is a reasonable probability that, but for
counsel's unprofessional errors, the result of the
proceeding would have been different. Id. at 694. A
reasonable probability is one sufficient to under-

Although the Idaho Supreme Court did not articulate a basis for denying relief, this Court concludes that the state court's decision was not objectively unreasonable because McKinney cannot show
that his counsel's performance was unreasonably
deficient or that he was prejudiced. In particular, he
has not cited any rule or case law authority that
would have supported a potentially meritorious objection to the jury's examination of the handgun.

*8 By the time of the trial in this case, Idaho
jurors had long been permitted to take into the jury
room all exhibits "that have been received in evidence in the cause." Idaho Code § 19-2203. Nearly
sixty years earlier, the Idaho Supreme Court had
found nothing improper with a jury conducting
simple tests on items that had been properly admitted. See State v. Foell, 37 Idaho 722, 217 P. 608,
609 (Idaho 1923) (noting that the court "is not going to say that the jury cannot examine and make
ordinary tests of an exhibit which the law permits
them to take with them for examination"). This rule
has apparently not changed. See State v. Fairchild,
121 Idaho 960, 829 P.2d 550, 559 (Idaho
Ct.App. 1992) (relying, in part, or Foell to reject an
argument that jurors committed misconduct by inspecting bindles of methamphetamine). Other
courts addressing similar factual scenarios have
likewise found no error. See Kurina v. Thieret, 853
F.2d 1409, 1413-14 (7th Cir.1988) (holding that "a
simple experiment [in the jury room] based solely
on evidence introduced at trial was not prejudicial"); United States v. Beach, 296 F.2d I 53,
158-59 (4th Cir. I 961) ("the mere making of a more
critical examination of an exhibit than was made
during the trial is not objectionable").
It is important to note that this case does not involve jurors conducting out of court experiments as
a means of developing extrinsic evidence in the
case; experimentation of that sort would likely be
improper. See e.g. Marino v. Vasquez, 812 F .2d
499, 504 (9th Cir.1987). Here, the jurors examined
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a properly admitted trial exhibit after a witness had
testified about its unique properties. Pulling a trigger requires no specific scientific expertise, and
such an examination would be relevant given the
evidence in the case. Because McKinney has not
shown that there would have had a sound basis for
objecting, his counsel cannot be said to have been
constitutionally ineffective. Juan H. v. Allen, 408
F.3d 1262, 1273 (9th Cir.2005) (finding that the
failure to lodge a futile objection is not ineffective
assistance).
As a result, the Idaho Supreme Court's adjudication of this claim was not objectively unreasonable. For the reasons given, McKinney would not
be entitled to relief under even if the claim were reviewed under a de nova standard.

Admission of Dovey Small's Deposition Testimony
(Claim 5)
McKinney next contends that the admission of
portions of Dovey Small's pretrial deposition testimony violated his Sixth Amendment right to confront the witnesses against him.
In the absence of a state court decision on the
merits of this constitutional claim, the Court must
review the issue de nova. Under that standard, the
Court concludes that McKinney's right to confrontation was not violated because the State demonstrated that Small was unavailable due to complications from her pregnancy, and because her fonner
testimony, which was taken under oath, in McKinney's presence, and subject to his cross-examination, bore adequate indicia of reliability to be
admissible. Alternatively, if a constitutional error
occurred, the Court finds that it did not have a substantial and injurious effect or influence on the
jury's verdict.

I. Background
*9 Small was not immediately charged with
any crimes related to Bishop's murder, but the State
held her in custody as a material witness. She filed
a motion to be released, which was granted upon
her agreeing to appear for a deposition. McKinney

did not object to this procedure, but he reserved the
right to object if the State sought to use the recorded testimony at trial. The deposition was taken on
June 6, 1981, in the presence of McKinney and his
counsel, who cross-examined Small. Despite offering testimony on a wide range of subjects, on occasion Small conferred with her counsel before answering questions, and she also selectively invoked
her privilege under the Fifth Amendment not to incriminate herself.
When McKinney's trial began, Small was eight
months' pregnant with their child. By then, the State
had charged her as a co-defendant, but her own trial
was scheduled to start later.
On November 5, 1981, the State announced
that it intended to call Small in its case in chief.
Small was present in the courthouse, but her counsel infonned the trial court and the parties that if
she were called to the stand, she would invoke her
privilege under the Fifth Amendment. McKinney's
trial counsel asserted that he also intended to use
her as a witness, and that if she invoked the Fifth
Amendment he would "offer in evidence a number
of matters from the deposition," which he claimed
were "helpful to our case." (State's Lodging B-10,
p. 688.) The trial court postponed its decision while
it considered the manner in which the deposition
testimony could be introduced.
On November 9, a Monday, the trial court announced to the jury that it had received "an affidavit" from a Dr. Hales the previous Friday, in
which the doctor indicated that Small was "afflicted
with a sickness and infinnity at this time and cannot appear at the trial." (State's Lodging B-11, p.
1196.) The court infonned the jury that Small's
testimony would be introduced by reading a transcript of her deposition.
In a subsequent hearing outside of the jury's
presence, the court elaborated on the circumstances
of Small's "sickness," stating that "last Saturday, or
Friday, the Court was contacted by Dr. Hales. Both
counsel knew the substance of what he was saying,
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was that she, Dovey Small, the deponent, [was]
presently in the hospital, and they were treating her
for fear that she might have a miscarriage." (State's
Lodging B-12, p. 1199.) The court noted that the
State had filed a supporting affidavit, "[a]nd on that
basis and the lack of any showing by the defendant
to controvert that, the Court has made the determination that here is a witness who is unavailable because of sickness or infirmity within the meaning of
[Idaho Criminal] Rule 15." (State's Lodging B-12,
p. 1200.)
Defense counsel requested that the entire deposition be read to the jury, including Small's conferences with her attorney and those selected instances in which she refused to answer questions on
Fifth Amendment grounds. The court denied that
request, ruling that Small's invocation of the Fifth
Amendment was not admissible under the Idaho
Rules of Evidence. Defense counsel then objected
to publishing the deposition to the jury, but he
could not articulate a basis for his position. (State's
Lodging B-12, p. 1201.)

*10 Each side was permitted to read portions of
Small's testimony that they had chosen, excluding
those instances in which she invoked the Fifth
Amendment or conferred with her counsel. Her admission that she had been convicted of a felony was
also stricken by the trial court, though the grounds
for that ruling are unclear.
On appeal, McKinney claimed that the admission of the deposition testimony violated his Sixth
Amendment right to confrontation, but the Idaho
Supreme Court relied exclusively on state rules and
case law governing civil proceedings to affirm the
district court's ruling. McKinney I, 687 P.2d at 575.
In rejecting McKinney's main argument that the exclusion of particular parts of the deposition was erroneous, the Idaho Supreme Court concluded that
"[t]he prior testimony made clear and no one in the
courtroom, including the jury, could have been unaware that Dovey Small was an alleged coconspirator in the murder-robbery of Bishop. There
is no indication as to how a showing of Small's in-

vocation of the Fifth Amendment or her conferences with her counsel would have either prejudiced or aided McKinney's case." Id. The court also
found no abuse of discretion in excluding Small's
admission that she had been convicted of a felony,
but concluded that if any error had occurred, it was
harmless beyond a reasonable doubt. Id. at 575-76.
2. Standard of Review
Because McKinney properly raised the Sixth
Amendment claim in the Idaho Supreme Court and
yet the court analyzed the issue as one arising
solely under state law, this Court must defer to any
findings of fact, 28 U.S.C. § 2254(e)(]), but it shall
review the federal legal claim de nova. Lewis v.
Mayle, 391 F.3d 989, 996 (9th Cir.2004).

3. Clearly Established Federal Law
The Sixth Amendment provides that "[i]n all
criminal prosecutions, the accused shall enjoy the
right ... to be confronted with the witnesses against
him. U.S. Const. Amend. VI. The Confrontation
Clause is intended to "ensure the reliability of the
evidence against a criminal defendant by subjecting
it to rigorous testing in the context of an adversary
proceeding before the trier of fact." Maryland v.
Craig, 497 U.S. 836, 845, 110 S.Ct. 3157, 111
L.Ed.2d 666 (1990).
At the time of McKinney's trial and direct appeal, Ohio v. Roberts, 448 U.S. 56, I 00 S.Ct. 2531,
65 L.Ed.2d 597 ( 1980), set out the analytical framework for determining whether the admission of
hearsay evidence violated a defendant's right to
confrontation. In Roberts, the Supreme Court held
that the prosecution must "either produce, or
demonstrate the unavailability of, the declarant
whose statement it wishes to use against the defendant." Id. at 65 (citations omitted). To show that
the witness is unavailable, "the prosecutorial authorities [must] have made a good-faith effort to
obtain his [or her] presence at trial." Id. at 74. "The
lengths to which the prosecution must go to produce a witness ... is a question of reasonableness." Id.
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*11 At the time, if the witness were truly unavailable, then his or her out of court statement
could be admitted without violating the Confrontation Clause when the evidence bore adequate
"indicia of reliability." Reliability was inferred
"without more in a case where the evidence falls
within a firmly rooted hearsay exception." Id. at 66.
In all other cases, the evidence was deemed sufficiently reliable and admissible only if it bears particularized guarantees oftrustworthiness.FN 4 Id.
FN4. This aspect of the Roberts test has
since been overruled by Crawford v. Washington, 541 U.S. 36, 124 S.Ct. 1354, 158
L.Ed.2d 177 (2004). In Crawford, the Supreme Court held that, regardless of reliability, a witness's testimonial out of court
statements are not admissible under the
Confrontation Clause unless the witness is
unavailable and the defendant had a prior
opportunity to cross-examine. Id at 68 The
parties in this case agree that Crawford
cannot be applied retroactively to grant
habeas relief. Whorton v. Bockting, 549
U.S. 406, 127 S.Ct. 1173, 1177, 167
L.Ed.2d I (2007).
In any case, it is likely that the new rule
would not benefit McKinney, because,
as will be explained, Small was both unavailable to testify and McKinney had a
prior opportunity to cross-examine her
under oath, satisfying Crawford' s minimum requirements for admissibility under the Sixth Amendment. See, e.g.,
United States v. Cannon, 539 FJd 601,
602 (7th Cir.2008) ("we see no reason,
post-Crawford, to question the constitutionality of admitting fully cross-examined testimony preserved by a properly conducted Rule 15 deposition").
4. Unavailability
McKinney first argues that "there is no record
evidence, merely a bare assertion, that Ms. Small
was 'unavailable.' She simply refused to testify."

(Docket No. 247, p. 17.) Contrary to this argument,
the contemporaneous evidentiary record before the
trial and appellate courts, while not extensively detailed, pointed to only one conclusion: Small was
not available to testify because she was in the latter
stages of an at-risk pregnancy, and her doctor was
treating her "for fear she may have a miscarriage."
(State's Lodging 8-11, p. 1199.) It is likely that the
record is not better developed on this point because
"[b]oth counsel knew the substance of what [the
doctor] was saying," and there was no "showing by
the defendant to controvert" the doctor's letter and
the State's affidavit. (State's Lodging 8-11, p.
1200.) The Idaho Supreme Court devoted a single
introductory sentence to the matter, remarking that
"the deposition was published, since Small was unavailable due to problems with her pregnancy."
McKinney/, 687 P.2d at 575. The focus through the
direct appeal was not on Small's unavailability but
rather on the trial court's decision to limit the scope
of the evidence that had been introduced.
McKinney notes correctly that Small offered
additional testimony on this issue when she was deposed again in 1985, but rather than undermine the
original finding, her later testimony supports it.
Small was able to recall that she had to be taken to
the hospital "quite a few times" during her pregnancy. (State's Lodging D-24, pp. 27-28.) She admitted that she was present at McKinney's trial but
that she "refused to take the stand and testify
against him" (id at 28, 687 P.2d 570), which is corroborated by the hearing on November 5, 1981,
during which the State announced it intended to call
Small as a witness and her counsel responded that
she would invoke the Fifth Amendment. Small also
testified that the night after she "was supposed to
take the stand" (presumably November 5 or 6), she
was taken "to the hospital because [she] went into
labor really hard." (Id. at 27, 687 P.2d 570.) This
corresponds with the trial court's recitation of the
events to the jury and to the parties the following
Monday, November 9. While Small also claimed
that the baby was born right after McKinney was
sentenced, this would not have been possible since
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he was sentenced in March 1982, several months
after the baby's due date.

*12 The Ninth Circuit has upheld a finding of
unavailability under similar circumstances in
United States v. McGuire, 307 F.3d 1192 (2002). In
McGuire, the district court allowed the previous trial testimony of a witness to be admitted into evidence at a second trial after finding that the witness
could not appear because she was in the third trimester of her pregnancy. Id. at 1205. On appeal, the
Ninth Circuit affirmed, holding that "[t]hese risks
in late pregnancy, when attested to by a physician,
are an 'infirmity' within the meaning of the Rule."
Id. Although the Federal Rules of Evidence were at
issue in McGuire rather than the Confrontation
Clause, there is no reason why the Ninth Circuit's
conclusion as to what constitutes unavailability
would be any different under the Constitution.
In sum, the prosecution must make a good faith
effort to secure the witness's attendance. Roberts,
448 U.S. at 74. The lengths to which the prosecution must go is a question of reasonableness judged
by the facts and circumstances of each case, and the
law does not require the doing of a futile act. Id.
Given that the facts here showed that Small was
suffering from complications during her late-term
pregnancy, which McKinney did not seriously dispute at the time, the good faith requirement was satisfied.
5. lndicia of Reliability
The Court also finds that Small's testimony
bore adequate indicia of reliability to have been admissible without violating McKinney's right to confrontation.

An exception to the hearsay rule for former
testimony has a long history in American jurisprudence, see e.g. Mattox v. United States, 156 U.S.
237, 15 S.Ct. 337, 39 L.Ed. 409 (1895), and statements that are admitted pursuant to that exception
commonly have been found to satisfy the Confrontation Clause. Roberts, 448 U.S. at 68-73; Mancusi
v. Stubbs, 408 U.S. 204, 213-16, 92 S.Ct. 2308, 33

L.Ed.2d 293 ( 1972); California v. Green, 399 U.S.
149, 165-66, 90 S.Ct. 1930, 26 L.Ed.2d 489 (1970).
Yet the United States Supreme Court has never
squarely held that the exception is a "firmly rooted"
one, such that satisfying its requirements would necessarily comply with the Confrontation Clause
without a further showing of trustworthiness. Several lower circuit courts have so held. See United
States v. Mann, 161 F.3d 840, 861 (5th Cir.1998);
United States v. McKeeve, 131 F.3d I, 9 (I st
Cir.1997); United States v. Kelly, 892 F.2d 255, 262
(3d Cir.1989); United States v. Salim, 855 F.2d 944,
954-55 (2d Cir.1988). It appears that the Ninth Circuit has not taken a conclusive stand on the issue.
Compare United States v. Koon, 34 F.3d 1416,
1426 (9th Cir.1994) (noting without elaboration
that the former testimony exception in Fed.R.Evid.
804(b )(I) is "a firmly rooted one"), overruled on
other grounds by Koon v. United States, 518 U.S.
81, 116 S.Ct. 2035, 135 L.Ed.2d 392 (1996), with
Alcala v. Woodford, 334 F.3d 862, 882 (9th
Cir.2003) ("we do not opine on whether prior trial
testimony is a firmly rooted hearsay exception, although we acknowledge some indications in the
case law that it is").

*13 This Court need not determine whether
Idaho's hearsay exception admitting this former
testimony is a firmly rooted one because the evidence nevertheless bore particularized guarantees of
trustworthiness. There is no mechanical test for determining reliability, see Dutton v. Evans, 400 U.S.
74, 89, 91 S.Ct. 210, 27 L.Ed.2d 2 J 3 (1970), but
the existence of safeguards closely approximating
those present at a trial, such as the taking of testimony under oath subject to cross examination, have
been found to satisfy the reliability component of
the Roberts test. See United States v. Johnson, 735
F.2d 1200, 1203 (9th Cir.1984) (finding deposition
testimony reliable because "counsel had an adequate opportunity to cross-examine [the witness]
and availed himself of that opportunity"). Those
safeguards were squarely in place here.
Small was under oath when she testified at her
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deposition, which was taken to preserve her testimony in the event that she did not appear at trial.
McKinney was personally present, and his defense
counsel cross-examined Small with the same
motive that he would have if she were testifying at
trial. To that end, he impeached her with her inconsistent statements from the preliminary hearing, and
he elicited other favorable evidence that tended to
exclude McKinney (and Small) from pre-planning
the robbery and murder. Though it is true that
Small selectively invoked the Fifth Amendment in
response to some questions from the prosecutor
over the course of her direct testimony, she
answered all of the questions put to her by defense
counsel on cross-examination, save one instance in
which he asked her whether she had used
marijuana. McKinney has not pointed to any specific topic that he was unable to test through crossexamination, had he wanted to do so.
The trial court's decision to exclude Small's
references to the Fifth Amendment and the court reporter's notations of when she conferred with her
attorney does not alter the analysis. Generally, no
inference may be drawn from a witness's invocation
of the Fifth Amendment in a criminal case, and
McKinney has cited no authority showing that he
had a right to have the jury be made aware that
Small invoked the Fifth Amendment or had conferred with her counsel before answering certain
questions. Cf United States v. Castorena-Jaime,
285 F .3d 916, 931 ( I 0th Cir.2002) ("[ d]efendants
do not, however, have the right to force a witness to
invoke his Fifth Amendment privilege before the
jury").
To be sure, the cold reading of a deposition
transcript will gloss over subtle nuances in demeanor that could be exposed through live testimony,
and the preference is undoubtedly for face-to-face
confrontation in front of the jury, but the minimum
requirements of the Constitution were satisfied in
this case.
6. Prejudice
Even if the admission of this evidence were a

constitutional error, the Court alternatively concludes that McKinney would not be entitled relief
because he cannot demonstrate that the error had a
"substantial and injurious effect or influence in determining the jury verdict." Brecht v. Abrahamson,
507 U.S. 619, 638, 113 S.Ct. 1710, 123 L.Ed.2d
353 (1993).

*14 Those portions of Small's deposition that
were read contained an uneven mix of statements
that tended both to place the blame squarely on
McKinney while simultaneously undermining the
State's theory of pre-planning and a conspiracy. The
most incriminating aspects-that McKinney returned
to the bar alone, declared that he had shot Bishop,
and then showed Small and Ada the body-did not
stand alone and were corroborated by Ada's incourt testimony. Other parts, while perhaps not exculpatory, were at least consistent with the theory
of defense, such as the following: Small and
McKinney did not discuss harming Bishop at the
Wheeless house; it was Bishop's idea to go target
shooting but McKinney was reluctant to do so; the
dog was with them in the car; and McKinney did
not say that he shot Bishop "once in the stomach
and five times in the head." In addition, Small's
testimony would have obviously been viewed with
a jaundiced eye, as "no one in the courtroom, including the jury, could have been unaware that
Dovey Small was an alleged co-conspirator in the
murder-robbery of Bishop." McKinney I, 687 P.2d
at 575.
Perhaps more importantly, other independent
evidence strongly supported McKinney's guilt. He
was seen with the murder weapon on several occasions in the hours before Bishop was shot. Casey
Wheeless testified that Small and McKinney discussed how they needed money and intended to kill
Bishop, even soliciting his help. Denise Gamer and
Tana Hampton corroborated Wheeless's testimony.
McKinney himself admitted taking Bishop's car and
personal possessions, and forging Bishop's signature on a credit card receipt. He also gave several
inconsistent or incomplete versions of the events, at
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one point even stating that "it looks like I'm going
for murder," and the believability of his claim that
the gun accidently discharged was seriously called
into question by Craven's rebuttal testimony.
For these reasons, any error in admitting the
deposition testimony did not have a substantial and
injurious influence or effect on the jury's verdict
such that the state court's judgment must be overturned in this collateral habeas proceeding.

Prosecutorial Misconduct (Claim 6)
In his next guilt-phase claim, McKinney asserts
that "trial prosecutor tainted the impartiality of the
jurors by appealing to their passions and prejudices,
by arguing matters not in evidence, by arguing his
personal opinion and religious references to the Old
Testament, and by making misstatements of Jaw to
the jury." (Docket No. 238, p. 23.) The Idaho Supreme Court summarily rejected this issue after
"find[ing] no error." McKinney I, 687 P.2d at 576.
The standard for a claim of prosecutorial misconduct on habeas review is a "narrow one of due
process, and not the broad exercise of supervisory
power." Darden v. Wainwright. 477 U.S. 168,
181, 106 S.Ct. 2464, 91 L.Ed.2d 144 (1986)
(quoting Donnelly v. DeChristoforo, 416 U.S. 637,
642, 94 S.Ct. 1868, 40 L.Ed.2d 431 (1974)). A prosecutor's comments or actions that may be considered inappropriate under rules of fair advocacy,
or even reversible error on direct review, will not
warrant federal habeas relief unless the alleged misconduct "so infected the trial with unfairness as to
make the resulting conviction a denial of due process." Donnelly. 416 U.S. at 643.

1. Comments on the Burden of Proof
*15 McKinney asserts that the prosecutor advised the jury of an improper definition of reasonable doubt and misled the jury about the State's burden of proof. The first instance allegedly occurred
during the following exchange in jury selection:
[Prosecutor]: We've got a lot of people on this
panel that are used to dealing with very little

margin of error in their work. Are you one of them?
Mr. Grossman: No.
[Prosecutor]: Oh, you're used to large margins of
error. That's good. Well, then you can appreciate
what the term "beyond a reasonable doubt"
means, can't you?
Mr. Grossman: Yes. I'm not sure of the definition
of "reasonable doubt" yet. I heard the Judge say,
but I'm not sure I totally absorbed it.
[Prosecutor]: Okay.
Mr. Grossman: I know it's not no doubt whatsoever, but I'm not sure how precise we have to be
in understanding the reasonable doubt.
[Prosecutor]: The Court will undoubtedly instruct
you on that again. And do you have any disagreement with the fact that that is our burden,
whatever the Judge will ultimately instruct you
on it as.
Mr. Grossman: No. I have no problems with that.
(State's Lodging B-8, p. 240.)
McKinney argues that in this exchange the prosecutor equated "large margins of error" with reasonable doubt. He also contends that, later in the
jury selection, the prosecutor informed the jury that
it should not "even consider just possible doubt."
(Docket No. 247, p. 46.)
Neither of these brief instances amount to prosecutorial misconduct. The first was at most an ambiguous reference to "margins of error" and reasonable doubt, and it was a minor exchange that ended
with the prosecutor informing the juror that the
judge would instruct him on the correct standard.
The second phrase about not considering just possible or imaginary doubt or the like is not an incorrect statement of law. Cf Victor v. Nebraska, 511
U.S. I, 17, 114 S.Ct. 1239, 127 L.Ed.2d 583 (1994)
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. McKinney contends that the prosecutor also made
"several other similarly misleading remarks," but
he has not provided the Court with argument or
analysis concerning any additional statements concerning the reasonable doubt standard.
2. Appeal to Emotion and Prejudice
In his opening statement, the prosecutor infonned the jury that Ada Mangum would testify,
among other things, that "Randy McKinney, in reminiscing over the thing that he had done, makes
the comment that 'it's hard to kill a white man.' He
said, 'It was harder than I thought. It's not near as
bad as killing a nigger.' " (State's Lodging B-9, p.
4 I I.)

In her testimony on this subject, Mangum
claimed that McKinney had actually said, "it was
easier for him to kill a black man than it was a
white man." (State's Lodging 8-9, p. 488.) When
the prosecutor pressed her to "tell us specifically,
what did he say," she replied, "[t]hat's what he said.
It was easier-I mean it was harder for him to kill a
white man than it was a black man." (Id.)

* 16 In his closing argument, the prosecutor
again characterized this evidence as "[McKinney]
makes a comment that he had a hard time killing
this guy ... [s]aid it was a Jot easier to kill a nigger
." (State's Lodging B-13, p. 1631.)
McKinney now claims that the prosecutor's use
of the word "nigger" was a racially-charged appeal
to the jury's emotions and, in context, an improper
reference to an uncharged murder. This Court
agrees that the prosecutor should have refrained
from using that particular word, particularly in his
closing argument, since by that time Ada Mangum
had testified that McKinney had referred to a
"black man." As such, the prosecutor misstated the
evidence. Even if he expected Mangum to testify in
a certain way, when that expectation did not bear
fruit he should have exercised more caution before
using a racially sensitive tenn.

comment on the evidence presented at trial, and the
subject on which the prosecutor commented was
clearly supported by the evidence. McKinney may
not have used the exact phrasing that the prosecutor
suggested he did, but, according to Ada, he expressed the sentiment in very similar tenns. McKinney's counsel failed to object on the grounds he
now asserts, either to the testimony or to the prosecutor's comments, but the evidence appears to be
relevant and admissible against McKinney as an admission of guilt to the charged offenses. This is not
a case in which a prosecutor intentionally used a racial epithet in an effort to demean the defendant
personally or to inflame the prejudices of the jury,
and cases that address those circumstances are inapposite.
3. Appeal to Religion
Near the end of his closing argument, the prosecutor remarked that Bishop was "laying in a cold
grave somewhere, and his blood is crying out for
justice. And he deserves it. And if you don't give it
to him, he'll never get it." (State's Lodging 8-13, p.
1702-03.) McKinney contends that this was a religious exhortation based on Genesis 4: IO in the
King James Version of the Bible, which reads,
"And he said, What hast thou done? the voice of
thy brother's blood crieth unto me from the ground."
On its face, the prosecutor's language appears
to be a rhetorical flourish that brought his lengthy
summation to a close; it is not a self-evident reference to a specific biblical verse. He did not expressly cite religious authority, nor did he ask the
jury to resort to biblical law in adjudicating the
case. Serving as an additional buffer, the trial court
instructed the jury to consider only its instructions
on the law as applied to evidence presented in
court. (State's Lodging 8-13, p. 1594.)
Even if the remarks exceeded the bounds of
proper argument, they did not constitute such egregious misconduct as to deprive McKinney of his
right to a fair trial, as discussed below.

On the other hand, the prosecutor had a right to
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4. Reference to the Assassination Attempt on President Reagan
*17 For his last example of alleged misconduct, McKinney points to the prosecutor's remark in
his opening statement that the murder weapon was
"[a] Saturday night special. The same type of gun
that President Reagan had been shot with." (State's
Lodging 8-9, p. 401 .) Although Richard Craven
would later confinn that the weapon was a
"Saturday night special," there was no evidence
presented at trial that it was similar to the one that
John Hinkley had used in attempting to assassinate
President Reagan. It is unclear whether the prosecutor believed that he would be able to elicit such
evidence when he made his opening statement, but
the claim was not repeated in closing argument.
Defense counsel did not object to the remark,
and the jury was instructed that an opening statement "is not itself evidence." (State's Lodging 8-9,
pp. 380-81.) This Court finds the comment at the
beginning of the trial, if improper, to be minimal,
isolated, and without lasting effect.

5. Cumulative Due Process Analysis
The question before this Court is not whether
any of these comments crossed the line into improper argument, but whether they "so infected the
trial with unfairness as to make the resulting conviction a denial of due process." Donnelly, 416
U.S. at 643. To the extent that any of the remarks
amounted to misconduct, they were minor blemishes in the face of an extensive record containing
strong evidence of guilt. The sting from any improper comments would have been further removed
by the trial court's instruction to the jury that arguments "are not evidence, and are not to be considered by you as such, and are proper matter [sic]
to consider only insofar as the attorneys keep within the evidence admitted upon the trial, and the instructions of the Court." (State's Lodging 8-13, p.
1612.)
Finding no due process violation, this Court
must deny relief.

Handcuffing in the Courtroom (Claim 12)
In this claim, McKinney alleges that he was deprived of due process of law when he "was exposed
to members of the jury while confined in handcuffs
contrary to well-established dictates of Supreme
Court precedent." (Docket No. 238, p. 31.)

I. Background
On the seventh day of trial, defense counsel
moved for a mistrial on the ground that "we have
observed personally that each time the sheriff
brings Randy into the courtroom, he is in handcuffs. And each time before Randy leaves, he is in
handcuffs." (State's Lodging 8-11, p. I 071.) Counsel then testified under oath about the circumstances, indicating that when the Sheriff brought
McKinney to and from the courtroom counsel had
"observed that the defendant has been in handcuffs,
bracelet-type handcuffs." (Id. at I 072.) He further
testified that he had seen jurors in the "outer foyer"
area when the transport occurred, and that jurors
were stiJJ in the courtroom on other occasions when
the Sheriff cuffed McKinney to take him out. (Id. at
I 072-73.) Defense counsel "couldn't represent or
testify, Your Honor, that [he] saw a particular juror
actually observing that. Only that they were still
passing from the courtroom." (Id. at 1077.) No juror was questioned about whether he or she had seen
McKinney in handcuffs.
*18 The trial court denied the motion for mistrial, agreeing that "we are supposed to protect a
jury from prejudice of a defendant," but observing
that "[w]e don't have him sitting here in cuffs. He's
free. He's not shackled at all. Coming and going,
apparently he's been cuffed." (State's Lodging Bl I, pp. 1075-76.) The trial court concluded, "l don't
conceive that there's been any great prejudice to the
defendant in this trial by being brought to the area
of the courtroom in cuffs and having them taken
off. There's no great display of him being in cuffs."
(Id.)
On direct appeal, the Idaho Supreme Court rejected this claim after finding that "there is no
showing here, nor was there at the trial court, that
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any juror may have seen McKinney in handcuffs ...
[t]he mere possibility that some juror may have
seen McKinney in handcuffs does not satisfy appellant's burden of showing prejudicial error on appeal." McKinney I, 687 P.2d at 575.
2. Standard of Review
Because the Idaho Supreme Court issued a
reasoned, though brief, decision addressing this
claim on the merits, McKinney must show that its
decision was contrary to or an unreasonable application of clearly established federal law, or was
based on an unreasonable detennination of the facts
in light of the evidence presented in the state court
proceeding. 28 U.S.C. § 2254(d). All state court
findings of fact must be presumed to be correct unless rebutted by clear and convincing evidence. 28
U.S.C. § 2254(e)(l).
3. Clearly Established Federal Law
The Sixth and Fourteenth Amendments to the
United States Constitution assure a criminal defendant the right to a fair trial. Estelle v. Williams.
425 U.S. 501, 503, 96 S.Ct. 1691, 48 L.Ed.2d 126
(1976). In Illinois v. Allen, 397 U.S. 337, 90 S.Ct.
1057, 25 L.Ed.2d 353 (1970), the United States Supreme Court considered the removal of an obstreperous defendant from his criminal trial, recognizing
that while "binding and gagging might possibly be
the fairest and most reasonable way to handle" the
situation, "even to contemplate such a technique ...
arouses a feeling that no person should be tried
while shackled and gagged except as a last resort."
Id. at 344. In Estelle, the Supreme Court held that
compelling a defendant to stand trial in identifiable
jail clothing eroded the presumption of innocence.
425 U.S. at 512.
By the time of the Idaho Supreme Court confronted this issue in the present case, lower circuit
courts following Estelle and A //en had interpreted
the due process guarantee of a fair trial as requiring
a defendant to be free from shackles unless exceptional circumstances were present. See e.g. Corley
v. Cardwell, 544 F.2d 349,352 (9th Cir.1976) ("[a]
defendant who, absent exceptional circumstances,

is forced to stand trial manacled or in prison garb is
denied due process"); Zygadlo v. Wainwright, 720
F.2d 1221, 1223 (11th Cir.1983) (similar). Recently, the Supreme Court reiterated that "[t]he law
has long forbidden routine use of visible shackles
during the guilt phase; it pennits a State to shackle
a criminal defendant only in the presence of a special need." Deck v. Missouri, 544 U.S. 622, 630,
125 S.Ct. 2007, 161 L.Ed.2d 953 (2005).
4. Discussion
* 19 The Idaho Supreme Court found that
McKinney had made no showing that any juror had
seen him in shackles. This finding is a reasonable
one in light of the evidence presented in state court,
which established that McKinney may have been
cuffed during transport by the Sheriff, but he was
not shackled when trial was in session. Additionally, while trial counsel testified that he had observed McKinney being taken to and from the
courtroom in handcuffs in close proximity to jurors,
he "couldn't represent or testify ... that [he] saw a
particular juror actually observing that." (State's
Lodging B-11, p. I 072.) No juror was questioned.
Even if a juror or jurors had seen McKinney, it
would have likely been a brief observation when he
was brought in or out of the courtroom, and there is
certainly no evidence that he was "forced to stand
trial manacled." See Corley, 544 F.2d at 352. In this
respect, his case is similar to Ghent v. Woodford,
279 F.3d 1121 (9th Cir.2002). In Ghent, the defendant was transported into the courtroom in handcuffs, and the district court found that at least some
jurors had seen him in cuffs in a hallway, but the
Ninth Circuit declined to find a due process violation. Id. at 1133. In reaching that conclusion, the
Court wrote, "[t]he jury's 'brief or inadvertent
glimpse' of a shackled defendant is not inherently
or presumptively prejudicial, nor has Ghent made a
sufficient showing of actual prejudice." Id. Here,
likewise, a juror's view of a handcuffed McKinney
would have been a brief or inadvertent glimpse as
he was passing into or out of the courtroom.
Given the state of the evidence developed in
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state court, and in light of clearly established federal law, the Idaho Supreme Court's adjudication of
this claim did not result in a decision that was contrary or involved an unreasonable application of
clearly established federal law, or was based on an
unreasonable determination in light of the evidence
presented. Relief shall be denied.
PENALTY PHASE CLAIMS
Ineffective Assistance of Counsel-Mitigation Investigation (Claim I (j))
McKinney next alleges that his appointed
counsel "was ineffective in that he failed to investigate whether Petitioner had a history as an abused
child or a history of physical and psychological
trauma or disorder which might act as a circumstance which could mitigate the penalty to be imposed for this crime, and failed to present factual
and expert evidence to the trial court." (Docket No.
238, p. 13.)

For the reasons set forth below, the Court
agrees that McKinney was deprived of his Sixth
Amendment right to the effective assistance of
counsel during his capital sentencing proceeding.
The Court further concludes that habeas relief is
warranted because the Idaho Supreme Court's adjudication of this claim involved an unreasonable application of clearly established federal law as determined by the United States Supreme Court.
I. The Sentencing Hearing
*20 The aggravation and m1t1gation hearing
took place over two partial days in March 1982. Urging the trial court to impose a death sentence, the
State relied primarily on the evidence developed at
trial to support two statutory aggravating circumstances: that the murder was committed with the utter disregard for the value of human life (Idaho
Code § 19-2515(f)(6)); and that the murder was
committed during a robbery (a first-degree felony
murder) with the specific intent to cause the death
of a human being (Idaho Code § l 9-2515(t)(7)).
(State's Lodging B-14, pp. 1801-06.)

McKinney's defense counsel, William Carlson,

presented the testimony of three witnesses in mitigation of punishment, two close family members and
a psychologist. McKinney's mother, Karen Ponting,
testified that her son had been a follower who was
easily led by females. She also claimed that he was
always very quiet, treated others with kindness, and
had done well in school. McKinney's great aunt
testified similarly to Ms. Ponting.
The psychologist, Dr. Gary Payne, testified that
he had administered a series of psychological tests
to McKinney. From his evaluation, Dr. Payne concluded that while McKinney had "no major defect,"
he "suffer[ed] from an inadequate personality disorder," which made him impulsive. (Id. at 1763.)
Dr. Payne testified that he "would be easily led"
and would not "inspire great confidence or certainty
in a follower." (Id. at 1766.) He also believed that
McKinney "would behave as someone who was
younger, perhaps in late adolescence, limited maturity, working hard to please, perhaps adopting
what are outward trappings might suggest that he
was conforming for acceptance." (Id. at 1767 .)
The general theme of defense counsel's mitigation case, as reflected by his closing argument to
the court, was that McKinney was an easily-led
young man who came under the spell of a manipulative older woman, and that under her influence
and the influence of alcohol and drugs, he committed crimes that he ordinarily would not have committed. Counsel also briefly mentioned that some
doubt lingered as to who actually fired the fatal
shots. But at no point did he suggest that McKinney's background or childhood was anything other
than fairly routine, perhaps with a few minor bumps
along the way.

2. The District Court's Findings
The state district court declined to apply the
"utter disregard" aggravating circumstance, but the
court did find that the State had proven beyond a
reasonable doubt that McKinney intentionally
killed Bishop by shooting him in the head during
the course of a robbery, supporting the felony
murder plus specific intent aggravator.
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The district court expressly considered McKinney's arguments in mitigation, which it characterized in general terms as "the youth of the defendant; the defendant's background and environment
(as indicators of personality and character); the defendant's degree of culpability for the crime committed; and the defendant's potential for rehabilitation." (State's Lodging 8-2, p. 148.) The court rejected defense counsel's suggestion that McKinney
was an inexperienced and easy-going person, instead finding that he "is a 'street-wise' nineteenyear-old whose own statements show a pattern of
criminal behavior beginning at the age of twelve,
though his only formal criminal record prior to this
time shows only one contact with the justice system." (Id at 151.)

"'21 The state district court concluded that mitigating circumstances, "variously evaluated and
found or rejected," did not outweigh the single aggravating circumstance found to exist, and it imposed the death penalty. (State's Lodging 82, p.
154.) On direct appeal, the Idaho Supreme Court
affirmed the district court's decision. McKinney /,
687 P.2d at 576.
3. The Post-Conviction Evidence
One of McKinney's claims during his initial
post-conviction proceeding was that his trial counsel had been constitutionally deficient in failing to
uncover and offer evidence that McKinney had
suffered severe physical, sexual, and emotional abuse as a child. A new district court judge was assigned to the case, who concluded that an evidentiary hearing was necessary, at which McKinney
presented testimony on this subject from his mother
Karen (having changed her last name to Edwards),
his sister Laurie Newberry, his brother Mitchell
Ponting, himself, and his trial counsel William
Carlson.
Karen Edwards testified that McKinney's father, James Ponting, began to abuse McKinney when
he was five years old. As the violence escalated,
Ponting would throw McKinney and the other children against walls, beat them with his fists, and

whip them with rubber hoses, sticks, and a belt.
Ponting also regularly used an assortment of drugs
in front of the children, including marijuana, LSD,
cocaine, speed, and cannabinol. For his enjoyment,
he spiked the children's ice cream with PCP, eventually introducing them at a young age to alcohol
and drugs. Karen Edwards was also aware that
Ponting was sexually abusing Laurie. The home
situation had deteriorated sufficiently at one point
that Edwards was hospitalized after attempting to
overdose on pills. (State's Lodging D-23, pp. 7-44.)
Edwards testified that she spoke with Williams
Carlson before the sentencing hearing for a total of
about 30 minutes. While Carlson asked her generally about McKinney's childhood and background,
he never pointedly asked whether any abuse had occurred, and she did not volunteer the information
because she "didn't know that it would be important. That's something you just don't go around talking about ... " (State's Lodging D-23, p. I 0.)
Laurie Newberry testified similarly to her
mother, but added details of significant and longstanding sexual abuse. She corroborated her mother's testimony that Ponting often beat the children,
including one instance in which he whipped
McKinney so vigorously with a garden hose that it
resulted in bleeding and welts. She also testified
that Ponting routinely had sexual intercourse with
her from the time that she was eight years old. On
some of these occasions, Ponting would force
McKinney to hold Laurie down, if she resisted, so
he could penetrate her more easily. If McKinney
tried to stop him or otherwise interfere, he would be
beaten. According to Laurie, when McKinney was a
young teenager, Ponting also coerced one of
McKinney's girlfriends to have sex with Ponting
and Laurie. She further claimed that William
Carlson never contacted her before the sentencing
hearing, and, like her mother, she did not come forward because she did not know that this type of information was relevant. (State's Lodging D-23, pp.
45-73.)

"'22 McKinney's brother confirmed the child-
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hood abuse. He added that he came home one day
after he had recently gotten married to find his new
wife in bed with his father.
McKinney corroborated the testimonies of his
family members. He admitted that his father had
forced him to hold Laurie down while he raped her.
He also claimed that he had been fondled by one of
Ponting's acquaintances when he was a boy and on
two other separate occasions by other men when he
was a teenager. (State's Lodging D-23, pp. 96-131.)
Carlson was also called as a witness. He testified that he was unaware of any sexual abuse, physical abuse, or drug encouragement in the home. Although he spoke with members of the family to prepare for sentencing, he was "certain" that he did not
question anyone about those matters. When McKinney's post-conviction counsel asked him, "isn't it a
fact that these items that have been discussed here
today you just didn't think about asking about,"
Carlson responded, "I suppose it is. Yes. I think it
is." (State's Lodging D-23, p. 94.)
4. The District Court's Ruling and the Appellate

Decision
The newly assigned district court judge denied
this claim on its merits. In doing so, he did not reject McKinney's evidence as untrue or lacking in
credibility; on the contrary, he wrote that "the court
accepts every element of testimony given at the
hearing on petitioner's action for post-conviction
relief regarding childhood physical, sexual and drug
abuse. The court also concedes that petitioner
should have been given an opportunity to present
evidence of what occurred during childhood ... "
(State's Lodging D-22, p. 176.)
Despite accepting every element of this evidence, the court concluded that McKinney had
suffered no prejudice. In reaching that conclusion,
the court framed McKinney's argument primarily as
one in which he was claiming that because Robert
Bishop allegedly made sexual advances to himself
and Dovey Small, the excluded evidence of childhood abuse would have tended to explain his over-

reaction to those advances. In other words, the state
court seems to have treated this claim as an attempt
to put forward some type of partial but imperfect
defense in mitigation, and it squarely dismissed that
argument as contrary to the evidence:
Yet, the petitioner devised a plan to rob and
murder his victim prior to the time that any putative homosexual advances to him occurred. If
there had been no prior plan to kill petitioner's
victim, and if the murder would have occurred
directly after advances made to petitioner,
without a substantial cooling-off period in which
petitioner could have regained his sensibilities,
the situation might be different. However, this
court finds completely untenable petitioner's contention that childhood sexual abuse problems
should justify his actions where a concerted plan
to commit those actions had been formulated prior to the time advances were made.
(State's Lodging D-22, p. 177) (Emphasis added.)
*23 The Idaho Supreme Court affinned. In a
brief opinion, it quoted the district court's ruling
and indicated that it agreed "with the decision of
the trial court, and its reasoning." McKinney II, 772
P.2d at 1221. The Idaho Supreme Court reiterated
the essential facts of the crime, concluding that the
"killing was not a spur of the moment decision, but
rather McKinney lured his victim into the desert on
a pretense of a target practice expedition, and shot
the victim execution style, thus accomplishing his
well thought out scheme. We find no error." Id.
5. Clearly Established Federal Law
By the time of the Idaho Supreme Court's decision, it was clear that the Sixth Amendment right
to the effective assistance of counsel applied to the
penalty phase of a capital trial. Strickland v. Washington, 466 U.S. 668, 686-87, 104 S.Ct. 2052, 80
L.Ed.2d 674 (1984).
As set out earlier in this Memorandum Decision, a successful claim under the Strickland test
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is comprised of two elements: (I) unreasonably deficient performance by trial counsel, and (2) actual
prejudice to the defendant's right to a fair adversarial proceeding. Id. at 687. In assessing the reasonableness of counsel's performance, the reviewing
court must reconstruct the facts that confronted
counsel at the time and avoid the benefit of hindsight. Id. at 689. The focus of the prejudice component is on the fairness and reliability of the outcome. To that end, the test for prejudice is whether,
but for counsel's unprofessional errors, there is a
"reasonable probability" that the result would have
been different. Id. at 694. A reasonable probability
is one that is "sufficient to undermine confidence in
the result." Id.

6. Discussion
The Idaho Supreme Court moved directly to
the prejudice component of the Strickland test and
approved the lower court's reasoning on that issue.
Because there is no state court decision addressing
the first part of the test, this Court must review the
professional reasonableness of trial counsel's mitigation investigation de nova. See Rompilla v. Beard.
545 U.S. 374, 390, 125 S.Ct. 2456, 162 L.Ed.2d
360 (2005) ("[b]ecause the state courts found the
representation adequate, they never reached the issue of prejudice, and so we examine this element of
the Strickland claim de nova" ).
The United States Supreme Court has declined
to adopt specific guidelines for reasonably adequate
attorney conduct under the Sixth Amendment, but it
has looked to the American Bar Association Standards for persuasive guidance in determining what
was reasonable at a particular time. Wiggins v.
Smith, 539 U.S. 510, 524, 123 S.Ct. 2527, 156
L.Ed.2d 471 (2003) (quoting Strickland v. Washington, 466 U.S. at 688). According to the ABA
Standards in effect in 1982, a reasonably competent
defense attorney in a capital case was expected to
complete a thorough investigation of the defendant's background and social history in advance of
the penalty phase. See Williams v. Taylor, 529 U.S.
362,396, 120 S.Ct. 1495, 146 L.Ed.2d 389 (2000)

(citing I ABA Standards for Criminal Justice 4-4.1,
cmt. at p. 4-55 (2d ed.1980)).
*24 When a habeas petitioner claims that counsel failed to present a particular type of mitigating
evidence, the relevant inquiry is not whether counsel should have presented the evidence but whether
the investigation supporting counsel's decision was
itself reasonable. Wiggins, 539 U.S. at 524. A defense attorney's tactical or strategic choices made
after an adequate inquiry into the facts and law are
virtually unchallengeable under Strickland. Gerlaugh v. Stewart, 129 F.3d 1027, 1033 (9th
Cir. I 997). But to be considered adequate, a tactical
choice must have been made after counsel has conducted "reasonable investigations or [made] a reasonable decision that makes particular investigations
unnecessary." Strickland, 466 U.S. at 691. In addition, "[e]ven if [a] decision could be considered one
of strategy, that does not render it immune from attack-it must be a reasonable strategy." Jones v.
Wood. l 14 F.3d I 002, IO 10 (9th Cir.1997)
(emphasis in original).

There is no evidence in this record that defense
counsel made a reasonably informed tactical decision not to investigate McKinney's background
thoroughly, looking for hints of abuse or neglect,
which he admitted would have been a fruitful area
of inquiry. (State's Lodging D-23, p. 94.) Indeed,
when asked whether it was true that he just did not
think to ask about this subject, despite having
spoken to some family members, he replied, "I suppose it is. Yes. I think it is." (Id.) Therefore, counsel's "failure to investigate thoroughly resulted
from inattention, not reasoned strategic judgment." Wiggins, 539 U.S. at 526.
Nor is the Court persuaded by Respondent's argument that defense counsel's failure to inquire can
be laid at the feet of McKinney or his family. Contrary to the State's implication that the defendant or
defense witnesses should volunteer all information
that may possess legal relevance, it is defense counsel's job to know which subjects are relevant at a
capital sentencing hearing, to mine those areas in
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interviews and through document review, and then
to assess the weight and utility of the evidence. At
the post-conviction evidentiary hearing, Karen Edwards testified that she was unaware that this subject would be have been important, and "[t]hat's
something you just don't go around talking
about. ... " (State's Lodging D-23, p. 10.) Her observation has a ring of truth today, and it stands to
reason that this would have been a more uncomfortable topic of discussion over 25 years ago. McKinney's sister, Laurie Newberry, was never contacted
by defense counsel. The State cannot appoint an attorney to assist a defendant facing a death sentence
who fails to ask the right questions and then later
hide behind the ignorance of the defendant, his
family, or other witnesses. Cf Rompilla, 545 U.S.
at 384-85 (finding that defense counsel was unreasonable for failing to investigate obvious sources of
mitigation despite the defendant's unhelpfulness).

*25 As a result, the Court finds that McKinney
has carried his burden to show that his trial counsel's mitigation investigation fell below an objective standard of reasonableness. The Court will now
address whether the Idaho Supreme Court's detennination that McKinney had not shown actual prejudice from counsel's failure to investigate was contrary to or an unreasonable application of clearly
established federal law under 28 U .S.C. § 2254( d)( 1).
As an initial matter, the state courts seem to
have approached the Strickland prejudice question
anned with a narrow understanding of the role that
mitigating evidence could play in a capital case under the Eighth Amendment. A fair reading of both
the Idaho Supreme Court's opinion and the state
district court's ruling is that the state courts viewed
the excluded evidence as having potential mitigating weight only insofar as it offered a partial explanation for the crimes. Neither court was impressed with such a reinterpretation of the events
because of the strong evidence that the robbery and
murder were pre-planned and coldly executed.
In 1976, however, the United States Supreme

Court announced that states seeking to impose a
death sentence consistent with the Eighth Amendment must allow for individualized consideration of
the circumstances of the crime as well as the character and record of the offender. Gregg v. Georgia,
428 U.S. 153, 189, 96 S.ct. 2909, 49 L.Ed.2d 859
(1976); Woodson v. North Carolina, 428 U.S. 280,
304, 96 S.Ct. 2978, 49 L.Ed.2d 944 ( 1976). Two
years later, the Supreme Court held that the Eighth
Amendment required "the sentencer, in all but the
rarest kind of capital case, not be precluded from
considering, as a mitigating factor, any aspect of a
defendant's character or record and any of the circumstances of the offense that the defendant proffers as a basis for a sentence less than death." Lockett v. Ohio, 438 U.S. 586, 604, 98 S.ct. 2954, 57
L.Ed.2d 973 (1978) (emphasis in original). And two
months before the sentencing hearing in this case,
the Supreme Court expressly rejected an assertion
that mitigating evidence is irrelevant if it does not
"provide a legal excuse from criminal responsibility," finding that a young defendant's "turbulent
family history, of beatings by a harsh father, and of
severe emotional disturbance is particularly relevant." Eddings v. Oklahoma, 455 U.S. 104,115,102
S.Ct. 869, 71 L.Ed.2d 1 (1982).
ln light of Woodson, Lockett, and Eddings, the
law was fully developed by 1982, and certainly by
1989, that relevant mitigation in a capital case
could encompass any evidence that the defendant
"proffers as a basis for a sentence less than death,"
which would include evidence tending to humanize
the defendant in addition to providing a nexus to
the charged offense. Despite this well-defined legal
landscape, the Idaho Supreme Court did not expressly acknowledge that a deprived childhood
might carry independent mitigating weight regardless of the tendency that it had to "explain" or
"justify" the crime. FN 5
FN5. It is true that McKinney argued in
state court that the excluded evidence
might place his criminal actions in context
because of Bishop's purported sexual ad-
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vances, and the state courts seemed to isolate and react to that part of his argument,
but he also contended that the evidence
was relevant for its own sake under clearly
established law. (State's Lodging E-26, pp.
9-10.) It is a court's duty to apply the correct standard of law when a legal issue has
been raised before it.
In any event, while the state court's narrow
view of mitigation informs the analysis, it is not
dispositive. Instead, because the issue is whether
McKinney was deprived of his right to the effective
assistance of counsel, the pertinent inquiry is
whether the Idaho Supreme Court's decision involved an unreasonable application of Strickland.
Although AEDPA's reasonableness review is deferential to the state court, and more leeway must be
built in for the state court to apply rules of general
applicability, see, e.g., Yarborough v. Alvarado,
541 U.S. 652, 664, 124 S.Ct. 2140, 158 L.Ed.2d
938 (2004), "[d]eference does not by definition preclude relief. A federal court can disagree with a
state court's ... determination and, when guided by
AEDPA, conclude the decision was unreasonable."
Miller-El v. Cockrell, 537 U.S. 322, 340, 123 S.Ct.
1029, 154 L.Ed.2d 931 (2003). This is such a case.
FN6

FN6. Because the Idaho Supreme Court
cited the two-part Strickland test, and it did
not confront a materially indistinguishable
set of facts yet arrive at a different result,
its decision was not "contrary to" Strickland.

*26 The sentencing court found a single aggravating factor beyond a reasonable doubt: that
McKinney committed a first degree murder during
the course of a robbery with the specific intent to
kill. This Court agrees that many of the facts in this
case are aggravated beyond a typical first-degree
murder. The trial evidence showed convincingly
that when it became clear that Jackie Wheeless
would not provide any money to Small and McKinney, they hatched a plan to lure Bishop to a remote

area with the intent of robbing and killing him. The
murder was accomplished in a cold-blooded fashion, with a single shot to the chest followed some
indeterminate amount of time later by four execution-style shots to the head. The evidence that
McKinney rather than Small fired all of these shots,
though not wholly free of uncertainty, was strong.
On the other side of the balance, defense counsel put on a slim case for life. He attempted to portray McKinney as an impulsive young man who
had a fairly unremarkable upbringing, with a few
minor exceptions, and who fell under the sway of
Dovey Small. He presented only three witnesses,
two of whom were family members who claimed
that McKinney was a kind and gentle person, notwithstanding the glaring counter-example facing
the sentencing judge in the case before him. The
entire sentencing hearing lasted a few hours over
the course of two days.
In assessing prejudice, a reviewing court must
weigh the evidence in aggravation against the totality of the available mitigating evidence, including
that which was not presented at the sentencing
hearing. Wiggins, 539 U.S. at 534. "[A] penalty
phase ineffective assistance claim depends on the
magnitude of the discrepancy between what counsel
did investigate and present and what counsel could
have investigated and presented." Stankewitz v.
Wooqford, 365 F.3d 706, 716 (9th Cir.2004).
The discrepancy in this case was exceedingly
large. Counsel failed to investigate and uncover a
wealth of information that would have painted a
starkly disadvantaged background, "every element"
of which the post-conviction court accepted as true.
As a young child, McKinney's life was dominated
by a tyrannical and abusive father. He was regularly
beaten and whipped. He was involuntarily introduced to drugs before he was a teenager, and he
was routinely exposed to drug sales out of the
home. In his formative years, McKinney was sexually abused by older males, beginning with one of
his father's acquaintances. In perhaps the most egregious example of cruelty, his father forced him to
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hold down his sister while his father repeatedly
raped her.
In short, by the time McKinney committed this
crime at 19 years of age, which would now be one
year removed from categorical exclusion from a
death sentence, see Roper v. Simmons, 543 U.S.
551, 125 S.Ct. 1183, 161 L.Ed.2d I (2005), his
young life had been a nightmarish mix of abuse and
deprivation. This is the clearly the type of mitigating evidence that "might well have influenced the
[judge's] appraisal of [McKinney's] moral culpability." Williams v. Taylor, 529 U.S. 362, 398, 120
S.Ct. 1495, 146 L.Ed.2d 389 (2002).
*27 That is not to say, of course, that McKinney's background in any way justified the calculated and cold-blood murder of Robert Bishop, Jr.,
but the complete mitigation profile is much more
powerfully humanizing than that which was presented to the sentencing judge, especially when considered in conjunction with McKinney's young age
and lack of a violent record. Moreover, McKinney
was not required to prove to the state court that it
was more likely than not that the outcome would
have been different; he needed to establish a
"reasonable probability" of a different sentencing
outcome, which is a showing "sufficient to undermine confidence in the outcome." Strickland, 466
U.S. at 694. The Idaho Supreme Court never expressly re-weighed all of the mitigating evidence
against the single aggravator, but its implicit finding that there was no reasonable probability that a
sentencing factfinder would have struck a different
balance, even after placing this weighty evidence
on the mitigation side of the scale, is an objectively
unreasonable application of clearly established federal law.

This Court's conclusion on this point is guided
by recent cases from the United States Supreme
Court and the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals that
have found ineffective assistance of counsel during
the penalty phase of a capital sentencing proceeding
in similar circumstances.FN 7

FN7. The Court cites these cases not as
clearly established law at the time of the
Idaho Supreme Court's decision in this
case, but as persuasive applications of
Strickland in similar contexts.
In Williams v. Taylor, 529 U.S. 362, 120 S.Ct.
1495, 146 L.Ed.2d 389 (2002), the defendant
murdered an elderly man after the man refused to
loan him a "couple of dollars." Id. at 363. At the
sentencing hearing, the prosecution proved that the
defendant had committed several other violent
felonies. Id. at 368-69. Somewhat like the present
case, defense counsel offered evidence that the defendant was a "nice boy" and not a violent person.
In finding the state court's decision an objectively
unreasonable application of Strickland, the Supreme Court concluded that counsel's failure to
present evidence of the defendant's borderline mental retardation and his nightmarish childhood
"might well have influenced the jury's appraisal of
his moral culpability," even though the aggravating
circumstance of future dangerousness was wellsupported by the evidence. Id. at 398-99.

Wiggins is equally instructive. There, defense
counsel failed to uncover evidence of the defendant's severely deprived childhood. 539 U.S. at
534-35. The Court noted that "[h]ad the jury been
able to place petitioner's excruciating life history on
the mitigating side of the scale, there is a reasonable probability that at least one juror would have
struck a different balance." Id. at 537. As here,
"Wiggins [did] not have a record of violent conduct
that could have been introduced by the State to offset this powerful mitigating narrative." Id.
The Supreme Court also reached a similar result in Rompilla v. Beard, 545 U.S. 374, 125 S.Ct.
2456, 162 L.Ed.2d 360 (2005), in which defense
counsel failed to unearth evidence showing that the
defendant, who suffered from organic brain damage, was beaten often as a child by his alcoholic
father and left in a wire mesh dog pen. Id. at 393.
Even in the face of strong aggravators, the Court
deemed prejudicial the failure to develop this evid-
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ence of an extremely deprive childhood. See also
Correll v. Ryan, 539 F.3d 938, 953 (9th Cir.2008)
(finding prejudice based on defense counsel's failure to present evidence of the defendant's abusive
childhood).

*28 The theme which emerges from these cases
is that prejudice exists when defense counsel unreasonably fails to uncover compelling evidence of
the defendant's severely disadvantaged background
that would have added color and depth to a previously spare mitigation case, and when the aggravating circumstances are not so overwhelming as to
negate any probability of a different outcome. That
is the situation here.
Conversely, two cases on which Respondent
relies, Woodford v. Visciotti. 537 U.S. 19, 123 S.Ct.
357, 154 L.Ed.2d 279 (2002), and Bible v. Ryan.
571 F.3d 860 (9th Cir.2009), are readily distinguishable. In both cases, the excluded mitigating
evidence would have had minimal value in the face
of strong aggravating circumstances. For instance,
in addition to the aggravated facts of the offense in
Visciotti, the defendant had previously committed
other violent offenses, including the knifing of one
man and the stabbing of a pregnant woman as she
lay in bed trying to protect her unborn baby. 537
U.S. at 26. These aggravating circumstances were
found to be so strong by the state court that there
was no reasonable probability that they would have
been outweighed by somewhat general evidence of
the petitioner's troubled family background. Id
In Bible, the defendant kidnapped, sexually assaulted, and murdered a nin-eyear-old child, and he
had previously been convicted of sexual assault and
kidnapping. 571 F.3d at 867. Defense counsel
presented the testimony of thirteen mitigation witnesses during a three-day sentencing hearing. Id. at
870. Given the aggravated nature of the offense and
the robust mitigation case that had previously been
developed, the Ninth Circuit held that counsel's
failure to present speculative evidence that certain
factors in the defendant's background may have
contributed to a possible brain dysfunction was not

prejudicial. Id. at 872.
In contrast, the present case differs markedly
from Visciotti and Bible on both the aggravating
and mitigating side of the equation. Here a single
aggravating circumstance was found to exist,
against which defense counsel offered only a few
obvious mitigating factors-youth and lack of a violent criminal history-together with other evidence
that was either not credible or lacked probative
force given the facts of the crime-such as McKinney's supposed kind and gentle nature, his lack of
leadership, and his impulsiveness. Defense counsel
unreasonably ignored a line of investigation that
would have revealed an "excruciating life history,"
as in Taylor, Wiggins, and Rompilla, which included regular beatings, forced drug use, sexual abuse, and the systematic participation in the rape of
his sibling.
For all of these reasons, this Court concludes
that the Idaho Supreme Court's adjudication of this
claim on the merits resulted in an objectively unreasonable application of Strickland McKinney is
entitled to relief from his unconstitutional death
sentence, and the State shall either begin a new capital sentencing proceeding, or impose a lesser sentence for murder in the first degree, within 180 days
from the date of judgment.

Other Capital Sentencing Claims
*29 Because McKinney has established that he
is entitled to relief from his death sentence based on
constitutional error in the penalty phase, this Court
will dismiss all other remaining claims seeking this
same relief as moot. See Hovey v. Ayers, 458 F.3d
892 (9th Cir.2002) (declining to reach other penalty
phase claims because relief is already granted on
claim of ineffective assistance of counsel at penalty
phase). This includes the following grounds: l(d),
3, 5 (sentencing portion only) 10, 11, 13, 15, 16, 18
(sentencing), 25 (sentencing), and 30-32.
CERTIFICATE OF APPEALABILITY
In the event McKinney files a timely notice of
appeal from the Court's judgment, the Court on its
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own initiative has evaluated the claims within the
petition for suitability for the issuance of a certificate of appealability. See 28 U.S.C. § 2253(c); Turner v. Calderon, 281 F .3d 851, 864-65 (9th Cir.2002).
Rule 22(b) of the Federal Rules of Appellate
Procedure provides that when an appeal is taken by
a petitioner, the district judge who rendered the
judgment shall either issue a certificate of appealability (COA) or state the reasons why such a certificate should not issue. Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §
2253(c)(2), a COA may issue only when the petitioner "has made a substantial showing of the denial of a constitutional right." This showing can be
established by demonstrating that "reasonable jurists could debate whether (or, for that matter, agree
that) the petition should have been resolved in a
different manner" or that the issues were "adequate
to deserve encouragement to proceed further."
Slack v. McDaniel, 529 U.S. 473, 484, 120 S.Ct.
1595, 146 L.Ed.2d 542 (2000) (citing Barefoot v.
Estelle, 463 U.S. 880, 893 & n. 4, 103 S.Ct. 3383,
77 L.Ed.2d 1090 (1983)). For procedural rulings, a
COA will issue only if reasonable jurists could debate (I) whether the petition states a valid claim of
the denial of a constitutional right and (2) whether
the court's procedural ruling was correct. Id.
Applying these standards, the Court finds that
reasonable jurists could debate the Court's denial of
relief on McKinney's claim that the admission of
Dovey Small's deposition testimony at his criminal
trial violated his Sixth Amendment right to confrontation (Claim 5). The Court also finds that reasonable jurists could debate its procedural ruling that
AEDP A's provisions apply to this case, and if a
COA is required on that issue, it shall be granted.
Conversely, for the reasons stated in this
Memorandum Decision, the written decisions dismissing claims as procedurally defaulted or as a
matter of law (Docket Nos. 166, 237), and the written decisions resolving McKinney's motions for an
evidentiary hearing and expansion of the record
(Docket Nos. 237, 288), the Court declines to issue

a certificate of appealability with respect to all remaining issues or claims in this case.

ORDER
NOW
THEREFORE
IT
IS
HEREBY
ORDERED that the Third Amended Petition for
Writ of Habeas Corpus shall be conditionally
GRANTED in part and DENIED in part, as set
forth herein.

*30 IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the following claims are DISMISSED as moot in light of
the relief that has been granted: l(d), 3, 5
(sentencing portion only) 10, 11, 13, 15, 16, 18
(sentencing), 25 (sentencing), and 30-32.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Court
shall issue a Certificate of Appealability over the
Court's denial of relief on Claim 5 in the Third
Amended Petition, to the extent that Petitioner
claims that the admission into evidence of deposition testimony violated his Sixth Amendment right
to confrontation at his criminal trial. The Certificate
shall also include the Court's Order (Docket No.
184) that the provisions of the Anti-terrorism and
Effective Death Penalty Act (AEDPA) apply to this
case, if authorization to appeal is necessary for that
issue. The Court shall not certify any other issue or
claim for appeal in this case.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that upon the filing of a notice of appeal in this case, and not until
such time, the Clerk of Court shall forward the necessary paperwork to the Court of Appeals for the
Ninth Circuit for the docketing of an appeal in a
civil case.
D.ldaho,2009.
McKinney v. Fisher
Slip Copy, 2009 WL 3151106 (D.ldaho)
END OF DOCUMENT
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

)
)
)
Plaintiff,
)
)
vs.
)
)
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
)
)
Defendant.
______________ )
THE STATE OF IDAHO,

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
TWENTY-FIFTH ADDENDUM
TO DISCOVERY
FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL

COMES NOW, Melissa Moody, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho, and

makes the following Twenty-Fifth Addendum to the previous Response to Discovery
pursuant to Rule 16:

16(b) Disclosure pursuant to written request by Defendant:

TWENTY-FIFTH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 1

000405

(4)

Documents and Tangible Objects:

BA"rES #

DOCUMENT/ DESCRIPTION

4078
(4079-4080)

Email from Sgt. Fiscus, dated
January 20, 2012
(#4079 & 4080 administrative
emails between Rosean
Newman and Meridian Police
Officers, not provided)
Email with shipping receipt
from Det. Jim Miller to
Serological Research
Memo re: Interviews with Ada
County Paramedics, Nathan
Lafollette, Brandon LaRosa
and Rachel Satterwhite
Memo re: Interviews with Ada
County Paramedics Corey
Patocka and Jerin Jones with
attachments
Compact disc containing audio
of interviews with Corey
Patocka and Jerin Jones
Compact disc containing audio
of interviews with Nathan
Lafollette, Brandon LaRosa
and Rachel Satterwhite
DVD containing video from the
Search Warrant executed at
the Hall residence

4081-4083

4084-4090

4091-4112

4113

4114

4115

(6) Witnesses:

AUTHOR/
AGENCY
Sgt. Fiscus

1/20/12

NO.OF
PAGES
3

Det. Jim Miller

1/18/12

3

Scott Smith

1/19/12

7

Scott Smith

1/13/12

22

Scott Smith

1/13/12

1 CD

Scott Smith

1/19/12

1 CD

DATE

Det. Severson

1 DVD

Any witness who testified at grand jury and/or named in

attached reports including, b1Jt not limited to, those listed below. Any witness named or
called to testify by defense or included on the defense witness list.

Name

Strolberg, Eric

Address/Contact Information
Meridian Police Dept.
1401 E. Watertower
Meridian, ID 83642
Sgt. Eric Strolberg, firearm expert witness,
curriculum vitae to be provided

TWENTY -FIFTH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 2
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•
Jacobv, Lorraine

Patocka, Corey

Jones, Jerin

Lafollette, Nathan

LaRosa, Brandon

Satterwhite, Rachel

DATED this

di"f

St. Alphonsus RMC
1055 N. Curtis Rd.
Boise, ID
Ada County Paramedics
370 Benjamin St.
Boise, ID 83704
Ada County Paramedics
370 Benjamin St.
Boise, ID 83704
Ada County Paramedics
370 Benjamin St.
Boise, ID 83704
Ada County Paramedics
370 Benjamin St.
Boise, ID 83704
Ada County Paramedics
370 Benjamin St.
Boise, ID 83704

day of January 2012.

MELISSA MOODY
Deputy Attorney General

TWENTY-FIFTH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 3
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CER"l"IFICA"rE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this .£!/day of January 2012, I caused to be served

a true and correct copy of the foregoing Twenty-Fifth Addendum to Discovery for Conflict
Counsel to:
Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

_

4

_

_
Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
Electronic Mail (Email)

_

U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
L.. Hand Delivered
_
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

TWENTY-FIFTH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 4

000408

:~-----F-1~-~ ?;~
R. CHASTAIN
Attorney at Law
300 Main, Suite 158
Boise, ID 83702
(208) 345-3110
Idaho State Bar #2765

JAN 2 6 2012

ROBERT

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By ELAINE TONG
DEPUTY

DEBORAH N. KRISTAL
Attorney at Law
3 140 N Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702
(208) 345-8708
Idaho State Bar# 2296

Attorneys for Robert Dean Hall

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

To:

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CRFE 2011-3976
DEFENDANT'S FIFTH
SUPPLEMENT AL REQUEST FOR
DISCOVERY

Special Prosecuting Attorney Melissa Moody

Please take note the undersigned, pursuant to Rule 16 of the Idaho Criminal Rules, request
discovery and inspection of the following information, evidence, and materials:
X

Curriculum Vitae for Sergeant Strohlberg and any training materials or
experience materials related to his proposed testimony re: Motion in Limine
Re: Jury Trigger Pull Experiment

FIFTH SUPPLEMENTAL DISCOVERY REQUEST

Page l

C:\Documents and Settings\Terry\My Documents\WPDOCS\Murder\Hall, Robert\Hall Motions\Defendani's Fifth
Suppl Disc.wpd

000409

DATED thief-1 day of January, 2012.

ROBERT R. CHASTAIN
Attorney for Defendant

CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY

1 hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was delivered by facsimile this
:L/ day of January, 2012, to: Melissa Moody, Deputy Attorney General, Facsimile No. 854-8083.

~in,
Attorney at Law

FIFTH SUPPLEMENTAL DISCOVERY REQUEST

Page 2

C:\Documents and Settings\Terry\My Documents\WPDOCS\Murder\Hall, Robert\Hall Motions\Defendant's Fifth
Suppl Disc. wpd
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JAN 2 7 2012
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By ELAINE TONG

PAUL R. PANTHER
Chief, Deputy Attorney General
Criminal Law Division

DEPUTY

MELISSA MOODY ISB#6027
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

CASE NO. CR-FE-11-3976
NOTICE OF HEARING

-------------)

TO: Robert Chastain and Deborah Kristal, Attorneys for the Defendant,

you will please take notice that on the ylh day of March 2012, at the hour of 11 :00
a.m., or as soon thereafter as counsel can be heard, the State will move this
Honorable Court for an Order Granting the State's Motion in Limine re: Jury
Trigger Pull Experiment in the above-entitled action.

DATED this J~ day of January 2012.

~

MELISSA MOOnY~
Deputy Attorney General
NOTICE OF HEARING (HALL
), Page 1

000411

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this )._ 7 day of January 2012, I caused to be
served a true and correct copy of the foregoing Notice of Hearing to:
Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

:{_ U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
_
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
_
Electronic Mail (Email)

Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

~ U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
_
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

Rosean Newman, Legal Secretary

NO"rlCE OF HEARING (HALL
), Page 2

000412

•

.NO

mo

t/@_

A.M.---- .M-1----

JAN 27 2012

ROBERT R. CHASTAIN
ATTORNEY AT lAW

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By MAURA OLSON

300 Main, Suite 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
(208) 345-3110
Idaho State Bar #2765

DEPUTY

Attorney for Defendant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,

)
)

Plaintiff,
vs.

ROBERT DI~AN HALL,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case: CRFE 2011-3976

EXPARTE
MOTION FOR ACCESS
TO DEFENDANT AT ADA
COUNTY JAIL

COMES NOW Robert Hall by and through his conflict Ada County
Public Defenders, Robert R. Chastain and Deborah N. Kristal, and hereby move
this Court to allow Dr. Robert H. Friedman, MD, to have access to Mr. Hall at the
Ada County Jail for the purpose of conducting an evaluation of Mr.

Hall,

necessary in the preparation of the Defendant's defense.

EX PARTE MOTION FOR ACCESS

Page I

C:\Documcnts and Settings\Tcrry\My Documents\WPDOCS\Murder\Hall, Robert\Access\ACCESS.MTN

000413

•
WHEREFORE, it is respectfully requested the Court sign the
accompanying Order allowing Dr. Friedman, MD reasonable access to Mr. Hall
in a suitable conference room at the Ada County Jail.

DATED this d:] day of January, 2012.

ROBERT R. CHASTAIN
Attorney for Defendant
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LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By ELAINE TONG
DEPUTY

PAUL R. PANTHER
Chief, Deputy Attorney General
Criminal Law Division
MELISSA MOODY ISB#6027
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsirnile: (208) 854-8083

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.
______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
TWENTY-SIXTH ADDENDUM
TO DISCOVERY
FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL

COMES NOW, Melissa Moody, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho, and
makes the following Twenty-Sixth Addendum to the previous Response to Discovery
pursuant to Rule 16:
16(b) Disclosure pursuant to written request by Defendant:
(4)

Documents and Tangible Objects:

BATES#

DOCUMENT/ DESCRIPTION

4116-4117

Email from Det. Jim Miller with
a photograph of the gun

AUTHOR/
AGENCY
Det. Jim Miller

DATE

TWENTY-SIXTH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 1

NO.OF
PAGES
2

000415

4118-4120

Meridian Police Property
Invoice for oral cheek swab
from Kandi Hall on January
18,2012
Compact disc containing (4)
audios of interviews with
Sarah, Tristan and Megan
Johnson
31190015.WMA-Tristan
31190016.WMA- Megan
31190017.WMA- Sarah
5GYl6BWUQ.WAV - Sarah
Compact disc containing (1)
audio of follow-up interviews
with Tristan, Sarah and Megan
Johnson
5HC08L581.WAV
Supplemental report regarding
contact with Sarah Johnson,
Tristan Johnson and Megan
Johnson
Curriculum Vitae for Eric
Strolberg, Meridian Police
Dept.

4121

4122

4123-4128

4129-4130

(6) Witnesses:

Det. Jim Miller

1/18/12

3

Det. Myron
Severson

1/18/12

1 CD

Det. Myron
Severson

1/23/12

1 CD

Det. Myron
Severson

1/18/12

6

Eric Strolberg

Received
1/27/12

2

Any witness who testified at grand jury and/or named in

attached reports including, but not limited to, those listed below. Any witness named or
called to testify by defense or included on the defense witness list.

Name

Andersen, Bruce

DuFer, Julie
DATED this

00

Address/Contact Information
Neurosurgery
1075 N. Curtis Rd., Ste. 201
Boise, ID 83706
St. Alphonsus
1055 N. Curtis Rd.
Boise, ID 83706

day of January 2012.
MELISSA MOO
Deputy Attorney General

TWENTY-SIXTH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 1J}_ day of January 2012, I caused to be served
a true and correct copy of the foregoing Twenty-Sixth Addendum to Discovery for Conflict
Counsel to:
Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

__:{_ U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
_
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
_
Electronic Mail (Email)

X:
_

U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

~
Rosean Newman, Legal Secretary

TWENTY-SIXTH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 3
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•
ROBERT R. CHASTAIN
AITORNEY AT LAW

RECEIVED

: q:p. Fl~·~··----

JAN 27 2012

FEB O2 2012

ADA COUNTY CLERK

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By CINDY HO

300 Main, Suite 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
(208) 345.3110
Idal10 Stai:e Bar #2765

DEPUTY

AHorney for Defendant

IN THB DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

)
)
)

vs.

)

ROBJ3RT DEA.N IIALL,

)
)

Defendant.

)
)

Case: CRFE 2011-3976

EXPARTE
ORDER ALLOWTNG
ACCESS TO DEPENDANT AT ADA
COUNTY JAIL

)

The matter having come before the Court in chambers on the Defendant's ex
parte motion for access by Dr.

l<obert H. Friedman, MD, hired

by

Mr.

Hall's

atton1eys:
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED Dr. Friedman, MD, be allowed reasonable faceto-face access to Robert Hall in the Ada County JaJ for the purpose of conducting a
medical evaluation..
Through this order, the Ada County JaJ, without compromise to any and all
necessary security measures, shall provide Dr. Friedman, MD, a place to meet with
Mr. Hall.
ORDER ALLOWING ACCESS TO DEFENDANT

Page I

C:\Uocuments and Setting.~\Terry\My Documents\WPOOC.:S\Murder\Hall, Robert\Access\ACCESS.ORD
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•

DATED this

3L of January, 2012.
Michae
District Judge
on.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hmby cerli/y on the

fly of January, 2012,

I served a true anJ correct

copy of the

within and foregoing document upon the indiviLlual(s} named below in the manner notecl:

~

Robert R. Chastain
Deborah N. Kristal
Attorneys at Law
300 J\1ain, Suite 158
Boise, lD 83702-7728

First class mail, postage prepaid

Ada County Sheriff

Via interdepartmental mail

ORDER ALLOWING ACCESS TO DEFENDANT

Page 2
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FEB -2 2012
LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General

O~<lGlNAL

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By ELAINE TONG
OEPUTV

PAUL R. PANTHER
Chief, Deputy Attorney General
Criminal Law Division
MELISSA MOODY ISB#6027
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

)
)
)
Plaintiff,
)
)
VS.
)
)
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
)
)
Defendant.
______________ )
THE STATE OF IDAHO,

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
TWENTY-SEVENTH ADDENDUM
TO DISCOVERY
FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL

COMES NOW, Melissa Moody, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho, and

makes the following Twenty-Seventh Addendum to the previous Response to Discovery
pursuant to Rule 16:
16(b) Disclosure pursuant to written request by Defendant:
(4)

Documents and Tangible Objects:

TWENTY-SEVENTH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 1
000420

BATES#

4131

DOCUMENT/ DESCRIPTION

AUTHOR/
AGENCY
Det. Jim Miller

1/27/12

NO.OF
PAGES
1

Det. ~lim Miller

1/27/12

1

Det. Jim Miller

1/27/12

1

Jim Blackwell

1/29/12

3

Det. Jim Miller

1/30/12

1

Det. Jim Miller

1/31/12

1

DATE

Scott Smith

1/31/12

3

4142-4146

Email from Det. Jim Miller
regarding the return of Kandi
Hall's purse on January 26,
2012
Email from Det. ,Jim Miller
regarding a message from
Kandi Hall at 10:30 hrs.
Email from Det. Jim Miller
regarding his returned call to
Kandi Hall at 10:39 hrs.
Email from Jim Blackwell
regarding an anonymous
email
Email from Det. Jim Miller
regarding a phone number
belonging to Jake Peterson
Law
Email from Det. Jim Miller
regarding his conversation
with Ashlee Corrigan
Email from Scott Smith
regarding electronic evidence
Letter (card) to Rob Hall (#1)

Ada County Jail

5

4147-4150

Letter (card) to Rob Hall (#2)

Ada County Jail

4151-4155

Letter (card) to Rob Hall (#3)

Ada County Jail

4156

Audio of Det. Jim Miller and
Scott Smith returning the puse
of Kandi Hall
Audio of phone conversation
between Det. Jim Miller and
Kandi Hall at 10:30 hrs on
January 27, 2012
Audio of phone conversation
between Det. Jim Miller and
Kandi Hall at 10:30 hrs on
January 27, 2012

Det. Jim Miller

Received
1/31/12
Received
1/31/12
Received
1/31/12
1/26/12

Det. Jim Miller

1/27/12

4132

4133

4134-4136

4137

4138

4139-4141

4157

4158

4

5
1

1

1

TWENTY-SEVEN"rH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 2
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(6) Witnesses:

Any witness who testified at grand jury and/or named in

attached reports including, but not limited to, those listed below. Any witness named or
called to testify by defense or included on the defense witness list.

Address/Contact Information
St. Alphonsus
1055 N. Curtis Rd.
Boise, ID 83706
Federal Bureau of Investigation
877 W. Main St.
Boise, ID 83702
Idaho Department of Labor
1090 E. Watertower
Meridian, ID 833642

Name

Skinner, Dixie

Lukasik, Don

Kelly, Dianne

DATED this

.1

day of February 2012.

~~

MELISSA MOODY
Deputy Attorney General

TWENTY-SEVENTH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 3
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•
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this .;i_ht/day of February 2012, I caused to be served
a true and correct copy of the foregoing Twenty-Seventh Addendum to Discovery for
Conflict Counsel to:
Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

4- U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
_
_

Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
Electronic Mail (Email)

_x;_ U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
_

Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

~

Rosean Newman, Legal Secretary

TWENTY-SEVENTH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 4
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LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General

FEB 1 0 2012
o.

CHRISTOPHER
RlCh, Clerk
8yAMY i.ANG

PAUL R. PANTHER
Chief, Deputy Attorney General
Criminal Law Division

DEPUTY

MELISSA MOODY ISB#6027
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
TWENTY-EIGHTH ADDENDUM
TO DISCOVERY
FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL

)

Defendant.

)

___________ )
COMES NOW, Melissa Moody, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho, and
makes the following Twenty-Eighth Addendum to the previous Response to Discovery
pursuant to Rule 16:
16(b) Disclosure pursuant to written request by Defendant:
(4)
BATES#
4159-4193

Documents and Tangible Objects:
DOCUMENT/ DESCRIPTION
Meridian Police property
invoice listing contents of
Kandi Hall's purse

AUTHOR/
AGENCY
Det. Jim Miller

DATE
1/25/12

TWENTY-EIGHTH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 1

NO.OF
PAGES
35
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•
4194-4198

4199-4245

4246-4251

4252-4263

4264

Meridian Supplemental Report
regarding contact with Kandi
Hall by Det. ,Jim Miller
Meridian Police Supplemental
Report photographs including
Kandi Hall's purse, contents of
the purse and the Ruoer
Meridian Police Supplemental
Report of interviews with
Christine and Allen Woodside
Memorandum re: Interviews
with Daniel Christopher
Ehrman and John Overton
Compact disc containing (7)
audios and (1) video:

•
Det. Jim Miller

2/2/12

Det. ,Jim Miller

1/25/12

47

Det. Jim Miller

1/19/12

6

Scott Smith

1/30/12

12

5

1 CD

Det. Jim Miller

KANDI HALL 1-13-12
KANDI HALL 1-17-12 @0908HRS
KANDI HALL 1-19-12 @0950HRS
KANDI HALL 1-19-12
KANDI HALL 1-25-12 @1538
KANDI HALL 1-25-12
KANDI HALL 1-27-12 0901HRS
VIDEO OF KANDI HALL 1-18-12

4265

4266-4271
4272-4283
4284-4285

4286

Photographs of Kandi Hall's
purse, the contents of the
purse and the Ruger
Email with photographs of gun
received from Stuart Jacobson
Curriculum Vitae for Jean
McAllister expert witness
Email with attached letter from
Idaho Department of Labor
addressed to the Ada County
Sheriff's Office
Email regarding Ashlee
Corrigan suspected Emmett
Corrigan of using steroids

Det. Jim Miller

1/25/12

Stuart Jacobson

Received
2/9/12

1 CD

6
12

Received
2/10/12

TWENTY-EIGHTH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 2
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•
(6) Witnesses:

Any witness who testified at grand jury and/or named in

attached reports including, but not limited to, those listed below. Any witness named or
called to testify by defense or included on the defense witness list.

Name

Ehrman, Daniel "Chris"

Overton.John
McAllister, Jean

Address/Contact Information
Ada County Paramedics
370 N. Benjamin Lane
Boise, ID
Meridian Fire Dept.
6001 N. Linder Rd. (Station 5)
Meridian, ID 83646
1733 South Ivy St.
Denver, CO 80224

DATED this .f.Q_ day of February 2012.

MELISSA MOODY
Deputy Attorney General

TWENTY-EIGHTH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 3
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•

•
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this / i) day of February 2012, I caused to be served
a true and correct copy of the foregoing Twenty-Eighth Addendum to Discovery for
Conflict Counsel to:
Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

__x,_ U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
_
_

Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
Electronic Mail (Email)

X__ U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
_

Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

cZ.~Rosean Newman, Legal Secretary

TWENTY-EIGHTH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 4
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•

• ~,

"'" ~!le

A.M. _ _ _ _,P.M. ________

FEB 16 2012

LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By ELAINE TONG
DEPUTY

PAUL R. PANTHER
Chief, Deputy Attorney General
Criminal Law Division
MELISSA MOODY 158#6027
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,

)
)

Plaintiff,

)
)

vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

CASE NO. CR-FE-11-3976

)
NOTICE OF VIOLATION BY
KANDI HALL OF COURT ORDER

)
)
)
)

-------------)
COMES NOW, Melissa Moody, Deputy Attorney General and Special
Prosecuting Attorney for Ada County and provides this Court with notice that Kandi
Hall violated the Court's April 28, 2011 order prohibiting her from having contact
with the Defendant Robert Hall. The information which supports this is attached.
The attachments are under seal.
The State requests that the Court address this matter on March 7, 2012.
DATED this 161h day of February 2012.

MELISSA MOODY
Deputy Attorney General
NOTICE OF VIOLATION BY KANDI HALL OF COURT ORDER (HALL), Page 1
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•

•
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this

/?

day of February 2012, I caused to be

served a true and correct copy of the foregoing Notice of Violation by Kandi Hall of
Court's Order to:
Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

_

U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
_x Hand Delivered
_ Overnight Mail
Facsimile
_
Electronic Mail (Email)
_

U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid

_y_ Hand Delivered
_

Overnight Mail
Facsimile

~
Rosean Newman, Legal Secretary

NOTICE OF VIOLATION BY KANDI HALL OF COURT ORDER (HALL), Page 2
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LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General
PAUL PANTHER
Deputy Attorney General
Chief, Criminal Law Division
MELISSA MOODY ISB#6027
Deputy Attorney General and
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 332-3096

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.
_____________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
ATTACHMENTS TO NOTICE OF
VIOLATION BY KANDI HALL
OF COURT ORDER
(FILED UNDER SEAL)

ATTACHMENTS TO NOTICE OF VIOLA1'10N BY KANDI HALL OF COURT ORDER
(FILED UNDER SEAL) (HALL), Page 1
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LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General
PAUL R. PANTHER
Chief, Deputy Attorney General
Criminal Law Division
MELISSA MOODY ISB#6027
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.

ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
AFFIDAVIT OF
TYSON JONES

After being first sworn your affiant states as follows:

That your affiant, Tyson Jones, works for the Ada County Sheriffs Office, Boise,
Idaho.
1)

That I am employed as a detention officer with the Ada County Sheriffs
Office;

2)

I began work at the Ada County Jail in August 2010 as a detention deputy
in training.

3)

In November 19, 2010, I completed the basic academy at POST. In
December 2010, I began work as a detention deputy at the Ada County
Jail.

AFFIDAVIT OF TYSON JONES (HALL), Page 1
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.

4)

That my duties include reviewing inmate mail that is routed to the housing
units from property. This includes mail that is incoming and outgoing. All
of inmate Robert Hall's mail is being routed through me personally.

5)

In the course of my duties, I received the three attached letters for inmate
Robert Hall. Two appear to be from his daughters and the third is from
the family dog, Roxy.

6)

The attachments to this affidavit are true and accurate copies
of the originals which remain in a secured locker at the Ada County jail.

7)

All three letters were sealed with lipstick kisses, as reflected in the
attached copies.

Further your affiant sayeth naught.

DATED this

(0~ day of February 2012.

~

T]f!s -W--i

Subscribed and sworn to (or affirmed) before me this

;o+Li day of February 2012.

t}£Jb1;~

Residing in _li
. . a_J)_,,,cL
. _ _ _ _ _-, Idaho
My Commission Expires on / 2- ..:;:. J,t!>/J

AFFIDAVIT OF TYSON JONES (HALL), Page 2
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·1

-t.>

Press card on face.
Apply pressure ,
on left and right cheeks.
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e
Repeat hugging process
as often as needed.
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ROBERT R. CHASTAIN

FEB 17 2012

Attorney at Law
300 Main, Suite 158
Boise, ID 83702
(208) 345-3110
Idaho State Bar #2765

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By MAURA OLSON
DEPUTY

DEBORAH N. KRISTAL

Attorney at Law
3140 N Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702
(208) 345-8708
Idaho State Bar # 2296
Attorneys for Robert Dean Hall

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CRFE 2011-3976
STIPULATION TO VACATE AND
RESET HEARING ON STATE'S
MOTION IN LIMINE

COME NOW the State ofldaho, by and through its attorney of record, Melissa Moody,
and Robert Dean Hall, by and through his attorneys of record, Robert R. Chastain and Deborah
N. Kristal, and stipulate that the Hearing on the State's Motion In Limine currently set for March
7, 2012, be continued to a date and time convenient to Court and counsel. The reason for the
stipulation is:
The defense is unprepared to respond to the Motion until the defense
criminologist Kay Sweeney has had an opportunity to examine and test the
STIPULATION TO VA CATE AND RESET HEARING

Page 1

000447

'

firearm seized at the scene. The State will send Mr. Sweeney the firearm and
other evidence by February 21, 2012, and he will require 60 days from the time of
receipt to complete his testing.
DATED this 1.£.._ day of February, 2012.

STATE OF IDAHO

Deputy Attorney General

ROBERT R. CHASTAIN
Attorney for Robert Dean Hall

Attorney for Robert Dean Hall

STIPULATION TO VACATE AND RESET HEARING
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•F EB. 16. 2o12 112 : 36PM

I.

20s,

ATTV GENER AL-S PU

CIWil'AIN LAW •

NO. 289

ifb·

:. C/

LOE

021 o,

lf1____

FEB 17 2012
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk

ROBERT R. CHASTAtN

By MAURA OLSON

Attorney at Law

DEPUTY

300 Main, Suite 15 8
Boise. m 83702

(208) 345-311 O

Idaho Sta.t.e Bar #2765
DEOOllAll N. KRISTAL

Attorney at Law
3140 N Bogwi Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702
(208) 345-8708
Idaho State Bar# 2296
Attorneys for Robert Dean B.all

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF TBE

STAT:E OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,

)
}

Plaintiff,
l"S.

ROBERT DEAN HALLt
Defendant.

Case No. CRFE 2011-3976

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

STIPULATION UGABDING
SCIENTIFIC TESTING OF
EVIDENCE

COMBS NOW Melissa Moody, Deputy Attoxney General for the State of Idaho and
Defendant Robert Dean Hall, Defendant, by and through b.is attomeys of record. Robert ll.
Chastain attd Deborah N. Krlstat_ and stipulate and agree to the following:
1. The State ofJdaho will inunedi.a.tely send Emmett Conigan's pw:ple shirt and Emmett

Corrigan~s white t ..s~ A.ND all of the items listed on Exhibit A attached hereto and
incoiporated herein by reference EXCEPT FOR Item 9, [clothing (black w/grey trim hooded

STIPDLATION RE SCIENTIF1C TF.,S11NG

Page 1
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eFE~. 16. 2012112:36PM 2eis~110 ATTY GENERAL-SPU

a-tASTAIN LAW.

NO. 289

p' 2.ai:::

1weatsbirt wired design on front & a white t-ahirt)] and the Motorola oell phone• Veri2.ou
(S1UG5853AA) listed in Item 1, to KMS Forensics, PO Box 8580~ Kincland, WA 98034 fur
testing by the defense e:x:pert. The parties further 'Pie the State will send Item 9 and the

Motorola cell. phone - Verizon (SIUOSSS3AA) listed in Item 1 to KMS Forensics when the
Statc,11 expert has ootnpleb:d its testing of that item. The defense will reimburse the State for the
costs

of shipping the items to KMS Forcmics.
2. If any of the above items are lost or destroyed during transport to or testing by the

defense expert, the defendant will not object to the admiStrion of any of the above items or the
resttlts of the State's prior testing of the above items on the grounds oflack of cbaJn of custody,

.foundation, or the absence ofthe item itself.
3. The State will not object to the admission of my of the above items or the results of

the Defendant's testing of the above items on the grounds of 1ack of chain of custody, fouudatioo,
or the absence of the item itself.

4. The defense lab will promptly retum all items to Attn: Evidence Custodian, Meridian
Police Department, 1401 B. Watertower Street., Meridian, Tdabo 83642 akte.stingviaFederal
Express at defen.se expense.
DATED this

Ji. day ofFebtullJ'Y, 2012.
MELISSA

MOODY

Deputy Attorney General

ROBERT R. CHASTAIN
Attorney for Robert Dean Hall
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LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By MAURA OLSON
DEPUTY

PAUL R. PANTHER
Chief, Deputy Attorney General
Criminal Law Division
MELISSA MOODY ISB#6027
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

CASE NO. CR-FE-11-3976
NOTICE REGARDING
DEFENDANT'S STATEMENTS
TO DIANNE KELLY
(ATTACHED EXHIBITS PROVIDED
UNDER SEAL)

-------------)
COMES NOW, Melissa Moody, Deputy Attorney General and Special
Prosecuting Attorney for Ada County and provides this Court with advance notice
regarding the State's intent to introduce statements made by the Defendant,
Robert Hall, to Dianne Kelly in her official capacity as a claims adjuster with the
Idaho Department of Labor. The statements made by Robert Hall to Ms. Kelly are
not hearsay because they are statements of a party-opponent. I.RE. 801 (2).

The State provides this advance notice to the Court because Ms. Kelly has
no independent recollection of the statements made by to her by Mr. Hall, although
she does remember the conversation generally. Accordingly, the State will seek to
introduce Robert Hall's statements pursuant to I.RE. 803(5) and/or I.RE. 803(6).
NOTICE REGARDING DEFENDANT'S STATEMENTS TO DIANNE KELLY
(HALL), Page 1
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Specifically, the statements that the State seeks to introduce are contained in
Exhibit #2.
The State is aware that, pursuant to I.R.E. 803(5), the statements could not
be introduced into evidence as an exhibit; however, if admitted, "the memorandum
or record may be read into evidence."

Ms. Kelly will be available as a witness at

trial.

The purpose of this memorandum is simply to give the Court and counsel
advance notice of this evidentiary issue.

DATED this

a3 day of February 2012.

MELISSA M O O D ~ '
Deputy Attorney General

NOTICE REGARDING DEFENDANT'S STATEMENTS TO DIANNE KELLY
(HALL), Page 2
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e
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this

~ day of February 2012,

I caused to be

served a true and correct copy of the foregoing Notice Regarding Defendant's
Statements to Dianne Kelley to:
Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

:i_ U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
_
_

Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
Electronic Mail (Email)

:i._ U.S.
_

Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

Rosean Newman, Legal Secretary

NOTICE REGARDING DEFENDANT'S STATEMENTS TO DIANNE KELLY
(HALL), Page 3
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e
LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General
PAUL R. PANTHER
Chief, Deputy Attorney General
Criminal Law Division
MELISSA MOODY ISB#6027
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
AFFIDAVIT OF
DIANNE KELLY

After being first sworn your affiant states as follows:

1. My name is Dianne Kelly.
2. I work at the Idaho Department of Labor as a Senior Workforce Consultant.
Specifically, I work as a claims examiner.
3. I have worked as a workforce consultant for approximately 5 years.

I have

worked as a claims examiner for 4 % years.
4. My duties include processing claims that are in the "Idaho Works" system.
5. When an individual is separated from employment, that individual can file a claim
for unemployment benefits, which is then processed by me or by one of the other
eight claims examiners who work for the Idaho Department of Labor at the

AFFIDAVIT OF DIANNE KELLY (HALL), Page 1
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Meridian office. The assignment of claims is made randomly. Robert Hall's
unemployment claim was assigned to me.
6. It is always the practice of claims examiners to call the "moving" party first. In
other words, if an employee is fired, we will call the employer first.

If an

employee quits his/her job, we will call the employee first.
7. In this case, I spoke with Mr. Hall's employer first.

Exhibit #1 is a true and

correct copy of the documents that I received from Mr. Hall's employer, the Ada
County Sheriff's Office. All of these documents were provided to Mr. Hall by the
Ada County Sheriff's Office, except for the first two pages (labeled page 2&3 of
10), the "Employer Response-Discharge" form which is what the employer uses
to provide information to the Department, for claims. On April 25, 2011, I spoke
with Robert Hall, by telephone, to get his version of events surrounding his
termination for his claim.
8. During the April 25, 2011 conversation with Robert Hall, I typed notes. It is my
practice to always take notes at the same time I am speaking with someone
because I need to make sure I am accurately recording exactly what they are
saying.
9. Sometimes I need to stop someone who is talking to me and take a short "break"
in the conversation to make sure I am able to accurately document the
conversation.
10. The notes attached as Exhibit #2 were created by me and accurately reflect
Robert Hall's verbal responses over the phone to the questions I posed.
11. The "normal" type is our standard script of questions, which I followed.

The

"bold" type reflects Mr. Hall's answers.
12.At the time that I typed these notes, the matter was fresh in my mind; however I
no longer have an independent recollection of the conversation, even after
refreshing my memory by reviewing the documents in Exhibit #2.
13. The statements reflected in Exhibit #2 truly and accurately reflect the statements
made by Mr. Hall to me on April 25, 2011.

AFFIDAVIT OF DIANNE KELLY (HALL), Page 2
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14. Since April 25, 2011, I have spoken with hundreds of claimants. Because I have
so many conversations with claimants, I cannot independently remember this
particular conversation with Robert Hall.
15. The notes in Exhibit #2 were made as part of the regular practice of the Idaho
Department of Labor. All eight claims examiners in the Meridian office as well as
examiners statewide, make the same type of notes in every case.
16. The notes in Exhibit #2 are kept in the course of the regular business activity of
the Idaho Department of Labor.

Further your affiant sayeth naught.

DATED this

2-I

day of February 2012.

Subscribed and sworn to or affirmed before me this ~ \

day of February 2012.

NotarylPublic
«be
Residing in
My Commission Expires on --:IIC'-1-£~=~·

AFFIDAVIT OF DIANNE KELLY (HALL), Page 3
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LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General
PAUL PANTHER
Deputy Attorney General
Chief, Criminal Law Division
MELISSA MOODY ISB#6027
Deputy Attorney General and
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 332-3096

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,

_____________
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
EXHIBITS 1 & 2
ATTACHED TO NOTICE
REGARDING DEFENDANT'S
STATEMENTS TO DIANNE
KELLY
(FILED UNDER SEAL)

EXHIBITS 1 & 2 ATTACHED TO NOTICE REGARDING DEFENDANT'S STATEMENTS
TO DIANNE KELLY (FILED UNDER SEAL) (HALL), Page 1
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Idaho Dcpsnmcnt orl.iibor

1-77-501 D ER
RlfJ/07

EMPLOYER RESPONSE-DISC:llARGE

NOTS; THIS INFORMATION WILL BE usim TO D:STER.MINB·CLAIMANT'S
:ELIOIBILlTY AND MAY ALSOAi:FBCT YOUR CHAR.GE.A.BlLITY RATE.

S~:5S8-43•4280
Employer's Name, Address, Phone & Fax
Ada County Sheriff's Office

Claimant Name: Robert Dean Hall
MERJ:D~AN LOCAL OF~ICE

:CDABO DEPAR'l'DN'l' OF :r..ABOR
2 0 5 2il WA!I'ERTOWEB. LAN.El

l',DIIRJ:D:J:AN :rD

7200 Barrister Drive

83642-6282

Boise., ID 83704
Phone; 208-577-3551

208-895-844:t (FAX}

Fax: 2.0S.-577-3559

Paid or to be naid:
Cross eamines for the·nast 12 months$ 54.008.

Severance:$

On(date):

Vacation:$ included

Bonus:$
Holidav: S

On(date):
On(date):

Date vacation pavment will be received: 4/8/11
Supervisor's name: Greg Warn,er

I Pho~e#: HR st577-3551

I

Start date of employment:
I Last day worked:
Date term:inm:ed:
3/14/11
3/11/11
4/3/07
1. What happened on the last day of work to cause the discharge i.e. the final incident or last straw? arrestee!
and charged with a felony crime

2. If nothing happened on that day to cause the discharge, what was the final incide+it (last straw) that caused
the discharge?
3. Why did you discharge the claimant? ms conduct violates laws and the Ada County Sheriff's Office
~
policies - ..,µ...._ Q.%Ce aJ. .~~ .....a.. ... ,...c

,:~1

· · ·

4. What day did this incident occur 3/11/11
5. Please supply information regarding any previous incidents that are related to the claimant~s discharge.
(Please document date and description of incident (s). none
6. How did the claimant's action adversely affect your business? violated policies and broke the laws that
the Sheriff's Office is responsible to enforce
7. Wu a company policy/established procedure violated? l8J Yes D No
If yes, how was the claimant made aware of the policy/procedure? Polley Manual, Code of Ethics, Oath of
Office{Certlficate of Appointment)
<PLEASE ATTACH COPY OF POLICY)

8. What was the expected job ~ehavior & what should the claimant have done? Respect and follow Jaws at
all times both·on and off dutv,

EXHIBIT

#-1.

L I---·
Paga------..otlf2_.Pages
04/08/2011 FRI 15: 11 [TlC/R)C NO 5828]

iii!! O02
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9. Warnings (Verbal & writtim) the claimant received and the date they were receivcd.*Please provide copies
of any written wamJngs
*If verbal, please provide date, name & title of person who Issued warnin~ and what was coinntunlcated
to the claimant. n/a
10. Did you ever tell the claimant he/she oould be discbarged if the behavior continued? 0Yes0No
If yes, please e,cplain; n/a
11. If warned, how did the claimant's behavior change n/a
12. AdditionaLinfo.rmatlon;

/""'\.

Employer/Employer's Representative Signature:

Print Name:

A1:a.1<.'t..

Phone Number. ,/).t) 3..

/)i;

r "li:IJ.goAl

-~'2 7.. - '3s:s1

.\A~,,£-k!::n ~. ~~
Title:

Date:

u· t:i2.

_)

s.P&;"cu ,4 t.-l s: r

48.-~l

04/0B/2011 FRI 15:11 [Tl(/RX NO 5828] !li003
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6A COUNTY SHERIFFS 0FACE

Gary Raney, Sheriff

March 14, 2011
Rob Hall
Ada County Sheriff's Offioo
7200 Barrister Drive
Boise, ID 83704

Re:

Notice of Termination ofl!:mployment

J)car Mr. Hall:
This letter is notice to you, and notice is hereby given, that pursuant to Ada
County SherifPs Office Policy (hereinafter "ACSOP..) Section 1020.S, you are
terminated effective immediately. Your separation will be effective as of today, March
14, 2011.
Please W1derstand that you are an at-will employee of Ada County aud that under
the applicable policies, the Ada County Sheriff's Office has the right to terminate your ·
employment at any time, with or wlthout cause. when it considers the termination to be in
the best interest of the County, (See Ada County Employee/Manager Handbook §§ 2.4. l
and 2.5). WhUo the Sheriff's Office bas a disciplinary appeal process (See ACSO:P §
340.4.4), you are being terminated under Section 1020.5, which allows me, as the
Sheriff's designao, to immediately tenninata your employment because you are accused
of committing a sc1ious ciime and th~ initial probable cause supports the allegation. The
reasons for this decision ai·c set forth below.
You arc befng terminated because you have been charged with first degree murder
related to an incident in which you were involved. Specifically, on the evening of March
11. 2011, you wore involved io an altercation that resulted in the death of Emmett
Corrigan. Thorc is probable cause to support the allegation that you committed the
offense or first degree m1.1rder. (See I.C. § 18-4003). Your conduct also violates ACSO
Sections 337.2.4 (Adherence to Laws); 337.4 (Oeneral Perfonnance Standards); and the
Ada County Sheriff's Office Professional Staff Code ofEthics:
You nut only chose to break the laws that the Sheriff's Office is responsible to
enforce; b\lt you did so in such a way as to bring disrepute to the Sheriff's Office. I feel
that your choicos have made it impossible for the Sherlfrs Office to continue to employ
you, Based on the preceding. on behalf of Sheriff Raney, I am terminatwg your
e1nployn1ent lnunediately.

7200 Barrister Drive

I Bolse, Idaho 83704-9217 I Ta.: 208.577.3000 I

FAX:

208.577.3009

- - www.adasherlff.org -

EXHIBIT JL.±__ _.

Pag~-=i-otlQ_ Peger,
04/08/2011 FRI 15: 11 [T)C/Rl< NO 5828]
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Rab Hall

March U, 20//
PQPZofZ

Please be advised that under the circumstance described above, you do not ba.ve
the riaht to the disciplinary appeal procedure set forth in Ada Co~ Sherlff's Office
Policy Section 340.4.4. Your termination is effective: as of to1day •. March 14, 20ll,
Please mgn belowto,acknowledge your receipt ofthis lcttw.
Sinoeroly,

·oAR.Y RANEY

~ff
M'\)or Ron Freemm

Deputy Chief
x:c:

Kay Henry

ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF RECEIPT:

04/0B/2011 FRI 15: 11

[TlC/RX NO 5B28]
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Ada County Sheriffs Office
Pol[cy Manual

Obligations/Duty Requirements
337.1
PURPOSE AND SCOPE
For a law enforcement agency to earn respect and confidence from the people It serves,
Its members must lead by example and therefore Jive with greater expectations than those
employed privately. Th!s office strives for voluntary compllance with these rules, and
places the responsibility on each member em:J eeoh supervisor to use good Judgment and
demeanor In all matters.
·
· ·
3.37.2

DUTY REGULATIONS

337.2.1
REPORTING FOR DUTY
Members going on duty shall be promptln going directly to their work assignments and shall
not loiter. Members deBlring to take care of offiolel business that wlll delay their immediate
avallabllity wlll obtain the permission of their supervisor.
Members reporting for duty are to aoqualnt themselves wlth events that hav~ .ta,k~n place
since their last shift, review any memoranda, subpoena, correspondence, e-mail, phone
messages, etc. 1 and.take appropriate action.
3$7,i.2
CONGREGATIONS PROHIBITED
Under normal circumstances, no more than two uniformed deputies may take a coffee break
or meal at the same time and locatlon. Deputies meeting In the field to exchange Information
should attempt to do so In en Inconspicuous location and Umit the time to only that whfc:11
Is necessary•. While on duty, members may not loiter in cafes, drive-Ins, service stations or
other public pieces.
337 .2.3
REQUIREMENT TO PROVIDE NAME
Wh!le on duty or acting !n an offlcfal capacity, members shall furnish their name and ID
number to any person requesting that information, except If authorized by the supervisor to
do otherwise. ·

337 .2.4
ADHER!:NCE TO LAWS
Whatever a member's assignment, he or she represents the Ada County Sheriff's Office.
In doing so, It is fundamental that laws ere respected and followed at all times both on and
off duty. This manual Is supplementary to the law; therefore, actions that are unlawful have
been omitted. This in no way lessens the expectation that every member properly obeys
end respects the law.

337 .2.5

SLEEPING ON DUTY

A member shell remain awake whlle en duty. If unable to do so, the member must report
to his or her Immediate supervisor who shaff assign the member to other appropriate duty
for the remainder of the shift or send the member home on sick, annual or compensatory

leave as the circumstances dictate.

Allnrll&I!: 2010/04/02019915·2010 LIIXlgol, LLC

04/08/2011 FRI 15:11 [TX/RX l{O 5828]
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Ada County Sheriff's Office
Policy Manus!

Obligations/Duty Requirements
An off-duty professional staff member shall act as a trained obS(:!tver and communloai:or
only.

337.4

GENERAL PERFORMANCJ:

Members of this office shall conduct themselves at all times In suoh a manner es to reflect
favorably on this office and upon themselves, Unbecoming conduct Is any conduct that fs
either fn conflict with the Code of Ethics or conduct which adversely affects the morale,
operations or efflclency of the Ada County Sheriff's Office, or' any conduct that has a
tendency to adverssly affect, lower or destroy publlo respect and confidence ln the office
or any member. Conduct unbecoming al6o Includes any oonduct that brings this office or
any member Into disrepute or brings discredit upon the office or any marnbar. Members
shall conduct themselves at ell times, both on and off duty, In such e manner as to reflect
moat favorably upon the office and Ada County. Members shall not orlticlze the office,
other members or ~s pollcfes In a manner that can be oonstrued:as defamatory, obscene,
unlawful, or when the criticism ls false or mallcious.
PERFORMANCE AND COMPETENCE.
Members of this office must discharge their duties in an objective end firm manner and act
together to assist and protect the residents ami each other In th~ maintenance of law and
order. Satisfactory performance end competence are demonstrated by;

337.4.1

(e}

Adequate knowledge of the applicatlon of raws, policies, a~d standards of this office~
a~
.

(b)
(c)

WIUlngnsss and abllity to properly perform asslg.ned tasks in e timely manner, and
other condition
Taking appropriate and timely action when a crime, disorder
requiring police action occurs; and
Not being absent without leave; and
Not receiving repeated poor evaluatlons.

(d}
(e}

or

Failure to adhere to the above standards Is deemed unsatlstactory performance.
337.4.2

INSUBORDINATfON

The following actions constitute Insubordination:
(a)
(b)
(c}

Refusal orw!ftful failure to obey a laWful order of a ranking member.
The use of derogatory remarks or critlclam directed toward or about e ranking member.
Bypas61ng a ranking member In the chain of commend without good cause.

(d)

Being untruthful, or fess than truthful, to a superior or the Administrative Investigator.

ABUSE OF POSITION
Members of this office shall not use their official poslt!on, official Identification cards or
badges for pe111cnel or flnanolal gain, for obtaining ptlvllages not otherwise available to
them exc:ept In the performance of duty, or for avoiding the consequences of Illegal acts.
Members shall not lend to any person their offlclel Identification card or badge, However,
deputies may lend another Ada County deputy a personally owned badge. Members may
337.4,3

not authorize the use of their name, photo or official utle, which ldentlfles them ac, a member

of this office to any commodity or enteJl)rlse without approval of the Sheriff. As a measure
to promote publlo trust and to prevent the appearance of any impropriety, members of this
Obllgadons/Duty Requlrem~,,,..
A"""'"""
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Ada County Sheriff's Office
Deputy Sheriff Code of Ethics
.Jifs a auputy sfts'ljffi my.:fu:ru{amBntafauty is ~O Jef'()B my C,011ttn'U:rdi:y, tfiis a9Bne:)I, anafa/Iow
deputies a.s wet:!as to support tlis constitu:tionaCrilJli.ts an£fresdi:mz.s oftlis peopfiJ -w/i.om. I lia:ui

6ee11,. .swam to serrJe.
Wliifs I cmr,si.der tfie. way I cfioese. to pm.au.ct my private. tiffo.irs' a 'fBTSonetCfasr:J"on; I acr;ept
tlie respomi6i(it:w for my actio1J.S, as 'Wll({ as in¢tions, wf#!e rm auty or off auty, wli.en tliose.
actions .6ring aimpute on tM 'pu5Cic image ef my. sfieriff, .rr,.y fo{{aw asput:W ana tfie fa.w
e1iforcement profession.
.
..
.
.
·
I wiCC peiform a[[ of my autiss in a profosstonat
com.patent ma~r. ·1 accept. tfiat I mu:~
consistently st:riTJe to , a.cfi.ie'r;e . ex;st{encs ·.#i ',·fearnin9 t/i,s . necessary ftnowlediJe a:m:l sRJ![s
assacio.tea witfi. my autias. 1 wiCC {eep ·myself meritalfy: afst't so tliat I am capa.Gl'8 of
peifonning 111.J au.ties accoramg to tfie .stancfaras e;(pBaut:lofm:;J position.
I will 6a fa[{y trutlifu[ ana lwnsst in my dealin9s wit/i. otliers. I asp!iJre Bu and' !i.a{f-t;rutli.r
t/i.at mis/ea.a or ao not fa/Jfy itiform tliose w/i.o must; aepem! upon. my fi:.onsstry. I 'UJi({ a6ey tli.s
very laws tli.at I am SWOT'iz. to uplioti£ I wit!compf:J 'tf!it/i. t& stanaards ojrrry dsparl:msnt anr£
tlirs fuw.fa{ directions ofmy sup~.
·
1

aua

I wifI treat otfi.B7's wit/i. courtesy at; a/I tirrt6S, I consiae'f it to 6B a profissiona( wsa{~ss to
a!ww anotlier'.r 6a/ia.via'f to dictats 'ttL)I 1'Bsponss. I wif[ not. atli,w tfi.e actions or foi!fn.es of
others to 6e m.y e)(.CUSB fO't 1wt perfonnine my autks in a 1·esponsi.ife, prr,fissionaC an.a D:pecte([
71U17l1tl?r:

wut em.patni.ss witli tfi.B pro5Cems ofpsopfiJ wit.i. wfwm 1 coms £11.to contact; !J{owe.vsr, I
cannot atfuw my persona[ foefings, ptejuau:fJs, at1.imasi:ties, or .frum.t:£sfn'ps to *if{uence tfi.s

I

discretionary a.u.tfiority en:f:rusu:a to my jo6. I wiCC avoi.a conflicts an£ potential coeffict.s of
intrsrest tfi.a.t coulacomptomiss my officiatautfi.ority orpu6/Jc ima9e,
I fio{a tfi.e autftority inli.srsnt in. my position to 6e. an effirmation oft/i.e pu6/.ic'5 trust in me as a

ao
ana

not ta~ t.i.is tnut !igli:t€J,. .JLs Corre as I rsmain w. tli:is position, 1 wi£r
aedicate myself to maintaining tfiis tnJst and" upliotiiing aCf tli.s {dears of tfiB ..J/.aa County
tlie Caw eriforcemsnt profession.
Slieriffs Office
deputy s/i.ari.ff. I

Signs([~~·
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-ADA COUNTY SHERIFF'S OFFICE
New Employee
0
0

~~
0

0
0
0

0
0

0
0
0

0
0

0
0
0
0
0

Orientation Checklist

ACSO Organizational Chart
ACSO Faclllty Map
PIN Authorization
ACSO Policy Manual
Mlsslon StatemenWalues Card
ACSO Policy Manual Change (Chapter 17) Uniforms &Appearance
ACSO Pofloy Manual Change (Chapter 9.04) Abuse of Position
ACSO Policy Manual Change (Chapter 10) Personal Associations
ACSO Polley Manual Change- Computer & Internet Usage
ACSO Notlca of Parsonal Information Form
TB Testing and Hepatitis Inoculations Memo
Notice of Employment (F'OST)
ACSO Probation Agreement
ACSO employee's Asreement to Reimburse for Training Costs
ACSO Drug Free Workplace Policy
Harassment & Discrimination ?ollcy
Idaho Law Enforcement Telecommunications
OverUme Comp~naatlon Acknowledgement and Agreement
US Oept of Justice Employment. Ellg1bility Verification Form (l-9)
Ada County Sheriff Employees' Association Membership Form {optional)

IF APPLICABLE:
o
o
o

o

Apprantlceship Agreement (U.S. Department of Labor)
Job Training under the GI BUI ApplicatJon for Veterans
Exhibit A Prloe Schedule and List of Dry Cleaning Services
Uniform Cleaners/Location Map for Westoo

Items in red indlcate required forms to return back to Sheriff's Human Resources.

;-;;;·,:.G-msnPag~...
04/08/2011 FRI 15: 11
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ADA OOUNTY REOORDffi J. DAVID MAV.1u1t\O · Afi\OUNT ,DD
1
BOISE IDAHO D1/15/09 11:47 AM
· DEPUTY lonnl• Oberblllld
111111111 1lll II I 111111111111 Ill
ReDOf1.DBJ... f1E!lUffl OF
l 0900444? .
Ada Count\' Sheriff

mm

ADA COUNTY SHElUFF1 S OFFICE
BOISE, IDAHO

CERTIFICATE OF APPOINTMENT

STATE OF IDAHO )
) ss.
County of Ada

)

I do solemnly swear or affirm that I will support and defend the Constitution of the
United States of America and the Constitution and laws oftbc State of Idaho. I will earn the
respect of others by being ethical and professional at all times. I pledge to carry out rny duties as
e. deputy sheriff to the best of my ability and bring !wnor to the Ada County Sheriff's Office and ·

to myself.

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:
Having confidence in the ability and integrity of Robert Hall,

- -...
,p....,,rln"""t-m111-1:;.,..Q)-----

Tdo hereby appoint the above named appointee to the position of Sheriff's IT Support

Specialist of said County and State.

Subscribed and swam to before me this

/

¥

day of January 2009.

\ /·-.' ;
'\Ji...
" ,,
··,··
-..... ..:.. ..

.

::- (Scal;orthc1Shmff)
• II

I I

'J.:·
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DISCHARGE - CLAIMANT STATEMENT
I SS

Claimant's name: Robert Hall
Claimant's phone number 895-6643
Employer name, address, phone & fax:
Ada County Sheriff's Office
7200 Barrister Drive
Boise, Idaho 83704-9217
Fact finder name: dk3317
Method of interview:
\ ~ By phone
Start date of employment:

1

I LJ

In person

I LJ

Last day worked:

1

E-mail
E-mail address
\ Date terminated:
03/14/2011

Initial call notes: *
Claimant's Separation Information From IIC:
Ron Freeman
Informed Person:
Informed Position: Deputy Chief
3/14/2011
Day Separated:
Exit Reason: For accusations of a crime committed.

***
4/8/20111:34 PM 3317dk: PC to employer, Ada County Human Resources, 287-7147. talked,
with Kim. Transferred to Sheriffs' office, Becky Peterson (577-3551) Becky she says they prefer
to provide their information by filling out the form online and faxing it. Employer states this is
all they will be providing. ,48 hour script given, RDB 04/13/2011 @ 5pm.

***
04/08/2011 Received employer documents. see attached.

***
4/25/2011 4:42 PM 3317dk:
. . PC to claimant. (208) 884"'.'5660. ref~rred _to 895~6643 Talked with claimant. Reviewed the
· documents provided by the employer with the claimant.
What happened on the last day, what was the final incident or precipitating·event (final straw) that
resulted in your being discharged?* on the last day, nothing happened. I was just told I was
fired.
·
If nothing happened on that day, what was the final incident or precipitating event (final straw)
that resulted in your being discharged? * I was involved in an incident where I had no choice
but to defend myself. Of course I really cant give any information until the trial and without
my ~ttorney.
What were you told by your employer/supervisor at the time you were informed you were no
longer working there? I met with Major Freeman, the Deputy Chief and he just s~~~. ~,e.:w~s

3
1 -----..

,:... ..,\fhb.n :f{

1

:~:1·r:".. ..i.11-.J.,,:,,.......

••
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really sorry but they were letting me go. That was pretty much it. I did receive a copy of the
letter.
Did you receive any warnings?
If yes, what were you told? *
Were you aware of a company policy addressing this type of incident? well it's a very unusual
situation.
Q: Your employer says that they considered your termination to be in their best interest.
They say that you were terminated because there is probable cause to support the allegation
that you did commit the crime. Is that so?
A: No. there is no probable cause. None at all. They didn't even do an investigation. All they
went with was preliminary hearsay, which was wrong. They got involved in what the media
said and fired me without any investigation at all and there is a lot of evidence to consider. It
happened late on a Friday night and on that next Monday I was fired.
Q: Your employer says your conduct (shooting and killing someone) was a violation of the
laws you were responsible to enforce, specifically section 337.2.4 of the Obligations/Duty .
Requirements which states in part " laws are to be respected and followed at all times both
on and off duty ..• " do you agree?
A: Well, I am aware of the policy, but I was defending myself. I don't know what else I could
have done. They cannot deny or confirm that I was defending myself.

Q: Your employer says that your actions brought disrepute to the Sheriffs office and they
reference .section 337.4 which states in part " members shall conduct themselves at all times
in such a manner as to reflect favorably on the office and upon themselves both on and off
duty". Do you think that's true with all the information that is in the news about it, that it
does reflect poorly on them ?
A: I was defending myself and I got shot in the bead. I understand how it looks but there is
much more to the story that will come out in the trial. I did not intend to make my employer
look bad.
Q: Your employer provided a copy of the Ada County Sheriffs Office Code of Ethics, which
says in part" I will obey the laws that I am sworn to uphold" and" I will treat others with
courtesy and respect, I will empathize with people and not allow others to dictate my
response .•• and I will avoid conflicts that compromise my public image ••. " , what about
that?
A: I know it says that, and I did swear to that. But I was defending myself, I am sure you
understand I can't give the details.
Q: And your certificate of appointment, where you swore to bring honor to the Sberiff s
office ... ?
A: I understand, but i couldn't avoid it.
If yes, what was the policy?
What behavior did you change after receiving notice that you needed to do so in order to continue
working?* n/a
How did your action/behavior negatively impact the employer's business (for example: "other
employees had to cover my shift, store was not opened as scheduled, etc.")? I understand the
impact, I just don't know that I could have done anything any differently. The &~~ilf.<i)j ;;

3'._____ _

2
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alternative, I guess, is that I would be dead.
Other pertinent information: *
I made this statement for the purposes of obtaining unemployment insurance benefits, knowing
that the law provides penalties for false statements or withholding of facts. I authorize the above
employer to release any records they have that they believe pertain to my claim for benefits.
Claimant signature: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
(If available)

By filing this claim electronically the claiDlant authorizes the above employer to release any records they have
that they believe pertain to this ciaim for benefits.

~ Fact finder name: dk3317

Additional Fact Finding Notes: The employer states the claimant was discharged when he
was arrested and charged with a felony crime. Tbe employer states the claimant's conduct
violates several sections of their policy as well .as their code of conduct. The employer
provided documentation to support their position.
The claimant maintains he was simply defending himself when he shot and killed someone.
He says that although he was aware of the policies and the code of conduct, his actions were
unavoidable.
Examiner Notes: Whether or not the claimant is actually guilty of the crime cannot be
determined at this point, bµ.t the eqipl~yer did not terminate the claimant because he was
found guilty, he. was terminated because he was arrested and charged with a felony crime
and because his actions violated policy. The circumstances of this incident certainly bring
dishonor to any employer but much more so since the employer is the Sheriff's Department
and the claimant is a Deputy Sheriff, compounded further by the fact that the shooting
occurred late at night on p,rsonal time. The·documentation furnished establishes that the
claimant's actions were in violatio~ f>f ce>mpany pf>licy· and fell below the standard of
behavior the employer had the right to expect. dk3317
·

3
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Idaho Attorney General
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FEB 2 4 2012
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By ELAINE TONG

PAUL PANTHER
Deputy Attorney General
Chief, Criminal Law Division

DEfllUTY

MELISSA MOODY 158#6027
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant,

______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
MOTION TO ALLOW LEAD
INVESTIGATOR TO REMAIN AT
TABLE WITH COUNSEL FOR THE
STATE DURING TRIAL

COMES NOW, Melissa Moody, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho, and
moves this Court for an Order, pursuant to I.RE. 615(a), allowing the State's lead
detective, James ("Jim") Miller, to remain at the table with counsel for the State during the
trial in this case.
Idaho Rule of Evidence 615(a) affords the Court discretion in excluding witnesses
during trial. There are, however, four exceptions that limit the Court's discretion. State v.
Ralls, 111 Idaho 485, 487, 725 P.2d 190, 192 (Ct. App. 1986). The second exception,
applicable here, provides that "an officer or employee of a party that is not a natural person

MOTION TO ALLOW LEAD INVESTIGATOR TO REMAIN AT TABLE WITH COUNSEL
FOR THE STATE DURING TRIAL, Page 1
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designated as its representative by its attorney" may not be excluded. I.RE. 615(a). This
exception applies to "investigative agents, including local police officers," and "[t]he
selection of this individual ordinarily is a right of the party's counsel." Ralls, 111 Idaho at
487,725 P.2d at 192; see also LaBelle v. State, 130 Idaho 115,120,937 P.2d 427,432
(Ct. App. 1997) (noting that Ralls does not require the investigating officer to testify before
being allowed to remain in the courtroom). In this case, the State selects Detective ,Jim
Miller as its representative and requests an Order from this Court allowing that he be
allowed to remain at the table with counsel for the State throughout the trial.

The State asks that this matter be heard on April 11, 2012.
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 24th day of February 2012.

MELISSA MOOD
Deputy Attorney General

MOTION TO ALLOW LEAD INVESTIGATOR TO REMAIN AT TABLE WITH COUNSEL
FOR THE STATE DURING TRIAL, Page 2
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.a.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 24th day of February 2012, I caused to be served
a true and correct copy of the foregoing Motion to Allow Lead Investigator to Remain at
Table with Counsel for the State During Trial to:

Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

x_ U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid

Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728

X

_

_

Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

~
Rosean Newman, Legal Secretary

MOTION TO ALLOW LEAD INVESTIGATOR TO REMAIN AT TABLE WITH COUNSEL
FOR THE STATE DURING TRIAL (HALL), Page 3
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Idaho Attorney General
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PAUL R. PANTHER
Chief, Deputy Attorney General
Criminal Law Division
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CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By ELAINE TONG
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MELISSA MOODY ISB#6027
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-001 O
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

)
)
Case No. CR-FE-11-3976

)

)
)

vs.

TWENTY-NINTH ADDENDUM
TO DISCOVERY
FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL

)

ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

)
)
)

______________ )

COMES NOW, Melissa Moody, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho, and
makes the following Twenty-Ninth Addendum to the previous Response to Discovery
pursuant to Rule 16:

16(b) Disclosure pursuant to written request by Defendant:
(4)
BATES#
4287-4292

Documents and Tangible Objects:
DOCUMENT/ DESCRIPTION
Curriculum Vitae for Tom
Bevel

AUTHOR/
AGENCY
Tom Bevel

DATE
Received
2/13/12

TWENTY-NINTH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 1

NO.OF
PAGES
6
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4293

4294
4295-4297
4298
4299
4300-4303

4304-4318
4319

4320-4324
4325
4326
4327

4328

4329

4330-4361

4362

4363
4364-4375

Bevel, Gardner & Associates
fee schedule
Email regarding meeting with
Sgt. Shawn Harper
Attorney notes regarding
potential witnesses
Letter requesting case notes
from Stuart Jacobson
Letter from Stuart Jacobson
regarding case notes
Review checklist from Stuart
Jacobson
Worksheets and reports from
Stuart Jacobson
Meridian Property Invoice
listing interviews with Janae
Schumacher and Kaitlin
Carlson
Threat management training
printout from website
DVD containing interview with
Kaitlin Carlson
DVD containing interview with
Janae Schumacher
CD containing (62)
photographs from Stuart
Jacobson
Evidence form listing
photographs from Coroner,
Tracie Smith
Meridian Property Invoice
listing DVD of interview with
Joe Toluse
Meridian Police Supplemental
report regarding interview with
Brian Hogue
CD containing coroner's
photographs (63)
CD containing video of
interview with Joe T oluse
Memo re: Concealed weapons
permit file for Robert Hall
received from Nora Cole

Melissa Moody

Received
2/13/12
2/13/12

2
1
3

Melissa Moody
Melissa Moody

2/9/12

1

Stuart Jacobson

2/9/12

1

Stuart Jacobson

4

Stuart Jacobson

15

Lt. De St.
Germain

3/12/11

1

Lt. De. St.
Germain
Lt. De St.
Germain
Stuart Jacobson

3/12/11

1 DVD

3/12/11

1 DVD
1 CD

1

1

32

1 CD
Det. Jim Miller
Scott Smith
Scott Smith

2/16/12

1 CD

2/14/12

12

TWENTY-NINTH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 2
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4376-4383
4384
4385-4386

4387-4388
4389-4417
4418-4432

Meridian Report regarding
Laura Dedo
Email from Det. Fawley dated
February 23, 2012
Email from Det. Jim Miller
regarding shipping evidence to
KMS forensics
Receipts for shipping evidence
to KMS on February 23, 2012
Memo re: Interview with Joe
Toluse on February 16, 2012
Joe Toluse certifications for
threat manaQement traininQ

(6) Witnesses:

Officer Urie

9/1/11

8

Det. Fawley

2/23/12

1

Det. Jim Miller

2/23/12

2

Rosa Torres

2/23/12

2

Scott Smith

2/21/12

29

Joe Toluse

Received
2/24/12

15

Any witness who testi'fied at grand jury and/or named in

attached reports including, but not limited to, those listed below. Any witness named or
called to testify by defense or included on the defense witness list.

Name
Bevel, Tom
Cole, Nora
Toluse, Joe

DATED this

Address/Contact Information
2115 Westwood Dr.
Norman, OK 73069
7200 Barrister Dr.
Boise, ID 83704
7809 Camas
Boise, ID 83709

;JI./ day of February 2012.

MO

MELISSA
Deputy Attorney General

TWENTY-NINTH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 3
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this~ day of February 2012, I caused to be served
a true and correct copy of the foregoing Twenty-Ninth Addendum to Discovery for Conflict
Counsel to:
Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

_L U.S.
_
_

Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

X
_

Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
Electronic Mail (Email)

U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

TWENTY-NINTH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 4
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LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General

FEB 2 ~ 2012

QORlGIN1-. ...

CHRISTOPHER O. RICH, Clerk
By ELAINE TONG
DEPUTY

PAUL PANTHER
Deputy Attorney General
Chief, Criminal Law Division
MELISSA MOODY ISB#6027
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant,

______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
MOTION FOR JURY VIEW OF
SCENE
(PROVIDED UNDER SEAL)

COMES NOW, Melissa Moody, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho, and
moves this Court for an Order allowing the jury to view the scene where the Defendant,
Robert Hall, shot and killed Emmett Corrigan.
I. BACKGROUND
A grand jury indicted Robert Hall on one count of Murder in the First Degree and
one count of Use of a Deadly Weapon During the Commission of a Crime for the shooting
death of Emmett Corrigan.

MOTION FOR JURY VIEW OF SCENE (HALL), Page 1
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The shooting occurred at the Walgreens located at 4860 North Linder Road,
Meridian, Idaho.

The State asserts that "the jury should view the place in which the

offense is charged to have been committed." I.C. § 19-2124.
II. ARGUMENT
A. Relevant Law

Idaho Code§ 19-2124 provides, in relevant part:
When, in the opinion of the court, it is proper that the jury should view the
place in which the offense is charged to have been committed, or in which
any other material fact occurred, it may order the jury to be conducted in a
body, in the custody of the sheriff, to the place, which must be shown to
them by a person appointed by the court for that purpose.
"[W]hether to allow a view of the premises by a jury rests in the discretionary
authority of the trial court." State v. Welker, 129 Idaho 805, 811, 932 P.2d 928, 934 (Ct.
App. 1997). Relevant to the court's decision is whether testimony alone is sufficient to
facilitate the jury's understanding of the circumstances surrounding the offense relative to
the location of the offense. See id.
In this case, testimony alone will facilitate the jury's understanding of the
circumstances surrounding the offense; however, as set forth below, testimony alone is
completely inadequate for the jury to fully understand the State's evidence. The jurors
should be given the opportunity to understand the evidence to the best of their ability.
The ·first-degree murder charge requires the state to prove beyond a reasonable
doubt that Robert Hall killed Emmett Corrigan with malice aforethought and that the
murder was either perpetrated by lying in wait or was a willful, deliberated and
premeditated killing. Part of the state's proof regarding the intent element of the charged
offense requires the jury to understand all the actions taken by Robert Hall once he arrived
at Walgreens.
MOTION FOR JURY VIEW OF SCENE (HALL), Page 2
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An on-scene perspective cannot be adequately explained by testimony or by the
photographs or video taken at the scene because photographs, and even video, only
capture the scene one frame at a time and do not necessarily reflect important nuances
that can be observed in person. Cf. State v. Brown, 594 So.2d 372, 390 (La. Ct. App.
1991) (affirming trial court's decision to permit scene viewing, despite presence of
photographs and diagrams); State v. Bruckbauer, 329 Wis.2d 710, 2010 WL 3389873 *5
(Wis. App. 2010) (affirming trial court's decision ·finding jury view appropriate because it
"would provide the jury 'some sense of distance, placement, [and] a spatial view of the
scene"'); Smith v. Commonwealth, 633 S.E.2d 188 (va. Ct. App. 2006) ("The view helped
the jury understand the layout of the apartment complex, the location of the window [where
the victim was standing when he was shot] and the parking lot ['from where the shot was
fired], and how these factors related to the crimes.") (citation and quotations omitted).
B. Jurors Need to See What Robert Hall Saw at Different Points in Time Prior to
the Shooting
Robert Hall drove his truck to the Walgreens parking lot, parked his truck, and
waited for Emmett Corrigan and Kandi Hall to arrive in the parking lot. At some point, he
got out of his truck and walked inside Walgreens. He also walked around the Walgreens
building, where all the external security cameras are located. Later, Robert Hall moved his
truck and parked it so that the "nose" of the truck was facing the parking lot.
The security cameras around the Walgreens building have not been moved since
March 2011 when Emmett Corrigan was killed. The shooting occurred outside the view of
the security cameras. The jurors should be able to see the placement of the security
cameras in relation to the parking lot - just as Robert Hall could see the placement of the
security cameras in relation to the parking lot - to evaluate what Robert Hall may have
MOTION FOR JURY VIEW OF SCENE (HALL), Page 3
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known about the cameras' potential to capture the shooting on film. Additionally, the jurors
should have a chance to see what Robert Hall saw as he sat in his truck, looking at the
parking lot and waiting for his wife and Emmett Corrigan. Jurors need to see what Robert
Hall saw to deliberate on the element of intent and pre-meditation.
C. The Jurors Need to Evaluate Distances Where the Actual Shooting Occurred
There will be a significant amount of testimony about distances in this case. For
example, distance-testing indicates that Robert Hall was two to three feet away from
Emmett Corrigan at the time that a fatal bullet lodged in Emmett's chest. There will be
evidence that when police arrived, Robert Hall was found clear across the parking lot from
Emmett Corrigan's body. To truly understand the spatial relationships - between Robert
Hall, Emmett Corrigan, and Kandi Hall; between Robert Hall and Emmett Corrigan and
Robert Hall's truck; between Robert Hall and Emmett Corrigan and Emmett Corrigan's
truck; between the blood spatter evidence on the ground and Emmett Corrigan's truck,
and between Emmett Corrigan's truck and the witnesses who drove through the parking
lot, the jury needs to see the entire scene in one view.
Viewing the scene is the best way to understand spatial relationships that are
inadequately conveyed by photographs, drawings, and testimony alone.

Presenting

piecemeal approximations through photographs and diagrams deprives the jury of the
opportunity to truly understand the spatial relationships in three dimensions.
D. The Jurors Need to Evaluate Distances to Assess the Credibility of "Ear"
Witnesses
There are several "ear" witnesses in this case. These witnesses will testify to the
cadence of the shots that were fired.

Some of these ear witnesses live near the

Walgreens and one can see their residence from the scene, i.e. the Walgreens parking lot.
MOTION FOR JURY VIEW OF SCENE (HALL), Page 4
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Some of these witnesses were driving by the parking lot and one can see where their car
was as they heard the shots. To evaluate the weight they should afford to each "ear''
witness's testimony, the jury needs to visit the scene to assess the relative proximity of the
ear witness to the gunshots. Simply having each witness explain his or her vantage point
is not sufficient to demonstrate the comparative distance/perspective of each witness.

Ill. CONCLUSION
Because a scene view is critical to the jurors' understanding of the State's
evidence, the State respectfully asks that this Court enter an Order permitting the jury to
view the scene at a time and condition convenient to the Court, the jury, and to counsel.
The State asks that this matter be heard on April 11, 2012.

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 24th day of February 2012.

MELISSA MOODY
Deputy Attorney General
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 24th day of February 2012, I caused to be served
a true and correct copy of the foregoing Motion for Jury View of Scene to:

Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836
Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728

'\
_

U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

_x_ U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
_

Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

UWJYY?k\_

Rosean Newman, Legal Secretary
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LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By MAURA OLSON
DEPUTY

PAUL PANTHER
Deputy Attorney Generai , ·
Chief, Criminal Law Division

MELISSA MOODY ISB#6027
Deputy Attorney General and
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-001 O
Telephone: (208) 332-3096

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,

______________
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
STIPULATION FOR
MEDICAL RECORDS OF
ROBERT D. HALL

COMES NOW Melissa Moody, Deputy Attorney General and Special Prosecuting
Attorney for Ada County, and Deborah N. Kristal, Attorney for the Defendant and hereby
stipulate that the prosecution is seeking to obtain the medical records of the abovenamed defendant as outlined in the attached proposed order, and that the defendant
has no objection to the Court signing the order for the release of the medical records.
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DATED t h i ~ day of February, 2012 ..

Deputy Attorney General

DEBORAH N. KRIS AL
Attorney for Robert Dean Hall
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ROBERT R. CHASTAIN

Attorney at Law
300 Main, Suite 158
Boise, ID 83 702
(208) 345-3110
Idaho State Bar #2765

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By ELAINE TONG
DEPUTY

DEBORAH N. KRISTAL
Attorney at Law
3140 N Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702
(20g) 345-8708
Idaho State Bar # 2296

Attorneys for Robert Dean Hall

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CRFE 2011-3976
NOTICE OF SERVICE OF
DISCOVERY RESPONSE

COMES NOW the Defendant, by and though his attorney of record, and hereby
notifies the Court that Defendant complied with the Plaintiffs Request for Discovet)' and
Demand for Alibi by faxing Defendant's Discovery Response to Melissa Moody at 208854-8083 on February 28, 2012.

NOTICE OF SERVICE OF DISCOVERY RESPONSE

Page 1
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Dated th1sc1

o day of February, 2012.
,,,---- ,,.;-··' . .
·,K·
( C .... .,_,
.1..L· '• . .•·
ROBERT R. CHASTAIN
Attorne~Jor Defendant

tlult:C

/ .· ·1

DEBORAH N. KRISTAL
Attorney for Defendant

CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was delivered
. this.J..8:: day of February, 2012, to:
Melissa Moody
Attorney General's Office
Boise, ID
208-854-8083

'"

/1-V' (

1ill.k!J ,Ji 1:_rul \,

Deborah N. Kristal
Attorney at Law
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FEB 2 9 2012
LAWRENCE G. WASDEN

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By ELAINE TONG

Idaho Attorney General

DEPUTY

PAUL PANTHER
Deputy Attorney General
Chief, Criminal Law Division

MELISSA MOODY ISB#6027
Deputy Attorney General and
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 332-3096

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,

)
)

)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
STIPULATION TO CONTINUE
DISCOVERY AND MOTION
DEADLINES

)
Defendant.
______________
)

COME NOW Melissa Moody, Deputy Attorney General and Special Prosecuting
Attorney for Ada County, and Robert Chastain and Deborah N. Kristal, Attorneys for the
Defendant, and hereby stipulate that the discovery cut-off deadline of March 2, 2012
and the motion filing deadline of March 12, 2012 be continued to a later date and time.

This stipulation is based upon the fact that: (1) forensic testing by the defense is
still being conducted; (2) blood spatter investigation by the prosecution is still being

STIPULATION TO CONTINUE DISCOVERY AND MOTION DEADLINES
(HALL) Page 1
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conducted; and (3) the parties have previously stipulated to continue the trial date
because the evidence-processing will not be completed by May 14, 2012.

DATED this

lf_ day of February, 2012.
MELISSA MOODY:
Deputy Attorney General

DATED this

:JB'' day of February, 2012.
ROBERT CHASTAIN
Attorney for Robert Dean Hall

DATED thisc;:26 day of February, 2012.

&11/Jt /c~'
-

'

/

-

DEBORAH N. KRISTAL
Attorney for Robert Dean Hall
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FEB 2 9 2012
CHRISTOPHER O. RICH, Clerk
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LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
-..>-\'att; ~daho Attorney General
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By ELAINE TONG
DEPUTY

PAUL R. PANTHER
Chief, Deputy Attorney General
Criminal Law Division
MELISSA MOODY ISB#6027
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-001 O
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.
______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
THIRTIETH ADDENDUM
TO DISCOVERY
FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL

COMES NOW, Melissa Moody, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho, and
makes the following Thirtieth Addendum to the previous Response to Discovery pursuant
to Rule 16:

16(b) Disclosure pursuant to written request by Defendant:
(4)
BATES#
4433

Documents and Tangible Objects:
DOCUMENT/ DESCRIPTION
Memo re: Contact with
Walgreen's Manager, Larry
Oshanick on January 30, 2012

AUTHOR/
AGENCY
Scott Smith

DATE
2/24/12

THIRTIETH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 1

NO.OF
PAGES
1
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4434-4442

4443-4454

4455

4456-4458
4459-4460
4461

4462-4463

4464

4465
4466

4467

Meridian Police Supplemental Det. Jim Miller
Report for Search Warrant of
Rob Hall's GPS system and
cell phones belonging to Kandi
Hall and Emmett Corrigan
Meridian Police Supplemental Det. Jim Miller
Report regarding evidence
mailed to KMS Forensics on
February 23, 2012
DVD containing the reports of Troy Hale
Troy Hale for evidence located
on Rob Hall's GPS system
and cell phones belonging to
Kandi Hall and Emmett
Corrigan
Curriculum Vitae for Gary
Gary Dawson
Dawson
Natalie Chapko
Email from Officer Natalie
Chapko with audio
Compact disc containing audio Natalie Chapko
from Officer Natalie Chapko
for March 11, 2011
Melissa Moody
Prosecutor notes of
conversation with Officer
Rosier
Prosecutor notes of
Melissa Moody
conversation with Jason
Blackwell
ISP cell phone exam results
Compact disc containing audio
from Officer Rosier for March
11,2011
DVD containing jail phone
calls from December 29, 2011
throuoh Februarv 29, 2012

Officer Rosier

2/24/12

9

2/24/12

12

1 DVD

2/29/12

3

2/29/12

2

Received
2/29/12

1 CD

2/29/12

2

2/29/12

1

Received
2/29/12
Received
2/29/12

1

THIRTIETH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
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(6) Witnesses:

Any witness who testified at grand jury and/or named in

attached reports including, but not limited to, those listed below. Any witness named or
called to testify by defense or included on the defense witness list.

Name

Dawson, Gary
McAllister, Jean

Address/Contact Information
7200 Barrister Dr.,
Boise, ID 83702 (expert witness)
1733 South Ivy St.
Denver, CO 80224 (expert witness}

DATED this J'l day of February 2012.

Q),gs

~

MELISSA MOODY
c.S
Deputy Attorney General

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this

if}_ day of February 2012, I caused to be served

a true and correct copy of the foregoing Thirtieth Addendum to Discovery for Conflict
Counsel to:
Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

&_ U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
_
_

Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

L
_

Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
Electronic Mail (Email)
U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
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CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF

By CINDY HO
DEPUTY

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant,

_______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-2011-0003976
ORDER FOR DELIVERY OF
MEDICAL RECORDS TO THE
ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OFFICE
PURSUANT TO THE HEALTH
INSURANCE PORTABILITY AND
ACCOUNTABILITY ACT AND IDAHO
CODE §19-3004; ICR 17

This Court, upon information from the Attorney General's Office that certain
medical records described herein are necessary for preparation and presentation of the
Prosecution's case in the above-captioned matter, and the Court concluding that the
medical records do appear to be relevant and necessary to the proper adjudication of
tllis matter, hereby orders that employees or representatives of St. Alphonsus Regional
Medical Center, Boise, Idaho produce any and all "nurses' notes" from any and all
nurses who attended to the care of patient ROBERT DEAN HALL; admitted between
March 11 and March 12, 2011. Date of birt

This request for nurses' notes

includes handwritten notes, chart notes, and all nurse documentation related to patient
ROBERT DEAN HALL, including intake forms. This request includes, but is not limited
to, the nursing notes of Lorraine K. Jacoby, R.N. to the Attorney General's Office in
response to a subpoena issued by the Prosecution in this case. The records may be
generally provided in the manner set out in Idaho Code §9-420, except that the said
records are to be made available for pickup by an agent of the Attorney General's
ORDER FOR DELIVERY OF MEDICAL RECORDS TO THE ATTORNEY GENERAL'S
OFFICE PURSUANT TO THE HEAL TH INSURANCE PORTABILITY AND
ACCOUNTABILITY ACT AND IDAHO OODE §19-3004; ICR 17, Page 1
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•

•

Office or law enforcement within three business days of the service of the subpoena,
rather than be delivered to the Court.
This Order is also intended to require that personal health information, other than
just the described written medical records, such as information known to employees or
representatives of the Saint Alphonsus Regional Medical Center also be provided to the
prosecution or criminal defense by interview when asked for and that those employees
or representatives of Saint Alphonsus Regional Medical Center testify if required.
Any questions regarding said records should be directed to the Attorney
General's Office, (208) 332-3096.
IT IS SO ORDERED this

;l<J

day of February 2012.

District Judge

ORDER FOR DELIVERY OF MEDICAL RECORDS TO THE ATTORNEY GENERAL'S
OFFICE PURSUANT TO THE HEAL TH INSURANCE PORTABILITY AND
ACCOUNTABILITY ACT AND IDAHO OODE §19-3004; ICR 17, Page 2
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Idaho Attorney General

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
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Criminal Law Division
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MELISSA MOODY ISB#6027
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.
______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
THIRTY-FIRST ADDENDUM
TO DISCOVERY
FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL

COMES NOW, Melissa Moody, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho, and

makes the following Thirty-First Addendum to the previous Response to Discovery
pursuant to Rule 16:
16(b) Disclosure pursuant to written request by Defendant:
(4)
BATES#

4468-4469

Jv

Documents and Tangible Objects:
DOCUMENT/ DESCRIPTION

Email from Det. Jim Miller
regarding the location of
Robert Yokum's residence

AUTHOR/
AGENCY
Det. Jim Miller

DATE

3/1/12

THIRTY-FIRST ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
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NO.OF
PAGES
2
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e
4470

4471

4472
4473-4481
4482-4660

4661-4663

4664-4667

4668-4669

4670

4671

4672

Email from Officer Rosier
verifying the length of his
audio from March 11, 2011
Email from Det. Jim Miller
regarding a phone call from
Paul Lewis on March 1, 2012
Invoice from Jean McAllister
reQardinQ expert testimony
DV report regarding expert
testimony by Jean McAllister
Complete copy of medical
records for Robert Hall from
St. Alphonsus
(second request)
Meridian Police Supplemental
Report - Selena Grace
interviewed on January 24,
2012
Meridian Police Supplemental
Report - Stephen Cook reinterviewed on February 14,
2012
Meridian Police Supplemental
Report - Paul Lewis reinterviewed on March 1, 2012
Meridian Police Property
Invoice listing audios and
photos entered into tracking
from 10-1 0-11 to 3-5-12
Compact disc containing audio
of conversation between Det.
Jim Miller and Paul Lewis
Compact disc containing
audios (12 items):

Officer Rosier

2/29/12

1

Det. .Jim Miller

3/1/12

1

Jean McAllister

3/2/12

1

Jean McAllister

3/2/12

9

Karen Fleming

Received
3/2/12

Det. .Jim Miller

1/24/12

3

Det. Jim Miller

2/14/12

4

Det. Jim Miller

3/1/12

2

Det. .Jim Miller

Received
3/7/12

1

Det. Jim Miller

3/1/12

1 CD

Det. Jim Miller

Received
3/7/12

1 CD

179

ALLEN_WOODS1DE_1-19-12
ALLEN_WOODSIDE_ 1-25-12
BRIAN_HOGUE_@_JAIL_12-1-11

CHRISTINE_WOODSIDE_1-19-12
DUSTIN_VERMILLION_ 10-10-11
ELIZABETH F1SHER_2-14-12
JAS0N_BLACKWELL_3-1-12
PAUL_LEW1S_3-1-12
PAUL_LEW1S_3-5-12
SELENA_GRACE_1-24-12

STEPHEN_COOK_2-14-12
TINA LAX 3-1-12

THIRTY-FIRST ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
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DATED this_[_ day of March 2012.

CR-e

~

MELISSA MixmP
Deputy Attorney General

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this

~

day of March 2012, I caused to be served a

true and correct copy of the foregoing Thirty-First Addendum to Discovery for Conflict
Counsel to:
Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

'>(
_
_

Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

L
_

U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
Electronic Mail (Email)
U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
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MAR 1 3 2012
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DIST~~sffiPHER D RICH, Clerk
By SHARY A3BOTT
DEPUTY

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNlY OF ADA

THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,

______________
Defendant,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

)
)

Case No. CR-FE-2011-0003976
ORDER FOR DELIVERY OF
MEDICAL RECORDS TO THE
ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OFFICE
PURSUANT TO THE HEALTH
INSURANCE PORTABILITY AND
ACCOUNTAB1Ll1Y ACT AND IDAHO
CODE §19-3004; ICR 17

This Court, upon information from the Attorney General's Office that certain
medical records described herein are necessary for preparation and presentation of the
Prosecution's case in the above-captioned matter, and the Court concluding that the
medical records do appear to be relevant and necessary to the proper adjudication of
this matter, hereby orders that employees or representatives of Idaho State Board of

Pharmacy, Boise, Idaho produce the patient profile for controlled substances for patient
ROBERT DEAN HALL; for the dates beginning October 1, 2010 and ending April 1,
2011. Date of birth

This request for the records may be generally provided in

the manner set out in Idaho Code §9-420, except that the said records should be
provided to the Attorney General's Office or law enforcement within three business days

of the service of the subpoena, rather than to the Court.

ORDER FOR DELIVERY OF MEDICAL RECORDS TO THE ATTORNEY GENERAL'S
OFFICE PURSUANT TO THE HEALTH INSURANCE PORTABILITY AND
ACCOUNTABILITY ACT AND IDAHO CODE §19-3004; ICR 17, Page 1
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Any questions regarding said records should be directed to the Attorney
General's Office, (208) 332-3096.

~

IT IS SO ORDERED t h i s ~ day of March 2012.

~~
District Judge

ORDER FOR DELIVERY OF MEDICAL RECORDS TO THE ATTORNEY GENERAL'S
OFFICE PURSUANT TO THE HEALTH INSURANCE PORTABILITY AND
ACCOUNTABILITY ACT AND IDAHO CODE §19-3004; ICR 17, Page 2
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CHRISTOPHER D J:\ICH, Clerk

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRIC"JBO'P~~~BOTT
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNlY OF ADA

THE STATE OF IDAHO,

Plaintiff,
vs.

)
)
)
)

)
ROBERT DEAN HALL,

______________
Defendant,

)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR·FE-2011-0003976
ORDER FOR DELIVERY OF
MEDICAL RECORDS TO THE
ATIORNEY GENERAL'S OFFICE
PURSUANT TO THE HEALTH
INSURANCE PORTABILITY AND
ACCOUNTABILITY ACT AND IDAHO
CODE §19-3004; ICR 17

This Court, upon information from the Attorney General's Office that certain
medica.l records described herein are necessary for preparation and presentation of the
Prosecution's case in the above-captioned matter, and the Court concluding that the
medical records do appear to be relevant and necessary to the proper adjudication of
this matter, hereby orders that employees or representatives of Idaho State Board of
Phannacy, Boise, Idaho produce the patient profile for controlled substances for patient
KANDI HALL; for the dates beginning October 1, 201 O and ending April 1 1 2011. Date
of birth

This request for the records may be generally provided in the

manner set out in Idaho Code §9-420, except that the said records should be provided
to the Attorney General's Office or law enforcement within three business days of the
service of the subpoena, rather than to the Court.

ORDER FOR DELIVERY OF MEDICAL RECORDS TO THE ATTORNEY GENERAL'S
OFFICE PURSUANT TO THE HEALTH INSURANCE PORTABILITY ANO
ACCOUNTABILITY ACT AND IDAHO CODE §19-3004; ICR 17, Page 1
r-;y>
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Any questions regarding said records should be directed to the Attorney
General's Office, (208) 332-3096.
IT IS SO ORDERED this

__d.

day of March 2012.

MICHAEL R. MCLAUGHLIN
District Judge

ORDER FOR DELIVERY OF MEDICAL RECORDS TO THE ATTORNEY GENERAL'S
OFFICE PURSUANT TO THE HEALTH INSURANCE PORTABILITY AND
ACCOUNTABILITY ACT AND IDAHO CODE §19-3004; ICR 17, Page 2
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'
LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General

[J ORlGlNAL

MAR 13 2012
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, CkJrk
By ELAINE TONG
Dl!:PUTY

PAUL PANTHER
Deputy Attorney General
Chief, Criminal Law Division
MELISSA MOODY ISB#6027
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

)
)
Case No. CR-FE-11-3976

vs.

)
)

ROBERT DEAN HALL,

)
)

RESPONSE TO DEFENDANT'S
MOTION TO ADMIT VARIOUS ITEMS
OF EVIDENCE
(SUBMITTED UNDER SEAL)

Defendant,

______________

)
)
)
)

COMES NOW, Melissa Moody, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho, and
hereby files this response to Defendant Robert Hall's Motion and Memorandum of Law in
Support of Defendant's Motion to Admit Various Items of Evidence (hereafter "Motion to
Admit"), filed February 17, 2012.

I. SUMMARY OF DEFENDANT'S MOTION AND STATE'S RESPONSE
An overview of the evidence that Defendant seeks to admit and the State's
response to that motion is provided here. Where the State notes that it "does not object"
to the admission of certain evidence by the Defendant, the State does not mean to imply
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•
that it agrees with the truth of the evidence, will not contest the evidence, or that it waives
its right to impeach the witnesses on their testimony. The "does not object" language is
simply intended to convey that the State finds no basis for objection in the Idaho Rules of
Evidence.
No.
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Defense Evidence

State's Response

July 15, 2010 Email by Emmett Corrigan

State objects based upon I.RE. 802
(hearsay) and I.RE. 403 (unfair
prejudice)
March 11, 2011 statement by Emmett
State objects based upon I.RE. 802
Corrigan to his family: "I could kill all of
(hearsay) and I.R.E. 403 (unfair
you."
prejudice)
Evidence that Emmett's wife prayed for State objects based upon I.RE. 401
her life and her children's lives
(relevance) and I.R.E. 403 (unfair
prejudice)
Testimony by Kandi Hall that Emmett
State does not object to the testimony
Corrigan came to the Hall's house in
that Emmett Corrigan went to the Hall's
February 2011 and scratched his feet on house, nor that he scratched his feet on
the ground "like a bull" while hoping to
the ground "like a bull." However, the
entice Robert Hall to fight.
State objects to Kandi Hall's testimony
that Emmett was hoping to entice
Robert Hall to fight based upon I.RE.
602 (incompetent witness on this point,
i.e. "speculation").
Testimony by Chris Search regarding State objects based upon I.R.E. 803
what Emmett Corrigan told him about (hearsay).
the February 2011 visit at the Hall's.
Emmett Corrigan's Facebook posts from State objects based upon I.R.E. 802
2/25/11 and 3/10/11 that he wanted to (hearsay) and I.R.E. 403 (prejudice).
fight an unidentified male.
Testimony by Chris Search that he saw State does not object.
Emmett Corrigan scratch the ground
with his feet, clench his fists and lower

his head when Corrigan was angry or
8.

upset
Testimony by Chris Search that he saw State objects based upon I.RE. 401
Emmett Corrigan throw a pen across (relevance), I.RE. 404(a)(2) and I.RE.
the room when Emmett was angry.
405 (improper character evidence), and

404(b)(imorooer character evidence).
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Testimony by Chris Search and/or
Kandi Hall that Emmett Corrigan told
Chris Search that he wanted to hurt
Robert Hall every time Robert Hall made
his wife Kandi Hall cry.
Evidence
that Emmett Corrigan "has a
10.
temper'' and is "very quick to get angry."
11. Evidence that during the months prior to
his death, Emmett displayed an angry
temperament with Ashlee Corrigan.

9.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

State objects based upon I.RE. 404(a),
405 (improper character evidence), and
I.RE. 802 (hearsay).

State does not object.

State does not object to the admission
of Ashlee Corrigan's opinion regarding
her husband's temperament; however,
the State does object to Ashlee
Corrigan testifying regarding specific
instances of conduct. I.RE. 404(a),
405 (improper character evidence).
Evidence that during the months prior to State objects based on I.RE. 401
his death, Emmett threatened his wife
(relevance) and I.RE. 404(a), 405
and his family.
(improper character evidence), and
403(unfair prejudice).
Evidence that Emmett arranged for State does not object.
Kandi Hall to meet with an attorney for
the purpose of gettinQ a divorce.
Kandi Hall's testimony regarding what State does not object.
Emmett allegedly said and did on the
night of March 11, 2011 while in her
presence in his truck and in the parking
lot.
Kandi Hall's testimony that she saw State does not object.
Emmett push her husband, scratch his
feet on the ground, and ask Robert Hall
to hit him.
Testimony that Emmett Corrigan was State objects based on I.RE. 401
taking steroids and took two steroid pills (relevance), and I.RE. 403 (unfair
right before he was killed.
prejudice).

17. Testimony from Kelly Reiker and/or
Hannah Brooks that Emmett was taking
Adderall and attempting to get additional
Adderall from one or both of those
witnesses.
18. Evidence that Emmett Corrigan had sex
with Brittany Mulford in Ohio during the
week prior to his death.

19. Testimony that Emmett Corrigan and
Kandi Hall were open about their sexual

State objects based on I.RE. 401
(relevance), 403 (unfair prejudice) and
I.RE. 404(b) (improper character
evidence).
State objects based on I.RE. 401
(relevance) and I.RE. 404(b) (improper
character evidence), 403 (unfair
prejudice) and 404(a)(2) (improper
character evidence).
State does not object.
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relationship.
20. Evidence that Emmett Corrigan and
Kandi Hall had sex immediately prior to
Robert Hall confronting Emmett and
Kandi at Walgreen's.

State does not object.

II. ARGUMENT

A. The Defendant's Proffered Evidence Is Not Admissible Simply Because He
Has A Constitutional Right To A Fair Trial And The Evidence Supports His SelfDefense Claim
In his Motion to Admit, the Defendant, Mr. Hall, indicates his intent to introduce a
wide variety of testimony and evidence that he contends is admissible "pursuant to Rules
404(a)(2), 404(b), 405(b) and 406 of the Idaho Rules of Evidence." (Motion to Admit, pp.1,
3-6.)
The Defendant argues that this evidence is admissible because it is important to his
defense.

Specifically, that "the proffered evidence should be admitted because it is

crucial to establishing a full and complete defense and a fundamentally fair trial in his
case, as guaranteed" by the state and federal constitutions. (Motion to Admit, p.6.)
The Defendant's desire to have the evidence admitted does not make the evidence
admissible. Similarly, the Defendant's right to a fair trial does not make all evidence which
helps his case admissible. The Defendant's right to a fair trial does not trump the Idaho
Rules of Evidence, which were created against the background of the Federal and State
Constitutions. The Idaho Rules of Evidence take into account both the Defendant's right to
a fair trial and the State's right to present evidence to the finder of fact. State v. Molen,
148 Idaho 964, 231 P.3d 1047, 1061 (Ct. App. 2010).
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At trial, the Defendant would like to present the worst things the victim ever did or
said in his life - some of which may not have actually ever occurred - to make the jury
dislike the victim and impermissibly factor the victim's ''worth" as a human-being into their
deliberation. This is the "he had it coming/got what he deserved" defense.
While a criminal defendant has a constitutional right to present a defense, which
"includes the right to offer testimony of witnesses, compel their attendance, and to present
the defendant's version of the facts to the jury so it may decide where the truth lies," this
right can only be honored through a scrupulous application of the Rules of Evidence. Cf.
State v. Meister, 148 Idaho 236, 239, 220 P.3d 1055, 1058 (2009).

"The Rules of

Evidence embody the balancing test which safeguards a defendant's constitutional right to
present a defense along with protection of the state's interest in the integrity of the criminal
trial process." Id. at 240, 220 P.3d at 1059. Thus, if evidence is deemed inadmissible
under the applicable rules, the constitutional right to present a defense does not override
that determination. kl_; see State v. Carson, 151 Idaho 713, _ , 264 P.3d 54, 59 (2011)
(citing Delaware v. Van Arsdall, 475 U.S. 673, 679 (1986) (noting the defendant's failure to
provide "any authority holding that the exclusion of irrelevant evidence violates a
defendant's right to confront the witnesses against him")).
B. Relevant Evidence May Be Excluded Under Idaho Rule Of Evidence 403
"Relevant evidence is generally admissible, and irrelevant evidence is not
admissible." State v. Harvey, 142 Idaho 527, 532, 129 P.3d 1276, 1281 (Ct. App. 2006)
(citing I.RE. 402).

"Relevant evidence is evidence having any tendency to make the

existence of any fact that is of consequence to the determination of the action more
probable or less probable than it would be without the evidence." Harvey, 142 Idaho at
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532, 129 P.3d at 1281 (citing I.RE. 401). "Although relevant, evidence may be excluded if
its probative value is substantially outweighed by the danger of unfair prejudice, confusion
of the issues, or misleading the jury, or by considerations of undue delay, waste of time, or
needless presentation of cumulative evidence." State v. Ruiz, 150 Idaho 469, 471, 248
P.3d 720, 722 (2010) (quoting I.RE. 403). "To exclude evidence under Rule 403, the trial
court must address whether the probative value is substantially outweighed by one of the
considerations listed in the Rule." State v. Ruiz, 150 Idaho at 471, 248 P.3d at 722. This
balancing test is committed to the discretion of the trial judge.

!!i

C. The Defense Can Admit Reputation And Opinion Evidence That Emmett
Corrigan Was Violent And Quarrelsome, But The Defense Cannot Admit Any
Specific Instances Of Emmett Corrigan's Violent Or Quarrelsome Conduct
The Idaho Rules of Evidence permit the Defendant to admit evidence of a pertinent
trait of the character of the victim of the crime by an accused.

I.RE. 404(a)(2). The

prosecution concedes that evidence that Emmett Corrigan was violent is pertinent to the
claim of self-defense. (But see Section IV, Torres v. State. infra, explaining the lack of
actual evidence of the victim's "violence.") However, the Rules of Evidence are also clear
that the evidence of the pertinent character trait of the victim is limited to reputation or
opinion.

I.RE. 405.

The defense cannot introduce evidence of specific instances of

conduct to show that Emmett Corrigan was violent.
The only situations in which specific instances of conduct are admissible is where
the "character or trait of character of a person is an essential element of a charge, claim, or
defense." I.RE. 405. In this case, any character trait of the victim's for violence does not
go to an essential element of the charge, nor does it go to an element of self-defense.
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It seems somewhat counterintuitive that evidence that the victim was the primary
aggressor does not go to an element of self-defense, but close study of ICJl 1 and Idaho
case law bears this out. See, e.g., State v. Custodio, 136 Idaho 197, 204, 30 P.3d 975,
982 (Ct. App. 2001 ). ("Proof of a victim's propensity for violence, standing alone, does not
prove an element of a claim of self-defense").
"The reason for th[e] prohibition" against "specific instances of the victim's prior
conduct in order to support an inference that the victim was the first aggressor ... is that
evidence of specific instances of the victim's conduct, while probative, tends to be highly
prejudicial." State v. Dallas, 109 Idaho 670, 679, 710 P.2d 580, 589 (1985). "The bad
character of the deceased is likely to be thought of by the jury as an excuse for the killing.
Learning of the victim's bad character could lead the jury to conclude that the victim merely
'got what he deserved' and to acquit for that reason."

!sl; see also Arrasmith,

132 Idaho at

41, 966 P.2d at 41 (trial court properly excluded evidence of victim's specific acts of sexual
abuse because the evidence "tends to be highly prejudicial and cold lead the jury to acquit
based on a conclusion that the victim merely 'got what he deserved"').

In order to conclude Mr. Hall acted in self-defense, the jury must find the following
"conditions ... to
have been in existence at the time of the" killing:
1.
[Mr. Hall] must have believed that [he] was in imminent danger of
[death or greater bodily harm].
2.
In addition to that belief, [Mr. Hall] must have believed that the action
[he] took was necessary to save [him] from the danger presented.
3.
The circumstances must have been such that a reasonable person,
under similar circumstances, would have believed that [he] was in imminent
danger of [death or great bodily injury] and believed that the action taken
was necessary.
4.
[Mr. Hall] must have acted only in response to that danger and not for
some other motivation.
1

ICJI 1517.
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D. Whether Robert Hall Knew Of Emmett Corrigan's Alleged Reputation For
Violence Or Quarrelsomeness Is Unimportant If The Evidence Is Being
Introduced To Show That The Victim Was The Primary Aggressor: However, It
Is Important If The Defense Wishes To Introduce This Evidence To Show That
Robert Hall Was Afraid

The case of State v. Hernandez, 133 Idaho 576, 584, 990 P.2d 742, 750 (Ct. App.
1999) clarifies that while the defendant need not have knowledge of the victim's violent
disposition for the purpose of using character evidence to suggest an inference that the
person was the aggressor, "evidence of the defendant's awareness of the victim's violent
reputation or behavior is necessary foundation when character evidence is offered to
support a different element of ... self-defense ... - that the defendant reasonably feared
the victim and reasonably believed that the force used was necessary to repel the victim's
attack."
It is important for the Court to know the purpose for which the Defendant is seeking
to introduce the evidence so that the Court can give the appropriate jury instruction(s).
E. Whether Robert Hall Knew Of Specific Instances of Emmett Corrigan's
Allegedly Violent Or Quarrelsome Conduct Is Irrelevant For This Court's
Analysis Because All Instances Of Specific Violent Or Quarrelsome Conduct
Are Inadmissible
Although testimony of specific instances of the victim's conduct are inadmissible,
the State concedes that there is a limited exception if Robert Hall takes the stand and
testifies in his own defense. If the Court permits it, Robert Hall may testify, pursuant to
I.RE. 404(b), regarding specific instances of the victim's conduct that he personally
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experienced (as opposed to hearing about it from someone else) for the purpose of
showing his subjective state of mind, i.e. his supposed fear, when he shot and killed
Emmett Corrigan. Any evidence admitted pursuant to I.RE. 404(b) must still undergo the
two-tiered analysis set forth in State v. Grist, 147 Idaho 49, 52, 205 P.3d 1185, 1188
(2009).
F. The Defendant Cannot Bootstrap Specific Instances Of The Victim's Alleged
Quarrelsome Conduct Into The Trial By Labeling It "Habit Evidence"
Evidence of habit may be admissible.

"Evidence of a habit of a person" is

admissible if it is "relevant to prove that the conduct of the person . . . on a particular
occasion was in conformity with the habit or routine practice." I.RE. 406. Habit evidence
is distinguishable from character evidence.

The Idaho Supreme Court explained the

distinction in Hake v. Delane, 117 Idaho 1058, 793 P.2d 1230 (1990) (quoting
McCORMICK ON EVIDENCE 574-75 (E. Cleary 3d ed. 1984)), as follows: "Character is a
generalized description of a person's disposition, or of the disposition in respect to a
general trait, such as honesty, temperance or peacefulness. Habit, in the present context,
is more specific.

It denotes one's regular response to a repeated situation."

The

Defendant cannot bootstrap specific instances of the victim's conduct into evidence by
labeling the conduct "habit evidence."
Defendant relies on Dietz v. State, 123 S.W.3d 528 (Tex. Crim. App. 2003) for the
proposition that some of his proffered evidence should be admitted as "habit" evidence.
(Motion to Admit, p.22)

In order to introduce habit evidence, Dietz "was required to

demonstrate 'a regular practice of meeting a particular kind of situation with a specific kind
of conduct."' lg,_ at 532 (citations omitted). Dietz met that burden by showing his wife
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"would aggressively react during their arguments, while [Dietz] regularly retreated and
called his mother and [his wife's] parents." .!!;l
Defendant argues that he can satisfy the Dietz standard for introducing habit
evidence because he asserts "Corrigan had a habit of reacting threateningly and
aggressively when he became upset or angry." (Motion to Admit, p.23.) Defendant has
failed to demonstrate Mr. Corrigan had such a habit. In order to show an act rises to the
level of habit, Defendant must show that Mr. Corrigan had a "regular response to a
repeated situation." Hake v. Delane, 117 Idaho 1058, 793 P.2d 1230 (1990); see also
State v. Rodriguez, 118 Idaho 948,951,801 P.2d 1299, 1302 (Ct. App. 1990) ("A 'habit' is
a person's regular practice of responding to a particular situation with a specific kind of
conduct.").
Evidence that someone yelled a few times when angry is not a "regular response to
a repeated situation." It is not habit evidence. To be habit evidence, the party offering the
testimony would have to show that the individual always yelled in response to being angry,
and that this happened on numerous occasions.

"[C]entral to the distinction between

"habit" evidence and "character" evidence is the element of frequency." Rodriguez, 118
Idaho at 951, 801 P.2d at 1302 (citing 23 WRIGHT & GRAHAM, FEDERAL PRACTICE
AND PROCEDURE: EVIDENCE § 5273, at 34 (1980)).

Evidence that an individual

engaged in similar conduct on two separate occasions is not "a sufficient indication of the
existence of a habit to permit admission of the evidence under Rule 406." Rodriguez, 118
Idaho at 951,801 P.2d at 1302.
Unlike in Dietz, Defendant has failed to show that Mr. Corrigan repeatedly
responded in a particular manner to a specific stimulus, i.e., Defendant. Indeed, not every
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interaction between Mr. Corrigan and Defendant involved expressed animus, and, prior to
March 11, 2011, not a single interaction between Mr. Corrigan and Defendant involved
violence. Defendant's reliance on Dietz is misplaced.

Ill. EXPLANATION ON THE STATE'S OBJECTIONS TO SPECIFIC EVIDENCE

A The E-Mail From Emmett Corrigan To Ashlee Corrigan Dated July 15, 2010, Is
Inadmissible Hearsay And Not Relevant
1. The Email Should Be Excluded As Hearsay
On July 15, 2010, Mr. Corrigan sent his wife, Ashlee Corrigan, an e-mail that Mr.
Corrigan described as "a little summary of how I became me." (Motion to Admit, Exhibit 1,
p.1.)

The Defendant seeks to introduce some or all of the e-mail to paint the victim in a

negative light, arguing that "[t]he email details Corrigan's opinion of himself and shows his
state of mind."

(Motion to Admit, p.1). The email is inadmissible hearsay and should be

excluded in its entirety.
Hearsay is defined as "a statement, other than one made by the declarant while
testifying at the trial or hearing, offered in evidence to prove the truth of the matter
asserted." I.RE. 801 (c). Hearsay is not admissible absent an exception. I.RE. 802. Mr.
Corrigan's statements in the e-mail are hearsay as they are out-of-court statements
offered to prove the truth of the matter asserted in the e-mail - that Mr. Corrigan "love[s] to
get into fights" and "like[s] being hit the in the face," i.e., that Mr. Corrigan is "violent,
aggressive, and quarrelsome."

(Motion to Admit, pp.4, 6.)

Because Mr. Corrigan's

statements are hearsay, they are inadmissible unless an exception applies.

No

exceptions apply.
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The Defendant appears to argue that the decedent's statements in the email are
admissible as "opinion" and/or "state of mind" evidence. (Motion to Admit, p.4.) This is not
correct. Opinion evidence, while admissible in certain circumstances, I.RE. 405(a), is not
an exception to the hearsay rule. To the contrary, the very nature of opinion testimony
requires the declarant himself to testify as to his opinion at trial.

There is no rule of

evidence that allows a party to offer opinion testimony via hearsay.
The Defendant's reliance on the state of mind exception to the hearsay rule is also
misplaced. Idaho Rule of Evidence 803(3) provides that, regardless of the availability of
the declarant, a "statement of the declarant's then existing state of mind, emotion,
sensation, or physical condition (such as intent, plan, motive, design, mental feeling, pain
and bodily health)" is not excluded by the hearsay rule. This exception does not, however,
include "a statement of memory or belief to prove the fact remembered or believed unless
it relates to the execution, revocation, identification, or terms of declarant's will." I.RE.
803(3). Mr. Corrigan's e-mail is basically a story describing his upbringing, which includes
his memories of fights he claims he was in from when he was six years old through high
school, and his transformation after reading the Book of Mormon and running into the
missionaries. (See generally Motion to Admit, Exhibit 1, pp.1-4.) The plain language of
the exception in I.RE. 803(3) excludes these types of statements about memories.
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Even if the portions of the one sentence the Defendant specifically cites in his
Motion to Admit do not constitute a memory of Mr. Corrigan's maturation and spiritual
growth, 2 there is no indication that those statements reflect Mr. Corrigan's state of mind at
any time relevant to his murder. In other words, even if the statements did fall under the
"state of mind" hearsay exception, the statements are not relevant.
Mr. Corrigan wrote the e-mail nearly eight months prior to his murder and
approximately two months before he first met Kandi Hall in September 2010, at which time
he became aware of her relationship with Mr. Hall. Mr. Corrigan's "then existing state of
mind" in July 2010 is not evidence of his state of mind when he was killed on March 11,
2011, much less evidence of his state of mind in relation to the Defendant, whom he did
not even know when he wrote the e-mail. See State v. Lawrence, 112 Idaho 149, 155,
730 P.2d 1069, 1075 (Ct. App. 1986) (recognizing probative value of evidence can be
"attenuated by remoteness in time," which in Lawrence was a year). The "state of mind"
exception to the hearsay rule does not allow for the admission of any part of Mr. Corrigan's
July 2010 e-mail.
The Defendant only cites a portion of one sentence from Mr. Corrigan's e-mail. (Motion
to Admit, p.4.) The entire sentence reads:
2

I am childish and I do crazy stuff that is risky, I like to have an adrenaline
rush, I like to feel powerful, I want to be the best at anything I do (that
includes being a husband), I am impetuous, I like to protect people who can't
protect themselves even if I don't know them, I don't have an automatic
propensity to seek after the spirit, I wear stupid clothes when I am not at
work, I use [sic] to get the shit kicked out of me by Jim and my brothers
which has made me feel like I have to fight against anything that pushes me
anywhere, I love to get into fights, I like being hit in the face, I think insane
things all the time, but after all that is done, I pull my shit together and I find a
higher level b/c the Lord has allowed me to.
(Exhibit 1, p.6.)
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2.

The Email Should Be Excluded Because It Is Not Relevant

Mr. Corrigan's July 2010 e-mail is also inadmissible because it is irrelevant. The
Defendant asserts that the email is relevant because his "defense rests upon his ability to
establish that Corrigan was the aggressor on the night of March 11, 2011." (Motion to
Admit, p.6.) The Defendant wants to establish that Mr. Corrigan was the aggressor for the
purpose of introducing a claim of self-defense. However, there is nothing in Mr. Corrigan's
July 2010 e-mail that makes the existence of any fact of consequence related to a claim of
self-defense more probable or less probable than it would be without the evidence. I.RE.
401. Mr. Corrigan's description of his upbringing, even if true, 3 does not make it more or
less probable that the Defendant believed he was in imminent danger or that shooting Mr.
Corrigan was necessary to save him from danger.
Emmett Corrigan's statement in the email that he was in several fights growing up
(from age six through high school) does not make it more or less probable that he was the
first aggressor more than a decade later, at age 30, on the night he encountered an armed
man waiting for him in a parking lot. In fact, such a conclusion is contrary to the ultimate
point of Mr. Corrigan's e-mail, which was to explain how Mr. Corrigan evolved from a selfproclaimed fighter to someone who found God and, ultimately "pull[s] [his] shit together
and find[s] a higher level." (Exhibit 1, pp.5-6.)

3

Mr. Hall's argument assumes Mr. Corrigan's July 2010 e-mail is a mostly accurate
reflection of his past. Unfortunately, Mr. Corrigan is no longer available for the State to
explore the accuracy of what he wrote or any motivation he may have had to exaggerate
the difficulties he faced throughout his life. Emmett Corrigan's living family members
adamantly dispute the truth of nearly every assertion in this email.
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3.

The Email Should Be Excluded Due to the Danger of Unfair Prejudice

Even if this Court concludes any portion of Mr. Corrigan's e-mail is relevant, the email should be excluded because whatever minimal relevance it may have is substantially
outweighed by the danger of unfair prejudice and confusion of the issues. I.RE. 403. This
case is not about the subject matter of the e-mail, i.e., Mr. Corrigan's life history and his
marital problems. This case is about whether the Defendant murdered Mr. Corrigan or
whether the Defendant acted in self-defense when he shot Mr. Corrigan in the head and
chest.
Introducing Mr. Corrigan's July 201 O e-mail into evidence presents a significant
danger of unfair prejudice to the State's case. The email highlights some of the worst
aspects of the murder victim's character, presenting him as an aggressive bully who is
constantly spoiling for a fight.

The question for the jury is not, however, whether Mr.

Corrigan was likable. The jury's focus should be on the elements of murder and selfdefense, not whether they like the victim or approve of his life choices. See Dallas, 109
Idaho at 679, 710 P.2d at 589.

Because any relevant portion of the July 2010 e-mail is

substantially outweighed by the danger of unfair prejudice against Mr. Corrigan and would
result in confusion of the issues, the e-mail should be excluded in its entirety.
4. Emmett Corrigan's March 11, 2011 Outburst "I Could Kill All Of You" Should Be
Excluded As (1) Hearsay, (2) Irrelevant, And (3) Unfairly Prejudicial
Ashlee Corrigan reported that on March 11, 2011, before Mr. Corrigan left to go to
Walgreens, Mr. Corrigan yelled "I could kill all of you," referring to Ashlee and their
children. (Exhibit 2.) This statement is inadmissible for several reasons.
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First, the statement is hearsay. Second, Emmett Corrigan's outburst is not relevant
to the elements of murder in this case. The unfortunate timing of the Corrigan's marital
spat and Mr. Corrigan's corresponding outburst with his wife does not make it more or less
probable that he was the first aggressor in his encounter with Mr. Hall several hours later,
nor does it make it more or less probable that Mr. Hall believed he was in imminent danger
when talking to Mr. Corrigan at Walgreens.

Finally, the unfair prejudice substantially

outweighs whatever probative value may exist.
Mr. Corrigan's outburst in an argument with his wife, which he now has no
opportunity to explain, does make it more (unfairly) likely that the jury will conclude he was
the primary aggressor based on a personal relationship that has nothing to do with the
Defendant and a statement that was almost certainly not meant literally. For this reason,
even if the statement could be marginally relevant, the statement should be excluded
under I.RE. 403.

Particularly when a person has no opportunity to explain the evidence

that is being used to condemn them, the risk is high that unfair prejudice and confusion of
the issues will substantially outweigh any possible probative value.
Informing the jury that Mr. Corrigan yelled, "I could kill all of you," primarily serves to
paint Mr. Corrigan in a negative light. That Mr. Corrigan said something hurtful to his wife
is not sufficiently relevant to this case to overcome the significant prejudice that would
result and it confuses the question for the jury which, as noted, is not whether they like Mr.
Corrigan - whether he "got what he deserved" - but whether the Defendant murdered him.
See Dallas, supra.
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5. Evidence Of Ashlee Corrigan Praying In Fear For Her Life And Her Children's
Lives Should Be Excluded Because It Is Irrelevant And Unfairly Prejudicial
The Defendant seeks to admit "[e]vidence that on March 11, 2011, after Corrigan
made a threatening statement directed at his wife and children, Ashlee Corrigan prayed in
fear for her and her children's lives." (Motion to Admit, p.4.) The Defendant's proffer in
support of this is Auna Hilbig's statement, as reported by law enforcement, that Ashlee
Corrigan told her "she was scared for her life and had prayed that the Lord would take him
[Emmett] because she didn't want anything bad to happen to her family." (Exhibit 3, p.2.)
To the extent the Defendant intends to rely on Ms. Hilbig's statements about what Ashlee
told her, such statements are inadmissible hearsay and the Defendant does not assert any
hearsay exception applies. To the extent the Defendant intends to have Ashlee Corrigan
testify about how Mr. Corrigan's statement, "I could kill all of you," made her feel, any such
testimony would be predicated on the admissibility of the statement in the first instance.
For the reasons set forth above, the statement itself is inadmissible.
Further, the Defendant's claim that Ashlee Corrigan experienced fear as a result of
Mr. Corrigan's statement, "I could kill all of you" is based on Ms. Hilbig's representations
that Ashlee was fearful. Ashlee, however, never told law enforcement she was afraid of
Mr. Gorrigan at any time, much less as a result of him saying, "I could kill all of you." In
fact, notably absent from Exhibit 2 is any indication that Ashlee was afraid o'f her husband
either generally or after he said, "I could kill all of you." What Exhibit 2 does say is that
"Ashlee said Emmett never hurt her." (Exhibit 2, p.1 (emphasis added).) Because the
Defendant seems to assume a fear when there is no proffer of admissible evidence that a
fear actually existed, his request to admit such evidence should be denied.
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Most importantly, even if Ashlee was afraid after her husband yelled "I could kill all
of you," her fear is irrelevant because it does not "make the existence of any fact that is of
consequence to the determination of the action more probable or less probable than it
would be without the evidence." I.RE. 401. Ashlee's fear, if any, does not demonstrate
that Mr. Corrigan was the aggressor when he encountered the Defendant waiting for him
in a parking lot, nor does it establish any other element of the Mr. Hall's self-defense claim.
Whether Ashlee Corrigan was afraid does not inform the jury's determination of whether
the Defendant had a subjective belief of imminent danger based on the circumstances
present during his interaction with Mr. Corrigan on March 11, 2011, or whether a
"reasonable person, under similar circumstances, would have believed that [he] was in
imminent danger of [death or great bodily injury]." ICJI 1517.
That Ashlee, according to Ms. Hilbig, "prayed that the Lord would take him
[Emmett] because she didn't want anything bad to happen to her family" is also irrelevant.
Even if Ashlee made this statement, and would testify to the same, her prayers do not
make it more or less likely that Mr. Corrigan was the aggressor nor do her wishes support
any claim of self-defense.
This evidence goes a step farther than the "he got what he deserved" defense.
When presented with the information that the victim threatened his wife and children, his
wife was afraid of him and prayed for the Lord to take him - the jury might well believe that
Robert Hall murdered Emmett Corrigan, but they could nevertheless acquit him, believing
Robert Hall was sent from God in response to Ashlee's prayer. Cf. Dallas, supra. The
invitation to disregard the law in favor of a "higher" justice is danger of confusion of the
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issues and unfair prejudice in its most basic form. See State v. Sanchez, 142 Idaho 309,
315, 127 P.3d 212, 218 (Ct. App. 2005) ("Appeals to racial or religious prejudices are
incompatible with the concept of a fair trial because of the likelihood that such references
will sweep jurors beyond a fair and calm consideration of the evidence.")(citations omitted).
Because evidence of Ashlee's alleged prayer presents a danger of unfair prejudice
and confusion of the issues, even if the Court finds the evidence marginally relevant, it
should be excluded under I.RE. 403.
6. Kandi Hall Can Testify To What She Observed When Emmett Corrigan Came
To Her House In February 2011, But She Cannot Testify As To Mr. Corrigan's
Intent In Moving His Feet
The State anticipates that Kandi Hall will testify that sometime during February
2011, Mr. Corrigan came to her house after Mr. Hall called Mr. Corrigan and confronted
him about texting Kandi at 9:40 p.m. After he hung up the phone, Mr. Hall told Kandi Mr.
Corrigan was coming over and that, in fact, happened. Mr. Hall went outside to confront
Mr. Corrigan and Kandi observed them from inside the house but could not hear what was
being said. According to Kandi, Mr. Corrigan had his hands folded across his chest and
was "brushing his feet back and forth."
In his Motion to Admit, the Defendant states his intent to introduce "[e]vidence that
Kandi Hall witnessed Corrigan come to her house on or about the middle of February
2011. Kandi witnessed Corrigan confront Mr. Hall, scratch his feet on the ground 'like a
bull' while hoping to enticing [sic] Mr. Hall to fight."

(Motion to Admit, p.4.)

The

Defendant's offer of proof is Exhibit 4, a police report that contains a single statement
regarding the February 2011 interaction: "Emmett was swaying and scratching his feet on
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the ground. Emmett does this when he's agitated. Emmett did this three weeks ago when
he confronted Rob in front of their house." (Motion to Admit, Exhibit 4.)
While the State does not object to Kandi Hall describing what she saw outside of
the Hall residence in February 2011, the State does object to any testimony by Kandi Hall
that Mr. Corrigan's act of "brushing his feet back and forth" was done for the purpose of
"enticing Mr. Hall to fight" because Mrs. Hall has no personal knowledge of what Mr.
Corrigan was intending that night, nor does it appear she has any personal knowledge of
Mr. Corrigan's intent on other occasions when he moves his feet in this manner; her claim
is that Mr. Corrigan does this when he is "agitated." Agitation does not establish an
intention to entice someone to fight. Further, the State would note that, according to Chris
Search, who worked for Mr. Corrigan, Mr. Corrigan "moves his feet" in that manner in
order to avoid getting in a fight. (Motion to Admit, Exhibit 5, p.3.)
While Kandi Hall's observations are admissible, any testimony related to Mr.
Corrigan's intent is not. See I.RE. 602 ("A witness may not testify to a matter unless
evidence is introduced sufficient to support a finding that the witness has personal
knowledge of the matter.").

7. The State Does Not Object To Chris Search Testifying That Mr. Corrigan Told
Him About The February 2011 Incident At The Hall House, But Objects To Mr.
Search Testifying As To Any Specific Statements Made By Mr. Corrigan About
The lncident4

4

The State may withdraw this objection, depending upon the Court's ruling on the State's
I.RE. 404(b) notice, to be filed shortly.
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The Defendant intends to admit evidence that Mr. Corrigan told his employee, Chris
Search, about the February 2011 incident at the Hall residence. (Motion to Admit, p.4,
Exhibit 5.)

The State does not object to Chris Search testifying to the fact that Mr.

Corrigan (and Kandi Hall) told him that the incident occurred. The State does, however,
object to Mr. Search testifying as to any particular statements Mr. Corrigan made
regarding the incident because those statements would constitute hearsay. They do not
fall under the "state of mind" exception to the hearsay rule.
To the extent the Defendant is also seeking to admit Mr. Search's observation of
Mr. Corrigan scratching his feet like a bull on other occasions when he was angry, the
State has no objection. (Motion to Admit, p.4, Exhibits 5, 7, 8.) On a related point, if the
Court concludes that Kandi Hall may testify that Mr. Corrigan scratches his feet in order to
entice a fight, the State submits that Mr. Search should be allowed to testify that Mr.
Corrigan scratches his feet in order to avoid a fight.
A. Emmett Corrjgan's Facebook Posts Are Inadmissible Hearsay

The Defendant wishes to introduce "[e]vidence that on February 25, 2011 and
March 10, 2011, Corrigan made statements on Facebook indicating his desire to fight a
male whom Corrigan had an altercation with on or about the middle of February 2011, and
indicating that Corrigan's physical presence caused fear and apprehension in the male."
(Motion to Admit, p.4.) The statements to which the Defendant refers are:
(1) "Nothin better than having someone try and call you out and when it comes go
time they end up pissing their pants and not wanting any part of what they started," posted
on Facebook by Mr. Corrigan on February 25;
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(2) "Yeah Bro! Mine happened last week. Apparently they talk talk talk smack in
Cali. Here it [sic] Idaho talk is cheap. Throwin down settles it once and for all!," posted on
Facebook by Mr. Corrigan on February 25;
(3) "'Amen' Brotha. I do have Cali buddies who are tough as nails (yeah you DC)
but they treat women with respect. Abuse a woman like my guy does and I will come to
your house!

Once he has someone his own size he doesn't feel like being violent

anymore!," posted on Facebook by Mr. Corrigan on February 25; and
(4) "I would kick their ass, but they are too scared to throw down ... LOL!!! Next
time I'll film it for ya!!," posted on Facebook by Mr. Corrigan on March 10. (Motion to
Admit, Exhibit 6 (verbatim).)
All of these statements are inadmissible hearsay and no exception applies.
The Defendant does not articulate any reason why Mr. Corrigan's statements on
Facebook do not constitute hearsay, nor does he identify any applicable exception to the
hearsay rule. To the extent the Defendant believes Mr. Corrigan's Facebook statements
are admissible to show Mr. Corrigan's state of mind, he is incorrect.
As previously noted, Idaho Rule of Evidence 803(3) provides that, regardless of the
availability of the declarant, a "statement of the declarant's then existing state of mind,
emotion, sensation, or physical condition (such as intent, plan, motive, design, mental
feeling, pain and bodily health)" is not excluded by the hearsay rule. This exception does
not, however, include "a statement of memory or belief to prove the fact remembered or
believed unless it relates to the execution, revocation, identification, or terms of declarant's
will." I.RE. 803(3). None of Mr. Corrigan's Facebook statements reflect his state of mind
on the date the statements were made, much less on the date of his murder.
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Even if the statements were not hearsay, the statements should nevertheless be
excluded under I.RE. 403. Although the statements may be marginally relevant to the
Defendant's claim that Mr. Corrigan was the first aggressor on March 11, 2011, 5 this
limited probative value is substantially outweighed by the danger of unfair prejudice from
the jury concluding Mr. Corrigan "got what he deserved" because he engages in puffery on
Facebook.
B. The Specific Instance When Mr. Search Saw Mr. Corrigan "Chuck" A
Pen Across The Room When He Was Angry Is Irrelevant and Is
Inadmissible Character Evidence
The Defendant asks to admit evidence that, on one unspecified occasion, Mr.
Search saw Mr. Corrigan "chuck[ ]" what he believes was a pen across the room when he
"got really upset." (Motion to Admit, p.4, Exhibit 8.) This evidence is irrelevant (I.RE. 401)
and is also inadmissible character evidence (I.RE. 404(a)(2)).
Although the Defendant may present evidence that Mr. Search is of the opinion that
Mr. Corrigan has a temper (Motion to Admit, p.5), he may not present specific instances of
conduct in order to prove that character trait. I.RE. 404(a)(2), 405(a). Inquiry into specific
instances of conduct are only permissible upon cross-examination or if the character or
trait is "an essential element of a charge, claim, or defense." I.RE. 405(b). Neither of
these exceptions apply.
The State would never attempt to elicit evidence of Emmett Corrigan's violent
character, angry temper, and uncontrolled displays, such that inquiry by the defense on

5

Mr. Corrigan's Facebook statements are not relevant to the elements of self-defense
because there is no evidence that Defendant had any knowledge of what Mr. Corrigan
posted on Facebook, which could have contributed to any fear of Mr. Corrigan.
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•
"cross examination" into instances of specific conduct would be proper.

Permitting the

Defendant to offer Mr. Search's opinion and then "cross-examine" him on the specific
instances of conduct relevant to the opinion would undermine the purpose of Rules
404(a)(2) and 405.
The exception in I.RE. 405(b) for specific instances where the "character or a trait
of character ... is an essential element of a charge, claim, or defense" also does not
apply. That Mr. Corrigan once "got really upset" and "chucked" a pen across the room
"does not prove an element of a claim of self-defense" and does not "show that [he] was
the first aggressor'' on March 11, 2011. Custodio, 136 Idaho at 982, 30 P.3d at 204.
Mr. Corrigan's act of pen-chucking should also be excluded under I.RE. 404(b).
C. Mr. Corrjgan's Statements To Mr. Search That He Wanted To Hurt Mr.
Hall Are Inadmissible Hearsay and Inadmissible Character Evidence
The Defendant seeks to admit evidence that Mr. Corrigan told Mr. Search he
"wanted to hurt Mr. Hall each time Kandi Hall was tearful due to something Corrigan
believed Mr. Hall did or said."

(Motion to Admit, p.5.) This evidence is inadmissible

hearsay that does not fall under the state of mind exception.

It is also inadmissible

character evidence. As previously noted in relation to the pen-chucking incident witnessed
by Mr. Search, Mr. Corrigan's alleged "propensity for violence" does not prove an element
of self-defense or show that he was the first aggressor on March 11, 2011. Custodio,
supra.
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D. Evidence Tending to Show That Mr. Corrigan Used Steroids Is
Inadmissible Under I.RE. 401 And I.RE. 403
The Defendant's Motion to Admit includes a request to admit evidence that Mr.
Corrigan was "using illegal steroids, and had taken two steroid pills right before confronting
Mr. Hall." (Motion to Admit, p.5.) The State previously filed a motion to exclude this
evidence and incorporates by reference the arguments made in that motion.

E. Evidence That Mr. Corrigan Had A Prescription For Adderall Or Was
Seeking Additional Adderall Is Inadmissible Under I.RE. 401 And I.RE.
404(b)
Mr. Corrigan had a valid prescription for Adderrall, which is used to treat ADHD.
The Defendant wants to introduce evidence that Mr. Corrigan had this prescription and
that he was allegedly "seeking additional Adderall from Kelly Reiker and Michelle Hannah
Goodwin Brook." (Motion to Admit, p.5.) This evidence is irrelevant and inadmissible.
The Defendant does not explain why Mr. Corrigan's prescription for Adderrall is
relevant. Rather, he seems to rely on the general proposition that all the evidence listed in
his Motion to Admit is admissible because he intends to claim Mr. Corrigan was the
aggressor and he acted in self-defense.

However, the existence of an Adderall

prescription does not make it more or less probable that Mr. Corrigan was the aggressor
or that the Defendant reasonably believed he was in imminent danger because Mr.
Corrigan had a prescription. Evidence of Mr. Corrigan's Adderrall prescription is therefore
irrelevant and inadmissible.
Evidence that Mr. Corrigan was allegedly trying to obtain additional Adderrall from
his friends is also inadmissible because not only is it irrelevant to any fact that is of
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consequence in this case, I.R.E. 401, it is also evidence of a "prior bad act" that may not
be offered for any permissible purpose.

Even if Mr. Corrigan was attempting to obtain

Adderrall from his acquaintances, those efforts do not demonstrate "proof of motive,
opportunity, intent, preparation, plan, knowledge, identity, or absence of mistake or
accident," I.RE. 404(b), or any other purpose that could be recognized as legitimate. This
evidence is inadmissible.
F. Evidence Mr. Corrjgan Had Sex With Brittany Mulford In Ohio Is
Inadmissible Under I.RE. 401 And I.RE. 404(b)6
Finally, the Defendant asks to introduce evidence that Mr. Corrigan "had begun
another sexual affair with [Brittany Mulford,] a woman he met the week prior to his death,
and was carrying on the affair through texting while simultaneously urging Kandi Hall to
leave her husband for [him]." (Motion to Admit, p.5.) This evidence is inadmissible for at
least two reasons.
First, the evidence is irrelevant because it does not make it more or less probable
that Mr. Corrigan was the aggressor or that the Defendant reasonably believed he was in
imminent danger because Mr. Corrigan had sex with Ms. Mulford the week prior. Second,
the evidence is inadmissible under I.RE. 404(b). Mr. Corrigan's sexual relationship with
Ms. Mulford does not establish motive to aggress Mr. Hall, opportunity to aggress Mr. Hall,
intent to aggress Mr. Hall, preparation for aggressing Mr. Hall, a plan to aggress Mr. Hall,

knowledge, identity, or absence of mistake or accident. I.RE. 404(b). Nor is it necessary
to "complete the story" of what occurred between Mr. Corrigan and Mr. Hall. The only
purpose for introducing this evidence would be to besmirch Mr. Corrigan's character. To
6

The State may withdraw this objection based upon the Court's ruling on the State's I.RE.
404(b) motion, to be filed soon.
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the extent infidelity is considered a character trait, it is not a pertinent character trait in this
case. See I.RE. 404(a)(2) (only allows for introduction of a "pertinent trait of character").
Mr. Corrigan's relationship with Ms. Mulford is inadmissible.

IV. SPECIFIC RESPONSES TO CASELAW
A. Introduction
In his Motion to Admit, the Defendant relies on a number of cases. The State has
provided the applicable legal standards elsewhere in this response; however, some
additional response is warranted with respect to some of the cases upon which Defendant
relies.
B.

Torres

v.

State. Behanna

v.

State, and Sanders

v.

State

Defendant, in arguing Mr. Corrigan's "other acts are admissible as probative of the
victim's state of mind, intent, and motive, of aggression and violence towards a defendant
and others," relies on a number of cases from other jurisdictions, including Torres v. State,
71 S.W.3d 758 (Tex. Crim. App. 2002), Behanna v. State, 985 So.2d 550 (Fla. Dist. Ct.
App. 2007); and Sanders v. State, 77 So.3d 497 (2011). The proper interpretation and
application of each case will be addressed in turn.

1.

Toffes

v.

State

In Torres, the defendant shot and killed the estranged boyfriend of a girl with whom
he was staying and claimed, at trial, that he acted in self-defense. 71 S.W.3d at 759. In
support of this defense, Torres sought to admit evidence that a few days before the
shooting, the victim climbed through a window of the apartment where his girlfriend was
staying and asked her aunt where she was.

kl at 760.

When the aunt responded that
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she did not know, the victim said, "If you don't tell me, I'm going to do something to you
and your kids," which the aunt understood as a "threat against her life."
denied admission of the evidence, but was reversed on appeal.

kl

The trial court

kl

The appellate court stated:
When a defendant claims that the deceased was the first aggressor,
prior specific acts of violence relevant to the ultimate confrontation may be
offered to show a deceased's state of mind, intent, or motive. We have not
required that the specific, violent acts be directed against the defendant to
be admissible. In fact, we have found error in excluding such acts where
they were directed towards third parties. For the purposes of proving that
the deceased was the first aggressor, the key is that the proffered evidence
explains the deceased's conduct. As long as the proffered violent acts
explain the outward aggressive conduct of the deceased at the time of the
killing, and in a manner other than demonstrating character in conformity
only, prior specific acts of violence may be admitted even though those acts
were not directed against the defendant.

71 S.W.3d at 761-762 (citation and footnote omitted).
Defendant does not identify what allegedly violent acts by Mr. Corrigan would
invoke the "rule" stated in Torres. He merely argues "Corrigan's other acts should be
admitted as relevant to establish Corrigan's state of mind, intent, motive, and plan of
violence, aggressiveness, and quarrelsomeness towards Mr. Hall."

(Motion to

Admit,p.14.) However, a review of Defendant's list of the 20 items of evidence he wishes
to admit do not reveal any prior violent acts by Mr. Corrigan.
To the extent Defendant is claiming some of Mr. Corrigan's statements qualify as
"violent" acts, the State disputes that characterization. By way of example, Mr. Corrigan
telling Mr. Search he "wanted to hurt Mr. Hall each time Kandi Hall was tearful due to
something Corrigan believed Mr. Hall did or said" (Motion to Admit, p.5), is not a violent
act. Nor does it rise to the level of the "mind set of violence" the court found in Torres.
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Unlike in Torres, Mr. Corrigan's statement to Mr. Search was not a direct threat of
violence; it was Mr. Corrigan being a tough guy, expressing his wish to protect his lover,
Kandi Hall.
Even if the Court concludes that the prior acts Defendant wants to admit do not
have to be violent or demonstrate a "mind set of violence" in order to be admitted to show
Mr. Corrigan's "state of mind, intent, motive, and plan of violence, aggressiveness, and
quarrelsomeness towards Mr. Hall," Defendant should be required to specifically articulate
the proper purpose for each individual act he seeks to admit.

It is necessary for the

Defendant to articulate the proper purpose for each individual act so that the Court can
properly analyze the evidence's admissibility and ultimately give the proper jury instruction.
A specific articulation of the Defendant's proffered purpose would also assist the State in
responding to the Defendant's motion.

2.

Behanna v. State

Defendant also relies on Behanna.

(Motion to Admit, pp.13-14.)

In particular,

Defendant notes the court's conclusion that evidence "that the victim had engaged in
violent conduct with two people before the defendant stabbed and killed the victim was
admissible as inextricably intertwined to show the entire context of events and probative of
the victim's state of mind, explaining the victim's aggression toward the defendant."
(Motion to Admit (citing Behanna at 556-557).) While the court in Behanna did conclude
as much, that conclusion cannot be divorced from the facts in that case.
In Behanna, the victim, who lived across the street from the defendant's law office,
looked disheveled, "creepy," "dirty," and "wild-eyed" as he approached the defendant's law
office. 985 So.2d at 551. Despite requests to leave, the victim refused.

~

at 551. The
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defendant grabbed a shovel due to his fear of the victim.
grabbing the defendant and throwing him to the ground.

kl
kl

The victim responded by
at 552.

The victim and

defendant continued to struggle, but the victim eventually left. The defendant, who always
carried a knife, pursued the victim in an alleged effort to make him wait for the police so he
could be arrested.

kl

When the defendant re-contacted the victim, another struggle

ensued during which the defendant stabbed the victim, killing him.

kl

The defendant's

claim at trial was self-defense and, in support of that defense, he wanted to introduce
evidence that minutes before the victim approached his office, the victim had "beaten up
his male roommate and a woman at his apartment."

kl

at 554. "The roommate was

described as having been 'beat up pretty badly and 'pulverized."'

kl

The evidence of the victim's violent conduct in Behanna was "inextricably
intertwined to show the entire context of events" because it literally occurred within a few
minutes of the incident that ended in the victim's death - the two relevant 911 calls
"occurred just two minutes apart and reflect an ongoing course of violent conduct" by the
victim. 985 So.2d at 557.

Unlike in Behanna, there is no evidence that Mr. Corrigan

engaged in "an ongoing course of violent conduct" culminating in his death.

To the

contrary, the evidence will likely show that sexual intimacy with Kandi Hall was one of Mr.
Corrigan's last acts before being killed.
The victim's conduct that the Defendant seeks to introduce in this case was not
minutes apart from his death, much less remotely analogous to the course of violent
conduct in Behanna. Behanna has no persuasive value.
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3.

Sanders v. State

In Sanders, the defendant threw hot oil on her husband, which caused injuries
resulting in his death. 77 So.3d at 499. In support of her claim of self-defense, Sanders
sought to admit evidence that, on the night of the incident, she caught the decedent
sexually assaulting her daughter, which resulted in a confrontation between Sanders and
the decedent during which the decedent threatened to kill Sanders.

~

at 499-500.

The appellate court reversed the trial court's refusal to admit the evidence,
concluding both the sexual assault and the threats were admissible under Mississippi's
equivalent of I.R.E. 404(b).

~

at 504-506. More specifically, the court concluded the

evidence was admissible to show the decedent's "intent and plan to harm Sanders and her
children."~ at 505; see also id. at 506.
Sanders is not instructive in this case, however, because Mr. Corrigan did not have
a plan or intent to kill Defendant. None of the evidence that Defendant seeks to admit
shows such a plan or intent.

Nor does the evidence indicate that Mr. Corrigan even

planned or intended to harm Defendant.
Mr. Corrigan expressed a desire or wish to hurt Defendant whenever Kandi Hall
cried due to something Kandi told him Defendant did (Motion to Admit, p.5).

Mr.

Corrigan's expression of a desire or wish in this regard is not a plan or intent; it may even
be viewed as the opposite - a recognition by Mr. Corrigan that he cannot harm the
Defendant, despite his strong desire to protect Kandi Hall. People make statements like
this all the time:

"Every time I hear that four letter word, I want to wash my co-worker's

mouth out with soap," "Every time she smirks at me, I want to slam her face into a steel
pole," 'Whenever he makes fun of me, I wish he would break out in a rash." Without
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further action by the speaker, these statements - like Mr. Corrigan's statements - are just
so much hot air. The victim took absolutely no action - at any time - to hurt Mr. Hall.
This is very different from the facts of Sanders, where the victim actually sexually
assaulted the defendant's daughter.
Torres, Behanna, and Sanders are of no value, or at most, limited value, in
evaluating Defendant's overly broad request to admit evidence under I.RE. 404(b).

4.

State v. Custodio

While emphasizing cases from other jurisdictions, Defendant attempts to limit the
applicability of one of the most relevant Idaho cases - State v. Custodio, 136 Idaho 197, 30
P.3d 975 (Ct. App. 2001).
Custodio shot and killed two brothers. !!lat 200, 30 P.3d at 978. At trial, Custodio
claimed self-defense and wanted to introduce evidence that, on a prior occasion, the two
brothers were involved in a racially-motivated stabbing.

J.!l at 203,

30 P.3d at 981. The

trial court denied the request and the Court of Appeals affirmed. The Court of Appeals
rejected Custodio's argument that the evidence was admissible under I.RE. 404(b)
because it allegedly showed the victims' "motive, intent, or plan to lure Custodio to their
residence in order to attack him," agreeing with the district court's conclusion that there
was no evidence ''that would suggest somehow Mr. Custodio was lured to this location by
either of the decedents." !!lat 204-205, 30 P.3d at 982-983.
According to Defendant, Custodio is factually distinguishable from his case
because, he asserts, "Corrigan's prior conduct towards [him] can hardly be characterized
as 'unplanned' as in Custodio." (Motion to Admit, p.15.) Whether Mr. Corrigan's "prior
conduct" was planned or "unplanned" is not the question. The question is whether Mr.
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Corrigan's prior conduct reveals a plan to hurt Defendant. As explained above, it does not.
As in Custodio, Mr. Corrigan's prior acts are inadmissible to show that Mr. Corrigan
planned to harm the Defendant.
Defendant also notes the Court of Appeals' holding in Custodio that extrinsic
evidence of the prior stabbing in order to prove or disprove the truth of the prior act was
inadmissible under I.RE. 404(b) for the proffered purpose of showing Custodio's state of
mind. (Motion to Admit, pp.15-16.) Defendant nevertheless argues that the "Ninth Circuit
Court of Appeals, sitting en bane, reversed a similar ruling excluding extrinsic evidence
under F.R.E. 404(b) in a self-defense case. United States v. James, 169 F.3d 1210 (91h
Cir. 1999)." (Motion to Admit, p.16.) Federal circuit precedent does not overrule Idaho
law. State v. Grist, 147 Idaho 49, 53, 205 P.3d 1185, 1189 (2009) ("The district court
correctly observed that precedent from this Court and the Court of Appeals is binding upon
the district courts in Idaho."); Bell v. Bell, 122 Idaho 520, 529, 835 P.2d 1331, 1340 (Ct.
App. 1992) ("The law of Idaho and not the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals is controlling on
this issue."). Thus, the Ninth Circuit's holding in James is of no import.
Defendant nevertheless attempts to apply the rationale from James despite
Custodio. The Ninth Circuit concluded in James that extrinsic evidence to establish a prior
act is admissible to corroborate a self-defense claim. 169 F.3d at 1214-1215. Defendant
argues, "Idaho cases have similarly found that witness testimony of other acts is relevant
under Rule 404(b) to establish credibility," citing State v. Hoots, 131 Idaho 592, 961 P.2d
1195 (1998), and State v. Labelle, 126 Idaho 564, 887 P.2d 1071 (1995), both of which
were sexual molestation cases where the Court upheld the admission of prior acts of
sexual molestation based, in part, on the theory that the evidence corroborated the victims'
testimony.
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Since Hoots and Labelle, the Idaho Supreme Court has made clear that "courts of
this state must not permit the introduction of impermissible propensity evidence merely by
relabeling it as 'corroborative' or as evidence of a 'common scheme or plan."' State v.
Grist, 147 Idaho 49, 53-54, 205 P.3d 1185, 1189-1190 (2009).

As stated in Grist:

"Evidence of uncharged misconduct may not be admitted pursuant to I.RE. 404(b) when
its probative value is entirely dependent upon its tendency to demonstrate the defendant's
[or, as in this case, the victim's] propensity for violence." 147 Idaho at 54, 205 P.3d at
1185. Because the probative value of Mr. Corrigan's prior "acts" is "entirely dependent
upon its tendency to demonstrate" Mr. Corrigan's propensity for violence, this Court should
reject Defendant's request to admit the evidence simply because he has labeled it
corroborative.

5. DePetris v. Kuykendall
In addition to claiming "extrinsic corroborating evidence" is admissible under Rule
404(b), Defendant also asserts that denying his request to admit such evidence would
violate due process, citing DePetris v. Kuykendall, 239 F.3d 1057 (9th Cir. 2001). (Motion
to Admit, p.17.)

DePetris, a federal habeas case, does not support this proposition. The

evidence Defendant seeks to admit is inadmissible; therefore, there can be no denial of
due process in denying the Defendant's motion to admit it.
6. State v. Blackstead and State v. Cherry
Defendant, citing State v. Blackstead, 126 Idaho 14, 878 P.2d 188 (Ct. App. 1994),
and State v. Cherry, 139 Idaho 579, 83 P.3d 123 (Ct. App. 2003), argues, "The Idaho
Court of Appeals has found that other act evidence may be admissible under Rule 404(b)
to establish the 'complete story' of the circumstances surrounding the crime." (Motion to
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Admit, p.20.) Defendant overstates the applicability of these cases to his own case.
In Blackstead, the defendant provided the victim marijuana and "peanut butter
crank." 126 Idaho at 16, 878 P.2d 190. While the victim "was under the innuence of these
substances, Blackstead_had intercourse with her. Blackstead then returned [the victim] to
her home and, before departing, gave her forty dollars and a bag of marijuana."

~

Several days later, Blackstead went to the victim's home and gave her, and her younger
sister, additional drugs.

~

Blackstead then asked the victim if "she could 'slip away for

awhile,"' an invitation she declined.

~

Blackstead, however, engaged in a sexual

encounter with the victim three to four weeks after the first incident. Id.
At Blackstead's trial for lewd conduct, the state introduced evidence, over
Blackstead's objection, "that Blackstead used drugs and provided drugs to [the victim]."
Id. at 17,878 P.2d at 191. The Court of Appeals recited the relevant legal principle:
The state is entitled to present a full and accurate account of the
circumstances of the commission of the crime, and if such an account also
implicates the defendant or defendants in the commission of other crimes for
which they have not been charged, the evidence is nevertheless admissible.
The jury is entitled to base its decision upon a full and accurate description
of the events concerning the whole criminal act, regardless of whether such
a description also implicates a defendant in other criminal acts.
126 Idaho at 18, 878 P.2d at 192.
Applying this legal standard to the evidence at issue, the Court held "that the
alleged drug use by Blackstead and the victim shortly before the sexual molestation and
his gift of marijuana to her immediately thereafter were inextricably connected with the
charged sexual offense" because "[t]he drug use was part of the immediate interaction
between Blackstead and [the victim], and [the victim] asserted that she was under the
influence of the drugs when the intercourse occurred."

~

Stated another way,
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"[d]isclosure of the drug use was necessary in order to give the jury a full explanation of
how the sexual contact came about." ~ Conversely, if the other act is not necessary to
provide a full explanation of how the contact came about, it is not admissible for that
purpose. 7 This very point was also illustrated in Blackstead in the Court's conclusion that
the drug use occurring several days after the molestation was not admissible.

~

at 19,

878 P.2d at 193. The Court explained:
The use of drugs by the defendant, [the victim and her sister at the victim's]
residence, occurring several days after the first charged molestation and
several weeks before the second alleged molestation, bore no immediate
temporal connection to either of the charged acts of lewd conduct. Nor was
presentation of this evidence necessary to give the jury a complete story of
the commission of the crimes. Therefore, the district court's conclusion that
this evidence was part of the res gestae was error.
126 Idaho at 19, 878 P.2d at 193.8
Not everything Mr. Corrigan ever did or said when he was angry, and not
everything anyone (including Mr. Corrigan) ever said about an incident in which Mr.
Corrigan was angry, explains "how the [confrontation between him and Defendant] came
about." Nor does the evidence listed in Defendant's Motion to Admit demonstrate Mr.
Corrigan had a "motive" to confront Defendant in the parking lot at Walgreens on March
11, 2011, which is the proper purpose recognized in Cherry, 139 Idaho at 584, 83 P.3d at
128, and in Rule 404(b) itself.
This Court is tasked with "carefully scrutiniz[ing] evidence offered [for an ostensibly
proper purpose such] as 'corroboration' or as demonstrating a 'common scheme or plan' in

The I.RE. 403 balancing test may also operate to exclude such evidence. Blackstead,
126 Idaho at 18, 878 P.2d at 192.

7

8

The Court affirmed the admission of the evidence on the alternative basis that it was
properly admitted to show grooming or planning. Blackstead, 126 Idaho at 19, 878 P.2d at
193.
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order to avoid the erroneous introduction of evidence that is merely probative of the
defendant's propensity to engage in criminal behavior." Grist, 147 Idaho at 53, 205 P.3d at
1189. It is not enough for Defendant to use the magic words that he is offering 404(b)
evidence for some proper purpose; he must support this with reasoned argument and a
clear articulation of the purpose for which it is being offered.

V. CONCLUSION
The State respectfully requests that Mr. Hall's Motion to Admit be granted in part
and denied in part, as provided for in this response.

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 13th day of March 2012.

MELISSA MOODY
Deputy Attorney General
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this

/.3._ day of March 2012,

I caused to be served a

true and correct copy of the foregoing Response to Defendant's Motion to Admit Various
Items of Evidence to:

Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836
Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728

x_ U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
_

X
_

Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

~~
Rosean Newman, Legal Secretary
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LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By ELAINE TONG
Dl!PUTY

PAUL R. PANTHER
Chief, Deputy Attorney General
Criminal Law Division
MELISSA MOODY ISB#6027
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976

)

)

vs.

)

ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

______________

)

THIRTY-SECOND ADDENDUM
TO DISCOVERY
FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL

)
)
)

COMES NOW, Melissa Moody, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho, and
makes the following Thirty-Second Addendum to the previous Response to Discovery
pursuant to Rule 16:
16(b) Disclosure pursuant to written request by Defendant:
(4)
BA"rES #
4673-4676

Documents and Tangible Objects:
DOCUMENT/ DESCRIPTION
Patient profiles for controlled
substance prescriptions for
Rob and Kandi Hall

AUTHOR/
AGENCY

DATE
Received
3/13/12

THIRTY-SECOND ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 1

NO.OF
PAGES
4
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4677-4694

I Distances at crime scene by

Audra Urie

Audra Urie

(6) Witnesses:

Received
3/15/12

I

18

Any witness who testified at grand jury and/or named in

attached reports including, but not limited to, those listed below. Any witness named or
called to testify by defense or included on the defense witness list.

Name

Truscott, Dan

Schneider, Patrick

DATED this

Address/Contact Information
Ada County Public Defender
200 W. Front St.
Boise, ID 83702
Ada County Sheriffs Office
7200 Barrister Dr.
Boise, ID 83704

)5 day of March 2012.

MELISSA MOODY
Deputy Attorney General
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
/'

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this /':) day of March 2012, I caused to be served a

true and correct copy of the foregoing Thirty-Second Addendum to Discovery for Conflict
Counsel to:
Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

-2i_ U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
_
_

Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
Electronic Mail (Email)

-4 U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
_

Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

~&{fft1.h---oseanNewman, Legal Secretary
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LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By ELAINE TONG
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PAUL PANTHER
Deputy Attorney General
Chief, Criminal Law Division
MELISSA MOODY ISB#6027
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant,

______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
STATE'S MOTION TO EXCLUDE
EVIDENCE OF IRRELEVANT RUGER
RECALL
(FILED UNDER SEAL)

COMES NOW, Melissa Moody, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho, and
moves to exclude all evidence of, testimony regarding, and reference to, a Ruger recall on
the grounds or relevance.
Certain Ruger guns were recalled because the guns were discharging without the
trigger being pulled. The Defendant's gun, serial number 37252138, was not subject to
this recall, and in fact, Defendant's Ruger was made after the recall issue was

discovered and corrected. See attachment.
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Because the Ruger recall has no bearing on the operation of Defendant's Ruger,
evidence of the recall is irrelevant and should be excluded.

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITIED this 28th day of March 2012.

MELISSA MOODY
Deputy Attorney General

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 28th day of March 2012, I caused to be served a
true and correct copy of the foregoing State's Motion to Exclude Evidence of Ruger Recall
to:

Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

_
U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
_){_ Hand Delivered
_
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728

_

U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
_J( Hand Delivered
_
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

~
Rosean Newman, Legal Secretary
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Ruger - LCP® Product Safety Warning and Recall Notice

In 2008, Ruger received a small number of reports from the fleld Indicating that LCP pistols could discharge when dropped
onto a hard surface with a round In the chamber. We are firmly committed to safety and would llke to retrofit all older LCP
Pistols. The retrofit Involves Installation of an upgraded hammer mechanism at no charge to the customer.

How to determine if your pistol needs the retrofit:
• All LCP pistols with serial number preflx "371" and higher (371-xxxxx) have been manufactured with the new hammer
mechanism and are NOT affected by the recall and DO NOT need to be returned. See Figure 1 below.
• If your LCP has a serial number prefix "370" you will need to check the flat portion of the slot just behind and below the
hammer for a diamond mark. As shown below In Figure 2, LCPs marked with the diamond have had the new hammer
mechanism Installed and DO NOT need to be returned.
• If your LCP has the "370" serial number preflx and DOES NOT HAVE the diamond mark, we recommend you have your
LCP retrofltted with the upgraded hammer mechanism at no charge.

Figure 1

Figure 2

We want to remind gun users that, for maximum safety when carrying any pistol with a loaded magazine In place. the
chamber should be empty, and the slloe should be closed. Any gun m<;iy flre If dropped or struck.
How to arrange to have your pistol retrofitted:
Step 1 - Contact us and provide your name, address, telephone number and LCP serial number.

Provide your Information by any of the following:
Email:

LCPRecaJJ@ruger.com

Fax:

(928) 541-8873

Phone:

LCP Recall Hotline
1-800-784-3701
(available Monday - Friday, 9:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. EDT)

Step 2 - We will send you a shipping label and package with Instructions so you can return your pistol to us FREE of charge,
Step 3 - We will Install the new hammer mechanism, plus some other functional upgrades that we added since the LCP's
Introduction, and return your LCP to you, all FREE of charge. When we do, we also wlll send you a FREE magazine as a "thank
you" for your patience and cooperation. We will make every effort to return your pistol within one week of receipt.

http://www.ruger.com/LCPRecall/
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Ruger - LCP® Product Safety Warning and Recall Notice

Page 2 of2

Thank you,
Sturm, Ruger & Co., Inc .
Terms of Use

http://www.ruger.com/LCPRecall/

J

Privacy Polley

3/12/2012
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MELISSA MOODY ISB#6027
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,

)
)
)
Plaintiff,
)
vs.
)
)
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
)
)
Defendant,
)
_______________ )

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
STATE'S MOTION TO EXCLUDE
AUNA HILBIG AS A WITNESS
(FILED UNDER SEAL)

COMES NOW, Melissa Moody, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho, and
hereby files this motion to exclude Auna Hilbig as a witness on the grounds that her
testimony is irrelevant. In addition to being irrelevant, her testimony is entirely based on
hearsay and inadmissible on that separate ground.
Auna Hilbig's testimony is based entirely upon a conversation that she had with her
friend, Ashlee Corrigan, Emmett Corrigan's wife. Ms. Hilbig's irrelevant testimony would
be that, about a week before Emmett was murdered, Ashlee asked Ms. Hilbig to pray for
Emmett and told her that Emmett had been "acting different" for the last couple of months.
Ashlee also told her she was scared for her life and had prayed that the Lord would take
STATE'S MOTION TO EXCLUDE AUNA HILBIG AS A WITNESS, Page 1
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Emmett because she did not want anything bad to happen to her family. Ashlee told her
about her suspicions that Emmett was having an affair and possibly using drugs and
alcohol.

She also told her about what happened at their home before Emmett left for

Walgreens on March 11 -that Emmett yelled that he could kill Ashlee and the kids.
Ms. Hilbig's testimony is irrelevant. Ashlee's prayers do not make it more or less
likely that Emmett was the initial aggressor towards Defendant on March 11, 2011, nor do
her prayers support a claim of self-defense. Ashlee's request that Ms. Hilbig pray for
Emmett, the Corrigan's marital troubles, and Emmett's yelling at his wife, are similarly
irrelevant.
Ms. Hilbig's testimony would be based entirely upon what Ashlee told her.

Ms.

Hilbig cannot testify about what Ashlee told her because such statements would constitute
hearsay that do not fall under any exception. Idaho Rule of Evidence 801, 802.
The State asks that, because Ms. Hilbig's testimony is irrelevant and entirely based
on hearsay, both sides be prohibited from calling her as a witness.

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 28th day of March 2012.

MELISSA MOODY
Deputy Attorney General
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 28th day of March 2012, I caused to be served a
true and correct copy of the foregoing State's Motion to Exclude Auna Hilbig as a Witness
to:

Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

_
U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
]{_ Hand Delivered
_
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728

_

U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
_:S_ Hand Delivered
_
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

~
Rosean Newman, Legal Secretary
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

vs.

Case No. CR-FE-2011-0003976
AMENDED
SCHEDULING ORDER

ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

This matter came before the Court on Wednesday, April 20, 2011, at 9:00 a.m.
for a hearing for the above-named defendant. The attorneys present were:
For the State: Melissa N Moody
For the Defendant(s): Robert R Chastain & Deborah Kristal
The defendant entered a plea of not guilty and requested a jury trial. The Court
instructed the clerk to enter the plea of not guilty into the court minutes. The defendant

is specifically instructed that as a condition of bail/ROR release, they are to
maintain contact with their attorney and they are to keep their attorney informed
as to their current mailing address and contact phone number.
Pursuant to Idaho Criminal Rule 12, 16 and Rule 18, the Court hereby orders
that the attorneys and defendant shall comply with the following scheduling order:

1) JURY TRIAL DATE: The 17 Day day jury trial of this action shall
commence before this Court on Monday, August 6. 2012. at 9:00 a.m. or

any day that week. Counsel and the defendant shall be present at 8:30
a.m. on the first day of trial.

SCHEDULING ORDER Page l
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2) Notice is hereby given, pursuant to I.C.R. 25(a)(6) that an alternate judge
may be assigned to preside over the trial of this case. The following is a list
of potential alternate judges:

Hon. G. D. Carey
Hon. Dennis Goff
Hon.Dan~IC.Hurlbutt,J~
Hon. James Judd
Hon. Peter McDermott
Hon. Duff McKee
Hon. Daniel Meehl
Hon. George R. Reinhart, Ill

Justice Gerald Schroeder
Hon. Kathryn A. Sticklen
Justice Linda Copple Trout
Hon. Darla Williamson
Hon. Barry Wood
Hon. W. H. Woodland
All Sitting Fourth District Judges

Unless a party has previously exercised their right to disqualification
without cause under Rule 25(a)(1), each party shall have the right to file one (1)
motion for disqualification without cause as to any alternate judge not later than
fourteen (14) days after service of this written notice listing the alternate judge.

DATED this 5th day of April, 2012.

a//~w
MICHAEL MCLAUGHLIN
District Judge

SCHEDULING ORDER Page 2
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•
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 6th day of April, 2012, I caused a true and
correct copy of the above and foregoing instrument to be mailed, postage prepaid, or
hand-delivered, to:

Melissa N. Moody
IDAHO ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OFFICE
700 W State St, 4th Fl
PO Box83720
Boise, ID 83720-0010
ROBERT R CHASTAIN
300 MAIN ST STE 158
BOISE ID 83702

SCHEDULING ORDER Page 3
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APR O5 2012
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTFatfl~HER D. RICH, Clerk
ByCINDYHO

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

DEPUTY

Case No. CR-FE-2011-0003976

vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

NOTICE OF HEARING

The above-entitled case has been set for Friday, June 29, 2012 at 09:00 AM , in
the Ada County Courthouse at 200 W. Front Street, Boise, Idaho before Judge Michael
Mclaughlin.

Melissa N. Moody
IDAHO ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OFFICE
700 W State St, 4th Fl
PO Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0010

Robert R Chastain
300 Main St Ste 158
Boise ID 83702

By:
Depu

NOTICE OF HEARING

000560
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LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General

APR - 5 2012
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By ELAINE TONG

PAUL R. PANTHER
Chief, Deputy Attorney General
Criminal Law Division

O!PUTY

MELISSA MOODY IS8#6027
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: {208) 332-3096
Facsimile: {208) 854-8083
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.
______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
THIRTY-THIRD ADDENDUM
TO DISCOVERY
FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL

COMES NOW, Melissa Moody, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho, and
makes the following Thirty-Third Addendum to the previous Response to Discovery
pursuant to Rule 16:

16(b) Disclosure pursuant to written request by Defendant:

(4)
BATES#
4695-4698

Documents and Tangible Objects:
DOCUMENT/ DESCRIPTION
Notes regarding meeting with
Lt. Dana Bergquist

AUTHOR/
AGENCY
Melissa Moody

DATE
3/26/12

THIRTY-THIRD ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 1

NO.OF
PAGES
4

000561

•
4699
4700-4708
4709-4716
4717

4718

4719-4726

4727-4732

4733-4735
4736-4739

4740-4741
4742-4743

4744-4752

4753
4754

Email from Sgt. Fiscus
regarding Ruger recall
Memorandum re: Interview
with Barbara Hall
Memorandum re: Interview
with Ronald Hall
Meridian Police property
invoices listing audio of Officer
Randal Rosier
Meridian Police Supplemental
Report for audio from Natalie
Chopko
Meridian Police Supplemental
Report regarding inventory of
ammunition at Rob Hall's
parents residence
Meridian Police Supplemental
Report interview with Elizabeth
Callghan-Fisher
Curriculum Vitae for Allison
Murtha
Curriculum Vitae for Stuart
Jacobson
Curriculum Vitae for Thomas
Morgan
Meridian Police Supplemental
Report - ammunition photos
taken at Rob Hall's parents
Meridian Police Supplemental
Report interview with Sophia
Serna (Bowman)
Email regarding Chris
McGilverv's experience
DVD containing interviews with
Barbara & Ron Hall

Branden Fiscus

3/21/12

1

Scott Smith
Det. Joe Miller
Scott Smith
Det. Joe Miller
Det. Jim Miller

3/22/12

9

3/27/12

8

3/8/12

1

Natalie Chopko

3/7/12

1

Det. Joe Miller

3/22/12

8

Det. ,Jim Miller

3/13/12

6

Allison Murtha

3

Stuart Jacobson

4

Thomas Morgan

2

Det. Joe Miller

3/28/12

2

Det. Jim Miller

3/27/12

9

Chris McGilvery

Received
4/3/12
3/22/12
3/27/12

1

Scott Smith
Det. Joe Miller

THIRTY-THIRD ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 2

1 DVD
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.
(6) Witnesses:

Any witness who testified at grand jury and/or named in

attached reports including, but not limited to, those listed below. Any witness named or
called to testify by defense or included on the defense witness list.

Address/Contact Information
5779 Tango Rapids Way
Meridian, ID
5779 Tango Rapids Way
Meridian, ID

Name
Hall, Barbara
Hall, Ronald

DATED this

5

day of April 2012.

V'Le:__O\_

a..

MELISSA MoODY-=er
Deputy Attorney General

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this

5

day of April 2012, I caused to be served a

true and correct copy of the foregoing Thirty-Third Addendum to Discovery for Conflict
Counsel to:
Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

'x__ U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
_
_

Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
Electronic Mail (Email)

)< U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
_

Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

~~

Rosean Newman, Legal Secretaryc::.::::__,

THIRTY-THIRD ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 3
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e

:~_____,"f,,

LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General

t/91:_

APR 11 2012
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH Cl k
By MAURA OLSON '

PAUL R. PANTHER
Deputy Attorney General
Chief, Criminal Law Division

DEPUTY

MELISSA MOODY ISB#6027
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-001 O
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.
______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
MOTION TO DISQUALIFY
JUDGE PURSUANT TO
I.C.R. 25(a)(1)

COMES NOW, Melissa Moody, Deputy Attorney General and Special Prosecuting
Attorney for Ada County, State of Idaho, and moves this Court pursuant to I.C.R. 25(a)(1)
to disqualify Judge Lynn Norton without cause.

DATED this

//

day of April 2012.

MELISSA M O O D Y _
Deputy Attorney General

MOTION TO DISQUALIFY JUDGE PURSUANT TO I.C.R. 25(a)(1) (HALL), Page 1
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er

•

;

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this

i.L day of April 2012, I caused to be served a

true and correct copy of the foregoing Motion to Disqualify to:
Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

.X- U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
_
_

Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

L
_

Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
Electronic Mail (Email)
U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

~~

Rosean Newman, Legal Secretary

MOTION TO DISQUALIFY JUDGE PURSUANT TO I.C.R. 25(a)(1) (HALL), Page 2
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•

~Erf~IVED.

~ I PiG'2'"1 L

APR 13 2D12

ADA COUNTY CLERK

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By CINDY HO
DEPUTY

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
ORDER TO DISQUALIFY
JUDGE PURSUANT TO
I.C.R. 25(a)(1)

THE ABOVE ENTITLED MA TIER having come before this Court on the State's
motion;
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Honorable Lynn Norton be disqualified in the
above entitled case pursuant to Idaho Criminal Rule 25(a)(1 ).
DA TED this

/ )_

day of April 2012.

~

AJIICHAELR.MCL.AlJLIN
District Judge

ORDER TO DISQUALIFY (HALL), Page 1
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APR 2 0 2012

LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By ~LAINE TONG
D!!PUTY

PAUL R. PANTHER
Chief, Deputy Attorney General
Criminal Law Division
MELISSA MOODY ISB#6027
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-001 O
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,

______________
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
THIRTY-FOURTH ADDENDUM
TO DISCOVERY
FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL

COMES NOW, Melissa Moody, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho, and
makes the following Thirty-Fourth Addendum to the previous Response to Discovery
pursuant to Rule 16:
16(b) Disclosure pursuant to written request by Defendant:
(4)
BATES#
4755

Documents and Tangible Objects:
DOCUMENT/ DESCRIPTION
Meridian Police Property Invoice
listing a recording of Emmett
in1992 received by Meridian
Police Dept. on April 3, 2012

AUTHOR/
AGENCY
Det. Jim Miller

DATE
4/3/12

THIRTY-FOURTH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 1

NO.OF
PAGES
1

000567

•
4756

4757-4758
4759-4767

4768

4769-4778

4779-4782

4783-4829

4830-4836

4837-4855

4856-4857
4858-4863

4864-4866
4867-4868
4869
4870

Meridian Police Property Invoice Det. Jim Miller
listing photos and audios added
to incident tracker from March 6,
2012 to April 10, 2012
Curriculum Vitae for Dr. Glen
Glen Graben
Graben
Disposition Tracker from
Det. Jim Miller
Meridian Police Dept. Property
Control Officer, Joy Haines
Email from Det. Jim Miller dated Det. Jim Miller
April 10, 2012 regarding casing
and primer pertaining to Hall's
injuries
Meridian Police Supplemental
Det. Jim Miller
Report Re-interview of Kelly
Rieker by Det. ,Jim Miller on
March 28, 2012
Meridian Police Supplemental
Det. Jim Miller
Report - photos of Grizzly and
Aguila ammunition
Meridian Police Supplemental
Det. Jim Miller
Report Re-interview of Jason
Blackwell on March 1, 2012
Property sheet identifier
Det. Jim Miller
received from Det. Jim Miller on
March 7, 2012
Response to Emmett's letter of
July 15, 2010 with attached
school transcripts for Emmett
Email received from Hannah
Goodwin on April 17, 2012
Meridian Police Supplemental
Det. Jim Miller
Report Interview with Tina Lax
by Det. Jim Miller on March 1,
2012
Receipt for shipping blood
spatter to Tom Bevel
Receipt for return of Robert
Hall's sweatshirt
Audio recording of Emmett
Corrigan to his mother in 1992
Audio recording of interview with Det. Jim Miller
Ashlee Corrigan on March 12,
2012 by Det. Jim Miller

4/11/12

1

2
3/29/12

9

4/10/12

1

3/28/12

10

4/10/12

4

3-1-12

47

3-7-12

7

7-15-10

19

4/17/12

2

3-1-12

6

3
2
1 CD
3-12-12

THIRTY-FOURTH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 2
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000568

(6) Witnesses:

Any witness who testified at grand jury and/or named in

attached reports including, but not limited to, those listed below. Any witness named or
called to testify by defense or included on the defense witness list.
Name

Dennis, Cortney

Zuberer, Dawn

Address/Contact Information
Ada County Sheriff - Dispatch
7200 Barrister Dr.
Boise, ID 83704
Boise Police Dept.
333 N. Mark Stall
Boise, ID 83704

DATED this ';)O day of April 2012.

MELISSA MOODY
Deputy Attorney General

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this

M

day of April 2012, I caused to be served a

true and correct copy of the foregoing Thirty-Fourth Addendum to Discovery for Conflict
Counsel to:
Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

"X_ U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
_
_

Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
Electronic Mail (Email)

x_ U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
_

Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

~~
THIRTY-FOUR"rH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 3
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~:i:si ,~.,___
APR 2 5 2012
CHRISTOPHER 0. RICH, Clerk
By SHARY A880TT

2

O!PUTY

3

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE

4

STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

5

6

STATE OF IDAHO,
7

Plaintiff,

8

vs.

9

10

Case No. CRFE-2011-3976

ORDER RE:
DISCLOSURE OF EMAIL FROM
HANNAH GOODWIN

ROBERT D. HALL,

11

Defendant.

12
13

On April 18, 2012, the Court received a letter from Melissa Moody, Deputy

14

Attorney General, which the Court has ordered sealed.

The question in the letter

15

pertained to an email sent from Hannah Goodwin to David Lorello regarding a job
16
17

18

19

opportunity for Mr. Lorelle's law firm. The email was sent on April 17, 2012. The State
has redacted portions of the email due to concerns that the information was private and
irrelevant.

20

The Court has reviewed the email and will order the State to produce the email

21

unredacted to Defense counsel and file the response under seal. Although the Court

22

agrees that perhaps some of the information is private and some of it is irrelevant, there

23
24

may be an occasion where Hannah Goodwin may be called to testify and that her
attitude towards either the Defendant or his spouse could come into play. By filing the

25

unredacted email under seal, some of the private nature of the email will not be
26

ORDER - PAGE 1
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•
disclosed to the public and, obviously, if any portion of that email is to be used as
2
3

impeachment evidence, that will be taken up outside the presence of the jury and
preferably in a motion in limine prior to trial.

4

IT IS SO ORDERED.

5

DATED this .,)

..---

~

day of April, 2012.

6

"MICHAEL McLAUGHLIN
DISTRICT JUDGE

7
8

9
10

11
12
13

14

15
16
17
18

19
20

21

22

23
24
25
26

ORDER - PAGE 2
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

~

2

I hereby certify that on t h e ~ day of April, 2012 I mailed (served) a true and
3
4

5
6
7

a
9
10
11

correct copy of the within instrument to:

Melissa N. Moody
IDAHO ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OFFICE
700 W State St, 4th Fl
PO Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0010
Fax: (208) 854-8074
Robert R. Chastain
Attorney at Law
300 Main, Ste 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax: (208) 345-1836

12
13
14
15

Deborah N. Kristal
ATTORNEY AT LAW
3140 N Bogus Basin Rd
Boise, ID 83702
Fax: (208) 345-1836

16

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH
Clerk of the District Court

17
18
19

By~~

Depulyk

20
21
22

23
24

25
26

ORDER - PAGE 3
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(, /7tl
'1fJO
LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General

DORIGINAL

APR 2 5 2012
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
ByAMYlAl\'G
!1F.S><JT"

PAUL R. PANTHER
Chief, Deputy Attorney General
Criminal Law Division
MELISSA MOODY 158#6027
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.
______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
THIRTY-FIFTH ADDENDUM
TO DISCOVERY
FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL

COMES NOW, Melissa Moody, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho, and
makes the following Thirty-Fifth Addendum to the previous Response to Discovery
pursuant to Rule 16:
16(b) Disclosure pursuant to written request by Defendant:
(4)
BATES#
4871
4872-4874

j_

Documents and Tangible Objects:
DOCUMENT/ DESCRIPTION
Blood spatter report type written
by Tom Bevel dated 4/12/12
Memorandum re: Contact with
Tony Brownlee and Judy Poirier,
St. Alphonsus on April 13, 2012

AUTHOR/
AGENCY
Tom Bevel

DATE
4/12/12

NO.OF
PAGES
1

Scott Smith

4/17/12

3

THIRTY-FIFTH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 1
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4875

1 CD

Compact disc labeled "Ammo
Inventory Photographs" which
contains photographs of the
ammunition at Ronald &
Barbara Hall's residence.
Compact disc containing audios
of interviews (5):

4876

1 CD

JASON_RADEANE_JIM 3-15-12
JAS0N_BLACKWELL_3-15-12
KELLY_RIEKER_3-28-12
SELENA_GRACE_3-20-12
SOPHIA SERNA 3-27-12

(6) Witnesses:

Any witness who testified at grand jury and/or named in

attached reports including, but not limited to, those listed below. Any witness named or
called to testify by defense or included on the defense witness list.
Name

Brownlee, Tony

Poirier, Judy

Snow, Jason

DATED this

Address/Contact Information
St. Alphonsus Hospital
1055 N. Curtis Rd.
Boise, ID 83706
St. Alphonsus Hospital
1055 N. Curtis Rd.
Boise, ID 83706
lntermountain West
Regional Computer Forensic Laboratory
440 W. 200 S. Suite 300
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101

I

~1 day of April 2012.

MELISSA MOODY
Deputy Attorney General

THIRTY-FIFTH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 2
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this~day of April 2012, I caused to be served a

true and correct copy of the foregoing Thirty-Fifth Addendum to Discovery for Conflict
Counsel to:
Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

)( U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
_
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
_
Electronic Mail (Email)

Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

_K_ U.S.
_

Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

~~

oseanNewman, Legal Secretary

THIRTY-FIFTH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 3
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. ROBERT R. ClLlSTAIN

(lJtZ1:

NO·--~Fr'i""'":~......4A.M. _ _ _ _F_IL~-~

ATTORNEY AT LAW
300 Main, Suite 158

APR 2 6 2012

Boise, Idaho 83702-7728
Telephone: (208) 345-3110
Idaho State Bar #2765

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By ELAINE TONG
GePuTY

Attorneys for Defendant

IN THI~ DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.

ROBERT DEAN HALL,

)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CRFE 201 J-3976

MOTION FOR FURLOUGH
TO ATTEND DAUGHTER'S
HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATION

)
Defendant.

)
)
)

(FILED UNDER SEAL)

COMES NOW the Defendant, Robert Dean Hall, by and througl1 conHict Ada
Counly Public Defender, Robert R. Chastain, and hereby moves the Court for its Order
allowing Mr. I fall to attend his daughter's Rocky Mountain High School Graduation on May
25, 2012, at 7:00 p.m., in the Taco Bell Area, on the Boise State University Campus (see
attaclnnent).
Through this Motion, it is requested the Court order the Ada Counly Sheriff escort
Mr. Hall to the graduation ceremony, remain with him throughout, and escort him back to
the Ada County JaJ immediately upon completion of the ceremony.

MOTION FOR FURLOUGH TO ATTEND DAUGHTER'S HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATION
C:\Documents and Settings \Terry\My Documents\WPDOCS\Murder\Hall, Robert D\Hall
Motions \Furlough.mohall.wpd

000576

Through tl,is

Mo!,

the Defendant, through his family~ll reimburse Ada County

for the costs of any overtime or expense for the Jail staff for this request.
It is furlher requested -that the Defendant be allowed to wear civilian clotl1es witl1 rncl1
1

security measures as the Ada County Sheriff's Office deems appropriate, to allow him to
attend the ceremony with as little notoriety as possible.
Through this Motion the Defendant acknowledges the standing No-Contact Order
with bis wife Kandi Hall, and through this request merely asks that he be allowed to be in
Taco Bell Arena to observe tl1e graduation ceremonies, prior to being returned lo tlw jail.

~

DATED thi;J.5 day of April, 2012.

ROBERT R. CHASTAIN
Attorney for Defendant

MOTION FOR FURLOUGH TO ATTEND DAUGHTER'S HIGH SCHOOL GRAD CATION
C:\Documents and Settings\Terry\My Documents\WPDOCS\Murder\Hall, Robert D\Hall
Motions \Furlough.mohall.wpd
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••
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I herehy certify on theJ-5 day of AprJ 2012, I served a trne and correct copy of the within and
foregoing document upon the individual(s) named belcw in the manner noted:
Ada County Prosecutor

Melissa. A . .Moody,
Attorney General Office
PO Box83720
Boise, ID 83720-0010

D
D

•

By first class mail, postage prepaid
By hand delivery
By faxing the same lo: 854-8083

~

Robert R. Chastain

MOTION FOR FUIUDUGH TO ATTEND DAUGHTER'S HIGH SCHOOL GRADUXfION
C: \Documents and Settings\Terry\My Documents\WPDOCS \Murder \Hall, Robert D \Hall
Motions \Furlough.mohalLwpd
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e
RDBERT R. CHASTAIN
ATIORNEY /\T L\.W
300 J\,bin, Suitt._. 158

rz,zl-

A

NO·---.;.-;-;:-;:;--r.:1111-_....1,-"4

-

A.M. _ _ _ _F_IL'~-~

APR 2 6 2012
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By !tLAINE TONG

Boise, ID 83702-7728
(208) 345-3110
Idaho State Bar #2765

G!!PUTY

Attorney for DcL,mLmt

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN A,.~D FOR TIIE COUNTY OJ~ A.DA
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

)
)
)

Case No. CRJ~E 2011-3976

)
)
)
)
)

vs.

ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

NOTICE Of HEARING

)
)

TO: Nlehs:-a IVloody, Deputy Attorney General and Special Prosecuting AUorney
and the Cled'(

of tl1e Court.

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN on May 2, 2012, at 2:00 p.1n., or as soon
thereafter as counsel may be heard, before the above entitled Court,

die Defenclant's

Motion for Furlough to Attend Daughter's High School Graduation

will be

called up for ·bearing by this Court.

NOTICE OF HEARING
Page 1
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t

DATED this% day of April, 2012.

ROBERT R. CHASTAIN
Attorney for Defendant

CERTIFICATE OF SERVlCE

:ib

I 11en:Ly u:rtify on t h ~ day of AprJ 2012, I served a true and curred copy of dw within
and foregoing document upon the individual(s) named below in the manner noted:
Melissa A. Moody,
Atlorney GenerJl Off-ice

P\_J Box 83'.'l:2l)
Boise, ID 83720-0010

D
D

•

By first class mail, postage prepaid
By hand delivery
By faxing the same Lo: 854-8083
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LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General

APR 2 7 2012
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By ELAINE TONG
!J!!PUTY

PAUL R. PANTHER
Chief, Deputy Attorney General
Criminal Law Division
MELISSA MOODY ISB#6027
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.
______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
THIRTY-SIXTH ADDENDUM
TO DISCOVERY
FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL

COMES NOW, Melissa Moody, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho, and

makes the following Thirty-Sixth Addendum to the previous Response to Discovery
pursuant to Rule 16:
16(b) Disclosure pursuant to written request by Defendant:
(4)
BATES#

4877-4881

Documents and Tangible Objects:
DOCUMENT/ DESCRIPTION

Meridian Police Department
Supplemental Report of Det.
Jim Miller's interview with Erika
Belarski on April 17, 2012

AUTHOR/
AGENCY
Det. Jim Miller

DATE

4/17/12

THIRTY-SIXTH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 1

NO.OF
PAGES
5
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•
(6) Witnesses:

•

Any witness who testified at grand jury and/or named in

attached reports including, but not limited to, those listed below. Any witness named or
called to testify by defense or included on the defense witness list.
Name
Belarski, Erika
Larson, Tyler

Address/Contact Information
5427 N. Fox Run Way
Meridian, ID 83646
5237 N. Fox Run Way
Meridian, ID 83646

DATED this ~+day of April 2012.

MELISSA MOOD
Deputy Attorney General
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•
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this

2:]day of April 2012, I caused to be served a

true and correct copy of the foregoing Thirty-Sixth Addendum to Discovery for Conflict
Counsel to:
Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

L
_
_

Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

X
_

U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
Electronic Mail (Email)
U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

~
Rosean Newman, Legal Secretary
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CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By ELAINE TONG

PAUL R. PANTHER
Chief, Deputy Attorney General
Criminal Law Division

D!!PUTY

MELISSA MOODY ISB#6027
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.
_______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
THIRTY-SEVENTH ADDENDUM
TO DISCOVERY: EXPERT
WITNESSES (PROVIDED TO THE
COURT UNDER SEAL)

COMES NOW, Melissa Moody, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho, and
discloses its expert witnesses. This disclosure does not include foundational witnesses
who may technically considered experts, such as witnesses who have specialized
knowledge with respect to computers, phone systems, email, facebook, text messages
and other communication technologies. These individuals have previously been disclosed
to the defense.
A summary of the State's experts' testimony is provided below.

THIRTY-SEVENTH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 1
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16(b)(7) Expert witnesses:

I.

Stuart Jacobson

Stuart Jacobson's CV was provided in the 33rd discovery supplement by the
State. Mr. Jacobson's forensic report, dated 10-24-11, and his amended report, dated
1-11-12, have both been provided to the defense.
It is anticipated that Mr. Jacobson will testify, consistent with his reports, that (1)
the three cartridges provided to him were positively fired by the submitted Ruger (serial
number 372-52138), (2) the two fired bullets provided to him were positively fired by the
submitted Ruger (serial number 372-52138), (3) the submitted Ruger (serial number
372-52138) has a trigger pull of 6.75 to 7 pounds, (4) the submitted Ruger (serial
number 372-52138) was test fired and functioned normally, (5) a crimson trace laser
attached to the trigger guard worked intermittently.
II.

Tom Bevel

Tom Bevel's CV was provided in the 29th discovery supplement by the State.
His initial report was provided in the 351h discovery supplement by the State. Mr. Bevel
is an expert in blood spatter and will testify at trial regarding the conclusions provided in
his report.
As of the date of the filing of this addendum, it is anticipated that Mr. Bevel will
prepare and submit a supplemental report, after reviewing additional crime scene
photos, Robert Hall's shoes, Emmett Corrigan's shoes, Emmett Corrigan's clothing,
Kandi Hall's clothing, and additional clothing items from Robert Hall. These items are
currently being reviewed by the defense and, when that review is complete, the items
will be sent to Mr. Bevel for his review.
Ill.

Gary Dawson

Gary Dawson's CV was provided in the 301h discovery supplement by the State.
Mr. Dawson has a PhD in pharmacology and has previously testified on many
occasions as an expert witness. He has not prepared a written report in this case.
On the night of the shooting, Robert Hall was found to have a BAC level of .06,
as well as testing positive for the following drugs: amphetamine, benzodiazepine, and
opiates. It is anticipated the Mr. Dawson will testify regarding the effects that alcohol
may have on an individual's physical, emotional, and cognitive functioning. Mr. Dawson
will testify regarding these effects of alcohol when alcohol is consumed alone and in
combination with other drugs that were found in Robert Hall's system.

THIRTY-SEVENTH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
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IV.

Stacy Guess

Stacy Guess's CV was provided in the 3rd Specific Response discovery
supplement by the State. Ms. Guess's report, dated July 8, 2011, as well as all of her
case notes, have been provided to the defense.
It is anticipated that Ms. Guess will testify regarding her background, training and
experience as a scientist, with a particular focus on DNA testing. It is anticipated that
she will testify, consistent with her reports, that DNA testing shows Robert Hall to be the
source of blood on (1) the inside trigger guard of the gun, (2) Kandi Hall's purse, (3)
Emmett Corrigan's pick up, (4) Kandi Hall's sweatshirt, (5) Kandi Hall's pants, and
Kandi Hall's tank top.
In is anticipated that Ms. Guess will further testify, consistent with her reports,
that the DNA profiles obtained from the blood on the left side of the gun's slide and the
muzzle end of the barrel and the blood on the gun swab indicate mixtures of DNA, with
Robert Hall as the source of this major profile.
For further information regarding Ms. Guess's anticipated testimony, please see
her reports, provided at BATES 3254 - BATES 3308.

V.

Jean McAllister

Jean McAllister's CV was provided in the 28th discovery supplement by the State.
Ms. McAllister prepared a report that was provided to defense on March 8, 2012 in the
31st discovery supplement.
It is anticipated that Ms. McAllister will testify, consistent with her report,
regarding the dynamics of domestic violence, controlling relationships, and typical victim
behavior in such relationships. She will also testify regarding victims' response to
trauma, as set forth in the State's motion to admit Ms.McAllister's testimony, filed April
27, 2012.

VI.

Thomas Morgan

Thomas Morgan's CV was provided in the 33rd discovery supplement by the
State. Mr. Morgan did not prepare a report individually; however, a report was prepared
by the RJ Lee Group, for whom Mr. Morgan works as a consultant. Mr. Morgan
presided over the distance determination analysis that was conducted on Emmett
Corrigan's purple shirt. Mr. Morgan also participated in the testing for gunshot residue
on the hands of Emmett Corrigan, Kandi Hall and Robert Hall.
Mr. Morgan would testify, consistent with the RJ Lee Group report, that the
pattern of nitrites developed on Emmett Corrigan's shirt, compared to the pattern of
nitrites on the test fire targets, reveals that the pattern of nitrite residues developed on

THIRTY-SEVENTH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
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the shirt was deposited at a muzzle-to-target range of 24 to 36 inches. Mr. Morgan
would testify regarding the results of the gunshot residue tests as reflected in the RJ
Lee Group report.
Additionally, Mr. Morgan may testify to any other information contained in the RJ
Lee Group report.
VII.

Allison Murtha

Allison Murtha's CV was provided in the 33rd discovery supplement by the State.
Ms. Murtha did not prepare a report individually; however, a report was prepared by the
RJ Lee Group, for whom Ms. Murtha works. Ms. Murtha participated in the distance
determination analysis that was conducted on Emmett Corrigan's purple shirt. Ms.
Murtha also tested for gunshot residue on the hands of Emmett Corrigan, Kandi Hall
and Robert Hall.
Ms. Murtha would testify, consistent with the RJ Lee Group report, that the
pattern of nitrites developed on Emmett Corrigan's shirt, compared to the pattern of
nitrites on the test fire targets, reveals that the pattern of nitrite residues developed on
the shirt was deposited at a muzzle-to-target range of 24 to 36 inches. Ms. Murtha
would testify regarding the results of the gunshot residue tests as reflected in the RJ
Lee Group report.
Additionally, Ms. Murtha may testify to any other information contained in the RJ
Lee Group report.
VIII.

Randy Parker

Randy Parker's CV was provided in the 3rd Specific Response to discovery
supplement by the State. Mr. Parker prepared a report that was provided September
23, 2011.

It is anticipated that Mr. Parker will testify, consistent with his report, that the
fingerprint that was found on the Ruger (serial number 372-52138) was positively
identified to the fingerprint card bearing the name Kandi Lynn Hall.

IX.

Natalie Hernandez

Natalie Hernandez's CV was provided in the 3rd Specific Response to discovery
supplement by the State. Ms. Hernandez prepared a report that was provided
September 23, 2011.

THIRTY-SEVENTH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
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It is anticipated that Ms. Hernandez will testify, consistent with her report, that
she was able to identify one latent print on the Ruger (serial number 372-52138), which
was then marked and preserved.

X.

Eric Strolberg

Eric Strolberg's CV was provided in the 26th discovery supplement by the State.
Mr. Strolberg has not prepared any written report in this matter.
It is anticipated that Mr. Strolberg will testify regarding firearms and the meaning
of the "trigger pull." As a trained and experienced firearms instructor, Mr. Strolberg will
assist the jurors in the "trigger pull" portion of the State's presentation of evidence, to
ensure the accuracy of the evidence "dry fires" and everyone's safety.

XI.

Joe Toluse

Joe Toluse does not have a current CV; however, copies of his many certificates
were provided to the defense in the 29th discovery supplement. Mr. Toluse is a firearms
instructor and he is certified to train individuals to receive their "CCW' (Carrying a
Concealed Weapon) permit. Among other subjects, Mr. Toluse trains on use of
weapons, safety, and self-defense. Mr. Toluse was Robert Hall's instructor in 2006
when Robert Hall took a class for the purpose of obtaining his CCW permit.
It is anticipated that Mr. Toluse will testify that there is complete consistency from
one CCW program to the next. He will testify that he trains civilians to the level of law
enforcement. He trains citizens that you do not shoot to kill, but to stop the threat: you
shoot for center of mass. The three target zones are (1) center of mass, (2) head and
(3) pelvic region. He will testify that he teaches what needs to be present before deadly
force can be used. It can only be used for self-defense. He will testify that the weapon
must be holstered at all times. He will testify that he teaches that a gun should never
just be dropped into a pocket or a purse, and the holster should always have the trigger
guard covered. He will testify that he teaches that you do not draw the gun as a scare
tactic or a warning. He will testify that he teaches that if you can't beg your way out of a
fight, then you shouldn't carry a gun: the "flee first" rule for self-defense. He will testify
that he teaches that you should not carry a gun if you are using alcohol.
In addition to the information above, any of the above witnesses may testify
to additional topics raised in cross-examination or by the testimony of witnesses
for the defense.

THIRTY-SEVENTH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
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•
DATED this 1st day of May 2012.

MELISSA MOODY
Deputy Attorney General

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 1st day of May 2012, I caused to be served a
true and correct copy of the foregoing Thirty-Seventh Addendum to Discovery for Conflict
Counsel to:
Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

_x_ U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
_
_

Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
Electronic Mail (Email)

___t_ U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
_

Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

~fu«;ma~
Rosean Newman, Legal Secretary
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LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General

MAY O3 2012
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, c:sr':
By AMY LANG

PAUL R. PANTHER
Chief, Deputy Attorney General
Criminal Law Division

DEPUTY

MELISSA MOODY ISB#6027
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.
______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
THIRTY-EIGHTH ADDENDUM
TO DISCOVERY
FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL

COMES NOW, Melissa Moody, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho, and
makes the following Thirty-Eighth Addendum to the previous Response to Discovery
pursuant to Rule 16:
16(b) Disclosure pursuant to written request by Defendant:
(4)

Documents and Tangible Objects:

BATES#

DOCUMENT/ DESCRIPTION

4882-4895

Memorandum re: IWRCFL
forensic examinations of
computer hard drives and flash
drives

AUTHOR/
AGENCY
Scott Smith
Tim Kroupa
Don Lukasik
Jason Snow

DATE
4/24/12

THIRTY-EIGHTH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 1

NO.OF
PAGES
14

000592

4896-4904

4905

4906-4914

4915

4916

4917

4918

4919

4920

4921

4922

Memorandum re: Interview with
Faron Hawkins on April 26,
2012 at the Ada County
Courthouse conducted by Det.
Jim Miller with attached
interview notes by Scott Smith
Email from Det. Jim Miller
regarding Robert Hall's
timesheets for pay period
November 21, 2010 through
March 26, 2011
Timesheets for Robert Hall for
pay periods November 21, 2010
through March 26, 2011
provided by Tera Wright, Ada
County Sheriff's Office
Email from Det. Jim Miller
regarding interview with
Christine Woodside on
April 27, 2012
Email from Det. Jim Miller
regarding interview with Erika
Belarski on April 27, 2012
Email from Det. Jim Miller
regarding interview with Selena
Grace on April 27, 2012
Email from Det. Jim Miller
regarding interview with Erika
Belarski on May 1, 2012
Email from Det. Jim Miller
regarding interview with Sheryl
Villeneuve on May 1, 2012
Email from Det. ,Jim Miller
regarding interview with Tyler
Larsen on May 1, 2012
Email from Det. Jim Miller
regarding interview with Chad
White on Mav 1, 2012
Email from Det. Jim Miller
regarding interview with
Elizabeth Forsgren on
Mav 1, 2012

Scott Smith

4/27/12

9

Det. Jim Miller

5/1/12

1

Tera Wright

5/1/12

9

Det. Jim Miller

4/27/12

1

Det. Jim Miller

4/27/12

1

Det. Jim Miller

4/27/12

1

Det. Jim Miller

5/1/12

1

Det. Jim Miller

5/1/12

1

Det. Jim Miller

5/1/12

1

Det. Jim Miller

5/1/12

1

Det. Jim Miller

5/1/12

1

THIRTY-EIGHTH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
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4923

Email from Det. Jim Miller
regarding a conversation with
Det. Jim Fox on May 2, 2012
Email from Det. Jim Miller
regarding interview with Derrick
Jarrard on May 2, 2012
DVD containing audios (10):

4924

4925

Det. Jim Miller

1

Det. Jim Miller

5/2/12

1

Det. Jim Miller

4/17/12
thru
5/2/12

1 DVD

1) Erika Belarski 4-17-12
2) Selena Grace 4-27-12
3) Christine Woodside 4-27-12
4) Erika Belarsksi 5-1-12
5) Elizabeth Forsgren 5-1-12
6) Chad White 5-1-12
7) Tyler Larsen 5-1-12
8) Sheryl Villeneuve 5-1-12
9) Derrick Jarrard 5-2-12
10) Faron Hawkins 4-26-12

(6) Witnesses:

5/2/12

Any witness who testified at grand jury and/or named in

attached reports including, but not limited to, those listed below. Any witness named or
called to testify by defense or included on the defense witness list.

Name

Hawkins, Faron

Kroupa, Tim
Serna, Sophia

Wriqht, Tera

DATED this

Address/Contact Information
c/o Ada County Jail
7200 Barrister Dr.
Boise, ID 83704
IWRCFL
440 West 200 South, Ste. 300
Salt Lake Citv, UT 84101
2791 Siesta Lane
Boise, ID 83704
Ada County Sheriffs Office
7200 Barrister Dr.
Boise, ID 83704

7:J~ day of May 2012.

Deputy Attorney General

THIRTY-EIGHTH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
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•

•
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this j_rcflay of May 2012, I caused to be served a
true and correct copy of the foregoing Thirty-Eighth Addendum to Discovery for Conl1ict
Counsel to:
Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

L
_
_

Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

L
_
_

U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsim,ile
Electronic Mail (Email)
U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
Electronic Mail (Email)

~
Rosean Newman, Legal Secretary
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MAY - 9 2012
ROBERT R. CHASTAIN

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk

Attorney at Law
300 W. Main, Suite 158
Boise, ID 83 702
(208) 345-31102
Idaho State Bar# 2765

By ELAINE TONG
oePUTY

DEBORAH N. KRISTAL

Attorney at Law
3140 N. Bogus Basin Road
Boise, ID 83702
(208) 345-8708
Idaho State Bar #2296
Attorneys for Defendant
Robert Dean Hall

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

STATE OF IDAHO,
Case No. CR-FE-2011-3976
Plaintiff,
REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT
OF DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO ADMIT
VARIOUS ITEMS OF EVIDENCE

V.

ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

(SUBMITTED TO COURT UNDER SEAL)

COMES NOW, Robert Dean Hall, by and through his attorneys of record, and hereby
replies to the State's "Response to Defendant's Motion to Admit Various Items of Evidence"
(hereinafter "State's Response"). The reasoning set forth in the State's Response should be
rejected, and this Court should allow for the admission of evidence pursuant to Rules 404(a)(2),
404(b ), 406, 803(3), and 803(24) of the Idaho Rules of Evidence. Moreover, Mr. Hall submits

REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT'S
MOTION TO ADMIT VARIOUS ITEMS OF EVIDENCE
-I
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Memorandum[l].wpd
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'.
that all of the proffered evidence should be admitted because it is critical to establishing a full
and complete defense and a fundamentally fair trial in his case, as guaranteed by the Sixth and
Fourteenth Amendments of the United States Constitution and Article 1, Section 13 of the Idaho
State Constitution. For the reasons discussed herein, Mr. Hall's motions to admit evidence
should be granted.
Mr. Hall disputes the reasoning in the State's Response and for purposes of this Reply
will address each of the State's objections based on: (1) hearsay; (2) relevance; (3) improper
character evidence; and (3) unfair prejudice.

ARGUMENT

I.

The email Corrigan delivered to Ashlee Corrigan and Kandi Hall is
admissible under the "state of mind" hearsay exception I.R.E. 803(3) and
the residual hearsay exception 803(24); and is properly admissible under
I.R.E 404(a)(2) and I.R.E. 404(b) to show Corrigan was the first aggressor

A. An exception to the hearsay rule exists under Rules 803(3) and 803(24)

The State asserts that no hearsay exceptions apply to Corrigan's email. Specifically, the
State suggests that the "state of mind" exception to the hearsay rule pursuant to I.RE. 803(3)
does not apply because the email is based on Corrigan's memory. The State also contends that
even if Corrigan's email, or portions thereof, fall under the state of mind hearsay exception, the
statements are not relevant to Corrigan's state of mind on March 11, 2011. The State's position
is incorrect.
On July 15, 2010, Corrigan sent an email to his wife, Ashlee Corrigan. The email
explains Corrigan's opinion that he has a violent, aggressive, and quarrelsome character. Less

REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT'S
MOTION TO ADMIT VARIOUS ITEMS OF EVIDENCE
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than three weeks before his death, Corrigan reasserted the statements he made in his email when
he provided a copy of his email to Kandi Hall on February 24, 2011.
Corrigan's opinion of his character, which he reasserts on February 24, 2011, is relevant
(as discussed below) to prove that he acted in conformity with his violent, aggressive, and
quarrelsome character on the night of his death, and thus, establishes that he was the aggressor.
This opinion evidence is admissible to establish Corrigan's state of mind and the Idaho Rules of
Evidence provide a hearsay exception pursuant to Rule 803(3).
Even if portions of Corrigan's email constitute "memory" or "confabulation" and not
Corrigan's opinions forming the basis for his belief that he has a violent, aggressive, and
quarrelsome character, these portions are admissible pursuant to I.R.E. 803(24). Idaho Rule of
Evidence 803(24) creates an exception to the hearsay rule if the court finds:
(A) the hearsay statement has circumstantial guarantees of trustworthiness
equivalent to those in Rules 803(1) to 803(23), (B) the statement is offered as
evidence of a material fact, (C) the statement is more probative on the point for
which it is offered than any other evidence which the proponent can procure
through reasonable efforts, (D) the general purposes of the rules of evidence, and
the interests of justice, will best be served by admission of the statement into
evidence, and (E) the proponent gives the adverse party adequate notice and
information regarding use of the statement.

State v. Ransom, 124 Idaho 703, 707 (1993) (internal citations omitted).
The State is aware of Corrigan's email and that Mr. Hall intends to offer this evidence as
a material fact at trial to establish that Corrigan acted in conformity with his violent, aggressive,
and quarrelsome character on the night of his death, and thus, establishes that Corrigan was the
aggressor. Moreover, Corrigan's email detailing his opinion of his character has more probative
value than any other available evidence and best serves the interests of justice. Unlike other
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reputation and opinion evidence of Corrigan's character for violence, which could be subject to
attack on grounds of self-interest or bias, Corrigan's email is the only unbiased opinion of his
character and is significantly more compelling. See DePetris v. Kuykendall, 239 F.3d 1057,
1063-65 (9th Cir. 2001). Lastly, Corrigan consistently maintained the opinions contained in the
email. He sent his email to Ashlee Corrigan in July 2010, and he reasserted and repeated these
same opinions less than three weeks before his death when he provided a copy of the email to
Kandi Hall. Thus, Corrigan's email containing his opinions of his violent character has
circumstantial guarantees of trustworthiness because it comes from Corrigan himself and he
reasserted, repeated, and maintained these opinions less than three weeks before his death.
B. The evidence is relevant and properly admissible under Rules 404(a)(2) and
404(b)
Pursuant to I.R.E. 404(a)(2), opinion evidence of Corrigan's violent, aggressive, and
quarrelsome character is relevant to establish that Corrigan acted in conformity with this
character trait and was the aggressor on the night of March 11, 2011. See State v. Dallas, 109
Idaho 670 (1985); State v. Hernandez, 133 Idaho 576 (Ct. App. 1999); State v. Custodio, 136
Idaho 197 (Ct. App. 2001). The email clearly details Corrigan's opinion that he has a violent,
aggressive, and quarrelsome character, which is a pertinent character trait in this case. The State
attempts to sanitize Corrigan's email by characterizing it as a description of his upbringing and
spiritual growth. However, the State ignores that the details in this email explain why, in
Corrigan's opinion, he has a violent, aggressive, and quarrelsome character. (State's Response,
p. 14).

Furthermore, in a footnote the State says that Corrigan's family adamantly denies the

abuse alleged by Corrigan. Mr. Hall is not offering the email as proof of the facts asserted, (viz.
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the allegations of neglect, abandonment and abuse, which may indeed be totally false), but
instead is offering the email as Mr. Corrigan's opinion of his own state of mind. If the "facts"
alleged are indeed false, yet Corrigan had adopted them as "real" to himself, it may also indicate
that Mr. Corrigan was delusional, and thus another example of his state of mind. 1
In addition, Corrigan's email is relevant and admissible pursuant to I.RE. 404(b) for
purposes of establishing Corrigan's state of mind, intent, motive, and plan of violence,
aggressiveness, and quarrelsomeness towards Mr. Hall and others. See Torres v. State, 71
S.W.3d 758 (Tex. Crim. App. 2002) (holding that victim's threat of violence towards third
parties was relevant in establishing victim's state of mind for violence and intent and motive for
physically harming others who would restrict victim from getting back with his ex-girlfriend);

see also Behanna v. State, 98 So. 2d 550 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 2d Dist. 2007) (holding that
victim's violent conduct with two individuals prior to the defendant stabbing the victim was
relevant to establish victim's state of mind); Sanders v. State, 2011 WL 813454 (Miss. Ct. App.
June 21, 2011) (holding that victim's sexual assault of defendant's daughter was relevant to
show the victim's intent and plan to harm the defendant and her children).
Corrigan's email demonstrates that he had a state of mind, intent, motive, and plan of
violence towards others beginning at age six. He maintained this mind set of violence and plan to
physically harm others into adulthood. As previously addressed, he reasserted these statements
when he provided a copy of his email to Kandi Hall less than three weeks before his death.

The defense has further obtained expert opinion reference the effect ofCorrigan's recent use of steroids and other
stimulants, based upon laboratory analysis, which also demonstrates Corrigan's violence and aggressiveness. See
attached letter of Dr. Pablo Stewart, marked as Exhibit A. This evidence and its relevance will also be discussed in
other memoranda.
1
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Corrigan's intent and plan was to physically harm others, and Corrigan explains that his motive
for doing so was because he liked taking risks, he liked an adrenaline rush, he liked to feel
powerful, and he liked getting hit in the face and getting into fights. (Motion; Ex. 1, p. 6).
In State v. Custodio, the defendant argued that the district court erred in excluding a
witness's testimony of a prior act of violence by the victims. 136 Idaho 197, 203 (Ct. App.
2001 ). The defendant asserted that the evidence should have been admitted at trial pursuant to
I.R.E. 404(b) to show that the victims had a motive, intent, or plan to lure the defendant to their
residence in order to attack him based on his race. 136 Idaho 197, 203 (Ct. App. 2001).
However, the Idaho Court of Appeals found that there was insufficient evidence that racial
animus provoked the confrontation. The court found that record showed that: (1) the defendant
went to the residence to meet girls; (2) he was at the residence for several minutes prior to the
altercation, receiving a cigarette and using the victims' restroom; and (3) his arrival was
unplanned. Id. at 204-05. Moreover, the trial transcripts in Custodio reveal that the proffered
testimony would not have supported the claim that the victims' intended to attack the defendant
based on racial animus. The defense witness testified that he in fact was not aware of the victims,
but had only learned of them while in jail. [Motion; Ex. 20 (Trail Trans., Vol. III, p. 2929 L. 10 p. 2930, L. 5.)].
Although Mr. Hall submits that Custodio was wrongly decided and should be overturned,
Custodio can be distinguished from the case at bar.

Unlike Custodio, Corrigan's email

demonstrates that he had a state of mind, intent, motive, and plan of violence towards others.
Moreover, there is overwhelming evidence supporting Mr. Hall's position that Corrigan's mind
set of violence and plan to physically harm others had been directed towards Mr. Hall. Corrigan
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and Kandi Hall had been engaged in a sexual and romantic affair since September 2010, and he
had been pressuring Kandi to get a divorce from Mr. Hall. Corrigan told coworker Chris Search
that he wanted to physically harm Mr. Hall during the months preceding Corrigan's death. In
February 2011, Corrigan had gone to Mr. Hall's house and threatened Mr. Hall. Corrigan
bragged about this confrontation to others in his law office and on Corrigan's Facebook page.
The evidence here is relevant to show Corrigan's state of mind, intent, motive, and plan of
violence, aggressiveness, and quarrelsomeness towards Mr. Hall, unlike the unfounded and
alleged "plan" in Custodio. The facts in this case are more like the facts in Torres, where the
victim's actions in that case demonstrated a mind set of violence and willingness to threaten
others who stood in his way of getting back with his ex-girlfriend.
C. Introduction of this evidence would not be unfairly prejudicial
The State contends that Corrigan's email should be excluded because it may have a
collateral or otherwise unfair negative impact on the jury. Yet, the State appears to have two
contradictory positions with regards to the content of the email. First, the State argues that the
email is irrelevant and attempts to characterize the email as merely a description of Corrigan's
upbringing, maturation, spiritual growth, and marital problems. (State's Response, pp. 13-15).
Nevertheless, the State then proceeds to argue that introducing the email into evidence would
pose a significant danger of unfair prejudice because the email "highlights some of the worst
aspects of [Corrigan's] character, presenting him as an aggressive bully who is constantly
spoiling for a fight." (State's Response, p. 15). Despite the State's inconsistent positions, it is
clear that Corrigan's email is both relevant to the material issue of whether Corrigan was the
aggressor and its probative value is not substantially outweighed by unfair prejudice.
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The email is precisely the type of evidence that was deemed admissible in United States

v. James, 169 F.3d 1210, 1211-1214 (9th Cir. 1999). If the email is damaging to the State, it is
precisely because of its probative value in showing that Corrigan had the pertinent character trait
of being violent, aggressive, and quarrelsome, and thus, supports Mr. Hall's self-defense claim
that Corrigan was the first aggressor.

II.

Corrigan's March 11, 2011 Statement "I could kill all of you" is properly
admissible under the "state of mind" hearsay exception I.R.E. 803(3); and
is properly admissible under I.R.E. 404(b) to show Corrigan was the
aggressor
A. An exception to the hearsay rule exists under Rule 803(3)

Prior to leaving his house for Walgreens on the night of March 11, 2011, Corrigan yelled
"I could kill all of you," referring to his wife Ashlee and their children. The proffered statement
is admissible to establish Corrigan's state of mind, and the Idaho Rules of Evidence provide a
hearsay exception pursuant to Rule 803(3). See Sanders, 2011 WL 813454 at * 37-38 (holding
that victim's prior threatening statement was admissible under state of mind exception to the
hearsay rule).
B. The evidence is relevant and properly admissible under Rule 404(b)

Corrigan's statement "I could kill all of you," which was directed towards his wife and
children only hours before he confronted Mr. Hall in Walgreens parking lot is admissible
pursuant to I.R.E. 404(b). See Custodio, 136 Idaho at 205 (noting that the "admissibility of
evidence of prior bad act on the part of the victims for purpose other than to show that the
victims acted in conformity therewith is governed by Rule 404(b)"). Corrigan's threat of
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violence towards his wife and children shows Corrigan's state of mind, intent, motive, and plan
of violence, aggressiveness, and quarrelsomeness towards Mr. Hall and others. See Torres, 71
S.W.3d 758; see also Behanna, 98 So. 2d 550; Sanders, 2011 WL 813454. The State's attempt to
characterize this statement as "something hurtful" Corrigan said during a "marital spat" is
incorrect.

There is simply no evidence that Corrigan's statement was anything other than a

threat of physical harm to his family, and the State only speculates that the statement was
"almost certainly not meant literally." (State's Response, p. 16). The State's characterization is
especially odd since Ashlee, the person to whom the statement was directed (and who had been
married to Emmett for seven years, and therefore knew him far better than the State), DID take it
literally. This threat of violence is relevant to the material issue of whether Corrigan was the
aggressor.
In addition, should Mr. Hall decide to testify a trial, Corrigan's threat of violence towards
his family would be relevant to corroborate Mr. Hall's claim that he reasonably feared and
reasonably acted in response to

Corrigan's plan of violence, aggressiveness, and

quarrelsomeness. Thus, the corroborative purpose is admissible under I.R.E. 404(b). To be clear,
this is not the same 404(b) issue addressed in Custodio. Custodio did not preclude the
admissibility of extrinsic evidence under Rule 404(b). Rather, the court in Custodio held that
extrinsic evidence was incapable of proving a defendant's state of mind under the rule. 136
Idaho at 204. Should Mr. Hall testify, Corrigan's statement would be relevant to corroborate Mr.
Hall's claim that he reasonably feared and reasonably acted in response to Corrigan's plan of
violence, aggressiveness, and quarrelsomeness. In contrast to the State's assertion that Mr. Hall
is merely "labeling" this request as corroborative, Mr. Hall's reliance under the rule is firmly
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rooted in the theory that Corrigan's plan of violence, aggressiveness, and quarrelsomeness
corroborates his potential testimony that he reasonably feared and reasonably acted in response
to Corrigan's plan of violence, aggressiveness, and quarrelsomeness towards Mr. Hall.
Nevertheless, should this Court find that Custodio is controlling on this particular issue, the facts
in this case are distinguishable.
Corroboration was not critical in Custodio, because the defendant in that case was not
subject to prior acts of violence from the victims, he merely alleged that he was informed that
"another man" was stabbed by one of the victims. (See Pretrial Trans., Vol. I, p. 272, L. 20 - p.
273, L. 8). Moreover, it appears that the defense witness' testimony, even if admitted, would not
have supported the defendant's claim because the witness testified that he was not even aware of
the victims, but had only learned of them while in jail. [Motion; Ex. 20 (Trail Trans., Vol. III, p.
2929 L. 10 - p. 2930, L. 5.)]. In contrast to Custodio, Mr. Hall directly experienced Corrigan's
acts of threatening conduct, aggressiveness, and quarrelsomeness. Thus, Corrigan's threatening
statement towards his own family would serve to corroborate Mr. Hall's testimony that he
reasonably feared and reasonably acted. See James, 169 F.3d at 1211-1214 (9th Cir. 1999)
(finding that court documents and two police reports concerning the victim, and not previously
seen by the defendant, were relevant pursuant to F.R.E. 404(b) to corroborate the defendant's
testimony and her reason for fear). In other words, Corrigan's threat of violence towards own his
family (i.e. Corrigan's state of mind) is relevant to corroborate Mr. Hall's testimony that he
directly

experienced

Corrigan's

acts

of threatening

conduct,

aggressiveness,

and

quarrelsomeness, resulting in Mr. Hall's reasonable fear and reasonable actions.
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Mr. Hall also submits that Corrigan's threatening statement toward his family only hours
before he confronted Mr. Hall at Walgreens is relevant to present the "complete story" of events
in this case as this statement is "inextricably intertwined" with Corrigan' s increasingly frenzied,
obsessive, and irrational behavior. Accordingly, this evidence is admissible pursuant to Rule
404(b).
In its Response, the State attempts to limit the applicability of State v. Blackstead, 126
Idaho 14 (Ct. App. 1994), and State v. Cherry, 139 Idaho 579 (Ct. App. 2003). However, the
rulings in Blackstead and Cherry are consistent with Mr. Hall's position that Corrigan's threat of
physical harm towards his family, only hours before he confronted Mr. Hall, was "inextricably
connected" with the events that occurred on the night of March 11, 2011, and admissible under
Rule 404(b) to present a "complete story" of events.
Mr. Hall asserts that he acted in self-defense on the March 11, 2011, and critical to his
defense is Corrigan's state of mind. This is similar to the ruling in Cherry, where the court found
that evidence of an arrest for trespass three days prior to the defendant shooting the victim was
admissible to show the defendant's motive to harm the victim and "provide the jury a more
complete picture of the hostility that existed between [the defendant and victim]." 139 Idaho at
584. Here, Corrigan and Kandi Hall had been engaged in a sexual and romantic affair since
September 2010, and Corrigan had been pressuring Kandi to get a divorce. Corrigan told
coworker Chris Search that he wanted to physically harm Mr. Hall during the months preceding
Corrigan's death. In February 2011, Corrigan had gone to Mr. Hall's house and threatened Mr.
Hall. Corrigan bragged about this confrontation to others in his law office and on Corrigan's
Facebook page. Corrigan admitted that he liked to get into fights and his statements and conduct
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indicate that he had a motive to harm Mr. Hall. The threatening statement towards his family
only hours before their final confrontation provides a more complete picture of Corrigan's
increasingly frenzied, obsessive, and irrational behavior. See Behanna, 98 So. 2d at 556-57
(finding that victim's violent conduct towards two individuals prior to the defendant stabbing the
victim was admissible as inextricably intertwined to show entire context of events and probative
of the victim's state of mind of aggression toward defendant).

C. Introduction of this evidence would not be unfairly prejudicial
As addressed above, probative value of Corrigan's threatening statement "I could kill all
of you," directed towards his wife and children only hours before he confronted Mr. Hall at the
Walgreens parking lot, is not substantially outweighed by the danger of unfair prejudice. The
State's assertion that this evidence would primarily serve to paint Corrigan in a negative light is
incorrect. The primary purpose of this evidence is to proffer evidence that Mr. Hall acted in selfdefense.

III.

Ashlee Corrigan praying in fear for her life and for her children's lives is
not hearsay; and is properly admissible under I.R.E 404(b) to show
Corrigan was the aggressor
A. This evidence is non-hearsay

I.R.E. 801(c) defines hearsay as an out-of-court statement "offered ... to prove the truth
of the matter asserted" by the statement. Mr. Hall will not be offering the statement through
Auna Hilbig, but instead will offer it through Ashlee Corrigan herself on the stand, so it will not
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be 'an out-of-court statement.' Although Ashlee Corrigan has not agreed to speak to defense
counsel, defense believes she will testify truthfully, and that she will reiterate she was so in fear
for her and her children's lives she prayed for the Lord to take Mr. Corrigan.
This statement also serves the purpose of demonstrating that Corrigan's wife of seven
years took Corrigan's statement that night literally, despite the State's argument that it was
merely "something hurtful" said during a marital spat.

B. The evidence is relevant and properly admissible under Rule 404(b)

As previously addressed, Corrigan's threatening statement toward his family, only hours
before he confronted Mr. Hall at Walgreens, is relevant to present the "complete story" of events
in this case as this statement is "inextricably intertwined" with Corrigan's increasingly frenzied,
obsessive, and irrational behavior. Ashlee Corrigan's statement serves the purpose of
demonstrating that she took Corrigan's statement literally and this evidence inextricably
intertwined with Corrigan's threat of physical harm towards his family. Thus, this evidence tends
to demonstrate that it is more probable that Corrigan was the aggressor on the night of March 11,
2011.

The statement is not hearsay, since Mr. Hall intends to present it through in-court

testimony from Ashlee Corrigan, and this evidence is admissible pursuant to Rule 404(b). See
Behanna, 98 So. 2d at 556-57.

C. Introduction of this evidence would not be unfairly prejudicial
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The State asserts that Ashlee's statement to Auna Hilbig, that Ashlee prayed to the Lord
to take Corrigan to prevent harm to her family, presents a danger of unfair prejudice. The State
cites to State v. Sanchez, 142 Idaho 309, 315 (Ct. App. 2005), for the proposition that this
evidence constitutes unfair prejudice in its most basic form. (State's Response, pp. 18-19).
Sanchez was a prosecutorial misconduct case. The issue in Sanchez was whether a criminal

defendant's due process rights were violated when the prosecutor elicited repeated references to
the victim's and another witness's religious affiliation with the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Saints ("LDS Church"), and their specific beliefs regarding their affiliation with the LDS
Church. Id. at 315-19. The Court of Appeals found that the proffered testimony was used to
provide context to the victim's initial dishonesty, and the references were not unduly
inflammatory. Thus, the court held that the references to religion did not violate the defendant's
right to a fair trial. Id.
Sanchez does not support the State's contention that admission of Ashlee's statement

would constitute unfair prejudice in its most basic form. Unlike the facts in Sanchez, the
statement contains no reference to a religious affiliation, nor does it proclaim any specific
religious beliefs. Moreover, there are only two words in Ashlee's statement (i.e. prayed and
Lord) that could even be identified as being associated with religion. In Sanchez, the prosecutor
elicited repeated references to a specific religious affiliation and specific beliefs, and the court in
that case did not find those references unfairly prejudicial. Similarly, the evidence in this case
would not tend to lead a jury to conclude that Corrigan "got what he deserved," because Ashlee
prayed to a Lord. This evidence would however tend to lead a jury to conclude that it is more
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probable that Corrigan was the aggressor on the night of March 11, 2011, since his behavior
caused his own wife to fear for the lives of herself and her children.

IV.

Chris Search's testimony as to Corrigan's statements regarding the
incident on February 2011 are properly admissible under the residual
hearsay exception I.R.E 803(24)
A. An exception to the hearsay rule exists under Rule 803(24)

The State does not oppose Chris Search testifying to Corrigan and Kandi Hall informing
him that about Corrigan going to Mr. Hall's residence in February 2011, but the State objects on
hearsay grounds to the statements Corrigan made regarding that incident. (State's Response, p.
21 ). Mr. Hall submits that Corrigan' s statements to Chris Search regarding that incident are
admissible under I.R.E. 803(24). 2

Furthermore, Chris Search can testify regarding his

observations of Corrigan's physical behavior when reenacting his confrontation with Mr. Hall.
The State is aware that Mr. Hall intends to offer this evidence as a material fact at trial to
establish Corrigan's state of mind, intent, motive, and plan of violence, aggressiveness, and
quarrelsomeness towards Mr. Hall, and thus, establishing that Corrigan was the aggressor.
Moreover, Corrigan's statements to Chris Search detailing the confrontation between Corrigan
and Mr. Hall has more probative value than any other available evidence regarding whether
Corrigan was the aggressor and this evidence best serves the interests of justice. The incident on
February 2011 closely resembles the confrontation between Corrigan and Mr. Hall on the night

I.R.E 803(24) creates an exception to the hearsay rule if the court finds: "(A) the hearsay statement has
circumstantial guarantees of trustworthiness equivalent to those in Rules 803(1) to 803(23), (8) the statement is
offered as evidence of a material fact, (C) the statement is more probative on the point for which it is offered
than any other evidence which the proponent can procure through reasonable efforts, (D) the general purposes
of the rules of evidence, and the interests of justice, will best be served by admission of the statement into
evidence, and (E) the proponent gives the adverse party adequate notice and information regarding use of the
statement." Ransom, 124 Idaho at 707 (internal citations omitted).
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of March 11, 2011. Unlike other evidence admissible under Rule 404(b), Corrigan's statements
to Chris Search regarding the February 2011 incident would be more probative on the point of
whether Corrigan was the aggressor in a similar situation between Corrigan and Mr. Hall on the
night of Corrigan's death the following month. Corrigan's Facebook statements reference the
February 2011 incident, but the Facebook statements fail to detail Corrigan's aggressive and
threatening conduct of getting in Mr. Hall's face, lowering his head, and scratching the ground
with his feet. Kandi Hall observed Corrigan's conduct that night, but her testimony regarding the
incident would be less probative as it could be subject to attack on grounds of self-interest or
bias. Lastly, Corrigan's statements to Chris Search regarding the incident between Corrigan and
Mr. Hall on February 2011 have circumstantial guarantees of trustworthiness. Corrigan
referenced his threatening and aggressive conduct in his Facebook statements on February 24,
2011 and March 10, 2011. Additionally, Kandi Hall witnessed this incident and was present
when Corrigan was detailing the events to Chris Search. Therefore, the statements Corrigan
made to Chris Search regarding the February 2011 incident are admissible under I.R.E. 803(24).

V.

Corrigan's Facebook statements are properly admissible under the "state
of mind" hearsay exception I.R.E. 803(3)
A. An exception to the hearsay rule exists under Rule 803(3)

The State argues that no hearsay exception applies to Corrigan's Facebook statements
that he made on February 25, 2011 and March 10, 2011. The State contends that the state of
mind exception to the hearsay rule under I.R.E. 803(3) is inapplicable because "Corrigan's
Facebook statements [do not] reflect his state of mind on the date the statements were made,
much less the date of his murder." (State's Response, p. 22).

However, Corrigan's
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uncommunicated threats against Mr. Hall are admissible under the state of mind exception as
evidence of Corrigan's then-existing intent to engage in a future act of aggression in a
confrontation with Mr. Hall. See State v. Ransome, 342 N.C. 847, 851-52 (1996).
In State v. Ransome, the defendant was charged with two counts of murder for the
shooting deaths of two brothers, Marcel and Kelvin. Id. at 848. The defendant asserted that the
brothers were the first aggressors and sought to introduce testimony by two witnesses regarding
threats against defendant that the brothers had communicated to them, but not the defendant. The
trial court excluded the proffered testimony but permitted the two witnesses to testify outside the
presence of the jury. Id. at 850. The first witness testified that four weeks prior to the shootings
Marcel asked her if the defendant was interested in Kelvin's girlfriend. Marcel told her that he
and Kelvin were "going to jump on [the defendant] because they had been wanting to fight him."

Id. The second witness testified that he was with the brothers two hours before the shooting and
Kelvin told him that he was "going to get [the defendant] because he's trying to talk to my girl."

Id.
On appeal, the Supreme Court of North Carolina found that the victims'
uncommunicated threats against the defendant were admissible pursuant to the state of mind
exception to the hearsay rule as evidence of the victims' then-existing intent to engage in a
future act of aggression in a confrontation with the defendant. Id. at 851-52. The court noted that
the brothers' statements were not specific threats to kill the defendant, but nevertheless, they
could only be considered as threats to the defendant's physical safety. Id. at 852. The court also
found the evidence to be relevant. The court reasoned that "[e]vidence that Marcel and Kelvin ..
wanted to fight defendant and intended to 'get' defendant tends to make the existence of the fact
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that the ... brothers were the aggressors in the fatal confrontation more probable than it would
without the evidence." Id. Finally, in dismissing the State's argument that the defendant was not
prejudiced by the exclusion of this evidence the court stated:
The fact that the . . . brothers had made a series of threats against defendant, both
communicated and uncommunicated, has a stronger tendency to show that they
were the aggressors in the fatal confrontation, and therefore to support
defendant's plea of self-defense, than the fact that Marcel . . . threatened
defendant solely during the heat of a confrontation.
Id. at 853-54.

Corrigan's Facebook statements are exactly the type of evidence that the court in
Ransome found to be admissible under the state of mind exception. Similar to the facts in that

case, Corrigan's Facebook statements demonstrate his then-existing intent to engage in a future
act of aggression in a confrontation with Mr. Hall. Even though Corrigan did not make an
explicit threat to kill Mr. Hall, Corrigan indicates that his confrontation ("go time") resulted in
the male "pissing [his] pants," that "[t]hrowin down settles it once and for all," and that Corrigan
is willing to "come to [the male's] house!" Moreover, the day before Corrigan's death, he stated
that "[he] would kick their ass ..." if the individual was willing to fight, and that Corrigan
intended on engaging in a future act of aggression in a confrontation with the male ("Next time
I'll film it for ya!!"). (Motion to Admit, Ex. 6). In Ransome, the court considered these types of
statements (i.e. to go jump on the defendant and indicating a desire to fight him) to be threats to
the defendant's physical safety. Thus, Corrigan's uncommunicated threats against Mr. Hall fall
squarely under I.R.E. 803(3) as evidence of Corrigan's then-existing intent to engage in a future
act of aggression in a confrontation with Mr. Hall.
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B. Introduction of this evidence would not be unfairly prejudicial
The State contends that Corrigan's Facebook statements should be excluded due to the
"danger of unfair prejudice from the jury concluding Mr. Corrigan 'got what he deserved'
because he engages in puffery on Facebook." (State's Response, p. 23). As discussed above,
Corrigan's statements were not merely "puffery," these statements amounted to threats to Mr.
Hall's physical safety.

VI.

Corrigan's Statements to Chris Search that he wanted to physically harm
Mr. Hall are properly admissible under the "state of mind" hearsay
exception I.R.E 803(3); and are properly admissible under I.R.E. 404(b) to
show Corrigan was the aggressor
A. An exception to the hearsay rule exists under Rule 803(3)

The State contends that Corrigan's uncommunicated threats against Mr. Hall made to
Chris Search, that he wanted to physically harm Mr. Hall each time Kandi Hall was tearful is
inadmissible hearsay. As previously noted, these uncommunicated threats fall squarely within
the state of mind exception under I.RE. 803(3), as evidence of Corrigan's then-existing intent to
engage in a future act of aggression in a confrontation with Mr. Hall. See Ransome, 342 N.C. at
851-52.
B. The evidence is properly admissible under I.RE. 404(b)
The State asserts that Corrigan's uncommunicated threats against Mr. Hall made to Chris
Search, would be improper character evidence under I.RE. 404(a)(2), 405(a). The State's
reliance on these evidentiary rules is misplaced. Corrigan's threats of causing physical harm to
Mr. Hall, which were communicated to Chris Search, are admissible pursuant to I.RE. 404(b).

See Custodio, 136 Idaho at 205 (noting that the "admissibility of evidence of prior bad act on the
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part of the victims for purpose other than to show that the victims acted in conformity therewith
is governed by Rule 404(b)").
Corrigan's threats of violence are relevant to establish Corrigan's state of mind, intent
and plan of causing physical harm to Mr. Hall, and shows that it is more probable that Corrigan
was the aggressor on March 11, 2011. See Sanders, 2011 WL 813454 at * 30-32 (finding that
victim's previous threats towards the defendant was relevant to show the victim's state of mind
and intention to kill the defendant); Ransome, 342 N.C. at 852 (concluding that victims'
uncommunicated threats against the defendant were relevant, as they tended to make the
existence of the fact that the victims were the aggressors more probable than it would without
the evidence).

VII.

Evidence that Corrigan bad a prescription for Adderall, was seeking
additional Adderall, and was under the influence of steroids is properly
admissible under I.R.E. 404(b) to show Corrigan was the aggressor

A. The evidence is relevant and properly admissible under Rule 404(b)

The State acknowledges that Corrigan had a prescription for Adderall, but asserts that a
prescription for Adderall does not make it more probable that Corrigan was the aggressor.
(State's Response, p. 25). Despite the State's position, medical evidence shows that the use of
the drug Adderall can cause frenzied, aggressive, and violent behavior. These are the same risks
associated with the use of steroids. (See Exhibit A, attached hereto and incorporated herein by
reference.)

Moreover, evidence that Corrigan was seeking additional Adderall from Kelly

Reiker and Michelle Hannah Goodwin Brook indicates that Corrigan was not only taking the
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drug Adderall, but that he was abusing the drug. Evidence of Corrigan's drug use, and the risks
associated with him using such drugs, would serve the purpose of demonstrating Corrigan's
frenzied state of mind and his intent of aggression and violence towards others under 404(b ), and
tends to show that it is more probable that Corrigan was the aggressor.
Moreover, Mr. Hall submits that this evidence is relevant to present the "complete story"
of events in this case as this evidence is "inextricably intertwined" with Corrigan's frenzied state
of mind and his intent of aggression and violence towards others. Accordingly, this evidence is
admissible under 404(b), and tends to show that is more probable that Corrigan was the
aggressor. See Blackstead, 126 Idaho 14; Cherry, 139 Idaho 579.

VIII.

Evidence that Corrigan engaged in a sexual affair with Brittany Mulford
the week prior to his death and continued the affair while urging Kandi
Hall to leave her husband is properly admissible under I.R.E. 404(b)

Mr. Hall also submits that Corrigan's sexual affairs with both Brittany Mulford and
Kandi Hall leading up to the time of his death is relevant to present the "complete story" of
events in this case as this evidence is "inextricably intertwined" with Corrigan's increasingly
frenzied, obsessive, and irrational behavior. Accordingly, this evidence is admissible pursuant to
Rule 404(b ), and tends to show that it is more probable that Corrigan was the aggressor. See
Cherry, 139 Idaho at 584.
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During the same time Corrigan was engaging in these sexual affairs, Corrigan threatened
to kill his family, threatened to physically harm Mr. Hall, was misusing and abusing drugs, and
according to Brittany Mulford engaged in violent sex with her, leaving him with bloody
knuckles observed by his wife when he returned home from Ohio, and by the pathologist during
the autopsy. There are no facts indicating that Corrigan intended to cease any of this behavior.
Ashlee Corrigan stated that Corrigan had become increasing angry the months prior to his death.
Corrigan's conduct towards Mr. Hall had escalated to the point where Corrigan went to Mr.
Hall's house to confront him, and Corrigan indicated that he intended to go to Mr. Hall's house
again to physically harm him (notably Corrigan made this statement the day before his death).
Corrigan took steroids pills only moments before he confronted Mr. Hall at Walgreens. Corrigan
was pressing Kandi to get a divorce from Mr. Hall, and a week before his death, he started a
sexual affair with Brittany Mulford. Accordingly, this evidence would provide the jury with a
more complete picture of Corrigan's increasingly frenzied, obsessive, and irrational behavior
prior to his confrontation with Mr. Hall on March 11, 2011, and tends to show that it is more
probable that Corrigan was the aggressor.
IX.

Evidence of Corrigan's habitual response of reacting in a threatening and
aggressive manner when upset and angry is properly admissible under
I.R.E. 406

The State argues that Mr. Hall has failed to establish that Corrigan had a habit of acting
threateningly and aggressively when upset or angry because "yell[ing] a few times is not a
'regular response to a repeated situation.' " According to the State, a proponent of habit evidence
must demonstrate that an individual "always" yelled when angry on numerous occasions.
(State's Response, p. 10).
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•

•

Despite the State's attempt at applying a more exacting standard, habit evidence does not
require an individual to "always" respond the same way, an individual is only required to display
a "regular response to a repeated situation." Hake v. DeLane, 117 Idaho 1058 (1990).
Nevertheless, the evidence in this case shows that Corrigan consistently reacted in a threatening
and aggressive manner on numerous occasions, despite the attempt to limit Corrigan's conduct
to a few instances of yelling:
•

•
•

•

•
•

On March 11, 2011, while at home with his family, Corrigan became upset and
angry, and upon leaving the house for Walgreens he screamed a threatening statement
towards his family ("I could kill all of you.").
Chris Search witnessed Corrigan move his feet and "chuck" a pen across a room after
becoming upset.
Chris Search witnessed Corrigan scratch his feet on the ground, clench his fists, and
lower his head while Corrigan explained his temperament and actions during a
confrontation at Mr. Hall's house.
Chris Search witnessed Corrigan make threatening statements when upset and angry
(i.e. Corrigan would mention wanting to hurt Mr. Hall each time Kandi Hall was
tearful).
Kandi witnessed Corrigan come to her house, get in Mr. Hall's face, and scratch his
feet on the ground "like a bull."
While traveling with Corrigan to Walgreens Kandi was speaking with Mr. Hall on her
cellular phone, Corrigan grabbed the phone and Kandi witnessed Corrigan make
threatening and aggressive statements to Mr. Hall ("I'll f*ing break your head").

•

Kandi witnessed Corrigan make threatening and aggressive statements to Mr. Hall
during the confrontation at Walgreens ("come on f*ing big guy, come on").

•

Kandi witnessed Corrigan scratching his feet on the ground and display threatening
and aggressive conduct (chest bumping, pushing with both hands, and swaying)
during the confrontation at Walgreens.

Thus, the facts in this case demonstrate Corrigan had a habit of reacting in a threatening
and aggressive manner when upset or angry. Dietz v. State, 123 S.W.3d 528 (Tex. App. - San
Antonio 2003) (holding that victim's habitual response of violence and aggression during
arguments was admissible pursuant to Texas Rule of Evidence 406). Kandi Hall and Chris
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Search are both knowledgeable of Corrigan's habit of reacting in a threatening and aggressive
manner when he became upset or angry and their testimony could serve in establishing the
existence of this particular habit. State v. Rodriguez, 118 Idaho 948,951 (Ct. App. 1990) (noting
that "[t]he existence of a personal habit may be established by a knowledgeable witness'
testimony that there was such a habit."). Both individuals worked with Corrigan, and Kandi and
Corrigan were engaged in a sexual affair for over half a year.
The State contends that not every interaction between Corrigan and Mr. Hall involved
expressed animus, and with the exception of March 11, 2011, the State suggests not a single
interaction of violence occurred. (State's Response, pp. 10-11 ). The State appears to confuse the
"situation" element of Corrigan's habit by suggesting that not every interaction between
Corrigan and Mr. Hall involved express animus. Even though Mr. Hall was frequently the
subject of Corrigan's threats and aggression, he was not the cause of Corrigan's reaction.
Corrigan had a habitual reaction of threatening and aggressive conduct when he became upset or
angry. While Corrigan may not have made an express threat to kill Mr. Hall, there were certainly

threats made by Corrigan against Mr. Hall's physical safety prior to March 11, 2011 (i.e.
Corrigan's Facebook statements and his comments to Chris Search stating he wanted to hurt Mr.
Hall). Moreover, the facts demonstrate the Corrigan did act aggressively toward Mr. Hall prior to
March 11, 2011. However, Corrigan's habit does not depend on Mr. Hall proving Corrigan was
"violent," nor is Mr. Hall required to prove that Corrigan interacted in a violent manner with Mr.
Hall to demonstrate Corrigan's habit.
The proffered habit evidence is relevant for purposes of proving that Corrigan reacted in
a threatening and aggressive manner on the night of March 11, 2011. Therefore, Corrigan' s
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habitual response of reacting in a threatening manner is properly admissible pursuant to I.RE.
406.

CONCLUSION
For the reasons set forth above, Mr. Hall respectfully requests that this Court grant
Defendant's Motion to Admit Evidence and admit the proffered evidence.
DATED this

9-il day of 1-"0:;:7

,2012.

By~
ROBERTR. CHASTAIN

Attorney for Defe·n'dant

(

/<YJ&Jr/lK)
•

By

/ DEBORAH N. KRISTAL
Attorney for Defendant

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

9tf::

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the
day of
, 2012, I caused a
true and correct copy of the foregoing to be served, by the method s) as · clicated, upon:
o
•
o

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Federal Express

oFh~
DEBORAHN. KRISTAL
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EXHIBIT A
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PABLO STEWART, M.D.
Psychiatric Consultant
824 Ashbury Street
San Francisco, CA 94117
415 753 0321
Fax 753-5479
E Mail pab4emi@aol.com

April 3, 2012
Robert R. Chastain & Deborah N. Kristal
Attorneys At Law
300 W. Main, Suite 158
Boise, Idaho 83 702
Re:

State of Idaho v. Robert Hall
CRFE 2011-3976

Dear Mr. Chastain & Ms. Kristal,
Per your request, I reviewed the following documents related to this matter:
• Motion and Memorandum of Law in Support of the Defendant's Motion to Admit
Various Items of Evidence
• AIT Lab Analysis (State's Laboratory)
• Sterling Lab analysis Report (Defense's Laboratory)
• Copy of Victim's Letter to his wife
• The victim's Patient Profile Report from the Idaho State Board of Pharmacy
I reviewed these documents to determine if, in my opinion, there exists a connection
between the victim's drug use and the behavior exhibited by the victim leading up to and
including March 11, 2011.

In preparing this report I had the benefit of evaluating two separate drug
toxicologies that were obtained shortly after the victim's death. AIT Laboratories
conducted an analysis on both the victim· s blood and urine. These samples were
collecting the day after the victim's death. The notable findings from these tests were a
negative result for anabolic steroids in the victim's blood but a positive result for
amphetamine in the victim's urine. A likely source of this urinary amphetamine was the
victim's prescription for the generic form of Adderall, a medication that is used in the
treatment of Attention Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder (AD/HD.) Another possible source
of the Adderall was the fact that the victim was seeking to obtain this drug from Kelly
Reiker and Michelle Hannah Goodwin Brook. Sterling Reference Laboratories
conducted an analysis on the victim's urine. As with AIT Laboratories, the urine sample
was obtained from the victim the day after his death. The Sterling Laboratory found the
presence of steroids in the victim's urine. There is evidence that the victim was taking
illegal steroids and had even taken these drugs just prior to his confrontation with Mr.
Hall. A confirmation test was performed on the urine and the steroids were found to be
Dianabol and Stanozolol. These two drugs are both anabolic steroids that are often used

1
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•
in combination by body builders. Of note, the Sterling Laboratory did not check for the
presence of amphetamines in the urine.
In the Motion and Memorandum of Law in Support of the Defendant's Motion to
Admit Various Items of Evidence you describe numerous examples of the victim's
irrational, aggressive and impulsive behavior. The victim's wife reported to the police
that the victim had become more and more aggressive over the proceeding months. On
the day of his death, the victim screamed a threatening statement directed at his wife and
children to the effect "I could kill all of you." Also on the day of his death, the victim,
while travelling with Kandi Hall, grabbed her cell phone while she was speaking with her
husband and made a threatening statement directed at Mr. Hall, ''I'll f*ing break your
head." The victim made another threatening statement to Mr. Hall during their
confrontation at Walgreen's that same day enticing Mr. Hall to fight, "come on f*ing big
guy, come on." Also, Kandi Hall observed the victim shoving Mr. Hall in the chest with
both hands, swaying, scratching his feet on the ground, and verbally enticing Mr. Hall to
hit him when he confronted Mr. Hall at Walgreen's. There was also evidence presented
that the victim exhibited this type of behavior in the weeks and months prior to March 11,
2011.
The victim's behavior in the time leading up to and including March 11, 2011 is
absolutely consistent with that of an individual who is experiencing the negative
psychiatric consequences of amphetamine and anabolic steroid use. Either one of these
substances is capable of producing such aberrant behavior.
Amphetamine carries the same side effect profile as methamphetamine,
commop.ly referred to as speed or crank. These drugs are classified as psychostimulants
in that they cause the user to experience an intense "high" or euphoria where everything
is accelerated. These drugs routinely result in the user becoming agitated and aggressive
while being subjected to extreme swings in mood. Users of psychostimulants also
commonly become psychotic, that is, experience thoughts and feelings that are not based
in reality. A review of the email letter the victim sent to his wife on July 15, 2010 reveals
the presence of delusional thought content consistent with his·being psychotic. This
opinion is bolstered by the fact that the victim's family adamantly rejects the allegations
made in this letter. Also, amphetamines are routinely detectable in the urine for 48-72
hours after last ingestion. This means the victim ingested amphetamines at least by
March 8, 2011. The relatively high concentration of amphetamine in his urine, 2507
ng/ml, suggests that the victim used this drug rather close to the time of his death.
Anabolic steroids of the type that were found in the victim's urine at the time of
his death are notorious for causing the type of behavior that is ascribed to the victim.
Studies of athletes who used these types of steroids demonstrated that at least 22%
displayed manic, hypomanic or depressive symptoms v. ith half of them developing
psychotic symptoms. The depressive symptoms associated with anabolic steroid use are
described as mood-dysphoric or irritable in nature. They include feelings such as
irritability, mood swings, increasingly violent thoughts and increased hostility. Finally,
anabolic steroids also cause cognitive impairments in their users. These impairments
1

2
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include distractibility, forgetfulness and confusion. Of note, the results from an analysis
of the blood of the victim performed by AIT Laboratories was negative for the presence
of anabolic steroids whereas the urine tested by the Sterling Laboratory was positive for
the presence of these drugs. This apparent discrepancy is easily explained by the fact that
the liver rapidly metabolizes anabolic steroids and as such they are rarely detectable in a
blood sample. The two steroids that were found in the victim's urine, Dianabol and
Stanozolol can be detected in the urine for up to four and ten days respectively. Finally,
the results of urine sample were confirmed by two separate methods of analysis, Gas
Chromatography and Mass Spectrometry. The accuracy of these instrumental methods of
analysis eliminates the possibility of there being a false positive result.
lt is my opinion, which I hold to a reasonable degree of medical certainty, that:

• At the time of his death, the victim had recently ingested amphetamines and the
•

anabolic steroids Dianabol and Stanozolol.
The behavior and mental state attributed to the victim in the weeks and months
leading up to and including March 11, 2011 was in large part due to the negative
psychiatric effects of amphetamines, Dianabol and Stanozolol.

I am available to further discuss the basis of my opinions to the Court if
requested.
Yours truly,

PuU~
Pablo Stewart, M.D.

3
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LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General
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CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
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PAUL R. PANTHER
Chief, Deputy Attorney General
Criminal Law Division

DEPUTY

MELISSA MOODY ISB#6027
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083 ·
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.
______________
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)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
THIRTY-NINTH ADDENDUM
TO DISCOVERY
FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL

COMES NOW, Melissa Moody, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho, and
makes the following Thirty-Ninth Addendum to the previous Response to Discovery
pursuant to Rule 16:
16(b) Disclosure pursuant to written request by Defendant:
(4)
BATES#
4926

Documents and Tangible Objects:
DOCUMENT/ DESCRIPTION
Email from Det. Jim Miller on
May 8, 2012 regarding a
recorded conversation with Tina
Lax

AUTHOR/
AGENCY
Det. Jim Miller

DATE
5/8/12

THIRTY-NINTH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 1

NO.OF
PAGES
1
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•
Compact disc containing audio
of recorded telephone
conversation between Det. Jim
Miller and Tina Lax on May 8,
2012
Compact disc containing jail
phone calls made by Robert
Hall from March 1 through
March 31, 2012 including audio
file list
Compact disc containing jail
phone calls made by Robert
Hall from April 1 through April
30, 2012 including audio file list
Compact disc containing jail
phone calls made by Robert
Hall from May 1 through
May 7, 2012 including
audio file list

4927

4928

4929

4930

(6) Witnesses:

Det. Jim Miller

5/8/12

1 CD

Julie McKay
Ada County Jail

Rec'd
5/8/12

1 CD

Julie McKay
Ada County Jail

Rec'd
5/8/12

1 CD

Julie McKay
Ada County Jail

Rec'd
5/8/12

1 CD

Any witness who testified at grand jury and/or named in

attached reports including, but not limited to, those listed below. Any witness named or
called to testify by defense or included on the defense witness list.

Name
Ames, Linda

Address/Contact Information
37629 28m St. E.
Palmdale, CA 93550

DATED this_!_ day of May 2012.

MELISSA MOODY
Deputy Attorney General
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(HALL), Page 2
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this

q,mday of May 2012,

I caused to be served a

true and correct copy of the foregoing Thirty-Ninth Addendum to Discovery for Conflict
Counsel to:
Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

L
_
_

Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

£
_

U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
Electronic Mail (Email)
U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

~~

Rosean Newman, Legal Secretary
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(HALL), Page 3
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PAUL PANTHER
Deputy Attorney General
Chief, Criminal Law Division
MELISSA MOODY ISB#6027
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-001 O
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant,

______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
MOTION TO REVOKE PHONE
PRIVILEGES BASED UPON
VIOLATION OF NO CONTACT
ORDER

COMES NOW, Melissa Moody, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho, and
moves to revoke Mr. Hall's phone privileges in the Ada County jail.
This motion is based upon the fact that Mr. Hall continues to violate the No Contact
Order put in place by this Court on April 8, 2011, and underscored by this Court's April 29,
2011 Order. Mr. Hall has been repeatedly admonished by the Court not to have contact
with Kandi Hall, a witness in this case. The Court has been clear that this prohibition on
contact includes third-party contact.

MOTION TO REVOKE PHONE PRIVILEGES BASED UPON VIOLATION
OF NO CONTACT ORDER (HALL), Page 1
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On May 6, 2012, in a phone call recorded by the Ada County jail, and transcribed
(unofficially) by administrative staff in the Attorney General's Office, 1 Mr. Hall violates the
Court's order prohibiting third party contact with Kandi Hall.
Mr. Hall tells his oldest daughter to tell Kandi Hall that he misses her. This is a
direct violation of the Court's order. This violation should be read in the context of the
entire conversation, which - while not containing such blatant violations - contains
troubling aspects in light of the Court's order.
Mr. Hall has not respected the letter or the spirit of the Court's order and, as the
time for trial approaches, Mr. Hall persists in his refusal to comply with the prohibition on
witness contact and message delivery. The State is concerned, for reasons expressed in
its April 27, 2012 motion, filed under seal, that these violations could impact Kandi Hall's
testimony.
For the above stated reasons, it is requested that Mr. Hall's phone privileges be
revoked entirely. It is requested that this matter be set for hearing at the Court's earliest
convenience.
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITIED this 1oth day of May 2012.

MELISSA MOODY
Deputy Attorney General

1

The unofficial transcript is attached.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 1oth day of May 2012, I caused to be served a
true and correct copy of the foregoing Motion to Revoke Phone Privileges Based Upon
Violation of No Contact Order
to:

Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

2L_ U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid

Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728

x_ U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid

_

_

Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

MOTION TO REVOKE PHONE PRIVILEGES BASED UPON VIOLATION
OF NO CONTACT ORDER (HALL), Page 3
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Telephone Call between Rob Hall and Hannah Hall
Date of Phone Call: May 6, 2012 at 16:52
Case Name: Robert Hall
Transcribed By: Deborah Forgy

RH = Robert Hall
HH = Hannah Hall

(Introduction by Telemate Long Distance Operator)

HH:

Hi dad.

RH:

Hi babe.

HH:

What's up?

RH:

Nothing. What are you doing?

HH:

Lying on the couch about to pass out.

RH:

Why?

HH:

I'm so tired.

RH:

Oh. I just (inaudible) wanted to call and say hi.

HH:

Hi.

RH:

How's Hailey doing? Is she home?

HH:

Uh she's over, she's over at (inaudible).

RH:

Oh.

HH:

Yeah. And then morn went to church. I was going to go with her but I am too
tired. I would fall asleep.

RH:

Oh.

HH:

Uhm we're having chicken tonight and I just marinated that and put it in the oven.

RH:

Yeah. Sounds really good.

HH:

Yeah.

RH:

Just been really having a hard time the last couple of days, really missing mom.

Page 1 of 6
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Telephone Call between Rob Hall and Hannah Hall
Date of Phone Call: May 6, 2012 at 16:52
Case Name: Robert Hall
Transcribed By: Deborah Forgy

HH:

I know (inaudible).

RH:

I just, I told Nanny it's just hard when I, you know, I just go through ups and
downs and really somebody as long as I've been with mom it's hard not to be able
to talk to them.

HH:

I'm just glad you're wanting to talk to her 'cause she's been dying to talk to you.

RH:

I'm dying to talk to her, so bad.

HH:

She's really scared. She's (inaudible) ...

RH:

Huh?

HH:

She's scared that you won't want to be with her anymore.

RH:

Oh. It hurts but tell her I miss her. I miss my family. I miss you and your sister
and her.

HH:

I know.

RH:

God.

HH:

She just wants to be with you and she told me, she goes I just hope your dad wants
to be with me.

RH:

I do.

HH:

I hope.

RH:

I have my ups and downs but the hardest (inaudible) just be haven't been able to
talk about it and we just, we need to work on it and ...

HH:

I know.

RH:

Ijust. ..

HH:

She's willing.

RH:

I just miss being at home.

HH:

Iknow.

RH:

I just, I miss our family so bad (inaudible) ...
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Telephone Call between Rob Hall and Hannah Hall
Date of Phone Call: May 6, 2012 at 16:52
Case Name: Robert Hall
Transcribed By: Deborah Forgy

HH:

I know, I know, I know.

RH:

Every night I think ofmy family. Just being able to (inaudible) ...

HH:

You're going to be home. Two months, two months (inaudible) two more months.

RH:

Three, before my (inaudible) ...

HH:

Oh. I think three. I think you're (inaudible).

RH:

I just miss those salmon family dinners and just the conversations that we've had.

HH:

I know.

RH:

I really miss you (inaudible).

HH:

I love you dad.

RH:

I love you so much Hannah (inaudible). It just kills me to not be there to see you
graduate.

HH:

Dad it's fine.

RH:

It's not (inaudible).

HH:

Don't worry. I know, I know, I know. And you know (inaudible) but ...

RH:

I spent my whole life, I remember taking you to kiddiegarten and thinking some
day you'd graduate. I couldn't imagine that day coming.

HH:

I know.

RH:

(Inaudible) don't get to see it.

HH:

I know dad.

RH:

It's just not fair.

HH:

We got the security system installed.

RH:

Do you like it?

HH:

Yeah I like it. Whenever a door open because I was, it goes beep-beep-beep,
garage door open. And then I go, I go thank you Lola because it's like a girl's
v01ce.
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Telephone Call between Rob Hall and Hannah Hall
Date of Phone Call: May 6, 2012 at 16:52
Case Name: Robert Hall
Transcribed By: Deborah Forgy

RH:

Yeah.

HH:

So it's like I'm talking, it's funny.

RH:

Do you uh, do you have a remote control to the house without (inaudible)?

HH:

Yeah, yeah. I have a key. I'm like (inaudible) mom has a key on her key chain
and it's like, it's like the thing to unlock your car but it's for the house.

RH:

Does, open the, unlock the door?

HH:

Oh I don't know. I don't think so because they didn't put anything on the locks.

RH:

Oh. That's what I was wondering how that was happening because Hailey said it
unlocked the door.

HH:

Oh no. It, it like alarms the doors.

RH:

Oh. Well I wish I was there to see it.

HH:

You will soon. It's not going anywhere.

RH:

Yeah. I got your, I got your letter.

HH:

Yay.

RH:

I love the picture you sent me of me and you.

HH:

Oh I'm glad.

RH:

If you could send me some more I'd appreciate it.

HH:

I am. I'm sending my prom pictures.

RH:

But I mean if you've got anymore pictures of me and you.

HH:

Oh okay, I'll send more.

RH:

Yeah. So ...

HH:

Oh my (inaudible). What are you (inaudible) today?

RH:

Nothing. Just really sad. I talked to Nanny like, I called her like three times.
(Inaudible).

HH:

I know.
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Telephone Call between Rob Hall and Hannah Hall
Date of Phone Call: May 6, 2012 at 16:52
Case Name: Robert Hall
Transcribed By: Deborah Forgy

RH:

I want to see ifl could find a, remember that, I don't know, did you send me that
X-men book?

HH:

No. Uh (inaudible) and Jean did or something.

RH:

Maybe (inaudible). But anyway it was like a about the X-men movies and stuff. I
was wondering if they had one out about the avengers yet.

HH:

Oh I'll look.

RH:

Yeah. When are they coming back to fix the Internet?

HH:

Uh they're going to come back something this week, they're going to have to.
Mom's getting tired and she's going to fight (inaudible) ...

RH:

Hey, hold on for a second, I'm going to have to blow my nose.

HH:

Okay.

RH:

Hi.

HH:

Hi.

RH:

I guess the moon was really big last night huh.

HH:

Yeah.

RH:

The Avengers made a lot of money.

HH:

What?

RH:

The Avengers was the biggest opening of a movie ever.

HH:

The Avengers was?

RH:

Yeah.

HH:

Geez.

RH:

Yeah. I mean that's big. Bigger than Titanic and Star Wars.

HH:

Yeah.

RH:

Biggest ever.
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Telephone Call between Rob Hall and Hannah Hall
Date of Phone Call: May 6, 2012 at 16:52
Case Name: Robert Hall
Transcribed By: Deborah Forgy

HH:

•

Well it makes sense because there's a bunch of, what's it called, super heroes so I
mean ...

RH:

Yeah. That's good though because that means they'll make a lot more of those.

HH:

Yeah, exactly. So and then the next one hopefully they'll have X-men and then
what's ever X-men, Spiderman?

RH:

Yeah.

HH:

That'll be cool.

RH:

Hannah I really, really miss you guys.

HH:

I really, really miss you too dad. I (inaudible) I miss my daddy.

RH:

I know. Well you make sure to give everybody a big kiss and hug for me.

HH:

Of course.

RH:

(Inaudible) ...

HH:

I will do that. I love you too daddy. I'll talk to you tomorrow?

RH:

Okay.

HH:

I love you.

RH:

I love you.

HH:

And have a good night, okay.

RH:

Okay, you too.

HH:

Okay, bye-bye.

RH:

Bye.
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.
______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
FORTIETH ADDENDUM
TO DISCOVERY
FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL

COMES NOW, Melissa Moody, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho, and
makes the following Fortieth Addendum to the previous Response to Discovery pursuant
to Rule 16:
16(b) Disclosure pursuant to written request by Defendant:
(4)
BATES#
4931

Documents and Tangible Objects:
DOCUMENT/ DESCRIPTION
Email from Det. Jim Miller
regarding an interview with
Faron Hawkins on May 8, 2012

AUTHOR/
AGENCY
Det. Jim Miller

DATE
5/9/12

NO.OF
PAGES
1

'
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•
4932

4933

4934

4935

4936

4937

4938

4939

Email from Det. Jim Miller
regarding a recorded voice
message he left for Linda Ames
on May 9, 2012
Email from Det. Jim Miller
regarding a recorded phone
conversation with Ron
Schwenkler on May 9, 2012
Email from Det. Jim Miller
regarding a recorded phone
conversation when Linda Ames
returned his phone call on May
9,2012
Email from Det. Jim Miller
regarding a recorded phone
conversation with Chris Belarski
on May 9, 2012
Email from Det. Jim Miller
regarding Ron Schwenkler's
resume
Resume for Ron Schwenkler,
received from Det. Jim Miller via
email on May 10, 2012
Compact disc containing audio
of interview with Faron Hawkins
at the Ada County Jail on May
8, 2012 by Det. Jim Miller
Compact disc containing
recorded phone interviews:
Chris Belarski 5-9-12;
Linda Ames 5-9-12 (2)
Ron Schwenkler 5-10-12

e
Det. Jim Miller

5/9/12

1

Det. Jim Miller

5/9/12

1

Det. Jim Miller

5/9/12

1

Det. ~lim Miller

5/9/12

1

Det. Jim Miller

5/10/12

1

Det. Jim Miller

5/10/12

1

Det. ~lim Miller

5/8/12

1 CD

Det. Jim Miller

5/9/12
to
5/10/12

1 CD
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(HALL), Page 2
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•
(6) Witnesses:

Any witness who testified at grand jury and/or named in

attached reports including, but not limited to, those listed below. Any witness named or
called to testify by defense or included on the defense witness list.
Name

Address/Contact Information
5427 N. Fox Run Way
Meridian, ID 83642
Greenbrier Academy
West Virqinia

Belarski, Chris
Schwenkler, Ron
DATED this

J!.... day of May 2012.
MELISSA MOODY
Deputy Attorney General

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CER1"1FY that on this

.LL day of May 2012, I caused to be served a

true and correct copy of the foregoing Fortieth Addendum to Discovery for Conflict
Counsel to:
Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

--4- U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
_
_

Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728

Fax 345-1836

X_
_

Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
Electronic Mail (Email)
U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail

Facsimile
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant,

______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
MOTION TO ADMIT DEFENDANT'S
BLOOD ALCOHOL CONTENT AND
OTHER LABORATORY RESULTS
(SUBMITTED UNDER SEAL)

COMES NOW, Melissa Moody, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho, and
hereby files this motion requesting admission of evidence of Defendant Robert Hall's blood
alcohol content and other laboratory results revealing what substances were in
Defendant's system when he shot and killed Emmett Corrigan. The state also requests
that Gary Dawson, PhD, be allowed to testify regarding the effects that alcohol and other
controlled substances may have on an individual's physical, emotional, and cognitive
functioning.

MOTION TO ADMIT DEFENDANT'S BLOOD ALCOHOL CONTENT AND OTHER
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I. BACKGROUND
On March 11, 2011, Defendant shot and killed Emmett Corrigan. Defendant was
also shot in the head, which the state believes was self-inflicted.

Due to Defendant's

injury, he was transported to Saint Alphonsus Regional Medical Center where hospital
staff collected a urine sample and drew blood. The samples were subsequently tested to
ascertain Defendant's blood alcohol content and to determine what drugs, if any, were in
Defendant's system.

(Exhibit 1 (4/17/2012 Report of Interview of Tony Brownlee

conducted by Scott Smith).)

These specimen collections and testing were performed

pursuant to hospital policy for trauma patients taken to Saint Alphonsus. (Id.) The test
results revealed Defendant had a Blood Alcohol Content ("BAC") level of .06 and he tested
positive for the following drugs: amphetamine, benzodiazepine, and opiates. (Exhibit 2.)

II. ARGUMENT
Evidence of Defendant's BAC level and the type of drugs in his system when he
shot and killed Emmett Corrigan is admissible because it is relevant to Defendant's
physical, emotional and cognitive functioning at the time of the murder, which includes
Defendant's ability to perceive events immediately surrounding the murder. See State v.
Holm, 93 Idaho 904, 909, 478 P.2d 284, 289 (1970) ("A witness's ability to perceive bears
a direct relationship to the accuracy and truthfulness of his testimony.

Any sensory

defects or other factors which are related to the ability to perceive are questions of fact
which are for the exclusive determination of the jury."); see also People v. Jones, 2010 WL
46908 *2 (Mich. App. 2010) ("An eyewitness's drug use and/or intoxication that is
contemporaneous with the events he witnessed is relevant on cross-examination as it
bears on his ability to recall events accurately.") (citation omitted); Pearce v.
MO"rlON TO ADMIT DEFENDANT'S BLOOD ALCOHOL CONTENT AND OTHER
LABORATORY RESULTS (SUBMITTED UNDER SEAL), Page 2
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Commonwealth, 669 S.E.2d 384

,Ya. Ct. App. 2008) ("Any evidence which would tend to

convince the jury that the witness's perception, memory, or narration is defective is
relevant for purposes of impeachment.

[Thus,] the testimony of a witness may be

impeached by a showing that he was intoxicated at the time of the occurrence of events
about which he testified.") (citations and quotations omitted); State v. Lealao, 196 P.3d
323, 2008 WL 4991409 *1 (Hawai'i App. 2008) (holding that given the dispute in the
perception of what happened during the charged assault, the defendant's "degree of
intoxication" was "relevant because it tend[ed] to show [his] perception of the events was
altered due to alcohol intoxication" and noting "[t]he jury could determine the credibility and
weight to give to [the defendant's] testimony in part based on the degree of his
intoxication") (citing State v. Pond, 193 P.3d 368 (Hawaii 2008) (unpublished).)
The connection between Defendant's functioning and the presence of alcohol and
controlled substances in his body will be established by Dr. Dawson, a pharmacologist
who is an expert in pharmacology and toxicology.

Dr. Dawson's curriculum vitae is

attached for the Court's review. (Exhibit 3.)
Defendant may argue his test results are inadmissible because the hospital records
indicate, on their face, that "[s]pecimen analysis was performed without chain of custody ..
. . Unconfirmed screening results should be used for medical purposes only and not for
any legal or employment evaluative purposes." (Exhibit 2.) This type of argument has
been rejected by both the Idaho Supreme Court and the Idaho Court of Appeals and
should be rejected by this Court.
In Dachlet v. State, 136 Idaho 752, 756, 40 P.3d 110, 114 (2002), the Idaho
Supreme Court explained the legal standards applicable to establishing chain of custody:
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Ordinarily, the party offering an exhibit establishes its chain of
custody in order to create a presumption that it was not materially altered. If
the chain of custody has been broken, however, the party can still rely upon
other evidence to show a lack of material alteration. The defendant carries
the burden of establishing that the evidence was tampered or meddled with
in order to overcome the presumption that the integrity of the evidence has
not been disturbed. The standard for admissibility of evidence is whether
the district court can determine, in all reasonable probability, the proffered
exhibit has not been changed in any material respect. Mere speculation that
the evidence was mishandled or tampered with is insufficient to establish a
break in chain of custody. Generally, in laying a proper foundation for the
admission of test results of a blood sample the practicalities of proof do not
require the prosecution to negate all possibilities of substitution or tampering.
(Citations and quotations omitted.) 1
Applying these standards in Dachlet, the Court upheld the admissibility of the
decedent's blood alcohol results, rejecting a claim that the chain of custody was
inadequate. The chain of custody at issue involved the transfer of the sample from the
mortician to the hospital for testing.

136 Idaho at 756, 40 P.3d at 114. Although the

mortician could not recall "to whom he had turned the blood sample over, ... he was sure
it was either law enforcement or the coroner."

kl

The Sheriff testified that he was present

when the sample was drawn, placed the sample in a "locked box in a refrigerator," and
"eventually" took it to St. Alphonsus Regional Medical Center ("SARMC").

kl

The coroner

also testified "that the habit, routine, and custom with respect to blood samples was for the
coroner, or his designee, to take the sample to SARMC."

kl

The Idaho Supreme Court

found "that the chain of custody was sufficiently established through the testimony" and
there was nothing to "establish[ ] that the evidence was tampered with in a manner that
would alter the integrity of the evidence." 136 Idaho at 756-757, 40 P.3d at 114-115. The

1

The state also notes that "[p]roof of the chain of custody is a means by which identity of an exhibit may be
established and by which the standard of admissibility can be satisfied, it is not, of itself, a separate requisite
for admissibility." State v. Gilpin, 132 Idaho 643, 647, 977 P.2d 905, 909 (Ct. App. 1999) (citing State v.
Campbell, 104 Idaho 705,715,662 P.2d 1149, 1159 (Ct. App. 1983)).
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Court further noted: "the evidence calling the integrity of the evidence into question goes
to the weight of the evidence, as opposed to the admissibility."

kl at 757, 40 P.3d at 115.

The Idaho Court of Appeals reached the same conclusion in State v. Gilpin, 132
Idaho 643, 977 P.2d 905 (Ct. App. 1999). Gilpin was taken to St. Alphonsus following a
car accident.

kl at 644,

977 P.2d at 906. "Upon her admittance to the emergency room,

Gilpin was given a pseudo-identity, which assigned her the name 'Unknown Fulton' and
described her as a ninety-four-year-old male" even though she was a 25-year-old female.

kl

"Gilpin was also assigned a patient identification number (PIN) 2030021 and a medical

record number (MRN) 00300880, which were on bands placed around each wrist."

kl

"Following standard protocol in treating a trauma patient, hospital personnel drew blood
from Gilpin and sent it to the hospital laboratory for testing. The test results indicated that
Unknown Fulton, with PIN 2030021 and MRN 00300880, had a blood alcohol level of .22."

In rejecting Gilpin's claim that the evidence of her BAC test results were
inadmissible due to an inadequate chain of custody, the Idaho Court of Appeals recited the
same standards articulated by the Court in Dachlet, and concluded:
Gilpin presents us with no reason to believe hospital procedures were
not followed in this case. Gilpin was assigned an identity, with a PIN and
MRN. Gilpin's PIN and MRN are present on records which identify her by
her real name and are also present on the lab reports that indicate her blood
alcohol level was .22. The PIN and MRN assigned to Gilpin, and found in
the medical records and test results, are the most reliable evidence which
shows that the blood sample which tested for high levels of alcohol belonged
to Gilpin.
We are satisfied that the state has carried its burden of showing the
blood samples belonged to Gilpin. Gilpin has failed to offer any evidence of
tampering or mishandling. Therefore, we conclude the district court did not
abuse its discretion when it denied Gilpin's motion to suppress the blood test
results.
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Gilpin, 132 Idaho at 649, 977 P.2d at 911.
As in Gilpin, there is no reason to believe hospital procedures were not followed in
this case. If necessary, Tony Brownlee, the Risk Management Manager at St. Alphonsus,
or another designated employee, can explain that the following procedure takes place in
the case of a gunshot wound victim such as Defendant:
1. A "tech" or nurse in the emergency department would obtain urine and blood
samples to test for common drugs of abuse and blood alcohol content;
2. When the samples are collected, hospital protocol requires the tech or nurse obtain
at least two (2) identifying features from the patient, normally the patient's name
and date of birth. If the patient is unable to verbally provide this information, the
name and date of birth of the patient is obtained from the patient information band;
3. A sheet of stickers is prepared that also contains the patient's information. The
nurse or tech, will verify that the identifying information on the sticker is the same as
that provided by the patient or contained on the patient's information band;
4. When the blood and urine samples are collected, a sticker with the patient's
identifying information is placed on the specimen;
5. The specimens are "double-bagged" and sealed and sent to the lab for analysis;
6. The specimens are either hand-delivered to the lab or sent through a pneumatic
tube;
7. The specimens will also receive a second "Sunquest" label in either the emergency
room or the lab, which contain a barcode, patient name, date of birth and medical
record number;
8. Once a sample arrives in the lab, it is placed on the automation line by a central
processing tech;
MOTION TO ADMIT DEFENDANT'S BLOOD ALCOHOL CONTENT AND o·rHER
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9. When the automation line receives the sample, the cap is removed, the sample is
spun, and moved to an instrument for testing, which instrument scans the bar code
on the label;
10. Once testing is complete, the results are automatically entered into the computer
system and referenced back to the medical records number from the barcode;
11. Test results are reported either personally or via a "digital interface system;"
12. The sample is returned to the "stockyard" where it remains for a period of time as
required by hospital policy.
(Exhibit 2.)
There is no reason to believe the samples collected from Defendant did not comply
with hospital procedure. Defendant's test results reflect Defendant's name, date of birth,
account number, and admission date, all of which is consistent with Defendant's other
medical records and with other evidence in this case. (Exhibit 2.) The testing procedures
and record keeping at St. Alphonsus demonstrate that, despite the disclaimer on the
bottom of Defendant's lab results regarding "chain of custody," the state can easily satisfy
its burden of establishing adequate foundation for the admission of Defendant's test
results. See Dachlet, supra; Gilpin, supra; see also Sullivan v. Municipality of Anchorage,
577 P.2d 1070, 1073 (Alaska 1978) ("This test was ordered for medical reasons and it is
reasonable to assume that hospital staff members are competent in the performance of
their duties. Crucial life and death decisions are often made in hospitals on the basis of
this presumption. We do not believe there is anything to gain by requiring a mechanistic
parade of witnesses to ensure that the possibility of error or tampering is precluded
beyond any doubt.") (cited with approval in Gilpin at 647-648, 977 P.2d at 909-910).
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Even if Defendant could present some evidence of material alteration or tampering
of his blood and urine specimens, such would not be sufficient to exclude the evidence,
but would only go to the weight of the evidence. Dachlet 136 Idaho at 757, 40 P.3d at
115.
Because Defendant's lab results are relevant and because the state can satisfy the
foundational requirements for admission of the test results, the State asks that it be
allowed to introduce evidence (1) that Defendant had a BAC of .06 and that he tested
positive for amphetamine, benzodiazepine, and opiates, and (2) expert testimony
regarding the connection between those substances and Defendant's functioning at the
time of the murder.

Ill. CONCLUSION
The State respectfully requests that it be allowed to introduce evidence of
Defendant's blood alcohol content on the night of the murder and evidence that Defendant
had other controlled substances in his system on that night along with expert testimony
explaining how the substances Defendant consumed prior to the murder impacted his
functioning.
The State requests this matter be heard at the motion hearing scheduled on June
29, 2012.
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this

.f!_ day of May 2012.

MELISSA MOODY
Deputy Attorney General
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this !!/_day of May 2012, I caused to be served a true
and correct copy of the foregoing Motion to Admit Defendant's Blood Alcohol Content and
Other Laboratory Results to:

Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

.li_ U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid

Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728

}(_ U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
_
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

_

Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
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EXHIBIT 1
000649

MEMORANDUM

TO:

2011-005

FROM:

Scott W. Smith

SUBJECT:

HALL, Robert Dean;
Victim: Emmett Michael Corrigan
Murder in the First Degree, I.C. 18-4001, 02, 03;
Use of a Deadly Weapon During Commission
of a Crime, Felony, I.C. 19-2520;
Ada County

DATE:

April 17, 2012

CC:

DAG Moody, Meridian PD

On 4/13/12, telephone contact was made with Tony Brownlee, (208) 367-6818,
Risk Management Manger, Saint Alphonsus Regional Medical Center, Boise, Idaho.
Brownlee was questioned regarding the policy and procedures for non-legal blood
draws and urine samples taken from patients at Saint Alphonsus.
Brownlee was advised that this inquiry regarded a patient that was brought to the
ER for treatment of a gunshot wound. Brownlee stated that in the case of a gunshot
wound victim, Saint Alphonsus' trauma procedures would have been followed which
include a blood draw for toxicology screening for common drugs of abuse and a urine
sample for blood alcohol content. Brownlee stated that a "tech" or nurse in the
emergency department would be the normal person who would obtain these samples.
He also stated that the urine sample is used to screen for drugs of abuse and the blood
is used to determine blood alcohol content (BAC). He stated that the drug test screen is
qualitative only; revealing only a positive or negative result.
Brownlee went on to advise that when the tech or nurse obtains the urine or
blood sample(s), hospital protocol requires that they obtain at least two (2) identifying
features from the patient; normally the patient's name and date of birth. If the patient is
unable to verbally provide this information, the name and date of birth of the patient is
obtained from the patient information band. Brownlee said that a sheet of stickers is
prepared that also contains the patient's information. The nurse or tech, will verify that
Report By:

Date:

Approved By:
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the identifying information on the sticker is the same as that provided by the patient or
contained on the patient's information band. When the blood and urine samples are
collected, a sticker with the patient's identifying information is placed on the specimen.
The specimens are then "double-bagged" and sealed and sent to the lab for analysis.
Brownlee said that the samples are either walked to the lab by a hospital employee or
are submitted to the lab via a pneumatic tube. According to Brownlee, specimens from
trauma patients are generally hand delivered to the lab.
Brownlee advised that Judy Poirier is the Saint Alphonsus laboratory manager
and she would be able to provide more information regarding the specific handling and
reporting procedures for laboratory personnel.
On April 16, 2012, telephone contact was made with Judy Poirier, (208) 3672720. Poirier is the Saint Alphonsus laboratory manager and is familiar with hospital
procedures for handling and reporting biological specimens.
Poirier provided the following information pertaining to biological samples that are
submitted to the laboratory from the Emergency Room (ER):
She stated that samples from the ER are usually labeled with a "Pleugh" label
that is generated in the ER. A Pleugh label is bar-coded and normally contains the
patients name and date of birth. A secondary "Sunquest" label can also be prepared by
ER staff and affixed to the sample. Poirier said that "Sunquest" labels are those that are
specific to the laboratory and in addition to a barcode, patient name, date of birth and
medical records number, they also identify the type of tests to be performed on each
sample: She stated that if ER personnel do not affix a Sunquest label to the sample,
that laboratory personnel will print a Sunquest label and affix it on top of the Pleugh
label.
Poirier said that once a sample arrives at the laboratory, via personal or
pneumatic tube delivery, it is placed on the automation line by a central processing tech.
Poirier stated that the testing process is entirely automated. Once the automation line
receives the sample, the cap is removed, the sample is spun and moved to an
instrument for testing. She also said that the instrument scans the bar code on the label
and determines what tests are to be completed. At the completion of the testing, the
results are automatically entered into the computer system and referenced back to the
medical records number that is contained on the bar-coded sample. Poirier confirmed
that all drug and alcohol screening is automated. Once completed, the results are
displayed on a computer where a tech reviews the data and personally notifies the ER
only in cases of "critical readings". Other results are reported through a digital interface
system which is how the results are accessed by ER staff.
Poirier stated that at the completion of the testing process, each sample is
recapped and automatically moved to the "stockyard" where it remains until the
stockyard reaches 3,000 tubes. At that point, the samples in the stockyard are
manually removed to a large walk-in refrigerator where urine samples are retained for
60 days, and blood samples are retained for 7 days.
Telephone interviews of Tony Brownlee
And Judy Poirier/ St. Alphonsus
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Poirier was asked if she was aware of any incidents where the identifying bar
codes on a sample inadvertently came off during the automated testing process. She
said to her knowledge, no label has ever come off of a sample during testing.
Both Brownlee and Poirier advised that they would avail themselves to additional
questioning if needed.

Attachments

Witnesses
Brownlee, Tony
Saint Alphonsus
Boise, Idaho
w) 208.367.6818

Poirier, Judy
Saint Alphonsus
Boise, Idaho
w) 208. 367 .2720

Sublects

Evidence

Telephone interviews of Tony Brownlee
And Judy Poirier / St. Alphonsus
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EXHIBIT 2
000653

<3aint Alphonsus Regional Medical Center
Boise, Idaho
A Member of Trinity Health
Novi, Michigan

I

Patient Name:
MRN:
Date of Birth:
Admit Date:
Discharge Date:
Account Number:
Patient Type:
Attending:

HALL, ROBERT
35
03/12/2011
03/13/2011
010830855-1070
Inpatient
Stinger Ill MD, Harry K

Toxicology
Procedure

Ref Range

Alcohol (Ethanol)
Level

03/11/2011 11 :00:00
PM MST

03/12/2011 12 :21 :00
AM MST

Units

Results

Results

gm/dL

0.06 f

Amphetamine Ser

[NEG]

Barbiturate Ser

[NEG]

NEGATIVE

Benzodiazepine Ser

[NEG)

POSITIVE A

POSITIVE A

Cannabinoid Ser

[NEG]

NEGATIVE

Cocaine Ser

[NEG]

NEGATIVE

Opiate Ser

[NEG]

POSITIVE A

Phencyclidine Ser

[NEG)

NEGATIVE

Report Status
Toxicology

UNCONFIRMED f

Specimen Type
Tricyclic
Antidepressant Ser

URINE
[NEG]

NEGATIVE

03/11/2011 11 :00 :00 PM MST Alcohol (Ethanol) Level:
Specimen analysis was performed without chain of custody. These results should be used for medical purposes only and not for any legal or
employment evaluative purposes.
03/12/2011 12:21 :00 AM MST Report Status Toxicology:
Specimen analysis was performed without chain of custody. Drug
screen results are qualitative screen only. Unconfirmed screening
results should be used for medical purposes only and not for any
legal or employment evaluative purposes. For confirmation a separate
request for confirmation must be placed with the lab.
Cutoff levels:
Amphetamines= 1000 ng/mL
Cocaine, opiates and tricyclics = 300 ng/mL
Barbiturates and benzodiazepine = 200 ng/mL
Cannabinoids = 50 ng/mL
PCP = 25 ng/mL

Printed Date: 02/06/12
Printed Time: 10:44
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EXHIBIT 3
000655

e
CURRICULUM VITAE

Gary Dawson, PhD
EDUCATION:
Institution

Degree

Major

Idaho St. Univ.
Idaho St Univ.
Univ. of Alberta

BS
MS
PhD

Phannacy
Phannacy
Phannacology

PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITY:

Consulting or Testimony on matters of Phannacology and Toxicology for the State of
Idaho Attorney General
Consulting or Testimony on matters of Phannacology and Toxicology for numerous
county Prosecuting Attorneys (All Idaho District Courts)
Consulting or Testimony on matters of Pharmacology and Toxicology for the Ada
County Coroner (Investigation and Inquest)
Instructor for Idaho Peace Officer Standards and Training (POST)
Instructor for Ada County Sheriffs Office, DUID Enforcement Training
Certified Breath Testing Specialist, Intoxylizer 5000 and 5000EN, State ofldaho
l'.;:ertified Breath Testing Specialist, AlcoSensor 111/Lifeloc, State ofldaho
Research on the Effects of Drugs and Alcohol on Performance and Behavior

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE:
7/05 -

Sr. Clinical Science Liaison, Medical Affairs,
Takeda Pharmaceuticals America, Inc.
Field-based clinical and scientific support for a global drug
discovery company. Respofilibilities in part include identification
and support of Neuroscience and Metabolic programs at key
academic and healthcare institutions and the development of
research and educational programs.

10/04 - 7/05

Medical Science Liaison, Medical Affairs
Praecis Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
Field-based clinical support for a US pharmaceutical company.
ldent[fied and developed Key Opinion Leaders in oncology and
urology. Identified, qualified and recruited sites for clinical trials
and Investigator Sponsored Studies. Territory included Northern
CA, WA, OR, ID, UT, MT, WY, ND, SD, MN, CO, and AK.

5/04 - I 0/04 Director of Pharmacy (Interim), Catholic Health Initiatives
General and operational supervision of a multi-site specialty
pharmacy with 35 professional and clerical staff.

RDH 4456
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10/00 - 4/04

Medical Liaison, Medical Affairs
Novo Nordisk Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
Field-based clinical support for NovoSeven® (rFVlla). Identified
and developed Key Opinion Leaders in oncology, hematology, liver
disease, cardiothoracic and general surge,y, critical care and
neurology throughout territory. Identified sites and recroited
investigators for Phase 11-111 clinical trials. Frequent formal
presentations to Oncology, Neurology, Critical Care, Surgeons,
Pharmacy, Nursing, and Managed Care. Territory included WA,
OR, ID, MT, WY, UT, AK.

5/00 - 10/00

Director of Pharmacy (Interim) MD Network, LLC
General operational supervision for multi-state pharmacy.
Completed realignment of operations including new policies,
training, staffand data processing to support long-term goals and
sales growth.

1998- 2000

Director of Pharmacy, Sun Healthcare
General operational supervision for multi-state closed-door
pharmacy providing alternate site, JV, psychiatric, clinical and
home care services.

1996- 1998

Clinical Pharmacist, NCS Healthcare
Responsible for drug utilization review, disease state management,
and staff development. Core responsibilities included oncology,
pain control, Psychiatric, HIV and liver disease.

1988 - 1996

Owner/Director, Dawson Healthcare
Successful JCAHO accredited home health care and alternate
site JV (including chemotherapy) and enteral provider.

1984 - 1988
1982 - 1984
1980 - 1983
1977 - 1982
1976 - 1980

Pharmacy Manager, Medi-Save Pharmacy
Associate Professor of Clinical Pharmacy, Idaho
State University, College of Pharmacy
Clinical Pharmacologist, VA Medical Center, Boise, Id.
Assistant Professor of Clinical Pharmacy, Idaho
State University, College of Pharmacy
Chief, Clinical Pharmacy Services, Idaho State
School and Hospital

HONORARY AND PROFESSIONAL SOCIETIES:
Society of Forensic Toxicologists
American Society of Clinical Pharmacology and Therapeutics
Fellow, American Society of Consultant Pharmacists
American Society of Hypertension
American Diabetes Association

2

ROH 4457
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AWARDS AND RECOGNITIONS:
Fellow, American Foundation for Pharmaceutical Education
Graduate, The Borkenstein Course: Effect of Drugs on Performance

EDITORIAL BOARDS:
American Society of Consultant Pharmacists
ASHP Research and Education Foundation
Demonstration Projects Awards Committee
American Journal of Hospital Pharmacy, Ad Hoc
ASHP Midyear Contributed Paper Review
OTHER:
Licensed to practice pharmacy in Idaho, Oregon, Nevada, Colorado and
Arizona
Thirty-five years of clinical experience in inpatient and outpatient psychiatry, drug
and alcohol abuse treatment and rehabilitation, and neuroscience
More than 20 peer reviewed publications and book chapters in basic and clinical
science

3

ROH 4458
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Idaho Attorney General
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MAY 14 2012
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By ELAINE TONG
DEPUTY

PAUL R. PANTHER
Deputy Attorney General
Chief, Criminal Law Division
MELISSA MOODY ISB#6027
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-001 O
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.
_______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
EX-PARTE MOTION TO COMPEL
THE ATTENDANCE OF OUT OF
STATE WITNESS

COMES NOW, Melissa Moody, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho, and

based upon the accompanying affidavit, moves this Court for the issuance of a certificate
finding that Linda Ames is a necessary and material witness in the above-entitled criminal
case, pursuant to Idaho Code §19-3005 compelling the attendance of out-of-state
witness.
That a full and complete trial of the above-entitled defendant for the crime of first
degree murder, requires that the said Linda Ames appear and testify before the aboveentitled Court at the said trial commencing on August 6, 2012.
EX-PARTE MOTION TO COMPEL THE ATTENDANCE OF OUT OF STATE WITNESS
(HALL), Page 1
000659

•
The time required by her to testify at the trial of the said matter is approximately
one day. Linda Ames will be called as a witness on August 13, 2012.
Respectfully submitted this~ day of May 2012.

MELISSA MOODY
Deputy Attorney General

EX-PARTE MOTION TO COMPEL THE ATTENDANCE OF OUT OF STATE WITNESS
(HALL), Page 2
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MAY 1~ 2012
LAWRENCE G. WASDEN

CHRISTOPHER 0. RICH, Clerk

Idaho Attorney General

By ELAINE TONG
DEPUTY

PAUL R. PANTHER

Deputy Attorney General
Chief, Criminal Law Division
MELISSA MOODY ISB#6027

Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.
______________

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
AFFIDAVIT OF PROSECUTING
ATTORNEY MELISSA MOODY

)
) ss:
)

I, Melissa Moody, Deputy Attorney General for the State of Idaho assigned to
prosecute the above-entitled case, do depose and say:
1)

There is on file with the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of the

State of Idaho an Indictment charging Robert Hall with first degree murder. This
Indictment was returned to the court on or about April 12, 2011, and has been set for

AFFIDAVIT OF PROSECUTING ATTORNEY MELISSA MOODY (HALL), Page 1
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•
trial commencing on August 6, 2012 at 9:00 a.m. That Linda Ames will be needed to
testify to her knowledge pertaining to this proceeding.
2)

Linda Ames is a material witness for the State in the above-entitled matter

and her testimony is necessary for a full and complete trial of Robert Hall for the crime
of first degree murder. Based upon witness interviews and police reports, Linda Ames
has information regarding Robert Hall and his wife, Kandi Hall, and their relationship.
This information is important to support the State's theory of the case - that Robert Hall
killed Emmett Corrigan to prevent Kandi Hall from leaving him to be with Emmett. In the
days leading up to the murder, Kandi Hall spent time with her mother Linda Ames in
California. Linda Ames may provide testimony regarding this time, Robert Hall's efforts
to communicate with Kandi and statements made by Kandi during that time frame,
including Kandi's expressions of her intent to divorce Robert Hall.
3)

The time which will be consumed by the witness traveling and testifying at

the trial of the above-named defendant will be approximately 1 day. Linda Ames will be
needed to testify beginning on August 13, 2012. Witness compensation for the abovenamed Linda Ames is $8.00 per day for witness fees. The State of Idaho will arrange
for transportation, food, and lodging.
4)

It is my information and belief that the State of California has enacted a

Uniform Act to Secure Attendance of Witnesses From Without a State in Criminal
Proceedings, Cal. Penal Code §1330. The State of Idaho has likewise adopted that Act,
I.C. § 19-3005, and it provides for immunity from service of process or arrest arising

AFFIDAVIT OF PROSECUTING ATTORNEY MELISSA MOODY (HALL), Page 2
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•
from, or in connection with, any matter which began before the witness's entrance into
the State of Idaho under said summons.

Respectfully submitted this

l&-- day of May 2012.

MELISSA MOODY
Deputy Attorney General

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this~ day of May 2012.

otary Public for State of
11,/,,....AJ
Residing at iaA/X. .:;:z/a-AN
Commission 1Expire's: 3.Lt
of /;-pl J:
I
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LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By ELAINE TONG
DEPUTY

PAUL R. PANTHER
Deputy Attorney General
Chief, Criminal Law Division
MELISSA MOODY ISB#6027
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
EX-PARTE MOTION TO COMPEL
THE ATTENDANCE OF OUT OF
STATE WITNESS

Defendant.
)
_______________
)
COMES NOW, Melissa Moody, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho, and

based upon the accompanying affidavit, moves this Court for the issuance of a certificate
finding that Tina Lax is a necessary and material witness in the above-entitled criminal
case, pursuant to Idaho Code §19-3005 compelling the attendance of out-of-state
witness.
A full and complete trial of the above-entitled defendant for the crime of first
degree murder requires that the said Tina Lax appear and testify before the aboveentitled Court at the trial commencing on August 6, 2012.
EX-PARTE MOTION TO COMPEL THE ATTENDANCE OF OUT OF STATE WITNESS
(HALL), Page 1
000664

The time required by her to testify at the trial of the said matter is approximately one
day. Tina Lax will be called as a witness on August 13, 2012.
Respectfully submitted this J1_ day of May 2012.

MELISSA MOODY
~
Deputy Attorney General

EX-PARTE MOTION TO COMPEL THE ATTENDANCE OF OUT OF STATE WITNESS
(HALL), Page 2
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LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By ELAINE TONG
oePllTY

PAUL R. PANTHER
Deputy Attorney General
Chief, Criminal Law Division
MELISSA MOODY ISB#6027
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.
______________

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
AFFIDAVIT OF PROSECUTING
ATTORNEY MELISSA MOODY

)
) ss:
)·

I, Melissa Moody, Deputy Attorney General for the State of Idaho assigned to
prosecute the above-entitled case, do depose and say:
1)

There is on file with the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of the

State of Idaho an Indictment charging Robert Hall with first degree murder. This
Indictment was returned to the court on or about April 12, 2011 and has been set for

AFFIDAVIT OF PROSECUTING ATTORNEY MELISSA MOODY (HALL), Page 1
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trial commencing on August 6, 2012 at 9:00 a.m. Tina Lax will be needed to testify to
her knowledge pertaining to this proceeding.
2)

Tina Lax is a material witness for the State in the above-entitled matter

and her testimony is necessary for a full and complete trial of Robert Hall for the crime
of first degree murder. Based upon witness interviews and police reports, Tina Lax, the
sister of Kandi Hall, has information regarding Robert Hall and his wife, Kandi Hall, and
their relationship. This information is important to support the State's theory of the case
- that Robert Hall killed Emmett Corrigan to prevent Kandi Hall from leaving him to be
with Emmett. In the days leading up to the murder, Kandi Hall spent time with her family
in California. Tina Lax may provide testimony regarding this time, Robert Hall's efforts
to communicate with Kandi and statements made by Kandi during that time frame,
including Kandi's expressions of her intent to divorce Robert Hall. Tina Lax was also
"texting" with Emmett Corrigan the night he was killed and these texts may be evidence
at trial.
3)

The time which will be consumed by the witness traveling and testifying at

the trial of the above-named defendant will be approximately 1 day. Tina Lax will be
needed to testify beginning on August 13, 2012. Witness compensation for the abovenamed Tina Lax is $8.00 per day for witness fees. The State of Idaho will arrange for
transportation, food, and lodging.
4)

It is my information and belief that the State of California has enacted a

Uniform Act to Secure Attendance of Witnesses From Without a State in Criminal
Proceedings, Cal. Penal Code §1330. The State of Idaho has likewise adopted that Act,
I.C. § 19-3005, and it provides for immunity from service of process or arrest arising

AFFIDAVIT OF PROSECUTING ATTORNEY MELISSA MOODY (HALL), Page 2
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.

•

•

from, or in connection with, any matter which began before the witness's entrance into
the State of Idaho under said summons.

Respectfully submitted this IA day of May 2012.

MELISSA MOODY
Deputy Attorney General

~

Notary Public for State of rdati.-u
Residing at 601S< I d ~
Commission Expires: ITJ..Ol 1
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LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General
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CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By ELAINE TONG
DEPUTY

PAUL R. PANTHER
Deputy Attorney General
Chief, Criminal Law Division
MELISSA MOODY ISB#6027
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.
_______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976

EX-PARTE MOTION TO COMPEL
THE ATTENDANCE OF OUT OF
STATE WITNESS

Comes now, Melissa Moody, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho, and
based upon the accompanying affidavit, moves this Court for the issuance of a
certificate finding that Jacquelyne Galvan is a necessary and material witness in the
above entitled criminal case, pursuant to Idaho Code §19-3005 compelling the
attendance of out-of-state witness.
That a full and complete trial of the above-entitled defendant for the crime of first
degree murder, requires that the said Jacquelyne Galvan appear and testify before the
above-entitled Court at the said trial commencing on August 6, 2012.
EX-PARTE MOTION TO COMPEL THE ATTENDANCE OF OUT OF STATE WITNESS
(HALL), Page 1
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That the time required by her to testify at the trial of the said matter is
approximately one day.

Respectfully submitted this

JC, day of May 2012.

MELISSA MOODY
Deputy Attorney General

EX-PARTE MOTION TO COMPEL THE ATTENDANCE OF OUT OF STATE WITNESS
(HALL), Page 2
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LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By ELAINE TONG
D~PUTY

PAUL R. PANTHER
Deputy Attorney General
Chief, Criminal Law Division
MELISSA MOODY ISB#6027
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-001 O
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.
_______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976

EX-PARTE MOTION TO COMPEL
THE ATTENDANCE OF OUT OF
STATE WITNESS

Comes now, Melissa Moody, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho, and
based upon the accompanying affidavit, moves this Court for the issuance of a
certificate finding that Sheila Hazard is a necessary and material witness in the above
entitled criminal case, pursuant to Idaho Code § 19-3005 compelling the attendance of
out-of-state witness.
That a full and complete trial of the above-entitled defendant for the crime of first
degree murder, requires that the said Sheila Hazard appear and testify before the
above-entitled Court at the said trial commencing on August 6, 2012.
EX-PARTE MOTION TO COMPEL THE ATTENDANCE OF OUT OF STATE WITNESS
(HALL), Page 1
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The time required by her to testify at the trial of the said matter is approximately
one day.

Respectfully submitted this (

lo

day of May 2012.

MELISSA MOODY
Deputy Attorney General

EX-PARTE MOTION TO COMPEL THE ATTENDANCE OF OUT OF STATE WITNESS
(HALL), Page 2
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CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By ELAINE TONG
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PAUL R. PANTHER
Deputy Attorney General
Chief, Criminal Law Division
MELISSA MOODY ISB#6027
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FORTHE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.
_______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976

EX-PARTE MOTION TO COMPEL
THE ATTENDANCE OF OUT OF
STATE WITNESS

Comes now, Melissa Moody, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho, and
based upon the accompanying affidavit, moves this Court for the issuance of a
certificate finding that Melissa Mason is a necessary and material witness in the above
entitled criminal case, pursuant to Idaho Code §19-3005 compelling the attendance of
out-of-state witness.
That a full and complete trial of the above-entitled defendant for the crime of first
degree murder, requires that the said Melissa Mason appear and testify before the
above-entitled Court at the said trial commencing on August 6, 2012.
·,

EX-PARTE MOTION TO COMPEL THE ATTENDANCE OF OUT OF STATE WITNESS
(HALL), Page 1
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That the time required by her to testify at the trial of the said matter is
approximately two days.

Respectfully submitted this

J.£ day of May 2012.

MELISSA MOOD
Deputy Attorney General

EX-PARTE MOTION TO COMPEL ·rHE ATTENDANCE OF OUT OF STATE WITNESS
(HALL), Page 2
000674
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PAUL R. PANTHER
Deputy Attorney General
Chief, Criminal Law Division
MELISSA MOODY 159#6027
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

______________
STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
AFFIDAVIT OF PROSECUTING
ATTORNEY MELISSA MOODY

)
) ss:
)

I, Melissa Moody, Deputy Attorney General for the State of Idaho assigned to
prosecute the above-entitled case, does hereby state:
1)

That there is on file with the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of

the State of Idaho an Indictment charging Robert Hall with first degree murder. This
Indictment was returned to the court on or about April 12, 2011, and has been set for
AFFIDAVIT OF PROSECUTING ATTORNEY MELISSA MOODY (HALL), Page 1
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trial commencing on August 6, 2012 at 9:00 a.m. That Sheila Hazard will be needed to
testify to her knowledge pertaining to this proceeding.
2)

That Sheila Hazard is a material witness for the State in the above-entitled

matter and her testimony is necessary for a full and complete trial of Robert Hall for the
crime of first degree murder. Based upon witness interviews and police reports, Sheila
Hazard has information regarding Robert Hall and his wife, Kandi Hall, and their
relationship. This information is important to support the State's theory of the case that Robert Hall killed Emmett Corrigan to prevent Kandi Hall from leaving him to be
with Emmett. Sheila Hazard may provide testimony regarding statements made by
Kandi, including Kandi's expressions of her intent to divorce Robert Hall.
3)

That the time which will be consumed by the witness traveling and

testifying at the trial of the above-named defendant will be approximately one day.
Sheila Hazard will be needed to testify on August 13, 2012. Witness compensation for
the above-named Sheila Hazard is $8.00 per day for witness fees. The State of Idaho
will arrange for transportation, food, and lodging.
4)

It is my information and belief that the State of California has enacted a

Uniform Act to Secure Attendance of Witnesses From Without a State in Criminal
Proceedings, Cal. Penal Code §1330. The State of Idaho has likewise adopted that Act,
I.C. § 19-3005, and it provides for immunity from service of process or arrest arising
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,

from, or in connection with any matter which began before the witness's entrance into
the State of Idaho under said summons.

Respectfully submitted this~ day of May 2012.

MELISSA MOOD
Deputy Attorney General
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MAY 17 2012
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By ELAINE TONG

LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General

Df!PUTY

PAUL R. PANTHER
Deputy Attorney General
Chief, Criminal Law Division
MELISSA MOODY ISB#6027
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.
______________

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
AFFIDAVIT OF PROSECUTING
ATTORNEY MELISSA MOODY

)
) ss:
)

I, Melissa Moody, Deputy Attorney General for the State of Idaho assigned to
prosecute the above-entitled case, does hereby state:
1)

That there is on file with the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of

the State of Idaho an Indictment charging Robert Hall with first degree murder. This
Indictment was returned to the court on or about April 12, 2012, and has been set for
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trial commencing on August 6, 2012 at 9:00 a.m. That Jacquelyne Galvan will be
needed to testify to her knowledge pertaining to this proceeding.
2)

That Jacquelyne Galvan is a material witness for the State in the above-

entitled matter and her testimony is necessary for a full and complete trial of Robert Hall
for the crime of first degree murder. Based upon witness interviews and police reports,
Jacquelyne Galvan has information regarding Robert Hall and his wife, Kandi Hall, and
their relationship. This information is important to support the State's theory of the case
- that Robert Hall killed Emmett Corrigan to prevent Kandi Hall from leaving him to be
with Emmett. Jacquelyne Galvan may provide testimony regarding Robert Hall's abuse
of Kandi during their marriage and statements made by Kandi, including Kandi's
expressions of her intent to divorce Robert Hall.
3)

That the time which will be consumed by the witness traveling and

testifying at the trial of the above-named defendant will be approximately one day.
Jacquelyne Galvan will be needed to testify beginning on August 13, 2012. Witness
compensation for the above-named Jacquelyne Galvan is $8.00 per day for witness
fees. The State of Idaho will arrange for transportation, food, and lodging.
4)

It is my information and belief that the State of Washington has enacted a

Uniform Act to Secure Attendance of Witnesses From Without a State in Criminal
Proceedings, RCWA 10.55.020. The State of Idaho has likewise adopted that Act, I.C.
§ 19-3005, and it provides for immunity from service of process or arrest arising from, or
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in connection with any matter which began before the witness's entrance into the State
of Idaho under said summons.

Respectfully submitted this

l~ day of May 2012.

MELISSA MOOD
Deputy Attorney General

otary Public for State of ............~.,/k;,,,,,/._:;;.___
Residing at t&J;k_k7) < ,
Commission Expires: 3/16/J-Q/ 7:

r

I
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LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General

MAY 17 2012
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By ELAINE TONG
DEPUTY

PAUL R. PANTHER
Deputy Attorney General
Chief, Criminal Law Division
MELISSA MOODY ISB#6027
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
AFFIDAVIT OF PROSECUTING
ATTORNEY MELISSA MOODY

Defendant.
)
______________
)

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

)
) ss:
)

I, Melissa Moody, Deputy Attorney General for the State of Idaho assigned to
prosecute the above-entitled case, does hereby state:
1)

That there is on file with the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of

the State of Idaho an Indictment charging Robert Hall with first degree murder. This
Indictment was returned to the court on or about April 12, 2012, and has been set for
AFFIDAVIT OF PROSECUTING ATTORNEY MELISSA MOODY (HALL), Page 1
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•
trial commencing on August 6, 2012 at 9:00 a.m. That Melissa Mason will be needed to
testify to her knowledge pertaining to this proceeding.
2)

That Melissa Mason is a material witness for the State in the above-

entitled matter and her testimony is necessary for a full and complete trial of Robert Hall
for the crime of first degree murder. Based upon witness interviews and police reports,
Melissa Mason has information regarding Robert Hall and his wife, Kandi Hall, and their
relationship. This information is important to support the State's theory of the case that Robert Hall killed Emmett Corrigan to prevent Kandi Hall from leaving him to be
with Emmett. In the days leading up to the murder, Melissa Mason had several
conversations with Rob about Rob and Kandi's relationship. Melissa Mason may
provide testimony regarding these conversations including statements made by Rob
Hall.
3)

That the time which will be consumed by the witness traveling and

testifying at the trial of the above-named defendant will be approximately three days.
Melissa Mason will be needed to testify beginning on August 10, 2012. Because August
10 is a Friday, she will need to remain under subpoena through August 13, 2012.
Witness compensation for the above-named Melissa Mason is $8.00 per day for
witness fees. The State of Idaho will arrange for transportation, food, and lodging.
4)

It is my information and belief that the State of Oregon has enacted a

Uniform Act to Secure Attendance of Witnesses From Without a State in Criminal
Proceedings, O.R.S. § 136.625 .. The State of Idaho has likewise adopted that Act, I.C.
§ 19-3005, and it provides for immunity from service of process or arrest arising from, or
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•
in connection with any matter which began before the witness's entrance into the State
of Idaho under said summons.

Respectfully submitted this

J0

day of May 2012.

~~

MELISSA MoO[)Y--CSDeputy Attorney General

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this/k day of May 2012.

<£i2~
Residing at 801 }{ ~
Commission Expires:Jo/J-a/7:::
I
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LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General

MAY f 7 2012
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By ELAINE TONG

PAUL R. PANTHER
Chief, Deputy Attorney General
Criminal Law Division

C!f::PUTY

MELISSA MOODY ISB#6027
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-001 O
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

CASE NO. CR-FE-11-3976
NOTICE OF HEARING

-------------)
TO: Robert Chastain and Deborah Kristal, Attorneys for the Defendant,
you will please take notice that on May 30th, 2012, at the hour of 11 :00 a.m., or as
soon thereafter as counsel can be heard, the State will move this Honorable Court
for an Order Granting the State's Motion to Revoke Phone Privileges in the aboveentitled action.

DATED this 17th day of May 2012.

MELISSA MOODY
Deputy Attorney General

NOTICE OF HEARING (HALL), Page 1
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.

•

•
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 1ih day of May 2012, I caused. to be

served a true and correct copy of the foregoing Notice of Hearing to:
~

Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

U.S .. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
_ Overnight Mail
Facsimile
_lL Electronic Mail (Email)

Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

_

NOTICE OF HEARING (HALL), Page 2

_

U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
_ Overnight Mail
Facsimile
_lL Electronic Mail (Email)
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
CERTIFICATE TO SECURE
ATTENDANCE OF WITNESS FROM
WITHOUT THE STATE OF IDAHO

)
)
Defendant.
_______________
)

This matter having come on before this Court on the motion of the Attorney
General for the State of Idaho, and the Court having examined the motion and affidavit,
and being fully advised;
NOW, THEREFORE, this Court finds and certifies that:
(1)

There is a criminal prosecution pending in the above-entitled court and

that said criminal prosecution has been set to commence on the 61h day of August,
2012, at the hour of 9:00 a.m. in the Ada County Courthouse, Boise, Idaho;
(2)

Linda Ames is a material witness in the criminal prosecution pending in

the above-entitled Court;
(3)

The attendance of said Linda Ames, will be necessary for a period of

approximately 1 day, to-wit: on August 13, 2012;

j~~

CERTIFICATE TO SECURE ATTENDANCE OF A WITNESS FROM WITHOUT THE
STATE OF IDAHO (HALL), Page 1
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(4)

The District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of the State of Idaho may

obtain jurisdiction over the said Linda Ames.
THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED AND DECREED that three copies of
the affidavit, certificate, and order, and copy of the Uniform Act to Secure Attendance of
Witnesses From Without a State in a Criminal Proceeding be transmitted to the clerk of
the Court of the State of California for the County of Los Angeles wherein the material
witness Linda Ames resides, for such criminal proceedings as are appropriate in that
court under the Uniform Act to Secure the Attendance of a Witness From Without a
State in Criminal Proceedings, for the purpose of securing the attendance of the said
Linda Ames, upon this criminal prosecution for a period of approximately 1 day, to-wit:
on August 13, 2012.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED AND DECREED that the Attorney General for the
State of Idaho shall arrange air travel, hotel accommodations and issue a check to the
said witness for per diem.
DATED this

JI day o f ~ · 2012.

MICHAEL R. MCLAUGHLIN
District Judge

CER"rlFICATE TO SECURE ATTENDANCE OF A WITNESS FROM WITHOUT THE
STATE OF IDAHO (HALL), Page 2
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.
_______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
CERTIFICATE TO SECURE
ATTENDANCE OF WITNESS FROM
WITHOUT THE STATE OF IDAHO

This matter having come on before this Court on the motion of the Attorney
General for the State of Idaho, and the Court having examined the motion and affidavit,
and being fully advised;
NOW, THEREFORE, this Court finds and certifies that:

(1)

There is a criminal prosecution pending in the above-entitled court and

that said criminal prosecution has been set to commence on the 61h day of August,
2012, at the hour of 9:00 a.m. in the Ada County Courthouse, Boise, Idaho;
(2)

Tina Lax is a material witness in the criminal prosecution pending in the

above-entitled Court;
(3)

The attendance of said Tina Lax will be necessary for a period of

approximately 1 day, to-wit: on August 13, 2012;

CERTIFICATE TO SECURE ATTENDANCE OF A WITNESS FROM WITHOUT THE
STATE OF IDAHO (HALL), Page 1
000688

•
(4)

That the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of the State of Idaho

may obtain jurisdiction over the said Tina Lax.
THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED AND DECREED that three copies of
the affidavit, certificate, and order, and copy of the Uniform Act to Secure Attendance of
Witnesses From Without a State in a Criminal Proceeding be transmitted to the clerk of
the Court of the State of California for the County of Los Angeles wherein the material
witness Tina Lax resides, for such criminal proceedings as are appropriate in that court
under the Uniform Act to Secure the Attendance of a Witness From Without a State in
Criminal Proceedings, for the purpose of securing the attendance of the said Tina Lax,
upon this criminal prosecution for a period of approximately 1 day, to-wit: on August 13,
2012.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED AND DECREED that the Attorney General for the
State of Idaho shall arrange air travel, hotel accommodations and issue a check to the
said witness for per diem.

DATED this2f day o f ~ · 2012.

I HAEL R. MCLAUGHLIN
District Judge

CERTIFICATE TO SECURE ATTENDANCE OF A WITNESS FROM WITHOUT THE
STATE OF IDAHO (HALL), Page 2
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.
_______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
CERTIFICATE TO SECURE
ATTENDANCE OF WITNESS FROM
WITHOUT THE STATE OF IDAHO

This matter having come on before this Court on the motion of the Attorney
General for the State of Idaho, and the Court having examined the motion and affidavit,
and being fully advised;
NOW, THEREFORE, this Court finds and certifies that:

(1)

There is a criminal prosecution pending in the above-entitled court and

that said criminal prosecution has been set to commence on the

6th

day of August

2012, at the hour of 9:00 a.m. in the Ada County Courthouse, Boise, Idaho;
(2)

Jacquelyne Galvan is a material witness in the criminal prosecution

pending in the above-entitled Court;
(3)

The attendance of said Jacquelyne Galvan, will be necessary for a period

of approximately one day, to-wit: on August 13, 2012;

CERTIFICATE TO SECURE ATTENDANCE OF A WITNESS FROM WITHOUT THE
STATE OF IDAHO (HALL), Page 1
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•

.
(4)

The District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of the State of Idaho may

obtain jurisdiction over the said Jacquelyne Galvan.
THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED AND DECREED that three copies of
the affidavit, certificate, and order, and copy of the Uniform Act to Secure Attendance of
Witnesses From Without a State in a Criminal Proceeding be transmitted to the clerk of
the Court of the State of Washington for the County of King wherein the material
witness Jacquelyne Galvan resides, for such criminal proceedings as are appropriate in
that court under the Uniform Act to Secure the Attendance of a Witness From Without a
State in Criminal Proceedings, for the purpose of securing the attendance of the said
Jacquelyne Galvan, upon this criminal prosecution for a period of approximately one
day, to-wit: on August 13, 2012.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED AND DECREED that the Attorney General for the
State of Idaho shall arrange air travel, hotel accommodations and issue a check to the
said witness for per diem.
DATED this2[ day of

/J'mr,

2012.

District Judge
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
CERTIFICATE TO SECURE
ATTENDANCE OF WITNESS FROM
WITHOUT THE STATE OF IDAHO

)

_______________ ))
Defendant.

This matter having come on before this Court on the motion of the Attorney
General for the State of Idaho, and the Court having examined the motion and affidavit,
and being fully advised;

NOW, THEREFORE, this Court finds and certifies that:
(1)

There is a criminal prosecution pending in the above-entitled court and

that said criminal prosecution has been set to commence on the 61h day of August
2012, at the hour of 9:00 a.m. in the Ada County Courthouse, Boise, Idaho;
(2)

Sheila Hazard is a material witness in the criminal prosecution pending in

the above-entitled Court;
(3)

The attendance of said Sheila Hazard, will be necessary for a period of

approximately one day, to-wit: August 13, 2012;

CERTIFICATE TO SECURE ATTENDANCE OF A WITNESS FROM WITHOUT THE
STATE OF IDAHO (HALL), Page 1
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(4)

The District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of the State of Idaho may

obtain jurisdiction over the said Sheila Hazard.
THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED AND DECREED that three copies of
the affidavit, certificate, and order, and copy of the Uniform Act to Secure Attendance of
Witnesses From Without a State in a Criminal Proceeding be transmitted to the clerk of
the Court of the State of California for the County of Los Angeles wherein the material
witness Sheila Hazard resides, for such criminal proceedings as are appropriate in that
court under the Uniform Act to Secure the Attendance of a Witness From Without a
State in Criminal Proceedings, for the purpose of securing the attendance of the said
Sheila Hazard, upon this criminal prosecution for a period of approximately one day, towit on August 13, 2012.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED AND DECREED that the Attorney General for the
State of Idaho shall arrange air travel, hotel accommodations and issue a check to the
said witness for per diem.

DATED this.)( day of

/h&f ,2012.
ICHAEL R. MCLAUGHLIN
District Judge
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CHRISTOPHER o. RICH, Clerk

PAUL R. PANTHER
Chief, Deputy Attorney General
Criminal Law Division
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MELISSA MOODY 150#6027
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

)
)
)
)

vs.

)
)

ROBERT DEAN HALL,

)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
FORTY-FIRST ADDENDUM
TO DISCOVERY
FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL

)
Defendant.
______________
)
COMES NOW, Melissa Moody, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho, and

makes the following Forty-First Addendum to the previous Response to Discovery
pursuant to Rule 16:
16(b) Disclosure pursuant to written request by Defendant:
(4)
BATES#

4940-4946
4947

Documents and Tangible Objects:
DOCUMENT/ DESCRIPTION

AUTHOR/
AGENCY
NCIC printout for Faron Hawkins Scott Birch
Email from Det. Jim Miller
Det. Jim Miller
regarding Jacquelyne Galvan's
old California driver's license
information, dated 5/15/12

DATE

5/16/12
5/15/12

FORTY-FIRST ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 1

[_

NO.OF
PAGES
7
1

000694

;

4948
4949

4950-4952
4953

4954

4955

4956

4957

4958

4959-4966

4967-4968

4969

4970

California license information for
Jacquelyne Galvan
Email from Det. ,Jim Miller
regarding TLO report on
Jacquelyne Galvan
TLO report on Jacquelyne
Galvan
Email from Det. Jim Miller
regarding a recorded phone
conversation with Chris Belarski
on May 15, 2012
Email from Det. Jim Miller
regarding a recorded phone
conversation with Melissa
Mason on May 14, 2012
Email from Det. Jim Miller
regarding Facebook message
from Kandi Hall to AnneMarie
Sharma
Email from Det. Jim Miller
regarding Facebook message
from Kandi Hall to Shana
Kendall
Email from Det. Jim Miller
regarding Facebook message
from Kandi Hall to Veronica Ball
Facebook message from Kandi
Hall to AnneMarie Sharma on
October 1, 2009
Facebook message from Kandi
Hall to Veronica Ball on March
2,2009
Facebook message from Kandi
Hall to Shana Kendall on
January 6, 2011
Email from Det. Jim Miller
regarding a recorded
conversation with Michael
Corrigan on May 15, 2012
Email from Melissa Moody
regarding her phone
conversation with Michael
Corrigan on May 16, 2012

Det. Jim Miller

5/15/12

1

Det. Jim Miller

5/15/12

1

Det. Jim Miller

5/15/12

3

Det. Jim Miller

5/15/12

1

Det. Jim Miller

5/14/12

1

Det. Jim Miller

5/16/12

1

Det. Jim Miller

5/16/12

1

Det. Jim Miller

5/16/12

1

10/1/09

1

3/2/09

8

1/6/11

2

Det. Jim Miller

5/15/12

1

Melissa Moody

5/16/12

1

FORTY-FIRST ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 2
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.a
t

4971

4972-5004

5005

Email from Det. Jim Miller
regarding a recorded phone
conversation with Dan Myers on
May 17, 2012
Verizon phone records for
Sheila Hazard/Landau, Gottfried
and Burger during March, April,
May & June 2011
Compact disc containing audio
interviews by Det. Jim Miller:
Melissa Mason 5-14-12
Chris Belarski 5-15-12
Michael Corrigan 5-15-12
Dan Myers 5-17-12

Det. Jim Miller

5/17/12

1

Juan Polanco
Verizon

5/17/12

33

Det. Jim Miller

5/14/12
Thru
5/17/12

1 CD

DATED this~ day of May 2012.

~~

MELISSA ~OODY
Deputy Attorney General

FORTY-FIRST ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 3
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this c,2/ day of May 2012, I caused to be served a

true and correct copy of the foregoing Forty-First Addendum to Discovery for Conflict
Counsel to:
Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

l(_ U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
_
_

Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
Electronic Mail (Email)

2(_ U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
_
_

Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
Electronic Mail (Email)

~

Rosean Newman, Legal Secretary

FORTY-FIRST ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 4
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.
_______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
CERTIFICATE TO SECURE
ATTENDANCE OF WITNESS FROM
WITHOUT THE STATE OF IDAHO

This matter having come on before this Court on the motion of the Attorney
General for the State of Idaho, and the Court having examined the motion and affidavit,
and being fully advised;
NOW, THEREFORE, this Court finds and certifies that:

(1)

There is a criminal prosecution pending in the above-entitled court and

that said criminal prosecution has been set to commence on the

5th

day of August,

2012, at the hour of 9:00 a.m. in the Ada County Courthouse, Boise, Idaho;
(2)

Melissa Mason is a material witness in the criminal prosecution pending in

the above-entitled Court;
(3)

That the attendance of said Melissa Mason, will be necessary for a period

of approximately three days, to-wit: on or between August 10, 2012 and August 13,
2012;

CERTIFICATE TO SECURE ATTENDANCE OF A WITNESS FROM WITHOUT THE
STATE OF IDAHO (HALL), Page 1
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•

(4)

That the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of the State of Idaho

may obtain jurisdiction over the said Melissa Mason.
THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED AND DECREED that three copies of
the affidavit, certificate, and order, and copy of the Uniform Act to Secure Attendance of
Witnesses From Without a State in a Criminal Proceeding be transmitted to the clerk of
the Circuit Court of the State of Oregon for the County of Marion wherein the material
witness Melissa Mason resides, for such criminal proceedings as are appropriate in that
court under the Uniform Act to Secure the Attendance of a Witness From Without a
State in Criminal Proceedings, for the purpose of securing the attendance of the said
Melissa Mason, upon this criminal prosecution for a period of approximately three days,
to-wit: on or between August 10, 2012 and August 13, 2012.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED AND DECREED that the Attorney General for the
State of Idaho shall arrange air travel, hotel accommodations and issue a check to the
said witness for per diem.
DATED this 2Jday of

t/dJJ_ '1.2012.
~I

CERTIFICATE TO SECURE ATTENDANCE OF A WITNESS FROM WITHOUT THE
STATE OF IDAHO (HALL), Page 2
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PAUL PANTHER
Deputy Attorney General
Chief, Criminal Law Division
MELISSA MOODY ISB#6027
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant,

______________

)
)
)
)
)
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)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
MOTION TO ADMIT EXPERT
TESTIMONY ON BLOOD SPATTER
(SUBMITTED UNDER SEAL)

COMES NOW, Melissa Moody, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho, and
hereby files this motion requesting the admission of expert testimony on blood spatter
evidence.

I. BACKGROUND
A background statement of the case can be found in any number of previously filed
motions and is omitted here to save the Court's time.
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II. ARGUMENT
The admissibility of expert testimony is discretionary. State v. Crea, 119 Idaho 352,
806 P.2d 445 (1991); State v. Parkinson, 128 Idaho 29, 909 P.2d 647 (Ct. App. 1996). "To
be admissible, the expert's testimony must assist the trier of fact to understand the
evidence orto determine a fact in issue." State v. Joslin, 145 Idaho 75, 81, 175 P.3d 764,
770 (2007) (quotations omitted); see also I.R.E. 702.

"Expert testimony is generally

admissible if evidence is beyond the common experience of most jurors and the jurors
would be assisted by such testimony." State v. Varie, 135 Idaho 848, 853, 26 P.3d 31, 36
(2001 ). "[B]lood spatter evidence is an appropriate field of testimony for expert witnesses
under I.R.E. 702." State v. Raudebaugh, 124 Idaho 758, 763, 864 P.2d 596, 601 (1993)
(citing State v. Rodgers, 119 Idaho 1047, 812 P.2d 1208 (1991)).
The prosecution's blood spatter evidence will assist the jury in understanding what
the state anticipates will be one of the most contested issues at trial - whether the
Defendant acted in self-defense.
Blood spatter expert Tom Bevel has years of training and experience in forensic
science.

(Exhibit 1.) He has made a preliminary assessment regarding blood spatter

evidence in this case, which has been provided to the defense. (Exhibit 2 (Mr. Bevel's
report dated 4/12/12).) It is anticipated that Mr. Bevel will prepare a more complete report
after he has had an opportunity to review additional items of evidence. As of the date of
the filing of this motion, these items of evidence are with Defendant's forensic expert Mr.
Sweeney.
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Ill. CONCLUSION
The State respectfully requests that it be allowed to introduce expert testimony
regarding blood spatter evidence. The State requests this matter be heard at the hearing
scheduled on June 29, 2012.
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 24th day of May 2012.

Deputy Attorney General
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 24th day of May 2012, I caused to be served a
true and correct copy of the foregoing Motion to Admit Expert Testimony on Blood Spatter
to:

Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836
Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728

L
_

U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

~ U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
_
Hand Delivered
_
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

~~
oseanNewman, Legal Secretary
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BIOGRAPHICAL DATA AND CURRICULUM VITAE
TOM BEVEL
2115 Westwood Dr.
Norman, OK 73069
405-447-4469
bevclgardner(a>cox.net

CURRENT POSITION

Bevel, Gardner & Associates, President
Associate Professor, MFS Program at the
University of Central Oklahoma
LAW ENFORCEMENT CAREER
Retired Captain, 1996 - Oklahoma City Police
Department
Served 27 years, Last assignment Commander of
Homicide, Robbery, Missing Persons & Major
Unsolved Cases
Total of 18 years in the Forensic Science
Services Division & was the Assistant Lab
Director over Fingerprints, Crime Scene
Investigations, Photo Lab, AFIS, Questioned
Documents and Firearms & Tool Mark Lab
PRE-PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION
Talihina High School, Talihina, Ok. 1966
PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION
BCJ, University of Central Oklahoma, Edmond,
Oklahoma,
1977
MCJ, University of Central Oklahoma, Edmond,
Oklahoma,
1982
Forensic Training
IABPA Training & Lecture Portland, OR 2009
IAI Training on BPA & CSR, Tampa, FL, 2009
IAI Training on BPA & CSR, Louisville, KY, 2008
IABPA Training on BPA & Lecture, Bolder, CO 2008
ASCR Training on CSR and Lecture, Denver, co, 2007
IAI Training on CSR, Boston, MA, 2006
ACSR Training on CSR & Lecture, Albuquerque, NM, 2006
IABPA Training on BPA, Santa Barbara, CA, 2005
IABPA Training on BPA, Tucson, AZ, 2004
IAI Training BPA on Clothing, St. Louis, 2004
AAFS Lectures LSU, LA 2004
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Shooting Incident Reconstruction Workshop ACSR, 2002
AAFS Training Conference, Chicago, IL, 2002
ACSR Training Conference & Lecture, Denver, CO, 2002
ACSR Training Conference & Lecture, Las Vegas, NV,2001
ACSR Training Conference & Lecture, Atlanta, GA, 2000
IABPA Training Conference, & Lecture, Tucson, AZ, 2000
& 2001
ACSR Conference & Lecture, Kansas City, MO, 1999
ACSR Conference & Lecture, Oklahoma City, 1998
IABPA Conference & Lecture, Toronto, Canada, 1998
ACSR, Conference & Lecture, Oklahoma City, 1998
IABPA Conference,& Lecture, Toronto, Canada, 1998
Physics & Computer Bloodstain Analysis 40 hour course
taught by Dr. Carter, University of Central
Oklahoma, May, 1998
CSR & IABPA Conference & Lecture, Seattle, WA, 1997
Advanced CSR & IABPA Conference & Lecture Albuquerque,
HM, 1996
ACSR & IABPA Conference & Lecture, Oklahoma City, OK
1995
ACSR Conference & Lecture, Oklahoma City, OK 1994
ACSR Conference & Lecture, Oklahoma City, OK 1993
ACSR Conference & Lecture, Oklahoma City, OK 1992
Advanced Bloodstain Conference & Lect.ure, Montreal,
Canada, 1991
Advanced Bloodstain Conference & Lecture, Reno, NV,
1990
Advanced AFIS System Training, Oklahoma City, OK, 1989
Advanced Bloodstain School & Lecture, Corning, N.Y.,
1983
Law Enforcement Instructor Certification for State of
Oklahoma,1983, 40 hrs.
FBI National Academy, Quantico, VA., 1982, 440 hours
Post Graduate Medical Jurisprudence, London Medical
College, 1980, 80 hours
On-the-Job Training, Laboratory, London, England,1980,
80 hrs.
Forensic Science School, Hendon, England, 1980, 240
hours & Lecture on Gunshot wounds
Instructors School Oklahoma City University, 1979, 40
hours
Geometric Bloodstain Analysis, Elmira College, N.Y.,
1979, 40 hours
Bloodstain Interpretation, Orlando Medical Examiner
Office, 1979, 40 hours
Crime Prevention, University of Louisville, 1978, 24
hours
Oklahoma State Medical Examiner Seminar, 1977
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Innovations to Forensic Science, OK-IAI, 1978, 24
hours
Forensic Photography, FBI Quantico, VA 1974, 40 hrs.
Homicide Seminar, conducted by s.w. Homicide
Association held at the University of Oklahoma,
1972, 40 hrs.
Fingerprint Classification, FBI Quantico, VA 1970, 40
hrs.

APPOINTMEN'l'S
Executive Board for the International Scientific
Working Group on Bloodstain Pattern
Analysis(SWGSTAIN), FBI, 2002 - 2009
Regional Representative for the International
Association for Identification 1992 - 2005
Child Death Review Board for the State of Oklahoma
1994 - 1996
Appointed Editorial Review Board for IAI, 1995-present
Steering Committee Masters of Forensic Science Degree,
UCO, Edmond, OK, 1996 - 2008
HONORS AND AWARDS
Distinguished Member, International Association for
Identification, 2008
Elected by peers to Executive Board for SWGSTAIN
Fellow, Association for Crime Scene Reconstruction,
2000
Distinguished Member, Association for Crime Scene
Reconstruction, 1998
Distinguished Member, International Association of
Bloodstain Pattern Analysts, 1998
Who's Who in Science & Engineering, 1998-99 Edition
Graduate Criminal Justice Award, CSU, 1983
Distinguished Former Student, University of Central
Oklahoma, 1982
Member British Academy Forensic Science of Great
Britain, 1981
Fellow, Fingerprint Society of England, 1981
Outstanding Young Man of America, U.S. Jaycees, 1977
Silver Star, U.S. Army, "Gallantry in Action, 1968
MEMBERSHIP IN PROFESSIONAL SOCIE'l'IES
International Association for Identification
Southwestern Association of Forensic Scientists
Oklahoma Div. IAI, President 1982-83
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International Association of Bloodstain Pattern
Analyst, Charter President 1983, Regional V.P.
1984-86; D.M.
American Academy Forensic Science
Association for Crime Scene Reconstruction, Charter
President, 1991, D.M. and Fellow
Rocky MQuntain Association of Bloodstain Pattern
Analysts, Honorary Member
PUBLISHED
Lab Manual BPA Theory & Practice, BGA, Inc. 2009
Hardback text book Practical Crime Scene Analysis and
Reconstruction, Taylor and Francis, 2009
Crime Scene Analysis Methodology, Principles and
Theory, Journal of Forensic Identification, 2007
Hardback text book: Cold Case Homicides: Practical
Investigative Techniques, Chapter on Bloodstain
Pattern Analysis in Homicide Cold Cases, CRC,
Press, 1st Edition, 2006
Hardback text book: Bloodstain Pattern Analysis: With
an Introduction to Crime Scene Reconstruction,
CRC, Press, 2~ Edition 2001
Hardback text book: Bloodstain Pattern Analysis: With
an Introduction To Crime Scene Reconstruction,
CRC, Press, 1~ Edition 1997
Applying the Scientific Method to Crime Scene
Reconstruction Journal of Forensic
Identification, Vol. 51, No.2 2001
A CASE FOR RECONSTRUCTION, ACSR NEWSLETTER,
JANUARY, 1994
TERMS FROM YESTERYEAR, IABPA Newsletter, September
1991, VOL.7 N0.3
Laboratory Manual: Bloodstain Pattern Analysis CCI,
Colorado Springs, CO 1991
FACT OR FANTASY: CASE STUDY, IABPA Newsletter, July
1991, VOL.7, NO. 2
PREPARATION FOR COURT, IABPA NEWSLETTER, JULY 1991,
VOL.7, N0.2
_
STOP MOTION PHOTOGRAPHY OF BLOOD STAINS, IABPA,
Newsletter, 1987
CRIME SCENE RECONSTRUCTION - IAI Journal of Forensic
Identification, JUNE, 1991
BLOODSTAIN PATTERN ANALYSIS: THEORY AND PRACTICE: A
Lab Manual, John Anderson & CII,. Colorado
Springs, CO., 1991
BLOODSTAIN INTERPRETATION, The Peace Officer, 1983
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CRIME SCENE RECONSTRUCTION, AN INVESTIGATIVE AID,

FBI, Law Enforcement Bulletin, 1983
GENTIAN VIOLET PROCESS ON STICKY SURFACES, The Peace

Officer, 1980
VIDEO TAPE PROGRAMSViolent Crime Scene Reconstruction
Using Bloodstain Interpretation, Forensic

Education Specialties, Inc. Oklahoma City, OK 1983
TELEVISION PROGRAMS

30+ Television Programs for A&E Network, The Learning
Channel, 48 Hours, Court TV, Discovery Channel,
Forensic Files, Medical Detective, History Channel
LECTURED AT UNIVERSITIES & COLLEGES

Monterrey University, Mexico
Guadalajara University, Mexico
Oklahoma University
Ohio University
Texas University
Oklahoma City University
Oklahoma State University
Oklahoma City Southwestern Junior College
El Reno Junior College
Eastern State College
Louisiana State University
Oklahoma Baptist University
University of South Alabama
University of Arkansas
University of Louisville
University of Central Oklahoma
Iowa State University
LECTURED AT PROFESSIONAL GROUPS

American Academy Forensic Science
International Association for Identification
Oklahoma State Bureau of Investigation
Oklahoma Medical Examiners Conference
Oklahoma City Police Training Academy
District Attorney Investigators Seminar
Southwest Investigative Seminar
Oklahoma State Fire Marshall Seminar
Independent Insurance Agents Association
International Association for Identification
America Association of Industrial Security
Engineering Club of Oklahoma
Oklahoma Defense Attorney Seminar
Oklahoma Highway Patrol
Oklahoma Chiefs of Police Seminar
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Southwest Association of Forensic Scientists
International Homicide Seminar
FBI National Academy
Advanced Bloodstain Interpretation School
American Society of Clinical Pathologists
Houston, Texas Homicide Training Academy
Southern Assoc. of Forensic Scientists, Kenner, La.
Texas Defense Attorney's Association
Texas Division IAI
National College for District Attorneys
Southern Police Institute
Southwest Association for Forensic Scientists
EXPERT CONSULTANT FOR:

Twelve (12) Foreign Countries (Reviewed case files,
offered opinion, testimony at trial or teaching)
Forty-eight (48) u. S. States
Complete list of agencies consulted for in last
five (5) years, available upon request.
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Tom Bevel, President
Ross M. Gardner, Vice President
Partners:
Iris Dalley
Tom "Grif" Griffin
Michael S. Maloney
Craig Gravel

Bevel
Gardner

I

Associates:
Kim Duddy
Ken Martin
Jonathyn Priest
David Dustin

&

Associates 1,"
A fo.rons.i, -iduClltiOO Md C-00.S~itlng g,,·cvp.,
WW(Hb,u,;~1~~

4/12/12
Jim Miller
Meridian Police Department
1401 E. Watertower
Meridian, ID 83642
Ref:

Robert Hall Investigation
BGA Case #12-13 ID

As requested by your office a physical evidence review and scene analysis has been conducted on the
above case.
A physical evidence review and scene analysis is a study of available reports, photographs, drawings,
diagrams, and physical evidence by the analyst to form an expert opinion as to the best explanation of events.
The analyst's opinions are based upon the available evidence and rely upon his experience, education, and
training. While all events and segments may not be explained, those that are explained reflect the best explanation
of event(s) sequence based upon the known facts. Should additional evidence or information become available, the
analyst will consider its importance and !1Jf!J1. revise portions of the event analysis.
The physical evidence analysis is then used, as a benchmark, upon which any statements may be compared
against.
Information considered in forming my opinions include:
CD# I Scene video 4:34 minutes
CD #2 Investigative reports 41 pages
I - Black sweatshirt with hood
The scene is consistent with the deceased being rolled after he fell to the ground. Hall began bleeding after
he was wounded in the head creating a drip trail that begins on the right side of the yellow painted "U". He moved
further back and lost a larger volume of blood while laying on the asphalt.
On 02-24-12 the hood portion of the sweatshirt was examined for possible blood pattern direction. The
exam used the unaided eye, magnification with oblique lighting and with a 40 - 200 stereomicroscope. No
bloodstain pattern could be identified.
The hooded sweatshirt was returned by Fed Ex on 2-24-12.
If you have any questions on this report, please contact me at the above listed numbers.

Respectfully,
Tom Bevel
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LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Attorney General
State of Idaho

•
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MAY 2 4 2012
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By ELAINE TONG
D!PUTY

PAUL R. PANTHER
Deputy Attorney General
Chief, Criminal Law Division
MELISSA MOODY ISB#6027
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
MOTION TO TRANSPORT
WITNESS FROM THE ADA
COUNTY JAIL

)
Defendant.

)

______________ )
Witne
DOB:

wkins

COMES NOW, Melissa Moody, Deputy Attorney General and Special Prosecutor

for Ada County, State of Idaho, and moves the above-entitled Court for an Order under
I.C. §19-4601 requiring that the Sheriff of Ada County, Idaho, transport the witness, Faron
Hawkins from the Ada County Jail and bring him before this Court on the 14th day of
August, 2012, at 8:50 a.m. as his presence is necessary for a jury trial scheduled in this
matter for said time and date.
DATED this~ day of May 2012.

MELISSA MOOD
Deputy Attorney
MOTION TO TRANSPORT WITNESS FROM THE ADA COUNTY JAIL (HALL)
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MAY 2 5 2012
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk

PAUL R. PANTHER
Chief, Deputy Attorney General
Criminal Law Division

By JACKIE BROWN
DEPUTY

MELISSA MOODY 158#6027
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-001 O
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUD:CIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.
______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
FORTY-SECOND ADDENDUM
TO DISCOVERY
FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL

COMES NOW, Melissa Moody, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho, and

makes the following Forty-Second Addendum to the prev:ous Response to Discovery
pursuant to Rule 16:
16(b) Disclosure pursuant to written request by Defendant:
(4)
BATES#
5006

Documents and Tangible Objects:
DOCUMENT/ DESCRIPTION

Email from Det. Jim Miller
regarding Washington OMV
information for Jacquelyne
Galvan

AUTHOR/
AGENCY
Det. Jim Miller

DATE
5/23/12

FORTY-SECOND ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 1

NO.OF
PAGES
1
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~.
5007
5008-5012
5013

5014

Washington DMV printout for
Jacquelvne Galvan
Handwritten letter from an
inmate at the Ada County Jail
Export report by pharmacologist,
Gary Dawson, dated May 23,
2012
Compact disc containing audio
of recorded conversation
between Det. Jim Miller and
Ron Schwenkler on May 22,
2012

DATED this

Det. ~lim Miller

5/23/12

1
5

Gary Dawson

Rec'd
5/18/12
5/23/12

5/22/12

1 CD

Det. Jim Miller
.r

1

.2. 5 day of May 2012.

MELISSA MOODY
Deputy Attorney General

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this ~ a y of May 2012, I caused to be served a
true and correct copy of the foregoing Forty-Second Addendum to Discovery for Conflict
Counsel to:
Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

X
_
_

Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
Electronic Mail (Email)

..:6_ U.S.
_
_

Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Qelivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
Electronic Mail (Email)

;(:)

~

-

~ev-tm,an, Legal Secretary

FORTY-SECOND ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 2
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Robert R. Chastain
Attorney at Law
300 W. Main, Suite 158
Boise, ID 83702
(208) 345-3110
Idaho State Bar# 2765

MAY 2 5 2012
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By JACKIE BROWN
DEPUTY

Deborah N. Kristal
Attorney at Law
3140 N. Bogus Basin Road
Boise, ID 83702
(208) 345-8708
Idaho State Bar # 2296

Attorneys for Defendant
Robert Dean Hall

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
01:: THE STATE 01:: IDAHO, IN AND 1::oR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE 01:: IDAHO,

)
) Case No. CR-FE-2011-3976
Plaintiff, )

v.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,

) REPLY TO STATE'S RESPONSE TO
) DBFENDANT'S MOTION TO ADMIT
) VARIOUS ITEMS 01:: EVIDENCE
)
)

Defendant. )

(SUBMITIED UNDER SEAL)

)

COMES NOW, Robert Dean Hall, by and through his attorneys of record and
hereby submit this Memorandum of Law in Reply to the State's Response to Defendant's
Motion to Admit Various Items of Evidence.

REPLY TO STATE'S RESPONSE TO DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO ADMIT VARIOUS ITEMS
OF EVIDENCE (SUBMITTED UNDER SEAL) -- 1
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MEMORANDUM

I. REMAINING EVIDENTIARY ISSUES
Following the State's responsive briefing, in which the State elected not to object
to seven of the twenty evidentiary items previously at issue, the following thirteen
evidentiary issues remain:

(1) Evidence that on July 15, 2010, Corrigan sent an email to his wife Ashlee Corrigan,
and provided a copy of this email to Kandi Hall in February of 2011. The email details
Corrigan' s opinion of himself and shows his state of mind ( "I am childish and I do crazy
stuff that is risky, I like to have an adrenaline rush, I like to feel powerful ... I love to get
into fights, I like being hit in the face, I think insane things all the time .... "); [Ex 1]

(2) Evidence that on March 11, 2011, while at home with his family, Corrigan became
upset, and when leaving his house to go to W algreens, he screamed a threatening
statement directed at his wife and children ("l could kill all of you."}; [Ex 2}

(3) Evidence that on March 11, 2011,

Corrigan screamed a threatening statement

directed at his wife and children, Ashlee Corrigan prayed in fear for her and her children's
lives ("Ashlee disclosed ... that she was scared for her life and had prayed that the Lord
would take him [Emmett] because she didn't want anything bad to happen to her family.")
[Ex.3];

REPLYTOSTATE'SRESPONSETODEFENDANT'SMOTIONTOADMITVARIOUSITEMS
OF EVIDENCE (SUBMITTED UNDER SEAL) --2
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(4) Evidence that Kandi Hall witnessed Corrigan come to her house on or about the
middle of February 2011. Kandi witnessed Corrigan confront Mr. Hall, scratch his feet
on the ground 'like a bull' while hoping to entice Mr. Hall to fight; [Ex. 4]
(5) Evidence that Corrigan informed his employee Chris Search that Corrigan went to
Mr. Hall's house on or about the middle of February 2011, and got in Mr. Hall's face,
lowered his head, and started scratching the ground with his feet; [Ex.5]
(6) Evidence that on February 25, 2011 and March 10, 2011, Corrigan made statements
on Facebook indicating his desire to fight a male with whom Corrigan had an altercation
on or about the middle of February 2011, and indicating that Corrigan' s physical
presence caused fear and apprehension in the male; [Ex.6]

(7) State does not object.
(8) Evidence that Chris Search observed Corrigan moving his feet and "chucking" a pen
across a room after Corrigan became upset; [Ex. 8]
(9) Evidence that during the months prior to Corrigan' s death, Corrigan informed Chris
Search that Corrigan wanted to hurt Mr. Hall each time Kandi Hall was tearful due to
something Corrigan believed Mr. Hall did or said; [Ex. 9]
(10) State does not object.
(11) Evidence that during the months prior to his death. Corrigan displayed an angry
temperament while with Ashlee Corrigan; [Ex. 10]

REPLY TO STATE'S RESPONSE TO DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO ADMIT VARIOUS ITEMS
OF EVIDENCE (SUBMITTED UNDER SEAL) -- 3
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(12) Evidence that during the months prior to his death. Corrigan threatened his wife
Ashlee Corrigan, and her family; [Ex. 2 above]

( 13) State does not object.
(14) State does not object.
(15) State does not object.
(16) Evidence Corrigan was using illegal steroids and had taken two steroid pills right
before confronting Mr. Hall; [Ex. 14, 15, 16]
(17) Evidence Corrigan, who had a prescription for Adderall, was seeking additional
Adderall from Kelly Reiker and Michelle Hannah Goodwin Brook; [Police interviews with
Reiker, Brook]

(18) Evidence Corrigan had begun another sexual affair with a woman he met the week
prior to his death, and was carrying on the affair through texting while simultaneously
urging Kandi Hall to leave her husband for Corrigan; [Ex. 14. 17. phone logs]

(19) State does not object.
(20) State does not object.

II. SPECIFIC ITEMS OF EVIDENCE
A. Corrigan's Email to Ashlee
The State objected to this evidence on the bases that (1) it is hearsay; (2) it is
irrelevant; and (3) if relevant, it is unfairly prejudicial.

REPLYTOSTATE'SRESPONSETODEFENDANT'SMOTIONTOADMITVARIOUSITEMS
OF EVIDENCE (SUBMITTED UNDER SEAL) --4
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e
Robert Hall moved for admission of the statements in the email on the basis that it
establishes Corrigan' s state of mind and opinion of himself.

I.R.E. 803(3) permits

evidence of "the declarant's then existing state of mind [or] emotion." The email states "I
like to have an adrenaline rush, I like to feel powerful ... I love to get into fights, I like
being hit in the face, I think insane things all the time . . . . " The State argues for the
inadmissibility of these statements on the basis that facts "remembered or believed" are
not admissible under I.R.E. 803(3) to prove the facts remembered or believed. However,
these statements all relate to Corrigan' s state of mind both at the time he wrote the
statement July 15, 2010 and again when he 'republished' and reaffirmed the statement
February 24, 2011, and are intended to be used for that purpose; they are not intended to
establish the truth of a "fact" remembered or believed.
written in the present tense.

All relevant statements were

For example, the statement that "I like to feel powerful"

does not refer to a fact remembered or believed. Corrigan' s email does not suggest that, in
his past, he liked to feel powerful; instead, he expressed his then existing state of mind.
The hearsay exception clearly applies.
In addition, Robert Hall maintains that I.R.E. 804(6) applies as an exception to
the hearsay rule. This exception allows admission of a "statement not specifically covered
by any of the foregoing exceptions but having equivalent circumstantial guarantees of
trustworthiness" when the court concludes that "(A) the statement is offered as evidence
of a material fact; (B) the statement is more probative on the point for which it is offered

REPLYTOSTATE'SRESPONSETODEFENDANT'SMOTIONTOADMITVARIOUSITEMS
OF EVIDENCE (SUBMITTED UNDER SEAL) -- 5
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than any other evidence which the proponent can procure through reasonable efforts; and
(C) the general purposes of these rules and the interests of justice will be best served by
admission of the statement into evidence."

First, the statements are evidence of

Corrigan' s state of mind regarding fighting, adrenaline, and physical violence; therefore,
they relate to the material fact of which person was the first aggressor. Second, no other
evidence could be more probative regarding this point, because it came directly from
Corrigan.

Third, the purposes of the rules and justice will be served by admitting the

evidence.

One such purpose is that "the truth may be ascertained." I.R.E. 102.

Moreover, this evidence is highly relevant to the first aggressor issue, and the rules state
generally that "all relevant evidence is admissible," thereby indicating a preference within
the rules to admit relevant evidence. Therefore, this hearsay exception applies as well.
Given that the statements are not precluded by hearsay principles, the next
question is whether they are relevant. Of course, .these statements all support the heart of
Robert Hall's defense that Corrigan was the first aggressor.

AB

the State concedes, when

the evidence relates to the first aggressor issue, the defendant need not have had
knowledge of the evidence's existence.

The email was written a month before Mr.

Corrigan' s 30th birthday, and was republished and reaffirmed by him seven months later,

15 days before his death. Even at nearly thirty-one years old, Mr. Corrigan still "loved" to
get into fights, adrenaline rushes, and to get punched in the face. The State apparently is
of the mind that Corrigan' s stated love for fights on February 24, 2011 is not relevant to

REPLYTOSTATE'SRESPONSETODEFENDANT'SMOTIONTOADMITVARIOUSITEMS
OF EVIDENCE (SUBMITTED lThTDER SEAL) -- 6
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whether he was the first aggressor in a physical altercation that occurred March 11, 2011.
This temporal gap -- between Corrigan' s reaffirmation of his love for fights on February

24, 2011 and March 11, 2011 -- is insignificant. If the State believes that that temporal
gap is significant, it may stress its significance to the jury.

In other words, the State's

concerns relate to the weight, not the admissibility, of the evidence. It cannot be denied
that the evidence is highly relevant.
The State also argues that it would be "unfair" to introduce the evidence because
the "email highlights some of the worst aspects of the murder victim's character,
presenting him as an aggressive bully who is constantly spoiling for a fight. The question
for the jury is not, however, whether Mr. Corrigan was likable."

The State's own

characterization of the email is sufficient to establish its substantial relevance and
probative value. If the email really does portray Corrigan as a person "constantly spoJing
for a fight," then it is true that the email addresses Corrigan' s state of mind. "Spoiling,"
in this context, is defined as follows: "to have an eager desire <spoiling for a fight>."
www.merriam-webster.com (search "spoiling") (emphasis added). It is fair to say that the
State fears that, because Corrigan' s email establishes his "constant" state of mind as
"aggressive" and "eagerly desiring" to fight, introduction of such evidence would be unfair
because the jury would not like Corrigan.
This is a difficult argument to follow. The State effectively concedes that the emaJ
reveals Corrigan's "constant" state of mind (though couching it in terms of "character") as
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"eagerly desiring" to fight.

If, as the State suggests, Corrigan "constantly" possesses an

aggressive state of mind and eager desire to fight, the evidence is highly relevant, highly
probative, and not at all unfairly admitted.

The jury may not condone Corrigan' s

admittedly aggressive state of mind, but if that fact were sufficient to exclude the evidence,
then such evidence would never be admissible.
In this case, Corrigan' s state of mind directly relates to one of this case's primary
issues. For example, Corrigan' s declaration of love for fighting

15 days before his death is

highly probative of the disputed factual issue whether Corrigan was the first aggressor.
Certainly, the highly probative value of this evidence would prejudice the State's case, but
not unfairly so.

These statements came directly from Mr. Corrigan and evince utter

candor on the subject. Therefore, the State's complaint of unfairness is misplaced and
this highly relevant evidence should be admitted.

B. "I could kill all of you!"
The State again objects to this evidence on the bases that (1) it is hearsay; (2) it is
irrelevant; and (3) if relevant, it is unfairly prejudicial.
Of course, it is not hearsay because Robert Hall does not intend to use this
evidence to establish that Corrigan possessed the capability of killing his wife and children.
That fact is not particularly relevant and is also obviously true. Rather, the statement is
relevant to demonstrate Corrigan' s state of mind at the time it was made.

"Where a

defendant in a murder case has raised a defense of accident, suicide, or self-defense,
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e
the victim's mind is of particular concern to the jury." U.S. v. Williams, 697 A.2d

1244, 1249 (D.C. App. 1997) (internal quotations omitted). The victim's state of mind
has been offered for the defense because it related to the issue of self-defense. In People v.

Salazar, the Illinois Supreme Court held that testimony relating to a victim's "length of .
. . marriage, ... absence of marital problems, ... physical condition, ... state of mind, .
. . presence of only one old wound on his knee, ... condition of his clothes as he left for
work, ... drinking and eating habits, and ... mental state prior to leaving for work" were
all relevant to the victim's "physical and mental state ... on the day of the incident[ and]
to defendant's claim of self-defense." 535 N.E.2d 766, 782 (1988).
Corrigan stated that he possessed the ability to kill his family just before Corrigan
had sex with Kandi Hall and then threatened to break Robert Hall's head. Obviously, the
statement at issue establishes an aggressive, reckless, and homicidal state of mind on the
day of the physical altercation. An aggressive, reckless, and homicidal state of mind on
the day of the physical altercation is relevant to the issue of whether Corrigan was the first
aggressor in the physical altercation. It also is relevant to the objective reasonableness of
the use of deadly force. If Corrigan possessed this state of mind with regard to his family
on March 11, 2011, he certainly possessed the same state of mind with regard to the
husband of his mistress.

It is at least reasonable to infer as much.

Therefore, it is

relevant to whether Corrigan was the first aggressor.
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For the same reason, it is highly probative on that issue. As previously stated, that
fact is of critical import to the issue of self-defense. If Corrigan possessed an aggressive,
homicidal state of mind on the night of the homicide, 1 that fact is highly probative of the
issue of who first aggressed. The State complains that this evidence is "unfair" because it
is "based on a personal relationship that has nothing to do with the Defendant[.]" State's
Br. p. 16. Evidence of Corrigan's aggressive state of mind is not rendered "unfair" simply
because Corrigan' s wife and children were on the receiving end of his aggressive and
homicidal state of mind.

The point is that Corrigan possessed an aggressive, reckless,

homicidal state of mind, which is highly probative and not at all unfair. The State also
fears that the jury will be too confused by the evidence that Corrigan screamed "1 could
kill all of you!" to his wife and kids. To the contrary, Robert Hall is quite confident that
the jury will be capable of seeing that statement for what it is: an aggressive, reckless,
homicidal state of mind on the day in question.

C. Ashlee's Prayer that the Lonl would tal<c Corrigan
The State objects to this evidence because it is predicated on the admissibility of
the evidence that Corrigan stated that he could kill his wife and kids, which the State
contends is not admissible.

Robert Hall disagrees for the reasons stated in the prior

The jury will determine whether a murder took place; as of now, it is a homicide. However, the
State repeatedly refers to Corrigan as the "murder victim." With all due respect to the State's
characterization, Robert Hall submits that the jury will determine whether Corrigan was a "murder
victim." Robert Hall will refrain from referring to himself as a "self-defender" or Corrigan as a
"first aggressor," because those issues also will be determined by the jury. Robert Hall respectfully
requests that the State "play fair" and cease such linguistic sleight of hand, especially within a brief
complaining that certain evidence would be "unfairly" prejudicial.
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section. Next, the State contends that the evidence is inadmissible because the proferred
evidence does not support the conclusion that Ashlee feared Corrigan. State's Br. p. 17
("Notably absent from Exhibit 2 is any indication that Ashlee was afraid of her husband
either generally or after he said, 'I could kill all of you."').

Robert Hall's proferred

evidence that Ashlee prayed for the Lord to take Emmett so that nothing would happen to
her family, and she made this prayer after Emmett stated he could kJl Ashlee and her
children. From these facts, it hardly requires a fantastical inference in order to conclude
that Ashlee feared Emmett. She did. That's why she asked the Lord to take him.
The State next 'indulges a supposed counterfactual to the effect that

i/ Ashlee did

fear Emmett, the evidence should be excluded because it is simply not relevant.
State's conclusion is wrong.

The

If Emmett's aggression toward Ashlee caused her to fear

Emmett on March 11, 2011, that fact is relevant because it increases the likelihood that
Emmett was the first aggressor, and it also enhances the possibility that Mr. Hall's
response was objectively reasonable. The State argues that her fear "does not demonstrate
that Mr. Corrigan was the aggressor[.]" That is not the test for relevance. The test is
whether this fact makes it more or less likely that he was the first aggressor, and whether it
makes it more or less likely that Mr. Hall's response was objectively reasonable. Clearly, it
makes it more likely. It therefore is relevant.
Finally, the State again expresses its concern that the jury will not be able to
understand the evidence appropriately. The State speculates that the jury may speculate
REPLY TO STATE'S RESPONSE TO DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO ADMIT VARIOUS ITEMS
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that the Lord sent Robert Hall to take Corrigan. Speculation of potential speculation is
not sufficient to overcome relevant evidence that goes to the heart of Robert Hall's
defense. On the night of his death, Corrigan' s mental state caused another, his wife, to
fear for her life and the lives of her children. The State asks this Court to exclude this
highly probative evidence based on its speculation that others may speculate. Robert Hall
respectfully requests that this Court deny the State's request.

D. Evidence that Kandi witnessed Corrigan confront Mr. Hall, scratch his
feet on the ground "like a bull" while hoping to entice Mr. Hall to fight
The State argues that Kandi Hall cannot testify that Corrigan' s bull-like behavior
was performed for the purpose of enticing Robert Hall to fight. The State's point is welltaken.

Robert Hall intends to introduce evidence of this behavior, and also anticipates

that Ms. Hall will testify that Corrigan appeared agitated and aggressive when he acted like
a bull, but does not intend to introduce evidence that Kandi Hall lmew Corrigan' s state of
mind.
E.

Evidence that Corrigan told his employee Chris Search that Corrigan

went to Robert Hall's home, got in Robert Hall's face, lowered his head, and
scratched the ground with his feet.
The State objects to this evidence on hearsay grounds.

However, I.R.E. 804(3)

clearly provides that the hearsay rule does not prevent admission of "[a] statement which
was at the time of its making so far contrary to the declarant' s pecuniary or proprietary
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interest, or so far tended to subject the declarant to civil or criminal liability, ... that a
reasonable man in declarant' s position would not have made the statement unless
declarant believed it to be true." The statements at issue are corroborated by Kandi Hall's
anticipated testimony. Further, Corrigan' s statement to Search essentially constituted an
admission that he committed the crime of disturbing the peace, I.C. § 18-6409(1), and
assault, I.C. § 18-901(1). At a minimum, it so far tended to subject him to criminal or
civil liability that the statement would not have been made if untrue.

Considering that

such violations could have had the additional effect of jeopardizing his law license,
I.R.P.C. 8.4(1), it is fair to say that the statements would not have been made if untrue. 2

F. Facebook Posts
The relevant Facebook posts included Corrigan' s stated disapproval of those who
cheat, lie, and abuse (Ex. 6):

•

"N othin better than having someone try and call you out and when it comes go
time they end up pissing their pants and not wanting any part of what they started"
-- February 25, 2011.
O

[By Emmett Corrigan m reply to "Matthew G. Harris"!: " . . . Abuse a
woman like my guy does and

I will come to your house! Once he has

2

Corrigan's behavior, which he reported to his friend and client Paul Lewis the day after the confrontation with Mr. Hall,
was so shocking to Mr. Lewis that he said "I just told him I think that was a stupid thing to do, Emmett --- I said here
you are, an attorney, you help people get out of trouble, and you show up at somebody's house, calling them out?"
(Discovery CD #3012 at I :40:00)
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•
someone his own size he doesn't feel like being violent anymore!"
February 25, 2011.

e

"So sad seeing people get manipulated by people who abuse, lie and cheat ... " -March 7, 2011.
O

[By "Tina Lax"]: "people like that need a serious ass kickin!!"

O

[By Emmett Corrigan]:

"I would kick their ass, but they are too scared to

throw down ... LOL!!!! Next time I'll film it for ya!!" -- March 10, 2011
(emphasis added).
First of all, the March 10, 2011 Facebook comment is highly relevant for the
purpose of establishing Corrigan' s plan to "kick [Robert Hall's] ass."

A physical

altercation with Robert Hall occurred the next day. The State concedes on page 22 of its
brief that I.R.E. 803(3) excepts such evidence from the hearsay rule. The statement that
Corrigan was saddened by people who "abuse lie and cheat" establishes Corrigan' s motive
to harm Robert Hall. Statements that relate to the declarant' s motive are also excepted
from the hearsay rule.

These statements all provide support for the proposition that

Robert Hall feared Corrigan, as Corrigan suggested that Mr. Hall "pissed his pants" as a
result of Corrigan' s clear desire to "throw down" with R.obert Hall.
Further, these statements also relate to Corrigan' s intent to commit the crimes of
disturbing the peace, and probably assault and battery. They therefore were statements
against his interest because they tended to expose him to criminal, civil, and professional
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liabJiLy and therefore are admissible under l.R.E 804(3). The statements therefore were
indisputably against his interest, and would not have been made if untrue.
G.

Evidence from Search that Corrigan moved his feet and "chucked" a

pen across a room after becoming upset
This evidence is offered for the purpose of establishing that Corrigan possessed a
habit of reacting aggressively when provoked.

":Evidence of a habit of a person . . .

whether corroborated or not and regardless of the presence of eyewitnesses, is relevant to
prove that the conduct of the person ... was in conformity with the habitf .]" 3

406.
angry.

l.R.E.

The proffered evidence establishes that Corrigan habitually acts violently when
Moreover, Dr. Pablo Stewart avowed in his affidavit, attached to Robert Hall's

Reply to State's Motion in Limine Re: Victim's Alleged Steriod Use, and incorporated
herein by reference, that Corrigan' s behavior is consistent with the behavior of steroid
users, bolstering the likelihood that the behavior at issue was a consequence of his steroid
use. Steroid use, according to Dr. Stewart, causes one to respond violently as a consistent
reaction to provocation.

Corrigan' s consistently violent reaction, caused by his steroid

use, therefore is admissible for the purpose of establishing conformily with this habit. Of
course, Corrigan' s steroid-induced habitual violence in response to provocation is relevant

In an interview with Det. Miller on March 16, 12011 Search stated: ... And that was one of Emmett's things where,
when he gets angry he had to do something or he's going to hit someone. Emmett has a temper. He was very quick
to get angry so in that kind of situation, that's why he moves his feet is because he's getting some of it out.
Otherwise, he's just going to hit him. (Discovery p. 2996) ... I mean he, it's one of those things when Emmett's mad,
you walk away. You just, you walk away. And after he started getting mad, we all exited the office, well his office.
Went back out, let him cool off. (Discovery p. 2999)
3
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to the reasonableness of Robert Hall's response to Corrigan, as well as the first aggressor
issue.
H. Evidence that Corrigan informed Search that Corrigan wanted to hurt
Robert Hall each time Kandi Hall was tearful due to something Corrigan believed
Robert Hall did or said

The State objects to this evidence as hearsay and inadmissible character evidence.
The State claims that the evidence "does not fall under the state of mind exception [to the
hearsay rule.]"

State's Br. p. 24.

Robert Hall respectfully disagrees.

Again, I.R.E.

803(3) provides that, regardless of the declarant' s availability, the hearsay rule does not
exclude the declarant's "then existing state of mind ... such as intent ... motive [or]
mental feeling[.]" The fact that Corrigan informed Search that he desired to hurt Robert
Hall is relevant to Corrigan' s intent to do so. Moreover, Corrigan' s statement that he
wanted to hurt Robert Hall whenever Kandi Hall "ended up in tears after something Rob
did or said," ex. 9, is relevant to Corrigan's motive to harm Mr. Hall. In fact, this fact
was likely the motive for Corrigan' s physical aggressiveness toward Mr. Hall. Corrigan was
clearly motivated by his belief that Robert Hall reduced Kandi Hall to tears.
I.R.E. 404(b) provides a nearly identical exception to the character evidence ban
when the evidence is used to establish intent (that he "wanted" to "hurt" Robert Hall) and
motive (Corrigan's belief that Robert Hall caused Kandi Hall's tears). The State's I.R.E.
404(b) objections therefore should be overruled on the same bases that defeat the hearsay
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arguments. The evidence is relevant to intent and motive and hence is neither hearsay
nor objectionable under I.R.E. 404(1).

I. Evidence that during the months prior

to his death Corrigan displayed

an angry temperament while with Ashlee Corrigan
On this point, the State objects only to specific instances of conduct. Robert Hall
has requested only that evidence of Corrigan' s angry temperament in the months prior to
March 11, 2011. Therefore, this evidence should be admitted without objection.

J.

Evidence that during the months prior to his death, Corrigan threatened

his wife Ashlee Corrigan and her family
This evidence is intended for the purpose of establishing that Corrigan possessed a
habit of reacting aggressively when provoked.

I.R.E. 406.

As this brief establishes,

Corrigan possessed this habit by all accounts, as well as by the expert opinion of Dr.
Stewart, whose affidavit proves that Corrigan' s consistently violent behavior was the
product of steroid use.
In addition, this evidence establishes Corrigan' s consistently reckless state of mind
before and up to the time of his death.

As explained in Robert Hall's first brief,

Corrigan' s life had spiraled out of control at the time of his death.

He was unstable,

highly aggressive, and entirely unpredictable in every respect, other than his propensity for
violence. A defendant must be afforded the right to explain his theory of the facts of the
case, and in order to do so, Mr. Hall must be permitted to explain the facts relevant to
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Corrigan' s reckless lifestyle.

Corrigan' s reckless lifestyle explains his lacking mental

stabJity, which, according to Mr. Hall's theory, is the reason that this case exists.

K. Corrigan' s Steroid Use and the fact that Corrigan had tal~en two steroid
pills just prior to confronting Hall
This matter is addressed in Robert Hall's response to the state's motion in /imine on
this subject.

L.

Evidence that Corrigan was seeking additional Adderall from Kelly

Reiker and Michelle Hannah Goodwin Brook
These facts are further instances indicating the instability in Corrigan' s life when
he died. Corrigan was using multiple drugs illegally, having multiple extramarital sexual
affairs, and behaving irrationally aggressively.

Corrigan' s mental state was completely

unstable, yet he was seeking to introduce more amphetamines into his unstable life.
Given the instability in Corrigan' s life, he could not rationally believe that his life's
stability would be enhanced by taking more amphetamines.

Therefore, this fact

establishes Corrigan' s irrational mental state. Because Mr. Hall's theory in this case is
that Corrigan' s entire life lacked stability, and that this instability explains his actions
toward Mr. Hall, the evidence at issue is relevant to establish Corrigan' s irrational mental
state leading up to his death.
For the State to dispute Mr. Hall's position, the State must contend that
Corrigan' s behavior in seeking more amphetamines was rational behavior, or the State
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•

•

must contend that it is irrelevant whether Corrigan was behaving irrationally. Respectfully,
Robert Hall submits that these facts are critical to his self-defense case.

Corrigan was

generally irrational, which is relevant to whether he was the first aggressor because rational
people do not attempt to "throw down" in a W algreens parking lot. The likelihood that
Corrigan was the first aggressor is increased if Corrigan had an irrational mental state
before and at the time of his death. Further, the more irrational that Corrigan' s behavior
was, the more that it is likely that Mr. Hall's response was reasonable.

The evidence

therefore is relevant, probative, and admissible.

M. Evidence that Corrigan had begun another sexual affair with a woman
he met the week prior to his death, and was carrying on the affair through text
messages while urging Kandi Hall to leave her husband for Corrigan

The defense will present a narrative that Corrigan' s life was entirely unstable at the
time of his final altercation with Mr. Hall. As stated in Mr. Hall's briefing in response to
the State's motion to exclude evidence of Corrigan' s steroids use, the "right to present a
vigorous defense require[s] the admission of the proffered testimony [under Fed.R.Evid.
404(b)]." U.S. v. McClure, 546 F.2d 670, 673 (5th Cir.1977)."
original).

Id. (alterations in

Consequently, "A jury cannot properly convict or acquit absent the

opportunity to hear proffered testimony bearing upon a theory of defense and

weigh its credibJity along with other evidence in the case."

Id. (emphasis added).
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Evidence 1s relevant if it serves "to show either the defendant's reasonable
apprehension, or . .. that the victim was the aggressor."

Id.

(emphasis added).

Each item of evidence is relevant to Mr. Hall's narrative, and the narrative is
relevant to establish the "critical" issue of Corrigan' s state of mind at the time of the final
altercation at W algreens. The narrative begins with Corrigan' s email to his wife, which is
delusional and represents his long-standing "constantly" aggressive and violent mental
state.

It continues with his repeated threatening altercations with Mr. Hall, and his

personally and professionally reckless public comments relating to these altercations.
Corrigan was on drugs notorious for inducing violent behavior, and possessed a reckless
state of mind with regard to the critical aspects of his life, including his marriage and
chJdren. He had sex with Robert Hall's wife while Corrigan' s own wife was pregnant, and
then recklessly engaged in another sexual affair. So, he cheated on his wife and then, a
week before his death, he cheated on his mistress. On the night of his death, his reckless
state of mind persisted, as he threatened to break Mr. Hall's head after again having sex
with Mr. Hall's wife.
Corrigan' s life was out of control when he died, and the jury has the right to know
of evidence that explains his state of mind when he and Mr. Hall "threw down." The fact
that he was engaging in an extra-extramarital affair shortly before his death is highly
relevant, especially considering that the facts of this case arise directly out of Corrigan' s
multiple affairs.
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III. CONCLUSION
For the foregoing reasons, l'(oberl Hall requests that this Courl GRANT
Defendant's Motion to Admit Various Items of Evidence and OVERRULE the State's
objections.
DATED thisot5 day of May, 2012.

ROBERT R. CHASTAIN
Attorney for Defendant

MttiJ;fttwd

DEBORAH N. KRISTAL
Attorney for Defendant
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify on the~day of May, 2012, I served a true and correct copy of
the within and foregoing document upon the individual(s) named below in the manner
noted:

Melissa A. Moody,
Attorney General Office
PO Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0010

D
D

•

By first class mail, postage prepaid
By hand delivery
By faxing the same to: 854-8083
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LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By MAURA OLSON
DEPUTY

PAUL PANTHER
Deputy Attorney General
Chief, Criminal Law Division
MELISSA MOODY ISB#6027
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant,

______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
SUPPLEMENT TO MOTION TO
REVOKE PHONE PRIVILEGES
BASED UPON VIOLATION OF NO
CONTACT ORDER

COMES NOW, Melissa Moody, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho, and files
this supplement to the motion to revoke Mr. Hall's phone privileges in the Ada County jail,
which motion was filed May 10, 2012, and is set for hearing on May 30, 2012.
The following additional information is submitted for the Court's consideration:
1. Transcript of March 8, 2012 phone call between Mr. Hall and Hannah Hall;
2. CD of March 8, 2012 phone call between Mr. Hall and Hannah Hall.

SUPPLEMENT TO MOTION TO REVOKE PHONE PRIVILEGES BASED UPON
VIOLA'l"ION OF NO CONTACT ORDER (HALL), Page 1
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RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 29h day of May 2012.

LSSAMOODY
ty Attorney General

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 29th day of May 2012, I caused to be served a
true and correct copy of the foregoing Supplement to Motion to Revoke Phone Privileges
Based Upon Violation of No Contact Order to:

Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

_
U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
~Hand Delivered
_
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728

3Z: Hand Delivered

U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid

_

Overnight Mail
Facsimile

~ c

Rosean Newman, Legal Secretary
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VIOLATION OF NO CONTACT ORDER (HALL), Page 2
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Telephone Conversation between Rob Hall and Hannah Hall:
Date of Phone Conversation: March 8, 2012
Case Name: Robert Hall
Case Number: CR-FE-11-3976
Transcribed By: Deborah Forgy

e

RH = Robert Hall
HH = Hannah Hall

(Telemate Operation Introduction)

HH:

Hi dad.

RH:

Hi babe, how are you?

HH:

Good. How are you?

RH:

Doing okay.

HH:

Yeah?

RH:

Yeah. Just been depressed since yesterday.

HH:

I'm sorry, what?

RH:

I've just been depressed since yesterday.

HH:

Oh, dad. Oh by the way, mom, not mom said but, yeah okay, whatever. Mom
said that you should shave uh cut your hair . She doesn't like it long.

RH:

Ohokay.

HH:

(Chuckling)

RH:

Alright.

HH:

She misses you. We all miss you.

RH:

Yeah. That's the thing is I don't know if she does.

HH:

What?

RH:

That's the thing is I, I don't know if she does.

Page 1 of3
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Telephone Conversation between Rob Hall and Hannah Hall:
Date of Phone Conversation: March 8, 2012
Case Name: Robert Hall
Case Number: CR-FE-11-3976
Transcribed By: Deborah Forgy

HH:

e

Dad, she's upset. Every time I texted her to uh I, when I text her that I talk, talked
to you she was like oh my gosh, I, I, I saw him today and I am so happy. She
would, just wants (inaudible) but all she wanted she got it. (Inaudible) so happy.

RH:

Yeah. I'mjust sad that uh, like I told Nanny, it's not, it's just, but I can't, you
know, there's just no closure. There's no, we can't talk about our problems or
anything.

HH:

I know. I thirik things will work, work out a lot better when uh you guys, when
you come out and stuff and (inaudible) able to talk.

RH:

Yeah.

HH:

So.

RH:

How's Hailey?

HH:

Hailey's doing good. She's getting a lot of her homework done and stuff.

RH:

Good.

HH:

Yeah.

RH:

Well Nanny left today so she won't be back until next week.

HH:

Yeah, I'm probably spending the night.

RH:

Huh?

HH:

Probably spending the night on Friday.

RH:

Oh that's cool.

HH:

Yeah.

RH:

That'll be fun.

HH:

Yeah. So I'm happy so ...

RH:

What are you doing?

HH:

Uh just coming back from school.

RH:

Yeah.
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Telephone Conversation between Rob Hall and Hannah Hall:
Date of Phone Conversation: March 8, 2012
Case Name: Robert Hall
Case Number: CR-FE-11-3976
Transcribed By: Deborah Forgy
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HH:

Alright, coming back from outside, not school, lunch.

RH:

Yeah. That's good.

HH:

Yeah.

RH:

Well. I love you and I just wanted to say hi.

HH:

I love you too daddio and I'm glad you called me.

RH:

Did you finish reading my book?

HH:

I'm going to finish reading it tonight. I promise you.

RH:

Okay.

HH:

I have like maybe 10 or 15 more pages.

RH:

Oh okay. Nanny got an I-Phone 4S.

HH:

I know.

RH:

She likes it.

HH:

I know. I'm sick of, I'm like jealous.

RH:

Yeah. 'Cause I've seen them, buy one get one free. Wonder if she got the free
one to give to Tony.

HH:

Uh probably, I don't know. Tony didn't say anything to me.

RH:

Hummm.

HH:

(Inaudible) Tony who would have gloated about it.

RH:

Yeah. I love you and tell everybody I love them and miss them and I'll uh try to
call you tomorrow.

HH:

Okay daddy, I love you.

RH:

Okay, love you, bye.

HH:

Bye.
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant,

______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
STATE'S NOTICE OF INTENT TO
ADMIT DEFENDANT'S THREATS TO
DERRICK JARRARD PURSUANT TO
1.R.E. 404(b)
(SUBMITTED UNDER SEAL)

COMES NOW, Melissa Moody, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho, and
hereby files this notice of intent to admit threats by Defendant Robert Hall to Derrick
Jarrard.
Specifically, the State would seek to introduce the statement made by Robert Hall
that he was going to come down to Kandi Hall's office (where Derrick Jarrard was located
at the time the statement was made) and beat Derrick's ass.

Robert Hall purportedly

made this statement because he believed that Derrick and Kandi were having an affair. In

STATE'S NOTICE OF INTENT AND MOTION TO ADMIT DEFENDANT'S THREATS TO
DERRICK JARRARD, Page 1
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fact, Derrick Jarrard was a client of attorney Emmett Corrigan.
The State would only seek to introduce this evidence in rebuttal, if the Defendant
raised a claim of self-defense and attempted to imply that the victim was the first
aggressor. The State would not seek to introduce this evidence in its case-in-chief without
prior leave of the Court.
A prior threat, such as the one Defendant made to Derrick "falls within the purview
of I.RE. 404(b)." Cooke v. State, 149 Idaho 233, 238, 233 P.3d 164, 169 (Ct. App. 2010)
(citing cases). To be admissible under I.RE. 404(b), there must be sufficient evidence to
establish the threat was made, and the threat must be "relevant to a material disputed
issue concerning the crime charged, other than propensity."

kl

"Such evidence is

relevant only if the jury can reasonably conclude the act occurred and the defendant was
the actor."

kl

The State can satisfy both of these criteria.

First, Derrick Jarrard's testimony is sufficient evidence from which the jury can
reasonably conclude that Defendant made the threat.
Second, if the Defendant claims that Emmett was the initial aggressor, the threat is
"relevant to a material disputed issue concerning the crime charged" -

namely,

Defendant's intent when he confronted Emmett in the Walgreens parking lot on March 11,
2011.

Cooke, 149 Idaho at 241-242, 233 P.3d at 172-173 (upholding district court's

conclusion that threats that defendant "intended to kill [the victim], himself, or both were
probative of [defendant's] intent, and that probative value outweighed the prejudicial
effect"). The Defendant's threat to "beat the ass" of someone he believed was having an
affair with his wife Kandi is relevant to rebut Defendant's assertion that Emmett was the
initial aggressor and that he, the Defendant, was just a mild-mannered victim who only
acted in self-defense.
STATE'S NOTICE OF INTENT AND MOTION TO ADMIT DEFENDANT'S THREATS TO
DERRICK JARRARD, Page 2
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RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 29th day of May 2012.

MELISSA MOODY
Deputy Attorney General

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 29th day of May 2012, I caused to be served a
true and correct copy of the foregoing State's Notice of Intent and Motion to Admit
Defendant's Threats to Derrick Jarrard to:

Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

K._ U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
_
_

Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728

L
_
_

Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
Electronic Mail (Email)
U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
Electronic Mail (Email)

~~
Rosean Newman, Legal Secretary
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i
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jAttorney
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!Attorney
11: 10:49 AM !States
!Attorney
11 :12:33 AMlStates
!Attorney
11: 13: 10 AM Judge

I

fMelissa Moody
i
1Rob Chastain & Debra Kristal

l
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!Phone Calls
lMotion to Exclude Witnesses

i
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!Attorney
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!Attorney
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-ROBERT R. CHASTAIN
ATTORNEY AT LAW
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e
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FILED

P.M _ _ __

MAY 3 1 2012

300 Main. Suite 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
(208) 345-3110
Attorney for Defendant

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By ELAINE TONG
DEPUTY

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
ST ATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No.

CRFE 2011-3976

AFFIDAVIT
SERVICE

OF

PERSONAL

Gary Starkey declares by sworn statement : I am a resident of Ada County, Idaho; I am
over the age of 18; I am not a party to the action or related to any of the parties in the aboveentitled action;
I served the subpoena uron Hanf.ff Hall, Meridian, ID, bv delivering to and leaving with
/{q ti (lhaf~........- •S lfo, :f't!/Jp~
30CJ "'1'1·' '7 -ct. ,Ada County, Idaho, on the
~dayof "'1().. 7
,2012, at J:'fOl..._o'clock.

"'°i

it•

&.rrcL'

~~
Gary Starkey

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me thisffeayof

MARIA J. CUTAIA
NOTARY PUBLIC
STATE OF IOAHO

SUBPOENA, Page· 2
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ROBERT R. CHASTAIN
,ATTORNEY AT LAW

300 Main, Suite 158
Boise, ID 83 702-7728
(208) 345-3110
Attorney for Defendant
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,

Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,

Defendant.

THE STATE OF IDAHO TO:

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No.

CRFE 201 J-3976

SUBPOENA

DUCES TECUM

Hannah Hall, Meridian, ID

YOU ARE COMMANDED:

[ K ] to appear in the Court at the place, date and time specified below to testify in the above case.
[

]

to appear at the place, date and time specified below to testify at the taking of a deposition in the
above case.
to produce or pennit inspection and copying of the following documents or objects, including
electronically stored infonnation, at the place, date and time specified below.

[

]

to pennit inspection of the following premises at the date and time specified below.

PLACE, DATE, AND TIME:

August/~ 2012, at 9:00 a.m., at the Ada County Courthouse

You are further notified if you fail to appear at the place and time specified above, or to produce or
pem1it copying or inspection as specified above, you may be held in contempt of court and the aggrieved
party may recover from you the sum of $100 and all damages which the party may sustain by your failure to
comply with this subpoena.
DATED thi;;;J_day of May, 2012.
By order of the Court.

SUBPOENA, Page - I
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MAY 3 1 2012
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk

ROBERT R. CHASTAIN
Attorney at Law
300 W. Main, Suite 158
Boise, ID 83 702
(208) 345-31102
Idaho State Bar# 2765

By ELAINE TONG
O!PUTY

DEBORAH N. KRIST AL
Attorney at Law
3140 N. Bogus Basin Road
Boise, ID 83 702
(208) 345-8708
Idaho State Bar #2296
Attorney for Defendant
Robert Dean Hall

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

STATE OF IDAHO,

Case No. CR-FE-2011-3976
Plaintiff,

V.

ROBERT DEAN HALL,

RESPONSE TO STATE'S NOTICE TO
INTRODUCE I.R.E 404(b) EVIDENCE
AND MOTION TO ADMIT EXPERT
TESTIMONY ON DOMESTIC
VIOLENCE

Defendant.
(SUBMITTED TO COURT UNDER
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___, SEAL)
COMES NOW, Robert Dean Hall, by and through his attorneys of record, and
hereby replies to the State's "Notice of Intent to Introduce Evidence Pursuant to I.R.E.
404(b) and Motion to Admit Expert Testimony on Domestic Violence" (hereinafter
"State's Motion"). For the reasons discussed herein, the State's Motion should be denied.
Mr. Hall objects to the State's Motion regarding its proffered I.R.E. 404(b)
evidence and request to introduce expert testimony on the following grounds: (1)
RESPONSE TO STATE'S NOTICE TO INTRODUCE I.R.E 404(b) EVIDENCE AND
MOTION TO ADMIT EXPERT TESTIMONY ON DOMESTIC VIOLENCE - I
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1 .

'

hearsay; (2) speculation; (3) improper character evidence; (4) relevance; and (5) unfair
prejudice.
ARGUMENT

I.

The State's Proffered Hearsay Evidence Is Inadmissible Pursuant To
I.R.E. 802 (Hearsay)

The State has identified twelve categories of evidence containing vanous
statements which it intends to introduce at trial. Below is a list of seven of those twelve
categories containing hearsay evidence and the specific statements which are
inadmissible. Mr. Hall objects based on I.R.E. 802 to the following hearsay evidence:
CATEGORY

•

•
1

Alleged verbal abuse and
threats
(State's Motion, p. 2)

•

HEARSAY STATEMENT
Testimony by Sheila Owen that she heard from Kandi
Hall's mother that Mr. Hall has lost his temper and
thrown things.
Testimony by Kelly Rieker that Mr. Hall made
insulting comments towards Kandi Hall.
Testimony by Kelly Rieker that she heard from
Corrigan that Kandi told Corrigan that Mr. Hall was
at the office and threatening Kandi. Testimony that
Corrigan told Rieker that Corrigan was concerned.

•

Testimony by Chris Search that Kandi said she
received a bruise from Mr. Hall.
• Testimony by Chris Search that Kandi said she was
grabbed and pushed by Mr. Hall.
• Testimony by Jacquelyne Galvin that Kandi said that
Alleged physical abuse of
Mr. Hall is a violent man.
Kandi Hall
• Testimony by Kelly Rieker that Kandi told her that
(State's Motion, pp. 2-3)
she told Corrigan that Mr. Hall physically held her
down and twisted her arm.
• Testimony by Kelly Rieker that Kandi told her that
Kandi received bruises from Mr. Hall, that Mr. Hall
hit Kandi.
• Kandi's statements to law enforcement during a
March 17, 2011 interview discussing bruises on her
arm. Testimony from law enforcement regarding
statements Kandi made concerning bruises on her
arms.
RESPONSE TO STATE'S NOTICE TO INTRODUCE I.R.E 404(b) EVIDENCE AND
MOTION TO ADMIT EXPERT TESTIMONY ON DOMESTIC VIOLENCE - 2
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•

•
Kandi Hall's self-blaming
statements
(State's Motion, pp. 3-5)

•

•
•
Mr. Hall's alleged
controlling behavior
(State's Motion, pp. 6, 7)

Kandi Hall's email and
Facebook correspondence
which allegedly
demonstrates her attempt to
take back control
(State's Motion, pp. 12-13)

•

•

Defendant's view of himself
as the victim
(State's Motion, pp. 16-17)

A September 8, 2010 Email sent from Kandi to
Corrigan.
A November 15, 2010 Email sent from Michelle
Clark to Kandi. Testimony from Michelle Clark
regarding statements made by Hannah Hall to Clark
that Kandi should "quit" her friends to focus on her
relationship with Mr. Hall.
A March 9, 2011 Email sent from Kandi to Mr. Hall
regarding sponsorship for their daughter's softball
team.
Facebook correspondence with family and friends
regarding Kandi reinstating her Facebook account.

•

Testimony by Jacquelyne Galvan that Kandi's mother
allegedly said she (Kandi's mother) was afraid Mr.
Hall would kill Kandi and that Kandi's mother
allegedly told Galvan that Kandi was planning on
divorcing Mr. Hall and then moving to California
because Kandi was afraid Mr. Hall would kill her.

•

Testimony by Jacquelyne Galvan that Kandi's mother
allegedly told Galvin "See, I told you Jackie, I knew
he was capable of this, he was going to kill Kandi too,
and you know Kandi kicked the gun away."

•

Kandi's statements to law enforcement during a
March 12, 2011 interview. Testimony by law
enforcement regarding statements made by Kandi
during the interview.

Kandi's mother's statements
(State's Motion, p. 13)

I

Facebook correspondence with Maida NezirovicEscarcega. Testimony by Maida Nezirovic-Escarcega
regarding the statements made by Kandi in the
Facebook correspondence.
Evidence concemmg Kandi's statements during
telephone conversations with Mr. Hall.
Testimony by Kelly Rieker regarding her belief that
Kandi was "hiding, what was going on because she
wanted this image, of what was going on, at their
house, with their friends, and she didn't want
anybody, in her neighborhood, and their friends
knowing what was going on."

RESPONSE TO STATE'S NOTICE TO INTRODUCE I.R.E 404(b) EVIDENCE AND
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A. TheLaw
Hearsay is a statement, other than one made by the declarant while testifying at
the trial or hearing, offered in evidence to prove the truth of the matter asserted. I.R.E.
801. Hearsay is not admissible unless it falls within an exception enumerated in the Idaho
Rules of Evidence. I.RE. 802.
The vast majority of the evidence that the State intends to introduce consists of
inadmissible hearsay. Yet, the State fails to offer a non-hearsay purpose or hearsay
exception as to why any of these statements are admissible in this case. This is because
there are no exceptions. Given that most of these statements were allegedly made by
Kandi Hall to a third-party (or made by Kandi Hall to a third-party who relayed the
statement to a third-party), Mr. Hall anticipates the State will argue that these statements
are admissible under the "state of mind" exception pursuant to I.RE. 803(3). However,
reliance on I.RE. 803(3) as an exception to the State's proffered hearsay statements
would be misplaced.
Idaho Rule of Evidence 803(3) provides an exception to the hearsay rule for the
following statement:
A statement of the declarant's then existing state of mind, emotion,
sensation, or physical condition (such as intent, plan, motive, design,
mental feeling, pain, and bodily health), but not including a statement of
memory or belief to prove the fact remembered or believed unless it
relates to the execution, revocation, identification, or terms of declarant's
will.
"[A] statement offered to show the state of mind of [the] declarant-victim, may be
admissible under the 'state of mind' exception to the hearsay rule, where the declarantvictim's state of mind is relevant to an issue involved in the criminal proceedings." State
RESPONSE TO STATE'S NOTICE TO INTRODUCE I.RE 404(b) EVIDENCE AND
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v. Goodrich, 97 Idaho 472,477 (1976) (emphasis added). However, these statements are

"fraught with inherent dangers and require the imposition of rigid limitations. The
'

principal danger is that the jury will consider the victim's statement of fear as somehow
reflecting on defendant's state of mind rather than the victims's - i.e., as a true indication
of defendant's intentions, actions, or culpability." Id. (internal citation and quotation
omitted).
A victim's statement regarding an individual's behavior does not fall within
I.R.E. 803(3) because such actions "do not describe a then-existing mental, emotional or
physical condition." State v. Gray, 129 Idaho 784, 795 (Ct. App. 1997). "A victim's outof-court expression of fear may be used to show his or her state of mind but not to prove
the underlying facts upon which the fear is based." State v. Rosencrantz, 110 Idaho 124,
128 ( 1986). "If the reservation in the text of the rule is to have any effect, it must be
understood to narrowly limit those admissible statements to declarations of condition 'I'm scared' - and not belief - "I'm scared because [the defendant] threatened me."
United States v. Emmert, 829 F .2d 805, 810 (9th Cir. 1987) (quoting United States v.
Cohen, 631 F.2d 1223, 1225 (5th Cir. 1980)).
B. As Applied

In this case, Mr. Hall expects the State to argue that the above hearsay statements
are admissible pursuant to Rule 803(3) as relevant to Mr. Hall's state of mind. However,
introduction of these hearsay statements for this purpose is the specific danger courts
must seek to avoid. Moreover, the Idaho Court of Appeals has explained that
recollections of a third party are incapable of proving a defendant's state of mind. State v.

RESPONSE TO STATE'S NOTICE TO INTRODUCE I.R.E 404(b) EVIDENCE AND
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Custodio, 136 Idaho 197, 205-06 (Ct. App. 200 I). Thus, it would be improper to admit
any of these hearsay statements as probative of Mr. Hall's state of mind.
The vast majority of these hearsay statements were made or allegedly made by
Kandi Hall, but she is not the complaining party to the charge in this case, nor is Kandi
Hall's mother. 1 Thus, her state of mind is irrelevant (as well as Kandi's mother's state of
mind) and not at issue in this case and statements she made or allegedly made should not
be admitted pursuant to Rule 803(3). Moreover, none of the State's proffered hearsay
statements fall within I.R.E. 803(3) because those statements do not describe a thenexisting mental, emotional or physical condition of the declarant. Rather, those hearsay
statements concern acts or conduct. Even if this Court were to admit certain statements
made by Kandi Hall concerning a "condition" pursuant to Rule 803(3), such testimony
should be limited to a condition - "I am afraid" and "I have a bruise" - and not belief "I am afraid of my husband" and "I have a bruise from my husband." Such an
interpretation is not only consistent with the express language of I.R.E. 803(3), but Idaho
case law.
Regardless of whether this Court concludes that any of these hearsay statements
fall within Rule 803(3), or any other hearsay exception, all of the State's proffered
evidence is inadmissible as speculative, improper character evidence, irrelevant, and/or
highly prejudicial.

XXI. Statements Which Are Speculative Are Inadmissible Pursuant To I.R.E.
602 (Speculation)
1 Since there are no hearsay exceptions for the alleged statements made by Kandi Hall (or Kandi Hall's
mother), Mr. Hall anticipates that the State will call Kandi Hall (or her mother) as a witness for the primary
purpose of impeaching her before the jury with otherwise inadmissible evidence. This would be an
impennissible trial tactic. See State v. Hoover, 138 Idaho 414, 420 (2003) (recognizing that the State may
not elicit adverse testimony for the primary purpose of impeachment and gaining admission of otherwise
inadmissible evidence).

RESPONSE TO STATE'S NOTICE TO INTRODUCE I.R.E 404(b) EVIDENCE AND
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"A witness may not testify to a matter unless evidence is introduced sufficient to
support a finding that the witness has personal knowledge of the matter." 1.R.E. 602. A
lay witness's opinion regarding a defendant's state of mind is inadmissible speculation.
See State v. Turner, 136 Idaho 629,633 (Ct. App. 2001) (holding that a witness's opinion

that a shooting incident was an accident amounted to inadmissible speculation as to the
defendant's state of mind).
The

following

statements

should

all

be

excluded

as

inadmissible

speculative/conclusory statements:
Sheila Owen's hearsay statement that she heard from Kandi's mother that Mr.
Hall lost his temper and threw things is inadmissible speculation as to Mr. Hall's state of
mind. Neither Owen nor Kandi Hall's mother knew Mr. Hall's state of mind when he
allegedly threw things. State's Motion, p. 2.
Kelly Rieker's speculative statement that Kandi Hall intended to "hid[e] what was
going on because she wanted this image, of what was going on at their house, with their
friends, and she didn't want anybody, in her neighborhood, and their friends knowing
what was going on." Id. at p. 5.
Similarly, several of Kandi Hall's hearsay statements are inadmissible speculation
as to Mr. Hall's and Corrigan's state of mind:
•

Kandi Hall's Facebook discussion with Maida Nezirovic-Escarcega where Kandi
asserts that Mr. Hall was disappointed when she failed to purchase a vehicle.

•

Kandi Hall's email to Corrigan on September 8, 2010 asserting that Mr. Hall is
"jealous."
Kandi Hall's discussion with Detective Joe Miller is essentially a role playing
exercise where Detective Miller asks Kandi to speculate as to Corrigan's state of
mind. Id. at p. 16.

•
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In addition, Kandi Hall's mother's hearsay statements are inadmissible
speculations:
•
•
•

Kandi's mother speculated that Kandi planned on divorcing Mr. Hall and moving
to California.
Kandi's mother speculates as to Kandi's state of mind that Kandi was afraid Mr.
Hall would kill her.
Kandi's mother's conclusory and speculative statement that Mr. Hall was going to
kill Kandi and Kandi "kicked the gun away" on the night of Corrigan's death. Id.
p. 13.

XXVIII. The State's Proffered "Other Act" Evidence Is Inadmissible Pursuant
To I.R.E. 404(b) (Improper Character Evidence), I.R.E. 401 (Relevance),
And I.R.E. 403 (Unfair Prejudice)
A. The Law
Evidence of other crimes, wrongs, or acts is not admissible to prove the character
of a person to show action in conformity therewith. I.R.E. 404(b ); State v. Field, 144
Idaho 559, 569 (2007). Rule 404(b) excludes the admission of any act that tends to show
the character of the defendant, not just bad acts or crimes. State v. Whitaker, 2012 WL
182115 * 3 (Ct. App. 2012). However, "other act" evidence may be admissible to
establish motive, opportunity, intent, preparation, plan, knowledge, identity, or absence
of mistake or accident. I.R.E. 404(b).
In determining the admissibility of evidence pursuant to Rule 404(b ), the trial
court must first determine whether there is sufficient evidence to support the conclusion
that the act occurred and the defendant was the actor. State v. Grist, 147 Idaho 49, 52
(2009); State v. Parmer, 147 Idaho 210, 214 (Ct. App. 2009). The trial court must
articulate its reasons for finding that sufficient evidence exists to support a reasonable
conclusion that the act occurred. Id. at 215.

RESPONSE TO STATE'S NOTICE TO INTRODUCE 1.R.E 404(b) EVIDENCE AND
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•

l

If the trial court finds that sufficient evidence exists, then the court must consider
whether the acts are relevant to a material disputed issue concerning the crime charged,
other than propensity. Grist, 147 Idaho at 52. Evidence must tend to prove or disprove a
fact "of consequence to the determination of the action" to be relevant. I.R.E. 40 I. Facts
of consequence are facts bearing on the elements of the crimes charged. State v. Brazzell,
118 Idaho 431, 434 (Ct. App. 1990). Moreover, the logical relevance of other acts is
generally dependent upon proof that the charged offense and the other acts were similar,
that the other acts involved the same or similar victims, and that it involved the same
state of mind that constitutes the mens rea element of the charged offense. State v. Wood,
126 Idaho 241, 246 (Ct. App. 1994). A trial court's "examination for the requisite factual
similarities is not just limited to cases where Rule 404(b) evidence is offered to show a
common scheme or plan, but must be conducted when evidence is offered for any
purpose under Rule 404(b)." Parmer, 147 Idaho 219. The trial court must also balance
whether the probative value is substantially outweighed by the danger of unfair prejudice.
Grist, 147 Idaho at 52.

Even though the State asserts that its "domestic violence" evidence is relevant,
there is no case law which supports the State's proposition that domestic violence
provides a motive or intent to commit murder. In fact, the case the State primarily relies
on supports a contrary position. In State v. Varie, the defendant was charged with the first
degree murder of her husband and she sought to introduce battered spouse syndrome
evidence to support her claim of self defense and to establish that she did not have the
requisite state of mind to commit murder. 135 Idaho 848 (2001). The State's attempt to
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bootstrap the issue of domestic violence to the criminal charge in this case is obvious and
improper given Idaho case law.
In State v. Wood, the defendant was charged with the murder of his girlfriend's
two year old child. 126 Idaho 241 (Ct. App. 1994). The defendant's girlfriend,
Almandinger, testified that she left her child home alone with the defendant while she
went to the grocery store. The defendant subsequently left in his vehicle with the child,
who was unconscious and not breathing, and intercepted Almandinger as she was on her
return home. Almandinger rushed her child to a nearby medical facility for treatment but
the child eventually died. An autopsy revealed that the cause of the child's death was
blunt impact trauma to the brain. At trial, the defendant and Almandinger testified that
the defendant was alone with the child for approximately five minutes. The defendant
presented medical evidence that respiratory arrest due to blunt impact could not have
occurred in that period of time. Id. at 242. The State attempted to attack this defense by
showing that Almandinger, who had since married the defendant and given birth to his
child, was slanting her approximation of the five minute time period to make the
defendant appear innocent. The trial court allowed the State to present evidence at trial
that the defendant was violent and had abused Almandinger on a previous occasion.
Specifically, the State was allowed to question Almandinger about an incident where the
defendant had allegedly choked her, an incident she denied at the defendant's preliminary
hearing and at trial. To impeach Almandinger's denial of this incident, the State called
Banderob, Almandinger's co-worker, who testified that she had seen bruises or marks on
Almandinger's throat and that Almandinger stated that she had been choked by the
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defendant. The jury acquitted the defendant of murder but he was found guilty of felony
injury to child. Id. at 243.
On appeal, the defendant argued that the trial court erred in permitting the State to
elicit testimony from Almandinger and Banderob regarding the choking incident as it
was improper propensity evidence inadmissible under I.R.E. 404(b ). He also argued that
Banderob's testimony was hearsay. Id. The Court of Appeals dismissed each of the
State's asserted independent 404(b) purposes. The court found that "neither a bad temper
nor a prior incident of violence against the child's mother logically suggests any motive
to harm the child. While an explosive temper could be a cause of a violent act, it does not
constitute a motive." Id. at 245-46. The court noted that uncharged acts may be used to
prove the intent element of the charged crime, but logical relevance is dependent upon
proof that the charged and uncharged crimes are similar, the acts involved the same or
similar victims, and a finding that acts involved the same state of mind. Id. at 246. The
court found insufficient similarity between the choking incident and the injury to the
child to provide logical relevance: 1) the act of choking was not the same as an
unprovoked blow; 2) the uncharged act was committed against an adult woman, not a
child; and 3) the intent of the choking incident was not similar to the mens rea element
required for second-degree murder, voluntary manslaughter, or felony injury to child. Id.
Thus, the court concluded that the trial court erred in permitting the State to question
Almandinger about the choking incident and the defendant's temper. Id. at 24 7. The State
next argued that Banderob's testimony was relevant for impeaching Almandinger, and
thus, was not prohibited propensity evidence and was not prohibited by the hearsay rule.
Id. at 247-48. In response, the court stated that it was error to permit Almandinger's
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testimony about the choking incident, and therefore, the "State may not predicate the
admissibility of Banderob's otherwise inadmissible testimony upon its value to impeach
evidence that was itself inadmissible .... " Id. at 248.
In State v. Alsanea, the Idaho Court of Appeals found that the defendant's prior
behavior of stalking and threatening his girlfriend was irrelevant to his intent to commit
aggravated assault on a law enforcement officer. 138 Idaho 733 (2003). In that case, the
defendant's girlfriend called police on several occasions to report that the defendant had
been stalking and harassing her. On one occasion the defendant threatened to kill her, her
mother, their son, and himself. The defendant continued to contact his girlfriend after
being arrested for stalking in violation of the no contact order. An "aware alarm" was
subsequently installed at her home so that law enforcement could be notified if the
girlfriend was being threatened by the defendant. On the night of the defendant's arrest
for the aggravated assault on law enforcement, the defendant arrived at his girlfriend's
house and asked to speak with her. Police were notified of the defendant's presence, and
upon their arrival, the defendant pulled a gun from his waistband and pointed it at the
officers. The defendant was charged and found guilty of aggravated assault on law
enforcement.
On appeal, the defendant argued that the district court erred by permitting prior
bad act evidence at his trial. Id. at 73 7. The state argued that testimony regarding the
defendant's stalking and threats against his girlfriend were relevant to prove intent of the
aggravated assault pursuant to 404(b). Id. at 739. However, the Idaho Court of Appeals
concluded that the similarities between the prior acts and the aggravated assault were
lacking, and thus, irrelevant. Id. at 740. First, the court reasoned that the prior acts of
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stalking and harassing his girlfriend were not similar to aggravated assault against the
officers because the prior act of threatening to shoot his girlfriend was not the same as
pulling a gun and aiming it at two officers. Next, the court found that the victim of the
defendant's prior acts was his girlfriend, and not police. Lastly, the court found that the
mens rea for stalking and harassment was to willfully and maliciously follow or harass,
whereas the intent of aggravated assault was to intentionally threaten violence and cause
apprehension. Thus, the court held that it was error for the trial court to permit the prior
act testimony. Id.
As the above cases demonstrate, Idaho courts are unwilling to allow other act
evidence in a criminal case under Rule 404(b) when the acts, the victims, and the mens
rea of the acts are not the same or similar. The factual similarities analysis must be
conducted when evidence is offered for any purpose under Rule 404(b). Parmer, 147
Idaho at 219.
B. As Applied

1.

There Is Insufficient Evidence That The Acts Occurred

The State contends that there are twelve categories of evidence that establish that
Kandi Hall was a "victim" of domestic violence. Mr. Hall submits that there is
insufficient evidence for this Court to reasonably conclude that the acts occurred and that
he was the actor. Most notably, Mr. Hall contends that there is insufficient evidence that
I

he subjected Kandi Hall to physical abuse or threatened her with physical harm.

2

The State concedes that Kandi Hall denies that Mr. Hall physically abused her,
and that she indicates that at least one of the bruises that she showed to Chris Search
Mr. Hall respectfully submits that if this Court finds sufficient evidence to conclude that Mr. Hall
committed any of the alleged acts in the State's Motion, this Court must articulate its reason for those
findings.
2
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crune from Corrigan. State's Motion, p. 2 n. 1. Kandi Hall testified at the Grand Jury she
received bruising to her body after she engaged in sexual activity with Corrigan. (GJ Tr.
pp. 144-150,

attached hereto and incorporated herein by reference as Exhibit A.)

Apparently physical injuries were not uncommon when Corrigan engaged in his sexual
affairs. Brittany Mulford, a woman with whom Corrigan had a sexual affair the week
prior to his death, indicated that Corrigan hit the headboard of the bed and injured his
hand while the two were having sex. (Interview with Det. Jim Miller, attached hereto and
incorporated herein by reference as Exhibit B.) Whether Kandi Hall told co-workers
Chris Search and Kelly Rieker that she received certain bruises from Mr. Hall, does not
lead to the reasonable conclusion that Mr. Hall in fact hit Kandi Hall or that he was the
cause of her bruising. Kandi Hall provided a logical explanation for the real cause of the
bruises - rough sex with Corrigan.
There is absolutely no evidence that Mr. Hall ever threatened to physically harm
Kandi Hall. The State provides the hearsay within hearsay statements from Kelly Rieker
that Corrigan called her and told her that he received a call from Kandi and Kandi said
that Mr. Hall was at the office and was threatening Kandi. State's Motion, p. 2. Yet, there
are no facts supporting the assertion that Mr. Hall was threatening Kandi. Thus, there is
insufficient evidence which would allow this Court to reasonably conclude that a "threat"
occurred and that Mr. Hall was the actor.
As addressed above, Kandi Hall's mother's alleged statements to Jacquelyne
Galvan are inadmissible hearsay and speculation. Further, neither Kandi Hall's nor her
mother's state of mind are at issue in this case. The State concedes that Kandi's mother
denies that she ever feared for her daughter's life, implying that she never made those
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statements to Galvan. See State's Motion, p. 13 n'. 3. Kandi's mother allegedly "changing
her story" does not logically suggest that Mr. Hall abused Kandi. The State is alleging
that Kandi Hall suffers from domestic violence syndrome, not her mother. Thus, it would
be improper for this Court to consider this testimony as a basis for concluding that Mr.
Hall physically abused or threatened Kandi Hall.
2.

The State's Proffered Other Act Evidence Is Improper Character
Evidence And Irrelevant

The State contends that its proffered other act evidence is relevant for the purpose
of establishing Mr. Hall's motive and intent. State's Motion, p.29. The State suggests the
act of killing Corrigan "was an act of power and control" over Kandi Hall, a third party.
Id.

In an attempt to persuade this Court that Kandi Hall was a "victim" of domestic
violence, the State contends that Mr. Hall engaged in various conduct that it labels as
verbal and physical abuse, threats, and controlling behavior directed towards his wife.
Some of the State's alleged evidence of "controlling" behavior does not even involve
Kandi Hall, but Mr. Hall's neighbors. State's Motion, p. 6. As the court in Woods
explained, a defendant's bad temper and prior acts of violence against his wife do not
logically suggest a motive to harm a third party. In this case, Kandi Hall is not the
complaining party of the crime for which Mr. Hall has been charged. This same
reasoning should be applied in this case. Alleged other acts against Kandi Hall do not
logically suggest a motive to harm Corrigan. In addition, since the State intends to offer
evidence pursuant to Rule 404(b ), this Court must conduct a factual similarities analysis.
Parmer, 147 Idaho at 219. Just like the facts in Woods and Alsanea, the factual

similarities are lacking in this case.
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First, there are no factual similarities between the alleged other acts and the
charged crime in this case. The following is a summary of the alleged verbal abuse and
threats made by Mr. Hall directed at Kandi Hall: calling Kandi Hall fat and ugly3; making
insulting comments; throwing "things" on one occasion; and making an unknown threat.
State's Motion, p. 2. The alleged physical abuse consists of: various bruises - only some
of which Kandi Hall identified as coming from Mr. Hall; Mr. Hall physically taking a
ring off of Kandi Hall's finger; and an assertion by Kandi Hall that Mr. Hall is violent.

Id. at p. 3. Mr. Hall's controlling behavior consists of: sending emails to Kandi Hall and
calling her on the phone - the theme of this communication was Mr. Hall's request and
desire to strengthen their marriage4 ; alleged incidents with neighbors; "lying" to Kandi
Hall; Hannah Hall agreeing with Mr. Hall that Kandi should focus on her marriage; the
Hall residence having a security system; Mr. Hall and Kandi Hall speaking on the phone
numerous times a day; on one occasion Mr. Hall calling Kandi Hall's former employer to
inquire about her affair with Corrigan; Mr. Hall allegedly disliking Kandi Hall's presence
on Facebook5; Mr. Hall going to Kandi Hall's work to talk; Mr. Hall taking sick days
from work; and Mr. Hall bouncing a check. Id. at pp. 6-15.
None of the State's proffered other act evidence is sufficiently similar or the same
as the crime of first degree murder. In fact, with the exception of some of bruises
allegedly coming from Mr. Hall and Mr. Hall taking a ring off of Kandi's finger,6 none of
It appears that this comment occurred when Mr. Hall and Kandi Hall first met, more than 20 years ago.
See State's Motion (Ex. 1).
4 A review of State's Exhibit 40 reveals that Kandi Hall insisted that Mr. Hall call her as often as he could.
This request was made repeatedly, and on more than one occasion.
~ The State contends that Mr. Hall did not want Kandi Hall on Facebook. State's Motion, p. 11. However,
the cited evidence does not demonstrate that Mr. Hall instructed Kandi to close her Facebook account.
State's Exhibit 24 is an email from Facebook to Kandi Hall's email, notifying her that her Facebook
account was reactivated.
6 Even though the State characterizes some of Mr. Hall's statements as "threats," there is no evidence of an
actual threat of physical harm to Kandi Hal I.
3
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this evidence is unlawful. In Alsanea, the defendant's prior acts of stalking and harassing
his girlfriend and threatening to shoot and kill her were insufficiently similar to the crime
of pointing a gun at two officers. In Woods, the court was unwilling to find choking
sufficiently similar to the crime of inflicting blunt force trauma. This Court should apply
the same reasoning in Alsanea and Woods and hold that the State's other acts evidence is
insufficiently similar to the act of shooting the complaining party.
Second, the State's proffered evidence concerns Mr. Hall's wife Kandi Hall (as an
alleged victim) and not Corrigan. Thus, the alleged victim of the other acts is not the
same or sufficiently similar to the complaining party in this case.
Finally, the intent of maintaining power and control over Kandi Hall is not
sufficiently similar to the state of mind of the charged crime of first degree murder - the
intent to kill. Brazzell, 118 Idaho at 434 (finding that the defendant's specific intent to
kill is the state of mind that the State must prove in a first degree murder case). Thus, this
Court should not allow the State to introduce any of the proffered other act evidence
pursuant to Rule 404(b), because such evidence is improper propensity evidence and
irrelevant to the facts of consequence in this case.

It is worth noting that the general facts in Woods are strikingly similar to the facts
in this case. In Woods, the court found that it was error to permit the defendant's wife's
co-worker to testify about a choking incident between the defendant and his wife because
questioning the wife about the choking incident was improper in the first instance. To
avoid a similarly unfavorable ruling in this case, the State has simply relabeled this case
as one involving domestic violence. However, the State does not allege that Mr. Hall
subjected Corrigan to verbal and physical abuse, threats, or controlling behavior. This is
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because no such evidence exists. Yet, as Mr. Hall has detailed in previous briefings, there
is ample evidence that Corrigan threatened to physically harm Mr. Hall.
The State has cited to several cases which it contends supports its position that an
expert in the area of domestic violence should be permitted in this case to explain the
"dynamics of domestic violence." State's Motion, p. 18. However, an examination of
those cases reveals that when other act evidence was introduced, the charged and
uncharged crimes were similar, the acts involved the same victims, and the acts involved
the same state of mind. In State v. Frost, the defendant was convicted of assaulting his
girlfriend, inter alia, and the prosecution introduced testimony at trial regarding the
defendant's prior assaults upon his girlfriend. 577 A.2d 1282 (N.J. Super. Ct. App. Div.
1990). In Moorer v. State, the defendant was convicted of aggravated assault and false
imprisonment for offenses committed against his girlfriend, and the prosecution
introduced testimony at trial regarding a prior aggravated assault upon his girlfriend. 659
S.E.2d 422 (Ga. App. 2008).
The law is clear, when a defendant is not charged with a crime involving
domestic violence or a similar charge against the same or similar victim, evidence of
prior domestic violence is improper. Therefore, this Court should hold that the State's
proffered 404(b) evidence is inadmissible character evidence and irrelevant.

3.

The State's Proffered Other Act Evidence Is Improper Character
Evidence And Irrelevant

"Although relevant, evidence may be excluded if its probative value is
substantially outweighed by the danger of unfair prejudice, confusion of the issues, or
misleading the jury, or by considerations of undue delay, waste of time, or needless
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presentation of cumulative evidence." State v. Ruiz, 150 Idaho 469, 471 (2010) (quoting
I.R.E. 403).
Even if the State's proposed other act evidence falls within one of the exceptions
in Rule 404(b) or otherwise qualifies as non-propensity evidence, the probative value of
such evidence is substantially outweighed by the danger of unfair prejudice and
confusion of the issues. This is not a domestic violence case. Introducing evidence that
Mr. Hall allegedly abused his wife and made crude and vulgar comments towards her in
an effort to assert power and control presents Mr. Hall as violent and foul-mouthed man
who repeatedly beats and berates his wife. Introducing this evidence would create a
substantial risk that the jury would find Mr. Hall guilty of the charged crime because they
find this conduct appalling. The jury's focus should be on the elements of the charged
crime and Mr. Hall's defense, not whether Kandi Hall is suffering from domestic
violence syndrome caused by Mr. Hall, the batterer. Any probative value of the State's
404(b) evidence is substantially outweighed by the danger of unfair prejudice against Mr.
Hall, and would result in confusion of the issues in this case. Therefore, all of the other
act evidence should be excluded.
XXIX. Expert Testimony Regarding Domestic Violence Syndrome Is Not
Necessary In This Case Because It is Irrelevant. The Facts In This Case
Are Not Beyond The Comprehension Of A Jury, And Such Testimony
Would Be Highly Prejudicial and Confuse The Issues

Despite the fact that Kandi Hall has participated in numerous lengthy interviews
with the police, the State appears to be trying to characterize her as an uncooperative
witness. The State should not be permitted to call an expert witness to testify when a
non-complaining witness is perceived by the State as uncooperative. Mr. Hall generally
agrees with the State's legal standard regarding the admissibility of expert testimony.
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However, expert testimony must be relevant to the case. See State v. Hester, 114 Idaho
688, 694 (1988) (recognizing that "[i]f relevant, it is generally permissible for experts to
testify regarding traits typically exhibited by child abusers"); Varie, 135 Idaho at 854
(finding that expert testimony regarding battered spouse syndrome must be "relevant to
the questions of self-defense and state of mind"). Further, an expert's testimony should
not be permitted as an affirmative weapon against a defendant. People v. White, 4
Misc.3d 797, 780 N.Y.S.2d 727 (Dist. Ct. 2004).
In White, the defendant was charged with assaulting his girlfriend whom he had
dated periodically for thirteen years. The prosecution moved to introduce expert witness
testimony regarding the "battered woman syndrome" ("BWS") to explain the girlfriend's
"perplexing behavior patterns" of continuous contact with the defendant and a nine week
delay in reporting the assault. 4 Mis.3d at 798-99. The prosecution made an offer of proof
detailing the defendant's violent acts upon his girlfriend, including: (1) numerous threats
to kill her; (2) repeated beatings; (3) urinating on her; and (4) forcible sex. Id. at 798. The
district court explained that it had previously denied the introduction of the various
alleged uncharged crimes, and the only issue was whether expert testimony regarding
BWS should be allowed to explain the delay in reporting the assault. Id. at 801. The
prosecution argued that BWS testimony would be helpful to the jury's understanding of
the victim's perceptions and behavior. The court found that the jury is capable of
evaluating the complaining witness' testimony regarding the facts of the incident and her
reason for delay in reporting. Id. at 802. Lastly, the court explained the highly prejudicial
impact of this testimony:
Simply put, if a BWS expert is permitted to give testimony in this
particular case and begins by detailing the symptoms experienced by a
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'battered woman' or person, this leads to the inference that (1) the
complainant is a battered woman, and (2) the defendant committed prior
acts of violence against the complainant. This, in essence, gives rise to the
jury determining that the defendant has a propensity to commit domestic
violence against this complainant. Finally, the complainant's state of mind
is not at issue here, nor is proof that the defendant is a batterer or that the
defendant and the complainant were involved in a battering relationship.
Expert testimony regarding the symptoms of a battered person leads to the
unavoidable conclusion that the complainant suffers from BWS, which
presupposes and speculates on the existence of a batterer.
Id. at 802-03.
In White, the court in that case excluded the prosecutor's proffered other act
evidence. The court in that case then conducted its analysis regarding the necessity of an
expert witness with due regard to its previous evidentiary ruling. It would be appropriate
for this Court to follow the same analysis. As addressed above, the State's proffered other
act evidence is inadmissible because it is: (1) fraught with hearsay; (2) speculative and
conclusory; (3) improper character evidence; (4) irrelevant; and (5) unduly prejudicial.
Thus, it is not necessary that a jury hear testimony of an expert on domestic violence
because it would be irrelevant.
Moreover, a jury is capable of understanding the facts in this case without the
testimony of an expert on domestic violence. An expert witness testifying about domestic
violence syndrome would not be relevant to the issue of Mr. Hall's defense or his state of
mind in this murder case. A jury would not be assisted by domestic violence testimony,
but rather, such testimony would confuse the issues in this case. Allowing the State to call
an expert witness regarding domestic violence syndrome to explain a non-complaining
witness's behavior poses inherent dangers. A jury could conclude that any unfavorable
testimony to the State was due to the witness (not just Kandi Hall) being a "victim" of
domestic violence. Without Kandi Hall being identified as the "victim" (which would be
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improper and highly prejudicial), this assumption could be made by the jury. The State
should not be permitted to call an expert witness to testify when a non-complaining
witness is perceived by the State as uncooperative, especially where, as in this case, Kandi
Hall has always complied with the State's request for interviews. A jury is capable of
assessing and evaluating Kandi Hall's testimony regarding the facts of the incident.
As in White, allowing the State to introduce an expert on domestic violence in this
case would amount to expert testimony being used as an affirmative weapon against Mr.
Hall. This evidence would be highly prejudicial. As the court in White explained,
testimony of this nature leads to the inference that there is a battered woman and the
defendant (Mr. Hall) committed the acts of violence. This is especially prejudicial to Mr.
Hall, as Kandi Hall's state of mind is not at issue in this case, nor is proof that Mr. Hall
subjects Kandi Hall to physical abuse or that they are in a battering relationship. Even if
the expert does not testify that Kandi suffers from domestic violence syndrome, or that
Mr. Hall is an abuser, this testimony leads to the conclusion that Kandi Hall suffers from
domestic violence syndrome and that Mr. Hall is most likely the perpetrator.
For these reasons, this Court should rule that an expert witness on domestic
violence is not necessary in this case because it is irrelevant, the facts are not beyond the
comprehension of a jury, and such testimony would confuse the issues and be highly
prejudicial to Mr. Hall.
CONCLUSION

For the reasons set forth above, Mr. Hall respectfully requests that this Court deny
the State's Motion.
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03/01/12
13:01
Ada County Clelfr
Pre-paid call from Rob Hall
Rob calls Hannah
RH: Tells Hannah that she should go to CWI instead of BSU even though Hannah is
paying for it.
03/02/12
12:47
Pre-paid call from Rob Hall
Rob calls Nana
RH: complains about his situation, being in jail, away from family, etc.
RH: "It kills me. If only she (Kandi) had been truthful with me after all of this had
happened. That would have been the point that made everything okay."
N: She (Kandi) doesn't have it in her to be truthful. She is adamant.
RH: "She (Kandi) just started being adamant within the last few years. She wasn't
that way before. She started putting her foot down. She's never been that way.
There is nothing wrong with being that way if you're making good decisions. When
you're making clearly wrong decisions that way, it's not healthy, it's not good."
03/04/12
13:44
Pre-paid call from Rob Hall
Rob Calls Nana
RH: Complains about the Jail staff mentality. ''Their mentality is you're in jail. You did
something wrong you're in jail. Well, that's not true." Indicating he hasn't done anything
wrong.
03/05/12
15:33
Pre-paid call from Rob Hall
Rob calls Nana
Around 8:30 - discusses how Sheriffs office didn't have grounds to fire him
03/07/12
11:55
Pre-paid call from Rob Hall
Rob calls Nana
RH: (Beginning of call) Rob is crying saying he misses everyone and it was good to see
them. He wants to go home.
RH: "It was good to see Kandi."
RH: Crying again around 6:00
RH: Talks about the evidence being messed up.
Nana: "We were laughing about the gun thing ... "
RH: cuts her off, "Don't say anything over the phone."
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RH: (Around 7:00) "This whole thing is (sounds like he says "my" but it is hard to tell)
fault."
RH: "I had a break down afterwards in the courtroom." The guards "were nice to me ....
They know .... Everybody knows."
03/07/12
12:09
Pre-paid call from Rob Hall
Rob calls Nana
RH: Keeps saying he misses them and wants to go home. Complains that the
prosecution keeps putting the trial date back.
RH: (At 5:15) "When the judge talked to me, I just want to stand up and say I didn't do
what they say I did. I just want to go home." Crying.
RH: "I'm so sick of this."
RH: (Around 8:00) Talks about how nice it was to see Kandi in the court room.
03/07/12
14:27
Pre-paid call from Rob Hall
Rob calls Nana
RH: (Around 2: 15) "I just want my old life back. I just want my family back. Before all this
stuff happened."
RH: (Around 12:30) "I've just have so much stuff on my plate to work through. I can't
even prioritize it, cause I don't know when I'll get out."
RH: "Every day I keep shoving this stuff to the back of my head. Every couple of days it
just rears up and I look around and say 'God, how can I deal with this."'
RH: "It's really hard seeing Kandi and not being able to talk to her."
03/08/12
11:58
Pre-paid call from Rob Hall
Rob calls Hannah
HH: Relays message from Kandi. "Mom (Kandi) says you should cut your hair
because she doesn't like it long." Hannah states that Kandi misses Rob.
RH: "I don't know if she does."
RH: "There is no closure. We can't talk about our problems."
03/09/12
12:46
Pre-paid call from Rob Hall
Rob calls Hannah
RH: (Around 3:20) Talking about wanting to go to counseling with Kandi after he gets
out.
RH: "I need her to go, I think my biggest thing is for her to go to counseling for lying.
She has a really bad problem with that."
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03/10/12
11:09
Pre-paid call from Rob Hall
Rob calls Hailey
RH: Talking about how hard prison is and not being home and how he cried after seeing
Nana and Kandi in court and not being able to talk to them.
RH: (Around 9:00) "I go up and down every day. It's been hard, because I haven't been
able to talk to mom in like a year .... It's just hard, because all of us as a family need to
work hard to see if we can live past this. This is traumatic; it is hard on all of us."
RH: (Around 14:00) Crying. "I'm just really lonely. I just wish we never had to go through
this."
3/10/12
11:43
Pre-paid call from Rob Hall
Rob calls Hailey- sounds like it is on speaker phone and someone else may be
listening
RH: (Around 3:40) "I just want to make sure for your and Hannah' sake, nothing like this
ever happens again. Not just the hard stuff we've been through, but the not being
truthful and stuff is really hard for me."
RH: (Around 5:00) "After everything happened, I really wanted us to move forward as a
family with no deceiving or lying, everybody j1Jst loving each other. That wasn't the case.
That's what really hurts." Crying.
3/11/12
12:58
Pre-paid call from Rob Hall
Rob calls Hannah
(Around 10:30) Talking about being a family again.
RH: "My biggest thing is I'm just really sad, that I put everything on the table after this
happened. And I thought mom would and I explained to her over and over please put
everything on the table. I don't want to hear it from someone else; I don't want to hear it
at the trial; I want to hear from you. And she still kept things from me and lied to me.
That hurts, because that would have shown me that she told me everything and she
wants to move forward with me."
HH: "I understand"
RH: "It's really hard, I just wish she would have been honest with because all of this
stuff coming out now wouldn't affect me. She chose to lie me."
HH: "It's not that she chose to lie to you, she couldn't tell you everything."
RH: "Yes she could of and she chose not to."
RH: (Around 12:45) "What am I suppose to understand? When she looked at me after
all this happened and didn't tell the truth, what am I suppose to understand? So in the
future when something happens she'll just lie to me again? That's what I have a hard
time with. It would have been a token of trust and water under the bridge if she had just
told me the truth."
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03/14/12
14:24
Pre-paid call from Rob Hall
Rob calls Hannah
RH: (around :30) "I'm just livid."
HH: Why what's wrong?
RH: "I just talked to Nani and she said that Kelly said the mom (Kandi) went out drinking
on Sunday night until like 1:00 in the morning."
RH: (around 2:00) "Well I'm glad mom (Kandi) is having a blast getting drunk with the
girls." "I'm just livid." "Things are never going to change." Mad about Kandi going out
and drinking with friends.
HH: "They didn't go drinking."
RH: "That is impossible to believe. Don't treat me the way your mom treated me.
Hannah, don't lie to me."
RH: (around 4:30) "Hannah if you had been home when mom got home, I would believe
you. I know mom."
HH: "She didn't drink."
RH: "That is bull. I call bullshit on that one. Anytime she is with Michelle she drinks."
RH: "I'm disgusted. I really take it to heart when you tell me that mom has changed. And
then if Kelly didn't spend the night at our house this weekend, I would never have
known. No, no, mom always just stays home ... She went out and partied."
RH: "I'm not pissed at mom for doing it. I just think to myself, I should know better.
People don't change."
RH: (around 9:00) "I'm not doing it. I'm not going home to wonder if mom will stay home
with us or go out drinking with her friends."
RH: (around 10:00) "I'm just tired of the fact that the last couple of years, if no one is
around, mom (Kandi) just goes crazy. It's like letting a puppy off the dog chain.
And there's just no maturity about it."
RH: (around 11 :20) "I went through a nightmare with everything and I'm in jail now. To
think everything has changed and then find out that it hasn't. .. , it's just disheartening."
RH: "It's not even worth getting mad over .... It just kills me that I'm in jail. I'd love to get
a drink."
03/14/12
15:25
Pre-paid call from Rob Hall
Rob calls Hannah
HH: (around 13:15) Hannah relays message from Kandi's psychic saying that Rob and
Kandi will do anything to be together and they won't let anyone get in their way.
03/16/12
12:14
Pre-paid call from Rob Hall
Rob calls Hannah
RH: Tells Hannah to dig around without asking Kandi whether Kandi was drinking the
other night
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03/16/12
13:26
Pre-paid call from Rob Hall
Rob calls Hannah
RH: (around 1:00) "I don't know what happened to your mom (Kandi) and why she
turned the way she did."
RH: (around 3:08) "Oh my God Hannah, I wish you wake up and smell the roses."
HH: "I don't think we should be talking about this over the phone. You're getting mom in
trouble."
RH: (around 3:50) "I'm glad someone has the balls to tell me the truth (speaking about
Nani)
HH: "I am telling you the truth but don't want to say anything because you are always
putting mom (Kandi) down. You always think the worst of her. You always think
the worst of her. Nani backstabs mom all the time." Hannah proceeds to chew out
Rob. Rob argues back.
RH: (around 11 :40) "I'm done with your mom (Kandi). We're going to get a divorce and
we're through. I'm going to live my life for Hailey and you and I'm done."
HH: "Okay, I don't want you calling me anymore."
RH: "Okay, good luck to you Hannah." Hangs up.
03/18/12
13:10
Pre-paid call from Rob Hall
Rob calls Hannah
RH: (around 5:40) "I can't waste my life in jail. If you guys were older, you and your
sister, that would be one thing. But you guys are only kids once. Every day that I'm
away from you I am missing so much. I don't want to miss a second of my kids growing
up."
03/18/12
14:09
Pre-paid call from Rob Hall
Rob calls Mer1r1&h ,JIN#\~
RH: (around 9:15) "I don't know if it is the combination of drinking and the drugs she
takes but whatever it is, the last five years she has just gone to the wind and careless."
RH: (around 12:45) "Tell her (Kandi) you are just disgusted with her. Everyone is."
03/21/12
17:28
Pre-paid call from Rob Hall
Rob calls Hailey
HH: "Mom says she misses you."
RH: "I miss you guys"
HH: "Do you miss momma?"
RH: "Yeah" (Sounds like Hailey is relaying messages between Rob and Kandi)
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03/23/12
11:58
Pre-paid call from Rob Hall
Rob calls Hannah
(around 1:45) talking about why RH is not getting his Popular Mechanics, gets mad at
Hannah
RH: "Do you think that they're sending me the magazine but the Sheriff's office isn't
giving it to me?"
HH: "I'm thinking that."
RH: "Okay I don't know why you would think that."
HH: "Cause there might be something inappropriate in it."
RH: "This is why I get aggravated, because you don't listen to me when I am talking to
you. You're too busy doing other things. All I told you was check the subscription and
make sure that they're sending it to me."
HH: "They are sending it to you. That's the thing. I did check it."
RH: "The sheriff's office would not keep that from me. Its Popular Mechanics. There is a
guy next door that almost gets Playboy magazines."
HH: I understand that. I told mom that too. Your subscription is still going."
RH: "Okay, well they haven't sent me any magazines from the subscription place. It's
not the sheriff's office, it's the subscription."
HH: "Okay."
RH tells her to find out again. HH says she will look again and try to find out.
03/23/12
12:07
Pre-paid call from Rob Hall
Rob calls Nana
RH: Immediately calls his mom to get her to find out what is going on with the Popular
Mechanics subscription. He tells her Hannah is unreliable and never listens to him and
asks his mom to do it instead.
03/25/12
12:50
Pre-paid call from Rob Hall
RH: Tells Hannah that he just finished reading the whole bible.
(around 3:45)
HH: "I think mom (Kandi) might do a bible study."
RH: "That is kind of contradictory don't you think?"
HH: "Contradictory?"
RH: "Yeah, when you go out and drink and get drunk and stuff."
RH: ... "You get so defensive about your mom."
HH: "I think It's rude that you ... "
RH: "Hannah do you realize that I'm in jail?"
HH: "Do you realize that mom is out here taking care of everyone?"
RH: "I realize that mom is out there and I'm in jail because of what your mom did."
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HH: "Do you not realize that mom is taking care of your two daughters? You give her
crap all the time. You give her crap all the time. She feels guilty. She feels guilty all the
time for you."
(around 5:50)
HH: "I'm getting sick and tired of you (undistinguishable) mom."
RH: "I'm tired of mom brainwashing you and telling you everything is okay."
HH: "How are you so bi-polar?"
RH: "Cause every time I talk to you about it you get so defensive about your mom, like
your mom was righteous for what she did."
HH: "Because I don't think we should be talking about this over the phone."
RH: "So you argue with me about it..."
HH: "I'm trying to tell you to be quiet about it. I'm trying to tell you to be quiet about it."
RH: "You aren't telling me to be quiet, you're fighting with me about it."
HH: "Well now I am. You have no reason to talk about this right now. Mom is trying to
become more righteous and come closer to God. Every time I tell you about it you put
her down for it."
RH: "Wait a second. You are not being very fair to me now.
HH: "You're never fair to mom."
RH: "You are so closed mine when it comes to me and my feelings and I'm tired of it."
HH: "How am I closed minded ... "
RH: "Well let me explain to you. I have yet to this day been able to explain it to you
cause you cut me off and start yelling at me. Let me explain it like this. How would you
like it if you went to school and heard a rumor that some kid hooked up with Hannah's
mom? I'm not saying that it happened, but how would you feel if you heard that rumor?"
RH: (around 9:10) "Listen to me please. Let me finish. How aggravating do you think I
am when you talk to me about it and you slam me?"
HH: "You're 200% correct and I should have approached it with you differently ... I
understand how aggravating it is to you and I apologize."
HH: (around 12:20) "Mom said it sucks that not having someone here, she was talking
about you, that it sucks not having someone here to help me out with stuff like this and
make a decision."
RH: (around 14:00) "Mom would not always be honest with me so it never gave me
a fair chance to make a decision cause I never knew what was right or wrong."

03/26/12
13:01
Pre-paid call from Rob Hall
Rob calls Hailey
RH: (around 6:10) "I hate this, I hate that you are home alone ... "
HH: Mom goes out when her friends need help ...
RH: "I wouldn't do that to you. I would stay home or take you with me."
RH: (around 7:50) "It just seems like mom has a lot of time to spend time with her
friends but not stay home with you."
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03/27/12
14:12
Pre-paid call from Rob Hall
Rob calls Hannah
RH: (around 1:50) "How is mom (Kandi) doing?"
HH: "Mom is doing good. She has been very depressed lately. She misses you. She is
having a hard time right now."
RH: "Yeah that's what confuses me. Yesterday I talked to Hailey and Hailey said that
mom has been going out to dinner with Michelle and out to dinner with ... "
HH: "Mom hasn't been going out to dinner anywhere. I don't know what Hailey is talking
about, I am being truthful. Mom doesn't go out to dinner."
RH: "Sunday night mom went out to dinner."
HH: "Oh yeah, you're right. She went out to dinner with Jen."
RH: (around 4:00) "Yeah that's what is hard about being in here, I don't know what mom
is thinking. Cause I know you cover up for mom a lot. I just don't know where mom
stands, where we stand. I know mom tells you different stories when she goes out and
she may be thinking one thing and just telling that everything is going to be okay."
HH: "I'm being truthful when I say mom misses you."
RH: "It's not that, I guess the overall thing is me being in here and not being able to talk
to mom about it and go to counseling."
RH: Talks about how he misses his kids and he wants to go home. RH cries.
03/28/12
11:56
Pre-paid call from Rob Hall
Rob calls Nana
RH: (around 3:00) talks about how hard it was to see Kandi in court and he wants to go
home. Talks about riding back to jail.
RH: "They don't even talk to me on th_e way back. To them I'm just a criminal." Sounds
like self-pity. Crying saying he wants to go home. Upset about trial date being so far
away. Upset that he didn't get an Easter card from his family that had Kandi's name
underlined ...
RH: Complains that if he is allowed to go to Hannah's graduation, he has to pay for the
deputies to escort him.
HH: (around 12:40) "Oh hey guess who moved out?"
RH: "Who?"
HH: "Jodi and Steve, they're gone."
RH: "Oh how sweet, you guys should have thrown a party. Awesome!"
HH: "Mom was like, 'Have you told dad yet?"'
RH: "Good, that's awesome."
RH: Talks about how the old neighbors will tell the new people who move in that the
Halls are evil people.
03/29/12
16:39
Pre-paid call from Rob Hall
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Rob calls Hannah
RH: (around 8:00) "How was mom doing after seeing me yesterday?"
HH: "She wasn't happy. She wasn't happy about you staying in there. She was pissy all
last night. The rest of the night she was just passive."
RH: Talks about seeing Kandi in the courtroom and about crying. The sheriffs office
was holding his mail and he hadn't been getting it.
RH: "There was a card that would sing when opened, it had metal in it so they wouldn't
let it through."
HH: "Yeah, mom was like, 'yeah, that's stupid. I don't know why I didn't think about
that."' (Did Kandi send the card?)
03/30/12
15:05
Pre-Paid call from Rob Hall
Rob calls Nana
RH: Complains about jail conditions. "It's bad enough I'm in jail. I shouldn't even be in
here." Complains about the length of time he has to be in jail.
RH: Explains that when he tells Hannah to do something and she says she'll get to it, he
tells her to do it now and he stands there and watches her until it is done.
03/30/12
15:27
Pre-Paid call from Rob Hall
Rob calls Hannah
RH: Complains that he is nauseated because he misses her so much. States "it is like
being in a nightmare."
RH: Tells Hannah he needs a math book and tells her not to forget. Tells her to call
Men's Health Magazine and get the delivery address changed to the jail.
03/30/12
15:59
Pre-Paid call from Rob Hall
Rob calls Nana
RH: Complains that the year and half he is spending in jail is time he will never get
back. Complains about having to wait 5 more months for trial.
RH: "It's tough being in jail like I'm a murderer ... "
RH: Complains about not being able to watch TV
03/31/12
09:53
Pre-Paid Call from Rob Hall
Rob calls Hailey
RH: Told Hailey that he was "bummed" that he can't get out and come home until
August/September
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ROBERT R. CHASTAIN
ATTORNEY AT LAW

e ~-~ g;oo

e

300 Main, Suite 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
(208) 345-3110
Attorney for Defendant

----

Fl~-~

MAY 3 1 2012
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By ELAINE TONG
l)!!'PlllY

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No.

CRFE 2011-3976

AFFIDAVIT
SERVICE

OF

PERSONAL

Gary Starkey declares by sworn statement: I am a resident of Ada County, Idaho; I am
over the age of 18; I am not a party to the action or related to any of the parties in the aboveentitled action;
I served the subpoena upon Linda Ames, Palmd~le, ~ ~y delivering to and leaving with
cd(! /~t, ...s
,acopyat Jr;Je If?~ _2_4'11,..-.,AdaCounty,Idaho,on the
ay of I Jc:t"f
, 2012, at /' 3 0 ~lock.

b: 'J

.ZO....

~
-----?Z::Z
arySt";;key
-

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this

MARIA J. CUTAIA
NOTARY PUBLIC
STATE OF IDAHO

- --

Sl!BPOENA, Page - 2

•

>

3oiy o f ~ 2012.
j
;j/,)Af,l ')()/I:,

Notary Public f r Idaho
Commission expires
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ROBERT R. CHASTAIN
ATTORNEY AT LAW

300 Main, Suite 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
(208) 345-3 110
Attorney for Defendant
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,

Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,

Defendant.

THE STA TE OF IDAHO TO:

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No.

CRFE 2011-3976

SUBPOENA

DUCES TECUM

Linda Ames, Palmdale, CA

YOU ARE COMMANDED:

[K ]
]

to appear in the Court at the place, date and time specified below to testify in the above case.
to appear at the place, date and time specified below to testify at the taking of a deposition in the
above case.

[

to produce or permit inspection and copying of the following documents or objects, including
electronically stored information, at the place, date and time specified below.

[

to permit inspection of the following premises at the date and time specified below.

PLACE, DATE, AND TIME:

Augustl3J2012, at 9:00 a.m., at the Ada Countv Courthouse

You are further notified if you fail to appear at the place and time specified above, or to produce or
permit copying or inspection as specified above, you may be held in contempt of court and the aggrieved
party may recover from you the sum of$100 and all damages which the party may sustain by your failure to
comply with this subpoena.
DATED this

;/J_ day of May, 2012.

By order of the Court.

SUBPOENA, Page • I
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ROBERT R. CHASTAIN
.ATTORNEY
AT LAW

f:i)

FILED

P.M _ _ __

MAY 3 1 2012

300 Main, Suite 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
(208) 345-3110
Attorney for Defendant

CHRtSTOPHER 0. RICH, Clerk
By ELAINE TONG
DEPUTY

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
ST ATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.

ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No.

CRFE 2011-3976

AFFIDAVIT
SERVICE

OF

PERSONAL

Gary Starkey declares by sworn statement : I am a resident of Ada County, Idaho; I am
over the age of 18; I am not a party to the action or related to any of the parties in the aboveentitled action;
I served the subpoena upon Kandi Hall, Meridian, II} by delivering to and leaving with
f{q/(
,acopyat j:'&,) .,4 ,,1
~ ~~....S\... ,AdaCounty,Idaho,on the
7Q_ day of dta.-..,
, 2012, at / 'iO f...o'clock.

f'.i41,~

~
. ¢20
Gary SiarRey
SUBSCJU BED AND SWORN to before me th is ~~ay of

MARIA J. CUTA!}\
NOTARY PUCLIC
STATE OF IDAHO

SUBPOENA, Page - 2

JU CU:),-,,

-==

2012.

~
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ROBERTR. CHASTAIN
ATTORNEY AT LAW

:WO Main, Suite 158
Boise, ID 83 702-7728
(208) 345-3110
Attorney for Defendant
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
ST A TE OF IDAHO,

Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,

Defendant.

THE STATE OF IDAHO TO:

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No.

CRFE 2011-3976

SUBPOENA

DUCES TECUM

Kandi Hall, Meridian, ID

YOU ARE COMMANDED:
[ K ] to appear in the Court at the place, date and time specified below to testify in the above case.

[

to appear at the place, date and time specified below to testify at the taking of a deposition in the
above case.

[

to produce or permit inspection and copying of the following documents or objects, including
electronically stored information, at the place, date and time specified below.

[

to permit inspection of the following premises at the date and time specified below.

PLACE, DATE, AND TIME:

Au~usti~.
... 2012, at 9:00 a.m., at the Ada County Courthouse

You are further notified if you fail to appear at the place and time specified above, or to produce or
permit copying or inspection as specified above, you may be held in contempt of court and the aggrieved
party may recover from you the sum of $100 and all damages which the party may sustain by your failure to
comply with this subpoena.
DATED this;;;!lday of May, 2012.
By order of the Court.

SUBPOENA, Page - I
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LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General

:~.-------~:~-F~\~E.t-pt+-J-;/-,....i~g._
JUN - 1 2012
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By ELAINE TONG
DEPUTY

PAUL R. PANTHER
Chief, Deputy Attorney General
Criminal Law Division
MELISSA MOODY 158#6027
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.
______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
FORTY-THIRD ADDENDUM
TO DISCOVERY
FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL

COMES NOW, Melissa Moody, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho, and
makes the following Forty-Third Addendum to the previous Response to Discovery
pursuant to Rule 16:
16{b) Disclosure pursuant to written request by Defendant:
(4)

BATES#
5015

Documents and Tangible Objects:
DOCUMENT/ DESCRIPTION
Email from Det. Jim Miller
regarding phone call to Michelle
Pinard on May 30, 2012 at 1545
hours

AUTHOR/
AGENCY
Det. Jim Miller

DATE
5/30/12

FORTY-THIRD ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 1

NO.OF
PAGES
1
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5016

Email from Det. Jim Miller
regarding a returned call from
Michelle Pinard on May 30,
2012 at 1622 hours
Compact disc containing two (2)
recorded phone conversations
between Det. Jim Miller and
Michelle Pinard on May 30,
2012 at the hours of 1545 and
1622

5017

Det. .Jim Miller

5/30/12

1

Det. Jim Miller

5/30/12

1 CD

DATED this_/_ day of June 2012.

MELISSA MOODY
Deputy Attorney General

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this

_j_ day of June 2012,

I caused to be served a

true and correct copy of the foregoing Forty-Third Addendum to Discovery for Conflict
Counsel to:
Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

L
_
_

Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

L
_
_

U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
Electronic Mail (Email)
U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
Electronic Mail (Email)

FORTY-THIRD ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 2
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ROBERTR. CHASTAIN

JLJN O4 2012

Attorney at Law
300 W. Main, Suite 158
Boise, ID 83 702
(208) 345-31102
Idaho State Bar# 2765

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By JACKIE BROWN
DEPUTY

N. KRIST AL
Attorney at Law
3140 N. Bogus Basin Road
Boise, ID 83 702
(208) 345-8708
Idaho State Bar #2296
DEBORAH

Attorney for Defendant
Robert Dean Hall

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

STATE OF IDAHO,

Case No. CR-FE-2011-3976
Plaintiff,

ROBERT DEAN HALL,

DEFENDANT'S RESPONSE TO
STATE'S MOTION TO EXCLUDE
EVIDENCE RELATING TO ASHLEE
CORRIGAN

Defendant.

(SUBMITTED TO COURT UNDER
SEAL)

v.

COMES NOW, Robert Dean Hall, by and through his attorneys of record, and
hereby give notice they do not oppose the State's Motion to Exclude Evidence Relating
to Ashlee Corrigan, as specifically set out in the State's pleadings.
However, through this non-opposition, Robert Hall still intends to pursue and/or
elicit testimony from Ashlee Corrigan concerning other areas of her relationship with
Emmett Corrigan, including, but not limited to items found in "Exhibit 4" of the State's
DEFENDANT'S RESPONSE TO STATE'S MOTION TO EXCLUDE EVIDENCE
RELATING TO ASHLEE CORRIGAN

-

1
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Motion including testimony as to finding steroids in Emmett's car, and his statement
made to Ashlee, "I could kill all of you."
Respectfully submitted.

DATED this~ day of June, 2012.
By~
ROBERT R. CHASTAIN
Attorney for Defendant

DEBORAH N. KRISTAL
Attorney for Defendant

DEFENDANT'S RESPONSE TO STATE'S MOTION TO EXCLUDE EVIDENCE
RELATING TO ASHLEE CORRIGAN
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

1 -t'1'

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the
day of June, 2012, I caused a true and
correct copy of the foregoing to be served, by the method(s) as indicated, upon:
Melissa Moody,

o U.S. Mail

Attorney General's Office

o

Hand Delivery

o

Federal Express

•

Facsimile

r

Robert R. Chastain

DEFENDANT'S RESPONSE TO STATE'S MOTION TO EXCLUDE EVIDENCE
RELATING TO ASHLEE CORRIGAN
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JUN - ~ 2012

CHRISTOPHER o. F?ICH, Clerk
By SHARY ABBOTT

2

DEPUTY

3

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE

4

STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

5

6

STATE OF IDAHO,

7
8

Case No. CRFE-2011-3976

Plaintiff,

9

MEMORANDUM DECISION AND
ORDER ON PHONE PRIVILEGES FOR
THE DEFENDANT FROM THE ADA
COUNTY JAIL

vs.

10

ROBERT DEAN HALL,
11

Defendant.
12

13

APPEARANCES

14

For The Plaintiff: Melissa Moody, Deputy Attorney General

15

For The Defendant: Robert Chastain and Deborah Kristal, Attorneys at Law

16
17

This matter came on for hearing before the Court on May 30, 2012, on the

!

18

State's Motion to Revoke Phone Privileges for the Defendant Robert Dean Hall who is

19

currently incarcerated in the Ada County Jail.

20

advisement.

21

I

22

!1

23

I

The Court took the matter under

DISCUSSION
The State has submitted a CD recording of conversations between Robert Hall

and his daughter, Hannah, over the course of the month of March 2012. In the course

24

I of the conversations, Robert Hall is discussing with his daughter issues pertaining to
25
26

ii Robert Hall and his wife, Kandi Hall.
ii

That subject matter is brought up in almost all of

11
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the conversations between Robert Hall and his daughter.
2

Earlier the Court had ruled that Mr. Hall was not to have contact with his wife

3

Kandi Hall. Kandi Hall is a material witness to this homicide and the Court has ruled

4

repeatedly that in order to ensure the integrity of the judicial process, communications

5

between Robert Hall and Kandi Hall, directly, indirectly, or through third persons, could

6

very well compromise the integrity of the system. The Court has repeatedly pointed out

7
8

that Kandi Hall may in fact be a material witness on behalf of Robert Hall.
testimony could sway the balance of the outcome of this case.

Her

It defies logic and

9

common sense that in the course of these various conversations between Robert Hall
10

and his daughter, he makes very disparaging remarks at times about his wife as to her
11
12

13

veracity and truthfulness. There are repeated discussions asking about what Kandi Hall
is doing. There are repeated discussions about his love and concerns about her.

14

Essentially, Robert Hall is communicating to his wife through his daughter. The

15

Court is not here to make a ruling as to the inappropriateness of these conversations in

16

terms of parenting. However, these recorded conversations clearly demonstrate a

17
18

pattern of communication from Robert Hall through Hannah Hall that are intended or
could in fact be conveyed to Kandi Hall.

19

The decision to allow communication between a material witness and a
20

defendant is left to discretion of the Court. The Court must also in this case balance a
21

22

defendant's right to have communication with his family along with the integrity of the

23

judicial process.

To completely cut off the Defendant's visitation rights with his

24

daughters is a very serious action on the part of the Court and should be done with

25

great pause and consideration.

The Court will find, however, that these continued

26
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communications continue to place the integrity of the judicial system at risk and in this
2

case the credibility and honesty of the only eye witness to this homicide. The Court, in

3

balancing all of these factors, will restrict the phone calls between Robert Hall and his

4

daughters to three (3) times per week and will allow them to occur no longer than fifteen

5

(15) minutes. The Court will allow those arrangements to be made through the Sheriff's

6

Office. The calls will continue to be recorded. In the event that Robert Hall continues to

7

discuss Kandi Hall, either by mentioning her name or conveying any information through

8

Hannah Hall or any of his children to his wife, or if there is any discussion about what
9

Kandi Hall is doing, where she is going, any conversation about Kandi Hall whatsoever,
10

11
12

that are brought to the Court's attention, then these telephone conversations will be
stopped in their entirety. Mr. Hall will remain in the County jail, isolated and not allowed

13

to communicate with any member of his family. This Order also applies to the person

14

referred to as "Nana" who is Robert Hall's mother.

15

IT IS SO ORDERED.

16

DATED this

5

day of June 2012.

17
18

19

MICHAEL McLAUGHLIN
DISTRICT JUDGE

20
21
22

23
24

25
26
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'

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

f4.

__Ii._ day of June 2012, I mailed (served) a true and

2

I hereby certify that on the

3

correct copy of the within instrument to:

4

5
6
7
8

9

10

Robert R. Chastain
Attorney at Law
300 Main, Ste 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax: (208) 345-1836
Deborah N. Kristal
ATTORNEY AT LAW
3140 N Bogus Basin Rd
Boise, ID 83702
Fax: (208) 345-1836

11
12
13
14
15
16

Melissa N. Moody
IDAHO ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OFFICE
700 W State St, 4th Fl
PO Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0010
Fax: (208) 854-8074
Ada County Jail
Via email

17
18

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH
Clerk of the District Court

19

20
21
22

23
24

25
26
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e

q; -,t.4'4~~
VI

1~0. _ _ _-::::-;,:,:--h-H-'
A.M. _ _ _ _
F1~,.~

JUN - 8 2012
LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By ELAINE TONG
i"FPUTY

PAUL R. PANTHER
Chief, Deputy Attorney General
Criminal Law Division
MELISSA MOODY ISB#6027
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.
______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
FORTY-FOURTH ADDENDUM
TO DISCOVERY
FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL

COMES NOW, Melissa Moody, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho, and
makes the following Forty-Fourth Addendum to the previous Response to Discovery
pursuant to Rule 16:
16(b) Disclosure pursuant to written request by Defendant:
(4)
BATES#
5018

5019

Documents and Tangible Objects:
DOCUMENT/ DESCRIPTION
Email from Det. .Jim Miller
regarding a phone call to
Melissa Mason on June 5, 2012
Email from Melissa Moody with
a new address for Ashlee
Corrigan

AUTHOR/
AGENCY
Det. Jim Miller

6/5/12

NO.OF
PAGES
1

Melissa Moody

6/6/12

1

DATE

FORTY-FOURTH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 1
~-

000794

•
5020-5034

5035

5036

5037

Transcript of recorded phone
conversation between Det. ,Jim
Miller and Kandi Hall on June 5,
2012
Email 'from Det. Jim Miller
regarding a phone conversation
with Hannah Goodwin on June
7,2012
Compact disc containing audio
recorded conversations
between Det. Jim Miller and
Kandi Hall on June 5, 2012; Det.
Jim Miller and Melissa Mason
on June 6, 2012; and Det. Jim
Miller and Hannah Goodwin on
June 7, 2012
Compact disc containing jail
phone calls and phone log for
the time period of May 8, 2012
through June 5, 2012

DATED this

6/5/12

15

Det. Jim Miller

6/7/12

1

Det. Jim Miller

6/5/12
&
6/7/12

1 CD

Julie McKay

5/8/12
through
6/5/12

1 CD

Transcribed by
Deborah Forgy
1'

_fi_ day of June 2012.
MELISSA MOODY
Deputy Attorney General

FORTY-FOURTH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 2
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•

.
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this

_L day of June 2012,

I caused to be served a

true and correct copy of the foregoing Forty-Fourth Addendum to Discovery for Conflict
Counsel to:
Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

L
_
_

Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
Electronic Mail (Email)

x_ U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
_
_

Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
Electronic Mail (Email)

FORTY-FOURTH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 3
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•

[Rifl!l!lt)le\~
,2

°

MAY 2 ~ 2

II :. (D.lf1

"'f. _ _

JUN 1 1 2012
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF.0T~fl~~D1CIAL DISTRICT OF
Al I~

ByCINDYHO
DEPUTY

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.

ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
ORDER TO TRANSPORT

)

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Ada County Sheriff bring the Witness, Faron

Hawkins from the Ada County Jail to the Court at the said time and on said date;
August 14, 2012 at 8:50 a.m.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that immediately following said court appearance the

Sheriff return the Witness to the custody of the Ada County Jail;
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Ada County Jail release the said witness to

the Ada County Sheriff for the purpose of the appearance and retake him into custody
upon his return to the Ada County Jail.
DATED this

It

dayof~2.
~ - -

MICHAEL R. MCLAUGHLIN
District Judge

ORDER TO TRANSPORT (HALL)

000797

McLaughlin

Ho

06151L

Martorelli

Courtroom508

Time
Speaker
Note
8: 10:03 AM jCase Called JState v. Robert Hall FE-11-03976
iMelissa Moody
9:22:59 AM iStates
!
\Attorney
9:23:01 AM 1Defense
IRob Chastain and Debra Kristal
)Attorney
..........................................•......;. ............................................... .; .................................................................................................................................................................................... ..................................
9:23:20 AM :Judge
IExplains In-Chambers Discussions
jAgree and Stipulate that August Trial setting will be vacated
9:24:20 AM /Parties
,

9:24:53 AM !Parties
9:26: 18 AM :Judge
9:27:07 AM l
9:27:07 AM I
9:27:07 AM

t

6/15/2012

tAgree and Stipulate that Motions on 6/29/12 be vacated
J6/29/12 at 9:00 am will be used as a scheduling
JEnd of Case

!

t

1 of 1
000798

,,
b\

e

NO.
FILED
A.M. _ _ _ _ P.M._ _ __

LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General

CHii!t~1~!.~1erk

PAUL R. PANTHER
Deputy Attorney General
Chief, Criminal Law Division

By JACKIE BROWN
DEP,JTY

JESSICA M. LORELLO, ISB #6554
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
PO Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8074

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.
______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE

COMES NOW, Jessica M. Lorello, Deputy Attorney General, State of
Idaho, hereby enters a notice of appearance in the above-entitled case on behalf
of the Plaintiff, State of Idaho. Said appearance is made pursuant to Idaho Code
§ 67-1401 (7).
DATEDthisu~dayof

diw:

I

2012.

AM. LORELLO
Attorney General

NOTICE OF APPEARANCE (HALL) - 1
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•

I

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this ZO day of ::fu_

ne..-

to be served a true and correct copy of the foregoingncli~e

, 2012, I caused

el- AffeO:rCf\~e.....

to:

Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
_ Overnight Mail
~acsimile
_
Electronic Mail (Email)

Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

_

_

U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
_pvernight Mail
_LFacsimile
_
Electronic Mail (Email)

Deborah Forgy, Legl Secretary

000800

u~l\

DDRIG1r~:~L

NO
AM- - - - P . FILED
(
M _ _ __

LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General

JUN 2 1 2012

PAUL R. PANTHER
Chief, Deputy Attorney General
Criminal Law Division

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
ly JACKIE BROWN
DEPUTY

MELISSA MOODY 158#6027
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-001 O
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.
______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
FORTY-FIFTH ADDENDUM
TO DISCOVERY
FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL

COMES NOW, Melissa Moody, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho, and
makes the following Forty-Fifth Addendum to the previous Response to Discovery
pursuant to Rule 16:
16(b) Disclosure pursuant to written request by Defendant:
(4)

BATES#
5038

Documents and Tangible Objects:

DOCUMENT/ DESCRIPTION
Melissa Mason's TLO report
excerpt (1 page); remainder of
TLO report redacted

AUTHOR/
AGENCY
Det. Jim Miller

DATE
6/12/12

NO.OF
PAGES

1

,•

FORTY-FIFTH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 1
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•

5039-5043
5044

5045

5046

5047

5048-5049

5050

5051

5052

5053-5054

5055-5056

Melissa Mason's Linkedln
printout from the internet
Email from Det. Jim Miller
regarding a recorded phone
conversation with Megan Lloyd
on June 12, 2012 at 1617hrs.
Email from Det. Jim Miller
regarding a recorded phone
conversation with Lourdes
Alvarez on June 12, 2012
Email from Det. Jim Miller
regarding a recorded phone
conversation with Arturo Chavez
on June 13, 2012
Email from Det. Jim Miller
regarding a recorded phone
conversation with Chris
McErlean on June 14, 2012
Idaho State Police Toolmark
Firearm Report by Stuart
Jacobson, dated June 14, 2012
Letter from Gary Dawson, dated
June 14, 2012 regarding the
affidavit of Dr. Stewart
Email from Det. Jim Miller
regarding recorded
conversations with Troy and
Alice Shumway on June 14,
2012
Email from Det. Jim Miller
regarding the cartridge and
ammo being returned from
Stuart Jacobson
Email from Det. ,Jim Miller
regarding a receipt for shipping
evidence to KMS Forensics by
Rosa Torres on June 18, 2012
Receipts for shipping evidence
to KMS Forensics on June 18,
2012

•••

Det. ,Jim Miller

6/12/12

5

Det. Jim Miller

6/12/12

1

Det. Jim Miller

6/12/12

1

Det. Jim Miller

6/13/12

1

Det. Jim Miller

6/14/12

1

Stuart Jacobson

6/14/12

2

Gary Dawson

6/14/12

1

Det. Jim Miller

6/14/12

1

Det. Jim Miller

6/14/12

1

Det. Jim Miller

6/18/12

2

Det. Jim Miller

6/18/12

2

FORTY-FIFTH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 2
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•
5057

5058

5059-5069

5070

5071

5072

Email from Det. Jim Miller
regarding a recorded phone
conversation with Kevin Graham
on June 28, 2012
Email from Det. Jim Miller
regarding a recorded phone
conversation with Kelly Rieker
on June 20, 2012
Property Invoices for items
taken from Robert Hall's office
at the Ada County Sheriff's
Office
Email from Det. Jim Miller
regarding instructions about the
thumb drive
Lexar 8GB thumb drive labeled
item RD-2 containing Boise
Police Detective Rick Durbin's
forensic examination of
computers and other computer
related Items taken from Robert
Hall's office at the Ada County
Sheriffs Office
Compact disc containing audios
(3) of recorded phone
conversations between Det. Jim
Miller and the following people:

Det. Jim Miller

6/18/12

1

Det. Jim Miller

6/20/12

1

Det. Rick Durbin

3/4/11

11

Det. Jim Miller

6/19/12

1

Det. Rick Durbin

6/18/12

1
thumb
drive

Det. ,Jim Miller

6/12/12
thru
6/20/12

1 CD

Megan Lloyd 6-12-12
Lourdes Alvarez 6-12-1212
Arturo Chavez 6-13-12
Chris McErlean 6-14-12
Troy Shumway 6-14-12
Alice Shumway 6-14-12
Kevin Graham 6-18-12
Kelly Rieker 6-20-12

DATED this

21

day of June 2012.

MELISSA MOODY
Deputy Attorney General

FORTY-FIFTH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 3
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•

....

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this& day of June 2012, I caused to be served a
true and correct copy of the foregoing Forty-Fifth Addendum to Discovery for Conflict
Counsel to:
Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

X
_
_

Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
Electronic Mail (Email)

.2(_ U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
_
_

Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
Electronic Mail (Email)

FORTY-FIFTH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 4
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DORIGINAL
LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General

&
W

2<Z1- :

NO·--~:iii:i=,7'-7'l"4-A.M.
Fl~~

JUN 2 8 2012
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By ELAINE TONG
DEPUTY

PAUL R. PANTHER
Deputy Attorney General
Chief, Criminal Law Division
JASON SLADE SPILLMAN ISB #8813
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
PO Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-001 O
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JLDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.
______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE

COMES NOW, Jason Slade Spillman, Deputy Attorney General, State of
Idaho, and hereby enters a notice of appearance in the above-entitled case on
behalf of the Plaintiff, State of Idaho. Said appearance i~,, made pursuant to Idaho
Code§ 67-1401(7).

-h.

DATED thisd8. day of June 2012.

NOTICE OF APPEARANCE - 1

000805

#

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this ~

f

day of June 2012, I caused to be

served a true and correct copy of the foregoing Notice of Appearance to:
_

"

Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
_
Overnight Mail
_l(_Facsimile
_
Electronic Mail (Email)

Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

_

U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
_
Overnight Mail
_2(_Facsimile
_
Electronic Mail (Email)

~

.

Rosean Newman, Legal Secretary

NOTICE OF APPEARANCE - 2

000806

')

')

McLaughlin

Ho

06291 l.

Martorelli

Courtroom508

Time
Speaker
Note
8: 10:36 AM \Case Called jState v. Robert Hall CR-FE-11-03976 Present In-Custody for

I

.. 8:59:43 AM 1states .....

IAttorney

.·a·:'s9·:stf°AM Toefense

!Hearing

··············pason··sp1.i'ima·n··a'ncfJa.Fi1saLorei1o·······························. ···································································

l

Je,{~

[Rob Chastain and Debra Kristal
l
/Attorney
................................... ...........'t................... _, ........................ .......................................................................................................................................................................................................................... .
9:00:34 AM !Judge
/Rescheduling Trial
9:01 :08AM
!Jury/Sworn and Questionnaire 9/28/12 at 9:00 am Submit
iProposed Questions for Questionnaire by 7/25/12
l
................................................ t··········-····"·······················.. ····•······, ........ -.................... -, .....................................................................................................-, ............- ........................................................... .
9:02:23 AM i
\Hearing on 10/04/12 at 9:00 am Questionnaire Discussion to
!
!narrow the field of Jurors
················································+···············································t·····························································-······························-····································-······························-······················································
9:02:51 AM i
iSummons pool of 75 to 90 Jurrors for 10/09/12. On 10/09/12 Voir
i
lDire to select 12 + 3 Jurors to sit as Trial Jurrors and Alternates .
!
!Trial run from 10/09/12 through 10/31/12, 9:00 am to 3:30 pm Daily
l
f
~

~

r. .

................................................ l.,.............................................i....... -····-··················-··-·········-····················-························································································-···-················································

9:04:04 AM

I

IHear motions on 8/02/12 at 9:00 am with written decisions
!completed by 8/27/12
9:04:47 AM :
[Mediation can take place between date of Decision or 8/27/12 and
l
i9/21/12
............. ,, .................................; ............_................. ,...._.. _.. ,,,,f............................... ,. ................ ,.......................................................-................. -,, ...._ ..,, ................,_.. ,_ ........................................................
9:08:44 AM :Defense
\Update on forensic evidence
!Attorney
................................................................................................ t····· ................. - .........................................................................................................._..................................................................................... .
9:09:07 AM lStates
irequest scheduling order set date for mediator
l
!Attorney
··········· .................................... ,.......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... .
9:09:33 AM iJudge
/Include in Scheduling Order-Mediator to be aggreed upon by State

l

l

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..l. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .[and __Defense__ bY_.on_ or__before._7/30/12 ·······················-·········-···························································
9:10:27 AM I
:End of Case

................................................T...................- ......................- .., .......................................................................................................................- ........................- .......................................................................

9:10:28 AM !:

6/29/2012

.l

1 of 1
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•
LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General

l

No._

j

A.M.=-=-~F/lelEO~l==I-------P.M.

~---

PAUL PANTHER
Deputy Attorney General
Chief, Criminal Law Division

JUL O3 2012
CHRISTOPHER D R
By JACKIE

JESSICA M. LORELLO ISB #6554
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-001 O
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083

BRo~~· Clerk

DEPUTY

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

THE STATE OF IDAHO,

Plaintiff,

vs.

ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant,

______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
STATE'S REPLY TO DEFENDANT'S
RESPONSE TO STATE'S NOTICE
TO INTRODUCE I.R.E. 404(b)
EVIDENCE AND MOTION TO ADMIT
TESTIMONY ON DOMESTIC
VIOLENCE
(SUBMITTED UNDER SEAL)

I. INTRODUCTION
On April 27, 2012, the State filed notice of its intent to introduce other acts
evidence; specifically, a pattern of controlling, jealous, and abusive behavior by Robert
Hall against his wife, Kandi Hall. The State set forth how this evidence was necessary to
support its theory of the case; in particular, Mr. Hall's motive for murdering Emmett
Corrigan, as well as to explain inconsistencies in Kandi Hall's version of events.
STATE'S REPLY TO DEFENDANT'S RESPONSE TO STATE'S NOTICE TO
INTRODUCE I.R.E. 404(b) EVIDENCE AND MOTION TO ADMIT TESTIMONY ON
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE (SUBMITTED UNDER SEAL), Page 1

000808

•
The State must prove that Robert Hall premeditated Emmett Corrigan's murder.
For the jury to understand why Robert Hall would shoot Emmett Corrigan in cold blood in
a drugstore parking lot, the jury must hear the background - that Robert Hall was a jealous
and controlling husband who called his wife as often as 20 times a day, followed her
during work hours to check up on her, and left bruises on her body. Robert Hall's physical
abuse against his wife is not the point; it is just one piece of a puzzle that reveals Robert
Hall's true motive for murdering Emmett Corrigan - to prevent his wife from leaving him for
Emmett and thereby keep control over her.
When Kandi Hall reached a point that she was finally able to leave her husband,
when it appeared to Robert Hall that Kandi was leaving him for Emmett, Robert Hall was
willing to do whatever he could to stop her. As he wrote in his email to her on February
14, 2012: "I am breaking down at work, I can't think, I'm really jacked up. I know I have
heard all of this from you so you know how I feel. You CAN'T do this to me but you are ...
YOU ARE DESTROYING ME."
On May 31, 2012, the Defendant, through counsel, filed a response to the State's
motion to admit I.RE. 404(b) evidence. In his response, Defendant argues that the State's
evidence is inadmissible because it is irrelevant, hearsay, speculative, improper character
evidence, and unfairly prejudicial (Response to State's Notice to Introduce I. R. E. 404(b)
Evidence and Motion to Admit Expert Testimony on Domestic Violence, pp.1-2, hereinafter
"Response.").

Applying Idaho's rules of evidence as interpreted through caselaw,

Defendant's arguments should fail.
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•
II. ARGUMENT
A. The Recent Idaho Supreme Court Case of State v. Pepcorn Is Instructive

In State v. Pepcom, 152 Idaho 678, 273 P.3d 1271 (March 23, 2012), the Idaho
Supreme Court upheld the trial court's decision to permit numerous witnesses, male and
female, to testify regarding sexual abuse perpetrated upon them by the defendant
between 32 and 42 years prior to the charged incidents.
The Supreme Court rejected the Defendant's argument that this testimony was
improper character evidence, relying in part upon the fact that the other acts evidence
showed motive, defined by the Court as "... that which leads or tempts the mind to indulge
in a particular act." 152 Idaho 578, 590, 273 P.3d 1271, 1283 (2012) (quoting State v.
Stevens, 93 Idaho 48, 53,454 P.2d 945, 950 (1969)).
The Pepcom case is important because it illustrates the core principles surrounding the
admission of I.RE. 404(b) evidence. If the evidence is admissible for a proper purpose,
such as motive, it should be admitted unless the admission of the evidence is substantially
outweighed by unfair prejudice. In other words, even though there may be great prejudice
to the Defendant associated with the introduction of the other acts evidence, that does not
mean that the evidence should not be admitted. The probative value of the evidence must
be weighed against whatever prejudice exists.
In this case, the weight of the State's evidence, i.e. its probative value, is so great that
it outweighs the prejudice that accrues to the Defendant.

The prejudice against the

Defendant in this case is much less than the prejudice against the Defendant in Pepcom.
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B. The Recent Idaho Supreme Court Case of State v. Almaraz Is Instructive
In State v. Almaraz, 2012 WL 1948499 (2012), released on May 31, 2012, the Idaho
Supreme Court held that the probative value of the Defendant's gang affiliation was not
substantially outweighed by the danger of unfair prejudice, despite the fact that the gang
affiliation evidence was clearly prejudicial to the Defendant.
In that case, Almaraz shot and killed Flores in the bar Club 7 because Flores refused to
take off the red shirt he was wearing. The red shirt was the "gang color'' of the victim's
gang. Almaraz, on the other hand, belonged to a gang - BMC - whose colors were brown
and blue. The prosecution filed a motion in limine, seeking to introduce evidence of the
defendant's gang affiliation for the purpose of proving motive.
To support its theory that Almaraz shot Flores because of a gang rivalry, the
State sought to introduce the expert testimony of Officer Cantrell regarding
the violent nature of criminal gangs in general, as well as the testimony of
former BMC gang members regarding the criminal nature of BMC
specifically. The defense objected to the State's offer of proof, arguing that
the evidence of gang affiliation would be unfairly prejudicial.
2012 WL 1948499 at *3.
The Idaho Supreme Court approved of the District Court's formulation of the
relevance prong: "[s]o is the evidence relevant to a material issue other than propensity in
this case?" (Id. at *4) and upheld the admission of gang affiliation evidence, to include the
testimony explaining the criminal and violent conduct perpetrated by the Almarraz's gang.
The Court found that such evidence was relevant under I. R. E. 404(b) to demonstrate
motive, and explained further: "[s]uch evidence is relevant to explain how gang rivalries
can often lead to violence and retaliation." Id. at *5.
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The trial court in Almaraz gave a limiting instruction to mitigate any unfair prejudice
surrounding the gang related testimony and the Supreme Court upheld the trial court's
evidentiary determination.
This case is similar to Almaraz insofar as the prosecution seeks to introduce the
prejudicial other acts evidence that explain the Defendant's motive to kill Emmett Corrigan.
Just as it doesn't make sense to kill someone for wearing a red shirt (absent some
explanation), it doesn't make sense to kill your wife's employer (absent some explanation).
The State's need to explain Defendant's motive is much greater in this case than in

Almaraz or Pepcom however, because it is anticipated that the Defendant in this case will
claim self-defense. In Almaraz and in Pepcom, the defendants both claimed they did not
do the act charged. In this case, the Defendant will admit that he killed Emmett Corrigan,
but he will claim that he did so in self-defense.

In other words, without the State's

explanation of Defendant's motive, the jury will be left with only the Defendant's
explanation of his motive - he acted in self-defense. The probative value of the State's
evidence supporting its theory of the case could not be higher. The great probative value
of the other acts evidence in this case is not substantially outweighed by the danger of
unfair prejudice.

C. The 1994 Idaho Court of Appeals' Case State v. Wood Has Almost Nothing To
Do With this Case

Defendant relies on State v. Wood, 126 Idaho 241, 880 P.2d 771 (Ct. App. 1994),
claiming that the facts are "strikingly similar to the facts in this case." (Response, p.17).
Defendant's reliance on this case is misplaced. The parties involved are different. The
facts of the crime are different. The purpose for which the State offered the other acts
STATE'S REPLY TO DEFENDANT'S RESPONSE TO STATE'S NOTICE TO
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evidence is different. In short, Wood has almost nothing to do with this case, aside from
the fact that Wood and this case both involve other acts evidence.
In State v. Wood, a two year old child died from blunt impact trauma to the brain.
Wood was charged with second degree murder. Because there were no eye witnesses to
the injury, the State relied upon evidence that the Defendant had been the last person
alone with the child and that he had been physically abusive to the child's mother on one
prior occasion by choking her.
In offering the 404(b) evidence that the Defendant had choked the child's mother in the
past, the prosecutor explained that the primary purpose of the evidence was to show the
Defendant's propensity to be violent.

Wood, 126 Idaho at 245, 880 P.2d at 775. The

prosecutor stated:
The thing is, your honor, that the critical - it's critical - now, once a person is
violent they [sic] always are violent. They don't change, the old thing of a
leopard doesn't change his spots. And the people [that] are prone to
violence stay prone to violence.

Id.
The prosecutor also argued that the testimony was relevant to the question of identity
and intent. The Court of Appeals disagreed with the prosecution's view on relevance. The
Court stated, "[i]n summary, none of the rationales proposed by the State when the
evidence was proffered showed a permissible purpose for this testimony." Id. at 246, 880
P.2d at 776. In that case, one incident of choking the victim's mother did not make it more
or less likely that Wood intended to kill the two year old victim. In this case, on the other
hand, Robert Hall's pattern of controlling and jealous behavior does make it more likely
that he intended to kill Emmett Corrigan to keep him away from his wife.
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The State in this case is offering the I.RE. 404(b) evidence to explain Robert Hall's
motive for the crime, as well to explain why Kandi Hall would change her account of
events after she talked to Defendant in jail.

D. The Defendant Is Incorrect that No Caselaw Supports the State's Proposition
that Domestic Violence Provides a Motive or Intent to Commit Murder

Defendant incorrectly asserts that ''there is no case law which supports the State's
proposition that domestic violence provides a motive or intent to commit murder."
(Response, p.9). Unfortunately, domestic violence is so closely connected with murder
that there is a great deal of caselaw which supports this very proposition. The pattern of
controlling conduct in a domestic violence relationship provides a motive for the controlling
partner to kill their partners, children, or even - as in this case - their partner's lover.
Below are examples of all of these types of cases where 404(b) evidence was admitted,
as well as - in some cases - the testimony of an expert on domestic violence.

1.

Examples of Cases in Which Domestic Violence Provided the Motive
for the Controlling Partner to Kill the Controlled Partner

In Wisconsin, Evans shot and killed his estranged wife in the trailer house where she
was staying with a friend. At the trial on first degree homicide, the defendant claimed the
shooting was an accident, and the prosecution was permitted to introduce other acts
evidence to rebut that claim. The other acts evidence consisted of the testimony of Evans'
former girlfriend regarding acts that occurred more than twenty years prior to the murder.
She testified that Evans had grabbed her by the hair and forced her into a car, tried to kill
himself when she said she was going to leave him, threatened her that if he couldn't have
her nobody would have her, threatened a classmate with whom she was walking, and shot
STATE'S REPLY TO DEFENDANT'S RESPONSE TO STATE'S NOTICE TO
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himself in the hand - severing the pinkie finger on his left hand - when his former girlfriend
broke up with him.
Wisconsin's appellate court upheld the admission of all of this other acts evidence,
noting that the evidence was relevant to support the State's theory of the case, "that Evans
was motivated by a desire for power and control over Dina, who was in the process of
divorcing him at the time of the murder, just as Evans used violence for power and control
over Lorea S. when she was his girlfriend." State v. Evans, 334 Wis.2d 146, 2011 WL
1546411 (YVis. App. 2011) (unpublished decision), fn.4. (Attached). The Court explained
its reasoning:
Furthermore, all of the Lorea evidence was relevant to establish the
"context" in which the shooting death of Dina occurred. As the circuit court
noted, the case could not be fairly evaluated unless that jury had a better
picture of the entire relationship in determining whether this was an
accidental death of an intentional homicide. The other acts evidence taken
in context tended to show that domestic abuse characterized Evans'
relationships with intimate partners, and that the shooting death of Dina
represented Evans' ultimate act of power and control over an intimate
partner who was leaving a relationship with him.

Id. at *2 (citations omitted).
In Hawaii, Maelega killed his girlfriend and then argued at trial that he had acted under
"extreme emotional disturbance."
(Hawai'i 1995) (Attached).

State v. Maelega, 80 Hawai'i 172, 907 P.2d 758

The prosecution was permitted to introduce testimony by

several individuals "suggesting that Maelega either abused Eyvette or exercised an
inordinate amount of control over her." 80 Hawai'i 172, 175, 907 P.2d 758, 761 n.3. The
prosecution argued that Maelega's "desire for absolute control over Eyvette resulted in
extreme violence when she attempted to either leave the relationship or enlist the aid of
others in dealing with her ab1Jsive husband." Id.
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The Court also permitted a domestic violence expert to testify that "the dominant party
in an abusive relationship will often act violently to reassert their dominance and control,
especially when the victim attempts to break free of the relationship." Id. Although the
Hawaii Supreme Court reversed the conviction due to an improper jury instruction, the
Court upheld the trial court's ruling admitting the domestic violence expert's testimony as
well as the other acts evidence.

2.

Examples of Cases in Which Domestic Violence Provided the Context
Explaining Why the Controlling Partner Acted Violently Towards
Others

The Defense may concede that domestic violence provides a motive to murder the
target of the violence, but argue that it does not provide a motive to act violently towards
others. In fact, domestic violence experts - such as the expert the State will tender in this
case - would explain that abusers may very well act out against others (pets, children,
lovers, extended family members) as a way to exercise control over the target of the
violence. Contrary to the Defendant's claim, caselaw does support this very proposition.

See, e.g., People v. Kovacich, 201 Cal. App. 4th 863, 133 Cal. Rptr.3d 924 (2011)
(domestic abuser who murdered his wife kicked to death the family dog - a German
Shepard - in front of her, causing her to fear for her safety); Lisboa v. Reid, 2011 WL
5506026 (Ohio App. 8 Dist. 2011) (Defendant pied guilty to domestic violence and assault
on his estranged wife's alleged lover).
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Ill.

Conclusion

In domestic violence cases, evidence of prior offenses is particularly relevant to show
motive. Garibay v. U.S. 634 A.2d 946 (D.C. 1993). In a murder case, such as this one,
where the husband shoots his wife's lover and then claims self-defense, the defendant has
placed motive squarely at issue. Cf. Lolmaugh v. State, 514 S.W.2d 758 (Tex. Crim. App.
1974) (Where defendant claimed self-defense for shooting his wife's lover, defendant
made motive an issue and the claimed statement of defendant that he had shot another of
his wife's lovers was admissible to prove motive); Newell v. State, 49 So.3d 66 (Miss.
2010) (threatening messages defendant left on his wife's cell phone were relevant in
murder trial; the messages tended to support the State's theory that the defendant acted
with malice towards victim because the defendant thought he was one of wife's lovers.)
Though there is "prejudice" to the defendant when the jury is allowed to understand the
reason why he shot Emmett Corrigan, and why Kandi Hall has changed her version of
events, this is not unfair prejudice - it is simply evidence in the State's case against Robert
Hall for the murder of Emmett Corrigan. The State respectfully requests that it be allowed
to present its evidence to the jury.
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITIED this 3rd day of July 2012.

JESSI~
Deputy Attorney General
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April 26, 2011.
Appeal from a judgment of the circuit court for Marinette County: Tim A. Duket, Judge. Affirmed
Before HOOVER, P.J., PETERSON and BRUNNER, JJ.

, I PER CURIAM.
*1 Joseph Evans appeals from a judgment of
conviction for the first-degree intentional homicide
of his estranged wife and criminal damage to property. Evans challenges the admissibility of other
acts evidence and expert testimony. We reject
Evans' arguments and affinn.
, 2 A criminal complaint alleged that Evans
broke into the Marinette trailer house where his estranged wife, Dina, was staying with a friend,
Brenda Vohs. Evans allegedly kicked in Dina's television set, sliced the ann of a couch, and splattered
paint on the couch, love seat, hope chest, curtains
and a clock. Three weeks later, Evans fatally shot
Dina in the chest.

Page I

, 3 Evans was convicted following a jury trial
of first-degree intentional homicide and criminal
damage to property. The circuit court imposed a
sentence of life imprisonment without the possibility of extended supervision on the homicide conviction. The court imposed a concurrent nine-month
jail sentence on the criminal damage to property
conviction. Evans now appeals.
, 4 Evans argues the circuit court erroneously
exercised its discretion by admitting four other acts
incidents involving a fonner girlfriend, Lorea S.
FNJ Evans dated Lorea when she was in eighth and
ninth grade and he was eighteen years old.
FN I. Evans uses the phrase "abused its
discretion." Since 1992, we have used the
phrase erroneous exercise of discretion.
See State v. Plymesser, 172 Wis.2d 583,
585-86 n. I, 493 N. W.2d 367 ( 1992).
, 5 The first other acts incident involved Lorea
recounting an occasion when Evans told her to
leave after she refused to make him dinner. After
Evans told her to leave, she was walking down the
street when Evans drove up and told her to get in
the car. When she refused, Evans grabbed her by
the back of the hair, and pulled her into the car,
smashing her face against the rim of the car door.
Evans told Lorea to tell her mother that she had
slipped and fallen on some ice. At trial, Evans
denied that this incident occurred.
, 6 The second other acts incident occurred
when Lorea told Evans the relationship was over.
Evans parked his van in Lorea's mother's driveway,
connected the garden hose to the van's exhaust
pipe, and "tried to kill himself with carbon monoxide." Early in the morning, Lorea's mother discovered him hyperventilating on her couch. Lorea
said that when a rescue squad attempted to put
Evans on a gurney, he fought with them because he
wanted to hold Lorea's hand. Lorea later received a
call at school, asking her to come to the hospital be-
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cause Evans would not comply with a blood draw
unless Lorea held his hand. At the hospital, Evans
told Lorea, "If I can't have you, nobody's going to
have you." Lorea said Evans made a similar remark
when she told Evans that she was tired of living "in
danger" and "getting beat up all the time." At trial,
Evans denied that these events took place.

,r 7 In a third other acts incident, Evans drove
up to Lorea while she was walking with a cousin
and a classmate. Evans assumed that the classmate
was Lorea's boyfriend, "jumped out of the car" and
vowed to "jack [the classmate's] jaw." Evans called
the classmate "a fuck[i]n' punk." At trial, Evans
also denied this incident occurred.
,r

8 In a fourth incident,FN 2 Evans' brother told
police that Evans was "very depressed" over a
break up with Lorea. Evans went outside and shot
himself in the hand, severing the pinkie finger on
his left hand. His brother informed police that
Evans told their mother he "forgot the safety" on
the gun.
FN2. Evans does not include this incident
in his statement of issues but discusses it in
passing in the argument section of his brief.
*2 ,r 9 Whether to admit other acts evidence is
within the circuit court's discretion. See State v.
Sullivan, 216 Wis.2d 768, 780, 576 N.W.2d 30
(1998). Moreover, if the circuit court fails to adequately set forth its reasoning, we "independently
review the record to determine whether it provides
a basis for the circuit court's exercise of discretion."
Id. at 781, 576 N.W.2d 30. The question is not
whether we would have allowed admission of the
evidence in question. See State v. Kimberly B.,
2005 WI App 115, ,r 38, 283 Wis.2d 731, 699
N.W.2d 641. Rather, the circuit court's decision
will be upheld "unless it can be said that no reasonable judge, acting on the same facts and underlying
law, could reach the same conclusion." State v.
Payano, 2009 WI 86, ,r 51, 320 Wis.2d 348, 768
N. W.2d 832 (citation omitted).
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,r IO In Sullivan, our supreme court set forth a
three-part analysis to determine the admissibility of
other acts evidence: (I) the evidence must be
offered for an admissible purpose under WIS.
STAT. § 904.04(2); FN 3 (2) the evidence must be
relevant; and (3) the probative value of the other
acts evidence must not be substantially outweighed
by the considerations set forth in WIS. STAT. §
904.03. See Sullivan, 216 Wis.2d at 772-73, 576
N.W.2d 30.
FN3. References to Wisconsin Statutes are
to the 2009-10 version unless otherwise
indicated.

,r 11 Under the first step of the Sullivan analysis, Evans concedes that the evidence was offered
for an admissible purpose, to rebut Evans' claim of
accident.FN4 See WIS. STAT. § 904.04(2). The
other acts evidence involving Lorea was also relevant under the second step of the Sullivan analysis.
The evidence that Evans smashed Lorea's face into
the rim of the car door and the "jaw jacking" incident was relevant to rebut the claim of accident and
make it more probable that Evans shot Dina intentionally. With respect to motive, the face smashing
incident also reasonably suggested that Evans
sought to exercise power and control over his intimate partners by employing physical violence
against them. The "jaw jacking" incident reasonably suggested Evans was willing to attack anyone
who jeopardized his "ownership" of an intimate
partner.
FN4. Although Evans concedes the first
step of the analysis is satisfied for purposes of showing absence of mistake or accident, the prosecutor also properly offered
the evidence to suggest motive or intent.
The State's theory of the case was that
Evans was motivated by a desire for power
and control over Dina, who was in the process of divorcing him at the time of the
murder, just as Evans used violence for
power and control over Lorea S. when she
was his girlfriend. See Plymesser, 172
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Wis.2d at 594, 493 N.W.2d 367. The Lorea
evidence was also properly offered to establish the context in which the shooting
death of Dina occurred as an intentional
act of domestic abuse. In effect, evidence
of Evans' acts and threats of violence during his relationship with Lorea provide insight into Evans' relationships with intimate partners, especially how Evans handled
rejection and jealousy.

,r 12 Furthermore, all of the Lorea evidence
was relevant to establish the "context" in which the
shooting death of Dina occurred. As the circuit
court noted, the case could not be fairly evaluated
unless the jury had a better picture of the entire relationship in determining whether this was an accidental death or an intentional homicide. "Intent
may be inferred from the defendant's conduct, including his words and gestures taken in the context
of the circumstances." State v. Stewart, 143 Wis.2d
28, 35, 420 N.W.2d 44 (1988). The other acts evidence taken in context tended to show that domestic
abuse characterized Evans' relationships with intimate partners, and that the shooting death of Dina
represented Evans' ultimate act of power and control over an intimate partner who was leaving a relationship with him.

Page 3

v. Mink, 146 Wis.2d I, 16, 429 N.W.2d 99
(Ct.App.1988). The Lorea other acts incidents occurred in 1983-84, while the charged crimes
against Evans occurred in July 2008. However, we
concluded in Mink that a gap of twenty-two years
between the prior acts and the charged crime of
child sexual assault was not too remote for admitting other acts evidence. Id. at 16,429 N.W.2d 99.

,r 15 Furthermore, there are many similarities in
circumstances between the incidents at issue. As
mentioned, the other acts evidence tended to show
that domestic abuse characterized Evans' relationship with intimate partners. Evans' relationships
with Lorea and Dina bore parallel similarities
marked by threats and violence, including gun violence, especially when the intimate partner had rejected Evans and he believed they had found a replacement for him. Furthermore, Evans sought in
each relationship to excuse his conduct or hide responsibility by claiming an accident.FN 5 The other
acts evidence in this case was therefore highly probative of whether Evans intentionally shot Dina.
FN5. In determining whether the earlier act
was too remote in time to be probative, the
court also considers "the opportunities
presented over that period for the defendant to repeat the acts." See State v. Clark,
179 Wis.2d 484, 494-95, 507 N.W.2d 172
(Ct.App.1993). Even by Evans' own reckoning, he began his longstanding and
stormy relationship with Dina in approximately October 1984, only a month after
the "hand-shooting" incident that marked
his break-up with Lorea. Apart from the
occasions when Evans and Dina were separated or first divorced in 200 I, Evans had
limited opportunities to establish other intimate relationships. Therefore, it is unlikely that he had many opportunities to
engage in domestic violence when relationships were terminated. See id. at 495,
507 N.W.2d 172.

,r 13 Under the third step of the Sullivan analysis, the circuit court reasonably rejected Evans'
argument that the probative value of the other acts
evidence was substantially outweighed by the risk
of unfair prejudice under WIS. STAT. § 904.03.
"The probative value of [other acts] evidence is a
function of its nearness in time, place and circumstances to the crime sought to be proved." State v.
Clark, 179 Wis.2d 484, 494, 507 N. W.2d 172
(Ct.App.1993).
*3 ,r 14 Here, the other acts evidence is undeniably remote. Remoteness in time does not per se
render the other acts evidence irrelevant, but it may
do so when the elapsed time is so great as to negate
all rational or logical connections between the fact
to be proven and the other acts evidence. See State
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16 Other acts evidence is prejudicial by
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nature, but exclusion is warranted only when the
evidence would appeal to juror sympathy, arouse
the jury's sense of horror, or promote a desire to
punish. See Sullivan, 2 I 6 Wis.2d at 789-90, 576
N.W.2d 30. The circuit court in this case minimized
the risk of unfair prejudice to Evans by instructing
the jurors that they could not consider the other acts
evidence to conclude that Evans was of bad character or had acted in conformity therewith to commit
the charged crimes. The jury was instructed to give
the evidence the weight "you determine it deserves"
and not to use the evidence to conclude "the defendant is a bad person, and for that reason is guilty
of the offenses charged." Jurors are presumed to
follow
such cautionary instructions, which
"eliminate or minimize the potential for unfair prejudice." State v. Hammer, 2000 Wl 92, ,r 36, 236
Wis.2d 686, 613 N.W.2d 629; State v. Grande, 169
Wis.2d 422, 436, 485 N. W.2d 282 (Ct.App.1992).
Accordingly, the circuit court did not err by concluding the probative value was not substantially
outweighed by the risk of unfair prejudice to the
defendant.

,r 17 Regardless, even if we could assume error
in admitting the other acts evidence, we would conclude the error was harmless. In this regard, Evans
fails to reply to the State's harmless error argument,
and we therefore deem the issue conceded. See
Charolais Breeding Ranches, Ltd. v. FPC Secs.
Corp., 90 Wis.2d 97, 109, 279 N.W.2d 493
(Ct.App.1979). But even on the merits, we agree
with the State's harmless error analysis.
*4 ,r 18 First, the other acts evidence was limited in scope, encompassing only a small amount of
testimony over a four-day trial. As mentioned previously, the circuit court also instructed the jurors
to consider the evidence only for limited purposes
and not to conclude that Evans was acting in conformity with a bad character. In addition, the other
acts involving Lorea resembled other acts of domestic violence against Dina herself, which Evans
does not challenge. In that regard, Evans himself
testified, "We fought a lot, bust[ed] things up."
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Evans recalled "four [or] five restraining orders."
Evans' daughter testified that Evans threatened
Dina's safety "[a]II the time," and that Evans told
Dina "[s]he would go six feet under."

,r 19 The evidence of first-degree intentional
homicide was otherwise also overwhelming.FN6
By way of example, a neighbor heard arguing inside Evans' trailer just before hearing a gunshot.
The neighbor also testified that after the shooting,
Evans' daughter drove up while Evans was outside,
and Evans swore at her and told her to leave. Jurors
also heard evidence that Evans was especially
angry on the day of the shooting, because he had
just been served with a temporary restraining order
on Dina's behalf.
FN6. Evans admitted damaging Dina's
property, and any error in admitting the
other acts evidence could not have reasonably affected the guilty verdict on that count.

,r 20 Evans also believed that Dina was involved with another man. Evans admitted, "I told
[Dina] if she's with him, I'll go in here and punch
him right in the fuck[i]n' mouth." Evans also admitted leaving "pretty nasty messages" on Dina's
phone. The messages were played to the jury.FN7
Dina had recently moved out, and was planning to
divorce him. Dina's sister testified that Evans said,
"he had a pistol, and he was going to hunt [Dina]
down." Although Evans denied making this comment, he admitted telling Dina's sister, "sometimes
that bitch [Dina] can get me so pissed off ... that l
could kill her."
FN7. Neither the tape recordings nor the
transcripts of the voicemail messages are
part of the record on appeal. However, the
prosecutor reminded jurors of Evans'
words at closing argument. For example,
the prosecutor noted that Evans "said he
was going to put the cell[ ]phone in Tom
Wittock's rectum and have it on vibrate
and call him so he could vibrate his
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rectum, and how he's going to punch him."

,r 21 After the fatal shooting, Evans also gave
inconsistent statements to police. Evans first said
that Dina "was around when [he] was cleaning his
gun," but later claimed that Dina was shot when she
grabbed his arm or hand as he purportedly was placing the gun on a speaker. Jurors also knew that the
gun was purchased only a week before the fatal
shooting, with Evans going to the trouble of enlisting his stepbrother to make the purchase for him,
because Evans had been unable to buy a gun himself one month earlier. Jurors also heard that after
the shooting death of Dina, Evans struck up a relationship with another woman named Jessica Heinze
and vowed to harm anyone who came between them.
,r 22 Evans next argues the circuit court erroneously exercised its discretion in admitting expert
witness testimony from Darald Hanusa, Ph.D.
Evans contends that Hanusa "set forth a personality
profile of persons who commit domestic violence,"
by telling the jury that the risk for lethal violence
increases seventy-five percent when an abused partner tries to leave the batterer. Evans also claims
Hanusa's testimony "was nothing if it was not an
expression of Hanusa's opinion that Joseph Evans
was lying about accidentally shooting Dina .... "
Evans insists, "Though he was not specifically
asked the question, this evidence certainly invited
the jury to infer that Hanusa disbelieves Evans'
testimony that the shot was fired accidentally."
*5 ,r 23 As a threshold matter, Evans does not
dispute that Hanusa was eminently qualified as an
expert witness to testify on the "lethality" risk
factors associated with violent domestic abusers,
including relevant research data. Hanusa is a clinical psychologist at the University of Wisconsin who
has worked with thousands of domestic batterers
and demonstrated at trial fingertip familiarity with
research in the field.

,r 24 Hanusa also testified regarding information beyond the ken of lay jurors. Hanusa explained
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that women stay in abusive relationships out of fear
that their partners will make good on threats to kill
them, their children or themselves. He described the
relationships as built on the male partner's
"possessiveness and control" of the female through
violence and threats, with homicide being the ultimate form of control. Hanusa also testified there is
a progression from destruction of property to physical abuse. He noted that in these circumstances
"when women leave their partner, they're at a 75
percent greater risk of being killed and 75 percent
greater risk of the most severe kinds of violence."
Hanusa stated that domestic batterers are masters of
manipulation and good at making excuses about
their abusive behavior. Hanusa also gave examples
of "lethality" factors commonly found among the
most risky domestic batterers, including prior acts
and threats of violence, weapon access, victim access, dehumanizing the victim and lack ofremorse.

,r 25 Hanusa neither impermissibly usurped the
jury's determination on Evans' credibility, nor
offered an impermissible opinion on whether Evans
fit the profile of a lethal domestic abuser. In fact,
Hanusa refrained from providing an opinion on
Evans' credibility or whether he met the "lethality"
risk criteria. See State v. Haseltine, 120 Wis.2d 92,
96, 352 N.W.2d 673 (Ct.App.1984). Hanusa simply
provided a framework for evaluating properly admitted other acts evidence relating to a defendant's
state of mind at the time of the alleged crime. An
appropriate balance was reached by providing jurors information about the "lethality" risk factors
characteristic of violent domestic abusers, so that
the jurors could themselves evaluate whether such
factors applied to Evans. The circuit court properly
exercised its discretion in admitting Hanusa's expert
testimony. FNs
FN8. We need not reach the State's argument that any error that could be assumed
in admitting the expert testimony was
harmless in any event. Evans does not
reply to this argument, and we deem the issue conceded. See Charolais Breeding
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Ranches, Ltd v. FPC Secs. Corp., 90
Wis.2d 97, 109, 279 N.W.2d 493
(Ct.App.1979).
Nevertheless,
we
reemphasize that Hanusa cautioned jurors
that he was offering no predictions as to
whether Evans exhibited characteristics of
violent domestic abusers, or whether he intentionally killed Dina. Moreover, the circuit court instructed jurors that they "are
not bound by any expert's opinion." We
also emphasize that the relevance of
Hanusa's expert testimony depended to a
large extent upon other acts of violence toward Dina, which Evans does not chal- lenge.
Judgment affirmed.

*6 This opinion will not be published. See
WIS. STAT. RULEE 809.23(1)(b) 5.
Wis.App.,2011.
State v. Evans
334 Wis.2d 146, 799 N.W.2d 929, 2011 WL
1546411 (Wis.App.), 2011 WI App 75
END OF DOCUMENT
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Supreme Court ofHawai'i.
STA TE ofHawai'i, Plaintiff-Appellee,
V.

Muao MAELEGA, also known as Muao Eneligo
Maelega, and Muao Eneligo Maeleca, Defendant-Appellant.
No. 17738.
Dec. 7, 1995.
Defendant was convicted in the First Circuit
Court, of murder in the second degree, and he appealed. The Supreme Court, Klein, J., held that: (I)
instructing jury that defendant had initial burden of
coming forward with some credible evidence of
facts constituting extreme mental or emotional disturbance (EMED) defense and that if that occurred,
prosecution had burden of proving that defendant
was not at time of offense under influence of
EMED for which there was reasonable explanation
was reversible error; (2) testimony of domestic relations expert that parties in abusive relationship
will often act violently to reassert their dominance
and control especially when their victims attempt to
break free from their relationships was relevant to
rebut defendant's claim of extreme emotional disturbance; and (3) prior bad acts evidence, concerning incidents in which defendant had beaten his
wife, were sufficiently similar to charged offense,
arising when defendant fatally strangled and
stabbed his wife, to be admissible.
Reversed and remanded.
Nakayama, J., filed opinion concurring in part
and dissenting in part.
West Headnotes

Ill Criminal Law 110 C:>822(1)
110 Criminal Law
I IOXX Trial

11 OXX(G) Instructions: Necessity, Requisites, and Sufficiency
11 Ok822 Construction and Effect of
Charge as a Whole
11 Ok822( I) k. In general. Most Cited
Cases
In reviewing jury instructions, standard of review is whether, when read and considered as a
whole, instructions given are prejudicially insufficient, erroneous, inconsistent, or misleading.

f2J Criminal Law 110 €=:>778(7)
11 0 Criminal Law
1 IOXX Trial
I IOXX(G) Instructions: Necessity, Requisites, and Sufficiency
11 Ok778 Presumptions and Burden of Proof
I 10k778(7) k. Insanity. Most Cited
Cases

Criminal Law 110 C:>1172.2
110 Criminal Law
I IOXXIV Review
1 IOXXIV(Q) Harmless and Reversible Error
11 Ok 1172 Instructions
11 Ok 1172.2 k. Instruction as to evidence. Most Cited Cases
Instructing jury in second-degree murder case
that defendant had initial burden of coming forward
with some credible evidence of facts constituting
extreme mental or emotional disturbance (EMED)
defense and that if that occurred, prosecution had
burden of proving that defendant was not at time of
offense under influence of extreme mental or emotional disturbance for which there was reasonable
explanation was reversible error; jury may have interpreted instruction as requiring defendant to convince it that evidence tending to support his claim
was credible before considering whether prosecution has disproved defense beyond reasonable
doubt. U.S.C.A. Const.Amend. 14; Const. Art. I, §
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5; HRS§ 701-115(2).
[31 Criminal Law 110 C;;;i778(1)

110 Criminal Law
110:XX Trial
11 OXX(G) Instructions: Necessity, Requisites, and Sufficiency
11 Ok778 Presumptions and Burden of Proof
11 Ok778( I) k. Necessity of instructions in general. Most Cited Cases
Once defendant or prosecution has any facts in
support of alleged defense, jury may not be given
opportunity to reject defense as less than credible
before burden of proof beyond reasonable doubt
has been allocated by appropriate instruction to the
prosecution. HRS§ 701-115.
[4] Criminal Law 110 C;:::;;:;>814(8)

110 Criminal Law
110:XX Trial
l IOXX(G) Instructions: Necessity, Requisites, and Sufficiency
11 Ok8 I 4 Application of Instructions to Case
11 Ok814(8) k. Matters of defense in
general. Most Cited Cases
If there is no evidence in record to support a
separate and distinct defense, then defendant is not
entitled to instruction on that defense; overruling
State v. Nobriga, 873 P.2d 110. HRS § 701-115.
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203kl208 Capacity to Commit Crime
203k 1211 k. Extreme emotional disturbance or distress; temporary insanity. Most Cited
Cases
(Fonnerly 203k237)
Once relevant evidence of extreme mental or
emotional disturbance defense is presented, i.e., any
evidence no matter how weak, inclusive, or unsatisfactory, jury may not convict defendant of murder
unless prosecution proves beyond reasonable doubt
either that defendant was not acting under extreme
mental or emotional disturbance or that there was
no reasonable explanation for extreme mental or
emotional disturbance. HRS § 701-115.
[61 Criminal Law 110 C;:::;;:;>469.2

110 Criminal Law
11 OXVII Evidence
11 OXVIT(R) Opinion Evidence
l 10k468 Subjects of Expert Testimony
l 10k469.2 k. Discretion. Most Cited
Cases
Criminal Law 110 C;:::;;:;>1153.12(3)

203 Homicide
203IX Evidence
203IX(C) Burden of Proof
203k947 k. Insanity. Most Cited Cases
(Fonnerly 203k 151 (2))

110 Criminal Law
1 I OXXTV Review
l IOXXIV(N) Discretion of Lower Court
J JOkl 153 Reception and Admissibility of
Evidence
I I Ok 1153. 12 Opinion Evidence
110kll53.12(3) k. Admissibility.
Most Cited Cases
(Fonnerly I IOkl 153(1))
Whether expert testimony should be admitted
at trial rests within sound discretion of trial court
and will not be overturned unless there is clear abuse of discretion.

Homicide 203 C;:::;;:;>1211

[71 Criminal Law 110 C;:::;;:;>469

203 Homicide
203 IX Evidence
203IX(G) Weight and Sufficiency

110 Criminal Law
11 OXVTI Evidence
l IOXVII(R) Opinion Evidence
I I Ok468 Subjects of Expert Testimony

[SJ Homicide 203 C;:::;;:;>947
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110k469 k. In general. Most Cited
Expert testimony must be both relevant and reliable. Rules ofEvid., Rules 702, 703.

Rules 702, 703.

[8] Criminal Law 110 C:=>474.4(1)

I 10 Criminal Law
I I OXVII Evidence
I I OXVIl(D) Facts in Issue and Relevance
J 10k338 Relevancy in General
1 I Ok338(7) k. Evidence calculated to
create prejudice against or sympathy for accused.
Most Cited Cases
Determination in second-degree murder prosecution that testimony of domestic relations expert,
offered to rebut defendant's extreme mental or emotional disturbance defense, was more probative than
prejudicial, was not abuse of discretion.

I I O Criminal Law
11 OXVII Evidence
11 OXVIl(R) Opinion Evidence
I I Ok468 Subjects of Expert Testimony
110k474.4 Character Traits or Profiles;
Syndromes
l 10k474.4(1) k. In general. Most
Cited Cases
Testimony of domestic relations expert that
parties in abusive relationship will often act violently to reassert their dominance and control especially when their victims attempt to break free from
their relationships was relevant in second-degree
murder prosecution to rebut defendant's claim of
extreme emotional disturbance. HRS § 707-702(2);
Rules ofEvid., Rules 702, 703.

[9] Criminal Law 110 C:=>474.4(1)
I 10 Criminal Law
11 OXVII Evidence
11 OXVII(R) Opinion Evidence
I 10k468 Subjects of Expert Testimony
I 10k474.4 Character Traits or Profiles;
Syndromes
I 1Ok474.4(1) k. In general. Most
Cited Cases
Testimony of domestics relations expert that
dominant parties in abusive relationships will often
act violently to reassert their dominance and control
was sufficiently reliable to be admissible in seconddegree murder case; witness did not comment or
otherwise offer her opinion on credibility of other
witnesses, was not devoid of data or personal
knowledge relevant to her "power and control
wheel" theory, did not invite jury to consider matters outside province of trial and did not communicate belief that defendant's claim of extreme emotional disturbance was not credible. Rules of Evid.,

110] Criminal Law 110 C:=>338(7)

111 I Criminal Law 110 C:=>373.12
I IO Criminal Law
I I OXVII Evidence
I I OXVII(F) Other Misconduct by Accused
I IOXVII(F)12 Nature and Circumstances
of Other Misconduct Affecting Admissibility
I 10k373.7 Similarity to Crime Charged
I 10k373.12 k. Other particular offenses. Most Cited Cases
(Formerly I 10k369.2(4))
Prior bad acts evidence, concerning incidents
in which defendant had beaten his wife, were sufficiently similar to charged offense, arising when defendant allegedly fatally strangled and stabbed his
wife, to be admissible in second-degree murder
prosecution. Rules ofEvid., Rule 404(b).

[12) Criminal Law 110 C:=>368.9
I 10 Criminal Law
I I OXVJJ Evidence
I I OXVII(F) Other Misconduct by Accused
I I OXVII(F) I Other Misconduct as Evidence of Offense Charged in General
I 10k368.7 Factors Affecting Admissibility
I 10k368.9 k.
Relevancy. Most
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Cited Cases
(Fonnerly 110k369.2(1))

Criminal Law 110 €=>368.13
110 Criminal Law
11 OXVII Evidence
11 OXVII(F) Other Misconduct by Accused
11 OXVII(F) 1 Other Misconduct as Evidence of Offense Charged in General
110k368.7 Factors Affecting Admissibility
11 Ok368.13 k. Prejudicial effect
and probative value. Most Cited Cases
(Fonnerly 110k369.2(1))
Prior bad act evidence is admissible when it is
relevant and more probative than prejudicial.

**760 *174 Anthony H. Yusi, on the briefs, Honolulu, for defendant-appellant.
Loretta A. Matsunaga, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, on the briefs, Honolulu, for plaintiff-appellee.

Before MOON, C.J., KLEIN, and LEVISON, NAKAY AMA and RAMIL, JJ.

KLEIN, Justice.
Muao Maelega was indicted on December I 0,
1992 for Murder in the Second Degree in violation
of Hawai'i Revised Statutes (HRS) § 707-701.5
(1993). FNI After a jury trial, Maelega was found
guilty and convicted as charged. On December 16,
1993, the circuit court sentenced him to a tenn of
life imprisonment with the possibility of parole.
Maelega subsequently filed this timely appeal. We
reverse and remand for a new trial.
FNI. HRS § 707-701.5 provides in pertinent part that "a person commits the offense
of murder in the second degree if the person intentionally or knowingly causes the
death of another person."
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same alleged offense on February 20,
1991 under Cr. No. 91-0423. However,
the indictment was dismissed for violation of Hawai'i Rules of Penal Procedure
(HRPP) Rule 48(b) on December 9, 1992.
I. BACKGROUND
Maelega was born and raised in American
Samoa, where he met Eyvette Liufau in April 1990.
Eyvette moved from Hawai'i to American Samoa
after she completed the ninth grade, then moved
back to Hawai'i in July 1990 after she finished high
school. In Hawai'i, Eyvette lived in a two-bedroom
apartment with her mother, stepfather, younger
half-sister, and cousin.
Maelega and Eyvette kept in contact after she
left American Samoa. Eyvette eventually told
Maelega that she was pregnant with his child, and
Maelega came to Hawai'i in November 1990. They
were married on January 3, 1991. Eyvette subsequently gave birth to a premature child on February 11, 1991 and was discharged from the hospital
on February 14, 1991.
According to the testimony of Dr. Edward
Brennan, a clinical psychologist who interviewed
Maelega for the defense, Eyvette purportedly told
Maelega upon her discharge from the hospital that
the child was not his and that she had been sexually
assaulted by her stepfather. Maelega and Eyvette
stayed with a family friend that night. On February
15, 1991, Eyvette called her granduncle Tuafala
Sila Unutoa, who served as the Talking Chief of her
extended family in Hawai'i, and asked if they could
stay with him. Because the housing rules of his
apartment complex would not pennit it, Unutoa declined. Eyvette and Maelega then returned to her
parent's home, where they confronted her stepfather
with the allegation of sexual assault. After punching Eyvette's stepfather in the mouth, Maelega took
Eyvette to the police to report the alleged sexual assault. When the officer infonned Eyvette that he
could not guarantee that her stepfather would be
immediately arrested and incarcerated, the com-

Maelega was previously indicted for the
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plaint was withdrawn.
On the morning of February 16, 1991, Eyvette
once again telephoned Unutoa, this time telling him
about the alleged sexual assault. Unutoa called a
family meeting, during which Eyvette's stepfather
swore that he had not done anything. Eyvette then
recanted, indicating that she had made up the story
because she was afraid and tired of being beaten by
her husband. Unutoa suggested that Maelega and
Eyvette sleep in separate apartments that evening,
but they refused. When Eyvette and Maelega discussed their situation later on, she told him that he
should return to American Samoa. Maelega professed his love for her, and suggested that they put
up the child for adoption. Maelega told Dr. Brennan
that based on what he perceived as "waffling" by
Eyvette**761 *175 on the issue of adoption, he
thought that she was more committed to her stepfather than to him. Nevertheless, they went to sleep
without further incident.
On February 17, 1991, Maelega claims that he
awoke in the morning to find that Eyvette was not
in bed with him. According to Dr. Brennan,
Maelega told him that when Eyvette returned she
was "all sweaty and ... she smelled [.]" Maelega
suspected that she had just returned from having
sexual relations with her stepfather. He became
convinced of this after examining her vaginal area
and abdomen and discovering that her stitches were
broken. Dr. Brennan further testified that Maelega
told him Eyvette "just remained silent" and did not
deny his suspicions. After hearing Eyvette crying,
Eyvette's mother entered the locked bedroom (her
other daughter picked the lock for her) and saw
Eyvette lying on the bed holding her neck. According to her mother, Eyvette said that Maelega tried
to choke her. After a brief struggle, all three persons ended up in the living room. As Eyvette sat on
the couch, Eyvette's mother attempted to keep
Maelega from a drawer that held several knives.
Believing that she had succeeded, Eyvette's mother
proceeded to call Unutoa, who told her to call the
police. Maelega then yanked Eyvette off the couch,
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and took her back into the bedroom, knocking her
mother to the floor as she tried to hold on to
Eyvette. Maelega then locked and barricaded the
door.
As Eyvette cried for help, Maelega choked her
with his hands, strangled her with an electric cord
(which he wrapped around her neck three times and
then knotted), slashed open her throat, and stabbed
her in the back and breasts.
At trial, Maelega claimed that he acted under
an extreme emotional disturbance. HRS §
707-702(2) (1993).FNi During closing arguments
before the jury, the prosecutor focused on the requirement that there be an objectively reasonable
explanation for Maelega's purported extreme mental or emotional disturbance. The prosecutor suggested that this mitigating defense would not apply
to a member of the Ku Klux Klan (KKK) who
killed another person as a result of the honestlyheld belief that the victim was less than human, or
was somehow ruining the country, and deserved to
die. Maelega objected to these comments, but the
circuit court overruled his objection. The prosecutor then drew an analogy to the instant case, arguing that, to the extent that Maelega's emotional
state resulted from his realization that he was losing
control over Eyvette,FN3 Maelega did not act while
under an extreme mental or emotional disturbance
for which there is a reasonable explanation.
Maelega then moved for a mistrial, but the circuit
court denied his motion.
FN2. HRS§ 707-702(2) provides:
[i]n a prosecution for murder in the first
and second degrees it is a defense, which
reduces the offense to manslaughter, that
the defendant was, at the time he [or she]
caused the death of the other person, under the influence of extreme mental or
emotional disturbance for which there is
a reasonable explanation. The reasonableness of the explanation shall be determined from the viewpoint of a person
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in the defendant's situation under the circumstances as he [or she] believed them
to be.
FN3. The prosecution sought to rebut
Maelega's defense of extreme mental or
emotional disturbance by arguing that his
homicidal act represented the ultimate act
of control over Eyvette rather than the absence of self-control due to an emotional
or mental disturbance. In other words,
Maelega's desire for absolute control over
Eyvette resulted in extreme violence when
she attempted to either leave the relationship or enlist the aid of others in dealing
with her abusive husband. The prosecution
introduced testimony by several individuals (including members of Eyvette's family, her neighbors, a hospital psychologist
who evaluated Eyvette after an apparent
suicide attempt, other hospital staff members, and the manager of the store where
she worked) suggesting that Maelega
either abused Eyvette or exercised an inordinate amount of control over her. A nurse
testified that when she asked Maelega why
he beat up Eyvette in the Labor & Delivery
Room of the hospital, he responded "that
in Samoa it's okay for them to beat up their
wives and their children for obedience."
Finally, the prosecution introduced testimony by an expert in the field of domestic
violence, Ms. Nanci Kriedman, who testified that the dominant party in an abusive
relationship will often act violently to reassert their dominance and control, especially when the victim attempts to break
free of the relationship. In other words, the
phenomenon of "separation assault" involves acts of violence toward one's partner that are committed for a purpose; such
acts are not caused by extreme mental or
emotional disturbance.
"""762 *176 The circuit court eventually gave

the following extreme mental or emotional instruction (EMED instruction) over Maelega's objection:
The defense of extreme mental or emotional
disturbance places the initial burden on the defendant to come forward with some credible evidence of facts constituting a defense unless those
facts are supplied by the prosecution's witnesses.
If this occurs, the prosecution must then prove
beyond a reasonable doubt that the defendant was
not at the time of the offense under the influence
of extreme mental or emotion [sic] disturbance
for which there is a reasonable explanation.
(Emphases added.)
When the jury later asked for a definition of extreme mental or emotional disturbance, the court responded: "Kindly use your common sense and life
experience in determining what is extreme mental
or emotional disturbance." (Emphasis added.)

II. STANDARD OF REVIEW
[I] "In reviewing jury instructions, the standard
of review is whether, when read and considered as
a whole, the instructions given are prejudicially insufficient, erroneous, inconsistent, or misleading."
State v. Hoey, 77 Hawai'i 17, 38, 881 P.2d 504, 525
(1994). See also State v. Pinero [Pinero 11 ], 75
Haw. 282, 292-93, 859 P.2d 1369, 1375 (1993);
State v. Kelekolio, 74 Haw. 479, 514-15, 849 P.2d
58, 74 (1993).
III. DISCUSSION
[2] Maelega asserts three points of error on appeal that are worthy of discussion: l) the EMED instruction erroneously shifted the burden of proof to
Maelega; 2) the court erroneously admitted Kriedman's testimony; and 3) the court abused its discretion in admitting evidence of Maelega's prior bad
acts. FN4 Because we agree that the EMED instruction was prejudicially erroneous and misleading, we
reverse and remand for a new trial.
FN4. Maelega also argues on appeal that:
the court erroneously permitted the jury to
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consider matters not presented during trial
by inviting them to rely on their "life experience"; HRS § 707-702(2) is void for
vagueness because "extreme mental or
emotional disturbance" is not defined; the
court's failure to grant a mistrial based on
the prosecutor's references to the KKK deprived him of his right to be tried by an
impartial jury; the court erroneously
denied his motion to quash the indictment
where the jurors' street addresses and telephone numbers were redacted on the jury
qualification fonns; even if the court's errors were independently harmless, their cumulative effect warrants reversal of the circuit court's order denying his motion for
mistrial and/or a new trial; the court erroneously failed to dismiss the indictment
where the evidence presented to the grand
jury clearly established the lesser offense
of manslaughter; the court erroneously
denied his motion for judgment of acquittal
where Kriedman's testimony concerning
"control" over the victim of domestic violence was not inconsistent with a finding
that he was also under the influence of an
extreme emotional disturbance-especially
because Kriedman was not allowed to give
an opinion on Maelega's volitional capacity at the time he killed Eyvette; and the
court erred in failing to dismiss the original indictment with prejudice for violation
of HRPP Rule 48, see supra note 1. These
claims are without merit.
A.

In State v. Nobriga, IO Haw.App. 353, 873
P.2d 110 (1994 ), the Intennediate Court of Appeals
(ICA) held that:
the [prosecution] has the initial burden of negativing statutory exceptions to an offense only if
the exceptions are incorporated into the definition
of the offense. If a statutory exception to an offense constitutes a separate and distinct defense,

however, the [prosecution's] burden to disprove
the defense beyond a reasonable doubt arises
only after evidence of the defense is first raised
by the defendant. The initial burden in such instances is on the defendant "to come forward
with some credible evidence of facts constituting
the defense, unless, of course, those facts are supplied by the prosecution's witnesses."

Id. at 359, 873 P.2d at 113 (citing Commentary
to HRS § 701-115 (1985)) (emphasis added). FN 5
Nobriga involved a conviction of **763 *177 animal nuisance under Revised Ordinances of Honolulu (ROH) § 7.2.3 (1990), which provides in pertinent part that "[i]t is unlawful to be the owner of
an animal, fann animal or poultry engaged in animal nuisance as defined in Section 7-2.2[.]" FN6
However, ROH § 7-2.4(a) established a specific
exception to the offense of animal nuisance:
"[n]othing in this article applies to animals, fann
animals or poultry raised, bred or kept as a commercial enterprise or for food purposes where commercial kennels or the keeping of livestock is a permitted use." Because Nobriga "offered absolutely
no evidence at trial, and the facts constituting his
defense were not supplied by the [prosecution], the
[prosecution] was not required to present any evidence disproving [Nobriga's] defense beyond a reasonable doubt." Nobriga, IO Haw.App. at 360, 873
P.2d at 114 (footnote omitted).
FN5. The ICA also relied upon HRS §
701-115 (1985), which provided that "[n]o
defense may be considered by the trier of
fact unless evidence of the specified fact or
facts [which negative penal liability have]
been presented." Given the absence of any
facts to support the application of the statutory exception, see infra this subsection,
the ICA downplayed the significance of
HRS § 701-114(1)(a) (1985) (placing the
burden on the prosecution to prove beyond
a reasonable doubt each element of the offense with which a defendant is charged)
and HRS § 702-205(b) (1985) (defining
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the elements of an offense to include such
conduct, attendant circumstances, and results of conduct as would negative a defense to the offense charged). Id. at 358,
873 P.2d at 112.
FN6. ROH § 7-2.2 provides in pertinent part:
"Animal nuisance," for the purposes of
this section, shall include but not be limited to any animal, farm animal or
poultry which:
(a) Makes noise continuously and/or incessantly for a period of IO minutes or
intermittently for one-half hour or more
to the disturbance of any person at any
time of day or night and regardless of
whether the animal, farm animal or
poultry is physically situated in or upon
private property[.]
In the instant case, Maelega, unlike Nobriga,
met his burden of producing evidence at trial to
support his asserted defense. By giving the EMED
instruction to the jury, the circuit court implicitly
acknowledged that, based on the record, a reasonable juror could harbor a reasonable doubt as to
whether Maelega acted while under an extreme
emotional disturbance for which there was a reasonable explanation when he killed Eyvette. Cf
State v. Russo, 69 Haw. 72, 76, 734 P.2d 156, 158
(1987) (holding that the trial court is not obligated
to instruct the jury on the mitigating defense of extreme mental or emotional disturbance manslaughter if evidence to support the defense is
clearly Jacking). See also HRS § 701-115(2) (1993)
("No defense may be considered by the trier of fact
unless evidence of the specified fact or facts has
been presented."). The court was then required to
instruct the jury that the prosecution had the burden
of disproving this defense beyond a reasonable
doubt. Cf Raines v. State, 79 Hawai'i 219, 900
P.2d 1286 (1995).fN?
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FN7. In Raines, we observed that the trial
court's failure to instruct the jury as to the
prosecution's burden of disproving beyond
a reasonable doubt the mitigating defense
of extreme emotional disturbance manslaughter-especially where the court included an instruction as to the prosecution's identical burden with respect to the
of justification
or
self-dedefense
fense--created "a substantial risk that the
jury may have mistakenly concluded that
[the defendant] had the burden of proving
that he acted under an extreme emotional
disturbance." Id. at 224, 900 P.2d at 1291.
Accordingly, we held that the court committed plain error in omitting the burden of
proof instruction. Td. at 226, 900 P.2d at
1293 (citing State v. Hoey, 77 Hawai'i 17,
38-39, 881 P.2d 504, 525-26 (1994); State
v. Kupau, 76 Hawai'i 387, 392-96, 879
P.2d 492, 497-50 I (1994)).
In the instant case, however, the court impliedly instructed the jury that the burden under
HRS § 701-115(2) was a question of fact for the
jury to decide. Although Maelega did indeed bear
the burden of production with respect to evidence
supporting the mitigating defense of "extreme mental or emotional disturbance manslaughter" (EMED
manslaughter), the circuit court should not have referred to this burden in its instructions to the jury.
By doing so, the circuit court erroneously advised
the jury that it could reject the mitigating defense of
EMED manslaughter because Maelega had failed to
discharge some burden of proof that was imposed
on him, rather than because the prosecution had
succeeded in negativing the defense beyond a reasonable doubt. See Raines, 79 Hawai'i at 226, 900
P.2d at 1293; Russo, 69 Haw. at 76, 734 P.2d at
158; Hawaii [Hawai'i} Standard Jury Instructions,
Criminal No. 5.02 (December J991).FN 8
FN8. Although the court properly instructed the jury with respect to EMED manslaughter in two paragraphs immediately
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preceding its "initial burden on the defendant" instruction, these instructions did not
eliminate the prejudicial effect of the latter, more specific instruction regarding the
burdens of proof. Cf Raines, 79 Hawai'i at
225, 900 P.2d at 1292 (disapproving the
dictum in Pinero II, 75 Haw. at 291, 859
P.2d at 1374, which suggests that "the
court's general burden of proof instruction
will be deemed sufficient to cover the issue"). In Pinero II, the court omitted an instruction that would have infonned the jury
that it could consider the offense of reckless manslaughter. However, several aspects of the record indicated that Pinero
was not prejudiced by the erroneous instruction: instructions before and after the
erroneous instruction clearly informed the
jury that it was obligated to consider the
elements of reckless manslaughter apart
from EMED manslaughter; four verdict
forms made clear that the jury could consider reckless manslaughter as an option;
and both the prosecutor and defense counsel made clear throughout the trial
(including their closing remarks) that a
separate means of proving manslaughter
existed, which required a reckless state of
mind. 75 Haw. at 290-97, 859 P.2d at
1373-76.
In the instant case, rather than merely
omitting an instruction that was otherwise conveyed to the jury, the circuit
court improperly instructed the jury that
Maelega had the "initial burden [of producing] ... some credible evidence of
facts constituting a defense" and improperly invited the jury to revisit the court's
legal conclusion that Maelega already
had met his burden of production by
coming forward with evidence at trial to
support his defense of EMED manslaughter. In other words, by indicating
that the prosecution's burden of disprov-

ing the m1t1gating defense of EMED
manslaughter would arise only after
Maelega had met his initial burden, the
EMED instruction created a substantial
risk that the jury could mistakenly have
concluded that Maelega bore the initial
burden of convincing it that he acted
while under an extreme emotional disturbance for which there was a reasonable explanation before considering
whether the prosecution had disproved
the mitigating defense of EMED manslaughter beyond a reasonable doubt.
"[T]he possibility that the jury reached
its decision in an impennissible manner
requires reversal even though the jury
may also have reached the same result in
a constitutionally acceptable fashion."
Connecticut v. Johnson, 460 U.S. 73, 85
n. 13, I 03 S.Ct. 969, 976 n. 13, 74
L.Ed.2d 823 ( 1983) (citation omitted).
**764 *178 [3] In other words, the jury may
have reasonably, but impermissibly, interpreted the
court's EMED instruction as requiring Maelega to
convince it that the evidence tending to support his
claim was credible-Le., that he acted under an extreme mental or emotional disturbance for which
there was a reasonable explanation when he killed
Eyvette- before considering whether the prosecution had disproved this defense beyond a reasonable
doubt_FN 9 Thus, there was a substantial risk that
the jury may have reached its verdict by improperly
shifting the burden of proof from the prosecution to
Maelega when it concluded that Maelega had not
established his claim of EMED manslaughter. Such
burden shifting violates the due process clauses of
the fourteenth amendment to the United States Constitution and article I, section 5 of the Hawai'i Constitution. State v. Pone, 78 Hawai'i 262, 274, 892
P.2d 455, 467 (1995). Once the defendant or the
prosecution has raised any facts in support of an alleged defense, the jury may not be given the opportunity to reject the defense as less than credible before the burden of proof beyond a reasonable doubt
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has been allocated by appropriate instruction to the
prosecution. Cf Raines, supra. Maelega's counsel
preserved the error in the instant case by objecting
to the EMED instruction on the ground that it incorrectly placed the initial burden ofproofon Maelega.
FN9. The jury in the instant case may reasonably have concluded that Maelega's purported defense was not credible-Le., although plausible (and, therefore, not incredible ), his claims were not entirely believable. However, whether or not he is
guilty of the crime charged must be based
on a finding that the prosecution has disproved beyond a reasonable doubt that he
killed Eyvette while under the influence of
an extreme emotional disturbance for
which there was a reasonable explanation.
In other words, even if the weight of the
evidence suggests that the asserted defense
does not apply to the defendant--e.g., his
or her claim, although plausible, is not entirely believable-he or she is nevertheless
entitled to have the jury consider the defense pursuant to the proper allocation of
the burden of proof.
[4] The Nobriga court clearly relied upon the
commentary to HRS § 701-115 when it stated that
a defendant bears the initial burden of "com[ing]
forward with some credible evidence of facts supporting the defense [.]" 10 Haw.App. at 359, 873
P.2d at 113 (emphasis added). Although "[t]he
commentary ... may be used as an aid in understanding the provisions of [the Hawai'i Penal]
Code, ... [it may] not [be used] as evidence of legislative intent." HRS § 701-105 (1993). Our cases
have finnly established that "a defendant is entitled
to an instruction on every defense or theory of defense having any **165 *179 support in the evidence, provided such evidence would support the
consideration of that issue by the jury, no matter
how weak, inconclusive, or unsatisfactory the evidence may be. " Pinero II, 75 Haw. at 304, 859 P.2d
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at 1379 (emphases added) (internal quotation marks
and citations omitted). See also State v. Lira, 70
Haw. 23, 27, 759 P.2d 869, 871, reconsideration
denied, 70 Haw. 662, 796 P.2d 1005 (1988); State
v. O'Daniel, 62 Haw. 518, 527-28, 616 P.2d 1383,
1390 (1980). Accordingly, we read Nobriga to state
the obvious: If there is no evidence in the record to
support a separate and distinct defense, then the defendant is not entitled to an instruction on that defense. To the extent that Nobriga 's reference to
credible evidence is inconsistent with Pinero II,
supra, it is hereby overruled.
[5] After reading and considering the court's instructions as a whole, we are convinced that they
were prejudicially erroneous and misleading; therefore, we hold that the court's failure to instruct the
jury properly constituted reversible error.FN10
FN I 0. The concurring and dissenting opinion argues that the EMED instruction "is
clearly not an incorrect statement of the
law" "because common sense tells us that
evidence of EMED must be credible in order to sustain a conviction, as [the EMED]
instruction so indicates [. ]" Concurring and
Dissenting Opinion at 3 and 4 (emphasis in
original). Thus, "the prosecution ... impliedly carried its burden." Id at 3
(emphasis added). The fallacy of this argument is that it fails to recognize that once
the trial court instructed the jury on EMED
manslaughter, Maelega had no further burden to produce evidence of his emotional
state, and the jury could not have been instructed that " if this occurs, the prosecution must then prove beyond a reasonable
doubt that [Maelega] was not ... under the
influence of extreme mental or emotional
disturbance for which there is a reasonable
explanation." This instruction clearly misstates the law because it is not the province
of the jury to second guess the judge's decision to instruct on EMED manslaughter
and, by doing so, defer the prosecution's
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burden of proof until the jury is satisfied
that the defendant has produced sufficient
evidence to support the defense. Once the
instruction is given, only one burden remains: the prosecution has the burden to
disprove the defense of EMED manslaughter beyond a reasonable doubt. In
other words, once relevant evidence has
been presented-Le., any evidence, "no
matter how weak, inconclusive, or unsatisfactory"-the jury may not convict a defendant of murder unless the prosecution
proves beyond a reasonable doubt either
(I) that the defendant was not acting under
an EMED or (2) that there was no reasonable explanation for the EMED.
Furthennore, the concurring and dissenting opinion's conclusion that we have
"ma[de] the all too common mistake of
underestimating the intelligence of the
jury" is erroneous. See supra notes 8 and
9. Rather than insulting the intelligence
of the jury in the instant case, we presume that it read and faithfully attempted
to apply the court's instructions. Absent
appropriate clarifying instructions by the
trial court regarding the legal distinction
between burdens of production and
proof, we cannot ignore the reasonable
possibility that Maelega was convicted
on the basis of an unconstitutional understanding of the law-i.e., a misapprehension caused not by the jury's lack of
intelligence, but resulting from the
court's improper instructions. Cf Francis v. Franklin, 471 U.S. 307, 105 S.Ct.
I 965, 85 L.Ed.2d 344 (I 989) (holding
that a defendant's due process rights
were violated when he was convicted
pursuant to jury instructions that imposed a mandatory rebuttable presumption of intent and shifted the burden of
persuasion on this issue to the defendant). In order to avoid the problem alto-
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gether, the trial court should not instruct
the jury regarding the defendant's burden
of production, because whether this burden has been met is a question that
should be decided by the trial court as a
matter of law.
Finally, Maelega's " ' only defense was
that he ... [acted while under an extreme
emotional disturbance for which there
was a reasonable explanation]. The facts
did not overwhelmingly preclude that
defense.' " Franklin, 471 U.S. at
325-36, 105 S.Ct. at I 977 (affirming the
appellate court's conclusion that the erroneous instructions could not be deemed
harmless) (emphasis added). Furthermore, "[t]he fact that the reviewing court
may view the evidence [against the defense of EMED manslaughter] ... as
overwhelming is ... simply irrelevant. To
allow a reviewing court to perfonn the
jury's function of evaluating the evidence ... when the jury .. . may have perfonned that function [in an unconstitutional manner], would give too much
weight to society's interest in punishing
the guilty and too little weight to the
method by which such decisions of guilt
are to be made. " Johnson, 460 U.S. at
86, 103 S.Ct. at 977 (footnote omitted)
(emphasis added). Paraphrasing Johnson, we observe that "[b]ecause we lack
the dissent's confidence in predicting the
sequence of a jury's deliberations, we
find it impossible to conclude beyond a
reasonable doubt that a conscientious
jury, following its instructions, will evaluate the evidence [supporting a conclusion that the prosecution has met its burden of disproving the mitigating defense
of EMED manslaughter] ... and reach a
conclusion on that issue before considering the applicability of the [defendant's
initial burden of producing evidence in
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support of the defense] ... about which it
has been instructed." 460 U.S. at 86 n.
15, 103 S.Ct. at 977 n. 15, 74 L.Ed.2d 823.
**766 *180 Although not essential to our resolution of the instant appeal, we nevertheless discuss two additional issues raised by Maelega in order to provide guidance to the circuit court in the
event of a retrial.
B.

The circuit court qualified Kriedrnan as an expert in the field of domestic relations. She opined
that dominant parties in abusive relationships will
often act violently to reassert their dominance and
control, especially when their victims attempt to
break free from their relationships. Kriedman's
testimony focused on the tactics of power and control utilized by perpetrators of domestic abuse, i.e.,
the "power and control wheel." The hub of the
wheel represents the power that one person has
over another in an abusive relationship. The outer
portion of the wheel represents manifestations of
abuse, e.g., physical and sexual violence. Although
violence does not occur constantly in an abusive relationship, once it has taken place the victim knows
that it can happen again. The spokes of the wheel
represent the various ways in which a person with
power can exercise control in the relationship.
Kriedrnan testified that examples of such tactics,
some of which are more subtle than others, include:

Intimidation -making the victim "afraid by using
looks, gestures, smashing things, destroying her
property, displaying weapons";
Emotional Abuse -making her feel bad about
herself, calling her names, putting her down,
making her think she's crazy, humiliating her, and
making her feel guilty for being a "bad wife" or
"bad mother";
Isolation -"[c]ontrolling what she does, who she
sees and talks to, what she reads, where she goes,
limiting her outside involvement and using jeal-
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ousy to justify action";

Minimizing, Denying, and Blaming -"[m]aking
light of abuse and not taking her concerns seriously, saying the abuse didn't happen, shifting responsibility for abusive behavior, saying she
caused it [for example, through acts of sexual infidelity]";
Using Children -"[m]aking her feel guilty about
the children, using the children to relay messages,
using visitation to harass her, threatening to take
the children away";
Using Male Privilege -"[t]reating her like a servant, making all the big decisions, being master
of the castle, being the one to define men's and
women's roles";
Economic Abuse -"[p]reventing her from getting
or keeping a job, making her ask for money, giving her an allowance, taking her money, not letting her know about or having access to family
income"; and
Using Coercion and Threats -"[m]aking and carrying out threats to do something to hurt her,
threatening to hurt her, threatening to leave her,
commit suicide, to report her to welfare, making
her drop charges, making her do illegal things."
Maelega contends that Kriedman's testimony
should not have been admitted because her afterthe-fact explanations of human behavior are neither
falsifiable nor capable of being tested for accuracy.
In other words, Maelega asserts that Kriedman's
proffered testimony was more prejudicial than probative. The prosecution urges this court to apply the
reasoning of the ICA in State v. Cababag, 9
Haw.App. 496, 850 P.2d 716 (1993), which validated analogous expert testimony by Kriedrnan as
"other specialized knowledge" in the complex field
of domestic violence. Id at 508, 850 P.2d at 722.
[6] "Whether expert testimony should be admitted at trial rests within the sound discretion of
the trial court and will not be overturned unless
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there is a clear abuse of discretion." State v. Montalbo, 73 Haw. 130, 140-41, 828 P.2d 1274, 1281
(1992). See also Hawai'i Rules of Evidence (HRE)
Rules 702, 703 (1993).FN 11
FN 11. HRE Rule 702 provides:

Testimony by experts. If scientific,
technical, or other specialized knowledge will assist the trier of fact to understand the evidence or to determine a
fact in issue, a witness qualified as an
expert by knowledge, skill, experience,
training, or education may testify thereto
in the form of an opinion or otherwise.
In determining the issue of assistance to
the trier of fact, the court may consider
the trustworthiness and validity of the
scientific technique or mode of analysis
employed by the proffered expert.
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upon which an expert bases an opinion
or inference may be those perceived by
or made known to the expert at or before
the hearing. If of a type reasonably relied upon by experts in the particular
field in forming opinions or inferences
upon the subject, the facts or data need
not be admissible in evidence. The court
may, however, disallow testimony in the
form of an opinion or inference if the underlying facts or data indicate lack of
trustworthiness.
[7] In Montalbo, we reaffirmed the twopronged analysis of proposed expert testimony
**767 *181 outlined in State v. Kim, 64 Haw. 598,
645 P.2d 1330 ( 1982), overruled on other grounds,
State v. Batangan, 71 Haw. 552, 799 P.2d 48
(1990) FNI2:
FNI2. In Batangan, we stated that:

(Emphasis added). The highlighted sentence above was added by amendment
12,
1992.
1992
effective
June
Haw .Sess.L.Act 191, § 2(7) at 410. The
commentary to this rule initially explained that "[t]he traditional limitation
to scientific, professional, or technical
matters is expanded to include 'other
specialized knowledge' helpful to the trier of fact. " Commentary to HRE Rule
702 ( 1985). The 1992 amendment also
"incorporate [d] a reliability factor[,]"
thereby making it explicit that although
"[g]eneral acceptance in the scientific
community is highly probative of the reliability of a new technique[, it] ...
should not be used as an exclusive
threshold for admissibility determinations." Commentary to HRE Rule 702
(Supp.1992).
HRE Rule 703 provides:
Bases of opinion testimony by experts.
The facts or data in the particular case

although Dr. Bond's qualification as an
expert was not objected to, his testimony
regarding general principles of social or
behavioral science of a child victim in a
sexual abuse case was so miniscule, we
are convinced that his testimony could
not have assisted the jury in understanding an otherwise bizarre behavior. In
fact, Dr. Bond several times asked the
jury to recall their own childhood days
and suggested that Complainant's actions were actions of normal children
under similar circumstances.
When
queried about retractions of accusations-a common behavior recognized
as unique to intrafamily sex abuse-Dr.
Bond admitted that he lacked data on the
subject. Finally, when Dr. Bond was
asked to evaluate Complainant's credibility in her accusation of sexual abuse by
Defendant, he did not explicitly say that
Complainant
was
"truthful"
or
"believable," but there is no doubt in our
minds that the jury was left with a clear
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indication of his conclusion that Complainant was truthful and believable.
71 Haw. at 562--63, 799 P.2d at 54
(emphases added). In the instant case,
Kriedman did not comment on the credibility of any witness.
The critical inquiry with respect to expert testimony ... is whether such testimony "will assist
the trier of fact to understand the evidence or determine a fact in issue ...." [HRE Rule 702.] Generally, in order to so assist the jury an expert
must base his [or her] testimony upon a sound
factual foundation; any inferences or opinions
must be the product of an explicable and reliable
system of analysis; and such opinions must add to
the common understanding of the jury. See [HRE
Rule 703].
Montalbo, 73 Haw. at 138, 828 P.2d at 1280
(citing Kim, 64 Haw. at 604-05, 645 P.2d at
1336) (internal citations omitted) (emphases added). In other words, expert testimony must be
both relevant and reliable.
We listed five factors relevant to the detennination whether scientific evidence should be admitted at trial:
I) the evidence will assist the trier of fact to understand the evidence or to detennine a fact in issue;
2) the evidence will add to the common understanding of the jury;
3) the underlying theory is generally accepted as
valid;
4) the procedures used are generally accepted as
reliable ifperfonned properly;
5) the procedures were applied and conducted
properly in the present instance.

Id. at 140, 828 P.2d at 1280-81. See also id. at
138-39 n. 5, 828 P.2d at 1280 n. 5 (citing other rel-

evant factors from United States v. Williams, 583
F.2d 1194 (2d Cir.1978), cert. denied, 439 U.S.
1117, 99 S.Ct. 1025, 59 L.Ed.2d 77 (1979)). We
also indicated that the trial court must detennine
"whether admitting such evidence will be more probative than prejudicial." Id; see also HRE Rule
403 (] 993).FNIJ
FN13. HRE Rule 403 provides that
"[a]lthough relevant, evidence may be excluded if its probative value is substantially outweighed by the danger of unfair
prejudice, confusion of the issues, or misleading the jury, or by considerations of
undue delay, waste of time, or needless
presentation of cumulative evidence."
[8] With respect to the relevancy prong, in the
instant case, the prosecution was attempting**768
*182 to introduce evidence to rebut Maelega's
claim of extreme emotional disturbance. In State v.
Matias, 74 Haw. 197, 840 P.2d 374 (1992), we held
that "applicable case law leaves no doubt that the
question of a killer's self-control, or lack of it, at
the time of the killing is a significant, even detennining, factor in deciding whether the killer was under the influence of an extreme emotional disturbance such that his conduct would fall under HRS §
707-702(2)." Id at 204, 840 P.2d at 378. Therefore, we hold that Kriedman's testimony was relevant, specialized knowledge that would assist the
jury in detennining whether Maelega was under the
influence of extreme emotional disturbance when
he killed Eyvette.
[9] We now tum to the reliability prong of the
analysis. In Montalbo, we " 'adopt[ed]' the [ Frye
v. United States, 54 App.D.C. 46, 293 F. 1013
(1923) ] test of general acceptance in the relevant
scientific community under the reliability prong of
the Kim analysis." Montalbo, 73 Haw. at 138, 828
P.2d at 1280. Maelega argues that the principle of
"falsifiability" in Daubert v. Merrell Dow Pharmaceuticals, 509 U.S. 579, - - , 113 S.Ct. 2786,
2796, 125 L.Ed.2d 469 (1993), has replaced the
Frye test. In other words, Maelega suggests that be-
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cause " '[s]cientific methodology today is based on
generating hypotheses and testing them to see if
they can be falsified [,]' " scientific evidence must
be capable of empirical testing. Daubert, 509 U.S.
at-- - - - . 113 S.Ct. at 2796-97.
Although the Daubert Court expressly limited
its holding to scientific knowledge, as opposed to
technical or other specialized knowledge, see id. at
- - n. 8, 113 S.Ct. at 2798 n. 8,FN 14 the Court
essentially incorporated the Frye test as "an important factor" in determining whether expert testimony should be admitted at trial-the only material
difference between the two tests being that Daubert
apparently modified Frye to require "widespread"
rather than "general" acceptance. Id. at - - , 113
S.Ct. at 2797. Thus, Daubert effectuated the
"liberal thrust" of the Federal Rules of Evidence by
adopting a rule of law that reflects "their general
approach of relaxing the barriers to 'opinion' testimony." Id. at--, 113 S.Ct. at 2794.
FN14. See also Montalbo, supra (involving
expert testimony in the nature of scientific
knowledge).
Nevertheless, under HRE Rules 702 and 703, a
trial court may disallow expert testimony if it concludes that the proffer of specialized knowledge is
based on a mode of analysis that lacks trustworthiness. During voir dire, Kriedman indicated that she
has been involved with domestic violence projects
since the I960s. For seven or eight years, she administered violence control programs for perpetrators and victims of domestic violence in Hawai'i, involving more than 500 men and over 750 women.
Kriedman keeps current in the field of domestic violence by attending national meetings, reading relevant publications, obtaining professional training,
and working with recognized leaders in the field.
Kriedman also testified that domestic violence programs involve "extensive intake and history and
corroboration of documentation of services used
throughout the system or [Child & Protective Services] involvement or police reporting[.]" Accordingly, the circuit court qualified Kriedman as an ex-

pert in domestic violence over Maelega's objections
and indicated that defense counsel would have the
opportunity to challenge her testimony on crossexamination.

[IO] Applying the analysis in Kim, as qualified
by Batangan, see supra note 12, we hold that the
circuit court did not abuse its discretion in admitting Kriedman's expert testimony. During her testimony, Kriedman did not comment or otherwise offer her opinion on the credibility of any witness in
this case.mis See, e.g., Batangan, supra; In re
John Doe, Born November 23, 1970, 70 Haw. 32,
40, 76 I P.2d 299, 304 ( I 988); State v. Castro, 69
Haw. 633, 649, 756 P.2d 1033, 1044 (1988). As
distinguished from the testimony of the expert witness in Batangan, Kriedman's**769 *183 testimony: I) was not "so miniscule ... that it could not
have assisted the jury in understanding an otherwise
bizarre behavior"; 2) was not devoid of data or personal knowledge relevant to the "power and control
wheel" theory; 3) did not invite the jury to consider
matters outside the province of the trial; and 4)
does not leave us with a clear indication that she
communicated a belief to the jury that Maelega's
claim of extreme emotional disturbance was not
credible. See Batangan, 71 Haw. at 562-63, 799
P.2d at 54. In other words, Kriedman merely
provided relevant specialized knowledge, unknown
to the average juror, which would assist the jury in
determining whether Maelega killed Eyvette while
under the influence of an extreme emotional disturbance. See Matias, supra. Furthermore, we discern nothing from the record to indicate that the circuit court abused its discretion in determining that
Kriedman's testimony would be more probative
than prejudicial. Cf United States v. Rincon, 28
F.3d 92 I, 925 (9th Cir. I 994) (holding that expert
testimony on the reliability of eyewitness identification was relevant, but confusing; therefore, the
court addressed the issue in a comprehensive instruction).
FNI 5. In fact, the circuit court specifically
prohibited Kriedman from answering the
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prosecutor's question as to her "opinion, to
a reasonable degree of probability within
[her] field, as to whether [Maelega] had
self control at the time of the killing of
Eyvette[.]"
C.
[11] Finally, Maelega contends that the circuit
court erred in admitting evidence of certain prior
bad acts because these acts were not similar to the
instant offense and because they roused the jury to
overmastering hostility. FNt6
FN 16. The evidence admitted at trial included testimony: I) by Eyvette's mother
that Eyvette told her Maelega had previously taken her to Kalihi Valley, beaten
her, and threatened to kill her; 2) by
Eyvette's mother that Maelega beat Eyvette
almost every night when the two of them
stayed with Eyvette's family; 3) by a medical social worker that Eyvette told her
Maelega had been verbally abusive to her
and would yell at her and hit her on occasion; 4) by the store manager where
Eyvette worked that Maelega came into the
store one day, found Eyvette in the freezer,
pulled her out of the store, and threatened
to break the store manager in half if he interfered; 5) by a nurse who attended
Eyvette during her pregnancy that Maelega
told the nurse that he "beat up" Eyvette in
the labor and delivery room because it was
okay for men to beat up their wives and
children for obedience in Samoa; and 6) by
a clinical psychologist, who testified that
when Eyvette was admitted for an attempted suicide she told the psychologist that
she was afraid of Maelega and that there
was a history of physical and emotional
domestic abuse.
[12] " 'Prior bad act evidence' is admissible
when it is I) relevant and 2) more probative than
prejudicial." State v. Robinson, 79 Hawai'i 468,
471, 903 P.2d 1289, 1292 (1995) (citing State v.

Pinero [Pinero I], 70 Haw. 509, 517-18, 778 P.2d
704, 710-11 (1989); HRE Rule 403, supra note 13;
HRE Rule 404(b) (Supp.1994)).FN 17 In the instant
case, the circuit court denied Maelega's motion in
/imine to preclude the introduction of evidence regarding certain prior bad acts based upon the following findings of fact and conclusions of law:
FNl 7. HRE Rule 404(b) provides in pertinent part:
Other crimes, wrongs, or acts. Evidence
of other crimes, wrongs, or acts is not
admissible to prove the character of a
person in order to show action in conformity therewith. It may, however, be
admissible where such evidence is probative of another fact that is of consequence to the determination of the action, such as proof of motive, opportunity, intent, preparation, plan, knowledge,
identity, modus operandi, or absence of
mistake or accident.
FINDINGS OF FACT:

2. This Court finds that the strength of the prior
act evidence which the [prosecution] wishes to
introduce is great, [Maelega] having already admitted to it by way of plea of guilty or by having
been witnessed by more than one unbiased, third
party witness.
3. This Court finds that there is little similarity
between [Maelega's] prior acts and the instant offense as alleged in that the prior acts do not involve weapons, and do not involve strangulation
or stabbing.
4. This Court
elapsed between
instant offense
within one month

finds that very little time has
the prior act evidence and the
charged, most acts occurring
of the [Eyvette's] death.

5. This Court finds that there is a great need/or
this evidence, in that [Maelega] is alleging ex-
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treme mental or emotional disturbance**770
*184 based upon his relationship with [Eyvette].
Hence, that relationship may be scrutinized by
the [prosecution] to disprove [Maelega's] alleged
extreme mental or emotional disturbance.
6. This Court finds that the prior act evidence
is necessary in that [Eyvette] is dead and cannot
rebut [Maelega's] claims that [she] allegedly
made statements to him regarding the state of
their marriage and the paternity of the baby that
she had delivered.
7. This Court finds that there is no alternative
proof available to the [prosecution] on statements
that [Eyvette] allegedly made to [Maelega] regarding the paternity of the child that she had just
delivered.
8. This Court finds that the prior act evidence
is not of the nature which will rouse the jury to
overmastering hostility.

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW:
I. The prior act evidence which the
[prosecution] wishes to introduce is probative of
other facts which are of consequence to the determination of the case, including, but not limited
to, proof of motive, intent, plan, and to rebut the
defense of extreme emotional disturbance. State
v. Pinero, 70 Haw. 509, 778 P.2d 704 (1989).
2. The prior act evidence, if proved, rebuts both
prongs of the extreme mental or emotional disturbance defense in that it may tend to show that
[Maelega] acted with self-control at the time that
he allegedly killed his wife, and secondly, it may
tend to show that even if [Maelega] did not act
with self-control, then there was no "reasonable
explanation" for his extreme mental or emotional
disturbance.
3. This court has weighed the probative value
of the prior act evidence and finds that its probative value far outweighs any danger of unfair prejudice, confusion of the issues, misleading the

jury, or by considerations of undue delay, waste
of time, or needless presentation of cumulative
evidence.
(Emphases added.) We hold that the circuit
court applied the appropriate analysis, see Robinson, 79 Hawai'i at 471-72, 903 P.2d at 1292-93
(explicating Pinero I, supra ), and did not abuse
its discretion in admitting evidence of Maelega's
prior bad acts.
IV. CONCLUSION
For the reasons discussed in section III.A.,
supra, we reverse and remand for a new trial.
NAKAYAMA, Justice, concurring and dissenting.
I concur in the majority opinion except as to
part III.A. Because I believe that the trial court did
not improperly instruct the jury, I dissent from part
III.A and, therefore, would affirm the conviction of
defendant-appellant Muao Maelega (Maelega).
Because our case law entitles a defendant to a
jury instruction based "on every defense or theory
of defense having any support in the evidence,"
State v. Pinero, 75 Haw. 282, 304, 859 P.2d 1369,
1379 (1993) cited in Majority at 178-79, 763--64 of
907 P.2d, I agree with the majority's holding that it
was not inappropriate for the circuit court to issue
to the jury an extreme mental or emotional disturbance (EMED) instruction.
However, I disagree with the majority's holding
that the EMED instruction given by the trial court
was prejudicially erroneous and misleading. Majority at 179, 764 of 907 P.2d. Throughout its instructions to the jury, the trial court repeatedly admonished the jury that the prosecution had the burden
of proving every material element of the offense
charged against the defendant beyond a reasonable
doubt. The trial court also directed the jury that it
must presume that the defendant is innocent of the
charge against him, and that the presumption remains throughout the trial, unless and until the prosecution proves the defendant guilty beyond a reasonable doubt.
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Although not quoted in the majority opinion,
just prior to the instruction that the majority scrutinized, the trial court instructed the jury that:
If and only if you find beyond a reasonable
doubt that the defendant intentionally or knowingly caused the death of [his **771 wife], you
must then detennine whether at that time the defendant was under the influence of extreme mental or emotional disturbance for which there is a
reasonable explanation. The reasonableness of
the explanation shall be detennined from the
viewpoint of a person in the defendant's situation
under the circumstances of which the defendant
was aware or as the defendant believed them to be.

The prosecution must prove beyond a reasonable doubt that the defendant was not at the time
he caused the death of [his *18S wife] under the
influence of extreme mental or emotional disturbance for which there is a reasonable explanation.
If the prosecution has done so, then you must return a verdict of guilty of murder in the second
degree. If the prosecution has not done so, then
you must return a verdict of guilty of manslaughter based on extreme mental or emotional
disturbance.
(Emphasis added.) See Hawai'i Revised Statutes (HRS) § 707-702(2) (1993).FN 1 Thus, the
jury was properly instructed that, if it found that
Maelega intentionally caused the death of his wife,
the jury should then consider whether Maelega did
so under the influence of an extreme mental or
emotional disturbance for which there is a reasonable explanation. The prosecution had the burden
of proving beyond a reasonable doubt that Maelega
was not under the influence of an extreme mental or
emotional disturbance.
FN I. HRS § 707-702(2) (1993) provides:
In a prosecution for murder in the first
and second degrees it is a defense, which
reduces the offense to manslaughter, that

the defendant was, at the time he [or she]
caused the death of the other person, under the influence of extreme mental or
emotional disturbance for which there is
a reasonable explanation. The reasonableness of the explanation shall be detennined from the viewpoint of a person
in the defendant's situation under the circumstances as he [or she] believed them
to be.
(Emphasis added.)
In detennining whether there was a reasonable
explanation from the evidence to find that Maelega
was under the influence of an extreme mental or
emotional disturbance, the jury would weigh the
credibility of the evidence. If the jury found that the
evidence showing that Maelega manifested an extreme mental or emotional disturbance was not
credible, then, obviously, there could not have been
a reasonable explanation that Maelega was under
the influence of an extreme mental or emotional
disturbance and the prosecution would have impliedly carried its burden of disproving that
Maelega acted under the influence of an extreme
mental and emotional disturbance. Therefore, because common sense tells us that evidence of
EMED must be credible in order to sustain a conviction, as the scrutinized instruction so indicates, I
would hold that the instruction was correct.
If an EMED instruction is given by the circuit
court, the jury is not to presume that the defendant
is guilty of manslaughter as a result of an extreme
mental or emotional disturbance. The majority
opines that, "[b]y giving the EMED instruction to
the jury, the circuit court implicitly acknowledged
that a reasonable juror could rely on the record
evidence to determine that Maelega acted while under an extreme [mental or] emotional disturbance
when he killed Eyvette" Majority at 177, 762 of
907 P.2d. I agree that the jury could rely on the record evidence to detennine whether Maelega acted
while under the influence of an extreme mental or
emotional disturbance; however, in making this de-
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tennination, the jury must weigh the evidence to
detennine whether there is a reasonable explanation
to support the EMED defense. It only follows that a
"reasonable explanation" comes from credible
evidence.
The circuit court detennines the appropriateness of an EMED instruction based on whether
there is any evidence in the record to support this
contention. Pinero, 75 Haw. at 304, 859 P.2d at
1379. If there is any evidence, then the circuit court
should instruct the jury as to an EMED defense. By
giving this instruction, however, the circuit court is
not detennining whether the evidence was credible.
Rather, weighing the credibility of evidence is left
to the fact-finder, in this case the jury, not the
bench. Therefore, in detennining whether there was
a reasonable explanation to support an EMED defense, the jury, not the trial judge, would make this
detennination based on **772 *186 credible evidence. Thus, the mere giving of an EMED instruction does not have any implicit bearing on the credibility of the evidence.

•
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the old way of thinking of women as chattel met
head-on with the present day acknowledgment of
women as having the right to personal autonomy,
there was no error committed by the trial judge and
the conviction should stand. Accordingly, I dissent
from the majority opinion and would affirm
Maelega's conviction.
Hawai'i,1995.
State v. Maelega
80 Hawai'i 172, 907 P.2d 758
END OF DOCUMENT

The majority is stretching the possible interpretations of the scrutinized instruction by guessing
at what the jury could have implied from what is
clearly not an incorrect statement of the law. It is
insulting to the members of the jury on this case to,
in effect, tell them that they received an instruction
that was not technically incorrect, but there is a
possibility that they weren't intelligent enough to
understand what it really meant.
The majority makes the all too common mistake of underestimating the intelligence of the jury.
The jury who sat on this case listened to all of the
evidence, listened to the instructions, and the closing arguments where both the prosecution and the
defense repeatedly admonished the jury that the
prosecution has the burden of proving beyond a
reasonable doubt that Maelega was not under the
influence of an extreme mental or emotional disturbance, and apparently came to the conclusion
that it is not reasonable for a man to kill his wife
because he suspects infidelity. In this case, where
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Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
REPLY IN SUPPORT OF STATE'S
MOTION IN LIMINE RE: VICTIM'S
ALLEGED STEROID USE
(SUBMITTED UNDER SEAL)

COMES NOW, Melissa Moody, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho, and files
this reply in support of the State's Motion in Lirnine Re: Victim's Alleged Steroid Use.
The State previously filed a motion ("Motion") requesting exclusion of Emmett
Corrigan's steroid use on the grounds that such evidence is irrelevant and, even if
relevant, would fail any balancing test conducted pursuant to I.RE. 403. On May 15,
2012, Defendant filed a response ("Response") to the State's motion arguing (1) Emmett's
use of steroids and Adderall is relevant to "the heart" of his case because, he asserts,
"[t]he fact that Corrigan was on steroids and amphetamines increases the likelihood that
REPLY IN SUPPORT OF STATE'S MOTION IN LIMINE RE: VICTIM'S ALLEGED
STEROID USE, Page 1
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Corrigan was the first aggressor in his altercation with Robert Hall" (Response, pp.2, 4);
and (2) Emmett's steroid use "is relevant to the reasonableness element of self-defense"
(Response, p.7). Defendant further argues that although the evidence of steroid use is
"surely prejudicial," it is not unfairly so.

(Response, p.9.) For the reasons that follow,

Defendant's arguments should fail.
Both of Defendant's relevance arguments should fail because they are predicated
on the unfounded assertion that Emmett was under the influence of steroids on March
11, 2011, and that his "erratic" behavior on that day and the preceding days was a result of
his steroid use. (See generally Response; see also Affidavit of Pablo Stewart, M.D. filed
with Response ("Stewart Aft."), p.2, 1J 3 ("I reviewed the[] documents [submitted to me] to
determine if, in my opinion, there exists a connection between Mr. Corrigan's drug use and
the behavior exhibited by Mr. Corrigan leading up to and including March 11, 2011.").)
In support of this argument, Defendant has submitted the affidavit of Pablo Stewart,
M.D., a "forensic psychiatrist ... in the States of California and Hawaii." (Stewart Aft., p.1,

1J

1.) Dr. Stewart avers that, in his opinion, which he "hold[s] to a reasonable degree of

medical certainty," Emmett "had recently ingested amphetamines and the anabolic
steroids Dianabol and Stanozolol" and that Emmet's "behavior and mental state ... in the
weeks and months leading up to and including March 11, 2011, was in large part due to
the negative psychiatric effects of amphetamines, Dianabol and Stanozolol." (Stewart Aft.,
p.5,

1J 12.)
There at least three flaws in Dr. Stewart's conclusion about Emmett's "behavior and

mental state." First, it appears Dr. Stewart assumes Emmett was engaged in long-term
steroid use, but he fails to articulate any basis for that conclusion and the evidence in this
case indicates such an assumption is unfounded.

For example, Jason Blackwell,
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Emmett's brother, told investigators that Emmett received steroids for the first time the
week before he was killed and Emmett specifically refused injectable steroids.
Second, the fact that steroids were not detectable in Emmett's blood at the time of
his death indicates, contrary to Defendant's argument, that Emmett was not under the
influence of such on March 11, 2011. In fact, the absence of steroids in Emmett's initial
toxicology screen contradicts any claim that Emmett was in a "roid rage" at the time of his
murder. (See Appendix A (letter from Gary Dawson dated June 14, 2012).)
Third, Dr. Stewart fails to consider other possible explanations for what he
characterizes as Emmett's "aberrant behavior'' much less explain why he can conclude, "to
a reasonable degree of medical certainty," that Emmett's steroid use was the cause of his
supposed aberrant behavior as opposed to other stressors.

(Stewart Aff., p.4,

1J

8.)

Emmett was in the early stages of his career as an attorney trying to start his own practice,
supporting a wife and five children, was reportedly unhappy in his marriage, and was
having an affair with Kandi Hall whom he believed was being abused by the Defendant,
and he was confronted by the Defendant who had an unholstered handgun. It is hardly
surprising that Emmett may have felt pressure and/or stress in his life and it is certainly not
difficult to understand why he felt animosity toward Defendant given what Kandi told him
and in response to Defendant confronting him in the Walgreens parking lot.

In other

words, the behaviors highlighted by Dr. Stewart - Emmett telling his wife, "I could kill all of
you," Emmett telling Defendant, "I'll f***ing break your head," Emmett "swaying, scratching
his feet on the ground, and enticing Mr. Hall to hit him" in the Walgreens parking lot
(Stewart Aff., p.3, 1J 7) - are easily attributable to circumstances besides steroid use, if
these behaviors even happened.

Dr. Stewart, however, fails to acknowledge this

possibility or explain why alternate explanations can be so readily dismissed in favor of his
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opinion that Emmett's behavior was solely attributable to steroid use. 1

Dr. Stewart's

opinion is not supported by the evidence in this case.
However, in addition to Dr. Stewart's opinion, Defendant also relies on three cases
to support his argument that Emmett's steroid use is relevant.

These cases are

problematic for Defendant's position. Defendant first relies on Tate v. State, 981 S.W.2d
189 (Tex. Crim. App. 1998), for the proposition that "evidence of steroid use, even if
uncommunicated to [him], is relevant ... because a reasonable jury could believe that this
evidence shed light upon Corrigan's state of mind and physical condition when he arrived
at the Walgreens." (Response, p.5.) This argument presupposes long-term steroid use
sufficient to impact Corrigan's "state of mind and physical condition."

However, as

previously noted, there is no evidence that Emmett was engaged in long-term steroid
use nor any evidence that he was under the influence of steroids on the night of he was
killed. Of course, the defense will likely point out that there were steroids in Emmett's
urine. That information, however, only supports that Emmett recently ingested steroids.
But, there is a difference between short-term use and long-term use and there is a
difference between taking a drug and being under the influence of a drug. Moreover,
Emmett's alleged steroid use is not indicative of any particular state of mind toward
Defendant.

Compare Schumann v. State, 1999 WL 977065 (Tex. App.-Austin 1999)

(unpublished) (distinguishing Tate on the basis that, "[u]nlike Tate, the proffered evidence
of the deceased's violent confrontations were offered to show the deceased's violent
1

Dr. Stewart also cites Emmett's alleged inability to achieve orgasm during a recorded sexual encounter with
Kandi Hall as evidence that he was using steroids. (Stewart Aff., p.4, ,r 9.) The State has moved to exclude
the "sex tape" and, as noted in that motion, disagrees with Dr. Stewart's interpretation of what occurred
during that sexual encounter. Even setting that disagreement aside, as with Emmett's other supposed
behaviors, Dr. Stewart fails to acknowledge or account for the possibility that, even assuming impaired sexual
performance on that particular occasion, such impairment could have been caused by something other than
steroid use. Further, the fact that Emmett's semen was found on Kandi's clothing on the night of Emmett's
murder undermines Dr. Stewart's opinion that Emmett was under the influence of steroids on March 11,
2011. Other information regarding the vibrancy of Emmett's sex life also undermines Dr. Stewart's opinion.
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propensity toward persons other than appellant and were not probative of the deceased's
state of mind or motive at the time appellant shot the deceased").
Defendant next cites Nobles v. State, 978 So.2d 849 (Fla. App. 1 Dist. 2008). In
Nobles, a District Court of Appeal of Florida held, in a short per curiam opinion, that the
trial court erred in excluding evidence that the alleged victim of an aggravated battery "had
recently carried brass knuckles on his person" and his "urine tested positive for the
presence of amphetamines a few hours after the underlying incident, and testimony from a
physician that amphetamines can cause a person to be easily agitated and aggressive."

kl at 849-850.

However, numerous courts have held otherwise. See, ~ . United States

v. Wilk, 572 F.3d 1229, 1234 (11 1h Cir. 2009); Lee v. State, 996 A.2d 425, 443 (Md. Ct.
Spec. App. 2010) (noting that evidence of whether victim was actually "high" on drugs at
the time of the murder is irrelevant to a claim of self-defense); State v. Pennington, 227
P.3d 978, 987-88 (Kan. Ct. App. 2010) (upholding the trial court's ruling excluding
evidence of the victim's drug use on the day of the murder, but allowing the defendant to
testify "as to his observations of the behavior of the victim"); Cagle v. State, 6 S.W.3d 801,
803 (Ark. Ct. App. 1999) (upholding trial court's ruling excluding evidence that victim had
methamphetamine in his system despite defendant's self-defense claim because the
defendant was unaware that the victim was under the influence of methamphetamine).
In addition, Nobles is distinguishable.

Unlike in Nobles, the victim in this case

cannot respond to Defendant's claim that he was the first aggressor and his death
prevents exploration of reasons explaining any of his alleged behaviors. Defendant just
wants the Court to accept his assertion that because Emmett had used steroids, he was
the first aggressor.

If nothing else, Defendant's argument illustrates why evidence of

Emmett's steroid use is unfairly prejudicial.
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The third case Defendant relies on, People v. Chevalier, 220 A.D.2d 114 (N.Y.A.D.
1 Dept. 1996), is also easily distinguished.

Chevalier, who was charged with murder,

presented a "justification defense," arguing he shot the victim ''while in fear of his own
safety." ~ at 116. To support his defense, Chevalier sought to admit evidence that the
victim's toxicology report revealed the presence of drugs in the victim's system at the time
of the shooting. Id. The trial court excluded the evidence. ~ On appeal, the court held:
It is well established that the justification defense requires a showing both
that the defendant acted under a subjective impression of danger and that
his impression was objectively reasonable under the circumstances
perceived by the defendant. Critical to this latter point is a demonstration
that [the victim] was exhibiting aberrant behavior sufficient to cause fear and
to warrant a forceful response. Since [the victim's] recent drug use was a
potentially powerful objective causal factor of his purportedly "crazy"
conduct, and since a person under the influence of both alcohol and drugs
might well be perceived--even by an observer unaware of the cause of the
conduct--as acting more dangerously than one who had merely been
drinking, the evidence of [the victim's] drug use was admissible and relevant
to the justification defense.
Chevalier at 116-117.
The foregoing rationale does not, on its face, translate to this case because Emmett
was not "under the influence" of steroids at the time of his murder. Thus, any perceptions
Defendant had regarding Emmett's behavior were not attributable to his steroid use.
Consequently, evidence of such use amounts to improper character evidence.
The court's conclusion in Chevalier must also be considered in context with the
evidence presented at trial and the prosecutor's arguments. Exclusion of the evidence in
Chevalier "seriously handicapped the defense" because the prosecutor elicited testimony
from the medical examiner that the victim's .18 blood alcohol content meant that the victim
"was only 'a bit intoxicated' at the time of the incident," which did not take into account the
victim's contemporaneous use of cannabis and cocaine.

Chevalier at 117. The court
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characterized this testimony as "highly misleading" and noted the "problem was
compounded by the prosecutor's somewhat disingenuous statement at closing argument
that the defendant's version of fact [sic] and justification defense was 'based on
speculation, unsupported by any other evidence, other than the defendant's testimony
alone,"' and the prosecutor's argument "that there was 'no other physical evidence, no
other medical evidence to support anything the defendant said on that witness stand."' ~
This Court obviously cannot base its pre-trial determination of admissibility on what
evidence might be introduced at trial or what arguments the State might make in closing
that might make Emmett's steroid use relevant. If something occurs at trial that makes the
evidence relevant, the Court can revisit its ruling but, at this juncture, the evidence is not
relevant. As explained by the dissent in Chevalier, which is consistent with other cases
relied upon by the State:
Since there is nothing in the record before us to indicate that
defendant was aware that the decedent was under the influence of drugs at
the time of the incident, it could not have influenced defendant's state of
mind at that time and, therefore, it was immaterial to defendant's justification
defense. Further, the jury was well aware that the decedent had been
drinking that night through the testimony of [other witnesses], as well as
defendant, and defendant's testimony regarding decedent's behavior was
sufficient to not only apprise the jury of his impression of him, but was also
useful to show defendant's state of mind at the time in question.
Chevalier at 120.
Similarly, Defendant's prior statements reveal that he was unaware Emmett was
taking steroids (and he could not be "aware" that Emmett was under the influence of
steroids on March 11, because he was not), so "it could not have influenced [his] state of
mind at that time." Further, Defendant's observations of Emmett's behavior on that night
are "sufficient to not only apprise the jury of his impression of [Emmett]" but may also be
used to "show [D]efendant's state of mind at the time in question."
REPLY IN SUPPORT OF STATE'S MOTION IN LIMINE RE: VICTIM'S ALLEGED
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Defendant also argues, "It is likely that the State would not have brought its motion
on this issue if the State had been aware that steroids had been found within Mr.
Corrigan's body" because, he claims, "[t]he State's entire argument rested on the incorrect
premise that Corrigan was not under the influence of steroids."

(Response, p.9.)

Defendant's assumption is incorrect for two reasons. First, it is Defendant's argument that
"rest[s] on the incorrect premise that Corrigan was ... under the influence of steroids."
Second, while it is true that, at the time of the State's motion, the only information available
to the State was a toxicology report indicating Emmett did not have any steroids in his
system, the State's motion specifically noted:
A second toxicology screening is currently being processed. However, the
results of that test should not affect the outcome of this motion because it is
the State's position that the issue of whether the victim ever used steroids is
irrelevant regardless of whether the victim was or was not using steroids at
the time of the murder or at any point in the past.
(Motion, p.2 n.1.)

Thus, although subsequent testing of Emmett's urine revealed the

presence of steroids, the State's position regarding the inadmissibility of such evidence is
unchanged. In fact, the primary case relied upon by the State in its Motion involved a
victim who had steroids in his system at the time of the murder, but the court nevertheless
found it irrelevant to the defendant's claim of self-defense. Wilk, 572 F.3d at 1234-35.
For the reasons set forth in the State's Motion and in this reply, evidence of
Emmett's steroid use should be excluded.
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITIED this 3rd day of July 2012.

Attorney General
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 3rd day of July 2012, I caused to be served a true
and correct copy of the foregoing Reply in Support of Motion in Limine Re: Victim's
Possible Steroid Use to:
Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836
Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728

_)l_ U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
_ Overnight Mail
Facsimile

Y U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
_

Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

~
Rosean Newman, Legal Secretary
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Gary Dawson and Aaciates
. , . •q23 North Locust Street, Suite 100
Boise, ID 83712

June 14, 2012
Melissa Moody
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
PO Box 83720
Boise, ID. 83720-0010
RE: ID v Robert D. Hall
Dear Ms. Moody:
Based upcr: my review of the affidavit of Dr. Stewart dated May 10, 2012, it is important to note the
following:
Any discussion of the effects of drugs on the human body requires an understanding of the
basic tenants of Phannacology and Toxicology. It is not known with any certainty the dose
of anabolic steroid that was ingested, the precise duration of this self-medicating, nor the time
of the last dose. The anabolic steroids reported in the victim's urine can be detected for
several days after a single small dose depending upon the route and amount administered.
Further, their absence in the blood sample suggests ingestion was not contemporaneous to the
incident between Mr. Corrigan and Mr. Hall.
2. Anabolic steroids are commonly used in a cycle where there are days or weeks of ingestion
followed by a period of no drug. The drug taking period, as opposed to the drug free period,
is believed to be the most vulnerable time and exaggerated response to a provocation. This
provoked behavior may be amplified in persons predisposed to aggressive or violent
behavior.
· 3. Amphetamine excretion in the urine is highly variable and subject to physiological conditions
in the kidney. Taken alone, the amount of amphetamine presence in the urine is evidence of
exposure, not toxicity or impairment. Further, after chronic use the CNS effects of
amphetamine abate as tolerance develops. While methamphetamine and amphetamine are in
the same class of drug, the adverse effects of methamphetamine are significantly more severe
than those of amphetamine.
4. This is based upon my training and experience in both inpatient and outpatient psychiatric
settings and neuropsychiatric drug development as well as research studies done in man.
1.

Thank you for the opportunity to be of assistance in this matter.

A~

101 ®:cc~o\\n
/nj
. ,.., lS W ®:ij
·-

Gary W. Dawson, PhD

~

JUN f 4 2012

OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL
CRIMINAL DIVISION

In Matters of Pharmacology and Toxicology Since 1976
208.866.1779
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LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General

JUL O3 2012

PAUL R. PANTHER
Chief, Deputy Attorney General
Criminal Law Division

CHRISTOPHES D. RICH, Clerk
By JAC"- if 8ROW"J

JESSICA M. LORELLO ISB #6554
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.
______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
FORTY-SIXTH ADDENDUM
TO DISCOVERY
FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL

COMES NOW, Jessica M. Lorello, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho, and
makes the following Forty-Sixth Addendum to the previous Response to Discovery
pursuant to Rule 16:
16(b) Disclosure pursuant to written request by Defendant:
(4)

BATES#
5073

Documents and Tangible Objects:

DOCUMENT/ DESCRIPTION
Email from Det. Jim Miller
regarding surveillance video
files from the Hall residence

AUTHOR/
AGENCY
Det. Jim Miller

DATE
6/21/12

FORTY-SIXTH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 1

NO.OF
PAGES
1
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•

•
5074

Compact disc containing jail
phone calls from June 6, 2012
throuQh July 2, 2012

Julie McKay
ACSO

Rec'd
7/3/12

1 CD

DATED this 3rd_day of July 2012.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 3rd day of July 2012, I caused to be served a true

and correct copy of the foregoing Forty-Sixth Addendum to Discovery for Conflict Counsel
to:
Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

x__ U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
_
_

Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

X
_
_

Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
Electronic Mail (Email)
U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
Electronic Mail (Email)

FORTY-SIXTH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 2
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FILED

P.M. _ _ __

JUL O9 2012
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By CINDY HO
DEPUTY

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

vs.

Case No. CR-FE-2011-0003976
SCHEDULING ORDER

ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

This matter came before the Court on Wednesday, April 20, 2011, at 9:00 a.m.
for a hearing for the above-named defendant. The attorneys present were:
For the State: Melissa N Moody
For the Defendant(s): Robert R Chastain & Deborah Kristal
The defendant entered a plea of not guilty and requested a jury trial. The Court
instructed the clerk to enter the plea of not guilty into the court minutes. The defendant
is specifically instructed that as a condition of bail/ROR release, they are to
maintain contact with their attorney and they are to keep their attorney informed
as to their current mailing address and contact phone number.

Pursuant to Idaho Criminal Rule 12, 16 and Rule 18, the Court hereby orders
that the attorneys and defendant shall comply with the following scheduling order:

1) JURY TRIAL DATE: The 17 day jury trlal of this action shall commence
before this Court on Tuesday, October 09, 2012. at 9:00 a.m. or any day that week.
Counsel and the defendant shall be present at 8:30 a.m. on the first day of trial.

SCHEDULING ORDER Page 1
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2) Notice is hereby given, pursuant to I.C.R. 25(a)(6) that an alternate judge
may be assigned to preside over the trial of this case. The following is a list of potential
alternate judges:
Hon. G. D. Carey
Hon. Gregory M. Culet
Hon. Dennis Goff
Hon.Dan~IC.HurlbuaJ~
Hon. James Judd
Hon. Duff McKee
Hon. Michael McLaughlin
Hon. James C. Morfitt

Justice Gerald Schroeder
Hon. Kathryn A. Sticklen
Justice Linda Copple Trout
Hon. Darla Williamson
Hon. W. H. Woodland

All Sitting Fourth District Judges

Unless a party has previously exercised their right to disqualification without
cause under Rule 25(a)(1 ), each party shall have the right to file one (1) motion for
disqualification without cause as to any alternate judge not later than fourteen (14) days
after service of this written notice listing the alternate judge.

3) MOTIONS: All motions pursuant to I.C.R. Rule 12 and any other motions,
including Motions in Limine and Motions to Dismiss shall be filed and heard on or
before Thursday, August 2, 2012.

All Motions to Suppress Evidence must be

accompanied by a brief setting forth with specificity what evidence is to be suppressed
and the factual basis for the motion. Further, the brief must set forth both constitutional
and specific case precedent for the suppression of evidence.

Upon the filing of the

motion, the brief and proposed notice of hearing, the motion will be calendared by the
clerk for hearing.

4) MEDIATOR: Parties shall stipulate to and submit to the Court the name of
. an approved mediator by Monday. July 30. 2012.

5) JURY QUESTIONNAIRE: Parties may submit any proposed questions for
the Court's consideration by Wednesday, July 25. 2012.

DATED this 9th day of July, 2012.

District Judge

SCHEDULING ORDER Page 2
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 9th day of July, 2012, I caused a true and
correct copy of the above and foregoing instrument to be mailed, postage prepaid, or
hand-delivered, to:

JASON S. SPILLMAN
IDAHO ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OFFICE
700 W State St, 4th Fl
PO Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0010

ROBERT R CHASTAIN
300 MAIN ST STE 158
BOISE ID 83702
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•-~~~...-=::41A.M. _ _ _ _F_IL~-~--2: "Z ~
JUL 13 2012

ROBERT R. CHASTAIN
ATTORNEY AT LAW

CHRISTOPHER 0. RICH, Clerk

300 Main, Suite 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
(208) 345-3110
Idaho State Bar #2765

By ELAINE TONG
DEPUTY

DEBORAH N. KRISTAL
ATTORNEY AT LAW

3140 Bogus Basin Road
Boise, ID 83702
(208) 345-8708
Idaho State Bar #2296
Attorneys for Defendant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COU~IY OF ADA

STATE OF IDAHO,

)

Plaintiff,

)
)

Case No. CRFE 2011-3976

)

.MOTION FOR
DISQUALIFICATION OF JUDGE

vs.

)
)

ROBERT DEAN HALL,

)

Defendant.

WITIIOl r:r CAl TSE Pl TRSl 'ANT

TO ICR 25(a)(l)

)
)
)

COMES NOW Robert R. Chastain and Deborah N. Kristal, conflict Ada
County Public Defenders for Robert Hall, and pursuant to ICR 25(a)(l) moves the
Court for its Order for the disqualification, without cause, of the Hon. Darla S.
Williamson from this case.
MOTION FOR DISQUALIFICATION

Pagel
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•

e

..

This Motion is not made to hinder, delay or obstruct the administration of
justice.
Dated this)

J-- day of July, 2012.
ROBERT R. CHASTAIN
Attorney for Defendant

DEJ&/JJ~~

Attorney for Defendant

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify on the _ _ day of July, 2012, I served a true and correct copy of the witl-1in and
foregoing document upon the individual(s) named below in tbe manner noted:
Jason Spillman
Jessica Lorello
Deputy Attorney General's Office

0
0

•

By hand delivering a copy
By U.S. Mail, postage prepaid
By faxing a copy to: 854-8083

Robert R. Chastain

MOTION FOR DISQUALIFICATION

Page 2
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•
LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General

•

lb/

NO. _ _ _---;=iii=ri-j--:_f-'-4.J-J_/_
A.M. _ _ _ _
FILI~.~-

Lf;

OR\GlNAL

JUL f 6 2012
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By ELAINE TONG
L'EPUTY

PAUL R. PANTHER
Chief, Deputy Attorney General
Criminal Law Division
JASON SLADE SPILLMAN ISB #8813
JESSICA M. LORELLO ISB #6554
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.
______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
FORTY-SEVENTH ADDENDUM
TO DISCOVERY
FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL

COMES NOW, Jessica M. Lorello, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho, and
makes the following Forty-Seventh Addendum to the previous Response to Discovery
pursuant to Rule 16:
16(b) Disclosure pursuant to written request by Defendant:
(4)

Documents and Tangible Objects:

FORTY-SEVENTH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 1
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•
BATES#

•

DOCUMENT/ DESCRIPTION

AUTHOR/
AGENCY
Custom
Recording

Walgreens video that has been
spliced to remove hours of video
before the time when Rob Hall
shows up at Walgreens on the
evenino of March 11, 2011

5075

DATE

NO.OF
PAGES
1 DVD

DATED this 16th day of July 2012.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 16th day of July 2012, I caused to be served a
true and correct copy of the foregoing Forty-Seventh Addendum to Discovery for Conflict
Counsel to:
Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

X U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
_
_

Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
Electronic Mail (Email)

.i_ U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
_
_

Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
Electronic Mail (Email)

FORTY-SEVENTH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 2
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NO_ _ _"'i:iiJ::;;--:-/-I
AM. _ _ _ _F..tlL~~.

JUL 16 2012
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By CINDY HO
DEPUTY

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

Case No. CR-FE-2011-0003976
2ND AMENDED SCHEDULING
ORDER

vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

This matter came before the Court on Wednesday, April 20, 2011, at 9:00 a.m.
for a hearing for the above-named defendant. The attorneys present were:
For the State: Melissa N Moody
For the Defendant(s): Robert R Chastain & Debra Kristal
The defendant entered a plea of not guilty and requested a jury trial. The Court
instructed the clerk to enter the plea of not guilty into the court minutes. The defendant
is specifically instructed that as a condition of bail/ROR release, they are to
maintain contact with their attorney and they are to keep their attorney informed
as to their current mailing address and contact phone number.
On Wednesday, June 29· 2012, at 9:00 a.m. this matter came before the court
for a new scheduling order and deadlines for mediation for the above-named defendant.
The attorneys present were:
For the State: Jason Spillman & Jessica Lorello
For the Defendant(s): Robert R Chastain & Debra Kristal
Pursuant to Idaho Criminal Rule 12, 16 and Rule 18, the Court hereby orders that the
attorneys and defendant shall comply with the following scheduling order:

SCHEDULING ORDER Page 1
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1) JURY TRIAL DA"rE: The 17 day jury trial of this action shall commence
before this Court on Tuesday, October 09, 2012, at 9:00 a.m. running from 9:00 am
to 3:30 daily. Counsel and the defendant shall be present at 8:30 a.m. on the first
day of trial.
2) Notice is hereby given, pursuant to I.C.R. 25(a)(6) that an alternate judge

may be assigned to preside over the trial of this case. The following is a list of potential
alternate judges:
Justice Gerald Schroeder
Hon. Kathryn A. Sticklen
Justice Linda Copple Trout
Hon. Darla Williamson
Hon. W. H. Woodland

Hon. G. D. Carey
Hon. Gregory M. Culet
Hon. Dennis Goff
Hon.Dan~IC.Hurlbu~J~
Hon. James Judd
Hon. Duff McKee
Hon. Michael McLaughlin
Hon. James C. Morfitt

All Sitting Fourth District Judges

Unless a party has previously exercised their right to disqualification without
cause under Rule 25(a)(1 ), each party shall have the right to file one (1) motion for
disqualification without cause as to any alternate judge not later than fourteen (14) days
. after service of this written notice listing the alternate judge.
3) MOTIONS: All motions pursuant to I.C.R. Rule 12 and any other motions,

including Motions in Limine and Motions to Dismiss shall be filed and heard on or
before Thursday, August 2, 2012.

All Motions to Suppress Evidence must be

accompanied by a brief setting forth with specificity what evidence is to be suppressed
and the factual basis for the motion. Further, the brief must set forth both constitutional
and specific case precedent for the suppression of evidence.

Upon the filing of the

motion, the brief and proposed notice of hearing, the motion will be calendared by the
clerk for hearing. Upon the conclusion of any motions being heard the Court will issue a
written decision on or before Monday, August 27. 2012.
4) MEDIATION:

The Court, being duly advised by both parties that

they consent to mediation, concludes that this case is appropriate for referral to
mediation under I.R.C.P. 16(k).
Therefore, this case is hereby referred to mediation pursuant to I.R.C.P.
16(k) and in accordance with the Mediation Program Procedures of this Court.
The parties are hereby ordered to confer and select a mediator on or before
Monday, July 30, 2012. If a mediator is not selected on or before Monday, July
SCHEDULING ORDER Page 2
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30, 2012, the parties are to submit three names of proposed mediators to this
Court and the Court will appoint the mediator.
The case must be fully mediated by Friday, September 21, 2012, unless
this time period is extended by court order.
All named parties or their agents with full authority to settle, together with
the attorneys responsible for handling the trial in this cause, are directed to be
present during the entire mediation process pursuant to I.R.C.P. 16(k)(10) unless
otherwise excused by the mediator upon a showing of good cause, or by order of
this Court.
The costs of mediation are to be divided and borne equally by the parties.
The mediator shall be paid within 30 days of receipt of the invoice or billing.
As soon as practical following the last mediation session, the mediator is
directed to advise Court only whether the case has, in whole or in part, been
settled.
Counsel and parties are directed to proceed in a good faith effort to
attempt to resolve this case.
Parties shall stipulate too and submit to the Court the name of an approved mediator by
5) JUROR SCHEDULE: . Jurors will be summoned for Friday, September

28. 2012 at 9:00 a.m to be sworn and complete the Juror Questionnaire. Parties may
submit any Proposed Questions for the Court's consideration on Jury Questionnaire by
Wednesday. July 25, 2012.
6) HEARING: Review Hearing is scheduled for Thursday October 4. 2012. for

review of completed juror questionnaire forms. All parties must be present at this time.
DATED this 16th day of July, 2012.

MICHAEL MCLAUGHLIN
District Judge
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 17th day of July, 2012, I caused a true and
correct copy of the above and foregoing instrument to be mailed, postage prepaid, or
hand-delivered, to:

DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL
P.O. BOX 83720
BOISE ID 83720-0010

ROBERT R CHASTAIN
300 MAIN ST STE 158
BOISE ID 83702
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•

•
NO.
A.M.

%'-l'.(

LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General

FILED

P.M., _ _ __

JUL 1 7 2012
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk

PAUL R. PANTHER
Deputy Attorney General
Chief, Criminal Law Division

By JACKIE BROWN
DEPUTY

JASON SLADE SPILLMAN ISB #8813
JESSICA M. LORELLO ISB #6554
Deputy Attorneys General
Special Prosecuting Attorneys
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-001 O
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH Juc·c1AL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
STIPULATION FOR
MEDIATION

COMES NOW, Robert Chastain and Deborah Kristr::I, attorneys for Robert Dean
Hall, and Jason Slade Spillman and Jessica M. Lorello, Deputy Attorneys General and
Special Prosecuting Attorneys for the County of Ada, t3tate of Idaho, and hereby
stipulate to have the Honorable Ron Schilling mediate the ,i'.bove-entitled case.

STIPULATION FOR MEDIATION (HALL), Page 1
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•

•

Respectfully submitted this \tj~day of July 2012.

J·

JASON
Deputy

SICA M. LORELLO
uty Attorney General

ROBERT CHASTAIN
Attorney for Defendant

~:Wr-

DEBORAH KRISTAL
Attorney for Defendant

STIPULATION FOR MEDIATION (HALL), Page 2
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•
ROBERT R. CHASTAIN
ATTORNEY AT LAW
300 Main, Suite 158

RECEIVED

Boise, ID 83702-7728
(208) 345-3110
Idaho State Bar #2765

ADA COUNTY CLERK

JUL 13 2012

NO·----.,,-c-::-::------..-~
f'li.c:C'
A.M. _ _ _ _
P.M. _ _ _

d .).. )

JUL 1 8 2012
CHRISTOPHc:R D. RICH, Cler/-(
By DETH MAi3TERS

DEBORAH N. KRISTAl.
ATTORNEY AT LAW
3140 Bogus Basin Roa(l

DEPUTY

Boise, ID 83702
(208) 345-8708
Idaho State Bar #2296
Attorneys for Defendant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OI~ THF. I~OVRTII JVDICIAt DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COlTNlY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,
Case No. CRI=U 2011-3976
Plaintiff,

ORDER OF DISQl TALIFICATION
vs.

.. .

ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

The matter having come before the Court in chambers upon Defendant's
Motion for Disqualification Without Cause:

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, pursuant to ICR 25(a)(l), the Hon. Darla S.
Williamson is disqualified in the above matter.

ORDER OF DISQUALIFICATION

Page I
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DATED this

(

8

------~--------- ------------

day~~f-July, 2012.

//-----

)

on. Nlichael McLaughlin
District Judge

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

1;:y

I hereby certify on the l Y
of July, 2012, I served a true and correct copy of the within
aml foregoing (locumen l upon lhe imlivi(lual(s) nameJ below in lhc manner nole(l:
Robert R. Chastain
Attorney at Law
300 Main, Suite 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Jason Spillman
Jessica Lorello
Deputy Attorney General's Office
700 W. Slate St, 4th Fl
PO Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720
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Attorneys for Robert Dean Hall

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CRFE 2011-3976
SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE TO
STATE'S MOTION IN LIMINE RE
STEROID USE
(SUBMITTED UNDER SEAL)

COMES NOW Defendant Robert Dean Hall, by and through his attorneys of record,
Robert R. Chastain and Deborah N. Kristal, hereby submits this Supplemental Response to
State's Motion in Limine re Steroid Use.
The State's Reply is factually incorrect on two vital points:
1) The State's assertion that there is no evidence Corrigan engaged in long-term steroid
use totally disregards Jason Blackwell's March 1. 2012 interview with Detective James Miller.
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Although Blackwell only admitted giving 'actual steroids' to Corrigan a week or so prior to
Corrigan's death, Blackwell said he sent Corrigan "care packages" four times; two when
Corrigan was in Washington, [Corrigan returned to Idaho from Washington approximately fall of
2009], one Corrigan's dad brought him, and Blackwell sent him one before his death. A copy of
that portion of the interview and relevant descriptions of the 'supplements' is attached hereto and
incorporated herein by reference as Exhibit "I".
2) The State disingenuously asserts that 'steroids were not detectable in Emmet's blood at
the time of his death.' Although it is true that the 'Basic Steroid Panel' used by the State's
testing laboratory (ExperTox Inc.) did not detect any of the steroids included in that lab's 'Basic
Steroid Panel,' that 'Basic Steroid Panel' did not test for dehydrochlormethyltestosterone, a/k/a
turanabol, the specific steroid Corrigan is known to have ingested shortly before his death.
(Exhibit 2, attached hereto and incorporated herein by reference.) Kandi Hall told the officers
Corrigan took two pills from each of two prescription bottles with Jason Blackwell's name on
them shortly before Corrigan's death. The Idaho State Police Laboratory analyzed a sample
capsule and determined it contained controlled substance dehydrochlormethyltestosterone, a
steroid. (Exhibit 3, attached hereto and incorporated herein by reference.). In a police
interview, Jason Blackwell told Det. Miller he had given Corrigan approximately 30
dehydrochlormethyltestosterone capsules on March 7, 2011. The bottle contained only 15
capsules four days later, on March 11, 2011, when Corrigan's vehicle and its contents were
seized by police. This difference is significant in light of the State's expert, Dr. Dawson's
statement:
"The drug taking period, as opposed to the drug free period, is believed to be the
RESPONSE TO STATE'S REPLY RE STEROID USE
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most vulnerable time and exaggerated response to a provocation. This provoked
behavior may be amplified in persons predisposed to aggressive or violent.
behavior.
It is indisputable that dehydrochlormethyltestosterone was present in Corrigan' s urine

when he died, (see Exhibit 5, attached hereto and incorporated herein by reference,) and may well
have been present in his blood, but the State didn't test his blood for that substance. There is no
factual basis for the State's assertion "Emmett was not under the influence of steroids at the time
of his [death.]" 1 Furthermore. as is more fully set out in the affidavit of Dr. Pablo Stewart,
attached hereto and incorporated herein by reference as Exhibit 4, the psychiatric effect of
steroids and amphetamines is not just when the drugs are present in the blood or urine, but also
after they have cleared the blood. Gary Dawson's letter is therefore based upon incomplete
information and should be disregarded.
This is really a question of weight, not admissibility. The State appears to be arguing that
evidence of Corrigan's steroid use is inadmissible unless it is the sole reason for Corrigan's
aggressive, aberrant behavior. Hall agrees Corrigan had many stressors in his life, and submits
all of the stressors were compounded by Corrigan's use of steroids and amphetamines.
The jury makes the final determination on who was the 'first aggressor,' and should be

The State alleges in a footnote the fact that Corrigan's semen was found on Kandi's
clothing the night of Corrigan's death undermines Dr. Stewart's opinion that Corrigan was under
the influence of steroids on the night of his death. The State's theory seems to be if Corrigan
could ejaculate at all, he wasn't under the influence of steroids. The 'sex tape' shows Corrigan
straining for over 30 minutes before he is able to ejaculate, despite the best efforts of Kandi Hall.
A greater period of time elapses between the time the couple left Fred Meyers to have sex (9:22
pm) and when they returned to Walgreens (10:12 pm). Even assuming the parties had completed
their activities when Kandi talked to her daughter Hailey (9:58 pm), 36 minutes had elapsed.
1
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allowed to weigh evidence of Corrigan's steroid and amphetamine use along with all the other
evidence, such as Corrigan's threatening Hall at Hall's house in February 2011, Corrigan's
grabbing the telephone from Kandi Hall to yell at and threaten Mr. Hall minutes before they met
at Walgreens, and Corrigan's aggressive behavior toward Mr. Hall at Walgreens, and his emails
to Tina Lax on March 11, 2011 at 8:25 p.m.:
( ... "I am about ready to drive over and beat his ass")
and at 8:38 p.m.:
("She just texted me and said he came back. I am sitting in my truck very close to
her house. I wont let his sorry ass lay a finger on her again"),
For the reasons set forth above and in Mr. Hall's previous briefing on this issue, the Court
should deny the State's Motion in Limine re Corrigan' s steroid use.
Respectfully submitted this ~ a y of July, 2012.

ROBERT R. CHASTAIN

Attorney for Defendant
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CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY
I hereby certi that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was delivered by facsimile
this ~ y of_Q°----1<--f-=--.u.4---_, 20_.kb_ to:

Jason Spillman
Jessica Lorello
Attorney General's Office
Fax: 208-854-8083

Deborah N. Kristal
Attorney at Law
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EXHIBIT I
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'eridian Police Department •
Supplemental Report
Fm: 714

ccur d

g;Route Ti>___ --

____,__~_ _2_2:_2_1____ j_

-

--- - - - - - - ---

1DR# 2011-1356

js. Division

Det.<;ctfvg ____________ ~f_____

CID

__________________________________i

I Narrative

JASON BLACKWELL RE-INTERVIEW
On 3-1-12, at about 1615 hrs, I spoke with Jason Blackwell on the phone. I recorded our conversation.
asked Blackwell if he knew what Corrigan was taking, as far as supplements or proteins. Blackwell told
me he sent Corrigan "care packages" four times. Blackwell said he sent Corrigan two care packages
when Corrigan was in Washington, and Blackwell's dad brought Corrigan one, and Blackwell sent
Corrigan one before his death.
Jason Blackwell said what he sent Corrigan was !ovate Muscle Tech products. Blackwell said he sent
Corrigan GAKIC, LEUKIC, CREAKlC, and Hydroxycut. Blackwell said the protein he would have sent
was Mass-Tech, and the men's vitamin version of VITAKlC. Blackwell said all these items are on the
Musc!etech.com website.
Jason Blackwell and I went to the Muscletech website and Blackwell directed me to the bottom of the
page to view all products There are ten categories of items; Protein, Testosterone, Creatine, Amino
Acids, Thermogenics, Weight-Loss, Pre-Workout, Intra/Post Workout, Smart Protein, and Meal
Replacement. Looking at the list of items under each category Blackwell told me sent Corrigan the
following items.
Protein:

Nitro-Tech Hardcore, and Nitro-Tech NOP-47.

Testosterone:

Alpha test.

Creatine

Cell-Tech Hardcore, CREAKIC Hardcore, and Apiodan.

Amino Acids:

LEUKIC, and VITAKIC.

Weight-Loss:

Hydroxycut.

Pre-Workout:

naNO Vapor Hardcore, GAKIC, and MyoShock.

Intra/Post Workout: Anabolic Halo, Anator, lntraVol, and Cell-Tech Hardcore.
Meal Replacement: Mass-Tech.
Jason Biackwell told me he was sponsored by lovate for three years and they would send him five
hundred dollars worth of supplements every montt·.
Jason Blackweff said he thought he sent Corrigan a box of items a few months before his death.
lAdmin
Reporting
IOfficer(sJ
Det. James Millar
Approved $upesvisOJ"

Sgt. Jeffrey Brown

Ma No.

3023
Ada No

3056

Approved Data

04/04/2012 14:56
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Experience the IntraVol Effect
The tJrrie has cca1e fo; you to ~ilt , cur gabs lo U1e: ne.xt ie-td 'l;ith I.he pa,·.-er of an advanced supplement taken durirn.J

2.lJ Its. (96<1g)
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you, W()! kOul. /Is :,,au ltillR, yo,

nuw-.ks are broke.-: down

Team MusdeTech has sc1ent1tiatlly enqla~ral the powerful duci11g--1·1crr.out ~upp!emen! - lnt,aVol'~.

Icy fn;ll Pu n<h

Team MusdeTech~ has scien tifically engineered the powerful intraworkout supplement - Intra Vo!.
TI1i5 odve111ced sup,,/e111L"'t1l WM s::.e11nicaHy ck!ve:Oped

to,
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Overview

Kc·1 lngrc-dlent Ccmbifl~oo &:rJds
10,000mg Mega Dose

Supplement f~cts

f re qu ently ..e.sked Qu estfoc,s

Sc1ence
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1i.

Testimonials

1.1 Jt,s. (2 kg)
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Sei e th Power that Comes with Colossal Size
Team M11scl--~T~"l~ re~car~ ha\·e deveJoped ttie ultimate scien tific mass g.;;lne, - Mas.s-Tech 0 . The pcr;.-~rful fom rui> 1s

()fe<ls>?lr e,g

ed with over l®'J cal:lr.es and 70 grams ol 1)/0leln that supplies 10 g,am; of BCAAs v..i1

5 lbs. ( ?..3 <9)

mixed w1ll1

two o ps or s~:1rn mii:<.. \'fit.11 H1ls amoun t. r P,"Ote!n 1 Mass-Tt:'Ctl Is d~ed tD ln<luce h·,'00111Tllocacklem \.'1, (I d·cme tk rise: in
a,niro ad<! levels. n,i, ca n tt h;J.:,e, ·=a~ nrotar. s-rn

sis - the key mffhanlsm t/ia\ drives explosive musc!e grC>s·,lh!
(l;()(Dldte Milkshar.e

Th is mass builder is infus d \'1' ith a mega-dose or Lhe most researcht:d
form of creatine availab/er
Te.c101 MusrJeTe<h reseJ rdlcrs also lo,3ded lhc fc~ mula '"ith tlte n,c~t ~l(~ili:l.rar~ P5f>aH:hed fcrm of

Strawberry Nll<sho\e

u atfM ;w.:ii!.:,t:\,. i nU

an advanced dr Ne, sOO\'\'B tn lead tng unt..-eriily re seardl. t.c Increase abw.pt100 o l this k:ey mass OOlfdlng compl!Jru:f. S.rr1ply
~tit,

Mas---Tt'," 11 I< d"5lgr,€<l to del~·ei p;ofounrl and noti.--eable res,Jltsl
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Powerful, Effective and Tastes Amazing!
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AlphaTest: Super-Concentrated Performanc.d Testosterone Stimulant
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Overview

Formula Comparison

Frequently Asked Questions

Supplement Facts

The Facts Don't Lie

AVAILABLE SIZES

Many testosterone supplements do not fully disclose the ingredient amounts in their formulas and also lack scientific support
100 Capsules

for the ingredients they do use. You deserve the facts, and a superior formula, which is why we created Alpha Test'".

112 Capsules
Leading
AlphaTest

Competitor
#1

Leading
Competitor

#2

Leading

CompetllDr
#3

What You Should Know

Lookr,g at

Number of Human

Clni:a5 Suppo,tng

4

0

0

lngre<IEnts

LIKE US ON FACEBOOK

tre r'dctbE ist of references found on the

webste of compe.ttor # 1. t seems that rather than
use rgredents that at>w them to refererce appi:able
human cili::al sl:l.des, they're happy o,..t11 referercl"9
rreevant studes on septx:: aro diabett rats, heart
fal.lre ard smokers.

•

Official MuscleTech
on facet'.1.JOk
Like

795,81) people like Official MuscleTech.

In a double-bhl, randorn~ed, pacebo-con~
clni::al study on 67 subJed5, i1dwdua5 supplemefltr9
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diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.
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AlphaTest: Super-Concentrated Perforrnanc. Testosterone Stimulant

muscle, boosmg strength and emaro,g

AphaTest is formueted a hghtf absort>abe form
of zrc (zrc guconate), "'1th is hilt-er quaty than
other forms c:J zrc.

YES

Acumnate

Compettor # 1 leverages a stuJy bilsed on anmal
research to support the use c:J this rgredent Whe
studies on heathy anmals are inpcrtant fi rst steps n
research, compettor #1 makes no mentiln c:/ thei"
relance on ani'nal stl(le5 on thei" 13bel or h thet
advertiSi'lg. They sinpl/ use this stwy on rats ID pad

NO

thei" lst

a references. 5

A 180-poond human WJutl reed over 8 grams c:J this
ngredient ID expererce a sgrvcant effect. Tl'<s
amoont had to be cab.Jeted usi1g a stuly on mte
and rats that compettor #1 references on thei"
v.ebste. 6 That's because no human ch:al dala exi;ts
to confnn any coneetiln n human Slbjects. As part
of a 1600mg proprietary blend shared wth two otter
ngredents, the Nel.mbo
n the formue
offered by compelior # 1 ii ceart; undertio5ed and
obvbus~ not dewerng any meanngfu effects.

NO

nucr=

The smal body c:J research that ii relevant to this
ngredent rcudes n vtro (n other words, n a test
tube) studies on~. There sinp~ arent any ~tEhed
human ch:al studies on this ngredient. Agan,
compettor #J fals to mentlln this.
There • not a sngle pubished ht.man clni:al tral on
this ngredient. Pretnilary resean:h has been
conducted i1 vtro (test bbe) on~. 7 Wl'e a sot! i1
vtro stuJy can be a good 5"'rti'lg port for research,
compettor # 2 never discbses that the ceins they
make are based on n vtro research. AMeys be
su;pi:ous of companies 1/\it,g to make ceins about
the human body based on resoAs from a Petri dish.

7-Hydroxy-3-(+
HydraxyphenyQ·
S-[(3r,1r,5s,6r)·3,4,5
Trt,ydroxy-6(Hydro,cymetllyQ
oxan-2-YO

NO

NO

YES

ctvomen-4-0re

NO

Number of Pis
Per Day

4

NO

6

6

NO

Oespte promiies to ncrease testosterone evels and
promote ncreases i1 strength and eon body mass,
compettor #3 provi'.les no stUly references to
support thei" ceins. It's not reaty that StJr,n,i1g
trough: the fact ii there are no publsl'el, tunan
clni:al studies that srow this ngrement suppor1s
ncreases i1 musce, strength or testosterone 11 any
way.
MusceTech® resean:t"ers have ana~zed the
research on this rew potentel testostemne4loost
ngredient and atholgh the stuJy anicted on
tLllaghe sho,,,ed posti,le i1creilses i1 teslDsterore,
the research was call'ied Ol.t n vtm (test tube) usi1g
mou;e tissue samples. Once alter companies catth
wro c:J the research, expect them to rush a product
to ma- cont,in,g this ngredient and make strong
c1,ms ..w:hout d6cbsilg that the research ""s not

The fact is on~ ore other competlor ncWes an
ngredent that is actuaty Sl.l)POrted by a ch:al stwy
on humans. And l's~ ore ngredient - At,haTest
supples f,i,,e, al ha more ccn:entrated dose.

1 Zhang et al., 2009. Dietary supplement with a combination of Rhodiola crenulata and Ginkgo biloba enhances the
endurance performance in healthy volunteers. Chin J Integr Med. 15(3): 177-183.
2 Naghii et al., 2011. Comparative effects of daily and weekly boron supplementation. J Trace Elem Med Bio. 25(1):54-58.
3 Angwafor et al., 2008. An open label, dose response study to detenmine the effect of a dietary supplement on
dihydrotestosterone, testosterone and estradiol levels in healthy males. J Int Soc Sports Nut. 5: 12.
4 Prasad et al., 1996. Zinc status and serum testosterone levels of healthy adults. Nutrition. May;12(5):344-8.
5 Yakubu et al., 2008. Androgenic potentials of aqueous extract of Massularia acuminate CG.Don) Bullock ex. Heyl. Stem in
male Wistar rats. J Ethnophannocol 118(3):508-513.
6 Ono et al., 2006. Anb-obesity effect of Nelumbo nucifera leaves extract in mice and rats. J Etimopharmacol
106(2):238-244.
7 Ta et al., 2007. Aromatase inhibition by bioavailable methylated flavones. J Ster Biochem Mo/ Biol. 107:127-129.
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EXHIBIT 2

RESPONSE TO STA TE'S REPLY RE STEROID USE
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817-563-1890

06-13-'11 15:37 FHOM-.RACE TESTING

e

T-269 P0001/0001 F-956

· ExperTox Inc. Analytical Laboratory

Client:
Re,ull:

Aac:ulrace Testing
N&9alive

Dahl

4/20/W11

Rouon:

4127/2011

JOI>

Proced~re:

Basic l,;teroid P~nel

LHtNama:

6p .. olrne11:

Bluod

First Name: CQfrlgan

Receiv11d:
Dale
Reported:

Acees,;lon

Ccnlirmatloo

N<>:

8PtCllllon Id: 40.217041!

Location:

ID;

Cla,s,orll1J/1 est

!Sub Cius

17afpha-

J

~111 DOOM

DIC.

l:mm~tl

Collecied;

40217048

8crten Cutoff

Confirm Cutoff

METHYLTESTOSTERONE

N8ga\lVEt

1 ngfml

1 ng/ml

ME:6TEROLON~
METHANOROSTENOI..ONE
ME;TtiENOLONE

Negafl\rQ
W>Jeoalive
t,!Ggative
Negetrve

1 r.gMIL
1nnlmL
1 ll!lfllll
1 ngfml

RHults

NANDROLONE
NORETHANDROLONE

Negallve
Neae1iva

OXANDROLONE
STANOZOLOL
TRE:NBOLONE'.

N~allve
NegNVe
ltlleolilllve
Nll'ClaUlll.

/liNDROSTeNEOIONE

aOLDENONE
l:LUOXYMl=STEMNE

Noollllive

C

@

F

M

Dats:'Ji1s/r.tnm~:~
Contact:

Phone: 281-476-4500
Fax: 281-930-8856

IQIJani

f ng/m!.

1 nalml
1 nafml
1 ng/ml

1 ng/ml

1 ng/mL

1 na/ml
1 llti/mL
1 l'lahnl
1 no/ml.
1 ng/ml.
1 llilftnl

1 ngfml

• I

1 llQ/mL
1 nglml
1 ruJ/ml

111g/Jlll
1-no/mL

..

DPLive

9 · )._ <o"

By:

i

G(\__,, •

Emest D. Lyklssa, PhD.
laboralOf}' Dlrector
Forel\l!ic .Toxtcologla!

1803 Genter St Suite A

Deer Park, TX 77536
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EXHIBIT 3

RESPONSE TO STATE'S REPLY RE STEROID USE
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•

05/26/2011

Idaho State Police Forensic Services
700 South Stratford Drive, Ste 125 Meridian ID 83642-6202

CL Case No.:
Agency:

ORI:

M20110795
PMR1 - MERIDIAN POLICE DEPARTMENT
ID0010300

Page 1
(208)884-7170

Agency Case No.:

111356

Crime Date: Mar 11, 2011

Criminalistic Analysis Report - CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE ANALYSIS
Evidence Received Information
Evidence Received:
Add. Crime Date:
How Received:
Haz. Materials:
Inv. Officer:
Delivered By:
Received By:
Evidence Received:
Add. Crime Date:
How Received:
Haz. Materials:
Inv. Officer:
Delivered By:
Received By:

03/31/2011

IN PERSON
BIOHAZARO/CHEMICAL

JIM MILLER
RTORRES

JANE DAVENPORT ph. (208)884-7170
04/28/2011

IN PERSON
BIOHAZARD/CHEMICAL
JIM MILLER 3023
RTORRES

JUDY PACKER ph. (208)884-7170
05/10/2011

Evidence Received:
Add. Crime Date:
How Received:
Haz. Materials:
Inv. Officer:
Delivered By:
Received By:

BIOHAZARD/CHEMICAL
JIM MILLER
RTORRES
JANE DAVENPORT ph_ (208)884-7170

Evidence Received:

05/18/2011

Add. Crime Date:
How Received:
Haz. Materials:
Inv. Officer:
Delivered By:
Receive.tr By:

BIOHAZARD/CHEMICAL
JIM MILLER

IN PERSON

UPS

J. HUTCHISON ph. (208)209-8700

Victims and Suspects
Vic/Suso
Suspect
Victim

DOB

Name
HALL, ROBERT D

Sex

CORRIGAN, EMMETT M

EVIDENCE DESCRIPTION AND CONCLUSION:
#2)

Agency Exhibit 073.

2.1) One prescription bottle containing fifteen small capsules;
analyzed one containing pink powder. The sample contains
dehydrochlormethyltestosterone (CIII).
Page 1 of 2

RDH
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EXHIBIT 4

RESPONSE TO STATE'S REPLY RE STEROID USE

000926

ROBERT R. CHASTAIN

•

Attorney at Law
300 Main, Suite 158
Boise, ID 83702
(208) 345-3110
Idaho State Bar #2765
N. KRISTAL
Attorney at Law
3140 N Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702
(208) 345-8708
Idaho State Bar # 2296
DEBORAH

Attorneys for Robert Dean Hall
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
ST A TE OF IDAHO,

)
) Case No. CRFE 2011-3976
)
) SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF PABLO
) STEW ART, M.D.
)
)
)
(FILED UNDER SEAL)
)

Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

STATE OF IDAHO

)
: ss.

County of Ada

)

COMES NOW Pablo Stewart, M.D., who being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes
and says:
1.

That your affiant is Dr. Pablo Stewart, and that I have previously made an
Affidavit on behalf of the Defendant, Robert Hall, and that I incorporate by
reference all the statements I made in that Affidavit, and I make this further
Affidavit from my own personal knowledge.

2.

That I have reviewed the State's "Reply in Support of State's Motion in
Limine re: Victim's Alleged Steroid Use", I have further reviewed the
"Supplemental Response to State's Motion in Limine re: Victim's Steroid
Use", and I have reviewed my initial Affidavit in this matter.

000927

3.

At the req! of Mr. Hall's attorneys, I make thi!cond Affidavit.

4.

That your affiant knows that the negative psychiatric effects of steroid use
can last up to a month, subsequent to the ingestion of the same by a subject.

5.

The fact the State's laboratory did not capture evidence of steroids in Mr.
Corrigan's blood does not mean that Mr. Corrigan was not using steroids.
Proof of steroid use by Mr. Corrigan was found in his urine, pursuant to test
results that I have reviewed.

6.

The fact that steroids were positive in the urine tests of Mr. Corrigan is
indicative of the fact he had recently ingested steroids. The negative
psychiatric consequences of steroid use usually take several weeks to
resolve after an individual ceases taking steroids, and such effects may
persist up to a month.

7.

Claims that Mr. Corrigan was not using and/or affected by his steroid use,
made by the State in their pleadings, is at best disingenuous.
That your affiant knows from reviewing the urine test results, that Mr.
Corrigan had to have been ingesting steroids for at least some weeks prior
to his death.

8.

That based on descriptions of his behavior during the time period
immediately prior to his death, including his aggressive behavior towards
his family, and towards the defendant, Robert Hall on the night of his
death, your affiant continues to opine that Mr. Corrigan was experiencing
the negative psychiatric effects of steroid use during the time period
immediately prior to his death.

9.

That your affiant stands by and maintains his initial opinion expressed in
my initial Affidavit, and sees nothing in the conclusion reached by the
State's expert that would change my opinion.

Pablo Stewart, M.D.

SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF PABLO
STEWART, M.D.
Page 2

000928

•
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me, a Notary Public, this £~day of July,
2012.

MARIA J. CUTAIA
NOTARY PUBUO

STA1E OP IDAHO

:'

••
Notary Public,V>r Idaho (;
Residing at: /(}(JIU rJ)) ·
,
Commission Expires:
~l:,

.

SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF PABLO
STEWART, M.D.
Page 3
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EXHIBIT 5

RESPONSE TO STATE'S REPLY RE STEROID USE
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-------ERLING=--==-====================
4t4[ SI
REFERENCE LABCIRA TORIES
STERLING Reference Laboratories
Phone: 1-800-442-0438 Fax: (253) 552-1549

FINAL REPORT
Referred By
Agency Name
Patient

Collected
Received
Reported

Specimen ID

7803230

SRL. REFERENCE CONFIRMATION ACCOUNT

CORRIGAN, EMMETT M

External ID
Patient ID
Specimen Matrix

1/12/2012 00:00
1/19/2012
2/2/2012

NIA
SRL754880
Urine

Patient SSN
Patient DOB

Test Name

Result

Steroid

POSITIVE; See
Report

Quantitation

Screen Limit

Confirmation Limit

Comments
CERTIFIED TRUE AND COMPLETE
BERT TOIVOLA Ph.D., Technical Director

30031.0.60
000931

Unive~y of Virginia Health System
Clinical Pathology Laboratory
Box 800168, Charlottesville, VA 22908

02/02/2012
1

!::>: 32

•

Thu Feb 02 15:27:28 2012 Page 2 of 2
Interim Report
PAGE 1

SEX: U

NAME: RTS,A7803230
H#
WSALE-90860
ACCT: 0

LOC: WSALE
DR: SHIPE, JAMES

F76825 COLL: 01/25/2012 UNKNOWN REC: 01/27/2012 15:00 PHYS: SHIPE, JAMES

STEROIDS
STEROID DRUG ANALYSIS

AnabolTC steroid con.firmation by CX:/MS

(UV)

positive for
METHANDIENONE (DIANABOL) AND STANOZOLOL
METABOLITES.
This test was developed and its performance
characteristics determined by UVA
Medical Labs. It has not been cleared or
approved by the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration. The FDA has determined
that such clearance or approval is not
necessary.
(UV)
[0-6]
3.2
TESTOSTERONE/EPITESTOSTER
(UV)
[5.0-8.0]
6.6
PH
(UV)
1.024
SPECIFIC GRAVITY
(UV)
mg/dL
URINE CREATININE
166.6
(NOTE)
COMMENT
The following anabolic steroids and/or metabolites are included in a
steroid screen:
BOLASTERONE
BOLDENONE
CHLOROTESTOSTERONE METABOLITE
CLENBUTEROL
DROMOSTANOLONE METABOLITE
EPITESTOSTERONE
ETHYLESTRENOL METABOLITE
FLUOXYMESTERONE
MESTANOLONE
MESTEROLONE
METHANDIENONE METABOLITE
METHANDRIOL

METHENOLONE
METHYLTESTOSTERONE
NANDROLONE METABOLITE
NORETHANDROLONE METABOLITE
OXANDROLONE
OXYMESTERONE
OXYMETHOLONE METABOLITE
PROBENECID (DIURETIC)
STANOZOLOL
TESTOSTERONE
TRENBOLONE METABOLITE
TURINABOL METABOLITE

Specimen Acceptability Criteria:
Analyte
Creatinine
Specific Gravity

Minimum
Acceptable Concentration
20 rng/dL
1.005
(UV)

(UV)

RTS,A7803230

TEST PERFORMED BY University of Virginia Medical Laboratories, P.O. Box
800168, Charlottesville, VA 22908

PG 1

END OF REPORT
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CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By ELAINE TONG
DEPUTY

ROBERT R. CHASTAIN

Attorney at Law
300 W. Main, Suite 158
Boise, ID 83702
(208) 345-31102
Idaho State Bar# 2765
DEBORAH N. KRISTAL
Attorney at Law
3140 N. Bogus Basin Road
Boise, ID 83 702
(208) 345-8708
Idaho State Bar #2296

Attorney for Defendant
Robert Dean Hall

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

STATE OF IDAHO,

Case No. CR-FE-2011-3976
Plaintiff,

V.

ROBERT DEAN HALL,

DEFENDANT'S SECOND RESPONSE TO
STATE'S NOTICE TO INTRODUCE I.R.E
404(b) EVIDENCE AND MOTION TO
ADMIT EXPERT TESTIMONY ON
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE

Defendant. I
- - - - - - - - - - - - ~ (SUBMITTED TO COURT UNDER SEAL)
COMES NOW, Robert Dean Hall, by and through his attorneys of record, and
hereby responds to the State's "Reply to Defendant's Response to Notice of Intent to
Introduce Evidence Pursuant to I.R.E. 404(b) and Motion to Admit Expert Testimony on
Domestic Violence". For the reasons previously addressed in the Defendant's Response
and for reasons discussed in this second response, the Defendant maintains that the

DEFENDANT'S SECOND RESPONSE TO STATE'S NOTICE TO INTRODUCE
I.R.E 404(b) EVIDENCE AND MOTION TO ADMIT EXPERT TESTIMONY ON 000933
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE - 1

•
State's Motion to admit I.R.E. 404(b) evidence and domestic violence expert testimony
should be denied.
ARGUMENT

On July 3, 2012 the State submitted a Reply to the Defendant's Response to
State's Notice to Introduce I.R.E.404(b) Evidence and Motion To Admit Testimony on
Domestic Violence (hereinafter "State's Reply'). The State attached copies of two out of
jurisdiction cases: State v. Evans, 334 Wis.2d 146, 2011 WL 1546411 (Wis. App. 2011)
and State v. Maelega, 80 Hawai'i 172, 907 P.2d 758 (Hawai'i 1995). Cases discussed
but not attached included: People v. Kovacich, 201 Cal App. 4th 863, 133 Cal Rptr.3d 924
(2011); Lisboa v. Reid, 2011 W 5506026 (Ohio App. 8 Dist. 2011), Garibay v. US., 634
A.2d 946 (D.C. 1993), Lolmaugh v. State, 514 S.W.2d 758 (Tex. Crim. App. 1974);

Newell v. State, 49 So.3d 66 (Miss. 2010).
None of the cases are controlling or on point with the State's theory that
testimony of a domestic violence expert is admissible in cases involving a third party
victim or that the alleged prior bad acts of domestic violence against Kandi Hall show
Robert Hall's motive to kill Emmett Corrigan. None of these cases explain how the
hearsay the State seeks to elicit meets the criteria ofl.R.E. 803(3), 404(b) or any other
rule of evidence. To construe the cases submitted by the State as examples of why a
domestic violence expert or other bad act evidence should be admitted completely
disregards the controlling authority in Idaho.
In its initial motion to admit 404(b) evidence and an expert in domestic violence,
the State focused on its need to justify for the jury Kandi Hall's inconsistent statements
that she had bruising at the hands of Robert Hall. The State's Reply focuses more on

DEFENDANT'S SECOND RESPONSE TO STATE'S NOTICE TO INTRODUCE
1.R.E 404(b) EVIDENCE AND MOTION TO ADMIT EXPERT TESTIMONY ON 000934
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE - 2

e

•

Robert Hall's motive to kill Emmett Corrigan. In the State's own words, "Robert Hall's
physical abuse against his wife is not the point; it is just one piece of a puzzle ... " At
every turn the State fails to specifically list the evidentiary rule upon which evidence is
admissible and the purpose for which it seeks to admit the evidence. The State also fails
to explain how sufficient evidence exists to conclude that Robert Hall was abusive or
caused bruising to Kandi Hall. State v. Grist, 147 Idaho 49, 52 (2009).
The cases attached to the State's Reply do not justify admission of domestic
violence expert testimony or prior bad act evidence because the cases are not on point. In
the Wisconsin case of State v. Evans, the victim was the wife of the defendant, not a third
party. In the Hawaii case of State v. Maelega, the victim was the wife of the defendant
not a third party and there were witnesses who testified to first hand accounts of domestic
violence such as seeing the defendant push his wife and throw mud at her.
Attached to this brief are copies of the cases discussed in the State's Reply as
standing for the proposition that in domestic violence cases, evidence of alleged prior bad
acts of Robert Hall are admissible to show motive or the basis for Kandi Hall's
inconsistent statements. The State's reliance on these cases is misleading. First, the case
before the court is not a domestic violence case or the murder of a spouse. Second, the
alleged domestic violence (adamantly denied by Kandi Hall) does not relate to the victim
Emmett Corrigan. The only way the state can relate any alleged domestic violence to
Emmett Corrigan's death is to put an expert witness on the stand to testify that husbands
who are physically violent with their wives are statistically prone to violence against third
parties if the spouse leaves the marriage.
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Each case cited by the State is discussed in tum. The California Appellate Court
in Kovacich allowed the testimony that the defendant, who killed his wife, kicked the dog
to death. An expert testified this was consistent with the characteristics of a spouse who
commits domestic violence. In the instant case the spouse is not the person killed and
there are no allegations of animal violence.
In the Ohio Court of Appeals case of Lisboa, the defendant wanted his money
back as the state had seized it in his criminal assault case which had later been reversed
and remanded. Such seizure of funds has no relation to the case at hand. Lisboa does not
address 'expert testimony' nor the admissibility of 'prior bad acts'. The case was
dismissed on statute of limitation and prosecutorial immunity grounds.
In the 1974 Texas appellate case of Llomaugh, statements of the defendant about
the victim were admitted to show that the defendant had a propensity for violence toward
a "class of victims" (men with whom his wife had had an affair). No such related facts
exist in this case.
In the 2010 Mississippi case of Newell, threats to harm a spouse and third party
that were close in time to the shooting were admitted as relevant to show the defendant's
state of mind. Such facts do not exist in Robert Hall's case. There is no evidence that
Robert Hall threatened to harm either Kandi Hall or Emmett Corrigan near the time of the
shooting. The only threat that is close in time is Emmett Corrigan's threat to Robert Hall
that he was going to "rip his head off'. Newell does not justify the admissibility of a
domestic violence expert or prior bad act evidence in Idaho. Furthermore, the State's
reliance on Newell is puzzling, since the case held that the trial court's exclusion of the
shooting victim's toxicology results was reversible error and that defendant was entitled
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to a jury instruction stating he could 'stand his ground' without losing his right to selfdefense. (The case also held, based upon a new Mississippi statute, Defendant was
entitled to a jury instruction stating a person who uses defensive force shall be presumed
to have reasonably feared imminent death when someone forcibly tries to enter his
occupied vehicle.)

Garibay in the District Court of Columbia is another case involving assault on a
spouse. Prior bad acts against the spouse were admitted. The case does not stand for the
proposition that a domestic violence expert is relevant or prior bad acts are admissible
when a third party is the victim.

CONCLUSION
The State argues that Robert Hall's "controlling and jealous behavior" warrants
expert testimony on the issue of domestic violence and is evidence of prior bad acts to
show motive against a third party. The fact that the State is relying on repetitive phone
calls from one spouse to another, hearsay within hearsay of what other people say Kandi
Hall said, and unsubstantiated bruises show a lack of reliability of the evidence. The first
prong of 404(b) analysis cannot be met. State v. Pepcorn, 152 Idaho 678 (2012). This is
not a case of understanding the significance of gang colors and gang culture as in State v.

Almaraz, 2012 WL 1948499 (2012). There is evidence available that the State may
properly elicit to prove motive regarding the affair between Kandi Hall and Emmett
Corrigan. A domestic violence expert witness is not necessary to explain how
circumstances of the affair could create motive for ill will between Robert Hall and
Emmett Corrigan. For the reasons set forth above, Mr. Hall respectfully requests that this
Court deny the State's Motion.
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Homicide 203 ~1184

certified for publication with the exception
of Parts V and VI.

203 Homicide
2031X Evidence
~3IX(G) Weight and Sufficiency
203kl 176 Commission of or Participation
in Act by Accused; Identity
203kl 184 k. Miscellaneous particular
circumstances. Most Cited Cases

Review Denied March 14, 2012.
Background: Defendant was convicted in the Superior Court, Placer County, No. 62063328,Mark S.
Qmy, J., of first-degree murder of his wife and
found to have used a firearm in the commission of
the crime. Defendant appealed.
Holdings: The Court of Appeal, Hoch, J., held that:
ill evidence was sufficient to establish that defendant
killed his wife with a firearm, and thus to support
murder conviction and firearm enhancements;
ill victim's statements regarding her fear as to what
defendant husband would do if she left him or otherwise acted against his wishes were admissible;
victim' statements regarding her fear of her defendant husband were not unduly prejudicial;
(1) prejudicial effect of murder victim's statements
after defendant kicked dog to death did not outweigh
the probative value of the statements;
defendant's statements to detectives, in which he
admitted to kicking family dog but denied causing
the animal's death, were admissible as evidence of
domestic violence;
® domestic violence expert's testimony regarding
abusive relationships was admissible; and
any error by prosecutor in asking domestic violence expert about her experience with police officer
abusers was not prejudicial.

m

m

ill Criminal Law 110 €;;;;;;,494
llQ Criminal Law
11 OXVII Evidence
11 OXVII(R) Opinion Evidence
l 10k492 Effect of Opinion Evidence
11 Ok494 k. Experts. Most Cited Cases

~ 8. l 105(b) and 8.1110, this opinion is

m

West Headnotes

Sentencing and Punishment 350H ~323

350H Sentencing and Punishment
350HII Sentencing Proceedings in General
350HI1(F) Evidence
350Hk323 k. Sufficiency. Most Cited Cas-

Evidence was sufficient to establish that defendant killed his wife with a firearm, and thus to support
murder conviction and firearm enhancements, despite
defendant's claim that hole in victim's head could
have come from a pickax after she was buried; forensic anthropology experts testified that hole in skull
was consistent with a shot from a large caliber handgun and was sustained at or about the time of death,
defendant possessed such a handgun and admitted to
offering to give decedent a ride on morning she disappeared, there was a history of abuse in their marriage, defendant had a motive and opportunity to kill
decedent, and there was evidence of defendant's
"cold" and "aloof' demeanor following the killing.

ill Criminal Law 110 €;;;;;;,1159.6
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mind or body. Most Cited Cases

.ll.Q Criminal Law
11 OXXIV Review
11 OXXIV(P) Verdicts
11 Ok 1159 Conclusiveness of Verdict
l lOkl 159.6 k. Circumstantial evidence.
Most Cited Cases
Although it is the duty of the jury to acquit a defendant if it finds that circumstantial evidence is susceptible of two interpretations, one of which suggests
guilt and the other innocence, it is the jury, not the
appellate court which must be convinced of the defendant's guilt beyond a reasonable doubt.

LlJ Criminal Law 110 €=>1159.6

Homicide 203 €=>960
203 Homicide
203 IX Evidence
203IX(D) Admissibility in General
203k953 Circumstances Preceding Act
203k960 k. Declarations of victim.
Most Cited Cases
Evidence of a murder victim's fear of the defendant is admissible when the victim's state of mind is
relevant to an element of the offense; such evidence
is also admissible when the defendant claims that the
victim has behaved in a manner inconsistent with that
fear. West's Ann.Cal.Evid.Code § 1250 .

.ll.Q Criminal Law
1 IOXXIV Review
I IOXXIV(P) Verdicts
11 Ok 1159 Conclusiveness of Verdict
I I Ok 1159 .6 k. Circumstantial evidence.
Most Cited Cases
The Court of Appeal must affirm the judgment if
the circumstances reasonably justify the jury's finding
of guilt regardless of whether it believes the circumstances might also reasonably be reconciled with a
contrary finding.

H.l Criminal Law 110 €=>419(2.20)
.ll.Q Criminal Law

1fil Criminal Law 110 €=>419(2.20)
.ll.Q Criminal Law
11 OXVll Evidence
1lOXVll(N) Hearsay
I I Ok4 l 9 Hearsay in General
11 Ok4 l 9(2.20} k. Then-existing state of
mind or body. Most Cited Cases
A statement which does not directly declare a
mental state, but is merely circumstantial evidence of
that state of mind, is not hearsay, as it is not received
for the truth of the matter stated, but rather whether
the statement is true or not, the fact such statement
was made is relevant to a determination of the declarant's state of mind.

11 oxvn Evidence
11 OXVIl(N) Hearsay
11 Ok4 I 9 Hearsay in General
11 Ok4 I 9(2.20) k. Then-existing state of
mind or body. Most Cited Cases

lZl Criminal Law 110 €=>419(2.20)

A prerequisite to the state of mind hearsay exception is that the declarant's mental state or conduct
be placed in issue. West's Ann.Cal.Evid.Code § 1250.

11 oxvn Evidence
I IOXVll{N} Hearsay
11 Ok419 Hearsay in General
11 Ok419(2.20) k. Then-existing state of
mind or body. Most Cited Cases

.ll.Q Criminal Law

~ Criminal Law 110 €=>419(2.20)

.ll.Q Criminal Law
11 OXVII Evidence
11 OXVIl(N) Hearsay
I 10k419 Hearsay in General
11 Ok419(2.20) k. Then-existing state of

A statement which does not directly declare a
mental state, but is merely circumstantial evidence of
that state of mind, must be relevant to be admissible;
the declarant's state of mind must be in issue.

.Lfil Criminal Law 110 €=>673(2)
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l!Ql Criminal Law 110 ~338(7)
1lQ Criminal Law
I IOXX Trial
11 OXX(C) Reception of Evidence
11 Ok673 Effect of Admission
I 10k673(2) k. Restriction to special
purpose in general. Most Cited Cases

A limiting instruction is required with declarations used as circumstantial evidence of the declarant's mental state; that is, the declaration is not received for the truth of the matter stated and can only
be used for the limited purpose for which it is offered.

121 Criminal Law 110 C=419(2.20)
1lQ Criminal Law
I IOXVII Evidence
11 OXVII(N) Hearsay
11 Ok419 Hearsay in General
11 Ok419(2.20) k. Then-existing state of
mind or body. Most Cited Cases

Homicide 203 tC:=>960
203 Homicide
203IX Evidence
203IX(D) Admissibility in General
203k953 Circumstances Preceding Act
203k960 k. Declarations of victim.
Most Cited Cases
Victim's mental state was placed at issue in her
husband's murder trial such that victim's statements
regarding her fear as to what defendant husband
would do if she left him or otherwise acted against
his wishes were admissible; People's theory of the
case was that victim's overall unhappiness in the marriage and fear of defendant caused her to finally decide to leave him and take the children with her
which allegedly provided defendant with a motive t~
kill her, and defendant suggested to homicide detectives on several occasions that victim either committed suicide or simply abandoned him and the children
such that the People were entitled to elicit victim's
statements of fear to refute defendant's claim that she
behaved in a manner inconsistent with that fear.
West's Ann.Cal.Evid.Code § 1250.

1lQ Criminal Law
11 OXVU Evidence
l lOXVII(D) Facts in Issue and Relevance
I 10k338 Relevancy in General
I 10k338(7) k. Evidence calculated to
create prejudice against or sympathy for accused.
Most Cited Cases

Murder victim' statements regarding her fear of
her defendant husband were not unduly prejudicial;
only conduct attributed to defendant in the statements
is that he told victim that he would be able to keep
the children if she were to leave him because of his
position in law enforcement, and while the statements
generally portrayed defendant as a controlling husband, expressed victim's fear of "what might happen"
if she left him or otherwise went against his wishes,
and asserted that there would be "hell to pay" if she
did so, they did not describe any specific incident in
which wife actually paid the price for going against
his wishes, and court gave a clear limiting instruction
regarding the use of the evidence. West's
Ann.Cal.Evid.Code §§ 352, 1250.
--

l!ll Criminal Law 110 C=338(7)
llQ Criminal Law
11 OXVII Evidence
11 OXVII(D) Facts in Issue and Relevance
I 10k338 Relevancy in General
I 10k338(7) k. Evidence calculated to
create prejudice against or sympathy for accused.
Most Cited Cases
In determining whether an out-of-court statement
offered as circumstantial evidence of the victim's
state of mind should be excluded as unduly prejudicial, the trial court may consider such things as the
prejudicial nature of the conduct attributed to the
defendant, the demeanor of the declarant as described
by the witnesses and other circumstances attendant to
the making of the statement, and whether the circumstances of the statement are such that the jury will be
unable to follow the limiting instruction; if the court
concludes that the jury will be unable to use the evidence solely within is limitations, the court should
exercise its discretion and exclude the evidence.
West's Ann.Cal.Evid.Code §§ 352.
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l!1l Homicide 203 €;::::)960
203 Homicide
203IX Evidence
203IX(D) Admissibility in General
203k953 Circumstances Preceding Act
203k960 k. Declarations of victim.
Most Cited Cases
Murder victim's statements concerning husband
defendant's assault on dog, including statements to
her brother that she was starting to feel threatened at
home, and she was worried for her safety and for the
safety of her children, were admissible at murder trial
as circumstantial evidence of her state of mind.
West's Ann.Cal.Evid.Code § 110 I.

lLl.l Criminal Law 110 €;::::)338(7)
1..lQ Criminal Law
I I OXVII Evidence
J IOXVII(D) Facts in Issue and Relevance
1 l0k338 Relevancy in General
11 Ok338(7) k. Evidence calculated to
create prejudice against or sympathy for accused.
Most Cited Cases

Prejudicial effect of murder victim's statements
after defendant husband kicked dog to death did not
outweigh the probative value of the statements,
which were highly probative of her fear of defendant,
both for herself and for her children, shortly before
she disappeared, and thus statements were admissible
at murder trial; victim's fear was inconsistent with
defendant's theory that she simply abandoned him
and the children, and jury would have understood that
the statement was not entirely based on personal
knowledge, as veterinarian did not know whether the
dog died from being kicked, but defendant had admitted to kicking the dog such that the jury could reasonably have used defendant's admission for its truth,
and limited its use of victim's statement to prove her
state of mind. West's Ann.Cal.Evid.Code §§ 352,
1101.

1.lil Criminal Law 110 (:;;;;)368.28
llQ Criminal Law
11 OXVII Evidence

I lOXVll(F) Other Misconduct by Accused
I lOXVll(F)2 Admissibility in Prosecutions
for Particular Offenses in General
11 Ok368.28 k. Homicide, mayhem, and
assault with intent to kill. Most Cited Cases
Criminal Law 110 ~371.13

llQ Criminal Law
11 OXVII Evidence
I lOXVJI(F) Other Misconduct by Accused
11 OXVI I(F)6 Other Misconduct Showing
Motive
110k371.13 k. Homicide, mayhem, and
assault with intent to kill. Most Cited Cases
Murder defendant's statements to detectives, in
which he admitted to kicking family dog but denied
causing the animal's death, were admissible as domestic violence evidence at trial for murder of defendant's wife; assault on the family dog amounted to
abuse committed against defendant's wife and children, who witnessed the violent assault, and amounted to domestic violence, and statements were admissible to prove motive and to prove defendant's propensity
to
commit
the
murder.
West's
Ann.Cal.Evid.Code §§ 1101, J109(a)(I), (d)(3),
1220; West's Ann.Cal.Fam.Code §§ 6203, 6211;
West's Ann.Cal.Penal Code§ 13700.
See Cal. Jur. 3d. Criminal law: Trial. § 556; 1
Witkin. Cal. Evidence (4th ed. 2000) Circumstantial
Evidence. § 98.
l!fil Criminal Law 110 ~410.10

ill Criminal Law
11 OXVII Evidence
11 OXVII(M) Statements, Confessions, and
Admissions by or on Behalf of Accused
11 OXVII(M)2 Hearsay
11 Ok4 I 0.10 k. In general. Most Cited

Evidence of a statement made by a defendant in
a criminal action is not made inadmissible by the
hearsay rule when offered against that defendant, and
may therefore be admitted for the truth of the matter
asserted in the statement. West's Ann.Cal.Evid.Code
§ 1220.

J1fil Criminal Law 110 €;;:;w368.16
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Motive

ll.Q Criminal Law
11 OXVll Evidence
l l OXVIl(F) Other Misconduct by Accused
11 OXVll(F)2 Admissibility in Prosecutions
for Particular Offenses in General
11 Ok368. I 6 k. In general. Most Cited

Where a defendant is charged with a violent
crime and has or had a previous relationship with a
victim, prior assaults upon the same victim, when
offered on disputed issues, such as identity, intent,
motive, etcetera, are admissible based solely upon the
consideration of identical perpetrator and victim
without resort to a distinctive modus operandi analysis of other factors. West's Ann.Cal.Evid.Code §
ll.QJ_.

1!11 Criminal Law 110 €;::;;;;>342

110k37l.13 k. Homicide, mayhem, and
assault with intent to kill. Most Cited Cases

Criminal Law 110 €;::;;;;>372,40

ll.Q Criminal Law
I IOXVU Evidence
I IOXVII(F) Other Misconduct by Accused
I IOXVII(F) IO Other Misconduct Showing
Identity
11 Ok372.40 k. Homicide, mayhem, and
assault with intent to kill. Most Cited Cases
Evidence of defendant's prior acts of domestic
violence against his wife, including defendant's
statements regarding his assault on the family dog,
was highly probative of motive and identity and thus
admissible at defendant's trial for murder of his wife,
despite the prejudicial effective of the evidence.
West's Ann.Cal.Evid.Code § 352.

ll.Q Criminal Law
I I OXVll Evidence
l lOXVll(D) Facts in Issue and Relevance
11 Ok342 k. Motive or absence of motive.
Most Cited Cases

Criminal Law 110 ~372.28

.Ll2l Criminal Law 110 €;::;;;;>342
ll.Q Criminal Law
11 OXVTI Evidence
I IOXVIl(D) Facts in Issue and Relevance
11 Ok342 k. Motive or absence of motive.
Most Cited Cases

ll.Q Criminal Law
11 OXVTI Evidence
11 OXVII(F) Other Misconduct by Accused
11 OXVIl(F) IO Other Misconduct Showing
Identity
I 10k372.28 k. In general. Most Cited

In a case where the identity of a person who
commits a crime is attempted to be proven by circumstantial evidence, evidence of a motive on the
part of a defendant charged is always a subject of
proof, and the fact of motive particularly material.

1201 Criminal Law 110 €;::;;;;>476
Evidence showing quarrels, antagonism or enmity between an accused and the victim of a violent
offense is proof of motive to commit the offense;
likewise, evidence of threats of violence by an accused against the victim of an offense of violence is
proof of the identity of the offender.

llQ Criminal Law
11 OXVIJ Evidence
I JOXVJT(R) Opinion Evidence
110k468 Subjects of Expert Testimony
11Ok476 k. Cause and effect. Most Cited Cases

.L!fil Criminal Law 110 €;::;;;;>371 .13
Criminal Law 110 ~1169.9

ll.Q Criminal Law
11 OXVII Evidence
11 OXVII(F) Other Misconduct by Accused
11 OXVII(F)6 Other Misconduct Showing

llQ Criminal Law
l lOXXIV Review
11 OXXIV(Q) Harmless and Reversible Error
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l lOkl 169 Admission of Evidence
l lOkl 169.9 k. Opinion evidence. Most
Cited Cases
Testimony by veterinarian and by forensic anthropology expert, who both stated that they could
not identify cause of family dog's death, while irrelevant, did not prejudice defendant at trial for the murder of his wife, as testimony was consistent with defendant's claim that the dog died from poisoning, and
in no way suggested that he died from a violent assault by defendant.

J1!.l Criminal Law 110 €;;:;;;>474.4(3)
llQ_ Criminal Law

11 oxvn Evidence
11 OXVll(R) Opinion Evidence
l 10k468 Subjects of Expert Testimony
11 Ok474.4 Character Traits or Profiles;
Syndromes
l 10k474.4(3) k. Battered or abused
women, spouses, or domestic partners. Most Cited
Cases

Domestic violence expert's testimony was admissible at defendant's trial for the murder of his
wife; victim's credibility was at issue, as she had stated on numerous occasions that she was afraid of defendant, and expert's testimony was necessary to disabuse jurors of commonly-held misconceptions about
victims of domestic violence and explain why victim's act in staying with defendant was not inconsistent
with
her
stated
fear.
West's
Ann.Cal.Evid.Code §§ 801, 1107.
(22( Criminal Law 110 €;;:;;;>2040
llQ_ Criminal Law

11 oxxxr Counsel
11 OXXXI(D) Duties and Obligations of Prosecuting Attorneys
11 OXXXI(D )5 Presentation of Evidence
11 Ok2039 Examination of Witnesses
Other Than Accused
11 Ok2040 k. In general. Most Cited

Domestic violence expert's testimony at defendant's trial for the murder of his wife, at which expert

testified that domestic violence victims "know the
most lethal time in [their] life is right when they
leave, and they have to be incredibly careful during
that period of time, and they are putting themselves
and their kids at risk," did not constitute prosecutorial
misconduct, although the testimony exceeded the
limits imposed by the trial court, which had explained
that expert could not testify that time of separation "is
the particular time when the abuser would kill the
victim," prosecutor informed expert prior to her testimony that she was not allowed to testify ''that victims of domestic violence are killed purposefully at a
particular point in time," and question that triggered
improper testimony was "why don't victims of abuse
just leave," which was properly aimed at dispelling
common misconception that it is easy for victims to
leave
an
abusive
relationship.
West's
Ann.Cal.Evid.Code §§ 80 l, 1107.
(23( Criminal Law 110 C=2040
llQ_ Criminal Law

11 OXXXI Counsel
11 OXXXI(D) Duties and Obligations of Prosecuting Attorneys
110XXX1{D)5 Presentation of Evidence
11 Ok2039 Examination of Witnesses
Other Than Accused
11 Ok2040 k. ln general. Most Cited

It is misconduct for a prosecutor to intentionally
elicit inadmissible testimony.
(24( Criminal Law 110 C=2040
1...lQ Criminal Law

l lOXXXI Counsel
11 OXXXJ(D) Duties and Obligations of Prosecuting Attorneys
l l0XXX1(D)5 Presentation of Evidence
11 Ok2039 Examination of Witnesses
Other Than Accused
11 Ok2040 k. In general. Most Cited

Prosecutor's misstep during murder trial, in following up initial question to domestic violence expert
regarding whether certain abusers have more education regarding domestic violence with question as to
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whether her experience with police officer abusers
changed any of the types of abuse she had already
discussed, did not rise to the level of prosecutorial
misconduct at defendant's trial for the murder of his
wife, although testimony specifically referred to police officers and was not aimed at elucidating victim
conduct in order to dispel any common misconception, defendant had worked as a dog handler for the
sheriffs department, and court had told prosecutor
that it would be inappropriate "to give the jury hypotheticals that involve actual facts from this trial."
West's Ann.Cal.Evict.Code§§ 801, 1107.
1251 Criminal Law 110 ~474.4(3)

llQ Criminal Law
l lOXVII Evidence
11 OXVII(R) Opinion Evidence
11 Ok468 Subjects of Expert Testimony
110k474.4 Character Traits or Profiles;
Syndromes
I 10k474.4(3) k. Battered or abused
women, spouses, or domestic partners. Most Cited
Cases

llQ Criminal Law
11 OX VII Evidence
l lOXVH(R) Opinion Evidence
I 10k468 Subjects of Expert Testimony
l 10k474.4 Character Traits or Profiles;
Syndromes
I 10k474.4(3) k. Battered or abused
women, spouses, or domestic partners. Most Cited
Cases
Domestic violence expert's testimony concerning
animal abuse in general was properly admitted at
defendant's trial for the murder of his wife; testimony
about animal abuse was part of expert's general testimony about the types of abuses that may or may not
exist in abusive relationships, and without the testimony, the jury might not have understood that abusing an animal is taken to be a form of threat to the
victim, which would cause the victim to be afraid of
leaving the relationship. West's Ann.Cal.Evict.Code
~,1!07.
f28f Criminal Law 110 €=>1171.8(1)

llQ Criminal Law
Expert testimony on domestic violence may include general descriptions of abuser behavior in order
to explain the victim's actions in light of the abusive
conduct.
1261 Criminal Law 110 ~1037.1(3)

llQ Criminal Law
l lOXXIV Review
l IOXXIV(E) Presentation and Reservation in
Lower Court of Grounds of Review
I IOXXIV(E)I In General
11Ok1037 Arguments and Conduct of
Counsel
I 10kJ037. I In General
I 10kl037.1(3) k. Presentation of
evidence. Most Cited Cases
Murder defendant failed to claim at trial that
prosecutor's act in eliciting testimony about animal
abuse constituted misconduct, and thus could not so
complain on appeal.
1271 Criminal Law 110 ~474.4(3)

11 OXXIV Review
l lOXXIV(Q) Harmless and Reversible Error
I IOkl 171 Arguments and Conduct of
Counsel
11 Ok 1171.8 Presentation of Evidence
I IOkl 171.8(1) k. In general. Most
Cited Cases
Any error by prosecutor in asking domestic violence expert about her experience with police officer
abusers was not prejudicial to defendant, who was a
former sheriffs department employee on trial for the
murder of his wife; all inquiry into police officers as
abusers was promptly shut down by the trial court,
court admonished jury that testimony about abuse
was "not evidence, however, that the defendant was
an abuser or that he killed" victim and that the jury
could consider the testimony for the limited purpose
of determining whether wife's conduct "was not inconsistent with the conduct of someone who has been
abused and in evaluating the believability of her
statements," and, to the extent the jury relied on expert's testimony to conclude defendant abused his
wife, and therefore had a motive to kill her, other
evidence would likely have yielded the same conclusion. West's Ann.Cal.Evict.Code§§ 801, 1107.
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**929 Riordan & Horgan, Dennis P. Riordan and
Donald M. Horgan, San Francisco, for Defendant and
Appellant.

Edmund G. Brown Jr., Attorney General, Dane R.
Gillette and Michael P. Farrell, Assistant Attorneys
General, Carlos A. Martinez and Jennevee H. De
Guzman, Deputy Attorneys General, for Plaintiff and
Respondent.
HOCH,J.
*867 In 1982, Janet Kovacich disappeared after
telling her husband that she was leaving him and taking their two young children with her. The *868 husband, defendant Paul Ralph Kovacich, Jr., was controlling and abusive in the marriage; he admitted to
cheating on her and was seen in the arms of another
woman within two days of her disappearance; he
played no active role in searching for her despite the
fact that he was a trained dog handler with the Placer
County Sheriff's Department; and he told his new
girlfriend that his wife "wasn't coming back." In
1995, a portion of Janet's skull was discovered near
Rollins Lake, a place defendant had experience patrolling. The skull, which was not determined to be
Janet's until 2007, had a hole that was consistent with
an entrance wound caused by a gunshot from a large
caliber handgun, similar to the weapon defendant had
been issued as a law enforcement officer.
More than 26 years after Janet's disappearance, a
jury convicted defendant of first degree murder and
found that he personally used a firearm during the
commission of the crime. The trial court sentenced
defendant to state prison for an indeterminate term of
25 years to life plus a consecutive determinate term
of two years for the firearm enhancement.
On appeal, defendant raises several contentions
challenging the conviction: (I) the evidence was insufficient to support the conviction; (2) the trial court
committed reversible error by admitting out-of-court
statements that Janet feared defendant; (3) the trial
court committed reversible error by admitting out-ofcourt statements that defendant kicked the family dog
to death; (4) the trial court prejudicially erred by allowing expert testimony on intimate partner abuse
and the prosecution engaged in misconduct by eliciting certain responses from the expert that violated an
in limine ruling; (5) defendant's trial counsel rendered

ineffective assistance by failing to proffer certain
evidence purported to undermine the prosecution's
case; and (6) the trial court prejudicially erred by
excluding evidence that the chief investigator harbored a bias against defendant and by refusing a requested instruction that would have highlighted the
defense theory that the murder investigation was not
conducted in good faith. We disagree with each contention and affirm the judgment.
**930 FACTS
The circumstantial nature of the evidence requires that we set forth the facts of this case in unusual detail. We do so in the light most favorable to
the verdict, resolving all conflicts in its favor.
(People v. Ochoa (1993) 6 Cal.4th 1199, 1206, 26
Cal.Rptr.2d 23, 864 P.2d I 03; People v. Vu (2006)
143 Cal.App.4th 1009, 1013, 49 Cal.Rptr.3d 765.)
*869 Background
Defendant and Janet were married in 1973. Janet's parents, Leo and Jean Gregoire, did not approve
of Janet's relationship with defendant and did not
attend the wedding.FN 1 The marriage produced two
children. Kristi was born in 1975. John was born in
1977. The family moved to Auburn in 1980.

FN I. For simplicity, members of the
Gregoire family will be referred to by their
first names or by their relationship to Janet.
Defendant worked as a sergeant in the Placer
County Sheriff's Department. He received a bachelor's degree in police science, completed a master's
thesis entitled, "Case Study of the Development of a
Police K-9 Unit," and was certified as a dog handler
by the Commission on Peace Officers Standards and
Training. Janet was primarily responsible for raising
the children and was a devoted and loving mother. As
Joyce White-Janoski, one of her closest friends, recalled: ''She had a very strong bond with [her children]. She was always hugging them. They would be
sitting on her lap. She-her children were very important to her. She built her life around her children."
Janet's older brother, Gary Gregoire, observed: "She
loved her children, and that was very, very, very important to her. You can tell by the photos we just
went through, Janet just loved the kids, and they were
very-that was the most important thing in her life
[was] her two children." Glenda Shields, one of Janet's neighbors, also recalled: "She was very caring,
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very devoted to her children, spent a lot of time playing with them, interacting with them."
Marital Relationship
The relationship between defendant and Janet
was marred by marital discord, including verbal and
physical abuse. Defendant routinely called Janet
"stupid shit" and spoke to her in a demeaning tone.
He also criticized Janet's physical appearance, particularly the size of her breasts, something she was
"very self-conscious about."

At times, defendant's disparaging words turned
into physical violence. On several occasions, Janet
was observed with bruises on her arms. On one occasion, while White-Janoski was at their house, defendant hit Janet with a large metal utility chain. On
another occasion, while boating at Rollins Lake, what
began as a water fight ended with a welt on Janet's
leg as defendant threw handfuls of mud at her while
she begged him to stop. On another boating trip, defendant's close friend, Steven Kassis, cut his foot on
some trash Janet had left on the boat; defendant responded by angrily shoving her into the water.
*870 Defendant also exercised control over the
marriage. According to defendant's own account of
the marriage, he "took the role of a parent" with respect to Janet. Janet confirmed that she felt as though
defendant "treated her more like his daughter rather
than his wife." During the fall of 1979, Janet took a
human sexuality course at Sierra College and confided in her instructor that defendant was "very demanding and controlling," but that she **931 was too
afraid to leave him at that time because she thought
defendant's position in law enforcement would enable
him to keep the children. According to Elaine Cunningham, one of Janet's neighbors, Janet was "very
nervous all the time," particularly when defendant
was on his way home because she "needed to be
home when he came home."

In 1980, Janet's brother Gary took some leave
time from his service in the Army to visit his parents.
During the visit, Gary and Janet went out to lunch
together. As they drove to the restaurant, defendant
pulled them over in his patrol car. Janet was "very
nervous" as defendant approached the car. When
Gary asked why he had been pulled over, defendant
responded that "he could pull [Gary] over when he
wanted to," and that if Gary disagreed, defendant

could "find something wrong with the car" and write
him a ticket. Gary did not argue with defendant, who
walked back to his patrol car and waited for Gary to
drive away. Gary and Janet continued to the restaurant, where Janet told her brother that she was "concerned" about her marriage to defendant and felt as
though he monitored her movements.
In December 1981, Janet told Gary that "she
didn't feel like she loved [defendant] anymore, that
the relationship was not what she wanted in her life."
She also said that she planned to leave defendant and
was embarrassed by the fact that her family had
warned her not to marry him. At the beginning of
1982, she told Gary that "she wished that she would
have gone to school and gotten her degree and did
things like that." Around this time period, she also
told one of her friends, Christine Milam, that she was
"miserable" in her marriage, "afraid" of defendant,
and that she "wanted to leave [him]." Milam witnessed firsthand defendant's controlling and abusive
behavior during a trip to the movie theater with Janet,
Milam's son, and Janet's children. As Milam described: "[Defendant] followed [them] all the way to
the movies, and he came barreling up in his truck
behind [them]. He jumped out of the truck, grabbed
ahold of [Janet], was screaming profanities at her."
Milam held her son and Janet's children away from
the confrontation while defendant dragged Janet a
short distance. Janet was "[c ]rying, upset, scared to
death."
Death ofthe Family Dog
Defendant's abusive behavior extended to the
family dog. He and Janet owned two German Shepherds, Adolph and Fuzz. Adolph was defendant's
*871 police dog and Fuzz was the family dog. In
August 1982, about a month before Janet disappeared, Fuzz was taken to the veterinary clinic in
critical condition. The dog died on the examination
table, "reflexively gasping [for air] because its brain
[was] deprived of oxygen and blood." As defendant
explained the events leading up to Fuzz's death, the
dog got into some garbage and defendant kicked the
dog several times in order to discipline the animal.
He admitted that he "went overboard," but denied
causing the dog's death. He also admitted that Janet
and the children witnessed the assault, as they had on
numerous prior occasions.

Janet believed that Fuzz's death was caused by
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the beating. In tears, she told her brother Gary about
the dog's death and explained that "she was starting
to feel threatened at home, and she was worried for
her safety, and she was worried for Kristi and John."
At a Placer County Deputy Sheriffs Association
barbeque, Janet cried as she told Gail Easter, the wife
of another Placer County Sheriffs Department sergeant, that defendant had kicked the dog to death and
that she was **932 "very frightened" of defendant.
She also told Frances Myres and Glenda Shields, two
of her neighbors, that defendant had kicked the dog
to death. Myres described her demeanor as "very sad
and very upset." Shields described it as "hysterical,
crying, extremely distraught."
Janet's Decision to Leave Defendant
Janet decided to leave defendant shortly after
Fuzz's death. While she had left defendant twice before, this time her resolve appeared to be stronger.
She enrolled in pre-nursing courses at Sierra College
two days after the dog died. Janet also called a close
friend, Kim Johnson, discussed her marital problems,
asked how Johnson had ended her marriage, and
asked for the name of Johnson's divorce attorney. She
then asked whether she could stay with Johnson,
which left Johnson with the impression that she was
"setting up a network of places she could go if she
left [defendant]."

Janet also told her friend White-Janoski: "I'm finally going to leave [defendant]. I am really going to
do it this time." She explained that she wanted to
leave because defendant was demeaning and abusive
towards her, and that she also planned to take the
children when she left. Janet talked about going back
to school and sounded "more confident" and "more
like her old self." About the same time, Janet began
researching the prospect of removing Kristi and John
from their current school, St. Joseph's Catholic
School, and placing them in a different private
school, Forest Lake Christian School.
About a week later, Janet called her brother Gary
and informed him that she planned to leave defendant, go back to school, and move herself and the *872
children out of the house they shared with defendant.
She also told Gary that she planned to change the
children's school. According to Gary, his sister
sounded "more sure of herself' during this conversation.

The Days Leading up to Janet's Disappearance
In September 1982, six days before she disappeared, Janet had breast augmentation surgery. Janet
was "bright and cheerful" and told the surgeon that
she would be enrolling her children in a new school
the following week, and would be going "back to
college herself." Following the procedure, she was
informed that recovery would take at least six weeks,
and that she should restrict the movement of her arms
and refrain from driving. The next day, Janet returned
to the surgeon for a follow-up appointment and
seemed "pleased with the results." Two days before
she disappeared, Janet told a friend, Jeannette Baldwin, that she was "excited about going back to
school" and also mentioned that she was transferring
her children from St. Joseph's to Forest Lake, but
"was anticipating a conflict" with defendant.

The day before Janet disappeared, which was the
day after Labor Day and the first day of school at St.
Joseph's, Janet spoke to Janice Reynolds-Gage, another parent at the school who had left an abusive
relationship of her own. Janet shared that "she felt
emotionally and mentally abused, that there was
taunting going on in her relationship about her appearance," that she "had some plastic surgery done
and was going, to have further plastic surgery done"
because "she was feeling fairly low in self-esteem,"
and that she was "frightened" of defendant and "considered filing a restraining order against [him]." That
night, Janet spoke to her neighbor Myres on the
phone and told her that she was "excited about going
[to school], anxious to get going on it, and looking
forward to a new phase in her life, a career, and
**933 the fun of going back to school and a career
and making something important of herself."
Meanwhile, during the early morning hours the
day before Janet disappeared, defendant had finished
his Labor Day shift patrolling the California State
Fair and was attending a law enforcement party in
celebration of "getting through the fair." At the party,
defendant was seen "embracing and kissing" another
woman. This was not the first time defendant had
ventured outside the marriage. Defendant himself
admitted to having sexual encounters of the "one
night stand" variety with other women.
Janet's Disappearance
On September 8, 1982, the morning Janet disappeared, her children were picked up for school
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around 8:00 a.m. by Brenda Kreh, one of Janet's
neighbors and participant in a multi-family carpool
arrangement. Around *873 9:00 a.m., Janet called
Forest Lake Christian School and told Marion Entz,
the registrar, that she wanted to enroll her children in
the school, but because of her recent surgery, she
could not drive herself and would need to call back to
schedule an appointment when she had secured a
ride. About an hour later, Janet called back, told Entz
that she had found a ride to the school, and scheduled
an appointment for 11: 10 a.m. Janet neither showed
up for the appointment nor cancelled it. She was never seen again.
According to defendant's version of the morning's events, told to homicide detectives a week later,
after the children were picked up for school, Janet
went upstairs to their master bedroom, where defendant was still in bed, and began to do her hair and
makeup in the master bathroom. She then started
yelling about her father "going out on [her] mother"
and "drinking again." Defendant told her to "give the
guy a break," and said, "he's got cancer.... I'm sure he
doesn't have all that much longer to live." He then got
up and began to get ready for the day.
According to defendant, a short time later, Janet
told defendant that she was "unhappy" with their
marriage, but offered no specific grievances. Defendant, feeling "a little cocky" because "a couple girls
looked at [him]" while he was at the State Fair, suggested that they get a divorce. As defendant explained, he wanted to "beat her to the punch and ...
mentally push her in a comer to see how serious" she
was about leaving. After some "vague back and
forth," Janet agreed to a divorce and they calmly discussed property division, custody of the children, and
visitation rights. After a pause in the discussion, Janet
brought up changing the children's school from St.
Joseph's to Forest Lake. Defendant nonchalantly
agreed, "again pushing her in a comer." Janet then
made two phone calls to Forest Lake. After the first
phone call, defendant offered to drive Janet to the
school, but she refused explaining that she would get
her own ride. She then called the school again and
scheduled an appointment for 11: 15 a.m. Defendant
assumed that Janet's mother would be taking her to
the appointment and left to run some errands.
The next time defendant's location was confirmed by a witness was after 11 :30 a.m. at his gym.

This was according to an aerobics instructor who
testified that she saw him at the gym either before or
after her two aerobics classes, which ran from 9:00 to
11 :30 a.m. FNl Defendant was then seen between
12:00 p.m. and 12:30 p.m., **934 when he stopped
by the jail to check his mailbox.
FN2. Because defendant's own timeline of
events places him at home prior to and during Janet's two phone calls to Forest Lake,
this would preclude him from being at the
gym before 9:00 a.m.
Around 3:00 p.m., Kreh drove the children home
from school and saw defendant outside washing his
truck. Defendant asked: "Is Janet with you?" *874
Then he said: "Oh, no. She wouldn't be. That's right.
She's with her mother." Around 4:00 p.m., defendant
called Forest Lake and angrily demanded: "Where's
my wife?" Entz explained that Janet never made it to
the appointment. About the same time, defendant
called their neighbor Myres and asked whether "she
had seen Janet or seen anything like cars leaving the
house." Myres responded in the negative. Around
7:00 p.m., Entz called defendant to check on Janet.
Defendant said: "I think she might be at her mother's.
She often goes there." Around 8:00 p.m., defendant
called Janet's parents' house, and spoke to Janet's
father. Janet was not there.
Janet's mother worked as the vice principal at
San Juan High School in Citrus Heights. The school's
principal testified that she was present at the school
on September 8, 1982. He also explained that the first
few weeks of school was a "very busy time" for administrators, requiring them to work "10, 11 hours
each day trying to get the kids in classes, get them
registered, get schedules out, talking to parents, just
making all the adjustments in the schedule that have
to occur." That night, Janet's mother also had a meeting with parents regarding the school's new attendance policy.
The Days Following Janet's Disappearance
On September 9, 1982, defendant went to work

at the jail and calmly informed Sergeant Stephen
Butts that his wife was missing. He stated that there
was a "minor altercation" over changing the children's school, that Janet "advised him that she was
upset with her role in life," and that "she wanted to
separate." In front of Butts, defendant called Janet's
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mother on the phone, asked if she knew where Janet
was, and told Butts that she was not with her mother.
Defendant then told Butts that Janet was "depressed
over her plastic surgery" and that "she may have
committed suicide." Despite this dire suggestion,
defendant told Butts to "hold off on filing a report to
see ifhe could locate her."

If defendant was attempting to locate his wife, he
kept it a secret from friends and neighbors. Aside
from the handful of inquiries recounted above, defendant neither asked whether anyone had seen Janet
nor asked for help finding her. When Reynolds-Gage
found out that Janet was missing, she called defendant to see if there was anything she could do to help.
He responded: "I don't need anything. We've got it
covered." However, despite being a trained dog handler, he never participated in the search that was conducted in the days following his wife's disappearance.
Nor did defendant show concern for his wife
during this time period. He missed no days of work
following Janet's disappearance and the children
missed no days of school. The aerobics instructor
who provided defendant *875 with a partial alibi for
the morning Janet disappeared spoke to him after
learning of her disappearance and expressed her concern. Defendant responded: " Remember, I was here
that day." His demeanor was "cold" and "aloof,"
showing " no apparent concern for his wife." Defendant's friend Kassis also described his demeanor
as "nonemotional" when talking about his wife. Defendant told Kassis that Janet "just left" and mentioned that he believed her parents had something to
do with her disappearance. He also said that "he
would make sure **935 [her parents] never had access to their grandkids." And six days after Janet disappeared, defendant had a document notarized that
transferred custody of the children to defendant's
parents in the event that an accident or injury rendered him unable to properly care for them.
Initial Investigation
On September 11, 1982, three days after Janet
disappeared, defendant called Sergeant Butts and
calmly stated that he wanted to file a missing persons
report because Janet "still hadn't returned home" and
defendant "believed that she had met with an accident due to her absence." Butts called Janet's mother,
who was "upset" because her daughter was missing
and she believed defendant "had done something to

her." Butts then contacted Chief Nicholas Willick
and Detective Danny Boon with the Auburn Police
Department and relayed the information to them.
The next day, Detective Boon interviewed Janet's mother. As Boon described her demeanor:
"Emotionally, she was very distraught, very-by the
time the interview was over, I was nearly in tears
myself. She was crying off and on. There were times
when she was angry. It was a very, very-it was a
very hard interview for her." Janet's father was also
present for the interview. He was "somewhat quiet"
but was also "nearly in tears at times."
Later in the evening, Detective Boon spoke to
defendant at the jail. In contrast to the demeanor of
Janet's parents, defendant was "very calm" and "very
placid." Defendant told Boon that he believed Janet's
mother might have hidden her from him. He also told
Boon that the morning Janet disappeared, they had a
"discussion about their marriage" and "some of the
things they discussed were divorce, property settlement, kids, and moving the kids from St. Joseph's to
Forest Lake." Defendant explained that he agreed
with everything Janet brought up because "he was
playing head games with her." He also told Boon that
Janet had made two phone calls to Forest Lake that
morning, one at 9:00 a.m. and another at I 0:00 a.m.,
and that he left the house to run errands after she refused his offer to drive her to Forest Lake. Defendant
further told Boon that he assumed Janet was with her
mother because when he called their house the night
of her disappearance, Janet's mother was not home
either.
*876 When Detective Boon asked whether defendant had noticed "anything unusual" about the
condition of the house when he returned home, defendant responded that "he hadn't looked that good"
and offered Boon the keys to the house to conduct a
search. Boon then performed a cursory search of defendant's house to determine whether there were any
signs of a struggle and found nothing out of the ordinary. He did find a woman's watch and a two-ring
wedding set next to the sink in the master bathroom.
When he returned defendant's keys and told him
about the watch and wedding set, defendant seemed
surprised and said he had not seen them.

The investigation continued September 13, 1982.
Phone calls were made. The neighborhood was can-
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vassed. Potential witnesses were interviewed. Detectives determined that there was no recent bank account activity and that Janet did not show up for her
college classes. Local hotels and various modes of
transportation were investigated, including rental car
companies, the local taxi service, the bus depot, a
private air service operating out of Auburn, and the
Sacramento International Airport. No leads were uncovered. The media was also informed of Janet's disappearance. The next day, detectives conducted forensic searches of defendant's **936 house, his cabin
in Cisco Grove, and his parents' property in Lake of
the Pines. His vehicles were also searched. Nothing
useful was uncovered in these searches.
On September 15, 1982, defendant was formally
interviewed by Detective Boon and Inspector Johnnie
Smith from the Placer County Sheriffs Department.
Defendant provided the version of events recounted
above, essentially that the morning Janet disappeared,
they calmly discussed divorce, property division,
child custody, and transferring the children to Forest
Lake, that defendant agreed with everything Janet
said as a psychological game, and that he left the
house to run errands after she made two phone calls
to Forest Lake and refused his offer to drive her to
the school. He also provided his version of the dogkicking incident and admitted to cheating on Janet.
Defendant further explained that the first two
days Janet was missing, he believed she was with her
mother. After that, he began to suspect suicide and
was "really down." But then, he "picked up a little
bit" in the hope that she "just called a friend that [he
was] not aware of, ah, and ah, ah, this might be a
male, and just took off." While defendant said that he
did not suspect Janet of cheating on him, he then
mentioned that "she goes out shopping a lot" and
stated: "If she wanted to cheat on me, she could
probably do it too and be so discreet about it, that I
wouldn't know about it." Later in the interview, defendant stated that he believed Janet had previously
tried to kill herself. He also said that he "wouldn't put
it past" Janet's mother to hide her from him and their
children regardless of the psychological trauma that
would cause the children.
*877 Despite the fact the interview was conducted on Janet's birthday, defendant never mentioned
this to Detective Boon or Inspector Smith. Defendant
was calm through most of the interview, raising his

voice towards the end when he said to Smith: "I don't
want to play careers or education against education,
but I bet l have more background and more, moreother ideas on, on law enforcement than you will ever
have." And at the close of the interview, defendant
said to Smith: "I've heard a lot about you. This is
going to be an interesting challenge." At no point
during the interview did defendant become "teary
eyed or choked up or show any sign of emotion."
Later in the day, Inspector Smith interviewed Janet's parents. In contrast to defendant's demeanor,
they were "very emotional and upset over the disappearance of their daughter."
The investigation continued in the following
days and weeks. Extensive coordinated aerial and
grid searches were conducted. As already mentioned,
defendant was never seen searching for his wife.
Throughout the investigation, Janet's mother remained in communication with Chief Willick and
Detective Boon, repeatedly checking on the status of
the investigation. Defendant may have called once.
Janet's mother also expressed concern about the objectivity of the investigation because defendant was a
law enforcement officer, prompting Boon to contact
several other law enforcement agencies to review the
case, including the Sacramento Police and Sheriffs
Departments and the California Department of Justice.
Chief Willick also contacted Detective Michael
Davinroy from the Fullerton Police Department to
assist in the investigation. Davinroy interviewed defendant on November 23, 1982. This interview became heated. Defendant stated that he felt "cheated"
that the detectives did not talk to the aerobics instructor at the gym about his alibi until he "started bitching" about it to Inspector Smith several days **937
after Janet disappeared. He also said that he believed
Janet's mother paid her to disappear and further stated: "I think she's out there, and I think she's having a
hell of a time."
In February 1983, defendant began a serious relationship with C.K. Martin, who also worked at the
Placer County Jail. The relationship lasted about five
months and included Martin moving into defendant's
house. When they first started dating, defendant told
Martin that he did not know what happened to Janet.
Later in the relationship, he said that she "left with
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someone else." At some point, Martin told defendant
that she was not comfortable sleeping on the same
mattress that he slept on with Janet for so many years
and suggested that he get a new mattress. Defendant
responded that "he didn't need to get a new mattress;
that she wouldn't be sleeping on it anymore. She
wasn't coming back." During the time Martin lived at
the house, defendant discouraged the children from
talking about their mother in front of her. And on one
*878 occasion, when John cried about his mother's
absence, defendant told him that "big boys don't cry."
Martin never saw defendant show sadness over his
wife's absence. Nor did she see him attempt to locate
her. Defendant also prevented Janet's parents from
seeing their grandchildren.
Around this time period, the Department of Justice assigned an agent, Kenneth O'Farrell, to assist in
the investigation. O'Farrell conducted follow-up interviews with a number of individuals, including defendant. Defendant again claimed that Janet's mother
was responsible for her disappearance, this time adding that her mother was also missing for the first two
days. However, as already mentioned, the morning
after Janet disappeared, defendant called Janet's
mother on the phone in front of Sergeant Butts, who
testified that defendant asked if she knew where Janet
was, and then said that Janet was not with her. When
defendant remembered this during the interview, he
revised his claim that Janet's mother was missing for
two days, but maintained that she was not home
when he called their house the night of Janet's disappearance. Defendant also repeated his claim that Janet's mother had offered to pay her to leave him.
By the middle of 1983, the investigation was still
ongoing, but was no longer investigated on a day-today basis. Janet's mother continued to call seeking
information on the case. Eventually, all of the leads
dried up, and the investigation was terminated. When
Agent O'Farrell informed Janet's mother that they
were ending the investigation, she "started sobbing
uncontrollably" and "begged [him] not to shut the
investigation down."
Discovery of the Skull at Rollins Lake
In 1995, the cranial portion of Janet's skull was
found near Rollins Lake, about 18 miles north of Auburn, protruding from the mud at the bottom of a
recently-drained pond. The cranium, which was not
determined to be Janet's until 2007, had an unnatural

hole measuring .65 of an inch in diameter. According
to the testimony of two forensic anthropologists, the
hole in Janet's skull was inflicted at or about the time
of death and was consistent with a gunshot wound
from a large caliber handgun.
Defendant's field training with the Sheriffs Department made him familiar with the roads and area
surrounding Rollins Lake. He was issued a Smith and
Wesson .357-Magnum revolver as part of his service
equipment.
*879 **938 DISCUSSION

I
Sufficiency of the Evidence
ill Defendant contends that we must reverse the
firearm enhancement because the evidence was insufficient to establish beyond a reasonable doubt that
Janet's death was caused by a firearm. He further
asserts that, because of this, the evidence was also
insufficient to support his murder conviction. We
disagree.
[2"1[3] " 'To determine the sufficiency of the evidence to support a conviction, an appellate court reviews the entire record in the light most favorable to
the prosecution to determine whether it contains evidence that is reasonable, credible, and of solid value,
from which a rational trier of fact could find the defendant guilty beyond a reasonable doubt.' [Citations.]" (People v. Wallace (2008) 44 Cal.4th 1032,
1077, 81 Cal.Rptr.3d 651, 189 P.3d 911; Jackson v.
Virginia (l 979) 443 U.S. 307. 317-320. 99 S.Ct.
2781, 61 L.Ed.2d 560, 572-574.) The standard of
review is the same in cases in which the prosecution
relies on circumstantial evidence. (People v. Snow
(2003) 30 Cal.4th 43, 66. 132 Cal.Rptr.2d 271, 65
P.3d 749.) " 'Although it is the duty of the jury to
acquit a defendant if it finds that circumstantial evidence is susceptible of two interpretations, one of
which suggests guilt and the other innocence [citations], it is the jury, not the appellate court which
must be convinced of the defendant's guilt beyond a
reasonable doubt.' " (People v. Stanhy (1995) I0
Cal.4th 764. 792 793, 42 Cal.Rptr.2d 543, 897 P.2d
481.) Accordingly, we must affirm the judgment if
the circumstances reasonably justify the jury's finding
of guilt regardless of whether we believe the circumstances might also reasonably be reconciled with a
contrary finding. (People v. Thomas ( 1992) 2 Cal.4th
489,514, 7 Cal.Rptr.2d 199,828 P.2d IOI; People v.
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Rodriguez ( 1999) 20 Cal.4th I, 11, 82 Cal.Rptr.2d
413,971 P.2d618.)

Because defendant's attack on the sufficiency of
the evidence is focused on the forensic evidence we
begin by discussing that evidence.
'
Dr. Steven Symes, professor of forensic anthropology at Mercyhurst College in Erie, Pennsylvania,
testified that the hole in the cranium recovered from
Rollins Lake was consistent with a gunshot wound
from a large caliber handgun. He explained that there
is a difference between ballistic (high velocity) and
blunt force (low velocity) trauma, and that bone responds differently to the two forms of impact. With a
blunt force impact, the bone will bend and fail in
plastic deformation, essentially caving in. With a
*880 ballistic impact, the higher velocity causes the
bone to act more like glass, creating a "plug and
spall"; the outside of the bone will have a fairly uniform hole where the bone is punched through, causing a shock wave that creates a cone-shaped bevel on
the inside of the bone.
Dr. Symes explained that the hole in Janet's cranium exhibited the characteristics of a ballistic impact, particularly the beveling of the bone, a radiating
fracture extending from the hole to a natural cranial
suture, and the separation of the suture as the energy
from the impact traveled along the fracture line and
through the suture. The presence of a radiopaque particle embedded in the petrous portion of the temporal
bone also contributed to Dr. Symes's conclusion that
the hole was caused by a ballistic impact. The size of
the hole, coupled with the fact that the radiating fracture followed some of the middle meningeal arteries
that extend along the inside of the skull, but then
turned away from these arteries, indicated to Dr.
Symes that the hole was likely **939 caused by a
large caliber lower velocity handgun as opposed to a
higher velocity weapon.
Dr. Patrick Willey, professor of forensic anthropology at Chico State University, also testified that
the hole in the Rollins Lake cranium was consistent
with a gunshot wound. This conclusion was also
based on the beveling of the bone, the radiating fracture, and the radiopaque particle embedded in the
bone.
Defendant argues that we must reverse the fire-

arm enhancement because this forensic evidence
"clearly was consistent with two reasonable conclusions: that the defect was attributable to a gunshot
and that it was due to an agency other than a firearm." He posits that since the cranium had been in
the mud near Rollins Lake for many years, and since
Rollins Lake is a well-frequented camping ground,
"it certainly was very possible that Janet's skull,
which indisputably had been broken in pieces by
taphonomic forces, had been struck by some sharp
digging instrument during that time." We are not
persuaded.
While, as defendant points out, Dr. Willey admitted to having never seen a pickax injury, he also
explained that "if it were a pickax, it's going to have
some of the properties of blunt force, so instead of
that beveling and radiating fractures, I think it's going
to be a penetrating wound.... [1] And my bet would
be that it's going to show some of the properties we
typically associate with blunt force, kind of the caving in of the wound, and we don't get that with the
Rollins Lake [cranium]." Dr. Symes, who had seen
pickax injuries in his career, confirmed that a pickax
causes blunt force trauma: "It may have a sharp end
on it. It could be sharp, but it turns into blunt trauma
and is a penetrating wound. It could be [the] size of a
bullet hole, but we know it is *881 [moving more
slowly], so you're going to see reduced energy."
While a pickax could create a round hole and radiating fracture, because the tool expands, it typically
creates "microfractures around the entrance where it
is crushing more." And because of the reduced energy, a pickax injury would not create pressure in the
skull, and therefore would not create beveling on the
inside of the bone and separation of the natural sutures.
Ors. Willey and Symes also testified that the
hole in Janet's cranium was sustained at or about the
time of death, and was inconsistent with an injury
occurring long after death, because the beveling and
radiating fracture would have required the bone to
possess a certain amount of elasticity. Thus, defendant's theory that Janet's cranium could have been
struck by a camper's pickax following her death
would require that camper to have struck the cranium
with the sharp point of the pickax with enough velocity to cause ballistic trauma, while pulling the instrument back before the expanded portion of the pickax
could crush the edges of the hole. Because this injury
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was inflicted close to the time of death, this camper
either did not notice striking a decomposing corpse
with his pickax or chose not to call the police to report that he had found and accidentally mutilated a
dead body. While Dr. Willey acknowledged that "almost anything is possible," the jury was more than
justified in concluding that this possibility was not
reasonable.
Nor are we persuaded by defendant's reliance on
People v. Allen ( 1985) 165 Cal.App.3d 616, 211
Cal.Rptr. 837 (Allen ). There, two defendants, Allen
and Brewer, entered Ainsworth's house for the purpose of executing him and eliminating any witnesses
to that execution. Two such witnesses, Ainsworth's
wife and cousin, survived the encounter. Based on
their testimony, Allen and Brewer entered the **940
kitchen with Ainsworth. Two shots were fired. Allen
then entered the bedroom and shot the wife once.
Brewer shot her several more times after she crawled
into the closet to hide. Allen fired a final shot at the
cousin, who was hiding behind the couch; this shot
missed, and both defendants left the house. Ainsworth died of two gunshot wounds to the head and
chest. (Id. at pp. 621-622, 211 Cal.Rptr. 837.) Allen
and Brewer were convicted of the first degree murder
of Ainsworth and the attempted murders of the wife
and cousin; each was found to have personally used a
firearm during the commission of the crimes. (Id. at
pp. 620-621, 211 Cal.Rptr. 837.)
The Court of Appeal reversed the personal-use
firearm enhancement with respect to the murder
count: "Since two .32 caliber cartridges were found
on the kitchen floor, the evidence suggested that both
of [Ainsworth's] wounds were inflicted by the same
gun. Whether that gun was used by Allen, as opposed
to Brewer, is purely a matter of conjecture. The state
had the burden of establishing Allen's personal use
beyond a reasonable doubt. [Citation.] Since the evidence of what happened in the kitchen proved at most
a 50 *882 percent probability that he was the user,
the state's burden was not met: 'We ... have a case
belonging to that class of cases where proven facts
give[ ] equal support to each of two inconsistent inferences; in which event, neither of them being established, judgment, as a matter of law, must go against
the party upon whom rests the necessity of sustaining
one of these inferences as against the other.... [Citation.]' " (Allen. supra. 165 Cal.App.3d at p. 626, 211
Cal.Rptr. 837, citing Pennsylvania R. Co. v. Cham-

berlain (1933) 288 U.S. 333, 339, 53 S.Ct. 391, 77
L.Ed. 819, 823.)
Defendant misconstrues Allen. supra. 165
Cal.App.3d 616, 211 Cal.Rptr. 837, to hold that the
People must eliminate the "possibility" that someone
other than defendant is the shooter in order for a personal-use firearm enhancement to stand. He then argues that because the forensic anthropologists in this
case could not "absolutely eliminate" every other
potential cause of the hole in Janet's cranium, the
People did not eliminate the possibility that she died
from something other than a firearm. Because of this,
argues defendant, we must reverse. This argument
fails for two reasons. First, Allen does not require the
People to eliminate the possibility that someone other
than defendant was the shooter or that the deceased's
death was caused by something other than a firearm.
The case merely holds that where the facts supporting
two inconsistent inferences stand in equipoise, judgment must go against the party with whom the burden
of sustaining one of the inferences resides.
Second, what an anthropologist can conclude
from a forensic examination of bone is more limited
than what a reasonable jury may find beyond a reasonable doubt after considering the evidence as a
whole. (See People v. Thomas (1992) 2 Cal.4th 489,
515. 7 Cal.Rptr.2d 199, 828 P.2d 101.) The fact that
Janet vanished about an hour before she was scheduled to appear at Forest Lake, left behind her children
and personal belongings, never contacted her friends
and family, never withdrew any money from her back
account, and failed to show up for her college courses, all create a reasonable inference that she was
killed the morning she disappeared. (See People v.
Ruiz (1988) 44 Cal.3d 589. 610-611. 244 Cal.Rptr.
200, 749 P.2d 854; People v. Johnson (1991) 233
Cal.App.3d 425, 442. 284 Cal.Rptr. 579.) The prosecution also provided the jury with substantial evidence indicating that Janet was not suicidal and
would not have abandoned her children. Instead, she
was looking forward to **941 getting herself and her
children away from defendant, going back to school,
and "making something important of herself."
Defendant's relationship with Janet was filled
with antagonism and enmity, including verbal and
physical abuse and two prior separations. He was
alone with her the morning she disappeared, and by
his own admission, they had a "minor altercation"
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after Janet told him she was leaving. This was highly
*883 probative of defendant's motive to kill her, and
thus his identity as the killer. (See People v. Cartier
{1960) 54 Cal.2d 300, 311, 5 Cal.Rptr. 573, 353 P.2d
~ People v. De Moss (1935) 4 Cal.2d 469,473, 50
P.2d I031.) Defendant also admitted to cheating on
Janet before her disappearance, which was also probative of motive to kill. (See People v. Gosden
(1936) 6 Cal.2d 14, 25, 56 P.2d 211: People v. Houston (2005) 130 Cal.App.4th 279, 307, 29
Cal.Rptr.3d 818.)
From the testimony of Drs. Symes and Willey,
the jury could reasonably have concluded that Janet
died from a gunshot wound to the head from a large
caliber handgun. Defendant happened to possess such
a handgun. He also admitted to offering to give Janet
a ride to Forest Lake the morning she disappeared,
stating that he nonchalantly agreed with everything
she said in order to play "head games" with her.
Based on these statements, and the history of abuse in
the marriage, the jury was justified in concluding that
defendant's mild reaction to the news of her imminent
departure was not genuine. And based on Janet's second phone call to Forest Lake, in which she confirmed that she had secured a ride and scheduled an
appointment for 11: 10 a.m., the jury could reasonably
have concluded that she accepted defendant's offer to
drive her to the school. Indeed, Janet's surgery precluded her from driving herself, her mother was at
San Juan High School all day, and she asked no one
else for a ride.
Defendant's location was not confirmed by a
witness until after 11 :30 a.m., which gave him plenty
of time to drive Janet to Rollins Lake, an area he was
familiar with, shoot her in the head with a large caliber handgun, which he had access to, and return to
Auburn to make an appearance at the gym. Thus,
defendant not only had a strong motive to kill Janet,
but also had the opportunity to have done so. Defendant's demeanor and actions following Janet's disappearance also were consistent with the jury's conclusion that he killed her. He was "cold" and "aloof."
He did not bother to look for her despite his training
as a dog handler. He began a serious relationship
within months of her disappearance and told his new
girlfriend that Janet "wasn't coming back."
Based on all of the circumstantial evidence in
this case, the jury could have concluded beyond a

reasonable doubt that defendant murdered his wife,
and that he did so by use of a firearm.

*884 II
State of Mind Evidence
Defendant also claims the trial court committed
reversible error by admitting certain out-of-court
statements made by Janet in which she expressed her
fear of defendant. He is mistaken.
"The abuse of discretion standard applies to any
ruling by a trial court on the admissibility of evidence. [Citation.] This standard is particularly appropriate when, as here, the trial court's determination of
admissibility involved questions of relevance, the
state-of-mind exception to the hearsay rule, and undue prejudice. [Citation.] Under this standard, a trial
court's ruling will not be disturbed, and reversal of
the judgment is not required, unless the **942 trial
court exercised its discretion in an arbitrary, capricious, or patently absurd manner that resulted in a
manifest miscarriage of justice. [Citation.]" (People
v. Guerra (2006) 37 Cal.4th 1067, 1113, 40
Cal.Rptr.3d 118, 129 P.3d 321 (Guerra); People v.
Rowland (1992) 4 Cal.4th 238, 264, 14 Cal.Rptr.2d
377,841 P.2d897.)
"Except as otherwise provided by statute, all relevant evidence is admissible." (Evid.Code, § 351.)
3
FN Evidence is relevant if it has "any tendency in
reason to prove or disprove any disputed fact that is
of consequence to the determination of the action."(§
210.) Under the hearsay rule, subject to several exceptions, "evidence of a statement that was made
other than by a witness while testifying at the hearing
and that is offered to prove the truth of the matter
stated" is generally inadmissible. (§ 1200.)
FN3. Undesignated statutory references are
to the Evidence Code.

H@ Section 1250 provides an exception for
"evidence of a statement of the declarant's then existing state of mind, emotion, or physical sensation (including a statement of intent, plan, motive, design,
mental feeling, pain, or bodily health)." In order for
this exception to apply, the statement must not have
been made under circumstances indicating a "lack of
trustworthiness" (§ 1252), and must be offered either
"to prove the declarant's state of mind, emotion, or
physical sensation," or "to prove or explain acts or
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conduct of the declarant." (§ 1250, subd. (a).) A prerequisite to this exception is that the declarant's mental state or conduct be placed in issue. (People v.
Noguera (1992) 4 Cal.4th 599, 621, 15 Cal.Rptr.2d
400, 842 P.2d 1160 (Noguera ).) "Evidence of a
murder victim's fear of the defendant is admissible
when the victim's state of mind is relevant to an element of the offense." (Guerra, supra. 37 Cal.4th at p.
1114, 40 Cal.Rptr.3d 118, 129 P.3d 321.) Such evidence is also admissible when the *885 defendant
claims that the victim has behaved in a manner inconsistent with that fear. (People v. Lew (1968) 68
Cal.2d 774, 778-780, 69 Cal.Rptr. I02, 441 P.2d
942; People v. Escobar (2000) 82 Cal.App.4th 1085.
1103, 98 Cal.Rptr.2d 696 (Escobar).)
(61[7][8] "In contrast, a statement which does not
directly declare a mental state, but is merely circumstantial evidence of that state of mind, is not hearsay.
It is not received for the truth of the matter stated, but
rather whether the statement is true or not, the fact
such statement was made is relevant to a determination of the declarant's state of mind. [Citation.]
Again, such evidence must be relevant to be admissible-the declarant's state of mind must be in issue.
[Citation.] A limiting instruction is required with
declarations used as circumstantial evidence of the
declarant's mental state; that is, the declaration is not
received for the truth of the matter stated and can
only be used for the limited purpose for which it is
offered. [Citation.]" (People v. Ortiz (1995) 38
Cal.App.4th 377,389, 44 Cal.Rptr.2d 914 (Ortiz).)

121 Defendant acknowledges that Janet's state of
mind the morning she disappeared was in issue. He
also acknowledges that her general statements of fear
were relevant to determining whether she informed
him of her plans to leave and take the children with
her, providing defendant with a motive to kill her, or
whether she instead committed suicide or abandoned
him and the children, as he suggested to detectives.
Nevertheless, defendant argues the inadmissibility of
five particular out-of-court statements in which Janet
stated that she feared what **943 defendant would do
if she left him or otherwise acted against his wishes.
These are the five challenged statements: (I) After Janet told her brother Gary about the fear she felt
for her safety and that of her children stemming from
the dog-kicking incident, she further stated that defendant had previously told her that "it would not go

well for her" if she left him because he was in the
police force, knew the system, and knew the attorneys and judges. (2) Janet told her friend Baldwin
that "she was afraid of what might happen if she tried
to do something that wasn't within the bounds of
what [defendant] wanted." (3) Janet also told Baldwin two nights before she disappeared that defendant
neither supported her breast augmentation surgery
nor her plan to go back to school, and that she was
"afraid at that point of [doing] something that he
wouldn't want." (4) Janet told another friend, Diane
Ambrose, that defendant employed too much discipline in the house, that "it was either [defendant's]
way or the highway," and that there would be "hell to
pay" if she did not do things the way defendant wanted them done. (5) Janet also told Carolyne Young,
another parent at St. Joseph's, that she was "not happy with her marriage" and that "she was afraid of
what [defendant] would do if she tried to leave."
*886 Defendant moved in limine to exclude Janet's out-of-court statements describing her fear of
defendant. This motion was denied. The jury was
properly admonished that all such statements were
offered for the limited purpose of proving Janet's
state of mind. This admonition was repeated several
times and provided to the jury in writing.

According to defendant: "Statements of fear that
defendant would retaliate if Janet tried to leave effectively constitute evidence of threats, i.e., that defendant intended to harm Janet if she tried to leave, and
that, in fact he had done so. Admission of the statements for that purpose, however, is categorically prohibited under [ People v. Hernandez (2003) 30
Cal.4th 835, 134 Cal.Rptr.2d 602, 69 P.3d 446
(Hernandez ) ), and related precedent inasmuch as
they are aimed at directly identifying defendant as
causing Janet's death." We disagree.
In Hernande=, supra. 30 Cal.4th 835, 134
Cal.Rptr.2d 602, 69 P.3d 446, during the penalty
phase of a capital murder trial, the People introduced
evidence that the defendant had committed an uncharged murder. This evidence came in the form of
out-of-court statements from the victim in which he
expressed his fear that defendant and two other men
were going to kill him. Our Supreme Court held these
statements to be inadmissible hearsay, explaining that
a murder victim's expressed fear of the person
charged with the murder is inadmissible when the
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purpose is to prove the killer's identity. (Id. at p. 872.
134 Cal.Rptr.2d 602, 69 P.3d 446.) While the People
argued that the statements were admissible to prove
the victim's state of mind, the court explained that
neither his mental state nor his conduct was an issue
in the case. (Id. at pp. 872-873, 134 Cal.Rptr.2d 602,
69 P.3d 446, citing Noguera, supra, 4 Cal.4th at p.
622, 15 Cal.Rptr.2d 400, 842 P.2d 1160 [victim's
state of mind and conduct not in issue when the only
disputed issue was the identity of the killer].)
Similarly, in People v. Ireland (1969) 70 Cal.2d
522, 75 Cal.Rptr. 188, 450 P.2d 580 (Ireland), the
People introduced evidence that the victim told a
friend the day of her murder that the defendant, her
husband, was going to kill her and would never let
her leave. Our Supreme Court held this statement to
be inadmissible hearsay, explaining that the victim's
state of mind on **944 the day of her death was not
an issue in the case. (Id. at p. 529, 75 Cal.Rptr. 188,
450 P.2d 580.) Nor was the statement admissible to
prove or explain her conduct because "the defense
did not raise any issue of fact with respect to [the
victim's] conduct immediately preceding her death.
The undisputed prosecution evidence ... established
that [the victim] was reclining on a couch when she
was shot by defendant. The defense did not dispute
this fact but rather rested its entire case upon a contention that defendant's mental state at the time of his
act ... was not that required for murder." (id. at pp.
530-53 l, 75 Cal.Rptr. 188, 450 P.2d 580; see also
*887 People v. Arcega {l 982) 32 Cal.3d 504, 526528, 186 Cal.Rptr. 94, 651 P.2d 338 [victim's statement that she was afraid defendant would " 'beat her
up' " held to be inadmissible hearsay because her
mental state and conduct were not in issue].)
However, in Escobar, supra, 82 Cal.App.4th
1085, 98 Cal.Rptr.2d 696, the Court of Appeal held a
similar out-of-court statement from a murdered wife
to be admissible. The wife told a friend: " 'I want to
get a divorce. I don't want to live with him any longer. But at the [same] time, I'm afraid of him because
he already told me that if I leave him he is going to
kill me.' " (Id at p. 1092, 98 Cal.Rptr.2d 696.) The
court held the statement to be admissible because the
defendant placed his wife's mental state and conduct
immediately preceding her death in issue by testifying that she "fearlessly challenged him in the garage,
kicked him in the testicles, and insulted him in a very
provocative way." He claimed this to be sufficient

provocation to reduce the killing from murder to voluntary manslaughter. (Id. at p. 1103, 98 Cal.Rptr.2d
696.) The wife's statement of fear tended to refute the
defendant's claim that she provoked him in such a
manner, and was therefore admissible under section
1250. (Ibid.)
Thus, contrary to defendant's position, an out-ofcourt statement describing the declarant's fear is not
inadmissible simply because it also contains the reason for that fear, i.e., that the defendant had threatened the declarant. Instead, admissibility turns on
whether the declarant's mental state has been placed
in issue in the case. Indeed, the statement at issue in
Escobar can be broken into two parts: "I'm afraid of
him," and "he already told me that if I leave him he is
going to kill me." The first part is admissible under
section 1250 because it is a statement of the declarant's then existing state of mind offered to refute the
defendant's claim that she acted in a manner inconsistent with her stated fear. The second part is not
hearsay because it is not offered for the truth of the
matter asserted, i.e., that the defendant actually
threatened to kill her, but rather as circumstantial
evidence that she feared the defendant. Both parts of
the statement are admissible as long as the declarant's
state of mind is at issue in the case, provided the trial
court also concludes that the jury will be able to use
the evidence solely as evidence of the declarant's
state of mind. (See Ortiz. supra. 38 Cal.App.4th at
pp. 389-392, 44 Cal.Rptr.2d 914.)

Rufo v. Simpson (200 l) 86 Cal.App.4th 573, 103
Cal.Rptr.2d 492 (Simpson ) clarifies this point in the
context of facts similar to those in our case. During a
wrongful death action arising from the murder of
Simpson's ex-wife Nicole and her friend Ronald, the
trial court admitted certain statements Nicole made in
a phone call to a battered women's shelter in which
she expressed fear of Simpson and also stated several
reasons for that fear. The Court of Appeal held that
Nicole's statements that she was "unnerved and
frightened" were admissible under section 1250 and
the stated reasons were admissible as circumstantia1**945 evidence of her state of mind. (Id at pp.
591--592, 103 Cal.Rptr.2d492.)
*888 The court explained: "[T]he statements
made in the telephone call to the battered women's
shelter were not admitted to prove: (a) that her exhusband had been calling her, begging her to come
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back to him; (b) that he was stalking her; (c) that she
found him staring at her in a restaurant and a market
and following her vehicle; (d) that he had beaten her
throughout the marriage; and (e) that he had told her
at different times that if he ever caught her with another man he would kill her.... [~] Rather, these
statements were offered or admitted only as circumstantial evidence from which inferences could be
drawn concerning how Nicole felt about the nature of
the relationship between her and Simpson. They were
offered to explain her conduct in finally terminating
the relationship, which in tum was alleged to have
provoked Simpson to murder. As such, they were not
hearsay." (Id. at p. 591, 103 Cal.Rptr.2d 492, citing
Ortiz. supra. 38 Cal.App.4th at pp. 389-390, 44
Cal.Rptr.2d 914.)

resolve appeared to be stronger. She enrolled in college courses. She had surgery designed to improve
her self-esteem. She made plans to enroll the children
in a different school. She then confronted defendant
the morning she disappeared and informed him that
she wanted a divorce, leaving her wedding set on the
bathroom counter. All of these things would have
indicated to defendant that Janet was really leaving
this time, which was alleged to have provided him
with a motive to kill her. As in Simpson. here, the
People "were entitled to present evidence tending to
establish motive. Without persuasive *889 evidence
... regarding motive, the jurors might believe there
was nothing in the relationship ... which would precipitate a murder." (Simpson, supra. 86 Cal.App.4th
at p. 595, 103 Cal.Rptr.2d 492.)

The court also rejected Simpson's argument that
Nicole's mental state was not in issue: "Based on the
particular circumstances and plaintiff's theory of the
case, the trial court reasonably concluded that Nicole's state of mind was in issue, and that evidence
offered for the limited purpose of showing her state
of mind was relevant and admissible. According to
plaintiff's theory of the case, Nicole, after a long
stormy sometimes violent relationship with Simpson
and efforts to reconcile, decided in May of 1994 finally to end the relationship; the final few weeks
were tense; Simpson reacted negatively; finally, on
the night of the killings, when Simpson was excluded
from the family gathering he flew into a rage and
killed Nicole, along with Ronald, an unanticipated
bystander. The proffered evidence explained how she
was feeling about Simpson, tended to explain her
conduct in rebuffing Simpson, and this in tum logically tended to show Simpson's motive to murder
her." (Simpson. supra. 86 Cal.App.4th at p. 594, I 03
Cal.Rptr.2d 492.)

Second, defendant suggested to homicide detectives on several occasions that Janet either committed
suicide or simply **946 abandoned him and the children. His theory at trial was that she was a "troubled"
and "emotional" young woman who "loved [him]
dearly," and might have been so upset by their discussion of divorce that she decided to "go out for a
walk" and never come back. However, the idea that
Janet would have committed suicide or abandoned
her family is inconsistent with her stated fear of defendant because she was afraid not only for herself
but also for the safety of her children. Either scenario
suggested by defendant would have meant that she
voluntarily left her children with him. Thus, the People were entitled to elicit Janet's statements of fear to
refute defendant's claim that she behaved in a manner
inconsistent with that fear. (Escobar. supra, 82
Cal.App.4th at p. l 103, 98 Cal.Rptr.2d 696.)

In this case, like Simpson. supra, 86 Cal.App.4th
573, I03 Cal.Rptr.2d 492 and Escobar, supra. 82
Cal.App.4th !085, 98 Cal.Rptr.2d 696 and unlike
Hernandez. supra, 30 Cal.4th 835, 134 Cal.Rptr.2d
602, 69 P.3d 446 and Ireland. supra. 70 Cal.2d 522,
75 Cal.Rptr. 188, 450 P.2d 580, Janet's mental state
was placed in issue. This is so for two reasons. First,
the People's theory of the case was that Janet's overall
unhappiness in the marriage and fear of defendant,
both for herself and for her children, caused her to
finally decide to leave him and take the children with
her. While she had left defendant before, this time her

[101[1 l] We also reject defendant's assertion that
these statements should have been excluded under
section 352 because they were too prejudiciaeN 4 In
determining whether an out-of-court statement offered as circumstantial evidence of the victim's state
of mind should be excluded under this provision, the
trial court "may consider such things as the prejudicial nature of the conduct attributed to [the defendant]; the demeanor of the declarant as described by
the witnesses and other circumstances attendant to
the making of the statement; and whether the circumstances of the statement are such that the jury will be
unable to follow the limiting instruction. If the court
concludes that the jury will be unable to use the evidence solely within is limitations, the court should
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exercise its discretion and exclude the evidence."
(Ortiz. supra. 38 Cal.App.4th at p. 392, 44
Cal.Rptr.2d 914.)
FN4. Section 352 provides: "The court in its
discretion may exclude evidence if its probative value is substantially outweighed by the
probability that its admission will (a) necessitate undue consumption of time or (b) create substantial danger of undue prejudice, of
confusing the issues, or of misleading the jury."
The statements challenged in this case are far
less prejudicial than the statements at issue in Simpson. supra. 86 Cal.App.4th 573. l 03 Cal.Rptr.2d 492.
The only conduct attributed to defendant in these
statements is that he told Janet that he would be able
to keep the children if she were to leave him because
of his position in law enforcement. While the statements generally portray defendant as a controlling
husband, express Janet's fear of "what might happen"
if she left him or otherwise went against his wishes,
and assert that there would be "hell to pay" if she did
so, they do not describe any specific incident in
which Janet actually paid the price for going against
his wishes. "A clear limiting *890 instruction can, in
large part, dispel prejudicial use of such evidence."
(Ortiz. supra. 38 Cal.App.4th at p. 390. 44
Cal.Rptr.2d 914.) Such an instruction was given. We
cannot conclude that the trial court abused its discretion in finding that the jury would be able to follow
it.

III
Evidence Relating to the Dog-Kicking Incident
Defendant also challenges the admission of all
evidence relating to the dog-kicking incident. He
argues that this evidence was inadmissible under section 1 IO 1 because it was admitted to prove that he
had kicked the family dog to death, and was therefore
''the type of person who could, and did, explode in
anger and kill his wife upon slight provocation." Not
so.
The People presented evidence relating to the
dog-kicking incident in several forms: (1) Janet's
statements that defendant had kicked the dog to
death, which **947 were not offered for their truth,
but rather as circumstantial evidence of her state of
mind; (2) defendant's statements to detectives in

which he admitted to kicking the dog as a form of
discipline, but denied causing the animal's death; (3)
testimony from the veterinarian, Dr. Jan Hershenhouse, in which she described the dog's death, stated
that she saw no signs of external trauma, but also
stated that an autopsy had not been performed and
that she could not rule out that the animal died from
being kicked; and (4) testimony from Dr. Symes in
which he explained that he had examined the dog's
bones in 2005 and found no indication of blunt force
trauma, but because the bones had deteriorated significantly while in the ground, he could not express
an opinion as to the cause of death. FN 5
FN5. Defendant also presented evidence relating to the dog-kicking incident. He elicited testimony from defense expert and veterinary pathologist, Dr. William Spangler, in
which the doctor stated that he did not believe the dog died from acute trauma, and
that multiple fractures in the dog's bones
were likely caused by the weight of the soil
on the animal's body after it was buried. He
also elicited testimony from Detective Boon,
in which the detective explained that he was
told by another officer that Kristi had said
that defendant kicked the dog like a soccer
ball and threw the animal around. Finally, he
elicited testimony from Kristi, in which she
denied observing her father abuse the dog
and also stated that she did not remember
telling the investigating officers anything
about his treatment of the animal. Of course,
defendant cannot complain that testimony he
elicited was admitted into evidence. (People
v. Williams (2009) 170 Cal.App.4th 587,
620, 88 Cal.Rptr.3d 401 [challenged testimony was elicited by defendant's counsel;
"any error was invited, and defendant may
not challenge that error on appeal"].)
Defendant moved in limine to exclude all reference to Janet's claim that defendant was responsible
for the death of the family dog. He argued that her
statements regarding the matter were "not trustworthy" and "appear[ed] to be *891 a way by the prosecution to introduce proscribed character evidence
barred under [sectionJ I IO 1." He also asked the trial
court to exclude the portions of his statements to police in which he admitted to kicking the dog.
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The trial court denied the motion, explaining that
Janet's statements that she feared defendant because
she witnessed him violently assault the dog would be
admitted pursuant to section 1250 and as circumstantial evidence of her state of mind. The trial court
found her statements to be trustworthy because defendant admitted to kicking the dog. While defendant
also denied causing the dog's death, the trial court
explained: "Whether the defendant actually killed the
dog is not relevant in the court[']s view. What is relevant is how [Janet] would have reacted to witnessing
the assault and whether it was the catalyst for her to
decide to leave her husband on the morning of September 8th." The trial court also found the evidence
to be admissible under section 352 because "defendant's assault on the dog was relatively close in time to
[Janet's] disappearance and thus highly probative of
her fear and decision to terminate the relationship.
Thus, the probative value is not substantially outweighed by the risk [of] undue prejudice to the defendant."

Janet's Statements
f 12) The trial court properly admitted Janet's
statements concerning defendant's assault on the dog
as circumstantial evidence of her state of mind. While
several such statements were admitted, for our purposes one example will suffice. After the dog-kicking
incident, Janet called her brother Gary in tears, told
him that defendant had kicked the dog to death, and
explained that "she was starting to feel threatened at
home, and she was worried **948 for her safety, and
she was worried for Kristi and John."
As we have explained, the portion of the statement in which Janet expressed concern for her safety
and for that of her children was admissible hearsay
under section 1250 because her mental state was at
issue in this case. The portion of the statement in
which she claimed that defendant had kicked the dog
to death was not offered for its truth, i.e., that defendant had in fact kicked the dog to death, but rather as
circumstantial evidence of her state of mind. Whether
true or not, the fact that the statement was made was
relevant to Janet's mental state. (Ortiz, supra, 38
Cal.App.4th at p. 389, 44 Cal.Rptr.2d 914.) The jury
was properly admonished that the statement was not
received for the truth of the matter stated and could
be used only as evidence of her state of mind.

concluding that the evidence was admissible under
section 352. This statement, unlike the general statements that Janet feared "what might happen" if she
left defendant or went against his wishes, does assert
personal knowledge of a past act of the *892 defendant. "In this situation, it is more difficult to fashion,
and more demanding to expect the jury will follow, a
limiting instruction. The jury can only legitimately
conclude the declarant feared [defendant] if the
statement is truthful. However, the jury would have
been instructed not to consider the statement itself as
true, because it is not admitted for its truth, but only
as circumstantial evidence of state of mind. The difficulty is compounded the more inflammatory the prior
conduct." (Ortiz, supra. 38 Cal.App.4th at p. 390, 44
Cal.Rptr.2d 914.) If the trial court concludes that the
jury will be unable to follow such an instruction, it
should exercise its discretion and exclude the evidence under section 352. (Id. at p. 392, 44
Cal.Rptr.2d 914.)
Here, as the trial court correctly observed, Janet's
statement that defendant kicked the dog to death is
highly probative of her fear of defendant, both for
herself and for her children, shortly before she disappeared. As already mentioned, such a fear is inconsistent with defendant's theory that she simply abandoned him and the children. While the prior conduct
was fairly inflammatory, it was not unreasonable for
the trial court to conclude that the jury would be able
to use the statement solely as evidence of Janet's state
of mind. The jury would have understood that the
entire statement was not based on personal
knowledge because the veterinarian did not even
know whether the dog died from being kicked. The
only portion of the statement based on her personal
knowledge was the claim that defendant kicked the
dog. But defendant admitted to kicking the dog. The
jury could reasonably have used defendant's admission for its truth, and limited its use of Janet's statement to prove her state of mind. Thus, as was the
case in Ortiz. "[t]he statements were made under circumstances indicating their trustworthiness. While
obviously prejudicial to [defendant] (in the sense
contemplated by section 352), this evidence was also
highly probative of her attitude toward him. On balance, we cannot say the trial court abused its discretion in allowing these statements into evidence."
(Ortiz. supra. 38 Cal.App.4th at p. 394, 44
Cal.Rptr.2d 914.)

LLl} Nor did the trial court abuse its discretion in
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rl 4UI 5]

Defendant's Admissions

The trial court also properly admitted
defendant's statements to detectives, in which he admitted to kicking the dog, but denied causing the animal's death. Evidence of a statement made by a defendant in a criminal action is not made inadmissible**949 by the hearsay rule when offered against
that defendant, and may therefore be admitted for the
truth of the matter asserted in the statement. (§__J_21Q;
People v. Smith (1984) 151 Cal.App.3d 89, 96, 198
Cal.Rptr. 623.) Nevertheless, defendant argues admission of evidence of the dog-kicking incident violates section 1 10 l because it amounts to evidence of
his violent character offered to prove that he acted in
conformity with that character in killing Janet. We
disagree.
*893 Section 1 IO I, subdivision (a), generally
provides that "evidence of a person's character or a
trait of his or her character (whether in the form of an
opinion, evidence of reputation, or evidence of specific instances of his or her conduct) is inadmissible
when offered to prove his or her conduct on a specified occasion." However, subdivision (b) of that section provides that a specific instance of a person's
conduct is admissible "when relevant to prove some
fact (such as motive, ... intent, ... identity, ... ) other
than his or her disposition to commit such an act." C§.
1101, subd. (b).)

[16)[17] "Where a defendant is charged with a
violent crime and has or had a previous relationship
with a victim, prior assaults upon the same victim,
when offered on disputed issues, e.g., identity, intent,
motive, etcetera, are admissible based solely upon the
consideration of identical perpetrator and victim
without resort to a 'distinctive modus operandi' analysis of other factors." (People v. Zack ( 1986) 184
Cal.App.3d 409, 415, 229 Cal.Rptr. 317; People v.
Linkenauger (1995) 32 Cal.App.4th 1603, 1612, 38
Cal.Rptr.2d 868.) This is because evidence showing
"quarrels, antagonism or enmity between an accused
and the victim of a violent offense is proof of motive
to commit the offense. [Citations.] Likewise, evidence of threats of violence by an accused against the
victim of an offense of violence is proof of the identity of the offender." (People v. Daniels (1971) 16
Cal.App.3d 36, 46, 93 Cal.Rptr. 628; People v. Shaver ( 1936) 7 Cal.2d 586, 592, 61 P.2d 1170; People v.
De Moss. supra, 4 Cal.2d 469, 473, 50 P.2d 1031.)

Thus, the trial court properly admitted evidence
of prior incidents of domestic violence perpetrated by
defendant against Janet. But the question remains as
to whether evidence of the incident in which defendant violently kicked the family dog amounts to an act
of abuse against Janet, such that it falls within the
above-cited rule. If it does, then it is admissible not
only under section 110 I to prove his motive, but also
under section 1109 to prove his propensity to commit
the murder. For the following reasons, we hold that it
does.
Section I 109, subdivision (a)(l ), provides: "Except as provided in subdivision (e) FN 6 or (t) FN7' in a
criminal action in which the defendant is accused of
an offense involving domestic violence, evidence of
the defendant's commission of other domestic violence is not made inadmissible by Section 1 IO 1 if the
evidence is not inadmissible pursuant to Section
352." Subdivision (d)(3) *894 of this section provides: " 'Domestic violence' has the meaning set
forth in Section 13700 of the Penal Code. Subject to a
hearing conducted pursuant to Section 352, which
shall include consideration**950 of any corroboration and remoteness in time, 'domestic violence' has
the further meaning as set forth in Section 6211 of
the Family Code, if the act occurred no more than
five years before the charged offense."(§ 1109, subd.
@ill.)

FN6. Subdivision (e) provides: "Evidence of
acts occurring more than 10 years before the
charged offense is inadmissible under this
section, unless the court determines that the
admission of this evidence is in the interest
of justice."
FN7. Subdivision (t) provides: "Evidence of
the findings and determinations of administrative agencies regulating the conduct of
health facilities licensed under Section 1250
of the Health and Safety Code is inadmissible under this section."
Penal Code section 13700, subdivision (b), defines "domestic violence" to mean "abuse committed
against an adult or a minor who is a spouse, former
spouse, cohabitant, former cohabitant, or person with
whom the suspect has had a child or is having or has
had a dating or engagement relationship." Subdivision (a) of this provision defines "abuse" to mean
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"intentionally or recklessly causing or attempting to
cause bodily injury, or placing another person in reasonable apprehension of imminent serious bodily
injury to himself or herself, or another." (Pen.Code, §
13700, subd. (a).)
Family Code section 6211 expands the definition
of "domestic violence" to include abuse committed
against a "child of a party or a child who is the subject of an action under the Uniform Parentage Act,
where the presumption applies that the male parent is
the father of the child to be protected," and "[a]ny
other person related by consanguinity or affinity
within the second degree." Family Code section 6203
expands the definition of "abuse" to include "engag[ing] in any behavior that has been or could be
enjoined pursuant to [Family Code] Section 6320."
And Family Code section 6320 authorizes the court
to issue a protective order regarding "any animal
owned, possessed, leased, kept, or held by either the
petitioner or the respondent or a minor child residing
in the residence or household of either the petitioner
or the respondent," and further authorizes the court to
enjoin the respondent from "molesting, attacking,
striking, threatening, harming, or otherwise disposing
of the animal."
In People v. Ogle (20 I 0) 185 Cal.App.4th 1138,
110 Cal.Rptr.3d 913, the Court of Appeal held stalking to be an act of domestic violence within the
meaning of section 1109, and therefore admissible to
prove propensity to commit the crime of making
criminal threats. (id. at p. 1140, 110 Cal.Rptr.3d
913.) The court explained that "[s]ection 1109 applies if the offense falls within the Family Code definition of domestic violence even if it does not fall
within the more restrictive Penal Code definition,"
and further explained: "Family Code section 6211
defines domestic violence to require abuse and Family Code section 6203 defines 'abuse' to include 'engag[ing] in any behavior that has been or could be
enjoined pursuant to Section 6320.' Family Code
section 6320 authorizes the court to enjoin a party
rrom 'stalking, threatening, ... harassing, [and] telephoning,' the other party. Thus, stalking a former
spouse is domestic violence for purposes of section
1109 as defined by *895Family Code section 6211."
Ud. at p. 1144, 110 Cal.Rptr.3d 913, citing People v.
Dallas (2008) 165 Cal.App.4th 940, 952, 81
Cal.Rptr.3d 521.)

Similarly, in People v. Brown (2001) 96
Cal.App.4th Supp. 1, 117 Cal.Rptr.2d 738, the Court
of Appeal held that vandalism was an act of domestic
violence under the Family Code where the defendant
smashed most of the windows in his wife's car after
an argument while the wife walked away from the
vehicle. (id. at pp. 39--40, 117 Cal.Rptr.2d 738.) This
was because "Family Code section 6203 defines
'abuse' in relevant part as '[t]o engage in any behavior that has been or could be enjoined pursuant to
Section 6320.' [Citation.] Family Code section 6320
provides in relevant part that '[t]he court may issue
an ex parte order enjoining a party rrom molesting,
attacking, striking, ... destroying personal property ...
of the other **951 party... .' [Citation.]" (id. at p. 39,
fn. 6, 117 Cal.Rptr.2d 738.) The court also rejected
the defendant's argument that his wife was not the
victim of the vandalism, explaining that such a position was "inconsistent with common sense, as well as
the language and purpose of the relevant statutes."
Ud. at p. 39, 117 Cal.Rptr.2d 738.)
In this case, defendant told Detective Boon and
Inspector Smith that he "went overboard" kicking the
dog and "shouldn't have gone that far." He told them
that he kicked the animal as a form of discipline after
the dog got into some garbage, that he did not believe
the dog died from the beating, and that Janet did not
see anything that she had not seen on numerous prior
occasions. He confirmed to Detective Davimoy that
he "often" kicked the dog. He told Agent O'Farrell
that the children were also present when he kicked
the dog, and that seeing him kick the animal was not
"out of the ordinary."
As already mentioned, Family Code section
6320 authorizes the court to issue a protective order
regarding "any animal owned, possessed, leased,
kept, or held by either the petitioner or the respondent
or a minor child residing in the residence or household of either the petitioner or the respondent," and
further authorizes the court to enjoin the respondent
from "molesting, attacking, striking, threatening,
harming, or otherwise disposing of the animal."
Thus, defendant's assault on the family dog amounted
to "abuse" within the meaning of Family Code section 6203. This abuse was committed against his wife
and children, who witnessed the violent assault, and
amounted to "domestic violence" within the meaning
of Family Code section 6211. Indeed, as domestic
violence expert Marjorie Cusick testified, in an abu-
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sive relationship----which independent evidence established defendant and Janet's relationship to beharming an animal is "a very high-level threat to the
victim as to the ability of the perpetrator to not only
threaten to do something incredibly harmful but to
actually act it out in front of them." Defendant's
statements regarding his assault on the family dog
were admissible under section 1101 to prove his motive, and under section I I 09 to prove his propensity
to commit the murder.
[ 18][19] *896 Nor were the statements rendered
inadmissible by section 352. "In a case where the
identity of a person who commits a crime is attempted to be proven by circumstantial evidence, such as
in the case at bar, evidence of a motive on the part of
a defendant charged is always a subject of proof, and
the fact of motive particularly material." (People v.
Argentos (1909) I56 Cal. 720, 726, 106 P. 65; People
v. Daniels. supra, 16 Cal.App.3d at p. 46, 93
Cal.Rptr. 628.) Evidence of prior acts of domestic
violence against Janet, including defendant's statements regarding his assault on the dog, was highly
probative of motive and identity. The trial court did
not abuse its discretion in allowing these statements
into evidence.

Testimony of Drs. Hershenhouse and Symes
(201 Dr. Hershenhouse testified that she witnessed the dog's death as it was brought into the animal clinic. She described the dog's death, stated that
she saw no signs of external trauma, but also stated
that an autopsy had not been performed and that she
could not rule out that the animal died from being
kicked. Dr. Symes testified that he examined the
dog's bones in 2005 and found no indication of blunt
force trauma, but because the bones had deteriorated
significantly while in the ground, he could not express an opinion as to the cause of death. We agree
with the trial court's ruling that "(w ]hether the defendant actually killed the dog is not relevant."**952
However, because the testimony of Drs. Hershenhouse and Symes is consistent with defendant's claim
that the dog died from poisoning, and in no way suggests that the animal died from a violent assault, we
cannot conclude that defendant was in any way prejudiced by the admission of this evidence.
IV
Expert Testimony
We also reject defendant's assertion that the trial

court erred by allowing expert testimony from domestic violence expert Marjorie Cusick. And while
Cusick's testimony did exceed the limitations imposed by the trial court, we find no prosecutorial
misconduct.

Background
Defendant moved in limine to exclude Cusick's
testimony, which the People argued was "relevant
and probative to explain to the jury why Janet would
choose to stay with the defendant for as long as she
did despite physical and verbal abuse on several prior
occasions, as well as why she did not immediately
report the domestic violence to the police." The trial
court *897 denied the motion, allowing the testimony
with the following restriction: "The witness may not,
however, express any opinion about the particular
facts of this case or give her opinion regarding the
state of mind of either the defendant or his wife."
During trial, the People provided an additional
offer of proof regarding Cusick's testimony, arguing
that the testimony was needed to disabuse the jury of
the common misconception that it is easy for a battered spouse to leave an abusive marriage. This testimony was crucial because there was evidence that
Janet expressed her fear of defendant as early as
1979, and "the core misconception that the jury might
have is that people who are fearful will just leave, so
if she was so fearful in 1979, why didn't she just
leave? If she was so fearful on August 22, 1982, why
didn't she just leave then? Why did she continue to
live in that house?" The prosecutor also pointed out
that the defense had called into question Janet's credibility with respect to her statements of fear by asking
"if she was so fearful, why did she confront the defendant the morning of September 8th?"
The prosecutor argued that Cusick's testimony
would help the jury to understand Janet's seemingly
inconsistent conduct by explaining the "counterintuitive" fact that "victims of various kind(s] of abuses
will return to their perpetrator, will stay in the relationship with their perpetrator until they're ready to
make that decision" to leave. When asked to provide
examples of such conduct, the prosecutor answered:
"For example, that she was so fearful August 22nd,
the dog dies in front of her, and shortly thereafter she
is telling people, sobbing, crying, telling them that
she's afraid of the defendant.... It is the inconsistency
that she's still living at that home after she has ob-
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served this and is fearful of the defendant based on
that kick of the dog." The prosecutor argued that despite the fact that Janet's death precluded her from
testifying at trial, Cusick's testimony was nevertheless necessary to enable the jury to assess the credibility of her various out-of-court statements.

sider this evidence only in deciding whether or not
[Janet's] conduct was not inconsistent with the conduct of someone who has been abused and in evaluating the believability of her statements." We will describe Cusick's testimony in detail in the analysis that
follows.

The trial court again ruled that the testimony was
admissible, noting that "the prosecution's theory of
the case is that [Janet] was in an abusive relationship
with her husband wherein he attempted to exercise
power and control over her causing her to be afraid,"
which "caused her to make the decision to leave him
and take the children, which thereby motivated him
to kill her." After ruling that there was sufficient
foundational evidence that Janet **953 and defendant
may have been in an abusive relationship, the trial
court ruled that Cusick's testimony was admissible
under sections 801 and 1107: "The defendant in this
case has attacked the credibility of [his wife]. For
instance, the defendant contends that her statements
concerning the fact that the defendant kicked the dog
to death were fabricated by her. The defendant has
suggested that if she was really in an abusive relationship, then why did *898 she return or why did she
not leave himT' The trial court then explained that
because "marital relationships are often behind
closed doors" and involve "complex psychological
relationships that sometimes defy logic or reason,"
Cusick's testimony would help the jury assess Janet's
credibility by "dispelling some of the possibl[ e] misconceptions held about abused women." This would
also help the jury to decide "whether the defendant
may have had a motive to kill his wife."

Analysis
Section 801, subdivision (a), permits expert testimony on subjects "sufficiently beyond common
experience that the opinion of an expert would assist
the trier of fact." Section 1107, subdivision (a), provides: "In a criminal action, expert testimony is admissible by either the prosecution or the defense regarding intimate partner battering and its effects, including the nature and effect of physical, emotional,
or mental abuse on the beliefs, perceptions, or behavior of victims of domestic violence, except when offered against a criminal defendant to prove the occurrence of the act or acts of abuse which form the basis
of the criminal charge."

However, the trial court placed additional limitations on the testimony, explaining that Cusick "may
testify about the psychological aspects that occur
between victim and abuser at points when there may
be a separation, but cannot make an opinion that this
is the particular time when the abuser would kill the
victim." The trial court also explained to the prosecutor that "it would be inappropriate in this case given
the possible prejudicial effect to the defendant to give
the jury hypotheticals that involve actual facts from
this trial."
Prior to Cusick's testimony, the trial court admonished the jury as follows: "Her testimony about
intimate partner abuse is not evidence that the defendant abused [his wife] or killed her. You may con-

"The Legislature, courts, and legal commentators
have noted the close analogy between use of expert
testimony to explain the behavior of domestic violence victims, and expert testimony concerning victims ofrape or child abuse." (People v. Brown (2004)
33 Cal.4th 892, 905, 16 Cal.Rptr.3d 447, 94 P.3d 574
(Brown ).) In People v. Bledsoe (I 984) 36 Cal.3d
236, 203 Cal.Rptr. 450, 681 P.2d 291, our Supreme
Court held expert testimony concerning the behavior
of rape victims to be admissible under section
80 l *899 "to rebut misconceptions about the presumed behavior of rape victims," but not "as a means
of proving-from the alleged victim's post-incident
trauma-that a rape in the legal sense had, in fact,
occurred." (Id. at pp. 248, 251, 203 Cal.Rptr. 450,
681 P.2d 291.) In People v. McAlpin (I 991) 53
Cal.3d 1289. 283 Cal.Rptr. 382, 812 P.2d 563, a case
involving the defendant's sexual abuse of a child, our
Supreme Court explained: "[E]xpert testimony on the
common reactions of child molestation victims is not
admissible to prove that the complaining witness has
in **954 fact been sexually abused; it is admissible to
rehabilitate such witness's credibility when the defendant suggests that the child's conduct after the
incident---e.g., a delay in reporting-is inconsistent
with his or her testimony claiming molestation. [Citations.] 'Such expert testimony is needed to disabuse
jurors of commonly held misconceptions about child
sexual abuse, and to explain the emotional anteced-
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ents of abused children's seemingly self-impeaching
behavior.'" (Id. at pp. 1300-1301, 283 Cal.Rptr. 382,
812 P.2d 563; see also People v. Bowker (l 988) 203
Cal.App.3d 385, 394, 249 Cal.Rptr. 886 ["where a
child delays a significant period of time before reporting an incident or pattern of abuse, an expert
could testify that such delayed reporting is not inconsistent with the secretive environment often created
by an abuser who occupies a position of trust"].)
In Brown, supra. 33 Cal.4th 892, 16 Cal.Rptr.3d
447, 94 P.3d 574, our Supreme Court permitted expert testimony about the "cycle of violence" in an
abusive relationship. The defendant was convicted of
making a criminal threat, false imprisonment by violence, and misdemeanor battery on his cohabitant
girlfriend Pipes, whose trial testimony differed from
the account she gave to police immediately following
the incident. (Id. at pp. 896-898, 16 Cal.Rptr.3d 447,
94 P.3d 574.) At trial, the prosecution was allowed to
present expert testimony describing "the tendency of
domestic violence victims to recant previous allegations of abuse as part of the particular behavior patterns commonly observed in abusive relationships."
(Id. at p. 907, 16 Cal.Rptr.3d 447, 94 P.3d 574.) The
expert testified about the " 'cycle of violence,' "
which "does not necessarily begin with physical
abuse. Most abusive relationships begin with a struggle for power and control between the abuser and the
victim that later escalates to physical abuse. The initial 'tension building stage' of the cycle can appear in
deceptively mundane ways, such as complaints about
the cleanliness of the house. Often the abuser uses
psychological, emotional, or verbal abuse to control
the victim. When the victim tries to leave or to assert
control over the situation, the abuser may tum violent
as an attempt to maintain control. Later, even if there
has been no other episode of violence, the victim may
change her mind about prosecuting the abuser and
may recant her previous statements." (Ibid.)
Our Supreme Court held this testimony was admissible under section 801, explaining: "When the
trial testimony of an alleged victim of domestic violence is inconsistent with what the victim had earlier
told the police, the jurors may well assume that the
victim is an untruthful or unreliable witness. *900
[Citations.] And when the victim's trial testimony
supports the defendant or minimizes the violence of
his actions, the jurors may assume that if there really
had been abusive behavior, the victim would not be

testifying in the defendant's favor. [Citations.] These
are common notions about domestic violence victims
akin to those notions about rape and child abuse victims that this court discussed in People v. Bledsoe,
supra. 36 Cal.3d 236 [203 Cal.Rptr. 450, 681 P.2d
mJ and [People v.] McAlpin, supra, 53 Cal.3d 1289
[812 P .2d 563], and that the Court of Appeal discussed in People v. Housley [ (1992) J 6 Cal.App.4th
[947], 955-956 [8 Cal.Rptr.2d 431], [where expert
testimony was held to be admissible to explain a
child's recantation of her molestation claim]."
(Brown, supra. 33 Cal.4th at pp. 906-907, 16
Cal.Rptr.3d 447, 94 P.3d 574.)
The court also explained that there was an adequate foundation for the testimony "because evidence
presented at trial suggested**955 the possibility that
defendant and [the victim] were in a 'cycle of violence' of the type described by [the expert]. Pipes
told [a detective] that defendant had complained
about the cleanliness of the apartment on the evening
of the assault. There was also evidence that Pipes and
defendant also argued that evening about defendant's
failure to take her side in an argument with his cousin
(their landlord) regarding the rent, that defendant told
Pipes that if she did not pay the rent she would have
to move out, and that he later threatened to kill her if
she did leave. Finally, there was evidence that when
Pipes actually tried to leave the apartment, defendant
assaulted her. To assist the jury in evaluating this
evidence, the trial court properly admitted the expert
testimony .... " (Brown. supra, 33 Cal.4th at p. 907, 16
Cal.Rptr.3d 447, 94 P.3d 574.)
In this case, Cusick testified generally about "intimate partner abuse," defining that term as "a dynamic between two intimate partners where one of
the partners tries to exert power and control over the
other, and they try to exert that power and control by
using a pattern and variety of abuses, and that can be
physical abuse, emotional, psychological abuse, financial abuse, fear and intimidation." As already
mentioned, she explained that abusing an animal can
be a form of intimidation. She also explained that
where children are involved, an abuser will often
threaten to either take or harm the children, which is
"the highest form of fear and intimidation that's used
in families where there are children." She also provided examples of various forms of psychological
abuse, emotional abuse, sexual abuse, financial
abuse, and physical abuse.
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the abuser."
Cusick also testified about the "cycle of violence," explaining that there are three stages: (I) an
"acute-battering incident," followed by (2) a "honeymoon or contrite stage," followed by (3) a "tension-building phase." This tension-building phase
ultimately leads to another acute-battering incident,
which continues the cycle indefinitely. She also explained that victims generally *901 behave differently during the three stages. Immediately following the
battering incident, the victim will typically reclaim
some power from the abuser, either by threatening to
leave if it happens again or by actually leaving the
relationship. During the honeymoon stage, the victim
will recommit to the relationship, which immediately
relinquishes some power to the abuser. However,
some of the victim's power remains, resulting in the
reduction of certain aspects of control previously
present in the relationship, sometimes for weeks or
months. During the tension-building phase, the abuser attempts to reclaim the remainder of the victim's
power by increasing the control exercised over the
relationship. And because the victim does not want to
trigger another acute-battering incident, he or she
typically accommodates the abuser's demands.
Cusick also described several common misconceptions concerning victims of intimate partner
abuse, including the idea that "it is easy to leave a
relationship where there is domestic violence," and
"once you leave an abusive relationship that you
don't have to have contact with the abuser, and that's
a myth when there's children involved." As she explained: "They're afraid to leave. Part of the intimidation of fear is being told generally quite often that 'if
you ever leave me, I will do something really horrible
to you. I will do something horrible to your family
and friends. I will take the children or do something
horrible to the children.' ['ii] And victims read about
things like this in the paper, and they see on television and they know it's true. They know the most
lethal time in a [domestic violence victim's] life is
right **956 when they leave, and they have to be
incredibly careful during that period of time, and they
Also,
are putting themselves and their kids at risk.
if you have children, you leave an abuser, you are
still connected to the abuser, but you have very much
pissed the abuser off because many abusers say, 'You
can leave, but you can't leave with the children. And
you'll never get the kids,' so in leaving and taking the
kids with you is a huge risk at escalating the anger of

m

Cusick further explained that "victims develop
what's known as coping strategies or coping mechanisms to allow them to stay in these relationships,"
including denying, minimizing, or rationalizing the
abuse. According to Cusick, the abuser will play into
these coping mechanisms by denying or minimizing
the victim's experience, or by blaming the battering
incident on the victim, which is part of the psychological and emotional abuse that exists in these relationships.
[21 ] Defendant's challenge to this evidence is
two-fold. He argues that "the threshold error was the
trial court's ruling permitting Cusick to take the stand
in the first place." He then argues that this threshold
error "resulted in the prosecution running roughshod
over the trial court's efforts to prevent the gross misuse of her testimony."
*902 The trial court did not abuse its discretion
in allowing Cusick's testimony under sections 80 I
and 1107. As defendant points out, this case is different from those discussed above because Janet's death
precluded her from testifying at trial. However, we
agree with the trial court that her credibility was nevertheless at issue. On numerous occasions, Janet stated that she was afraid of defendant. These statements
were admitted for their truth under section 1250. Janet also told White-Janoski that defendant hit her
with a metal chain. This statement was admitted for
its truth under section 1240. However, defendant
claimed that her conduct, i.e., staying in the relationship and returning to him on two prior occasions, was
inconsistent with her stated fear and also inconsistent
with her statement that he had physically abused her.
Cusick's testimony was necessary to disabuse jurors
of commonly held misconceptions about victims of
domestic violence, and to explain the psychological
reasons for such a victim's seemingly selfimpeaching behavior. (See People v. McA/pin. supra.
53 Cal.3d at pp. 1300-1301, 283 Cal.Rptr. 382, 812
P.2d 563.)

[221@ And while we agree with defendant that
Cusick's testimony exceeded the limits imposed by
the trial court, we disagree that this amounted to
prosecutorial misconduct. "It is, of course, misconduct for a prosecutor to intentionally elicit inadmissible testimony." (People v. Smithey (1999) 20 Cal.4th
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936, 960, 86 Cal.Rptr.2d 243, 978 P.2d 1171.) But
this record does not disclose any intentional misconduct on the part of the prosecutor. Indeed, the prosecutor informed Cusick prior to her testimony that she
was not allowed to testify ''that victims of domestic
violence are killed purposefully at a particular point
in time." Cusick violated this directive by testifying
that domestic violence victims "know the most lethal
time in [their] life is right when they leave, and they
have to be incredibly careful during that period of
time, and they are putting themselves and their kids
at risk." However, the question that triggered this
violation was simply, "why don't victims of abuse
just leave?" This question was properly aimed at dispelling a common misconception held about abuse
victims, i.e., that it is easy for them to leave an **957
abusive relationship. Cusick could have answered
that question without violating the trial court's ruling.
[24][25"1[26-i[27] Defendant also complains that
the prosecutor asked Cusick whether certain abusers
have more education regarding domestic violence,
prompting Cusick to respond: "Well, generally perpetrators who are in position[ s] of power and privilege
can be educated in terms of the court system, in terms
of having more resources, in terms of, let's say, a
doctor knowing where on the body bruises would
occur. In terms of a police officer knowing how to
use their body and their voice and their facial expression to be intimidating." When the prosecutor followed up by asking whether her experience with police officer abusers changed any of the types of abuse
she had already discussed, the trial court sustained a
defense objection and admonished the prosecutor:
"I'm going to limit your direct examination to the
areas of general abuse the *903 witness has been describing and not to the particular possible facts of this
case." While expert testimony on domestic violence
may include general descriptions of abuser behavior
in order to "explain the victim's actions in light of the
abusive conduct" (People v. Gadlin (2000) 78
Cal.App.4th 587, 595, 92 Cal.Rptr.2d 890), this testimony specifically referred to police officers and
was not aimed at elucidating victim conduct in order
to dispel any common misconception. However, we
do not believe that this misstep by the prosecution
rises to the level of prosecutorial misconduct. FNs
FN8. Defendant also complains that the
prosecutor elicited testimony about animal
abuse. However, as he did not claim that

eliciting such testimony amounted to prosecutorial misconduct below, he cannot do so
on appeal. (See People v. Tafova (2007) 42
Cal.4th 147, 176, 64 Cal.Rptr.3d 163, 164
P.3d 590.) In any event, we conclude that
Cusick's testimony concerning animal abuse
in general was properly admitted. When expert testimony concerning domestic violence
is properly admitted to explain the victim's
conduct in light of the abuse, "testimony
about the hypothetical abuser and hypothetical victim is needed for the [victim's conduct] to be understood.... [L]imiting the testimony to the victim's state of mind without
some explanation of the types of behaviors
that trigger the [victim's conduct] could easily defeat the purpose for which the expert is
called." (People v. Gadlin. supra, 78
Cal.App.4th at p. 595, 92 Cal.Rptr.2d 890.)
Cusick's testimony about animal abuse was
part of her general testimony about the types
of abuses that may or may not exist in abusive relationships. And without this testimony, the jury might not have understood that
abusing an animal is taken to be a form of
threat to the victim, which would cause the
victim to be afraid of leaving the relationship. Thus, the trial court did not abuse its
discretion in allowing this testimony, and
the prosecutor did not engage in misconduct
by eliciting it.
[281 In any event, there was no prejudice to defendant. All inquiry into police officers as abusers
was promptly shut down by the trial court. And following the statement regarding leaving an abuser as
being a "lethal time," the trial court provided the jury
with the following admonition: "The [c]ourt has allowed the testimony of ... Cusick on the topic of abusive relationships in general. The witness has described various types of abuse and how victims generally react. This is not evidence, however, that the
defendant was an abuser or that he killed [his wife],
and you must look to other evidence presented in this
trial to make that determination. You may only consider this evidence in deciding whether or not [Janet's] conduct was not inconsistent with the conduct
of someone who has been abused and in evaluating
the believability of her statements." We presume the
jury followed this instruction. **958 ( People v.
Sanchez (2001) 26 Cal.4th 834. 111 Cal.Rptr.2d 129,
29 P.3d 209; People v. Holt (I 997) 15 Cal.4th 619,
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662, 63 Cal.Rptr.2d 782, 937 P.2d 213.) Moreover, to
the extent the jury relied on Cusick's testimony to
conclude defendant abused his wife, and therefore
had a motive to kill her, other evidence would likely
have yielded the same conclusion. (See People v.
Bowker. supra. 203 Cal.App.3d at p. 395, 249
Cal.Rptr. 886.)
*904 V-VI FN••

FN** See footnote*, ante.
DISPOSITION
The judgment is affirmed.
We concur: RAYE, P.J., and BLEASE, J.
Cal.App. 3 Dist.,2011.
People v. Kovacich
20 I Cal.App.4th 863, 133 Cal.Rptr.3d 924, 11 Cal.
Daily Op. Serv. 14,684, 2011 Daily Journal D.A.R.
17,533
END OF DOCUMENT
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CHECK OHIO SUPREME COURT RULES FOR
REPORTING OF OPINIONS AND WEIGHT OF
LEGAL AUTHORITY.
Court of Appeals of Ohio,
Eighth District, Cuyahoga County.
Jose C. LISBOA, Jr., Plaintiff-Appellant
v.

Robert REID, et al., Defendants-Appellees.
No. 96704.
Decided Nov. I 0, 2011.
Civil Appeal from the Cuyahoga County, Court of
Common Pleas, Case No. CV-715972.
Jose C. Lisboa, Jr., Cuyahoga Falls, OH, Pro Se.
William D. Mason, Cuyahoga County Prosecutor by
Sara E. Decaro, Assistant County Prosecutor, Cleveland, OH, for appellees.
Before: STEWART, P.J., COONEY, J., and S.
GALLAGHER, J.
MELODY J. STEWART, P.J.
*1 {if I} Plaintiff-appellant, Jose C. Lisboa, Jr.,
appeals from an order dismissing his civil complaint
in replevin, filed against Robert Reid, the Cuyahoga
County Sheriff; William Mason, the Cuyahoga County Prosecuting Attorney; and various county law enforcement personnel (unless otherwise noted, we
shall collectively refer to these defendants as "the
county"). The complaint sought return of
$158,755.25 of personal property that Lisboa claimed
had been seized in 2004 following his arrest and
guilty plea to charges of domestic violence and aggravated assault. The county sought dismissal of the
complaint on grounds that it was barred by res judicata because the judge in Lisboa's criminal case had
previously denied his request for return of the property; that the government officials were immune from
suit; and that the fraud and abuse of process claims
were barred by the statute of limitations. The court
dismissed the action without opinion.
{if 2} In 2004, Lisboa, a foreign national lawfully residing in the United States, entered a guilty plea

to counts of aggravated assault and domestic violence
after the state charged him with conspiring with another (a state informant) to frame his estranged wife
on drug charges and assault of her alleged lover. The
plea was apparently entered on terms that would allow Lisboa to voluntarily leave the United States
within 45 days of his conviction rather than be deported. As part of his plea, Lisboa agreed to a tenyear term of community control and further agreed to
forfeit $1,481 in U.S. currency and, "in lieu or' forfeiting a 2003 Audi, he agreed to pay the Cuyahoga
County Sheriffs Department the sum of $20,000.
Lisboa also agreed to forfeit a watch, handgun, and
two personal computers. Before Lisboa could leave
the country voluntarily, the Immigration and Naturalization Services arrested and deported him.
{if 3} After being sentenced, Lisboa filed a motion to withdraw his guilty plea, a motion for a new
trial, and separately petitioned the court for postconviction relief. The basis for these motions was that he
had obtained an affidavit from the state's informant in
which the informant claimed that he had been paid by
Lisboa's wife to frame Lisboa. The court denied the
motion for a new trial. It combined the motion to
withdraw the plea with the petition for postconviction
relief for hearing, and denied them both. Lisboa appealed and we reversed, finding that the ten-year period of community control agreed to by the parties in
the plea agreement exceeded the maximum term allowable under R.C. 2929. l 5(A)( I), rendering the plea
void and unenforceable. See State v. Lisboa, 8th Dist.
No. 89283, 2008-0hio-571, ~· 13.
{',r 4} In May 2008, following remand by this
court, Lisboa filed a motion for the return of his
property. The court denied the motion in August
2009. Lisboa appealed from that ruling, but we dismissed the appeal for failure to file a brief in accordance with Loc.R. I l.l(B)(4)(b) of the Local Rules of
the Eighth Appellate District. See State v. Lisboa, 8th
Dist. No. 93831, Motion No. 427050.FNJ

FN 1. In April 2011, Lisboa filed another
motion for the return of his property, and in
May 2011, he filed a "second motion" for
return of his property. The court denied the
"second motion" in June 2011.
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*2 {~ 5} Lisboa filed the present action in the
court of common pleas on January 20, 2010. He
styled his complaint as a "Complaint in Replevin,"
and alleged that the named individual defendants and
other government personnel colluded in 2004 to instigate criminal proceedings against him for the purpose of preventing his return to the United States and
defrauding him of the return of his personal property.
Lisboa also alleged that in 2009, the prosecuting attorney fraudulently indicted him on new charges with
the same goal of causing his deportation.

rn

6} Although Lisboa sets forth four assignments of error that address various procedural aspects
of rulings on Civ.R. 12(B) motions to dismiss, we
need not address all of them because the claims filed
in the complaint were plainly filed outside the relevant statutes of limitation or were barred by prosecutorial immunity.

rn

7} Civ.R. 12(B)(6) permits the court to dismiss a complaint if it appears beyond doubt that the
plaintiff can prove no set of facts showing the plaintiff's entitlement to recovery. O'Brien v. Univ. Community Tenants Union (1975), 42 Ohio St.2d 242,
327 N.E.2d 753, syllabus. When the facts pleaded in
a complaint demonstrably show that those claims
were filed outside the statute of limitations and are
time-barred, the complaint may be dismissed pursuant to Civ.R. 12(8)(6). Doe v. Archdiocese of Cincinnati. 109 Ohio St.3d 491, 2006-0hio--2625, 849
N.E.2d 268,, 11; Steiner v. Steiner (1993), 85 Ohio
App.3d 513, 518-19, 620 N.E.2d 152; Jackson v.
Sunnyside Tovota, Inc., 175 Ohio App.3d 370, 2008
Ohio--687, 887 N.E.2d 370,, 15.
{~ 8} The complaint states: "All the events that
gave rise to this complaint started for Jose C. Lisboa,
Jr. on May 3, 2004, when he was illegally arrested by
Cuyahoga County Detectives at his divorce hearing
approximately [sic] 10 am." The complaint alleges
further that the defendant detectives made a warrantless entry into his office that same date. Lisboa refers
to other dates in 2004 on which various alleged causes of action arose.

rn

9} To the extent that Lisboa's claims were
made against government subdivisions and their employees, those claims were governed by the two-year
statute of limitations set forth in R.C. 2744.04(A). As

the prosecuting attorney notes, the date on which
Lisboa would have been aware of the events giving
rise to his allegations was in March 2006. That was
the date on which the state's informant in the underlying criminal case submitted an affidavit on Lisboa's
behalf stating that he had been paid by Lisboa's wife
"for me to encourage Jose Lisboa to pay me to engage in criminal activity against [the wife] and others" and that "[t]he Cuyahoga County Sheriff's Department knew, at all times, that 1 was being paid
cash by [the wife] to arrange, plan and execute the
'set up' of Jose Lisboa." The affidavit conclusively
shows that Lisboa was aware of the facts giving rise
to this case in 2006, but failed to file his complaint
until 2010. They are barred by the statute of limitations, so the court did not err by dismissing the complaint. FN2FN3
FN2. To the extent Lisboa states claims
against the prosecuting attorney for the 2009
indictment, those claims are barred by prosecutorial immunity. Willitzer v. McC/oud
(1983), 6 Ohio St.3d 447, 449, 453 N.E.2d
693.
FN3. Although not a basis for our decision,
we further note that the court that heard Lisboa's criminal case previously denied a similar motion for the return of the property. Res
judicata might apply to bar assertion of the
replevin claim, but it is an affirmative defense that must be raised in a responsive
pleading under Civ.R. 8(C) and cannot be
raised for the first time in a Civ.R. 12(8)
motion to dismiss. State ex rel. Freeman v.
Morris (1991), 62 Ohio St.3d 107, 109. 579
N.E.2d 702. Thus, "[r]es judicata as a defense is generally proven through matters
not contained in the complaint." Grimm v.
Wickman, 8th Dist. No. 96508, 2011-0hio-3991, , 6, citing Ardary v. Stepien, 8th Dist.
No. 82950, 2004-0hio--630, , 18.
*3 Judgment affirmed.

It is ordered that appellees recover of appellant
their costs herein taxed.
The court finds there were reasonable grounds
for this appeal.
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It is ordered that a special mandate issue out of
this court directing the Cuyahoga County Court of
Common Pleas to carry this judgment into execution.
A certified copy of this entry shall constitute the
mandate pursuant to Rule 27 of the Rules of Appellate Procedure.
SEAN C. GALLAGHER, J., Concurs.
COLLEEN CONWAY COONEY, J., Concurs in
Judgment Only.
Ohio App. 8 Dist.,20 I I.
Lisboa v. Reid
Slip Copy, 201 I WL 5506026 (Ohio App. 8 Dist.),
20 I I -Ohio- 5482
END OF DOCUMENT
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C
District of Columbia Court of Appeals.
Jose A. GARIBAY, Appellant,
V.

UNITED STA TES, Appellee.
No. 92-CM-1497.
Argued Sept. 30, 1993.
Decided Dec. 6, 1993.
Defendant was convicted in the Superior Court,
District of Columbia, Kaye K. Christian, J., of simple
assault on wife. Defendant appealed. The Court of
Appeals, Ferren, J., held that once defendant put motive in issue by arguing self-defense, evidence of prior assault on wife was admissible to show that defendant's malice toward his wife, rather than selfdefense, prompted his acts, under motive exception to
rule that evidence of one crime is inadmissible to
prove disposition to commit another crime.
Affirmed.
West Headnotes

ill Criminal Law 110 E?37I.27
llQ Criminal Law
11 OXVII Evidence
11 OXVII(F) Other Misconduct by Accused
l lOXVll(F)7 Other Misconduct Showing
Intent
I 10k371.27 k. In general. Most Cited
Cases
(Formerly l 10k371(1))

Criminal Law 110 E?37I.3

In cases involving domestic violence, evidence
of previous hostility between spouses or lovers may
be of particular relevance to show motive and intent
and therefore is admissible under state of mind exception to usual rule that evidence of one crime is
inadmissible to prove disposition to commit another
crime when these mental states are at issue in case.

ill Criminal Law 110 E?37I.3
llQ Criminal Law
l lOXVII Evidence
l IOXVII(F) Other Misconduct by Accused
l lOXV]l(F)6 Other Misconduct Showing
Motive
l 10k371.3 k. Assault and battery. Most
Cited Cases
(Formerly l 10k371(12))
Defendant put his state of mind and motive at issue in simple assault prosecution when he attempted
to justify his use of force against his wife as selfdefense; therefore, evidence that defendant had previously assaulted wife was admissible under motive
exception to usual rule that evidence of one crime is
inadmissible to prove disposition to commit another
crime, to show that defendant's malice toward wife,
rather than fear of harm, prompted his acts. D.C.Code
1981, § 22-504.

Ql Assault and Battery 37 €=)67
3 7 Assault and Battery
3711 Criminal Responsibility
37ll{A) Offenses
37k62 Defenses
37k67 k. Self-defense. Most Cited Cas-

llQ Criminal Law
11 OX VII Evidence
11 OXVII(F) Other Misconduct by Accused
l 10XVII(F)6 Other Misconduct Showing
Motive
l 10k371.3 k. Assault and battery. Most
Cited Cases

A self-defense claim raises issue of whether defendant was acting out of actual and reasonable fear
of imminent bodily harm, or whether, instead, defendant had some other motive and was, in fact, aggressor.
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Ml Criminal Law 110 (£;;;;;;>1153.5
llQ_ Criminal Law

11 OXXIV Review
I IOXXIV(N) Discretion of Lower Court
11 Ok 1153 Reception and Admissibility of
Evidence
110kl!53.5 k. Other offenses. Most
Cited Cases
(Formerly 1 lOkl 153(1))
Trial court's decision to admit other crimes evidence is reviewed for abuse of discretion.

*946 George E. Rickman, appointed by the court, for
appellant.
Stacey L. Sovereign, Asst. U.S. Atty., with whom J.
Ramsey Johnson, U.S. Atty. at the time the brief was
filed, and John R. Fisher and Roy W. Mcleese, Ill,
Asst. U.S. Attys., were on the brief, for appellee.
Before FERREN, STEADMAN, and SULLIVAN,
Associate Judges.
FERREN, Associate Judge:
After a bench trial, the trial court convicted appellant Jose Garibay FNt of simple assault, *947 a
violation of D.C. Code § 22-504 (I 989). Appellant's
sole contention on appeal is that the trial court erred
in admitting evidence of his previous assault on the
same victim, his wife. We affirm.
FN l. Appellant's last name appears in the
record as both "Garibay" and "Gariboy."
Both appellant's wife and father spelled their
names as "Garibay" at trial. Appellant has
filed a motion asking this court to correct the
record to show that the true spelling of his
name is "Garabay." We denied the motion
without prejudice to appellant's proffering
proof in support of the motion. At oral argument, appellant's counsel proffered that
the correct spelling is "Garibay."

Page 2

to introduce testimony tending to prove that appellant
had also sexually assaulted his wife over 15 months
earlier on July 21, 1990. After reviewing the government's proffer, including police reports documenting Joel Garibay's complaint, the trial court found by
clear and convincing evidence that the July 21, 1990,
assault had taken place.FNi The court then ruled that
evidence of this earlier assault was admissible because its probative value, in negating appellant's proposed self-defense argument, outweighed any prejudice it might generate. The court also alluded to the
admissibility of such evidence in domestic violence
cases. Pursuant to this ruling, Joel Garibay testified at
trial that on July 21, 1990, several months after she
and appellant had separated, appellant raped and sodomized her at gunpoint in her home, using her police
service revolver.
FN2. It is not clear from the record what became of Joel Garibay's complaint concerning this incident. Appellant asserts in his
brief that it was dismissed. Appellant does
not contest, however, the trial court's finding
that the assault took place.
Joel Garibay also gave the following account of
the events of November 12, 1991. In the morning,
before her planned leave for California, she visited
her father-in-law's home on Kenyon Street, N.W., to
pick up her daughter, Malea. Malea had spent the
night at the Kenyon Street home with appellant, her
adoptive father. After Joel Garibay entered the Kenyon Street home, she noticed a blanket and towels
that appellant had borrowed from her. When she
picked up a towel, appellant snatched it from her and
hit her with it. Appellant then struck her repeatedly in
the face with his fist and kicked her in the stomach
after she fell on the floor. To defend herself, Ms.
Garibay tried to scratch appellant. Finally, appellant's
father arrived and pulled appellant off her.

I.

The government also presented testimony from a
police officer who arrived on the scene in response to
Ms. Garibay's subsequent call to the police from a
neighborhood phone. This officer testified that when
he saw Ms. Garibay her face was swollen and
scratched and her lip was cut.

The government's assault charge against appellant stemmed from appellant's alleged attack on his
estranged wife, Joel Garibay, on November 12, 1991.
Before trial, the government filed notice of its intent

Appellant testified that after he had let his wife
into the Kenyon Street home on November 12, 1991,
she had attacked him in his bedroom, hitting and
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scratching him. Appellant further testified that he had
pushed Ms. Garibay away, held her arms, and then
forced her outside of the bedroom. The struggle between them ceased when appellant's father appeared.
Appellant denied that his wife had ever been on the
floor or that he had ever kicked her.
With regard to the July 21, 1990, incident, appellant claimed that his sexual contact with his wife had
been consensual and that no weapon had been involved. He said that later that evening, however, he
had found his wife's service revolver in her living
room.
Appellant's father also testified for the defense.
He stated that on November 12, 1991, he had seen
Ms. Garibay on top of appellant, wrestling with him,
in appellant's bedroom and that he had not seen appellant strike Ms. Garibay. The father, however, also
testified that appellant "pushed her hard" and "threw
her four or five feet ... to the wall in the hallway."
II.

illill Appellant contends on appeal that the trial
court's admission of evidence concerning the alleged
sexual assault on July 21, 1990, violated this jurisdiction's longstanding prohibition on the admission of
evidence of other crimes to prove predisposition to
commit*948 the crime charged.FN3 See Drew v. United States, 118 U.S.App.D.C. 11, 15, 331 F.2d 85, 89
(1964). As the trial court recognized, however, our
case law also clearly indicates that, in cases involving
domestic violence, evidence of previous hostility
between spouses or lovers may be of particular relevance to show motive and intent and therefore will be
admissible under the state of mind exceptions to
Drew when these mental states are at issue in the
case. See Mitchell v. United States. 629 A.2d I 0
(D.C.1993); Hill v. United States. 600 A.2d 58, 61
(D.C. l 991); Clark v. United States. 593 A.2d 186,
195-96 {D.C.1991); see also Green v. United States.
580 A.2d 1325, 1327-28 {D.C.1990); cf Rink v.
United States. 388 A.2d 52, 56 (D.C.1978); Gezmu v.
United States. 375 A.2d 520, 522 {D.C. I 977).FN4
FN3. Contrary to the government's assertions, we conclude that defense counsel adequately preserved this issue for appeal by
presenting it to the trial court.
FN4. In Rink and Gezmu, we held that evi-

dence of prior hostility in a relationship between the defendant and the victim was relevant and admissible, but we did not specifically analyze the admissibility of this evidence under Drew.

ill Appellant attempts to distinguish this line of
cases on the ground that his state of mind was not a
material issue in this case. But that is incorrect. Although appellant denied kicking his wife, he admitted
that he used force to remove her from his room, suggesting that he did so only in response to his wife's
attacks. Insofar as appellant thus attempted to justify
his actions as self-defense, he put his state of mind at
issue. See Pounds v. United States. 529 A.2d 791,
795 n. 6 {D.C.1987) ("The Drew exceptions for intent, motive, and absence of mistake are applicable ...
when the defendant raises affirmative defenses (e.g.,
... self defense) thus putting his state of mind in issue .... "); Campbell v. United States, 450 A.2d 428,
43 I {D.C.1982) ("a claim of ... self-defense ... might
have made appellant's state of mind a contested issue
on which prior wrongful conduct evidence could be
received"). Specifically, a self-defense claim raises
the issue of whether the defendant was acting out of
an actual and reasonable fear of imminent bodily
harm, or whether, instead, the defendant had some
other motive and was, in fact, the aggressor. See
Criminal Jury Instructions for the District of Columbia, Nos. 5.12, 5.16 (4th ed. 1993).
In domestic violence cases such as this, we have
repeatedly said that " '[e]vidence concerning appellant's prior relationship with the decedent and the
state of that relationship prior to and at the time of the
[crime] is ... indicative of the motive appellant may
have possessed for committing the act.' " Mitchell,
629 A.2d at 13 (quoting Hill. 600 A.2d at 61). Thus,
in Hill, where the defendant stood accused of murdering his girlfriend, we held that evidence of the defendant's previous assault on the victim was relevant
and admissible under the motive exception to Drew.
See Hill. 600 A.2d at 61-63. Similarly, in this case,
once appellant's self-defense claim rendered motive a
material issue, the trial court could properly admit
evidence of the July 1990 assault under the Drew
motive exception to show that appellant's malice toward his wife, rather than fear of harm, prompted his
acts.FN 5 Cf Rink. 388 A.2d at 56 ("evidence of prior
aggressive conduct of the defendant towards the deceased is relevant when there is a claim of self-
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defense" and "is probative of ... whether appellant
was likely to be the aggressor ... and ... whether appellant reasonably apprehended a danger of imminent
... bodily*949 harm"). FN 6
FN5. Citing Parker v. United States. 586
A.2d 720, 725 (D.C.1991), and Williams v.
United States. 549 A.2d 328, 332--33
(D.C.1988), appellant claims that the July
1990 assault was too remote in time to be
probative. Our analyses in Parker and Williams, however, were concerned with
whether the other crimes evidence at issue in
those cases was admissible under Toliver v.
United States. 468 A.2d 958, 960
(D.C.1983 ), as "explain[ing] the immediate
circumstances surrounding the offense
charged." Under our line of domestic violence cases admitting other crimes evidence,
we have held admissible prior assaults involving the same defendant and victim that
have taken place as much as ten years before
the crime charged. See Clark. 593 A.2d at
189, 195-96 (holding admissible testimony
concerning defendant's conduct toward decedent, including incident from 1977 or
1978, in trial for 1987 murder).

contrary to appellant's contentions, the trial court's
ruling did not violate our strictures in Thompson v.
United States. 546 A.2d 414 (D.C.1988), on the admission of other crimes evidence in cases where the
defendant's state of mind is not genuinely at issue.
Nor is this case comparable to Commonwealth v.
Salone. 26 Mass.App.Ct. 926, 525 N.E.2d 430
(1988), which appellant cites for the proposition that
a defendant's claim of self-defense does not automatically open the door to evidence of the defendant's
bad character.FN 7 For here, in contrast with Salone,
the evidence at issue was not mere generalized proof
of the defendant's bad character; rather, this evidence
concerned a specific incident between the complainant and the defendant in a domestic violence case and
was relevant to the particular question of whether
appellant had a motive to attack or reason to fear his
wife.
FN7. Cf Johns v. United States, 434 A.2d
463,471 {D.C.1981) (holding that admission
of evidence of murder victim's character for
violence, to substantiate defendant's selfdefense claim, does not open door to evidence of defendant's bad character, unless
defendant first offers evidence of his or her
good character). Appellant also cites Tennessee v. Roberts. 703 S. W .2d 146
(Tenn.1986), which is inapposite because it
held inadmissible the evidence of a prior assault against a victim different from the one
in Roberts.

FN6. Cf also Bruce v. United States. 471
A.2d I 005, 1006-07 (D.C.1984) (holding
that evidence of two separate shooting incidents involving defendant was mutually admissible where defendant claimed to be acting in self-defense in both cases: "[t]he evidence of each shooting was probative of his
motive or intent in committing the other because, taken together, such evidence tended
to negate the possibility that appellant had
acted in self defense and to establish rather
that he had pursued a deliberate course of
action in each incident").

Finally, we note that the trial court specifically
ruled that evidence of the July 1990 incident was
more probative than prejudicial, as it was required to
do before admitting this evidence. See, e.g.. Mitchell.
629 A.2d at 14. There was an adequate foundation for
that ruling in the facts presented and in our case
law.FN 8

While the trial court did not specifically go
through all the steps of this analysis, the court's
comments during the pretrial hearing make it clear
that this was the basis on which the court decided to
admit evidence of the prior assault. The trial court
alluded to the case law admitting evidence of previous assaults in domestic violence cases and premised
the admission of testimony about the July 1990 incident on appellant's plan to argue self-defense. Thus,

FN8. We recognize that this is the first simple assault case in which this court has considered the admissibility under Drew of a
defendant's prior assault on the same victim
to negate a claim of self-defense. We have
sustained the admissibility of evidence of
the defendant's prior aggressive conduct toward the victim in a murder case, without
relying on Drew, to rebut a self-defense
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claim. See Rink. 388 A.2d at 55-56. We also
have approved the admissibility of evidence
of a defendant's prior assault on the same
victim, under the Drew motive exception, in
a murder case involving domestic violence,
where self-defense has not been at issue. See
Mitchell. 629 A.2d at 13-14; Hill. 600 A.2d
at 61. We believe the same principles apply
in a criminal prosecution, such as this one,
involving domestic violence, though not a
homicide, to allow admission under Drew of
evidence of a prior assault on the same victim as showing motive to rebut a claim of
self-defense. We leave for another day the
question of admissibility of such Drew motive evidence to rebut a self-defense claim
when the case does not involve violence between persons in a marital or similarly close
personal relationship.

111 For these reasons, we conclude that the trial
court did not abuse its discretion FN 9 in admitting testimony concerning the July 1990 incident.
FN9. We review the trial court's decision to
admit other crimes evidence for abuse of
discretion. See Daniels v. United States, 613
A.2d 342, 34 7 (D.C.1992).
Affirmed.

D.C.,1993.
Garibay v. U.S.
634 A.2d 946
END OF DOCUMENT
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Homicide 203 ~1006
Court of Criminal Appeals of Texas.
Marvin Edward LOLMAUGH, Appellant,
V.

The STATE ofTexas, Appellee.
No. 48602.
Oct. 9, 1974.
Rehearing Denied Nov. 6, 1974.
Defendant was convicted before the 181st Judicial District Court, Randall County, Don M. Dean, J.,
of murder, and he appealed. The Court of Criminal
Appeals, Douglas, J., held that when defendant
charged with murder made an issue of self-defense,
motive became an issue, and claimed statement of
defendant that he had shot another of his wife's lovers
tended to prove motive and was properly admitted to
rebut proof of self-defense.
Judgment affirmed.
West Headnotes

ill Criminal Law 110 ~371.13
llQ Criminal Law
11 OXVII Evidence
11 OXVIl(F) Other Misconduct by Accused
I l OXVII(F)6 Other Misconduct Showing
Motive
11Ok371.13 k. Homicide, mayhem, and
assault with intent to kill. Most Cited Cases
(Formerly l 10k37l(l2))

Criminal Law 110 ~372.56

203 Homicide
203 IX Evidence
203IX(D) Admissibility in General
203k I 000 Motive
203kl006 k. Infidelity, unfaithfulness,
or jealousy. Most Cited Cases
(Formerly l 10k37l(l2))
When defendant charged with murder made an
issue of self-defense, motive became an issue, and
claimed statement of defendant that he had shot another of his wife's lovers tended to prove motive and
was properly admitted to rebut proof of self-defense.

J1l Criminal Law 110 ~957(3)
llQ Criminal Law
11 OXXI Motions for New Trial
11 Ok948 Application for New Trial
11 Ok957 Statements, Affidavits, and Testimony of Jurors
11 Ok957(3) k. Misconduct of jurors, in
general. Most Cited Cases
Contention of defendant that court erred in not
hearing evidence, on his motion for new trial, on
question of jury misconduct, was without basis,
where motion did not have an affidavit of a juror attached to it and there was no showing in the motion
or otherwise why no affidavit of a juror was secured.

*759 H. Harris Hampton, Canyon, for appellant.
George E. Dowlen, Dist. Atty., Canyon, and Jim D.
Vollers, State's Atty., Austin, for the State.

llQ Criminal Law
11 OXVII Evidence
l lOXVII(F) Other Misconduct by Accused
l lOXVIl(F)l 1 Other Particular Theories of
Admissibility
l l0k372.56 k. Controverting defense
evidence or theory. Most Cited Cases
(Formerly l l0k37l(l2))

OPINION
DOUGLAS, Judge.
This is an appeal from a conviction for murder.
The jury assessed punishment at ten years.
The sufficiency of the evidence is not challenged. Appellant, in the controlling issue, contends
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that the court erred in permitting proof that he shot
another man who was his wife's lover. We overrule
this contention and affirm.
Julia Lolmaugh, appellant's wife, left him with
their children so that she could go to a picture show.
She testified that instead of going to the show she
went to the Circus Room, a bar in Amarillo, where
she visited with her father, Leonard Mullin, the deceased. After her father closed the bar, she left her car
at a cafe and the two drove out into the country and
had sexual intercourse. When they returned to her
car, the appellant met them and shot and killed
Mullin.

ill After the State rested, appellant testified that
the first shot was fired while he was holding the gun
and Mullin attempted to push it away, and the second
shot was fired in self-defense. After the appellant
testified and raised his defensive issues, the court
admitted into evidence a part of the statement or confession of the appellant which is as follows:
'In August of 1971 I shot a man from Friona
who had been her lover for quite some time.'

Page2

Alvarez v. State, Tex.Cr.App., 511 S.W.2d 493,
cited by the appellant, is not controlling. In that case
the accused testified that he carried a gun because he
shot a man in Lubbock and he was afraid of his people. That statement was admitted before any testimony by the accused was admitted and it did not tend to
rebut a defensive issue.

ill The contention of appellant that the court
erred in not hearing evidence on his motion for new
trial on the question of jury misconduct is without
merit. The motion did not have an affidavit of a juror
attached to it. There is no showing in the motion or
otherwise why no affidavit of a juror was secured.
See Prince v. State, 158 Tex.Cr.R. 320. 254 S.W.2d
l 006, and Fontenot v. State, Tex.Cr.App., 426
S.W.2d 861.
No error being shown, the judgment is affirmed.
Tex.Cr.App. 1974.
Lolmaugh v. State
514 S.W.2d 758
END OF DOCUMENT

Did this evidence rebut a defensive issue? The
issue of self-defense was raised. In Albrecht v. State,
Tex.Cr.App., 486 S.W.2d 97, there is an exhaustive
discussion concerning the admissibility of extraneous
transactions or offenses. Two of the examples given
where such evidence is admissible are '(5) To show
the accused's motive ... (6) To rebut a defensive
theory raised by the accused.' When the appellant
made an issue of self-defense, motive became an issue. The proof that he had shot another of his wife's
lovers would tend to prove his motive in the present
case. This would tend to show his state of mind toward a class, lovers of his wife, and this state of mind
or motive was such that he would shoot members of
that class. See Dillard v. State, Tex.Cr.App., 477
S.W.2d 547, 551. The statement would also tend to
rebut this theory of self-defense. Since he had once
shot a man for loving his wife, such evidence would
tend to show that he shot this deceased not in selfdefense but because he also was a lover of his wife.
See the authorities in Albrecht, particularly in footnote 6.
The court did not err in admitting the statement
to rebut proof of self-defense.
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110k 1153 Reception and Admissibility of

C

Evidence
Supreme Court of Mississippi.
James C. NEWELL, Jr.

I lOkl 153.l k. In general. Most Cited

V.

ST ATE of Mississippi.
No. 2009-KA-00701-SCT.
Dec. 2, 2010.

Background: Defendant was convicted in a jury trial
in the Circuit Court, Lowndes County, James T.
Kitchens, Jr., J., of manslaughter. Defendant appealed.
Holdings: The Supreme Court, Waller, C.J., held
that:
ill exclusion of threatening messages defendant left
on his wife's cell phone was not warranted under
spousal privilege;
threatening messages defendant left on wife's cell
phone were relevant in murder trial;
ru trial court's exclusion of shooting victim's blood
toxicology results was reversible error;
® trial court did not abuse its discretion in refusing
defendant's jury instruction on self-defense; and
in a matter of first impression, defendant was entitled to jury instruction on presumption in justifiable
homicide statute regarding use of force when someone forcibly tries to enter occupied vehicle.

rn

rn

Reversed and remanded.
Randolph, J., concurred in part and in result.
Dickinson, J., filed opinion concurring in part
and dissenting in part in which Graves, P.J., joined
and Randolph, J.,joined in part.
West Headnotes

Criminal Law 110 €;=1169.1(1)

llQ Criminal Law
I IOXXIV Review
11 OXXIV(Q) Harmless and Reversible Error
11 Ok 1169 Admission of Evidence
11 Oki 169.1 In General
110kl 169.1(1) k. Evidence in general. Most Cited Cases
The standard of review regarding admission or
exclusion of evidence is abuse of discretion; appellate
court will not reverse the trial court's evidentiary ruling unless the error adversely affects a substantial
right ofa party.

ill Privileged Communications and Confidentiality 3110 €;=so
311 H Privileged Communications and Confidentiality
311 HII Family Privileges
31 l HII(B) Spousal Privilege
3 I I Hk80 k. Confidential or private character of communications. Most Cited Cases
Exclusion of threatening messages defendant left
on his wife's cell phone was not warranted under
spousal privilege; defendant's message in which he
threatened to shoot wife and her alleged lover would
have been communicated to either wife's lover or the
police, and thus, the message was not confidential for
purposes of spousal privilege. Rules of Evid., Rule
504.

.lJ.l Privileged Communications and Confidentiali-

ill Criminal Law 110 ~1153.1

ty 311 u €;=ss

llQ Criminal Law

311 H Privileged Communications and Confidentiality
311 HII Family Privileges
311 HII(B) Spousal Privilege

11 OXXlV Review
1 lOXXlV(N) Discretion of Lower Court
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311 Hk85 k. Waiver of privilege. Most Cited Cases
Assuming threat defendant made to wife on her
cell phone was not intended for disclosure, both
spouses waived spousal privilege and spousal incompetency through their respective actions, and thus, the
message was admissible at trial, where investigators
obtained wife's cell phone at defendant's request and
with wife's permission in order to check messages.
Rules of Evid., Rules 504, 60 I.

HJ. Homicide 203 €;::;;,989(1)
203 Homicide
203IX Evidence
203IX(D) Admissibility in General
203k985 Intent, Malice, Deliberation, and
Premeditation
203k989 Previous Threats and Expressions of HI Will by Accused
203k989(]) k. In general. Most Cited

•

Page2

Trial court abused its discretion in excluding
shooting victim's blood toxicology results; at the time
doctor testified, the jury had already heard that the
shooting occurred after victim's allegedly aggressive
and violent behavior, so the toxicology results were
relevant to show the circumstances under which the
fatal shooting occurred and indicate the mental state
of the victim.

.lfil Homicide 203 €;::;;,1057
203 Homicide
203 IX Evidence
2031X(D) Admissibility in General
203k I 049 Self-Defense
203kI057 k. Nature and circumstances
of act. Most Cited Cases
Intoxication evidence offered to show mental
state of deceased for purposes of self-defense theory
is admissible so long as its relevance has been established by the time the evidence is offered.

11l Criminal Law 110 €;:;w1170(1)
Threatening messages defendant left on wife's
cell phone were relevant in murder trial; the messages tended to support the State's theory that defendant
acted with malice toward victim because defendant
thought he was one of wife's lovers. Rules of Evid.,
Rule 401.

llQ Criminal Law

I IOXXIV Review
11 OXXIV(Q) Harmless and Reversible Error
1 IOkl 170 Exclusion of Evidence
11 Ok 1170( 1) k. In general. Most Cited

ill Criminal Law 110 €;:;w3ss.2
llQ Criminal Law

11 OXVI I Evidence
11 OXVIl(I) Competency in General
11 Ok388 Experiments and Tests; Scientific
and Survey Evidence
1 I0k388.2 k. Particular tests or experiments. Most Cited Cases

Trial court's exclusion of shooting victim's blood
toxicology results was reversible error; defendant's
theory of the case was self-defense, and evidence of
victim's toxicology could have affected the jury's
understanding of victim's motive or intention and
defendant's belief in the imminence of his danger.
Rules ofEvid., Rule 103(a).

.Lfil Criminal Law 110 €;:;ws29(5)
Homicide 203 €;::;;,1057
llQ Criminal Law

203 Homicide
203IX Evidence
203IX(D) Admissibility in General
203k 1049 Self-Defense
203kl 057 k. Nature and circumstances
of act. Most Cited Cases

I JOXX Trial
11 OXX(H) Instructions: Requests
l I Ok829 Instructions Already Given
11 Ok829(5) k. Self-defense. Most Cited

Trial court did not abuse its discretion in refusing
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defendant's jury instruction on self-defense; the defendant's self-defense theory was covered fairly
elsewhere and the State's self-defense instruction
tracked the recommended instruction.

•

Page 3

One has no duty to retreat from an attack if he is
in a place where he has a right to be and is not the
initial aggressor or provoker. West's A.M.C. § 97-3-

.Ll.ffi.

I2J. Criminal Law 110 ~769

.L!1l Homicide 203 ~801
llQ Criminal Law
l lOXX Trial
11 OXX(G) Instructions: Necessity, Requisites, and Sufficiency
11 Ok769 k. Duty of judge in general. Most
Cited Cases

203 Homicide
203VI Excusable or Justifiable Homicide
203Vl(B) Self-Defense
203k798 Duty to Retreat or Avoid Danger
203k801 k. Place or situation of confrontation. Most Cited Cases

Criminal Law 110 €=)1152.21(2)
Homicide 203 €=)802

llQ Criminal Law
11 OXXIV Review
11 OXXIV (N) Discretion of Lower Court
I 1Ok 1152 Conduct of Trial in General
I lOkl 152.21 Instructions
I IOk I I 52.21 (2) k. Failure to instruct.
Most Cited Cases

203 Homicide
203Vl Excusable or Justifiable Homicide
203VI(B) Self-Defense
203k798 Duty to Retreat or Avoid Danger
203k802 k. Confrontation on accused's
own premises. Most Cited Cases

Jury instructions generally are within the discretion of the trial court, so the standard of review for
the denial of jury instructions is abuse of discretion.

Defendant did not have a duty to retreat from
shooting victim's alleged aggression by leaving his
truck or fleeing the parking lot. West's A.M.C. § 973-15(4 ).

W!J. Criminal Law 110 ~769
J.Q1 Criminal Law 110 ~778(12)

llQ Criminal Law
I lOXX Trial
11 OXX(G) Instructions: Necessity, Requisites, and Sufficiency
I I Ok769 k. Duty of judge in general. Most
Cited Cases
When serious doubt exists as to whether an instruction should be included, the doubt should be
resolved in favor of the accused.

l!!l Homicide 203 €=)799
203 Homicide
203VI Excusable or Justifiable Homicide
203VI(B) Self-Defense
203k798 Duty to Retreat or Avoid Danger
203k799 k. In general. Most Cited Cas-

llQ Criminal Law
I lOXX Trial
1 IOXX(G) Instructions: Necessity, Requisites, and Sufficiency
11 Ok778 Presumptions and Burden of
Proof
110k778(12) k. Self-defense. Most Cited Cases
Defendant was entitled to jury instruction on
statutory presumption in justifiable homicide statute
that an individual was presumed to have acted in reasonable fear of imminent death or great bodily harm
when using defensive force against a person who was
trying to unlawfully and forcibly enter an occupied
vehicle, even though defendant used deadly force on
alleged assailant after defendant exited vehicle,
where assailant's first act of aggression against defendant, slamming truck door on his leg, took place
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while defendant was entering his truck, and defendant testified that once he was inside truck, assailant
banged on the truck, grabbed the door, and threatened
to "snatch" defendant out of the truck. West's A.M.C.
§ 97-3-15(3).

•

Page4

the Slab House bar in Lowndes County. We find that
the trial court committed reversible error in one of its
evidentiary rulings and in refusing one of Newell's
requested jury instructions on the newly revised
statutory presumption under the "Castle Doctrine."
So we reverse and remand.

l!£ Homicide 203 ~788
203 Homicide
203VI Excusable or Justifiable Homicide
203Vl(B) Self-Defense
203k785 Danger
203k788 k. Circumstances and events
constituting danger. Most Cited Cases

Homicide 203 ~ 2 0
203 Homicide
203IX Evidence
203IX(B) Presumptions and Inferences
203k9 l 8 Excuse or Justification
203k920 k. Self-defense. Most Cited

Under justifiable homicide statute, which presumes a person reasonably fears imminent death or
great bodily injury when defensive force is used
against person who is forcibly trying to enter vehicle,
if the occupant of a vehicle is still in danger after
exiting the vehicle, and he is still in the immediate
premises thereof, he should be allowed to use reasonable force to defend against the danger and still be
presumed to have acted in reasonable fear of imminent death or great bodily harm. West's A.M.C. § 973-15(3).

*67 Office of Indigent Appeals by Leslie S. Lee,
Jackson, Phillip Broadhead, Oxford, attorneys for
appellant.
*68 Office of the Attorney General by Jeffrey A.
Klingfuss, Jackson, Lisa L. Blount, attorneys for appellee.
Before WALLER, C.J., LAMAR and PIERCE, JJ.
WALLER, Chief Justice, for the Court:
~ 1. James C. Newell appeals his conviction for
manslaughter stemming from his altercation with and
fatal shooting of Adrian Boyette in the parking lot of

FACTS AND PROCEDURAL HISTORY
2. James C. Newell lived in Vernon, Alabama,
but worked in and around Columbus, Lowndes County, Mississippi. Newell married his wife Diane on
April 30, 2008, despite a previously tumultuous relationship. During their two-week marriage, Newell
suspected Diane of cheating on him with Tony
Hayes, with whom she previously had lived. In fact,
Newell already had consulted an attorney about getting a divorce from Diane because of her suspected
infidelity. On May 14, 2008, at around 5:00 p.m.,
Newell called Diane's cell phone and left two
voicemail messages. In the first message, he threatened to shoot Diane and Tony, but in the second message he recanted. Nonetheless, later that evening,
Newell drove from Vernon, Alabama, over the state
line to the Slab House bar on Caledonia-Vernon
Road in Lowndes County, Mississippi. He stated that
he went there to confirm Diane's and Tony's relationship before he went through with the divorce.
~

~ 3. When Newell arrived at the Slab House
sometime between 8 and 9 p.m., he saw Diane's truck
in the parking lot, but Diane was not there. FN I Newell
saw Adrian Boyette, whom he did not know, standing
near Diane's truck. And he saw Boyette's friend, Jason Colby Hollis, standing nearby. Newell asked
Boyette if he knew the woman who drove Diane's
truck, if he knew where she was, and if he had seen a
man with her. FN 2 Boyette said he did not, so Newell
pointed toward Hollis and asked who he was. Boyette
responded that Hollis was his friend and told Newell
not to go over there and mess with him. Some harsh
words were exchanged between Newell and Boyette,
and Newell turned around and walked back toward
his own truck.

FNI. The owner of the Slab House testified
at trial that Diane and Tony were not in the
bar or in the parking lot at the time of the
shooting.
FN2. The officers who testified at trial stated
that Newell had told Sullivan that his first
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question to Boyette was not where Diane
was, but whether he was the man who had
answered Diane's cell phone earlier.
~ 4. Boyette followed Newell back to his truck.
According to Newell, as he was entering the truck,
Boyette began shouting and beating on the truck.
Newell testified that Boyette stated that he was going
to "[mess] [Newell] up!" At some point, Boyette shut
the truck door on Newell's leg. Newell said he never
pushed, shoved, or struck Boyette in response to his
aggression. According to Newell, after the truck door
was completely closed, Boyette continued beating on
the truck and yelling "I'm fixing to get you-[mess] up
your world. I'm fixing to-get [yourself] out of that
truck." At this point, Newell began backing up the
truck. But Newell testified *69 that he continued to
fear for his life FNJ because:

FN3. Newell testified that he is five feet,
eight inches, tall and that, at the time of the
altercation, he weighed approximately 180
pounds. Boyette was six feet tall and
weighed 255 pounds.
[Boyette] come around there, come around and
grabbed on the door, like opening the door, like he
was either-from the look in his eyes, he was either
going to-you know, he was going to try to open
that door, just stand there beat-hitting on me when
I was sitting in the door, or he was trying to snatch
me out of the truck.
Then, Newell pushed on the door from the inside,
and Boyette backed up just enough for Newell to
step out of the truck. Next, according to Newell,
"[Boyette] said 'I'm fixing to cut you up,' " and
"when he grabbed at his pocket, that's when [Newell] reached under the ... seat of the truck, pulled
the pistol out, and shot him." FN4 Newell then
jumped back into his truck and fled to his home in
Vernon, Alabama. Although Boyette never displayed a knife or any other weapon, a pocket knife
later was found in his pocket. Boyette died from
the gunshot.
FN4. Newell testified that he always kept
the gun in his truck and carried it with him
because he often worked in a dangerous part
of town where his boss previously had been
robbed and shot.

~ 5. Larry Swearingen, who worked as the ''town
cop" with the Caledonia Marshall's Department, was
the first on the scene at the Slab House. He issued a
"be on the lookout" ("BOLO") advisory for Newell's
vehicle, heading toward Vernon, Alabama, on Highway 12. Later, law enforcement officers in Alabama
responded to a call that the man identified in the
BOLO was at his home in Vernon and was threatening to commit suicide. Officers James Carl Smith and
Jeff Patrick of the Vernon Police Department, as well
as Deputy Rodney Jones of the Lamar County (Alabama) Sheriffs Department responded to Newell's
residence around 9:30 p.m., followed shortly thereafter by David Sullivan, an investigator with the district
attorney's office in Alabama, who knew Newell personally.
~ 6. When Sullivan arrived at Newell's residence,
he encountered a standoff between Newell and the
other officers. Newell was kneeling by a tree, holding
a gun to his own head, and telling the officers to stay
back. When officers asked Newell to drop his gun,
Newell stated: "Why? You're going to have to kill
me, I'm not going to jail." To try to get him to relinquish the gun and surrender, Sullivan moved closer
and had a conversation with Newell, with the other
officers listening. Sullivan testified that he asked
Newell what had happened,FN 5 and Newell related his
version of the events surrounding the shooting at the
FN6
Slab House.Newell told Sullivan "They won't
believe me. They *70 won't believe my side of the
story." FN 7 Newell said that he was going to commit
suicide because he was determined not to go to jail.

FN5. It is undisputed that Newell was not
given any Miranda warnings before his conversation with Sullivan. See Miranda v. Arizona. 384 U.S. 436, 86 S.Ct. 1602, 16
L.Ed.2d 694 (1966).
FN6. Sullivan testified that:
[Newell] had an altercation with somebody he didn't know there. They followed
him out to his truck. [Newell] said, "I got
in the truck to leave." This unknown
white male started beating on his truck,
beating on his door glass, threatened him.
He said-well, his exact words, the unknown subject approached his truck and
started threatening him. [Newell] stated he
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was backing up, and the unknown man,
subject, started banging on his driver's
side door window. [Newell] said, "I
opened the door, popped a cap in [him]."
He said, "He told me he had something
for me. I had something for him."
FN7. Newell testified that he thought the authorities would never believe his version of
the shooting because of the voicemail messages he had left on Diane's cell phone.

1 7. In an effort to defuse the situation, Sullivan
agreed to some of Newell's "demands." Specifically,
Newell wanted Diane's cell phone "seized" to prove
her infidelity by showing all of her calls to Tony
Hayes and other purported paramours. He also wanted his truck fingerprinted to show Boyette's contact
with it. The Alabama officers notified the officers
back at the Slab House, who got Diane's cell phone,
which still contained the voicemail messages Newell
had left earlier that day. But due to moisture present
on Newell's truck window, no fingerprints were recovered. After a tense, one-hour standoff, Newell
surrendered and was taken into custody by the Lamar
County Sheriffs Department.

1 8. Although Newell was indicted and tried for
deliberate-design murder, the jury found Newell
guilty of the lesser-included offense of manslaughter.
The trial court sentenced Newell to serve twenty
years in the custody of the Mississippi Department of
Corrections, and to pay all court costs and funeral
expenses. Newell filed an unsuccessful motion for
judgment notwithstanding the verdict (JNOV), or, in
the alternative, for a new trial. Newell timely filed his
notice of appeal, in which he raises the following
four issues.
I. Whether the trial court erred in allowing the Appellant's personal telephonic voicemail messages,
left for and meant to be heard only by his wife, into
evidence over a [Mississippi Rule of Evidence] 504
spousal privilege objection since she was neither a
victim of any crime nor an adverse party to these
proceedings.

II. Whether the trial court erred in refusing to allow
defense counsel to cross-examine expert witness
Dr. Stephen [sic] Hayne regarding the findings of
the toxicology report after performing the dece-

dent's autopsy, especially in light of the theory of
self-defense advanced in the case.
III. Whether the trial court erred in ignoring the evidence that supported a theory of self-defense and
refusing to grant a separate jury instruction defining the elements of necessary self-defense and the
statutory protections of the "Castle Doctrine."
IV. Whether the trial court erred when it denied the
Appellant's motion for a directed verdict for legal
insufficiency in the prosecution's case or, alternatively, to grant the Appellant's motion for a new
trial (JNOV) where the verdict was against the
overwhelming weight of the evidence.
We address only Issues I through III. See Miss.
R.App. P. I 7(h).
DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS OF LAW

I. Refusal to exclude voicemail messages
ill 1 9. Newell argues first that it was error to
admit into evidence the two voicemail messages he
had left on Diane's phone, a recording of which was
played for the jury during Sullivan's testimony. In the
first message, Newell stated:
You're probably up at the Slab [House], ... or over
at Tony's, but I bet you're at the Slab, and you want
me to come up *71 there so Mike will whip [meJ.
But I tell you what I'm going to do: I'm fixing to
come up there and pop a cap in [you] and hi[m],
too.
In the second message, Newell stated, essentially, "never mind, neither one of you are worth it."
"The standard of review regarding admission or exclusion of evidence is abuse of discretion. We will
not reverse the trial court's evidentiary ruling unless
the error adversely affects a substantial right of a party." Mingo v. State. 944 So.2d 18, 28 (Miss.2006)
(citing Parks v. State. 884 So.2d 738, 742
(Miss.2004)). See also Miss. R. Evid. 103(a).

1 10. Newell asserts that the voicemail messages
are subject to spousal privilege under Mississippi
Rule of Evidence 504(b) and that Diane was not
competent to aid investigators under the spousal
competency standards in Rule 60I(a). See Miss. R.
Evid. 504(b), 601(a). The State contends that the
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threats in the messages were relevant to show Newell's deliberate design to shoot "somebody" that day,
which he ultimately did, and that such threats presented a controversy between the spouses, an exception to spousal incompetency. We find that the messages were relevant and were not excluded by Rules
504 and 601.

,i 11. The husband-wife privilege protects confidential communications between spouses. Miss. R.
Evid. 504. A "confidential" communication is made
in private and is not intended for disclosure. Miss. R.
Evid. 504(a). Before a privileged communication
may be revealed, both spouses must consent. See
Miss. R. Evid. 504(c); Hickson v. State. 697 So.2d
391, 398-99 (Miss.1997); Martin v. State, 773 So.2d
415, 417 (Miss.Ct.App.2000). Under spousal competency standards, a spouse may not be compelled to
reveal confidential communications during the discovery process in a case that involves the other
spouse without the consent of both. Miss.Code Ann.
§ 13-1-5 (Rev.2002), superceded by Miss. R. Evid.
601(a). See also Miss. R. Evid. 601 cmt.; Hood v.
State. 17 So.3d 548, 553 n. 5 (Miss.2009) (noting that
Rule 601 and Miss.Code. Ann. § 13-1-5 are "essentially the same"); Fisher v. State. 690 So.2d 268, 272
(Miss.1996).
(2)(3] ,i 12. Here, the same facts negate both
spousal privilege and spousal incompetency. Newell's
message threatened to shoot Diane and Tony. Because this threat would have been communicated to
Tony or the police, it is not "confidential" under Rule
504. See Miss. R. Evid. 504(a); Roland v. State. 882
So.2d 262, 266 (Miss.Ct.App.2004) (denying husband-wife privilege for telephone conversation wife
recorded partly because defendant previously had
threatened to kill her). But even ifwe accept Newell's
argument that a private threat is not intended for disclosure, both spouses waived Rules 504 and 601 by
their respective actions. Shell v. State. 554 So.2d 887,
894-95 (Miss.1989), rev'd in part on other grounds,
Shell v. Mississippi, 498 U.S. I, 111 S.Ct. 313, 112
L.Ed.2d I (1990) (finding that defendant waived the
husband-wife privilege when he encouraged police to
corroborate his story by questioning his wife). See
also Miss. R. Evid. 601(a). Investigators obtained
Diane's cell phone on Newell's request. At the time
he asked the officers to check her phone, he knew
that damaging messages were there. Diane surrendered her phone and provided the password to her

voicemail. Thus, neither Rule 504 nor Rule 601 applies.

ill. ,i 13. Further, the messages satisfy Rule 401 's
broad definition of relevant evidence. See Miss. R.
Evid. 40 I; May v. State. 524 So.2d 957, 965
(Miss.1988). However relevant the evidence, the
court may exclude it when unfair prejudice outweighs
its probative value. *72Miss. R. Evid. 403. Three to
four hours after threatening Diane, Newell arrived at
the Slab House to find Boyette standing next to Diane's truck. While disputed, three officers testified
that Newell asked Boyette if he previously had answered Diane's cell phone. Newell's first message did
specifically threaten Diane and Tony. Further, it is
not disputed that Boyette was nonresponsive and
hostile to Newell's questioning about Diane's infidelity. The message tends to support the State's theory
that Newell acted with malice toward Boyette because Newell thought he was one of Diane's lovers.
Davis v. State. 767 So.2d 986, 997 (Miss.2000) (finding evidence of defendant's prior threats against a
third party relevant to show motive, intent, and state
of mind). Together, the messages explain the chain of
events and affect the State's theory on Newell's state
of mind, and Newell fails to show that their value
was substantially outweighed by the danger of unfair
prejudice. See Miss. R. Evid. 401, 403. We find no
error in the admission of the messages into evidence.
Mingo, 944 So.2d at 28. While the messages were
relevant to the State's prosecution for deliberatedesign murder, we make no findings on their relevance or probative value in further proceedings.
II. Relevance of Boyette's toxicology results
ill ,i 14. Newell next asserts that the trial court
improperly refused to allow evidence of Boyette's
toxicology results. During the trial, Newell attempted
to cross-examine Dr. Steven Hayne, who had performed Boyette's autopsy, regarding Boyette's blood
toxicology, but the trial court excluded it. FNs

FN8. Part of the autopsy report proffered by
Newell indicated that at the time of death,
Boyette's alprazolam concentration was 0.06
micrograms per milliliter. The court noted
that alprazolam would have made Boyette
less aggressive, but defense counsel stated
that studies show that the therapeutic level is
around 0.02, and the toxic level is 0.10. So
he opined that Dr. Hayne would agree that
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Boyette's level of 0.06 was three times the
therapeutic level, which could cause disinhibition and aggressive behavior.

,i 15. The trial court ruled that evidence of Boyette's toxicology was irrelevant and invited speculation by the jury, because at the time Dr. Hayne testified, no evidence had been brought forth to show that
Boyette had been acting violently. But when Dr.
Hayne took the stand, Jason Hollis already had testified that Boyette and Newell had been in a "heated
argument," and that Boyette had shut the door on
Newell's leg. And the officers who had overheard
Newell's conversation with Sullivan all had testified
that Newell had told Sullivan that Boyette had beaten
his truck windows and cursed at him. So evidence of
Boyette's allegedly aggressive or violent behavior
had in fact been presented prior to Dr. Hayne's testimony.

ill ,i 16. This Court held in Byrd v. State, 154
Miss. 742, 123 So. 867, 869 (1929), that the defendant can raise the victim's intoxication to demonstrate
all the conditions existing at the time of and giving
rise to the killing, including the victim's mental state.
Specifically, we explained that:
In determining whether the defendant acted in selfdefense, it is competent to show all the circumstances under which the fatal difficulty occurred,
and which would in any manner have affected the
defendant's motives and apprehensions, or indicate
the mental state of the deceased. The defendant
may show the deceased's intoxication as bearing
upon his motive or intention and the defendant's
beliefin the imminence of his danger.
*73 Byrd. 123 So. at 869 (internal citations omitted). See also Huggins v. State, 911 So.2d 614, 617
(Miss.Ct.App.2005) (affirming trial court's limiting
instruction, directing jury to consider victim's bloodalcohol content in relation to victim's state of mind at
time of shooting, not as to whether victim was aggressor). Intoxication evidence offered for this reason
is admissible so long as its relevance has been established by the time the evidence is offered. See
Farmer v. State, 770 So.2d 953, 958 (Miss.2000). See
also 29 Am.Jur.2d Evidence§ 307 (2010) (" 'Irrelevant' evidence denotes evidence that does not logically tend to prove or disprove any material fact or
proposition that has been placed at issue.") (empha-

sis added).

,i 17. We conclude that, at the time Dr. Hayne
testified, the relevance of Boyette's toxicology results
had been established. The jury obviously knew that
Newell was on trial for fatally shooting Boyette, and
it already had heard that the shooting had occurred
soon after Boyette's allegedly aggressive and violent
behavior, evidence of which had been presented
through testimony by Hollis and the officers present
at the stand-off. So under Byrd, Boyette's toxicology
results were relevant to show "all the circumstances
under which the fatal difficulty occurred, and which
would in any manner ... indicate the mental state of
the deceased." Bvrd. 123 So. at 869. Therefore, the
exclusion of Boyette's toxicology results was an
abuse of discretion, because the relevance of that
evidence had been established at the time Dr. Hayne
took the stand. Farmer, 770 So.2d at 958.

ill ,i 18. But we will not reverse the trial court's
evidentiary ruling unless the error adversely affects a
substantial right of a party. Mingo. 944 So.2d at 28;
Miss. R. Evid. 103(a). Here, Newell's theory of the
case was self-defense, and evidence ofBoyette's toxicology could have affected the jury's understanding
of Boyette's motive or intention and Newell's belief
in the imminence of his danger. Bvrd. 123 So. at 869.
So the exclusion of the evidence prevented Newell
from fully presenting his theory of the case to the
jury and thus adversely affected his right to a fair
trial. Therefore, the exclusion of the toxicology evidence is reversible error. Mingo, 944 So.2d at 28. In
finding that, under the facts before us, the state of
Boyette's blood toxicology and resultant impairment
is relevant, we do not say that the toxicology report is
admissible or that Dr. Hayne is competent to offer
testimony in this area. Those matters are left for determination in further proceedings on remand.
III. Jury instructions
.[fil ,i 19. Newell also challenges the trial court's
refusal of several of his proposed jury instructions,
which he asserts eviscerated his theory of selfdefense. Specifically, Newell challenges the trial
court's refusal of his separate jury instruction defining
the specific elements of self-defense (D-6), and several separate instructions on the "Castle Doctrine"
(D-7, D-8, and D-22).
I2J.I1Ql ,i 20. It is well settled that jury instruc-
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tions generally are within the discretion of the trial
court, so the standard of review for the denial of jury
instructions is abuse of discretion. Davis v. State. 18
So.3d 842, 847 (Miss.2009) (citing Higgins v. State,
725 So.2d 220, 223 (Miss.1998)). This Court has
explained that jury instructions must be considered
together:

treat and created a presumption that the defendant
reasonably feared imminent death, great bodily
harm, or the commission of a felony upon him
from a person who has unlawfully and forcibly entered the immediate premises of a dwelling, was
enacted effective July 1, 2006, .... See Miss.Code
Ann. § 97-3-15 (Rev.2006).

In determining whether error lies in the granting or
refusal of various instructions, the instructions actually given must be read as a whole. When so
read, if the instructions fairly announce the law of
the case and create no injustice, no reversible error
will be found. There *74 is no error if all instructions taken as a whole fairly, but not necessarily
perfectly, announce the applicable rules of law.

Johnson v. State. 997 So.2d 256. 260 n. 2
(Miss.Ct.App.2008) (emphasis added).rn9 It is clear
to us that, since the enactment of these statutes, Mississippi's "Castle Doctrine" includes two prongs.
First, under subsection (4), if the defendant is in a
place where he had a right to be, is not the immediate
provoker and aggressor, and is not engaged in unlawful activity, he has no duty to retreat before using
defensive force. Miss.Code Ann. § 97-3-15(4)
(Rev.2006). And second, if the jury finds that any of
the circumstances in subsection (3) are satisfied, the
defendant who uses such defensive force is presumed
to have reasonably feared imminent death or great
bodily harm or the commission of a felony upon him.
Miss.Code Ann. § 97-3-15(3) (Rev.2006).

Rubenstein v. State, 941 So.2d 735, 784-85
(Miss.2006) (internal quotations and citations omitted). Additionally, we have explained that "[a] defendant is entitled to have jury instructions given
which present his theory of the case; however, this
entitlement is limited in that the court may refuse an
instruction which incorrectly states the law, is covered fairly elsewhere in the instructions, or is without
foundation in the evidence." Hearn v. State, 3 So.3d
722, 738 (Miss.2008) (quoting Chandler v. State, 946
So.2d 355, 360 (Miss.2006)). See also Brooks v.
State, 18 So.3d 833, 839 (Miss.2009). When serious
doubt exists as to whether an instruction should be
included, the doubt should be resolved in favor of the
accused. Davis. 18 So.3d at 847 (citing Stringfellow
v. State, 595 So.2d 1320, 1322 (Miss.1992)).

,r 21. We cannot say that the trial court abused its
discretion in refusing instruction D-6, since Newell's
self-defense theory was covered fairly elsewhere. The
State's self-defense instruction S-7 tracked this
Court's recommended instruction, and Newell's counsel expressly stated that he did not object to it. See
Hearn, 3 So.3d at 738.

FN9. While both the "no duty to retreat"
rule and the presumption recently have been
codified by these statutes, it has always been
the law in this state that one has no duty to
retreat from an attack if he is in a place
where he has a right to be and is not the initial aggressor or provoker. See McCall v.
State, 29 So. I 003 (Miss.1901) ("Flight is
one of the means of avoiding danger which
was necessary to be made at common law,
but is not required in this state."); Bang v.
State, 60 Miss. 571 (1882); Long v. State, 52
Miss. 23, 34 (1876) (explaining that an individual may stand his ground and still be entitled to claim self-defense "so long as he is
in a place where he has a right to be ... and is
no[t] the provoker [of], nor the aggressor in
the combat"). This rule is codified at Section
97-3-15(4). See Miss.Code Ann. § 97-312G) (Rev.2006).

llll '1122. We tum now to the effect of the newly
revised "Castle Doctrine," now codified at Mississippi Code Section 97-3-15(3)-(±). Miss.Code Ann. §
97-3-15 (Rev.2006). The revision creates a presumption of fear and abridges a duty to retreat in certain
prescribed circumstances. As the Court of Appeals
has stated:

112] ,r 23. The "no duty to retreat" rule, found in
Newell's proposed instructions D-7 and D-8, was
covered fairly elsewhere, specifically, in the defense's
*75 own instruction D-23. Instruction D-23 read:

The Castle doctrine, which curtailed the duty to re-

The Court instructs the jury that while the danger
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which will justify the taking of another's life must
be imminent, pending, and present, such danger
need not be unavoidable except by killing in selfdefense. The Defendant, James Newell, need not
have avoided the danger to his person presented by
the deceased, Adrian Boyette, by flight. So long as
James Newell was in a place where he had the
right to be and was not the immediate provoker
and aggressor, he may stand his ground without
losing his right to self-defense.
(Emphasis added.) Newell obviously had a right
to be in the Slab House parking lot and in his own
truck. So the jury was instructed adequately by instruction D-23 that Newell did not have a duty to
retreat from Boyette's alleged aggression by leaving
his truck or fleeing the parking lot. See Miss.Code
Ann. § 97-3-1 5( 4) (Rev .2006); McCall, 29 So. at
1003; long. 52 Miss. at 34 (1876). The trial court did
not abuse its discretion by refusing instructions D-7
and D-8.
[ 13] ~ 24. But Newell also argues that the trial
court erroneously refused proposed instruction D-22,
which he asserts correctly defines the new statutory
presumption in Section 97-3-15(3). We must determine whether, based on the evidence presented at
trial, Newell was entitled to a jury instruction on the
new statutory presumption, and if so, whether instruction D-22 correctly defines the presumption.
~ 25. Mississippi Code Section 97-3-15(3) provides that:

A person who uses defensive force shall be presumed to have reasonably feared imminent death or
great bodily harm, or the commission of a felony
upon him or another or upon his dwelling, or
against a vehicle which he was occupying, or
against his business or place of employment or the
immediate premises of such business or place of
employment, if the person against whom the defensive force was used, was in the process of unlawfully and forcibly entering, or had unlawfully and
forcibly entered, a dwelling, occupied vehicle,
business, place of employment or the immediate
premises thereof or if that person had unlawfully
removed or was attempting to unlawfully remove
another against the other person's will from that
dwelling, occupied vehicle, business, place of employment or the immediate premises thereof and

the person who used defensive force knew or had
reason to believe that the forcible entry or unlawful
and forcible act was occurring or had occurred.
This presumption shall not apply if the person
against whom defensive force was used has a right
to be in or is a lawful resident or owner of the
dwelling, vehicle, business, place of employment
or the immediate premises thereof or is the lawful
resident or owner of the dwelling, vehicle, business, place of employment or the immediate premises thereof or if the person who uses defensive
force is engaged in unlawful activity or if the person is a law enforcement officer engaged in the
performance of his official duties;
Miss.Code Ann. § 97-3-15(3) (Rev.2006) (emphasis added). The meaning and application of the
newly revised "Castle Doctrine" presumption and its
exceptions is a matter of first impression before this
Court.
~ 26. At trial, Newell testified that, after Boyette
had shut the door on his leg, and just after he had
gotten the truck door completely closed, Boyette was
beating on the truck and yelling, "I'm fixing to get
you ... I'm fixing to-get [yourself] out of that truck."
After this, Newell testified *76 that Boyette grabbed
on the door, as if he were trying to open it. Newell
stated that he thought Boyette was going to try to
open the door and assault Newell while he was sitting
in the truck or that Boyette was going to try to
"snatch" Newell out of the truck. Newell also testified that, when he opened the door slightly to get out,
Boyette began grabbing at his own pocket and threatened to cut Newell. So Newell's testimony alone appears to raise the presumption in Section 97-3-15(3).
~ 27. The trial court ultimately refused instruction D-22, finding that it was not supported by the
evidence. Specifically, the court explained that:

[T]his one is not supported by the facts, because
the uncontradicted evidence is your client gets out
of his vehicle and shoots the man outside of the
vehicle. He doesn't roll the window down and
shoot him through the window, he doesn't sit in his
vehicle and shoot him as the man opens the door,
he gets out and shoots him.
As applied to the unique facts of this case, we
disagree with this conclusion.
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,r 28. Although Section 97-3-15(3) does not expressly refer to the location of the person who uses
defensive force, it does refer to the "vehicle which he
was occupying." Miss.Code Ann. § 97-3-15(3)
(Rev.2006). And Section 97-3-15(3) also states that
the person who uses defensive force is entitled to the
presumption only "if the person against whom the
defensive force was used, was in the process of unlawfully and forcibly entering ... a[ n] .. . occupied
vehicle ... or if that person ... was attempting to unlawfully remove another against the other person's
will from that ... occupied vehicle .... " Miss.Code
Ann. § 97-3-15(3) (Rev.2006) (emphasis added). So
the statute requires the person who used defensive
force to have been "occupying" his vehicle, but it
does not expressly refer to when exactly that person
must have used defensive force. This ambiguity lends
itself to two possible interpretations.
,r 29. Perhaps the person who uses defensive
force must be occupying his vehicle at the moment he
uses defensive force. This is the construction given by
the trial court. Under this interpretation, Newell
would not be entitled to the presumption in Section
97-3-15(3). Newell himself testified that he had exited the truck and was outside it when he shot Boyette.
And Newell's testimony was corroborated by Sullivan and Officers Smith and Patrick. So, at the moment Newell used defensive force, Boyette could not
have been in the process of entering an occupied vehicle, because Newell's truck was no longer occupied.
And Boyette also could not have been attempting
unlawfully to remove Newell from an occupied vehicle against his will, because Newell was already outside the truck.
I.lil ,r 30. But the statute also may mean that the
person who uses defensive force must be occupying
his vehicle when the person against whom defensive
force is used takes the actions that result in its use.
We think this is the most reasonable interpretation of
the statute. The first interpretation would require vehicle occupants to wait for the attacker to gain entry
to the vehicle before defending themselves or to open
the door or window to do so, which would provide
easier access for the assailant. Also, the first interpretation does not account for a vehicle occupant's need
to exit the vehicle to use defensive force to protect
another occupant from the assailant's attack. We do
not believe that the Legislature intended for persons

threatened by physical violence in their own automobiles to remain inside the vehicle at all costs to be
entitled to the presumption in Section 97-3-15(3). If
the occupant is still in danger after exiting the *77
vehicle, and he is still "in the immediate premises
thereof[,]" he should be allowed to use reasonable
force to defend against the danger and still be presumed to have acted in reasonable fear of imminent
death or great bodily harm. Miss.Code Ann. § 97-312.ill (Rev.2006).

,r 31. Following this interpretation, if the jury believed Newell's version of the events, he would have
been entitled to the presumption in Section 97-312.ill. Although the initial interaction between Newell and Boyette took place in the Slab House parking
lot, Boyette's first act of physical aggression against
Newell, slamming the truck door on his leg, took
place while Newell was entering his truck. And Newell testified that while he was inside the truck, Boyette was banging on the truck, grabbing the door,
yelling and cursing at Newell, and threatening to
"snatch" Newell out of the truck. Newell stated that
he responded to Boyette's aggression by pushing the
door open just enough to step out quickly, at which
point Boyette grabbed at his own pocket while
threatening to cut Newell. So Newell fired a single
shot at Boyette, jumped back into his truck, and sped
away. Hence, according to Newell, he utilized force
while he was still "in the immediate premises" of the
truck and while he still perceived danger from Boyette. Therefore, based solely on Newell's testimony,
the jury should have been instructed on the "Castle
Doctrine's" new statutory presumption, as codified in
Section 97-3-15(3).
,r 32. Now we must decide whether instruction
D-22 defines the new statutory presumption in Section 97-3-15{3). Instruction D-22 states that:
The Court instructs you that the killing of another
human being shall be justifiable when committed
by any person in resisting any attempt unlawfully
to kill such person or to commit any felony upon
him, or in any occupied vehicle in which such person shall be.
A person who uses defensive force shall be presumed to have reasonably feared imminent death or
great bodily harm, or the commission of a felony
upon him or another or against a vehicle which he

© 2012 Thomson Reuters. No Claim to Orig. US Gov. Works.
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was occupying if the person against whom the defensive force was used, was in the process of unlawfully and forcibly entering or had unlawfully
and forcibly entered, an occupied vehicle, or if that
person had unlawfully removed or was attempting
to unlawfully remove another against the other person's will from that occupied vehicle and the person who used defensive force knew or had reason
to believe that the forcible entry or unlawful and
forcible act was occurring or had occurred.

'If 33. The first paragraph of this instruction
closely follows the language of the justifiablehomicide statute. See Miss.Code Ann. § 97-315(1 )(e) (Rev.2006). But it removes any references to
dwellings, businesses, places of employment, and the
immediate premises thereof. It thus defines justifiable
homicide as it relates specifically to an occupied vehicle only. And the second paragraph of the instruction tracks the language of the "Castle Doctrine's"
new presumption in Section 97-3-15(3), but again
refers only to an occupied vehicle, to match the facts
of the case. See Miss.Code Ann. § 97-3-15(3)
(Rev.2006). While not artfully drawn or properly
organized, instruction D-22 states the law regarding
the statutory presumption as it applied to the facts of
this case. And instruction D-22 is the only instruction
proposed by either side that outlines the presumption
in Section 97-3-15(3). So the new "Castle Doctrine"
presumption*78 was not covered elsewhere. FN 10
FN l 0. Refused instruction D-9 also discusses the presumption, but it states that "a person who unlawfully and by force enters or
attempts to enter a person's occupied vehicle
or attempting to unlawfully remove another
against he other person's will is presumed to
be doing so with the intent to commit an unlawful act involving force or violence." The
"Castle Doctrine" in some states may include this type of presumption (see Florida
Statutes Annotated Section 776.013(4)), but
Mississippi's does not. See Miss.Code Ann.
§ 97-3-15 (Rev.2006). So instruction D-9
was an incorrect statement of the law.

'If 34. We hold that the jury should have been instructed that, if it believed Newell's version of the
events surrounding his altercation with Boyette, then
it should presume that Newell used defensive force
against Boyette because he "reasonably feared immi-
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nent death or great bodily harm, or the commission of
a felony upon him ... or against the vehicle which he
was occupying.... " Miss.Code Ann. § 97-3-15(3)
(Rev.2006). Instruction D-22 would have accomplished this, so the trial court abused its discretion by
refusing instruction D-22. Had it been instructed
properly on the new "Castle Doctrine" presumption,
the jury may have come to a different conclusion
regarding the reasonableness and necessity of Newell's action against Boyette, which would have given
more weight to Newell's self-defense claims. So the
refusal of instruction D-22 necessitates a new trial.
CONCLUSION

'If 35. The trial court did not err in admitting the
voicemail messages into evidence. The trial court
committed reversible error by excluding the evidence
of the victim's toxicology on the basis of relevance
and by refusing Newell's request for a jury instruction
on the newly revised statutory presumption under the
"Castle Doctrine." Therefore, we reverse Newell's
conviction and sentence, and remand this case to the
trial court for a new trial consistent with this opinion.

'If 36. REVERSED AND REMANDED.
CARLSON,
P.J.,
LAMAR,
KITCHENS,
CHANDLER AND PIERCE, JJ., CONCUR.
RANDOLPH, J., CONCURS IN PART AND IN
RESULT WITHOUT SEPARATE WRITTEN
OPINION. DICKINSON, J., CONCURS IN PART
AND DISSENTS IN PART WITH SEPARATE
WRITTEN OPINION JOINED BY GRAYES, P.J.
RANDOLPH, J., JOINS IN PART.
DICKINSON, Justice, concurring in part and dissenting in part:
'If 37. I agree with the majority on all but one issue. The majority holds that neither spousal privilege
applies to the voicemails Newell left for his wife,
Diane. Specifically, the majority states that the
voicemails were not barred by Mississippi Rule of
Evidence 504, concluding that the messages "would
have been communicated" to third persons and finding that each spouse waived Rules 504 and 601neweLI by asking the police to examine dianE's cell
phone, and Diane by turning over her cell phone and
voicemail password. Because I believe the majority's
analysis of Rules 504 and 60 I is flawed, I respectfully dissent, in part.

'If 38. Mississippi Rule of Evidence 504 renders

© 2012 Thomson Reuters. No Claim to Orig. US Gov. Works.
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inadmissible a "communication ... made privately by
any person to that person's spouse and [ ] not intended for disclosure to any other person." FNI I That Diane was Newell's spouse is not in dispute, so the issue
is whether Newell intended *79 the voicemails to be
disclosed to any other person, and in addressing this
issue, it does not matter whether the communication
actually was disclosed by Diane, or even whether the
communication was likely to be disclosed by Diane;
unless Newell intended for Diane to disclose the
communications, Mississippi Rule of Evidence 504's
privilege applies.
FNI 1. Miss. R. Evid. 504(a) (emphasis added).
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al court's exclusion of toxicology evidence and refusal of a "Castle Doctrine" instruction constituted
reversible error, I would hold that the voicemails
Newell left for Diane were inadmissible.
GRAYES,
P.J.,
JOINS
THIS
RANDOLPH, J., JOINS IN PART.

OPINION.

Miss.,2010.
Newell v. State
49 So.3d 66
END OF DOCUMENT

~ 39. There is simply no evidence that Newell intended Diane to disclose to anyone the content of his
voicemails to her. It strains credibility to suggest that
one would leave a threatening, incriminating
voicemail with the intent that it be disclosed to others. And because the record includes no evidence that
Newell intended Diane to relay his voicemail to a
third party, r would hold that the voicemails were
privileged.
~ 40. Waiver of Rule 504's privilege requires the
consent of both spouses. FNiz. The majority finds that
both Newell and Diane implicitly consented to the
introduction of the voicemails. Specifically, the majority finds that Newell consented by asking "the
officers to check [Diane's] phone, [knowing] that
damaging messages were there," and Diane consented by "surrender[ing] her phone and provid[ing] the
password to her voicemail."

FN12. Miss. R. Evid. 60I(a).
~ 41. The majority misapprehends Newell's request. Newell asked the police to "seize" Diane's
phone and inspect the call log to confirm his suspicion that Diane was cheating on him. The record includes no evidence the "damaging messages were
there" on the phone, itself. Since we are guessing, it
is more likely that the messages were stored on the
cell phone carrier's computers, and accessed by calling in with a password or code. In any case, Newell
never authorized the police to listen to the
voicemails.
~

42. While I agree with the majority that the tri-

© 2012 Thomson Reuters. No Claim to Orig. US Gov. Works.
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Case No. CRFE 2011-3976
NOTICE OF SUBMISSION OF
COMMENTS ON PROPOSED
JUROR QUESTIONNAIRE

COME NOW Robert R. Chastain and Deborah N. Kristal, attorneys for Defendant
Robert Dean Hall, and hereby notify Court and counsel that the undersigned have
reviewed the State's comments to the juror questionnaire proposed by the Court which
was used in State v. Stanfield. Attached hereto and incorporated herein by reference are
Defendant's proposed changes and additions and comments on the State's proposed changes. A
copy of the attachment has also been sent by email to the Court, Jessica Lorrello, and Jason
DEFENDANT'S NOTICE OF SUBMISSION OF COMMENTS ON JUROR
QUESTIONNAIRE
Page 1
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Spillman.
,,-

Dated this.;2_~ day of July, 2012.

Robert R. Chastain

Deborah N. Kristal

CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was delivered in the manner
stated below this~ day o f ~ , 2012 to:
Facsimile to:

(I

/

208-854-8083
Jason Spillman/Jessica
Lorello
Deputy Attorneys General
PO Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0010

Mh/JAtii£

Deborah N. Kristal
Attorney at Law

DEFENDANT'S NOTICE OF SUBMISSION OF COMMENTS ON JUROR
QUESTIONNAIRE
Page 2
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Robert Dean Hall's response/comments to State's
Comments on proposed Jury Questionnaire in State v. Hall, CR-FE-11-3976: (our
responses/changes are highlighted.)

Page 2, introductory paragraph:

Robert Hall is charged with First Degree Murder and Use of a Deadly Weapon During
the Commission of a Crime for allegedly shooting Emmett Corrigan in the head and
chest, with premeditation and malice aforethought, causing his death. The State is not
seeking the death penalty in this case; therefore, imposition of the death penalty will not
be an option if the defendant is found guilty.

Page 5, #24:

This trial is expected to last approximately three weeks, starting October 9, 2012. The
trial will go from 9:00 a.m. until 3:30 p.m., Monday through Friday. (Agree)

Page 5, delete questions 25-28 (agree)

Page 6, delete questions 29-37 (agree)

Page 7, #45 - delete "Teaching" and "Day Care" from table (agree)

Page 8, #54 delete "(please ex~lµde religious organizations):

Page 9:

In the present case, the Information (i.e., the charging document) reads as follows:

COUNTI
That the Defendant, ROBERT DEAN HALL, on or about the 11th day of March,
2011, in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did willfully, unlawfully, deliberately, with
premeditation, and with malice aforethought did kill and murder Emmett Corrigan, a human
being, by
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C8ffige:at'e:4:.*8i ..~ Emmett Corrigan with the handgun in the chest and head from
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which Emmett Corrigan died.

indidJnent

(S~ed a motion to ameGd.

·imtl~e~~-d

wa..nded ;JllfJl, 20llttt strike out tile language l'vei••ouJ)
COUNT II

That the Defendant, ROBERT DEAN HALL, on or about the 11th day of March,
2011, in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did use a firearm, to-wit: Ruger .380 semiautomatic pistol, in the commission of the crime alleged in Count I.
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d~i$ion.· tiasediso)eJ.y••··· on . . . thei evidence presented tiluring trial~ illen•'•:ii;1111iii an
qualified to tie a iuror in this eDe.

your

611• Jfyou haveinfonnatio11.:•.:1heuttfiisiease,.areio11rtble to.bike an oatb(or make an
affirmation) and commit r1omelf.,. to

make .a decision in this we based solely

on

evidence presented at trill~
l"a

No

Page 11, #65:

Do you know the Defendant, Robert Hall, or any relatives or friends of Robert Hall?

Page12, #66:

Did you know the deceased, Emmett Corrigan, or any relatives or friends of Emmett
Corrigan?

Page 12, #70:

Are you familiar with any of the lawyers involved in this case?
Attorney General's Office: Jason Spillman Jessica Lorello
Attorneys Representing the Defendant: Rob Chastain Deborah Kristal
If you are familiar with any of the lawyers involved in this case, please circle their name/s

and explain the nature of your familiarity or relationship:

Page 15, delete questions 84-85 (agree)

Page 16, delete question 87 (agree)

Pages 16-17, delete question 92 (agr")

Page 21, #110: .

(Sgg~t:•1111••··11im1>e the last question~soanyldditional wt•minute

'Yitn~ can ~11d.de<J wlthoiit.Jilrbing·the pagination.)
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Are you, or is any member of your family, or are any of your close friends, acquainted with
any of the people listed below? Please check the names were appropriate:

General
D

Janae Schumacher

D

Jason Henscheid

D

Marlene Bock

D

Kevin Rogers

D

Allison Murtha

D

Tom Bevel

D

Sarah Johnson

D

Tristan Johnson

D

Megan Johnson

D

Robert Yokum

D

Stacey Guess

D

Jean McAllister

D

Kim George

D

Chris Search

D

Kandi Hall

D

Laura Dedo

D

Melissa Mason

D

Hannah Hall

D

Hailey Hall

D

Krista Ducharme

D

Michelle Pinard

D

Kelly Rieker

D

Michelle Clark

D

Linda Ames

D

Tina Lax

D

Jacquelyn Galvan

D

Sheila Owen
4
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D

Dana Borgquist

D

James Bohr

D

Megan DeGroat

D

Jake Mulkey

D

Ryan Hutchinson

D

Joe Tolouse

D

Faron Hawkins

D

Dina Pfeiffer

D

Danny Meyers

D

Jason Blackwell

D

Dianne Kelly

D

Suzanna Lopez

D

Derrick Jarrard

D

Selena Grace

D

Trevor Jacobson

D

Josh Bishop

D

Dan Truscott

D

Jim Blackwell

D

Raedene Blackwell

D

Brian Hogue

D

Ashlee Corrigan (Birk)

D

Auna Hilbig

Add de(ense witnesses. Note: Defense has not finalized its witness list, so thiSltlllY

be

over-inclusive. Also note this list does not include possible rebuttal witnesses.
D

KelseyJ)icmne Gaddy (Bolen)

D

Jennifer Allen

D Brittany Ann Greigo, aklt,Mulford, Russo, Rosso

o Justin Zinunennan
D William Johns
D Tabi Butterworth
5

000998

0

Stephen Cook

0 Mike Corrigan

[} ,filch Hall
D Natasha Wheatley
0

Tom Morgan

D

Jeremy Mullen

D Corrina Owsley

0

Krissy Pimental

0

Donovan Prince

D Kay Sweeney
0

Tom Fedor

D Dr. Pablo Stewart
0

Dr. Robert Friedman

0

Curtis Sibley

0

Susan Stanfield

D Tyler Webb
0

Dr. Craig Beaver

0 Dr. Bert Toivola
Police/Paramedic/Firefighter/Investigator
0

Jeffrey Fuller

D

Craig Fawley

D

Branden Fiscus

g

Audra Ymle Urie

D

Quinn Carmack

D

Curtis Sibley

D

John Overton

D

Tony Ford

D

Rosa Torres

D RayChopko
D

Chris Ehrman
6

000999

• I

D

Jerin Jones

D

Bryan Frederickson

D

Brandon LaRosa

D

Stuart Jacobson

D

Randy Parker

o [De~ffivestigat($]
D

Scott Smith

D

Jim Miller

D Eric Strohlberg
D

Randal Rosier

D

Natalie Chopko

D Joe Miller
D

Jacob Durbin

D

Chris McGilvery

D

Corey Patocka

Medical
D

Dr. Glen Groben

D

Dixie Skinner

D

Gary Dawson

D

Dr. Harry Stinger

OTHER PROPOSED QUESTIONSF(agree)

Do you own a weapon? YES

NO

If yes, what kind: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Do you have a concealed weapons permit? YES

NO

If yes, did you take a class in order to get the permit? YES

N0

Do you hold any particular opinions or beliefs regarding self-defense? YES

NO

7

001000

• J,

If yes, describes those opinions or beliefs: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
If the Court were to instruct you that certain evidence can be considered for one purpose,
but not others, would you be able to follow that instruction? YES

NO

8
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.

ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CRFE 2011-3976
FIRST SUPPLEMENTAL
DISCOVERY RESPONSE

COME NOW Robert R. Chastain and Deborah N. Kristal, attorneys for Defendant
Robert Dean Hall, and discloses its expert witnesses known to date. Defendant has not
finalized whether any experts will be called on his behalf, but some or all of the following
list of expert witnesses may be called at trial. This disclosure does not include
foundational witnesses who have specialized knowledge with respect to computers, phone

Defendant's 1st Supplemental Discovery Response
Page 1
C:\Users\Deborah Kristal\Documents\Death Penalty motions&briefs\robhall.disresp I SUP. wpd
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systems, email, Facebook, text messages and other communication technologies.

and when a decision is made to call an expert witness, a written summary of the expert's
testimony will be provided, pursuant to Idaho Criminal Rule 16(c)(4). To the extent
available, a summary of the experts' testimony is provided below:
16(c)(4) Expert Witnesses

1. Tom Fedor, Serological Research Institute, 3053 Research Drive, Richmond,
CA 94806. Telephone: 510-223-7374. Summary: Crotch area of black sweatpants tested
positive for semen, DNA recovered from the sperm fraction has the same DNA profile as
Emmett Corrigan, and Robert Hall's DNA is not present. Mr. Fedor's full report setting
out the facts and data relied upon for his opinion and his CV were previously provided to
State.
2. Pablo Stewart, M.D., 824 Ashbury Street, San Francisco, CA 94117.
Telephone: 415-753-0321. Summary: At time of his death, Mr. Corrigan had recently
ingested amphetamines and anabolic steroids. The behavior and mental state attributed to
Mr. Corrigan in the weeks and months leading up to and including March 11, 2011, was
in large part due to the negative psychiatric effects of amphetamines, Dianabol and
Stanozolol. The State has been previously provided with two affidavits from Dr. Stewart
stating his opinion, the facts and data he relied upon, and his CV.
3. Craig W. Beaver, Ph.D., 575 East Parkcenter Blvd., Suite 110, Boise, ID

Defendant's 1ST Supplemental Discovery Response
Page 2
C:\Users\Deborah Kristal\Documents\Death Penalty motions&briefs\robhall.disresp I SUP.wpd
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•
83706. Telephone: 208-336-2972. Summary: Dr. Beaver will testify regarding Mr.
Hall's handedness, and that the subdural hematoma suffered by Mr. Hall could result in
him having little if any memory of the events surrounding the gunshot wound. The facts
and data relied upon for the opinion are a comprehensive neurocognitive examination of
Mr. Hall, the case history, interview tapes of Mr. Hall made by EMTs and police officers,
medical and EMT records and X-rays, Unemployment Statements, State Board of
Pharmacy records. A copy of Dr. Beaver's CV is appended to this Supplemental
Response.
4. Bert Toivola, Ph.D. Sterling Reference Laboratories, 2617 East L Street.,
Suite A, Tacoma, WA 98421-2201. Telephone: 253-552-1551. Summary: Emmett
Corrigan's urine tested positive for Methandienone (Dianabol) and Stanozolol
Metabolites. The lab was unable to test Emmett Corrigan's hair because the sample
provided was too small. The full report and Dr. Toivola's CV has been previously
provided to the State.
5. Robert H. Friedman, M.D. Idaho Physical Medicine & Rehabilitation, 600 N.
Robbins Rd., Suite 300, Boise, Idaho 83702. Telephone: 208-489-4016. Summary: Mr.
Hall suffered a significant traumatic brain injury as a result of the gunshot wound on
3/11/11. He has a minimal amount of retrograde amnesia, and significant post trauma
amnesia, as he does not recall the event itself, and has no recollection of the emergency

Defendant's 1ST Supplemental Discovery Response
Page 3
C:\Users\Deborah Kristal\Documents\Death Penalty motions&briefs\robhall.disresp I SUP. wpd
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room visit. Dr. Friedman does not anticipate Mr. Hall ever having a recollection of what
had occurred at or about the time of his traumatic brain injury, or the subsequent postamnestic period of time, and finds no evidence that Mr. Hall is confabulatory or lying in
this regard. The facts and data relied upon were review of the EMT and hospital records,
case history, EMT and officer tapes of Mr. Hall, X-rays, Mr. Hall's CT scan, Health
Insurance Claim Form, Motion and Memorandum of Law in Support of Defendant's
Motion to Admit Various Items of Evidence, AIT Lab Analysis Report, Sterling Lab
Analysis Report, Copy of Corrigan's letter to his wife, State Board of Pharmacy Reports
on Emmet Corrigan, Robert Hall, Kandi Hall. Dr. Friedman's CV is appended to this
Supplemental Response.
6. (The defense has not received Mr. Sweeney's report, and therefore has not
decided whether he will be called as a witness.) Kay Sweeney. D-ABC, KMS Forensics
Inc., PO Box 8580, Kirkland, WA 98034. Telephone: 425-814-3244
Additionally, Defendant also reserves the right to call any expert witness identified
by the State of Idaho, including but not limited to: Glen Grobin, M.D., 42 Meadow Lane
Boise, ID 83716; Brian Moss, M.D., c/o St. Alphonsus Hospital, Boise, Idaho; Stacy E.
Guess, Idaho State Police Forensic Services, 700 S. Stratford Drive, Suite 125
Meridian, ID 83642. Their opinions, qualifications, and the basis for their opinions are
contained in discovery provided by the State.

Defendant's 1ST Supplemental Discovery Response
Page4
C:\Users\Deborah Kristal\Documents\Death Penalty motions&briefs\robhall.disresp l SUP. wpd
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DATEDthis~dayo9~

,2012.

~

Robert R. Chastain

CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was delivered in the manner
stated below this2.z day o ~
, 2012 to:
Hand-Delivery to:
Jason Spillman/Jessica
Lorello
Deputy Attorneys General
PO Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0010

~Jt@K£:

Deborah N. Kristal
Attorney at Law

Defendant's 1sT Supplemental Discovery Response
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Curriculum Vitae
Crajg W. Beaver, Ph.D.

1

CURRICULUM VITAE
CRAIG W. BEAVER, Ph.D.
Diplomate in Clinical Neuropsychology, ABPP-CN
575 E. Parkcenter Blvd, Suite 110
P.O. Box 5445
Boise, ID 83705-0445
(208) 336-2972
Fax (208) 336-4408

Education:

8/83

Ph.D. Clinical Psychology (APA Approved)
Miami University; Oxford, Ohio

12/80

M.A. Clinical Psychology
Miami University; Oxford, Ohio

6/78

B.S. Psychology (with honors)
University of Oregon; Eugene, Oregon

State Licensure:

Idaho
Oregon
Washington
Wyoming

License
License
License
License

#PSY-173
#PSY 2098
#PY 60159534
#T-006

Professional Experience:

7/00-present

Private Practice; Clinical and Neuropsychology, Boise, Idaho.

5/86-12/09

Consulting Neuropsychologist (part-time); Elks Rehabilitation
Hospital; Boise, Idaho.

12/88-12/09

Director Neuropsychology Services; Inpatient and Outpatient Brain
Injury Program; Elks Rehabilitation Hospital; Boise, Idaho.

1/98-6/01

Disability Consultant; PERSI; Boise, Idaho.

8/83-7/00

Private practice; Clinical and Neuropsychology; Shoreline
Psychological Associates; Boise, Idaho.
04.2012
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Curriculum Vitae
Crajg W. Beaver, Ph.D.
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Professional Experience (continued):
3/88-6/90

Consulting Neuropsychologist (part-time); Rehabilitation Unit, Saint
Alphonsus Regional Medical Center; Boise, Idaho.

5/87-12/88

Consulting Psychologist (part-time); Rehabilitation Medicine
Consultants; Boise, Idaho.

3/84-2/88

Coordinator, Psychology Service; Saint Alphonsus Regional
Medical Center; Boise, Idaho.

9/83-9/84

Psychologist (part-time); Nelson Institute; Boise, Idaho.

9/82-8/83

Clinical Psychology Intern; Ft. Miley V.A. Medical Center; San
Francisco, California (APA approved).

8/79-6/82

Psychotherapist (part-time): Miami University Psychology Clinic;
Oxford, Ohio.

8/80-1/81

Psychology Trainee (part-time); Rollmans Psychiatric Institute;
Cincinnati, Ohio.

5/79-8/79

Psychology Trainee (part-time); Community Mental Health Center;
Good Samaritan Hospital; Dayton, Ohio.

9/76-6/78

Program Coordinator (part-time); Oregon Smoking Control Project;
University of Oregon; Eugene, Oregon.

4177-9n7

Acting Director (6/77-9/77), Counselor (4/77-9/77); Franklin House;
Boise, Idaho.

Community/Professional Activities {Current}:
-Epilepsy Leqgue of Idaho; Professional Advisory Board; 1985-present
-ABPP/ABCN; Work Sample Reviewer; 1993-present.
-Idaho Supreme Court; Domestic Violence Assessment Committee; 1996-present
-Idaho State Bar, Character and Fitness Committee; 2000-present
-Lloyd, Brinegar, Short & Associates (Developmental Service Agency); Advisory Board;
2006-present
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Community/Professional Activities (Past}:
-Child and Family Services, Department of Health & Welfare, State of Idaho;
Psychological Consultation; 1992-2001
-Women and Children Alliance (formerly YWCA); Board of Directors; 1997-2001.
-Medicare, CIGNA, Boise, Idaho; Consultant and Reviewer; 1992-1999.
-Idaho Board of Psychology Examiners, Member; appointed 1991-1997; chairperson
9/91-9/94 and 9/95-8/97.
-Idaho Head Injury Foundation; Board of Directors; 1985-1998.
-Brain Injury Task Force; State of Idaho; 1994-1996.
-CASA (Family Advocacy Program); Professional Advisory Board; 1987-1995.
-Child Custody Guidelines Work Group; Fourth Judicial District; 1992-1995.
-Nelson Institute (Alcohol/Drug Treatment); Consultant; 1983-1991.
-Idaho Commission for Alcohol and Drug Education (ICAD); Planning Committee;
1985-1988.
-Alcohol Intoxication Treatment Act (AITA) Committee, Region IV; Contract Review
Committee; 1986-1987.
-Epilepsy Assessment Unit - Saint Luke's Regional Medical Center; Consultant;
1988-1990.
-CRS Washington New Medico Head Injury Program; Consultant; 1988-1990.
-Easter Seals Society of Idaho; Advisory Board; 1989-1991.
-Governor's Commission (Idaho); Chemical Dependency Treatment Committee;
1989-1991.
-Vocational Rehabilitation, State of Idaho; Consultant; 1985-1992.
-United Cerebral Palsy of Idaho; Consultant; 1985-1992.
-Boise Samaritan Village Cottage Program; Professional Advisory Board; 1986-1992.
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Professional Societies:
American Psychological Association; Member, since 1983
-Rehabilitation Psychology; Division 22; Member
-Health Psychology, Division 38; Member
-Clinical Neuropsychology Division 40; Member
-Law Society; Division 41; Member
Idaho Psychological Association; Fellow, since 1983
-President; 1987-1989
-Treasurer; 1985-1986
-Executive Board: 1985-1991
Society for Personality Assessment, Member, since 1987
International Neuropsychological Society; Member, since 1989
lntermountain Neuropsychology Work Group, Member, since 1989
National Academy of Neuropsychology, Member, since 1994

Other Related Societies:
-National Head Injury Foundation; Member, since 1987
-Epilepsy Foundation of America; Member, since 1987

Professional Honors:
- Idaho Bar Association - Service Award; 2009
- Central District; Distinguished Idaho Citizens Award, Idaho Social Workers
Association - Professional Contributions; 1987
- Miami University Dissertation Fellow: 1981-1982
- Graduate Research Award - Miami University; 1980
- Graduate Research Award - Miami University; 1979

Professional Publications:
Beaver, C., Brown R., and Liechtenstein, E. Effects of monitored nicotine fading and
anxiety management training on smoking reduction. Addictive Behaviors. 1981, §, 301305.
Glasgow, R., Liechtenstein, E., Beaver, C., and O'Neil, H. Supjective reactions to rapid
and normal paced aversive smoking. Addictive Behaviors, in press.
Happ, A and Beaver, C. Effects of Work at a VDT Intensive Lab Task on Performance.
Mood, and Fatigue Symptoms. Proceedings from the Human Factors Society
Rochester, N.Y.; October 12 -16, 1981.
Beaver, C. Trait Anxiety. Locus of Control, and Gender as Predictors of Differential
Responses to Muscular and Cognitive Relaxation; Masters Thesis, Miami University;
December 1980.
04.2012
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Professional Publications (continued)

Beaver, C. A Causal Analysis of the Effects of Life Events, Individual Differences, and
Aspects of the Social Environment on Distress. Doctoral Dissertation, Miami University;
1983.
Beaver, C. Where Are We Going With Dementia Disorders? A review of dementia
disorders, edited by C. L. E. Katona Journal of Contemporary Psychology, September
1991.
Professional Papers:

Beaver, C., Liechtenstein, E. and Brown, R. Use of an Anxiety Management and a
Nicotine Fading Procedure to Control Cigarette Smoking; Association for the
Advancement of Behavior Therapy annual meeting; San Francisco, California;
December, 1979.
Beaver, C. Trait Anxiety, Locus of Control, and Gender as Differential Predictors of
Responses to Muscular and Cognitive Relaxation; Ohio Psychology Association
Convention; Columbus, Ohio; October 31, 1981.
Beaver, C. and Rorer, L. The Effects of Life Events, Cognitive Variables, and the
Social Environment on Distress; Society of Multivariate Experimental Psychology
annual meeting; Atlanta, Georgia; November, 1982.
Beaver, C. Medical and Legal Aspects of Disability Resulting from Brain Dysfunction:
Neuropsychology Brain Injury Disability; National Social Security Disability Law
Conference; Seattle, Washington; October, 1996.
Beaver, C. and Weiss, M. Training Manual for Treatment of Brain Injury Patients; State
of Idaho/Idaho Elks Rehabilitation Hospital; September, 1998.
Invited Addresses and Presentations:

Neuropsychology and Closed Head Injury; Idaho Head Injury Foundation Annual
Meeting; Boise, Idaho; 1984.
Behavior Management of Neuropsychology Patients; Idaho Hospital Associate
Annual Conference; Sun Valley, Idaho; 1985.
Neuropsychological Issues with Handicapped Persons; State of Idaho Specialty
Service Providers; Boise, Idaho; 1986.
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Invited Addresses and Presentations (continued):
Traumatic Brain Injury; Assessment and Outcome; Idaho Hospital Association
Annual Conference; Sun Valley, Idaho; 1986.
Neuropsychology and Vocational Rehabilitation; State of Idaho Vocational
Rehabilitation Department; Annual Education Conference; Boise, Idaho; 1986.
Role of Neuropsychological Assessment in Workers Compensation Litigation;
Idaho Bar Association; Annual Conference; Sun Valley, Idaho; 1988.
Neuropsychology and Mental Health Needs; Ada County Mental Health
Association; Boise, Idaho; 1989.
Psychosocial Problems of Brain Injured Patients and Their Families; Idaho
Hospital Association; Sun Valley, Idaho; 1989.
Neuropsychological assessments with Worker Compensation patients. Idaho
Industrial Commission; Boise, Idaho; 1990.
Repressed Memory Syndrome. Fact or Fiction?; Idaho Judicial Conference; Sun
Valley, Idaho; 1994.
Family Dynamics and Domestic Violence; Fourth Judicial District Conference on
Domestic Violence; Boise, Idaho; 1994.
Neuropsychological Assessment Following TBI; Utah Head Injury Association,
Regional Conference; Park City, Utah; 1994.
Psychological Factors in Sentencing; Idaho Criminal Trial Lawyers Association;
Sun Valley, Idaho; 1995.
Work Re-Entry for Brain Injured Patients; Occupational Disability Management
Conference; Boise, Idaho; 1996.
NeuroPsych Issues in Workers Compensation; Surety Association; Boise, Idaho;
2000.
Adolescent Neuropsychology: Who is Minding the Store? Troubled Youth
Conference; Division of Youth Correction Center; Snowbird, Utah; 2000.
Common Mental Health Disorders; Idaho Association of Criminal Defense
Lawyers; Idaho Falls, Idaho; 2001
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Invited Addresses and Presentations (continued):
MMPI: Uses, Limitations and Pitfalls in Capital Litigation; Florida Public Defender
Association; Lake Buena Vista, Florida; 2001
Common Mental Health Disorders; Idaho Association of Criminal Defense
Lawyers; Boise, Idaho; 2001
Neuropsychology Testing - A Hands on Experience; Claims Adjusters/Employers
of the Treasure Valley; Boise, Idaho; 2001
Traumatic Brain Injury & Other Neurological Disabilities; Idaho Division of
Vocational Rehabilitation; Boise, Idaho; 2002
Working with Brain Injury Students; Independent School District of Emmett No.
221; Emmett, Idaho; 2003
Neuropsychology & M.S.; National Multiple Sclerosis Society; Boise, Idaho; 2004
Use of Psychological Tests in Custody Evaluations; Mountain States Chapter
American Academy of Matrimonial Lawyers; Coeur d'Alene, Idaho; 2004
Models of Practice in Law and Psychology; Association of State and Provincial
Psychology Boards (ASPPB); Portland, Oregon; 2005
Neuropsychology and Brain Injury; Brain Injury Association of Idaho (BIAID);
Boise, Idaho; 2005
Forensic Evaluations: Diagnostic Interviewing and Clinical Expert Testimony for
Social Workers and Clinicians; Region Ill Department of Health and Welfare;
Caldwell, Idaho; 2006
Emotions and Disabilities; Arthritis Education & Support Group; Boise, Idaho;
2007
Mental Health Issues in Criminal Law; Idaho Association of Criminal Defense
Lawyers; Pocatello, Idaho; 2007
Mental Health and the Law; Idaho Law Foundation, Inc.; Boise, Idaho; 2007
Presentation to Advanced Criminal Law classes; Drake University Law School;
Des Moines, Iowa; 2008
St. Luke's Regional Medical Center/Magic Valley Inpatient Rehabilitation Unit;
Environmental Management of Mental Patients; Twin Falls, Idaho; 2008
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Invited Addresses and Presentations (continued):
Overview of Neuropsychology; University of Washington Psychiatry Residency
Program; Boise, Idaho; 2009
From Progress Notes to Expert Witness; Special Needs and the Law
Conference; University of Concordia School of Law; Boise, Idaho; 2012
Workshop Presentations:
Clinical Management of Patient with Neuropsychological Deficits; Boise State
University Nursing Training Seminars; Boise, Idaho; 1984 (1 day).
Neuropsychological Assessment; Family Practice Residency Training Seminar;
Boise, Idaho; 1984 (1/2 day).
Educational Impact of Epilepsy: Effects on Attention, Memory, and Behavior;
Epilepsy League of Idaho Annual Conference; Boise, Idaho; 1985 (2 hour
presentation).
Neuropsychological Aspects of Motor Development; Pediatric Physical and
Occupational Therapists Organization, Idaho Chapter, Annual Conference;
Boise, Idaho; 1985 (1/2 day).
Associations Between Neuropsychological Models and Cognitive Development;
Boise State University, Gifted and Talented Teacher Summer Institute; Boise,
Idaho; 1985 (1/2 day).
Neuropsychological Assessment and Learning Disabilities; Boise Schools'
Psychologists; Boise, Idaho; 1985 (three day workshop).
Behavior Management of Neuropsychology Patients; Idaho State School and
Hospital Staff; Nampa, Idaho; 1986 (four day seminar).
Neuropsychological Deficits with Chemical Dependency; Idaho Conference on
Alcohol and Drugs; Boise, Idaho; 1986 (1/2 day).
Neuropsychological Aspects of ADD; Idaho Speech and Hearing Association
Annual Conference; Boise, Idaho; 1986 (1 day).
Role of Neuropsychological Assessment with Developmental Disabilities; State
of Idaho Adult/Child Development Department; Annual Education Conference;
Boise, Idaho; 1986 (1 day).
Neuropsychology: Behavior, Emotion, and Seizure Disorders; Idaho Epilepsy
League Annual Conference; Boise, Idaho; 1987 (2 hours).
04.2012
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Workshop Presentations (continued):
Treatment Implications of Neuropsychological Deficits; Idaho Conference on
Alcohol and Drugs; Boise, Idaho; 1987 (1/2 day).
Impairment and Disability From Neuropsychological Deficits; Janzen
International Rehabilitation Consultants; Annual Training Seminar; Sun Valley,
Idaho; 1988 (1 day).
Psychometric Testing and Its Limitations; Idaho Region IV Judicial Unit; Boise,
Idaho; 1988 (1/2 day).
Role of Neuropsychological Assessment in Vocational Rehabilitation; State of
Idaho Department of Vocational Rehabilitation; Annua I Education Conference;
Boise, Idaho; 1988 (2 hours).
Luria's Model of the Brain and Neuropsychological Treatment Strategies;
Occupational Therapists Association; Idaho Chapter; Annual Conference;
Moscow, Idaho; 1991 (1 day).
Use of Psychological Tests in Assessing and Treating Issues of Child Abuse and
Neglect; CASA (Family Advocacy Program); Boise, Idaho; 1991 (1 day).
Head Injury Workshop: Medical and Legal Aspects of Disability Resulting from
Brain Dysfunction; National Social Security Disability Law Conference; Seattle,
Washington; 1996 (1 day).
Neuropsychological Issues in Death Penalty Mitigation; lntermountain
Neuropsychologists Group; Salt Lake City, Utah; 1996 (1/2 day).
Strategies for Managing Agitated Traumatic Brain Injury Patients; Eastern Idaho
Regional Medical Center; Idaho Falls, Idaho; 1997 (1 day).
Idiosyncratic Uses of Neuropsychological Assessments in the Criminal Courts;
lntermountain Neuropsychologists Group; Salt Lake City, Utah; 1997 (1/2 day).
Competency and Involuntary Commitments in Idaho; Family Practice Residency
Group; Boise, Idaho; 1998 (1/2 day).
Evaluating and Managing Psychiatric Emergencies; Idaho Paramedics Training;
Boise, Idaho; 1999 (1/2 day).
Adolescent Neuropsychology: Who is Minding the Store; Salt Lake City, Utah;
1999 (1/2 day).
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Workshop Presentations (continued):
Working with the Brain Injured Patient; Idaho State School and Hospital; Nampa,
Idaho; 2001 (1/2 day).
Pitfalls and Highlights in Assessing a Patients Competency: Idaho Disability
Examiners Association; Boise, Idaho; 2001 (1/2 day).
Brain Injury Stages of Recovery; Idaho Speech and Hearing Association Annual
Conference; Sun Valley, Idaho; 2002 (1 day).
Incapacity Workshop; Idaho Guardianship Fiduciary Association; Boise, Idaho;
2007 (1/2 day).
Neuroscience 101; Federal Defenders Annual Death Penalty Conference; Boise,
Idaho; 2007 (1/2 day).
Pediatric Mental Health Conference: Putting All the Pieces Together;
Effectiveness of Neurorehabilitation with Traumatic Brain Injury; Boise, Idaho;
2008 (1/2 day).
Pediatric Mental Health Conference: Putting All the Pieces Together; New
Treatment Trends with Traumatic Brain Injury; Boise, Idaho; 2008 (1/2 day).
We are Family: Our Time to Shine; Idaho Parents Unlimited, Inc.; Boise, Idaho;
2009 (1/2 day).
How Good is Your Test Data, National Association of Psychometrists; New
Orleans, Louisiana; 2009 (1/2 day).
To Infinity & Beyond - The Exploding Populations of TBI in our Schools and
Communities; Idaho Speech & Hearing Association; Pocatello, Idaho; 2010
(1 day)

Hospital Staff Privileges:
Saint Alphonsus Regional Medical Center; Boise, Idaho
Status: Associate Medical Staff, since 1984
Privileges: Clinical Psychologist
Saint Luke's Regional Medical Center; Boise, Idaho
Status: Associate Medical Staff, since 1985
Privileges: Clinical Psychologist
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Hospital Staff Privileges (continued):

Elks Rehabilitation Hospital; Boise, Idaho
Status: Associate Medical Staff, since 1986
Privileges: Neuropsychologist
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CRAIG W. BEAVER, PH.D. - LEGAL CASE LOG

DATE
01/17/2006

NAME
State of Idaho v Anthony Jorgensen

I REFERRAL SOURCE I
Craig Steveley, Attorney

TESTIMONY
REQUESTED BY
Craig Steveley, Attorney

CASE TYPE/

I EVALUATION ISSUES
Criminal Case/Neuropsychological
& Psychological eval / Mitigating

001018

02/17/2006

Jeffery Hartman vs WalMart Stores,
Inc. and American Home Assurance
Co.

Alan Hull, Attorney

02/21/2006

State of Idaho vs Timothy Dunlap

David Parmenter, Attorney I David Parmenter, Attorney

03/07/2006

State of Idaho vs Phillip A. Turney

Robert Friedman, M.D.

Jill Longhurst, Prosecutor

03/24/2006

State of Idaho vs Peter W. Curtright

Ken Williams, Idaho Dept.
of Health & Welfare

The Honorable Judge
Michael Wetherell

03/30/2006

State of Idaho vs Ora Carson

Van Bishop, Defense

Van Bishop, Defense

03/31/2006

State of Idaho vs Mariano Perez

Jamie Beaber, Defense

The Honorable Judge
Juneal Kerrick

04/05/2006

Quinn Black vs Idaho Power Co

Mary Cronin, Travelers Ins

Harry DeHaan, Plaintiff

04/12/2006

Kim Vorse vs Terry Whittier

Nancy Greenwald. M.D.

Stan Welch, Plaintiff

Alan Hull, Attorney

Factors for Sentencing sec. to
Developmental Injury
Workers Comp Case I NeuroPsychological & Psychological
eval / Elbow Injury sec. to Orthopedic and Developmental Injury
Criminal C ase/Neuropsychological
& Psychological eval / Mitigating
Factors for Sentencing
Criminal Case/Neuropsychological
eval / Neuropsychological
Damages sec. to TB!
Criminal Case/Neuropsychological
& Psychological eval/Competency
eval sec. to Developmental Injury
Criminal Case/ Psychological
eval/ Violence Potential and
Mitigating Factors for Sentencing
Criminal Case/Neuropsycho logical
& Psychological eval/Mitigating
Factors for Sentencing sec to
Chemical Dependency
Civil Case/ Neuropsychological &
Psychological eval / Psychological
& Neuropsychological Damages
sec. to Electrical Injury
Family Case / Neuropsychological
eval / Neuropsychological
Damages sec. to TBI
1
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DATE
04/20/2006

NAME
State of Florida vs Michael Shellito

I

REFERRAL SOURCE
Bret Strand, Defense

I

TESTIMONY
REQUESTED BY
Linda McDermott, Defense

I

CASE TYPE I
EVALUATION ISSUES

.. I

Criminal C ase/Neuropsychological
& Psychological eval / Mitigating

05/01/2006

State of Wyoming vs Floyd D. Grady

Kerri M. Johnson, Defense

Kerri M. Johnson, Defense

05/02/2006

State ofldaho vs Paul Cardinale

The Honorable Judge
Renae J. Hoff

Gearld Wolff, Prosecutor

06/08/2006

Douglas E. Wickham vs Daniel A.
Park

Kevin Donohoe, Plaintiff

Tony Cantrill, Defense

06/15/2006

James F. Peters, by and through his
next friend, William T. Peters vs
Joseph W. Melton
State of Arizona vs Phillip Bocharski

Tim Walton, Plaintiff

Tony Cantrill, Defense

Tom Kelly, Defense

Tom Kelly, Defense

06/21/2006

001019

08/11/2006

Patrick Brown v D.B. Log Homes

Clifford Tenley, M.D.

David Comstock, Plaintiff

10/11/2006

Shannon L. Allison et al v Daniel R.
Torrez et al

Jed Manwaring, Defense

Charles Peterson, Plaintiff

10/30/2006

Chris & Pam Matey as guardian ad

Jed Manwaring, Defense

John Lezamiz, Plaintiff

Factors for Sentencing sec. to
Developmental Injury
Criminal Case/Neuropsychological
& Psychological eval / Mitigating
Factors for Sentencing
Criminal Case/ Psychological &
Neuropsychological eval /
Competency evaluation
Civil Case / Neuropsychological &
Psychological eval / Pain Issues,
Psychological Damages & NeuroPsychological Damages sec. to
TBI & Orthopedic Injury
Civil Case / Neuropsychological
eval / Neuropsychological
Damages sec. to TB I
Criminal Case/Neuropsychological
& Psychological eval / Mitigating
Factors for Sentencing
Civil Case/ Neuropsychological &
Psychological eval / Pain Issues,
Psychological Damages sec to
Orthopedic Injury
Civil Case/ Family Psychological
& Neuropsychological evals/
Neuropsychological & PsychoLogical Damages sec. to TBI &
Psychological Trauma
Civil Case / Neuropsychological
2
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DATE

NAME

I

REFERRAL SOURCE

I

TESTIMONY
REQUESTED BY

Litem for Jess C. Matey vs Ford
Motor Co.
12/07/2006

James Bevis, Plaintiff

James Bevis, Plaintiff

Debbie Woodall, Idaho
Dept. of Health & Welfare

Michael S. Jacques,
Prosecutor

01/11/2007

State of Idaho v K. David Kaneko

Fred Hoopes, Defense

Sid Brown, Prosecutor

Ol/26/2007

Dan J. Erskine v Doug Larsen
Construction, Inc.

Nancy Greenwald, M.D.

Chris Hansen, Defense

02/22/2007

C. Brent Ellis v Brandy Thomas

Jean Uranga, Plaintiff

02/23/2007

Leavitt, Richard v Arave

Jean Uranga, Plaintiff and
Stanley Welsh, Defense
David Nevin, Defense

05/16/2007

Brock Higham et al v Eastern Idaho

Robert Roth, Defense

Robert Roth, Defense

Jeffrey Christenson,
Plaintiff
Drs. James Bates & D.
Peter Reedy

Jeffrey Christenson,
Plaintiff
Kevin Scanlan, Defense

David Nevin, Defense

Regional Medical Center et al
05/31/2007

Griswold, Mina vs. More, James

06/06/2007

Kenneth R. Fast vs. Farm Bureau

001020

Mutual Insurance Co. of Idaho

CASE TYPE I
EVALUATION ISSUES
evaluation / Neuropsychological
Damages sec. to TB I

The Matter of Matthew Kaleb
Thometz, a minor child
The Matter of Christian Freeman, a
minor child

12/21/2006

I

Family Case/ Psychological
evaluation / Parenting Competency
Family Case/ Psychological and
Neuropsychological evaluations/
Parenting Capacity sec. to
Developmental Injury
Criminal Case /Psychological eval/
Eval of Criminal Intent sec. to
Psychological Trauma
Civil & Worker's Compensation
Case/ Neuropsychological
evaluation sec. to Neuropsychological Damages sec. to
TBI
Family Case/ Psychological
evaluations/ Parenting Capacity
Criminal Case/ Psychological &
Neuropsychological evaluations/
Mitigating Factors for Sentencing
Civil Case/ Neuropsychological
evaluation sec to Neuropsychological Damages sec to Anoxia
Family Case/ Family Issues expert
Civil Case/ Neuropsychological &
Psychological evaluation sec. to
Neuropsychological Damages sec.
to TBI
3
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DATE

NAME

REFERRAL SOURCE

TESTIMONY
REQUESTED BY

06/08/2007

State of Idaho v Kenichi David
Kaneko

Fred Hoopes, Defense

Sid Brown, Prosecutor

06/18/2007

Kenneth R. Fast vs Farm Bureau
Mutual Insurance Co. of Idaho

Ors. James Bates & D.
Peter Reedy

Kevin Scanlan, Defense

08/23/2007

Nolan Blankenbaker v William J.
Litster, Law Offices of William J.
Litster, PA dba Litster Injury Lawyers

Eric Stowell, M.D.

Allen Ellis, Plaintiff

09/07/2007

Williams v Farm Bureau

Ray Powers, Defense

Ray Powers, Defense

10/24/2007

State ofidaho v Erick V. Hall

Robert Chastain, Defense

Robert Chastain, Defense

001021

10/24/2007

Jonathan & Catherine Rundles v Clark
H. Allen, M.D.; Intermountain
Neurosurgery, P.A.

Robert L. Jackson, Plaintiff J. Michael Wheiler,
Defense

12/12/2007

Rose Ault vs. Boise State University
and Idaho State Insurance Fund

Jon Bauman, Defense

Jon Bauman, Defense

.

CASE TYPE/
EVALUATION ISSUES

Criminal Case / Psychological
evaluation sec to Shared
Delusional Diagnosis
Civil Case / Neuropsychological &
Psychological evaluation sec. to
Neuropsychological Damages sec.
to TBI

Civil Case/ Neuropsychological
evaluation sec. to Neuropsychological Damages sec. to
TBI
Civil Case/ Neuropsychological
evaluation sec. to Neuropsychological Damages sec. to
TBI
Criminal Case / Psychological &
Neuropsychological evaluations
for Mitigating Factors for
Sentencing sec. to TBI, chemical
dependency, developmental injury
& psychological trauma
Civil Case/ Neuropsychological
evaluation sec. to Neuropsychological Damages sec. to other
neurological sources
Worker's Compensation Case/
Psychological evaluation sec. to
Pain Issues sec. to an Orthopedic
Injury
4
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NAME
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TESTIMONY
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01/22/2008

State of Idaho v Jennifer Mercado

Robert Chastain, Defense

Robert Chastain, Defense

01/24/2008

State of Idaho v Anthony G. Shaw

Lawrence Smith, Defense

Lawrence Smith, Defense

01/31/2008

Brenda Jacob v Taco Bell of
America/ES-0-EN Corporation; Josue
Medina, individually & Aaron
Flaherty, individually

J. Kevin West, Defense

Moriarity, Badaruddin &
Booke, LLC

04/25/2008

State ofldaho v Warren Weagant

Robert Chastain, Defense

Robert Chastain, Defense

05/08/2008

Matthew Anthony Harper vs Kristen
Seamons, Danny Seamons & Kathleen
Seamons
Michael Rawls v Rita Rawls

Gregory Lewer, M.D.

Rodney Saetrum, Defense

James Bevis, Plaintiff

James Bevis, Plaintiff

06/13/2008

James M. Phillips v Milt E. Erhart and
Mary C. Erhart

Idaho Elks Rehabilitation
Hospital

David Cantrill, Defense

06/27/2008

Donna M. Venable v Mister CarWash

Stephen Asher, M.D.

Mark Prusynski, Defense

05/09/2008

I

CASE TYPE I

. \

l_filrALUATION ISSUES
Criminal Case/ Psychological
evaluation for Mitigating Factors
for Sentencing sec. to Chemical
Dependency & Psychological
Trauma
Criminal Case/ Psychological
evaluation for Mitigating Factors
for Sentencing sec to
Psychological Trauma
Civil Case / Psychological
evaluation for Psychological
Damages sec. to Psychological
Trauma

001022

Criminal Case/ Psychological &
Neuropsychological evaluation for
Mitigating Factors for Sentencing
sec. to Developmental Injury and
Chemical Dependency
Civil Case/ Neuropsychological
evaluation sec. to Neuropsychological Damages sec. to TB I
Family Case/ Neuropsychological
& Vocational Capacity evaluation
sec. to other Neurological Sources
Civil Case/ Neuropsychological
evaluation sec. to Neuropsychological Damages sec. to TB I
Civil Case/ Neuropsychological
evaluation sec to Neuropsycho5
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DATE

TESTIMONY
REQUESTED BY

NAME

REFERRAL SOURCE

07/09/2008

Jami Strong v Guy Jeppe, DC & Does
1-X

Patrick Mahoney, Plaintiff

Kevin Scanlan, Defense

07/17/2008

Jami Strong v Guy Jeppe, DC & Does
1-X

Patrick Mahoney, Plaintiff

Kevin Scanlan, Defense

08/27/2008

Matthew Anthony Harper vs Kristen
Seamons, Danny Seamons & Kathleen
Seamons
Reed (Amanda) v State Farm

Gregory Lewer, M.D.

Rodney Saetrum, Defense

J. Nick Crawford, Defense

J. Nick Crawford, Defense

Eric A. Peterson v Mark D. Wagner &
ToddC. Webb

Nancy Greenwald, MD

Lyman Bennett, III,
Defense

10/01/2008

10/02/2008

I

I

l

l

CASE TYPE/
EVALUATIONISSUES

J

logical Damages sec. to TBI
Civil Case/ Neuropsychological &
Psychological eval sec. to Neuropsychological Damages sec. to a
Stroke
Civil Case/ Neuropsychological & '
Psychological eval sec. to Neuropsychological Damages sec. to a
Stroke
Civil Case/ Neuropsychological
evaluation sec. to Neuropsychological Damages sec. to TBI
Civil Case/ Neuropsychological &
Psychological eval sec. to Neuropsychological Damages sec. to
TBI & psychological trauma
Civil Case / Neuropsychological
evaluation sec. to Neuropsychological Damages sec. to TBI

e

e
I

001023

10/09/2008

Dorian Nicholson v Eby Brothers &
Liberty Northwest Ins. Co.

Richard Hammond,
Plaintiff

Richard Hammond,
Plaintiff

10/30/2008

Mondragon (Sarah) v Bostock

J. Nick Crawford, Defense

J. Nick Crawford, Defense

11/05/2008

Khadija Ali, a minor, by his Next
Friend and mother, Mahmuda Bilkis
and Mahmuda Bilkis, Individually

Robert Roth, Defense

Milton Greenman, Plaintiff

Civil Case / Neuropsychological &
Psychological eval sec. to Neuropsychological Damages to TBI
Civil Case/ Neuropsychological
evaluation sec. to Neuropsychological Damages sec to TBI
Civil Case / Neuropsychological
evaluation sec. to Neuropsychological Damages sec. to
Developmental Ini.
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DATE

NAME

I REFERRAL SOURCE I

TESTIMONY
REQUESTED BY

11/20/2008

Hibbens v Blue Bell Group
(Colleen & Raymond Hibbens and
Matthew & Monica Lopez)

Richard Stacey, Defense

Shelli Stewart, Plaintiff

12/18/2008

State of Wyoming v Michelle Lee Fox

W. Keith Goody, Defense

W. Keith Goody, Defense

01/09/2009

Schilling (Dyan) v Schilling (Jon)

James Bevis, Plaintiff

James Bevis, Plaintiff

03/13/2009

State of Idaho v Lowell C. Rudlaff

Anthony Geddes, Defense

Anthony Geddes, Defense

03/20/2009

State ofldaho v Judy Gough

Amil Myshin, Defense

Amil Myshin, Defense

04/06/2009

James M. Phillips & Gale Phillips v
Milt E. Erhart & Mary C. Erhart

Nancy Greenwald, MD

Kurt Holzer, Plaintiff

04/09/2009

Lesia Knowlton v Wood River
Medical Center & Fremont
Compensation Insurance Group & JD
Insurance Guaranty Association
Giacomo Amari & Jonathan Ghahray
v C.R. England, Inc. et al

Matthew Pappas, Defense

Matthew Pappas, Defense

Nancy Greenwald, M.D.

Jeffrey Lowe, Plaintiff

Steve Lindsey, Defense

Steve Lindsey, Defense

07/15/2009

07/20/2009

State of Oregon v Billy Bentley

CASE TYPE/

I EVALUATION ISSUES
Civil Case/ Neuropsychological
evaluation sec. to Neuropsychological Damages sec. to Carbon
Monoxide Anoxia
Family Case / Psychological &
Neuropsychological eval / Parental
Competency sec. to TBJ &
Psychological Trauma
Family Case/ Psychological eval.
Re Parenting/Anger Issues
Criminal Case/ Psychological eval
re Violence Potential
Criminal Case/ Psychological eval
for Mitigating Factors for
Sentencing sec. to Psychological
Trauma
Civil Case/ Neuropsychological
eval re Neuropsychological
Damages sec. to TBI
Worker's Compensation Case/
Evaluation ofNeuropsychological
and Psychological damages sec. to
Toxic exposure
Civil Case/ Neuropsychological
eval re Neuropsychological
Damages sec. to TBI

001024

Criminal Case/ Psychological &
Neuropsychological eval re
Suppression Hearing sec. to TBl,
Dementia, Chemical Dependency
7
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NAME

DATE

07/22/2009

I REFERRAL SOURCE I

TESTIMONY
REQUESTED BY

08/18/2009

Schowalter (Christopher) v
Schowalter (Sarah)
Roscoe (Melissa) v ProLease et al

08/27/2009

State ofldaho v Michael Jauhola

Terry Ratcliff & Van
Bishop, Defense

Terry Ratcliff & Van
Bishop, Defense

09/21/2009

In the Matter of the Estate of Glenn E.
& Hilda D. Elliott

Joseph Uberuaga. Defense

Thomas Maile, Petitioners

10/05/2009

Margaret Burbridge v PEK
Corporation, an Idaho Corporation,
PEK/Ketchum Kitchens, Inc. and Jane
Does I through X
Brandon P. Stover v Nikro Industries,

Nancy Greenwald, MD

David W. Cantrill,
Attorney - Defense

10/14/2009

Brooke O'Neil, Defense

Brooke O'Neil, Defense

Nancy Greenwald. MD

Kent Day, Defense

Michael Hajjar, MD

Christopher Burke,
Defense

Inc.

001025

10/19/2009

Julian J. Flores v Nancy J. Redford &
Mack A. Redford

Scott Hess, Plaintiff

Scott Hess, Plaintiff

l 1/06/2009

State ofldaho v Michael R. Osborn

Andrew Parnes, Defense

Andrew Parnes, Defense

11/23/2009

Cody Baccus v Ameripride Services.
Inc.; John Does 1-V: Doe Corporations
J-V

J. Walter Sinclair. Defense

P. Richard Meyer. Plaintiff

CASE TYPE/
EVALUATION ISSUES
& Psychological Trauma
Family Case/ Psychological eval.
Re Parenting Ability/ Anger Issues
Worker's Comp Case/ Neuropsychological eval for Rehab &
Return to Work sec. to TBI
Criminal Case/ Psychological &
Neuropsychological eval for
Mitigating Factors for Sentencing
sec. to positive HIV status
Civil Case / Will Contested /
Neuropsychological eval for
competency
Civil Case/ Neuropsychological &
Psychological eval re Neuropsychological Damages sec to TB l
Civil Case/ Neuropsychological
eval re Neuropsychological
Damages sec. to TBI
Civil Case / Neuropsychological
eval re Neuropsychological
Damages sec. to TB T
Criminal Case/ Psychological &
Neuropsychological eval for
Mitigating Factors for Sentencing
sec. to Developmental injury
Civil- Worker's Comp Case/
Neuropsychological & Psychological eval re Neuropsychological Damages sec. to TBI
8
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DATE

I

NAME

I

REFERRAL SOURCE

TESTIMONY
REQUESTED BY

12/07/2009

Patrick Scott & Joy Scott v The
Scottsdale Plaza Resort, LLC and
State of Arizona

Anne Chapman, Plaintiff

Peter Sorensen, Defense

01/04/2010

State of Washington v Cole
Strandberg
State of Wyoming v Brian D. Rawle

Chris Bugbee, Defense

Chris Bugbee, Defense

W. Keith Goody, Defense

W. Keith Goody, Defense

Dennis Voorhees & Lenee Voorhees v
State Farm Mutual Automobile
Insurance Co.
State of Washington v Charles
Nettlebeck

Cheri Wiggins, MD

J. Nick Crawford, Defense

Michael Kawamura,
Defense

Michael Kawamura,
Defense

04/13/2010

Dennis & Lenee Voorhees v
Progressive Northwestern Insurance

Cheri Wiggins, MD

Robyn Brody, Attorney
Plaintiff

04/16/2010

Raquel Quintero & Craig Quintero v
Micah Randall, DC & Chiropractic

Brad Richardson, Attorney
Defense

John Kluksdal, Attorney
Plaintiff

Mark Harris, MD

Bret A. Walther, Defense

02/11/2010

03/18/2010

03/24/2010

Spine Care, Inc.
05/06/2010

001026

Martha Benitez as natural parent of &
guardian for Martha Marilyn Benitez,
a minor v Mickey Cowger,
individually; Lori Harrison,
individually; Homedale School Dist.
#370, a division of The State of Idaho;

CASE TYPE I
EVALUATION ISSUES
Civil Case/ Neuropsychological &
Psychological eval re
Psychological Damages sec. to
Psychological Trauma and other
Neurological Injury
Criminal Case I Competency eval
sec. to Psychotic Disorder
Criminal Case/ Psychological &
Neuropsychological eval for
Mitigating Factors for Sentencing
sec. to Developmental injury
Civil Case/ Neuropsychological &
Psychological eval re Neuropsychological Damages sec. to TBI
Criminal Case/ Psychological eval
re Diminished Capacity sec. to
Schizophrenia
Civil Case/ Neuropsychological &
Psychological eval.re Neuropsychological Damages sec. to TBI &
Psychological Trauma
Civil Case/ Neuropsychological &
Psychological eval re Neuropsychological Damages sec. to CVA &
other Neuropsychological Injury
Civil Case / Neuropsychological
eval re Neuropsychological
Damages sec. to TBI

9
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DATE

I

NAME

REFERRAL SOURCE I

TESTIMONY
REQUESTED BY

CASE TYPE/
EVALUATION ISSUES

05/12/2010

& Does T-X, inclusive unknown
parties
Craig Marcus v Alfred J. Mengon, Jr.

John Freeman, MD

Philip Peterson, Defense

Civil Case/ Neuropsychological
eval re Competency sec. to
Dementia

06/17/2010

Debra Thicke vs Allstate

Monte Moore, M.D.

Robert Montgomery,
Defense

06/24/2010

Heather Brennan vs Qwest

Kevin Kraft, M.D.

Shelly Shannanhan,
Plaintiff

07/23/2010

State of Missouri vs Johnny Johnson

Loyce Hamilton, Defense

Loyce Hamilton, Defense

Civil Case/Neuropsychological &
Psychological Evaluation
re: Neuropsychological Damages
secondary to TBI
Civil Case/Neuropsychological
Evaluation re: Neuropsychological
Damages secondary to TB I/
Employment
Criminal Case re: Mitigating
Factors for Sentencing;
Neuropsychological &
Psychological Evaluation re: Hx of
TBI, Developmental Issues,
Chemical Dependency &
Psychological Trauma
Criminal Case re: Mitigating
Factors for Sentencing;
Neuropsychological &
Psychological Evaluation

I

08/03/2010

State of Idaho vs Silas Parks

Ray Barker, Defense

Ray Barker, Defense

001027
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I

DATE

I

NAME

I REFERRAL SOURCE I

TESTIMONY
REQUESTED BY

001028

9/6/2010

State of Idaho vs Joshua H. Mercure

Lary G. Sisson,
Defense

John T. Bujak, Canyon
County Prosecuting
Attorney
LaMont Anderson,
Attorney (Office of
Attorney General, State of
Idaho) - Plaintiff
Shannon Romero, State
Appellate Public Defender
Defense

9/8/2010

State of Idaho vs Gerald Pizzuto

John Radin, Defense

9/21/2010

State ofldaho vs Azad Hagi Abdullah

Kim Toryanski, Plaintiff

9/29/2010

Anthony Harper vs Kristen Seamons,
Danny Seamons & Kathleen Seamons

Gregory Lewer, M.D.

Jason R.N. Monteleone,
Plaintiff

11/12/2010

Kosjerovak vs Oak Express Furniture Row, LLC

Scott Wigle. Defense

Scott Wigle. Defense

11/16/2010

Scotts vs The Scottsdale Plaza Resort,
LLC

Anne Chapman,
Plaintiff

Joe L. McClaugherty,
Defense

11/17/2010

State of Idaho vs Gerald Pizzuto

Federal Public Defender's
Office - Defense

11/17/10

Christy Spicer vs Gem County

Nancy Greenwald, M.D.

LaMont Anderson,
Attorney (Office of
Attorney General, State of
Idaho) - Plaintiff
Michael J. Elia, Defense

I

CASE TYPE/
EVAL UA TION ISSUES

Criminal Case re: Competency;
Neuropsychological &
Psychological Evaluation
Criminal Case re: Mitigating
Factors for Sentencing,
Neuropsychological Evaluation
Criminal Case re: Mitigating
Factors for Sentencing with
Psychological damages and
psychological trauma,
Neuropsychological and
Psychological Evaluations
Civil Case/Neuropsychological
Evaluation re: Neuropsychological
Damages secondary to TB I
Civil Case/Neuropsychological
Evaluation re: Neuropsychological
Damages secondary to TB I/
Orthopedic Injury
Civil Case/Psychological
Evaluation re: Psychological
Damages/Psychological Trauma/
PTSD
Criminal Case re: Mitigating
Factors for Sentencing,
Neuropsychological Evaluation
Civil Case/Neuropsychological
Evaluation re: Neuropsychological
Damages secondary to TBI
11
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DATE

NAME

12/9/10

State of Idaho vs Keith Johnson

12/14/10

J. Johnson vs Paradise Valley Fire
District and State Insurance Fund

1/11/11
2/11/11
2/14/11
2/24/11

Wyatt Hadley- In Termination of
Parental Rights & Adoption
In Matter of Joseph Keon
State of Washington vs Cole
Strandberg
J. Clark vs Cry Baby Foods & State
Insurance Fund

REFERRAL SOURCE
Idaho Elks Rehabilitation
Hospital
James Magnuson; SIFDefense

TESTIMONY
REQUESTED BY

CASE TYPE/
EVALUATION ISSUES

Dennis Benjamin, Defense

Dementia Evaluation

James Magnuson, Defense

Worker's Comp Case to assess
psychological damages/
psychological trauma
Psychological/Family Issues

Stan Welsh, Defense

Matt Bohn,
Plaintiff

Carol Griffith, Appointed
Court Visitor
Chris Bugbee, Defense

Douglas Aanestad, Defense
Chris Bugbee, Defense

Alan HulL Defense

Alan Hull. Defense

001029

3/21/11

Christine King vs Citicorp

Gardner Skinner, Defense

Gardner Skinner, Defense

3/23/11

Jason Robb vs City of Boise

Scott Muir, Defense

Scott Muir, Defense

3/23/11

J. Henry vs Department of
Corrections, State of Idaho

Richard Owen. Plaintiff

Richard Owen, Plaintiff

4/5/11

M. Abramowski vs Meridian & Boise
School Districts

Charlene Quade. Plaintiff

Charlene Quade, Plaintiff

5/4/11

Patricia Milliken vs Dibble, Spine
Team Spokane and Wilkinson

Jennifer Gaffaney, Defense

Keith Douglass, Plaintiff

Guardian/Conservatorship
Proceedings
Criminal Case - Insanity Defense,
Schizophrenia
Worker's Comp Case Psychological Evaluation for
issues related to Psychological
Damages/Psychological Trauma
Worker's Comp Case - Issues
related to Psychological Damages/
Psycholo1.!ical Trauma
Civil Case - Psychological
Evaluation to assess issues related
to Psychological Damages/
Psychological Trauma
Civil/WC Case - Psychological/
Neuropsychological Trauma from
Cardiac Event
Civil Case involving adolescent.
Neuropsychological and
Psychological Issues related to
school accommodation issues
Civil Case - Psychological
Evaluation to assess Sexual
12
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DATE

NAME

REFERRAL SOURCE

TESTIMONY
REQUESTED BY

CASE TYPE/
EVALUATION ISSUES
Abuse/Psychological Damages
due to possible mistreatment by
health care provider

5/9/11

S. Milner & M. Milner

Sara Shepard, Defense;
Tore Gwartney, Plaintiff

Sara Shepard, Defense

5/11/ J 1

State ofldaho v Chris Stone

David Nevin. Defense

David Nevin, Defense

5/13/11

Patricia Milliken vs Dibble, Spine
Team Spokane and Wilkinson

Jennifer Gaffaney, Defense

Keith Douglass, Plaintiff

5/19/11

State ofldaho vs John Tiemann

Chuck Peterson, Attorney
Defense

Chuck Peterson, Attorney
Defense

6/1/ 11

Jeanine Helsey, et al vs Ameritel Inn
Boise, et al

David Spitzer, M.D.

Jeff Thomson, Plaintiff

6/24/1 l

State of Wyoming vs Shawn Osborne

W. Keith Goody, Defense

W. Keith Goody, Defense

8/5/ 11

State of Louisiana vs Eric Mickelson

David Price, Defense

David Price. Defense

Family Case - Psychological
Evaluation to assess Parenting
Issues
Criminal Case - Psychological
Evaluation to assess False
Confession Issues
Civil Case - Psychological
Evaluation to assess Sexual
Abuse/Psychological Damages
due to possible mistreatment by
health care provider

001030

Criminal Case Neuropsychological Evaluation to
assess driving capacity due to
brain tumor
Civil Case - Neuropsychological
Damages to assess issues related to
traumatic brain injury
Criminal Case Neuropsychological Evaluation to
assess incapacity secondary to
intoxication
Criminal Case Neuropsychological and
Psychological Evaluation to assess
psychiatric and learning
13
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DATE

NAME

REFERRAL SOURCE

TESTIMONY
REQUESTED BY

001031

8/24/11

Mary Bledsoe vs Andrew Christopher
Seid

Tim Hodges, M.D.

Joshua S. Evett, Defense

8/26/11

State ofldaho vs Sefesi Lafitani

Judge R. Hoff

9/8/ 11

State of Idaho vs Joshua Mercure

Judge Gregory Culet

Lance Fuisting, Canyon
County Public Defender
Erica Kalleen, Canyon
County Prosecuting
Attorney

9/19/11

United States vs Larry Lujan

Robert Kinney, Defense

Robert Kinney, Defense

10/26/11

State ofldaho vs Michael James Lee

Tony Geddes, Defense

Tony Geddes, Defense

10/28/11

J. Hult vs S. Scott

Brandon Taylor, Defense

Brandon Taylor, Defense

12/05/11

State of Idaho vs Taylor Wray

Craig Steveley, Defense

Craig Steveley, Defense

CASE TYPE/
EVALUATION ISSUES
disabilities with regard to
mitigating factors for sentencing
Civil Case - Neuropsychological
Evaluation to assess
neuropsychological damages due
to traumatic brain injury
Criminal Case - Psychological
Evaluation to assess competency
Criminal Case/Competency Neuropsychological/Psychological
Evaluation to assess competency developmental issues
Criminal Case N europsycho logical/Psycho logical
Evaluation to assess
developmental, chemical
dependency and psychological
trauma with regard to mitigating
factors for sentencing
Criminal Case - Psychological
Evaluation to assess violence
potential and psychological trauma
with regard to mitigating factors
for sentencing
Civil Case - Neuropsychological
evaluation to assess
neuropsychological damages from I
traumatic brain injury
Criminal Case - Psychological/
Neuropsychological evaluation to
assess Asberger's Svndrome with

-

14
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DATE

NAME

REFERRAL SOURCE

TESTIMONY
REQUESTED BY

001032

2/22/12

Jeffrey D. Johnson vs Martens Jerome
Farms, LP et al

Jeffrey J. Hepworth,
Plaintiff

Rodney R. Saetrum,
Defense

4/2/12

State of Idaho vs Theodore Robison

Brian Marx, Defense

Brian Marx. Defense

4/11/12

M. Abramowski v. Meridian and
Boise School Districts

Anne Cosho, Defense Criminal Case;
Charlene Quade, PlaintiffCivil Case

John Howell, Defense

4/19/12

Harold "Bud" McDougall vs
Lawrence and Jane Doe Whinery; and
The McGregor Company

State Insurance Fund Defense

Steven R. Stocker, Defense

05/14/12

State of Idaho vs Larry Cragun

Lyn Nelson, Kootenai
County Public Defender

Lyn Nelson, Kootenai
County Public Defender

05/15/12

R. LeMarr vs Soda Plaza

John Bailey, Defense

Bryan D. Smith, Plaintiff

06/14/12

Cecilia Marler vs Monte Wallace

Bill Hancock, Defense

Harry DeHaan, Plaintiff

CASE TYPE/
EVALUATION ISSUES
regard to mitigating factors for
sentencing
Civil Case - Neuropsychological
evaluation to assess
neuropsycho logical damages
secondary to traumatic brain injury
Criminal Case - Mitigating factors
for sentencing due to
schizoaffective disorder and
psychological trauma
Civil Case - Neuropsychological
& Psychological evaluations to
assess issues related to IDEA &
School Accommodations due to
developmental disabilities
Civil Case- Worker's CompNeuropsychological Evaluation to
assess neuropsychological
damages secondary to traumatic
brain injury
Criminal Case - Psychological/
Neuropsychological Evaluation
with regard to mitigating factors
for sentencing secondary to
paranoid schizophrenia
Civil Case - Neuropsychological
Evaluation to assess damages
secondary to traumatic brain injury
Civil Case - Neuropsychological
Evaluation to assess pain issues
and neuropsychological damages
15
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DATE

06/20/12

NAME

Martin Johnson vs Jeff Premo,
Superintendent (Oregon)

REFERRAL SOURCE

Jenny Cooke, Defense

TESTIMONY
REQUESTED BY

Jenny Cooke, Defense

CASE TYPE/
EVALUATION ISSUES
secondary to traumatic brain injury
Civil & Criminal Case Psychological and
Neuropsychological Evaluation
with regard to mitigating factors
for sentencing secondary to
chemical dependency and
psychological trauma

001033
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Qualifications of Examiner:
Currently, I am a licensed psychologist in the States ofldaho, Oregon, Washington and Wyoming. I have been licensed as a practicing
psychologist since 1984.
I completed my undergraduate training in psychology at the University of Oregon. I completed a Ph.D. in clinical psychology at Miami
University of Ohio, which is an APA approved clinical training program. A clinical internship at the Ft. Miley VA Medical Center in San
Francisco, which is also an APA approved clinical internship, in coordination with the UC San Francisco Medical School.
I completed several years of additional post doctorate supervision with Dr. Lloyd Cripe, Diplomate in Clinical Neuropsychology.
In addition to being licensed as a psychologist in the State ofldaho, I also hold a Diplomate in Clinical Neuropsychology from the American
Board of Professional Psychology/American Board of Clinical Neuropsychology, which recognizes my expertise in brain-behavior
relationships.

-

In reviewing my employment experience, I was the Director of Psychological and Neuropsychological Services at Saint Alphonsus Regional
Medical Center from 1984 through 1988. I then was hired as Director of Neuropsychological Services at Idaho Elks
Rehabilitation Hospital. In that capacity, I helped design and establish a CARF accredited outpatient and inpatient brain injury treatment
program. I helped manage that program for over 23 years. I also have a private practice providing psychological and neuropsychological
assessment and therapy services.
I have been qualified to testify in court as an expert witness on brain injury and various traumatic injuries, rehabilitation, psychological issues
and mental competency in many states and federal jurisdictions.

-

My current fee schedule is as follows:
Diagnostic Interviewing
Consultation & Record Review
Neuropsychometric Testing
Court/Deposition Time

$300.00/hour
$300.00/hour
$275.00/hour
$450.00/hour (2-hour minimum; 72-hour cancellation notice required)

001034

Please note that I have provided testimony for both plaintiff and defense cases.
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CURRICULUM VITAE
ROBERT H. FRIEDMAN, M.D.

Office Address:

600 North Robbins Road, Suite 300
Boise, Idaho 837102

Phone Number:

208-489-4016

EDUCATION:
University of Michigan Medical School, Ann Arbor, Michigan
M.D.

University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan
B.S., Zoology

1978 - 1982

1974 - 1978

POSTGRADUATE TRAINING:
Internship/Residency:
University of Michigan Hospitals
1982 - 1985
Department of Physical Medicine & Rehabilitation
HOSPITAL POSITIONS:
University of Michigan Hospital, Ann Arbor, Michigan
VA Medical Center, Ann Arbor, Michigan
Idaho Elks Rehabilitation Hospital, Boise, Idaho
St. Alphonsus Regional Medical Center, Boise, Idaho
St. Lukes Regional Medical Center, Boise, Idaho
VA Medical Center, Boise, Idaho
Mercy Medical Center, Nampa, Idaho
Elmore Medical Center, Mountain Home, Idaho

1983 - 1988
1985 - 1988
1988 1988 1988 1988 1995 -2008
2008-

CURRENT PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES:
Clinical Associate Professor of Washington
Medical Director, Idaho Elks Rehabilitation Hospital
Medical Director, Pain Program, SRU and Pediatric Program
MDA Clinic Medical Director
Ameriben, Medical Director

1988 1998-2010
1993 - 2010
1990 2000-

BOARD CERTIFICATION:
Diplomate, National Board of Medical Examiners

1983

American Board of Physical Medicine & Rehabilitation

1986

American Board of Electrodiagnostic Medicine

1989

American Board of Quality Assurance and Utilization
Review Physicians - ABQAU RP

1999

Robert H. Friedman, M.D.

Page 1
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•

CURRICULUM VITAE

•

MEDICAL LICENSURE:
Idaho
Michigan
Oregon
Washington
Arizona
Montana

1988 - Active
1982 - Active
1994 - Active
2007- Active
2009- Active
2011- Active

ORGANIZATIONS:
Academy of Physical Medicine & Rehabilitation
American Association of Neuromuscular & Electrodiagnostic Medicine
American Academy for Cerebral Palsy & Developmental Medicine
American Medical Association
Idaho Medical Association
Ada County Medical Society
Michigan State Medical Society
Washtensaw County Medical Society

Robert H. Friedman, M.D.

1984 1988 -

1986 1980 1988 1988 1982 -1988
1982 -1988

Page 2
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Dr. Friedman's CV
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Subject: Dr. Friedman's CV
From: Tiffany Mecham <TMecham@idahopmr.com>
Date: Wed, 18 Apr 2012 13:23:57 -0700
To: "maria@chastain law. net" <maria@chastainlaw.net>

•

Hello Maria,
Attached is Dr. Friedman's CV. Let me know if I can be of any more assistance. Aubrey, Dr.
Friedman's administrative MA, will be calling you to schedule the conference call.
Thank you!

7~*&.~
Boise Clinic Manager

Phone: 208-489-4016
Directline: 208-908-5295
Fax.
208-489-4015
Boise Clinic Location
600 N Robbins Road #300
Boise, ID
Meridian Clinic and ASC Location
3551 East Overland Road
Meridian, ID
Mailing Address
P.O. Box 1128
Boise, ID 83701

The contents of this e-rnail (and any attachments) are confidential, may be privileged and may contain copyright material. You may only reproduce or
distribute material if you are expressly authorized by us to do so. If you are not the intended recipient, any use, disclosure or cop·ying of this email (and
any attachments) is unauthorized. If you have received this e-mail in error, please notify the sender and immediately delete this e-mail and any copies of
it from your system.

---\I

~--------·------

Fried man .cv
. t·
short version
I
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!!Friedman CV short version December 2011.pdf
2011.pdf
I
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Robert R. Chastain
Attorney at Law
300 W. Main, Suite 158
Boise, ID 83 702
(208) 345-3110
Idaho State Bar # 2765

NO.

FILED

r},..

A.M. _ _ _ _ P.M . --,~...,...--

JUL 3 0 2012
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By ELAINE TONG
CEPUTY

Deborah N. Kristal
Attorney at Law
3140 N. Bogus Basin Road
Boise, ID 83702
(208) 345-8708
Idaho State Bar # 2296

Attorneys for Defendant
Robert Dean Hall
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,

v.

)
) Case No. CR-FE-2011-3976
Plaintiff, )
) MOTION IN LIMINE RE FARON HAWKINS

)

)
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
)
)
Defendant. )
)

(SUBMITTED UNDER SEAL)

COMES NOW, Robert Dean Hall ("Mr. Hall"), by and through his attorneys of
record and hereby moves this Court in limine to exclude Faron Hawkins' testimony from
introduction into evidence at trial in the above case. The bases for this motion are I.R.E.
402,403, 601, the Fourteenth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution, Article I§ 13 of the
Idaho Constitution, and all law discussed in Mr. Hall's Memorandum in support of this
motion.

DATED this

-32.

day of July, 2012.

MOTION IN LIMINE (SUBMITTED UNDER SEAL) -- 1

001038
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.

DEBORAHN. KRISTAL
Attorney for Defendant

CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was delivered this ..£c?day of July,
2012 to:

Jason Spillman/Jessica Lorello
Deputy Attorney General
208-854-8083

6-Hand-delivered
0 Fax: 854-8083

Deborah N. Kristal
Attorney at Law

MOTION IN LIMINE (SUBMITTED UNDER SEAL) -- 2
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Courtroom51 O

MCLAUGHLIN/ MASTERS 30 JULY 2012
Time

Speaker

4:42:34 PM :
4:47:11 PM :
4:47:30 PM

Note
...................................,, ........................................................ .......................................................................................................
,

IState v. Robert Dean Hall CR FE 11 3976
[Present: ALL BY TELEPHONE: Judge McLaughlin, Rob
!Chastain, Deborah Kristal, Jason Spillman
4:48:05 PM Chastain Re motions to be heard on Thursday, 8/2. Mr. Spillman and I
wanted to ask Court for some guidance.
]
i
····~i":·4a·:·~rt··P·rv1····sp"ii"fma"ri··········tt{·oh..ana·T·have .. ta.ii<ecL..sharei"··so"rne···oi··s·a·m·e concerns:····························

i

:Basically 4 motions that have been briefed extensively, neither
of us would have much to add at oral argument, unless the
Court has some questions to ask of us. Those 4 motions are
iabout sensitive issues that we prob don't want in the
inewspapers at this time .
............................................................................ ........................................................................................................................................

4:49:45 PM Court

......

...... ...................................
,

•1·ve read all the briefs. I'm perfectly comfortable moving
forward without oral argument, if you all are. We can take
them under advisement as of the date of your submissions,
and we'll get a decision out asap. Just need stip re waiving
oral argument.
•Just filed today - Mo/Exclude State's Witness Farrah Hawkins.

···4.}9)~:::~rv1···sp"ii"ima"n

4:51 :05 PM \Chastain

: l'vesetin.,t. Just.want opportunity..to.respond:i·············· ..
Other one filed today was re 404(b) .

(.~:.:.?.. .!.. . . .

.4.:.51.:14 .. PM ... !Spillman...
~ ~.~ daY.~..~.?. . ~:~P.?nd.
............................. .
4:51 :35 PM Court
Have your reply in by Monday, 6 August. Defense can make

.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,~~.Y..~E::~.P..?~~e. ~.Y..!.~.~r..~9.~Y of ne.~ ~e.e.~4:52:09 PM :Chastain

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Both Ms. Kristal and I are out of town next week, can have it in
•by following week.
4:52:22 PM ·court
•Prepare.siip; state··wwi""have·re~ip.ciri"s"tiTnby ·nexflJioncfay:
defense any reply by following Monday. Will be deemed
under advisement as of 13 August.
4: 52: 5ff° Prv1 • pWi"ma"ri. ··· rothe·r:···mo.re proceduraCtEichn icai"~type··motions.
......................................
······,t:io·ri·ifo·p·p·c;-se·iuiy··vrew··orthe ·scene._......ooriit ci"pp·o;s"e···sfateis
4:53: 12 PM :Kristal
!investigator sitting at counsel table. Do oppose motion ...

s

~i":"s~f"oif"PM

·chasiiifr,· .Adcfres·sed mosi"0Ttt1ai""in our· br1etfr1g ....................................................

4: 54: 14 PM !Kristal
i,,,,

4:56:48 PM lcourt
1

4:57:07 PM Jchastain

I

7/30/2012

[404.(bfm.ofi"on on··cfom·e·sfic violen·ce···~ ~-_-·_- Moiadmif.............
(blood/alcohol lab results from Oregon - don't object. Mo/Admit
(expert testimony on blood spatter - believe that's premature.
(Addresses other motions. //Clerk's Note: HARD TO
jUNDERSTAND MS. KRISTAL - PHONE LINE FOR HER
!CUTS IN AND OUT//

f1f you need to clarify anything between now and 13 August,
jwill give you that opportunity.
fBoth sides just trying to make things go as smoothly as
jpossible.
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MCLAUGHLIN / MASTERS 30 JULY 2012
4:57:28 PM Court
J•. .

.

Courtroom510

:Treating these as In Limine ... as long as you are all satisfied
!through stipulation that you've submitted all these to the Court
!and don't need oral argument, that's fine. I'll take it under
iadvisement as of 13 August, all under seal.

4:58:20 PM :Spillman
!
!
4:58:48 PM :Court.

[Will remove this from our calendar for this Thursday, will get
!you a stipulation. We've filed stipulation re selection of Judge
!Schilling as our mediator.
[Good, I won't be involved in that part of it, unless he comes to
lme with a settlement and a proposed sentence in the case.

4:59:20 PM !Spillman
4:59:29 PM [Chastain
!
4:59:47 PM Icourt
i
!
5:00:10 PM !Chastain
!
5:00:31 PM !Kristal
5:00:41 PM jcourt
5:01:13 PM

!We'll move forward with that part of it, then.
[Does Your Honor have to order anything re mediation, or do
!we just contact Judge Schilling?
[To be clear on the record, I'll have the State prepare an order
ithat Judge Schilling will be the mediator based on agreement
!of the parties.
!Assume he'll do the mediation, but if he turns it down, we'll just
jpick another one.
[on jury questionnaire, you got our email?
jves, am working on it. Thursday's hearing is vacated.
[End of case.

I

I

7/30/2012
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ROBERT R. CHASTAIN

Attorney at Law
·300 Main, Suite 158
Boise, ID 83702
(208) 345-3110
Idaho State Bar #2765
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CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By ELAINE TONG
GEPUTY

DEBORAH N. KRIST AL

Attorney at Law
3140 N Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702
(208) 345-8708
Idaho State Bar # 2296
Attorneys for Robert Dean Hall

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
ST ATE OF IDAHO,

)
) Case No. CRFE 2011-3976
)
) AFFIDAVIT OF MARIA J. CUTAIA
)
)
)
)
)

Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

)
: ss.
)

COMES NOW Maria J. Cutaia, who being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and
says:
1.

That your affiant is Maria J. Cutaia, and I am Robert R. Chastain's Legal
Assistant and I make this Affidavit from my own personal knowledge.

2.

That on June 7, 2012, in the regular course of business, I opened an
envelope addressed to: "Law Office of Chastain, PLLC," which contained a
one page letter from an inmate named Hawkins.

AFFIDAVIT OF MARIA J. CUTAIA

Page 1
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-

.....
3.

That copies'f the letter and envelope attached to !fendants's Motion and
Memorandum in Limine re: Faron Hawkins are true and correct copies of
the original, which are being held in Mr. Chastain's office.

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me, a Notary Public, this ~ 0 day of July,
2012.

r~;;~=~~---.+1
:t

STATE OF IDAHO

+........................................,., •• ,+

t

'

.•

Notary Public for Idaho
Residing at: (}da
C~,,, f-~
Commission Expires: {)5 - 0 :_ "2-0 IZ

"

I

AFFIDAVIT OF MARIA J. CUTAIA
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JUL 3 0 2012

Robert R. Chastain
Attorney at Law
300 W. Main, Suite 158
Boise, ID 83 702
(208) 345-3110
Idaho State Bar # 2765

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By ELAINE TONG
DEPUTY

Deborah N. Kristal
Attorney at Law
3140 N. Bogus Basin Road
Boise, ID 83702
(208) 345-8708
Idaho State Bar # 2296
Attorneys for Defendant
Robert Dean Hall

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,

)
)
Plaintiff, )
)
v.
)
)
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
)
)
Defendant. )
)

Case No. CR-FE-2011-3976
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION
IN LIMINE RE FARON HAWKINS

(SUBMITTED UNDER SEAL)

COMES NOW, Robert Dean Hall ('"Mr. Hall"), by and through his attorneys of
record and hereby submits the following Memorandum in support if his motion in limine
to exclude Faron Hawkins' testimony from introduction into evidence at trial in the above
case.

MEMORANDUM

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION IN LIMINE (SUBMITTED UNDER SEAL) -- 1
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..
I.

THIS

COURT

SHOULD

PRECLUDE

FARON

HAWKINS

FROM

TESTIFYING
A. Introduction

The State seeks to introduce testimony of a jailhouse snitch who has actively
sought

a deal with the State, and whose patent incompetency has been implicitly

acknowledged by the Idaho Court of Appeals. Mr. Hawkins is not competent to testify in
this case and his mental condition is so suspect that any testimony would be irrelevant
and would violate Mr. Hall's right to due process.
B. Legal Framework

Jailhouse snitches are notoriously unreliable to begin with, accounting for
"significant causes of wrongful convictions." Myrna S. Raeder, See no Evil: Wrongful
Convictions and the Prosecutorial Ethics of Offering Testimony by Jailhouse Informants
and Dishonest Experts, 76 Fordham L. Rev. 1413 (2007-2008). Quoting Judge Stephen

Trott, Professor Raeder explained:
[B]ecause of the perverse and mercurial nature of the devils with
whom the criminal justice system has chosen to deal, each contract for
testimony is fraught with the real peril that the proffered testimony
will not be truthful, but simply factually contrived to "get" a target of
sufficient interest to induce concessions from the government.
Defendants or suspects with nothing to sell sometimes embark on a
methodical journey to manufacture evidence and to create something of
value, setting up and betraying friends, relatives, and cellmates alike.
Frequently, and because they are aware of the low value of their
credibility, criminals will even go so far as to create corroboration for
their lies by recruiting others into the plot.
(quoting Judge Trott's article Words of Warning for Prosecutors Using Criminals as
Witnesses, 47 Hastings L.J. 1381 (1996)). "The incentives for jailhouse informants to
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION IN LIMINE (SUBMITTED UNDER SEAL) -- 2
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lie are so great, and the consequences so minimal, that prosecutorial reliance on
this

category

of cooperating

witnesses

is

always ethically

challenging.

The

truthfulness of jailhouse informants is permanently suspect[.]" Raeder, supra.
"The usefulness of an informant as a witness depends in large measure on the degree to
which he both is and can be presented to a fact finder as a reliable person." U.S. v.
Bernal-Obeso, 989 F. 2d 331, 335-36 (1993). Clearly, at the outset, ajailhouse snitch

should be approached with skepticism and substantial caution.
Many jail house informants are simply not competent to testify at all. As will be
explained, Mr. Hawkins is a striking example of such a case. Idaho Rule of Evidence
60l(a) provides that the following persons are incompetent to testify at a trial: "Persons
whom the court finds to be incapable of receiving just impressions of the facts respecting
which they are examined, or of relating them truly."

C. State v. Haw kins
In State v. Hawkins,, the Idaho Court of Appeals was confronted with Faron
Hawkins' "bizarre behavior." 148 Idaho 774, 778 (2009).

In Hawkins, the Court of

Appeals recited the following facts regarding his criminal convictions of robbery:
On August 10, 2006, law enforcement located Hawkins at a campground
near The Dalles, Oregon, where he was staying with his wife and children
in a camp trailer. When an officer attempted to make contact with Hawkins
at the camp trailer, Hawkins pointed a loaded gun at the officer. The officer
retreated and, after the campground was evacuated, law enforcement
officers surrounded the trailer and ordered Hawkins to come out. An eighthour standoff ensued during which Hawkins fired a gun in the direction of
the officers, but eventually allowed his wife and children to leave the trailer.

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION IN LIMINE (SUBMITTED UNDER SEAL) -- 3
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Hawkins was finally taken into custody after the officers shot tear gas into
the trailer, forcing Hawkins to come out.
When interviewed by Oregon police, Hawkins stated that he had been a
Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) operative, had knowledge of
transportation of weapons to Canada, had been involved in a South
American operation with a National Security Agency (NSA) advisor and, at
some point, had cut a transponder out of his earlobe that had been placed
there by "someone. " Hawkins also claimed to be a sophisticated criminal
and freely admitted that he had committed the December 16, 2005, Boise
bank robbery. A warrant to search Hawkins' van, pickup, and camp trailer
was obtained and executed. During the search, several items of clothing that
matched the description of items used during the Boise bank robberies,
together with a checkbook containing one of the robber's demand notes,
were seized. When Hawkins was interviewed by an FBI agent he stated that
his wife and stepson liked to spend money, and that his wife encouraged his
stepson to rob banks to get more money. He also stated that he and his wife
helped his stepson rob banks by monitoring police scanners, and that he
had suggested to his stepson that he should rob banks by using a demand
note. However, in subsequent interviews with the FBJ agent, Hawkins stated
that he and his stepson were forced to commit the robberies. Hawkins
claimed that the men who forced him to rob the banks threatened his wife
and children. He also claimed that the men put a bomb vest on him and
threatened to detonate it ij he did not rob the Key Bank, and again put a
bomb vest on him and forced him to wear an earpiece when he robbed the
Washington Mutual Bank.
A grand jury indicted Hawkins on two counts of robbery. Hawkins moved
to proceed prose, and after an extensive Faretta inquiry, the district court
granted Hawkins' request for self-representation but also appointed a public
defender as standby counsel. Later, Hawkins again requested that counsel
be reappointed and the court granted his request. After that appointment,
Hawkins changed his mind and again moved to proceed pro se. The court
conducted another Faretta inquiry, granted the motion, and appointed the
public defender as standby counsel. On January 7, 2008, trial commenced
and Hawkins testified on his own behalf. He admitted to the bank robberies,
but claimed that they were done under duress. Hawkins stated that the
people who forced him to commit the robberies did so by making threats to
him, to his wife, and to his children. Ultimately, the jury found Hawkins
guilty of the robberies.
Hawkins filed a motion for new trial and then moved for reappointment of
counsel, and the court granted this request. A few minutes later, Hawkins'
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION IN LIMINE (SUBMITTED UNDER SEAL) -- 4
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counsel advised the court that Hawkins was dissatisfied with counsel's
performance because counsel did not believe there was any basis to move
for a mistrial or for a new trial. Hawkins requested that he be allowed to
continue to prose argue his motions. The district court noted that Hawkins
had filed a motion to "dismiss on the grounds of mental incapacity"
claiming that the State's evidence showed that he was delusional. The
district court denied the motion to dismiss but, based on Hawkins' claim of
mental incapacity, ordered a psychological evaluation pursuant to Idaho
Code § 19-2522 for purposes of sentencing. The court also declined
Hawkins' motion to proceed pro se, noting that "if Mr. Hawkins is
contending that he is delusional, I don't think his decision whether to hire or
not keep an attorney, at this point, is appropriate."
At a subsequent hearing, the district court set forth for the record that it had
never had cause to believe that Hawkins lacked the mental capacity to
understand the proceedings or to assist in his own defense. The court noted
that it had ordered the psychological evaluation for sentencing purposes "in
an abundance of caution" based on the assertions made by Hawkins in his
motion to dismiss that had been filed shortly after the jury had reached its
verdicts. The court further noted that Hawkins had failed to participate in
the psychological evaluation and, after questioning Hawkins, the court
determined that Hawkins was asserting his Fifth Amendment rights not to
participate in such an evaluation. At Hawkins' request, the court ordered the
public defender to continue to represent Hawkins and set the case over for
hearing on the multiple post-trial motions that Hawkins had filed pro se. At
the subsequent motion hearing, Hawkins' counsel advised Hawkins and the
court that, if asked to argue Hawkins' post-trial motions, his position would
be that the motions had no merit. Based on counsel's representation, the
court permitted Hawkins to argue his motions pro se, finding once again
that Hawkins was competent to waive counsel and that he did so freely and
voluntarily. Following argument, the district court denied Hawkins'
motions.
The case proceeded to a sentencing hearing, at which Hawkins was
represented by the public defender. The district court imposed concurrent
unified sentences of life with thirty years fixed. Hawkins timely appealed.
Id. at 376-77 (emphasis added).
In addition, "Hawkins filed a motion seeking CIA, NSA and Air Force documents
and files[, and] testified that he had been involved with the CIA since 1978." ld. at 779-

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION IN LIMINE (SUBMITTED UNDER SEAL) -- 5
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80. However, the Idaho Court of Appeals noted that "Hawkins was fifty years old at the
time of trial in January, 2008, so he would have been about twenty years old in 1978. In
1978, Hawkins was convicted of robbing a bank in Horseshoe Bend, Idaho. He was also
convicted in Oregon in the 1980s of robbery, burglary and escape." Id at 780 n. 4. Mr.
Hawkins provided numerous conflicting and "bizarre" stories of how the alleged
robberies occurred, initially admitting to the criminal conduct and later claiming to have
been forced to wear a bomb when committing the robbery, due to others' dissatisfaction
with his "loss of the shipment of a guidance chip for a Patriot missile." Id. at 780.
D.

Mr. Hawkins is not Competent to Testify, but even if he were, his

Testimony would be so Lacking in Credibility that it would be Irrelevant.

As established above, ample reason exists to preclude Mr. Hawkins from testifying
in this case. Pursuant to I.R.E. 601, this Court should find that Mr. Hawkins is "incapable
of receiving just impressions of the facts respecting which they are examined, or of
relating them truly." Of course, many credibility issues are for the jury to determine, but
I.R.E. 601 specifically acknowledges that instances exist in which a witness may not be
trusted to relate impressions of fact truthfully. Therefore, the difference between a jury's
credibility determination and the court's credibility determination is merely a matter of
degree.
For example, in interpreting F.R.E. 601, the Connecticut Supreme Court discussed
this distinction: "a court maintains the obligation to ensure that a witness' testimony
meets the minimum standard of credibility necessary to permit a reasonable person to put
any credence in that testimony. . . . In making this determination the court will still be
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION IN LIMINE (SUBMITTED UNDER SEAL) -- 6
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deciding competency. It would, however be more accurate to say that the court will
decide minimum credibility. This requirement of minimum credibility is just one aspect

of the requirement of minimum probative force-i.e., relevancy.

Regardless of

terminology, the trial judge may exclude all or a part of the witness' testimony on the
ground that no one could reasonably believe the witness could have observed,
remembered, communicated or told the truth with respect to the event in question.""
State v. Weinberg, 215 Conn. 231, 575 A.2d 1003, 1009-10 (1990) (internal quotations
omitted) (emphasis added).
From the outset in his recorded conversations with the State investigators, Mr ..
Hawkins makes it clear he will only testify as the State wishes if the State is willing to
meet his demands. He is not even subtle in his threats to the State, as can be seen from
his letter to Deputy Attorney General Melissa Moody, received by the State May 18,
2012, attached hereto and incorporated herein by reference as Exhibit A. Once Mr.
Hawkins determined the State would not meet his demands, he wrote to Mr. Hall's
attorney Robert Chastain, strongly implying that any information he had on Mr. Hall's
case Hawkins had obtained from reviewing Mr. Hall's discovery which Hawkins had
received by 'mail miss-delivered.'

A copy of the letter is attached hereto and

incorporated herein by reference as Exhibit B.
Therefore, the question is whether Mr. Hawkins possesses the "minimum
credibility" necessary to allow him to testify in Mr. Hall's First Degree Murder case. The
Court of Appeals referred to Mr. Hawkins' behavior as "bizarre" and "delusional." He
recently believed that he "had cut a transponder out of his earlobe that had been placed
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION IN LIMINE (SUBMITTED UNDER SEAL) -- 7
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there by 'someone."' This earlobe transponder story was told repeatedly, and the State's
witness in Mr. Hawkins' case, Detective Rosenbraugh, "testified that after [she
interviewed Hawkins] she suggested that Hawkins talk to a therapist at the jail."

Hawkins, 148 Idaho at 782.

The State's established position, therefore, is that Mr.

Hawkins' bizarre behavior suggests that he required therapy.
Now, the State wishes to use this witness as a means of convicting Mr. Hall of
First Degree Murder. It is anticipated that Mr. Hawkins will testify, among other things,
that Mr. Hall admitted that, on Valentine's Day of 2011, he decided that he would
eventually kill the victim; that Mr. Hall intentionally shot himself; that Mr. Hall envied
the victim; that Mr. Hall's strategy was to coax the victim into shoving Mr. Hall with the
intent to then claim self defense; that he "did God's work" by killing the victim because
the victim's wife had wanted the victim dead; that he intentionally built up his "comp
time" so that his final paycheck would be larger; and that Mr. Hall offered Mr. Hawkins
$25,000 to testify that Mr. Hall stated that Kandi Hall committed the homicide.
Coincidentally, all of these facts, if presented to the jury, would be extremely
helpful to the State's case. Of course, that is quite consistent with the typical jailhouse
snitch's modus operandi. Couple that inherent unreliability with Mr. Hawkins' "bizarre"
and "delusional" behavior, as well as his repeated factual fabrications, and it is apparent
that Mr. Hawkins is incompetent to testify to the above "facts." Mr. Hawkins is not able
to relate impressions of fact truthfully and hence lacks the "minimum credibility"
required to allow him to testify in this case, especially in light of the incentive for Mr.
Hawkins to lie, and the general unbelievability of any statement that he makes.

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION IN LIMINE (SUBMITTED UNDER SEAL) -- 8
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In addition to violating I.R.E. 601, allowing such testimony would deprive Mr.
Hall his right to a fair trial under the state and federal constitutions. Moreover, such
testimony would be so unreliable that it would be irrelevant under I.RE. 401, because
none of Mr. Hawkins testimony could make a fact in issue more or less likely since it
cannot be believed. Finally, even if the testimony were relevant, it would be unfairly
prejudicial under I.R.E. 403 because the testimony's credibility would be so lacking that
it would provide absolutely no probative value.
II. CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons, this Court should GRANT Mr. Hall's motion in limine
seeking to prevent the testimony of Mr. Hawkins.
~

DATED this~ay of July, 2012.

ROBERTR. CHASTAIN

/Wf!Jr~

DEBORAH N. KRISTAL

CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was delivered this3d day
of July, 2012 to:
Jason Spillman
Deputy Attorney General
208-854-8083
Jessica Lorello
Deputy Attorney General

D First Class Mail
D Fax: 854-8083
Jifl'J Htu1tl-dt l'tiNA.c/

D First Class Mail
D Fax: 854-8083

1

tYJ f-1d. r1d - dL lt",;(A <7o
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{Wt/~

Deborah N. Kristal
Attorney at Law
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AUG O1 2012
LAWRENCE G. WASDEN

CHRISTOPHER 0. RICH, Clerk
By JACKIE BROWN

Idaho Attorney General

Dl!F'LITV

PAUL R. PANTHER
Deputy Attorney General
Chief, Criminal Law Division

JASON SLADE SPILLMAN ISB #8813
JESSICA M. LORELLO ISB #6554
Deputy Attorneys General
Special Prosecuting Attorneys
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.

)
)
)
)
)

ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.
______________

)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
STIPULATION TO VACATE
MOTIONS HEARING AND SUBMIT
ISSUES UPON THE BRIEFS

COMES NOW, Robert Chastain and Deborah Kristal, attorneys for Robert Dean
Hall. and Jason Slade Spillman and Jessica M. Lorello, Deputy Attorneys General and
Special Prosecuting Attorneys for the County of Ada, State of Idaho, and hereby
stipulate to the vacation of the Motions hearing previously scheduled for August 2,

2012, at 9:00 a.m. The Parties further waive oral argument on all pending motions and
agree to submission of the pending issues to the Court upon written pleadings only.
This Stipulation does not constitute a waiver of, and shall not preclude, hearings on

STIPULATION TO VACATE MOTIONS HEARING (HALL), Page 1
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future motions, including motions to reconsider the Court's rulings on any pending
motions.

Respectfully submitted this 151 day of August, 2012.

Aiir~~
ROBERT CHASTAIN

DEBORA~J<RiSTAL
Attorney for Defendant

STIPULATION TO VACATE MOTIONS HEARING (HALL), Page 2
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AM.

Thursday, August 02, 2012
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, CLERK OF THE COURT
BY: BETH MASTERS
DEPUTY CLERK

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

Case No. CR-FE-2011-0003976

VS.

ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

NOTICE OF HEARING

The above-entitled case has been set for hearing on Wednesday, September 05,
2012 at 01 :30 PM, in the Ada County Courthouse at 200 W. Front Street, Boise, Idaho
before ·Judge Michael Mclaughlin.

DATED this 2"d day of August, 2012.

NOTICE OF HEARING

001065

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 2nd day of August, 2012, I caused a true and correct
copy of the above and foregoing instrument to be mailed, postage prepaid, to:
Jason Spillman
Jessica Lorello
Attorneys at Law
Office of the Attorney General
PO Box 83720
Boise ID 83720-0010

Robert R Chastain
Attorney at Law
300 Main St Ste 158
Boise ID 83702
Deborah Kristal
Attorney at Law
3140 Bogus Basin Rd
Boise ID 83702

Christopher D. Rich
Clerk of the District Court

NOTICE OF HEARING
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LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General

AU6 0 6 2012
CHRISTOPHER 0. RICH, Clerk

PAUL PANTHER
Deputy Attorney General
Chief, Criminal Law Division

By JACKIE BROWN
DEPUTY

JASON SLADE SPILLMAN, ISB #8813
JESSICA M. LORELLO, ISB #6554
Deputy Attorneys General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-001 O
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant,

______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
RESPONSE TO DEFENDANT'S
NOTICE OF INTENT TO INTRODUCE
IMPEACHMENT EVIDENCE RE
KELLY RIEKER
(SUBMITrED UNDER SEAL)

COMES NOW, Jessica M. Lorello, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho, and
hereby responds to Defendant's Notice of Intent to Introduce Impeachment Evidence Re
Kelly Rieker ("Notice"), filed July 30, 2012, by objecting to the same.

BACKGROUND

Kelly Rieker has worked for attorney Jake Peterson since May 2006.

Emmett

Corrigan, the murder victim in this case, shared office space with Mr. Peterson and
assisted Mr. Peterson with certain legal work. Kandi Hall, Defendant's wife, also worked

RESPONSE TO DEFENDANT'S NOTICE OF INTENT TO INTRODUCE
IMPEACHMENT EVIDENCE RE KELLY RIEKER, Page 1
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for Emmett. As a result, Kelly knew both Emmett and Kandi and has knowledge about
their relationship and Kandi's relationship with the Defendant.
Before Kelly worked for Mr. Peterson, she worked for another attorney, C. Grant
King. In April 2006, Mr. King reported he confronted Kelly about his suspicions that she
was stealing money from him.

Mr. King also reported the suspected theft to law

enforcement. No criminal charges were ever filed against Kelly, but Kelly and Mr. King
reached a "civil compromise" whereby she paid him $13,800 in exchange for his
agreement to "release and forever discharge" her from "any and all claims, demand,
liability, damages, costs, expenses, losses, and civil actions and causes of action resulting
from, relating to, or arising out of her employment with [him] and the money and/or other
thing(s) of value for which [he] claim[s] [she] is legally liable taking while in [his]
employment." ("Release of All Claims and Civil Compromise," attached to Notice.)
On July 30, 2012, Defendant filed notice of his intent to introduce evidence "under

I.RE. 608(a) and (b)" from Mr. King to include his "opinion regarding Ms. Rieker's general
untruthfulness" and "inquiry into the specific instances of conduct that formed C. Grant
King's opinion." (Notice, pp.1-2.) The state objects.

ARGUMENT

Idaho Rule of Evidence 608 provides, in relevant part:
(a) Opinion and reputation evidence of character. The credibility
of a witness may be attacked or supported by evidence in the form of
opinion or reputation, but subject to these limitations: (1) the evidence may
refer only to character for truthfulness or untruthfulness, and (2) evidence of
truthful character is admissible only after the character of the witness for
truthfulness has been attacked by opinion or reputation evidence or
otherwise.
(b) Specific instances of conduct. Specific instances of the
conduct of a witness, for the purpose of attacking or supporting the
RESPONSE TO DEFENDANT'S NOTICE OF INTENT TO INTRODUCE
IMPEACHMENT EVIDENCE RE KELLY RIEKER, Page 2
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credibility, of the witness, other than conviction of crime as provided in Rule
609, may not be proved by extrinsic evidence. They may, however, in the
discretion of the court, if probative of truthfulness or untruthfulness, be
inquired into on cross-examination of the witness concerning (1) the
character of the witness for truthfulness or untruthfulness, or (2) the
character for truthfulness or untruthfulness of another witness as to which
character the witness being cross-examined has testified.
In addition to the limitations expressed in Rule 608(b), evidence is only admissible if
it is relevant. I.RE. 402. "Relevant evidence" is "evidence having any tendency to make
the existence of any fact that is of consequence to the determination of the action more
probable or less probable than it would be without the evidence." I.RE. 401. Further,
relevant evidence "may be excluded if its probative value is substantially outweighed by
the danger of unfair prejudice, confusion of the issues, or misleading the jury, or by
consideration of undue delay, waste of time, or needless presentation of cumulative
evidence." I.RE. 403.
In interpreting Rule 608(b), the Idaho Court of Appeals declined to "set down a hard
and fast rule of admissibility" regarding the admission of extrinsic evidence to impeach a
witness's credibility. State v. Guinn, 114 Idaho 30, 39, 752 P.2d 632,641 (Ct. App. 1988).
Rather, the Court advised trial courts to "refer to both I.RE. 608(b) and 403."

~

The

Court further noted several factors to consider if extrinsic evidence offered for
impeachment purposes is "challenged pursuant to I.RE. 403." Id. Those factors include:
(1) the importance of the testimony of the witness under attack, (2) the
relevancy of the act to credibility, (3) the nearness or remoteness of the
conduct to the event in question, (4) whether the matter inquired into is such
as to lead to time-consuming and distracting proceedings, and (5) any
undue prejudice to a party or undue humiliation of the witness.
Guinn, 114 Idaho at 39, 752 P.2d at 641.

RESPONSE TO DEFENDANT'S NOTICE OF INTENT TO INTRODUCE
IMPEACHMENT EVIDENCE RE KELLY RIEKER, Page 3
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The Court in Guinn further noted, "Should the court determine that the allegation of
false motivation is too attenuated, or the attack is simply upon a purely extrinsic matter, the
court may exclude the proffered testimony."

~

Although Rule 608(a) would allow Defendant to inquire of Mr. King regarding his
opinion of whether Kelly is truthful, Rule 608(b) prohibits Mr. King from testifying about
specific instances of conduct, State v. Carson, 151 Idaho 713, 717, 264 P.3d 54, 58
(2011 ), and any inquiry of Kelly on cross-examination about her "embezzle[ment]" should
be excluded under the standards articulated in Guinn.
Kelly's act of taking money from Mr. King in 2005-2006, which she repaid, which did
not result in criminal charges, and which occurred five to six years before Emmett was
killed on March 11, 2011, is too remote in time, unrelated to anything in this case, and
would result in undue humiliation to Kelly. See, ~ . State v. Araiza, 124 Idaho 82, 90-92,
856 P.2d 872, 880-82 (1993) (affirming district court's decision precluding defendant from
asking a witness whether he perjured himself at a prior trial and from asking defense
investigator about specific instances of that witness's conduct, noting recognition that
"impeachment evidence is collateral evidence and may be overly time-consuming and
confusing to the jury" and rejecting associated Confrontation Clause claim, noting that
absent a conviction on the perjury allegation, evidence of the witness "having been
untruthful on a prior occasion would only be evidence that he might also be untruthful on
this occasion"); State v. Downing, 128 Idaho 149, 152, 911 P.2d 145, 148 (Ct. App. 1996)
(quotations and citations omitted) (Affirming the district court's exclusion of specific
instances under 608(b) and noting, "As evidence goes back further in time - that is,
becomes more remote - it is entitled to decreasing weight. At some point it comes so
remote that it no longer tends to make a fact of consequence more probable or less
RESPONSE TO DEFENDANT'S NOTICE OF INTENT TO IN"fRODUCE
IMPEACHMENT EVIDENCE RE KELLY RIEKER, Page 4
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probable and, therefore, is inadmissible because it is not relevant under Idaho Rule of
evidence 401. ")
The evidence set forth in Defendant's Notice should be excluded. To the extent Mr.
King testifies and/or this Court allows inquiry into the conduct identified in Defendant's
Notice, the state may offer contrary opinion testimony and evidence from Mr. Peterson as
articulated in the Affidavit of Jake W. Peterson attached hereto as Appendix A.
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 6th day of August 2012.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 6th day of August 2012, I caused to be served a
true and correct copy of the foregoing Response to Defendant's Notice of Intent to
Introduce Impeachment Evidence Re Kelly Rieker to:

Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836
Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728

_i_ U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
_

L
_

Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

RESPONSE TO DEFENDANT'S NOTICE OF INTENT TO INTRODUCE
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Affidavit of Jake W. Peterson
State of Idaho
ss
County of Ada
Comes now, Jake W. Peterson, being first duly sworn, deposes
and says:
1.

That your affiant is an attorney that has been practicing law in
Boise, Idaho since 1974.

Your affiant hired Kelly Rieker in May

of 2006 to be a para-legal.

Her duties include meeting with

clients, typing bankruptcies, managing other legal assistants and
receipting money paid by clients for services to be rendered.
2.

That since Kelly Rieker began working for your affiant, your
affiant has never been short money and has found Kelly Rieker to
be trust worthy at all times.
for more than one week.

Your affiant has taken vacations

Upon coming back from vacations, all

money has been correctly receipted.

Since Kelly Rieker has

worked in my office, there has never been a problem with money
misplaced or misappropriated.
3.

Further your affiant sayeth not.
of August, 2012.

.

'. J
State

I
and sworn to, before me, a notary public for the
da of August, 2012.

Notary public for the State of Idaho
Residing at
My commission expir~
l(p

~Jv...-=-,__~Lt~·~"""'·-...~~~~~~~

s/'])
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AUG O6 2012

LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By JACKIE BROWN
DEPUTY

PAUL R. PANTHER
Chief, Deputy Attorney General
Criminal Law Division
JASON SLADE SPILLMAN 158 #8813
JESSICA M. LORELLO 158 #6554
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-001 O
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,

)

)
Plaintiff,

)

)
)

vs.

)

ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
FORTY-EIGHTH ADDENDUM
TO DISCOVERY
FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL

______________ )

COMES NOW, Jessica M. Lorello, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho, and
makes the following Forty-Eighth Addendum to the previous Response to Discovery
pursuant to Rule 16:

16(b) Disclosure pursuant to written request by Defendant:
(4)
BATES#
5076

Documents and Tangible Objects:
DOCUMENT/ DESCRIPTION
Email from Det. ,Jim Miller
regarding a 2006 police report
on Kelly Rieker

AUTHOR/
AGENCY
Det. Jim Miller

DATE
8/2/12

FORTY-EIGHTH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 1
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•

•
5707-5720

5721

5722

DATED this

Boise Police Report #613-120
Theft suspect - Kelly Rieker,
April 27, 2006
Compact disc containing jail
phone calls from July 3, 2012
through August 3, 2012
Audio recording of a
conversation between Det. Jim
Miller and Kelly Rieker on
August 2, 2012

5th

Officer Lane

Rec'd
8/2/12

14

Julie McKay
ACSO

8/6/12

1 CD

Det. Jim Miller

8/2/12

1 audio file

day of August 2012.

uty Attorney General

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this

5th

day of August 2012, I caused to be served a

true and correct copy of the foregoing Forty-Eighth Addendum to Discovery for Conflict
Counsel to:
Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

~ U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
_
_

Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
Electronic Mail (Email)

-X- U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
_
_
_

Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
Electronic Mail (Email)

~hu-<~

ltjJS-Ur~

FORTY-EIGHTH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 2
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LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General
PAUL R. PANTHER
Deputy Attorney General
Chief, Criminal Law Division
JASON SLADE SPILLMAN ISB #8813
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-001 O
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.
_______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
STATE'S REPLY TO MOTION IN
LIMINE RE: FARON HAWKINS

(SUBMITTED UNDER SEAL)

COMES NOW, the State of Idaho, by Jason Slade Spillman, Deputy Attorney
General and Special Prosecuting Attorney for the County of Ada, State of Idaho, and
submits this opposition to the "Motion in Limine re: Faron Hawkins."
ANALYSIS

I.

"JAILHOUSE SNITCH"
Defendant begins his argument to preclude Faron Hawkins' testimony by citing a

legal article on the general unreliability of jailhouse snitches who testify pursuant to a

[

STATE'S REPLY TO MOTION IN LIMINE RE: FARON HAWKINS (HALL), Page 1
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"contract for testimony." The State has offered nothing to Faron Hawkins ("Hawkins") in
this case, and thus, any "contract for testimony" concerns are not present.
II.

IDAHO RULE OF EVIDENCE 601

While Defendant makes passing mention of I.R.E. 401 and 403 on the last page
of his Memorandum, the bulk of his argument focuses on I.R.E. 601.

The relevant

portion of this rule states: "Every person is competent to be a witness except: ...
[p]ersons whom the court finds to be incapable of receiving just impressions of the facts
respecting which they are examined, or of relating them truly." Idaho Rule of Evidence
601 "creates a presumption that all witnesses are deemed competent to testify." State v.
Vondenkamp, 141 Idaho 878, 882, 119 P.3d 653, 657 (Ct. App. 2005).

Since

Defendant has not overcome this presumption, this Court should deny his request to
prevent Hawkins from testifying.
The "facts" supporting Defendant's Motion are basically gleaned from the Idaho
Court of Appeals opinion in Hawkins' case. Although that Court may have found some
of Hawkins' behavior "bizarre," it did not find him incompetent to testify as a witness. In
fact, the findings in Hawkins' case actually support his competency. The State requests
that this Court take judicial notice of its file in The State of Idaho vs. Faron Raymond
Hawkins, Ada County Case No. CR-FE-2007-0000005, and specifically, this Court's
"Order Regarding Defendant's Competence to Stand Trial" entered in that case on
December 6, 2010. A copy of that Order, which found Hawkins able to assist in his own
defense, capable of understanding the nature of the proceedings against him and
competent to stand trial, is attached hereto as Exhibit 1.
In affirming a finding of competency, the Vondenkamp court, observed that "[t]he
trend of the law, as currently embodied in I.R.E. 601, favors general competency." Id.
STATE'S REPLY TO MOTION IN LIMINE RE: FARON HAWKINS (HALL), Page 2
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(citations omitted).

Quoting the commentary to Federal Rule of Evidence 601, the

Vondenkamp court also noted that: '"Discretion is regularly exercised in favor of

allowing the testimony. A witness wholly without capacity is difficult to imagine.
The question is one particularly suited to the jury as one of weight and credibility,
subject to judicial authority to review the sufficiency of the evidence." Id. (emphasis
added).
The Idaho Supreme Court addressed a similar "incompetent witness" claim in
State v. Ransom, 124 Idaho 703, 864 P.2d 149 (1993). In Ransom, an expert testified

the victim-witness suffered from a pervasive developmental disorder and post-traumatic
stress disorder that could cause the victim-witness to become out of contact with reality
and delusional. However, the Supreme Court upheld the trial court's allowance of the
testimony from the victim-witness because there was no expert testimony the victimwitness "was 'incapable of receiving just impressions from the facts' or that she could
not relate the facts 'truly,' the standards established by I.RE. 601." Id., 124 Idaho at
711, 864 P.2d at 157. Defendant Hall has similarly failed to show Faron Hawkins is
incapable of receiving just impressions of the facts and relating them truly, and as a
result, this Court should deny Defendant's request to preclude Hawkins' testimony.
CONCLUSION

At page 7 of his Memorandum, Defendant Hall cites a Connecticut case for the
proposition that a "trial judge may exclude all or a part of the witness' testimony on the
ground that no one could reasonably believe the witness could have observed,
remembered, communicated or told the truth with respect to the event in question." The
"events in question" in this case are the admissions made by Defendant Hall to
Hawkins.

Defendant Hall has produced no evidence that Hawkins could not have

STATE'S REPLY TO MOTION IN LIMINE RE: FARON HAWKINS (HALL), Page 3
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e
observed, remembered, communicated or told the truth with regard to those
admissions.

Moreover, there is simply no indication at all that "no one" could

reasonably believe Faron Hawkins regarding Defendant's jailhouse admissions.
Hawkins has, admittedly, made some odd statements regarding alleged activities
with the Central Intelligence Agency, National Security Agency and cutting a
transponder out of his earlobe. Those statements are in no way related to Defendant's
admissions, and this Court has previously found Hawkins able to assist in his own
defense, capable of understanding the nature of the proceedings against him and
competent to stand trial. The concerns raised by Defendant Hall regarding Hawkins'
testimony go to the weight of that evidence, not the admissibility, and this Court should
not invade the jury's province to weigh the evidence. Accordingly, the State respectfully
requests that this Court deny Defendant Hall's "Motion in Limine re: Faron Hawkins.
Respectfully submitted this 5th day of August, 2012.

STATE'S REPLY TO MOTION IN LIIVIINE RE: FARON HAWKINS (HALL), Page 4
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this

5th

day of August 2012, I caused to be served a

true and correct copy of the foregoing State's Reply to Motion in Limine Re: Faron
Hawkins to:

Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836
Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728

"L U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

_

L
_

U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

g~
oseru(N~man, Legal Secretary
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NO. - - - - F - I L E - D- - - AM.----~M.----

DEC O6 2010
J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk
ByC. HO

GREG H. BOWER

DEPUTY

Ada County Prosecuting Attorney

Roger Bourne
Jan Bennetts
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
200 West Front Street, Room 3191
Boise, Idaho 83702
Phone: 287-7700
Fax: 287-7709

RECEIVED

DEC O3 2010
ADA COUNTY CLERK

IN THE DISTIUCT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
1BE STA TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
FARON RAYMOND HAWKINS,
Defendant.

__________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-2007-0000005

ORDER REGARGING
DEFENDANT'S
COMPETENCE TO STAND
TRIAL

The above matter having come before the Court, upon the Competency Hearing held
on November 12, 2010 herein, the Defendant being before the Court, the Court having
considered the evidence; argwnents of counsel and being otherwise advised in the matter;
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED AND THIS COURT DOES ORDER that the
Defendant is competent to stand trial.

This Court further finds retroactively that the

Defendant was competent to stand trial in January 2008.

ORDER REGARGING DEFENDANT'S COMPETENCE TO STAND TRIAL
(HAWKINS), Page 1
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STATE EXHIBIT-----

•
Dr. Sombke's initial report indicated that the Defendant was delusional and that he
was not competent to assist in his own defense. Dr. Estess, a psychiatrist was appointed,
who submitted a report concluding that the Defendant is capable of understanding the
proceedings and capable of assisting in his defense.
This Court held a hearing during which both Dr. Sombke and-Dr. Estess testified.
Dr. Sombke, after receiving additional collateral information, concluded that the
Defendant was not delusional. Dr. Sombke concluded that the only Axis I diagnosis the
Defendant has is obsessive-compulsive disorder. Dr. Sombke further testified that the
Defendant's obsessive-compulsive disorder does not impact the Defendant's capacity to
understand the proceedings and to assist in his own defense.
Dr. Estess testified, consistent with his report, that the Defendant is competent to
proceed to trial. Dr. Estess testified that the Defendant is able to assist in his own defense
and to understand the proceedings. Based upon the totality of the evidence presented in
this case, including the admitted exhibits and testimony presented during the competency
hearing on November 12, 2010, this Court finds that the Defendant is competent to
proceed to trial. This Court finds that the Defendant is able to assist in his own defense
and is capable of understanding nature of the proceedings.
This Court further makes the retroactive finding that the Defendant was competent
to proceed to trial in January 2008. The Court finds that the opinion of Dr. Estess that the
Defendant was competent to proceed to trial in January 2008 has been established by
clear and convincing evidence. The retroactive competency conclusion by Dr. Estess that
ORDER REGARGING DEFENDANT'S C01\1PETENCE TO STAND TRIAL
(HAWKINS), Page 2
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,
the Defendant understood the nature of the proceedings against him and was able to assist
in his own defense at the time he went to trial in this case in January 2008 is based upon
the totality of the record Dr. Estess reviewed. Dr. Estess based his opinion upon an
extensive number of items and information that he articulated during his testimony, many
of which are also contained in his report, State's Competency Hearing Exhibit #5.
This Court is satisfied by clear and convincing evidence, based upon the totality of
the facts in this case, that the Defendant was competent to proceed to trial in January
2008. This Court bases its retroactive finding of competence upon the totality of the
underlying record in this case, including Dr. Estess' testimony at the competency hearing
during which Dr. Estess concluded that the Defendant was competent to stand trial in
January 2008.
Although this Court has made the retroactive finding that the Defendant was
competent to proceed to trial in January 2008, this Court is constrained by the law of the
case and is bound to follow the remittitur of the Idaho Court of Appeals. Accordingly,
this Court must retry this case and will set this case for a new trial.

IT IS SO ORDERED this

./e day of December 2010.

District Judge

ORDER REGARGING DEFENDANT'S COMPETENCE TO STAND TRIAL
(HAWKINS), Page 3
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•

,
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NO.A.M .

~

.Jl..1.;

1'1L<:D

-

--

P.M.--·--

AUG O8 2012
CHRISTOPHER 0. R!CH, Cle:k
Sy SETH M.t.::.rrrns
DE?l)TY

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.

ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.
_______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
ORDER APPOINTING MEDIATOR

Upon consideration of the "Stipulation for Mediation" filed by the Parties on July
17, 2012, and pursuant to Idaho Criminal Rule 18.1, the Court hereby appoints the
Honorable Ron Schilling as Mediator for this case.
SO ORDERED, this~ day of August, 2012.

MIC~~
District Judge

Hall
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
,IA.
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this _:j___ day of August, 2012, I caused a copy of the
foregoing ORDER APPOINTING MEDIATOR to be mailed, postage prepaid, or handdelivered, to:
Jason Spillman
Jessica Lorello
Idaho Attorney General's Office
700 W. State St., 4th Floor
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0010
Robert R. Chastain
Attorney at Law
300 Main St Ste 158
Boise, ID 83702
Deborah Kristal
Attorney at Law
3140 Bogus Basin Rd
Boise ID 83702
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1:::::_-=_-=_-_1_F~li~.~-tt~~~11"~d!-.._=
AUG - 9 2012
LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By ELAINE TONG
CEPUTY

PAUL R. PANTHER
Chief, Deputy Attorney General
Criminal Law Division
JASON SLADE SPILLMAN 158 #8813
JESSICA M. LORELLO 158 #6554
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUC CIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE CC LINTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
FORTY-N!NTH ADDENDUM
TO DISCOVERY
FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL

COMES NOW, Jessica M. Lorello, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho, and
makes the following Forty-Ninth Addendum to the prevhus Response to Discovery
pursuant to Rule 16:

,,

16(b) Disclosure pursuant to written request by [··efendant:
(4)
BATES#
5723

Documents and Tangible Objects:
DOCUMENT/ DESCRIPTION
Email from Det. ,Jim Miller
regarding Donavan Prince

)

AUTH)R/
AGEN.::Y
Det. Jim t1iller

DATE
8/8/12

FORTY-NINTH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 1

NO.OF
PAGES
1
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~,
}·

5724-5726

Ada County Case history for
Donavan Prince

DATED this

9th

Det. Jim rdiller

3

8/8/12

day of August 2012.

Attorney General

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this

9th

day of August 2J12, I caused to be served a

true and correct copy of the foregoing Forty-Ninth Addenc\1m to Discovery for Conflict
Counsel to:
Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

.K_ U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
_
_

Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
Electronic Mail (Email)

~ U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid

_

Hand Delivered
Overniaht Mail
Facsimile
Electronic Mail (Email)
~

;(;) ~----......
~ , m a n , Legal Secretary

FORTY-NINTH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFt.. lCT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 2
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:~~------,,FiullE'OD_·...:3>'.:}.3u.:::.____
_

----P.M.---

LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General

AUG 1O2012

PAUL R. PANTHER
Chief, Deputy Attorney General
Criminal Law Division

CHRISTOPHER D R
By JACKIE s'Ro~~·
OEPUT\

JASON SLADE SPILLMAN ISB #8813
JESSICA M. LORELLO ISB #6554
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

)

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
AMENDED FORTY-NINTH
ADDENDUM
TO DISCOVERY
FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL

______________ )

COMES NOW, Jessica M. Lorello, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho, and

makes the following Amended Forty-Ninth Addendum to the previous Response to
Discovery pursuant to Rule 16:
16(b) Disclosure pursuant to written request by Defendant:
(4)
BATES#

5093

Documents and Tangible Objects:
DOCUMENT/ DESCRIPTION

Email from Det. Jim Miller
regarding Donavan Prince

AUTHOR/
AGENCY
Det. Jim Miller

DATE

8/8/12

NO.OF
PAGES
1

AMENDED FORTY-NINTH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 1
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Clerk

5094-5096

Det. Jim Miller

Ada County Case history for
Donavan Prince

8/8/12

3

DATED this 101h day of August 2012.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on tbis 101h day of August 2012, I caused to be served a
true and correct copy of the foregoing Amended Forty-Ninth Addendum to Discovery for
Conflict Counsel to:
Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
~ Hand Delivered
_
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
_
Electronic Mail (Email)

Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

_
U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
--1X._ Hand Delivered
_
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
_
Electronic Mail (Email)

_

~~~
seanNewman, Legal Secretary

AMENDED FORTY-NINTH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 2
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'Z~ ()

NO.
FILED
A.M.----P.M.--,-d~--

AUG 10 2012
LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General

I,.

.

-n1Gr~ 111H L

,.) '

I

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk

'~

By JACKIE BROWN
DEPUT'

PAUL R. PANTHER
Chief, Deputy Attorney General
Criminal Law Division
JASON SLADE SPILLMAN ISB #8813
JESSICA M. LORELLO ISB #6554
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976

)

vs.

)
)

ROBERT DEAN HALL,

)
)
)

AMENDED FORTY-EIGHTH
ADDENDUM
TO DISCOVERY
FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL

Defendant.
______________
)
COMES NOW, Jessica M. Lorello, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho, and
makes the following Amended Forty-Eighth Addendum to the previous Response to
Discovery pursuant to Rule 16:
16(b) Disclosure pursuant to written request by Defendant:
(4)
BATES#
5076

Documents and Tangible Objects:
DOCUMENT/ DESCRIPTION
Email from Det. Jim Miller
regarding a 2006 police report
on Kelly Rieker

AUTHOR/
AGENCY
Det. Jim Miller

DATE
8/2/12

NO.OF
PAGES
1

AMENDED FORTY-EIGHTH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT
COUNSEL (HALL), Page 1
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5077-5090

5091

5092

Boise Police Report #613-120
Theft suspect - Kelly Rieker,
April 27, 2006
Compact disc containing jail
phone calls from July 3, 2012
throuoh AuQust 3, 2012
Audio recording of a
conversation between Det. Jim
Miller and Kelly Rieker on
AUQUSt 2, 2012

Officer Lane

Rec'd
8/2/12

14

Julie McKay
ACSO

8/6/12

1 CD

Det. Jim Miller

8/2/12

1 audio file

DATED this 10th day of August 2012.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 5th day of August 2012, I caused to be served a
true and correct copy of the foregoing Amended Forty-Eighth Addendum to Discovery for
Conflict Counsel to:
Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

_
_
_

Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid

~ Hand Delivered

Overnight Mail
Facsimile
Electronic Mail (Email)

_
U.S. Mail Post~ge Prepaid
~Hand Delivered
_
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
_
Electronic Mail (Email)

~

Rosean Newman, Legal Secretary

AMENDED FORTY-EIGHTH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT
COUNSEL (HALL), Page 2
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e

NO.
A.M.

----"-'%..1.)..::/i-'-·>---~AUG 13 2012

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk

LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General

By MAURA OLSON
DEPUTY

PAUL R. PANTHER
Deputy Attorney General
Chief, Criminal Law Division
JASON SLADE SPILLMAN ISB #8813
JESSICA M. LORELLO ISB #6554
Deputy Attorneys General
Special Prosecuting Attorneys
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-001 O
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,

______________
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
JOINT MOTION TO TEMPORARILY
SEAL COURT ORDER RULING ON
PENDING MOTIONS

COME NOW the Parties, by counsel, Robert Chastain and Deborah Kristal,
attorneys for Robert Dean Hall, and Jason Slade Spillman and Jessica M. Lorello,
Deputy Attorneys General and Special Prosecuting Attorneys for the County of Ada,
State of Idaho, and hereby jointly move this Court, pursuant to Idaho Court
Administrative Rule 32(i), to temporarily seal its forthcoming Order ruling on pending
motions. The Court has advised it plans to issue an Order ruling upon the pending
motions on or before August 27, 2012. This forthcoming Order will address several

JOINT MOTION TO TEMPORARILY SEAL COURT ORDER RULING ON PENDING
MOTIONS (HALL), Page 1
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motions submitted under seal that contain sensitive information.

Such sensitive

information may or may not ultimately be admitted as evidence at trial and, considering
the extensive media coverage of this case, the Parties are concerned that disclosure of
the Court's forthcoming Order on the pending motions will present problems during the
jury selection process and jeopardize the right to a fair trial.
The Parties waive hearing on this Joint Motion and the right to notice of any such
hearing. The Parties agree the interest in privacy predominates over public disclosure
in this instance and that lt is necessary to temporarily seal the Court's forthcoming
Order ruling upon the pending motions in order to preserve the right to a fair trial.
Finally, the Parties agree that temporarily sealing the Court's Order, until the jury returns
its verdict, is the least restrictive exception from disclosure consistent with privacy
interests.
WHEREFORE, the Parties respectfully request this Court to seal its forthcoming
Order ruling upon pending motions, until the jury has returned its verdict, and grant any
further relief the Court deems just.

Respectfully submitted this

~ day of August, 2012.

JOINT MOTION TO TEMPORARILY SEAL COURT ORDER RULING ON PENDING
MOTIONS (HALL), Page 2
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ROBERT CHASTAIN

Attorney for Defendant

. .~Ji(aJ/~
DEBORAH KRISTAL
Attorney for Defendant

~

JOINT MOTION TO TEMPORARILY SEAL COURT ORDER RULING ON PENDING
MOTIONS (HALL), Page 3
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00.

"-W,.lf

0

A.M.-~--

LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General

AUG 1 5 2012

PAUL R. PANTHER
Chief, Deputy Attorney General
Criminal Law Division

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By JACKIE BROWN
[)EP:ITY

JASON SLADE SPILLMAN ISB #8813
JESSICA M. LORELLO ISB #6554
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.
______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
FIFTIETH ADDENDUM
TO DISCOVERY
FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL

COMES NOW, Jessica M. Lorello, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho, and
makes the following Fiftieth Addendum to the previous Response to Discovery pursuant
to Rule 16:
16(b) Disclosure pursuant to written request by Defendant:

(4)
BATES#
5097

Documents and Tangible Objects:
DOCUMENT/ DESCRIPTION
Email from Det. Jim Miller
regarding phone conversations
with David Rieker on August 9 &
August 10, 2012

AUTHOR/
AGENCY
Det. Jim Miller

DATE
8/13/12

FIFTIETH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 1

NO.OF
PAGES
1

001095

Audio of phone conversation
between Det. Jim Miller and
David Rieker on August 9, 2012
Audio of phone conversation
between Det. Jim Miller and
David Rieker on August 10,
2012

5098

5099

Det. ,Jim Miller

8/9/12

1 audio file

Det. Jim Miller

8/10/12

1 audio file

DATED this 151h day of August 2012.

J ~
Depyty Attorney General

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 15th day of August 2012, I caused to be served a
true and correct copy of the foregoing Fiftieth Addendum to Discovery for Conflict
Counsel to:
Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

_X_ U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
_
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
_
Electronic Mail (Email)

Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

_X_ U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
_
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
_
Electronic Mail (Email)

FIFTIETH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 2
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RECEIVED

AUG 13 2012
ADA COUNTY CLERK

NO·--~-------r'1lED
~ JV
A.M. _ _ _ _
P.M. __,J._.
----AUG 2 0 20!2
Cl-lRlSTOPHf.fl D. R!C;J, C!At'.·
By BETH M,;.:,TEn~J
DE;"UT'I

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,

______________
Defendant.

)
)
)
)

)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
ORDER TEMPORARILY SEALING
COURT ORDER RULING ON
PENDING MOTIONS

Upon consideration of the "Joint Motion to Temporarily Seal Court Order Ruling
on Pending Motions," and being duly advised in the premises, the Court hereby FINDS,
ADJUDGES and DECREES:
1. The Parties "Joint Motion to Temporarily Seal Court Order Ruling on Pending
Motions" is GRANTED.
2. The Court's forthcoming Order ruling on pending motions shall be sealed until
the jury returns its verdict or until such time that disclosure will not jeopardize
the right to a fair trial.
3. The Parties have waived hearing on their Joint Motion and the right to notice
of any such hearing.

001097

.

'

4. In this instance, the interest in privacy predominates over public disclosure
and it is necessary to temporarily seal the Court's forthcoming Order in order
to preserve the right to a fair trial.
5. Temporarily sealing the Court's forthcoming Order ruling on pending motions,
until the jury returns its verdict or until such time that disclosure will not
jeopardize the right to a fair trial, is the least restrictive exception from
disclosure consistent with the predominate privacy interests.

SO ORDERED, this

'(iJ

day of August, 2012.
7

~·
-~~LAUGHLIN ...
District Judge

001098

.

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this~ay of August, 2012, I caused a copy of the
foregoing ORDER TEMPORARILY SEALING COURT ORDER RULING ON PENDING
MOTIONS to be mailed, postage prepaid, or hand-delivered, to:
Jason Slade Spillman
Idaho Attorney General's Office
700 W. State St., 4th Floor
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0010
And
Robert R. Chastain
300 Main Street
Suite 158
Boise, ID 83702
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AUG 2 0 2012

LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General

Cl-1RlSTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
Sy ELAINE TONG
DEPUTY

PAUL R. PANTHER
Chief, Deputy Attorney General
Criminal Law Division
JASON SLADE SPILLMAN ISB #8813
JESSICA M. LORELLO ISB #6554
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.
______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
FIFTY-FIRST ADDENDUM
TO DISCOVERY
FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL

COMES NOW, Jessica M. Lorello, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho, and

makes the following Fifty-First Addendum to the previous Response to Discovery
pursuant to Rule 16:
16(b) Disclosure pursuant to written request by Defendant:
(4)
BATES#

5100

Documents and Tangible Objects:
DOCUMENT/ DESCRIPTION

Email from Det. Jim Miller
regarding a phone conversation
with Tabitha Butterworth on
August 15, 2012

AUTHOR/
AGENCY
Det. Jim Miller

DATE

8/15/12

FIFTY-FIRST ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 1

NO.OF
PAGES
1

001100

5101

5102

5103

5104-5105

5106-5107

Email from Det. Jim Miller
regarding a phone conversation
with Donavan Prince on August
15,2012
Audio of phone conversation
between Det. Jim Miller and
Tabitha Butterworth on August
15,2012
Audio of phone conversation
between Det. Jim Miller and
Donavan Prince on August 15,
2012
Email from Det. Jim Miller
regarding evidence being
shipped to Tom Bevel
Receipts from Meridian Police
Dept. for shipping evidence to
Tom Bevel

Det. Jim Miller

8/15/12

1

Det. Jim Miller

8/15/12

1 audio file

Det. Jim Miller

8/15/12

1 audio file

Det. Jim Miller

8/20/12

2

Det. Jim Miller

8/20/12

2

DATED this 20th day of August 2012.

JES&I AM. LORELLO
DeputY, Attorney General

FIFTY-FIRST ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 2
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•

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 20th day of August 2012, I caused to be served a
true and correct copy of the foregoing Fifty-First Addendum to Discovery for Conflict
Counsel to:
Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

_X_ U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
_
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
_
Electronic Mail (Email)

Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

_X_ U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
_
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
_
Electronic Mail (Email)

{ii_~

Rosean Newman, Legal Secretary

FIFTY-FIRST ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 3
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•

\~

0)

e ~-~-----"~~ lf_AuG 2 7 2012

LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By ELAINE TONG
DEPUTY

PAUL R. PANTHER
Chief, Deputy Attorney General
Criminal Law Division
JASON SLADE SPILLMAN ISB #8813
JESSICA M. LORELLO ISB #6554
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
VS.

ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
FIFTY-SECOND ADDENDUM
TO DISCOVERY
FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL

COMES NOW, Jessica M. Lorello, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho, and
makes the following Fifty-Second Addendum to the previous Response to Discovery
pursuant to Rule 16:
16(b) Disclosure pursuant to written request by Defendant:
(4)
BATES#
5108

Documents and Tangible Objects:
DOCUMENT/ DESCRIPTION
MPD Property Invoice for
audios/photographs from 4-17-12
throuQh 8-15-12

AUTHOR/
AGENCY
Det. Jim Miller

DATE
Rec'd
8/23/12

FIFTY-SECOND ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 1

[

NO.OF
PAGES
1

001103

•
5109

5110

5111

5112

•
Det. Jim Miller

6/20/12

1 audio

Selena Grace

1/25/12

1 audio

Recorded return phone call to
Selena Grace by Det. Jim Miller
on January 25, 2012@ 1654

Det. Jim Miller

Rec'd
8/23/12
1/25/12

1 audio

Crime Scene photographs from
Coroner Tracie Smith (63)

Det. Jim Miller

Recorded interview with Britni
Jenkins conducted by Det. Jim
Miller on June 20, 2012
Recorded message from Selena
Grace to Det. Jim Miller on
January 25, 2012

Rec'd
8/23/12
Rec'd
8/23/12

63 photos

DATED this 2?1h day of August 2012.

~ICA M. LORELLO
DeRY'ty Attorney General

FIFTY-SECOND ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 2

001104

•

.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 2ih day of August 2012, I caused to be served a
true and correct copy of the foregoing Fifty-Second Addendum to Discovery for Conflict
Counsel to:
Robert R. Chastain

300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836
Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

_X_ U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
_
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
_
Electronic Mail (Email)
_X_ U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
_
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
_
Electronic Mail (Email)

~
f_~
oseaNewman, Legal Secretary

FIFTY-SECOND ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 3
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1
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3

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE

4

STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

5

6

STATE OF IDAHO,

I
I

7

a

Plaintiff,

Case No. CR-FE-2011-0003976
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND
ORDER RE: COMPENDIUM OF
MOTIONS

VS.

9

10
I

11

I

12

I

13

14

I
I

I

15 11

16
17

ROBERT DEAN HALL,

Defendant.

APPEARANCES

i

For The Plaintiff: Jason Spillman and Jessica Lorello, Deputy Attorney Generais. Idaho
Attorney General's Office

I

For The Defendant: Robert R. Chastain and Deborah N. Kristal, Attomeys at Law

I

II
i

18

I

This matter was scheduled for hearing on August 2, 2012 and the parties

19

i

stipulated to submit the matter to the Court without oral argument. The parties further

20

I stipulated that supplemental motions could be submitted to the Court on or before

21

!

August 13, 2012. Finally the parties stipulated that the Court's decision be filed under

22

seal pursuant to I.C.A.R. 32(i)(5). The Court will find that to reiease the content of this
23

decision to the public, based upon the scandalous nature of the evidence, would

24
I

25

!!deprive both the Defendant and the victim a fair trial.
11

26

f

I

IIMEMORANDUM DECISION ANO ORDER Stats
II,,
:I
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•
BACKGROUND
The following general allegations are before the Court.

2

On March 11, 2011,

3

Meridian Police were dispatched to investigate a "shots fired" report at the Walgreens

4

drug store at Linder and McMillan in Ada County, Idaho. Upon arrival, officers found

5

Defendant Robert Hall ("Defendant") bleeding from a gunshot wound to his head and

6

Emmett Corrigan ("Corrigan") lying dead on the ground with two gunshot wounds, one

7

to his head and one in his chest. Officers also found Kandi Hall present at the scene.

8

Kandi Hall is Defendant's wife and was Corrigan's employee at the time. Corrigan was
9

I a lawyer who had opened up his own law practice, and was married to Ashlee Corrigan.

10

Defendant's pistol, a .38 caliber Ruger LCP, was the only firearm recovered at the

11

scene.

12
13

While receiving treatment for his injury, Defendant stated that he and Cor!·igan

14

had gotten into a fight over Kandi Hall that night. Defendant further stated that during

15

the fight, his gun had fallen out of his hoodie pocket and that Corrigan grabbed the gun

16

and shot him. At the time, Defendant stated that he did not remember how Corrigan

11

llwas shot or who shot him. However, in later statements, including ones made on April

18 I

I 25,

19

20
21

2011 to Diane Kelly in an unemployment hearing with the Department of Labor.

Defendant asserted that he shot Corrigan in self-defense.

1
I

I

I
1

22

Subsequent investigation provided information that Kandi Hall and Corrigan had
allegedly been involved in a sexual affair since September 2010. There are also

231

allegations that their respective marriages had been undergoing turmoil for some time

24

before then, and during the affair both had talked about leavir1g their respective spouses

25

I

I for each other.
I

26 11

11
, 1 MEMORANDUM
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•
Defendant was charged by indictment on March 13, 2011 with first degree
murder and use of a deadly weapon in commission of a felony. Through various

2
3

motions, Defendant asserts that he justifiably shot and killed Corrigan in self-defense.

4

The State contends that Defendant intentionally killed Corrigan with premeditation to

5

gain control of his wife and "get her back."

6

Further investigation revealed that drugs were in both Defendant's and

7

8

g

Corrigan's systems on the night of March 11, 2011.

' bodybuilder,
II

Corrigan, allegedly was a

and may have been taking Adderol, an amphetamine which was

· apparently legally prescribed to him.

However, toxicology reports also revealed the

10

11

I

presence of dianabol and stanazolol metabolites in Corrigan's system.

Dianabol and

12

stanazolol are both anabolic steroids for which Corrigan did not appear to have a

13

prescription. Further, Kandi Hall has stated that she saw Corrigan taking pills from two

14

I

15 11

16
17

!

prescription bottles labeled in Jason Blackwell's name (Blackwell is apparently
Corrigan's stepbrother) approximately one hour before the shooting.
Defendant's urine sample came back positive for amphetamine, opiates;

!
i,,!benzcdiazepine, and a BAC level of 0.06.

There is some evidence in the record that

18 11

iI Defendant had a prescription for the benzodiazepine Xanax, but it is unknown whether

19

i

he had prescriptions for any of the other substances aside from alcohol.
20

Defendant asserts that Corrigan was the initial aggressor and shot Defendant

21

22
23

24

I
I, I first before Defendant shot Corrigan in self-defense. In support of this argument,

Defendant seeks to introduce evidence that Corrigan suffered behavioral issues from

!

I steroid use and was a violent, aggressive individual to begin with. In contrast, the
!

2s

!

i State's

theory is that Hall was a jealous, abusive, and controlling husband who

•I

2 • 11

intentionally killed Corrigan as a way of controlling Kandi Hall and then inflicted himself

11 MEMORANC>UM DECISION AND ORDER State v Hall CASE NO. CR-!=E-11-0003976 - PAGE 3
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'

J

.

e

'

I

I
with a superficial gunshot wound to his head. In support of the State's theory, it seeks
to introduce evidence that, inter alia, Defendant physically and emotionally abused

2
3

Kandi Hall, that he was bent on controlling her, and that he threatened others whom he

4

suspected Kandi having an affair with. Many of the specific pieces of evidence offered

5

or anticipated to be offered by each side in support of their respective theories are the

6

subject of the majority of the motions before the Court. The motions before the Court

7

11

are as follows:

8 1
1·

9

10
11 ,

12

I
I

13
1d

II

15

I

16

I

I

!

17

I

18

19
i

I

20 I
21

i

22

I
I

23 j

1. State's Motion in Limine Re: Jury Trigger Experiment
2. State's Motion in Limine Re: Victim's Alleged Steroid Use and
pleadings
3. Defendant's Motion to Admit Various Items of Evidence and
pleadings
4. State's Notice to Introduce: Statements of Defendant to Diane Kelly
5. State's Motion for Jury View of Scene
6. State's Motion for Lead Investigator to Sit at Counsel Table
7. State's Motion to Exclude Testimony of Auna Hilbig
8. State's Motion to Exclude Evidence of Ruger Recall
9. State's Motion to Exclude Analysis of Hannah Goodwin Statements
10.State's 404(b) and Expert Motions on Domestic Violence and
pleadings
11. State·s Motion to Admit Defendant·s BAC and Other Lab Results
12. State's Motion to Admit Expert Testimony: Blood Spatter
13. State's Motion to Exclude Evidence re: Ashlee Corrigan and
pleadings
14. State's 404(b) Motion Re: Defendant's Threats to Derrick Jarrard
15. State's Motion to Exclude Sex Tape and responsive pleadings
16. Motion to Exclude the testimony of Faron Hawkins
17. Motion to Impeach Kelly Rieker

responsive
responsive

responsive

responsive

GENERAL LEGAL STANDARDS

I

1. Admissibility of Evidence
24 11
I,

25

ii

The Idaho Supreme Court has declared, "[t]he trial court has broad discretion in

!
26

l the
i

admission of evidence at trial, and its decision to admit such evidence will be

I
I

! MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER
I
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.

ll
11

Ip

reversed only when there has been a clear abuse of thi:tt discretion." Empire Lumber
Co. v. Thermal-Dynamic Towers, Inc., 132 Idaho 295,304,971 P.2d 1119, 1128 (1998).

2
3

A trial court acts within its discretion if:

4

discretion; (2) it acts within the outer boundaries of its discretion and consistently with

5

the legal standards applicable to the specific choices available to it; and (3) it reaches

6

Ii its decision by an exercise of reason.

(1) it correctly perceives the issue is one of

Clark v. Klein, 137 Idaho 154, 156, 45 P.3d 810,

7

IIs12 (2002).

8

!1'1

2. Ruling on Motions in Limine

9

I

"It is within the discretion of the trial court to rule on a motion in limine prior to trial

10

I

I or to withhold a decision on the motion until the evidence is offered at trial." State v
I

11

IDopp, 129 Idaho 597, 603, 930 P.2d 1039, 1045 (Ct. App. 1996).

12

I,

13

"[M]otions in limine

seeking advance rulings on the admissibility of evidence are fraught with problems

!
because they are necessarily based upon an alleged set of facts rather than the actual

14
15

Itestimony which

16

I' State v.

the trial court would have before it at trial in order to make its ruling.

Young, 133 Idaho 177, 179, 983 P.2d 831, 833 (1999) (citing State v. Hester,

d

1' '.

' H114 Idaho 688, 700, 760 P.2d 27, 39 (1988)).

1a

I!

DISCUSSION

11

19

20

I

II

I! Motions in Limine. offers of proof or additional evidence may be presented at trial out of
I

21

22

In making these decisions as noted in the standard of review in reference to

11

the presence of the jury on any of these issues.
I
I

23

Ii
iiiI

1. Trigger Pull Experiment

:,

24

25 11

On January 23, 2012, the State moved the Court for an order permitting the jury

to conduct a trigger pull experiment in which each jury member will be allowed to pul!

'I
26 11 the

trigger of Defendant's Ruger .380 semi-automatic pistol after it is admitted into

,I

! MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER
I
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evidence. The State also seeks to have Sergeant Strohlberg of the Meridian Police
Department allowed to testify as an expert witness concerning the draw weight of the

2
3

trigger.

4

Defendant asserts the claim that the firearm was unintentionally discharged.

s

Specifically, the State contends that the draw weight of the trigger is sufficiently great

6

enough to rebut any claim by Defendant that the firearm accidentally discharged.

7

The State argues in its Motion that such evidence would be relevant if

Furthermore, the State contends that allowing jury members to "dry fire" the pistol and

8

Ifeel the pull weight for themselves will assist them in making the factual determination

9

between intentional and accidental discharge, especially for those jurors unfamiliar with
10

firearms. Such experiment would take place outside of the courtroom under the
11

supervision of the Court with counsel for both sides present.

12

The State cites McKinney v. Fisher, nonbinding but potentially persuasive

13

authority which states in relevant part:

14

By the time of the trial in this case, Idaho jurors had long been permitted to
take into the jury room all exhibits "that have been received in evidence in the
cause." Idaho Code § 19-2203. Nearly sixty years earlier, the Idaho Supreme
Court had found nothing improper with a jury conducting simple tests on items
that had been properly admitted. See State v. Foell, 37 Idaho 722, 217 P. 608,
609 (Idaho 1923) (noting that the court "is not going to say that the jury cannot
examine and make ordinary tests of an exhibit which the law permits them to
take with them for examination"). This rule has apparently not changed. See
State v. Fairchild, 121 Idaho 960, 829 P.2d 550, 559 (Idaho Ct.App.1992)
(relying, in part, on Foell to reject an argument that jurors committed misconduct
by inspecting bindles of methamphetamine). Other courts addressing similar
factual scenarios have likewise found no error. See Kurina v. Thieret, 853 F.2d
1409, 1413-14 (7th Cir.1988) (holding that "a simple experiment [in the jury room]
based solely on evidence introduced at trial was not prejudicial"); United States v.
Beach, 296 F.2d 153, 158-59 (4th Cir.1961) ("the mere making of a more critical
examination of an exhibit than was made during the trial is not objectionable").

16
I

17

I

18

19

20
21

22

It is important to note that this case does not involve jurors conducting out
of court experiments as a means of developing extrinsic evidence in the case;
experimentation of that sort would likely be improper. See e.g. Marino v.
Vasquez, 812 F.2d 499, 504 (9th Cir.1987). Here, the jurors examined a properly

25
26

II
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admitted trial exhibit after a witness had testified about its unique properties.
Pulling a trigger requires no specific scientific expertise, and such an examination
would be relevant given the evidence in the case.

2
3

2009 WL 3151106 (D. Idaho Sept. 25, 2009).

4

However, in McKinney, the defendant there first testified that the shooting was

5

accidental before the prosecution sought to introduce evidence concerning the pull

6 , weight
1

7

and to allow the jury to dry fire the weapon.

II

Therefore, it appears that the

.

relevance of such an experiment increases after a defendant raises the issue of
8

accidental discharge.

However, the proposed expert testimony and jury experiment

9

would also be relevant evidence to prove the intent element of the State's case in chief.
10

Moreover, the risk of unfair prejudice suffered by Defendant (especially in contrast to
11

. other evidence sought to be introduced) is low compared to its probative value under

12 I

I
13 I

I.R.E. 403. Accordingly, the Court will allow the expert testimony and the trigger pull
experiment.
2. State's Motion in Limine re: Victim's Alleged Steroid Use And
Defendant's Motion to Admit Various Items of Evidence (as it relates to
steroids)

I

16

I
i

17

On February 10, 2012, the State moved for an order prohibiting the Defendant

I
i

1a I
'from presenting any evidence or expert testimony regarding the victim's alleged use or
19

possession of steroids. Such evidence includes, but is not limited to:
20

1. A toxicology report from AccuTrace Testing showing that Emmett Corrigan
21

22

I("Corrigan") did not have any steroids in his system at the time of the killing (Bates

23

1#2625)

24

I

25

1

I

2. Ashlee Corrigan's statement regarding confronting Emmett Corrigan about

Iher suspicions approximately 4 years ago that he was using steroids at that time (plus

26
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her grand jury testimony that she had found a prescription bottle with Comgan's name
on it in the garbage a few months prior to March 11, 2011 ).

2

3.

3

An inventory list of items Ashlee Corrigan found at her house after the

4

murder, which included a container of 1.M.R. workout powder, a bottle of Hydrazine with

5

4 red capsules, a baggie with 5 black and yellow capsules, and a baggie with 5 silver

6

tablets and 11 green tablets (Bates #2078);

7
8

I

I

4. An inventory list of the ,terns found in a bag on the rear seat of Corrigan's

I

truck on the night of the killing, which included
9

10

I prescription

I

,m empty Methotrexate 2.5 mg

pill bottle in Jason Blackwell's name, a Clomiphene Citrate 50 mg

11

I prescription pill bottle in Jason Blackwell's name that contained 15 pills, an Azurite 1%

12

iIprescription

i

eye drop bottle in Jason Blackwell's name that contained 4 pills, a Stacker

3 bottle that contained 17 pills, and an Amphata S/Combo 30 mg prescription pill bottle

13

14

IIin Emmett Corrigan's name that contained 24 pills (Bates #2081 );

15

J1

16

iI name

5.

Jason Blackwell's statement that the prescription bottles that were in his

,1

and found in Corrigan's truck on the 11ight of the killing contained anabolic

11
17 11·
18

steroids, a thermogenic fat burner, and other supplements that were given out at a body

I

II! building convention Jason Blackweli and Mr. Corrigan attended together (Bates#344219

I 3443);

20 I

6

1

A surveillance video in which Corrigan appears to put something in his

21

1

22

! mouth while getting gas at a Fred Meyer gas station less than an hour prior to the

23

11 killing(Bates #3439);

7. Kandi Hall's statement that she saw Mr Corrigan take four pills while they

24 11

were at a Fred Meyer gas station on the night of the murder and that the pills came from

25
26 11

iiiI
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two different prescription bottles with Jason Blackwell's name on them (Bates #29262929).

2
3

The State contends that such evidence is irrelevant and therefore inadmissible at

4

trial. Moreover, the State contends that even if such evidence is relevant, it would be

5

1

highly prejudicial and would fail any balancing test conducted pursuant to I.R.E. 403.

1

6

IThe State anticipates that the Defendant might try to use such evidence to support his

7

!claim

8

i

of self-defense. While acknowiedging that testimony or evidence of Corrigan's

I actions

or behavior toward Defendant on March 11, 2011 are clearly admissible, the

9

State cites out of state authority for the proposition that evidence of the underlying
10

cause of the victim's behavior (i.e. steroids) is irrelevant to a self-defense claim. Citing
11
12
13

I

I State

v. Custodio, 136 Idaho 197, 205-206, 30 P.3d 975, 983-84 (Ct. App. 2001), the

State further argues that any potential relevance of a murder victim's steroid use to a

1

I,

14

'I self-defense claim hinges upon the Defendant's knowledge of the victim's steroid use at
the t!me of the killing. State v. Custodio states in relevant part:

15
16

I1,

17

I!

18
19
20

21
22

I

23

I

24

I

25

lI

I

iI

26 11

The admissibility of evidence of a prior bad act on the part of the victims
for a purpose other than to show that the victims acted in conformity therewith is
governed by Rule 404(b). In determining the admissibility of evidence of prior bad
acts under Rule 404(b), this Court applies a two-prong analysis. First, the
evidence must be relevant to a material and disputed issue concerning the crime
charged. State v. Pilik, 129 Idaho 50, 53, 921 P.2d 750, 753 (Ct. App. 1996).
Whether evidence is relevant is an issue of law. Id. Therefore, when considering
a district court's admission of evidence of prior misconduct, we exercise free
review of the trial court's relevancy determination. Id. The second step in the
analysis is the determination that the probative value of the evidence is
outweighed by unfair prejudice. Id. A court's decision that evidence is more
probative than prejudicial is reviewed for abuse of discretion. State v. Moore, 131
Idaho 814,819,965 P.2d 174, 179 (1998).
Thus, the district court concluded that although Custodio's knowledge of
prior violent behavior on the part of the victims was relevant, extrinsic evidence
tending to prove or disprove the truth of such knowledge was not relevant
because it did not affect Custodio·s mental state at the time of the shootings. We

agree.
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2
3
4

5

I
I

6

I

7
8

9

:I
I

10
11

II

The challenged evidence in this case consisted of a third person's
recollections regarding an alleged stabbing by the victims. However, the
recollections of a third person are, by their very nature, incapable of proving a
defendant's state of mind. This Court has previously held that evidence of a
victim's violent nature presented for the purpose of proving the defendant's
mental state in relation to ·a self-defense claim is admissible only if "it is shown
that the defendant was aware of the victim's violent character, for otherwise the
defendant's actions could not have been influenced by it." State v. Hernandez,
133 Idaho 576, 585, 990 P.2d 742, 751 (Ct. App. 1999). Custodio's actions in this
case could not have been influenced by the evidence contained in the excluded
testimony as it related solely to the perceptions and recollections of the third
person and not to Custodio's knowledge of the alleged incident. Because a
person's mental state cannot be proven through a third person's recollections of
a prior incident, the challenged evidence was not relevant to Custodio's mental
state at the time of the shootings. For the reasons stated above, we conclude
that Custodio has failed to show tnat the district court erred in excluding the
challenged testimony.
136 Idaho 197, 205-06, 30 P.3d 975, 983-84 (Ct. App. 2001)
The State also cites to Cagle v. State, 6 S.W. 3d 801, 803(Ark. Ct. App. 1999),

12 •1which

upheld the trial court's exclusion of evidence that a murder victim had

13

methamphetamine in his system where no evidence existed that the defendant knew
14

I

iIthat the victim

was taking methamphetamine.

The State further points out a phone

15 I,

16

I conver$ation took place between Defendant and his mother at the Ada County jail:
!

11

I

I,
17 11

,!

18 jl

19

ROBERT HALL'S MOTHER:

I've been, I (inaudible) I haven't talked to

your attorney but I don't know if your next hearing if they have this guy's drug

1J

1,

stuff back, if the judge will reduce the bail you Know when they get his toxi,

20 11

toxicology back and stuff that they'll reduce the bail.
21 11

II

22

ROBERT HALL:

Why, was he on drugs?

ROBERT HALL'S MOTHER:

23
24 .

2511

VVell, uh, uh according to Kandi he was

on a lot of hormones, a lot of steroids.

ROBERT HALL:

Oh, I didn't Know that

26 !I
,I
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Citing other case authority, the State makes virtually identical arguments against
introducing evidence of Corrigan's possession of steroids.

2

On February 17, 2012, Defendant filed a Motion to admit various items of

3

evidence, which included or added to the above steroid evidence:

4

5

(16)

6

Evidence Corrigan was using illegal steroids, and had taken two steroid

pills right before confronting Mr. Hall (lab tests and statements in police reports);

7

(17)

Evidence Corrigan, who had a prescription for Adderall, was seeking

8

additional Adderall from Kelly Reiker and Michelle Hannah Goodwin Brook (police
9

interview with Reiker, Brook).
10

In addition to arguing that such evidence would be relevant to his state of mind in
11

confronting Corrigan, Defendant also contends that such evidence would be relevant to

12
13

I Corrigan's state

of mind in proving that Corrigan was the first aggressor on March 11,

14

2011 and in presenting "the complete story" of events in the case. However, Defendant

15

offers no specific argument as to the steroid use and possession, but rather focuses his

I

16
17

arguments on past violent or aggressive acts and statements by Corrigan.

1

The Court will grant the State's Motion in Limine and deny Defendant's Motion as

18

it relates to any drug seeking behavior by Corrigan. That Emmett Corrigan had sought
19

illicit drugs is of little probative value as to whether Corrigan was the first aggressor and
20

absolutely no probative value as to its effect on Robert Hall's intent. No evidence exists
21

22

before the Court that Defendant was aware of Corrigan's use or possession of steroids

23

before or on March 11, 2011, and what evidence has been presented, namely the jail

24

phone call with his mother, at this point demonstrates that Hall was unaware of the use

25

and possession. Also, given society's general disapproval of drug-seeking behavior,

26

I the Court should find that the danger of unfair prejudice substantially outweighs the
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· 1

I
probative value of such evidence. Thus, evidence of Corrigan's drug-seeking behavior
will not be allowed to be presented at trial based upon I.RE. 403.

2
3

The same does not necessarily hold true, however, for evidence of Corrigan's

4

use of steroids. In particular, evidence of steroids present in Corrigan's system on the

5

night of March 11, 2011 and accompanying expert testimony is potentially highly

6

probative of Corrigan's state of mind and behavior as he entered into the confrontation

7

I with

Defendant. 1 The State, in its response, offers opinion by Dr. Gary Dawson that

8

Corrigan's length of use and the amounts and types of steroids and drugs present in
9

Corrigan's body would not necessarily have led Corrigan to be under their influence or
10

acting aggressively at the time of the shooting.
11

The Defendant's expert, Dr. Pablo Stewart reaches a different conclusion

12
13

asserting that the steroids in Mr. Corrigan's system, coupled with other aspects of Mr.

14

I! Corrigan's behavior, make it plausible that Mr. Corrigan's actions on March 11, 2011
I

15

Iwere the

16

Ithose

17

result of steroid abuse and not any reasonable cause.

However, many of

other aspects of Mr. Corrigan's behavior that Dr. Stewart relies on will likely be

11inadmissible, namely (1): Mr. Corrigan's prolonged difficulty in achieving orgasm on the

18

sex tape; (2) Corrigan's brief sexual affair with Brittany Mulford at an out of town body
19

I building conference; (3) Corrigan's July 10, 201 O email to Ashlee Corrigan saying, inter
20
21
22

I
a/ia, "I like to get into fights"; and
I
I. Adderol from other individuals.

(4) Evidence of Corrigan illicitly seeking additional

Moreover, the Court will not allow any evidence of pills, powders, or other body

23
24

I building

25

I

supplements that are not amphetamines, steroids, or other illicit substances.

However, in line with Custodio. the Court will find that the evidence ~hould not be admitted for the purpose of
establishing Hall's intent for seif-defense, as Hall was unaware ofCorrigan's steroid use at tht time of the shooting.
1

26

I
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1

, Defendant has offered no evidence or argument as to how these substances would
have affected Corrigan's mind or behavior in his confrontation on March 11, 2011. As

2
3

such, the evidence of body building supplements woula have no probative value on any

4

issue of material fact.

5

prejudice or confusion of the issues would outweigh its probative value and render the

6

Even if such evidence were relevant, the danger of unfair

evidence inadmissible under I.R.E. 403.
I

7
8
9

il
1·

Therefore, to establish the Corrigan's state of mind on the date of his death the
Court will aliow into evidence at trial the blood and urine results for steroids in

I
!I Corrigan's system,

evidence of Corrigan taking 4 pills out of the two prescription bottles

10 I
1

11

1

on March 11, 2011, evidence that Ashlee Corrigan found a prescription bottle for

11

steroids in Emmett Corrigan's name in the trash a few months prior to March 11, 2011,

12

and any additional direct evidence (i.e. nonbehavioral evidence, such as eyewitnes5

13

testimony of previous use or possession) of actual steroid use by Corrigan in the past

1•

1

15

I However, the Court will not allow evidence of Corrigan's drug-seeking behavior or other

16

!' collateral behavior (such as the sex tape or the Mulford affair) which Dr. Stewart argues

I
I

17 I

! is a result or indication of steroid use. The Court will allow both Dr. Stewart and the

18
19

State's expert, subject to proper foundation and reliance upon admissible evidence, to

I testify concerning the amount and types of steroids and stimulants in Corrigan's body,

20 I
21

I, the

22

I Corrigan's mind and behavior during the night of March 11, 2011.

23

1

24

!Ithe above for establishing the truth of the matters asserted.

length of Corrigan's steroid use, and their expert opinions of the resulting effect on
Moreover, the Court

will not allow evidence such as police reports or other hearsay information relating to

I

J,

.1

25 11

I,

2611
I
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3. Defendant's Motion to Admit Various Items of Evidence (other than
evidence of steroids)
2

Defendant contends that the evidence set forth below is relevant for purposes of

3

establishing: (1) that Corrigan had a reputation for being violent, aggressive, and
4

5
6

I quarrelsome towards others; (2) other acts evidence of a material point in Hall's case,
I other than to prove propensity, pursuant to I.RE. 404(b) (specifically, whether Emmett
was the first aggressor and Robert Hall's state of mind); (3) Corrigan's habitual

7 11

8

lj response of reacting in a threatening manner; and (4) evidence that Corrigan's behavior

g

I was

irrational and obsessive, especially as it related to Kandi Hall.

Evidence is

10

admissible under I.RE. 402(a)(2) to prove that a victim acted consistently with a

11

pertinent character trait, but such evidence is limited to opinion and reputation evidence.

12

State v. Custodio, 136 Idaho 197, 203-04 (Ct. App. 2001).

13

On February 17, 2012, Defendant filed a Motion to admit the following items of
14 I

15
16

I
II

evidence pursuant to I.RE. 404(a)(2), 404(b), 405(b) and 406'.

I

I

(1) Evidence that on July 15, 2010, Corrigan sent an email to his wife Ashlee

17

! Corrigan, and provided a copy of this email to Kandi Hall in February of 2011. The email

18

JI

19

II

20

1

21

I

details Corrigan's opinion of himself and shows his state of mind ("I am childish and I do

i

crazy stuff that is risky, I like to have an adrenaline rush, I like to feel powerful ... I love

!to get into fights, I like being hit in the face, I think insane things all the time ... ")
This evidence is remote in time and thus has little or no probative value as to

22

I Corrigan's state of mind on the date of his death in March of 2011. Furthermore, the

23

Ievidence is hearsay, and the lines here are blurred between the state of mind exception

24

I

25

I and being offered for the truth of the matter asserted; therefore the Court will DENY
Defendant's Motion as it relates to this email.

26
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(2) Evidence that on March 11, 2011, while at home with his family, Corrigan
became upset, and upon leaving his house to go to Walgreens, he screamed a

2
3

threatening statement directed at his wife and children ("I could kill all of you"). This

4

evidence goes to state of mind of Corrigan just before the shooting and has high

5

probative value, thus passing the I.RE. 403 test; accordingly, the Court will GRANT

6

Defendant's motion as it relates to this statement.

7

(3)

Evidence that on March 11, 2011, after Corrigan screamed a threatening

8

9

1 statement directed at his

wife and children, Ashlee Corrigan prayed in fear for her and

her children's lives {"Ashlee disclosed ... that she was scared for her life and had
10
11
12

I

I! happen to

her family.'');

First of all, the evidence offered by Defendant is hearsay

Istatements of Ashlee Corrigan relayed through a third person ("Hilbig") and recorded in

13

14

prayed that the Lord would take him [Emmett] because she didn't want anything bad to

iIa police report.

Moreover, even if the Defendant were to elicit direct testimony from

IAshlee Corrigan to this effect, the proffered evidence does not show Corrigan's hostility

1s
16 j

towards Defendant. As such, the low probative value, if any, of such evidence would be

11

17

!Isubstantially outweighed by the danger of unfair prejudice and confusion of the issues.

18

I!

19

\

20 '

(4) Evidence that Kandi Hall witnessed Corrigan come to her house on or about

Ithe middle of February 2011.

j
21 I

Kandi witnessed Corrigan confront Mr. Hall, scratch his

feet on the ground 'like a bull' while hoping to entice Mr. Hall to fight. The parties have

I stipulated that Kandi Hall may testify as to what she heard and saw at the confrontation

22 !1

I

23

iI at the

24

!I Corrigan·s unspoken intent behind his behavior.

2s

! GRANT Defendant's Motion as to allow this evidence.

J!

Hall residence on February 2011, but that she will not be allowed to testify as to
With that exception, the Court will

I

26 1,
I-

Ji

'
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(5) Evidence that Corrigan informed his employee Chris Search that Corrigan

1

went to Mr. Hall's house on or about the middle of February 2011, and got in Mr. Hall's

2
3

face, lowered his head, and started scratching the ground with his feet. This evidence

4

will not be allowed at trial for the reasons that these statements are hearsay and there is

5

little if no probative value to the evidence and therefore the evidence is irrelevant.

-

6

(6) Evidence that on February 25, 2011 and March 10, 2011, Corrigan made

7

statements on Facebook indicating his desire to fight a male whom Corrigan had an

Ialtercation with on or about the middle of February 2011, and indicating that Corrigan's

8

9

physical presence caused fear and apprehension in the maie. This email does not
10

specify who the "male" is that Corrigan is referring to and is highly speculative that this

11

12

i

13

I' it is both hearsay evidence and irrelevant pursuant to I.R.E. 403.

desire pertained to the Defendant. Therefore this evidence will not be admitted because

I

14

I

(7) Evidence that Chris Search observed Corrigan scratching the ground with his

I

15

feet, clenching his fists, and lowering his head when Corrigan was angry or upset. The

16

I State does not object to this evidence and if the Defendant can establish at trial that this

17

was a custom or habit the evidence will be admitted.

18

(8)

Evidence that Chris Search observed Corrigan moving his feet and

19

"chucking" a pen across a room after Corrigan became upset. This evidence has no
20

probative value to the issues in this case, the unfair prejudice outweigh any probative
21

value. Therefore this evidence will not be allowed to be presented to the jury.

22

24

(9) Evidence that during the months prior to Corrigan's death, Corrigan informed
I
I Chris Search that Corrigan wanted to hurt Mr. Hall each time Kandi Hall was tearful due

25

Ito something Corrigan believed Mr. Hall did or said.

23

26

I
I

I.
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. I

The Court will allow Mr. Search to testify as to what Corrigan said about the
Defendant when he observed Kandi Hall crying. He will not be allowed to testify as to

2
3

what the incidents were that caused Kandi Hall to cry or what Corrigan believed was

4

causing Kandi Hall to become emotional for the reasons set forth below.
(10) Evidence that Chris Search observed that Corrigan "has a temper" and is

5

6

1

"very quick to get angry" The State does not object to this evidence. This is a relevant

Icharacter trait

7

8

pursuant admissible under I R.E. 404(a)(2) and will be allo~ed to be

presented to the jury.

9 I

(11) Evidence that during the months prior to his death, Corrigan displayed an
10

angry temperament while with Ashlee Corrigan. State does not object to Ashlee

11

Corrigan's opinion of her husband's temperament, but does object to specific instances

12
13
14

of prior conduct. Aside from the "I could kill all of you" statement and the July 15, 2010

J

I email, it is unclear what other evidence within Ashlee's knowledge would be introduced;

15 ,

therefore, the Court will GRANT the motion in part and deny the motion in part as it

16 1

relates to previous incidents of aggressive conduct not set forth elsewhere herein.

17 1
1

1a
19

(12) Evidence that during the months prior to his death, Corrigan threatened his

Iwife Ashlee

I

Corrigan, and her family. The Court will DENY the admission of this

evidence except for "I could kill all of you" on March 11, 2011. An issue in this case is

20

the state of mind of Corrigan towards the Defendant, not Corrigan's own family. This
21

evidence is not admissible under I.RE. 403 because its probative value is far

22

outweighed by unfair prejudice and does not fall into any of the exceptions set forth in

23
24

I 1. R. E. 404(b >-

25

i

26

(13) Evidence that Corrigan arranged for Kandi Hall to meet an attorney and was

i "pushing" her to get a divorce from Mr. Hall.

The State does not object to this evidence
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at this time. This does have some probative value as to Corrigan's state of mind as to
the Defendant.

2

(14)

3

Evidence that on March 11, 2011, while Kandi Hall was traveling with

4

Corrigan in his truck, Mr. Hall called Kandi on her cell phone and Corrigan took the

5

phone and made a threatening statement directed at Mr. Hall ("I'll f*ing break your

6

I

I head").

7

Kandi also witnessed Corrigan make the same threatening statement to Mr.

Hall during Corrigan's confrontation with Mr. Hall at Walgreens that night. Kandi further

8

. observed Corrigan make statements towards Mr. Hall en1icing Mr. Hall to fight ("come
9

on f*ing big guy, come on"); The State does not object to this evidence and these are
10

statements by the victim that are highly relevant to his motives and intent and therefore
11

these statements will be allowed to be presented to the jury.

12

(15) Evidence that on March 11, 2011, Kandi Hall observed Corrigan pushing
14

Mr. Hal! in the chest with both hands, swaying, scratching his feet on the ground, and

15

verbally enticing Mr. Hall to hit him when he confronted Mr. Hall at V\/algreens The State

16

does not object to this evidence and these are statements by the victim that are highly

17

relevant to his motives and intent and therefore these statements will be allowed to be

18

presented to the jury.

19 I

I

20

( 16) Evidence that Corrigan had begun another sexual affair with a woman he

I. met the week prior to his death and was carrying on the affair through texting while

21

I

22

I simultaneously urging Kandi Hall to leave her husband for Corrigan. This evidence has

24

I little or no probative value to the issues in this case and are unfairly prejudicial under
I I.R.E. 403. While some evidence of Corrigan's affair with Kandi Hall is highly relevant to

25

I material issues in this case, ev1dence of Corrigan's affair with Mulford is not and this

26

!

23

11

I,
I

J

I
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evidence would unnecessarily vilify Corrigan. Corrigan is not on trial for adultery, and
thus, there is no real probative value to this evidence and this would be a waste of time.

2
3

(17) Evidence Corrigan bragged to clients and co-workers about his affair with

4

Kandi Hall, and exhibited public displays of affection toward Kandi Hall in the presence

5

I of clients and co-workers. The State does not object to this evidence and these are

6

1

7

statements by the victim that are highly relevant to his motives and intent and therefore

I these statements will be allowed to be presented to the jury.

8

(18) Evidence Corrigan and Kandi Hall had sex immediately prior to Corrigan
9

confronting Mr. Hall at Waigreens. The State does not object to this evidence and these

II

10

are statements by the victim that are highly relevant to his motives and intent and

11 I

therefore these statements will be allowed to be presented to the jury.

12

I

4.

l!
ll

On February 23, 2012, the State gave notice of its intent to introduce statements

15 11

purportedly made by Defendant on April 25, 2011 over the phone to Diane Kelly, an

16 j

unemployment insurance claims examiner.

13

14

State's Notice to Introduce: Statements of Diane Kelly

1

17 1· purpose
18

Though the State does not explain the

for introducing this evidence. the content of Defendant's purported statements

are that he intentionally shot Corrigan in self-defense, thus foreclosing any theory that

19 '

Defendant accidentally shot and killed Corrigan (this appeared to be the State's initial
20
1
1

concern, given its reasons for requesting the expert testimony on trigger draw weight

21

22

I

23

1

and the trigger pull experiment).
The State further requests that those statements, which were recorded in Diane

24

Kelly's notes, be read into the record pursuant to I.R.E. 803(5) and/or I.R.E. 803(6), as

25

Ms. Kelly has sworn in an accompanying affidavit that she has no independent

26

recollection of the specific statements Defendant made to her on April 25, 2011.
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Such statements are statements of a party opponent pursuant to I.R.E. 801(2)
and are probative of Defendant's intent to shoot Corrigan. As such, to the extent the

2
3

State wishes to introduce such evidence, the Court will allow these statements to be

4

admitted.

5

5. State's Motion for Jury View of Scene

6

On February 24, 2012, the State filed a motion for an order allowing the Jury to

7

view the scene where the Defendant shot and killed Corrigan. I.C. § 19-2124 states, in

8 I

Irelevant part:

9

I

10

I

When, in the opinion of the Court, it is proper that the jury should view the place
in which the offense is charged to have been committed, or in which any other
material fact occurred, it may order the jury to be conducted in a body, in the custody
of the sheriff. to the place, which must be shown to them by a person appointed by
the court for that purpose.

I

I

11

12

"[W]hether to allow a view of the premises by a Jury rests in the discretionary

13 11
14

Ii authority of the trial court."

15

I App. 1997).

16

i!I faciiitate the jury's understanding of the circumstances surroundir:g the offense relative

17

I to the location of the offense.

1a

I

I

State v. Welker, 129 Idaho 805, 811, 932 P.2d 928, 934 (Ct.

Relevant to the Court's decision is whether testimony alone is sufficient to

I

I

I

19

Id.

The State goes on to concede that testimony alone wi!I facilitate the jury's

,, understanding of the circumstances surrounding the offense, but asserts that a jury view
20 l
21

Iwould

1

22 I

give the jurors the opportunity to understand the evidence to the best of their

ability, namely: (1) looking at the scene from Defendant's physical vantage point to

23

assist determination of intent and premeditation (such as car positioning and blind spots

24

Lin the security cameras); (2) the ability to evaluate distances between Corrigan,

25
26

IDefendant, and Kandi Hal! in three dimensions; and (3i an enhanced ability to eva uate
iIdistances between the scene and each "ear" witness to the cadence of the shots fired.
1

I
i
I
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As to the first reason for the requested jury view, the Court must conclude based

1

on the State's request that testimony, documents, photos, maps, and other

2
3

demonstrative evidence will adequately inform the jury as to the scene for purposes of

4

the State's burden of proof. Therefore the request for a jury view at the location of this

5

incident will be denied.

6

6. State's Motion for Lead Investigator to Sit at Counsel Table

7

The State has requested that the Court allow Det. James Miller, the State's lead

8

investigator, to remain at the table with counsel for the State during the trial in this case.
9

I.RE. 615(a) affords the Court discretion in excluding witnesses during trial.
10

However, subsection (2) of the rule provides that where the witness is an officer or

11

employee of a party that is not a natural person and who is designated as its

12
13

representative by the party's attorney, that witness may not be excluded. Id. Case law

14

has included within that exception "investigative agents, including local police officers"

15

I and has provided that the selection of the individual representative is ordinarily a right of

16

1

the party's counsel. State v. Ralls, 111 Idaho 485, 487, 725 P.2d 190, 192 (Ct. App.

I

17

18

ij 1986).
Defendant has not filed any opposition to the Motion. Because of the exception

19

in I.RE. 615(2) and the case law clarifying it, the Court will grant the State's Motion.
20

7.

State's Motion to Exclude Testimony of Auna Hilbig

21
22

On March 28, 2012, the State moved to exclude Auna Hilbig as a witness on the

23

grounds that her testimony is irrelevant and based on hearsay. The State contends that

24

Ms. Hilbig's testimony solely relates to a conversation that she had with Ashlee

25

Corrigan, Emmett Corrigan's widow, where Ashlee purportedly asked Hilbig to pray for

26

Emmett, communicated that Emmett had been acting different for the last couple of
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months before the shooting, that Ashlee suspected that Emmett was having an affair
and was doing alcohol and drugs, that Ashlee had prayed that the Lord would take

2

Emmett out of fear for herself and her family.

3

4

Defendant responded in his May 9, 2012 Reply Memorandum in Support of

5

Defendant's Motion to Admit Various Items of Evidence that he is not seeking to

6

I introduce evidence of "the prayer" through Hilbig's testimony.
i
Based upon Defendant's intent not to use Auna Hilbig's
I

7
8

relation of Ashlee

I Corrigan's statements at trial, and because Exhibit 3 attached to Defendant's Motion to

9

Admit Various Items of Evidence appears to contain nothing but Hilbig's relation to law
10

enforcement of what Ashlee Corrigan had told her, it appears that Hilbig's testimony

11
12
13

would be both irrelevant and based entirely upon hearsay. Therefore, unless Defendant

p

:! comes forward with additional testimony he would elicit from Hilbig, the Court will grant

14 11 the

1s

II

State's motion, and preclude the presentation of this evidence to the jury.
8. State's Motion to Exclude Evidence of Ruger Recall

16 1

On March 28, 2012, the State moved the Court to exclude evidence of a recall on

11 j1

certa:n Ruger LCP pistols, ostensibly out of apprehension that Defendant may try to

,I

1a

11
'I

introduce evidence that his Ruger LCP pistol malfunctioned (i.e. accidental discharge)

19

on March 11, 2011. The documented recall shows a recall for serial numbers beginning
20

with "370". Defendant's Ruger LCP pistol had a serial number 372-52138, which was
21

22

not subject to recall per the terms of the documented recall. Defendant has not filed

23

any opposition to the State's Motion (probably because the Defendant is currently

24

pursuing a self-defense theory). On the face of the motion, the purported recall appears

25

to be completely irrelevant to any issues in this case and as such, the Court will grant

26

the State's Motion and preclude the introduction of this evidence to the jury.
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9. State's Motion to Exclude Analysis of Hannah Goodwin Statements

On March 30, 2012, the State moved for the Court to exclude an analysis by

2
3

Scott H. Birch of a written statement given by Michelle Hannah Goodwin, a former co-

4

worker of Kandi Hall, to the Ada County Prosecuting Attorney's Office.

5

contends that the analysis is improper weighing of credibility on a piece of evidence (like

6

1

The State

a polygraph), and that the jury should weigh the credibility of any testimony of

1

7

I' Goodwin's without Mr. Birch's judgment substituting their own.

8

I

Defendant has not filed any opposition to the State's Motion. The Court agrees

9

with the State's reasoning. Assessing the credibility of a witness's testimony is the sole
10

province of the trier of fact. Accordingly, the Court will GRANT the State's Motion.
11

10. State's 404(b) and Expert Motions on Domestic Violence

12
13

II

On April 27, 2012, the State moved for the Court to admit evidence of and allow

,.1 Iexpert testimony regarding domestic violence, both physical and verbal, for the purpose
15 11

of explaining Kandi Hall's lack of credibility as a witness and to provide evidence of

16 11

intent/motive for Defendant's shooting of Corrigan, t'1ereby refuting Defendant's self-

17

defense claim. Defendant objects, arguing that much of the 404(b) evidence offered is

18

in the form of hearsay and fails the balancing test pursuant to I.RE. 403, and that

19

i
1
1

expert testimony would not assist the trier of fact and only unfairly prejudice Defendant

20 i
11. and

21

i

22

I

confuse the issues.

1

11

Under Idaho Rule of Evidence 404(b). evidence of other crimes, wrongs, or acts

23

in a prosecution is not admissible to show the character of a person unless it is offered

24

as "proof of motive, opportunity, intent, preparation, plan, knowledge, identity, or

25

absence of mistake or accident." When assessing whethar an expert should be allowed
I

26 j

to testify, the court must utilize a two part test to ask whether such evidence will assist
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the trier of fact in deciding a matter outside of the scope of the normal experience and
qualifications of a lay juror, and whether the "probative value of the testimony is not

2

substantially outweighed by its prejudicial effect." I.R.E. Rules 702-703.

3
4

The expert testimony cannot be "speculative, conclusory, or unsubstantiated by

5

facts in the record," and must be elicited on a matter of which sufficient evidence exists.

6

i. Coombs v. Curnow, M.D., 148 Idaho 129, 140, 219 P.3d 453, 464 (2009). Finally, the
'I

7

determination of whether expert testimony is necessary in a given case "lies within the

1

8

broad discretion of the trial court." Kuhn v. Coldwell Banker Landmark, Inc., 150 Idaho
9

240, 252, 245 P.3d 992, 1004 (2010). In this case_ the State seeks to introduce Jean
10

McAllister, an expert with a Masters in Social Work to discuss the pattern in the

11

Defendant's behavior toward Kandi Hall. The State then seeks to utilize such testimony

12

1to

13

intent for the murder of Emmett Corrigan, discredit the testimony of Kandi Hall, and

14

15
16
17

portray a pattern of controlling, jealous, and abusive behavior to establish motive and

I rebut the Defendant's self-defense claim
11

by establishing him as the likely initial-

aggressor. There is a plethora of cases where the battered spouse is killed by the

·1 abusive spouse and prior bad acts of abuse are admitted because this is directly reiated
I

Ito the very elements of first degree murder. This case does not involve the death of the

18

19

abused spouse but rather her paramour.
20

Although expert testimony on past crimes, wrongs, or acts is admissible to
21

establish motive and intent under I.R.E. 404(b), such evidence must first be established

22

by the court as having occurred under the Cooke analysis, and once established cannot

23
24

I be used to show criminal propensity.
I

25

i

In Cooke v. State, the Idaho Court of Appeals solidified the process for

I

26 \
!

determining the admissibility of evidence of past "other crimes, acts, or wrongs," and

I
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I

allowed such evidence to be introduced, once established, for purposes of showing
intent, plan, or the absence of mistake or accident." 149 Idaho 233, 238, 233 P.3d 164,

2
3

169 (Ct. App. 2010). The evidence cannot, however, be used to show the Defendant's

4

criminal propensity to engage in such behavior. Id.

5

prior acts can be quite prejudicial if the acts did not occur, the court must first hold a

6

hearing to review the evidence and find that the prior acts or wrongs occurred. If the

Because bringing in evidence of

' IIcourt cannot find an evidentiary basis for the occurrence of the bad acts then evidence
8

I of such acts is not admissible.

Id.

9

I

10

1
1

Following prior decisions set out in State v. Grist and State v. Pamer, the court in

Cooke established a two-part test for evaluating evidence of other crimes, acts, or

11
1
1

12

wrongs for admissibility: (1) whether there is sufficient evidence to establish the prior

I

13

II bad acts as fact, and (2) whether the prior bad acts are relevant to a material disputed

14

i!:ssue concerning the crime charged. other than propensity.

Ii

Id. In determining whether

i
sufficient evidence exists to establish the past act, the sitting judge shall hear and

15
16

1

I

17
18

review all of the evidence and determine if such finding is supported by "substantial and

!

'competent evidence in the record" and "whether a jury could reasonably conclude the
act occurred and the defendant was the actor." Id at 239, 170. Such finding can be

19

articulated by the Court through evaluation of the State's oral or written offers of proof,
20

I or through

21

I

22

I

evidentiary hearings for each witness." Id.

23 1

I

Finally, when the parties are in dispute as to whether the prior bad acts actually

24 1 occurred,
25

26

"affidavits, stipulations by the parties, live testimony, or more extensive

Ij that

the trial court must make an articulation on the record as to whether It finds

the prior bad acts occurred.

This process must be followed when analyzing

Iwhether such evidence will prejudice the defendant, whether the evidence is relevant to
l
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a genuine disputed fact, and when the issue of whether the act occurred and whether
this defendant did it is squarely before the court. Id at 240, 171.

2
3

Within the second prong of the Cooke test, the trial court must determine if the

4

past unreported crimes, acts, or wrongs are relevant to the issue before the Court or

5

overly prejudicial to the defendant. To be relevant, the act must relate to a material

6

disputed issue in the current case before the Court. State v. Parmer, 147 Idaho 210,

7

215, 207 P.3d 186, 191 (Ct. App. 2009). In considering the relevancy of a past crime,

8

act, or wrong the Court must also weigh the probative value of such evidence against
9

the prejudicial impact it will have on the defendant. Factually in Cooke v. State the court
10

there was asked to consider whether the State could introduce evidence of Cooke's

11

prior threats of suicide and threats to kill his wife to negate Cooke's claim that driving his

12
13

truck off the road with his wife inside was an accident. 149 Idaho at 233, 233 P.3d at

14

168. To determine if the probative value outweighs the prejudicial impact in these

15

circumstances, the court there asked whether the quantity of other crimes, acts, or

16

wrongs was not so great as to become prejudicial, and what the temporal proximity was

17
18
19

of past acts to the current issue. Id. The court in reaching its decision, after reviewing

/ the testimony of many witnesses, stated, "as the nature of I.RE. 404(b) evidence is

I inherently prejudicial,

at some point ... the cumulative effect [of too many witnesses]

20

has a tendency to prove propensity and bad character" instead of being probative in
21

assisting the trier of fact. Id. .

22
23

In light of the significant dispute as to whether these prior bad acts occurred and

24

the fact that this evidence would require the defendant to defend against both the

25

Imurder charge

26

and spousal abuse would have a cumulative prejudicial impact on the

defense and would be unfairly prejudicial. In addition the State would need to present

I!
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evidence of these bad acts to the Court prior to trial in order for the Court to comply with
State v Cooke. Finally the State has not demonstrated to the Court that the opinion

2
3

testimony linking a motive to kill Emmett Corrigan by the defendant is at best

4

speculation and not based upon scientific evidence.

5

For the reasons stated above, this Court will deny the State's Motion of Notice to

6

Introduce I.RE. 404(b) Evidence and Admit Testimony on Domestic Violence because

7

the Court has not yet conducted a factual finding under the Cooke analysis to determine

8

[ the existence of past crimes, acts, or wrongs.
9

I
I

11. State's Motion to Admit Defendant's BAC and other Lab Results

10

On May 14, 2012, the State moved for the Court to admit evidence of
11

Defendant's blood alcohol content and other laboratory results indicating substance

12

presence in Defendant's system when he shot and killed Corrigan.

13

The State also

moves the Court to allow Gary Dawson, PhD, a forensic pharmacologist, to testify as an

14

I
15

I expert regarding the effects that alcohol and other controlled substances may have on
II

16 '
17

an individual's physical, emotional, and cognitive functioning.

While Defendant was being treated for his gunshot injury at Saint A1phonsus

18

Regional Medical Center, hospital staff took urine and blood samples from Defendant.

19

The samples were analyzed and the toxicology report states that Defendant had a BAC
20

level of 0.06 and tested positive for amphetamine, opiates, and benzodiazepine.
21

However, the levels of the substances other than alcohol in Defendant's system are not

22

documented.

23
24

Defendant has not thus far filed any response in opposition to the State's motion.

25

Moreover, absent from some objection from the Defendant regarding collection, testing,

26

I and chain of custody protocol, the State should be allowed to present this evidence of
11 MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER State v Hall CASE NO. CR-FE-11-0003976 . PAGE 27
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drugs in the Defendant's system. Such evidence is highly relevant to Defendant's state
of mind and intent, which is the biggest central issue in this case. Moreover, it would be

2
3

prejudicial to the State for the Defendant to bring forth evidence of Corrigan's steroid

4

use and expert testimony of steroid effects on his mind and behavior on March 11, 2011

5

without allowing the State to put on the same type of evidence regarding drugs in

6

Defendant's system.

7

Accordingly, absent a valid objection by Defendant to the procedures by which

;j
8 I

Ithe samples were collected,

stored, tested, identified, or handled, the Court will grant

9

the State's motion to admit the evidence and allow Gary Dawson, PhD to testify as an
10

expert witness.
11

12. State's Motion to Admit Expert Testimony: Blood Spatter

12

On May 24, 2012, the State moved for the Court to admit expert testimony on

13

14

blood spatter evidence recovered from the scene. To date, Defendant has not filed any

15

opposition to the State's Motion. The State intends to introduce the testimony of Tom

16

Bevel, a professor at University of Central Oklahoma, who has experience investigating,

1

17 11lecturing,

and writing on bloodstain pattern recognition as it relates to crime scene

18

reconstruction. The offered test!mony would assist the trier of fact, as most lay people
19

are unfamiliar with the process of bloodstain pattern analysis, and blood spatter

1

20

evidence will assist the trier of fact in determining distance and angles of the injuries as
21

they relate to the Defendant's gun. Moreover. the offered testimony would be minimally

22

prejudicial to Defendant as it is an assessment of the physical evidence as opposed to

23

24

2s

II evidence of Defendant's character. Therefore, given the lack of Defendant's response,
I and the value of evidence that would be added through Mr. Bevel's testimony, the Court

26 [ J should

allow Mr. Bevel to testify as an expert in this regard.
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13.State's Motion to Exclude Evidence re: Ashlee Corrigan
2

On May 29, 2012, the State moved for the Court to exclude specific evidence

3

related to Ashley Corrigan, namely:
4

(1) That Emmett Corrigan had a life insurance policy naming Ashlee as the
beneficiary;
(2) That Ashlee bought a vacuum and freezer the day after Emmett was killed
8

and asked Jake Peterson, a colleague who worked in the same office as

9

Emmett, to return to her two chairs that Emmett had purchased;

10

(3) Any testimony that Ashlee was "controlling" in her marriage to Emmett; and

11

(4) Ashlee's relationship with Emmett's parents and siblings.

12

I

13

'I

The State contends that such areas ot inquiry are irrelevant to any material fact

' in this case, and in any event, the probative value of such evidence is substantially
14
11

1s

I

outweighed by the danger of unfair prejudice.

1

On June 4, 2012, Defendant filed his response in which he does not oppose the

11

16

State's Motion as to those items of evidence. However, Defendant indicated his inteni:

17

!

18

I to elicit testimony from Ashlee Corrigan including other items stated in Exhibit 4

19

, attached

to the State's motion, including testimony as to finding steroids in Emmett's

20

Icar, and Corrigan's statement to Ashlee "I could k!II al! of you" on March 11, 2011.

21

Because the Defendant has stipulated his non-opposition to the areas of

22

! evidence concerned in the State's motion, and as the evidence appears to be

23

irrelevant/fail I.RE. 403, the Court should grant the State's Motion.

24

2s

26

I

1·

iI
'
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14.State's 404(b) Motion re: Defendant's Threats to Jarrard

On May 29, 2012, the State filed a notice of intent to admit evidence of threats

2
3

Defendant allegedly made to Derrick Jarrard before March 11, 2011. Derrick Jarrard

4

was a client of Corrigan's and worked in the same location as Kandi Hall. The State

5

intends to elicit testimony from Mr. Jarrard that Defendant stated to him that Defendant

6

would come down to Kandi Hall's office and "beat [Mr. Jarrard's] ass".

7

i

8

The State

proposes to introduce this evidence only in rebuttal, if the Defendant raises a claim of
self-defense and implies that Corrigan was the first aggressor.

9

Defendant has not filed any responsive pleading to the State's motion.
10

A prior threat made by a defendant falls within the purview of I.R.E. 404(b).

11

Cooke v. State, 149 Idaho 233, 238, 233 P.3d 164, 169 (Ct. App. 2010).

12

To be

13

admissible under I.RE. 404(b), there must be sufficient evidence to establish the threat

14

was made, and the threat must be "relevant to a material disputed issue concerning the

15

j crime charged, other than propensity." Id. Such evidence is relevant only if the jury can

16

II reasonably conclude the act occurred and the defendant was the actor. Id.

17 11

1a

The State contends that such evidence is relevant to the Defendant's intent in

I confronting.

I
19

Though the State proposes in its Motion that Defendant made the above

mentioned threat to Jarrard out of suspicion that Jarrard and Kandi Hall were having an
20

affair, there is no specific evidence proffered to show why Defendant made such a
21

22

Istatement to Jarrard.

23

Thus, if no evidence supporting the State's claim of suspicion comes forward, the

24

probative value of Defendant's prior statement as to ,ntent diminishes while the danger
of presenting the evidence as propensity evidence increases.

25

However, if evidence

I

26

Icomes forward that Defendant suspected Jarrard of having an affair with Kandi Hall and
, MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER State v Hall CASE NO. CR-FE-~1-0003976 - PAGE 30
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made the statement as a result, the statement has a greater probative value as to

1

Defendant's intent and mindset towards men who he believes are moving in on his wife.

2

3

As a result, the Court will require further information regarding the circumstances of the

4

threat to ascertain its evidentiary value compared to its potentially unfair prejudicial

5

effect.

6

15. State's Motion to Exclude Sex Tape

7

On June 4, 2012, the State filed a Motion to exclude from evidence the January

8

11, 2011 video recording of Emmett Corrigan and Kandi Hall having sexual intercourse
9

at Corrigan's law office. Speci'fically, the State contends that the sex tape is irrelevant,
10

especially as the State will concede at trial that Corrigan and Kandi Hall were engaged

11

in a sexual affair. The State contends that neither Kandi Hall nor Robert Hall knew of

12
13

the tape's existence prior to March 11, 2011.

Further, the State responds that any

14

relevance that the sex tape may have is vastly outweighed by the danger of unfair

15

prejudice and confusion of the issues.
I

16
17
18

I

On June 19, 2012, Defendant filed his response to the State's motion,

contending that the sex tape is relevant to show that Corrigan was suffering side effects
of steroids which made him aggressive and unpredictable. Defendant also contends

19

that the tape is relevant to rebut the State's theory that Defendant was physically
20

abusive to Kandi Hall, and therefore, according to the State's theory, killed Corrigan in
21

22

an effort to control his wife and not out of self-defense.

23

As discussed in the steroids section above, the probative value of Corrigan's

24

Idifficulty !n achieving orgasm as it relates to indicating steroid use is extremely low, as

2s

I

26

many causes for sexual frustration/impotency exist Finally, since the State will concede

at trial that Corrigan and Kandi Hall were engaged in a sexual affair, the tape adds no
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other relevance to a material fact in issue.

Compared to the ~1igh level of unfair

prejudice that the State would face as the jury reacts to Corrigan filming his exploits,

2

I.RE. 403 requires that such evidence be excluded.

3
4

16.Motion to Disallow the Testimony of Faron Hawkins

5

The State intends to introduce into evidence of statements allegedly made by the

6

Defendant to cellmate Faron Hawkins while in the Ada County Jail. Faron Hawkins is a

7

! multiple felon currently charged with robbery. Mr. Hawkins has a very colorful past and

I

8

the defense maintains that Mr. Hawkins is seeking to work a "deal" with the State in
9

exchange for favorable testimony for the State in this case. The defense asserts that
10

Hawkins is so lacking in credibility that his testimony should be excluded.
11

I

The Court will decline to grant the Motion to Exclude Faron Hawkins' testimony.

12
13

There is nothing in the record to establish Hawkins is incapable of receiving just

14

impressions of the facts respecting which he may be examined, or of relating them truly

15

as set forth in I.RE. 601.

1s
17

I
I

18

17. Impeachment Evidence involving Kelly Rieker

The defense is requesting that they be allowed to impeach Kelly Rieker on a
specific act of theft from a former employer. The alleged theft occurred approximately

19

five years ago, no criminal charges were filed, however, a civil compromise was
20

Ireached with the prior employer. In light of the fact that Ms. Rieker was testifying about

21

22

I drug seeking activity by Corrigan and that evidence will not be permitted, this motion
I

need not be addressed.

23

24 11
25

I

26

I
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II
CONCLUSION
The Court will grant and deny in part the various motions as set forth above. In

2

the event either side wishes to preient additional evidence or argument on these issues

3

I the moving party must notice the matter for hearing on or before October 2, 2012.

4

5

The Court will seal this decision pursuant to· the Stipulation of the Parties and
I

Ipursuant to

6

7
8

ICAR 32(i) for the reasons that to release this decision based upon the

lIscandalous allegations that it is necessary to temporarily seal or redac;t the documents
ii

!Ii or materials to preserve the right to a fair trial.
I

9

DATED this

3

O~day of August 2012.

10

11

12

I

13

I

MICHAEL McLAUGHLIN
DISTRICT JUDGE
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I
I

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

2

I hereby certify that on the

3
4
5

W fhaay of August 2012, I mailed (served) a true

and correct copy of the within instrument to:

I
ROBERT R. CHASTAIN
!1ATTORNEY AT
1! 300 MAI
. 158
1
J. 8
. ID 83702
1

6
7

F~t-d

,!

8

jj DEBORAH N. KRISTAL
ATrORNEY AT LAVv
9 1!3140N8~SINRD
10 11BOISf::1083702
11

F~'{~<1

11 11 JASON SLADE SPILLMAN
· I JESSICA M. LORELLO
12

IDEPUTY ATTORNEYSc
RAL
ISPECIAL PROS .... ING ATTORNEY

13

I' P.O. BOX 83720

'14

11
,I

15

!1
I1

rn

fK.-'t'.t

J

BOISE:fDAHO 83720-0010
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18

19
20
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22

I

23
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CHR!STOehf.R D. !ll~'.'.-i. CiB(

Agreement to Participate in Criminal Mediation

sy cET;~:~;;;3Trns

Please carefully read the followlng Agreement to Participate In Crlmlnal Mediation and sign your
name In the space provided below. Your signature acknowledges that you have read, understood and
agreed to the terms of each paragraph of this Agreement.
Parties to the Mediation
The parties to this mediation are:
Plaintiff: The State of Idaho, represented by the Prosecuting Attorney for
County.
Defendant:
ft?<(\
1-1 tt , ,
Counsel for Defendant: [\D.he. cf R. C' blJ.S ·lai f\
Non-Part Participants

Adu-

Rohe cf b

1,(e.e

,-/,1 et ,.,,-G(I,(, S.(lll'l ltu/

Jlft,.J - ~~-if~_K,,R,/1
~

~t'.

Mediator
The parties have agreed that Judge
matter.

~/Lq_£vJe /I
ef; _. /11://Gr

.sci ;//, ,')A

~

shall act as the mediator In this

Mediator's Brue
The parties acknowledge that the mediator's role In this mediation ts limited to
fadlltatlng a voluntary settlement between the parties In this case. The mediator Is to aid the parties In
Identifying the Issues, reducing misunderstandings, exploring options and discussing areas of agreement
which can expedite the trial or resolution of the case. The mediator Is not the Judge on the case at Issue
and shall not preside over any future aspect of the case, Including presiding over the t~klng of a gullty
plea or entering any sentence against the defendant In the case. The mediator may memorialize any
settlement agreement reached In a form or manner chosen by the mediator which may Include a
recording of the same.
Mediation Is a Voluntary Proceu
All parties and non-party participants acknowledge that participation In the mediation Is wholly
voluntary. That means that no one is required or ordered by any court to participate. If, at any point
during the mediation you decide you no longer want to partklpate you are free to make that decision.
It Is presumed that If a settlement agreement has been reached, such agreement occurred completely
voluntarily and was In no way coerced or forced by any of the parties, non-party participants, or the
mediator.
Confidentlaflty of Statements
Except as may be required pursuant to Idaho Code Section 16-1605 related to mandatory
reporting of allegations of child abuse or neglect, we agree that any statements made during the course
of the mediation shall be confidential and that we will not seek to use any such statements In any
subsequent court proceeding. We agree that we wlll not require the mediator to dtsclose to any third
party any Information received or statements made during the mediation process. We wlll not
subpoena or otherwise require the mediator to testify or produce records, reports, notes, or other
documents reviewed, received, or prepared by the mediator during the course of the mediation process.
We also recognize that the discussions In mediation are protected under the mediator prlYllege rule and
that the parties and the mediator hold the privilege In Idaho.

Good Fa!th Negotlaton

001140

•
The parties agree that they are entering Into this mediation In a good faith effort to resolve the
crlmlnal matters pending against the Defendant. The mediator reserves the right to terminate the
mediation at any time should the mediator conclude that any party has ceased participating In the
mediation In such good faith effort.
The parties to this agreement certify that they personally possess full authority to reach a
settlement of all matters subject to the mediation and that no other persons, not participating In the
mediation, will be required to reach such settlemerit.
Mediator Communication with the Court
The mediator and the court shall have no contact or communication during or after the
mediation except that the mediator may report to the court, without comment or observation, the
parties are at an Impasse; that the parties have reached an agreement; that meaningful mediation Is
ongoing; or to report that the mediator has withdrawn from the mediation.
Counsel Review of this Agreement and Idaho Crlmlnal Rule 18.1 with CHent
Counsel for Defendant acknowledges that he/she has read and reviewed the terms of this
Agreement and Idaho Crfmlnal Rule 18.1 with the Defendant.
DATED this

.'~ ')..,.,_day of

c;~c\q tr-1

,~ 20.J_?-

Counsel for Def ndant

~~
RoNJf!Li) o.

Judicial Mediator

SCH/ LLI rJG-
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SEP 0~ 2012

LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By MAURA OLSON
DEPUTY

PAUL R. PANTHER
Chief, Deputy Attorney General
Criminal Law Division
JASON SLADE SPILLMAN ISB #8813
JESSICA M. LORELLO ISB #6554
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.
______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
FIFTY-THIRD ADDENDUM
TO DISCOVERY
FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL

COMES NOW, Jessica M. Lorello, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho, and
makes the following Fifty-Third Addendum to the previous Response to Discovery
pursuant to Rule 16:

16(b) Disclosure pursuant to written request by Defendant:
(4)
BATES#
5113

Documents and Tangible Objects:
DOCUMENT/ DESCRIPTION
Email from Det. Jim Miller
regarding an audio of a recorded
conversation with Ashlee Birk
(CorriQan) on AuQust 27, 2012

AUTHOR/
AGENCY
Det. Jim Miller

DATE
8/27/12

NO.OF
PAGES
1

FIFTY-THIRD ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 1
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5114

5115

5116

5117

5118

5119

5120

5121

Email from Det. Jim Miller
regarding an audio of a
recorded conversation with Deb
Huston on August 27, 2012
Audio of recorded conversation
between Det. Jim Miller and
Ashlee Birk on August 27, 2012
Audio of recorded conversation
between Det. Jim Miller and
Deb Huston on August 27, 2012
Email from Det. Jim Miller
regarding an audio of a
recorded conversation with
Matthew Harris on August 28,
2012
Email from Det. Jim Miller
regarding an audio of a
recorded conversation with Cory
Russell on August 28, 2012
Audio of recorded conversation
between Det. Jim Miller and
Matthew Harris on August 28,
2012
Audio of recorded conversation
between Det. Jim Miller and
Cory Russell on August 28,
2012
Compact disc containing jail
phone calls from August 4, 2012
through September 4, 2012

Det. Jim Miller

8/27/12

1

Det. Jim Miller

8/27/12

1 audio file

Det. Jim Miller

8/27/12

1 audio file

Det. Jim Miller

8/28/12

1

Det. Jim Miller

8/28/12

1

Det. Jim Miller

8/28/12

1 audio file

Det. ,Jim Miller

8/28/12

1 audio file

Julie McKay

Rec'd
9/4/12

1 CD

DATED this 4th day of September 2012.

JESSI
Deput
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 4th day of September 2012, I caused to be served
a true and correct copy of the foregoing Fifty-Third Addendum to Discovery for Conflict
Counsel to:
Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

_X_ U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
_
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
_
Electronic Mail (Email)

Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

_X_ U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
_
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
_
Electronic Mail (Email)

~~
oseanNewman, Legal Secretary
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MCLAUGHLIN/ MASTL .v / MORRIS 5 SEPTEMBER 2012

Courtroom508

Time
Speaker
Note
I
1:21:10 PM l
1:37:12 PM
lRobert Hall CR FE 11 03976 Hearing
1 :37:32 PM j
/Present: Jason Spillman, Jessica Lorello, Rob Chastain,
i
j Deborah Kristal
1:37:50 PM 1court
[Addresses counsel.
1:39:05 PM fcounsel /Received proposed jury questionnaire.
1 :39:22 PM tspillman [auestions process on 9/28.
1:39:45 PM jcourt
/Expect counsel to be there.
1:39:58 PM f chastain fI agree we need to be there, as well as defendant in civilian
I
jclothes.
[We'll do it in jury room on 4th floor. We'll arrange for security
1:40: 13 PM !court
l
rand for defendant to be in civilian clothes.
fRe 10/4 9am hearing. Directs counsel before that hearing to
1:41 :59 PM !court
j
:see if there are some juror names they can mutually agree to
i
[excuse. If we have 90 - 100 solid jurors, we'll have a good
i:
ibase
for selection. We'll be going with 15 jurors on this case.
:

t

1 :43:46 PM tspillman

l
i
i

1:45: 15
1 :45:20
1 :45:30
1:46:07

PM
PM
PM
PM

fchastain

1:46:21
1:49:29
1:51 :13
1:52:12

PM
PM
PM
PM

lKristal
jLorello
1court
fKristal

jcourt
jchastain
Spillman

f
~

lRe proposed questionnaire: pg 23 witness name Urie. Some

:additions to names of persons potentially known to the jury !Gary Starkey, Bruce Whitman (to be added to investigator
isection).
:No objection
jThey'II be added.
jThey're not witnesses, but in court, assisting counsel.
iWith those additions, no other corrections or additions.
l
[Page 2: re preconceived opinion of guilt or non-guilt.
[Response.
jProposes change in wording.
iPage 10, Question 51 .

. .;:;;:;:-:~i~:~·"-j::;:!ec~:~~es.---- -· ------------ · ···· -1:55:39 PM !Kristal
1:57: 14 PM jcourt

/No other changes.
(Need to schedule a PTC - will set on 9/25/12@ 3:30pm

. . .1. .:59:42
. . . . . . . . . . . .PM
. . . . . . . l:court
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . !Mediation
l.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
with Judge Schilling on 9/20 will be here at
)courthouse .
End of case

................................................ -i, ............................ .,, ... ) ......................................................................................, ........................................ .

1 :59:56 PM •

9/5/2012
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FILED
1 • September 11. 2012 at 09:41 AM

CHRISTOPHER 0. RICH. CLERK OF THE COURT

BY:~l

If..

}.J.;._$,._

De u Clerk

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH WDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Case No. CR-FE-2011-0003976
Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,

NOTICE OF
PRETRIAL CONFERENCE

Defendant.
Jason Spillman
Jessica Lorello
Deputy Attorneys General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
PO Box 83720
Boise ID 83720-0010
Robert R Chastain
Attorney at Law
300 Main St Ste 158
Boise ID 83702
Deborah Kristal
Attorney at Law
3140 Bogus Basin Rd
Boise ID 83702
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE That the Honorable Michael McLaughlin, District
Judge, has set this matter for Pretrial Conference on Tuesday, September 25, 2012 at
03:30 PM at the Ada County Courthouse, 200 West Front Street, Boise, Id.

CC: Counsel/ mll
Notice of Hearing

001146

LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General
PAUL R. PANTHER
Deputy Attorney General
Chief, Criminal Law Division

c~e::~=n/;~~{;; ~\L~:/
1

_._~

' .,· ··

r ,..'. ,-,.,

JASON SLADE SPILLMAN ISB #8813
JESSICA M. LORELLO ISB #6554
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.
______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976

EX-PARTE MOTION TO COMPEL
THE ATTENDANCE OF OUT OF
STATE WITNESS

Comes now, Jason Slade Spillman, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho,
and based upon the accompanying affidavit, moves this Court for the issuance of a
certificate finding that Melissa Mason is a necessary and material witness in the above
entitled criminal case, pursuant to Idaho Code § 19-3005 compelling the attendance of
out-of-state witness.

EX-PARTE MOTION TO COMPEL THE ATTENDANCE OF OUT OF STATE WITNESS
(HALL), Page 1
001147

e
That a full and complete trial of the above-entitled defendant for the crime of first
degree murder, requires that the said Melissa Mason appear and testify before the
above-entitled Court at the said trial commencing on October 15, 2012.
That the time required by her to testify at the trial of the said matter is
approximately two days.

Respectfully submitted this //f--day of September 2012.

EX-PARTE MOTION TO COMPEL THE ATTENDANCE OF OUT OF STATE WITNESS
(HALL), Page 2
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e
LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General
PAUL R. PANTHER
Deputy Attorney General
Chief, Criminal Law Division

__
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_________
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JASON SLADE SPILLMAN ISB #8813
JESSICA M. LORELLO ISB #6554
Deputy Attorneys General
Special Prosecuting Attorneys
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.
______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
EX-PARTE MOTION TO COMPEL
THE ATTENDANCE OF OUT OF
STATE WITNESS

COMES NOW, Jason Slade Spillman, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho,
and based upon the accompanying affidavit, moves this Court for the issuance of a
certificate finding that Tina Lax is a necessary and material witness in the above-entitled
criminal case, pursuant to Idaho Code § 19-3005 compelling the attendance of out-ofstate witness.

EX-PARTE MOTION TO COMPEL THE ATTENDANCE OF OUT OF STATE WITNESS
(HALL), Page 1
001149

e

.

A full and complete trial of the above-entitled defendant for the crime of first
degree murder requires that the said Tina Lax appear and testify before the aboveentitled Court at the trial commencing on October 15, 2012.
The time required by her to testify at the trial of the said matter is approximately one
day. Tina Lax will be called as a witness on October 15, 2012.
Respectfully submitted this //~ay of September 2012.

EX-PARTE MOTION TO COMPEL THE ATTENDANCE OF OUT OF STATE WITNESS
(HALL), Page 2
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LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General
PAUL R. PANTHER
Deputy Attorney General
Chief, Criminal Law Division
JASON SLADE SPILLMAN ISB #8813
JESSICA M. LORELLO ISB #6554
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.
______________

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
AFFIDAVIT OF PROSECUTING
ATTORNEY JASON SLADE
SPILLMAN

)
) ss:
)

I, Jason Slade Spillman, Deputy Attorney General for the State of Idaho
assigned to prosecute the above-entitled case, does hereby state:
1)

That there is on file with the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of

the State of Idaho an Indictment charging Robert Hall with first degree murder. This
AFFIDAVIT OF PROSECUTING ATTORNEY JASON SLADE SPILLMAN
(HALL), Page 1

001151

Indictment was returned to the court on or about April 12, 2012, and has been set for
trial commencing on October 9, 2012 at 9:00 a.m. That Melissa Mason will be needed
to testify to her knowledge pertaining to this proceeding.
2)

That Melissa Mason is a material witness for the State in the above-

entitled matter and her testimony is necessary for a full and complete trial of Robert Hall
for the crime of first degree murder. Based upon witness interviews and police reports,
Melissa Mason has information regarding Robert Hall and his wife, Kandi Hall, and their
relationship. This information is important to support the State's theory of the case that Robert Hall killed Emmett Corrigan to prevent Kandi Hall from leaving him to be
with Emmett. In the days leading up to the murder, Melissa Mason had several
conversations with Rob about Rob and Kandi's relationship. Melissa Mason may
provide testimony regarding these conversations including statements made by Rob
Hall.
3)

That the time which will be consumed by the witness traveling and

testifying at the trial of the above-named defendant will be approximately three days.
Melissa Mason will be needed to testify beginning on October 15, 2012. Witness
compensation for the above-named Melissa Mason is $8.00 per day for witness fees.
The State of Idaho will arrange for transportation, per diem and lodging.
4)

It is my information and belief that the State of Oregon has enacted a

Uniform Act to Secure Attendance of Witnesses From Without a State in Criminal
Proceedings, O.R.S. § 136.625. The State of Idaho has likewise adopted that Act, I.C. §
19-3005, and it provides for immunity from service of process or arrest arising from, or

AFFIDAVIT OF PROSECUTING ATTORNEY JASON SLADE SPILLMAN
(HALL), Page 2

001152

.
in connection with any matter which began before the witness's entrance into the State
of Idaho under said summons.

Respectfully submitted this ~ a y of September 2012.

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this

Li day of September 2012.

~
Notary Public for State of Idaho
Residing at Boise, Idaho.
Commission Expires: 3/10/2017.

AFFIDAVIT OF PROSECU"rlNG ATTORNEY JASON SLADE SPILLMAN
(HALL), Page 3
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LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General

I .\,,
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PAUL R. PANTHER
Deputy Attorney General
Chief, Criminal Law Division
JASON SLADE SPILLMAN ISB #8813
JESSICA M. LORELLO ISB #6554
Deputy Attorneys General
Special Prosecuting Attorneys
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.
______________

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
AFFIDAVIT OF PROSECUTING
ATTORNEY JASON SLADE
SPILLMAN

)
) ss:
)

I, Jason Slade Spillman, Deputy Attorney General for the State of Idaho
assigned to prosecute the above-entitled case, does hereby state:
1)

There is on file with the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of the

State of Idaho an Indictment charging Robert Hall with first degree murder. This

AFFIDAVIT OF PROSECUTING ATTORNEY JASON SLADE SPILLMAN
(HALL), Page 1

001154

Indictment was returned to the court on or about April 12, 2011 and has been set for
trial commencing on October 15, 2012 at 9:00 a.m. Tina Lax will be needed to testify to
her knowledge pertaining to this proceeding.
2)

Tina Lax is a material witness for the State in the above-entitled matter

and her testimony is necessary for a full and complete trial of Robert Hall for the crime
of first degree murder. Based upon witness interviews and police reports, Tina Lax, the
sister of Kandi Hall, has information regarding Robert Hall and his wife, Kandi Hall, and
their relationship. This information is important to support the State's theory of the case
- that Robert Hall killed Emmett Corrigan to prevent Kandi Hall from leaving him to be
with Emmett. In the days leading up to the murder, Kandi Hall spent time with her family
in California. Tina Lax may provide testimony regarding this time, Robert Hall's efforts
to communicate with Kandi and statements made by Kandi during that time frame,
including Kandi's expressions of her intent to divorce Robert Hall. Tina Lax was also
"texting" with Emmett Corrigan the night he was killed and these texts may be evidence
at trial.
3)

The time which will be consumed by the witness traveling and testifying at

the trial of the above-named defendant will be approximately 1 day. Tina Lax will be
needed to testify beginning on October 15, 2012. Witness compensation for the abovenamed Tina Lax is $8.00 per day for witness fees. The State of Idaho will arrange for
transportation, food, and lodging.
4)

It is my information and belief that the State of California has enacted a

Uniform Act to Secure Attendance of Witnesses From Without a State in Criminal
Proceedings, Cal. Penal Code §1330. The State of Idaho has likewise adopted that Act,

AFFIDAVIT OF PROSECUTING ATTORNEY JASON SLADE SPILLMAN
(HALL), Page 2

001155

I.C. § 19-3005, and it provides for immunity from service of process or arrest arising
from, or in connection with, any matter which began before the witness's entrance into
the State of Idaho under said summons.

Respectfully submitted this ///~ay of September 2012.

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this

LL day of September 2012.

~~

aryPublic for State of Idaho
Residing at Boise, Idaho.
Commission Expires: 3/10/2017.

AFFIDAVIT OF PROSECUTING ATTORNEY JASON SLADE SPILLMAN
(HALL), Page 3
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.
_______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
CERTIFICATE TO SECURE
ATTENDANCE OF WITNESS FROM
WITHOUT THE STATE OF IDAHO

This matter having come on before this Court on the motion of the Attorney
General for the State of Idaho, and the Court having examined the motion and affidavit,
and being fully advised;
NOW, THEREFORE, this Court finds and certifies that:

(1)

There is a criminal prosecution pending in the above-entitled court and

that said criminal prosecution has been set to commence on the

9th

day of October

2012, at the hour of 9:00 a.m. in the Ada County Courthouse, Boise, Idaho;
(2)

Tina Lax is a material witness in the criminal prosecution pending in the

above-entitled Court;
(3)

The attendance of said Tina Lax will be necessary for a period of

approximately 1 day, to-wit: on October 15, 2012;

CERTIFICATE TO SECURE ATTENDANCE OF A WITNESS FROM WITHOUT THE
STATE OF IDAHO (HALL), Page 1
001157

(4)

That the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of the State of Idaho

may obtain jurisdiction over the said Tina Lax.
THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED AND DECREED that three copies of
the affidavit, certificate, and order, and copy of the Uniform Act to Secure Attendance of
Witnesses From Without a State in a Criminal Proceeding be transmitted to the clerk of
the Court of the State of California for the County of Los Angeles wherein the material
witness Tina Lax resides, for such criminal proceedings as are appropriate in that court
under the Uniform Act to Secure the Attendance of a Witness From Without a State in
Criminal Proceedings, for the purpose of securing the attendance of the said Tina Lax,
upon this criminal prosecution for a period of approximately 1 day, to-wit: on October
15, 2012.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED AND DECREED that the Attorney General for the
State of Idaho shall arrange air travel, hotel accommodations and issue a check to the
said witness for per diem .

. I1_"day of September 2012.
DATED this

~

MIHAELR.MC1.AUGHLIN"
District Judge

CERTIFICATE TO SECURE ATTENDANCE OF A WITNESS FROM WITHOUT THE
STATE OF IDAHO (HALL), Page 2
001158
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.
_______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
CERTIFICATE TO SECURE
ATTENDANCE OF WITNESS FROM
wrrHOUT ·rHE STATE OF IDAHO

This matter having come on before this Court on the motion of the Attorney
General for the State of Idaho, and the Court having examined the motion and affidavit,
and being fully advised;
NOW, THEREFORE, this Court finds and certifies that:

(1)

There is a criminal prosecution pending in the above-entitled court and

that said criminal prosecution has been set to commence on the

9th

day of October,

2012, at the hour of 9:00 a.m. in the Ada County Courthouse, Boise, Idaho;
(2)

Melissa Mason is a material witness in the criminal prosecution pending in

the above-entitled Court;
(3)

That the attendance of said Melissa Mason, will be necessary for a period

of approximately three days, to-wit: on between October 15 through October 18, 2012.

CERTIFICATE TO SECURE ATTENDANCE OF A WITNESS FROM WITHOUT THE
STATE OF IDAHO (HALL), Page 1
001159
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•
That the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of the State of Idaho may obtain
jurisdiction over the said Melissa Mason.
THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED AND DECREED that three copies of
the affidavit, certificate, and order, and copy of the Uniform Act to Secure Attendance of
Witnesses From Without a State in a Criminal Proceeding be transmitted to the clerk of
the Circuit Court of the State of Oregon for the County of Marion wherein the material
witness Melissa Mason resides, for such criminal proceedings as are appropriate in that
court under the Uniform Act to Secure the Attendance of a Witness From Without a
State in Criminal Proceedings, for the purpose of securing the attendance of the said
Melissa Mason, upon this criminal prosecution for a period of approximately three days,
to-wit: on or between October 15 through October 18, 2012.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED AND DECREED that the Attorney General for the
State of Idaho shall arrange air travel, hotel accommodations and issue a check to the
said witness for per diem.

. P"

DATED th1sli_ day of September 2012.

al/~
MICHAEL R. MCLAUGHLIN
District Judge

CERTIFICATE TO SECURE ATTENDANCE OF A WITNESS FROM WITHOUT THE
STATE OF IDAHO (HALL), Page 2
001160
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SEP 1 9 2012
CHRISTOPHER D RIGri, Clerk

ROBERT R. CHASTAIN
ATTORNEY AT LAW

(

By KATRINA CHHISTENSEN
DEPUTY

300 Main, Suite 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
(208) 345-3110
Attorney for Defendant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No.

CRFE 2011-3976

AFFIDAVIT
SERVICE

OF

PERSONAL

Gary Starkey declares by sworn statement: I am a resident of Ada County, Idaho; I am over the age
of l 8; I am not a party to the action or related to any of the parties in the above-entitled action;

n)

I served the subpoena upon Nora Cole, Ada County Sheriffs Office, by delivering to and leaving with
Co~
,acopyof
&+: ,AdaCounty,Idaho,on the~
d'ay of \A. , •
, 2011., at 2 'J cJ
~ c ock.

Ql'tt

S'c.,t~fr-4< ~,,

C~~
Gary Starkey
--...

21i-dv

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this 7-- day of

~2012.

MARIA J. CUTAIA
NOTARY PUBLIC
STATE OF IDAHO

SUBPOENA, Page - 2
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SEP 19 2012

LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General

CHRISTOPHER D, RICH, Clerk
By ELAINE TONG
flEP\JTY

PAUL R. PANTHER
Chief, Deputy Attorney General
Criminal Law Division
JASON SLADE SPILLMAN ISB #8813
JESSICA M. LORELLO ISB #6554
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.
______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
FIFTY-FOURTH ADDENDUM
TO DISCOVERY
FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL

COMES NOW, Jason Slade Spillman, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho,
and makes the following Fifty-Fourth Addendum to the previous Response to Discovery
pursuant to Rule 16:

16(b) Disclosure pursuant to written request by Defendant:
(4)
BATES#
5122

Documents and Tangible Objects:
DOCUMENT/ DESCRIPTION
Email from Det. Jim Miller
regarding an audio of a recorded
messaQe from Chris Search

AUTHOR/
AGENCY
Det. Jim Miller

DATE
9/12/12

FIFTY-FOURTH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 1

NO.OF
PAGES
1

001162

e
5123

5124

5125
5126-5130

5131

5132

5133

5134

Email from Det. .Jim Miller
regarding a recorded
conversation with Julie Dufer on
September 14, 2012
Email from Det. Jim Miller
regarding a recorded
conversation with Lorrie JacobyTorrey on September 12, 2012
OMV printout for Chris Search
emailed from Det. Jim Miller
Addendum Report by Tom
Bevel dated September 13,
2012
Audio recording of a message
left by Chris Search on
September 11, 2012 for Det.
Jim Miller
Audio recording of conversation
between Det. Jim Miller and
Lorrie Jacoby-Torrey on
September 12, 2012
Audio recording of conversation
between Det. Jim Miller and
Julie Dufer on September 13,
2012
Audio recording of conversation
between Det. Jim Miller and
Dixie Skinner on September 18,
2012

Det. Jim Miller

9/14/12

1

Det. Jim Miller

9/12/12

1

Det. Jim Miller

9/12/12

1

Tom Bevel

9/13/12

5

Det. Jim Miller

9/11/12

1 audio file

Det. Jim Miller

9/12/12

1 audio file

Det. Jim Miller

9/13/12

1 audio file

Det. Jim Miller

9/18/12

1 audio ·file

DATED this 191h day of September 2012.

FIFTY-FOURTH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 2
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 19th day of September 2012, I caused to be
served a true and correct copy of the foregoing Fifty-Fourth Addendum to Discovery for
Conflict Counsel to:
Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

_
U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
_X_ Hand Delivered
_
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
_
Electronic Mail (Email)

Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

_
U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
_X_ Hand Delivered
_
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
_
Electronic Mail (Email)

6i;11~
Rosean Newman, Legal Secretary

FIFTY-FOURTH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 3
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LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General
PAUL R. PANTHER
Deputy Attorney General
Chief, Criminal Law Division

SEP ? :: 2012

JASON SLADE SPILLMAN ISB #8813
JESSICA M. LORELLO ISB #6554
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P .0. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-001 O
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083

CHRl3'iOPHER D. HlCH, Clerk
By CETH MA3TEFl3
DE:OUTY

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.
______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
EX-PARTE MOTION TO COMPEL
THE ATTENDANCE OF OUT OF
STATE WITNESS

Comes now, Jessica M. Lorello, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho, and
based upon the accompanying affidavit, moves this Court for the issuance of a
certificate finding that Chris Search is a necessary and material witness in the above
entitled criminal case, pursuant to Idaho Code §19-3005 compelling the attendance of
out-of-state witness.

EX-PARTE MOTION TO COMPEL THE ATTENDANCE OF OUT OF STATE WITNESS
(HALL), Page 1
001165

That a full and complete trial of the above-entitled defendant for the crime of first
degree murder, requires that the said Chris Search appear and testify before the
above-entitled Court at the said trial commencing on October 9, 2012.
That the time required by him to testify at the trial of the said matter is
approximately two days.

Respectfully submitted this

Ii-tt-y of September 2012.

ICA M. LORELLO
ty Attorney General

EX-PARTE MOTION TO COMPEL THE ATTENDANCE OF OUT OF STATE WITNESS
(HALL), Page 2
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LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General
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PAUL R. PANTHER
Deputy Attorney General
Chief, Criminal Law Division
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JASON SLADE SPILLMAN ISB #8813
JESSICA M. LORELLO ISB #6554
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
AFFIDAVIT OF PROSECUTING
ATTORNEY JESSICA M. LORELLO

)

Defendant.
)
______________
)

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

)
) ss:
)

I, Jessica M. Lorello, Deputy Attorney General for the State of Idaho assigned to
prosecute the above-entitled case, does hereby state:
1)

That there is on file with the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of

the State of Idaho an Indictment charging Robert Hall with first degree murder. This
AFFIDAVIT OF PROSECUTING ATTORNEY JESSICA M. LORELLO
(HALLhall), Page 1

001167

Indictment was returned to the court on or about April 12, 2012, and has been set for
trial commencing on October 9, 2012 at 9:00 a.m. That Chris Search will be needed to
testify to his knowledge pertaining to this proceeding.
2)

That Chris Search is a material witness for the State in the above-entitled

matter and his testimony is necessary for a full and complete trial of Robert Hall for the
crime of first degree murder. Based upon witness interviews and police reports, Chris
Search has information regarding Robert Hall and his wife, Kandi Hall, and their
relationship as well as the relationship between Kandi Hall and the victim, Emmett
Corrigan by virtue of the fact that Chris Search worked with Emmett and Kandi. This
information is important to support the State's theory of the case - that Robert Hall killed
Emmett Corrigan to prevent Kandi Hall from leaving him to be with Emmett.

Chris

Search may provide testimony regarding his knowledge of the nature of the
relationships between Kandi Hall, the Defendant, and the victim.
3)

That the time which will be consumed by the witness traveling and

testifying at the trial of the above-named defendant will be approximately three days.
Chris Search will be needed to testify beginning on October 15, 2012. Witness
compensation for the above-named Chris Search is $8.00 per day for witness fees. The
State of Idaho will arrange for transportation, per diem and lodging.
4)

It is my information and belief that the State of Oregon has enacted a

Uniform Act to Secure Attendance of Witnesses From Without a State in Criminal
Proceedings, O.R.S. § 136.625. The State of Idaho has likewise adopted that Act, I.C. §
19-3005, and it provides for immunity from service of process or arrest arising from, or

AFFIDAVIT OF PROSECUTING ATTORNEY JESSICA M. LORELLO
(HALLhall), Page 2

001168

•

in connection with any matter which began before the witness's entrance into the State
of Idaho under said summons.
Respectfully submitted this I 4%ay of September 2012.

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this

4 day of September 2012.

otaryPublic for State of Idaho
Residing at Boise, Idaho.
Commission Expires: 3/10/2017.

AFFIDAVIT OF PROSECUTING ATTORNEY JESSICA M. LORELLO
(HALLhall), Page 3
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.
_______________

)

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
CERTIFICATE TO SECURE
ATTENDANCE OF WITNESS FROM
WITHOUT THE STATE OF IDAHO

This matter having come on before this Court on the motion of the Attorney
General for the State of Idaho, and the Court having examined the motion and affidavit,
and being fully advised;

NOW, THEREFORE, this Court finds and certifies that:
(1)

There is a criminal prosecution pending in the above-entitled court and

that said criminal prosecution has been set to commence on the

9th

day of October,

2012, at the hour of 9:00 a.m. in the Ada County Courthouse, Boise, Idaho;
(2)

Chris Search is a material witness in the criminal prosecution pending in

the above-entitled Court;
(3)

That the attendance of said Chris Search, will be necessary for a period of

approximately two days, to-wit: on or between October 15 through October 16, 2012.

CERTIFICATE TO SECURE ATTENDANCE OF A WITNESS FROM WITHOUT THE
STATE OF IDAHO (HALL), Page 1

001170

•
That the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of the State of Idaho may obtain
jurisdiction over the said Chris Search.
THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED AND DECREED that three copies of
the affidavit, certificate, and order, and copy of the Uniform Act to Secure Attendance of
Witnesses From Without a State in a Criminal Proceeding be transmitted to the clerk of
the Circuit Court of the State of Oregon for the County of Washington wherein the
material witness Chris Search resides, for such criminal proceedings as are appropriate
in that court under the Uniform Act to Secure the Attendance of a Witness From
Without a State in Criminal Proceedings, for the purpose of securing the attendance of
the said Chris Search, upon this criminal prosecution for a period of approximately two
days, to-wit: on or between October 15 through October 16, 2012.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED AND DECREED that the Attorney General for the
State of Idaho shall arrange air travel, hotel accommodations and issue a check to the
said witness for per diem.
DATED thiS:W~ of September 2012.

MICHAEL R. MCLAUGHLIN
District Judge

CERTIFICATE TO SECURE ATTENDANCE OF A WITNESS FROM WITHOUT THE
STATE OF IDAHO (HALL), Page 2
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ROBERT R. CHASTAIN
ATTORNEY AT LAW

SEP 2 4 2012

300 Main, Suite 158
Boise, ID 83 702-7728
(208) 345-3110
Attorney for Defendant

CHRi , ; '), ·.-, '.'(; I) Hll,;H, Clerk
By ,.:,,\FlH\!i' :·;~f11STENSEN
'. ;>;~~'l I J Y

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,

Plaintiff,
vs.

ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No.

CRFE 2011-3976

AFFIDAVIT
SERVICE

OF PERSONAL

~ ffiu..:~S~ declares by sworn statement : I am a resident of Ada County, Idaho; I am
over the age of 18; I am not a party to the action or related to any of the parties in the above-entitled action;
subpoena upon Ash~e Birk, ~~erWi~~~elivering to and leaving with ad
a copy at~.3,X,,fl lJ:M ~ ~~ ,Ada County, Idaho, on the~, ..
day of__,.~.___ _ _ _, 2012, at/1.fN>AM o'clock. ;J.t:>o(.A),pt;,"~ &(Sf.

--;---------;;,--1--1-~__,___ _ _ _---=--::-7'.'

~~ ~-/idA&./J'JA~;btA.

Signature

~
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me thisJi2 day of

SllBPOENA, Page - 2

5;epT

2012.
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•

ROBERT R. CHASTAIN
A 1-TORNEY AT LAW

300 Main, Suite 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
(208) 345-3110
Attorney for Defendant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
ST ATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.

ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

THE STATE OF IDAHO TO:

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No.

CRFE 2011-3976

SUBPOENA

DUCES TECUM

Ashlee Birk, Meridian, ID

YOU ARE COMMANDED:
[ )( ] to appear in the Court at the place, date and time specified below to testify in the above case.
]
[

to appear at the place, date and time specified below to testify at the taking of a deposition in the
above case.
to produce or permit inspection and copying of the following documents or objects, including
electronically stored information, at the place, date and time specified below.
to permit inspection of the following premises at the date and time specified below.

PLACE, DATE, AND TIME:

Ada County Courthouse

October 9, 2012

9:00 a.m.

200 W. Front Street
Boise, ID 83702
You are further notified if you fail to appear at the place and time specified above, or to produce or
permit copying or inspection as specified above, you may be held in contempt of court and the aggrieved
party may recover from you the sum of $100 and all damages which the party may sustain by your failure to
comply with this subpoena.
DA TED this

2

day of September, 2012.

By order of the Court.

SUBPOENA, Page • l
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IN TIIE DISTRJCT COURT OF THE -7
JUDICIAL DIS'fRICT
SEP 2 5 2012
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF A 5H'=-o•opH,_...._._
.

i;f"r~rc:....

tfiff.;i 1

)

PLAINTIFF(S)

)

V.

~ben, Vee..~ 1.../~I I
DEFENDANT(S)

)
)

REQUEST TO OBTAIN

)
)
}
)

RECORD,BROADCAS

APPROVAL TO VIDEO

R

PHOTOGRAPH A COURT
PROCEEDING

I hereby request approval to:
Kvideo record

J broadcast

[ ] photograph

CR -

Case No.:

the following court proceeding:

f:'£'- 20 JI - 0003 q. 7l:

Date:

Time:

Locatiol'l:
Presiding Judge:
I have read Rule 45 of the Idabo Court Administrative Rules permitting cameras in the
courtroom, and will comply in all respects with the provisions of that rule, and will also make
certain that all other persons from my organization participating in video or auc!Jo recording or
broadcasting or photographing of the court proceedings hav~ read Rule 45 of the Idaho Court
Administrative Rules and will comply in all respects with the provisions of that rule.

(;~ry

~o.)-e.M~'"'t

Frint Name

,...,L~ / t . .~..,
Signature

V

News Organiiation Represented

Phone Number

9/-zs/,2..
Date

'

Request t\>r Approval and Ordor - Pago 1

-c~~ ,

8 I
y ~gfl

001174

Cler~

~J 211211:lliam
ORDER
THE COURT, having considered the above Request for Approval under Rule 45 of the Idaho
Court Administrative Rules, hereby orders that permission to video record the above hearing is:

~ GR.ANTED under the following restrictions in addition to those set
Jo~
Rules:

forth in Rule 45 of the Idaho

Administrative

] DENIED.
THE COURT, having considered the above Request for Approval under Rule 45 of the Idaho
Court Administrative Rules, hereby orders that permission to broadcast the above hearing is:
( ] GAANTED under the following restrictions in addition to those set forth in Rule 45 of the Idaho
Court Administrative Rules:
·

[ J DENIED.
THE COURT, having consldered the above Request for Approval under Rule 45 of the ldaho
Court Administrative Rules, hereby orders that permission to photograph the above hearing is:
(

] GRANTED under the following restrictions in addition to those set forth in Rule 45 of the Idaho

Court Administrative Rules:

[ J DENIED.

Request for Approval a11d Order • Pa;e .2
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·)

McLaughlin !Johnson 092511 )romwell

Courtroom508

Time
Speaker
Note
!St. v. Robert Hall CRFE11-03976 Pretrial Conf. Def. present in
02:35:03 PM:
03:27:04 PM icou.nsef···

::q}:}?: ??::P ~J:ct · ·

:-~~:~~~\~oreiio7Jason.spillman

·Rob . chasta1nibebr·a-·krisiaf···········

............ : ...................................................................................................................................................... ,. ..........., .................................................................................................... .

\Calls case and reviews
i Friday- Jury panel in to complete Jury Questionaire. Courtroom
j400 for completion of questionaire after sworn. When completed,
!copies will be made, sent to counsel on 9/28. Oct 4 at 3:30 meet
!to discuss, stipulate to excused, will submit new list to jury office.
!Jury selection on 10/9. 12 plus 3 alternates. Hours- 8:30 with
icounsel only, jury present at 9, till 3:30 with 3 breaks.

03:28:00 PM\

03:31 :39 PM i Spfffrna·n·····

)Anticipates to conclude.by

fohe:··········· . . . . . . . . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

03:32:00 PM jchastain iAnticipates to conclude within 3 days, as many of their witnesses .....
............................................................ ·............................................i.also.. ca.I led .. bY . state ...............................................................................................................................................................................................
9~}~:?.QP!YIJCt
............... JWiUadvise.jury may.be submitted to them by 10/29/12.
03:34:02 PM ISpillman
!Moves exclude witnesses
03:34:08 PM\Chastain iconcurs
··························
+

............................................................ +.........................................

...................................

03:34:11 PM i Ct
........ :.soOrders.
. ....................................................................................................................................................... .
03:34: 17 PM IChastain jWill have proposed JI by early next week (tues or wed)
03: 34: 33 PM j Spillman....... J.~1~?.. .~~ady_..~Y ~id ..~.:~ .~~ek····::::::·:::::::::::::: ::::::::······ ·::::::::::::::: ......
............ ··················
··q~::~.?:::f?.::PIY'J~t:......... :................ J~u.b~!~?t.~9[~.'.....9.~.".. . bri".~.!<?....~.:~9.···~~~.~ing.........................
.............
03:35:47 PM!
!Will discuss next days schedule each day after jury goes home .

.!....................................._.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

....... 1.................................

03:36:04 PMlCt

......

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .

JQ. on Exhibits with responses by counsel-working on stipulations,

63:37:15PM/Cf

:·~i~t~~~il~h~~~e1~~o6~1~~f begin with 400-premarked and submit to

······ ··

03:38 09PMjChastain
03:38:44 PM! Spillman
·03:.39:55 PM iCt
·

i~:::~~-~~~ihe~u~tore~~nsider some witnesses and visit to
!Argues to allow jury to visit scene.
JO .. on .. specifics._of _ logistics of.. bussing.jury to . scene...........

········· ::::::::::... ......

9~.:.~~::s~:~iyiJ~~astain . JResponds, . also argues.t?, .~11?.~)~.r.Y. to visit scene
03:43:40 PM i Ct
!Takes under advisment
03:43:51 PM j Spillman
iQ. on friday questionaire specifics
··················································

63:44:4Ef PMTcr·

iResponds, brief summary, admonishments, introductions, jury

03:45:50 PM jchastain

·!·~:~~~~~sno~x~~~:~~a~tj~~·usfody·~·asks . b"ring···i-r,·e·ari"y ·an"dexff

...............................

.......... :.

...

03:47:00 PM i Spillman
03:4 7: 16 PM Ct

I
i

..J~ith.9..~Jjµry . P.f.~~~IJt................................... ························· ........... ··············································· ····················· ···········
i Cts discretion
Will discuss with jury commissioner to work out. Will try to find out
iwhat courtroom will be in by 10/4 as will need floor shackle hookup

I

··o3·:·4-~F1. g··,=,-M·f·ctiasiaTn··---··-··1·A,iiues-re·:·· metfr.i"n··vrct1m·ss·ysiem=tox"lcoiagy··repo..i-is···stiii···tc>-ac1m1r·······
i

:

.........................·-···························+·-··············-·-··················-·..I······--··············-··············-········-························-············-·········-·················-··················-··········--················-·············-·············-··············----········

03:49:00 PM: Court

. 03 :49: 31 _ _ PM Jchastain.____
03: 50:22 PM ICt

03:50:39 PM fCt
03:50:54 PM j
9/25/2012

)Will review ruling, bring up on 4th .

..JC. on ..seating. for_ spectators._with ..special_interest······-···············-··-···········-···············-········
l Will work something out.
!Recess till friday at 8:30, 8:45 for jury questionaire.
j End
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FILED

1.M. _ _ _ _ P.M. _______

SE? 2 5 2012
CHRIS1 OPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By !:LAINE TONG

ROBERT R. CHASTAIN
ATTORNEY AT LAW

~EPllTY

300 Main, Suite 158
Boise, ID 83 702-7728
(208) 345-3110
Attorney for Defendant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.

ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No.

CRFE 2011-3976

AFFIDAVIT OF PERSONAL
SERVICE

~ v : ~ ~~eclares by sworn statement : I am a resident of Ada County, Idaho; I am over
the age of 18; I m not a p
to the action or related to any of the parties in the above-entitled action;

JD by delivering to and leaving with
, a copy at 5 5 o ~ flJ Fex. f2.ctn
, in Ada County, Idaho, on the

I ""'n,,,A +he <=ubpoena upon Hannah Hall, Meridian,

~<;!:.."-

/./q1 I-~

1.3_ day of

3e..pt::'

, 2012,

at

1 ! IS:: p....o'clock.
~

~

- .:::=::?

'-signa~=re=~---=--===------

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me thisJ3~y of ~4/2-J 2012.

MARIA J. CUTAIA
NOTARY PUBLIC

STATE OP IDAHO
- -

~{JJ' SllBPOENA, Page - 2

-

NotaryPublic f<Vldaho
Commission expires

.

o2jc}47 )Jd/&,
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ROBERT R. CHASTAIN
A T.,TORNEY AT LAW

300 Main, Suite 158
Boise, ID 83 702-7728
(208) 345-3110
Attorney for Defendant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

STATE OF IDAHO,

Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

THE STA TE OF IDAHO TO:

Case No.

CRFE 2011-3976

SUBPOENA

DlJCES TECUM

Hannah Hall, Meridian, ID

YOU ARE COMMANDED:
[ )C

]

to appear in the Court at the place, date and time specified below to testify in the above case.

[

to appear at the place, date and time specified below to testify at the taking of a deposition in the
above case.

[

to produce or permit inspection and copying of the following documents or objects, including
electronically stored information, at the place, date and time specified below.

[

to permit inspection of the following premises at the date and time specified below.

October 9, 2012

PLACE, DATE, AND TIME: Ada County Courthouse

9:00 a.m.

200 W. Front Street
Boise, ID 83702

You are further notified if you fail to appear at the place and time specified above, or to produce or
permit copying or inspection as specified above, you may be held in contempt of court and the aggrieved
party may recover from you the sum of$100 and all damages which the party may sustain by your failure to
comply with this subpoena.
DATED this

11.

day of September, 2012. ,,,, 1111 " 111 , , , ,
,,,, ~'.\ \\ JU/)/('1 ,,,,

By order of the Court.
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eN0·-----;=:---114+--FILED

A.M. _ _ _ _,P.M. _______

SEP 25 2012
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
ROBERT R. CHASTAIN
ATTORNEY AT LAW

By ELAINE TONG
DEPUTY

300 Main, Suite 158
Boise, ID 83 702-7728
(208) 345-3110
Attorney for Defendant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No.

CRFE 2011-3976

AFFIDAVIT OF
SERVICE

PERSONAL

G:,, ~ 5/i::;-.,,,f ~eclares by sworn statement: I am a resident of Ada County, Idaho; I am over
to the action or related to any of the parties in the above-entitled action;
the age of 18; 1 am not a p
•

Q, •

subpoena upon Kandi Hall, Meridian, ID by delivering to and leaving with
__, a copy at 119 9s? 0 3 Fox.. gb ~,1 ,j~ ~a County, Idaho, on the
'~
, 2012, at :J: ,., P,,..~'clock.
c - - - - . ~ /J

vt:u ti1e

.<.Ac;.ll\cl i ':._JJal I
~ <lay ot

G;-;
Signature

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this2r_~y of

;::::>~
c

~-ku.614

2012.

~

, r.~;\fi?A J. CUTAIA
NOTARY PUBLIC
STATE OF IDAHO

.

Notary Public r Idaho
Commission expires

¥Mj...k1/?,

001179
SllBPOENA, Page - 2

ROBERT R. CHASTAIN
ATTORNEY AT LAW

, , 300 Main, Suite 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
(208) 345-3110
Attorney for Defendant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STA TE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

THE STA TE OF IDAHO TO:

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No.

CRFE 2011-3976

SUBPOENA

DUCES TECUM

Kandi Hall, Meridian, ID

YOU ARE COMMANDED:

[ K ] to appear in the Court at the place, date and time specified below to testify in the above case.
[

to appear at the place, date and time specified below to testify at the taking of a deposition in the
above case.

[

to produce or permit inspection and copying of the following documents or objects, including
electronically stored information, at the place, date and time specified below.

[

to permit inspection of the following premises at the date and time specified below.

PLACE, DATE, AND TIME: Ada County Courthouse

October 9, 2012

9:00 a.m.

200 W. Front Street
Boise, ID 83702

You are further notified if you fail to appear at the place and time specified above, or to produce or
permit copying or inspection as specified above, you may be held in contempt of court and the aggrieved
party may recover from you the sum of $100 and all damages which the party may sustain by your failure to
comply with this subpoena.
DA TED this \

0\ day of September, 2012.

By order of the Court.

SUBPOENA, Page - I
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FILED
A.M. _ _ _ _
P.M _ _ _ __

SEP 2 5 2012
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By ELAINE TONG

ROBERT R. CHASTAIN
ATTORNEY AT LAW

DEPUTY

300 Main, Suite 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
(208) 345-3110
Attorney for Defendant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
ST A TE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No.

CRFE 2011-3976

AFFIDAVIT
SERVICE

OF

PERSONAL

G;gft: S/-c;,. f,"2-'f;

the age of

l;

declares by sworn statement : I am a resident of Ada County, Idaho; I am over
I am not a arty to the action or related to any of the parties in the above-entitled action;

V
l served the sy,bpoen/ upon Danny Meyers, Meri i~n, ID, by de.l!vering to and leaving with
-11; m [})
Lu..J, ~ ~ , a copy at / /
I-'\ D [),
.
, m Ada County, Idaho, on the
1
, 2012, at· :
h _ day of
'~pi-.
o'clock.

e,!/,.5

Ua /.

~

,

G:;_

5?:;~

Signature '

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this~ay of

MARIA J. CUTAIA
NOTARY PUBLIC

STATE OF IDAHO

~

SUBPOENA. Page - 2

~~

2012.

'

001181

ROBERT R. CHASTAIN
,ATT.ORNEY AT LAW

300 Main, Suite 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
(208) 345-3110
Attorney for Defendant

I""I THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
ST ATE OI<' IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.

ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

THE STA TE OF IDAHO TO:

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No.

CRFE 2011-3976

SUBPOENA

DUCES TECUM

Danny Meyers, Meridian, ID

YOU ARE COMMANDED:
[X ]

to appear in the Court at the place, date and time specified below to testify in the above case.

[

to appear at the place, date and time specified below to testify at the taking of a deposition in the
above case.

[

to produce or permit inspection and copying of the following documents or objects, including
electronically stored information, at the place, date and time specified below.

[

to permit inspection of the following premises at the date and time specified below.

PLACE, DATE, AND TIME: Ada County Courthouse

October 9, 2012

9:00 a.m.

200 W. Front Street
Boise, ID 83702

You are further notified if you fail to appear at the place and time specified above, or to produce or
permit copying or inspection as specified above, you may be held in contempt of court and the aggrieved
party may recover from you the sum of $100 and all damages which the party may sustain by your failure to
comply with this subpoena.
DATED this

2IJ

day of September, 2012.

By order of the Court.

SUBPOENA, Page - I

001182

N 0 · - - - - - :FILED
=~~-1---A.M. _ _ _ _
P.M _______

SEP 25 2012
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By ELAINE TONG
DEPUTY

ROBERT R. CHASTAIN
ATTORNEY AT LAW

300 Main, Suite 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
(208) 345-3110
Attorney for Defendant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,

Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No.

CRFE 2011-3976

AFFIDAVIT
SERVICE

OF

PERSONAL

~ ~ ~ e c l a r e s by sworn statement:

the age

of18;amnot ap

I am a resident of Ada County, Idaho; I am over
to the action or related to any of the parties in the above-entitled action;

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this ,73~ of ,

~l.!l'G

2012.

........................

~~- ~~

~-J

~

r ··_..~~Rlllia.-,
o:: a ll J • CUTAIA
N'.JTARY PUBLIC

STATE OF IDAHO
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001183

.

ROBERT R. CHASTAIN
' ATT,ORNEY AT LAW

300 Main, Suite 158
Boise, ID 83 702-7728
(208) 345-3110
Attorney for Defendant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

ST ATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.

ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

THE STATE OF IDAHO TO:

Case No.

CRFE 2011-3976

SUBPOENA

DUCESTECUM

Curtis Sibley, 711 W. Valentino Dr., Meridian, ID

YOU ARE COMMANDED:
[ )( ] to appear in the Court at the place, date and time specified below to testify in the above case.
to appear at the place, date and time specified below to testify at the taking of a deposition in the
above case.
[

to produce or pennit inspection and copying of the following documents or objects, including
electronically stored information, at the place, date and time specified below.
to permit inspection of the following premises at the date and time specified below.

PLACE, DATE, AND TIME: Ada County Courthouse

October 9, 2012

9:00 a.m.

200 W. Front Street
Boise, ID 83702

You are further notified if you fail to appear at the place and time specified above, or to produce or
permit copying or inspection as specified above, you may be held in contempt of court and the aggrieved
party may recover from you the sum of $100 and all damages which the party may sustain by your failure to
comply with this subpoena.
DATED thisle_ day of September, 2012.

,,, ,, , .. ,.,,, ,,,

.........,, '\ ~TH f UD ,,,,
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By order of the Court.
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e

--;:::-=~-!J_-1---

,,;J, _ _ _

FILED

A.M. _ _ _ _P.M----+---

SEP 2 5 2012
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By ELAINE TONG
OF.PIJTY

ROBERT R. CHASTAIN
ATTORNEY AT LAW

300 Main, Suite 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
(208) 345-3110
Attorney for Defendant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

ST ATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.

ROBERT DEAN HALL,

Defendant.

Case No.

CRFE 2011-3976

AFFIDAVIT OF
SERVICE

PERSONAL

c;;;;:_.~

~ c l ares by sworn statement: I am a resident of Ada County, Idaho; I am over
the age of 18; !Tlnot a party to the action or related to any of the parties in the above-entitled action;
subpoena upon Tabitha B_!!tterworth, Meridian, ID, by delivering to and leaving with
G'
'
<-~'
~
J
,.,{~::_'-'J,-+-1:\
, a copy at 3 7 3 [lJ. Fa.I( R-<.,n , in Ada County, Idaho, on the
·h3.__ day f
ct
, 2012, at 7 ' vO'CIOCk.
_.

,

1 - - - ·-

.1

•t..-

?

~

L/()

I

/G 5 =~
_>~
Signature

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me t h i ~ y of

r;:".,~~.'\ J.
.

~

l

5-~

2012.

CUTAIA

. N'JTARY PUBLIC
$TATE OF IDAHO

001185
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ROBERT R. CHASTAIN
ATTORNEY AT LAW

300 Main, Suite 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
(208) 345-3110
Attorney for Defendant

JN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDJCIAL DJSTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

STATE OF IDAHO,

Plaintiff,
vs.

ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

THE STATE OF IDAHO TO:

Case No.

CRFE 2011-3976

SUBPOENA

DUCES TECUM

Tabitha Butterworth, 5373 N. Fox Run Way, Meridian, ID

YOU ARE COMMANDED:
[ )( ] to appear in the Court at the place, date and time specified below to testify in the above case.
to appear at the place, date and time specified below to testify at the taking of a deposition in the
above case.
[

to produce or permit inspection and copying of the following documents or objects, including
electronically stored information, at the place, date and time specified below.

[

to permit inspection of the following premises at the date and time specified below.

PLACE, DATE, AND TIME: Ada County Courthouse

October 9, 2012

9:00 a.m.

200 W. Front Street
Boise, ID 83702

You are further notified if you fail to appear at the place and time specified above, or to produce or
permit copying or inspection as specified above, you may be held in contempt of court and the aggrieved
party may recover from you the sum of$100 and all damages which the party may sustain by your failure to
comply with this subpoena.
,,,1111,,,,
DATED this
day of September, 2012. ,,,, ,q1 JL'D'•,,,
,,, ~ ~ \
. Ir> ,,,

IOI
i..:...+

By order of the Court.
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001186

•

q ..

\b"s

\-tl4
\,Pl,C)C)
"'.

cii"·cn"""t;t-1----

NO. _ _ _ _
FtLE_oM
A.M. _ _ _ _
J.

~

s:P 2s 2012
CHRISTOPHER 0. RICH, Clerk

ROBERT R. CHASTAIN
ATTORNEY AT LAW

By ELAINE TONG
DEPUTY

300 Main, Suite 158
Boise, ID 83 702-7728
(208) 345-3110
Attorney for Defendant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No.

CRFE 2011-3976

AFFIDAVIT
SERVICE

OF PERSONAL

Gary Starkey declares by sworn statement : I am a resident of Ada County, Idaho; I am over the age
of 18; I am not a party to the action or related to any of the parties in the above-entitled action;
I served the subpoena upon Michelle Clark, Meridian, ID, by delivering to and leaving with
,acopyat /2....?-...'J \.,,..J, a::_,...,7 -n1c,e,Q\.daCounty,ldaho,onthe~.J
, 2012, at z,:oJ pw,o'clock.

/JJ.;c~e//e_ C/4,/l
day of Se.cl

·

~s
sz~ary Starfey

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this~y of

.;;./(j/Jt.,

2012.

~~:rid~
c;;L/d4/cJ.dl
Commission expires

~
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001187

ROBERT R. CHASTAIN
AT'fORNEY AT LAW

•

300 Main, Suite 158
Boise, ID 83 702-7728
(208) 345-3 110
Attorney for Defendant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

ST A TE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

THE STATE OF IDAHO TO:

Case No.

CRFE 2011-3976

SUBPOENA

DUCESTECUM

Michelle Clark, 1227 W. Barrymore Dr., Meridian, ID

YOU ARE COMMANDED:

[ K ] to appear in the Court at the place, date and time specified below to testify in the above case.
[

to appear at the place, date and time specified below to testify at the taking of a deposition in the
above case.

[

to produce or permit inspection and copying of the following documents or objects, including
electronically stored information, at the place, date and time specified below.
to permit inspection of the following premises at the date and time specified below.

PLACE, DA TE, AND TIME:

Ada County Courthouse

October 9, 2012

9:00 a.m.

200 W. Front Street
Boise, ID 83702
You are further notified if you fail to appear at the place and time specified above, or to produce or
permit copying or inspection as specified above, you may be held in contempt of court and the aggrieved
party may recover from you the sum of $100 and all damages which the party may sustain by your failure to
comply with this subpoena.
DA TED this

13 day of Septfltlbet>t'oil~1~t,y<'
. 0 ••
•• /,
' ·-~ e

By order of the Court.
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001188

•

•

:~·----F-'~.t

6/3()

SEP 2 7 2012
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH,
By ELAINE TONG

ROBERT R. CHASTAIN
ATTORNEY AT LAW

Clerk

DEPUTY

300 Main, Suite 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
(208) 345-3110
Attorney for Defendant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
ST ATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
ST ATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No.

CRFE 2011-3976

AFFIDAVIT
SERVICE

OF

PERSONAL

J~// ~ t j declares by sworn statement: I am a resident of Ada County, Idaho; I am over
the age of 18; I am not a party to the action or related to any of the parties in the above-entitled action;
I served the subpoena upon Auna Hilbig, Meridian, ID
~nA-

2J!=._ day of

1/,lbk

S4>

, a copy at~_/'/, ;sfa_/,'o;-i. P(cv:<:., 2012, at Z.'oS: ptYlo'clock.
Si

by delivering to and leaving with
, in Ada County, Idaho, on the

~
atur - z ; ; ~

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this2'7 6 day of

5<-~~,,,,
i

2012.

~~ le_

NotaryPul,c for Idaho
Commission expires 0"") - o <-- Z. O

001189
Sl!BPOENA, Page - 2

ROBERT R. CHASTAIN
ATTORNEY AT LAW

•

•

. 3QO Main, Suite 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
(208) 345-3110
Attorney for Defendant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
ST ATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.

ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

THE STATE OF JDAHO TO:

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No.

CRFE 2011-3976

SUBPOENA

DUCES TECUM

Auna Hilbig, 4681 N. Station Pl, Meridian, JD 83646

YOU ARE COMMANDED:
[ X ] to appear in the Court at the place, date and time specified below to testify in the above case.

to appear at the place, date and time specified below to testify at the taking of a deposition in the
above case.
[

to produce or permit inspection and copying of the following documents or objects, including
electronically stored information, at the place, date and time specified below.

[

to permit inspection of the following premises at the date and time specified below.

PLACE, DA TE, AND TIME: Ada County Courthouse

October 9, 2012

9:00 a.m.

200 W. Front Street
Boise, ID 83702

You are further notified if you fail to appear at the place and time specified above, or to produce or
permit copying or inspection as specified above, you may be held in contempt of court and the aggrieved
party may recover from you the sum of $100 and all damages which the party may sustain by your failure to
comply with this subpoena.
DATED this

J1

day of September, 2012.

By order of the Court.

SUBPOENA, Page - I

001190

•

•

?/;, 21, =

No. _ _ _Fii]oJ'-+.-1~~
A.M. _ _ _ _
FI~~

SEP 2 7 2012
CHRISTOPHER 0. RICH Cle k
By ELAINE iONG '
r

ROBERT R. CHASTAIN
ATTORNEY AT LAW

iJEPUty

300 Main, Suite 158
Boise, ID 83 702-7728
(208) 345-3] JO
Attorney for Defendant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.

ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No.

CRFE 2011-3976

AFFIDAVIT OF
SERVICE

PERSONAL

Trwe./

JOJ1e./{
declares by sworn statement : I am a resident of Ada County, Idaho; I am over
the age of 18; I am not a party to the action or related to any of the parties in the above-entitled action;
I served the subpoena upon Jeremy Mullin, Meridian, ID, by delivering to and leaving with
Ml<--Ut'rv
• a copy at 1IIJ7 ./V, ~!( 4,n•.. ss f1v<...
, in Ada County, Idaho, on the
ZZ,''5 day of ,5e.p-/u-.,J:,c ir
• 2012, at 8; '-II It""- o'clo~ck.

Jt,,LJ'<l1

A

-::z--~

"'n~--t-~e~~~=~~--"'",,,-=.=---

"""sl!,-,,

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this 27°aay of ~ . , . ,

'<~---

2012.

~

Notary Public f~ldaho
Commission expires O<:>- 0<...-701,
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001191

ROBERT R. CHASTAIN
ATTORNEY AT LAW

•

• 300 Main, Suite 158
Boise, ID 83 702-7728
(208) 345-3110
Attorney for Defendant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

ST ATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

THE ST ATE OF IDAHO TO:

Case No.

CRFE 2011-3976

SUBPOENA

DUCESTECUM

Jeremy Mullin, Meridian, ID

YOU ARE COMMANDED:
[ )( ] to appear in the Court at the place, date and time specified below to testify in the above case.
to appear at the place, date and time specified below to testify at the taking of a deposition in the
above case.
to produce or permit inspection and copying of the following documents or objects, including
electronically stored information, at the place, date and time specified below.
to permit inspection of the following premises at the date and time specified below.
PLACE, DA TE, AND TIME: Ada County Courthouse

October 9, 2012

9:00 a.m.

200 W. Front Street
Boise, ID 83702

You are further notified if you fail to appear at the place and time specified above, or to produce or
permit copying or inspection as specified above, you may be held in contempt of court and the aggrieved
party may recover from you the sum of $100 and all damages which the party may sustain by your failure to
comply with this subpoena.
DATED this2D day of September, 2012.

-By order of the Court.
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001192

•

SEP 27 2012
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By ELAINE TONG
DEPUTY

ROBERT R. CHASTAIN
ATTORNEY AT LAW

300 Main, Suite 158
Boise, ID 83 702-7728
(208) 345-3110
Attomey for Defendant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.

ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

~

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No.

CRFE 2011-3976

AFFIDAVIT OF PERSONAL
SERVICE

~ ~~

&~,
(;. t,:)5 declares by sworn statement : I am a resident of Ada County, Idaho; I am over
the age of 18; I am n~t a party to the action or related to any of the parties in the above-entitled action;

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this~ day of _ _ _ _ _ _ 2012.

Notary Public for Idaho
Commission expires _ _ __

SUBPOENA, Page - 2

001193

ROBERT R. CHASTAIN
AT;fORNEY AT LAW

300 Main, Suite 158
Boise, ID 83 702-7728
(208) 345-3110
Attorney for Defendant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

ST ATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.

ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

THE STATE OF IDAHO TO:

Case No.

CRFE 2011-3976

SUBPOENA

DUCES TECUM

Det. Chris McGilvery, Meridian Police Dept., Meridian, ID

YOU ARE COMMANDED:
[ )( ] to appear in the Court at the place, date and time specified below to testify in the above case.
[

to appear at the place, date and time specified below to testify at the taking of a deposition in the
above case.
to produce or permit inspection and copying of the following documents or objects, including
electronically stored information, at the place, date and time specified below.

[

to permit inspection of the following premises at the date and time specified below.

PLACE, DA TE, AND TIME: Ada County Courthouse

October 9, 2012

9:00 a.m.

200 W. Front Street
Boise, ID 83702

You are further notified if you fail to appear at the place and time specified above, or to produce or
permit copying or inspection as specified above, you may be held in contempt of court and the aggrieved
party may recover from you the sum of $100 and all damages which the party may sustain by your failure to
comply with this subpoena.
DATED this~ day of September, 2012.

By order of the Court.
'
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001194

•

•
ROBERT R. CHASTAIN
ATTORNEY AT LAW

~----Fl-~-~

300 Main, Suite 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
(208) 345-3110
Attorney for Defendant

'-t12D

SEP 2 7 2012
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
&y &LAINE TONG
D!F'tJfY

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE

STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.

ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No.

CRFE 2011-3976

AFFIDAVIT OF
SERVICE

PERSONAL

~~
declares by sworn statement : I am a resident of Ada County, Idaho; I am over
the age of 18; I am not a party to the action or related to any of the parties in the above-entitled action;

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this_ day of _ _ _ _ _ _ 2012.

Notary Public for Idaho
Commission expires _ _ __

001195
SllBPOENA, Page - 2

.

.

•

•

ROBERT R. CHASTAIN
ATTORNEY AT LAW

300 Main, Suite 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
(208) 345-3110
Attorney for Defendant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

ST A TE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.

ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

THE STA TE OF IDAHO TO:

Case No.

CRFE 2011-3976

SUBPOENA

DUCES TEClJM

Rachel Satterwhite, Ada County Paramedics, Boise, ID

YOU ARE COMMANDED:
[ )( ] to appear in the Court at the place, date and time specified below to testify in the above case.
to appear at the place, date and time specified below to testify at the taking of a deposition in the
above case.
to produce or pennit inspection and copying of the following documents or objects, including
electronically stored information, at the place, date and time specified below.
to permit inspection of the following premises at the date and time specified below.

October 9, 2012

PLACE, DATE, AND TIME: Ada County Courthouse

9:00 a.m.

200 W. Front Street
Boise, ID 83702

You are further notified if you fail to appear at the place and time specified above, or to produce or
permit copying or inspection as specified above, you may be held in contempt of court and the aggrieved
party may recover from you the sum of $100 and all damages which the party may sustain by your failure to
comply with this subpoena.
DA TED this

rl

,,,, , ,

day of September, 2012.

By order of the Court.
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NO,

ROBERT R. CHASTAIN
A TIORNEY AT LAW

iiu6
~f;z(J
AM, _ _ _ _
,P,M.__
._.,._-...
__

300 Main, Suite 158
Boise, ID 83 702-7728
(208) 345-3110
Attorney for Defendant

SEP 27 2012
OMAIITOPHEA D. PIICH, Cltrk
Sy iLAINE TONG
OEl'UTY

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
ST ATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No.

CRFE 2011-3976

AFFIDAVIT OF PERSONAL
SERVICE

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this_ day of _ _ _ _ _ _ 2012.

Notary Public for Jdaho
Commission expires _ _ __

001197
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•

•

ROBERT R. CHASTAIN
ATTOR.i~EY AT LAW

~00 Main, Suite 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
(208) 345-3110
Attorney for Defendant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

ST ATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.

ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

THE ST ATE OF IDAHO TO:

Case No.

CRFE 2011-3976

SUBPOENA

DUCESTECUM

Cory Patocka, Ada County Paramedics, Boise, ID

YOU ARE COMMANDED:
[ )C

]

to appear in the Court at the place, date and time specified below to testify in the above case.
to appear at the place, date and time specified below to testify at the taking of a deposition in the
above case.

[

to produce or permit inspection and copying of the following documents or objects, including
electronically stored information, at the place, date and time specified below.

[

to permit inspection of the following premises at the date and time specified below.

PLACE, DATE, AND TIME: Ada County Courthouse

October 9, 2012

9:00 a.m.

200 W. Front Street
Boise, ID 83702

You are further notified if you fail to appear at the place and time specified above, or to produce or
permit copying or inspection as specified above, you may be held in contempt of court and the aggrieved
party may recover from you the sum of$ I 00 and all damages which the party may sustain by your failure to
comply with this subpoena.
DATED this

J.9

day of September, 2012.

,,,,

By order of the Court.
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SEP 2 7 2012
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk

ROBERT R. CHASTAIN
ATTORNEY AT LAW

300 Main, Suite 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
(208) 345-31 10
Attorney for Defendant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.

ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No.

CRFE 2011-3976

AFFIDAVIT
SERVICE

OF PERSONAL

'5\..l~~T"~-~"', declares by sworn statement: 1 am a resident of Ada County, Idaho; 1 am over
the age of 18; I am not a parby to the action or related to any of the parties in the above-entitled action;
I served the subpoena upon Brandon LaRosa, Ada County Paramedics, Boise, ID by delivering to and
, a copy at ..3
, in Ada County,
leaving with S f:.19eV VIN/\(
Idaho, on the ~Myof 5:ep t, 2012, at '(): t:J 'clock. ,l'P.""1

y~WU\>'-<
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this_ day of _ _ _ _ _ _ 2012.

Notary Public for Idaho
Commission expires _ _ __

001199
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•

•

ROBERT R. CHASTAIN
ATTORNEY AT LAW

300 Main, Suite 158
BQise, ID 83702-7728
(208) 345-3110
Attorney for Defendant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
ST ATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

THE STATE OF IDAHO TO:

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No.

CRFE 2011-3976

SUBPOENA

DUCES TECUM

Brandon LaRosa, Ada County Paramedics, Boise, ID

YOU ARE COMMANDED:
[ )( ] to appear in the Court at the place, date and time specified below to testify in the above case.
]
[

to appear at the place, date and time specified below to testify at the taking of a deposition in the
above case.
to produce or permit inspection and copying of the following documents or objects, including
electronically stored information, at the place, date and time specified below.
to permit inspection of the following premises at the date and time specified below.

PLACE, DATE, AND TIME: Ada County Courthouse

October 9, 2012

9:00 a.m.

200 W. Front Street
Boise, ID 83702

You are further notified if you fail to appear at the place and time specified above, or to produce or
permit copying or inspection as specified above, you may be held in contempt of court and the aggrieved
party may recover from you the sum of $100 and all damages which the party may sustain by your failure to
comply with this subpoena.
DATED this~ day of September, 2012.
By order of the Court.

SUBPOENA, Page - I
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•
ROBERT R. CHASTAIN
ATTORNEY AT LAW

:-,--===~F:l~=::::.~--J4'-ri2-.,:ro'rf""'t"'""'

300 Main, Suite 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
(208) 345-3110
Attorney for Defendant

SEP 2 7 2012
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
ey ELAINE TONG
DEPUTY

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No.

CRFE 2011-3976

AFFIDAVIT
SERVICE

OF

PERSONAL

~
~ty"a.v,IVI~ declares by sworn statement: I am a resident of Ada County, Idaho; lam over
the'a°geof 18; I am not a party to the action or related to any of the parties in the above-entitled action;
. I ~erved _the subpoena upon Nate Lafollette, Ada County Paramedi9J, Boise, ID by ,d~livering~ to and
, a copy at 5yu> ;J ~..P-4#//V', m Ada County,
leaving with -s;:../1><)(' V j.,U/NN
ldaho,on the~da)'of ~
,2012, ~ : ' c l o c k . /J._.,,
~/

y

wl.,/\.AU

8fi, ature

~

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this_ day of _ _ _ _ _ _ 2012.

Notary Public for Idaho
Commission expires _ _ __

001201
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ROBERT R. CHASTAIN
ATTORNEY AT LAW

•

300 Main, Suite 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
(208) 345-3110
Attorney for Defendant

TN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
ST ATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.

ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

THE STATE OF IDAHO TO:

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No.

CRFE 2011-3976

SUBPOENA

DUCES TECUM

Nate Lafollette, Ada County Paramedics, Boise, ID

YOU ARE COMMANDED:
[ )( ] to appear in the Court at the place, date and time specified below to testify in the above case.
[

to appear at the place, date and time specified below to testify at the taking of a deposition in the
above case.
to produce or permit inspection and copying of the following documents or objects, including
electronically stored information, at the place, date and time specified below.
to permit inspection of the following premises at the date and time specified below.

PLACE, DA TE, AND TIME: Ada County Courthouse

October 9, 2012

9:00 a.m.

200 W. Front Street
Boise, ID 83702

You are further notified if you fail to appear at the place and time specified above, or to produce or
permit copying or inspection as specified above, you may be held in contempt of court and the aggrieved
party may recover from you the sum of $100 and all damages which the party may sustain by your failure to
comply with this subpoena.
DATED this lgday of September, 2012.

By order of the Court.

SUBPOENA, Page - l
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.,

•

ROBERT R. CHASTAIN
ATTORNEY AT LAW

300 Main, Suite 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
(208) 345-3110
Attorney for Defendant

~·~·----Fl-~.~

•

~d}-

1t 7' M

~~%• . <civlk
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT~ E
ST ATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No.

CRFE 2011-3976

AFFIDAVIT
SERVICE

OF

PERSONAL

_s:ffl

~ r '"'--"'.,_~~ \declares by sworn statement: I am a resident of Ada County, Idaho; I am over
the age o18;am not a party to the action or related to any of the parties in the above-entitled action;

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before methis_day of _ _ _ _ _ _ 2012.

Notary Public for Idaho
Commission expires _ _ __

!!.._

001203
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ROBERT R. CHASTAIN
ATTORNEY AT LAW

•

30Q Main, Suite 158
Boise, ID 83 702-7728
(208) 345-3110
Attorney for Defendant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

ST A TE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.

ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

THE ST ATE OF IDAHO TO:

Case No.

CRFE 2011-3976

SUBPOENA

DUCES TECUM

Christopher Ehnnan, Ada County Paramedics, Boise, ID

YOU ARE COMMANDED:
[ )( ] to appear in the Court at the place, date and time specified below to testify in the above case.
to appear at the place, date and time specified below to testify at the taking of a deposition in the
above case.
to produce or permit inspection and copying of the following documents or objects, including
electronically stored information, at the place, date and time specified below.
to pennit inspection of the following premises at the date and time specified below.
PLACE, DATE, AND TIME: Ada County Courthouse

October 9, 2012

9:00 a.m.

200 W. Front Street
Boise, ID 83702

You are further notified if you fail to appear at the place and time specified above, or to produce or
permit copying or inspection as specified above, you may be held in contempt of court and the aggrieved
party may recover from you the sum of $100 and all damages which the party may sustain by your failure to
comply with this subpoena.
DA TED this

tl

day of September, 2012.

By order of the Court.
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..•

ROBERT R. CHASTAIN
ATTORNEY AT LAW

300 Main, Suite 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
(208) 345-3110
Attorney for Defendant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
ST ATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No.

CRFE 2011-3976

AFFIDAVIT
SERVICE

OF

PERSONAL

---=-->,_=---....,..--~- declares by sworn statement: I am a resident of Ada County, Idaho; I am over
party to the action or related to any of the parties in the above-entitled action;

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this_ day of _ _ _ _ _ _ 2012.

Notary Public for Idaho
Commission expires _ _ __

001205
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•

ROBERT R. CHASTAIN
ATTORNEY AT LAW

300 Main, Suite 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
(208) 345-3 110
Attorney for Defendant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

ST ATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.

ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

THE STATE OF IDAHO TO:

Case No.

CRFE 2011-3976

SUBPOENA

DUCESTECUM

Bryan Fredrickson, Meridian Fire Department, Meridian, ID

YOU ARE COMMANDED:
[ )( ] to appear in the Court at the place, date and time specified below to testify in the above case.
to appear at the place, date and time specified below to testify at the taking of a deposition in the
above case.
to produce or permit inspection and copying of the following documents or objects, including
electronically stored information, at the place, date and time specified below.
to permit inspection of the following premises at the date and time specified below.
PLACE, DA TE, AND TIME: Ada County Courthouse

October 9, 2012

9:00 a.m.

200 W. Front Street
Boise, ID 83702

You are further notified if you fail to appear at the place and time specified above, or to produce or
permit copying or inspection as specified above, you may be held in contempt of court and the aggrieved
party may recover from you the sum of $100 and all damages which the party may sustain by your failure to
comply with this subpoena.

\u1

DATED this 1=.__\. day of September, 2012.
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SEP 2 7 2012
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By ELAINE TONG
DEPUTY

ROBERT R. CHASTAIN
ATTORNEY AT LAW

300 Main. Suite 158
Boise. ID 83702-7728
(208) 345-3110
Attorney for Defendant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
ST ATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
ST ATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.

ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No.

CRFE 2011-3976

AFFIDAVIT
SERVICE

OF

PERSONAL

\'<\ (\-i\51,..D~f \JS

the age of 18; I a

declares by sworn statement: I am a resident of Ada County, Idaho; I am over
not a party to the action or related to any of the parties in the above-entitled action;

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this_ day of _ _ _ _ _ _ 2012.

Notary Public for Idaho
Commission expires _ _ __

l
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ROBERT R. CHASTAIN
.t\TTORNEY AT LAW

300 Main, Suite 158
Boise, ID 83 702-7728
(208) 345-3110
Attorney for Defendant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

ST ATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

THE STATE OF IDAHO TO:

Case No.

CRFE 2011-3976

SUBPOENA

DUCES TECUM

Off. Jake Durbin, Meridian Police Dept. Meridian, ID

YOU ARE COMMANDED:
[ )( ] to appear in the Court at the place, date and time specified below to testify in the above case.
to appear at the place, date and time specified below to testify at the taking of a deposition in the
above case.
]

to produce or permit inspection and copying of the following documents or objects, including
electronically stored information, at the place, date and time specified below.

]

to permit inspection of the following premises at the date and time specified below.

PLACE, DATE, AND TIME: Ada County Courthouse

October 9, 2012

9:00 a.m.

200 W. Front Street
Boise, ID 83702

You are further notified if you fail to appear at the place and time specified above, or to produce or
permit copying or inspection as specified above, you may be held in contempt of court and the aggrieved
party may recover from you the sum of $100 and all damages which the party may sustain by your failure to
comply with this subpl~f

...

DATED this

day of September, 2012.
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LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General

NO. _ _ _ _ _ _ """7

AM.

PAUL R. PANTHER
Deputy Attorney General
Chief, Criminal Law Division

f'lc.cD

__

V

P.tL _ _ _ _

SEP 2 8 2812
CHRISTOPHER D. f-'ilCH, Clerk

JASON SLADE SPILLMAN ISB #8813
JESSICA M. LORELLO ISB #6554
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083

By DETH Mi'-..:ffEHS
DE?UTY

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.
______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976

EX-PARTE MOTION TO COMPEL
THE ATTENDANCE OF OUT OF
STATE WITNESS

Comes now, Jason Slade Spillman, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho,
and based upon the accompanying affidavit, moves this Court for the issuance of a
certificate finding that Melissa Mason is a necessary and material witness in the above
entitled criminal case, pursuant to Idaho Code §19-3005 compelling the attendance of
out-of-state witness.

EX-PARTE MOTION TO COMPEL THE ATTENDANCE OF OUT OF STATE WITNESS
(HALL), Page 1
001209

•

•
That a full and complete trial of the above-entitled defendant for the crime of first

degree murder, requires that the said Melissa Mason appear and testify before the
above-entitled Court at the said trial commencing on October 15, 2012.
That the time required by her to testify at the trial of the said matter is
approximately two days.

7f>,.

Respectfully submitted this

2._ day of September 2012.

EX-PARTE MOTION TO COMPEL THE ATTENDANCE OF OUT OF STATE WITNESS
(HALL), Page 2

001210

•
LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General
PAUL R. PANTHER
Deputy Attorney General
Chief, Criminal Law Division
JASON SLADE SPILLMAN ISB #8813
JESSICA M. LORELLO ISB #6554
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.
______________

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
AFFIDAVIT OF PROSECUTING
ATTORNEY JASON SLADE
SPILLMAN

)
) ss:
)

I, Jason Slade Spillman, Deputy Attorney General for the State of Idaho
assigned to prosecute the above-entitled case, does hereby state:
1)

That there is on file with the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of

the State of Idaho an Indictment charging Robert Hall with first degree murder. This
AFFIDAVIT OF PROSECUTING ATTORNEY JASON SLADE SPILLMAN
(HALL), Page 1

)

001211

•
Indictment was returned to the court on or about April 12, 2012, and has been set for
trial commencing on October 9, 2012 at 9:00 a.m. That Melissa Mason will be needed
to testify to her knowledge pertaining to this proceeding.
2)

That Melissa Mason is a material witness for the State in the above-

entitled matter and her testimony is necessary for a full and complete trial of Robert Hall
for the crime of first degree murder. Based upon witness interviews and police reports,
Melissa Mason has information regarding Robert Hall and his wife, Kandi Hall, and their
relationship. This information is important to support the State's theory of the case that Robert Hall killed Emmett Corrigan to prevent Kandi Hall from leaving him to be
with Emmett. In the days leading up to the murder, Melissa Mason had several
conversations with Rob about Rob and Kandi's relationship. Melissa Mason may
provide testimony regarding these conversations including statements made by Rob
Hall.
3)

That the time which will be consumed by the witness traveling and

testifying at the trial of the above-named defendant will be approximately two days.
Melissa Mason will be needed to testify beginning on October 15, 2012. Witness
compensation for the above-named Melissa Mason is $8.00 per day for witness fees.
The State of Idaho will arrange for transportation, per diem and lodging.
4)

It is my information and belief that the State of Oregon has enacted a

Uniform Act to Secure Attendance of Witnesses From Without a State in Criminal
Proceedings, O.R.S. § 136.625. The State of Idaho has likewise adopted that Act, I.C. §
19-3005, and it provides for immunity from service of process or arrest arising from, or

AFFIDAVIT OF PROSECUTING ATTORNEY JASON SLADE SPILLMAN
(HALL), Page 2

001212

•
in connection with any matter which began before the witness's entrance into the State
of Idaho under said summons.

Respectfully submitted this

rfJ,,
day of September 2012.

l?

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me t h i s ~ of September 2012.

ota Public for State of Idaho
Residing at Boise, Idaho.
Commission Expires: 3/10/2017.

AFFIDAVIT OF PROSECUTING ATTORNEY JASON SLADE SPILLMAN
(HALL), Page 3
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.
_______________

)
)
)

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
CERTIFICATE TO SECURE
ATTENDANCE OF WITNESS FROM
WITHOUT THE STATE OF IDAHO

This matter having come on before this Court on the motion of the Attorney
General for the State of Idaho, and the Court having examined the motion and affidavit,
and being fully advised;
NOW, THEREFORE, this Court finds and certifies that:

(1)

There is a criminal prosecution pending in the above-entitled court and

that said criminal prosecution has been set to commence on the

9th

day of October,

2012, at the hour of 9:00 a.m. in the Ada County Courthouse, Boise, Idaho;
(2)

Melissa Mason is a material witness in the criminal prosecution pending in

the above-entitled Court;
(3)

That the attendance of said Melissa Mason, will be necessary for a period

of approximately two days, to-wit: on between October 15 through October 17, 2012.

CERTIFICATE TO SECURE ATTENDANCE OF A WITNESS FROM WITHOUT THE
STATE OF IDAHO (HALL), Page 1

001214

•
That the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of the State of Idaho may obtain
jurisdiction over the said Melissa Mason.
THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED AND DECREED that three copies of
the affidavit, certificate, and order, and copy of the Uniform Act to Secure Attendance of
Witnesses From Without a State in a Criminal Proceeding be transmitted to the clerk of
the District Court of the State of Oregon for the County of Polk wherein the material
witness Melissa Mason resides, for such criminal proceedings as are appropriate in that
court under the Uniform Act to Secure the Attendance of a Witness From Without a
State in Criminal Proceedings, for the purpose of securing the attendance of the said
Melissa Mason, upon this criminal prosecution for a period of approximately two days,
to-wit: on or between October 15 through October 17, 2012.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED AND DECREED that the Attorney General for the
State of Idaho shall arrange air travel, hotel accommodations and issue a check to the
said witness for per diem.
~

DATED thit'(" day of September 2012.

District Judge

CERTIFICATE TO SECURE ATTENDANCE OF A WITNESS FROM WITHOUT THE
STATE OF IDAHO (HALL), Page 2
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McLAUGHLIN/ MASTERS, CROMWELL 28 SEPTEMBER 2012
Time

Speaker

)·

Courtroom400

Note

..08:26:58 .. AM.i ...................................... •..........................................................................................................................................................................................................
08:58:20 AM
i Robert Dean Hall CR FE 11 03976 Jury Questionnaire
\ Proceeding
................................................+...................................... ............................................................................................................................................................................................
08:58:27 AM\
\ Present: Jason Spillman, Jessica Lorello, Rob Chastain,
. . l. Deborah...Kristal '...defendant i.n. custody........................................................
•Addresses counsel and defendant re today's proceedings.
ci8:5.ff:°2~f'AM f Court
i Will advise jurors they do not need to fill out their address on
the questionnaires.
08:59: 11 AM i Counsel i That's fine.
09:01:51 AM'
j Jury panel enters courtroom.
09:07:22 AM j Court
i Confirms with Marji Shepani'roii"'caffhas·..aiready..been..
i
i all summoned jurors are present.
09:07:51 AM! Court
[ Addresses jurors re today's proceeding. Advises of charge
t
i against defendant.
i,,

~

i

taken·;. . .

09:08:50 AM! Court
09:09:20 AM i Court

i

. .........................................

[ Introduces counsel and defendant.
............................................. ..
i Advises of trial schedule: trial begins 9 October, will go
\through week of October 25, may possibly spill over to
I following week. Each day will be 9:00 am - 3:30 pm., with
: exception of 9 October, when jury selection may cause a
i longer day .

...•...................................... ·............................................................................................................................................................................................................

09: 11 :04 AM i Court

!
!

l Orders summoned jurors not to watch any news on TV re this
\ case, read any news or periodicals re this case, read or listen

i to any internet news/articles re this case, research the case,
!talk with any other prospective/selected jurors re this case,
! blog anything about the case, make any investigation of this
• case on their own.

.

09: 13: 17 AM t Court

'

.

i Jurors will receive notification from Jury Office by 5 October
! whether or not they are pre-selected and need to appear on 9

i October.

09: 13:48 AM! Marji
• Shepard

• Those excused will receive a telephone call. If they don't
receive a phone call, they need to report on 9 October.

09:14:18 AM: Court

i Directs jurors they do not need to fill in their address on the
i questionnaire.

'ciifTs:o'fAMT'c'itirk............. [ Swears in the prospective juroii'fodffffrig"'auTfrie""·.. ····"'"'......................... .
•
: questionnaires.
the jurors .
09: 15:53 AM Court
................................................; .....................................,,._Thanks
................................................................................
""'"'-"" ............................................................................................................
09: 16:01 AM!
! Jurors exit courtroom to return to the Jury Office in order to fill
!
!out the questionnaires.
09: 18:07 AM Court
Advises counsel to get together in order to agree on
j
stipulated jurors to excuse for cause. Will be a struck panel
I
of 39 (12 jurors plus 3 alternates plus 12 preemptory
!
challenges. Counsel will get a list of the jurors in the order
they'll be seated in the audience. Will have that list to you by
Friday.

l

I

1
i
i

9/28/2012
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McLAUGHLIN/ MASTERS, CROMWELL 28 SEPTEMBER 2012 )
09:21 :16 AM I Counsel
•
09:21 :31 AMi Court

Courtroom400

·

: No objection to manner in which this jury panel was selected
: by the Jury Office.
[ Will have the questionnaires to you today - don't photocopy or
i distribute them. Any personal identifying info about a juror
1 isn't to be used for any other purpose than reviewing the
i questionnaire.
r Question re what was found in victim's body'~hut"haven't yet
i reviewed the Court's decision. It was amphetamines.

:

:

:
,

:

·o{i:"2I:'f~fAM I Chastain
09:22:50 AMI Court

[Whatever the blood results during autopsy showed -

.. 09:23:06 .. AM.\_Spillman....... i. No_questions re_that_at_this_.time ....................................................................
09:23: 19 AM i Chastain i Does Court object to counsel drinking coffee, etc?
09:23:37 AM j Court
\ No.
.. .................................................................................................................................
09:23:55 AM

9/28/2012

1

i Court adjourns.
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LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By ELAINE TONG
OEF'UTY

PAUL R. PANTHER
Chief, Deputy Attorney General
Criminal Law Division
JASON SLADE SPILLMAN ISB #8813
JESSICA M. LORELLO ISB #6554
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
FIFTY-FIFTH ADDENDUM
TO DISCOVERY
FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL

COMES NOW, Jason Slade Spillman, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho,
and makes the following Fifty-Fifth Addendum to the previous Response to Discovery
pursuant to Rule 16:
16(b) Disclosure pursuant to written request by Defendant:
(4)
BATES#
5135

Documents and Tangible Objects:
DOCUMENT/ DESCRIPTION
Compact disc containing jail
phone calls from September 5,
2012 through September 19,
2012

AUTHOR/
AGENCY
Julie McKay

DATE
9/5/12
To
9/19/12

FIFTY-FIFTH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 1

NO.OF
PAGES
1 CD
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•
(1) Witness Audra Urie has resigned her position with the Meridian Police
Department. Prior to her resignation, there was an internal affairs investigation
regarding alleged untruthfulness by Urie. That investigation was not related in
any way to: (1) Urie's participation in the Hall investjgation, (2) her operation of
the measuring/diagram system used in the Hall investigation or (3) her training
on that system.
(2) On August 23, 2012, the Office of the Attorney General received a letter from
federal prisoner Shane Brizendine. Paragraph 13 of that letter refers to Kandi
Hall. That paragraph is disclosed below along with the signature line to
Brizendine's letter.
Although Paragraph 13 of Brizendine's letter references "exhibit (13)a," no exhibits
were attached to his letter and the State is not aware of any "exhibit (13)a."
13) I had$9,000 cash, all in S's, 10's, 20's, 50':;, and lOO's that I left in safe
keeping with l'vfike Gooding. Somehmv this $9,000 dollars turned into
$6,000 dollars) all in SO's and lOO's, and was turned over to Kandi Hall who
was just convicted for embezzling $32,000 from her last boss who was also
an attorney. Please see exhibit (l3)a, the missing money has yet to be

addressed for some u:1knov.rn reason. It appears the law is somehow l
sided. \Vhy was this money never addressed it was part of a federal
investigation?

Painfully Submitted
~ r""?
•
__)~~:y,~~c\,:
~I

I recived 12 years 8 months for a c;:rime I was pressured into pfeading guilty to. Thare
still ls no proof but my attorneys failed me because I didn't have the remainfng 20,500
dollars to pay. LIFE OR TAKE DEAL! Please see all Exhibits at Canyon Couraty court

civil suite or Idaho statesmen, presstribune or Boise weekly. Ill be in federal prison
BOP.Gov inmate finder Shane Brrzendine # 12400-023

DATED this 28th day of September 2012.

FIFTY-FIFTH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 2
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 28th day of September 2012, I caused to be
served a true and correct copy of the foregoing Fifty-Fifth Addendum to Discovery for
Conflict Counsel to:
Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

_

U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
X Hand Delivered
_
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
_
Electronic Mail (Email)

Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

_
U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
_X_ Hand Delivered
_
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
_
Electronic Mail (Email)

;CJ~

~ Newman, Legal Secretary

-

FIFTY-FIFTH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 3
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JASON SLADE SPILLMAN ISB #8813
JESSICA M. LORELLO ISB #6554
Deputy Attorneys General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

)
)
)
)
)

ROBERT DEAN HALL,

)

vs.

Defendant,

______________

)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
MOTION TO EXCLUDE TESTIMONY
OF DEFENSE EXPERTS
(SUBMITTED UNDER SEAL)

COMES NOW, Jessica M. Lorello, Deputy Attorney General, State of
Idaho, and hereby files this motion to exclude the testimony of Dr. Craig Beaver
and Dr. Robert Friedman
I. RELEVANT BACKGROUND
In his First Supplemental Discovery Response ("Response"), filed July 25,
2012, Defendant lists a number of experts that may testify at his trial. Included in
that list are Dr. Craig Beaver and Dr. Robert Friedman. Defendant indicates Dr.

MOTION TO EXCLUDE TESTIMONY OF DEFENSE EXPERTS (SUBMITTED
UNDER SEAL), Page 1
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... .
Beaver "will testify regarding Mr. Hall's handedness, and that the subdural
hematoma suffered by Mr. Hall could result in him having little if any memory of
the events surrounding the gunshot wound." (Response, p.3.)

"The facts and

data relied upon for [Dr. Beaver's] opinion are a comprehensive neurocognitive
examination of Mr. Hall, the case history, interview tapes of Mr. Hall made by
EMTs and police officers, medical and EMT records and X-rays, Unemployment
Statements, State Board of Pharmacy records." (Response, p.3.)
Defendant indicates Dr. Friedman will similarly testify that Defendant has
"suffered a significant traumatic brain injury as a result of the gunshot wound on
3/11/11" and that Defendant "has a minimal amount of retrograde amnesia, and
significant post trauma amnesia, as he does not recall the event itself, and has
no recollection of the emergency room visit." (Response, pp.3-4.) Dr. Friedman
"does not anticipate Mr. Hall ever having a recollection of what had occurred at or
about the time of his traumatic brain injury, or the subsequent post-amnestic
period of time, and finds no evidence that Mr. Hall is confabulatory or lying in this
regard." (Response, p.4.) "The facts and data relied upon" by Dr. Friedman
"were review of the EMT and hospital records, case history, EMT and officer
tapes of Mr. Hall, X-rays, Mr. Hall's CT scan, Health Insurance Claim Form,
Motion and Memorandum of Law in Support of Defendant's Motion to Admit
Various Items of Evidence, AIT Lab Analysis Report, Sterling Lab Analysis
Report, Copy of Corrigan's letter to his wife, State Board of Pharmacy Reports on
Emmet [sic] Corrigan, Robert Hall, Kandi Hall." (Response, p.4.)

MOTION TO EXCLUDE TESTIMONY OF DEFENSE EXPERTS (SUBMITTED
LINDER SEAL), Page 2
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II. ARGUMENT
The admissibility of expert testimony is discretionary. State v. Crea, 119
Idaho 352, 806 P.2d 445 (1991); State v. Parkinson, 128 Idaho 29, 909 P.2d 647
(Ct. App. 1996). "To be admissible, the expert's testimony must assist the trier of
fact to understand the evidence or to determine a fact in issue." State v. Joslin,
145 Idaho 75, 81, 175 P.3d 764, 770 (2007) (quotations omitted); see also I.RE.
702.

"Expert testimony is generally admissible if evidence is beyond the

common experience of most jurors and the jurors would be assisted by such
testimony." State v. Varie, 135 Idaho 848, 853, 26 P.3d 31, 36 (2001 ).
The state objects to any testimony by Ors. Beaver or Friedman that the
Defendant has amnesia or otherwise lacks memory of the events surrounding the
shooting of Emmett Corrigan. It is established that an expert may not be used as
a mere conduit for hearsay. State v. Scovell, 136 Idaho 587, 591-92 (Ct. App.
2001) (erroneous to admit victim's written statement as foundation for expert
opinion consistent with written statement). Likewise, it is erroneous to admit an
expert opinion based solely on that expert's acceptance of the representations of
a third party. State v. Hester, 114 Idaho 688, 695-96, 760 P.2d 27, 34-35 (1988)
(erroneous to allow medical doctor to testify as to identity of abuser where such
opinion based on representation of victim and not upon medical testing); State v.
Johnson, 119 Idaho 852, 855-59, 810 P.2d 1138, 1141-45 (Ct. App. 1991)
(erroneous to admit doctor's opinion that victim had been sexually abused where
opinion was based on victim's statement to the doctor rather than medical
testing).
MOTION TO EXCLUDE TESTIMONY OF DEFENSE EXPERTS (SUBMITTED
UNDER SEAL), Page 3
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It does not appear Ors. Beaver and Friedman conducted any tests as a
basis for their conclusions. 1

Rather, they are basing their opinion on Hall's

claims of lack of memory and that such a claim is consistent with the physical
injury he suffered at or near the time of the homicide.

Because there is no

medical way to confirm or disprove the Defendant's claimed lack of memory, any
testimony by the doctor witnesses would not be based on their expertise.
Testimony from Ors. Beaver and Friedman based on Hall's representations to
them and not subjected to scientific testing is merely hearsay and is not properly
admissible expert testimony.
Moreover, allowing Dr. Beaver and/or Dr. Friedman to testify that
Defendant does not remember and, at least according to Dr. Friedman, that
Defendant is "not confabulatory or lying in this regard" is wholly inappropriate as
it is testimony that Defendant is "credible" in his claimed lack of memory.
Credibility is for the jury to decide and is not the proper subject of "expert"
testimony.

State v. Perry, 139 Idaho 520, 525, 81 P.3d 1230, 1235 (2003)

("[E]xpert testimony which does nothing but vouch for the credibility of another
witness encroaches upon the jury's vital and exclusive function to make credibility
determinations, and therefore does not 'assist the trier of fact' as required by
Rule 702.") see also State v. Christiansen, 144 Idaho 463, 469, 163 P.3d 1175,
1181 (2007) (improper to elicit opinion of human lie detector that defendant's

1

If non-hearsay evidence of lack of memory is presented at trial, it would be
appropriate to opine whether such testimony is consistent with the physical
injuries Defendant suffered; however, Defendant's claim that he is suffering from
amnesia is itself not admissible.
MOTION TO EXCLUDE TESTIMONY OF DEFENSE EXPERTS (SUBMITTED
UNDER SEAL), Page 4
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'

.
statement of facts was a lie based on training to watch for demeanor of
declarant),
With respect to Dr. Beaver's proposed testimony regarding Defendant's
"handedness," it is unclear how this falls within the scope of expert testimony.
The state, therefore, objects to any such testimony from Dr. Beaver on
Defendant's "handedness."
Ill. CONCLUSION
The State respectfully requests that the Court exclude the testimony of
Ors. Beaver and Friedman.
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITIED this 2nd day of October 2012.

MOTION TO EXCLUDE TESTIMONY OF DEFENSE EXPERTS (SUBMITTED
LINDER SEAL), Page 5
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 2"d day of October 2012, I caused to be
served a true and correct copy of the foregoing Motion Regarding Defense
Experts to:

Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836
Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728

_
_

_x_

U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnjght Mail
Facsimile

_

U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
_
Overnight Mail
_x_Facsimile

o ean Newman, Legal Secretary

MOTION TO EXCLUDE TESTIMONY OF DEFENSE EXPERTS (SUBMITTED
UNDER SEAL), Page 6
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LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General
PAUL R. PANTHER
Chief, Deputy Attorney General
Criminal Law Division
JASON SLADE SPILLMAN ISB #8813
JESSICA M. LORELLO ISB #6554
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
FIFTY-SIXTH ADDENDUM
TO DISCOVERY
FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL

)
)
)

COMES NOW, Jason Slade Spillman, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho,
and makes the following Fifty-Sixth Addendum to the previous Response to Discovery
pursuant to Rule 16:
16(b) Disclosure pursuant to written request by Defendant:
(4)
BATES#
5136

Documents and Tangible Objects:
DOCUMENT/ DESCRIPTION
Email from Det. Jim Miller
regarding a text from Dana
Borgquist about reloading
equipment

AUTHOR/
AGENCY
Det. Jim Miller

DATE
10/2/12

FIFTY-SIXTH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 1

NO.OF
PAGES
1
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•

•

Audio of recorded conversation
between Det. Jim Miller and Dixie
Skinner on October 1, 2012
Email from Det. Jim Miller
regarding a conversation with
Kevin Jones on October 2, 2012
Audio of recorded conversation
between Det. Jim Miller and Kevin
Jones on October 2, 2012
Compact disc containing jail
phone calls from September 20,
2012 through October 1, 2012

5137

5138

5139

5140

Det. Jim Miller

10/01/12

1 audio file

Det. Jim Miller

10/02/12

1

Det. Jim Miller

10/02/12

1 audio 'file

Julie McKay

Rec'd
10/2/12

1 CD

DATED this 2nd day of October 2012.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 2nd day of October 2012, I caused to be served a
true and correct copy of the foregoing Fifty-Sixth Addendum to Discovery for Conflict
Counsel to:
Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

_
U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
_X_ Hand Delivered
_
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
_
Electronic Mail (Email)

Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

_
U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
_X_ Hand Delivered
_
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
_
Electronic Mail (Email)

~fµ/f}u-.....__
Rosean Newman, Legal Secretary

FIFTY-SIX"rH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 2
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OCT Q4 2012
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk

Robert R. Chastain
Attorney at Law
300 W. Main, Suite 158
Boise, ID 83 702
(208) 345-3110
Idaho State Bar# 2765

By TARA THERRIEN
DEPUTY

Deborah N. Kristal
Attorney at Law
3140 N. Bogus Basin Road
Boise, ID 83702
(208) 345-8708
Idaho State Bar# 2296

Attorneys for Defendant
Robert Dean Hall

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,

V.

ROBERT DEAN HALL,

)
)
Plaintiff, )
)
)
)
)
)
Defendant. )
)

Case No. CR-FE-2011-3976
PROPOSED JURY INSTRUCTIONS

COMES NOW, Robert Dean Hall ("Mr. Hall"), by and through his attorneys of record
and hereby submits the following jury instructions founded on those legal bases explained in his
Memorandum in Support of Proposed Jury Instructions. Additions to the Idaho Criminal Jury
Instructions ("ICJI") are indicated with bold lettering.

Deletions are indicated with strike-

through.

PROPOSED JURY INSTRUCTIONS --1
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INSTRUCTION NO.
(ICJI 701, 704A, 1602)
PARTI
Murder is the killing of a human being without legal justification or excuse and with
malice aforethought.

You will be instructed later on the elements of legal justification and

excuse.
In order for the defendant to be guilty of First Degree Murder with malice aforethought,
the state must prove each of the following:
1. On or about March 11, 2011,
2. in the state of Idaho,
3. the defendant Robert Hall engaged in conduct which caused the death of
Emmett Corrigan,
4. the defendant acted without justification or excuse,
5. with malice, and
6. the murder was a willful, deliberate, and premeditated killing. Premeditation
means to consider beforehand whether to kill or not to kill, and then to decide to
kill. There does not have to be any appreciable period of time during which the
decision to kill was considered, as long as it was reflected upon before the
decision was made. A mere unconsidered and rash impulse, even though it
includes an intent to kill, is not premeditation;
If you find that the state has failed to prove beyond a reasonable doubt any of the

elements one (1) - six (6) fi¥e(5) above, you must find the defendant not guilty of First Degree
Murder. If you find that elements one (1) - six (6) above have been proven beyond a

PROPOSED JURY INSTRUCTIONS -- 2
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reasonable doubt, you must find the defendant guilty of first degree murder. If you find
that elements one(l)

five(5) above have been proven beyond a reasonable doubt, and you

unanimously agree that the state has proven any of the above eirel.llllstance[s] under element
six(6) beyond a reasonable doubt, you must find the defendant guilty of first degree mm=der.

If you find that the state has failed to prove any of the above, you must find the defendant
not guilty of first degree murder. If you find that all of the above have been proven beyond a
reasonable doubt, then you must find the defendant guilty of first degree murder.

PART II
If you find the defendant guilty of aggravated battery with intent to commit a serious
feleny murder, you must next consider whether the defendant displayed, used, threatened or

attempted to use a firearm in the commission of the crime.
Firearm means any weapon capable of ejecting or propelling one or more projectiles by
the action of any explosive or combustible propellant, and includes unloaded firearms and
firearms which are inoperable but which can readily be rendered operable.

If you unanimously find beyond a reasonable doubt that the defendant used, displayed,
threatened with or attempted to use a firearm deadly weapon in the commission of the above
crime, then you must so indicate on the verdict form submitted to you. If, on the other hand, you
cannot make such a finding, then you must make that indication on the verdict form.

PROPOSED JURY INSTRUCTIONS -- 3
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INSTRUCTION NO.
(ICJI 702)
Malice exits only when there is manifested a deliberate intention unlawfully to take away
the life of a human being. Evidence has been presented regarding the intoxication of the

defendant. You may consider the effect of the intoxication on the defendant's ability to
form the deliberate intent to take away the life of a human being.

The foregoing proposed instruction modifies ICJI 702 as follows:
Malice may be express or implied.
Malice is express ,vheB exists only when there is manifested a deliberate intention
unlawfully to kill a human being. Evidence has been presented regarding the intoxication of

the defendant. You may consider the effect of the intoxication on the defendant's ability to
form the deliberate intent to take away the life of a human being
Malice is implied wheB:
1. The killiBg resulted from aB intentioBal act,
2. The Batural eoBsequeBces of the act are
dangerous to human life, and
3.

The act 1.vas deliberately performed 1.vith knovrledge of the danger to, and with

coBscious disregard for, human life. WheB it is shown that a killiBg resulted from the iBtentioBal
doing of an act with e~(press or implied malice, BO other mental state Beed be shown to establish
the mental state of malice aforethought. The mental state coBstitutiBg malice aforethought does
Bot Becessarily require any ill will or hatred of the persoB killed. The word "aforethought" does

PROPOSED JURY INSTRUCTIONS -- 4
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not imply deliberation or the lapse of time. It only means that the malice must precede rather
than follow the act.

PROPOSED JURY INSTRUCTIONS -- 5
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INSTRUCTION NO.
(ICJI 707)

The distinction between murder and manslaughter is that murder requires malice, while
manslaughter does not. There is no malice aforethought if the defendant acted with adequate
provocation while in the heat of passion or a sudden quarrel, even if the defendant intended to
kill the deceased. The provocation would have been adequate if it would have caused a
reasonable person, in the same circumstances, to lose self-control and act on impulse and without
reflection.

Heat of passion may be provoked by fear, rage, anger, terror, revenge or other

emotion. Adequate provocation does not exist, however, when a person acts from choice and
malice aforethought even though experiencing any number of emotions.

PROPOSED JURY INSTRUCTIONS -- 6
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INSTRUCTION NO.
(ICJI 708)
In order for the defendant to be guilty of Voluntary Manslaughter, the state must prove
each of the following:
1. On or about March 11, 2011,
2. in the state of Idaho,
3. the defendant Robert Hall engaged in conduct which caused the death of Emmett
Corrigan, and
4. the defendant acted unlawfully upon a sudden quarrel or heat of passion and without
malice in causing such death.
If any of the above has not been proven beyond a reasonable doubt, you must find the

defendant not guilty. If each of the above has been proven beyond a reasonable doubt, then you
must find the defendant guilty of voluntary manslaughter.

PROPOSED JURY INSTRUCTIONS -- 7
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INSTRUCTION NO.
(ICJI 712)
In order for the defendant to be guilty of Involuntary Manslaughter by negligent use of a
deadly weapon, the state must prove each of the following:
1. On or about March 11, 2011
2. in the state of Idaho
3. the defendant Robert Hall used a firearm with reckless disregard of the consequences
and of the rights of others,
4. producing the death of Emmett Corrigan.
A "deadly weapon" is any object, instrument or weapon which is used in such a manner
as to be capable of producing, and likely to produce, death or great bodily injury.

If any of the above has not been proven beyond a reasonable doubt, you must find the
defendant not guilty. If each of the above has been proven beyond a reasonable doubt, then you
must find the defendant guilty.

PROPOSED JURY INSTRUCTIONS -- 8
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•
INSTRUCTION NO. - - (ICJI 1514)

The defendant contends, as a defense in this case to the above crimes, that the killing
was justifiable because the defendant was resisting an attempt to do great bodily harm, was
defending himself against a design to do great bodily harm, and/or was defending himself when
reasonable grounds existed to apprehend a design to do great bodily harm.
Under the law, homicide is justifiable if in any one of the following three (3)
circumstances.

I.
The homicide was committed while resisting an attempt to do great bodily injury

upon any person, including the defendant.
II.

The homicide was committed in defense of a person, including the defendant,

against one who manifestly intends or endeavors, by violence or surprise, to
commit a felony. The circumstances must be sufficient to create a fear in a
reasonable person and the defendant must have acted under the influence of
such fears alone. However, the bare fear of such acts is not sufficient ooless the

circumstances are sufficient to create such a fear in a reasonable person and the
defendant acted under the influence of such fears alone.
Aggravated assault is a felony that consists of the following elements in this
case:
1. On or about March 11, 2011,

2. in the state of Idaho,
3. Emmett Corrigan committed an assault upon Robert Hall, by either
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•

•

a) intentionally and unlawfully threatening by word or act to
do violence to Robert Hall, with an apparent ability to do so,
and by doing some act which created a well-founded fear in
Robert Hall that such violence is imminent, or
b) attempting, with apparent ability, to commit a violent injury
on Robert Hall; and
5. Emmett Corrigan committed that assault with a deadly weapon or
instrument or by any means or force likely to produce great bodily
harm.

III.
The homicide was committed in the lawful defense of the defendant when there is

are reasonable grounds to apprehend a design to do some great bodily injury and
imminent danger of such design being accomplished. The circumstances must

be sufficient to create a fear in a reasonable person and the defendant must
have acted under the influence of such fears alone. However, the bare fear of
such acts is not sufficient unless the circlHllstances are sufficient to create such a
fear in a reasonable person and the defendant acted under the influence of such
fears alone.
If the homicide appears to be justifiable, the defendant must, upon his trial, be fully

acquitted and discharged. The burden is on the prosecution to prove beyond a reasonable
doubt that the homicide was not justifiable. If there is a reasonable doubt whether the homicide
was justifiable, you must find the defendant not guilty.
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•
INSTRUCTION NO. - - (ICJI 1516)
The defendant contends, as a defense in this ease to the above crimes, that the killing of
the decedent was an excusable homicide.

Homicide is excusable

waea

in either of the

following two circumstances:

I.
When committed by accident and misfortune in doing any lawful act by
lawful means, with usual and ordinary caution, and without any unlawful
intent.
II.

When committed by accident and misfortune, in the heat of passion, upon
any sudden and sufficient provocation, and when the killing is not done in a
cruel or unusual manner.

If the homicide appears to be excusable, the defendant must, upon his trial, be fully
acquitted and discharged. The burden is on the prosecution to prove beyond a reasonable
doubt that the homicide was not excusable. If there is a reasonable doubt whether the homicide
was excusable, you must find the defendant not guilty.
DATED thisL\.+b day of October, 2012.

Robert R. Chastain

~
rnKristal
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

l\*'s

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the
day of October, 2012, I caused to be served a
true and correct copy of the foregoing document by the method and address indicated below to
the following:
Jason Spillman
Jessica Lorello
Attorney General's Office
700 W. State Street, 4th Floor
Boise, ID 83720-0010

[
[
[
[

]
]
]
]

U.S. MAIL
HAND DELIVERED
FACSIMILE:
OVERNIGHT MAIL

Robert R. Chastain
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OCT O~ 2012
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By TARA THERRIEN
~PUTY

Robert R. Chastain
Attorney at Law
300 W. Main, Suite 158
Boise, ID 83702
(208) 345-3110
Idaho State Bar# 2765
Deborah N. Kristal
Attorney at Law
3140 N. Bogus Basin Road
Boise, ID 83702
(208) 345-8708
Idaho State Bar # 2296

Attorneys for Defendant
Robert Dean Hall

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,

v.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,

)
) Case No. CR-FE-2011-3976
Plaintiff, )
) MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PROPOSED
) JURY INSTRUCTIONS
)
)
)
Defendant. )
)

COMES NOW, Robert Dean Hall ("Mr. Hall"), by and through his attorneys ofrecord
and hereby supplies the following Memorandum In Support of Proposed Jury Instructions. Said
Proposed Jury Instructions are filed contemporaneously herewith.
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MEMORANDUM
I. STATUTORY FRAMEWORK

Mr. Hall is charged with murder in the first degree, pursuant to Idaho Code§§ 18-4001,
4002, and 4003(a), and the violation of "use of a deadly weapon during the commission of a
felony" under Idaho Code § 19-2520. The Amended Indictment alleges that Mr. Hall "did
willfully, unlawfully, deliberately, with premeditation, and with malice aforethought kill and
murder Emmett Corrigan, a human being, by shooting Emmett Corrigan with a handgun in the
chest and head from which Emmett Corrigan died." It further alleges that Mr. Hall "did use a
firearm, to wit: a Ruger .380 semi-automatic pistol, in the commission of the crime alleged in
Count I."
For this Court's reference, the aforementioned statutes are reproduced in relevant part as
follows.
Statutes Relevant to the State's Accusations
Idaho Code§§ 18-4001, 4002, 4003(a):
18-4001. MURDER DEFINED. Murder is the unlawful killing of a human being
... with malice aforethought ....
18-4002. EXPRESS AND IMPLIED MALICE. Such malice may be express or
implied. It is express when there is manifested a deliberate intention unlawfully to
take away the life of a fellow creature. It is implied when no considerable
provocation appears, or when the circumstances attending the killing show an
abandoned and malignant heart.
18-4003. DEGREES OF MURDER. (a) All murder ... which is perpetrated by
any kind of willful, deliberate and premeditated killing is murder of the first
degree ....
(g) All other kinds of murder are of the second degree.
Idaho Code § 19-2520:
19-2520. EXTENDED SENTENCE FOR USE OF FIREARM OR DEADLY
WEAPON. Any person convicted of a violation of sections ... 18-4003 (degrees
of murder), 18-4006 (manslaughter), ... Idaho Code, who ... used ... a firearm.
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.. while committing or attempting to commit the crime, shall be sentenced to an
extended term of imprisonment. The extended term of imprisonment authorized in
this section shall be computed by increasing the maximum sentence authorized
for the crime for which the person was convicted by fifteen ( 15) years.
For the purposes of this section, "firearm" means any deadly weapon capable of
ejecting or propelling one (1) or more projectiles by the action of any explosive or
combustible propellant, and includes unloaded firearms and firearms which are
inoperable but which can readily be rendered operable.
The additional terms provided in this section shall not be imposed unless the fact
of displaying, using, threatening, or attempting to use a firearm or other deadly
weapon while committing the crime is separately charged in the information or
indictment and admitted by the accused or found to be true by the trier of fact at
the trial of the substantive crime.
This section shall apply even in those cases where the use of a firearm is an
element of the offense.
Manslaughter
In addition to the foregoing, the Idaho Code defines manslaughter as follows:
18-4006. MANSLAUGHTER DEFINED. Manslaughter is the unlawful killing of
a human being including, but not limited to, a human embryo or fetus, without
malice. It is of three (3) kinds:
(1) Voluntary -- upon a sudden quarrel or heat of passion.

(2) Involuntary -- in the perpetration of or attempt to perpetrate any unlawful act,
other than those acts specified in section 18-4003(d), Idaho Code; or in the
commission of a lawful act which might produce death, in an unlawful manner, or
without due caution and circumspection; or in the operation of any firearm or
deadly weapon in a reckless, careless or negligent manner which produces death ..

Justifiable and Excusable Homicide
Finally, the following statutes apply to justifiable and excusable homicide:
18-4009. JUSTIFIABLE HOMICIDE BY ANY PERSON. Homicide is also
justifiable when committed by any person in either of the following cases:
1. When resisting any attempt to murder any person, or to commit a felony, or to
do some great bodily injury upon any person; or,
2. When committed in defense of ... person, against one who manifestly intends
or endeavors, by violence or surprise, to commit a felony ... ; or,
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3. When committed in the lawful defense of such person, or of a wife or husband,
parent, child, master, mistress or servant of such person, when there is reasonable
ground to apprehend a design to commit a felony or to do some great bodily
injury, and imminent danger of such design being accomplished; but such person,
or the person in whose behalf the defense was made, if he was the assailant or
engaged in mortal combat, must really and in good faith have endeavored to
decline any further struggle before the homicide was committed[.]
18-4010. FEAR NOT SUFFICIENT JUSTIFICATION. A bare fear of the
commission of any of the offenses mentioned in subdivisions 2 and 3 of the
preceding section, to prevent which homicide may be lawfully committed, is not
sufficient to justify it. But the circumstances must be sufficient to excite the fears
of a reasonable person, and the party killing must have acted under the influence
of such fears alone.
18-4012. EXCUSABLE HOMICIDE. Homicide is excusable in the following
cases:
1. When committed by accident and misfortune in doing any lawful act by lawful
means, with usual and ordinary caution, and without any unlawful intent.
2. When committed by accident and misfortune, in the heat of passion, upon any
sudden and sufficient provocation[.]
18-4013. DISCHARGE OF DEFENDANT WHEN HOMICIDE JUSTIFIABLE
OR EXCUSABLE. The homicide appearing to be justifiable or excusable, the
person indicted must, upon his trial, be fully acquitted and discharged.
II. LEGAL ST AND ARDS RELATING TO JURY INSTRUCTIONS

Idaho Code § 19-2132 provides the legal framework for determining the propriety of a
proposed jury instruction:
Instructions to jury--Requests--Instructions on included offenses

(a) In charging the jury, the court must state to them all matters of law
necessary for their information. Either party may present to the court any
written charge and request that it be given. If the court thinks it correct and
pertinent, it must be given; if not, it must be refused. Upon each charge
presented and given or refused, the court must indorse and sign its decision. If
part be given and part refused, the court must distinguish, showing by the
indorsement what part of the charge was given and what part refused.
(b) The court shall instruct the jury with respect to a lesser included offense

if:
(1) Either party requests such an instruction; and
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(2) There is a reasonable view of the evidence presented in the case
that would support a finding that the defendant committed such lesser
included offense but did not commit the greater offense.
(c) If a lesser included offense is submitted to the jury for consideration, the court
shall instruct the jury that it may not consider the lesser included offense unless it
has first considered each of the greater offenses within which it is included, and
has concluded in its deliberations that the defendant is not guilty of each of such
greater offenses.
"Whether the jury was properly instructed is a question of law[.]" State v. Sundquist, 128
Idaho 780, 781 (Ct. App. 1996).

III. DEFENSES
After the evidence is presented at trial, Mr. Hall will be entitled to jury instructions on
Justifiable Homicide and Excusable Homicide.

A. Justifiable Homicide
1. Proposed Instruction

Mr. Hall proposes the following instruction on Justifiable Homicide:
INSTRUCTION NO. - - The defendant contends, as a defense to the above crimes, that the killing was
justifiable because the defendant was resisting an attempt to do great bodily harm,
was defending himself against a design to do great bodily harm, and/or was
defending himself when reasonable grounds existed to apprehend a design to do
great bodily harm.
Under the law, homicide is justifiable in any one of the following three (3)
circumstances.

I.
The homicide was committed while resisting an attempt to do great bodily harm
upon any person, including the defendant.

II.
The homicide was committed in defense of a person, including the defendant,
against one who manifestly intends or endeavors, by violence or surprise, to
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commit a felony. The circumstances must be sufficient to create a fear in a
reasonable person and the defendant must have acted under the influence of such
fears alone.
Aggravated assault is a felony that consists of the following elements in this case:
1. On or about March 11, 2011,
2. in the state ofldaho,
3. Emmett Corrigan committed an assault upon Robert Hall, by either
a) intentionally and unlawfully threatening by word or act to do
violence to Robert Hall, with an apparent ability to do so, and by
doing some act which created a well-founded fear in Robert Hall
that such violence is imminent, or
b) attempting, with apparent ability, to commit a violent injury on
Robert Hall; and
4. Emmett Corrigan committed that assault with a deadly weapon or
instrument or by any means or force likely to produce great bodily harm.

III.
The homicide was committed in the lawful defense of the defendant when there
are reasonable grounds to apprehend a design to do some great bodily injury and
imminent danger of such design being accomplished. The circumstances must be
sufficient to create a fear in a reasonable person and the defendant must have
acted under the influence of such fears alone.
If the homicide appears to be justifiable, the defendant must, upon his trial, be
fully acquitted and discharged. The burden is on the prosecution to prove beyond
a reasonable doubt that the homicide was not justifiable. If there is a reasonable
doubt whether the homicide was justifiable, you must find the defendant not
guilty.

2. Legal and Factual Basis for Proposed Instruction
First, it should be noted that only circumstances II and III above apply the "reasonable
person" standard to the element of fear. Idaho Code § 18-4010 provides that "[a] bare fear of

the commission of any of the offenses mentioned in subdivisions 2 and 3 of the preceding
section, to prevent which homicide may be lawfully committed, is not sufficient to justify it. But
the circumstances must be sufficient to excite the fears of a reasonable person, and the party
killing must have acted under the influence of such fears alone." Circumstance I is derived from
subdivision 1; hence, the "reasonable person" requirement does not apply to circumstance I. The
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statute's plain language clearly mandates this conclusion by applying the standard only to
"subdivisions 2 and 3 of [Idaho Code§ 18-4009]."
In addition, the clear purpose of the "reasonable person" standard is to reqmre
reasonableness when evaluating one's prospective fears.

Subdivisions 2 and 3 address only

prospective fears of harm:
Subdivision 2: "in defense of . . . person, against one who manifestly intends or

endeavors, by violence or surprise, to commit a felony[.]"
Subdivision 3: "there are reasonable grounds to apprehend a design to do some great
bodily injury[.]"
On the other hand, subdivision 1 states that the defense applies only "[w Zhen resisting

any attempt to ... do some great bodily injury upon any person." Consequently, if the "attempt
to . . . do great bodily injury" was in progress, the resulting fear need not be measured by a
"reasonable person" standard. Instead, there need only be resistance to an attempt to cause great
bodily harm.
The factual support for this instruction is ample. In this Court's Memorandum Decision
and Order re: Compendium of Motions, this Court correctly held admissible evidence that
while Kandi Hall was traveling with Corrigan in his truck, Mr. Hall called Kandi
on her cell phone and Corrigan took the phone and made a threatening statement
directed at Mr. Hall ("I'll f*ing break your head''). Kandi also witnessed
Corrigan make the same threatening statement to Mr. Hall during Corrigan 's
confrontation with Mr. Hall at Walgreens that night. Kandi further observed
Corrigan make statements toward Mr. Hall enticing Mr. Hall to fight ("come
onf*ing big guy, come on'')[. T]hese are statements by the victim that are highly
relevant to his motives an intent and therefore these statements will be allowed to
be presented to the jury.
P. 18 (emphasis added).
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In addition, this Court found admissible "Evidence that on March 11, 2011, Kandi Hall
observed Corrigan pushing Mr. Hall in the chest with both hands, swaying, scratching his feet
on the ground, and verbally enticing Mr. Hall to hit him when he confronted Mr. Hall at

Walgreens[. T]hese are statements by the victim that are highly relevant to his motives and
intent[.]" Memorandum Decision and Order re: Compendium of Motions, p. 18.
The above evidence is sufficient to warrant a Justifiable Homicide instruction as to all
subdivisions of Idaho Code § 4009. As explained above, the distinguishing feature between
subdivision 1 and subdivisions 2 and 3 is that, for subdivision 1, an attempt to cause great bodily
harm must have been in progress, whereas subdivisions 2 and 3 require a reasonable fear of

imminent harm. On March 11, 2011, Mr. Corrigan twice threatened to "f*ing break [Mr. Hall's]
head," pushed Mr. Hall, and enticed him to fight. The evidence will establish that a skirmish
ensued and will be sufficient to allow a reasonable jury to infer that Mr. Corrigan attempted to
cause great bodily harm on Mr. Hall.

Mr. Corrigan specifically stated this intent when he

threatened to "f*ing break [Mr. Hall's] head." He also actually battered Mr. Hall during this
altercation, and the relevant skirmish occurred shortly thereafter. The facts are sufficient to
allow a reasonable jury to conclude that Mr. Corrigan was in the process of attempting to cause
great bodily harm on Mr. Hall. The facts therefore are sufficient to allow circumstance I to be
presented to the jury.
As to circumstances II and III, the facts are even clearer. In fact, it cannot even be
reasonably disputed that Mr. Hall is entitled to the requested instruction regarding circumstances
II and III within the proposed jury instruction. It is objectively reasonable to conclude that Mr.
Corrigan presented an imminent threat of great bodily harm. Mr. Corrigan was "pushing Mr.
Hall in the chest with both hands, swaying, scratching his feet on the ground, and verbally
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enticing Mr. Hall to hit him when he confronted Mr. Hall at Walgreens" during the same timeframe in which he had specifically threatened Mr. Hall with great bodily harm by stating that he
will "f*ing break your head." Moreover, the evidence will establish that Mr. Corrigan possessed
the physical superiority necessary in order to effect his threat, further establishing that a
reasonable person would fear imminent great bodily harm. It is quite clear that Mr. Corrigan
"manifestly endeavored," by violence, to commit aggravated battery against Mr. Hall.
Circumstance II therefore applies.

Finally, Mr. Corrigan provided "reasonable grounds to

apprehend a design to do some great bodily injury," and that such design was imminent. Hence,
circumstance III is also appropriate.
B. Excusable Homicide
1. Proposed Instruction

Mr. Hall proposes the following instruction on Excusable Homicide:
The defendant contends, as a defense to the above crimes, that the killing of the
decedent was an excusable homicide. Homicide is excusable in either of the
following two circumstances:

I.
When committed by accident and misfortune in doing any lawful act by lawful
means, with usual and ordinary caution, and without any unlawful intent.
II.
When committed by accident and misfortune, in the heat of passion, upon any
sudden and sufficient provocation, and when the killing is not done in a cruel or
unusual manner.
If the homicide appears to be excusable, the defendant must, upon his trial, be
fully acquitted and discharged. The burden is on the prosecution to prove beyond
a reasonable doubt that the homicide was not excusable. If there is a reasonable
doubt whether the homicide was excusable, you must find the defendant not
guilty.
2. Legal and Factual Basis for Proposed Instruction
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The distinction between excusable homicide and justifiable homicide was originally
intended to assist the determination whether a duty to retreat existed. State v. Goldberg, 79 A.2d
702, 705 (New Jersey 1951)1. Idaho has addressed the issue of retreat statutorily, by specifically
requiring retreat in certain circumstances and not requiring it in others. 2
Defendant anticipates that evidence will be presented regarding Mr. Hall's belief that the
shooting was accidental. Separate evidence will support the inference that Mr. Hall was acting
in self-defense, thereby justifying (rather than excusing) the shooting. Although these defenses
appear to be mutually exclusive of one another, it will be the province of the jury to determine
which defense applies. Even though the instructions may be mutually exclusive, it does not
follow that Mr. Hall could be acquitted based on only one or the other. It is entirely possible that

reasonable doubt could be created by both defenses. Neither defense need be proved in order to
cast reasonable doubt on the allegations against Mr. Hall. See, Martin v. Ohio, 480 U.S. 228
(1987) ("all but two of the States, Ohio and South Carolina, have abandoned the common-law
rule and require the prosecution to prove the absence of self-defense when it is properly raised by

1

The Goldberg court stated:
Then there arose a distinction between a so-called justifiable homicide and an
excusable homicide. Sir Michael Foster appears to have been the first writer to
employ that distinction as the test by which to determine the duty to retreat. Essay
on Homicide (1st ed. 1762).
Blackstone recognized justifiable homicides as those in which the slayer is not 'in
the minutest degree' in fault, and excusable homicides as those in which 'there is
some fault, some error or omission; so trivial, however, that the law excuses it
from the guilt of felony.' 4 Blackstone Comm., c. 14. The excusable class
embraced homicides occasioned by misadventure and by self-defense.
The distinction in its original breadth between justifiable and excusable homicide
has survived in some jurisdictions and has been apparently disregarded in others.

For example, LC.§ 18-4009-3. appears to require a duty to retreat when engaged in mortal
combat.
2
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the defendant."). Because a factual basis exists for both instructions, they are both "pertinent"
and should both be given if "correct." LC. § 19-2132.
The factual basis for the excusable homicide instruction is that, first, evidence will be
presented supporting the inference that the shooting was accidental.

In this Court's

Memorandum Decision and Order re: Compendium of Motions, this Court acknowledged that
the drugs in Mr. Hall's system were "highly relevant to Defendant's state of mind and intent,
which is the biggest central issue in this case." P. 28. This Court also acknowledged that
"Defendant stated that he did not remember how Corrigan was shot or who shot him. However,
in later statements, including ones made on April 25, 2011 to Diane Kelly in an unemployment
hearing with the Department of Labor, Defendant asserted that he shot Corrigan in self-defense."
P. 2. Therefore, evidence exists to support the both the factual contention that the shooting was
completely accidental, and the contention that it was excusably in the heat of passion. The jury
will resolve any apparent inconsistency in the evidence. LC. § 19-2131 ("questions of law are to
be decided by the court, questions of fact by the jury").

IV. MURDER
A. Definition of Murder and Malice Aforethought
Mr. Hall submits the following definition of "murder":
Murder is the killing of a human being without legal justification or excuse and
with malice. You will be instructed later on the elements of legal justification and
excuse.
Mr. Hall submits the following with regard to the "malice" element of murder:
Malice exits only when there is manifested a deliberate intention unlawfully to
take away the life of a human being. Evidence has been presented regarding the
intoxication of the defendant. You may consider the effect of the intoxication on
the defendant's ability to form the deliberate intent to take away the life of a
human being.
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B. Legal Analysis and Points
Regarding the malice instruction, the word "aforethought" has not been included because
the comment to Idaho Criminal Jury Instruction 702 indicates that "[t]here is no legal distinction
between malice and malice aforethought."

The term "aforethought" therefore is redundant.

Removing that redundancy eliminates the necessity of explaining, as ICJI 702 does, the effect of
the term. No language is included regarding "implied malice" 3 because the Amended Indictment
charges Mr. Hall with only express malice.

The language regarding intoxication is proper

because "the jury may take intoxication into account in determining whether the defendant was
capable of forming [the requisite] intent when the crime was committed. In a murder case,
intoxication may bear on the existence of 'malice aforethought.'" State v. Hall, 111 Idaho
827, 834 (Ct. App. 1986) (emphasis added) (citations omitted).
C. Elements of First Degree Murder
Mr. Hall submits the following jury instruction on the elements of first degree murder:
In order for the defendant to be guilty of First Degree Murder with malice, the
state must prove each of the following:
1. On or about March 11, 2011,
2. in the state of Idaho,
3. the defendant Robert Hall engaged in conduct which caused the death
of Emmett Corrigan,
4. the defendant acted without justification or excuse,
5. with malice, and
6. the murder was a willful, deliberate, and premeditated killing.
Premeditation means to consider beforehand whether to kill or not to kilL
and then to decide to kill. There does not have to be any appreciable
period of time during which the decision to kill was considered, as long as
it was reflected upon before the decision was made. A mere unconsidered

3

Idaho Criminal Jury Instruction 702 describes implied malice as follows:
Malice is implied when:
1. The killing resulted from an intentional act,
2. The natural consequences of the act are dangerous to human life, and
3. The act was deliberately performed with knowledge of the danger to, and with
conscious disregard for, human life.
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and rash impulse, even though it includes an intent to kill, is not
premeditation;
If you find that the state has failed to prove beyond a reasonable doubt any of the
elements one (1) - six (6) above, you must find the defendant not guilty of First
Degree Murder. If you find that elements one (1) - six (6) above have been
proven beyond a reasonable doubt, you must find the defendant guilty of first
degree murder.
If you find that the state has failed to prove any of the above, you must find the
defendant not guilty of first degree murder. If you find that all of the above have
been proven beyond a reasonable doubt, then you must find the defendant guilty
of first degree murder.

The foregoing instruction is substantially derived from Idaho Criminal Jury Instruction
704A. The primary difference between ICJI 704A and the above is that ICJI 704A describes the
first five elements, and then separately stresses that the sixth element contains multiple
"circumstances" on which the jury need not unanimously agree. In this case, the sixth element
does not need to be segregated because there is only one "circumstance" within the sixth element
that is potentially applicable here. Because only one "circumstance" could apply to the sixth
element, unanimity is required.

Therefore, Mr. Hall has deleted the ICJI 704A language

discussing unanimity.
V. MANSLAUGHTER
"The court shall instruct the jury with respect to a lesser included offense if ... [e ]ither
party requests such an instruction; and ... [t]here is a reasonable view of the evidence presented
in the case that would support a finding that the defendant committed such lesser included
offense but did not commit the greater offense." I.C. § 19-2132. Mr. Hall requests instructions
on voluntary manslaughter and involuntary manslaughter, which are lesser included offenses of
first degree murder. See, State v. Whipple, 134 Idaho 498, 505 (2000).
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The distinguishing characteristic between voluntary manslaughter and murder is that
murder requires malice, while voluntary manslaughter does not. According to ICJI 707, malice
is absent "if the defendant acted with adequate provocation while in the heat of passion or a
sudden quarrel, even if the defendant intended to kill the deceased." The above-described facts
establish a sufficient basis to request a voluntary manslaughter instruction. A reasonable jury
could conclude that the evidence established that Mr. Corrigan provoked Mr. Hall and that Mr.
Hall acted in the heat of passion. The instruction therefore is appropriate. 4
Mr. Hall also requests jury instructions on involuntary manslaughter. Specifically, he
requests instructions relating to the negligent use of a deadly weapon.

This instruction is

"pertinent" because the facts could support a jury's finding of involuntary manslaughter. A
reasonable jury could conclude that, during the skirmish between Mr. Hall and Mr. Corrigan, the
gun was negligently operated, resulting in Mr. Corrigan's death and Mr. Hall's head injuries.
The jury could infer that the quarrel was chaotic, as most quarrels are, and that Mr. Hall's
operation of the firearm during the chaos was negligent. The state does not share this theory, but
it would not be unreasonable to reach this conclusion. Therefore, the instruction should be
given.
DATED this

_j_

day of October, 2012.

Mr. Hall will be relying on the standard ICJI instructions for voluntary and involuntary
manslaughter; because these instructions are presumptively valid, separate argument is not
required in support of their inclusion.
4
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EVIDENTIARY STIPULATION

)
)

)

COME NOW the Parties, by counsel, and in the interests of the fair and efficient
presentation of evidence at trial, stipulate to the following:
(1) While reserving all other evidentiary objections, the Parties stipulate there will be
no LACK OF FOUNDATION or CHAIN OF CUSTODY objections, to the following
evidence:
(a) Toxicology/Lab reports analyzing Defendant's or Emmett Corrigan's blood or
urine and pills found in Defendant's and Emmett Corrigan's vehicles;
(b) Any medical records or EMT/Paramedic notes/reports;
(c) The "physical" evidence (gun, shell casings, clothing, evidence recovered
from Defendant's or Emmett Corrigan's vehicles);
(d) Kandi Hall's 911 call;
(e) Blood, fingerprint, semen, gunshot residue and DNA evidence;
(f) Walgreen's video;
(g) Defendant's telephone calls from jail;
(h) Audio/video recordings of Defendant;
(i) Pills seized from Defendant's and Emmett Corrigan's vehicles and bottles in
which they were contained; and,
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U) Texts and/or records of phone calls made from or received at the numbers for
Defendant's (407-6743), Kandi Hall's (830-5564) or Emmett Corrigan's (8307097) cell phones. *The Parties further stipulate that all such calls and or
texts were sent, made or received by the persons assigned to those numbers.
(2) The State intends to introduce testimony from the three (3) persons who
collected gunshot residue evidence from the hands of Defendant, Kandi Hall and
Emmett Corrigan, but the Parties stipulate that testimony from persons who
collected blood, urine, semen, fingerprint and DNA evidence will not be required.
Rather, the Defense and State shall, subject to relevancy objection, be allowed to
directly question the experts and analysts upon confirmation by the
expert/analyst that they analyzed the evidence collected at the scene or from the
Defendant, Kandi Hall or Emmett Corrigan.
(3) In lieu of calling several collection, foundational or custodial witnesses, the State
intends to introduce the following evidence through the testimony of Lead
Detective Jim Miller:
(a) The "physical" evidence (mentioned in paragraph 1(c) above);
(b) Kandi Hall's 911 call;
(c) Texts and calls to and from Defendant's, Kandi Hall's and Emmett Corrigan's
cell phones;
(d) Walgreen's video; and ,
(e) A diagram of the scene.
Defendant specifically reserves the right to object to the relevancy of this
evidence, but waives all foundational and chain of custody objections and
consents to the evidence being offered through Detective Miller.
SO AGREED, this

4th

day of October, 2012.
By: The State

By: The Defense

~;:/

Robert D. Hall

Deborah N. Kristal

2
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Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
STATE'S PROPOSED JURY
INSTRUCTIONS

COMES NOW, Jessica M. Lorello, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho, and
hereby submits the State's proposed jury instructions.

The State's proposed jury

instructions include some that may not be required depending on the Court's rulings
and the evidence presented. For example, the State's proposed instructions include (1)
ICJI 306 (View of the premises - preliminary instruction), which will not be necessary
should the Court deny the parties' request to reconsider the denial of the state's motion
to view the scene; (2) ICJI 301 (Effect of Defendant's election not to testify), which will
STATE'S PROPOSED JURY !INSTRUCTIONS, Page 1
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not be necessary should the Defendant testify.

The State may request additional instructions during trial or at the conclusion of
evidence or may request exclusion of certain instructions as circumstances dictate.
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this

4th

day of October 2012.

J

SICA M. LORELLO
~ttorney General

STATE'S PROPOSED JURY IINSTRUCTIONS, Page 2
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INSTRUCTION NO. _ __

•

Now that you have been sworn as jurors to try this case, I want to go over with you
what will be happening. I will describe how the trial will be conducted and what we will
be doing. At the end of the trial, I will give you more detailed guidance on how you are
to reach your decision.
Because the state has the burden of proof, it goes first. After the state's opening
statement, the defense may make an opening statement, or may wait until the state has
presented its case.
The state will offer evidence that it says will support the charge(s) against the
defendant. The defense may then present evidence, but is not required to do so. If the
defense does present evidence, the state may then present rebuttal evidence. This is
evidence offered to answer the defense's evidence.
After you have heard all the evidence, I will give you additional instructions on the
law. After you have heard the instructions, the state and the defense will each be given
time for closing arguments. In their closing arguments, they will summarize the
evidence to help you understand how it relates to the law. Just as the opening
statements are not evidence, neither are the closing arguments. After the closing
arguments, you will leave the courtroom together to make your decision. During your
deliberations, you will have with you my instructions, the exhibits admitted into evidence
and any notes taken by you in court.
[ICJI 101 NATURE OF TRIAL]

STATE'S PROPOSED JURY !INSTRUCTIONS, Page 3
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INSTRUCTION NO. - - This criminal case has been brought by the state of Idaho. I will sometimes refer to
the state as the prosecution. The state is represented at this trial by Deptuy Attorneys
General Jason Spilmman and Jessica Lorello. The defendant, Robert Hall, is
represented by lawyers Robert Chastain and Deborah Kristal.
The defendant is charged by the state of Idaho with violation of law. The charge
against the defendant is contained in the Indictment. The clerk shall read the
Indictment and state the defendant's plea.
The Indictment is simply a description of the charge; it is not evidence.
[ICJI 102 THE CHARGE]

STATE'S PROPOSED JURY !INSTRUCTIONS, Page 4
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INSTRUCTION NO. - - Under our law and system of justice, the defendant is presumed to be innocent.
The presumption of innocence means two things.
First, the state has the burden of proving the defendant guilty. The state has that
burden throughout the trial. The defendant is never required to prove his innocence, nor
does the defendant ever have to produce any evidence at all.
Second, the state must prove the alleged crime beyond a reasonable doubt. A
reasonable doubt is not a mere possible or imaginary doubt. It is a doubt based on
reason and common sense. It may arise from a careful and impartial consideration of all
the evidence, or from lack of evidence. If after considering all the evidence you have a
reasonable doubt about the defendant's guilt, you must find the defendant not guilty.
[ICJI 103 REASONABLE DOUBT]

STATE'S PROPOSED JURY !INSTRUCTIONS, Page 5
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INSTRUCTION NO. - - -

•

Your duties are to determine the facts, to apply the law set forth in my instructions to
those facts, and in this way to decide the case. In so doing, you must follow my
instructions regardless of your own opinion of what the law is or should be, or what
either side may state the law to be. You must consider them as a whole, not picking out
one and disregarding others. The order in which the instructions are given has no
significance as to their relative importance. The law requires that your decision be
made solely upon the evidence before you. Neither sympathy nor prejudice should
influence you in your deliberations. Faithful performance by you of these duties is vital
to the administration of justice.
In determining the facts, you may consider only the evidence admitted in this trial.
This evidence consists of the testimony of the witnesses, the exhibits offered and
received, and any stipulated or admitted facts. The production of evidence in court is
governed by rules of law. At times during the trial, an objection may be made to a
question asked a witness, or to a witness' answer, or to an exhibit. This simply means
that I am being asked to decide a particular rule of law. Arguments on the admissibility
of evidence are designed to aid the Court and are not to be considered by you nor
affect your deliberations. If I sustain an objection to a question or to an exhibit, the
witness may not answer the question or the exhibit may not be considered. Do not
attempt to guess what the answer might have been or what the exhibit might have
shown. Similarly, if I tell you not to consider a particular statement or exhibit you should
put it out of your mind, and not refer to it or rely on it in your later deliberations.
During the trial I may have to talk with the parties about the rules of law which should
apply in this case. Sometimes we will talk here at the bench. At other times I will
excuse you from the courtroom so that you can be comfortable while we work out any
problems. Your are not to speculate about any such discussions. They are necessary
from time to time and help the trial run more smoothly.
Some of you have probably heard the terms "circumstantial evidence," "direct
evidence" and "hearsay evidence." Do not be concerned with these terms. You are to
consider all the evidence admitted in this trial.
However, the law does not require you to believe all the evidence. As the sole
judges of the facts, you must determine what evidence you believe and what weight you
attach to it.
There is no magical formula by which one may evaluate testimony. You bring with
you to this courtroom all of the experience and background of your lives. In your
STATE'S PROPOSED JURY !INSTRUCTIONS, Page 6
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everyday affairs you determine for yourselves whom you believe, what you believe, and
how much weight you attach to what you are told. The same considerations that you
use in your everyday dealings in making these decisions are the considerations which
you should apply in your deliberations.
In deciding what you believe, do not make your decision simply because more
witnesses may have testified one way than the other. Your role is to think about the
testimony of each witness you heard and decide how much you believe of what the
witness had to say.
A witness who has special knowledge in a particular matter may give an opinion on
that matter. In determining the weight to be given such opinion, you should consider
the qualifications and credibility of the witness and the reasons given for the opinion.
You are not bound by such opinion. Give it the weight, if any, to which you deem it
entitled.
[ICJI 104 TRIAL PROCEDURE & EVIDENCE]

STATE'S PROPOSED JURY !INSTRUCTIONS, Page 7
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INSTRUCTION NO. _ __
If during the trial I may say or do anything which suggests to you that I am
inclined to favor the claims or position of any party, you will not permit yourself to be
influenced by any such suggestion. I will not express nor intend to express, nor will I
intend to intimate, any opinion as to which witnesses are or are not worthy of belief;
what facts are or are not established; or what inferences should be drawn from the
evidence. If any expression of mine seems to indicate an opinion relating to any of
these matters, I instruct you to disregard it.
[ICJI 105 DUTY OF COURT]

STATE'S PROPOSED JURY !INSTRUCTIONS, Page 8
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INSTRUCTION NO. - - Do not concern yourself with the subject of penalty or punishment. That subject
must not in any way affect your verdict. If you find the defendant guilty, it will be my
duty to determine the appropriate penalty or punishment.
[ICJI 106 PUNISHMENT NOT A CONCERN]

STATE'S PROPOSED JURY !INSTRUCTIONS, Page 9
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INSTRUCTION NO. - - -

If you wish, you may take notes to help you remember what witnesses said. If you
do take notes, please keep them to yourself until you and your fellow jurors go to the
jury room to decide the case. You should not let note-taking distract you so that you do
not hear other answers by witnesses. When you leave at night, please leave your
notes in the jury room.
If you do not take notes, you should rely on your own memory of what was said and
not be overly influenced by the notes of other jurors. In addition, you cannot assign to
one person the duty of taking notes for all of you.
[ICJI 107 NOTE TAKING]

STATE'S PROPOSED JURY !INSTRUCTIONS, Page 10
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INSTRUCTION NO. - - -

•

It is important that as jurors and officers of this court you obey the following
instructions at any time you leave the jury box, whether it be for recesses of the court
during the day or when you leave the courtroom to go home at night.
Do not discuss this case during the trial with anyone, including any of the
attorneys, parties, witnesses, your friends, or members of your family. "No discussion"
also means no emailing, text messaging, tweeting, blogging, posting to electronic
bulletin boards, and any other form of communication, electronic or otherwise.

Do not discuss this case with other jurors until you begin your deliberations at the
end of the trial. Do not attempt to decide the case until you begin your deliberations.

I will give you some form of this instruction every time we take a break. I do that
not to insult you or because I don't think you are paying attention, but because
experience has shown this is one of the hardest instructions for jurors to follow. I know
of no other situation in our culture where we ask strangers to sit together watching and
listening to something, then go into a little room together and not talk about the one
thing they have in common: what they just watched together.

There are at least two reasons for this rule. The first is to help you keep an open
mind. When you talk about things, you start to make decisions about them and it is
extremely important that you not make any decisions about this case until you have
heard all the evidence and all the rules for making your decisions, and you won't have
that until the very end of the trial. The second reason for the rule is that we want all of
you working together on this decision when you deliberate. If you have conversations in
groups of two or three during the trial, you won't remember to repeat all of your
thoughts and observations for the rest of your fellow jurors when you deliberate at the
end of the trial.

Ignore any attempted improper communication. If any person tries to talk to you
STATE'S PROPOSED JURY !INSTRUCTIONS, Page 11
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about this case, tell that person that you cannot discuss the case because you are a
juror. If that person persists, simply walk away and report the incident to the bailiff.

Do not make any independent personal investigations into any facts or locations

connected with this case. Do not look up any information from any source, including
the Internet. Do not communicate any private or special knowledge about any of the
facts of this case to your fellow jurors. Do not read or listen to any news reports about
this case or about anyone involved in this case, whether those reports are in
newspapers or the Internet, or on radio or television.

In our daily lives we may be used to looking for information on-line and to
"Google" something as a matter of routine. Also, in a trial it can be very tempting for
jurors to do their own research to make sure they are making the correct decision. You
must resist that temptation for our system of justice to work as it should. I specifically
instruct that you must decide the case only on the evidence received here in court. If
you communicate with anyone about the case or do outside research during the trial it
could cause us to have to start the trial over with new jurors and you could be held in
contempt of court.

While you are actually deliberating in the jury room, the bailiff will confiscate all
cell phones and other means of electronic communications.

Should you need to

communicate with me or anyone else during the deliberations, please notify the bailiff.

[IC,.11 108 CONDUCT OF JURORS]

STATE'S PROPOSED JURY !INSTRUCTIONS, Page 12
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INSTRUCTION NO. - - -

'

A defendant in a criminal trial has a constitutional right not to be compelled to testify.
The decision whether to testify is left to the defendant, acting with the advice and
assistance of the defendant's lawyer. You must not draw any inference of guilt from the
fact that the defendant does not testify, nor should this fact be discussed by you or
enter into your deliberations in any way.

[ICJI 301 EFFECT OF DEFENDANT'S ELECTION NOT TO TESTIFY]

STATE'S PROPOSED JURY !INSTRUCTIONS, Page 13
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INSTRUCTION NO. - - In every crime or public offense there must exist a union or joint operation of act and
intent.
[ICJI 305 UNION OF ACT AND INTENT]

STATE'S PROPOSED JURY !INSTRUCTIONS, Page 14
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INSTRUCTION NO. - - Certain evidence was admitted for a limited purpose.
At the time this evidence was admitted you were admonished that it could not be
considered by you for any purpose other than the limited purpose for which it was
admitted.
Do not consider such evidence for any purpose except the limited purpose for which
it was admitted.
[ICJI 308 EVIDENCE LIMITED AS TO PURPOSE]

STATE'S PROPOSED JURY !INSTRUCTIONS, Page 15
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INSTRUCTION NO. - - Murder is the killing of a human being with malice aforethought.
[ICJI 701 MURDER DEFINED (modified)]

STATE'S PROPOSED JURY !INSTRUCTIONS, Page 16
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INSTRUCTION NO. - - -

•

Malice may be express or implied.
Malice is express when there is manifested a deliberate intention unlawfully to kill
a human being.
Malice is implied when:
1. The killing resulted from an intentional act,
2. The natural consequences of the act are dangerous to human life, and
3. The act was deliberately performed with knowledge of the danger to,
and with conscious disregard for, human life.
When it is shown that a killing resulted from the intentional doing of an act with
express or implied malice, no other mental state need be shown to establish the mental
state of malice aforethought. The mental state constituting malice aforethought does
not necessarily require any ill will or hatred of the person killed.
The word "aforethought" does not imply deliberation or the lapse of time. It only
means that the malice must precede rather than follow the act.
[ICJI 702 MALICE-DEFINED]

STATE'S PROPOSED JURY !INSTRUCTIONS, Page 17
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INSTRUCTION NO. - - -

In order for the defendant to be guilty of First Degree Murder with malice
aforethought, the state must prove each of the following:
1. On or about March 11, 2011
2. in the state of Idaho
3. the defendant Robert Hall engaged in conduct which caused the death of
Emmett Corrigan,
4. with malice aforethought, and
5. the murder was a willful, deliberate, and premeditated killing. Premeditation
means to consider beforehand whether to kill or not to kill, and then to decide to kill.
There does not have to be any appreciable period of time during which the decision to
kill was considered, as long as it was reflected upon before the decision was made. A
mere unconsidered and rash impulse, even though it includes an intent to kill, is not
premeditation.
If you find that the state has failed to prove beyond a reasonable doubt any of
the elements one (1) - five (5) above, you must find the defendant not guilty of First
Degree Murder. If you find that elements one (1) - five (5) above have been proven
beyond a reasonable doubt, you must find the defendant guilty of first degree murder.
If you find that the state has failed to prove any of the above, you must find the
defendant not guilty of first degree murder. If you find that all of the above have been
proven beyond a reasonable doubt, !hen you must find the defendant guilty of first
degree murder.
[ICJI 704A FIRST DEGREE MURDER - MALICE AFORETHOUGHT (modified)]

STATE'S PROPOSED JURY !INSTRUCTIONS, Page 18
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INSTRUCTION NO. - - If your unanimous verdict is that the defendant is not guilty of FIRST DEGREE
MURDER , you must acquit him of that charge. In that event, you must next consider
the included offense of SECOND DEGREE MURDER.
In order for the defendant to be guilty of Second Degree Murder, the state must
prove each of the following:
1. On or about March 11, 2011
2. in the state of Idaho
3. the defendant, Robert Hall, engaged in conduct which caused the death of
Emmett Corrigan,
4. the defendant acted without justification or excuse, and
5. with malice aforethought.
If you find that the state has failed to prove any of the above, you must find the
defendant not guilty of second degree murder. If you find that all of the above have
been proven beyond a reasonable doubt, then you must find the defendant guilty of
second degree murder.
[IC.JI 225 INCLUDED OFFENSES - TRANSITION (modified) AND ICJI 705 SECOND
DEGREE MURDER (modified)]
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INSTRUCTION NO. - - If your unanimous verdict is that the defendant is not guilty of SECOND DEGREE
MURDER, you must acquit him of that charge. In that event, you must next consider
the included offense of VOLUNTARY MANSLAUGHTER.
The distinction between murder and manslaughter is that murder requires malice
aforethought, while manslaughter does not.
There is no malice aforethought if the defendant acted with adequate
provocation while in the heat of passion or a sudden quarrel, even if the defendant
intended to kill the deceased. The provocation would have been adequate if it would
have caused a reasonable person, in the same circumstances, to lose self-control and
act on impulse and without reflection.
Heat of passion may be provoked by fear, rage, anger, terror, revenge or other
emotion. Adequate provocation does not exist, however, when a person acts from
choice and malice aforethought even though experiencing any number of emotions.
The defendant would not be acting in heat of passion or sudden quarrel if
sufficient time elapsed after the provocation for a reasonable person in the same
circumstances to have regained self-control and for reason to have returned.
In order for the defendant to be guilty of Voluntary Manslaughter, the state must
prove each of the following:
1. On or about March 11, 2011
2. in the state of Idaho
3. the defendant, Robert Hall, engaged in conduct which caused the death of
Emmett Corrigan, and
4. the defendant acted unlawfully upon a sudden quarrel or heat of passion and
without malice aforethought in causing such death.
If any of the above has not been proven beyond a reasonable doubt, you must
find the defendant not guilty. If each of the above has been proven beyond a
reasonable doubt, then you must find the defendant guilty of voluntary manslaughter.
[ICJI 225 INCLUDED OFFENSES - TRANSITION (modified), IC.JI 707 MURDER AND
MANSLAUGHTER DISTINGUISHED, AND ICJI 708 VOLUNTARY MANSLAUGHTER
(modified)]

STATE'S PROPOSED JURY !INSTRUCTIONS, Page 20
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INSTRUCTION NO. - - -

•

It may be helpful for you to see the place involved in this case. I have appointed
Mr./Mrs./Ms.
to take you there. While at that place, you are not to make any
measurements, conduct any tests or make any demonstrations.
Your observations during this view of the place involved are not evidence in this
case, and you are not to take such observations into consideration in arriving at your
verdict.
This view is only for the purpose of assisting you in understanding the evidence
presented in court.
[ICJI 306 VIEW OF THE PREMISES-PRELIMINARY INSTRUCTIONS]

STATE'S PROPOSED JURY !INSTRUCTIONS, Page 21
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

•

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 4th day of October 2012, I caused to be served
a true and correct copy of the foregoing Motion Regarding Defense Experts to:

Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
0-tand Delivered
_
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728

_

U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
i:?'Hand Delivered
_
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

JE~
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Judge McLaughlin 100412 l

Time
Speaker
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03 :22: 11 .PM] Special State
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Courtroom503
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v Robert Hall CRFE11-3976 Pre-Trial Conference
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. . . . . . . . . . . . . .JA~c:>rn~Y.~ ........... ;..........

...

.. . .

03:22:13 PM: Public Defenders l Rob Chastain and Deborah Kristal

I

!

.03:30:28 F'M.i.....
::::::::::·····
03:30:52 PM! Judge
03:31 :22PMl

.......Jg~fen~~~.t presenfin···:~:~~!:ody········-··· ..........................:::::::::::··· .
iReviewed the stipulation of jurors to be dismissed
'..j~.rors 29, 104 and 110-..~elt ~~at those jur~.~.~~~ul~. serve.................... .

Icounsel has received additional list of jurors that have

03:31 :52 PM I
......... 1..........

. Q.~:~-~. ~-?.?.?~. L~- .15r..i.~!.~I
03:33:43 PM i
:

...............................1. hards.hips....................................... ..................

.................. . ....................................................... . ........
................ \There...is .. another.stipulation. of_jurors. to . be. . dismissed ........................................
juror# 24, 48, 58, 65, 70, 90, 100, 127
........................................................................................................_... ... .. -~---........-........ ... _.............................................................................................................
,

,

,

J~.~~~~~.!.?.. .

. 03:34:44 . . PM!.J. Spillman
!~ose juro~~~~.i_r:ig~~~~~ed
...............................
03:35:18 PMlDefendant
!agrees
·i=,-MlJudiie.............................:: .........f.counsel have.. _stipuiatea::·fo)tie·:1ojiowl"ng-::::··:·:·:~:::::::::::::~ :: :::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::
03:35:26 PM!
!jurors will be excused as follows: 7, 20, 24, 26, 29, 37, 42, 48,
I
i56, 57,58, 65,67, 10. 10, 01.04, 86,89, 90,100.104. 106,
l 110 116 118 and 127
kdstai
·rcou~ser·~iso~ffpulate. friexcuseJuror#14·
03:31:13· PM
03:37:56 PM! Judge ............................ Jalso excuses juror# 14 ·
..............................
03·38·42 PM: Judge
\The following jurors have hardships: .................................................................................. .

·:cfa·:3iri1

ro~

JJ~.~?.~. !. .~. .:. .~~.~~~E ~ ~.~

. 03 :·39; ss··· PM :l:
: : : : :· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
~?. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . : : : : : : : : : : : : : · : . . : : : : : : : : : : : .
03:41 :06 PM! J. Spillman
!no objection
63:4f:21 PM\R: chastain
j no objection
03:41:32 PMiJudge
[juror#9 is excused .................

03:41:45 PMTJ"udge
03:43:20 PM jJ. Spillman
6':3:4i°J1 ··p,;itR·. Chastain

T}uror # 16 - answer to # 23
: no objection
.......................... ................_ ..........................
·n·o. .obje'ctl'on·······................................ - ....... .................................

_03:43:.37 . . PMl_Judge.......... ........................... juror.# . 1_6. wii(:rio(beexcu~~~::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::· ..............................................................................
03:43:50 PM !Judge.
.
_[J~ror # 21 - answer to# 23
03:45:18 PM!J. Spillman
\no objection
03:45:28 PM R. Chastain
. Jno objection .
..............................

i

03:45:33 PM !Judge

!juror# 21 is excused

··03:45:.44 P.M'TJudge........ ................... jjuror # 22 - answer to# 23 and# 102
.........i. n·o...objection·····........................ ..................................................................................... .
"03: ~fi':'io PrvHI Spiifrnan

.........................................................
.................................

.J

.03: 4 7 :_23 PM .l. R. _Chastain....................... no ..objection_.................................................- .................. ·· .................-...._ .............................................. · ....................... ·.....
03:47:25 PM! Judge
:juror# 22 is excused

··~;;:~;;6~~-f-~~:!~fman. . . . . . _. .

f~u;o;;e!~:nswer to . #. 23.....................- ............................___.............................................- ...................................

. 03:49:.53 .. PM .i. R..._Chastain ..................._...J. no. objection.................................................._....._......................................................................-....-...................................................._..
03:49:55 PM IJudge
!juror# 25 is excused
······- ··--··················· .................... ······-·--·········............_................................... .............-...........................-..................................................... .._________ ............................................._.......................- ...........................---········ ..···········--..03:50:01 PM l Judge
!juror# 27 - work schedule
03:51
:15
PM
Judge
ijuror # 27 is not excused
.....................................- ..- ............. i .....- .......................--.......................___ .1..............._ ..._.................._, ___.............................................._ ...................._ .................- ...-..........................................................................- ....
03:51 :31 PM: Judge
:juror# 30 - answer to# 23 and# 102
03:52:51 PM j J. Spillman
ino objection
03:53:02 PM IR. Chastain
Ino objection
03:53:06 PM \Judge
\juror# 30 is excused
~

,

,,,,,

i

••••••••H

_.,,,,,., •• ., •••• ,.,,_o_, __ ,.,.,,,,,.,,9..,,.. oooHoooH•H•••••••••••••< .. H•HHHH,OoO,•o,••,00,•H-HOo .. mH•tH•••HH•••m .. oOOooN ..,o .. ••••••••••••"•H-HOHH•••H••O•H•-.. -•••••••••••HoHO .. H-HHH•••HHHH••HoH-••HOOOo,Oo,O•ooooHHHN-HHoHH•HH•H••••HH•""''''••••••••H••H-••oooO"••••••••••H•••"""'""'"

03:53:30 PM j Judge
_93:5.~_:1.~}'M \ J. Spillman

!~-~···~-~.~.!. J.~-~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 001280
...... ····-

[juror# 38 - answer to...
!no objection

)
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03:54:25 PM l R. Chastain
! no objection
03:54:36 PM t Judge
.................................... \Iuroriij·a···is··exciJsecf............... .
03:54:50 PM iJudge
03:56:14 PMiJ. Spillman

'

63:56:22PMTR. chasiain
03:56:26 PM Judge

: no objection
jjuror # 40 is excused

03:56:31 PMTJudge··
03:58:21 PMiJ.-Spillman

l}uror # 43 - answer to# 23 and# 102
ino objection
··················································- .............................................. ·························· ·································

f juror#

i

.03:58:2 --· ......... R·_._Chastain·-··········
03:58:32 PM i Judge
03:58:40 PM\ Judge
04:66:32··-PMTI"""sj;fffman
..

40 - answer to# 23
bjection
··························· ···························

································································i

··························· ··························· ··························· ······················-·······

_j no ..objection

............. ::::::::················· · ················-· ::::::::::::::::::::: ............... ··············-···-·········. ::::::::::::::::::::
!juror# 43 is excused
!juror# 45 - answerio···,f~faincf# 16:f·····--·············.................
Tno objEiction ·················

.04:00:37 PMJR .... chastain
04:00:39 PM! Judge

L~.?..?~i..~ction
!juror# 45 is excused

.-9~.:.QQ.:.~.?.. ':~. i.~.~~Q:..........................................

[ juror # 4 7 - answe~. ~.<.>....

04:02:19 PM J. Spillman

jno_.objection ...............

! . ~.~ . . . . .-.. . . . . .: · · · · · · · · · · · · : : : . . . . . . . . . . . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · .: : : : : : : : : : : -.: .
...............................

..04: 02 :29··· PM. :. R.... chasta,i·~······················--?~i.:.~i.~~······················· . .................. ....................... ·············-····································································-· .............................
04:02:32 PM l Judge
\juror# 47 is excused
04:02:39 PMTJudge·····
::-······;;,f4g·_ answer totf23 and# 102
04:04:43. _ PMJ.J. Spillman:::··············::-.::: .• ~<.>. .

?:§F~~i:~~ · · · · · · · · · . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

04:04:49
04:04:51
04:04:57
04:'5i:28
04:07:33

·············· ...............

PM l R. Chastain
Ino objection
PM\Judge ·························· ·-yJuro-rif4~fise·xc·u·sed
...................................
PM j Judge
·
liuror # 53 - answer to# 23 ·····················
········-··········· ·························· ························· PMTJ. Spillman
Tno-objei'cfion
··································
.................................. .
PM iR. Chastain
ino objection
·························· ············-···--···········
....................... ···························· ·
···-···-~-----····-·····-······························ ............................................

............................................................~---····································-

04:07:35 PM l Judge
jjuror # 53 is excused
04:07:43 PM\ Judge
\juror# 54 - answer to# 23 and# 102
04:09:03 PM.TJ. Spillman......-- . (no-objection
. 04:09:.04PM.:'R. Chastain············
j no objection
··························································· ··········-··············· ·····························
04:09:.05 PMj.Judge .. ···-························ :juror# 54 is excused
..................................
04:09:11 PM! Judge

- !juror# 61 - answer to# 23 and# 102
j no objection
·························· ····························

Q1:~~:Q~J:ly1J~· ~pill~~~
04: 11 :04 PM IR. Chastain
04: 11 :05 PM j Judge .............................
04: 11: 12 PM j Judge

...........................

.

[ no objection
\juror# 61 is excusecf············

...........................

.............................. .

··nuror ·/ff,i- answer to #.23 and# 102 and medica1···1s·sues·········
.

·······-······················-·····················+-····································-·············.....................) .............._ ......................................................._ ..•...................__........................................................- ........................................................................................

04:12:12 PM 1 J. Spillman

!no objection

. 04:_1.2 :.1.4... PMJ. R . .chastain............._ ....[. no objection ···················-··--····················-···················-........_.....................-····-···········................................................................-······-··
04: 12: 15 PM !Judge
!juror# 62 is excused
jjuror # 63 - medical issues and# 70
04:12:22 PM Judge
04:14:18 PM\ J. Spillman
no objection
···························································t·····"·"··-·······..···········-··-·····················..······-t·······"·........_ ..,................................................................................_.................................................-....•................- .........................__...............................
04: 14:20 PM IR. Chastain
: no objection

i

i

--··-f

. 04:1.4:22 ...PM.).Judge .................................
juror # ..63._is .excused.................- ...................................................- .................-··---····················..·························-···04:14:37 PM IJudge
duror # 72 - answer to# 23
04:16:05 PM iJ. Spillman
\ no objection
········-·····························-·-·······"·····t······--···················"·············.................................t·······....-··-···········"""-·--···........................................,•._.,...............................- .......................- ...........................................................................................
04:16:09 PM i R. Chastain
J no objection
[juror# 72 is excused
04: 16: 11 PM Judge
001281
04:
16:
19
PM
j Judge
\juror# 73 - answer to # 23
.......- -.................................................................................._..........................................t,, ...........-,.,..- ......... ,,,,,, .... _....._....................................................................................-.............................................................................................................- ......
04:18:04 PM!J. Spillman
jno objection

i

.
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i no objection

04: 18:10 PM! R. Chastain

..2~:. ~. ~.:.1. ~. . PM tJu~~~......... ............................

···ulirorif1·:fis . exciJ·sed . . . . . . . . · : : : -.: : : : : : : : :
04: 18:22 P
udge
!juror# 77 - medical issues
04:f~fitf·P·M i s··spTffman.................... ino objection ...........................

04:20:10PM !R. Chastain
. 04:20:36 . . PMi.Judge _ ...........

: : : : : : : : : : : : :: : : : : : : : : : : : .

!no objection
_fjuror#.11 ...is excused .

...........................................................................................................................

04:20:57 PM iJudge
04:22:22 PM j J. Spillman
04:22:25 PM R. Chastain
04:22:27 PM i Judge
...... ...........
04:22:54 PM Judge
04:24:2a···PMTJ.···si>'fffman
04:24:30 ·PM R. Chastain

!juror# 91 - answer to# 23
j no objection ......................
...................................................................................
'i no objection
...... -....... ..................... . ..................................
jjuror # 91 is excused
....................
.........................
\juror# 93 ~ answer to# 23 .........................................................................
Ino objection
........................................................................
no objection
............................................................... .

04:24:32 PM! Judge

!juror# 93 is excused

i

i

i

i

. . ................ .

..~:;.~:;;!···~~J~~~~~lman.............................. [~~~~~:~o-t~:s;:~~o_# . 23 · · .......................................................................................................... ·:::::::::::::::::~::::::~::. :.
04:26:43 PM j R. Chastain
.04:26:SOPM/Judge. ..

..no...ob]ecti'orito·ex·cusing the juror
Jjuror#._98.isexcused·······························
........................... .......................... ........................ .. ................. .

!juror# 108 - answer to # 23
04:27: 10 PM IJudge
Q~:?,S.:Q~ . .
?Pill~~~--....::::::::::::·::·::.....i.no..objection
...........................
04:28:08 PM i R. Chastain
lno objection
04:28: 16 PM JJudge
....l}i:i'ro.r#...fo'S . is ..exciJsed............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

P.~J~· . .

04:29:27 PM IJ. Spillman
lno objection ...................................................
Q~:.?..~:?.~ . .
~~.~~!~i·~·- ......
~~i~~.i.?.~............................... .
04:29:30 PM!Judge
\juror# 111 is excused

L~?..

P.~ L~-

.Q~:?..~.:.~7p~J~.~9~~..... .

...

04:30:28 PM!J. Spillman
. 04:.30:.29 . . P.MJR. Chastain
04:30:31 PM!Judge

P..~.

.94:~_9.}7
l..~~~.~~....
04:31 :52 PM! J. Spillman
64:31:52. P.MTR:···chastain
04:31 :54 PM !Judge
····-·-·············-·······················-···-·············-······· .. ,•.><·-·-·-······-··
04:31 :58 PM! Judge

·······--···-·············.. ··• .... -

. ....................

ror#.:5Tr·~···a'nswer'io...i . 2§ ................. :.................... :::::-.::::::::::......

.94:28.:.?1 P~j~ud~.~.....

. 04:33:47
04:33:49
04:33:51
04:33:57

............. .............

.

.lJ~.~?.~.!.112 - an~'llt3r..!?. # 23
\no objection
ino objection .................. :::::::::::::::::::::..
1juror# 112 is excused

.................................................................................................................... .

· ............................................

°[juror tf114 - answer to#~.~........::::::::::: ... .. .: .................... .
jno ..objection
· ~...
juror#
114 is excused
................. .. . ...........................................
............
!juror# 117 - answer to# 23

?~J.~.~!.!.?.~. . . . . . . . . . .

~

PMJJ. _Spillman ............................J.no objection .................................................- .............................................-.........................- ..................--.................._.._..
PM! R. Chastain
!no objection
PM iJudge
!juror# 117 is excused
1,. ................ _ ..................... _., ..................................................- ,......................... __ ....................-,..- ........................................................................... ,,... _ ..
PM !Judge
)juror# 120 - answer to# 23 - would like the juror to come in

_ .............. =..... -

....................-

..........................._ .. ,,~............ _______ , .............-

........................._ ......................-

........................................... ,--····-···············---······-............ _ , , , , ••••••••••....• ____ ..

............................................................ j .., ____ .................... ___ ................- -.......

.

04:35:09 PM iJ. Spillman
04:35:11 PMJR. Chastain
04:35:12
i Judge
.......
-........................... .PM
...............1
.............................................................04:35: 19 PM IJudge
:

!

Iagrees
[agrees
Jjuror
120 is not excused
...............
_._,,#.................................................
-.-...................._.......................__ ..................__,,.................- ...- ..........................................................
!juror#
121
answer
to# 23 - would like the juror to come in
:

. 04:_36:.36...P.MJ.J. Spillman .................._ ..Jagrees .............-..- ....................................................- .........................................................................................................--...................-......_
Iagrees
04:36:38 PM IR. Chastain
04:36:39 PM Judge
\juror# 121 is not excused
001282
04:36:46 PM j Judge
j juror# 123 - answer to # 23

i
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..04:38:33 .. PMJJ. Spillman ............
04:38:33 PM IR. Chastain
04:38:35PMiJudge ············ ················
04:38:39 PM! Judge

.

.

}

Courtroom503

! no objection
no objection
ijuror# 123 is excused

i

·nuror # 12s·~ answerto·# 23

.04 :.39:38...PM [.J ·. . Spillman..................... ·Tn·a·ob]ed:ki.n ··········

Q~:~~.}~Ptv'IJ~·. .~.~.~stain

........ J.noobjection ..........................
;juror# 126 is excused

04:39:40 PM\Judge

. 04 :.39: 46 ... P M.. i.J udge···················· ...........................!
~ ~.~.:wer t?. . ?~:::::::::::::::::~::::::::::::::::~:::::::::::··-............. _...............
04:41 :15 PM i.J. Spillman. __ .. . Jno objection
04:41: 19 PM IR. Chastain
Ino objection
04:41 :21 PM iJudge
ijuror # 129 is excused
..........................

!.~.~?..r. .!. . ~.?~. .

!. .

E::~:;~--:~fi~;~~lman :~=:;~;~~~~~~I!g: i: ~:;~;j~~~~Y
04:44:53

PM! J.

Spillman ........ . . Twould like the proceedings televised

04:45:20 PM i R. Chastain

iwould not want voir dire televised

04:45:28PMiJudge . . . .
04:46:43 PM IJ. Spillman
. . · .. ......... ............... .... ......
·04:47:54 PMTR. Chastain
04 :48: 35 PM j Judge

j will .not allow television coverage . ofjury.selection.

I

::::::::::::: ::::-.::::.
Ievidentiary stipulation - no requirement to produce those lab
Jreports andtheirJoundation.
lagrees to the stipulation
'would like to have Exhibit lists and copies turned in by Tuesday

.~:;~:;;-:~.i.~. ~~~:t:~n·=· =i-~~e:b~eo;t:~ntwitness~_S
04:50:28 PM IJudge

.04:.50:50. . PMl.J ..SpiUman
04:53:08 PM i Judge
04:53:22 PM j J. Spillman

~"_ci_U~~

==· == ==== =•:

IWitnesses will not be excluded but can not discuss other

........

!~6!3~~~gis re: testimony of'Kandi Hall and impeachment
[would like it brought up before calling the witness
\comments form of questioning for Kandi Hall - leading

chastafr, . . . . . . . . . .iq~~~!fonns: o·r·wauid. agree iffr'Ts.d'ane. .aiitside ihe· p·resence of
. 9~ :?? :.?.~. . .': rv'IL~ ·. . ~Pi II 111an ..........i. Res·p~ds. . ~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
04:56:30 PM IJudge
Twill accept briefing on the matter Re: Adverse witness. Will
04:.54: f3 PM i R.

. . ..............
04:56:59 PM i Judge

. 64: s·9:.iif'rrJf i.J udg·e................

............. J.take. this . matter up.on OctJ 1. .
. . ......... . ...........
jjury instruction conference - Oct. 22 at 3:00 pm

.. . . . r:;Nai"·aiiow. .w1fri'ess. .fram . .ifi6'c. .=M·;:·:. .Hawkins. .fo be. tra·ri·sptirted. . . . .

................... .....- ........................... 1.........- .............................._ ................._..- ......1.and . will.

05:00:51 PM iJ. Spillman
05:01:12 PMiJudge
05:01 :22 PM J. Spillman

issue .. a .decision... regard ing clothi nQ.........................- .....................................- ..........

Iquestions visiting of Walgreens

!comments
the investigator will do the taping and the defense can view it
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . !. . _........ - . . . . . . . - .............._. _. . . !.and . then . the jury_. willgo . out. there....._................_.-................- ........- .......... _..... ................ ....... ..
05:02: 10 PM j Judge
j There is a stipulation that the investigators can go look at the
'
: markings where the vehicles and gun shells were. Can be
Idone in the morning and then the jury would be taken to the
!
!location for around 30 minutes.
05:03:12 PM: Marji Sheperd
f comments regarding transportation
05:03:27 P
J.
Spillman
\would like this done on Oct. 19
...................................................
.._................................- ...........................f.........- ....................................- ...........- ...................._ ..............- .....................................- ........... - .................- ............__........................................................
05:06:17 P
R. Chastain
J agrees with that
05:06:59
PM
i
Judge
i
Parties should anticipate a visit to the scene
......- ..................- ............................. t ..-·...................- .................................._._·····t·"·--.................................- ................................-...-................._,,,,,,,,,, ...._ ............-..................- ..............................................._.......................................
05:07:26 PM! R. Chastain
:would like front bench behind Defense table left open 001283
05:08:07 PM\ J. Spillman
no objection

l

,,,,,,-....... ,,,,,,,,,, .... ,, •••• ,,,,,,,,,,...

i

•••••••o•,,,,,.,,o<OOOO_>,,o,,,,,,,o••••-..... ,,,,,,o,O ...... _MOO••••'••-• .. •••• .. ,, •••••••• ,,,,, ................... ,,,,,,,, ........,,,,,,, ............... ,,,,.,,,,,ooooo .... ,,,, .... ,, ..... M.. 00 ..,, ..,,,, ... ,0~0<•<••••••••••-••••••>•>•"••••••-••••••••••••--.... ,,,,,,,,,,,,....,.,,,,,,,,,,,,.,0,0000000,,,,,.,,, .. ,

!

J

}
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05:08:38 PM IJudge
05:08:58 PM Judge

!The press will only be welcome to the back row

05:09:20 PM!

\END CASE

i

Courtroom503

: both front rows will be reserved for the State and Defense
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant,

_______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
MOTION TO RECONSIDER AND
CLARIFY
(SUBMITTED UNDER SEAL)

COMES NOW, Jessica M. Lorello, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho, and hereby
files this motion to reconsider and to clarify the Court's prior rulings regarding Emmett
Corrigan's statements to Chris Search and the admissibility of Kandi Hall's claims that the
Defendant was abusive towards her.

A.

The Hearsay Statements By Emmett That He Wanted To Hurt The
Defendant When Kandi Would Cry About Something The Defendant Said Or
Did

Chris Search has said that when Kandi Hall would become tearful due to
something the Defendant did or said, Emmett responded by stating he wanted to hurt
MOTION TO RECONSIDER AND CLARIFY (SUBMITTED UNDER SEAL) - Page 1
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the Defendant. The Court determined that Chris Search will be allowed "to testify as to
what Corrigan said about the Defendant when he observed Kandi Hall crying" but "will
not be allowed to testify as to what the incidents were that caused Kandi Hall to cry or
what Corrigan believed was causing Kandi Hall to become emotional." (Memorandum
Decision and Order Re: Compendium of Motions ("Order"), p.17.)
Although the state maintains that Emmett's statement(s) to Chris Search are
inadmissible hearsay1, the state requests that this Court reconsider its ruling that the
context in which the statements are made is inadmissible because if evidence of the
statement(s) are admitted to show Emmett's state of mind then it is necessary to show
Emmett's full state of mind by evidence of what prompted his statement.
Emmett's hearsay statement(s) to Chris Search show not a generalized intent to
hurt the Defendant, but, at best, a plan to hurt him under specific circumstances (when
Kandi cries due to actions by Hall). Without evidence of what Hall was doing to make
Kandi cry, then the jury would be left to speculate on the connection between Kandi's
tears and Emmett's desire to "hurt" the Defendant. It is the state's contention that, at

The only potentially relevant hearsay exception relates to "declarant's then existing
state of mind, emotion, sensation, or physical condition (such as intent, plan, motive,
design, mental feeling, pain, and bodily health), but not including a statement of memory
or belief." I.R.E. 803(3) (emphasis added). To the extent Emmett made those
statements to Chris Search after he witnessed Kandi crying (as opposed to
contemporaneous with her crying), the statements are inadmissible because they are
ultimately not statements of Emmett's then existing state of mind but are instead
statements of memory. In other words, if there is no evidence that Kandi Hall was at the
time of the statement crying, and the statement related only to Emmett's feelings when
she was crying, the evidence relates only to Emmett describing a past feeling. As such,
it is not within the scope of the state of mind hearsay exception and is inadmissible.
1
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best, the hearsay statement shows a desire to "hurt" the Defendant for the Defendant's
actions toward his wife. Without evidence that Emmett made the hearsay statement
because he believed Hall was abusive toward Kandi, the jury may conclude that
Emmett was motivated by any other perceived wrong and could not give the hearsay
statement proper weight.
If the Court does not exclude evidence of the hearsay statement then the state
should be allowed to present evidence that the motive evidenced by the hearsay
statement was linked to incidents of claimed abuse so as to give the jury a full
understanding of the facts of the case. Without that evidence the jury will very likely
give evidence of the hearsay statement undue weight and significance in determining
Emmett's actions at the time he was murdered.

B.

Evidence Of Domestic Violence By The Defendant Toward Kandi

On a related point, the Court has reserved ruling on the State's request to admit
evidence of alleged acts of domestic violence between the Defendant and his wife,
Kandi, pending a hearing "to determine the existence of past crimes, acts, or wrongs."
(Order, p.27.) In conjunction with the State's request that the Court reconsider its ruling
regarding Emmett's statement(s) to Chris Search, the State wishes to clarify whether
Kandi's statements that the Defendant was abusive are admissible, not for their truth,
but for the purpose of establishing Emmett's motive and state of mind. It is clear that
the Defendant intends to paint Emmett as an aggressive, violent person who was
obsessed with Kandi.

However, it is equally clear that Emmett's actions were

predicated on his belief, based on what Kandi told him (and others), about the
MOTION TO RECONSIDER AND CLARIFY (SUBMITTED UNDER SEAL) - Page 3
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Defendant's actions toward her. Whether the Defendant in fact behaved in such a
manner is not the point. The point is that Emmett believed he did and those beliefs
were relevant to his actions. If Emmett's "state of mind" is relevant, as this Court has
said it is in relation to the admission of his steroid use (Order, p.13), then the State
should be permitted to introduce evidence of what Kandi told him with respect to
Defendant's behavior towards her. 2
This case is analogous to State v. Gray, 129 Idaho 784, 932 P.2d 907 (Ct. App.
1997). In that case Gray was charged with killing his wife over a suspected affair. The
district court held that the victim's statements regarding her intent to divorce Gray to
marry her paramour were statements of her present state of mind, but were
inadmissible unless made relevant by defense evidence tending to show a good
marriage. The Idaho Court of Appeals affirmed the trial court's holding that once the
defense introduced evidence that the marriage was good, it opened the door to the
state presenting the hearsay evidence.

~

at 792-93, 932 P.2d at 915-16.

For the reasons stated above and consistent with Gray, if the defense is allowed
to admit evidence of Emmett's actions and statements in an effort to portray him as the
initial aggressor, the full context of Emmett's beliefs and understanding of the situation
is relevant. To hold that the defense evidence of motive and plan is relevant but that
the state's evidence of the same offered in rebuttal is not would be highly inconsistent.
The state, therefore, respectfully requests that the Court reconsider its prior rulings

Of course, a limiting instruction regarding the purpose for which the evidence is
offered would be appropriate.

2
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regarding Emmett's statements to Chris Search and clarify the admissibility of Kandi
Hall's statements that the Defendant was abusive.
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 4th day of October 2012.

J ~
Deputy Attorney General

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 4th day of October 2012, I caused to be served
a true and correct copy of the foregoing Motion Regarding Defense Experts to:

Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

_

Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728

_

U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
_
Overnight Mail
_L Facsimile
U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
_
Overnight Mail
.Y_Facsimile

Rosean Newman, Legal Secretary
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

STATE OF IDAHO,
Case No. CR-FE-2011-3976
Plaintiff,
RESPONSE TO STATE'S MOTION TO
RECONSIDER AND CLARIFY

V.

ROBERT DEAN HALL,
(SUBMITTED TO COURT UNDER SEAL)

Defendant.

COMES NOW, Robert Dean Hall, by and through his attorneys of record, and
hereby responds to the State's "Motion to Reconsider and Clarify" (hereinafter "State's
Motion").
ARGUMENT

Mr. Hall objects to the State's Motion and respectfully requests that the Court
affirm its ruling precluding the State's I.R.E. 404(b) evidence. Mr. Hall maintains that the
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State's proffered 404(b) evidence is inadmissible as: (1) hearsay; (2) speculative; (3)
improper character evidence; (4) irrelevant; and (5) unfairly prejudicial.
The State contends that it should be allowed to introduce evidence "of what Hall
was doing to make Kandi cry ..." when Corrigan expressed his desires to physically
harm Mr. Hall. [State's Motion, p. 2]. Yet, the State cites no authority in arguing that
such evidence is necessary to show Corrigan's "full state of mind." The State essentially
argues that Mr. Hall's alleged "other act" evidence is admissible pursuant to I.R.E.
404(b) to establish Corrigan's state of mind. The Court has addressed the State's 404(b)
evidence. The Court has correctly held that: (1) there is a significant dispute as to whether
Mr. Hall engaged in any abusive conduct towards Kandi Hall; (2) permitting such
evidence in this case would create a cumulative prejudicial impact; (3) "other act"
evidence needed to be presented to comply with State v. Cooke; 1 and (4) the State has not
demonstrated that opinion testimony linking a motive to kill Corrigan is anything more
than speculative. [Memorandum Decision and Order Re: Compendium of Motions, pp.
26-27]. The State's characterization of certain 404(b) evidence as necessary to show
Corrigan's full state of mind is an attempt to circumvent the Court's ruling and introduce
inadmissible evidence.
Further, the State contends that Corrigan's statements that he wanted to physically

harm Mr. Hall are inadmissible hearsay because Corrigan' s statements related only to his
description of past feeling and I.RE. 803(3) does not apply to statements of memory or
belief. [State's Motion, p. 2]. However, Corrigan's statements of physical harm directed

1 In Cooke, the court established a two part test for evaluating the admissibility ofl.R.E. 404(b) evidence:
(I) whether there is sufficient evidence to establish the prior bad acts as fact, and (2) whether the prior bad
acts are relevant to a material disputed issue concerning the charge, other than propensity. 149 Idaho 233,
238 (Ct. App. 2010).
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towards Mr. Hall are not statements of memory as argued by the State. Corrigan's
statements to Chris Search are admissible under the state of mind exception as evidence
of his then-existing intent to engage in a future act of aggression towards Mr. Hall. See
State v. Ransome, 342 N.C. 847, 851-52 (1996). Conversely, statements Kandi Hall

allegedly made regarding abuse by Mr. Hall would be statements of memory and not
within the state of mind hearsay exception under Rule 803(3). 2 Even if the State were to
articulate an exception to Kandi Hall's hearsay statements regarding alleged abuse, "a
person's mental state cannot be proven through a third person's recollections of a prior
incident .... " State v. Custodio, 136 Idaho 197, 205-06 (Ct. App. 2001).
The State cites to State v. Gray, 129 Idaho 784 (Ct. App. 1997) for the proposition
that this Court should permit statements made by Kandi Hall concerning alleged abuse by
Mr. Hall for the purpose of establishing Corrigan's state of mind. However, the State's
reliance on Gray is misplaced. In Gray, the hearsay statements ruled admissible under
I.R.E. 803(3) concerned a declarant-victim's statements that she intended to divorce the
defendant and marry her paramour. These statements were found relevant to refute the
defendant's evidence tending to show the defendant and the victim had a good marriage.
Id. at 792-93. According to the State, because "initial aggressor" evidence is being

admitted in this case "the full context of Emmett's beliefs and understanding of the
situation is relevant." (State's Motion, p. 4). This was not the ruling in Gray.
In Gray, the court was not addressing whether 404(b) evidence was admissible to
establish a victim's state of mind, but whether specific hearsay statements made by the
declarant-victim were admissible as expressions of the declarant's state of mind. The
2 As the State argues, unless Kandi Hall's statements of abuse occurred contemporaneous with acts of
"abuse," such statements are not statements of then existing state of mind, but rather those statements
would constitute statements of memory.
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ruling in Gray was premised on the court finding an exception to the hearsay rule
pursuant to I.RE. 803(3). 3 Unlike the facts in Gray, Corrigan is not the declarant of
Kandi Hall's statements. See United States v. De La Cruz Suarez, 601 F.3d 1202, 1216
( 11th Cir. 2010) (noting the state of mind exception "refers to the state of mind of the
declarant, not the state of mind of the listener or hearer of the statement") (internal
citation and quotation omitted); Fleming v. State, 457 So.2d 499, 502 (Fla. 2d DCA
1984) (ruling that "evidence cannot be admitted under the state of mind exception to
prove the state of mind or motive of someone other than the declarant"). Under the
State's application of Gray, since the Court found Corrigan's state of mind relevant, all
evidence is admissible to refute the claim that Corrigan was the initial aggressor
regardless of hearsay, provided this evidence is labeled "state of mind". The State fails to
offer a non-hearsay purpose or exception as to why any of Kandi Hall's statements are
admissible in this case, let alone for the purpose of Corrigan's state of mind pursuant to
Rule 803(3). In addition, the State's position that Kandi Hall's statements are relevant to
Corrigan's state of mind is incorrect. As previously noted, the Idaho Court of Appeals has
ruled that "a person's mental state cannot be proven through a third person's recollections
of a prior incident .... " Custodio, 136 Idaho at 205-06. Since Kandi Hall's state of mind
is irrelevant and not at issue in this case, statements she made or allegedly made
regarding incidents of abuse should not be admitted for the purpose of establishing
Corrigan' s state of mind.

3 I.R.E 803(3) provides an exception to the hearsay rule for: "A statement of the declarant's then existing
state of mind, emotion, sensation, or physical condition ...." (emphasis added).
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CONCLUSION

For the reasons set forth above, Mr. Hall respectfully requests that this Court
affirm its ruling precluding the State's I.R.E. 404(b) evidence.

DATED this

q'bday ofOc::e_~_,
2_0_1_2_.-_---_-- - - - - - - - - - ROBERT R. CHASTAIN

By

liinD-°fe~dH<r
DEBORAHN~~
Attorney for Defendant
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q
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o
o
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Hand Delivery
Federal Express
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,

v.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,

)
)
Plaintiff, )
)
)
)
)
)
Defendant. )

Case No. CR-FE-2011-3976
REPLY BRJEF IN OPPOSITION TO STATE'S
MOTION TO EXCLUDE TESTIMONY OF
DEFENSE EXPERTS
(SUBMITTED UNDER SEAL)

)

COMES NOW, the Defendant, by and through conflict Ada County Public Defenders,
Robert R. Chastain and Deborah N. Kristal, and hereby replies to the State's Motion to Exclude
Testimony of Defense Experts ("Motion to Exclude").
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MEMORANDUM

I. The State's Motion does not State Sufficient Grounds to Exclude the Experts' Testimony
Mr. Hall seeks to introduce evidence from Dr. Robert H. Friedman, M.D. and Dr. Craig
W. Beaver, Ph.D. The state seeks to exclude Mr. Hall's experts' testimony on two primary
grounds: (1) the testimony is a "conduit for hearsay" and (2) it serves only to vouch for Mr.
Hall's credibility. Motion to Exclude pp. 3-4.

A. The Experts' Testimony is not a Mere "Conduit for Hearsay"
With regard to the "conduit for hearsay" argument, the state is particularly concerned
about the medical conclusion that Mr. Hall suffered from "significant post trauma amnesia" and
that he "has a minimal amount of retrograde amnesia." The Motion to Exclude does not identify
any specific hearsay. To the extent that the experts relied on hearsay to reach their conclusions,
that action is permissible under the Idaho Rules of Evidence.

Idaho Rule of Evidence 702

provides:
If scientific, technical, or other specialized knowledge will assist the trier of fact
to understand the evidence or to determine a fact in issue, a witness qualified as
an expert by knowledge, skill, experience, training, or education, may testify
thereto in the form of an opinion or otherwise.
The state cites State v. Hester for the proposition that it is "erroneous to allow a medical
doctor to testify as to identity of abuser where such opinion based on representation of victim
and not upon medical testing." Motion to Exclude p. 3. Hester held that "the field of child abuse
may be 'beyond common experience,' [but] having an expert render an opinion as to the identity
of the abuser is more of an invasion of the jury's function rather than an 'assist' to the trier of
fact." 114 Idaho 688, 695 (1988). Thus, Hester was decided based on an interpretation of I.R.E.
702, because an expert was not needed in order to establish the abuser's identity. Id. Mr. Hall
REPLY IN OPPOSITION TO STATE'S MOTION TO EXCLUDE TESTIMONY OF
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seeks to establish that he suffered from the aforementioned specific medical conditions that can
affect memory. It is respectfully submitted that, as opposed to the facts in Hester, an expert
would assist the trier of fact in this regard. Laypersons are not capable of diagnosing medical
conditions. Thus, Hester is of no assistance to the state.
Mr. Hall is entitled to introduce the expert testimony pursuant to I.R.E. 703. Idaho Rule
of Evidence 703 states:
The facts or data in the particular case upon which an expert bases an opinion or
inference may be those perceived by or made known to the expert at or before the
hearing. If of a type reasonably relied upon by experts in the particular field in
forming opinions or inferences upon the subject, the facts or data need not be
admissible in evidence in order for the opinion or inference to be admitted Facts
or data that are otherwise inadmissible shall not be disclosed to the jury by the
proponent of the opinion or inference unless the court determines that their
probative value in assisting the jury to evaluate the expert's opinion substantially
outweighs their prejudicial effect.
(emphasis added).
Thus, if an an expert's opinion is based on inadmissible evidence (such as hearsay), the
testimony is admissible if: (1) the otherwise-inadmissible evidence is "reasonably relied upon by
experts in the particular field," and (2) the inadmissible bases are not disclosed to the jury. Mr.
Hall has absolutely no intention of offering into evidence the statements he made to the experts.
Moreover, the expert testimony is not based solely on hearsay. For example, Dr. Beaver, Ph.D.,
will testify that Mr. Hall, prior to the incident, "had taken a Xanax which would have also further
affected his ability to accurately perceive and recall details of the events. Postshooting incident,
and before interviewed by police investigators at the St. Alphonsus Regional Medical Center, he
had been given further medication for pain management. This included morphine and lidocaine.
This would have further impaired his ability to accurately recall events at the time of the
shooting."
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Dr. Friedman reached the medical opinion that Mr. Hall sustained a "[t]raumatic brain
injury with post concussive amnesia, and mild retrograde amnesia." This conclusion was based
in part on the fact that Mr. Hall suffered a traumatic brain injury, because the described amnesia
is entirely consistent with Mr. Hall's traumatic brain injury. Mr. Hall, of course, has not claimed
to have suffered a "traumatic brain injury," and in any event, Dr. Friedman's conclusion
certainly would not be based on any such representation. In other words, the conclusion is not
merely a "conduit for hearsay." Regardless, it is irrelevant that hearsay may form part of the
basis for Dr. Friedman's conclusions, so long as the hearsay is not submitted into evidence.
The Idaho Rules of Evidence permit inadmissible evidence to form the basis for the
conclusion, if this information is not disclosed to the jury. It is the disclosing to the jury that
causes expert testimony to become a conduit for hearsay. For example, in State v. Scovell, the
case relied upon by the state, Motion to Exclude p. 3, the Court of Appeals acknowledged this
distinction:

fl.R.E. 7031 addresses the type of information upon which an expert may rely
in developing the opinions or inferences to which the expert will testify at trial;
the rule does not contain any provision for admission into evidence of the
material the expert relied upon. That is, it is the admissibility of the expert's
opinion that is provided by Rule 703, not the admissibility of the underlying facts
or data.
136 Idaho 587, 592 (2001) (italics in original, bold emphasis added).
In Scovell, the expert relied upon a victim's written statements, but then the state
introduced into evidence the relied-upon statements, rather than limiting the expert's testimony

to his opinions. Mr. Hall will not introduce "the material the expert relied upon," to wit, Mr.
Hall's statements. Further, Mr. Hall will establish that such statements are reasonably relied
upon by experts in the field. Consequently, under Rule 703 of the Idaho Rules of Evidence, the
expert opinions are admissible.
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In any event, to the extent that the state is concerned about Mr. Hall's post-injury
statements, it is anticipated that the state will introduce these statements into evidence anyway.
See, Evidentiary Stipulation, (1) (h).

B. The Experts' Opinions are not "Based Solely on the Representations of a Third
Party" and the Experts are not "Vouching" for Mr. Hall's Credibility

First, the state does not even know whether Mr. Hall will be testifying and therefore it is
entirely speculative whether the experts would be "vouching" for the credibility of his testimony.
Second, Dr. Beaver, Ph.D., has stated that "discussions with Mr. Hall within the first 48
hours postinjury are likely to be unreliable because of his cognitive difficulties related to the
head injury and poor memory of the events. It is not uncommon for patients, posttraumatic brain
injury, in the first few days to have unreliable remembrances and perceptions of immediately
prior events." This is the exact opposite of vouching; it is discrediting post-injury statements of
remembrances.
Third, a diagnosis of "minimal retrograde amnesia, and significant post trauma amnesia"
is not equivalent to Mr. Hall's claim that he was unable to remember. The fact that the medical
conclusions are consistent with Mr. Hall's statements does not mean that the purpose of the
conclusions is to "vouch" for Mr. Hall's statements. Mr. Hall could claim to have severe pain in
his leg, and a doctor could diagnose the problem as a broken leg, but that does not mean that the
doctor's medical conclusion is "vouching" for Mr. Hall's statement. Similarly, the doctors'
conclusions do not "vouch" for Mr. Hall's statements that he was unable to remember, just
because the doctors reached medical conclusions consistent with those claims, to wit, that Mr.
Hall suffered from a "[t]raumatic brain injury with post concussive amnesia, and mild retrograde
amnesia."
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Fourth, it cannot be claimed that the medical opinions are based "solely on the
representations of a third party," because it is clear that the conclusion is based in part on Mr.
Hall's traumatic brain injury requiring surgical intervention.

Mr. Hall did not make a

representation to the effect that he suffered a traumatic brain injury requiring surgical
intervention; thus, it is clear that the opinions are not based solely on the representations of Mr.
Hall. In addition, as explained above, the conclusions are based in part on the gunshot wound he
suffered, as well as, on the drugs in Mr. Hall's system before and after the incident. The state
argued that the doctors relied only on Mr. Hall's statements; this argument is meritless.
C. Expert Testimony as to Handedness is Proper

Expert testimony is proper if it will assist the trier of fact. I.RE. 702. This case involves
three gunshots, and the state has maintained that Mr. Hall's head wound was self-inflicted. The
trier of fact would clearly benefit from expert testimony on whether Mr. Hall was left or right
handed.
III. Conclusion

The Defense respectfully requests the court deny the state's motion in its entirety.
DATED this

qb day of October, 2012.
Robert R. Chastain

~

Deborah N. Kristal
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!

!ONE
iPresent: Jason Spillman and Jessica Lorello for the State; Rob
!Chastain and Deborah Kristal for the defense; defendant in custody
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8:36:58 AM !

I

8:37:28 AM icourt

I

toown to 71 jurors after last week's proceedings, will proceed to jury
selection today based on that pared-down list.

I

...............................................1.........................................L. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ._. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _.____. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . --.. . . . . . . . . . . . . _. ._._. _. . . ..
8:38:48 AM jCourt

i
8:39:20 AM !court
8:39:4 7 AM Court

l
I
!

i

!
'

!The Statesman had something this morning, and at least Channels 6
land 7, so we'll address that.
!wm also address pre-voir dire and pre-proof instructions.
Re seating of jury panel - 46 on left side of audience, remaining on
!the right side. Back two rows on right side reserved for family
!members. Will go to 10:30, take a break, go to 12:15 for brief lunch,
!reconvene at 1:00, go to 2:30, short break, and then go until we've
!completed jury selection. Will start tomorrow morning with opening
jstatements.

I

'
...............-............................... ...................·-·-··········..···..;i.................................................................... ....···························-·····-···......................................................................................-...................
~

8:41:43 AM jChastain

-

!Haven't yet decided if we'll make an opening statement tomorrow.

8:42:52 AM fcourt
fRe jury instructions.
fRe instruction #3.
8:45:07 AM fLorello
8:45:37 AM lcourt
fwm add "Are you of you related to, friends with.or have personal
!
!contact with Emmett
Corrigan?" __ ........,_.. .....................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................................
__,,.........................................
8:46:03 AM !Chastain
iNo objection.
fRe #8.
8:46:10 AM !Lorello
8:46:31 AM tcourt
tit is a little different, because we're going to have the court reporter
l
!doing Real Time. Will take it under advisement.
8:47:54 AM \Chastain
\No changes or objections.
8:48:08 AM lcourt
lRe addressing the panel re media reports this morning about the
:
:case.
:Fine with the Court's proposal.
8:49:32 AM :Spillman
8:49:46 AM !Chastain
fwent through this on a case with Judge Neville before. Am
j
jconcerned because the Statesman article had some info in it that
j
jwe've worked very hard to keep sealed. Feel we need to deal with
1
\this before we get very far into jury selection. Am not moving for
!venue change right now, just making a record so that we don't give
jup that option .
,

,

,,,u.. ,, ...........................................................................................- ..........- ..............................................................................................................................- ...., ...,-............................................................. .

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

8:53:21 AM !Court
8:54:04 AM jchastain
:
8:55:56 AM :court

10/9/2012

\So noted for the record.
1Re filings defense made this morning, in particular State's intent to
!use jail calls as evidence.
!Am hopeful we'll have a jury selected by mid-afternoon and then we
jean address these issues.
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8:56:03 AM !Lorello

8:57:11 AM
8:58:11 AM
9:01 :22 AM
9:01 :27 AM
9:01 :38 AM
9:02:07 AM

!counsel

i
:Court
\Counsel
jcourt

1

Courtroom400

:Response. Will get to defense counsel a redacted version of those
!particular statements State may be interested in introducing into
Ievidence.
!No other matters.
lJury panel enters the courtroom and is seated.
JWelcomes panel.
!Ready to proceed.

J
1Roll call of prospective jurors. All summoned jurors present.

1
~
.......................................;. ......................•...•.•...........••..............................................................., .................................................................................................................................................................

9:07:14 AM \Court

I

1

9:09:17 AM
9: 10:56 AM lcourt
9: 12:43 AM
9: 14:20 AM jCourt
9: 18 :40 AM fCourt

l
i

l

9:18:44 AM
9:20:21 AM :court

~:??.:.~.3

.

AM jcourt
9:24:08 AM \Spillman
9:24:15 AM !Chastain
9:24:57 AM jCounsel

\Addresses panel re general procedure for today, introduces the
\parties and court personnel.
fcourt reads Amended Indictment.
jAddresses the panel.
JJury panel sworn in for voir dire.
!Addresses the panel re voir dire process.
\Asks jurors who saw or read media coverage on the case this
!morning.
1#44, #46, #51, #74, #80, #122, #125 respond affirmatively.
:We need to visit individually with these jurors. Others will make
\themselves comfortable in the jury room, it shouldn't take long.
iThose who responded in the affirmative will be taken into a small
!side room while we bring you one at a time into the courtroom.
'

fsegins initial inquiry of #44.
)No questions.
rauestions #44.
!Pass this juror as to this issue .

....9:??:.?.~...~.~... :c.ourt ...................... 1Begins..intial .. inquiry.of#46 ....................................................................................................................................
jNo questions, pass this juror as to this issue.
9:27:00 AM jCounsel
9:27:35 AM jCourt
!Begins initial inquiry of #51.
9:29:12 AM !Counsel
fPass this juror as to this issue.
9:29:30 AM fcourt
jsegins initial inquiry of #74.
9:32:56 AM 1'Spillman
!Pass this juror on this issue .

i

....9.:.33.:.04. AM ... Chastain............ !Inq.u.ires. of_ #7 4 ...........................................................................................................................................................................
9:35:45 AM jChastain
!Might have a motion outside the presence of this juror.
............................................ ,..,;.........................................;.............-.....,............................... ..................................................... ...................................................................................................................
9:36:03 AM i
!#74 leaves the courtroom.
•••••••••••"''""""'"''''""'''""""""""""',.,i,-""''"'HOOO"'""''"""'""'""'t"""'"''"""'"''••••'"'""'"'"'"'''"""'""""'""''""""""'''''"''''"'"""""'''''"''"'n••-••••••••••"'""""'""'""''"'"'""'""'""'""""'"""'""'""'"''""'h'"'"''"'"""'''''"'••••••••••"""""''"""'
9:36:08 AM [Chastain
/Based upon #74's comments here this morning, plus his answer to
f
/question #40 on the jury questionnaire, ask the Court to excuse #74
1
!for cause, in an over-abundance of caution.

--

~

_.

,i

................................................~......................................... .................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
9:36:46 AM /Spillman
!Response .
..........................................................
-....-..............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
.
9:37: 13 AM /Court
/Concur with the State, don't feel he's shown any bias or prejudice.
I
f Deny the motion.
fBegins initial inquiry of #80.
9:37:52 AM 1court
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9:40_:_36_AM ___ i~-?.~-~-~-~-~-------------i_Pass_#80__ as_to _ this_issue. ___________________________________________________________ -------------------------------------·------------------------------------9:41 :00 AM :Court
!Begins initial inquiry of #122.
9:43:36 AM icounsel
!Pass #122 as to this issue.
9:44:00 AM \court
!Begins initial inquiry of #125.
9:47:16 AM /Spillman
fPass this juror as to this issue.
9:47:26 AM !Chastain
pnquires of #125_
9:48:31 AM i
(Counsel meet in sidebar.
!continues inquiry of #125.
9:48:43 AM !Chastain

l

____ 9_:49:43 _AM ___ Chastain.. _..____ jNo_ further _questions.-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------9 :49:49 AM :court
/Concludes interviews of those prospective jurors who had read or
\
jheard something about the case.
9:50:08 AM lchastain
Jwill not make a motion re #125 at this point, given how far down the
!
llist he is.
9:50:38 AM lchastain
JAgree with Court there is not grounds for a motion to change venue
:
!at this point.
____ 9_:_51 _: 4_1 __ AM ___r_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ JCourt_ recesses·-·--------------·-·-·-·-........____________________________________.........-···-·-·-.. -··--····-----·------··---·-···-·-·-·-·····-·-···--·-··-.. -....-----................._
!Court and jury panel reconvene.
9:51 :58 AM !
9:51 :58 AM lcourt
f1nquires of panel.
9: 51 :58
9: 51: 58
9:51 :58
9:51 :58

AM
AM
AM
AM

t Court ____________________ JI nclined _to __excuse __#75. ______________________ -----·-----·----·----------------·---·---·-·---.. ------·----------------·-----·--·-- -····---··------·-----·-·-----·-jcounsel
jNo objection.
:court
:Excuse #75 for cause.
!Spillman
!Begins voir dire.

___ 9 :_51_.:_58 _AM ___1Counsel __ ,___.___
9:51 :58 AM -\Court
9:51 :58 AM !Spillman
9:51 :58 AM (Chastain
9: 51 :58 AM j Court
9:51 :58 AM jspillman
9:51 :58 AM !Spillman
9:51 :58 AM jchastain
9:51 :58 AM Jcourt
9:51 :58 AM :Spillman
9:51 :58 AM ichastain

_j Stipulate __to__ excuse_#31 :_..._..._,,__________________,,.._.______,.._..___________....... ___..................................... ,-·-·-·- _______________...........
iExcuses #31.
-

!Move to excuse #39.
!Inquires of #39.
Will think about it.
Jcontinues voir dire.
(Move to excuse# 83.
jwill submit.
pnquires of juror, excuses #83 for cause.
fMove to excuse #87.
iNo objection. -·-----·------------------------------·---------------·---------------------------------···-·--· --------·-·---·------------· -·-·-·------------------------------

l

9:51 :58 AM (Court
/Excuses #87 for cause.
··----------------------------------------·---·····---····------------..........................................................................................t.......- ................................................................................................................................................................................................................
9:51 :58 AM [Spillman
1Move to excuse #124 .
..............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
9:51 :58 AM !Chastain
!Inquires of #124, submits.
fwm keep her on for now, will think about it.
9:51 :58 AM 1court
9:51 :58 AM !Spillman
fMove to excuse #17 for cause.
9:51 :58 AM !Chastain
f1nquires of #17. Stipulate to #17 being excused.
9:51 :58 AM jcourt
fExcuses #17 for cause.
9:51 :58 AM fSpillman
Move to excuse #92 for cause.
1nquires of #92, submits.
9:51 :58 AM jchastain

f
f
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9:51 :58 AM jCourt

!Excuses #92 for cause .

9: 51 :58 AM j
11 :40:36 AM l
12:29: 15 PM 1
12:30:06PMl
12:32:02 PM t
12:34: 13 PM f spillman
12:36:33 PM f spillman
12:37: 11 PM (Chastain
12:37:21 PMlcourt
12:37:42 PM f spillman

f

)
Courtroom400

. .~:;~ :;:.~~·]court - - i~~~i=:~:=n~~:~~rors.------- -·· ·--·-·-·- ----·-----

i

12:38:24 PM!Chastain
12:38:27 PM lcourt
:
12:38:47 PM!Spillman
12:39:14 PMlchastain
12:39: 17 PM lCourt
12:39:46 PM jSpillman

l

12:40:01 PMfChastain
12:40:05 PMfCourt
12:40:22 PM lspillman
12:40:29 PM !Chastain
1:45:03 PM l
1:46: 16 PM l
1:59:53 PM jChastain

l

l
2:03:35 PM l
2:05:38 PM !Court

l
i

2:06:34
2:09:51
2:10:04
2:10:11
2: 15: 17
2: 15:28

PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM

lChastain
lChastain
JSpillman
!court
f chastain
fcourt
l

2: 16:02 PM f
10/9/2012

lcourt in recess until 12:30
tcourt reconvenes; all parties present.
l
iJury panel reconvenes - all present.
f continues voir dire.
f Move to excuse #39 (based upon testified-to hardship).
lsubmitted earlier to the Court.
tExcuse#39forcause.
f Move to excuse #60 - 2nd-grade teacher with parent-teacher
jconferences later this week.
:Submit.
iwe'II keep her; she stated earlier she could reschedule those
(conferences.
!Move to excuse #120- she's moving to Seattle in a couple of weeks.
tNo objection.
lExcuse #120 for cause.
1Move to excuse #124- daycare problems, lots of homework
:assignments.
·fNo objection.
fExcuse#124forcause.
lwith that, pass the panel.
JBegins voir dire.
lcourt and jury recess.
Jcourt reconvenes; all parties present.
1Unless something happens, anticipate passing the jury for cause.
lBut will need 15 min or so to talk with defendant before we do
l peremptories.
lJury panel reconvenes - all present.
1Advise panel Mr. Chastain has a few more questions, then will take
lanother recess in order for counsel to prepare for peremptory
!challenges.
Jcontinues voir dire.
1Move to excuse #4.
jNo objection.
fExcuses#4forcause.
Pass the panel for cause.
jwm now go to the peremptory challenge phase. Panel will recess
lwhile counsel prepare.
JJury panel in recess.

l
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2:17:07
2:17:24
2:17:37
2:34:43
2:34:51

PM !Chastain
PM lcourt
PM 1
PM f
PM !counsel

2:36:04
2:36:32
2:38: 13
3:04:04
3:10:07
3: 10:24
3:10:45

PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM

l

Jcourt

I

!
lcourt
fcounsel

!
1court

l

Courtroom400

jNeed to speak with defendant privately.
JYou can use the jury room.
1court in recess.
1court reconvenes; all parties present.
fNo matters to bring up before jury panel reconvenes and we begin
\peremptory challenges.
1Re Instructions 4 - 13.
I~ury panel reconvenes -all present.
)Begin peremptory challenges.
jReads names of selected jurors.
jAccept the jury as impaneled.
jJury is sworn to try the case.
!Thanks and excuses remaining panel members .

J

.... 3.:.1_2:_05 .. P_M ... Court.................... Reads ..lnstructions.. 4. -.. 1_3 .............................................................................................................................................
3:27:36 PM /Court
jAdvises jury of planned visit to location of incident on Friday of next
1

~week .
!Jury in recess until 9:00 tomorrow morning.
!Attorneys be here at 8:30 tomorrow morning, we'll be in courtroom
\503. I received a memorandum re topic of intoxication from the
!defense, and I did a little research over the weekend. Re giving any
jinstruction re intoxication. Re Hawkins who may be called as a
)witness - I'm inclined to have him stay in his jail garb for security
lreasons; it's going to come out that the conversations took place in
!the jail, anyway. Re Candy Hall as a witness ... Is there any other
!evidence to present re the Court considering her an adverse
!witness?

•••••••• , ••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••• ,0 ..•.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ., •••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

3:28:07 PM !
3:28:59 PM !court

l
·

3:33:43 PM \orello
:

twill be filing a motion and memorandum on that matter, hopefully
:this afternoon.

.Jwm

3 :34: 1.8 . PMJ Court .............
.wait.to_ review. that, .the.n .........................................................................................................................
3:35:01 PM :.I.Kristal
/Will want opportunity to respond to State's memorandum re Candy
,
\Hall as adverse witness .
. ,.. ,-,,, ........... ,...........................i,, .........................................................................................................................................................._ ..............................................................................................................
3:35:36 PM !Spillman
\We expect her testimony to be Thursday, so need to know Court's
;
/decision in this matter by tomorrow afternoon. Tomorrow's
\witnesses include ear witnesses, first responders, officer who
lvideoed and photographed the scene. Submits to Court preliminary

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1exhibit Iist ................................................................................................................................................................................................
3:37:50
3:38:13
3:39:21
3:39:36

PM
PM
PM
PM

!Chastain
lspillman
lcourt
fchastain
:

jK.M. Sweeney is getting his forensic report done.
!continues re witnesses.
fDirects counsel to return the juror questionnaires.
!wm
there be a conference room set aside for us to use for exhibits?
:

3:40:00 PM fcourt
fMadam Bailiff will make sure that happens.
3:40:26 PM j
\Court in recess until 8:30 tomorrow morning .
................................................ t......................................... t·····............................................................................................................................................................................................................................
3:40:34 PM l
:End of case.
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ROBERT R. CHASTAIN
ATTORNEY AT LAW
300 Main, Suite 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
(208) 345-3110
Idaho State Bar #2765
DEBORAH N. KRISTAL
ATTORNEY AT LAW
3140 Bogus Basin Road
Boise, ID 83702
(208) 345-8708
Idaho State Bar #2296
Attorneys for Defendant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.

ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case: CRFE 2011-3976
MOTION IN LIMINE TO PROHIBIT
THE STATE FROM INTRODUCING
JAIL CALLS INTO EVIDENCE

COMES NOW the Defendant, Robert Dean Hall, by and through Ada County conflict
Public Defenders Robert R. Chastain and Deborah N. Kristal, and hereby moves this Court
to prohibit the State from introducing into evidence any jail phone calls involving the
defendant, and various third parties.

MOTION IN LIMINE TO PROHIBIT THE ST ATE FROM INTRODUCING INTO EVIDENCE
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This Motion is made on the basis that said phone calls are not relevant to any material
element in the State's case, and pursuant to I.R.E. 403, are unduly prejudicial. Admission
of the said phone calls would further violate the defendant's right to confrontation, pursuant
to Article 1, sec. 13, of the Idaho Constitution and the Sixth Amendment of the United States
Constitution. Said phone calls further include improper evidence concerning the Defendant's
legal rights, his legal representation, and his right to counsel.
This Motion is further based on the fact that trial starts on today's date, and the
Defense does not have a way to bring this matter before the court, have the court review at
least three plus hours worth of unedited, unredacted, and otherwise inadmissable jail phone
calls.
Through this Motion it is respectfully requested that the State be prohibited from
mentioning or discussing said phone calls, until the court has had the chance to review them
in their entirety, and hear arguments concerning their admissibility.
This Motion is further supported by the Affidavit of Deborah N. Kristal, attached
hereto and incorporated by reference.
Oral argument is requested.

MOTION IN LIMINE TO PROHIBIT THE ST ATE FROM INTRODUCING INTO EVIDENCE
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DATED this

qb day of October, 2012.
ROBERTR. CHASTAIN

t/

Atto~ey for Defen.dan.

.MkMhA~

DEBORAHN. KRISTAL
Attorney for Defendant

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

~

I hereby certify on the~ day of October, 2012, I served a true and correct copy of the
within and foregoing document upon the individual(s) named below in the manner noted:
Jason Spillman
Jessica Lorello
Attorney General Office
PO Box 83720
Boise, ID 83 720-00 l 0

D
•
D

By first class mail, postage prepaid
By hand delivery
By faxing the same to: 854-8083

MOTION IN LIMINE TO PROHIBIT THE STATE FROM INTRODUCING INTO EVIDENCE
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ROBERT R. CHASTAIN
ATTORNEY AT LAW
300 Main, Suite 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
(208) 345-3110
Idaho State Bar #2765

c:-~.:~~;.-~. ~

DEBORAH N. KRISTAL
ATTORNEY AT LAW
3140 Bogus Basin Road
Boise, ID 83702
(208) 345-8708
Idaho State Bar #2296

C·,J

=~T('_ ;.~~.;\'.,..\ '~. ,.:.;. ~, ;. _;.~·. ,\
~

:,c

e,'. ''(

Attorneys for Defendant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,

)

)
Plaintiff,

ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

State of Idaho
County of Ada

)

)
)
)
)

vs.

Case No. CRFE 2012-3976
AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT OF MOTION
TO PROHIBIT THE STATE FROM
INTRODUCING JAIL PHONE CALLS
INTO EVIDENCE

)
)

)
) ss:
)

COMES NOW Deborah N. Kristal, being first duly sworn, deposes and says:
1.

Your affiant is Deborah N. Kristal, attorney for Robert Dean Hall, I make
this Affidavit of my own personal knowledge.

AFFIDAVIT OF DEBORAH N. KRISTAL
C:\Users\Maria\Documents\WPDOCS\Murder\Hall, Robert D\Hall Motions\Affidavit of Deborah N Kristal.wpd
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2.

That your affiant received read the attached email from Jessica Lorello,
Deputy Attorney General, on Friday, October 5, 2012.

3.

That your affiant, along with Mr. Chastain, spent the weekend reviewing
the 13 listed 15-minute jail phone calls while continuing other trial
preparations. We have not listened to the partially ID'd calls listed at the
bottom of the email, as we cannot identify them from the hundreds of jail
phone calls received in Discovery.

4.

That your affiant and Mr. Chastain are concerned that extensive Motion
practice needs to be accomplished prior to the State referring to these calls,
or said calls being played before the jury.

Further, your affiant sayeth naught.
r;Jfl
DATED this~ day of O c t o b e r , ~

Deborah N. Kristal

Subscribed and sworn to before me this

MARIA J. CUTAIA
NOTARY PUBLIC
STATE OF IDAHO

f~ay of October, 2012.

'
•

AFFIDAVIT OF DEBORAH N. KRISTAL
C:\Users\Maria\Documents\WPDOCS\Murder\Hall, Robert D\Hall Motions\Affidavit of Deborah N Kristal.wpd
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

ott

I hereby certify on the L day of October, 2012, I served a true and correct copy of the
within and foregoing document upon the individual(s) named below in the manner noted:
Jason Spillman
Jessica Lorello
Attorney General Office
PO Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0010

D
D
•

By first class mail, postage prepaid
By hand delivery
By faxing the same to: 854-8083

ahlilut&

AFFIDAVIT OF DEBORAH N. KRISTAL
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Gmail - Jail calls

•

•

Page 1 of 1

Deborah Kristal< dnkristal@gmail.com>

Jail calls
1 message

Lorello, Jessica< jessica.lorello@ag.idaho.gov>
Thu, Oct 4, 2012 at 6:32 PM
To: Rob Chastain <memo@chastainlaw.net>, Deborah Kristal <dnkristal@gmail.com>
Cc: "Spillman, Jason" <jason.spillman@ag.idaho.gov>
The following is a preliminary, but non-exhaustive, list of jail calls we intend to use (designated by date and
time):

3-15-2011_ 142435
3-16-2011_164609
3-16-2011_210726

3-16-2011_155709
3-16-2011_203512
3-17-2011_ 193443

3-18-2011_164606
3-21-2011 150754
3-21-2011_ 152528
3-26-2011_213440

3-26-2011_ 152933
3-26-2011_100137
3-27-2011_212734

There is also a call from 4-14-2012 between the defendant and Hannah, but I am not sure of the time yet,
and the call between the defendant and his mother regarding steroids that is referred to in the Court's
Memorandum Decision and Order Re: Compendium of Motions.

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=5d0a6b02c6&view=pt&q=jason.spillman%40...
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PAUL PANTHER
Deputy Attorney General
Chief, Criminal Law Division
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JASON SLADE SPILLMAN ISB #8813
JESSICA M. LORELLO ISB #6554
Deputy Attorneys General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant,

______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
MOTION TO DETERMINE SCOPE
OF COURT'S RULING ON
ADMISSIBILTY OF CERTAIN
EVIDENCE
(SUBMITTED UNDER SEAL)

COMES NOW, Jessica M. Lorello, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho, and
hereby files this motion to determine the scope of the Court's ruling in relation to the
State's Notice of Intent to Introduce Evidence Pursuant to I.RE. 404(b) and Motion to
Admit Expert Testimony on Domestic Violence ("Motion") and Supplemental Notice of
Intent to Introduce Evidence Pursuant to I.RE. 404(b) ("Supplement").

MOTION TO DETERMINE SCOPE OF COURT'S RULING ON ADMISSIBILITY OF CERTAIN
EVIDENCE (SUBMITTED UNDER SEAL) - Page 1
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,

•

Included in the State's Motion and Supplement is a list of evidence the state
intends to admit at trial.

Although the evidence was identified in the context of the

State's Motion to admit expert testimony on domestic violence, much of the evidence is
not, in and of itself, domestic violence as defined by I. C. § 18-918 nor evidence subject
to I.RE. 404(b). The evidence was simply included in the Motion and Supplement as
support for the State's argument that the dynamics of the Hall's relationship were
consistent with those identified by domestic violence experts such that expert testimony
should be admitted on that point. The Court denied the state's Motion "because the
Court has not yet conducted a factual finding under the Cooke analysis to determine the
existence of past crimes, acts, or wrongs."

(Memorandum Decision and Order Re:

Compendium of Motions, filed August 30, 2012, p.27.)
By this motion, the State seeks to determine whether the Court's ruling precludes
the State from admitting evidence of the following (previously identified in the Motion
and Supplement), absent a Cooke analysis:

7 •

Prior to Valentine's Day in 2011, Kandi was at the office on a Sunday with
a client when Defendant showed up and began threatening her. Emmettwho was out of town - was so concerned that he called Kelly Rieker (a coworker) to make sure the Defendant was not hurting Kandi.

•

After Defendant killed Emmett Corrigan by shooting him in the heart and in
the head, Kandi repeatedly apologized for what happened and accepted
responsibility for Defendant's violent actions and promised to do
"everything" to "vindicate" Defendant. Kandi also assured Defendant, just

MOTION TO DETERMINE SCOPE OF COURT'S RULING ON ADMISSIBILITY OF CERTAIN
EVIDENCE (SUBMITTED UNDER SEAL) - Page 2
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five days after Emmett's murder, that she was "gonna be the wife [he]
always wanted [her] to be."
/

•
l/ •

Defendant blaming Emmett Corrigan for his wife's "independence"
Defendant sent Kandi an e-mail dated December 22, 2010, complaining
that "within a week or two after working with Emmett [she] started to
change" and became "distant."

v •

Around the end of February or beginning of March 2011, Defendant told
Megan DeGroat, a co-worker, that he and Kandi were having marital
problems and that Kandi had changed when she started her new job.

v•

Around the beginning of March 2011, Defendant told Michelle Clark he did
not want to separate from Kandi and he wanted "the old Kandi back."
Defendant also told her that he blamed Mr. Corrigan for changing Kandi
and giving her more confidence.

•

After Defendant murdered Emmett, he told his mom:

"this is the old

Kandi; it's like I changed her back and she's really sad just like I am ...
she's really depressed and scared and doesn't know what to do."

r/ •

On February 10, 2011, Defendant sent Kandi an e-mail telling her that if
he "had the money [he] would not hesitate to take [her] away from here" to
get her away from her friends whom he blames for helping Kandi separate
from him.

•

Defendant told Kandi he wanted them to get their rings "tattooed on" so
they can "never, ever, ever" take them off.

MOTION TO DETERMINE SCOPE OF COURT'S RULING ON ADMISSIBILITY OF CERTAIN
EVIDENCE (SUBMITTED UNDER SEAL) - Page 3
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J/.
•

Defendant told Kandi: "you're not losing me; I'm not losing you; I refuse."
Defendant told Kandi that when he gets out they will do everything
together; it will be them first, and everyone else second.

•

Defendant told Kandi he will never leave her because she is part of him
and part of his soul and you cannot give up 20 years.

•

Defendant had a security system installed at his home that he used to
monitor the front door and which he could access from his computer at
work. This system alerted Defendant when his garage door was opening
or closing.

i/•

On February 22, 2011, Defendant sent an e-mail to "Greg" stating he was
"anxious in [his] mind about Kandi" and stating he tried to text Kandi at
10:10 a.m.; after receiving no response to the 10:10 text, Defendant texted
Kandi again at 10:58 a.m. and 11 :44 a.m. After receiving no responses to
his text messages, Defendant called Kandi at 11 :56 a.m. at which time he
let the phone ring 10 times before getting Kand i's voicemail. In his e-mail
to Greg, Defendant complains that after finally talking to Kandi at 1:27
p.m., she did not "assure" him that "everything is ok" and does not say
"don't worry, I love you."

V•

Defendant phoned Kandi extremely often to check up on her.

Robert

Hall's friend Danny Meyers said "Hall and Kandi spoke by phone about 20
times a day," which even Mr. Meyers thought was unusual.
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V•

In November 2010, Defendant called Jared Martens, Kand i's former
employer, and asked him if there was "something going on" between
Kandi and Mr. Corrigan.

During the call, Defendant was "pretty

confrontational" with Mr. Martens.
~.

In January 2011, Defendant asks Kandi to "take a break from [her friend]
[M)ichelle" and says her failure to do so is "disrespectful" to him.

ti•

In a February 7, 2011 email, Defendant complains he is in "a constant
uphill competition" with Michelle for Kandi's attention and accuses Kandi
of being "addict[ed]" to Michelle and talking to Michelle on her way to or
from work, at the expense of thinking about "us." Defendant e-mails: "I
won't ask you to stop being friends with her ONLY because if I did, she
would be a martyr in your eyes .... I for some reason imagine us getting
stronger together as we get older and depending less on people outside of
our marriage."

•

After he was in jail, Defendant continued to call Kandi very frequently.
During some of these conversations, Defendant would berate Kandi for
having friends over, for not being attentive enough, and for not being
available whenever he called.

U

Defendant began following Mr. Corrigan in December 201 O through
February 2011.
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V.

In January and February 2011, Defendant went to Mr. Corrigan's law
office on at least two occasions, and drove up and down the back alley
continuously calling Kandi and telling her to come out.

[I~

Around Valentine's Day in 2011, Defendant confronted Kandi and Emmett
at Corrigan's law office. Defendant, driving an unmarked county car, had
been following Kandi and Emmett. When Kandi and Emmett returned to
the law office, Defendant confronted Kandi outside while Emmett went
inside. After approximately 30-35 minutes , Kelly Rieker, who worked at
the law office went outside and told Kandi she needed to come in and help
answer the phones.

/

•

On March 9, 2011, Defendant sent a group e-mail stating that he was the
"team manager" for their daughters' softball team but the team lacked a
sponsor. Kandi, who was included in the group e-mail, responded, in part:
"Corrigan Law Office will be sponsoring the teams [sic] jersey and wind
breakers."

Defendant responded approximately one minute later to

everyone on the group email: "No that will not be happening. Kandi, call
me when you have time." Four minutes later, Defendant sent another email to Kandi only stating: "Nope. His name won't be on a thing of my
team. Not going to happen."

ti~
V •

Impending separation/divorce between Kandi and Defendant.
On January 2, 2011, Defendant sent Kandi an e-mail that contains the
following threat: "Good luck with emmett. Once the honey moon period is
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over or his wife catches on you will be all alone and you'll get everything
you deserve. Karma is a bitch and I will have the last laugh."

i/ • On January 4, 2011, Defendant sent Kandi an e-mail stating he
(Defendant) is "spiraling out of control."
\) •

On January 21, 2011, Defendant sent Kandi an e-mail that contains the
following threat:

"It is only a matter of time before your world comes

crashing down on you. I know because I was in the same boat as you,
thinking I was on top of the world and nothing could stop me, but when my
world came crashing down and I knew I fucked up, I was so lonely and
sad but also I was so LUCKY that you were still there with me but
remember I don't have a fraction of the patience that you have." The
subject line of this e-mail reads: "Rock bottom."

V •

On February 14, 2011, Defendant sent Kandi an e-mail stating, in part: "I
am breaking down at work, I can't think, I'm really jacked up. I know I
have heard all of this from you so you know how I feel. You CAN'T do this
to me but you are. . . . Just know the damage you are doing to me. If you
don't care, or it doesn't matter one way or the other then call it, make it
happen. You will not take one step closer to me even though you can see
that I am demolished and you expect me to stay this way for how long?
YOU ARE DESTROYING ME."

V•

On March 1, 2011, Defendant sends an e-mail which states: "Hey, do me
a favor, if you hear of anyone that has a room to rent let me know."
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0

Defendant sent a similar e-mail on January 2, 2011, to "Cory" in which he
wrote: "I heard that you might be in need of a room mate. I am looking
for a place to stay for at least a month while I try to work things out with
my wife."

•

Defendant misses work several days at least some of which are due to
difficulties at home. Days off include January 2, 2011, February 10, 2011,
February 17-18, 2011, February 21, 2011, February 23, 2011.

L/ •

The "confrontation" between Robert Hall and Emmett Corrigan that took
place at Robert and Kandi's home is believed to have occurred the night
of February 16, right before Defendant was out "sick" for two days.

l/ • Right after Defendant murdered Emmett, but before police arrived on
scene, Defendant can be heard in the background of Kandi's call to 911,
calmly blaming Kandi for Emmett's death. He says to Kandi: "You did this
to him."

v' •

The night that Robert Hall was admitted to the hospital after killing
Emmett, Robert Hall reported on one of the hospital's intake forms that he
was being emotionally abused in his marriage.

•

After he went to jail, Defendant told Kandi she was not in her right state of
mind and it drove him crazy because he could see it, but he could not
make her see it.
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•

Kandi's statements during police interviews including statements in her
March

12,

2011

interview

with

law

enforcement,

the

following

(approximate) exchange takes place:
Detective Joe Miller: "If we were to ask Emmett ... hey what kind of
a guy is Rob, Emmett's probably gonna repeat ... "
Kandi Hall: "An asshole, that's what he's gonna say."
Detective Miller:

"OK.

And why ... OK, Emmett, why is he an

asshole?"
Kandi Hall: "Uh, because he treats Kandi like crap"
Detective Miller: "Is this what you've told Emmett?"
Kandi Hall:

"I don't say treats me like crap, but I'll tell him

situations, for instance, either, like, ok, for instance... Rob's
birthday was on February 7th and um, the girls and I, we got him a
cake and I got him a DVD and another work-out shirt and my
daughter Hannah, we bought him AMA tickets for Seattle.
Motocross Tickets and my daughter Hailey, she got him - I can't
remember exactly what she got him. Well, he was so distraught
over it not being enough. Like it was just, you put no thought into it,
and he was just really really bad about it, and I think that came off
as feelings of us just being the way we are and him, being that way,
and um, and then he texted - sorry- emailed me, an email from his
affair, from the affair that he had. This Melissa, her name is. And
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um, it said, Rob may your next year. .. something about may the
year ahead be filled with love, laughter and fun, or something like
that, and then it said, it said, and then he wrote on the bottom of it,
at least someone gives a shit about me. Like, why would you email
that to me?"
•

In an April 14, 2012 phone call between Defendant and his daughter,
Hannah, Defendant says Kandi being with Michelle "makes [him] sick" and
says "as long as mom is having fun."

Defendant also says he "just

thought mom [Kandi] would have learned."
While the Defendant may at some point articulate some other objection to certain
evidence, it is the State's position that the foregoing evidence does not require a "Cooke
analysis." However, in an abundance of caution, the State requests clarification from
the Court on this point.
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this

9th

day of October 2012.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 9th day of October 2012, I caused to be served
a true and correct copy of the foregoing Motion Regarding Defense Experts to:

Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

_

U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
_ll Hand Delivered
_
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728

_

U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
~ Hand Delivered
_
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

~h~
Rosean Newman, Legal Secretary
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McLAUGHLIN/ MASTERS/ CROMWELL 10 OCTOBER 2012

Time
8:31 :18 AM

I

Speaker

··s31·21AMr········
....ff31 :i5)\M·Tc"ourt

)

Courtroom503

Note
ICR FE 11 03976 State v Robert Dean Hall Jury Trial - Day
1
Two
rPresent: Jason ·s·p"ii°iman aridJ"e"s"s,ca Lorello for the""s"i~ite:"·-- .........
jRob Chastain and Deborah Kristal for the defense; defendant
\in custody
1~:·~obue~~~!~~·co"i:i"rfroom"for"rtimainder offrfai ..Re.seafrnig..

fr, .

.a: 35 :42 AM·fchastaTn ·······r~~~c~jti~~;~·:~ ~~~ni~t~~-!~{i~~e·:r;~~~~~:1--~--4if....M.ay
1

8:36:31 AM 1Spillman
8:37:30 AM !court

l30, 32, 33, 46 are emails.
ioK. Foi:indat\on··,'s"·stipui'ated fo:------Re.ie.niitti ofcipenfr,g.......
!
Istatements.
.......................... . .. ..................................... ........................................................................................ ······················
8:38:01 AM )Lorello
10-15 min.
8:38:05 AM lchastain jwm not do opening today.
8:38:33 AM jspillman •
8:40:04 AM jChastain )Re spliced video of Walgreens, time and date stamp.
8:40:21 AM :Spillman /No exhibit# at this point. We anticipated some concern re
·
(this from defense. Det. Miller redid it off the original so
jdate/time is included. 13 clips we'll want to show with Det.
1Miller explaining. Defense has access to the entire thing, but
!we've cut it down to what we feel are the relevant portions.
[Will provide it to defense today.
.),

~

i

'.

8:41 :37 AM 1chastain
8:41 :50 AM !Court
8:42:22 ..AM :Lorello

OK
Re jail phone calls.
jwill noirefere.nce'ihem.. in...openTng. Bel1eve ..cietiinse has . ......
:received all the jail calls.
8:43:32AMTChastain .. [statehaS"tu'r'neii"civerfrie'}ailc~ii'is:·sut'we don't seebisis for
jadmissibility for any of them. Will be huge bone of contention.
1

8:45:16ArvfTc'ourt ····· :can we ta°ke.upsome ofthesemotions'at4·:obtoday?···i:t:----···
... ............ . ..............
8:45:43 AM !Lorello
8:46: 19 AM court
\

[status_of _Can~Y.~.~-11 ~~...~n.-~~Y~~~~ Y".i~.~.~.s~: ....................................................
!Yes.
:Please provide chamber copies of any filings. Let's plan on
coming back at 4:00 to deal with some of these motions, and
of course at 8:30 tomorrow morning.

8:46:56 AM 1chastain
·
.
8:47:47 AM (Court
8:49:26 AM !Spillman
:

[state notified us they will ask the Court to reconsider one of its
(rulings re Ashley Corrigan - will be another huge issue we're
!not just going to concede.
(Will handle at 4:00 today.
tPuts document on screen - State's Exhibit 1 which he will want
(to use during opening.

I
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8:50:11 AM Spillman

jHad discussion with defense re 911 call made by Candy Hall
the night of the offense, but audio is bad. We'll bring in our
:own boombox, also had Det. Miller do a transcript which we'll
ihope to use (after hopefully reaching agreement with
idefense). Could have a certified transcriptionist prepare
!transcript if necessary.

8:51 :58 AM jCourt

[Authorized broadcast of proceedings, as well as written
:media.
(court in recess.
.. .......................

8:52:14 AM

i

. . ~:gq·:·~-~----~M . . !......................................[~.?..~-~. .r.~~.?.-~_v:

~=-~_;_ _~_11 __p~_rt1es· p·rese.ni:. . . . . ··::··: : : :: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :· · · · · · · · -. . ..

9:01 :00 AM •
9:01 :49 AM :counsel
9:02:03 AM jcourt

)Jury reconvenes; all presen.~·.................................................................................
:waive roll call of jury.
jAddresses the jury.
................................................................................................

9:03: 13 AM l Lorello

[Begins State's opening statem.eni....................................................................

. 9:.1.1._:_39. A_M .. iCh.astain.... . Defer_ opening...statement. _·: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::: ::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: : · .............
9:11 :50 AM ]Spillman
9:12:33 AM !
:

:

9:13:37 AM !
9:14:25 AM•

·~f1K'6f°A°r•i +·s·p'ffim"a'n". . .
9:15:18 AM \court
9: 18: 10 AM •

~i:{a)ftfAM Ts.piifm~in..
9:19:00 AM [court
9:30:57 AM Chastain
···rfj!fjj)i:M •

9:42:04 AM •
9:42:37 AM jspillman
...........................

9:43:36 AM •

····9:52:°3":3. .AM···jchasiaTn. . .
9:59:05 AM

J

!Calls State's first witness ................................................................................................
!Curtis Sibley (eyewitness) sworn, direct examination begins.
[state's Exhibits 1 and 2 handed to the witness .
............. ...... ···················
Exhibit 1 identified (overview of the Walgreens - parking lot
and building).
!Move to admit Exhibit 1. //No oh]e'cfi'ori"JT ..................................................................
\Exhibit 1 admitted, may be published to the jury.
•Exhibit 2 identified (overview of southeast portion of
Walgreens parking lot).
!Move to admit Exhibit 2. //No objection// .....................

jExhibit 2 admitted, may be published.
]Begins cross-examination.
Witness reviews pgs 101 - 102 of his testimony before the
•Grand Jury (for purposes of refreshing his memory).
]Witness steps down, is excused.
!Calls State's 2nd witness .......................................................................................................................
.,...........................

. .....................................................................................................................

Janae Schumacher (eyewitness) sworn, direct examination
•begins.
IBegins cross-examination ...................................................................................................
[Witness steps down, is excused.

____9:.59:_29 ..AM_JSpiUman ........Jca_lls ..state's .. 3rd.witness ...........................................................................................................................
9:59:39 AM l
)ason Henscheiv (eyewitness) sworn, direct examination
l
!begins.
10:05:09 AM
iWitness identifies the defendant.
10:08: 17 AM tchastain tBegins cross-examination.
10:12:33 AM !Spillman (Begins re-direct.
jwitness steps down, is excused.
10: 13:27 AM j

l
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10: 13:42 AM !Spillman
..................
10:14:12 AM:

~

Courtroom503

:calls State's 4th witness.
................................................................ ········ ......................................... .
John Overton (captain, Meridian Fire Dept) sworn, direct

..........................

................................................................................ iexamination be~_i_~.~.: ...........................................................................................................................................
10:28:49 AM i
!Jury in recess.
10:29:46 AM icourt
iAddresses those in gallery, admonishes to be quiet.
1Q.:.~q.:.~?.._.AM 1
10:44:24 AM I
10:45:07 AM jspillman
10:46:56 AM :Chastain
10:50:57 AM j

!Court in rece~?:............................ ... .... ................ ...... .................................
Court and jury reconvene; all present.
jcontinues direct examination.
!Begins cross-examination.
j Defense Exhibit 400 identified by witness (photo of victim at
:crime scene).
Defense Exhibit 404 identitied'b:/w1in.eiss.(ph.ofo... c>t"vTctfrn .
t blood pool).
[Begins re-direct.
!Witness steps down, is excused.

I

10:57: 1 O AM

t

ancf"

:

i

10:59:51 AM fSpillman
11 :01 :24 AM\

f:Ti
9.}i:~~:::~~...?..P..(~.1~.~.~..........\Sarah
~:~:i:!~: :~Johnson
\~:!~:i~}~~::~:(ear-witness)
!~:~:~:~~:: : : . ·sworn,
: : . . . . . . .direct
. : : : examination
:::::::::::::: :
11 :02:06 AM i
!begins.
!Begins cross-examination.
:Begins re-direct.
..........................................................................................

r

11 :12:31 AM !Chastain
11: 15: 17 AM :Spillman

.................................... ............................................. ····~···································· .............. ,. .........................................................................................................................................

11:16:17 AM

:Witness steps down, is excused. Is allowed to remain in
:courtroom, though, as her children are the next two witnesses.

11 :17:06 AM \Spillman
11:17:11 AM

!Calls State's 6th witness .

..................................,,,, .............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

•Megan Johnson (ear-witness) sworn, direct examination
•begins.

11 :21 :3 9 AM 1Chastain .. Jsegfr1s:·cross·~examTn'a'ffo·n::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::... ::: :: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::....::::::: ::::::::::::::
11 :22:08 AM !Spillman !Begins re-direct.
............................... ........... · ...................................... ·....................................................................................................................................................................................................... .
11 :22:47 AM
[Witness steps down, is excused .
,

1

..................................

................................................. .

..1.~..:?~.:·~·~· ,A.~ .?..P..ill~.~.~ ........ '.~.~.1.1~. .?.~~.!.:'s 7th .~.i~.~:~~.:......... ............................ .............................................
!Tristan Johnson (ear-witness) sworn, direct examination
11 :23:36 AM i
....

11 :27:39 AM iChastain
11 :27:50 AM:
.

............................ ..........................................

[~.~·~·~·~·~:

........................................................................................................................................................................... ..

[No cross-examination.
Witness steps down, is excused.

....................................................

........................................................................................ .

. 1.1..:28.:.05 .. AM.lSpillman........ (.~.~.~1.~. .~~.~.t.:·~ .. ~~~ .. ~.i~.~.:.~~.:.........................................................................................................................
11 :28:27 AM I
jRobert Yocum (ear-witness) sworn, direct examination
)begins.
11 :33: 1O AM fchastain [Begins cross-examination.
11 :35: 18 AM f
fWitness steps down, is excused.
11 :35:35 AM jSpillman iRequests early lunch break - next witnesses not here as we've
:
igone so much more quickly than anticipated.
11 :37:14 AM1Court
[Let's do what we can - lunch for jurors won't be here until
(
(12:15.
11 :37:29 AM fspillman [calls State's 9th witness.

l
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11 :37:37 AM:

!Detective Craig Fawley (Median Police Dept.) sworn, direct

11 :40:48 AM •

!examination begins.
......................................................................................
•Exhibits 4 - 24 shown to defense counsel, handed to witness.

"ff'4i:.:iifAMr·. ,. . . . . . . . . . . . .

f Exhibit 4 identified (photo of crime scene).

11 :43:29 AM. Spillman

•Move to admit Exhibit 4.

11 :43:42 AM Chastain

No objection, but want to know what time picture was taken.

11 :43:55 AM lcourt

tstate will ask the witness.

11 :44:08 AM i Court
j Exhibit 4 admitted, published .
.......... ·...................................... ·........................................................................................................................................................................................................
11 :45:46 AM•
•Exhibit 5 identified (photo of gun).

..................................

·1· f:4cfo"a···Arv1·; s·p·iii"iniiri.

····r Move· io··"a"arn,t Exh,bff ir ·11N ci

11:46:17 AM :court
11:47:13 AMr
11 :48:39 AM i

ob]e"ctfo·n,T · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

[Exhibit 5 admitted, published.
iExhibit 6 identified (photo of gun). Moved, admitted.
;Exhibit 7 identfied (photo of crime scene). ·········································

........................................................................................................................................................................ ·············································· ·······································

:.1~.:-~. . .~M~-~.~.i~·~·~·~·~····

1 ~ ..
~
11 :49:33
11: 50:29
11 :50:56

AM: Court
AM j
AM ispillman

!Move to admit Exhibit 7. //No objection//

.........................................................

!Exhibit 7 admitted, published.

iExhibit 8 identified (photo of victim's body).

iMove to admit Exhibit 8. //No objection// .............................................. ·····················

1_~.:.51 :.09 .AM! Court .............. •
~ ~~~i#~~i)?~~ii.~he~::::::::::::::::::::::::...::····· ·· ·········· · ·
11 :52:01 AM .1
l.Exhibit 9 identified (photo of crime scene).

E.~~·i·~·i!. .

.........................................

11:52:31 AM jSpillman

jMove to admit Exhibit 9. //No objection//

11 :52:40 AM jCourt

•Exhibit 9 admitted, published.

.............................................

11:?~:~2.. ~.~···························· 1Exhibit.10 identified .. (photo ofcrime.. scene).
11 :53:53 AM Spillman !Move to admit Exhibit 10. //No objection//
11 :54:02 AM :Court
11 :54:51 AM:
11 :55: 16 AM j Spillman

. ..............................
..................... .

!Exhibit 10 admitted, published.
f Exhibit 11 identified (photo of victim's body).
:Move to admit Exhibit 11. //No objection//

. 1·1: ss:ia AM Icouri. .·······'Exhtt>.ii:1:1:::is. a dm.itte.c(:pu biistied::. . . . . . . . . . . : :· : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :.........................
11 :56:40 AM:.
11 :57:09 AM fSpillman

:Exhibit 12 identified (photo of victim's body).

.
1
Move to admit E·xhibii"T:;C)/No·ob]ecfrori}f'"· ........................................................

.. 1.1.: 57_: 2 0 . A~J~.?.~.~............... (~~·~·i·~·it.. 1 ~ i~·--~~".'i.tt!~• p~ ~li~:6:~:~:::::::::::::::::::: ·:·: : : : : : · ·: : : : : : : : : : : : : :.· :· · · · · · · · · · ·
11 :58: 12 AM l
Exhibit 13 identified (photo of victim's body) .

...... ........................................•... , ............................. ···•··········································· ....................................................................................................................................................

11 :58:41 AM :Spillman

"""--'-'~'--'--'---'---'--'-'·

11 :58:55 AM fcourt

:Move
to admit Exhibit 13. //No objection//
.

[Exhibit 13 admitted, published .

..1.1..:.59_:.20.AMJ......................................[Exhibit...1.4.identified.. (photo ..of_victim's.. body) ..............................................................
12:00:02 PM jSpillman jMove to admit Exhibit 14.
12:00:11 PM jchastain

jlnquires of witness.

12:00:27 PM iChastain

!No objection to Exhibit 14.

12:00:33 PM Jcourt
12:01:06 PM!

[Exhibit 14 admitted, published.
tExhibit 15 identified (photo of victim's body).

12:02:09 PM ispillman

iMove to admit Exhibit 15. //No objection//
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12:02.:22 .PM !Court.......
12:03: 19 PM•
12:03:38 PM :Spillman
12:03:47 PM jcourt

\Exhibit 15 admitted, published.
:E'.xfiibfr·fo·1cfeniiti"ed}i:>iioto 6tsfie"ii ..cas,.ng/2·markeii:Y:..
[Move·"fo··"a",im"if.Exhlhii"TEfilNo ohfecfio.n1i···· ................................
:Exhibit 16 admitted, published: ......................................................................................

12:04:26 PM\

\Exhibit 17 identified (photo of shell casing/3 marker) .

:J~?.~~::~?:: ~:~:1111\: ~:~~i:~i\: ~f: : .J.!:~?:: ?.:§I~:~~'.?~;;: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :

..12.: 05: 1.6 .. PM •Spillma~. ::
12:05:27 PM !Court
\Exhibit 17 admitted, published.
12:06:03 PM!
!Exhibit 18 identified (photo of shell casings/Markers 3, 4)
12:06:22 PM.Spillman

!Move to admit Exhibit 18. //No objection//

12:06:30 PM !Court
12:06:54 PM!

!Exhibit 18 admitted, published.
[Exhibit 19 identified (photo of white purse, keys, victim's ha"ndY

12:07:13 PM1Spillman
12:07:24 PM \Court

!Move to admit Exhibit 19. //No objection// .................................................................
fExhibit 19 admitted, published.
................................................

12:oa:oo PM:

•Exhibit 20 ideritff,el(i:>hafoofarea··athiood). ··········

12:08:17 PM jspillman
12:08:27 PM jcourt
12:09:27 PM J

iMove to admit Exhibit 20. //No objection//
j Exhibit 20 admitted, published.
:Exhibit 21 identified (photo of crime scene).

12:09:53
12:10:03
12: 10:35
12:10:52

PM !Spillman
PM !Court
PM i
PM JSpillman

F~?.

··········-·······················

•Move to ad~i~.~~~i.~.~~...~.~..:...
.?..~J:.?.~i.?..~!(.........................................................
!Exhibit 21 admitted, published.
iExhibit 22 identified (photo of clothing at crime scene).
\Move to admit Exhibit 22. //No objection//

1.2 :.1.1..:.03 .. PM.· Court............::· ... Exhibii°22 adm ittet(. pubiisheci .. ....... ........ :: : :::::::::::::::.:::::::::::::::· : : : :::::::::::::
12: 11 :41 PM:
:Exhibit 23 identified (photo of clothing, shoes).
12_:_1_2_:07 .. P M ISpillman....... Move..to.. ad_mt .. Exhibit ..23 ... / /No ..objection// ...................................................................
_j

1_2_:_1_2.:_1.5 .. PM.iCourt...............iExhibit .. 23 .. ad_mitted, .. published: .........................................................................................
12: 13: 18 PM:
Exhibit 24 identified (photo of shoes) .
.........•........................................ ··········································· ············································ ··········································
12:13:35 PM !Spillman
Move to admit Exhibit 24. //No objection//
·1·i:·1j°:.4s°"PM·rcaurt ................ l.~~.~-!-~.i~--~~-a~.~i~!-~.:. .P..~~1i_~.~:.~.:.................................... ··::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::·::::::·::::::::::::::
.. 1.2_:_ 1_4_:_5_1 ... PM. i. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . [.'?.?..~-~---~-~-~_)_~ ry···i·~---~~~.~-~-~:.... ................................................................................................
12:42:28 PM:
:court reconvenes; all parties except prosecutors present.
··f2:42:42.PM.chasfaTri ······ti=ar..fom.ar.row.·fransportneeasa 1itt1e extra time·fo ghie
i
idefendant his lunch.
12:43:08 PMlCourt
[so noted .
.......................................................................................
;,............................................................................................................................................................................................................ .
12:43:28 PM i
[Prosecutors now present.
12:44:06 PM lspillman jTrying to get witnesses ready - going so much faster than
:
:anticipated.
12:44:24 PM Jcourt
[Will give you a little latitude today.
12:44:32 PMfCourt
add 5 min to lunch break tomorrow.
:Jury reconvenes; all present.
12:44:41 PM
12:45:40 PM fspillman jcontinues direct examination of Det. Craig Fawley.

I
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iExhibit 3 presented to defense, handed to witness .

12:46:08 PM:

.......................... ....... ;. ...................................................................................................................... ·······································

12:46:24 PM j
12:47:05 PM Tspillman
12:47:15 PM icourt
12:49:37 PM i.

..... Exhibit__ 3_.identified._(CD.of_crime.. scene .. vid.~?):

..........................

(Move to admit Exhibit 3. //No objection//
iExhibit 3 admitted, published: ............................................................................ .
\Video
begins.
.

'.................................

..............................

"

1:05:40 PM I
1:06:49 PM jChastain
1: 19:39 PM l

:Video ends ....................................... .
:Begins cross-examination.
Defense Exhibits 400 - 406 shown to counsel, handed to
'
:witness
.
........ ....................................... ...................................... ....... ...................................................................................................................................................................................................
1:20:37 PM :.
'.
,

~

~

,.

1:21 :55 PM i
j Exhibit 401 identified (photo of victim's body):·.. ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::: .
~
l:M .l... ................................. [Exhibit._402_identified .. (photo .. of_victim's.. body) .........................................................
1:22:40 PM i
iExhibit 403 identified (photo of tissue near body).
1:22:59 PM :
[Exhibit 405 identified (photo of blood pool).
•Exhibit 406 identified (photo of blood on pavement).
1:23:21 PM !
.... 1..:25_:_02 .. PM ... lSpillman_.... \Begins re-di.reci............................... ...... ................................. . ............................... .

. .. :.?.?. :.~.~. .

1:25:30 PM J
1:25:48 PM \Spillman
1:26:26 PM i

f':3£F3.5. . PM

j

!Chastain

1:43:33 PM :Spillman

JWitness steps down, is excused.
:calls State's 10th witness.
;Brandon Fiscus (patrol sergeant with Meridian Police Dept)
sworn, direct examination begins.
fBegins cross-examination ........................................... ···· .............................................................
[Begins re-direct.

. 1. :44_:47 .. PM._.[Chastain........ :Begins,,re-cross.-.............................................................................................................................................
1:44:55 PM :
Witness steps down, is excused.
1:45: 1o PM T~!fpii'irrian...
siatei 1frt1.wltness: · · · · · · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

fcan;i

1:45:48 PM

j

1:47:16 PM i
1:47:44 PM ispillman

jAudra Urie

swo.r'i,·;. direcf"eixa·mfr,aiion. begfr,s:. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

!Exhibit 25 identified (photo of gun).
jMove to admit Exhibit 25. //No objection//

· · f ·~fi: 55···r M···rc·ouri ·. . . . . .•Exhibi·2s adm itte,f pubiishe<i.................. · · · · . : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :. . . . . . . . . . . .
1:50:44 PM :

....f.si:°48. .PM

i

:Exhibit 26 identified (13 pgs - crime scene sketch and laser
\mapping documents) .

iSpillman

f

.. 1:.52_:58 .. PM ... •court..........
2:01 :05 PM i
2:16:39 PM f
2: 16:43 PM fcourt

~?~:.~.?.. ~?._mit Exhibit.?~.: .. ((~?.?~J~.?.~.i?~tt.. ......................

:· : :::::::::::::

.~~-~·i·~-i~.. ~~ . ~~~i~~.~.'.............................................................................................

:court and jury in recess.
fcourt reconvenes; all parties present.
[Re filings under seal - any objection to ending that? Anything
!
!filed under seal up to this date will remain sealed, but any
!future filings will not be sealed.
2: 17:33 PM !Chastain !No objection .
................................................ ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... .
2: 17:38 PM !Spillman 10nly if a future pleading directly refers to something already
!
lunder seal.

!
,
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\If something's under seal, it will remain that way. Any future
!pleadings that refer to a sealed pleading will also be sealed,
jbut otherwise we won't be sealing new pleadings.
:

:

i:·{~f:1:ff. P.M I

tJury reconvenes; all present.

.2.:.1.9:.03 .. PMJSpillman........icontinues.. d.irect.. examination .. of_Audrn .. Urie ........................................................
2:20:46 PM i
Exhibit 27 identified (laser mapping diagram) .
.2.:21..:29 .. PMJSpil.lman ....... JMove..to.. admit ..Exhibit.27 ....//No.objection// ..........................................:.: ................
[Exhibit 27 admitted, published.
2:21 :44 PM !Court
2:22:47 PM :Chastain [Begins cross-examination.
.. .......................................... ·
···································· ...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... ······················

. ?..:.?.?..:.?..~. . ~ ~ .................................. •Witness ..steps. down..and.. is ~.~~~~~~.:............ .
2:27:47 PM !Spillman
2:28: 13 PM

l
i

2:35:37 PM ·chastain

!Calls State's 12th witness.
jTony Ford (patrol officer, Meridian Police beptf.swo.rn·;··direct
!examination begins.
!Begins cross-examination .

................................................ ·...................................... ·.............................................. , ........•............................. , .. , ...............................................................................................................

2:42:57
2:43:25
2:43:35
2:44: 14

PM !Spillman
PM j
PM ispillman
PM i

'3":"c:ffjg. .PM

iChastain

i

Begins re-direct.
[Witness steps down, is excused.
icalls State's 13th witness.
isean Harper (patrol sergeiinti"M.eiriciT~i"n···j::i'i:,iic·ti.6eptj"°'sworn;·····.. ·
(direct examination begins.
iBegins cross~exiiin·,·n·a"iio·n·: '" ................................................................... ·

J

................................................

.... 3.:.1. a.:.09 .. P.M ... Spillman... Beg ins .. re-di.rect ..............................................................................................................................
3: 19:26 PM !
!Witness steps down, is excused .
....................................................................................
3:19:50 PM !Lorello
One more witness today, fairly short. Calls State's 14th
witness.
3:20:45 PM 1
.
officer;·rv1·eridian
'i:5ept)
jsworn, direct examination begins.

fJeffre·y·s·cotlFui1e·r··{p.afro1

Pofrce

3:27:08 PM !Chastain . [Begins ..cross-examination. ........................................
..................................
3:30:19 PM tLorello
Begins re-direct.
:f~ff. f1. p~..,f Tch:isfa·fr;· .... fsegins re-cross:.............................................................................................. .
3:31 :31 PM !

•witness steps down, is excused.

3:31 :43 PM 1
3:33:00 PM jSpillman
3:35:21 PM :court

jJury in recess until 9:00 tomorrow mornin~:................................
!Re tomorrow's anticipated witnesses.
;Takea.. break:w,ffhe..back at 4:oo·fo·fa·ke up.1ssue ..
!Hall.

4:oo:oo PM f

.. .............

ofkancfY'
· 1c·c:i"u.rfreconve·ne"s":···iii"if°parties prese.rif. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

4:00:29 PM lcourt

rHere to take up issue of Kandi Hall as a witness.

4:01 :21 PM jLorello
4:01 :35 PM !Kristal
/

tNothing to add to filed motion.
[we don't feel that Mrs. Hall is a hostile witness; her
/statements from the beginning have remained essentially the
!same, and she's cooperated fully in providing evidentiary
!swabs, clothing, etc. We ask that she be allowed to direct!testify as an ordinary witness.

i
i

!
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4:05:20 PM •Lorello
4:06:25 PM :court
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jShe initially lied about her relationship with the victim, and has
changed her story about several issues.
[Under Rule 611 of Idaho Rules of Evidence, it's at Courfs ..............
jdiscretion re manner in which interrogation and presentation of
:evidence occurs during a trial. Reviews the rule re adverse
:witness. In this case, State has shown through a series of
statements (in their motion) that Kandi Hall was committed to
lher husband's acquital in this case. There have been some
!inconsistencies in her testimony. Defense argues that she
ihas never declined to be interviewed by law enforcement, but
las I look at the rule, it boils down to does a witness have a
•biased agenda towards one party in the lawsuit, and because
•of that should the Court allow her to be declared a hostile
•witness.

4:09:54 PM kourt

f Reviews some of Kandi Hall's statements as presented in
:State's brief. She has a very clear bias and a clear objective to
!doing whatever it takes to see her husband acquited. For
[those reasons, Court finds State has established that Kandi
iHall should be treated as a hostile witness, and State can
iconduct that examination with leading questions.

4: 15:42 PM iChastain

[Jusi""fo preserve.the···reic<irci.". nofii.o"i:idcirmal 06Ie.ct10·;,··to the
iCourt's ruling.

i

4:16:00 PM Icourt
4: 16:23 PM Court

[1·11 deem it to be a continuing.ohJedion·:·····················································
•If no other matters, will see you back at 8:45 tomorrow

............................ . . . •..................... ........;rn_?._r.r::ii~.~:..................... ·································· . . . ......... .............................................................. ·······················

4:16:51 PM :court
4:17:22 PM :

···~rffjj···Prvi··r································

10/10/2012

Tells transport to bring defendant's lunch upstairs so we can
stick to original schedule of 30 min for lunch.
[Court in recess until 8:45 tomorrow morning.
rEnd of case ····································································································································· ·························
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant,

______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
MOTION
TO
LEAD
WITNESS
PURSUANT TO I.R.E. 611
(SUBMITTED UNDER SEAL)

COMES NOW, Jessica M. Lorello, Deputy Attorney General, State of
Idaho, and hereby files this motion in support of the state's request to lead Kandi
Hall during direct examination as authorized by I.RE. 611. The grounds for this
motion are as follows:
Idaho Rule of Evidence 611 provides that the trial court may control the
mode and order of interrogation of witnesses.

Such control is to make

MOTION TO LEAD WITNESS PURSUANT TO I.R.E. 611 (SUBMITTED
UNDER SEAL), Page 1
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interrogation "effective," to "avoid needless consumption of time," and to "protect
witnesses form harassment or undue embarrassment." I.RE. 611(a). Leading
questions are ordinarily not allowed except on cross-examination, unless "a party
calls a hostile witness ... or a witness identified with an adverse party," in which
case "interrogation may be made by leading questions." I.RE. 611(c). A close
personal relationship resulting in a desire that a defendant be acquitted shows
that the witness is hostile. Pulcini v. State, 41 So.3d 338, 347 (Fla. App., 4th
Dist., 2010) (witness who was reluctant to identify uncle properly treated as
hostile witness); State v. Applewhite, 660 S.E.2d 240, 245 (N.C. App. 2008)
(girlfriend of eleven years with children in common with the defendant who
expressed desire he not go to jail properly treated as hostile witness).

In

addition, leading questions are a proper way to extract information when the
witness claims lack of memory of prior inconsistent statements.

People v.

Collins, 232 P.3d 32, 66-67 (Cal. 2010)
Kandi Hall obviously has a close relationship with the Defendant (wife,
children in common) and, as such, she may be considered a witness who is
"identified with an adverse party." More importantly, however, Kandi Hall has
clearly indicated she is a hostile witness to the state, who must call her as a
witness, as she has repeatedly indicated a desire that the Defendant be
acquitted of the crime with which he has charged and her prior statements

MOTION TO LEAD WITNESS PURSUANT TO 1.R.E. 611 (SUBMITTED
UNDER SEAL), Page 2
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evidence a willingness to lie for him to achieve that end.

The following are

examples of the abundant information that supports this conclusion:
•

On March 13, 2011, two days after the murder, Kandi told the Defendant:
o In response to Defendant saying he declined to talk to Meridian
police, "I'm kind of blurry on everything too but we'll go over
everything okay and I'll get an attorney in there to see you."
o "I'm going to make this better, you know I always do. I will, I'll make
it better."
o "I don't know what happened. I don't know what happened, I don't
know, I just, all I know is I'm going to make this better, we've got to
make it better okay."

•

On March 14, 2011, Kandi told the Defendant:
o "Honey I love you more than anything in the whole world and I am
never, ever, ever, ever going to leave you."
o "I'm here for you every step of the way, we're here together. It's
you and me."

•

On March 15, 2011, Kandi told the Defendant:
o She will "never" take off his ring and they will be "married again"
o She will do "everything in [her] power for [him]"
o "And I promise you this, I will devote the rest of my life to us. And
that is all that I care about, okay?"
o "It's Rob and Kandi, Rob and Kandi, Rob and Kandi, Rob and
Kandi."
o "But you know I love you and I'm never going to leave you again
ever, do you understand me? Ever. I love you. You're my soul,
okay?"
o "I am responsible. I know that. And I want you to know that I love
you. I will do whatever. My last breath will be to help you. To help
us."

•

On March 16, 2011, the Defendant told Kandi, "Pick yourself up baby, you
gotta, you gotta work for me right now."

•

On March 16, 2011, Kandi told the Defendant: "Uh, today the uh just to let
you know, the, the paper said that uh that or a blurb said something like
uh Emmett was the aggressor in this so I don't need you to say anything
back but just to let you know." (Defendant responds, "Cool.")

MOTION TO LEAD WITNESS PURSUANT TO 1.R.E. 611 (SUBMITTED
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•

On March 16, 2011, Kandi and Defendant had the following conversation:
RH: Right now so much needs to be done and you have to be strong.
You can't just run away from it.
KH: Okay.
RH: Because if you run away from it, everything's just going to dive.
KH: Yeah.
RH: And right now being in the cell I feel like I'm underwater with a
snorkel and you're above water with your thumb on it and you could either
open it or close it.
KH: No Rob, okay. Okay. Don't worry, okay.
***
RH: Okay. Pick yourself up honey.
KH: I will.
RH: I don't have time for this.
KH: I know.
RH: And I love you and I trust you ...
KH: Yes.
RH: ... immensely.
KH: Okay.
RH: And I told my mom, I said mom, and she goes you know Rob it's
hard, you know, and she's talking and stuff and I go mom, I love her and
right now I need you two to work together.

•

On March 16, 2011, Kandi and the Defendant had another conversation
that included the following exchange:
RH: Have you read my letters ... ?
KH: Oh God no, I'm sorry I haven't, I can't. That will crush me. I won't
stop crying. So, I don't want to. I just want to, I just want to read letters
like future, you know what I mean?
RH: Yeah.
KH: The future. And that's what I'm trying to write you, you know? Just
stuff for the future. Just stuff that, you know, this is what we're going to be
doing, this is what you know, all of that stuff.

•

On March 17, 2011, Kandi told the Defendant:
o She will "never, ever, ever give up on" him and that her "last breath
will be" him and said
o "Remember, we're on your side."
o "I'll make this right. You didn't do anything wrong okay?"
o They are a "pretty badass team" (and Defendant agrees)

MOTION TO LEAD WITNESS PURSUANT TO I.R.E. 611 (SUBMITTED
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•

On March 18, 2011, Kandi told the Defendant:
"I am the only
witness ... the fact of the matter is that I'm telling them anything that they
want to say ... but they are backing my story up with other people."

•

On March 21, 2011, Defendant told Kandi: "... I can't do a single thing
here to help me get out of here. There's only one person and the one
person in the whole world that can do anything for me is you." Defendant
also told Kandi: "The only way I'm going to get home is for you fighting."
Kandi responded, "I am fighting."

•

On March 22, 2011, Kandi told theDefendant: "I'm taking care of things
out, out here and everything's going to be, it's going to be good. Okay?"

•

On March 24, 2011, Kandi told the Defendant: "You know I'm going to get
you vindicated ... and I just can't wait for our voice to be heard ... my voice
to be heard ... everything. That's as far as I want to go talking to you about
it."

•

On March 24, 2011, Defendant told Kandi: "We are so invincible."

•

On March 27, 2011, Kandi told the Defendant she researched cases on
the internet all day and when Defendant asked her if there was any good
news, she said yes, "but we'll have time."

•

On March 28, 2011, Kandi and the Defendant agree it is them "against the
world." They also engage in the following discussion:
KH: I will take this thing all the way to jury trial. I will not stop. I mean if
they think they're going to ... they're going to send him away for 10-15
years, they're out of their minds. That's not going to happen. In fact, I am
so determined that he will be acquitted from this and that is it. The most
they have him on, if they pushed it, would be for a misdemeanor, carrying
a concealed weapon while having alcohol in your system. That's it.. .. l'm
gonna keep this up. They to know I'm not gonna stop."
RH: Good. That's my girl. That's my Kandi. That's my caretaker.
KH: That's right. I am. I always will be. It doesn't matter. I always will
be. Forever.

•

On March 28, 2011, Kandi also made disparaging remarks about the
prosecution.

• On March 29, 2011, Kandi reiterated that she will vindicate Defendant.
MOTION TO LEAD WITNESS PURSUANT TO I.R.E. 611 (SUBMITTED
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.,
It is also notable that this Court has twice been required to reprimand Kandi
Hall and the Defendant for violating the Court's no contact order. (Memorandum
Decision and Order dated December 29, 2011; Memorandum Decision and
Order on Phone Privileges for the Defendant from the Ada County Jail.) Indeed,
the Court also revoked Defendant's bond because of such improper contact.
Kandi's statements and actions show she is a hostile witness because she is
committed to assisting the Defendant in attempting to be acquitted, to the extent
that she has indicated a desire and willingness to perjure herself.

Although

Kandi Hall has undoubtedly spoken to law enforcement, most of her efforts in
that regard have been in an effort to mitigate against some of her original
statements to law enforcement to bolster Defendant's claim of self-defense.
Leading questions may be the only way, and certainly the most efficient way, of
extracting from her information that she will not want to provide in Court.
For the foregoing reasons, the State respectfully requests that the Court
allow the state to lead Kandi Hall during direct examination consistent with I.RE.
611.
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITIED this 1oth day of October 2012.

~

.1 ~ 0

Deputy Attorney General
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CER1"1FICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 101h day of October 2012, I caused to be
served a true and correct copy of the foregoing Motion to Lead Witness Pursuant
to I.RE. 611:

Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

_
U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
>l-Hand Delivered
_
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728

_

U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
..x._ Hand Delivered
_
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

Rosean Newman, Legal Secretary
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Time
8:44:11 AM

1

Note
!CR FE 11 03976 State v Robert Dean Hall Jury Trial· Day Three

8:44: 13 AM

f

fPresent:

I

8:44:14 AM !Lorello

i
8:45:08 AM !Chastain
:

8:45:43 AM fspillman
....8:46:00 AM f
·· 8:46:0iAM
8:47:21 AM :court

i

!

8:47:50 AM 1Spillman
8:48:18 AM !Court

Jason Spillman and Jessica Lorello for the State; Rob

IChastain and Deborah Kristal for the defense; defendant in custody
twe have four additional photos to enter into evidence today, State's
!Exhibits 47 - 50, have them on disc.
lwe saw them this morning, have actually seen them before.
:

twould like to meet with the Court off the record .
!court in recess.
!court reconvenes; all parties present
i1nstructs the TV crew that Officer Durbin shall not be photographed
!during this trial, due to the nature of his work.
1Re our being able to inquire into Kandi Hall's conviction.
!My research indicates she has entered a guilty plea into a theft!related offense, but until an actual judgment is entered, there's no
[basis for impeachment. Refers to 608(b), you can ask her about it.

, .. , . . . , , .. , , .. ooooooo,oo,o"oo"o,"""""'''".""HUHOHHHOOHHHOH00•"'"""'.''''""''"''"'''-'"'''"'''""'"'°'"""'°'"""''"''000oOOOOM-OH-OOOH0,00000"00"00"''"'°' . . 00HOOHOOOOHOoOoOo0""''"'"''""°''""''"000000000oooooOHOHOHH"OHOO,OHHOO"OoooH0000HH ... OH ... HOOon"o•

!
i

8:50:38 AM tchastain

i
l
!

8:51 :54 AM lspillman
!
1

8:52:42 AM !counsel
8:53:02 AM fcourt
!
!
!

8:55:32 AM tcourt
!
!
!

i

fDoes that get us into the whole bit about where she's at in the
jprocess of that, when is sentencing, etc.? Does her public defender
!need to be up here? Just think it opens up a whole can of worms we
!don't need to get into.
ilf Court not inclined to allow us to ask a specific question, could we
!ask about the specific instance of conduct, per 608? Or am I stuck
!with whatever she tells me?
iconcede for the record that she has entered a guilty plea.
!This is at the discretion of the court. I will allow the State to ask Ms.
!Hall has she entered a guilty plea to a felony theft offense. If she
!answers yes, that ends the inquiry. If she answers no, the Court
!would allow the State to submit either the transcript of the guilty plea
ior the official court minutes. Defense's objection to the Court's ruling
!is noted and will be deemed a continuing objection. Believe this to
jbe highly probative and relevant.
tHave reviewed the Court's memorandum decision in this case, there
!was a request to revisit that. The Court will not revisit its earlier
!decision in that regard, but the State had requested clarification re
!other evidence, evidence of the defendant's concern over losing his
!spouse, perhaps losing some measure of control - all listed in the
]clarification motion. The Court's 8/30/12 ruling in no way precluded
:the State from introducing those aspects, they all go to motive. The
(Court did not in the ruling on the motion in limine re the issues re
jspousal abuse preclude the State from introducing evidence in the
'form of statements from the defendant re his marriage .

............... .;. ....... ,., .......................... ,; ......................................................,, ....................... ,..........................................................................................................................................

8:58:59 AM
10/11/2012

i

jJury reconvenes; all present.
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!Waive roll call of jury.

8:59:24 AM !Counsel

. . a.: 5 9.:.33. AM ... j.Lmello··················· jc.a.11s::sfafois::1 sth>~11fness:·::::::::: ::..:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :.:: :: :::::::::::::::::::::::
!Corey Patocka (Field Training Officer, Ada County Paramedics)
!sworn, direct examination begins.
jBegins cross-examination.
JBegins re-direct.
!Witness steps dowri;···is···e·xcusecL····························· ....................................... ···························

9:00:01 AM !

!

9:26:36 AM jchastain
9:55:00 AM \Lorello
9:58:51 AM

i.

9:59:11 AM \orello
10:00:11 AM
1 O: 11 :27 AM \Chastain
10: 14:39 AM j ·

!Calls State's 16th witness.
!Jerin Jones (firefighter paramedic with Meridian Fire Dept.) sworn,
jdirect examination begins.
!Begins cross-examination.
!witness handed Exhibit 400. ····················································································· ·· · ······················

10: 16:55 AM j
10: 17: 11 AM \orello

!witness steps down, is excused.
jCalls State's 17th witness.

10: 17:43 AM t

irraci Smith (Ada County Deputy Coroner) sworn, direct
!examination begins.
jExhibits 47 - 50 shown to defense counsel, then handed to witness .

i

!

10:24:53 AM

I

~.!...

.1.0.:26:_1.4.AM.l....................................J~~~i~.!!.. !~~.~~i_t._i_~~JP..~.?..!?...?.t.. ..~i.?.~i.~'..~.. ~~?.~~): ...........................................................................
10:26:25 AM\
!Exhibit 48 identified (photo of victim's shoes).
10:26:27 AM
'TExfiibff·4·g·. k1eniiffe.,f"{phafo ..ofvictiiTis···iegs..& feeif......................... ·· ···························

i ..........

10:26:30 AM f
10:26:38 AM jLorello

JExhibit 50 identified (photo of victim's legs).
jMove to admit Exhibits 47 -50. //No objection//

10:26:50 AM Icou~................J~~~.i-~.i~.~!.. .~ . 5.~.~~r.'.1..i~~~.'.. .P.u.~li~~~9:.................... ............................
10:29:32 AM 1
!Court and jury recess .

.1g.:1.~.:.?..~. .~.~.l
.~.g:11.:. ~.?. . ~.~. L

fcourt and jury reconvene;

all present.

!Traci Smith retakes the stand .........................................................................................................................
10:44:22 AM jLorello
!Continues direct examination.
16: 4 3,fAM •chasfaTn·- ......rseg.,ris.crass.~examinatkin :··· · ········ ................................ ····························· ............ ··· ·

i:

.

i

10:48:00 AM
10:53:42 AM!Lorello

:.~• ;;·~~.~~.l or"II?~~
10:55:46 AM!

.

·············•····························· ········•·•·································· ............................. ..

jExhibit 15 handed to the witness.
!Begins re-direct.

!~~1;::::';~;;:t;:~;~;;;:used : =~--· · · · · · : : ~ ~··· · ·• • ~

:

!Christopher McGilvery (detective with Meridian Police Dept.)
i
(sworn, direct examination begins .
..1.foa:·1·3 AM f
fwitness is handed Exhibit 29.
. ........
. .....
..
.
··1·1 :08:.24.AM't°........................................tExhibit··2e··identified .. (photo··of.defendant's .. head) ....................................................................

11 :08:40 AM tLorello

iMove to admit Exhibit 29. //No objection//

11:08:51 AMfCourt
··1·f1'o":if AM

fExhibit29admitted, published.
!Witness handed.Exhibit" 28A.........

1·1 :11 :52 AM!
11 :21 :49 AM j

!Exhibit 28A identified (sample shooter identification kit).
fExhibit 28 shown to defense counsel, handed to witnes.

1

10/11/2012
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11 :22:20 AM:

!

11 :25:48 AM !Lorello
11 :26:02 ·Arvfict1"a"sfain·
11 :26: 16 AM j
·11 :26:34 AM jchastain
:
.
11 :27:28 AM :Lorello

)
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jExhibit 28 identified (evidence envelope containing defendant's
\gunshot residue kit obtained night of offence).
1Move to admit Exhibit 28.
.... 'I;\sk·fo. fai<e..u·p··m"a"iier ..outslde.. of theTuri ........................................
jJury in recess.
iAsk for permission»to.eixa"m"ine·the.. conte'rits··orExhfr)i'tia:"·as·weiTas
jany writing in the kit. Also object to the word "murder" written in red
Ion outside of envelope, feel that's for the jury to decide.
tNo objection.

··~·~.;~;.;:; ..~~·tCourt ...................... 1~::~.~~~::::~ile.. you .. do.. that .............................................................................................................................

l

11 :31 :52 AM
·11 :31 :53 AM !Chastain
·

11 :32:38 AMTLorello

I

Icourt reconvenes; all parties present.
........................ .
\Have examined the exhibit. Expressed to State my concern about
!word "murder" written across front of envelope - feel it's
)inappropriate, it needs to be removed/covered before it goes to the
jury.
twill stipulate to redact the word "murder". Can reserve admission
/until that's done .

iOK. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

..1.1.:.33:_27AM.tc.hastain............
11 :33:31 AM!
)ury reconvenes; all present.
11 :34:02 AM lcourt
}Exhibit 28 will be admitted with the redaction as discussed.
:

:

. 11 j:;f·1··g ·AM To.reffo·· ··..... ·Tcori"ffri"i:i·e;s" ·afre·ctex.arrifr,afion: ................................................................................... ········ ......................
11 :35:17 AM ichastain
1f:4(5:"63 AM Chastain
i,.

j

11:46:47 AM j Chastain
·
;

11 :47: 1 0 AM j Lorello
11 :47:16 AM

i

..............................................

11 :47:25 AM
11 :48: 15 AM

1Begins cross-examination.
!Intend to bring Det. McGilvery backiwilfwant him to bring with him
[the tape recording he made of defendant that night.
l

jThat's all my questions.fcir..the witness r"ight° ..now:·buTask.thaThe···· ...
!remain under subpoena to be called by defense later.
:

j No re-direct.

jwitness steps down.

········································································ .................,. ........................ .

l~~!.1.~-~-~-~. . . . . . . ic.ans_State's._1_9th__ witness ...........................................................................................................................

I

IKandi Hall (defendant's wife) sworn, direct examination begins .

.....................................................

11 :49:23 AM l
12:03:06 PM!
12:03:46 PM 1

:Witness identifies defendant.
!Exhibit 34 shown to defense counsel, handed to witness.
1Exhibit 34 identified (12/2009 firearms transaction record, for Ruger
j
\CP 380).
12:04:59 PM fSpillman
}Move to admit Exhibit 34. //No objection//
............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
12:05:08 PM jCourt
!Exhibit 34 admitted.
12:05:42 PM j
/Exhibit 35 identified (12/12/09 sales receipt fm Impact Guns).
£

12:06:28 PM 1Spillman
:

10/11/2012

i

tMove
to admit Exhibit 35. //No objection//
:
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..1.2:06.:39 .. PM.i~?.~.~..................... l~~~.i-~-~~ . ~~-·~·~·'!'i~.!~.:........................ ......................................... ...........................................................
12:09:51 PM i
:Exhibit 32 identified (3/3/11 email fm victim to Kandi Hall).
12:11 :21 PM !Spillman
iMove·io-·admifE.xhihii"j·2:·}1No.01:>je·cfion1T·--································ ...................
12: 11 :32 PM icourt

i

iExhibit 32 admitted, published .

iP.r.:.~.~. .

i~!.:.~~~!.

'."'.!.!~.=~-~.

..1 2: 14.:_04 .. PM. Court ......................
~~?.'."'..~. .~?.~. t?..
'."'..i.t_~...
?.~.ri~~
12: 14: 18 PM:
\Court and jury in recess.
\Court and jury reconvene; all present.
12: 14:51 PM i
12:45:09 PM 1Spillman
jcontinues direct examination of Kandi Hall.
12:58:54 PM j
!Exhibit 30 shown to defense counsel.

f.:.~=-~~-:. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1 2:
.~h~~!.~.~.~ .......... l~~~ ~~~:.~P ~.t.t.:.r..?..~.t~i?:Pr:.~.:.~.~:...?.!).~ry: .......................................:: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::
12:59: 18 PM:
!Jury in recess.
12:59:41 PM \Chastain
Hwant an offer of proof re Exhibit 30, don't see any relevance at all.
j
!Appears to be 3/9/11 email, don't see relevance.

?~.:-9..). .~.~.f

!

1 :00:29 PM
1 :00:36 PM \Spillman
1 :02:13 PM !Chastain

!?.

rn

1Exhibit 30 handed to the Court.
································ ·································
pntend to offer into evidence. Argues for relevance.
!Still don't see any relevance .

.....1..:02.:.52 .. PM_._jcourt ...................... iobjection_.will_be ..overru_led ..........................................................................................................................................
\jury reconvenes; all present.
1 :03:53 PM !

. . .1~:_:_~4.
:~?(~:t0.::J . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . i/Move
Exhibit.. 30 ..handed._to .witness:··
:05:56 PM lSpillman
to admit Exhibit 30.
1 :06:04 PM tchastain

: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::.. ·:.: .::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ...................... ..

fNote my prior objection.

J

1_ :.9_?._:.. ~-~ :~ourt ................... Objection.. noted; .Exhi_bit_.30 ..a~'!'~~!~i...P~~li~~:~.:......................... ..................................
.... 1 :48:42 .. PM ... !Ch~~!.~i.~........... !Begins ..cross-exa~i·~·~.!.i_?.~:........ ...................................................................................................................
jJury n recess.
.........................................................................................................................
1 :59:33 PM !
2:00:02 PM \Court
\Addresses the gallery, all the comings and goings are distracting.
!Once court starts again, the door will be shut and locked. If
!someone leaves, they will not be able to return (except for counsels'
Jinvestigators and members of victim's family).

~.9. .

2:01 :39 PM ]
2: 1~f6fP·K,fT. ··

Icourt in recess.
j Court and jury reconvene; all present.

2:15:31 PM !court
2: 15:38 PM •
2:·nrtfs···PM :Chastain

iNotes court reporter not present.
!Back on record; all parties present.
· ·············· ······· ·· ................. .
:continues cross-examination of Kandi Hall. .............................
.. ........................

.... 3:14:·1·3 PM tspillman

!state has a question re the extent to which we can re-direct, perhaps
!best to take up outside presence of the jury.
fWe'll let the jury go home for the day.
!Jury in recess until 9:00 tomorrow morning.
want to start re-direct of Mrs. Hall first thing tomorrow morning.

I

3:14:54 PM icourt
3:15:26 PM
3:16:12 PM jSpillman

1
i

i

10/11/2012

1wm
!

i
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!Some testimony on cross-examination re whether defendant was
jphysically abusive towards Mrs. Hall. We feel that opens the door
!for us to inquire if she ever told Mr. Corrigan that Mr. Hall was
!physically abusive towards her.

-;.• ;.: ~:.:~· ·l~: :~~-i:::~onse. _- ·-· -----·· · · · · · · __ _-. . . . . ___ _-· · · · · _
3: 19:31 PM !,,_court

3:21 :03 PM
3:21 :12 PM

10/11/2012

f

i

jFeel it's been opened up, only fair to allow State to ask the question.
!My earlier ruling stands, though, but will allow State to ask Mrs. Hall
!questions along those lines.
jcourt in recess until 8:30 tomorrow morning.
jEnd of case
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Time
Speaker
Note
8: 31: 30 AM !
iCRFE11-3976 St v Robert Hall Jury Trial - Day four
. 8: 31: 32 AM !State.Attorney... [Jason Spiiiman.and Jessica Lorei"io····· ············ ··········· ................ .
8:31 :33 AM :Defense
!Attorney
...8:33:05 AM

IRob Chastain

·· 8:.33:30 AM !Judge
··a:3!,°;31 AM !Judge

jquestions counsel rega~?..i.~~J~.'Y.~i-~.(~i~-~...
!questions the state regarding expert testimony disclosure

1
;

8:37:57 AM :Judge
.

and Deborah Kristal
:
1
exhibit list is reviewed

!~=--~~=~.:.............................

;

!addresses counsel regarding visiting the scene of the crime
.

OHO>•••••OHOOOOOOOO>O>o,,,ooooooo,,,,,o,ooo,,,i,.,, .. ,oooo•OoOOOOOOO••••OOOOOOoooo,,ooooOOoooOOoo<o<OO~O•oo••oo•>•oo••ooooooo,O»o<••OOOOO . . OOO•••OOoOoOHHOo,oo,,.o,O<,ooooo,,,,,,o,oO . . noo•O<<••••ooOOOOoo•••HOOHOOOOOOOoo,OOOOOOOHOO•oo<•oOOOHOOOOO.-•••••OOOOHHOO•••<oOOoo . . 0000,00,,00000oooooo•,•OOooOOOOOoo

8:42:08 AM !Judge
\
8:42:24 AM tJudge
8:44:23 AM !Defendant

iwould sign an order if needed to shut down Walgreens parking
/lot
lmay have a jury instruction meeting Oct. 19 around 11 am after
ithe visit to the scene
f no objection

1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .:Court. recesses_.- ................ ·········································································································································

____ 8_:44:.36. AM ...
8:57:36 AM !
8:58:17 AM :Judge
8:58:20 AM iJason Spillman

!Court resumes - the jury is present
Ire-calls case
/continues re-direct examination of the witness - Kandi Hall,
!
ipreviously sworn
8:59:44 AM :Jason Spillman :Exhibit# 33 previously marked is identified
9:01 :11 AM lJason Spillman !Moves to admit Exhibit# 33
:

:

9:01 :20 AM tRob Chastain !Objection - relevance
9:01 :36 AM jJudge
iobjection is overruled
9:01 :39 AM jJudge
[Exhibit# 33 is admitted
................................................ ·.......................................................·........ ......................................................................................................................................................................................................... .
9:09:01 AM !Jason Spillman /Exhibit# 52 previously marked is identified
,

l

I

.9: 16:4ifAM TRob.°cha"stafri....... TN·o ob}ecfion
9:10:52 AM jJudge
!Exhibit# 52 is admitted
9:13:47 AM jRob Chastain jObjection 9:13:48 AM !Judge
:Objection is sustained
9:16:05 AM 1Rob Chastain [Objection - mischaracterization
....................................................................................................__.. ,.........."'""""''""''""""""''"•"""'""""''''''"''""""''''"''"''""""'''"""'""'"'"""·""""''''''"'"""'"""'""'''"'"'"'...........................................
9:16:12 AM !Judge
!Objection
is sustained - re-phrase the question
.:..:....;'-='-a.=..,...::..:..,. .
.
9: 19:32 AM Rob Chastain j Re re-direct examination of the witness - Kandi Hall
9:20:36 AM !Jason Spillman iwould like this witness Kandi Hall - to remain under subpoena
i
iuntil the conclusion of the case
................................................4 .......................................................;. .......................................................................................................................................- ..........................................................................
9:20:58 AM jJudge
\excuses the witness Kandi Hall for the day and advises the
i
jwitness the subpoena still stands
9:21 :1 O AM lJason Spillman [calls Tabitha Butterworth, sworn, direct examination

i

l

10/12/2012

j
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9:23:19 AM !Rob Chastain
\would like to do direct examination of the witness - Tabitha
•
· Butterworth
····························································································································
····9:23:30 AM :Jason Spillman [No objection
9:23:54 AM tRob Chastain
fdirect examination of the witness - Tabitha Butterworth
9:25:22 AM iJason Spillman •no cross-examination of the witness - Tabitha Butterworth
.

.

9:25:26 AM 1Judge

texcuses the wifn.e's°s··~·t'ab1tha·s'i:itte·iwci'rth.. ··························· ..........................

9:25:45 AM iJason Spillman [Calls Randal Rosier, sworn, direct examination
:

:

~.~.~.?. ~.1. ~.?.~.;~·~··············

... _9_:35:27.AMJRob ..Chastain ..........!Cross-exami.n~.!i.?..~..?..!. ~~:."."'.i~n:~~...=.
9:35:33 AM \Judge
:excuses the witness - Randal Rosier

................. .

9:35:57 AM iJason Spillman icalls Natalie Chopko, sworn, direct examination
1

9:44:49 AM tRob Chastain
9:45:45 AM jJudge

····9:4s:sifAM ..

I°Jessfoa"ioie116
.

I

:cross-examination of the witness - Natalie Chopko
•excuses the.witri'es·s··~··Nataffe·chopko···· ........................................................................

Tcaus

baria Borii°q'ili'st":···swornici,ie·cfei'xa"minafion······. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

.

I

9:53:00 AM lRob Chastain
Objection - assumption
9:53:04 AM !Judge
[Objection is sustained
9:54:18 AM Judge
the witness Dana Bergquist is handed his report to refresh his
•
:memory
9:54:57 AM Jcourt Reporter [reads back question
.

.

9:56:11 AM JRob Chastain
tobjection - .................................................................................................................................................................
9:56:14 AM !Judge
jObjection is sustained
g·: s8:·ss AKA··rJudge···································tifi·e..wiin.es·s·· oari·a··s·cirg.qu.ist···reviews..his.. reporf································· ·······················
10: 10:35 AM) Rob Chastain lCross-examination of the witness - Dana Bergquist
10:22: 12 AM 1Jessica Lorello iRe-direct examination of the witness - Dana Bergquist
1
j
......................................... ~ ...................................•...................; ...................................................................................................................... ·····························•···········································•········

10:23:02 AM !Judge
10:23:17 AM jRob Chastain
!

excuses the witness
jreleases the witness Dana B·orgq'i1·1s'ffrci'm...thefr··subpoe·na·······················
:

................................................ ,o, ....................................................... ~ ...................................................................................................................................................................................................................

10:23:49 AM !Jessica Lorello \Calls James Bohr, sworn, direct examination
.............................;. ................................................ >...........................................................................................................................................................................................................

1 0: 29: 18 AM Judge
Court recesses 10:43:47 AM!
!Court resumes - the jury is not present
10:43:51 AMiJason Spillman [They are ahead of schedule
~

·

I

OOOOOOOHHO .. OHO•H•oo,oooOo00000""''"""•••+000000000000. . 0000,0 ................................... ~••oonooo"""''""''''"''"'"'"'''""'''''''"''°"''"''"''''''"'''"""''"'"'''''"''''"'''"'"""'"'"'"'"'•OOOOOHOOOOOHOHOOOOOOHOO,oo• .. ooOOOOOOOO .. >oooo .. oooo .. ooo••OooO•>•>>> .. •o• .. o• ...... ,,,

10:45: 14 AM !
\the jury is now present
10:45:47 AM jJudge
[counsel waives roll call
10:45:55 AM fJessica Lorello [continues direct examination of the witness - James Bohr
i

i

10:46:23 AM fRob Chastain [cross-examination of the witness - James Bohr
10:48:33 AM jJessica Lorello [Re-direct examination of the witness - James Bohr
l

10/12/2012
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:excuses the witness - James Bohr
··· ·r·;:eieiase's''iiie wifr1essjarri es soti.iitrorri .. ffiei'r.'s'uhi:>oen'a' · ........................ ··

10:49:59 AM !Jessica Lorello :calls Jacob Mulkey, sworn, direct examination
·\o':55:18 AM fJessica Lorello [Exhibit# 44 previously marked is identified
j

:

..1.0:55:58 AM Rob Chastain
0

[cross-examTna'ik,·n···o(ffie w,tness..=··'Jacob Muike·y°··········· ................................

··10:58:53 AM jJessica Lorello jRe-direct examination of the witness - Jacob Mulkey
l

·10:59:41 AM 1Judge

1

(excuses the witness - Jacob Mulkey

·

10:59:57 AM jJason Spillman !calls Bryan Fredrickson, sworn, direct examination
:

11 :02:56 AM

i
i

11: 17:16 AM lRob Chastain
11 :21: 13 AM j Judge

:

ithe witness Bryan Fredrickson is handed his report to refresh his
[memory
[Cross-examination of the witness - Bryan Fredrickson
j excuses the wifr,·e·s·s··:·tfryan .. F.redrickson ......................................................................

11 :21 :59 AM \Jason Spillman [Calls Rosa Torres, sworn, direct examinaticin............................................................
11 :29:52 AM f

11 :35:42 AM tRob Chastain

witness Rosa Torres is handed her report to refresh her
memory
'cross-examinati·o·n·..ofthe.. witness·=·..R·o·sa To.rres ........................: :::::::::::::::::::::

11 :38:42 AM iRob Chastain

•Exhibits# 410 and 411 previously marked are identified

!

fthe

11 :41: 17 AM 1Jason Spillman [ Re-direct examination of the witness - Rosa Torres
11 :42: 13 AM tJudge
\excuses the witness - Rosa Torres
11 :4~E~i"s···AMTJason..spffirrian· ··caTis'fyi'erMa.rsio·ri·:..·sworri, dlreicie.xa"m,nation··················· ....................................
!

i

11 :46:27 AM lJason Spillman !Exhibit# 53 previously marked is identified
:

:

11 :51 :56 AM 1Jason Spillman :Moves to admit Exhibit#

53 ..............................................................................................................

.................... ,) ...................................................:, ........................................ ································ ......................................................................................................... .....................
,

11 :51: 59 AM ! Rob Chastain
11 :52:03 AM 1Judge

! No

objection
i Exhibit# 53 is··acim.itted............................................................................................................................

11 :52:08 AM jRob Chastain
icross-examination of the witness - Tyler Marston
11 :54:49 AM 'Judge
!excuses the witness - Tyler Marston
11 :55:20 AM !Jason Spillman Calls Raymond Chopko, sworn, direct examination ........................................
l

l

................................................i........................................................i...................................................................................................................................................................................................................

12:05:33 PM !Rob Chastain
12:08:04 PM lRob Chastain

i

12:10:06 PM 1Rob Chastain

l

12:11 :09 PM !Rob Chastain

l

12:12:11 PMfRob Chastain
)

10/12/2012

!Cross-examination of the witness - Raymond Chapko
fExhibit# 400 previously marked and previously identified
handed to the witness - Raymond Chopko
[Exhibit# 401 previously marked and previously identified
handed to the witness - Raymond Chapko
[Exhibit# 404 previously marked and previously identified
handed to the witness - Raymond Chapko
[Exhibit# 402 previously marked and previously identified
1handed to the witness - Raymond Chapko

i

l
l

is
is
is
is
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Judge Mclaughlin 10/12hj Tara Therrien Dianne Cromwell
12: 1

3..:.~.~. ~.ti.i J . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . '.~.?..~.~. .r.:~.~s~~~..~......... .. ... . ................................................................................................................. .

12:45:32 PM:
·12:45:45 PM )udge
·"12)l-5:52 PM !Jason Spillman
:
12:48:32 PM tRob Chastain

•court resumes
....................................................... ·····································································
!counsel waives roll call
continues re-direct examination of the witness - Raymond
IChopko
:re-cross exarnin.atfcin···ofthe.wffne.ss··~···R·a·;,;-iri"o·n·cfCtio.pko··· ........................

I

12:49:14 PM !Judge
:excuses the witness - Raymond Chapko
·12:49:29 PM !Jessica Lorello [Calls Robert Fowler, sworn, direct examination

~.i~~:~~. ~. .

~?.~.1.:r. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1.2: 5 7: 44 . PM .t Rob .Chastain ....... [Cross-exa':1.i~.~.!i.?..~...?..!.~.~~
~.?..~.~~
1 :02:24 PM !Judge
excuses the witness - Robert Fowler
....................................................................
1 :02:42 PM jJessica Lorello jCalls Megan DeGroat, sworn, direct examination
1 :05:29 PM •
!the witness Megan DeGroat is handed her interview documents
:
[to refresh her memory
1
1: 11 :20 PM •Rob Chastain
Cross-examinatlcin···ofthe wffn.ess~··~ieiian·beG.ro.at"·· ······:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
1 : 14:47 PM lJessica Lorello lRe-direct examination of the witness - Megan DeGroat
l

1

1: 15:24 PM lJudge
[excuses the witness - Megan DeGroat
1: 15:36 PM iJason Spillman !Calls Joseph Miller, sworn, direct examination
i

I

l

j

1 : 19:25 PM jJason Spillman [Exhibit# 4 f previousiy marked ..is·i·ci"e.n°iified····························· ... ························
1 :22:28 PM 1
1 :22:30 PM ·Judge
.

!the witness Joseph Miller opens evidence envelope
'counsel
approach to view contents of evidence envelope
.

1 :24:34 PM ·Jason Spillman [Moves to admii""ExtiTbiUt 4f·
:

.....................................................................................

1

.. .................................................................................................... ... ...............................................................................................................................................................................................................
,

,)

,

1 :24:37 PM :Rob Chastain INo objection
1 :24:41 PM ·Judge
iExhibit# 41 is admitted
1 :25:34 PM Jason Spillman Exhibits# 42 and 43 previously marked are identified
:

:

1 :27:21 PM ·Jason Spillman tMoves to admit Exhibits# 42 and 43
.

1 :27:27 PM ·Rob Chastain

.

10bjection - foundation

1 :2 7: 30 PM j Judge
.[66j"ecfio·n·· is. susia"ined
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.. :::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::..::::::::::: ::: :::::::::::::::::::::::
1 :28:29 PM !Jason Spillman )Moves to admit Exhibits# 42 and 43
i

i

................................................1.......................................................1...................................................................................................................................................................................................................
1 :28:41 PM !Rob Chastain !Objection - relevance
1 :28:58 PM !Jason Spillman Responds

I

1:29: 18 PM fJudge

[Objection is sustained

1:40:58 PM 1Rob Chastain

!cross-examination of the witness - Joseph Miller
!the witness Joseph Miller is handed his report to refresh his
\memory
[excuses the witness - Joseph Miller

.................................................;........................................................;....................................................................................................................................................................................................................

1 :46:06 PM !
\
1 :50:22 PM JJudge

10/12/2012
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1 :50:42 PM :Jason Spillman \Calls Latisha Dercle aka Babcock, sworn, direct examination
j

1

.................................... i ....................................................... ; ............................................. ,.................................................................................................................................................................... .

1 :54:09 PM iRob Chastain
1 :54:14 PM jJudge

;no cross-examination
[excuses the witness - Latisha...Der·cre···ia'ka".s'i.ibc·c:i"ck······----·..............................

1 :54:43 PM !Jason Spillman /equests an early release. The next witness is from out of town
,, ,,,u,,uon,nnnu•••••••••"3-••••••••••••hHOuou,,,uuou,uh 0,,0 o. 0

•••••••••\•••u•uo,,uuhuou, 0,n,n

•••••••••••••••••••••••••u••hO•n•••••••••

,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,o,o,oou•••onoHonoonnuoo••

••••••••••••••u••••••••••••••••••Hn••u•u•••••••••••••••••••>h•••u•••••h•

1 :55:09 PM Judge

\goes over the schedule for next week - admonishes the jury

1 :57:09 PM 1
1 :57:19 PM
1: 58:00 PM j Rob Chastain
·

fcourt recesses -

1

10/12/2012

ithe jury is not present
[the report should be ready by·'.~ionc:fa·y···rri"ci'rnin·g···anc:fw"/i(b·e······················
i delivered to the State
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By MAURA OLSON
DEPUTY

PAUL PANTHER
Deputy Attorney General
Chief, Criminal Law Division
JASON SLADE SPILLMAN ISB #8813
JESSICA M. LORELLO ISB #6554
Deputy Attorneys General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant,

_______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
MOTION TO RECONSIDER RULING ON
ADMISSIBIL TY OF THE VICTIM'S
HEARSAY STATEMENT
(SUBMITIED UNDER SEAL)

COMES NOW, Jessica M. Lorello, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho, and
hereby requests reconsideration of the Court's ruling on the admissibility of Emmett
Corrigan's statement, "I could kill all of you," made to his wife, Ashlee, on March 11,
2011.
The defense previously filed a motion to admit a statement Emmett Corrigan
made to his wife, Ashlee, before he left his house the night he was killed - the "I could
kill all of you" statement.

The state objected to this request based on I.RE. 802

MOTION TO RECONSIDER RULING ON ADMISSIBILITY OF THE VICTIM'S HEARSAY
STATEMENT (SUBMITTED LINDER SEAL)- Page 1
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..
(hearsay) and I.RE. 403 (unfair prejudice).

In response to the State's objection,

Defendant argued, (1) "Corrigan's statement, 'I could kill all of you,' which was directed
towards his wife and children only hours before he confronted Mr. Hall in Walgreens
parking lot is admissible pursuant to I.RE. 404(b)," and (2) Corrigan's threat of violence
towards his wife and children shows Corrigan's state of mind, intent, motive, and plan of
violence, aggressiveness, and quarrelsomeness towards Mr. Hall and others." (Reply
Memorandum in Support of Defendant's Motion to Admit Various Items of Evidence,
pp.8-9.) The Court granted the Defendant's motion, stating: "Evidence that on March
11, 2011, while at home with his family, Corrigan became upset, and upon leaving his
house to go to Walgreens, he screamed a threatening statement directed at his wife
and children ("I could kill all of you"). This evidence goes to state of mind of Corrigan
just before the shooting and has high probative value, thus passing the I.RE. 403
test[.]" (Memorandum Decision and Order Re: Compendium of Motions ("Order"), p.15.)
With respect to this issue, the State wishes to advise the Court of the following
information, which the state did not learn until further discussions with Ashlee that
occurred after the Court's Order (and which the State advised the defense of on
Tuesday, October 9, 2012). First, Defendant's assertion that the "I could kill all of you
statement" was directed at his wife and children is incorrect. Ashlee will testify that this
statement was made while she and Emmett were alone and was made in relation to
Emmett being upset about Ashlee involving her family members in her marital problems
with Emmett.

It was not directed at Emmett's children nor was it made in their

presence. Moreover, the statement was not made as Emmett was leaving the home. It
MOTION TO RECONSIDER RULING ON ADMISSIBILITY OF THE VICTIM'S HEARSAY
STATEMENT (SUBMITIED UNDER SEAL)- Page 2
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. . .

was made during an argument with his wife, which argument was then followed by
Emmett watching television with his children, followed by him talking to his brother-inlaw on the phone for a lengthy period of time, after which he left to go to Walgreens.
Second, as to Defendant's argument that the statement shows "Corrigan's state
of mind, intent, motive, and plan of violence, aggressiveness, and quarrelsomeness
towards Mr. Hall and others" - the statement, on its face, clearly has nothing to do with
the Defendant and the context in which it was made clearly has nothing to do with the
Defendant.
The state, therefore, respectfully requests the Court reweigh the evidence in light
of this additional information and reconsider the admissibility of the statement.
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITrED this 1ih day of October, 2012.

MOTION TO RECONSIDER RULING ON ADMISSIBILITY OF THE VICTIM'S HEARSAY
STATEMENT (SUBMITTED UNDER SEAL)- Page 3
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Attorney at Law
300 Main. Suite 158
Boise, ID 83702
(208) 345-3110
Idaho State Bar #2765
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DEBORAH N. KRISTAL
Attorney at Law
3140 N Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702
(208) 345-8708
Idaho State Bar # 2296

CHR!STOPHi=:Fl D. HlCH, ,_,1.=,,~
By CETH M,\.:,TEHS
DE:0 UTY

Attorneys for Robert Dean Hall

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

TO:

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CRFE 2011-3976
DEFENDANT'S SECOND
SUPPLEMENT AL DISCOVERY
RESPONSE

Jason Spillman and Jessica Lorello, Deputy Attorney General and Special

Prosecuting Attorneys:
COMES NOW the above named Defendant, by and through Robert R. Chastain and
Deborah N. Kristal, conflict Ada County Public Defenders for the Defendant Robert Dean Hall,
and responds to the State's Request for Discovery and Demand for Alibi as follows:

Defendant's Second Supplemental Discovery Response

Page 1
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REQUEST NO. 1:

Documents and Tangible Objects: Request is hereby made by the

prosecution to inspect and copy or photograph books, papers, documents, photographs, tangible
objects or copies or portions thereof, which are within the possession, custody or control of the
Defendant, and which the Defendant intends to introduce in evidence at the time of preliminary
hearing, trial or any other proceeding in this case.
RESPONSE:
The Defendant reserves the right to use any documents and tangible items listed in
the State's responses.
REQUEST NO. 2:

Reports of Examinations and Tests: The prosecution hereby

requests the Defendant to permit the State to inspect and copy or photograph any results or
reports of physical or mental examinations and of scientific tests or experiments made in
connection with this case, or copies thereof, within the possession or control of the Defendant
which the Defendant intends to introduce in evidence at the time of preliminary hearing, trial, or
any other proceeding in this case, or which were prepared by a witness whom the Defendant
intends to call at the preliminary hearing, trial, or any other proceeding in this case when the
results or reports relate to testimony of the witness.
RESPONSE: Report from Kay Sweeney, KMS Forensics
REQUEST NO. 3:

Defense Witnesses: The prosecution requests the Defendant

furnish the State with a list of names, addresses, and telephone numbers of any witnesses the
Defendant intends to call at the preliminary hearing, trial, or any other proceeding in this case.
RESPONSE:
The defense reserves the right to call any witness listed in the State's various
discovery responses.

Defendant's Second Supplemental Discovery Response
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REQUEST NO. 4: Expert Witnesses: The prosecution requests the Defendant furnish
the State with a list of names, addresses, and telephone numbers of any expert witnesses the
Defendant intends to call at the preliminary hearing, trial, or any other proceeding in this case.
RESPONSE:
The defense reserves the right to call any witness listed in the State's various
discovery responses.
REQUEST NO. 5:

1

DATED this 1

Alibi: Pursuant to Idaho Code §19-519: Not Applicable.

day of October, 2012.

ROBERTR. CHASTAIN

Attorney for the Defendant

Defendant's Second Supplemental Discovery Response
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CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY
I hereby ceajty that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was delivered in the manner
stated below this
day of October, 2012 to:

il

DFacsimile to:
208-854-8083
Jason Spillman
Jessica Lorello
Deputy Attorney General
PO Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0010

')Yland Delivery to:
Jason Spillman
Jessica Lorello
Deputy Attorney General
PO Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0010

Defendant's Second Supplemental Discovery Response
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ROBERT R. CHASTAIN

Attorney at Law
300 W. Main, Suite 158
Boise, ID 83702
(208) 345-31102
Idaho State Bar # 2765

OCT 1 5 2012
R 1rH' ,. ,,,,,
CHR:STOPHF.R 0.,, ,-·:-, , '·' 1'"·'·
!3y GETh M!-.:; T::J,;:,
DE,:,UTY

DEBORAH N. KRISTAL
Attorney at Law
3140 N. Bogus Basin Road
Boise, ID 83702
(208) 345-8708
Idaho State Bar #2296

Attorney for Defendant
Robert Dean Hall

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

STATE OF IDAHO,
Case No. CR-FE-2011-3976
Plaintiff,
MOTION AND MEMORANDUM IN
OPPOSITION TO STATE'S PROVIDING
THE JURY WITH TRANSCRIPTS

V.

ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

COMES NOW Defendant Robert Dean Hall, by and through his undersigned attorneys of
record, and hereby files Defendant's Opposition to State's Providing The Jury With Transcripts .
For the reasons discussed herein, the State's motion to permit the jury to review transcripts
during publication of audio/video recorded interviews and during jury deliberation must be
denied.
DEFENDANT'S OPPOSITION TO TRANSCRIPTS
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•
ARGUMENT

Transcripts made from recordings cannot "capture or preserve nuance, voice tone,
emphasis, evasion, faltering, or emotion." State v. Rogan, 94 Ohio App.3d 140, 157 (1994). Mr.
Hall objects both to the transcript itself, as it does not accurately reflect the 911 call, and to the
introduction of transcripts in general as a violation of Article X of the Idaho Rules of Evidence
Contents of Writings, Recordings, and Photographs. The State's desire to introduce transcripts
of recordings is at odds with the reasoning of many federal and state cases addressing this issue.
The admissibility or inadmissibility of transcripts of audio appears to be an issue of first
impression in Idaho. Courts in other jurisdictions have refused to allow a jury to read transcripts
during the course of trial on evidentiary grounds, and many courts have refused to admit
transcripts as evidence for use during jury deliberation.
Allowing the jury to have access to transcripts during trial would violate established rules
of evidence. In addition, the State has no particular need or purpose for providing the jury
transcripts during trial because the recordings are audible and there is not a need to identify the
speaker. Furthermore, allowing the jury to have access to transcripts during jury deliberation
would be prejudicial to the defendant. Therefore, the State's motion to permit the jury to review
transcripts during publication of audio/video recorded interviews and during jury deliberation
must be denied. Lastly, Mr. Hall does not generally contest that recordings may be admitted into
evidence provided that appropriate foundational requirements are met. However, the recordings
must also comply with the rules of evidence and inadmissible portions should be redacted.
This response will address the use of transcripts of recordings during trial and the reasons
why the jury should not be provided such documents when audio and video is available. Section
DEFENDANT'S OPPOSITION TO TRANSCRIPTS
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II addresses the use of transcripts ofrecordings during jury deliberation, and examines the
prejudicial consequences of permitting their use during that time. Section III addresses the
redaction of inadmissible portions of audio.

I.

Use of Transcripts During Trial
The Idaho Rules of Evidence Article X. CONTENTS OF WRITINGS, RECORDINGS,

AND PHOTOGRAPHS addresses the method of proving the contents of a writing or recording.
IRE 1002 requires the original recording be provided to prove the contents of the
recording.
IRE 1001 (3) Original. An "original" of a writing or recording is the writing or recording
itself or any counterpart intended to have the same effect by a person executing or issuing it. An
"original" of a photograph includes the negative or any print therefrom. If data are stored in a
computer or similar device, any printout or other output readable by sight, shown to reflect the
data accurately, is an "original."
IRE 1005(b)(b) provides: In all cases where a party desires to place in evidence a
transcript or partial transcript of a district court proceeding, or disclose the contents of a
transcript during the examination of a witness, the transcript must be an official transcript as
provided in subsection 27(d), Idaho Court Administrative Rules.
Idaho courts do not appear to have addressed whether transcripts of a recording may be
admitted for a particular purpose at trial. However, courts addressing the issue have found that
the best evidence of a conversation is the tape recording itself, not a transcript of the recording.
See generally e.g. Rogan, 94 Ohio App.3d at 148 (noting that "[t]ape recordings themselves are
the best evidence of their contents, not any transcript prepared from them."). For example, in
DEFENDANT'S OPPOSITION TO TRANSCRIPTS
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Duggan v. State, the court found that furnishing the jury transcripts of tape recordings that were
admitted into evidence and used by the jury at trial and during deliberation violated several
established rules of evidence. 189 So.2d 890, 891 (Fla. Dist. App. 1966). The court found that
furnishing the transcripts violated the best evidence rule, as the tapes themselves were the best
evidence. In addition, the court emphasized that the court reporter that made the transcripts was
not present when the conversations were recorded, and had no personal knowledge of the matters
therein; therefore the transcripts also violated the hearsay rule. Moreover, the court found that the
jury's use of the transcripts was contrary to the rules against repetition and improper emphasis.

Id. Other courts have similarly refused to allow transcripts into evidence or for use as a listening
aid for the jury when a tape recording was admitted into evidence and played during trial.
In State v. Alexander, the defendant made inculpatory statements to law enforcement
while being tape recorded in an interrogation room. 328 So.2d 144, 146-47 (La. 1976). The
defendant argued that the tape recording of his confession was inaudible, and thus, the trial court
should have admitted the transcript of the recording into evidence. Id. at 145-46. The Supreme
Court of Louisiana disagreed, after listening to the taped recording and finding that it was
audible, the court held that the trial court properly ruled that the tape was the best evidence and
appropriately excluded the transcript as evidence. Id. at 147. This is similar to the holding in

People v. Mitchell, 40 A.D.2d 117 (N.Y. App. Div. 1972). In Mitchell, the defendant offered a
bribe to the city Mayor while the two men were sitting in the Mayor's car. Id. at 118. Without the
defendant's knowledge, the Mayor was recording the conversation. The trial court allowed the
tape recording of the bribe to be admitted into evidence, and the complete recording was played
during the defendant's trial. Id. The court found that the trial court did not err by refusing to
DEFENDANT'S OPPOSITION TO TRANSCRIPTS
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admit a transcript of the tape recording into evidence and supply copies to the jury, as the tape
was the best evidence of the conversation. In addition, the court found there was no assertion that
the tape was unclear or unintelligible. Id. at 120-21. 1
Where courts have allowed the use of transcripts for a particular purpose during the
course of trial, courts have limited the scope of such purpose to assisting the jury as it listens to
the recording during trial. E.g. US. v. McMillan, 508 F.2d 101, 105 (8th Cir. 1974), cert. denied,
421 U.S. 916 (1975) (finding that transcripts should only be used to assist the jury as it listens to
a recording and not be admitted into evidence unless both sides agree). Even when transcripts are
allowed for use solely as listening aids during trial, many courts emphasize the importance that
trial courts give cautionary instructions to the jury. US. v. Slade, 627 F.2d 293, 302 (D.C. Cir.
1980) (stating that since "a transcript is only meant to be a guide to evidence the tape being
played it is important that the judge instruct the jurors that their personal understanding of the
tape supersedes the text in a transcript"); see also US v. Robinson, 707 F.2d 872, 878 (6th Cir.
1983) (noting that cautionary instructions are appropriate when transcripts are provided to the
jury as listening aids). In McMillan, the court found that if transcripts are provided as listening
aids, they should not be given independent weight. 508 F.2d at 105. In addition, the court found
that the trial court "should carefully instruct the jury that differences in meaning may be caused
by such factors as the inflection in a speaker's voice or inaccuracies in the transcript and that they
should, therefore, rely on what they hear rather than on what they read when there is a
difference." Id.
Courts have further explained that the purpose for using transcripts during trial is ·
1 It

was noted that the defendant and his attorney had previously listened to the tape recording prior to trial. Id.

DEFENDANT'S OPPOSITION TO TRANSCRIPTS
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generally limited to two circumstances: (1) when the recorded conversation is inaudible or
difficult to understand; or (2) when there is a need to identify the speaker. Id. at 105-06; Slade,
627 F.2d at 302; U.S. v. Onori, 535 F.2d 938, 947 (5th Cir. 1976); Rogan, 94 Ohio App.3d at
161; see State v. Kraus, 271 Kan. 810,812 (2001) (noting that use ofa transcript to aid ajury
may be appropriate where the recording is difficult to understand and the transcript would
actually assists the jury in understanding); see generally State v. Swims, 212 W.Va. 263 (2002);

Alexander, 328 So.2d at 147 (finding recording of the defendant's confession audible and trial
court properly excluded the transcript as the tape was the best evidence); and Mitchell, 40 A.D.2d
at 121 (finding that the trial court did not error in refusing to admit transcripts because there was
no assertion that the recording was unintelligible).
In Swims, the defendant and two accomplices robbed a convenience store and the entire
incident was captured on the store's video camera. 212 W.Va. at 266. The next day the two
accomplices confessed to the robbery and both men identified the defendant as the individual
carrying the weapon during the robbery. Id. at 266-67. Due to the poor quality of the video tape
and the fact that the two men who entered the store wore disguises, the defendant was identified
as the one carrying the weapon based solely on the testimony of the two accomplices. Id. On
appeal, the defendant argued that allowing the jury the use of transcripts from the statements
made on the videotape was erroneous because the jury was provided headphones while listening
to the tape. Id. at 269. The state argued that use of the transcript was necessary due to the poor
sound of the videotape. The court cited to the standard when addressing the use of transcripts of
recordings:
Audio and video tape recording transcripts provided to a jury as an aid while the
DEFENDANT'S OPPOSITION TO TRANSCRIPTS
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actual tapes are being seen or heard are not themselves evidence, should not be
admitted into evidence, and should not be furnished to the jury during
deliberation. Audio and video tape recording transcripts are demonstrative aids for
the understanding of evidence; they should be so marked and identified; and the
court should instruct the jury regarding the purpose and limited use of the
transcripts.

Id. (citing syllabus point 3 of State v. Hardesty, 194 W.Va. 732 (1995)). The court determined
that the audio of the videotape was found to be of low quality by the trial court, and thus, the
court found that use of the transcript for such purpose would assist the jury in understanding the
tape. Moreover, the court found that an appropriate cautionary instruction on the limited use and
purpose of the transcript was given, and the jury was not provided the transcript during
deliberations. Id.
In US. v. Onori, the Fifth Circuit explained that the need for transcripts generally arises
when there are inaudible portions of a tape, or when there would be difficulty in identifying the
speaker without the aid of a transcript. 535 F.2d at 947 (citing McMillan, 508 F.2d at 105). In
that case, a confidential informant was fitted with a recording device and she recorded the
conversation of an arranged drug transaction at an apartment. Id. at 941. The confidential
informant, the defendant, and two other individuals were present during the conversation at the
apartment. Id. The trial court admitted the tape recording of the conversation into evidence, and it
was played to the jury during trial. The trial court also permitted the prosecution's transcript of
the recording to be distributed to the jury, but gave the jury a limiting instruction that the
transcript was being provided solely for the limited purpose to identify the person alleged to be

DEFENDANT'S OPPOSITION TO TRANSCRIPTS
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speaking. Id. at 946. 2 On appeal, the Fifth Circuit found that transcripts "may be admitted for a
limited purpose only"3 and that limited purpose, as instructed by the trial court, "was primarily to
establish the identify of the speakers at any particular time." Id. at 947.
In this case, the State seeks to supply the jury with transcripts during the playing of
various recordings at trial. As many courts have found, the best evidence of the contents of the
audio recording is the recording itself. In fact, the Duggan court found that admitting transcripts
into evidence violated several established rules of evidence, including the best evidence rule,
(which is codified in Idaho in Article X of the Idaho Rules of Evidence.) This rule of evidence
should similarly be applied in this case. The recordings here are conversations between Kandi
Hall and law enforcement, not casual conversation between friends. This is similar to the
situation in Alexander, where the court found that it was appropriate to exclude transcripts as the
audio of the law enforcement interview in that case was the best evidence. There is an element of
intimidation inherent in this type of discourse which would not be conveyed through the use of
transcripts. If the jury is supplied with transcripts during the playing of these audio recordings it
is likely that this important element would be lost. Therefore, the best evidence of Kandi Hall's
conversation would be the audio recordings, and this Court should not admit the transcripts into
evidence or offer them to the jury during trial.
Even if this Court finds that use of the transcripts may be appropriate as a listening aid
during trial, this Court should provide cautionary instructions to the jury that the transcripts are
being provided for a limited purpose, and the recording supersedes the text of the transcript.
Defendant objected to the use of the transcripts, arguing that the transcripts misidentified the speaker in many
places. Id. at 946-47. Defendant later objected to us of the transcripts as it appeared that the jury was reading rather
than listening to the tape. Id. at 947.
3 In Onori, the court considered transcripts used during the course oftria1 as evidence. Id. at 947-48.
2
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However, the State makes no mention of any particular need or purpose for using the transcripts
during trial other than a general statement that the transcripts would assist the jury. As previously
stated, and held by many courts, the best evidence of the content of a recording is the recording
itself. Moreover, many courts have found that the purpose for using transcripts as a listening aid
is generally limited to circumstances where the recording is inaudible or there is a need to
identify a speaker. Without any particular need or purpose for using a transcript, the use of such
an aid during trial could detract from the actual evidence from which the transcript was
produced.
The State's failure to state a particular need or purpose for the use of transcripts, such as
inaudible sound or the need to identify the speaker, is likely because it has no particular need or
purpose for allowing the jury to have access to the transcripts.in a controlled law enforcement
environment. These facts are similar to Alexander and Mitchell, where the statements made by
the defendants in those two cases were recorded in controlled environments. In Alexander the
defendant made incriminating statements to law enforcement while being recorded in an
interrogation room. The court in that case found the recording to be sufficiently audible, and thus,
there was no particular need or purpose for providing transcripts to the jury. In Mitchell, the
defendant was being recorded inside the confines of a car. The defendant in that case had listened
to the complete recording and did not raise issue with the quality of the recording. Thus, the court
found there was no particular purpose for using transcripts. Unlike the facts in Onori, it is not
necessary in this case for transcripts of the recorded interviews to be provided to the jury for the
limited purpose of identifying a speaker. In Onori, a confidential informant was recording a
possible drug transaction at an apartment with multiple people present. In that case, it was not
DEFENDANT'S OPPOSITION TO TRANSCRIPTS
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only difficult to identify the speaker, but it was not a controlled environment conducive to
producing a quality audio recording. In this case it would not be difficult for the jury to determine
when Jenkins is speaking because most of the interviews were conducted by a single law
enforcement officer. There are two recordings where two officers were present during the
interviewing, but those recordings were captured on audio and video and it would not be difficult
to identify who is speaking with the added benefit of visual evidence. The facts in this case are
also unlike the facts in Swims. In Swims, the defendant was captured on audio and video when he
and an accomplice robbed a convenience store. However, it was impossible to identify the
speaker because the robbers were wearing disguises and the sound of the audio was poor.
Thus, the State's motion to permit the jury to review transcripts during publication of
audio/video recorded interviews must be denied because it violates the best evidence rule. In
addition, the State has no particular need or purpose for providing the jury transcripts because the
recordings are audible and there is not need to identify a speaker.
Dated this 15 1h day of October, 2012

Attorney for Defendant
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day of
2012, I caused a true
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o

Jason Spellman/Jessica Lorello

~

o

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Federal Express

,(iii~~

DEBORAH N.
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Time

Speaker

Courtroom503

Note

. 08:06:.1.9 . AMl ..................................... •...............................................................................................................................................................................................
08:31 :46 AM!
(CR FE 11 03976 State v Robert Dean Hall Jury Trial - Day
08:32: 19 AM

I

IFive

;

l Rob Chastain and Deborah

l

08:32:21 AM\ Court
08:33: 16 AM 1Chastain
08:33:23 AM i Spillman
08:33:38 AM 1Court

!

[Present: Jason Spillman and Jessica Lorello for the State;
Kristal for the defense; defendant

• in custody
[ Am providing counsel with ·a·draffsefof}u·ry·ifrisfrii.cfions·: Re
! admissibility of defendant's statement to the effect "I'll kill all
! of you."
i Got that over the weekend.
I Ashley Corrigan going on today.
···································································
j

Then we'll take it up today. Also, re two pro·p·ose·cfsiiii°te .....................

[ exhibits prepared by Det. Miller - limited cell phone activity,

!
!and transcript of 911 call.
08:34:30 AM 1Chastain i Re 911 call - if State agrees not to use the transcript, there's
08:34:57 AM!. Spillman

• no objection.
[ Yes. My concern is I plan to play the 911 call today, but it's
! very difficult to hear anything without a transcript, but if jury
Iwill be provided with a laptop, speakers and preferably
i earbuds, then they'll be able to hear it.

o·tf3°s':"3tfAM i Court

·r·sfate--·,s'·fo··sup.p°iy'°ii,'a'feqiJipmenffor..frie·j·ury;-s···u·se·:······································

08:36:15 AM i Court

iSo that leaves us with the propsed exhibit which is the cell

!
08:36:31 AMf Spillman
·

i phone activity.

[ Det Miller originally made comprehensive listing of all cell

! phone activity and text messages sent to/from Emmet

!Corrigan, Kandi Hall, Rob Hall, the Hall household. That
!contained some things we don't need here, so I asked him to
Icut that down, and what we're proposing is that redacted

! version and feel it's appropriate to be introduced during the
: detective's testimony. I'm willig to work with the defense re
• what's missin off the log, maye we can stipulate. But we need
! time to do that. So ask for ability to recall Det. Miller at end of
Ithe testimony to get this in.

08:40:28 AM i Court
08:41 :45

AM! Chastain
!

i

l
1
.,

08:43:37 AMl Spillman
08:43:46 AM1 Court
(

i

10/15/2012

i Reviews the proposed exhibit, asks counsel some clarifying
• questions.
[ We got this yiii°ste.rday·;-·have been.'sc.rambiing..fo . com·par·ei ............
what the State has with what we already had. We're not
going to have an issue re the timeline of the videos taken by
Walgreens security camera. Our issue is that we haven't had
enough time to complete a review of the entire exhibit.
twm be calling Det. Miller this afternoon.

fwe may take this up during the lunch

break, then. If it's

j accurate, and it's a summary, I'm inclined to let it in, but will

i hear from everyone later.
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08:44:40 AM j Lorello

I

08:45:40 AM 1Chastain

i
l

Courtroom503

Argues motion to reconsider ruling on admissibility of victim's

j

: hearsay statement.
[ Ask Court to maintain its original ruling.

~:: : ~~ ;~!~I~=:in.J~~?:~~i
08:49:57 AM I Lorello
08:50:05 AM t Court
08:50: 18 AM Lorello

)

Ms.Lorallo_

_ ___ __

_ .... _

: Final argument.
I will stick with my earlier ruling. It's coming in.
We faxed motion re exclusion of religious preferences.

i
I
1

for .

08:51 :06 AM r Court
:
08:51 :56 AM] Spillman

r I didn't get it. Will check the fax .. machrn·e .. if'a"nd..take···tt,af' ........
\ issue up during the lunch break.
[Those witnesses are on right away today. We'll have to
i handle it on the run. The motion's been filed (one re religion).

08:52:33 AM i Lorello

iThe religious concern was part of our motion filed long ago.

'
I

08:52:57 AM t Spillman

I

1

i. 81.
Presents Mr. Chastain and Court with CDs with Exhibits 52 -

08:53:36 AM 1
[Court in recess.
08:53:44 AM1
i Court reconvenes - all parties present. Jury reconvenes - all
present.
................................................ :...................................... •....................................................................................................
,,. .....................................................................................................
08:59:54 AM!
j Melissa Mason sworn, direct examination by Mr. Spillman for
·
j the State begins.
09:02:04 AM l
f Exhibit 46 shown to defense counsel.
09:03:43 AMl
• Exhibit 46 handed to the witness.
......................................................... .
~

09:04: 14 AM j
j

09:04:51 AM] Spillman

~

Witness 46 identified (emails between defen'ciant"and.. ffie
witness, 3/2/11 ).
[ Move to admit Exhibit 46.
j

j

..'i.~: to l?.?..~.~-t ..~~.. ?..~.e ':!1?.r..:. .!i_~.:.:.........

09:04:58 AMl Chastain . [~.?..~.l_?..
09:05:06 AM i Chastain
09:05:29 AM j Court
09: 10:20 AM 1Chastain

...................................

\ ~?....?..?.j_:~~.i?..~· .. ................................................................................................................ _
j Exhibit 46 admitted, published.
i No cross-examination.

09:1_0:27 .. AM.i ......................................i.witness ..steps.down ... is.excused ..................................................................................................
.09: 10:35.. AM i_Spillman : Calls State's next witness. .. ...........................................................................
09: 11: 12 AM i
1 Christopher Search (Office Manager at Peterson Law)
l
l sworn, direct examination begins .
09:22:06 AM! Chastain IObject - witness wasn't present.
..................................................................................................................................
,.,_,,,,-......................................................................................................................................................... .
09:22: 1O AM! Court
! It's a narrative. Let's go with another question.
09:28:48 AM! Chastain f Begins cross-examination.
09:34:35 AM I Spillman [ Objection (calls for speculation). //Sustained//
09:36:13 AMi
!Witness steps down, is excused .
......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
" .................................. " .............. """"'
09:37:06 AMI Lorello
! Calls State's next witness.
09:37:27 AMt
Ashlee Corr~gan Birk (victim's wife) sworn, direct
j examination begins.

.......................................................................................1,...- ................................................................................-.,.... _ ............................................................................................................ .

!

10/15/2012
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09:38:02 AM!
09:38:38 AM: Lorello
09:38:48 AM j Court
09:54:36 AM! Chastain

Courtroom503

j Exhibit 44 identified (picture of victim and witness) ......................................
i Move to admit Exhibit 44. //No objection//

iExhibit 44 admitted, published.
! Begins cross-examination.

·

····················· ··········

i Partial transcript of witness' 3/14/11

09:59:06 AM1
\

i

10:01 :59 AM Lorello
10:05:58 AM j Chastain

!

10:06:22 AM!

interview with police
: handed to witness.
[ Begins re-direct.
[ Agree to excuse witness for now, but we have her under
!subpoena for later testimony.
[Witness steps down .

. 1.0:06:29.. AM.l.Loreuo...............LCalls.. state's .. next.witness .......................................................................................................................
10:07:20 AM:
! Kelly Rieker sworn, direct examination begins.
10: 16: 39 AM 1Chastain [ Request to take up matter outside jury.
10:16:52 AM1
Jury in recess.
10: 17:26 AM f Chastain j Ask Court for a couple of minutes - State introduced this

l

'

.
10:18:21 AMl Lorello
10: 18:47 AM Chastain

I
10: 19: 11 AM 1Court
!

10:19:50 AM1 Chastain

'
10:20: 18 AM\ Court

:
10:20:36 AMf
10:20:48 AM1

10/15/2012

: evidence which I didn't think the Court would allow in. The
! fact that defendant had an affair some years ago is
I completely irrelevant. Need some time to consult with Ms.
Kristal and defendant.
! Response.
i How do we unring the bell at this point? I'm pretty shocked.

I

f Will instruct the jury to disregard the last statement by the
!witness.
t Not sure whether or not I should make a motion for mistrial to
! preserve the record. Still need to consult with Ms. Kristal and
! Mr. Hall in private.
: We'll take our morning break a little early, and give you a few
I extra minutes.
f Court in recess.
[ //Court moving to Courtroom 504//
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'•)
Courtroom504

Time
Speaker
Note
10:39:41 AMI
•
10:39:53 AM j
[ CR FE 11 03976 State v Robert Dean Hall Jury Trial - Day
,
! Five
10:49:47 AMf
[ Present: Jason Spillman and Jessica Lorello for the State,
:
! Rob Chastain and Deborah Kristal for the defense; defendant
i
i in custody
10:49:48 AM ICourt
\ We've changed courtrooms due to a failing bulb in the
·
! projector. We gave counsel time to digest the witness' last
! statement, re defendant having had an affair some years ago.
10:50:22 AM 1Kristal

!

[ Move for mistrial pursuant to ICR 29.1 - there's been an error
\ committed which denies the defendant due process.

I Response. It does not deny defendant's right to fair trial, is
I
I not a central issue in this case.
···············································-~·-···································-~·-······················································································· ...............................................................................................................
10:52:21 AM! Lorello
10:53:51 AM! Kristal
10:54:57 AM Court

l

i
·

! Reply. Feel it is prejudicial.
j Reviews ICR 29.1. Can jury be instructed to disregard the
! witness' statement? And even if they are, is it of such effect
i that defendant cannot be afforded a fair trial? I don't think so,
! but will take motion for mistrial under advisement. At this
( point, I will instruct the jury to disregard the last question and
answer to the witness.

I

10:57:44 AM\ Court

! We'll remain in this courtroom for the duration of today. We'll
bring .the_ jury _ back _in: ......................................................................................................
.. 1. 0:59: 1_0.. AM! ..................................... •.Jury.. reconvenes; .. all _present. .............................................................................................................
10:59:45 AM: Court
! Addresses jury re reason for switching courtrooms today; we'll
i be back in 503 tomorrow.
11 :00:07 AM f Court
t Addresses jury, instructs them to disregard witness' last
•
answer.
.......................................................................................i...........................................................................................................................................................................................................
.
11 :00:38 AM! Lorello
: Continues direct examination ?t.~!1.~_Y....~_i_!.~_e_~: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
11 :02:26 AM\ Chastain !Objection. //Sustained//
11 :02:45 AM j Chastain j Objection (foundation).
11 :02:51 AMI Court
\ Sustain at this point, direct State to lay foundation.
11 :03:05 AM .j Chastain i. Objection (nonresponsive).
1fci'~fffAM: Court
i Directs witne'ss fo'wa'ido'r . the next"que'sfion~ .............................

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .J. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l.

~

I

11 :05:24 AM j Chastain
Objection (calls for speculation). //Sustained//
11 :06:24 AM Chastain [ Objection. //Sustained//
..................................................................................... _,l ...........................................- ..............................................- ......- ...................................................................................................... .
11 :08:50 AM\ Chastain \ Objection (hearsay).
11 :08:57 AM! Lorello
f Response.
11 :09:01 AMf Court
Overruled, will allow it for impeachment.
11: 10: 19 AM fChastain [ Begins cross-examination .
................................................T'...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
11: 10:40 AM! Lorello
l Objection. //Overruled//
11 :14:21 AMf
rwitness steps down, is excused.
11 : 14 :42 AM JSpillman j Calls State's next witness.

l

I

10/15/2012
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11: 15: 16 AM I

Courtroom504

!Kevin Rogers (friend of Emmett Corrigan) sworn, direct

l
! examination begins.
................................................ ......................................t.........................................................................................................................................................................................................
11 :21 :33 AM IChastain i Objection (hearsay). //Sustained//
~

l

11 :23: 11 AM Chastain [ Objection (hearsay). //Sustained//
11 :23:32 AM! Chastain [ Objection (calls for speculation).
11 :23:40 AMl Spillman [ Response .
11:23:51 AMI Court
i Will allow it, but directs Mr. Spillman to instruct the witness to

................................................J ............ - ......................... ;. .......................................................__..............................................- ••- ...........................................................................................

I

l
11 :24:52 AMt Chastain

i restrict his answer to only what he himself saw with his own
leyes.
Begins cross-examination .

i

.. 1..1_:3.1.:02.. AMl....- .............................l.Witness.steps.down, .. is.excused ...............................................................................................
11 :31: 14 AM! Spillman i Calls State's next witness .
................................................................................................................................................................................................
_..,_....,.....................................................................................
11 :31 :44 AM I
i Danny Meyers (friend of Rob Hall) sworn, direct examination

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .J. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..l. begins ....................................-............................................................................................................................................

11 :38:29 AM! Chastain ! Begins cross-examination.
11 :39:47 AMf Spillman Objection (calls for speculation). //Sustained//
...............................................t·-··"""" ..............................................................................................................................................................................................................................
11 :44: 13 AM!
IWitness steps down, is excused .
................................................1...........- ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
11 :44:38 AMl Spillman ! Request sidebar.
'
11 :45:32 AM1
[ Counsel meet at bench.
11 :45:57 AMj
/ Michelle Clark (friend of Kandi Hall) sworn, direct

l

.

! examination begins .
...............................................t!...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
.
11
:53:34
AM
i Chastain I Begins cross-examination .
....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
12:01 :40 PM 1Spillman I Begins re-direct.
12:02:20 PM l
1Witness steps down, is excused .
•••••••••-oo04HOOHOOO>••oooo,o•o•ooo-OHOOOO.,.OO--oOOOH0•0000HH0000UOo,OO . . o o r O O O - - H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 H O O H H H H 0 0 0 0 , 0 0 . 0 0 o 0 0 o o o o • - - • • - • • . . Oooo . . . . ,,,ooo,ooooooooOOOOOOOOOOoOooo _ _ _ _ H_OH000000•••ooOOOOHOOHOOOOOOOOOOOO-OOOO•OOoOOOooOooO,OooOHOOO . . OOOOOH00-000000000

.. 1.2:02:37.. PMl.Spillman.........l.calls.state's..next witness ......................................................................................................................
12:03:08 PM!
!Media in the courtroom is reminded there is to be no

l

Ivideo/audio of this witness.

OOOOorOOooo-oooooooooooooooooooooooo,ooooOOOOo•+•--•••HOOH000,000 . . oOoouooo•••OOO~OHoOoo-oooo--oo . . ,o . . ,,,ooooooooooooo,oooo,ooooooOO--oooooooooooUOUOoHO,UOoOoooOOn"oo•••••OOOOOOOOOOonoOoOnoonHoo,,nOOO . . OOoOO-ooooOooo-oo-oOHooooooooooooo . . ,,.,,o,oOOO-oo-OOooao . .

12:03:14 PM!

i

12:12:20 PMj
12: 13:08 PM Court

f
!

i

l

\ Jacob Durbin (detective with Meridian Police Dept) sworn,

Idirect examination begins.

IJury in recess.

iIssue of motion re religious preferences is past.

I've ruled on

!the motion to reconsider statement of victim to his wife.

!Anything else?

12: 13: 35 PM Spillman j Timeline issue, but we can deal with it.
12:13:46 PMT
Court in recess .
.............................................-............................................................................................-...............................................................................................................................................--.....
12: 14: 10 PM I
[Court reconvenes; all parties present.
12:44:20 PM Court
Problem with PC at podium, picture displays on monitors but

l
'

l
l

!not the big screen. Thought we could use ELMO, but it
.......i_doesn't ..seem _to __ be.working ..eit~~r.:..................... ..
.......................................
12:46: 15 PM i Counsel ! Prefer to move back to 503.
12:46:47 PM j Court
[ We'll make sure 503's back in working order first.

10/15/2012
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Courtroom503

Time
Speaker
Note
12:50:37 PM j
..12:58:12 PM:
ICR FE 11 03976 State v Robert Dean Hall Jury Trial - Day Five
lPresent: Jason Spillman and Jessica Lorello for the State, Rob
!Chastain and Deborah Kristal for the defense; defendant in custody

12:58:15 PMi

:

:

12:58:22 PM jcourt
12:58:46 PM ispillman

iAII present, we're back in Courtroom 503.
Jcontinues direct examination of Jacob Durbin.

1: 11: 1_8 _ PMJChastain .. Jsegins_cross-examination.______________________________________________________________________________________________ _
1 :22:40 PM 'Chastain
\No further questions for now, but Det. Durbin remains under our
,
!subpoena.
1Witness steps down .
1 :22:56 PM T
.... 1..:23_:_1_6 .. PM .. _!Spillman ............. !C_a_lls_State's.. next ..witness .............................................................................................................................................
1 :23:43 PM :
!James Miller (detective, Meridian Police Dept.) sworn, direct
!
!examination begins.
1 :28:17 PM JChastain
just want to be clear, this testimony is for impeachment purposes.

II

1 :28:36 PM tcourt
'

'"fjj°:'4ff p'Ki, ...

····};::~~· =~+
1 :35:26
1 :36:02
1 :36:09
1 :36:28
1 :36:52
1 :36:56

!impeachment purposes.
!Exhibits 54 - 56 handed to defense counseCpresenteci"to 'wi n·e;s"s'~"".....

----!J: ~:~: ~:.: :~: : : . ;~:=~:·~: ::~t·
~~-~!.:. . _. . . . . . . . _ . . . . . . . . ·--·· ·-·--.. _ . . . . . . . . . . . . .

~~J____ _ _ _ ____. . . . . .
PM \Spillman
PM
PM
PM
PM

fYour observation is noted for the record, this testimony is for

!Chastain
jChastain
:Chastain
•court

gun ..barrel)._ _ _

Ex~i~i!_~? i?:~~ifi_~?J~i_?.~~-~e- of
jMove to admit Exhibits 54 - 56.
!Asks to see Exhibit 56 again.
pnquires of witness.
jNo objection.
'Exhibits 54, 55and-Sffactmitted:. ·pubiishecf

_

........___... _. , _. . . . _. _ _ - - - - - . . . . . . . . ._ _ _

-----~--:~~-:.1. ?.. . ~-~. . •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . !Exhi_bits..60..-,.74 _ sh_own..to_defense ..counsel ................................................................................
1 :42:26 PM •

!Exhibits 60 - 74 handed to the witness .

. .-·1:::4.?.):~::::~:r0,:::! . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .J_Exhi_bit.. 60 ..identified __(photo ..of_ 3_ prescription__pill_~_?._~~~-=-~t..................................... ..
1 :43_:_04 .. PM ___ •~~il_l~~-~............ !Move __ to.. ad_m_it_Exhibit_6o. __ .. //No_ objection// ......................................_.. __
1 :43: 13 PM •Court
Exhibit 60 admitted, published.
1 :43:31 PM i
/Exhibit 61 id'd (photo of 2 prescription pill bottles).
···1 :43:48 PM lspillman
lMove to admit Exhibit 61. //No objection//

l

.......................

.......................................................................................... ·................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ .

1 :43:58
1 :44:22
1 :44:33
1:44:43
1:45: 15
1 :45:21
1 :45:29

PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM

10/15/2012

jCourt
j
jSpillman
lcourt

!Exhibit 61 admitted, published.
jExhibit 62 id'd (photo of green backpack).
jMove to admit Exhibit 62. //No objection//

f

fExhibit 62 admitted, published.
fExhibit 63 id'd (envelope addressed to Ashlee Corrigan).

jSpillman
f Chastain

jMove to admit Exhibit 63.
j Inquires of witness. No objection.
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:1?..:.1~

P~...J~?.~~·-···
1
1 :46:01 PM !

\Exhibit 63 admitted, published.
.....................
!Exhibit 64 id'd (photo of center console compartment):···········

....i46:44 PM !Spillman
jMove to admit Exhibit 64.
:46:50 PM jchastain ..........

···1

jTnqufres··ofwfrness·:····No obJection:········ . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . · · · · · · · ·······················

1 :47:31 PM jcourt

jExhibit 64 admitted, published .

.• .~ !: ~:· :~ ]Spil man

1~:~:i;:!~!~~:=1~:ho:~~:'iabjection/(~~

1 :48:14 PM \Court
1 :48:44 PM }
··· 1 :49:42 PM :Spillman

\Exhibit 65 admitted, published.
}Exhibit 66 id'd (photo of bullet from victim's head).
:Move to admit Exhibit 66.

··1°:49:51 PM \Chastain

jAsks to look at Exhibit 66 again, inquires of witness. No objection.

1· :IiF2o··r-Kif

Tcourt

=~~:·

=~ ~

=:=

tExhi.tiii'ss aeiniittecf.pubfrstiea:· · · · · · · · · ·· ·· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

· · t;~:~~=~-i Spil man- -t~:~:i:as:~:~-t:~:t~7bu;~;,:;.:~~:;•.vertebrae).--1 :51 :36 PM )Court
1 :52:01 PM j
1 :52:21 PM !Spillman

lExhibit 67 admitted, published.
jExhibit 68 id'd (photo of black hoodie).
\Move to admit Exhibit 68. //No objection//

1 :52:33 PM jcourt
1 :53:39 PM j

!Exhibit 68 admitted, published.
jExhibit 69 id'd (photo of black hoodie pocket).

~~ ~

·
······························

____ 1:_53_:56 _ PMJSpillman ____________ jMove__ to_admit_Exhi_bit_69._.JINo_objection//····· ........................................... .
1 :54:06 PM JCourt
!Exhibit 69 admitted, published.
1 :54: 18
1 :54:56
1 :55:04
1 :55:14
1 :55:39

PM
PM
PM
PM
PM

j .............................JExhibit.. 7o _ id'd ..(photo ..ofvictim's.shirt). _ ...................................................................................................

ispillman
!Chastain
:court

!

/Move to admit Exhibit 70.
f1nquires of witness. No objection.
/Exhibit 70 admitted, published.
:Exhibit 71 id'd (photo of victim's shirt) .

.... 1 :?6:07PM_JspiUman _________ jMove__toadmit_Exhibit_7.1. __ I/Noobjec~i_?._~_'.'. ....
1 :56:18 PM iCourt
!Exhibit 71 admitted, published.
!Exhibit 72 id'd (photo of victim's undershirt).
1 :56:40 PM !
1 :56:59 PM jSpillman
!Move to admit Exhibit 72. //No objection//
1 :57:08 PM !Court
1:51: 3 2 PM •
.
1 :58:21 PM Jspillman

·

!Exhibit 72 admitted, published.

tExhihii.i:f,cfcf(phoio. athiue. sfring. .p.ackback i:i'ri.<i'items . frarri fr,side
!it).
fMove to admit Exhibit 73. //No objection//

iExhibit 73 admitted, published .
1 :58:31 PM jcourt
...............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

1 :58:44 PM !
1 :59:04 PM [Spillman

-}::~:;~-:~ J~:~~tain__

:Exhibit 74 id'd (close-up photo of 6 items in Ex 73).
jMove to admit Exhibit 74.

l~~:~: :~::;:;op:~:~:. ____ _ _______ ___ ____
7~

..........................................................................................................................................................................-................................................................................................................................................. .
2:00:32 PM
!Court and jury in recess.
2:13:53 PM
Icourt reconvenes; all parties present.

!

f
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2: 13:56 PM )Spillman
!

2:14:50 PM icourt
2:15:00 PM ichastain
'
;

!Just wanted to discuss schedule for rest of week. Det. Miller our last
:witness for today, have 10 for tomorrow, 4 on Wednesday, then
!we're done.
iwe'II talk tomorrow or Wednesday.
iunderstand State wants to interrupt Det. Miller's testimony to do their
lexpert witnesses who are flying in for tomorrow, and we have no
!objection to that. But have a concern re our own schedule.

· ;;;:~··:~ 1 ----1:~
Court

1
,::::::.:~~: ·:~:~·nt Counsel waive··,011 ·call of jury

·- ·

2:16:19 PM :Spillman
•
2: 17:27 PM

iJust provided defense counsel with Exhibits 57 and 80, ask that they
\be handed to witness.
lExhibit 57 id'd (photo of Walgreens receipt).·
·

2: 18:17 PM 1Spillman
2: 18:24 PM :Chastain

jMove to admit Exhibit 57.
fInquires of witness, no objection if Det. Miller brings original with him

1

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .l. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . lwhen ..he .. returns .. another..day ..to .. testify .....................................................................................................
2:19:16 PM !Court
2:19:49 PM 1

jExhibit 57 admitted conditionally, published.
!Exhibit 80 id'd (photo of Walgreens receipt).

2:20:23 PM !Spillman
2:20:29 PM ichastain

iMove to admit Exhibit 80.
hnquires of witness. No objection if original is provided at a later date.

····2:2b:s9·Prvf·courf·············text1ibii'so···acimitte·c1con,iiiion"a"1iy·:i:>"i:ihiistied.·························· ···································
2:21 :12 PM

i

JExhibit 81 handed to defense counsel.

. . ?..:.?..?..:.?.9. . ~.~. . I. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .\Exh i.bit.. 81··· hand.ed ..to.. witness .......::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
2:22:27 PM

!Exhibit 81 id'd (2-page document: copy of envelope addressed to
IAshlee Corrigan and copy of letter found inside that envelope).

2:23:17 PM !Spillman

fMove to admit Exhibit 81.

2:23:31 PM jchastain

11nquires of defendant. No objection.

...................................................................................

2:24:.14 .PMJCourt
!Exhibit 81 admitted, published.
2:25:12 PM .
.................. TExhibff·a:fshown·fo·ciefense··counseC ...........................................................................
2:25:24 PM !Chastain
!

I

2:25:49 PM court

!Ask to take up matter outside of jury, re certain indications on front
!of box.
!Similar to an earlier exhibit, you wish to have this redacted?

2.:26.:_1_6 .. PM. _ )Chastain ............ i.Y..:.5. ..................................................................................................................................................
2:26:18 PM :spillman
!No objection
2:26:22 PM fcourt
'
2:26:35 PM Jchastain

!Makes redaction on front of Exhibit 83.

2:27: 18 PM f
2:27:24 PM !

jExhibit 83 handed to witness.
!Exhibit 83 id'd (evidence box containing Ruger LCP).

2:28:46 PM (Spillman
2:28:54 PM lchastain

JMove to admit Exhibit 83.
fAsks to see Exhibit 83 now that the box has been opened .

2:29:46 PM jChastain

jNo objection.

2:29:52 PM /Court

!Exhibit 83 admitted.

'
JLooks at Exhibit 83.

................................................ :.........................................+···········-·····"'"'"''''"""''"'.................................................... ...................................................................................................................................
~
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2:31 :17 PM !
2:31 :26 PM jchastain

(Exhibit 84 shown to defense counsel.
jsim1ia"r.Tssu·e··as.pdo·;:··one.............. .. ···························· ........................................ ·························

2:31 :34 PM !Spillman
2:31 :41 PM icourt
2:32:23 PM jcourt

iNo objection to redaction.
iMakes redaction.
jRecord will reflect Exhibit 83 is being passed through the jury.

2: 33: 22 PM

1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .H~xhib,t"a4···,cfcf°(ei°v\"iience...env·efo'p·e···coniafr1frig .. g-;:i·;,···m"a"gazfr,e )·:·······················

2:34:29 PM jspillman
iMove to admit Exhibit 84.
2:34:32 PM \Chastain
!Would like to make sure that what's actually in the envelope is what
•
:was stated .
.••••••••••••••.•••••.•••• .;. ...................................... -c, ••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••.•...••..••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••.•••••.•••••••••••.• •••·•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ···················-············
2:35:22 PM /Chastain
!By stipulation we agree Exhibit 84 has been around the country at
!both counsel's requests, no problem with witness opening it again
!
!now.
2:36:07 PM
iExhibit 84 opened by witness - it contains another sealed envelope
·
!which is shown to defense counsel.
2: 37: 05 PM r
·········· ····-rExh1bff"a4..frhf(evkieri·c·e··enve1opEi.co·rifafr,fr,·g pro.i:>eriisheet"aricfgu·n
,
!magazine).
2:38:23 PM !Chastain
JNo objection

i

i

2:38:.29 .. P.M ...:court ...................... iExh_ibit..84.. admitted, .. published.. to.jury .............................................................. ...........................
2:39:06 PM

!

!Exhibit 85 id'd (evidence envelope containing chambered Ruger
[round).
2:40:04 PM
1witness opens Exhibit 85. 2nd sealed envelope found inside shown
!to defense counsel.
.................... , ........................... ,0, ......................................... ,0, ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ .
2:42:23 PM 1 ......................................
\Witness
opens sealed envelope found inside Exhibit 85 .
.... ......................................... ..................................... ................................................ .
2:42:34 PM Witness
!Exhibit 85 contains clear plastic ziploc baggie containing casing,
:
jbullet and gun powder.
:Move to admit Exhibit 85.
2:43:31 PM !Spillman
2:43:39 PM !Chastain
!Asks to look at the clear plastic baggie, inquires of witness, no
:

i

2:44:51 PKif :Court
....2_:45.:.3:fp~,iflCourt

.. .. ........... ················· ...... .................................... ... ························ ··········· ·································
!Exhibit 85 admitted, published .
jMakes similar redactions on Exhibits 86, 87ancfaa·:·············

....2_:46.:.58 __ PM..,i

fExhibits 86 - 88 handed to witness.

j

. ... . ...............l?..~j~~~i.?..~.:... .......

~~

~~~~:d

2:47:05 ..
...,..... ............. J;::ii~i..
(:~i~~~~:.:;:~~)~~...:~.~~.:.i.~ing.s~~:~...~~.~.-.~aliber
2:47:25 PM
!Exhibit 87 id'd (evidence envelope containing spent 380-caliber
,
(casing marked #3 at the scene).
2:47:35 PM
fExhibit 88 id'd (evidence envelope containing spent 380-caliber
i
leasing marked #4 at the scene).
2:47:52 PM ichastain
f1nquires of witness.
2:48:38 PM
fWitness opens Exhibit 86 .

l

. ; ~~·:·~~··=~.

i

·fchastain············t:~:et:ss:e;:h~=i~i:;_.87 ·............................................................................................................................................

t

2:53:29 PM
2:54:25 PM lspillman
2:54:37 PM jcourt
10/15/2012

!witness opens Exhibit 88.
jMove to admit Exhibits 86, 87 and 88. //No objection//
fExhibits 86, 87 and 88 admitted.
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2: 54: 52 PM
2:55:41 PM
···2:57:00 PM

~
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l?.?~~-----------------------1.~~~~.~. ~.i.~i~.~.~ ..r.~?.~.?t.i.?..~.~.. ?..~.-·~.~~.i~.i!.~..~~...~.~?..??.:.._
. _._. . . . . . . . . . . ·- - - - -·

i
i
i
2:57:58 PM 1

.........

jExhibits 89 and 90 handed to defense counsel.
!Exhibit 89 id'd (evidence envelope containing bullet removed from
!victim's head).
lWitness opens Exhibit 89.

j~~~.~!.~i.~. . . . .JReviews ..small.. box.found.. inside ..Exhibit.89 .......................................................................................

2:58:34 PM
2:59:29 PM j
· 2:59:57 PM !Counsel

3:00:31 PM 1
· 3:01 :02 PM Tspillman
................................................•......

jWitness opens small box.
fApproach witness stand to view contents of small box.

i
iMove to admit and publish Exhibit 89 .

3:01:10 PM jChastain

pnquiresofwitness, no objection.

3:62:"3i"·r·M····1

loefense reviews the white box. ········-········-·····---···-·-· ······--·-------····-····-····· ---·-··--·-···-·······-············

·-----·········-··············

I~l:~~ :~fourt ---\:~~~~~~~=.~~:~:~~;::::pe containing small-white box) --3:02:53 PM
3:03:00 PM

!
i

of~4.:::~:r0.:: L

3:
3:03:58
3:04:07
3:04:57
3:06:03

PM
PM
PM
PM

!Spillman
icourt
!Court
:

3:06:24 PM •
3:06:50 PM i
3:07:34 PM
...................................................
3: 10:04 PM Spillman

i

3:10:40
3: 10:45
3 :·1-Q'.52
3:11 :07

:
PM \Chastain
PM !Court
PM·--, Chastain
•
PM !Spillman

i

3:11 :41 PM lcourt
3:11 :52 PM ispillman

i

3:12:57 PM !Witness
..a.........=...................3:13:40 PM lSpillman
:
3:13:59 PM fchastain
I

10/15/2012

jWitness opens small white box.
!Counsel approach witness stand to view contents of small white box.

rExhibit 90 id' d ·~ Eox··coniafr,s.EuTiei".removeci"from..vicffm·:····· · · :::::::::::::::::: :::
!Move to admit Exhibit 90. //No objection//
!Exhibit 90 admitted, published.
jMakes similar redaction to Exhibit 91.
!Defense counsel reviews Exhibit 91.
:Exhibit 91 id'd (evidence envelope containing emails, poster,
!insurance card, RT 2, RT 7, RT 9).
1Witness opens Exhibit 91.
!Defense counsel reviews items found in envelope .
!After a discussion with defense counsel, one of the emails is a
!replica of previously-admitted Exhibit 52. I'm marking this Exhibit
j52A and move for admittance.
!No objection.
iExhibit 52A admitted.
:There·;s..a".whole bu·n·cfr·ofsiuff here..that"we'il neecfio.deai· with ...... .
!overnight.
!Within Exhibit 91 there are several documents. Counsel and I need
!to discuss them.
1·11 give you more time.
/Let the record reflect I'm paperclipping together those items we need
ito discuss later.
!Gun holster is RT7 .
JHave marked as 91A bag containing the holster. Move for
(admission.
f1nquires of witness.

f
:
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3: 15:05 PM l~~a5.!.~.i~........... lN.o objection ................................................................................................................................................................
. . 3..:.!..~.:. ~. ~. . ~.~.
...l Exh ibit..91.A.adm itted .......................................................................................................................................................
3: 15:35 PM !Spillman
(Exhibit 81A id'd (envelope found in backpack in back of defendant's
j
!truck, addressed to Ashlee Corrigan, containing letter) .

...l~?~.~. . . . . . . . . .

....3:_1_6.:36 ..PM ... :Spillman..........JMove_to._adm.it ..Exhibit_81A ..... //No .. objectionu ............................................. ::::::::::::::::::::::::
3:16:45 PM \Court
(Exhibit81Aadmitted.
3: 18:27 PM
iExhibit 92 id'd (photocopy of defendant's concealed weapons
!
lpermit).

i

3.:1~:~1.~.~...J~~astain
3:20:14 PM :
:
3:20:39 PM 1spillman

l

3:21 :56 PM 1Spillman

fReviews the exhibit.

...........................
\Witness removes original permit from wallet removed from
/defendant's truck.
1Marks the original permit as Exhibit 92A. Shown to defense counsel,
jhanded back to witness.

fMove to admit ~.~~i~~~~..~~...~.~.?. ~~~.:. . .'.'..~.?...?.~)e?~.i?.~.'.(...............................................

3: 22: 07 PM :c.?.~~.................... ..l.~~-~·i·~-~-~. ~~. ~.~-~-..~~.~ . ~.~.~.!.!!!~.: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3:23:16 PM :
!Defense reviews Exhibits 93 - 96.
····3·:·23:28 PM t
fExhibit 93 id'd (image of hooded sweatshirt found on Internet as
1

3:24:25 PM

1
'

·3:25:"3e···P·KifT
1

3:26:00 PM

l

!demonstrative exhibit for report).
:Exhibit 94 id'd (images found on Internet of tops/bottoms of right/left
j hands, used as demonstrative exhibits for report).
fExhibit 95 id'd (same set of hands, used as visual aid for results of
iGSR testing).
fExhibit 96 id'd (same set of hands, used as visual aid for results of

. . . . . ................J~?..~.~~.~~i·~·~L. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · . . . . . . . . . . . .... .. . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

3:26:.:~fgp.fuf\Spillman
3:27:22
3:27:27
3:28:23
3:28:37

PM
PM
PM
PM

lcourt
l
'court
Spillman

i
3:32:41 PM Jchastain
3:34:31 PM jspillman

JHave video next, would like to start with it tomorrow morning.

iAdmonishes jury.
(Jury in recess.
jRe trial schedule.
\Lists tomorrow's witnesses. Four more after them, then we call Det.
iMiller back.
fRe defense witnesses.
jcontemplate jury view of scene as part of State's case. Every

........... ····· ......... ······•························ .....E~~i~<1.~.i?..~..YY~IW~~.~~..~i.1.1 ..~~?.P~~~t.~.:................................................................................
3:35:24 PM !Spillman
:would like copies of paperclipped documents from Exhibit 91.
l

1

3:35:42 PM tcourt
3:36:21 PM tspillman

tcierk will do that.
tPending motion re exclusion of defense expert witnesses, and still
!
ihave the jail call issue out there to resolve.
3:36:55 PM fcourt
fwm deal with those on Wednesday.
3:37:03 PM 1
fcourt in recess .
................................................+.........................................t,.................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
3:37:11 PM l:
\End of case
:
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LAWRENCE G. WASDEN

Idaho Attorney General

NO. _
A.M.

~

P.M _ _ __

CHRISTOPHER D. AICH, Clark
By ELAINE TONG

PAUL PANTHER

DEPUTY

Deputy Attorney General
Chief, Criminal Law Division
JASON SLADE SPILLMAN ISB #8813
JESSICA M. LORELLO ISB #6554

Deputy Attorneys General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-001 O
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant,

_______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
MOTION TO EXCLUDE RELIGIOUS
REFERENCES
(SUBMITTED UNDER SEAL)

COMES NOW, Jessica M. Lorello, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho, and
hereby moves to exclude any references to religion including, but not limited to, the fact
that Emmett Corrigan was Mormon as is his widow, Ashlee, that Ashlee indicated to
Detective Joe Miller that she and Emmett had arranged to meet with their Bishop, and
Defendant's comment in his e-mail to Melissa Mason that Emmett was "Mormon."
Consistent with this request, the State has redacted Defendant's reference to Emmett's
religion in an e-mail sent to Melissa Mason, which the state intends to introduce as an
MOTION TO EXCLUDE RELIGIOUS REFERENCES (SUBMITTED UNDER SEAL) - Page 1
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Exhibit. 1 The basis for this request is that "Appeals to racial or religious prejudices are
incompatible with the concept of a fair trial because of the likelihood that such
references will sweep jurors beyond a fair and calm consideration of the evidence."
State v. Sanchez, 142 Idaho 309, 315, 127 P.3d 212, 218 (Ct. App. 2005) (citations
omitted). "[A] witness's beliefs or affiliation with a religious group is properly admissible
[only] where probative of an issue in a criminal prosecution." .!.Q.,_ Neither Ashlee's nor
Emmett's religion is probative of any issue in this case. Compare Sanchez, supra. As
such, the State respectfully requests exclusion of any evidence regarding religion.
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITIED this 14th day of October 2012.

1

The redacted exhibit has been previously marked as Exhibit 46 and disclosed to the
defense.
MOTION TO EXCLUDE RELIGIOUS REFERENCES (SUBMITTED UNDER SEAL) - Page 2
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 14th day of October 2012, I caused to be served
a true and correct copy of the foregoing Motion Regarding Defense Experts to:

Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

_

U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
_
Overnight Mail
~Facsimile

Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728

_

U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
_
Overnight Mail
_;2{,,._ Facsimile

~

Rosean Newman, Legal Secretary

MOTION TO EXCLUDE RELIGIOUS REFERENCES (SUBMITTED UNDER SEAL) - Page 3
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ROBERT R. CHASTAIN
Attorney at Law
300 Main, Suite 158
Boise, ID 83 702
(208) 345-3110
Idaho State Bar #2765

•

• : !HIO "~~·--ocr 1s 2012

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clark
By ELAINE TONG
DEPUTY

DEBORAH N. KRISTAL
Attorney at Law
3140 N Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702
(208) 345-8708
Idaho State Bar # 2296
Attorneys for Robert Dean Hall

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CRFE 2011-3976
NOTICE OF SERVICE OF SECOND
SUPPLEMENT AL DISCOVERY
RESPONSE

CONIES NOW the Defendant, by and though his attorneys of record, and hereby
notifies the Court that Defendant complied with the Plaintiffs Request for Discovery and
Demand for Alibi by hand delivering Defendant's Second Supplemental Discovery
Response to Jason Spillman and Jessica Lorello on October 15, 2012.

NOTICE OF SERVICE OF SECOND SUPPLEMENTAL DISCOVERY RESPONSE

Page 1

C:\Users\Maria\Documents\WPDOCS\Murder\Hall, Robert D\Hall Motions\Discrespnotice. wpd
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Dated this/ S-- day of October, 2012.

ROBERTR. CHASTAIN

Att:m~j~

DEBORAH N. KRISTAL
Attorney for Defendant

CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY

I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was delivered this ~
15th day of October, 2012, to:
Jason Spillman
Jessica Lorello
Attorney General's Office
Boise, ID
208-854-8083

NOTICE OF SERVICE OF SECOND SUPPLEMENTAL DISCOVERY RESPONSE

Page 2
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Time

Speaker

7:48:_57_AM·····.
7: 4 9: 11 AM
8:28:54 AM
.,

Courtroom503

Note

I

Ic Ffr=·E···1··r·o391s· ·sfiite··v···R·oherfDe~io··-.:fa"i"i···J°u·ry··1ri°ar-~··6ay ·stx···········

t

!Present: Jason Spillman and Jessica Lorello for the State; Rob
Chastain and Deborah Kristal for the defense; defendant in custody

I

............................,..,

8:29:12AM !_Court

•
8:37:40 AM ·court

:coupleofmotionsforthismorning: 1) 404(a)(1)recharactertraitof
idefendant. State has several witnesses they want to bring on
!regarding this.
tOnly thing to add to filed motion is statement by Michelle Clark in
1yesterday's testimony.
Response. Don't see it as proper 404(a) impeachment.
jlt's the testimony that defendant is mellow and laid-back that is at
/issue.
!comments.
:Resf:><in.se·:·····i=rom.whafweikri.ow:··some··ofthes·e·foTks·hav·enifseen········
jMr. Hall in three or four years.
!My ruling is that this issue has been raised by the defense, as to a
!character trait of the accused, and so I'll allow the State to present
!the testimony, if these witnesses have knowledge of defendant's
!reputation in the community.
fJail calls issue worked out?
·

8:37:45 AM [Lorello

\I just have to proof-read what I was going to submit.

8:30:52 AM !Lorello
j

8:31 :27 AM fChastain
8:33:08 AM \Lorello
:
8:33:39 AM ·court
8:36:24 AM ;Chastain
j

8:36:54 AM lcourt
:
1

I

Thought we
!were going to take it up tomorrow morning.
8:38:16 AM ·court
Iwe can.
8: 38: 19 AM Spillm·a·n......... TRe Ta"ifcails:···from a··pro.cedu"raisf,in°cip"oin(°we neecffokriow where
!we're headed, what we're doing Thursday and Friday of this week.
!Still concerned about the jury view from appellate point of view.
!Think it would be clearer if State rests after the jury view. We have
\hours and hours of calls we're trying to excise .

i

..•.•. .0, ••••••.••••••••••••••••••••.••.••••..•••••••••••••.•••.•••••••••••••••••••..•.••..........•.• ···································-···································-

8:40:46 Arvf·c11astain

:

·•··· ............................... .

/From my point of view, I would like State to rest when they're done.
!In terms of our witnesses, don't think we'll go past Tuesday. Don't
!want to start our case until after the jury view and any jail calls.
:

·s:4:ij§)i)Ji···caurt··················!weiii ..hiive·°Iuryvie·w·i="r,d:iy·:··ttie·ri c·o·m·e ·back.intci···o·i:i·e·ri···c·ourt· aricTir·· ·
:state has finished their case, then they'll rest. I don't see why we
!couldn't at least get opening statement from defense Friday
iafternoon.
8:44: 10 AM 1spillman
fwe might have opportunity after jury view to put on jail calls.
l
)Possibly could be presented on Thursday.
8:45:24 AM !court
fLet's see how it plays out the next couple of days and adjust
l
\accordingly.
8:45:36 AM fspillman
fwant to make a record before jury comes in. Re defense's motion
j
(for mistrial - Ms. Mason was the person who actually had the affair
!
!with the defendant, we had no intention of eliciting that information.

!
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ii didn't cross-examine her because I knew that.
8:46:20 AM \Chastain
.... 8:46:34.AM·..tspillman...... !oet.-Miller'had··contact with.. a.juror in the parking lot.this morning,
lneed to make a record of what happened.

l

:::;:~·~~ i~:~- ---1:~=:~:~::t~::ing-Exp"'ins.toCourt what-happened.---:

:

8:48:15 AM lchastain
8:49:05 AM !court

lDon't see it as anything more than innocuous.
iThanks Det. Miller for his level of caution, but Court will not inquire of
i
!the juror, don't think there was anything to it.
8:49:29 AM !Spillman
!Exhibit list from yesterday doesn't reflect that Exhibits 93 - 96 were
:
!id'd.
8:50:20
AM
!Court
!That is correct - will be corrected .
....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
-,............................................................._..,,,,,,
8:50:29 AM !Chastain
!Re State's expert witnesses.
,.,,.,, .... ,.,,,,.,,,..,,.,,,,,.,,.,.,.,,,,.,,,,j,,,,.,,,,, .. ,,.,,,,.., .. ,.,.,.,.,.,,.,,,,,l,,,.,.,,o_,.........., ..,H.,,u,,.,,,,.,,.,,.,,,.,.,,,,ooooooooooou.,,,,,,,.,,,,,.,,.,,,.,,.,,,.,,.,..,.,,,,,,,,.... ,......,,,,.,.,.,.,,.,,.,.,,,.,,,,,,,,,,,ooo,oooooHu,.,,.,,, .. ,.,,,,,..,,,, .... , ......,,,,,..n,•n•nuo

: ;!:~~·~~-1~:~;an--l::::::~cuments.-- --- ---- -- --- - ---- -

iReviews expert witness qualifications. I normally allow CV of an
!expert witness to be admitted, it goes to foundation, establishing
!
!their credentials. Will be allowed for State and defense expert
l
!witnesses .
................................................+...............-........................+..................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
8:55:04 AM j
!Court in recess
8:53:31 AM !court

i

. :;~: ~:·:~· ·l· .

·····································f

~~:~e~:~:~~:~~s~;l~~:s~~; ..present .......................................................................................................

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ., _. . _

8:59:37 AM i
8:59:41 AM jspillman
9:00:21 AM j

l

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .a.. . , ,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .

!Counsel waive roll call of jury
jstate calls next witness.
JAllison Murtha (forensic scientist from RJ Lee Group in
!Pennsylvania) sworn, direct examination begins.
!Exhibit 97 shown to defense counsel, handed to witness.
fExhibit 97 id'd (Allison Murtha's CV).
!Move to admit Exhibit 97. //No objection//

OOOO.. ooooooOO,H0..0000000""""'"'"""'''"''0000HOOHHHOHHOOOO ... , .................. OOOOOHHNHHOHOOOOoO._.,, ..................... -OO-OHH..O,HN•"""'"""'"""'""""'''"'''"'''"'"""'""""''""""""'"""""""'""''"""""'''""''"'"""'"""'""""""'""'"

9:02:48 AM i
9:03:19 AM
9:03:48 AM !Spillman
9:03:59 AM !Court
9:05:49 AM
9:06:12 AM t

t

1

jExhibit 97 admitted.

!Exhibit 101 shown to defense counsel, handed to witness.
tExhibit 101 id'd (four demonstrative images to aid in explaining
i
/gunshot residue).
9:06:33 AM lspillman
lMove to admit Exhibit 101. //No objection//
9:06:46 AM \Court
!Exhibit 101 admitted, published.
1Exhibit 98 shown to defense counsel.
9:19:17 AM jspillman
9: 19:58 AM 1Chastain
/Need to take up matter outside presence of jury ..
9:20:25 AM j ...............................................................................................................................................................................................................
isidebar conference
9:20:44 AM jCourt
jMakes redaction on Exhibit 98, which counsel stipulate to.
9:21 :44 AM rchastain
!Again reviews Exhibit 98.
.
jExhibit 98 handed to witness.
9:22:18 AM j
jExhibit 98 id'd (12-29-11 report prepared by witness re GSR on
9:22:24 AM j
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1Robert Hall's.. sweatshirt) .......................................................................................................................................
9:30:2:fArvfTspillman
jMove to admit Exhibit 98. //No objection//
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9:30:42 AM :

!Exhibit 98 admitted, published.
\Exhibit 93 (previously id'd) shown to·deftin·s·e;- c:"oLinse"i:"··············· ...

9:36:56 AM lchastain

(Don't mind witness being shown Exhibit 93, but will want to inquire.

····g·:if. f1··AM f

············

fExhibit 93 handed to witness.

···9:31 :55 AM tspillman

fMove to admit Exhibit 93.

························································································································

·g·:·3:i:06. Arv1···1·ct1~isiaTn............n"r,qui·res..ot··wfrries·s·:··Aiia·i"ri···review·s··ExtiThff.9":3·:····oii1ecf·fo··e·xhibii:···················
l

l

9:34:27 AM lcourt
tobjection noted.
9:34:32 AM jSpillman
jResponse.
· 9:34: s3)i)Ji 1·c·ou11······ ···········rs u·stiiiri...obieciion:···· ······· ························ ······· ······································ ·· ······················
····9:35:27AM )

·

9:36:31 AM jspillman

[Exhibit 93 returned to witness.

································

························ ······································

jMove to admit Exhibit 93.

··.·9:.36:.38.AM ... !Ch.astain............llnqu.ires.of.witness_. .. Maintain .. my .. objection_.·····················································································
9:37:28 AM !Court
!Overruled. Exhibit 93 admitted, published.
9:45:30 AM
iExh1fi,fg{f..showri·to--deie·ri·se·courisec··· ··········· ·····························

i ·

9:46:34 AM

i
i
;

fExhibit 99 handed to witness,

id'd (1/3/12 GSR report on following
iitems: GSR hand kit fm Robert Hall, GSR hand kit fm Emmett
\Corrigan, GSR hand kit fm Kandi Hall, a Ruger LCP 380, 380-caliber
!magazine, sweatshirt, purple shirt, 2 boxes of ammunition).

.... ,,,,,,,, ................................... .

,,

.......................

9:50:54 AM

I

9:51 :12 AM

r . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . r-···························································································..····································································..·····························································

)Exhibits 94, 95 and 96 shown to defense counsel, handed to
\witness.

9:51 :53 AM :Spillman

:Move to admit Exhibits 94, 95 and 96.

9:52:39 AM jCourt
10:09:37 AM !Chastain
16:16:°f~fAM /Spillman

jOverruled. Exhibits 94, 95 and 96 admitted.
!Begins cross-examination.
iNothing further.
·························· ·········· ························· ····· ···································

····g·:s2: Oo"AM TchasiaTri ········· ri nq ufres.. oTwfrriess·:·· Pres.eive· ·prev·,ous.obJediciri;·based···on fact
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .;. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...l exhi_bits.. prepared ..by. non-expert ........................................................................................................................

1 O: 16:49 AM!
1 O: 17:25 AM jspillman
1 O: 18:02 AM

1

· ·· ··········

·········································· .................................

!Witness steps down, subject to recall by the State.
jcalls State's next witness.

.................................

\Thomas Morgan (forensic scientist) sworn, direct examination

.................. . ......... . ~ ..... ·········· ..................1~~9in.~:................ ··················· ····························· ... ························· ...................................
10:22:48 AM j
jExhibit 100 shown to defense counsel, handed to witness.
10:23:16 AM1
10:23:40 AM! Spillman

!Exhibit 100 id'd (CV of Thomas Mogan).
fMove to admit Exhibit 100. //No objection//

10:24: 01 AM fCourt
10:24:02 AM j

fExhibit 100 admitted.

10:29:55 AM j
10:30:30 AMl
10:43:26 AM
10:43:30 AM jspillman

fcourt and jury recess.
fcourt and jury reconvene; all present
counsel waive roll call of jury.
jcontinues direct examination of Thomas Morgan.

f

10:52:53 AM !Spillman
10/16/2012

jExhibit 99 handed to witness.

f

!Move to admit Exhibit 99. //No objection//
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!Exhibit 99 admitted.
IObjection - no proof, move to strike. //Sustained//

jBegins cross-examination.

1i:~t~i;~i:::~::"-- __[;!::::;:;:;::;;~:=insubject to recall._ ____ ____ ___

··{1·:25:33 AM

i
i

11 :29:32 AM j

hom Bevel (President, Bevel Gardiner & Assoc) sworn, direct
!examination begins.
jExhibit 102 shown to defense counsel, handed to witness.

-~·}:;~:~~.:~}Lorello==J~:~:~o1~!!tE~~~b~f1:~m ,~i:e~~jeclionsi(:.~ == ==~ == =~~
11 :30:43 AM !Court
11 :52:21 AM f

;.};;:~~·:~ jLorello-

!Exhibit 102 admitted.
jExhibit 118 shown to defense counsel, handed to the witness.

-!:~:~;::!;d:~~~11~:.Pi:0°:~:i:~;el). ------- -- - -

11 :53:13 AM Jcourt
11 :53:39 AM 1
11 :53:49 AM j

!Exhibit 118 admitted.
119 shown to defense counsel, handed to witness.
tExhibit 119 id'd (9/13/12 report of Tom Bevel) .

12:44:04 PM 1
12:44:05 PM iLorello

ICourt reconvenes;

12:45:25 PM lcounsel
12:45:30 PMJLorello

JWaive roll call of jury.
Jcontinues direct examination of Tom Bevel.

IExhibit

.;}~!:!;··:~l- ·--l~:~~i:~~·~uil:~hr~~ss. -- ·- -- ·- ·- ·- ----- ·-..-·· · · ·
all parties present.
twould like to release Eric Bolarsky from his subpoena, as we will not
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .lbe.. calling.. him.. this ..afternoon, ..after.all_........................................................................................................
12:44:48 PM i
!Jury reconvenes; all present.

.;;::~:~! . :~·I-- - -- -!:~:~: ~!-~~~:: ~~: -- --- -- -- - -- -- - --. .. ..
..1.2.:.57.:.1.2 .. PMJLorello................... iMove..to.. admit ..Exhibit ..1_19 ..... //No.. objection// ....................................................................................
12:57:26 PM :court
)Exhibit 119 admitted.
1 :03:36 PM j
jExhibit 47 published.
!Exhibit 103 shown to defense counsel, handed to witness.
1 :06:08 PM i
1 :06:23 PM i
!Exhibit 103 id'd (photo of victim's body) .
.... 1..:08.:.08 .. PM ... i.Lorello..................J Move..to.. ad_mit ..Exhibit ..103 ..... //No.. objection// ....................................................................................
1 :08:18 PM jCourt
jExhibit 103 admitted, published.
!Exhibit 106 shown to defense counsel, handed to witness.
1 :15:32 PM
1 :16:13 PM
lExhibit 106 id'd (photo of blood pool and victim's body) .

1
1

.... 1..:.1.6.:.1.7 .. PMJ.Lorello................... iMove..to.. ad.mit ..Exhi.bit ..106..... //No_objection// ....................................................................................
1 :16:25 PM !Court
!Exhibit 106 admitted, published.
1 :21: 15 PM !
i Exhibit 107 shown to defense counsel, handed to witness.
1 :21 :26 PM

10/16/2012

1

lExhibit 107 id'd (photo of white purse).
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!Move to admit Exhibit 107. //No objection//
fExhibit 107 admitted, published.
!Exhibit 104 shown to defense counsel, handed to witness .
tExhibit 104 id'd (photo of Kandi Hall).

•••••••••••••••••••••••••**''"''"''''"•••••••••••••••.,•••••••••••••••••••••••••u•••••~•.. ••••••••••..n•••••••••••••.,••••••• ...••••••••••••••••••••H•""''*•••••••••••.. •••••••n•••••••••••••••H..,.. ,.,,,,,,,,,,,..,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,..,,..,.,,,,,,,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, ..,,,u,,,,,,,., ..,,,,,,,,,,,,,H,,,,,,,,,

1 :24:21
1 :24:24
1 :26:41
1 :26:52
1 :27:30
1 :27:32
1 :36:09

>«•••••••••••••••••••••••••

PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM

·Lorello
Court

f

l
i

Lorello
tcourt
tchastain

i

····1 :37:52 PM
.... {.38:1·0 .. PM tchastain
.... {38:·19· PM tcourt
1 : 39: 51 PM
1 :40:27 PM
1 :42:16 PM f

l

1

!Move to admit Exhibit 104. //No objection//
hibit 104 admitted, published.
Exhibit 105 shown to defense counsel, handed to witness.
Exhibit 105 id'd (photo of Kandi Hall's chest area).
Move to admit Exhibit 105. //No objection//

d•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• .. •••••••H••••"'••'"''"'''*'''''''''''''''''''''''"*'*'''''''''n,,,,,,.... n,,,, .. ,,,••••••••••••••••••••••+•••••••••••••••••••••••••••"•••,.,.•,.>H•.,,,.•.,.,.,•••••••<,.••»••••

Exhibii'1·os. acim.ittecf. pi°ib.iish.ecC. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

i3eg'ins"cross~examfri'atio·n·:. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
tExhibit 401 handed to witness .
!Move to admit Exhibit 401. //No objection//
iExhibit 401 admitted, published.
Page four of Exhibit 119 published.
lExhibit 401 published.
!Exhibit 404 handed to witness.

l

·

----}:~::-:~ 1;:~~ain--1~:~~b:;::::d~::~:bi{!:tjectioni/ _____________ ------------l
l... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . J
1 :47:09 PM

lExhibit 103 published .

.... 1..:52.:.08 .. PM ...
1 :53:43 PM !Lorello
1 :55:08 PM
1 :55:48 PM lLorello
1:56:10 PM 1

l

Exhibit...1. 07..published .........................................................................................................................................................
\Begins re-direct.
}Witness steps down, is subject to possible recall.
fcalls State's next witness.
lsteve Quercia (neighbor of Robert Hall) sworn, direct examination
!begins.

·- -: :~::: ;--=~-J;:~~ain_ -1~~1::1:~;;,,disregardcomment-by-defense·counsel.-- --- - l

1 :58:37 PM j
jJury in recess.
fcomments.
1 :59:08 PM 1court
1 :59:28 PM lchastain
fResponse
1 :59:38 PM jcourt
lvou should have restated or renewed your objection.
1 :59:50 PM fchastain
I apologize .
....2.:00:.39 ..PM ...iCourt......................
.....ptecf....................................................................................................................................................................
....2:00:46 .. PM ...
Court in recess ...............................................................................................................................................................................

f". . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2:00:56 PM

f

jCourt and jury reconvene; all parties present.

-~::-;:;;-:~ -l~~~:el____ j~;:::s::~~~;~~~ness_------------------------- ------ · ·
2:13:52 PM

l
'.

2: 15:22 PM fChastain

!
10/16/2012

!Erika Belarski (neighbor of Robert Hall) sworn, direct examination
!begins.
}Renews previously-stated objection. //Overruled; just calls for yes or
!no answer//
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iNo cross-examination.

•••r;::;; . :~ t,.110 · · · -1~~:~·::.:!~~:::n~:::cused.- - - --- - . ·-- -- . --·-··
..i

17:07 PM

f

'.
· 2: 18:28 PM !Chastain

!

2:19:07 PM lchastain
·· 2:19:14 PM !Chastain

tchristine Woodside (neighbor of Robert Hall) sworn, direct
!examination begins.
jAgain, note previous objection. //Sustained, until a foundation is
llaid//
Jsame objection. //Sustained//
!No cross-examination.

·--;:-:-~:;~--=~-!Lorello- -!::~~:at~~:~:;:i~~::.cused - -·· ·-· · · · ·-· ·-· ·-· --· -- --···-··
2:20: 13 PM t
lRandy Parker (Latent Section Supervisor, Idaho State Police
!i

2:22:17
2:22:45
... 2:22:'59
2:23:09
2:27:39
2:27:49

PM 1
PM i
PM !Lorello
PM !Court
PM j
PM

!Forensics Laboratory) sworn, direct examination begins.
!

fExhibit 116 shown to defense counsel, handed to witness.

••••••"'"°'""""""""""""""""•""'°'°""""""''"''""+••"•"""»••••••*•"••••••••••••••••••i'•••••••••••••••n••H••••0<••••••••••.. H••u•••••••••••u..••••o.+••••••o•n••••••••••••••••o.•••••••u•••••••••••••••••"n"+*•"""'""'"*'**""'"'"*''''•••••••••••••••••••o.•••••••••••••••••••"'''",."''*'"'''''''''

I

!Exhibit 116 id'd (CV of Randy Parker) .
fMove to admit Exhibit 116. //No objection//
iExhibit 116 admitted.
!Exhibit 117 shown to defense counsel, handed to witness.
jExhibit 117 id'd (B-26-11 latent print report of Randy Parker).

{;~:~;--:~-l~::~o---1:~~b:;::;:::i:_1_11. _IINo _objection// ___________ _
2:30:30
2:33:08
2:33:25
2:33:52

PM ichastain
PM I
PM lLorello
PM
!

jsegins cross-examination.
!Witness steps down, is excused.
!Calls State's next witness.
istacey Guess (forensic scientist, ISP Forensics Laboratory) sworn,
!direct examination begins .

PM 1Lorello
PM !court
PM
PM
,
PM [Lorello
PM fCourt

lMove to admit Exhibit 110. //No objection//
iExhibit 110 admitted.
iExhibit 114 shown to defense counsel.
fExhibit 114 handed to witness.
!Exhibit 114 id'd (biological screening report).
fMove to admit Exhibit 114. //No objection//
fExhibit 114 admitted .

i

. . ~ •.;:!!··=~---!··················· __ ~::~~::: ;;~
2:36:56
2:37:08
2:42:16
2:42:55
2:43:0
2:48:01
2:48: 11

t
t

. .}~~-;~~ . :~. ,l. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . i::~::::. ~.~
3:08:52
3:09:11
3:09:22
3:09:39

!

PM
PM !Lorello
PM 1Chastain
PM jcourt

10/16/2012

~~;7~~0~~:: :~;::;: handed_ to_witness. · · · · · -· · ·-· · · ·
·· ·

;~~~:ne~..defense.. counsel, .. handed.. to ·witness .....................................

!Exhibit 115 id'd (DNA report).
jMove to admit Exhibit 115.
1Reviews Exhibit 115. No objection.
!Exhibit 115 admitted.
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McLAUGHLIN/ MASTERS} CROMWELL 16 OCTOBER 2012
3:09:55 PM .!Chastain
3: 1s:2s PM :

)

Courtroom503

!Begins cross-examination.

jwiiri·e·ss··stEips.eiown . . is . eixcused:································ ·······································

3: 1ff.4{f'p·rvfTspillman
···3: 19:26 PM :court

!Recalls Detective Jim Miller.
!Reminds witness of earlier oath .

.. 3: 19:49 PM iSpillman
3:20:06 PM i

jcontinues direct examination................................................................................................... .
lExhibit 82 shown to defense counsel.

3:20:16 PM !Chastain
3:20:21 PM jcourt

1

3:20:48 PM
3:20:53 PM ·

3:21 :42 PM j
3:22:33 PM jspillman

.................................................................................... ·············································· ........................................................ ·······················

jSame redaction issue.
jMakes redaction issue with no objection from the State.
lExhibit 82 handed to witness.
jExhibit 82 id'd (evidence envelope with CD of video footage from
:Fred Meyer).
lwitness opens envelope.
iMove to admit Exhibit 82 .

... 3:22_:41... _PM .. _jchastain ............ lReviews ..opened.. e.nvelope.. and.. contents ......No . objection..........................................
3:23:35 PM jCourt
!Exhibit 82 admitted.

3·: 2tt·1·2··PM···· · · · · · · · · ········ ····. run·abre·fr;··puhffsh· E'.xtiTt>ff a2 .·····Mr:· si>ffirriari wi1i·work.ori . 1tforiiiihf:··· ····
3:26:26 PM !court
.

tAdmonishes jury.
.

...................................................................................................................................

...........................................................................................................................................,,,,,,,, ..........................

3:26:50 PM :
. .... ·····················•· .... .
3:27:37 PM ]Spillman

!Jury in recess .
.. ................................................................................................................................
jMay I take Exhibit 82 home?

3:27:46 PM !Chastain

!No objection.

.,

........................... .

3 :27:_50 .. PM ... J Court ...................... foK . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3:27:52 PM (Spillman
!Lists tomorrow's witnesses. Re Dr. Harry Stinger, went into
)emergency surgery today, want nurse that was there that night to
!testify in his place, just to effect that were no wounds on Robert Hall
i
!other than the gunshot wound.
3:30:53 PM 1chastain

!No objection.

3:3J:.9..?...~-~.jCourt ......................1we can.do_j_ury .visit_on.ThursdaY.'...it..X~.~.. ~~-nt: ...................................................................
3:31 :20 PM Spillman
!Prefer to stick with Friday.
3:31':itfPMTcourf···········tok·
.................................................................... ······ · .................................................................. ········
·· ·········
3:32:01 PM jLorello
jRe jail call issue - we're in process of making copies for defense
!
!counsel now.
3:32:24 PM Jcourt ............... JEncourage counsel to review 1006 Rules of Evidence.
3 :32 :45 P.M ···spillman
1 stiii'ck .. ofe'rn·a·i1s· in Exhibit 91, founcffr1 .. dete.ridantis.trii'ck:... '6nei.beein
!admitted, we're going to seek admission of the remaining ones.
/Some potentially objectionable material in some of them, may need
!to be redacted.
3:33:52 PM 1court
iwe'II get that resolved.
3:34:13 PM j

10/16/2012

jcourt in recess
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Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
RESPONSE TO DEFENDANT'S
MOTION IN LIMINE TO PROHIBIT THE
STATE FROM INTRODUCING JAIL
CALLS INTO EVIDENCE

COMES NOW, Jessica M. Lorello, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho, and
hereby responds to Defendant's Motion in Limine To Prohibit The State From
Introducing Jail Calls Into Evidence ("Motion"), filed October 9, 2012.
In his Motion, Defendant asks this Court "to prohibit the State from introducing
into evidence any jail phone calls involving the defendant, and various third parties."
(Motion, p.1 (emphasis added).) The basis for the Motion is "that said phone calls are
not relevant to any material element in the State's case, and pursuant to 1.R.E. 403, are
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unduly prejudicial."

(Motion, p.2.)

Defendant also asserts "[a]dmission of the said

phone calls would further violate the defendant's right to confrontation" and "[s]aid
phone calls further include improper evidence concerning the Defendant's legal rights,
his legal representation, and his right to counsel." (Motion, p.2.) Defendant submitted a
supporting affidavit expressing "concern[ ] that extensive Motion practice needs to be
accomplished prior to the State referring to these calls, or said calls being played for the
jury." (Affidavit in Support Of Motion To Prohibit The State From Introducing Jail Phone
Calls Into Evidence ("Affidavit").)
As an initial matter, the State disagrees that "extensive Motion practice needs to
be accomplished" in order to determine the admissibility of Defendant's recorded
statements. Although it is true the State was unable to provide a preliminary list of the
calls it may introduce until October 4, 2012, the defense has been on notice for some
time that the State intends to introduce some of Defendant's jail calls at trial. Further,
the sheer number of calls the Defendant has made since his incarceration has required
an extraordinary amount of time spent listening to the calls and then reviewing them
again in preparation for trial in order to determine what calls the state intends to
introduce.

Moreover, what calls the state will introduce is, in some instances,

predicated on the evidence introduced as the trial progresses. And, since Defendant
himself is a party to all the calls and has also been provided all recordings upon receipt
by the State, if he believed the subject matter of any particular call was clearly
inadmissible, he could have filed a motion to that effect at any time. Thus, to the extent
the Defendant is claiming some sort of prejudice by the State's failure to give him a
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specific list of calls at an earlier time, this claim fails. The calls the State has identified
as being relevant to the issues at trial are listed below and are categorized based on
relevance.
A.

Calls Relevant To Evidence That Kandi And Defendant Have Discussed The
Circumstances Surrounding The Murder
The State intends to introduce the quoted excerpts from the following calls,

which are relevant to support the State's position that Defendant and Kandi "worked
together" to "get their stories straight," which is particularly relevant given Kandi Hall's
inconsistent statements and the timing of those statements:

•

3-13-2011 -the following exchange occurred:
Kandi: ... I'm kind of blurry on everything too but we'll go over everything
okay ... .
Kandi:

I'm going to make this better, you know I always do.

I will, I'll

make it better. 1
Kandi: I don't know what happened. I don't know what happened, I don't
know, I just, all I know is I'm going to make this better, we've got to make it
better okay. 2

•

3-15-2011 1823 - Kandi tells Defendant: "I will do whatever. My last breath
will be to help you. To help us."

At trial, Kandi denied any memory of making this statement; therefore, the audio will
also be used to impeach her testimony.
1

At trial, Kandi denied any memory of making this statement; therefore, the audio will
also be used to impeach her testimony.

2
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•

3-16-2011_1540 - the following exchange occurred:
Kandi: ... But I go see the detective tomorrow and ...
Defendant: And that's another thing. Why do you, you know, the, the
(inaudible) with all the detectives and you're going to see the detectives.
These guys are all gathering stuff against me.

Kandi: Babcock, the one that Michelle saw today, they ...
Defendant: No don't, everything's being recorded.
•

3-16-2011_1557 - the following exchange occurred:
Kandi: . . . Uh, today the uh just to let you know, the, the paper said that
uh that or a blurp said something like uh Emmett was the aggressor in this
so I don't need you to say anything back but just to let you know.
Defendant: Cool.

Defendant:

Right now so much needs to be done and you have to be

strong. You can't just run away from it.
Kandi: Okay.
Defendant:

Because if you run away from it, everything's just going to

dive.
Kandi: Yeah.
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Defendant: And right now being in the cell I feel like I'm underwater with a
snorkel and you're above water with your thumb on it and you could either
open it or close it.
Kandi: No Rob, okay. Okay. Don't worry, okay.

Defendant: Okay. Pick yourself up honey.
Kandi: I will.
Defendant: I don't have time for this.

•

3-16-2011_164609 -the following exchange occurred:
Defendant: I know baby. Just listen, trust me, if anybody right now I need
you to work with my mom.
Kandi: Okay.
Defendant: And I told my mom the same thing. I said mom, I just need
you and Kandi to work together.

Right now this is the most important

thing.
Kandi: Yes.

•

3-17-2011_1208 - the following exchange occurred:
Defendant: I'm just anxious and just really have a, I just have so much
faith and trust in you.
Kandi: Good.
Defendant: Yeah. Just, I mean it's really getting me by.
Kandi: Good.
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•
Defendant: Uh and that's what's really floating my boat. If it wasn't for
that, I would, I would be drowning in here.
Kandi: No, you just keep that faith and trust alive.
Defendant: I am.
Kandi:

'Cause

will never, ever, ever give up on you.

Do you

understand?
Defendant: I know baby.
Kandi: My last breath will be you.
Defendant: I know. It'll be fine.
•

3-17-2011_2022 - the following exchange occurred:
Kandi: No they took the letters that you wrote me.
Defendant: Oh.
Kandi: Which is fine.
Defendant: When you went to California?
Kandi: Yeah, yeah which is great, go ahead, take anything you want, you
know. Uh ...
Defendant: I know. It's a, they're never going to find anything of me even

Kandi: Aggressive.
Defendant: Yeah.
Kandi: Nothing. Nothing. Everything is ...
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Defendant: You've got to tell me about interview, their interviews, they
interviewed his brother. Is ...
Kandi: Oh yeah. Yeah. That was a joke.
Defendant: Yeah. So good and I, I told your dad, let them see what an
ass, you know, Emmett was just like that too, just. ..
Kandi: Yep.
Defendant: You know, a cute little school boy smile but then ...
Kandi: Beneath it all. ..
Defendant: Yeah, beneath it all, he was evil.
Kandi; Yeah. And so they ...
Defendant: You were totally under his spell.
Kandi: Huh?
Defendant: You were so under his spell.
Kandi: I'm, I'm sorry. Honey I'm so sorry. Do you know how sorry I am?
Defendant: I know baby.
Kandi: I'm so sorry honey. I can't tell you how sorry I am.
Defendant: I know.
Kandi: I, I owe you my life.
Defendant: He was a silver-tongue quick talker.

Kandi: Well, babe, listen to me, listen to me. These guys have to give the
prosecutor what they, that their, what they have now, okay? And from
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what the interview I had with them today and so much more information, I
think that, you know, because we role played today and that helped me
tremendously remember so much more.

So that, that's the best thing.

You know I wasn't role playing, nobody has done that before, you know
what I mean? You know when you, because I was in shock. I mean my
gosh, are you kidding me? And they're going to ask me questions. Come
on, I don't know what I said that night. I literally, the role playing with them
just brought back so much. So you just keep your faith, okay?
•

3-17-2011_2037 - the following exchange occurred:
Kandi: We're a pretty bad ass team.
Defendant: Yeah.
Kandi: And we always will be right?
Defendant: Yeah.

•

3-18-2011_ 1306-the following exchange occurred:
Defendant: You know when Hannah's at school and Hailey's at school
and you're by yourself, it gives you some, you know, I know, I'm by myself
and it gives me so much to, you just get in this mode where you start
strategizing.
Kandi: Yeah.
Defendant: And you start ...
Kandi: I've gotten that way since yesterday.
Defendant: Yeah.
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Kandi:

I've really started to strategize and I know I, coming off of

adrenaline and, and you know cutting off of just grief, you know, just
everything. It's just a lot to take in. I don't need to tell you that but, you
know ....
•

3-18-2011_ 1623 -the following exchange occurred:
Kandi: ... I try to be so strong and I'm getting things together so you'll be
proud of me.
Defendant: I am, I am tremendously so proud of you. I mean you could
have, you could have just overwhelmed, you could have picked up and
left.
Kandi: I will never, I would never, but I guess you're right, I could but I
didn't and I won't ever.
Defendant: No and you're, the way you're handling things and me, you're
doing a full-time job.

•

3-18-2011 958 - Kandi tells Defendant: I am the only witness, you know,
and the fact of that matter is that, I'm telling them anything they want to say,
but they are backing my story up with other people.

•

3-20-2011_2037 - the following exchange occurred:
Defendant: You be strong, you be the strong wife so when this is all done,
we can write a book and be millionaires.
Kandi: Yeah, exactly, gosh. I swear that's what I feel like, too.
Defendant: The wife that never took now for an answer.
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Kandi:

Yeah, a-ha-ha, that's funny.

Yeah, that would be it.

Stubborn

wife.
•

3-20-2011_ 1507 - Kandi tells Defendant: "This isn't fucking my first rodeo with,
with the law. I, I know what I'm doing." 3

•

3-24-2011_1745 -

Kandi tells Defendant, "You know I'm gonna get you

vindicated"4 and "I just can't wait for our voice to be heard, my voice to be heard,
everything. So. That's as far as I wanna go right now talking to you about it."
•

3-28-2011_2055 - the following exchange occurred:
Defendant: It's us against the world, remember.
Kandi: Yes, it is.

B.

Calls Relevant To Rebut Any Claim By Defendant That He Does Not
Remember The Events Of March 11, 2011
The State intends to introduce the quoted excerpts from the following calls,

which are relevant to rebut any claim that the Defendant does not remember what
happened 5 :
•

3-14-2011 _ 1943 -

When asked by Hannah if he remembered what

happened, Defendant responds: "A nightmare. I don't want to talk about it."
At trial, Kandi denied any memory of making this statement; therefore, the audio will
also be used to impeach her testimony
3

At trial, Kandi denied any memory of making this statement; therefore, the audio will
also be used to impeach her testimony.

4

The State acknowledges Defendant also claimed in other calls that he did not
remember; however, he was clearly inconsistent on this point.

5
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•

3-15-2011_ 1823 - Defendant says he "just can't wait to say [his] side of it."

•

3-21-2011_ 1331 - the following exchange occurred:
Defendant: See, like all that PERSI and all that, all that extra money that's
coming on stuff, all our benefits and everything, my job wasn't that bad.
Kandi: No, it wasn't honey. I'm not saying, I don't know why you're so
angry right now.
Defendant: Alright ...
Kandi: I'm sorry that you are but gosh.
Defendant: Well, it's just you would always tell me that I, you know, they,
they don't pay me enough and I, I deserve a better job and, you know, I
can remember him saying well I made $40,000 last week or last month
and ...
Kandi: Oh, honey, I know but that was just a egg it on, egg it on okay?
•

10-30-2011_1527 - Defendant tells his mother, "Oh yeah.
remembering more stuff.

I'm still

I think it's just the shock of everything that

happened."

C.

Calls Relevant To Defendant's Intent In Confronting Emmett On March 11.
2011
The State intends to introduce the quoted excerpts from the following calls,

which are relevant to Defendant's intent when he confronted Emmett Corrigan in the
Walgreens' parking lot (and some portions are also relevant to prove Kandi's willingness
to lie for the Defendant):
•

3-15-2011_1905 - The following exchange occurred:
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Defendant: Never take off my ring.
Kandi: I have, never honey, it is on me. It is never coming off. I have it
and I cannot wait to give it back to you. And then you know what? You
and I are going to be married again.
Defendant: Yes. I've been waiting for that for so long.
Kandi: I know. And we will and we're going to take a honeymoon and
we're going to take, we're going to be together forever. Okay? And we're
going to go back to where we're happy.
Defendant: That's all I wanted.
Kandi: I know honey, I know. Honey I'm so sorry. Baby, baby, please,
please understand me, please.

I know.

I know that's what, what

everything, what's it all about and I was stupid and I was dumb. And it's
my fault and I'm sorry. I'm sorry and I love you and I'm doing everything in
my power for you. Okay?
Defendant: Good.

•

3-15-2011_2047 -the following exchange occurred:
Kandi: " ... He said paralegal work, just don't even go into it anymore. And
I thought you'd be happy to hear that.
Defendant: Yeah.
Kandi: Yeah. I'm out of that honey, I'm not going back, okay? I don't
want to go back to that. I'm making a complete life change.
Defendant: Okay.
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Kandi: Okay?
Defendant: I wish you would have made it a week ago.
Kandi: I know. I didn't know. You know that right?
Defendant: Yeah I do.

•

3-16-2011_1540 -the following exchange occurred:
Kandi: ... Your old Kandi's here, you understand? I'm here and ...
Defendant: I missed the old Kandi.
Kandi: I'm here, I'm here, I'm not going anywhere.

•

3-16-2011_2107 - Defendant made the following statement to his mother:
"You know it's like for the last 10 months, she changed and this is, this is
my Kandi, this is the old Kandi. You know and it's like I changed her back
and I know she's really, she's, she's really sad just like I am. She misses
me a lot, she's really depressed.

She's scared and she doesn't know

what to do. And I told her I said you've just got be strong right now. This,
this is what you do for a living, this where we need you the most, and she,
she agrees and she knows so she's going to get a good night's sleep and
then she said she's going to attack it in the morning."

•

3-17-2011_1208 - the following exchange occurred:
Kandi: ... And I just want you to know that with all my heart. I want us to
rebuild our lives together and I hope you will. I hope you really will with
me.
Defendant: I, of course. That's the only thing I want in my life is you.
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Kandi: I just hope after all of this that you still want that.
Defendant: Of course.
Kandi: I wouldn't blame you for hating me. I wouldn't.
Defendant: I don't. I've always loved you Kandi.
Kandi: I know, I know.
Defendant: I tried to show you in so many ways.
Kandi: I know, I know, I know. And I keep running that through my head
and I just don't know what to do. I love you so much. And Rob I don't just
love you, I'm in love with you. You understand? I'm, you're the love of my
life.
Defendant: I've needed you to say that to me for so long.
Kandi: I want you to know that I know it's not much right now but for you
(inaudible) I'm just wanting you to know all of this.
Defendant: I know. We have two beautiful kids together and ...
Kandi: We do. And a beautiful home, and we have Roxie and that stupid
cat.
Defendant: I know.
Kandi: All of our things and you know what, I'll do anything to keep it
going.
Defendant: We've had a great, great life. 20 years.
Kandi: I know. 20 years. And you know what, we've done it together.
We have never done it alone. We've never done it (inaudible) the other,
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no it's always been us. Rob and Kandi, Rob and Kandi. We had our
problems but nothing, nothing that could ever keep us apart.
Defendant: I know.
Kandi: I just want you to know that, okay?
Defendant: I do honey.
Kandi: Do you, you promise?
Defendant: I do.
Kandi: Okay.
Defendant:

I truly do. And that's what's killing me now is that my old

Kandi is back and now ...
Kandi: But your old Kandi is back and guess what, she doesn't give up.
She doesn't give up, does she?
Defendant: No.
•

3-28-2011_ 1928 - the following exchange occurred:
Defendant: I don't know what went wrong.
Kandi: I don't know. Life went wrong. But. ..
Defendant: No, with you. Something just clicked in you.
Kandi: Yeah.
Defendant: You turned into a just like the evil Kandi.
Kandi: Yep, yes I did.
Defendant: But, I didn't give up.
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Defendant: I love you. The thing is I love you so much and I've been, I've
actually put everything at the doorstep that you've always wanted and you
just, you wouldn't see it.
Kandi: Well, honey, when you're in that state of mind, you don't.

Defendant: I know, but I tried everything ...
Kandi: I know you did, hon. Hey, let's not revert back to that. Let's just
stay on course, okay.
Defendant: Yeah. No, I just, my point being though, the point I'm trying to
make is that, when you see me, when you're with me, and now that you're
open to it, you're gonna be flooded with what you've always wanted.
Kandi: I know. I'm so excited. That's good.
Defendant: It's like I've had the clutch pushed in and the gas pedal all the
way to the floor.
Kandi: Yep. Yep.
Defendant: Just waiting for you to get in.
Kandi: Well, I'm in now.
•

10-28-2011_1428 - Defendant tells his mother: "I need to make sure you and
Kandi still talk to each other, Mom .... l need to make sure there's no bad
feelings."

D.

Calls Relevant To Defendant's Possessive Attitude Toward Kandi, Which Is
Relevant To His Intent On March 11, 2011
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The State intends to introduce the quoted excerpts from the following calls,
which are relevant to demonstrate Defendant's possessive attitude towards Kandi,
which is relevant to his intent in confronting Emmett Corrigan in the Walgreens' parking
lot (and corroborates Michelle Clark's testimony that Defendant is possessive of Kandi):
•

3-21-2011 _ 1331 - the following exchange occurred:
Kandi: So. Honey, I don't want you to be angry, please.
Defendant: It's every time I call Michelle is there.
Kandi: Honey, stop.
Defendant: It's just. ..
Kandi: She's just trying to be supportive.
Defendant: If we weren't going through this and you weren't working, you
mean she wouldn't be over there every day?
Kandi: Well obviously I wouldn't be ...
Defendant: Yeah.
Kandi: I wouldn't be, I mean sitting here waiting for her to come over.
Defendant: Or, you'd be at her house.
Kandi: No, I wouldn't. Just please stop.
Defendant: It's just aggravating because I haven't talked to you all fucking
day.
Kandi: I under ...
Defendant: And I finally get a chance to call you and like flies on shit,
she's over there.
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Kandi: Okay, but it's not my fault. No.
Defendant: Whose fault is it then?
Kandi: I didn't even know she was coming over?
Defendant: Whose fault is it then?
Kandi: Hers.
Defendant: Okay. I'm just, I'm sorry. I'll just get off the phone with you.
I'm aggravated and there's no sense even talking about it because it's just
making things worse. You just, and I don't, I can't explain it to you. I just,
I'm aggravated because I couldn't call you when I wanted to call you and
In finally get to call you and then it's just, I don't, I just wish I was in a
situation where people could constantly come visit me.

E.

Calls Relevant To Any Claim By Defendant That He Acted In Self-Defense
The state intends to introduce the quoted excerpts from the following calls which

are relevant to rebut any claim of self-defense arising from fear due to Emmett's steroid
use:
•

3-29-2011 - the following exchange occurred between Defendant and his
mother:
Mother: ... I don't know if your next hearing if they have this guy's drug
stuff back ... when they get his toxi, toxicology back and stuff ...
Defendant: Why, was he on drugs?
Mom: Well uh, uh according to Kandi he was on a lot of hormones, a lot
of steroids.

RESPONSE TO DEFENDANT'S MOTION IN LIMINE TO PROHIBIT THE STATE FROM
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Defendant: Oh, I didn't know that.

Defendant's claim that the calls should be excluded based on prejudice should
be rejected. While the calls the state intends to introduce are undoubtedly prejudicial to
the Defendant, they are not unfairly prejudicial. As explained in State v. Floyd, 125
Idaho 651,654, 83 P.2d 905, 908 (Ct. App. 1994):
Rule 403 does not offer protection against evidence that is merely
prejudicial in the sense of being detrimental to the party's case. The rule
protects against evidence that is unfairly prejudicial, that is, if it tends to
suggest decision on an improper basis. The fact that [the defendant's]
choice of words in his statement were crude, vulgar and potentially
offensive to a jury is not in and of itself sufficient reason to exclude [his]
uncoerced statement to law enforcement investigators. Certainly that
evidence was prejudicial to the defendant, however, almost all evidence in
a criminal trial is demonstrably admitted to prove the case of the state, and
thus results in prejudice to a defendant. As to Floyd's argument that the
state could have elicited the same information through [another witness's]
testimony, we conclude that the state is not obligated to present evidence
which has a lesser impact.
(Citations and quotations omitted.)
Moreover, it is worth noting that although Defendant has made hundreds of calls,
the State is not asking to introduce every call that contains relevant information but has
attempted to be judicious in its selection of calls.
Defendant's claim that introduction of the calls would violate his constitutional
rights also fails.

Regarding Defendant's confrontation claim, not only has Kandi Hall

already testified at trial and denied many of the statements and circumstances heard on
the calls, Defendant cross-examined her at trial and Defendant may call her as a
witness in his defense.
rights.

Thus, there is no impairment of Defendant's confrontation

See State v. Davis, 152 Idaho 652, _ , 273 P.3d 693, 699 (Ct. App. 2012)
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•

••
("[W]here a declarant is present to testify and to submit to cross-examination, the
admission of her out-of-court statements does not create a confrontation problem; the
right to confrontation is not a guarantee of eliciting witness testimony that is free from
fallible memory; and memory loss is insufficient as a sole basis to argue a Confrontation
Clause violation - as, often, the very point of cross-examination is to expose the
testimony's unreliability due to the loss of memory, and confrontation with a present
declarant and cross-examination provides that opportunity."). Further, the Confrontation
Clause clearly does not apply to Defendant's own statements and to the extent he
argues the statements of the individuals with whom he is speaking constitute hearsay,
those statements are necessary to provide context for Defendant's statements and are
admissible for that purpose. State v. Shackelford, 150 Idaho 355, 372, 247 P.3d 582,
599 (2010).
It is also clear from the excerpts set forth above that the State has no intention of
introducing evidence bearing on Defendant's "legal rights" and "representation." Thus,
·any claimed constitutional violation on this basis fails.
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 16th day of October 2012.

E SICA M. LORELLO
puty Attorney General
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 1•th day of October 2012, I caused to be served
a true and correct copy of the foregoing Motion Regarding Defense Experts to:

Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

_

U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
~ Hand Delivered
_
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728

_

U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
.2(_ Hand Delivered
_
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

~~
osar(Newman, Legal Secretary
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Speaker

Time

Courtroom503

Note

.... s.:24:.06.A.M ..........................................!........................................................................................................................................................................................................
8:24: 13 AM .
iCR FE 11 03976 State v Robert Dean Hall Jury Trial - Day
i
[Seven
8:24:13 AM 1
[Present: Jason Spillman and Jessica Lorello for the State;
(
j Rob Chastain and Deborah Kristal for the defense; defendant
!
[in custody
.i:F2~E'f:fAM !Court
f Received note from juror #8, Ap.rif'Agenbroac("io..ihe ..effect
:that she recognized one of yesterday's witnesses, Erika
!Belarski - they once attended the same church. Court would
ipropose inquiring of the juror, will give counsel opportunity to
•inquire of her as well.
!

1

I

8:34:22 AM counsel
8:34:31 AM iCourt
8:34:40 AM :court

:

[concur with Court's proposal.
iThen we'll bring her in.
:I've been reading about these jail phone calls. Court is always
:concerned when it's a husband and wife. There is· good case
!law that when the parties understood that a 3rd party was
!listening or could listen, it takes it out of the realm of
!confidential communication.
!

·::ifjif4·g·)i;M ... •SpiUman ........ r~~-r.~~:..............
...................
. : :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :. : ::·:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.........................
8:36:52 AM IChastain !Agree that the lead-up to the phone calls make it clear that the
.....................................................................................[call .. is. subject .. to .. being...monito.red ................................................................................................
8:37:17 AM !Spillman iNo other matters to bring up. Re emails contained in Exhibit
91, want to mark them 52B - 521.
. . if3{f26 . AM. Tcourt
Please·m-ake ·a··co.py"for'm·e.
......................................
8:39:31 AM [Spillman · :will also make copy for defense:............................................... .
8:39:42 AM \Court

So you'll be done today, other than jury view and jail calls?

1

1

8:40:24 AM jspillman

!
!

! manner

8:40:51 AM jchastain
.............................

8:41: 14 AM ICourt

\es. Suggest that after the jury view, when we come in to

•make a record of it, we present the jail calls then in whatever
we work out, then State will rest.
ican do opening Friday, but won't have any witnesses ready
!until Monday. Should be done no later than Tuesday .

... ··········~···•· .. ···································

.. ························-····· ............................................................. ························

Final jury instruction conference Tuesday afternoon, jury
!instructions and closing on Wednesday, go to jury
!Wednesday. Either side want jury sequestered for
!deliberation?
................................................; ...................................... f............................................................................................................................................................................................................
8:42:56 AM /Spillman ;Leave to discretion of Court.
8:43:02 AM fchastain jwm think about it.
8:43:30 AM !Spillman !Since defense preserved opening statement until presentation
I
!of their evidence, there should be some limiting instruction.
:
:

I
=

................................................l......................................L...........................................................................................................................................................................................................
8:44:37 AM !Court
(

10/17/2012

\You have right to object if they start digressing during their
:opening.
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8:45: 19 AM :Chastain

:Re email issue - will object to all of them, but can take them
. iup. in ..fairly ..brief .order .....................................................................................................................................
8:45:53 AM fchastain :Parties have agreed that samples of urine, blood, etc. can be
:admitted by stipulation rather than fly in experts from around
\the country, chain of custody will not be an issue .

. 8:°4E§°:·s·g·'AM . ,S.pillman

•Ag.ree: ..............................................................................................................................

8:47:04 AM 1court ...... ·1in.q'i:iTres ..0Tdefendiii'ni'........... ........................................

........... ..

8:47:28 AM joefendant iNo objection to that agreement.
:

;

:

:

8:48:02 AM ·counsel
tNo further matters.
a·:·4a: 1a A'rvf i·rvfoi'rshai'··
Ji:i'rodi~Hor'Tnq
i Jud Bailey !

wrn . bring in

ufr/. . . . . . . . . . . . ..

................................................ ·........ ............................. ·..........................................................................................................................................................................................................
,

8:49:03 AM t
a:49: 12 AM •court

:Juror #8 enters courtroom.
ffricii:iTres...of}i:iro·r ..ii. her.. a'cq.uaintance ..wfrfi . wi'tnes;i:· .............................

..................................... ......................................... ................................................................................................................................................, ...................................................................

8:50:21 AM !Juror

:Don't believe my acquaintance with Ms. Belarski would cause
!me to give any greater or lesser weight to her testimony.

8:50:33 AM :Spillman

!Inquires of juror. No opjection from the State to Ms.

..... .... .... .............. ,..................................... l~Q~~.~r?~9.r~111~i~.i.~.Q...<?~. ~~~ . jury:................ ..
8:51 :16 AM :chastain
Inquires of juror. Pass the juror for cause.

......................

8:52.:_55_A.M ... [Court ................ iThanks.juror, ...she.wm.rema.in .. on.. the_jury ...................................................
8:53:18 AM !
Juror leaves the courtroom.
8:53:25 AM :Court
For the record, finds Ms. Agenbroad is still qualified to serve

............................................. L ........................... ,as.. a.juror ................................................................................................................................................................
8:53:42 AM i
:court in recess.
..................................... ............................................ ..
8:53:50
AM
i
:court
reconvenes;
all
parties
present
................................................ ·...................................... ·................................................................................................................................................................................. .............. ....... .
8:59:47 AM !
jJury reconvenes; all present.
,

,,

... 9:6cf"ffAM •counsel

[Waive roll call?.~)~2':.................................................................................................................... ..

9..:g~.:.?.?. AM

•Court
Addresses jury re remaini~~. ~r.i~.1. .~.~.~.:.?..~.1~: ....................................
9.:.01.:.06.A.M ... iLorello.......... !Calls ..state's .. next ..witness........... ............................................................................
9:01 :50 AM t
:Glen Robert Groben (forensic pathologist with Ada County
:Coroner's Office) sworn, direct examination begins .
........................... ···········¢-•·················· .. ,, ............. ; ................................. ,,,,, ..................................................................................... , ................................................................... .

9:04:37 AM •
.

t

9:04:59 AM
9:05:06 AM fLorello

•Exhibit 124 shown to defense counsel, handed to witness.
.

[Exhibit 124 id'd (Dr. Groben's resume).
fMove to admit Exhibit 124. //No objection//

...?.05.:.1.4.AMJCourt ..................JExhibit.. 1.24_admitted .................................................................................................................................
9:16:50 AM !
jExhibit 121 shown to defense counsel, handed to witness.
:

t

9:17:11 AM
9:17:32 AM iLorello
9:17:43 AM jCourt

10/17/2012

:

[Exhibit 121 id'd (photo of head gunshot wound).
fMove to admit Exhibit 121. //No objection//
!Exhibit 121 admitted, published.
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i

9:23:01 AM

i

9:25: 19 AM

9:25:54 AM !Lorello
9:26:53 AM jcourt
9:27:14 AM 1
9:28:54 AM
9:29:37 AM

")

Courtroom503

:Exhibit 142 shown to defense counsel, handed to witness.
[Exhibit 142 id'd (photo of bullet removed from victim's head).
fMove to admit Exhibit 142. //No objection//

i

[Exhibit 142 admitted, can be published.
[Exhibit 142 published.
!Exhibit 120 shown to defense counsel, handed to witness.

f

[Exhibit 120 id'd (autopsy photo of victim) .

J

....9.:29:.58 ..AM Lorello...............J Move..to.. ad.mit __Exhibit ..120 ......//No__ objection//................................................................
9:29:59 AM iCourt
iExhibit 120 admitted, published.
9:31 :36 AM
!Exhibit 122 shown to defense counsel, handed to witness.

i

9:32:05
9:32:22
9:32:30
9:33:42
9:37:57

t

AM
AM !Lorello
AM Icourt
AM 1
AM

I

fExhibit 122 id'd (photo of chest gunshot wound).
!Move to admit Exhibit 122. //No objection//

[Exhibit 122 admitted.
·
jExhibit 122 published.
[Exhibit 143 shown to defense counsel, handed to the witness .

................................................ -0, •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• i, ........................................................................................................................................................................................................... .

9:38:31 AM

1
:Exhibit 143 id'd (photo of bullet removed from victim's spinal
:
:column) .
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• -0, ...................................... i, ........................................................................................................................................................................................................... .
9:38:57 AM !Lorello
iMove to admit Exhibit 143. //No objection//

I

j Exhibit 143 admitted, published.

I

[Exhibit 127 shown to defense counsel.
jExhibit 127 handed to witness.
!Exhibit 127 id'd (lab report from Accucheck Testing) .

9: 39: 14 AM Court
9:47:53 AM
9:48:44 AM j
9:48:53 AM

l

....9.:.50.:.03. AM ...I Lorello................[ Move__to__ ad.mit ..Exhibit.. _127 ·......................................................................................................................
9:50:09 AM 1Chastain pnquires of witness. No objection.
9:50:51 AM 1court
[Exhibit 127 admitted.
9:51 :08 AM
[Exhibit 128 shown to defense counsel, handed to witness.

i

9:52:00 AM

f

tExhibit 128 id'd (lab report) .

....9.:_52.:.20. AM ... i.Lorello...............J Move._to.. admit. Exhi.bit ..120 ......//No.. objection//................................................................
....9.:.52.:.28.AM ... JCourt ...................iExhibit.. 1.2s. admitted ...................................................................................................................................
9:52:39 AM i
JExhibit 130 shown to defense counsel, handed to witness.
9:53:20
9:53:26
9:53:34
9:53:37

AM f
AM j Lorello
AM jcourt
AM I

fExhibit 130 id'd (urine test).
j Move to admit Exhibit 130. //No objection//
fExhibit 130 admitted.

[Exhibit 131 shown to defense counsel, handed to witness .

....................................................................................... ............................................................................................................................................................................................................

9:54:05 AM I
9:54:20 AM iLorello

10/17/2012

~

!Exhibit 131 id'd (eye fluid test).
[Move to admit Exhibit 131. //No objection//
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9:54:30 AM Court

•Exhibit 131 admitted.

10:00:51 AM Lorello
10:00:52 AM! Chastain
10:00:53 AM:
10:01 :25 AM ichastain

:Previously-admitted Exhibit 29 published ..................................................................
iNeed to take up matter outside of jury.
:Jury in recess.
iThis is picture of Rob Hall's head; Dr. Graben did not treat
•Rob Hall. No prior indication that Dr. Graben was going to talk
!about Rob Hall's wound.
f Sole purpose of this is to respond to Sweeney's report that we
just got Saturday,
[Then we should have doctor who examined him, not second:hand testimony from Dr. Groben, with all respect to Dr.
Groben. He did not examine Hall, object to him being called
·as some kind of expert of Hall's wound and treatment.

.
·10:02:04 AM Lorello
:
10:02:47 AM IChastain
f

.

.

10:03:35 AM lcourt
:clarifies what State wants to ask Dr. Groben with regard to
'
:Exhibit 29 .
................................................ ...................................... :, ..........................................................................................................................................................................................................
10:04:17 AM Lorello
!Response.
·{6':"o:.;r2tfAMTc·a·urf............ :do...ahe"a"ci. .iirid . ask'ii1e··wifries's.ihe...questkin's.you··;a"nffo: 'and .
!
:then I'll make a ruling accordingly.
.-.,.

10:05:01 AM ILorello
[Inquires of witness.
.............................................
10:08:48 AM [Chastain Ask, then, that we be allowed to talk with Dr. Groben.
10:09:44 AM :Court
When.were youm.ade··awareofbr·:...d.roben;so°iJinlo·n···about
!
[this?
.......••••.•.••...•..•.....•••..•••.••......... 4 ......................................
10:09:49 AM : Lorello
iMonday night.

j. ............................................................................................................................................................................................................

.1.g:Jg:.9..~.~~l<?.?..~.~............
1o.:.1 o.:.15. AM :Lorello
10: 10:26 AM :Court

ivy~x. ~?..t.~i~closed yesterday? ....................................................................
•Response .
•Proper way fo proceecf'is·fo r·ecaii.tifin ...on rebufrai"··Heiff be
:allowed to give this testimony, but will require State to call him

iback on rebuttal after defense's expert witness has testified .
. ............................... ........... .; ...................................... ;. .................................................................................................. , ............................................................................ ..

10:11 :25 AM Chastain

•inquires of witness .

. 10.:.1.1.:.38 ..AM. [Court .................
10: 11 :54 AM i
10:12:30 AM !Counsel
10:12:35 AM icourt
•
10:12:54 AMi

:Jury reconvenes; all present.
\Waive roll call of jury.
•sased upon ihe. ·co·u·i:P-s.. ruTing,.. you ..m·ay··con'tin·u·e··wffh..dfrect"........
examination of Dr. Groben.
[Exhibit 144 shown to defense counsel, handed to witness.

10:13:39 AMl
[
10: 14: 15 AM f
10:14:37 AM j
10: 15: 15 AM f
10:17:06 AMfLorello
10:17:15 AM : court

[Exhibit 144 id'd (sealed bag containing GSR kit on victim
]collected by Dr. Groben).
[Witness opens sealed bag.
[counsel approach witness to view contents of bag.
[Witness identifies contents of bag: 6 vials.
[Move to admit Exhibit 144. //No objection//
[Exhibit
144 admitted.
:

l

I

10/17/2012

[~.:.'.~i. .~.r.?.~.:.:9 . ~.~~~. ~~.Y.:...........

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::. ::::::: ::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::...

i
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:Exhibits 127, 128, 130 and 131 reviewed by Mr. Chastain prior

.......................................................................................[to_begining._cross-examination ........................................................................................................
10:19:08 AM•
[Exhibits 127, 128, 130 and 131 handed to witness.
10:20:04 AM .i
.iExhibits412 and 413 shown to State.
10:20:52 AM jchastain iBegins cross-examination.
10:24: 11 AM I
10:25:38 AM :
10:25:49 AM i
10:26: 15 AM iChastain

•Exhibit 121 P.~?li~-~.~?:...........................................................................................................
:Exhibit 408 shown to State, handed to the witness.
\Exhibit 408 id'd (photo of victim's head).
iMove to admit Exhibit 408. //No objection//

1.o.:26.:25.A.M.•court ................ JExhibit__408.admitted, .. published ........................................................................................
10:27:23 AM
:Exhibit 411 (previously id'd) shown to witness, then shown to
:State.
twitness id's Exhibit 411.
·1·0:27:45 AM

i

1 0:28: 13 AM iChastain

\Move to admit Exhibit 411. //N?....?..?.J.:.~~.i.?~/( .........................................

10:28:23 AM \Court
·10:29:54 AM!
10:30:35 AM f
10:51 :39 AM !Counsel
10:51 :44 AM !Chastain
1o:52: 11 AM i
··

iEx.~i-~-~!..~.~.1 ~~~.i~.~.~.:... P..~~li5.~.:?..:.......................................................... .
\Court and jury in recess.

10:52:20 AM

[Exhibit 409 id'd (photo of bullet hole from inside skull) .......................

j

jcourt and jury reconvene; all present
[Waive roll call of jury.
[Continues cross-examination of Dr. Graben.

:Exfohff.46g···show·n. fo··siate, hari.decf'fo. witness:··· . · .................

..1..0.:52.:.52 ..A.M .l Chastain.....J Move..to.. adm.it.. Exhibit_.409 .... //No .objection//....................................... .
~.9.:.?~_:_99..AM :court
:Exhibit 409 admitted, publish..:?..: .....................................................
~.9.:.?~.:.?.?....~~.. •...................................... Exhibit_.407.. shown.. to_.state, handed. to..witness .........................
10:54:33 AM
:Exhibit 407 id'd (photo of chest gunshot wound).
10:54:56 AM ichastain i Move to admit Exhibit 407. //No objection//
..1.0.:.55.:_05.AM.\Court ...................L~~·~·i·~·~! . ~~!..~.~~·i·~·~-~.'.. P.~.~.1.i.5.~:.?..:......................................................................
10:55:53 AM•
Exhibit 410 (previously id'd) shown to State, handed to
witness.
16':·sEiTo)~.M-r······ ................... ······rw1frie.ss. kfi s .. E.xhibif~Hcf{i:ihoio ofiio·x. with bufreffri it): · · · · · · · . . . . . . .
10:56:31 AM :Chastain [Move to admit Exhibit 410. //No objection//
10:56:40 AM [Court
•Exhibit 410 admitted, published .
.......................................... .................................. .............................................. .. •••••••••"<•••••••·-.................... .... ..................................... .. ......................................... , .. ..
11 :01 :44 AM•
Exhibit 412 shown to State, handed to witness .
........... ,,....................................
·······························
...................................................................................
11 :02:01 AM i
Exhibit 412 id'd (antibiotic steroid test result and series of
.
/related emails).
11 :03:55 AM !Chastain [Move to admit Exhibit 412. //No objection//
11 :04:03
11 :04:04
11 :04:31
11 :04:56

AM 1court
AM i
AM1
AMfChastain

11 :05:06 AMfcourt
11 :07:00 AM jLorello
11 :08:11 AM

i

10/17/2012

fExhibit 412 admitted.
jExhibit 413 shown to State, handed to witness.
!Exhibit 413 id'd (steroid testing report).
!Move to admit per stipulation of parties.
fexhibit 413 admitted.
jBegins re-direct.
jExhibit 125 handed to witness.
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:Witness steps down.

11 :10:53 A~...~.~.(~·I·~·~·~·· . JCalls.State's next witness_. .........................................................................................
11 :11 :34 AM l
[Stuart Van Jacobson (forensic scientist with ISP) sworn,
:
/direct examination begins.
11:13:01 AM•:
•Exhibit 140 shown to defense counsel, handed to witness.
:
:

:

............................................; ...................................... ; ................................................................................................. ·························· ................................................

11: 13: 14 AM •

Exhibit 140 id'd (CV of Stuart Jacobson).

11 :13:32 AM ·spillman

[Move to admit Exhibit 140. //No objection//

l
!Exhibit 140 admitted.
11 :~~:9.?. . ,fl..~. !. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l~~~-i_?..i~~.~~.~--9~--~~.~~=·~··t·? ."!it~.:.~.~.................... ·································

11: 13:40 AM Court

1.1. :.36 :.1.6. AM.: Chastain········ ~:~.i~~...~.~?~.~.~:~.~·~·~·~·~·t·i?..~.: ... . ..................................
11 :39:50 AM I
[Exhibits 411 published.
·rr·4·r··fi"AM i
j Exhibit 410 published.
J::f~t.:::~~:::~M

l

!witness steps down, is excused.

.. .
............................................

. ... ·:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::·.

.1_1..:48·:·1·2. AM• Spillman···· .!Calls. State's . next. witness_. .. .... . ................................ ...........................................................
11 :48:56 AM l
[Joe Tolouse (Use of Deadly Force instructor) sworn, direct
i
!examination begins.
11 :51 :28 AM 1Chastain [Asks to take up matter outside presence of jury.
11 :51 :38 AM j
iJury in recess.
1"1 :si·"fc>" AM ··chastain 'Under.sta"r,ci witne.ss.Tn.sfrucied "Raif"some.six years
in
)Concealed Weapons class, required by the State in order to
get a permit. Don't see the relevance.

rvfr:

ago

·1···f:·si·o"a··A tvi ··c·ourr······ ·········; i;m-·g·o·ing. fo ·aiiaw. fiEs. ie.stima·ny:···wwr·nai""req u·ire···siiife···tci·······················
disclose anything. He was disclosed as a witness, assume
•he'll testify he was defendant's instructor and will be asked if
•he recollects the defendant.
.;
....... .......................................................................................................................................................................................
11 :53:58 AM !Spillman •Yes, he -11 :54:02 AM• Court
!You need not say any more.
. ................
............. ................
. .................................. .
11 :54:33 AM:
Jury reconvenes; all present.
)

c·a i(

·1·1 :s~Fs·g .AM :counsel
•Waive ·roil
?.!)~~X:.:::::::::::::::. ·: .·: : : ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::. : : : :.: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::·........................
11 :55:00 AM [Spillman [Continues direct examination of Joe Tolouse.
11:57:10 AM .[Chastain [Objection
(nonresponsive). //Sustained//
.
·1··f:·stf6i'"J\tv1 ··cha.siaTn··········ob}ect
furthe·r-ie.siimony .. thrs··witness·· a"s"" noi"re 1evant
•
to this case.
11 :58:22 AM 1Spillman [Re my next question·:··················································· .. ······································

io."a"ny·

11 :58:28 AM lcourt

!

11 :58:43 AMf Spillman
11 :58:53 AM !Court

I
·11 :59: 15 AM !Spillman
11 :59:57 AM!

!

12:01 :28 PM!
10/17/2012

by.

[sustain the objection unless there's some other identification
)he witness can provide.
[Reserve my right to call this witness again.
!Instructs the jury to disregard witness' testimony that he taught
la class with Robert Hall in it.
tcalls next witness.

llorraine Jacoby-Torrey (RN from St. Alphonsus) sworn,
!direct examination begins.
!Exhibit 141 shown to defense counsel.
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:can
copy be made so I can refer to it during testimony?
.
I

12:02:08 PM.Spillman
12:02:14 PM i
12:02:27 PM:

:Provides Mr. Chastain with a copy of Exhibit 141.
jExhibit 141 handed to witness.
]Exhibit 141 id'd (St. Al's Adult Admission Profile for Rob Hall).

1·i:·oi·1s···i=>·rv1··si)'iiirri.iiri. . ·····r Move. to . admit . Exfil'bii"f4·1. :· · ..................................................................
12: 03: 18 PM : Chastain ·; in.q.i:ii°res . oTwitn.es·is": . . ·N·o··ob}ecffo·n·:. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

I

12:04:24 PM court
..1·i:·04 :·32 .. P.M. i....... ..... ..
...................................

..

141 admitted .
. ........ iExhibit
•.....................................
. . ................................... . . . . . . ..................................... ... ... .

.......................................

.. .

····································· ....................................................................................... ·············································

12: 10: 12 PM Chastain :Begins cross-examination.
:Exfil'i:>jf4·1-~fshowri·to·sfaieiha·riaedfo.the·w1tri.e"s"s:. Fa·r
12:11 :45 PM.I
:
\illustrative purposes.
!Exhibit414 id'd (ER record of Hall's medications).
12:12:03 PM:
fExhibit 414 returned to Mr. Chastain for his review.
12: 13:52 PM i
·······················-··········· .. ···-~---····························,.·····: ........... ······················ ······························•·············· ........................................................................................
12:14:54 PM•
:Exhibit 414 returned to witness.
I
12°:18:59 PM i
12:20:33 PM /Chastain iMove to admit Exhibit 414. //No objection//
:Exhibit 414 admitted.
12:20:44 PM icourt

12:21 :·6ri=>rvii ..................... · · · ··w,irie.ss. .sieps dawn. . .is. .e.xcusecf ·· . . . . . · · · · . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
12 :2 f 23. . pM. l·····
12:22:07 PM \Court
•
12:22:47 PM ·spillman

.

12:23:52 PM !Chastain

. . iJury.. in ..recess ....::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::..::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::..:::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::....
Admonishes gallery about cell phones, directs they ensure
•phones are turned off.
rln re Mr. Tolouse, everybody knew all a1ong he wouldn't be
•able to eyeball and identify the defendant. He was disclosed
:pretrial. I can get file from sheriffs office re defendant getting
:certificate on that date after participating in Mr. Tolouse's
teaching the class.
.
Maintain my objection in re relevancy.

·12:2:;F·1·o'i=> rv1 ··c·ouri....... · · ·vou·r. otte r. of ·i:>roofi's"haw tie··wa"sinsfructecf efr?i
l
lMr. Tolouse say he taught Mr. Hall?

1. i:·:iif:32. PM lSpillman
12:28:44 PM Icourt
·

12:29:22 PM •Spillman
12:29:34 PM!Chastain

......................

[Probative as to his knowledge of, perhaps, weapons, use of a
weapon, and the other related items you've just outlined?

!

:Yes.
!This class was over five years ago. State has no ability to
!indicate what Mr. Hall may or may not have learned, what he
lmay or may not have taken from the class. It's completely
Hnadmissable, makes jury assume things not admitted into
!evidence. Would be plain error for the Court to allow that,
/would violate defendant's due process rights. Ask Court not to
!allow Mr. Tolouse to testify.

I

I

l
l
l

i

!

10/17/2012

[Itemizes what Mr. Tolouse teaches in the class.

wliat.woufr:i
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12:32:52 PM !Spillman

:Defense is using Carry Concealed permit as a shield. There's
a reason training has to be undergone before getting such a
\permit. This all goes to weight of evidence, not admissability.
\Court could provide limited instruction to the jury re not taking
:Mr. Tolouse's word for what state law is.

f~(j:~fj·i·PM °court

,The point is Hall's knowledge and experience with a weapon is
:a factor to be considered - it's all a fact of consequence
\relevant to these proceedings. Re 403 - should it be excluded
!because its probative value is outweighed by the possibility of
/unfairness? I concur with the State - defendant had a
:weapon, had the permit, and the training he received is
relevant. I will not allow Tolouse to testify as to what the law
lis. Whether or not Hall absorbed all the info that was taught to
ihim is not relevant, what is relevant is whether or not he was
•present when the information was presented. Court will deny
the motion in limine, will allow, upon showing, foundation be
laid that Hall was in the class.

:

;

i

?..:.~~.:.~?...

1..
~.~J.............................. Court in recess
12:38:46 PM:
:Court and jury reconvene; all present
1ijif4tfPM iCounse1············w:iive-·roii c~11.. ~tJ~6.'.:.:::::::::::::::::::::. ·: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : . :.::: . . : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ...................................

~!.~.!.~.'.~. ~.:~. ~!.!~.~~.~.:. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

..1.2 :.38.:46 .. PM./ Lore Ilo................•.<?..~.~.1.~...
12:38:46 PM I
Gary Dawson (toxicology/pharmacology consultant) sworn,
...........................
....................
12:38:46 PM•

:direct examination begins ...........................................................................................
Exhibit 136 showed to defense counsel, handed to witness.

1:f3tf°46 PM 1

[Exhibit 136 id·,a·(<5TofGiiry°bawscinf········ ... ··································· .......................

1'.:E3tf4a····PM \orello
12:38:46 PM :Court

iMove to admit Exhibit 136. //No objectionir···································· ...
IExhibit 136 admitted.
·························

............................. .....................

···~·············································· ......................................... ................................................ .............................................................

12:38:46 PM:

Exhibit 74 published.

12:38:46 PM!

•Exhibit 130 published.

··································

....................................... ·······································

....

...........................

·······················

12..:.~~.:.~?....~~.. l............................. . \Exhibit 128 published.
12:38:46 PM\
! Exhibit 127 published.
12:38:46 PM:
Exhibit 413 published.
. . ...................
·-···········~····························· .......................................................................................... ·························
1 :43:04 PM •
•Exhibit 139 shown to defense counsel, handed to witness .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . L. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
1 :43:54 PM !
!Exhibit 139 id'd (controlled substance analysis).
1 :45: 31 PM

l

fExhibit 135 shown to defense counsel, handed to witness.

1 :46: 36 PM

f

tExhibit 135 id'd (St. Al's lab report 3/12/11 ).
fMove to admit Exhibit 135.

1 :47:12 PM lLorello
1:47:18 PM lchastain

[Reviews Exhibit 135. No objection .

1 :47:46 PM (Court
1 :55:34 PM jchastain

[Exhibit 135 admitted, published.
jObjection. //Sustained, rephrase question//

.......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

10/17/2012
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1:57:22 PM •
1 :si3:"o4..

PM •chastain •segfr1s··cross~exaniTn.aficin·:· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

2:01:12 PM [

[Witness steps down, is excuseci····················· ...........................................

2:01 :31 PM ispillman

iRe-calls Detective Jim Miller.

········································

.J

2.: 02.:.06 .. PM Court............. i Reminds witne.5.~...?1...:~.r.l.i:r.. ?~!~:..............................................................................................
2:02:25 PM •
/Continues direct examination of Det. Miller.

··································· ............................................

............................................................................................................................................. ·····························

2: 04: 2 9 PM i
2:05:04 PM \Chastain
2:05:22 PM ispillman

.'.~~~.!.~i~~. ~!.~. ~~?, . ~g~. .5..~?.~.~ . t?.. ~:~:.~.5.:. ~?.~.~~.:~.:. . . . . . . . . . . .

2:05:25 PM 1Court
2:05:48 PM :

!

jMakes redaction on each ~~~i~i~.5..:.............................................................
Witness handed Exhibit 57 A
twitness opens Exhibit 57A. Witness handed Exhibit BOA

.

.

i

[Exhibit 57 A id'd (2/25/11 Walgreens receipt) .

...2:'(j~rsg·. PM

2:06: 18 PM
2:07:23 PM

•Redaction issue on both exhibits.

iNo objection

.................................................;. ...................................... ·........................................................................................................................................................................................................... .

Witness opens Exhibit BOA, id's it (items removed from Kandi
iHall's purse, including a 3/11/11 Walgreen~.r~.:~.i.:~:..: ............................

2:09: 11 PM \Spillman
2:09:15 PM tchastain
2:09:22 PM Spillman

l

2:09:41 PM fcourt

iReviews Exhibit 80 .
I marked that receipt Exhibit 80AA. Move to admit. //No
objection//
iExhibit BOAA admitted.
.........................

2: 10:22 PM

lWitness has Exhibit 91, which he opened during past day's

....................................

.......... : ...................................... = ......................................................................................................................................................................

:
T

!

•
•
2: 11 :20 PM.

i

2:12:44 PM [Spillman

2:13:43 PM !Chastain

[testimony. It's an evidence envelope which contains items
found on rear seat of Rob Hall's truck. Specifically, State is
•now interested in the 8 emails.
!Those 8 emails handed to Mr. Spillman for marking.
!Record will reflect that the top email was previously marked
land admitted as 52A. Remaining emails I've marked as 528,
52C, 52D, 52E, 52F, 52G, 52H and 521. Move to admit all of
!them.
!Reviews Exhibits 528-1.

...............................................................................

i.".:'.!!L.~.!~:J~.'Y..

....2:.1.3.:.ss .. PM ... :court ...................
~~~.r.~.?.?.~ ...~.r.~.~~.~.?.~:...................................................................
2: 14:05 PM i
:Jury in reces~: ..............................................................................................................
2:15:11 PM Court
52A was previously admitted.,
i·1s:T9. PM t Chastain T6bjecffo.aff·o(them' fr1. ffie1r iintfreh;-;-··ohiect specificafiy
1
1,=,,,:'.

10/17/2012

s2c;. · · ·

l52G and 52H as each has reference to Mr. Hall's afffair,
!should be excluded in their entirety for that reason alone, or at
!least redacted to remove any mention of the affair.
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2:16:02 PM ]Spillman

!Deterioration of defendant's marital relationship and fact that
\that was related to Corrigan's relationship with Hall's wife is
jessential to Hall's motive. All these emails printed 1/19,
jspanning time period 1/2 thru 1/18, where defendant is writing
j Kandy about status of relationship, and often specifically
jmentioning Corrigan. Relevant because they go to
!defendant's motive, and fact he took trouble to print them out
•and carry them about with him is consistent with his obsessive
!behavior regarding that relationship. We have burden of proof
!to show re motive.

;E1·ir1··g···r'fv1 iCourt

;Let's take a break, I'll read them and rule before..thii"Tu·ry··· ...............
comes back in.
:If they need to.be···redactec{f've···afready···miirked···co·pi"eii,is
f 52BB- 5211.

:
2:18:30 PM ISpillman

!

....2: 34.: 42··· PM... r...................................... Court.. reconve.nes; .. all···parties .. present ..................................................................................
2:34:44 PM Court
Have reviewed the emails, 52B - 521, and 5289 - 5211 (which
•have redacted references to an affair). The objection is that
(they are cumulative, remote in time, are irrelevant, doesn't
\assist the tryer in fact. 52BB - 5211 will be admitted for these
!reasons: they demonstrate the volatility and emotional
/rollercoaster this couple was going through. It does give
context to 52A which was admitted. It goes to state of mind,
!motive, and is relevant. I don't find that it's unfairly prejudicial,
jdoes have probative value as to the relationship between this
!couple and of course carries over to the 3rd leg of the triangle,
!Emmett Corrigan. Will give limited instruction to jury. 5288 :5211 are admitted.

2:38:03 PM :Spillman

2:3a:4if PM ·'cj·o·urt···

(1 moved for admission of 528 - 521, defense objected:···the
!Court sustained that objection with regard to need for
•redaction.
:1·if,nsfruc£Tury thai"s2'i:3s· ~ s211 fia've..
redacted·:·

bee·n

•••••••••••••"••••••••,000.,,000,,.,,.,,,,,,.

•••

"''"'''''""""""""""'"'""''''"''''"'"""''"''"'""''>'"°'"""'"""""""""'""""' '"'''"''""'"""""""""""""""""""""""" •••• '"''"''°""""°'"

2:39:04 PM !Chastain JComments.on.redactio.ns.. -_1._don't ..see.them .........................................
2:39:40 PM :Spillman
52BB - 5211 were exact copies for the Court to redact, should it
decide.

?:~~.:.~.t: ~:~: 1~:?.:~:~: : : . . . . . .
2:41:18 PM !Spillman

2:41 :52
2:42:33
2:42:57
....2:44:10

PM 1court
PM 1
PM /Spillman
PM

t

2:44:39 PM fspillman
2:44:42 PM 1chastain

i

10/17/2012

•rhen::·1efs)~et:the::attafr:referencesfedacteei.·::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::·::::::.. :............. .
!Suggest we take this back up when Det. Miller's back on
/witness stand Friday after the jury view. That will give us time
Ito make the redactions.
!Good idea.
)ury reconvenes; all present.
lExhibit 91 B handed to witness .
!Exhibit 918 id'd (MPD invoice listing RT1 - RT1.1).'
.
[Move
/Just with understanding that highlighted items have not been
!admitted, no objection.
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2:45:00 PM !Court
................................
2:45: 1O PM

···············-·····················.

····-·································

...................................

Courtroom503

:Exhibit 918 admitted.
......................................... ·········································· ........................................................................................
Exhibit 139 (previously id'd) handed to witness.

............................................. .

. _2,:46.:.07 .. PM ... iSpil.lman.........iMove..to.. ad.m.it...Exhibit ..1.39 ..... //No.objection//..............................................................
2:46:18 PM \Court
\Exhibit 139 admitted.
2:46:24
PM
1
iExhibit 27A handed to witness .
.............................................. · ...................................... ·.........................................................................................................................................................................................................
!Exhibit 27A id'd (sketch of crime scene).
2:46:52 PM\
2:48:09 PM Tch~istaTii iwon't object to it"as.. i'o·n·g ..as ottic.iir.expi'a1iis the-changes he
l
\made .
................................................ ,> ......................................
2:48:28 PM \Court
\Exhibit 27A admitted, published.
2:57:55 PM :
!Exhibit 78 shown to defense counsel, handed to witness.
j. ............................................................................................................................................................................................................

...................................

2:58:05 PM

j

l

i

j Exhibit

...~ ...................................... ~ ............................................................................................................................................................................................ ..

78 id'd <DVD containing 13 video clips from Walgreens

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .P!.~. ~.!~. .~.). ~. . . . . . . . . . . . . .:. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .
2:59:07 PM \Spillman
2:59:14 PM (Chastain
2:59:34 PM iCourt

!Move to admit and publish Exhibit 78.
!Inquires of defendant, no objection.
•Exhibit 78
be .p.ub.ii.sheci':·

admitte·d.--·may.

.................. .

3:02:27 PM i
[Video begins.
3:22:51 PM \
!Pause video
3:22:54 PM [Court
!Inquires of Mr. Spillman as to when next relevant portion of
·
film is. //2212//
.................................................; ...................................... ; ....................................................................................................................................................................................................
3:23: 14 PM Court
\Inquires of jury if ok to go a little over time today. ... They've
·
[indicated it's ok.
3:23:37 PM i
[continue video.
3:39:04 PM :
!End video
----3:3~f·1·5prv1··-·co·uri"............... Re·co·r,fwiif'refi'ecittia'itile1ast· segmeri"twas ·pubffshed to the
•
jury.
3:40: 18 PM
[counsel mee'iwith...Cou.it"Tn.'s'icieba'r:.......................................................... .

i

3:40:27 PM [Court
,
!

..................................
3:42:03 PM l
:f4~F:fa. . PM icourt

:Directs jury to return on Friday. Admonishes them re avoiding
[publicity/news about the case. Friday morning jury will be
transported to crime scene in a bus, along with two marshalls
:and counsel. Then will return to courthouse and hear some
!more evidence.
:Jury in recess.
As per discussion here at the bench, some things i.e. jail
jphone calls, emails, foundational info and ultimately testimony
re concealed weapon training will be worked out. Assuming
)State rests on Friday, Court plans on hearing opening
!statement from defense on Friday, then beginning evidentiary

.......................................................................................1portion ..of .defense.. case .. Monday ..................................................................................................
3:43:28 PM /Spillman
1
1

/Det. Miller will go out Friday morning to set up the scene,
/request jury be provided copy of 27A before they go out to
!scene as explanatory .... consults with Det. Miller.

i

i

3:45:02 PM !Spillman
1

10/17/2012

[Publishes Exhibit 1. Det. Miller explains how the jury view will
/be set up.
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3:46:20 PM !Chastain
.
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That's acceptable. Assume jurors won't be allowed to discuss
amongst themselves, just walk around the scene.

.

3:46:38 PM :court

:Per lnstructiori·1:{...Wiifa·ci"ci"to·ifthaf}uro·rs are···;,·ofto .. ha\ie.any·
!discussions.
3:47:32 PM fcounsel
!Further discussion re setting
scene ........................................ .
. 3:"4tf57. PM lChastain.. ·we·wonfbefoo fu.ssy···a·ver this'. ···················

l

3:49:15 PM [Spillman

. ~f4~fI6 . PM

!
:court

up. the. .

[We"}u.si..n·e·ed tokn.ow··whe.re to.p"iace·'ffie·markedor victim;s
Ibody - at head or feet?
'.work it out, we'll have counsel here at 8:36" i=rfrfay. .rri'o.rnin·g·:·

j
1
··························· .. ····~······································>······································· ············································ ............................................... ····························· ················

3:49:52 PM Spillman
Want to have photograph taken.
3:50:02 PM joet. Miller [1 can have someone do it, develop the pictures and bring .. them·
i
down here.
3:50:05 PM \Court
!Let's do it after the viewing .
....................................................................................... .
.....................................................
3:50:48 PM I
Det. Miller consults with marshal! re the plan.
........................ .............. ...... ..............................
......................................... .
3:51: 13 PM Court
Gives counsel his phone numbers here at courthouse and at
.
j Supreme Court if anything comes up tomorrow.
,,,,,,,,,,

·~rs·f:·5:i. P'rv1

lchastain

jwe·re going to want to come sometime tomorrow to set up our

. [audio_.and...make ..su.re .. it'sworking.-.................................................................................
•Let marshall's office know when, so they can ensure
courtroom available. We'll let Sgt. Ho know we'd like to keep
........................................
j
this courtroom open.
3:53:10 PM \Transport (Will bring defendant here Friday morning, he's not going to
·scene.
····~f53 :}i:(p M •Court ·····cor.rec£....fhis··coij.rfroom...wi"i i be."°a"valiabie al 1·d~iy'°fom·orrow.····..·······
3:52:17

PM

'
··c·aurt
.

3: 53: 39 PM f
3:53:42 PM •

10/17/2012

[Court in recess.................................................................................... ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.. ::::::::::::::::::::::::
i End of case
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Robert Dean Hall

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

STATE OF IDAHO,
Case No. CR-FE-2011-3976
Plaintiff,

v.

MOTION TO RECONSIDER ORDER
EXCLUDING ADMISSION OF EMMETT
CORRIGAN'S EMAIL TO HIS WIFE

ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

COMES NOW, Robert Dean Hall, by and through his attorneys of record, and
hereby moves the Court to reconsider its ruling on Defendant's motion to admit the email
Emmett Corrigan sent to his wife July 15, 2010, and then republished by emailing it to
Kandi Hall on February 24, 2011, fifteen days before his death. This motion is made
pursuant to IRE 404(a)2, 404(b), and 406, and the 51\ 61\ and 14th Amendments of the
United States Constitution, and Article I, §13 of the Idaho Constitution.

MOTION TO RECONSIDER ADMISSION OF EMAIL
C:\Users\Deb\Docwnents\ROBHALL\robhall.reconsiderletter].wpd

001424

In its Memorandum Decision and Order the Court prohibited the admission of
the email on the grounds that it was remote in time and thus had little or no probative
value. Defendant requests the Court reconsider its Order in light of the Court's ruling
allowing the State to admit emails Robert Hall wrote at the beginning of January, 2011,
more than a month prior to the date Emmett Corrigan mailed his email to Kandi Hall.
As is more fully set out in Defendant's Memorandum and Reply Memorandum,

Mr. Hall seeks to offer this evidence as a proof of a material fact at trial, viz. to establish
that Mr. Corrigan had a violent, aggressive, and quarrelsome character, and that he acted
in conformity with that character on the night of his death. The email is Corrigan' s own
opinion of his character, and his state of mind, intent, motive, and plan of violence. The
proffered habit evidence is relevant for purposes of proving that Corrigan acted in a
threatening and aggressive manner on the night of March 11, 2011.

CONCLUSION
For the reasons set forth above, Mr. Hall respectfully requests that this Court
reconsider its prior ruling, and now grant Defendant's Motion to Admit Emmett
Corrigan' s email.
DA1ED this

__Jj_ day of O cl-c ~

, 2012.

By~
ROBERT R. CHASTAIN
Attorney for Defendant

By

{Jg11«1z ~
DEBORAH N. KRISTAL
Attorney for Defendant
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Attorney at Law
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DEBORAH
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Attorney for Defendant
Robert Dean Hall

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

STATE OF IDAHO,
Case No. CR-FE-2011-3976

Plaintiff,
RENEWED MOTION IN LIMINE RE JAIL
CALLS

V.

ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

COMES NOW, Robert Dean Hall, by and through his attorneys of record, and
hereby moves the Court for its Order prohibiting the State from admitting jail calls
between Robert Hall and his family members pursuant to IRE 402, 403, and 106.

Attached hereto and incorporated herein by reference as Exhibit A is an email
received by the undersigned attorneys on October 4, 2012 from Jessica Lorello listing the
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jail calls the State intended to use.

The undersigned attorneys spent over 4 hours

listening to those jail calls, and filed a motion to exclude those calls.
After court on Tuesday, the State delivered its Response to Motion in Limine
listing the jail calls it now intends to introduce, only two of which were on the October 4,
2012 email.

The "Response to Motion in Limine" lists misleading snippets of 2 7

fifteen-minute calls, 25 of which were not on their original list. This late disclosure is
unfairly prejudicial to Mr. Hall, as his attorneys have not had the opportunity to listen to
the additional 6 hours of jail calls listed by the State. Additionally, Mr. Chastain's legal
assistant notified the undersigned that the State delivered a CD to the office Thursday,
October 18, 2012 after 5:00 p.m., which Mr. Hall's attorneys have not had the
opportunity to review.
Now included on the State's list of jail calls they seek to offer are:
3-13-2011
3-15-2011 1823
3-16-2011 1540
3-16-2011_1557 (This call was on 10/4/12 email)
3-16-2001 164609
3-17-2011 1208
3-17-2011 2022
3-17-2011 2037
3-18-2011 1306
3-18-2011 1623
3-18-2011 958
3-20-2011-2037
3-20-2011 1507
3-24-2011 1745
3-28-2011 2055
3-14-2011 1943
MOTION TO RECONSIDER ADMISSION OF EMAIL
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3-15-2011 1823
3-21-2011 1331
10-30-2011 1527
3-15-2011 2047
3-16-2011 1540
3-16-2011_2107 (This call was on 10/4/12 email)
3-17-2011 1208
3-28-2011 1928
10-28-2011 1428
3-21-2011 1331
3-29-2011
The fragments of each call the State seeks to admit are taken out of context,
would confuse and mislead the jwy and be unfairly prejudicial.

For example, the very

first call listed, 3-13-11, the State wants to admit Kandi Halrs statement "I'm kind of

blurry on everything, too'', but does not include Mr. Hall's statement two minutes prior to
that: "I don't even remember what happened."
Kandi Hall considers herself an expert criminal paralegal, and does indeed make a
statement to the effect of ''this is not my first f'ing rodeo," stating her confidence in her
ability to obtain competent legal representation for her husband. Many of the
conversations between Mr. Hall and his wife involve her efforts to obtain legal
representation for him, and to bond him out ofjail.
Although the State contends that Mr. Hall and his wife 'worked together to get
their stories straight,' not once in the hundreds of telephone calls do the parties discuss
'getting their stories straight.' Mrs. Hall was interviewed by the police March 11-12,
March 15th, March 1~, and testified before the Grand Jwy on March 2~. During that
whole period of time, Mr. Hall was in the Ada County Jail, where all his conversations

MOTION TO RECONSIDER ADMISSION OF EMAIL
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were recorded. Although Mrs. Hall may have changed some portions of her story at
various times, it certainly wasn't at the instigation of her husban~ nor with his
knowledge.
If the State is permitted to introduce bits and pieces of Mr Hall's telephone calls,
IRE 106 requires that the balance of each statement be introduced. F.ach phone call
averages 15 minutes in length, a total of 6 hours and 4 5 minutes.
Wherefore, Mr. Hall renews his motion in limine excluding all jail phone calls
from evidence as irrelevant, prejudicial, and a waste of time.

DATED this

_j!)_ day of

aJy kJ l£

,2012.

By~
ROBERT R CHASTAIN
Attorney for Defendant

By~/~
DEBORAH N. KRISTAL
Attorney for Defendant

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

1

O(fa Avv ,

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the (
day of
2012, I
caused a true and correct copy of the foregoing to be serv~ by the method(s) as indicated,
upon:
o

'fJ(
o
o

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Federal Express
Facsimile

ALlui]tUt

AKJ:

DEBORAH N. KRISTAL
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Gmail - Jail calls

.

'

,.............

L:.L~ , ~, iI

Deborah Kristal< dnkrtstal@gmail.com>

Jail calls
2 messages

Lorello, Jessica< jessica.lorello@ag.idaho.gov>
Thu, Oct 4, 2012 at 6:32 PM
To: Rob Chastain <memo@chastainlaw.net>, Deborah Kristal <dnkristal@gmail.com>
Cc: "Spillman, Jason" <jason.spillman@ag.idaho.gov>
The following is a preliminary, but non-exhaustive, list of jail calls we intend lo use (designated by date and
time):

3-15-2011_142435
3-16-2011_164609
3-16-2011_210726
3-16-2011_155709
3-16-2011_203512
3-17-2011_193443
3-18-2011_164606
3-21-2011_150754
3-21-2011_152528
3-26-2011_213440
3-26-2011 _ 152933
3-26-2011_100137
3-27-2011_212734

There is also a call from 4-14-2012 between the defendant and Hannah, but I am not sure of the time yet,
and the call between the defendant and his mother regarding steroids that is referred lo in the Court's
Memorandum Decision and Order Re: Compendium of Motions.

,\./) ((
~t h ; h / f n
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Time
8:16:22 AM
....8:30:.38 ..AM

8:30:40 AM

Speaker

)

Courtroom503

Note

l

l

I

tcR..FE.11 03976... State v. Robert Dean .. Hall Jury Trial - Day
!Eight

t · ·.
f

[Present: Jason Spillman and Jessica Lorello for the State;
(Rob Chastain and Deobrah Kristal for defense; defendant in
!custody
.....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
8:30:41 AM !Court
!Jury visit scheduled this morning. Discussion of logistics with
!
lcounsel.
............................... ,,,,_,.............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
.
!

!

8:31:34 AM !
I
8:32:09
AM
jCourt
!State's remaining witnesses?
..........................................." ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
.
8:32: 17 AM !Spillman (Will recall Det. Miller to the stand, would like to put him on

I
!

I

8:34:16
8:34:29
8:34:43
8:35:12

AM
AM
AM
AM

lcourt
!Chastain
!Spillman
!Chastain

I
8:36:00 AM fspillman
8:36:08 AM court

I

!
8:36:47 AM !Spillman

!
!

8:37:29 AM !Spillman

8:38:48 AM !Chastain
!

II
8:40:00 AM fSpillman

!

8:40:39 AM fchastain
!
8:41:23 AM }Court

I
l
!

i
!

8:42:31 AM tchastain
10/19/2012

!briefly before the jury visit, just to explaiin what they're going
!to see, set the story. Reviews remaining witnesses for today.
:Intend to rest by end of today.
!Defense - perhaps a motion and opening statement?
[Yes. Won't be a long opening statement.
[
four investigator rode up in elevator with a purple-card juror,
ldon't think it was one of ours.
loon't need to inquire of the panel,.
fDon't see that it's out of line, or that Mr. Starkey did anything
!wrong. No need to inquire of the panel.
[Thought we'd bring in the jury so Det. Miller can explain what
!they'll see at the scene in re Exhibit 27A, copies of which will
!be provided to the jury.
[outstanding issue re 528 - 521. Court sustained objection to
!those. I've provided redacted copies in 5288 - 5211, not as a
!concession that 528 - 521 shouldn't be admitted, but simply as
!a courtesy to defense counsel and the court. I'll be moving to
jadmit 5288 - 5211.

fI have seen them. Continuing objection to the emails in their
!entirety. Am satisfied with the redactions, but I further asked
!the State re a line in 5211, want the "c" word darkened out, it's
!more prejudicial than probative.
[That reference is to Michelle Clark, Mrs. Hall's friend. It's
)defendant's language, feel it's relevant.
Response. Feel it's so offensive it should be blacked out, feel
!it's unfair to defendant to have it come in.
[1 will not order it to be redacted. It doesn't have anything to do
!with the affair, and although it may be offensive, it was said.
!Understand defense's continuing objection to all the emails,
!5288 - 5211, but they'll be admitted with that objection noted
jfor the record.

f

!

!My main objection was to relevancy.
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8:42:40 AM \Court
8:43: 17 AM \Kristal
8:43:30 AM :court
:
8:43:48 AM :Kristal

...................................................................................

'

Courtroom503

:5288 - 5211, as redacted here, will be admitted.
•Filed motion in opposition to jail calls this morning.
iHave reviewediha("a°iongwith'rnofici"n..fo.reconsiderre·
iCorrigan's email to his wife.
iFeel that Corrigan's email, senT2/24h"r···rs"'rei'iivarif"···E·maTi''''''"""'
shows Emmett's view of himself, and we feel that for due
process and equal protection, defendant entitled to have that
:email submitted. Shows that victim likes to fight, likes to be
•punched in the face, is aggressive.
f

8:45:35 AM !Court

!Reviews the email. I originally deemed it as remote in time
:and irrelevant.
'f3:°46:.fs'°AM ILorello
iStill agree withc.o'i:irfs...o.rl'~iinai deci'siori;··stiii obj'ec£fo.frie ......... .
•email's admission.
""a)ff"j"f"Arvf·Kristar·······"· tResponse, submit that it should be admitted.
8:48:57 AM icourt
·
.
8:49:40 AM tcounsel
a: 4 9: 44 AM :court

..

!Will take it under advisement, will issue a ruling by end of day.
For now, let's tackled at least in part some of these phone
:calls from the jail. Is that only remaining issue for Court to
:decide?
\Yes.
tFve···reviewea· the.. hrieis···c;-ri···1f: ...Here;·;s"·the··co·u·ifs··iuTing·:·'is· fo ..........
subpart A, I find that that conversation is of little probative
value, think it's outweighed by unfair prejudice and confusion
:of the issues. Same is true for the 3/16/11 calls. No evidence
:they're going to try to fabricate evidence or fail to disclose
:evidence. Re 3/17 /11 call - may be relevant should defendant
take the stand and that he believed Kandi was totally under
victim's spell. I concede they were discussing the case as far
las interviews were concerned, so I would allow that portion in,
jfeel it's relevant, it's legitimate impeachment in that regard.
!The other part about victim being evil and Kandi under his
•spell, I'll allow in were defendant to take the stand and deny
•he held those beliefs. Well, I think it's probative and that can
!come in in State's case-in-chief. It's relevant as to deft's state
lof mind and his belief.
..

...................................................................................... ········································· ..

9:03:30 AM Court

Going on, will let in portion of Kandi's conversation re role play
!- impeachment of Kandi Hall. Re 3/18/11 calls, first calls won't
!come in. But the 9:58 call on that day - it certainly is
!impeachment evidence. 3/20/11 3:20 call - not coming in. I'll
!allow the one statement by Kandi Hall on 3/21/11 re "this isn't
lmy first rodeo with the law".

9: 12: 12 AM icourt
:

t3/24/11
1745 call - will allow it.
:

10/19/2012
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9:13:44 AM !Court

· ~ffi:"f:fAM

.
i,_

Courtroom503

:subpart B - in event deft takes the stand or calls witnesses
jwho say he has amnesia, Court will allow in his 3/14/11
:comment to Hannah. 3/15/11 comment "can't wait to say my
!side of it" will be allowed if testimony presented re amnesia ..
j3/21/11 call re defendant's memory of victim's comment re
:salary - allowed if testimony presented re amnesia .. 10/30/11
•call - defendant telling his mother he's remembering more
stuff - allowed if testimony about amnesia.
.

Court

i Re Subpart C - 3/11 /11 re honeymoon - not allowed. 3/15/11
r re paralegal work - not allowed.
3/16/11 call between deft and
•his mother - not allowed. 3/17 /11 call between deft and Kandi •not allowed. 3/28/11 call at 1928hrs - if deft takes the stand,
jhe could be asked about that on cross-examination, but not
]coming in in State's case-in-chief. Rest of that conversation
l not coming in. 3/28/11 call between deft and his mother - not
:allowed.

:Re Subpart D, re deft's possessive attitude towards Kandi,
:which goes to motive - 3/21/11 at 1331hrs call re deft's
lattitude towards Michelle Clark, not relevant in State's case-int chief .

.. .......................................................................................................................................................................................... ··············
~

.

:
:

· ~f.2ff°5£f°A'M

jcourt
:
9:29:11 AM :Spillman
·

1

9:33:02 AM jchastain
:

•Re Subpart E, calls relevant to deft's claim that he acted in
:self-defense. 3/29/11 call between deft and his mother about
!victim's toxicology results - that is relevant, it's a fair question
Ire whether or not deft knew victim was taking steroids, did he
jknow victim was emotionally compromised by his taking the
:drugs.
It can come in on State's case-in-chief.
.
:

:

jThose are my rulings in regard to jail calls the State wants to
introduce.
twould like to offer Exhibit 147 (CD of redacted phone
conversations) as offer of proof. Gets clarification on some of
Court's rulings. Request Court to reconsider re 3/16/11 2107h
statement of deft to his mother re "he got his old Kandi back".
1

9:35:00 AM 1Spillman
!

[continue our objection to those calls the Court has ruled can
!come in. Re State's motion to reconsider, feel Court's ruling
Was sound.
can ..
whoi'e.ccinversatic,ri... those
!statements the Court's allowing in, per IRE 106.
fYes. Talk with State about that, let them know so that when
!they're editing, the whole thing comes in.
jThat's the issue that may prevent us resting today. If defense
!wants to provide the entire conversation as context, then fine.

9:35:55 AM fchastain
9:36:20 AM !court
:
9:36:37 AM !counsel

IAgree.
tso State would play their portion, then in defense's case-in]chief you would play the rest.
[Yes

gj3:si AM Tkristaf"..... [Asis"u.me . we .
.
9:34:22 AM court

f

!

10/19/2012
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9:36:39 AM Court
•
9:37:09 AM :Spillman
:

9:37:29 AM !Chastain
i

)

Courtroom503

If that's the stipulation, then that's ok. Court inquires of
•defendant, who indicates he's ok with that.
iBut this stipulation doesn't open up defense's ability to enter
i other conversations.
[In our case-in-chief, we hadn't intended playing any jail calls at
all. It may only be as noted in stipulation .

.... ~.:-~_!..:.?.~---~·~·-·I.~~·i·l·l~·~·~·-········["'!:...~.?..~.~? ..P?..~si_?IY...~.!.~!.1_ ..r.e.~.! ..t?d~Y.:...............................··:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.....
9:38:09 AM jCourt
!Subject to defense's continuing objection, I see relevance to
!3/16/11 conversation, it has probative value which is not
\outweighed by unfair prejudice. It's relevant to specific motive
/and intent.
§ :"3~f
·co·u·ii..... ·...
to
in,
friem
ofExtilbfr 27 A.
:Det. Miller will talk to them about what they'll see out there,
!we'll give counsel time to get there ahead of jury.

15 AM

rwelre gofriij · bri'ri i"Ti:i·;:y· g,ve.

:

""~:j':j~f"s"f)iiM .Det. Miller

·copies. .

:

rComments re logistics.

"""""" " .................................... "" '

9:40:43 AM :Court ............. :w"i"ii""a"iiowciefonse··io"·Tnfroduce Emmeffcorri[j°a·n·;s ..emafftoh1s·
!wife. Fact that he resent it to Kandi Hall reaffirms it was his
:
\state of mind in February 2011.
9:41 :22 AM :Chastain •it would have to come in through Det. Miller. I'll have a copy
;
\of it marked.
lwe would preier.fffo.. come in . in.itiefr.cas·e~in.~:~:~i~t.:-::::::::::. ..
9:.~i"f47"ArJI ·co·rei"io

i
\Court in recess .
..9_:42_:46. AM ... i. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . !c.ourt__ reconve_nes; __ all .parties .. present.....................................................................
9:42:37 AM

9:_~~-:-~?....~M

!

\Jury reconvenes; all present.

.............................

.. .......

. 9: 44_:_1_4. AM ... •Counsel... .. -~~-~~: ..~.?..!.1...~all ot.)~~:.................. .................................................................................. .
9:44:23 AM Court
!Det. Miller is on the stand for purpose of explaining the
!markings at the scene. Copies of Exhibit 27 A distributed to
!the jury. I've advised jury they can take their notebooks with
!them to the scene.
9:,4tr:i:fAM 'Spillman !Exhibit 27A published.
. ..................................... , ............................ ,, ........
___ 9_:46_:_06 ..AM ...• Spil_lman......... (.I nqui'res:·af::oet ___M_iller .............::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.. :::: :::::::::::::::::::::::.::::.................................
9:4 7:39 AM :
!Exhibit 278 handed to witness, id'd (photo taken 10/18/12 of
!"Drive Thru" marking in Walgreens parking lot).

:ocf

ad'm Exhibff.

____ 9:.4tf
AM Ti:fpffima·ii.... •Move to. . it
iii=f... iiNo ohjectl"c>·r,ii ............................
9:48: 1OAM :Court
[Exhit>ii21s adrr1i.ttec(.p"i:ibiisheci......... ..... . . ······················· ... ... .
9:49:30 AM jspillman

jNo further inquiry of Det. Miller in re the sceri"e:········--·············..····

................................................+......................................;,........................................................................................................................................................................................................... .

9:49:39 AM /Chastain
9:49:43 AM jcourt
9:50:31 AM :Court
9:50:49 AM fcourt
9:51 :03 AM !court

/No inquiry.
[Reads Instruction #14.
!Will temporarily adjourn for jury view, then reconvene for
!further testimony.
[counsel may leave now to get head start.
[You have my cell# if you need to contact me.

9:51 :28 AM
9:51 :38 AM j

[court and jury in recess.
jCourt and jury reconvene; all present.

I

f
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12: 13:58 PM \Counsel
12: 14:08 PM jCourt

Courtroom503

jWaive roll call of jury.
j For the record:

wi/ve··come bc:i°ckfrom. ffie jurY°view:·······

··~·~;-~-:;:~··:·~·i~~~~an·········i·::~~~:e:/~:sM~~,~~st:~~l~e~::t~·-························································································

l~?.~!i.~.~.:.~..

12: 14:45 PM i~.P.i·l·l·~-~.~--···
?..ir.:~~.. :~~.~-i~~.ti.?.~· ....................................................................... .
12: 16:43 PM •
Witness removes a 3/11 /11 Walgreens receipt from Exhibit
•57A.
12:17:14 PM!Spillman :Marks the receipt as Exhibit 57AA, shows it to defense
i
!counsel, returns it to witness.
12: 17:56 PM 1
:Exhibit 57 AA obtained from inside of victim's wallet in center
•
•console of his truck.
·1i:·1·EE4ff°PM rspillman f Move to admit Exhibit 57AAi aiso··Exhihits si·ancia"o""wlthout"······
,
;condition.
12: 19:29 PM:
[Exhibit 82A id'd (copy of 3/11 /11 Fred Meyer video).
12:19:50 PM \Spillman jMove to admit Exhibit 82A. //No objection//
....................................................................,. ................................

12:20:02
12:21 :20
12:26:11
12:26:45
12:27:10

PM •Court
PM i
PMt
PM j
PM \Spillman

12:27:23 PM jCourt
12:28:56 PM i
12:29:11 PM \Court

•Exhibit 82A ad~.!~.!~.:..P.~.~-li.~~:?.:...........................................................................
Video begins.
iVideoends.
!Exhibit 79 id'd (CD of Kandi Hall's 3/11/11 911 call) .
...................................... ......................................................................................................
Move to admit Exhibit 79, //No objection//
,

jExhibit 79 admitted, may be published.

iCD begins.
\Directs that CD be stopped. Volume is quite low. Any
....... [objection.to putting speakers up on front rail?

··1i:·2{f::~fl·:::p ~ftchiistain
12:31:24PMj
12:41 :08 PM
12:41 :30 PM jcourt
12:42:42 PM•

i

•No objectio~ ·........•• :::::::::::::::::::::::::...:...••. :.: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::··::::: ...........................................
!CD begins.
icD ends.
j911 call has been published to the jury .
............................................................................................. ..... ................................... ....... .......... .
•Exhibits 5288 - 5211 shown to defense, handed to witness.

··1··;E43·:"·f~f P·M·································· tExhibits 52813 ~··s2ifkVif{redaded···versfons··ofExilThits··siA··~·······
\
\521, emails found in defendant's car).
12:43:25 PM fSpillman
12:43:35 PM Chastain
:
:

[Move to ad~it ~~~.i.~!~.~ .. ~.~.~~ ~ ?.~11.:................... .... .............................. . ......
Note our prior objection and ask it be made part of the record.
:
:

Exhibits ·siEiEf:···s:iii adniittecL··· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

12:43 :43 PM 1Court

tNoted.

12:46:23 PMl

tExhibit 77 and Exhibit 77A shown to defense counsel, handed
!to witness.
[Exhibit 77 id'd (timeline for 3/11/11 7pm - 1023pm, prepared
lby Det. Miller).
[Exhibit 77A id'd (3/11/11 texts fm victim to Tina Lax/Kandi
IHall's sister).
[Move to admit Exhibit 77 and Exhibit 77A.
\Again reviews the exhibits while Mr. Spillman continues direct
[examination.

l

12:46:35 PMI

l

12:50:29 PM\

l

12:51 :09 PMfSpillman
12:51 :19 PM (Chastain

l

10/19/2012
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12:54:18 PM jChastain

!While we have no objection, per IRE 106 and 1006 ask
:detective for complete record of, additional materials - which
we've marked as evidence and will enter.

12:56:01 PM 1Spillman

(Just want opportunity to review their list of materiaf'····s·ug.gesf···
:we admit this evidence at this time, and during their case take
i up the other.
\OK
[With that understanding from counsel, Exhibits 77 and 77A
:admitted.

i
i

12:56:33 PM (Chastain
12:56:35 PM fcourt
·

12:57:05 PM1Chastain !Will need copy of 77 and 77A.
12:s7: 13 PM :court············· rwrn-··iietttiafforyau···ato·u·r·nextbre.ak:··· ····-···············-···
12:57:48 PM jchastain [Begins cross-examination.
\Exhibit 60 published.
1:08:43 PM j
1:10:23 PM:
jExhibit63 published.
.....................................................................................·............................................................................................................................................................................................................
1: 11: 37 PM i
•Exhibit 68 published.
1:14:12 PM j
!Exhibit 73 published.
1:14:36 PM :
Exhibit 74 published.
1 :22:57 PM !Chastain :No further cross-examinaficini.. buf°ffma~/be···;,e·cessiii°r~dor·u"s° ..
I
Ito call him in our case-in-chief.
....1:.23:25 PM ..Ts·p,iimiin...... Tsegfr1s re-direct.

,,

1:24:30 PM \
1:24:41 PM !Spillman
1:25:16 PM f
_ .................~. ....
.... 1..:26_:.27 .. PM.J..........
1 :28:03 PM

i

1 :29:01 PM iSpillman

!Witness steps down.
[Calls State's next witness.
iNora Cole (concealed weapons specialist for Ada County)
!sworn, direct examination begins.
........................ _ ................. .
[Witness identifies defendant.
iExhibit 145 id'd (copy of Hall's Concealed Carry class
;completion certificate, with superimposed driver's license of
•Rob Hall).
jMove to admit Exhibit 145. //No objection//

1:29:13 PM jcourt
· \Exhibit 145 admitted.
··········-···:::::::::::::::::..::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::
1 :29:20 PM !Chastain jBegins cross-examination.
·. f 29:·4a ·P r.1f
fWffntiss ·siei:>s
is.excuse,i.... ----·--·-·············-··-························

r···

down,

·- · · · ·-· ·

1 :30: 17 PM jSpillman !Recalls Joe Tolouse.
T:3b:46PM Tc.curt· ----············[RemTnds-·wifness·of tiis...e.arfrer oath.
1 :30:50 PM !Spillman
1 :31: 11 PM 1

!Begins driect examination.
jExhibit 146 shown to defense counsel, handed to witness .

.......................................................................................t............................................................................................................................................................................................................

1:31:32PM/
1 :32:01 PM j

1

jExhibit 146 id'd (2006 roster of Joe Tolouse's class) .

.... 1..:.35:.oo .. PM ...fspillman..........[Move..to.admit_Ex,hibit ..146 .....................................................................................................................
1 :35:00 PM !Chastain !Ask our previous objection be a continuing one.
1 :35: 1O PM !court
1 :39:00 PM jchastain

i

10/19/2012

[Noted. Exhibit 146 admitted.
[Objection (testimony on legal standards, thought was
\previously ruled on).
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.... 1.:39.:22 .. PM ... •court·············
.... 1..:43.:46 .. PM ... :...........................
1:44:28 PM [
1:59:1 O PM •court
·

2:00:11 PM jcounsel
2:00: 18 PM :Spillman

t

2:01 :06 PM tchastain
2:01 :57 PM :Chastain
,
......................... :
2 :02: 15 PM [Court

)

Courtroom503

(.C?~.~.r.~~.1~.~.:.................................................................................................................................
:Court and jury in recess. .................................................................................................................
[Court reconvenes; all parties present.
[Will give jury a limiting instruction re Mr. Tolouse's testimony,
:that it was simply in re what instruction the defendant
•received; they're not to consider this evidence for any other
•purpose than what was intended.
[No objection as to the instruction.
[After Mr. Tolouse is done, we're going to call Scott Burch to
:lay foundation of the jail calls. Defense has agreed there's no
•problem with our referring to them as "jail calls".

I
fyes.
[Couple of outstanding issues in terms of our proposed
•exhibits, the timeline, the documents I asked Det. Miller to
•review over the weekend -[It's not going to be today .

J

..2.: 02.:20 .. PM Chastain..... ....! Oh, .. ok..then_. ....................................................................................................................................
2:02:26 PM !Court
Bring in the jury .
. ······•·······-················-·····-· ...........................................................................................................................................................................................
2:03:10 PM l
•Jury reconvenes; all present.
································ ···········•···························-··
·········································· ......................................... .
2:03:44 PM !Counsel
\Waive roll call of jury.
2:03:56 PM jcourt
jGives jury limiting instruction re Tolouse's testimony.
2:05:22 PM l
jExhibit 91A (previously admitted) handed to witness.
2:09:12 PM ichastain iobjection - that's not Idaho law, there is not any such
:
•requirement.

····2:·o~i:2i···PiJi···r·s·iiii.i'iri"a"ri··········rLimfririg.Tn.struction··"is···v,i"rt ·c1ear:····this··oniy. g.oe"s"·fo··p·i:i"rpose··ot··
i
2:09:54 PM lcourt
'

[showing what Tolouse taught in the class.
[Overruled, with that limiting instruction. Court will be giving
!the jury instruction as to the law re self-defense. And let's go
with question-and-answer versus narrative.

2:12:25 PM 1chastain
2:18:41 PM j

[Begins cross-examination.
[Witness steps down, is excused.

?.:.~. ~.:~?..~M

.f .?.~.i·l·I·~·~·~ ........ •Calls.state's .. next.witness.: ......................................................................................
2:19:09 PM •
Scott Birch (Chief Criminal Investigator with Idaho Attorney
!
(General)
sworn, direct examination begins .
..........................................._.......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
.
2:19:30
PM
!
!
................................................,t...................................... ............................................................................................................................................................................................................
2:20:41 PM 1
!Exhibit 147 id'd (CD of recorded phone calls)
2:21 :21 PM tspillman jMove to admit Exhibit 147.
2:21 :27 PM !Chastain [Note prior objection.
2:21 :33 PM !Court
!so noted. Exhibit 147 admitted, may be published.
2:23:02 PM
fcD begins.
2:28:44 PM j
jCD ends.
~

l

10/19/2012
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2:28:47 PM ]Court
•
·--~i':'2~~i':'66--·P'rv1 fchastain

2:29:09 PM

i

)
Courtroom503

Advises jury that when they go back into deliberations, they'll
•have equipment
[No questions:······--···------------------------------···········---------------------------------------··------····--··--·-------------------------------------·······-jwitness steps down, is excused. Is allowed to remain in the
\courtroom, with no objection from defense counsel.

····:i:·2~fj·s···PM····s-pWim·a;,···· ····tNeeicf·fo··m-ai<e-·rec·a·ra··on.frie.]uri"s"cerie·:---by. a.si<,·;,·g···a-·coupie-·a·t··
!questions of Det. Miller; other than that, State is ready to rest.
2:31 :11 PM i
fDefense counsel reviews Exhibit 278 - no objection.
2:31 :28 PM i
twitness steps down.
···································· ......... · ...................................... · ............................................................................
2:31 :31 PM !Spillman
State rests.
2:31 :36 PM i
jJury in recess.
· ------·--··--·--.......--............. ···· .. ·····------..---...----......... ----2:36:56 PM lcourt
2:37:03 PM ispillman
2:_37_:_54 __ PM:Chastain...
2:37:57 PM \Court
2:38:22 PM jchastain
2:38:36 PM icourt
2:41 :36 PM ichastain
1

2:41 :52 PM 1spillman
.

2:42:51 PM JChastain
•

i

2:44:21 PM :court
·

i·;,rf23·--PM 1Chastain

i
!:::

.
2:49:36 PM lcourt
(

jHas clerk reviewed admitted exhibits.
ioK
...............................................................................
•oK
jok, State has resieicf··· .. --.......................... .
[Tenders Motion for Acquittal. ·····--···----.......--... --.--....·------· -----······ .. --···--------------·----· --········· .. ·······-iReviews the motion.
!Stand on the written motion ancfthe--·recordb'eiforci.the--Court.
1

\Response. The.re'fs"suffidei'ni'ev'idence··forthe·Iu·ry··to--·-\conclude the defendant had motive and opportunity, and took
\Mr. Corrigan's life with malice of forethought··--··--·----···-------------.. Rule 29 is designed for just this situation. State can't establish
•malice, expressed malice, not even intent to kill. Ask the
jCourt to dismiss this case right now.
A trial judge must view this in a light favorable to the State.
l Court finds the State has presented substantial evidence on
•a11 the elements of the offense. Comments that the only DNA
evidence on the trigger was Mr. Hall's. For the purposes of
this motion, the Court construes this in a light most favorable
to the State, and based on the totality of the evidence will
!deny the motion. I will not require defense to make an
iopening statement today. What about Monday's witnesses?

:Note our objeciionfo--ihe··courti.rufrng··and~isldhaf°ifbe·· ·····--·--····
(preserved for the record. Reviews witnesses to be called
(Monday. Made no decision yet as to whether or not Mr. Hall
jwill testify.
[Let's bring in the jury and excuse them for the day, then we
(may have a little discussion about jury instructions .

................................................1......................................1............................................................................................................................................................................................................

i

2:50:35 PM
2:50:45 PM jCounsel

10/19/2012

jJury reconvenes; all present.
!Waive roll call of jury.
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2:51: 11 PM !_Court

I
2:52: 10 PM :
2:52:40 PM icourt

!
:
i
1

Courtroom503

:Advises jury State has rested. Defense will make opening
!statement on Monday and present their case. Admonish them
1to avoid news of the case.
:Jury in recess.
iLet's go over proposed jury instructions a little bit. It's not our
!final jury instruction conference. I gave them #15 during Mr.
:Tolouse's testimony. We'll start with packet you have there,#
:15 - #42. #15, 16, 17 are stock instructions. #17 on 1st
idegree murder, stock instruction.

2:54:09 PM !Kristal
2:54:20 PM jcourt
2:55:56 PM jcourt

!Reviews 18-3306, statute under Firearms. Reviews 18-4006.

3:02:55 PM \orello
3:05:07 PM 1Lorello
3:05: 1O PM ichastain

fRe #34, 318.
[No other
iRequested justifiable homicide - is Court denying that?

l
3:05:33 PM tcourt
3:05:58 PM :Chastain
3:06:31 PM icourt
i
3:06:52 PM fchastain
3:07:00 PM jChastain
i
3:07:24 PM fcourt
3:08:03 PM ispillman
1

3:08:26 PM !court
3:08:41 PM jspillman
3:08:57 PM :court
t

.
3:09:47 PM ISpillman
3:09:59
3:10:01
3:10:37
3:10:43
3:11 :04

PM
PM
PM
PM
PM

iChastain
Jcourt
jChastain
!Lorello
[Spillman
1

.

3: 13:28 PM

10/19/2012

l

f2001 should be 2011.
jMakes correction. Reviews remaining instructions.

l
ilnstruction #30 - I'll take a look at it.
jRe Idaho law on carrying concealed weapon.
[Give me a proposed instruction. Any other lesser-included
:offenses?
lNo.
[Provided State with our proposed timelines and texts. Would
:court like a copy to review?
[Yes.
iRe motion to exclude testimony of Friedmann and Beaver.
l

twill take up Monday morning.
[We'll have a couple of rebuttal witnesses.
fIf we conclude evidence mid-afternoon, we'll bring jury back
IWednesday morning for instructions, final arguments and
!submission of the case.
!Anticipate 30 - 45 min for closing, with use of Powerpoint.
:same.
!Will give each of you up to an hour.
:Re State's rebuttal.
jDr. Groben for sure, Mr. Dawson also a possibility.
IRe Sweeney, there is an issue I think's going to come in
jthrough him that we did not address. Re cleaning of the
!bullets before they were tested.
!Court in recess
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3140 N. Bogus Basin Road
Boise, ID 83702
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Idaho State Bar #2296
Attorney for Defendant
Robert Dean Hall

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

STATE OF IDAHO,
Case No. CR-FE-2011-3976
Plaintiff,
MOTION FOR JUDGMENT OF
ACQIDTTAL AND MEMORANDUM IN
SUPPORT

V.

ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

COMES NOW, Robert Dean Hall, by and through his attorneys of record, and
hereby moves this Court for a Judgment of Acquittal pursuant to LC. § 19-2104 and
Idaho Criminal Rule 29, and the Due Process provisions of the 5th and 14th Amendments
and Article I, §13 of the Idaho Constitution. This motion is based on the record in this
case, the evidence presented at trial, and the authorities set forth in the following
memorandum.
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INTRODUCTION
The State of Idaho is unable to establish a crime occurred on the night Emmett
Corrigan died. The State has no eyewitness to the actual shootings nor can the events be
explained conclusively by the physical evidence. The State's chief witness to any part of
the events of the evening of March 11, 2011 is Kandi Hall, an admitted liar, felon,
paramour of the deceased and wife of the defendant. The State soundly impeached her
credibility and veracity. Viewing all of the evidence adduced by the State in its case-inchief in the light most favorable to the State, the trier of fact is still. left to speculate about
what happened that night, and speculation cannot serve as the basis for a conviction of
the defendant.

LAW AND ARGUMENT
"A defendant in a criminal action is presumed to be innocent until the contrary is
proved, and in case of reasonable doubt whether his guilt is satisfactorily shown, he is
entitled to an acquittal." LC.§ 19-2104. "Under Idaho Criminal rule 29, a trial court must
enter a judgment of acquittal if the evidence is insufficient to sustain a conviction of such
offense or offenses." State v. Glass, 139 Idaho 815, 818 (Ct. App. 2003). "A motion for
acquittal will not be granted when the evidence is sufficient to sustain the conviction.
Evidence is sufficient to sustain a conviction if there is substantial evidence upon which a
rational trier of fact could conclude that the defendant's guilt as to each material element
of the offense was proved beyond a reasonable doubt." State v. Matthews, 124 Idaho 806,
813 (Ct. App. 1993) (internal citations omitted). "The Due Process Clause of the
Fourteenth Amendment denies States the power to deprive the accused of liberty unless
the prosecution proves beyond a reasonable doubt every element of the charged offense."

MOTION FOR JUDGMENT OF ACQUITTAL
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Carella v. California, 491 U.S. 263, 265, (1989) (citing In re Winship, 397 U.S. 358,364

(1970)).
The State has charged Mr. Hall with murder in the first degree. Murder is defined
as ''the unlawful killing of a human being ... with malice aforethought ...." I.C. § 184001. For first degree murder to be proven, it must be shown that the "killing was
"willful, deliberate and premeditated." I.C. § 18-4003(a). The killing of a human being is
not unlawful if it is justifiable or excusable. See State v. Copenbarger, 52 Idaho 441, 16
P.2d 383, 389 (1932). Willfulness requires a manifestation of a clear intent to take life.
See State v. Porter, 142 Idaho 371, 374 (2005) (internal citation and quotation omitted).

Deliberation and premeditation requires an accused to reflect and consider beforehand
whether to take life. Id. Malice may be express or implied. I.C. § 18-4002. Express
malice is shown where the defendant "manifested a deliberate intention unlawfully to
take away the life of a fellow creature." Id. Implied malice is found when "no
considerable provocation appears, or when the circumstances attending the killing show
an abandoned and malignant heart." Id. Since murder in the first degree requires
premeditated intent to kill, murder in the first degree requires a showing of express
malice. See Porter, 142 Idaho at 374.
In this case, the State has failed to demonstrate substantial evidence upon which a
rational trier of fact could conclude that Mr. Hall is guilty as to each material element of
the charge of murder in the first degree beyond a reasonable doubt. In fact, the State has
failed to provide substantial evidence that a crime was committed at all on the night of
March 11, 2011. This is precisely the type of case in which the granting of a Rule 29
motion is appropriate. The purpose of ICR 29 is to test the sufficiency of the evidence
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against a defendant and avoid the risk that a jury may find the defendant guilty when
there is not legally sufficient evidence. 2A, Wright, Federal Practice and Procedure,
Section 461 (Criminal 3d ed. 2000) (discussing the similar Federal Rule of Criminal
Procedure 29, Motion for Judgment of Acquittal.)
The State has failed to establish that Mr. Hall discharged a firearm on March 11,
2011, causing Corrigan's death. Evidence that Mr. Hall was the owner of the firearm
discovered at the scene does not establish that he discharged the firearm. The evidence
reveals that Mr. Hall, Kandi Hall, and Corrigan all had traces of gunshot residue on their
person on the night in question. The State's gunshot residue expert, Allison Murtha,
testified, that the presence of gunshot residue indicates only that the "subject discharged a
firearm, was in close proximity when a firearm was discharged, or came into contact with
something that had gunshot residue on it." No further conclusions could be drawn.
(Murtha testimony, p. 44-45.) The only liftable fingerprint found on the gun belonged to
Kandi Hall. A mixture of DNA from Rob Hall and possibly Emmett Corrigan was found
on the gun. Moreover, both Mr. Hall and Corrigan sustained gunshots wounds that night.
Yet, the State has failed to provide sufficient evidence that identifies the source of Mr.
Hall and Corrigan's gunshot wounds.
Further, there is insufficient evidence that Mr. Hall unlawfully killed Corrigan. As
addressed above, there is no evidence that Mr. Hall committed an unlawful act causing
Corrigan's death. Rather, evidence at trial does reveal that Corrigan was using steroids
and Adderall, he was displaying aggressive and controlling behavior, he expressed a
verbal desire to physically harm Mr. Hall to others, and he had threatened to physically
harm both his own family and Mr. Hall on the night of his death.
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At the same time, the evidence fails to establish that Mr. Hall threatened or
expressed a desire to physically harm Corrigan. In fact, on the night of Corrigan's death,
Mr. Hall informed Corrigan that he would not physically harm Corrigan. Testimony also
indicates that Corrigan initiated physical contact with Mr. Hall just prior to Mr. Hall and
Corrigan being shot. Given this evidence, the State has provided insufficient evidence
that Corrigan's death was the result of an unlawful killing and not justifiable or
excusable.
Not only has the State failed to establish that Mr. Hall committed an unlawful act
resulting in Corrigan's death, there is insufficient evidence that Mr. Hall premeditated an
intent to take Corrigan's life. Even assuming that Mr. Hall shot Corrigan, which the
evidence fails to sufficiently establish, use of a firearm, standing alone, is not a sufficient
basis for the legal presumption that killing was deliberate and premeditated. See Hervey

v. People, 178 Colo. 38, 43 (1972). Evidence shows that Mr. Hall was present at the
Walgreen's parking lot prior to Kandi Hall and Corrigan's arrival. However, the evidence
shows that Mr. Hall was not aware that Kandi Hall was with Corrigan prior to Mr. Hall's
arrival. Mr. Hall was informed that Kandi Hall was in the company of Corrigan only
moments before Kandi and Corrigan arrived at the parking lot. Even after their arrival
Mr. Hall informed Corrigan that he was not going to physically harm him, in response to
Corrigan's verbal provocation to fight. The State has failed to establish that Mr. Hall
premeditated an intent to take Corrigan's life.
Idaho courts have held that when a defendant uses a deadly weapon against the
person of another in a deadly and dangerous manner, there is a rebuttable presumption of
malice. See e.g. State v. Rodriquez, 106 Idaho 30, 35-36 (Ct. App. 1983). The State's own
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evidence demonstrates circumstances affirmatively showing an absence of malice which
would make an inference of malice for the use of a deadly weapon improper. That Mr.
Hall maintained a concealed weapons permit, routinely carried a firearm, and had his
firearm on him on the night in question, is insufficient evidence of malice.
There is evidence that there may have been a scuffle between Mr. Hall and
Corrigan prior to Corrigan's death:
Mr. Spillman: Did he [Rob Hall] make any statements as regarding what happened during
the fight?
Detective Durbin: No. He said that they [Rob Hall and Emmett Corrigan] had gotten in a
fight. And then the question was asked, 'Who had the gun?" or "Did he have a gun?" I would
have to listen to the audio to refresh exactly what the question was. But he said that he had
his gun and that he said that it fell out of his pocket during the fight. And then they fought
over the gun, and he thought that he had been shot in the neck during the fight.
(Durbin Tr., p.19-20.)

The State has not established that Mr. Hall possessed the firearm or that he had
exclusive control over the firearm resulting in shots causing Corrigan's death. Ex parte

Edwards, 452 So.2d 503 (Ala. 1983) (finding that non-exclusive control of a weapon
during a scuffle is a factor weighing against the presumption of malice).

CONCLUSION
For the reasons set forth above, State has failed to demonstrate substantial
evidence upon which a rational trier of fact could conclude that Mr. Hall is guilty as to
each material element of the charge of murder in the first degree beyond a reasonable
doubt. Therefore, Mr. Hall respectfully requests that this Court grant Mr. Hall's Motion
for Judgment of Acquittal in this case.
DATED this \

~

day of October, 2012.

By~
ROBERTR. CHASTAIN
Attorney for Defendant
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~

By_________.~~',----'---rJ~___..:._____++.~____.____~-------'-\
DEBORAH N. KRISTAL
Attorney for Defendant

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

-t;j___

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the
day of October, 2012, I caused a true
and correct copy of the foregoing to be served, by the method(s) as indicated, upon:

o U.S. Mail
~ Hand Delivery
o
o
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Federal Express
Facsimile
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Time
.... s.:2.1..:.05 .. AM ...
8:21:23 AM

Speaker

l.
i

~·'

Courtroom503

Note

!CR FE 11 03976 State v Robert Hall Jury Trial - Day Nine

8:21 :23 AM.

!Present: Jason Spillman and Jessica Lorello for the State; Rob
!Chastain and Deborah Kristal for the defense; defendant in custody

8:32:09 AM icourt

tThere are two matters before the Court: 1) expert testimony defense
1wants to present re amnesia. I've received memorandum from the
(State in which they claim the full report of Dr. Friedman wasn't
!disclosed to the State until Sunday.

1

·

8: 33: 04 AM iKristal
· 8:33:08 AM :Lorello
8:34:20 AM \
.

iCorrect
\Argues for exclusion.
Defense provides the Court with a copy of Dr. Friedman's evaluation.

I
.

8:35:17 AM tCourt

hhe 4/6/12 physic.afevai···,s·what°yoi:i'}usTgofon·s·u·n·day?····· ..............................

8:35:33 AM korello

iYes.

:;.~~-;.;~·~~ . . i~~r~~o...................J~~:i::~c::-~:~~t"other..witnesses.. may" say··based "on ..that"'...........................
:information, that scenario of the gun. But defense concedes they
\won't offer the doctor's statements of what defendant said, as it
iwould be hearsay.
8:39:50 AM !court

!so your objections to the report are dilatory, extremely late,

.......................... L. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Jirrelevant..............................................................................................................................................................................
8:41:16 AM !Kristal

I

(Response. No one's going to talk about handedness. The summary
!I sent to the State detailed what Dr. Friedman's summary is, altho I
!did forget to send the actual report, thought it had already been sent.

······························1··············································"·····················..··································.. ····..··················•·•·· ..·······················································································

8:46:53 AM
. 8:47:00 AM icourt

a. .

\They're simply go1ng...fo . as·k.. him.ifhe..has... mecfrca'i"opfr1Ton as..to.............
(whether or not defendant suffered significant brain injury with
!attendant amnesia.
8:47:29 AM jLorello
[Response .
.......................................................................................... ···············r•,...........................................................................................................................................................................................................
8:49:21 AM :Court
jl wil~the jury the instruction on the 5th Amendment. So why is it
·
!relevant, whether he remembers or not?
8:49:44...A~ftl<ristai .......... lThe statements deft has made a11 along, wtil'chwere...
twere recorded, are consistent with his medical condition, what
!happened to him after getting shot. Under IRE 703, this kind of
!information, such as taking his history, is the type wherein the facts
jor data don't have to be admitted into evidence. It's relevant
!because it explains why he says "I don't know". If he chooses not to
\take the stand, even with the instruction juries often wonder why he
!didn't.

n.ofl,earsay:··----··--

.
i

8:51 :38 AM JLorello

10/22/2012
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Ht's unfortunate this was brought to the Court so late. If the evidence
!is excluded, deft has potential claim of ineffective assistance of
!counsel. The State was aware of the fact that Dr. Friedman was
!going to testify that deft had suffered a traumatic brain injury, had
!minimal amount of retrograde amnesia. That was disclosed. The
!statements he made to his treating physician, I'll give the State some
(latitude - you can ask Dr. Friedman if he has some memory of the
!event. I'm not going to allow defense to then come in and say "what
!did he tell you?" I don't think that's proper. I'll let Dr. Frieman testify
!as to his opinion as set out in paragraph one. He can certainly say
)hat deft having no recollection of the ER treatment is consistent with
jthat diagnosis,
:

····a:'55:.51 AM khastain
i
8:57:49 AM lcourt

fRe what deft told the police that night.

It's consistent with Dr.
iFrieman's analysis of retrograde amnesia.
lcomments.

:::::~~·~~-l~~~~sel -t~:.,d::::da:~oen ~i~=!~~::~;·admissabilitiof· Emmett's email.- -- !

8:58:22 AM :Chastain
8:58:36 AM \Spillman
!
!
8:59:40 AM tchastain
!
!
!
9:00:47 AM 1spillman
!

!

!
9:02:09 AM 1court
9:02:43 AM !Chastain

!

9:03:13 AM !Spillman
9:03:31
9:03:49
9:04:09
9:04:26

AM
AM
AM
AM

lcourt
:Spillman
jchastain
jcourt

;

twe will not attempt to put that into evidence.
Hn the timeline prepared by defense, believe a portion needs to be
!redacted. Also, remind media no audio or video of Det. Durbin when
!he's recalled.
lwe had no intention of getting into any relationship between
!Corrigan and Brittany Mulford, who was apparently a paramour of
!some kind. But communication between the two that night does give
!it a complete timeline.
fProvides Court with copy of timeline in question. Want redacted the
!various references to texts between Corrigan and Mulford that are
!throughout the document. Don't believe those have relevance to any
!issues before the jury.
fReviews the timeline.
:No text of communication between Corrigan and Mulford, it's just the
!fact that the communication occurred.
Jcourt's prior ruling indicated that relationship was inadmissable.

i

11·m not changing that ruling.
!It's misleading, jury will wonder who Brittany Mulford is.
jResponse, comments re rule of completeness.
jlt stays in, I don't see how it's harmful. Can't find it's prejudicial to
!State's case. Defense won't go into who Brittany Mulford is, it's just
ja complete timeline of victim's communications.

!

!

!

9:05: 12 AM Ichastain

lwe intend to call Hannah Hall, deft's 18-yr-old daughter, towards
jend of day. Deft requests camera not be used on her.

9:05:32 AM !Spillman
9:05:46 AM fcourt

fNo objection.

l

10/22/2012
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\Jury reconvenes; all present.
..................................................................................................................................................................................
)Waive roll call of jury .

9:06:53 AM !
9:07:34 AM :Counsel

. . ~:_9.!._:.1?.. .~.~·····Chastain
9: 15: 58 AM !Chastain

!Begins defense's opening statement.
!Calls defense's first witness.
foirects Detective Jake Durbin to take the witness stand, reminds
1him of his earlier oath.
isegins direct examination.
.................................. ........................... --- ·· .....................

9:16:19 AM icourt
'

9: 16:33 AM !Chastain

· 9: 17:13 AM !

!Exhibit 417 id'd (CD of Durbin's converstations with Robert Hall,
(3/11/11).
lMove to admit and publish Exhibit 417. //No objection//
(Exhibit 417 admitted, published.
jco track one begins.

:
· 9: 18:46 AM :Chastain
9: 18:56 AM Court
· 9: 19:37 AM j

l

9:29:01 AM
fTrack one ends.
9:29:08 AM lchastain
jThere are three more tracks .
. .................................... ·.................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
··9:29:I:f"Ji~·rvf·icounsel
:waive reporting of these.

.

9:29:30 AM i
9:36:32 AM

ico track two begins.
!Track two ends .

!

.·. ::;~:~~· ~·~···i············· _ __

-f;~~~a~k~~:d~gins._

__ ______ . ___-·· . . ___

9:39:21 AM j
!CD track four begins.
9:40:29 AM
!Track four ends. End of exhibit.
9:40:42 AM jChastain
fNo additional questions for Det. Durbin.
9:40:48 AM \Spillman
\Begins cross-examination .
................................................ ·......................................... ·...............................................................................................................................................................................................................................
9:41 :29 AM
!Witness steps down, is excused.

l

9_: 41.::·4o')i~·t\(Tchastain············ ica.I ls. defense's .. second. witnes_s_. ..................................-.. ::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :.. ::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::
9:42:16 AM i
!Det. Christopher McGilvery retakes the stand, is reminded by the
i
!Court of his earlier oath.
9 :42.:43. AM ... ~~~.~!.~i.~
9:43:02 AM ·
.

i

. . . . . . i.segins ..direct. examination ......................................................................................................................................
1Exhibit 418 id'd (CD of Det. McGilvery's conversation with Rob Hall,
!3/11/11) .

. .~.:;•;~-~~·· i~:~~tain --]:~~b:;:::~~:i:!~;~~1:~~~dobjection/l. . . . .
9:43:57
9:46:01
9:46:08
9:47:07

AM
AM
AM
AM

: : : :••·· · · ::::::

:
•
ispillman
!Chastain

!CD begins.
\CD ends.
iBegins cross-examination.
!objection (tape speaks for itself, State's asking for witness'
l
!interpretation of it).
9:47:21 AM fcourt
1overruled.
9:47:46 AM
fwitness steps down, is excused.
9:48:09 AM fChastain
defense's third witness .
................................................
,.........................................1Calls
;,............................................................................................................................................................................................................................... .
9:48:59 AM j
jPablo Stewart (psychiatrist) sworn.

I

10/22/2012
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9:49:52 AM !Chastain

Courtroom503

:Exhibits 73, 74, 127,130,412 and 413 (all previously admitted)
[handed to defense counsel. Begins direct examination .

..1.0.:.0.1.:.1.2.AM.L..
10:01 :22 AM/
10:01 :37 AM ichastain

fExhibit 444 shown to State's counsel, handed to witness.

10:01 :54 AM icourt
10:06:27 AM j

iExhibit 444 admitted.

10:11 :50 AM1

!Exhibits 412 and 413 (previously admitted) handed to witness.

fExhibit 444 id'd (CV of Pablo Stewart).

jMove to admit Exhibit 444. //No objection//
jExhibits 127, 128 (previously admitted), 130 handed to witness.

·1 0:1·~f3.ifAMT······· · · · ··· ········· ·TExhi5ff.i4. hi:i"neie,f fii wffriei"ss. · · · · · ········································································ ··········· · · ·
10:20:52 AMl
10:32:25 AM j
10:47:44 AM
·10:48:°0~fAMTCounsel

fExhibit 139 handed to witness.
jcourt and jury in recess.
jcourt and jury reconvene; all present.
!Waive roll call of jury.
···································· ················································ ······················

10:49:38 AM :Lorello

tsegins cross-examination.

i

·1 o:4 8: 01 AM ichasfaTri············1c·on.ffri·u·es··afrei"ctexa"rrifr,atfon. of"or·:···stewiiii ··················································· ·· · · · · · · · · · · · ·
·····························

..1.1 :08:.27. AM.1 ......................................... lwitness ..steps.. d.own, .. is .excused................................... .... .................................................................
1.1. :.08:40 ..AM. lCha5.!~.i.~.........J~.~.1.1.5.. .?..:.!:~5.~'~ t~i.r.?... ~i!.~.:.5.5..:. ························································································· .............................
11 :09:39 AM!
Sweeney (forensics scientist) sworn, direct examination begins .

jKay

................................................•.......

11: 18:49 AM;

(Exhibit 443 shown to State's counsel, handed to witness.

i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .J~~~i?.i~~~-~-.i~'.?.J~Y ..?..!..~~Y...-~~.::~.:t. ~.~.?..~:s.t.i~.?..~X...'i.5.9: ....................... .

11_:·~--~·:.97 AM
11: 19:54 AM \Chastain

!Move to admit Exhibit 443. //No objection//

11 :20:04 AM \Court
11 :27:34 AM
11 :27:46 AM ichastain

I

\Exhibit 443 admitted.
Exhibit 419 shown to S_tate's counsel, handed to witness.
jwould State stipulate to admit these pictures without walking
;through
each one of them?
. .............. .................... .; ...................................... .................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
11 :28:27 AM :Spillman
jExhibit numbers?

1

~

11 :28:34 AM iChastain

1419 -442.

:.:. ~~:::.~~.;~~;~:an_ i~:;:;:1~"~.··442··.dmitted.············ ·- -- ··
11 :31 :23 AM:

1Exhibit

· · · ········ ~-: :~:

419 id'd (photo of gun) and published.

·1· 1· :·33·:·~fi AM 1. . · · · · ............... TExhlhii°4i6 id·ei .(pfioto··org·u·n) "aricfpuhii"sheci:················································ · · ················ ·

,

.......................................................................................... ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. .
11 :34:31 AM!
iExhibit 83 (previously admitted) handed to witness.
··1·f37:.37 AM
!Exhibit 421 id'd (photo of victim's body) and published.

l

11:46:19 AM 1

1Exhibit 445 shown to State's counsel, handed to witness.

··~·~·;:~;.~~.:~l··································. ····fExhibit.. 445 ..id'd ..(report.of.. Kay.sweeney) .............................................................................................
··1·1°:47:.38 AM lchastain

!Move to admit Exhibit 445. //No objection//

11 :48:07 AM fcourt
11 :49:06 AM

fexhibit 445 admitted.
fPage 10 of Exhibit 445 published.

i

10/22/2012
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11 :52:08 AM
11 :54:47 AM i
11 :57:08 AM:
:
·11 :59:24 AM 1

fa ~: ~j~~r
12:03:17 PM!
12:04:58 PM l

)Exhibit 422 id'd
!Exhibit 423 id'd
fExhibit 424 id'd
(published.
!Exhibit 425 id'd

Courtroom503

(photo of crime scene) and published.
(photo of crime scene) and published.
(photo of blood pool, bloody handprint) and
(photo of bullet hole in victim's head) and published.

__J~~~:~~~~ i~:~ (~::t~-~f b_ull:t h:l:fr:: i::id:-~ s~ull) and

-

iExhibit427 id'd (photo of bullet in box) and published.
\Exhibit 428 id'd (photo of chest bullet hole) and published.

;;:.;:~~=~+ __-1~:~i~i~;!~~:~~p~:.tbullet_ in_box)_ and_ published_. ___ _--···
12:15:30 PMj
12:44:50 PM

1

12:45:08 PM !counsel
12:45: 15 PM lchastain
12:45:29 PM j
12:48:38 PM j
12:51 :28 PM t
12:52:49 PM
12:53:50 PM 1
.........................................
12:54:31 PM!

!Waive roll call of jury.
jcontinues direct examination of Mr. Sweeney.
1Exhibit 430 id'd (photo of bullet pieces) and published.
loeborah Kristal now present at defense table.
!Exhibit 431 id'd (photo of bullet piece) and published.
JExhibit 432 id'd (photo of bullet piece) and published.
1Exhibit6 433 id'd (photo of bullet) and published .
!Exhibit 434 id'd (photo of bullet nose) and published .

I

1

jCourt and jury reconvene; all present, except Deborah Kristal.

..12:_55:_5_1 .. _PM_l .............................. !Exhibit__ 439_id'd .. (p_hoto ..of.. dismantled .. bullet) ..and.. publi_shed ............................
12:57:47 PM:
:Exhibit 440 id'd (photo of dismantled bullet) and published.
12:58:46 PM j
JExhibit 441 id'd (photo of dismantled bullet) and published.
12:59:41 PM i
!Exhibit 442 id'd (photo of dismantled bullet) and published.
·
1 : 11: 1O PM !
1Exhibit 435 id'd (photo of victim's t-shirt) and published.
1: 14:23 PM
jExhibit 436 id'd (photo of victim's shirt) and published.
1: 18:56 PM
Exhibit 437 id'd (photo of victim's shirt) and published.
1 :20:12 PM :
!Exhibit 438 id'd (magnified photo of gunpowder particle on shirt) and
i
!published.
1 :30:06 PM ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
fExhibit 104 (previously admitted) published .
1 :35:56 PM :
(Exhibits 94, 95 and 96 (previously admitted) published.
1 :38:56 PM
iExhibit 27A (previously admitted) published.
1 :45:32 PM !Chastain
!Move to admit those of 400 - 409 not already admitted. //No
objection//
1 :45:53 PM Jcourt
JThey're admitted.

i
1

1

l

i
i

i

· · ~ ::::~-:~ !Spil man_ -1~:~:~;j:~e:::~:.n__ _ ______ ___ ____ ___ __
1:59:28 PM

1

f

2:13:42 PM
2:13:57 PM fCounsel

10/22/2012

i
fcourt and jury reconvene;

all present.

twaive roll call of jury.
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2: 1.3:.58 .. PM ... iSpillman
2:29:36 PM !Chastain
2:29:44 PM Tcourt
:
2:42:48 PM fchastain
2: 44: 54 PM
2:48:31 PM
2 :48:46 PM

Courtroom503

ica.~ti_~-~-:.:...~~?..:_s~.:.~~.r:r:'.i~~~-i.?~ .. ?.t.~.~X..~~::.~.~y. ............................................................ ..
!Comments from counsel are inappropriate.
1Yes, directs Mr. Spillman not to make comments, but to let cfr:·········· ..···········
!Groben's testimony stand for itself.
f segins re-direct.
.............................

t.~.: :~~!~~~~i: : : : : :: : : : : : : :

i ...............................l.~~~i?.i!..~-~-?.. .(~~:.~.i?..~:!X..~?..r:r:'i~:?.!...~.~~?.:?...!.?.. .

\Witness steps down, is excused.
:Chastain calls next defense witness. Dr. Robert Friedman is
!sworn, direct examination begins .

1

i
i

...?.:.?.~.:_9..q. . ~.~. . L.
2:53:11 PM

)

i

. . . . . . . . . . . . . .JExh.ibit__446 _shown. to ..State's.. counsel, ..handed.. to_ witness .........................................
\Exhibit 446 id'd (CV of Robert Friedman) .

..................................................

... _2_:.53_:_25 .. PM ... ic.hastain............i Move ..to.. admit...Exhibit _446 .... __I /No.. objection//..................................................................................
2:53:34 PM :Court
]Exhibit 446 admitted.
2:54:54 PM
1Exhibit 29 (previously admitted) handed to witness.
2:57:08 PM !
!Exhibit 447 handed to witness and id'd (CAT scans of head).

i
j

1

3:12:18 PM !Lorello
3: 12:58 PM i
3:13:19 PM jchastain
·

fsegins cross-examination.
lwitness steps down, is excused.
lcalls Det. Jim Miller, who takes the stand and is reminded of his
jearlier oath.

····3·:·1·s·:··1·a--Pfv1···· ...................................1w,t-ness.handed···E·xi11h,t"s"fi. a·nd···11A. (p.rev.iau·si·y. acfrri.itted·)··a-;,a············--·
:
(Exhibits 415 and 416.
3: 15:22 PM ·chastain
tsegins direct examination.
3: 15:45 PM j
j Exhibit 415 id'd (Emmett Corrigan Timeline for 3/11/11 ).
3: 16: 32 PM i h.isia,n..... · rAsfthat"witness be-·aifowiic:fto make. noted ca.rre.cfion. fo. E'.xhibit"41K·.
!so that it conforms with State's exhibit. //No objection - Court
\
iallows//

c

.... 3.:.1.7.:_1.9._PM .. _:C.hastain............ !Move..to__ admit_ Exhi_bit_.41·5·.... //No.. objection//...................................................................................
3: 17:23 PM Court
l Exhibit 415 admitted .
................................................ .. .... .. .........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
3: 17:26 PM •
Exhibit 416 id'd (chronology of texts and phone calls, 3/11 /11 ).
,

3:17:52
3:22:48
3:23:04
3:23:28

PM
PM
PM
PM

:

:

fspillman
ichastain
icourt
:·

fobjection (calls for speculation).

3:23:59 PM jcourt
i

//Sustained//
!I'd like to see what he's referring to.
!Will take evening recess now, back tomorrow morning.
.. .........................
/Jury adjourns for the day.
................................................................................. ······· ................ .
jso Det. Miller tomorrow again, need to work out these chronologies.
~

3:24:14 PM !Chastain
:

1Atter Det. Miller's finished tomorrow, will call Hannah Hall, then we
:should be finished. Her testimony should be about 30 min.

3:25:04 PM !court
3:25:09 PM 1Spillman
3:25:47 PM 1court
!
!

tstate's rebuttal .... ?
fReviews possible rebuttal witnesses.
!We'll finish up evidence tomorrow, then do jury instruction
!conference. Wednesday morning start with closings, then submit to
Uury.

I

10/22/2012
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3:27:17 PM \Spillman
3:ii:"3~f°f5"M.TChastain

iI just need to see what he's referring to.

3:28:25 PM !Court

fsee what you can work on,

1

3:29:44 PM

10/22/2012

i

Courtroom503

jRe timeline thing ...
otherwise I'll make rulings accordingly.

I

lcourt adjourns for the day.
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant,

______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
REPLY IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO
EXCLUDE TESTIMONY OF
DEFENSE EXPERTS AND REQUEST
FOR EXCLUSION DUE TO LATE
DISCLOSURE
(SUBMITTED UNDER SEAL)

COMES NOW, Jessica M. Lorello, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho,
and hereby files this reply in support of the State's Motion to Exclude Testimony of
Defense Experts ("Motion to Exclude"), filed October 2, 2012, wherein the State
asked this Court to exclude the testimony of Dr. Craig Beaver and Dr. Robert
Friedman. The basis for the State's Motion to Exclude was that it appeared from
Defendant's summary of Ors. Friedman's and Beaver's opinion, as set forth in
Defendant's First Supplemental Discovery Response, that Defendant intended to

REPLY IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO EXCLUDE TESTIMONY OF DEFENSE
EXPERTS AND REQUEST FOR EXCLUSION DUE TO LATE DISCLOSURE Page 1
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use their opinions as mere conduits for Defendant's hearsay statements that he
does not remember the events of March 11, 2011, and that such would also
constitute improper vouching for Defendant's claimed lack of memory. The State
also objected to Defendant offering expert testimony from Dr. Beaver regarding
Defendant's "handedness" as that does not require the testimony of an expert.
On October 9, 2012, Defendant filed a response to the State's Motion to
Exclude in which he asserts that his proposed expert testimony is not a conduit for
hearsay as he "has absolutely no intention of offering into evidence the statements
he made to experts." (Reply in Opposition to State's Motion to Exclude Testimony
of Defense Experts ("Response"), p.3.) Rather, Defendant stated Dr. Beaver would
testify that Defendant, "prior to the incident, 'had taken a Xanax which would have
also further affected his ability to accurately perceive and recall details of the
events" and that medications administered to Defendant while being treated for his
head wound would have "'further impaired his ability to accurately recall events at
the time of the shooting."' (Response, p.3.) As for Dr. Friedman, Defendant stated
he would testify to his opinion that Defendant "sustained a '[t]raumatic brain injury
with post concussive amnesia, and mild retrograde amnesia,"' which "conclusion
was based in part on the fact that Mr. Hall suffered a traumatic brain injury,
because the described amnesia is entirely consistent with Mr. Hall's traumatic

brain injury." (Response, p.4 (alteration original, emphasis added).)
Defendant contends that these opinions do not constitute vouching and are
admissible even though the hearsay upon which they rely are not because they are
analogous to presenting an opinion that an individual has a broken leg, which does
REPLY IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO EXCLUDE TESTIMONY OF DEFENSE
EXPERTS AND REQUEST FOR EXCLUSION DUE TO LATE DISCLOSURE Page 2
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not constitute vouching for the individual's hearsay statement that his leg hurts.
(Response, pp.4-5.) The distinction between the two scenarios is obvious given
that a diagnosis of amnesia necessarily depends on the statements of an
individual's memory whereas a broken leg is a diagnosis based upon an actual
medical test, e.g., an x-ray. At best, the only proper expert opinion that either Dr.
Friedman or Dr. Beaver could offer is that Defendant suffered a traumatic brain
injury and that such an injury can cause amnesia. Even then, such testimony is
completely irrelevant to these proceedings because whether Defendant does or
does not have amnesia (much less a traumatic brain injury) does not "make the
existence of any fact that is of consequence to the determination of the action more
probable or less probable than it would be without the evidence." I.RE. 401. The
testimony should be excluded on this basis alone.
Even if the testimony is not excluded as irrelevant, the testimony should be
excluded because Defendant failed to disclose Dr. Friedman's expert report until
today, October 21, 2012. The State's pertinent discovery request was filed April 21,
2011. The only information received from the defense regarding Dr. Friedman or
Dr. Beaver was contained in the Defendant's First Supplemental Discovery
Response, filed July 25, 2012.

The disclosure included a summary of Dr.

Friedman's and Dr. Beaver's opinion and their respective CVs, but did not include
any reports.

However, Defendant's Response to the State's Motion to Exclude

includes quotations from both Ors. Friedman and Beaver, which do not appear in
any of Defendant's prior disclosures.

Based on this, the State sent defense

counsel an e-mail on Saturday, October 20, 2012, inquiring about the existence of
REPLY IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO EXCLUDE TESTIMONY OF DEFENSE
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expert reports for Drs. Friedman and Beaver as the State had never received any. 1
Defense counsel Deborah Kristal responded to the e-mail on Sunday, October 21,
2012, at 1:23 p.m., acknowledging that although the defense thought they provided
a copy of the report, upon further investigation, they realized they failed to do so.
Dr. Friedman's report was subsequently delivered to undersigned counsel's office
at approximately 1:45 p.m. The date of Dr. Friedman's report is dated April 6,
2012.
Although defense counsel indicated in her October 21, 2012 e-mail that they
do not intend to introduce Defendant's statements made to Dr. Friedman through
Dr. Friedman's testimony, Dr. Friedman's report is extremely significant in that it
contains Defendant's version of events from March 11, 2011, at least up to the
point where he claims he does not remember. 2 Obviously, the importance of this
information and the timing of this disclosure vis-a-vis the State's case cannot be
overstated. Balancing the prejudice to the State resulting from the late disclosure
1 The

State also never received a report from defense expert Dr. Pablo Stewart, but
confirmed with defense counsel that his opinions will be limited to those articulated
in affidavits filed by Dr. Stewart in relation to some of Defendant's motions.
2

It is also worth noting that the summary of Dr. Friedman's opinion provided in
Defendant's First Supplemental Discovery Response, which was prepared after Dr.
Friedman wrote his report, does not include any indication that Dr. Friedman's
opinion is based upon an in depth examination and interview of the Defendant as is
reflected in Dr. Friedman's report. Rather, the discovery response indicates: "The
facts and data relied upon were review of the EMT and hospital records, case
history, EMT and officer tapes of Mr. Hall, X-rays, Mr. Hall's CT scan, Health
Insurance Claim Form, Motion and Memorandum of Law in Support of Defendant's
Motion to Admit Various Items of Evidence, AIT Lab Analysis Report, Sterling Lab
Analysis Report,' Copy of Corrigan's letter to his wife, State Board of Pharmacy
Reports on Emmet [sic] Corrigan, Robert Hall, Kandi Hall." (First Supplemental
Discovery Response, p.4.) Further, the summary implies that Defendant was
unable to offer any information regarding the events of March 11, 2011.
REPLY IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO EXCLUDE TESTIMONY OF DEFENSE
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against Defendant's Sixth Amendment rights weighs in favor of exclusion.

See

State v. Siegel, 137 Idaho 538,543, 50 P.3d 1033, 1038 (Ct. App. 2002).
If the Court concludes exclusion is not the appropriate sanction, the State
requests considerable latitude with respect to its rebuttal case.

The State also

maintains that any expert testimony regarding Defendant's "handedness" does not
fall within the purview of expert testimony.3
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 21 51 day of October, 2012.

It is unclear whether Defendant still intends to present such expert testimony.
Defense counsel's October 21, 2012 e-mail indicates the defense does not intend
to call Dr. Beaver in its case-in-chief and Defendant only identified Dr. Beaver as
the source of expert testimony on Defendant's handedness in his First
Supplemental Discovery Response; however, Dr. Friedman's report discusses that
Defendant is left-handed. For the record, the State would object to any testimony
from Dr. Beaver at this point given the failure to disclose any written report from Dr.
Beaver or the results of the "comprehensive neurocognitive examination"
conducted by Dr. Beaver, which is referenced in Defendant's First Supplemental
Discovery Response.
REPLY IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO EXCLUDE TESTIMONY OF DEFENSE
EXPERTS AND REQUEST FOR EXCLUSION DUE TO LATE DISCLOSURE 3
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 21 5 T day of October, 2012, I caused to be
served a true and correct copy of the foregoing Reply in Support of Motion to
Exclude Testimony of Defense Experts and Request for Exclusion Due to Late
Disclosure:

Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

_

U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
~vernight Mail
_:__~csimile
E-mail

Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728

_

U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
_ Overnight Mail
~csimile
E-Mail

REPLY IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO EXCLUDE TESTIMONY OF DEFENSE
EXPERTS AND REQUEST FOR EXCLUSION DUE TO LATE DISCLOSURE -
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ROBERT R. CHASTAIN

Attorney at Law
300 W. Main, Suite 158
Boise, ID 83 702
(208) 345-31102
Idaho State Bar # 2765

r "T
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"'f. ' 2·'I.JI"'2
L

C'.-iRISTOPHER D. Rl'.:H,

\..iiarc:::

By CETH Mt,.JTEr.S

m:.oury

N. KRISTAL
Attorney at Law
3140 N. Bogus Basin Road
Boise, ID 83 702
(208) 345-8708
Idaho State Bar #2296
DEBORAH

Attorney for Defendant
Robert Dean Hall

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

STATE OF IDAHO,
Case No. CR-FE-2011-3976
Plaintiff.
DEFENDANT'S ADDITIONAL
PROPOSED JURY INSTRUCTION

V.

ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

COMES NOW, the Defendant, Robert Dean Hall, by and through conflict Ada County
Public Defenders, Robert R. Chastain and Deborah N. Kristal, and respectfully requests the court
instruct the jury with the following Jury Instruction, Idaho Code § 18-3302.

.,
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•
CARRYING A CONCEALED WEAPON

INSTRUCTION NO.

It is the law of the State of Idaho that a person may lawfully carry a deadly or dangerous weapon
which is concealed on or about his person, within this state, if the person has a valid license to
carry a concealed weapon issued by the sheriff of a county on behalf of the state of Idaho.

Idaho Code §18-3302

d

ICJI 1415 as modified

DATED this )-~ay of October, 2012.

By~
ROBERT R. CHASTAIN

.'°j°; f' ~efendan; . /
.·:J;JJ!A

/Jtil~

Att···

(

By~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

DEBORAHN. KRISTAL
Attorney for Defendant

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

~1-a~

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the o
day of October, 2012, I caused a true and
correct copy of the foregoing to be served, by the method(s) as indicated, upon:
Jason Spillman
Jessica Lorello
Attorney General's Office
700 W. State Street, 4th Floor
Boise, ID 83720-0010

[ ]
~

[ ]
[ ]

U.S. MAIL
HAND DELIVERED
FACSIMILE:
OVERNIGHT MAIL

~STAL
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Courtroom503

Time
Speaker
Note
8:11:38AM!
l
8:33: 12 AM
[cR FE 11 03976 State v Robert Hall Jury Trial - Day Ten

j
:

:

i
!
!

IRob Chastain and Deborah Kristal for the defense, defendant

................................................,i.......................................~............................................................................................................................................................................................................

8:33:26 AM

8:33:28 AM 1chastain

l

8:33:58 AM 1Spillman
8:34:13 AM jCourt
8:34:46 AM rchastain

i
l

8:35:42 AM jCourt
8:36:40 AM iSpillman

i

8:36:59 AM fcourt

l

I

JPresent: Jason Spillman and Jessica Lorello for the State,

!in custody
fwe worked out issue re timeline, made some changes. We're
jagreed and will put it in by stipulation.
!Yes
JDid you get jury instructions I emailed you last night?
fAnticipate finishing with Det. Miller, then call our last witness,
[Hannah Hall. Then we'll want to confer with defendant outside
jcourt and jury.
[Re jury instructions. State's thoughts on any rebuttal?
lDepends on whether or not defendant testifies. If he doesn't,
!we're done this morning.
[want you to have time to review the jury instructions; we'll play
[it by ear. I'm inclined to start tomorrow morning with
!instructions, closing arguments, picking the alternates.

8:37:49 AM tcounsel
8:38: 13 AM fcourt

[OK
tRe schedule for tomorrow, may take a little break between
!closing arguments. Want to start early this morning?

8:39: 11 AM
8:39:22 AM
8:39:31 AM
8:39:37 AM
9:00:27 AM
9:01: 1O AM
9:01: 15 AM

jMiss Hall isn't here yet, prefer to wait until 9:00.
[OK
)Court in recess.
lcourt reconvenes;all parties present.
jJury reconvenes; all present.
jwaive roll call of jury.
[Addresses jury re trial schedule for today and tomorrow .

I

jchastain
jcourt

HOHoUoo>UHO,,,OO,OIOO,OOU"""''°'''"HO...oUHOHOOH"""""""""""'"'••••HOOHIHHH•OH00000,0UO,,OUoooHOHHoo,,,.,,oooonoo.. ,OuHHHHHHHHH,OUOOUo•"'°"'"''"''''"''""""""''""""""""'''"'0 ..0HH0""""""""""""""""'°""""'''0"0

l

f

l
jcounsel
1court

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
9:02:28 AM I

l

9:02:50 AM ichastain
9:03:45 AM tchastain
.

lDet. Jim Miller retakes the stand, is reminded of his earlier
loath.
/continues direct examination.
fsy stipulation, Exhibit 416 should now be admitted. //Agree//
.

9:q~_:~?. ~~I ~?.-~-~.................t~~hi~.i.t._~~~--~-d~:1:~~:~~----..............:::: :: · :: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: .... ::::::::::::::::::::::::.......... ··
9:_04:_35.A.M .
9:06:58 AM :
!
9:07:23 AM :

:Exhibit 77A (previously admitted) published ...........................................
jExhibit 448 (12/29/11 analytical report) handed to witness.
I
[Exhibit 449 (2/8/12 2nd analytical report) handed to witness .

..................................... ......... .; .................................. ; .......................................... ., .............................................................................................................................................. .

9:08: 1O AM Chastain

10/23/2012

By stipulation of parties, we're agreed Exhibits 448 and 449
ishall be admitted
1 of 5
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9:08:21 AM jSpillman :Agreed.
····-~·-········································· .. ···································· ................................................................................................................
•Exhibits 448 and 449 admitted.
9:08:22 AM jCourt
9:08:58 AM Tspillman ... [Begfns ..c.ross~exa'mfri"a°ticin·:· .. . .......................................................................................

·································

9:09:56 AM

1

)Witness steps down .

.. 9:.1.o:.1.3. AMJ Chastain.. iMi~~ .~.~.1.1 . ~.?t ~~r.:X.~.!:.1 . a.~°.l?~i·~·~: .................................................................................
·9·:·1·0.:37.AM !Court··········· :oK. We'll take short recess ~n.t.i.1 .. ~.~.: ..~r.ri~:.~: ...........................
9: 10:51 AM :
jCourt and jury in recess. ·
~f.{Ef4°Ef'AM i
\court and jury reconvene; all present.
9:17:07 AM \counsel
iwaive roll call of jury.
_9:1·7·:·1·4 ..AMJChastain.. \Calls.defense'snext.witne.~.~:..............................
...........................................................
9:17:23 AM ·
lHannah Hall (Rob and Kandi Hall's oldest daughter) sworn,
.
jdirect examination begins.
9:25:27 AM \Spillman isegins cross-examination.
9:26:49 AM i
iwitness steps down, is excused, is given permission to remain
•
•in the courtroom if she chooses.
9:27:22 AM ·chastain :we need a short break and then will let Cou.if°i<now· ..,fwe're
•
:resting.
9:27:43 AM t
[Jury in recess .
................................................ ·......................................·................................................... ........................................................................................................................................................
9:28: 18 AM :Court
:Do you want me to talk with defendant now re his rights, or do
you want to talk to him first?
~f2a?fo . AM . \:hiistain ···rwo'i:iid.i\'i<e you .. fo.iicf~·,se.him,buin·ai'"a°sk··tiim·'to--·mai<e
jdecision right now re testifying.
g·:28:52 AM 'court
[Addresses defendant re his rights in testifying or not testifying.
,

a. . . . . . . . . . .

.

:~fjcfjffAM
J............
9:38:14 AM j
9:38:16 AM jchastain
9:38:26 AM jcourt
9:38:38 AM !Chastain

~f3tfo"a· AM

.

ka..~.~
. .'.~. ~:.~~~:~i:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::. :: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : · :. : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : . : :
jCourt reconvenes; all parties present.

...........

\I've had opportunity to visit with Mr. Hall.
[Inquires of defendant.
rMr. Hall has determined he will not testify. We're prepared to
•rest as soon as the jury's back in.

-~.~.~J~_ry..L~:. . . . . . . . :: :: :: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : . :: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :. :: . . . .

k;·o·urf······ ·· . [.~.:.~.·.~..-~~-i·~-~..
9:39:59 AM :
:Jury reconvenes; all present.
9:40:28 AM !counsel
•waive roll call of jury.
......................................................................................................................
·····~········· .................................................................................................................................................................................................

9:40:35 AM !Chastain .......• Defense.restsat this time. _... ..................
................. .
9:40:46 AM !Spillman :we have some rebuttal evidence. Recall Scott Birch.
j

9:40:56 AM lchastain

:Need to take up matter outside the jury, didn't anticipate this.

9:41 :05 AM !court

ket's meet out in the hallway with the court reporter and we
/can address it.
9:41 :21 AM
!court in recess .
..................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
-.................................................................
9:41
:21
AM
1
!
................................................J,......................................i,............................................................................................................................................................................................................
9:46:34 AM I:
ICourt
reconvenes; all present.
:

I

l

10/23/2012
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9:46:38 AM !Court

9:47:08 AM \orello

)

Courtroom503

:We've had a discussion. We've hit a bit of a snag; I need to
do some research and make a ruling. Is there another
iwitness we can call for right now?
:Dr. Graben .

.... 9.:47.:.1.0 . AM . . lch.astain........!That's..fine ..........................................................................................................:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
9:47:36 AM i
Dr. Groben retakes the stand, is reminded of his earlier oath.
i

1

9:47:45 AM iLorello

"'~fsi'os"'AM

ichastain
9:53:14 AM jchastain
9:53:26 AM . Court

9:55:21 AM !Chastain
9:55:34 AM 1
9:55:47 AM !Spillman
9:55:58 AM !Court

~i:-sEf. f:fA~iT'............................
10:03:58 AM!
10:03:59 AM ICourt
'

·····-······························

10:06:41 AM :court

iBegins direct examination on rebuttal.
iObjection (narrative). //Sustained//
[Move to strike witness' comment.
.Admonishes

witn.es's':. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Begins cross-examination.
iWitness steps down, is excused.
:We're back to Mr. Birch.
OK, I need to hit the books. We'll recess until then. I'll let you
know as soon as I have a decision for you.
[court and jury in recess.
[Court reconvenes; all parties present
!Issue before the Court is that the State wishes to present in
!their rebuttal case the following statements by defendant
!made in jail phone calls, re a lack of knowledge of victim's
!steroid use. Re 3/14/11 call, 3/21/11, 3/29/11, 10/30/11 calls:
iall containing statements by deft to the effect that he did
iremember the incident.
•Defense's objection to this is that they have rested, this is a

idenial of due process, the defendant has declined to testify .

................................................ ;......................................:Any ..other ..obj.ections? .....................................................................................................................................
10:07: 11 AM Chastain INo. Wanted to make sure we had a constitutional basis set
:out, which we did in back room with court reporter. We
•reiterate those.
········································· .................................................................................................................................. ···························································································· ·······················
iThese phone calls are rebuttal to the amnesia testimony,
10:07:36 AM: Court
•might have been necessary to introduce these on cross•examination of Dr. Friedman. But the Court will allow the
!defense to have surrebuttal, if you feel it's necessary to
•respond to these, it's within the Court's discretion to allow that
•and I will allow it.
J,

1o':09:06 AM Icourt

l
!
!

!Whether or not the defendant knew that is a critical issue in
!this case. His knowledge or lack of knowledge of victim's use
!of drugs is highly relevant and is proper rebuttal.
1Understanding defendant's continuing objection to the ruling, I
lwill allow State to introduce this evidence.

!
10: 10: 18 AM tChastain IRequest a few minutes to consult with Mr. Hall.
;

10:10:31 AM!
10:17:16 AM I

10/23/2012

~

tcourt in recess.
!Court reconvenes; all parties present.
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1O: 17:23 AM: Spillman

')
_,

Courtroom503

:State withdraws its request to enter the first 3 files, just
•request that Mr. Birch take the stand re the 3/29/11 statement
[by defendant, which is one of the four calls on the CD. No
:time to make a new CD with just the one call on it.
l

j

.{ci":'{if'ocf"AM i Chastain j In interest of time, while maintaining all our objections to the
......................................................................,court's.ruHng,feel.that's.. the~~.~~--~~Y.!.<:>...do it: ........... .
10:19:13 AM•
)Jury reconvenes; all present
10:19:36 AM.Counsel
!waive roll call of jury.
10:19:44 AM 1court
[Based upon the Court's ruling and the stipulation of the
............................. :................... .......[pa~i.~~.'. ..~.r ... ~_pill~~~ ...'!.1.~.Y. pr??~.~.9-.:.......... .. ......... ..... ............. .... ... .
10: 19:55 AM j Spillman iBegins .?.ir.:~! ..:~.~·~·i·~·~.!.i.?..~ ?!.~~~~ ~.i.~~.~ .?.~
10:21 :09 AM \Chastain )No cross-examination.
[Witness steps down, is excused.
10:21 :16 AM j

..

.r.:~~~·~·':. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

J~.?. !~.~.~.~.r.. .

r.~~~.~~1.. :~.i~=~~e.· ................................... .. ... .......................... .
1.0:21.:23.A.MlSpillman ....
10:21.:.34 __AM.jC.hastain jNo surrebuttal.
[Tfiat"b.dn.iis ..evidentiaryport10.noftfi1's'.fi{a1 fo.a".ciose:·--we'II
10:21 :39 AM !Court
:have jury return tomorrow at 9am to hear final instructions and
:closing arguments, we'll select the 3 alternate jurors, and 12 of
:you will go back to deliberate on this case.
··1·6':.2i3'ifAM 1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ·u ury.. ad1oiJ.rris for. tfre day. ··............................................
..1.0.:23.:45.A.M.!Court ................
10:23:59 AM I.
10:24:07 AM 1
........................................... ............... .
1:02:26 PM j
1 :02:31 PM !Court
:
1 :03:21 PM :Court
.;.

[See you at 1:00 for jury instruction conference.
:court
in recess.
.

•
Court reconvenes; all parties present.
........................................
jHave reviewed State's memorandum re jury instructions which
jwere submitted this morning .
!We'll start with #16. #15 was the jury view instruction. Will

................................................ q. .................................. ,,,,),,, .........................................................................................................................................................................................................

... . •. ..... .. ...
1:05: 15 PM Court

[a.1~.?.."".~~!..X?~rp?..~.i!i?~.~et~ey~~9.i?!.f.?r.'!.1.- ...................
Let's begin first with the State, your objection to the

...................................................................................[involuntary ..manslaughter .instruction .....................................................................
1 :05:35 PM !Lorello
)Submit on the memorandum, unless the Court has specific
,
questions.
1 :05:52 PM ·Kristal
fRe negligence in defendant bringing unholstered loaded
Weapon to confrontation with his wife's lover. Believe
!involuntary manslaughter is supported by the evidence.

.
l
............................................." ....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
.
1
:08:14
PM
!Lorello
!Response
.
................................................J, ...................................... t......................................................................................................................................... -................................................................ .
1:10:53 PM [Court
!Comments.
jEvidence supports that instruction.
1: 12:20 PM jKristal

-::: ;:~~-=~i~i~~o-~::·i~:;:!::oncealed weapon.____ ___------

····1· :·1·g·:'36 .. PM···t Krista1 ·· .. ············ r- ··· · ...........................................................................................................................................................................................

····1 :21 :50 PM icourt
1 :37: 11 PM jcourt
10/23/2012

iRe #36, justifiable homicide.
jDoes defense want an aggravated battery instruction?
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1 :37:32 PM [Chastain
1 :38:09 PM icourt

\
\
1

I

f.

f.court adjourns for the day.

i

1 :39:24 PM jcourt

i

!
1 :40: 15 PM \Court

l

1 :43:51 PM 1court
!
\
1 :44:50 PM jcounsel
1 :44:58 PM lLorello
1 :48:55 PM !Lorello
!
1:49:19 PM fcourt
1 :49:24 PM \Chastain

i

1 :51 :30 PM lchastain
1:52:42 PM lchastain
1 :52:54 PM !Court

I

t
!

i

1:55:49 PM

10/23/2012

Courtroom503

\We've talked about it, didn't come to a conclusion.
iFor the record, the Court has provided Instruction #30 re
Jaggravated battery, followed by definition of battery and
!definition of a deadly weapon.
j1 agree with the State, I'm going to withdraw it. It's confusing;
\this is a death case, not a case of classic battery. Aggavated
!battery here is not appropriate.
[You want a limiting instruction for the audio from the
!emergency room?
[What if the Court does this - "You're to disregard any
!comments from the health care professionals when you're
\reviewing the recordings"?
jThat's fine.
JWondering if #19 needs to be corrected.
(No other additions/corrections/changes/objections to the
Jcourt's instructions.
[Defense?
\Even after everybody has rested, we still maintain our Motion
[for Acquittal and ask the Court to grant it.
[Urge Court to give accident instruction.
[No other proposed additions/corrections/objections.
!Decline motion to acquit, there are sufficient facts for a jury to
Idebate the issues.
tsecondly, the Court took under advisement a motion for
!mistrial. Looking at totality of evidence, I can't find that that
\perhaps unfortunate disclosure of evidence prevents the
\defendant from having a fair trial, and will deny the motion for
\mistrial. You'll have the final insructions by close of today.

l

1 :53:32 PM

)
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Idaho Attorney General
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PAUL PANTHER
Deputy Attorney General
Chief, Criminal Law Division
JASON SLADE SPILLMAN ISB #8813
JESSICA M. LORELLO ISB #6554
Deputy Attorneys General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant,

_______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
STATE'S MEMORANDUM REGARDING
JURY INSTRUCTIONS

COMES NOW, Jessica M. Lorello, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho, and
hereby submits this memorandum regarding proposed jury instructions.
A.

The Court Should Not Give An Involuntary Manslaughter Instruction
Defendant has requested the Court to instruct the jury on involuntary

manslaughter as a lesser included offense.

(Proposed Jury Instructions, p.8;

Memorandum in Support of Proposed Jury Instructions ("Memorandum"), p.14.)
Defendant's requested involuntary manslaughter instruction is based upon ICJI 712,
which involves the "negligent use of a deadly weapon" and requires proof that
Defendant "used a firearm with reckless disregard of the consequences and of the
STATE'S MEMORANDUM REGARDING JURY INSTRUCTIONS-Page 1
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•
rights of others," "producing the death of Emmett Corrigan."

Defendant argues this

instruction is appropriate because, he asserts, "a reasonable jury could conclude that,
during the skirmish between Mr. Hall and Mr. Corrigan, the gun was negligently
operated, resulting in Mr. Corrigan's death and Mr. Hall's head injuries" and that the
"jury could infer that the quarrel was chaotic, as most quarrels are, and that Mr. Hall's
operation of the firearm during the chaos was negligent." (Memorandum, p.14.) This
requested instruction is not based upon a reasonable view of the evidence.
Giving a lesser include offense instruction is mandatory only "if a reasonable
view of the evidence would support the instruction." State v. Young, 138 Idaho 370,
373-374, 64 P.3d 296, 299-300 (2002); see also State v. Trevino, 132 Idaho 888, 895,
980 P.2d 552, 559 (1999) (internal citation omitted) ("If the district court finds that there
is a reasonable view of the evidence to support the requested instruction on a lesser
included offense, the court is required to instruct on that lesser offense.

Here, the

district did not abuse its discretion in deciding it would be improper to give the jury an
instruction on involuntary manslaughter as a lesser offense of first degree murder.");
State v. Thomasson, 122 Idaho 172, 832 P.2d 743 (1992) (citations omitted) ("When a
district court is requested to give an instruction on a lesser included offense, it must look
to all of the evidence presented at the trial to determine if there is a reasonable view of
the evidence to support the requested instruction.").
While Defendant could potentially argue that it was negligent for him to bring a
concealed, unholstered, loaded firearm to a parking lot to confront his wife's lover, 1 a
reasonable view of the evidence does not support any claim that Defendant's
1

Of course, the State submits that act was intentional, not negligent.

STATE'S MEMORANDUM REGARDING JURY INSTRUCTIONS -Page 2
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•
"operation" or use of the firearm to kill Emmett Corrigan was negligent. Rather, the
evidence only supports the conclusion that Defendant's act of firing the gun was quite
intentional.

Defendant's requested involuntary manslaughter instruction should,

therefore, be rejected.2

B.

The Court Should Reject Defendant's Request For An

Instruction

Regarding The Concealed Weapon Law
Defendant has proposed an instruction regarding the legality of carrying a
concealed weapon.

(Defendant's Additional Proposed Jury Instruction.)

The State

objects to any such instruction. This issue is not contested and the jury will make no
finding on it, so no instruction is necessary for resolution of the case and such an
instruction would be irrelevant. State v. Folk, 151 Idaho 327, 340, 256 P.3d 735, 748
(2011) ("jury instructions should not include irrelevant information"). Further, because
the issue is not contested and the jury will make no finding on it, the instruction will likely
result in confusion. State v. Gratiot, 104 Idaho 782, 785-86, 663 P.2d 1084, 1087-88
(1983) (interjecting a "totally irrelevant element into the jury's deliberations separate and
apart from the function they serve ... may tend to confuse them.")
Additionally, on the facts of this case, if the jury is to decide the legality of
Defendant's act of carrying a concealed weapon, they must also be instructed that it is
"unlawful for any person to carry a concealed weapon on or about his person when
intoxicated or under the influence of an intoxicating drink," I.C. § 18-33028, as the

Regarding the Court's inquiry as to the applicability of I.C. § 18-3306, it is the State's
position that if the Court concludes the jury should be instructed on involuntary
manslaughter as a lesser included offense, Instruction No. 27 incorporates that statute.

2

STATE'S MEMORANDUM REGARDING JURY INSTRUCTIONS -Page 3
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•
evidence has shown Defendant had a blood alcohol content of .06 at the time of the
shooting.
C.

The Court Should Not Give An Excusable Homicide Instruction

Defendant requested an instruction on "excusable homicide" based on his
"anticipat[ion] that evidence will be presented regarding [~1is] belief that the shooting was
accidental." (Memorandum in Support of Proposed Jury Instructions, pp.9-11; see also
Proposed Jury Instructions, p.11.)

Because no such evidence has been presented,

such an instruction is improper.
D.

The Court Should Not Give A Separate Justifiable Homicide Instruction Or

An Aggravated Battery Instruction

Jury instructions that are duplicative should not be given. See State v. Enno, 119
Idaho 392, 404-05, 807 P.2d 610, 622-23 (1991) (error to give "duplicative and
repetitive" instructions, although error cured when court instructed jury to ignore one of
the repetitive instructions).

Duplicative instructions can confuse the jury.

Nelson v.

World Wide Lease, Inc., 110 Idaho 369,377,716 P.2d 513,521 (1986). A jury properly
instructed on self-defense will know that homicide is justifiable when committed in
"resisting any attempt to murder ... or do some great bodily injury" to the defendant.
I.C. § 18-4009.

The approved instruction reads: "A homicide is justi'fiable if the

defendant was acting in self defense" and "believed the defendant was in imminent
danger of death or great bodily harm." ICJI 1517 (bracketed material inserted).
The Court should not give proposed Instruction No. 36 regarding justifiable
homicide because it is redundant to Instruction No. 38, which covers self-defense and
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•
thereby incorporates the only basis for arguing justifiable homicide in this case. Giving
Instruction No. 36 in addition to No. 38 will only serve to confuse the jury.
An aggravated battery instruction will also confuse the jury.
Aggravated battery is the "willful and unlawful use of force upon the person of
another," I.C. § 18-903(a), which results in "great bodily harm," I.C. § 18-907. The
approved jury instruction on self-defense thus already provides for a defense against an
aggravated battery because both instruct the jury that it is self-defense to resist acts that
would cause great bodily harm. Instructing the jury that it is self-defense to resist an
attempt to do "great bodily harm" and also self defense to resist a battery with intent to
do "great bodily harm" is merely redundant and would serve no purpose other than to
confuse the jury.
E.

The Court Should Give A Limiting Instruction Relating To The Audio
Recordings From The Emergency Room
Defendant played the audio recordings of Detectives Durbin and McGilvery

during his case for the purpose of allowing the jury to hear Defendant's statements.
The jury should be instructed that the audio recordings should only be considered for
that purpose.

The basis for this request is that the audio recording also contains

comments from the attending physician along the lines of it looked like "someone tried
to do [Defendant] in." This comment is hearsay and should not otherwise be considered
by the jury for any purpose.
SUBMITIED this 23rd day of October 2012.
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Deputy Attorney General

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 23rd day of October 2012, I caused to be served
a true and correct copy of the foregoing State's Memorandum Regarding Jury
Instructions to:

Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

_

Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728

_

U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
_:;it... Hand Delivered
_
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
E-mail

-4
_

U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
E-mail

~

Rosean Newman, Legal Secretary
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Time
Speaker
8:28:16 AM!
8:32:05 AM

t
;

)

Courtroom503

Note

lcR FE 11 03976 State v Robert Hall Jury Trial - Day Eleven
:

...............-............................... l.........................................1...............-..,..........................................._.___________, ,........................................-,.............................._,______________, , .................................................
8:32:15 AM )

)Present: Jason Spillman and Jessica Lorello for the State; Rob
lchastain and Deborah Kristal for the defense; defendant in custody

i

I

i!

·

j

8:32:16 AM fcourt

l

1

··· 8:32:59 AM tcourt
8:40: 1OAM Counsel
8:40:46 AM !Court

i

JNow that trial has come to a close, Court will lift NCO between
\Robert Hall and Kandi Hall. Directs Mr. Chastain to prepare an order
)to that effect.
tRe jury iinstructions.
fNo other additions/corrections/changes to jury instructions.
!Feel that this jury has beeR extremely attentive. Change in policy on
coming into the courtroom - it will take me 45 - 50 min to read the
Uury instructions, then will go into State's closing. May take break
lafter that.
lAsk the jury if they need a break, but I'm fine with going right into my
iclosing after State's.
11 hope I'll be done with my closing in less than an hour.
lwe brought the computer - a clean laptop - we played our audios on,
lif the jury needs it.
fNo problem, as long as it's clean.
lcounsel can display the jury instructions during closing, if you wish.

ooooon••••-••••••••-Hoo,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,.,,,,,,,,.... ,.,, ...... , .. , ...... ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,l,,oo,,,,,oooo•Hoooooo,.,.,,,,.. ,,,,,,,,o,,,,,,ooo,o,o,o,,•.. ,-..,-...., .....,.,,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,,,,o..00......,,,... ,,,,.,,.,,,,.,,.,,,,,,,,,,.,.,,,., ....,..,,,.. ,,,,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,.,.,,.,,,,,,,,,oo_,,,,,,,,,

!
l
i

8:42:18 AM :Chastain

l

8:42:47 AM lSpillman
8:43:03 AM lchastain

:

8:43:24 AM {Spillman
8:44: 13 AM 1court
i

!

!

8:44:27 AM tcourt
!

fwe'll be back at 9:00,

and at that time the outer door will be locked.

E

8:44:46 AM 1
lcourt in recess.
8:45:02 AM i
i
................................................,t........................_................J, .............................................................................................................- ...........- .......................................,_,,_, .......................................... ,_....... ..
9:05:09 AM !
/Court reconvenes; all parties present.
9:05: 12 AM
fJury reconvenes; all present.
9:05:53 AM jcounsel
jwaive roll call of jury.
9:06:06 AM fCourt
fAddresses jury. Reads post-proof instructions.
lsegins closing argument for the State.
9:31 :39 AM iSpillman
•"••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••"•••••••,.t•U••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••t•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••-••-•••••••••••••0 •"'•"••••,.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••"•••HH•-•H•••H•••••••••••••o••H••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

i

;~:~: ~~· ~~ jCourt___ {~~~rt"::\~~~::!~:k?
10:41 :31 AM j
10:41 :44 AM counsel

I

_1Nes1 ___ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ _

jcourt and jury reconvene; all present
Iwaive roll call of jury

10:41 :52_AM.iC.hastain
jsegins closing statement for the?~!~.~.~.~.:............................................................................
11:19:31 AM!Spillman
!Final closing remarks.
11 :2e·:·siAMTcourt ···········1A,1cfresses.}ury··,:e·se1ecfiri.~iiafrer·riaies:· ·· ··· ········································· ············ ············
11 :28:35 AM !court
:

jAsks camera and any recording equipment be turned off now.

:

11......
:28:46
AM fc1erk
fDraws names of 3 alternates .
. ................................... .. ........................................ ................................................................................................................................................................................................. .
11 :29:42 AM !Court
....... !Thanks.the.3 .. alternate.~...'"."".'.~.? ..~r.en?~..
·1·1··: 2§":sf.AMTCierk
!Swears in the bailiffs.
,

,

~~~.~.~~?.:. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Courtroom503

11 :30:4g AM! ................................!J~ry~~.!~.~:~...~?~. .?..~li.?:~.~.!i.?..~.~.:...........................................................................................................
:Ask that counsel remain within 15 minutes of the courthouse.
11 :31 :14 AM :court
11 :31 :43 AM

i

~

1

icourt in recess.

L. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1c.ou.rt.. reconvenes_; .. all _parties..present. except. t_he. defendant····· ............................

1 : oa.:.33 .. PM ...
1 :08:34 PM !.

1
.

····~··:·~::·~~··=~···ic.ourt······················i~:;::d:~;~::.;~::~~~i~u!stody···············································································································
··· 1 :09:03 PM icourt
1

!In future, when there are jury questions we only need counsel to be
jpresent. Comments on the jury question, gives proposed answer. I'll
lgive counsel some time to confer .

.... 1..:_1.o.:.38 .. PM ...·c.ounse1..............fc.omment ................................................................................................................................................................................................
iRecommend answer of "No, it does not."
1: 11: 59 PM !Spillman
1: 12:09 PM jchastain
11'm happy with Court's initial proposed answer.
!I'll reply "No, the law does not require a weapon to be holstered."
1 :12:35 PM Court
1
!Acceptable to both sides.
!Agree.
1: 13:09 PM :Counsel

~; ~ ~;!~

=~

l . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . !court.in..recess .............................................................................................................................................................................

.. . .............................................. . ··············-····················· .................................................. ·········································· ·························································································· ·····················•·············

4:41 :49 PM :
4:41 :52 PM jCourt

:court reconvenes; all parties present.
!Jury wants to go home now, come back at 9am tomorrow.

4:45:14 PM i
4:45:40 PM jcourt

4:46:23 PM r

lJury reconvenes; all present
fJury has opted to come back tomorrow morning. We'll have you
!report in tomorrow at 9:00 am. Thanks jury for their good efforts
itoday.
!Jury adjourns for the day.

4:46:50 PM icourt

lcounsel be here at 9 tomorrow.

,

4:47:00 PM

10/24/2012
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Time

)

Courtroom503

Note

Speaker

.... 8:23_:_50 ..AM ___ !......................................l. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8:58:50 AM !
!CR FRE 2011 03976 State v. Robert Hall Jury Trial - Day
!Twelve
8:59:00 AM 1
(Present: Jason Spillman and Jessica Lorello for the State;
:
Rob Chastain and Deborah Kristal for the defense; defendant
i
\in custody. Jury present.
8:59:01 AM \Counsel
:waive roll call of jury.
8:59:14 AM :court
!Addresses jury, thanks them for being prompt and on-time.
'

9:00:04 AM •
11 :51 :33 AM i
11 :51 :40 AM \court
:

!Jury retires to continue deliberations. Court in recess.
:court reconvenes; all parties present.
!Bailiff indicates the jury has reached a verdict. Cautions
:audience to treat jury and their verdict with respect. Reminds
l
!media
no recording of jury poll.
.......................................................................................· ................................................................................................., ......................................................................................................

~.~L. . . . . . . . . . . . .

.. 1~_:_?.~.:.~.!....
JJury.. reconvenes; .. all prese~~ ......................................................................................
11 :53:53 AM !Counsel
!Waive roll call of jury.
11 :54:04 AM\ Presiding \We've reached a unanimous verdict.
1
]Juror
11 :54: 15 AM tcourt
[Reads verdict: Guilty of 2nd-Degree Murder. Guilty of Use of
•
•Firearm in Commission of a Crime.
11 :55:11 AM !Court
fPolls the jury - unanimous.
11 :55:54 AM icourt
iThanks jury for their service, reads final discharge instruction.
................................................ 4,............................... .

~1. .~-~.L. . . . . . . . . . . .
I

.. ~...~ ..:_?.?..:
11 :58:22 AM Court

12:01 :09 PM :Chastain
:

1Jury adjourns .

.............................................................................................................................. .

Addresses defendant. Orders PSI. Appeal rights. Will set
jaside full day for sentencing hearing. SH 13 or 20 December?
jcan set 13 Dec as tentative, but may need to ask for reset.
!

1f.6'f.5i . PM··sp,iTm.an···· · toK......................... ······· ·::::::::::::::::::::::::..:::::::::::::::: : :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::. :::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: : :::::: ::::::::::
12:02:14 PM !Court
jSH 12/13/12@ 9am. We'll treat the PSI as a static one
!
!unless you let me know by Monday that defendant chooses to
i
iparticipate in the PSI proces~:....................................................................................................
[court adjourns.
12:02:48 PM!
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.

Case No. CR-FE-2011-0003976
JURY INSTRUCTIONS

ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

MICHAEL McLAUGHLIN
SR. DISTRICT JUDGE
PRESIDING
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INSTRUCTION NO. 1
This is the case of State of Idaho v. Robert Dean Hall. Are the parties ready to
proceed?
In a moment the clerk will call the roll of the jury. When your name is called you
will also be identified with a number. Please remember your number as we will be
using it later in the jury selection process.
The clerk will now call the roll of the jury.
Ladies and Gentlemen, you have been summoned as prospective jurors in the
lawsuit now before us. The first thing we do in a trial is to select 12 jurors and three
alternate jurors from among you.
I am Michael McLaughlin, the judge in charge of the courtroom and this trial.
The deputy clerk of the court, Beth, marks the trial exhibits and administers oaths to
you jurors and to the witnesses. The bailiff, Giovanna, will assist me in maintaining
courtroom order and working with the jury. The court reporter, Dianne, will keep a
verbatim account of all matters of record during the trial.
Each of you is qualified to serve as a juror of this court. This call upon your time
does not frequently come to you, but is part of your obligation for your citizenship in this
state and country. No one should avoid fulfilling this obligation except under the most
pressing circumstances. Service on a jury is a civic and patriotic obligation which all
good citizens should perform.
Service on a jury affords you an opportunity to be a part of the judicial process,
by which the legal affairs and liberties of your fellow men and women are determined
and protected under our form of government. You are being asked to perform one of
JURY INSTRUCTIONS
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the highest duties of citizenship, that is, to sit in judgment on facts which will determine
the guilt or innocence of persons charged with a crime.
To assist you with the process of selection of a jury, I will reintroduce you to the
parties and their lawyers and tell you in summary what this action is about. When I
introduce an individual would you please stand and briefly face the jury panel and then
retake your seat.
The State of Idaho is the plaintiff in this action. The lawyers representing the

State are Jason Slade Spillman and Jes~ M. Lorello,
erosecu*iflg Attnn le'J'Er.--

~

Bepi:Jtr-A~ft?fr

The defendant in this action is Robert Dean Hall. The lawyers representing Mr.
Hall are Robert R. Chastain and Deborah Kristal.
I will now have the pertinent portion of the Amended Indictment which sets forth
the charges against the defendant read to you.

***HAVE CLERK READ INDICTMENT***
The Indictment is not to be considered as evidence but is a mere formal charge
against the defendant. You must not consider it as evidence of guilt and you must not
be influenced by the fact that charges have been filed.
To these charges, the defendant has pied not guilty.
Under our law and system of justice, every defendant is presumed to be
innocent. This means two things.

JURY INSTRUCTIONS
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First, the state has the burden of proving the defendant guilty. The state has that
burden throughout the trial. The defendant is never required to prove [his] [her]
innocence, nor does the defendant ever have to produce any evidence at all.
Second, the state must prove the alleged crime beyond a reasonable doubt. A
reasonable doubt is not a mere possible or imaginary doubt. It is a doubt based on
reason and common sense. It may arise from a careful and impartial consideration of all
the evidence, or from lack of evidence. If after considering all the evidence you have a
reasonable doubt about the defendant's guilt, you must find the defendant not guilty.
As the judge in charge of this courtroom, it is my duty, at various times during the
course of this trial, to instruct you as to the law that applies to this case.
The duty of the jury is to determine the facts; to apply the law set forth in the
instructions to those facts, and in this way to decide the case. In applying the Court's
instructions as to the controlling law, you must follow those instructions regardless of
your opinion of what the law is or what the law should be, or what any lawyer may state
the law to be.
During the course of this trial, including the jury selection process, you are
instructed that you are not to discuss this case among yourselves or with anyone else,
nor to form any opinion as to the merits of the case until after the case has been
submitted to you for your determination.

*** THE CLERK WILL NOW GIVE TO THE PANEL THE OATH***
In this part of the jury selection, you will be asked questions touching on your
qualifications to serve as jurors in this particular case. This part of the case is known as
the voir dire examination.
JURY INSTRUCTIONS
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Voir dire examination is for the purpose of determining if your decision in this
case would in any way be influenced by opinions which you now hold or by some
personal experience or special knowledge which you may have concerning the subject
matter to be tried. The object is to obtain twelve persons who will impartially try the
issues of this case upon the evidence presented in this courtroom without being
influenced by any other factors.
Please understand that this questioning is not for the purpose of prying into your
affairs for personal reasons but is only for the purpose of obtaining an impartial jury.
Each question has an important bearing upon your qualifications as a juror and
each question is based upon a requirement of the law with respect to such
qualifications. Each question is asked each of you, as though each of you were being
questioned separately.
If your answer to any question is yes, please raise your hand. You will then be
asked to identify yourself both by name and juror number.
At this time I would instruct both sides to avoid repeating any question during this
voir dire process which has already been asked. I would ask counsel to note, however,
that you certainly have the right to ask follow-up questions of any individual juror based
upon that juror's response to any previous question.
The jury should be aware that during and following the voir dire examination one
or more of you may be challenged.
Each side has a certain number of "peremptory challenges," by which I mean
each side can challenge a juror and ask that he or she be excused without giving a
reason therefor. In addition each side has challenges "for cause," by which I mean that
JURY INSTRUCTIONS
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each side can ask that a juror be excused for a specific reason. If you are excused by
either side please do not feel offended or feel that your honesty or integrity is being
questioned. It is not.

JURY INSTRUCTIONS
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INSTRUCTION NO. 2
During the course of this trial, including the jury selection process, you are
instructed that you are not to discuss this case among yourselves or with anyone
else, including any use of email, text messaging, tweeting, blogging, electronic
bulletin boards, or any other form of communication, electronic or otherwise. Do
not conduct any personal investigation or look up any information from any
source, including the Internet. Do not form an opinion as to the merits of the case
until after the case has been submitted to you for your determination.

001483

INSTRUCTION NO. 3

1.

You have heard the charges made in the Indictment against the

defendant. Other than what I have told you, do any of you know anything about this
case, either through your own personal knowledge, by discussion with anyone else or
from radio, television or newspapers?
2.

Does the relationship of guardian and ward, attorney and client, master

and servant, landlord and tenant, boarder or lodger exist between any of you and
Robert Dean Hall?
3.

Have any of you ever formed or expressed an unqualified opinion that

Robert Dean Hall is guilty or not guilty of the offense charged?
4.

I have introduced you to the lawyers representing the parties. Are any of

you related by blood or marriage to any of the lawyers or do any of you know any of the
lawyers from any professional, business or social relationship?
5.

Do any of you have a religious or moral position that would make it

impossible to render judgment?
6.
DeanHal\?

{!ff_

Do any of you have any bias or prej~eithe~ or a~st Robert

11,-eA';l~~'fa/ ~ uA;

tr?

• /

~Jil.-

Are ufere any of you who are unwilling to follow my instructions t o ~

you, the jury, as to the law that you must apply in determining this case?

-7~
8. Do any of you have physical problems with seeing or hearing that would

~

make it difficult for you to see or hear evidence presented during the trial.

9.

Do any of you know each other?
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tf'tr

10.

Are there any of you, if selected as a juror in this case, who is unwilling or

unable to render a fair and impartial verdict based upon the evidence presented in this
courtroom and the law as instructed by the Court?
11.

Do any of you have any other reason why you cannot give this case your

undivided attention and render a fair and impartial verdict?

JURY INSTRUCTIONS
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INSTRUCTION NO. 4
Now that you have been sworn as jurors to try this case, I want to go over with
you what will be happening. I will describe how the trial will be conducted and what we
will be doing. At the end of the trial, I will give you more detailed guidance on how you
are to reach your decision.
Because the State has the burden of proof, it goes first. After the State's opening
statement, the defense may make an opening statement, or may wait until the State
has presented its case.
The State will offer evidence that it says will support the charge against the
defendant. The defense may then present evidence, but is not required to do so. If the
defense does present evidence, the State may then present rebuttal evidence. This is
evidence offered to answer the defense's evidence.
After you have heard all the evidence, I will give you additional instructions on
the law. After you have heard the instructions, the State and the defense will each be
given time for closing arguments. In their closing arguments, they will summarize the
evidence to help you understand how it relates to the law. Just as the opening
statements are not evidence, neither are the closing arguments. After the closing
arguments, you will leave the courtroom together to make your decision. During your
deliberations, you will have with you my instructions, the exhibits admitted into evidence
and any notes taken by you in court.

JURY INSTRUCTIONS
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INSTRUCTION NO. 5
This criminal case has been brought by the State of Idaho. I will sometimes refer
to the State as the prosecution.
The defendant is charged by the State of Idaho with: COUNT I: MURDER IN
THE FIRST DEGREE and COUNT II: USE OF A DEADLY WEAPON DURING THE
COMMISSION OF A CRIME, violations of the law. The charges against the defendant
are contained in the Indictment, which has already been read to you.
To these charges, the defendant has entered pleas of not guilty.
The Indictment is simply a description of the charges; it is not evidence.

JURY INSTRUCTIONS
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INSTRUCTION NO. 6
Under our law and system of justice, the defendant is presumed to be innocent.
The presumption of innocence means two things.
First, the state has the burden of proving the defendant guilty. The state
has that burden throughout the trial. The defendant is never required to prove his
innocence, nor does the defendant ever have to produce any evidence at all.
Second, the state must prove the alleged crime beyond a reasonable
doubt. A reasonable doubt is not a mere possible or imaginary doubt. It is a
doubt based on reason and common sense. It may arise from a careful and
impartial consideration of all the evidence, or from lack of evidence. If after
considering all the evidence you have a reasonable doubt about the defendant's
guilt, you must find the defendant not guilty.

JURY INSTRUCTIONS
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INSTRUCTION NO. 7
Your duties are to determine the facts, to apply the law set forth in my
instructions to those facts, and in this way to decide the case. In so doing, you must
follow my instructions regardless of your own opinion of what the law is or should be, or
what either side may state the law to be. You must consider them as a whole, not
picking out one and disregarding others. The order in which the instructions are given
has no significance as to their relative importance. The law requires that your decision
be made solely upon the evidence before you. Neither sympathy nor prejudice should
influence you in your deliberations. Faithful performance by you of these duties is vital
to the administration of justice.
In determining the facts, you may consider only the evidence admitted in this
trial. This evidence consists of the testimony of the witnesses, the exhibits offered and
received, and any stipulated or admitted facts. The production of evidence in court is
governed by rules of law. At times during the trial, an objection may be made to a
question asked a witness, or to a witness' answer, or to an exhibit. This simply means
that I am being asked to decide a particular rule of law. Arguments on the admissibility
of evidence are designed to aid the Court and are not to be considered by you nor
affect your deliberations. If I sustain an objection to a question or to an exhibit, the
witness may not answer the question or the exhibit may not be considered. Do not
attempt to guess what the answer might have been or what the exhibit might have
shown. Similarly, if I tell you not to consider a particular statement or exhibit you should
put it out of your mind, and not refer to it or rely on it in your later deliberations.
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During the trial I may have to talk with the parties about the rules of law which
should apply in this case. Sometimes we will talk here at the bench. At other times I
will excuse you from the courtroom so that you can be comfortable while we work out
any problems. You are not to speculate about any such discussions. They are
necessary from time to time and help the trial run more smoothly.
Some of you have probably heard the terms "circumstantial evidence," "direct
evidence" and "hearsay evidence." Do not be concerned with these terms. You are to
consider all the evidence admitted in this trial.
However, the law does not require you to believe all the evidence. As the sole
judges of the facts, you must determine what evidence you believe and what weight you
attach to it.
There is no magical formula by which one may evaluate testimony. You bring
with you to this courtroom all of the experience and background of your lives. In your
everyday affairs you determine for yourselves whom you believe, what you believe, and
how much weight you attach to what you are told. The same considerations that you
use in your everyday dealings in making these decisions are the considerations which
you should apply in your deliberations.
In deciding what you believe, do not make your decision simply because more
witnesses may have testified one way than the other. Your role is to think about the
testimony of each witness you heard and decide how much you believe of what the
witness had to say.
A witness who has special knowledge in a particular matter may give an opinion
on that matter. In determining the weight to be given such opinion, you should consider
JURY INSTRUCTIONS
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the qualifications and credibility of the witness and the reasons given for the opinion.
You are not bound by such opinion. Give it the weight, if any, to which you deem it
entitled.
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INSTRUCTION NO. 8
If you wish, you may take notes to help you remember what witnesses said. If
you do take notes, please keep them to yourself until you and your fellow jurors go to
the jury room to decide the case. You should not let note-taking distract you so that you
do not hear other answers by witnesses. When you leave at night, please leave your
notes in the jury room.
If you do not take notes, you should rely on your own memory of what was said
and not be overly influenced by the notes of other jurors. In addition, you cannot assign
to one person the duty of taking notes for all of you.
I advised you that we have a court reporter that also keeps a verbatim record of
these proceedings.

However, no written transcript is made of these proceedings for

review by the jury.
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INSTRUCTION NO. 9

You were advised earlier that twelve (12) members of this panel will decide this
case. The alternate jurors will be removed by lot after the final arguments are
presented in this case.
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INSTRUCTION NO. 10
Evidence will be presented which will go with you into the jury room which may
have been redacted pursuant to a court order or agreement of the parties. You are not
to concern yourselves with those redactions or speculate as to what may have been
removed.
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INSTRUCTION NO. 11
If during the trial I may say or do anything which suggests to you that I am
inclined to favor the claims or position of any party, you will not permit yourself to be
influenced by any such suggestion. I will not express nor intend to express, nor will I
intend to intimate, any opinion as to which witnesses are or are not worthy of belief;
what facts are or are not established; or what inferences should be drawn from the
evidence. If any expression of mine seems to indicate an opinion relating to any of
these matters, I instruct you to disregard it.
I may at times use the word "victim" in these instructions or in the course of this
trial. This word is used only to refer to a person or persons who are alleged to have
been victimized, and is used only for convenience. It does not indicate any opinion on
my part that a person is a victim, or that the defendant has committed an offense.
Whether a person is a victim, and whether the defendant is guilty of any offense, are
matters for you alone to determine based on the evidence presented at trial.
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INSTRUCTION NO. 12
Do not concern yourself with the subject of penalty or punishment. That subject
must not in any way affect your verdict. If you find the defendant guilty, it will be my
duty to determine the appropriate penalty or punishment.
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INSTRUCTION NO. 13
It is important that as jurors and officers of this court you obey the following
instructions at any time you leave the jury box, whether it be for recesses of the court
during the day or when you leave the courtroom to go home at night.
Do not discuss this case during the trial with anyone, including any of the
attorneys, parties, witnesses, your friends, or members of your family. "No discussion"
also means no emailing, text messaging, tweeting, blogging, posting to electronic
bulletin boards, and any other form of communication, electronic or otherwise.
Do not discuss this case with other jurors until you begin your deliberations at the
end of the trial. Do not attempt to decide the case until you begin your deliberations.
I will give you some form of this instruction every time we take a break. I do that
not to insult you or because I don't think you are paying attention, but because
experience has shown this is one of the hardest instructions for jurors to follow. I know
of no other situation in our culture where we ask strangers to sit together watching and
listening to something, then go into a little room together and not talk about the one
thing they have in common: what they just watched together.
There are at least two reasons for this rule. The first is to help you keep an open
mind. When you talk about things, you start to make decisions about them and it is
extremely important that you not make any decisions about this case until you have
heard all the evidence and all the rules for making your decisions, and you won't have
that until the very end of the trial. The second reason for the rule is that we want all of
you working together on this decision when you deliberate. If you have conversations in
groups of two or three during the trial, you won't remember to repeat all of your
JURY INSTRUCTIONS
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thoughts and observations for the rest of your fellow jurors when you deliberate at the
end of the trial.
Ignore any attempted improper communication. If any person tries to talk to you
about this case, tell that person that you cannot discuss the case because you are a
juror. If that person persists, simply walk away and report the incident to the bailiff.

Do not make any independent personal investigations into any facts or locations
connected with this case. Do not look up any information from any source, including
the Internet. Do not communicate any private or special knowledge about any of the
facts of this case to your fellow jurors. Do not read or listen to any news reports about
this case or about anyone involved in this case, whether those reports are in
newspapers or the Internet, or on radio or television.
In our daily lives we may be used to looking for information on-line and to
"Google" something as a matter of routine. Also, in a trial it can be very tempting for
jurors to do their own research to make sure they are making the correct decision. You
must resist that temptation for our system of justice to work as it should. I specifically
instruct that you must decide the case only on the evidence received here in court. If
you communicate with anyone about the case or do outside research during the trial it
could cause us to have to start the trial over with new jurors and you could be held in
contempt of court.
While you are actually deliberating in the jury room, the bailiff will confiscate all
cell phones and other means of electronic communications. Should you need to
communicate with me or anyone else during the deliberations, please notify the bailiff.
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INSTRUCTION NO. 14
It may be helpful for you to see the place involved in this case. I have appointed
The Ada County Marshall's Office to take you there. While at that place, you are not to
make any measurements, conduct any tests or make any demonstrations. You are not
to have any discussions with your fellow jurors during the view of the place involved in
this case.
Your observations during this view of the place involved are not evidence in this
case, and you are not to take such observations into consideration in arriving at your
verdict. This view is only for the purpose of assisting you in understanding the evidence
presented in court.
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INSTRUCTION NO. 15
Recorded audio statements of the defendant Robert Hall, while he was in the
emergency room, were presented as evidence in this case. This evidence was admitted
for the limited purpose of actually hearing the defendant's statements to the police. The
audio recording also contains statements by the attending physician for the defendant.
You are not to consider the statements by the attending physician for any purpose.

1
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INSTRUCTION NO. 16
You have now heard all the evidence in the case. My duty is to instruct you as to
the law.
You must follow all the rules as I explain them to you. You may not follow some
and ignore others. Even if you disagree or don't understand the reasons for some of
the rules, you are bound to follow them. If anyone states a rule of law different from
any I tell you, it is my instruction that you must follow.
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INSTRUCTION NO. 17

As members of the jury it is your duty to decide what the facts are and to apply
those facts to the law that I have given you. You are to decide the facts from all the
evidence presented in the case.
The evidence you are to consider consists of:
1. sworn testimony of witnesses;
2. exhibits which have been admitted into evidence; and
3. any facts to which the parties have stipulated.
Certain things you have heard or seen are not evidence, including:
1. arguments and statements by lawyers. The lawyers are not witnesses. What
they say in their opening statements, closing arguments and at other times is
included to help you interpret the evidence, but is not evidence. If the facts as
you remember them differ from the way the lawyers have stated them, follow
your memory;
2. testimony that has been excluded or stricken, or which you have been
instructed to disregard;
3. anything you may have seen or heard when the court was not in session.
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INSTRUCTION NO. 18
In order for the defendant to be guilty of First Degree Murder with malice
aforethought, the state must prove each of the following:
1. On or about March 11, 2011
2. in the state of Idaho
3. the defendant Robert Dean Hall engaged in conduct which caused the death
of Emmett Corrigan,
4. the defendant acted without justification or excuse,
5. with malice aforethought, and
6. the murder was a willful, deliberate, and premeditated killing.
Premeditation means to consider beforehand whether to kill or not to kill, and
then to decide to kill. There does not have to be any appreciable period of time during
which the decision to kill was considered, as long as it was reflected upon before the
decision was made. A mere unconsidered and rash impulse, even though it includes an
intent to kill, is not premeditation;
If you find that the state has failed to prove beyond a reasonable doubt any of
the elements one (1) - five (5) above or failed to prove any of the circumstances listed
in element six(6), you must find the defendant not guilty of First Degree Murder. If you
find that elements one (1)-five (5) above have been proven beyond a reasonable
doubt, and you unanimously agree that the state has proven the above circumstance
under element six (6) beyond a reasonable doubt, you must find the defendant guilty of
first degree murder.
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If you find that the state has failed to prove any of the above, you must find the
defendant not guilty of first degree murder. If you find that all of the above have been
proven beyond a reasonable doubt, then you must find the defendant guilty of first
degree murder.
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INSTRUCTION NO. 19

Murder is the killing of a human being without legal justification or excuse and
with malice aforethought.
The killing of a human being is legally excused or when done in self-defense.
You will be instructed later on the elements of excusable homicide and homicide in the
context of self- defense.

6
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INSTRUCTION NO. 20
Malice may be express or implied.
Malice is express when there is manifested a deliberate intention unlawfully to kill
a human being.
Malice is implied when:
1. The killing resulted from an intentional act,
2. The natural consequences of the act are dangerous to human life, and
3. The act was deliberately performed with knowledge of the danger to, and with
conscious disregard for, human life.
When it is shown that a killing resulted from the intentional doing of an act with
express or implied malice, no other mental state need be shown to establish the mental
state of malice aforethought. The mental state constituting malice aforethought does
not necessarily require any ill will or hatred of the person killed.
The word "aforethought" does not imply deliberation or the lapse of time. It only
means that the malice must precede rather than follow the act.
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INSTRUCTION NO. 21
If your unanimous verdict is that the defendant is not guilty of First Degree
Murder you must acquit him of that charge. In that event, you must next consider the
included offense of Second Degree Murder.

8
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INSTRUCTION NO. 22

In order for the defendant to be guilty of Second Degree Murder, the state must
prove each of the following:
1. On or about March 11, 2011
2. in the state of Idaho
3. the defendant Robert Dean Hall engaged in conduct which caused the death
of Emmett Corrigan
4. the defendant acted without justification or excuse, and
5. with malice aforethought which resulted in the death of Emmett Corrigan.
If you find that the state has failed to prove any of the above, you must find the
defendant not guilty of second degree murder. If you find that all of the above have
been proven beyond a reasonable doubt, then you must find the defendant guilty of
second degree murder.
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INSTRUCTION NO. 23
If your unanimous verdict is that the defendant is not guilty of Second Degree
Murder, you must acquit him of that charge. In that event, you must next consider the
included offense of Voluntary Manslaughter.

10
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INSTRUCTION NO. 24

The distinction between murder and manslaughter is that murder requires malice
aforethought, while manslaughter does not.
There is no malice aforethought if the defendant acted with adequate
provocation while in the heat of passion or a sudden quarrel, even if the defendant
intended to kill the deceased. The provocation would have been adequate if it would
have caused a reasonable person, in the same circumstances, to lose self-control and
act on impulse and without reflection.
Heat of passion may be provoked by fear, rage, anger, terror, revenge or other
emotion. Adequate provocation does not exist, however, when a person acts 'from
choice and malice aforethought even though experiencing any number of emotions.
The defendant would not be acting in heat of passion or sudden quarrel if
sufficient time elapsed after the provocation for a reasonable person in the same
circumstances to have regained self-control and for reason to have returned.
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INSTRUCTION NO. 25

In order for the defendant to be guilty of Voluntary Manslaughter, the state must
prove each of the following:
1. On or about March 11, 2011
2. in the state of Idaho
3. the defendant Robert Dean Hall engaged in conduct which caused the death
of Emmett Corrigan, and
4. the defendant acted unlawfully upon a sudden quarrel or heat of passion and
without malice aforethought in causing such death.
If any of the above has not been proven beyond a reasonable doubt, you must
find the defendant not guilty. If each of the above has been proven beyond a
reasonable doubt, then you must find the defendant guilty of voluntary manslaughter.

12
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INSTRUCTION NO. 26

If your unanimous verdict is that the defendant is not guilty of Voluntary
Manslaughter, you must acquit him of that charge. In that event, you must next consider
the included offense of Involuntary Manslaughter.
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INSTRUCTION NO. 27
In order for the defendant to be guilty of Involuntary Manslaughter by negligent
use of a deadly weapon, the state must prove each of the following:
1. On or about March 11, 2011
2. in the state of Idaho
3. the defendant Robert Dean Hall used a firearm with reckless disregard of the
consequences and of the rights of others,
4. producing the death of Emmett Corrigan.
If any of the above has not been proven beyond a reasonable doubt, you must
find the defendant not guilty. If each of the above has been proven beyond a
reasonable doubt, then you must find the defendant guilty.

14
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INSTRUCTION NO. 28
Criminal negligence means such negligence as amounts to a wanton, flagrant or
reckless disregard of consequences or willful indifference of the safety or rights of
others.
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INSTRUCTION NO. 29
If you find the defendant guilty of murder or any of the included offenses set forth
above you must next consider whether the defendant displayed, used, threatened or
attempted to use a firearm in the commission of the crime.
Firearm means any weapon capable of ejecting or propelling one or more
projectiles by the action of any explosive or combustible propellant, and includes
unloaded firearms and firearms which are inoperable but which can readily be rendered
operable.
If you unanimously find beyond a reasonable doubt that the defendant used,
displayed, threatened with or attempted to use a firearm in the commission of the above
crime, then you must so indicate on the verdict form submitted to you. If, on the other
hand, you cannot make such a finding, then you must make that indication on the
verdict form.

16
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INSTRUCTION NO. 30

It is the law of the State of Idaho that a person may lawfully carry a deadly or
dangerous weapon which is concealed on or about his person, within this state, if the
person has a valid license to carry a concealed weapon issued by the sheriff of a
county on behalf of the State of Idaho. However the use of a deadly weapon is
governed by the instructions provided below.

17
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INSTRUCTION NO. 31

Our law provides that "no act committed by a person while in a state of voluntary
intoxication is less criminal by reason of having been in such condition."
This means that voluntary intoxication, if the evidence shows that the defendant
was in such a condition when the defendant allegedly committed the crime charged, is
not a defense in this case.

18
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INSTRUCTION NO. 32
The defendant contends as a defense in this case that the killing of the decedent
was an excusable homicide.
Homicide is excusable when committed by accident and misfortune in doing any
lawful act by lawful means, with usual and ordinary caution, and without any unlawful
intent.
The burden is on the prosecution to prove beyond a reasonable doubt that the
homicide was not excusable. If there is a reasonable doubt whether the homicide was
excusable, you must find the defendant not guilty.

19
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INSTRUCTION NO. 33

A homicide is justifiable if the defendant was acting in self-defense.
In order to find that the defendant acted in self-defense, all of the following conditions
must be found to have been in existence at the time of the killing:
1. The defendant must have believed that the defendant was in imminent danger
of death or great bodily harm.
2. In addition to that belief, the defendant must have believed that the action the
defendant took was necessary to save the defendant from the danger presented.
3. The circumstances must have been such that a reasonable person, under
similar circumstances, would have believed that the defendant was in imminent danger
of death or great bodily injury and believed that the action taken was necessary.
4. The defendant must have acted only in response to that danger and not for
some other motivation.
5. When there is no longer any reasonable appearance of danger, the right of
self-defense ends.
In deciding upon the reasonableness of the defendant's beliefs, you should
determine what an ordinary and reasonable person might have concluded from all the
facts and circumstances which the evidence shows existed at that time, and not with
the benefit of hindsight.
The danger must have been present and imminent, or must have so appeared to
a reasonable person under the circumstances. A bare fear of death or great bodily
injury is not sufficient to justify a homicide. The defendant must have acted under the
influence of fears that only a reasonable person would have had in a similar position.
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The burden is on the prosecution to prove beyond a reasonable doubt that the
homicide was not justifiable. If there is a reasonable doubt whether the homicide was
justifiable, you must find the defendant not guilty.

21
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INSTRUCTION NO. 34
The kind and degree of force which a person may lawfully use in self-defense
are limited by what a reasonable person in the same situation as such person, seeing
what that person sees and knowing what the person knows, then would believe to be
necessary. Any use of force beyond that is regarded by the law as excessive. Although
a person may believe that the person is acting, and may act, in self-defense, the person
is not justified in using a degree of force clearly in excess of that apparently and
reasonably necessary under the existing facts and circumstances.
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INSTRUCTION NO. 35
In the exercise of the right of self-defense, one need not retreat. One may stand
one's ground and defend oneself by the use of all force and means which would appear
to be necessary to a reasonable person in a similar situation and with similar
knowledge. This law applies even though the person being attacked might more easily
have gained safety by flight or by withdrawing 'from the scene.
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INSTRUCTION NO. 36
A defendant in a criminal trial has a constitutional right not to be compelled to
testify. The decision whether to testify is left to the defendant, acting with the advice
and assistance of the defendant's lawyer. You must not draw any inference of guilt from
the fact that the defendant does not testify, nor should this fact be discussed by you or
enter into your deliberations in any way.
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INSTRUCTION NO. 37
You heard testimony that the defendant made a statement to the police
concerning the crime charged in this case. You must decide what, if any, statements
were made and give them the weight you believe is appropriate, just as you would any
other evidence or statements in the case.

25
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INSTRUCTION NO. 38

Evidence has been admitted concerning the reputation of the victim for being
quarrelsome. You may consider this evidence only for the limited purpose of making
your determination as to the reasonableness of the defendant's beliefs under the
circumstances then apparent to the defendant, but only if the defendant was aware of
such reputation.
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INSTRUCTION NO. 39

You have heard the testimony of Kandi Hall concerning statements made by her
before this trial. The believability of a witness may be challenged by evidence that on
some former occasion the witness made a statement or statements that were not
consistent with the witness' testimony in this case. Evidence of this kind may be
considered by you for the purpose of deciding whether you believe Kandi Hall's
testimony or the weight to be given the testimony that you heard from Kandi Hall in this
courtroom.
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INSTRUCTION NO. 40
Evidence that Kandi Hall has plead guilty to an offense may be considered by
you only as it may affect the believability of the witness.

28
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INSTRUCTION NO. 41
In every crime or public offense there must exist a union or joint operation of act
and intent or criminal negligence.
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INSTRUCTION NO. 42
In this case you will return a verdict, consisting of a series of questions. Although
the explanations on the verdict form are self-explanatory, they are part of my
instructions to you. I will now read the verdict form to you. It states:
"We, the Jury, for our verdict, unanimously answer the question(s) submitted to
us as follows:

QUESTION NO. 1: Is Robert Dean Hall guilty or not guilty of First Degree
Murder?
Not Guilty _ _ _ Guilty _ __
If you unanimously answered Question No. 1 "Guilty," then you should proceed
to Question No. 5. If you unanimously answered Question No. 1 "Not Guilty," then
proceed to answer Question No. 2.

QUESTION NO. 2: Is Robert Dean Hall guilty or not guilty of Second Degree
Murder?
Not Guilty _ _ _ Guilty _ _ __
If you unanimously answered Question No. 2 "Guilty," then you should proceed
to Question No. 5. If you unanimously answered Question No. 2 "Not Guilty," then
proceed to answer Question No. 3.

QUESTION NO. 3: Is Robert Dean Hall guilty or not guilty of Voluntary
Manslaughter?
Not Guilty _ _ _ Guilty _ __
30
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If you unanimously answered Question No. 3 "Guilty," then you should proceed
to Question No. 5. If you unanimously answered Question No. 3 "Not Guilty," then
proceed to answer Question No. 4.

QUESTION NO. 4: Is Robert Dean Hall guilty or not guilty of Involuntary
Manslaughter?
Not Guilty _ _ _ Guilty _ __
If you unanimously answered Question No. 4 "Guilty," then you must next answer
Question No. 5. If you unanimously answered Question No. 4 "Not Guilty," then
the presiding juror should simply sign the verdict form and advise the bailiff.

QUESTION NO. 5: Did Robert Dean Hall personally use a firearm in the
commission of the crime of which you have found him guilty?
YES:

---

NO: - - -"
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INSTRUCTION NO. 43
It is alleged that the crime charged was committed "on or about" a certain date. If
you find the crime was committed, the proof need not show that it was committed on
that precise date.
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INSTRUCTION NO. 44
The original instructions and the exhibits will be with you in the jury room. They
are part of the official court record. For this reason please do not alter them or mark on
them in any way.
The instructions are numbered for convenience in referring to specific
instructions. There may or may not be a gap in the numbering of the instructions. If
there is, you should not concern yourselves about such gap.
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INSTRUCTION NO. 45

You have been instructed as to all the rules of law that may be necessary for you
to reach a verdict. Whether some of the instructions will apply will depend upon your
determination of the facts. You will disregard any instruction which applies to a state of
facts which you determine does not exist. You must not conclude from the fact that an
instruction has been given that the Court is expressing any opinion as to the facts.
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INSTRUCTION NO. 46
I have outlined for you the rules of law applicable to this case and have told you
of some of the matters which you may consider in weighing the evidence to determine
the facts. In a few minutes counsel will present their closing remarks to you, and then
you will retire to the jury room for your deliberations.
The arguments and statements of the attorneys are not evidence. If you
remember the facts differently from the way the attorneys have stated them, you should
base your decision on what you remember.
The attitude and conduct of jurors at the beginning of your deliberations are
important. It is rarely productive at the outset for you to make an emphatic expression
of your opinion on the case or to state how you intend to vote. When you do that at the
beginning, your sense of pride may be aroused, and you may hesitate to change your
position even if shown that it is wrong. Remember that you are not partisans or
advocates, but are judges. For you, as for me, there can be no triumph except in the
ascertainment and declaration of the truth.
As jurors you have a duty to consult with one another and to deliberate before
making your individual decisions. You may fully and fairly discuss among yourselves all
of the evidence you have seen and heard in this courtroom about this case, together
with the law that relates to this case as contained in these instructions.
During your deliberations, you each have a rjght to re-examine your own views
and change your opinion. You should only do so if you are convinced by fair and honest
discussion that your original opinion was incorrect based upon the evidence the jury
saw and heard during the trial and the law as given you in these instructions.
35
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Consult with one another. Consider each other's views, and deliberate with the
objective of reaching an agreement, if you can do so without disturbing your individual
judgment. Each of you must decide this case for yourself; but you should do so only
after a discussion and consideration of the case with your fellow jurors.
However, none of you should surrender your honest opinion as to the weight or
effect of evidence or as to the innocence or guilt of the defendant because the majority
of the jury feels otherwise or for the purpose of returning a unanimous verdict.
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INSTRUCTION NO. 47

Upon retiring to the jury room, select one of you as a presiding juror, who will
preside over your deliberations. It is that person's duty to see that discussion is orderly;
that the issues submitted for your decision are fully and fairly discussed; and that every
juror has a chance to express himself or herself upon each question.
In this case, your verdict must be unanimous. When you all arrive at a verdict,
the presiding officer will sign it and you will return it into open court.
Your verdict in this case cannot be arrived at by chance, by lot, or by
compromise. If, after considering all of the instructions in their entirety, and after having
fully discussed the evidence before you, the jury determines that it is necessary to
communicate with me, you may send a note by the bailiff. You are not to reveal to me
or anyone else how the jury stands until you have reached a verdict or unless you are
instructed by me to do so.
A verdict form suitable to any conclusion you may reach will be submitted to you
with these instructions.

Dated this

.:Z '(

day of October, 2012

'
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INSTRUCTION NO. 48
Jury deliberations should normally take place during courthouse hours and
should not normally take place after 5:00 p.m. However deliberations may be continued
after 5:00 p.m. with the consent of the jury. Please advise the bailiff if you wish to
continue to deliberate past 5:00 p.m. so that we can order dinner for you.
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•
INSTRUCTION NO. 49

You have now completed your duties as jurors in this case and are discharged
with the sincere thanks of this Court. The question may arise as to whether you may
discuss this case with the attorneys or with anyone else. For your guidance, the Court
instructs you that whether you talk to the attorneys, or to anyone else, is entirely your
own decision. It is proper for you to discuss this case, if you wish to, but you are not
required to do so, and you may choose not to discuss the case with anyone at all. If you
choose to, you may tell them as much or as little as you like, but you should be careful
to respect the privacy and feelings of your fellow jurors. Remember that they
understood their deliberations to be confidential. Therefore, you should limit your
comments to your own perceptions and feelings. If anyone persists in discussing the
case over your objection, or becomes critical of your service, either before or after any
discussion has begun, please report it to me.
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF A~~?._"1_,~~~f:_... _.... -.....

OCT 2 5 2012
CHRl3TOPhr:i'1 D.

THE STATE OF IDAHO,

CE."UlY

Plaintiff,

Case No. CR-FE-2011-0003976

vs.

VERDICT

ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

We, the Jury, for our verdict, unanimously answer the question(s) submitted to
us as follows:
QUESTION NO. 1: Is Robert Dean Hall guilty or not guilty of First Degree
Murder?
Not Guilty

_x__

r;. :;;, ,~,,~ .

By :JEYi-1 /\.,P..::)TEHS

Guilty _ __

If you unanimously answered Question No.1 "Guilty," then you should proceed

to Question No. 5. If you unanimously answered Question No. 1 "Not Guilty," then
proceed to answer Question No. 2.
QUESTION NO. 2: Is Robert Dean Hall guilty or not guilty of Second Degree
Murder?
Not Guilty _ _ _ Guilty

1-_
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If you unanimously answered Question No. 2 "Guilty," then you should proceed
to Question No. 5. If you unanimously answered Question No. 2 "Not Guilty," then
proceed to answer Question No. 3.

QUESTION NO. 3: Is Robert Dean Hall guilty or not guilty of Voluntary
Manslaughter?
Not Guilty _ _ _ Guilty _ __
If you unanimously answered Question No. 3 "Guilty," then you should proceed
to Question No. 5. If you unanimously answered Question No. 3 "Not Guilty," then
proceed to answer Question No. 4.

QUESTION NO. 4: Is Robert Dean Hall guilty or not guilty of Involuntary
Manslaughter?
Not Guilty _ _ _ Guilty _ __
If you unanimously answered Question No. 4 "Guilty," then you must next answer
Question No. 5. If you unanimously answered Question No. 4 "Not Guilty," then
the presiding juror should simply sign the verdict form and advise the bailiff.

QUESTION NO. 5: Did Robert Dean Hall personally use a firearm in the
commission of the crime of which you have found him guilty?
Y E S : ~ NO:

"
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ROBERT R. CHASTAIN
ATTORNEY AT LAW

OCT 2 9 2012

300 Main, Suite 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Telephone: (208) 345-31 10
Idaho State Bar #2765
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DEBORAH N. KRISTAL
ATTORNEY AT LAW

3 140 Bogus Basin Road
Boise, ID 83702
Telephone: (208) 345-8708
Idaho State Bar #2296
Attorneys for Defendant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
ST ATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

vs.

ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)

Case No. CRFE 2011-3976
MOTION TO VA CATE AND RESET
SENTENCING

)
)
)
)
)
)

COMES NOW the Defendant, Robert Hall, by and through his conflict Ada
County Public Defenders, Robert R. Chastain and Deborah N. Kristal, and hereby
moves this Court for its Order to vacate and reset the pending Sentencing date of
December 13, 2012.
This Motion is made on the basis that both myself and Ms. Kristal will not
be available on this date.

MOTION TO VACATE & RESET SENTENCING
Page -1
C:\Users\Maria\Documents\ WPDOCS\Murder\Hall, Robert D\Hall Motions\vacate.motion.hall.wpd
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DATED this

'd-'1~
day of October, 2012.

•

ROBERT R. CHASTAIN
Attorney for Defendant

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify on the ·sf'.j_-t.y of October, 2012, I served a true and correct copy of the within
and foregoing memorandum upon the attorney(s) named below in the manner noted:

Jason Spillman
Jessica Lorello
Attorney General Office
PO Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0010
Robert D. Hall #1038828
c/o Ada County Jail
7210 Barrister Dr.
Boise, ID 83 704

0By first class mail, postage prepaid
0By hand delivery
•By faxing the same to: 854-8083

•By first class mail, postage prepaid
0By hand delivery
0By faxing the same to:

Robert R. Chastain

MOTION TO VACATE & RESET SENTENCING
Page -2
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ROBERT R. CHASTAIN
ATTORNEY AT LAW
300 Main, Suite 158
Boise, ID 83 702-7728
(208) 345-3110
Idaho State Bar #2765

OCT 2 9 2012
CHRISTOPi-i[R D. RICH. Clerk
By KATRi,\P GH81S'l'i;NSEN

DEBORAH N. KRISTAL
AITORNEY AT LAW
3140 Bogus Basin Road
Boise, ID 83 702
(208) 345-8708
Idaho State Bar #2296

u::.:~1.., r·r

Attorneys for Defendant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CRFE 2011-3976
NOTICE OF HEARING

TO: Jason Spillman and Jessica Lorello, Deputy Attorney General and Special
Prosecuting Attorneys and the Clerk of the Court.
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN on November 8, 2012, at 9:00 a.m., or as
soon thereafter as counsel may be heard, before the above entitled Court, the
Defendant's Motion to Vacate and Reset Sentencing will be called up for hearing
by this Court.

NOTICE OF HEARING

Page 1
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DATED this __Q__=i_ day of October, 2012 .

w

--~~
:::::::::

ROBERTR. CHASTAIN
Attorney for Defendant

r

i&

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify on thJ?l day of October 2012, I served a true and correct copy of the within
and foregoing document upon the individual(s) named below in the manner noted:
Jason Spillman
Jessica Lorello
Attorney General Office
PO Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0010

Robert D. Hall #1038828
c/o Ada County Jail
7210 Barrister Dr.
Boise, ID 83 704

0
0

•

•
0
0

By first class mail, postage prepaid
By hand delivery
By faxing the same to: 854-8083

By first class mail, postage prepaid
By hand delivery
By faxing the same to:

Robert R. Chastain

NOTICE OF HEARING
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ROBERT R. CHASTAIN
ATTORNEY AT LAW
300 Main, Suite 158
Boise, ID 83 702-7728
(208) 345-3110
Idaho State Bar #2765

OCT 3 1 : ..,
CHRISTOPHER D.

!·

By CETH M.I\.:;:·: - DE?UTY

DEBORAH N. KRISTAL
ATTORNEY AT LAW
3140 Bogus Basin Road
Boise, ID 83702
(208) 345-8708
Idaho State Bar #2296
Attorneys for Defendant

J:tECEIVF'

OCT 29 ?"12
Ada Cour,1 :·

·,. •

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
ST ATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
ST ATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.

ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case: CRFE 2011-3976
ORDER TO VACATE NO CONTACT
ORDER

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED the No Contact Order issued on April 8, 2011, is hereby
vacated and as of October 25, 2012, the Defendant may have phone and video privileges with
family members, including Kandi Hall.
DA TED this

3 J -:, t

day of October, 2012.

Hon~t/~District Judge

ORDER TO VACATE NO CONTACT ORDER
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I hereby certify on the_ day of October, 2012, I served a true and correct copy of the
within and foregoing document upon the individual(s) named below in the manner noted:
Jason Spillman
Jessica Lorello
Attorney General Office
PO Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0010

0
0

•

Ada County Jail

Robert R. Chastain
Attorney at Law
300 Main, Suite 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728

By first class mail, postage prepaid
By hand delivery
By faxing the same to: 854-8083

By first class mail, postage prepaid
By hand delivery
By faxing the same to: trt.~t'- /--LO

•

0
0

By first class mail, postage prepaid
By hand delivery
By faxing the same to:

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH,
Clerk of the Court - a\Hlll11,,,,
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LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General

L-< ...t :
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NO·----=F1=L.Eo=-q~~~-

A.M. _ _ _ _ p.M,_.
__
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_

NOV - 5 2012
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By ELAINE TONG
DePUTY

PAUL R. PANTHER
Chief, Deputy Attorney General
Criminal Law Division
JASON SLADE SPILLMAN ISB #8813
JESSICA M. LORELLO ISB #6554
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
FIFTY-SEVENTH ADDENDUM
TO DISCOVERY
FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL

COMES NOW, Jason Slade Spillman, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho,
and makes the following Fifty-Seventh Addendum to the previous Response to Discovery
pursuant to Rule 16:

16(b) Disclosure pursuant to written request by Defendant:
(4)
BATES#
5141

Documents and Tangible Objects:
DOCUMENT/ DESCRIPTION
Compact disc containing jail calls
from October 2, 2012 through
October 17, 2012

AUTHOR/
AGENCY
Julie McKay

DATE

FIFTY-SEVENTH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 1

NO.OF
PAGES
1 CD

001547

•
5142

Compact disc containing jail calls
from October 20, 2012 through
October 30, 2012

1 CD

Julie McKay

DATED this 5th day of November 2012.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 5th day of November 2012, I caused to be served
a true and correct copy of the foregoing Fifty-Seventh Addendum to Discovery for Conflict
Counsel to:
Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

X. _U.S.
_
_

Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

X
_
_

Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
Electronic Mail (Email)

U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
Electronic Mail (Email)

~

Rosean Newman, Legal Secretary

FIFTY-SEVENTH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 2
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ROBERT R. CHASTAIN

Attorney at Law
300 W. Main, Suite 158
Boise, ID 83702
(208) 345-31102
Idaho State Bar# 2765

FILED
P.M _ _ __

NOV -8 2012
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk

DEBORAH N. KRISTAL

By JANET ELLIS

Attorney at Law
3140 N. Bogus Basin Road
Boise, ID 83702
(208) 345-8708
Idaho State Bar #2296

DEPUTY

Attorney for Defendant
Robert Dean Hall

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

STATE OF IDAHO,
Case No.CR-FE-2011-3976
Plaintiff,
MOTION FOR JUDGMENT OF
ACQUITTAL AND MOTION FOR AN
ORDER SETTING ASIDE JUDGMENT OF
CONVICTION AND NEW TRIAL

V.

ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

COMES NOW, Robert Dean Hall, by and through his attorneys of record, and
moves this Court for a Judgment of Acquittal pursuant to LC.§ 19-2104, Idaho Criminal
Rule 29(c), and the Due Process provisions of the 5th and 14th Amendments and Article I,
§ 13 of the Idaho Constitution. In the alternative, Mr. Hall hereby moves this Court for an
Order Setting Aside Judgment of Conviction and New Trial pursuant to I.C. § 192406( 6), Idaho Criminal Rule 34, and the Due Process provisions of the 5th and 14th

MOTION FOR JUDGMENT OF ACQUITTAL AND MOTION FOR AN ORDER
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•
Amendments and Article I, § 13 of the Idaho Constitution. This motion is based on the
record in this case, the evidence presented at trial, and the authorities set forth in the
following memorandum.
INTRODUCTION

The evidence is insufficient to establish that a crime occurred on the night
Emmett Corrigan died. The State has no eyewitness to the actual shootings nor can the
events be explained conclusively by the physical evidence. However, the evidence is
entirely consistent with a struggle or fight taking place and that Corrigan was the initial
aggressor.
According to Corrigan's secretary, Chris Search, Corrigan had a temper, and
Corrigan had expressed his desire to hurt Mr. Hall. (Chris Search testimony, p. 12)1. In
late February, 2011, Corrigan went to Mr. Hall's house where he encountered Mr. Hall.
As explained and demonstrated to Chris Search by Corrigan, Corrigan was "stand[ing]
still, fists down at his sides, lower[ed] his head ... [and] [a]s he became more angry, his
face would turn red .... [H]e would stamp his feet like a bull as an intimidation tactic."
Id. at pp. 18-19.
On March 11, 2011, prior to leaving for the Walgreens' parking lot, Corrigan
became angry with his family and said "I could kill all of you." (Ashlee Birk testimony,
p. 9). In fact, Corrigan's wife, Ashlee Birk, informed law enforcement that: "[Corrigan]
was threatening me in front of my family and so angry that it just wasn't him." Id. at p.
22. Ashlee told law enforcement that Corrigan had been very angry lately and suspected
that Corrigan was using steroids. Id. at p. 19.

1

Transcript of Jury Trial October 9 through October 24, 2013 referred to hereinafter as the name of the
person testifying and page number.
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Lab results confirmed that Corrigan's urme tested positive for two steroids,
Dianabol and Stanonzol. Pill bottles containing steroids were later discovered inside
Corrigan's truck. Dr. Pablo Stewart kstified that there are significant psychological
issues associated with the use of steroids including: mania, agitated depression, and
irritability. Dr. Stewart's review of Corrigan's behaviors prior to his death led him to
testify that Corrigan's use of steroids was having a negative psychological effect on
Corrigan on the night of his death. (Dr. Pablo Stewart testimony).
Corrigan was not only suffering negative psychological effects from his use of
steroids and making threatening statements to his family, Corrigan was also sending text
messages indicating his desire to physically harm Mr. Hall on the night of his death.
Shortly before leaving for the Walgreens, Corrigan sent a text messages to Tina Lax
inquiring about Kandi Hall and Mr. Hall. One of Corrigan's text messages informed:
"I'm about ready to drive over and beat his ass." (State's Ex. 77A).
While Corrigan and Kandi were driving back to the Walgreens, Kandi received a
telephone call from Mr. Hall. Corrigan grabbed the phone from Kandi and informed Mr.
Hall: "I'm going to crack your f*cking head." (Kandi Hall testimony, pp. 49-50, 120). 2
The evidence indicates that Corrigan was eager to return to the Walgreens and
confront Mr. Hall. Upon arriving back at the Walgreens, Corrigan parked his truck across
several parking spots, exited his truck without shutting off the engine, and left his door
open. Corrigan shuffled his feet like a bull while confronting Mr. Hall. Id. at pp. 94-95. 3
Kandi Hall testified that Corrigan became enraged and lunged into Mr. Hall, shoving him

2

While the State would contend that Kandi Hall's testimony is not credible, there is no evidence that Kandi
Hall was ever inconsistent in her account of the events while in Corrigan's vehicle.
3 Kandi Hall's testimony as to Corrigan shuffiing his feet like a bull has been consistent with her statements
to law enforcement.
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with both hands. Id. at p. 57. As Kandi was walking to her car she heard, but could not
see, the sound of scuffling behind her. Id. at p. 58.
Detective Jake Durbin testified that while in the emergency room at the hospital,
Mr. Hall said that he went to Walgreens and he and Corrigan fought. (Durbin testimony,
p. 19). During the autopsy of Corrigan's body, fresh abrasions to the knuckles of his left
hand were identified. (Groben testimony, pp. 86-87). Mr. Hall stated "that he had his gun
and . . . it fell out of his pocket during the fight." (Durbin testimony, p. 20). An
examination of the firearm discovered at the scene revealed impact damage to the laser
consistent with it dropping on the surface of the ground. (K. Sweeny testimony). While
Mr. Hall and Corrigan "fought over the gun, ... [Mr. Hall] thought that he had been shot
in the neck during the fight." (Durbin testimony, p.20). Mr. Hall has no memory of the
events after this point, as he suffered a traumatic brain injury from a bullet striking the
top of his skull which caused hemorrhaging in his brain. (Dr. Robert Friedman
testimony).
While there are no eyewitnesses who can testify to the transaction causing the
gunshot wounds to Corrigan, the State's witness Sarah Johnson heard the sound of one
"pop," then a pause, followed by two subsequent pops. 4
Even though multiple experts testified, the physical evidence does not establish
with any certainty who fired the shots or the sequence of the shots. Mr. Hall, Kandi Hall,
and Corrigan all tested positive for gunshot residue on their hands, in varying amounts.
(Murtha testimony, pp. 44-45).

4

Even though Kandi Hall testified to hearing a cadence of one pop followed by two subsequent pops, the
State contends that Kandi Hall initially claimed to hearing two pops followed by one pop sound.
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LAW AND ARGUMENT

"A defendant in a criminal action is presumed to be innocent until the contrary is
proved, and in case of reasonable doubt whether his guilt is satisfactorily shown, he is
entitled to an acquittal." LC. § 19-2104. "Under Idaho Criminal Rule 29, a trial court
must enter a judgment of acquittal if the evidence is insufficient to sustain a conviction of
such offense or offenses." State v. Glass, 139 Idaho 815, 818 (Ct. App. 2003). The
p\lrpose of ICR 29 is to test the sufficiency of the evidence against a defendant and avoid
the risk that a jury may find the defendant guilty when there is not legally sufficient
evidence. 2A, Wright, Federal Practice and Procedure, Section 461 (Criminal 3d ed.
2000) (discussing the similar Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 29, Motion for
Judgment of Acquittal.) "A motion for acquittal will not be granted when the evidence is
sufficient to sustain the conviction. Evidence is sufficient to sustain a conviction if there
is substantial evidence upon which a rational trier of fact could conclude that the
defendant's guilt as to each material element of the offense was proved beyond a
reasonable doubt." State v. Matthews, 124 Idaho 806, 813 (Ct. App. 1993) (internal
citations omitted).
A trial court has authority to grant a new trial pursuant to LC. § 19-2406 and
LC.R. 34. State v. Mack, 132 Idaho 480, 482 (Ct. App. 1999). When a verdict has been
rendered against a defendant, a court may grant a new trial "[w]hen the verdict is contrary
to law or evidence." LC. § 19-204(6). Idaho Criminal Rule 34 allows the trial court to
grant a new trial if required in the interest of justice. A district court has wide discretion
in deciding to grant a new trial. Mack, 132 Idaho at 483. "The Due Process Clause of the
Fourteenth Amendment denies States the power to deprive the accused of liberty unless
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the prosecution proves beyond a reasonable doubt every element of the charged offense."
Carella v. California, 491 U.S. 263, 265, (1989) (citing In re Winship, 397 U.S. 358, 364

(1970)).
Mr. Hall was convicted of murder in the second degree. Murder is defined as "the
unlawful killing of a human being ... with malice aforethought ...." LC. § 18-4001.
The killing of a human being is not unlawful if it is justifiable or excusable. See State v.
Copenbarger, 52 Idaho 441, 16 P.2d 383,389 (1932). Malice may be express or implied.

LC. § 18-4002. Express malice is shown where the defendant "manifested a deliberate
intention unlawfully to take away the life of a fellow creature." Id. Implied malice is
found when "no considerable provocation appears, or when the circumstances attending
the killing show an abandoned and malignant heart." Id.
In this case, there is insufficient evidence upon which a rational trier of fact could
conclude beyond a reasonable doubt that Mr. Hall is guilty as to each material element of
the charge of murder in the second degree. Mr. Hall is entitled to an acquittal. In the
alternative, the jury verdict in this case was contrary to the evidence, and it would be
appropriate for this Court to reverse the judgment, set aside the verdict, and commence a
new trial.
1. There is insufficient evidence that Mr. Hall engaged in conduct which

resulted in Corrigan's death.
There is insufficient evidence that Mr. Hall discharged a firearm on March 11,
2011, causing Corrigan's death. Evidence that Mr. Hall was the owner of the firearm
discovered at the scene does not establish that he discharged the firearm. The evidence
reveals that Mr. Hall, Kandi Hall, and Corrigan all had traces of gunshot residue on their
person on the night in question. The State's gunshot residue expert, Allison Murtha,
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testified that presence of gunshot residue indicates only that the "subject discharged a
firearm, was in close proximity when a firearm was discharged, or came into contact with
something that had gunshot residue on it." No further testimony or conclusion could be
drawn. (Murtha testimony, pp. 44-45). The only liftable fingerprint found on the gun
belonged to Kandi Hall. A mixture of DNA from Rob Hall and possibly Corrigan were
found on the gun. Moreover, both Mr. Hall and Corrigan sustained gunshots wounds that
night. Yet, there is insufficient evidence that identifies the source of Mr. Hall and
Corrigan's gunshot wounds. Other than Mr. Hall's statements concerning a struggle and
being shot, there was no eyewitness to the transaction resulting in Corrigan's death.
There is insufficient evidence that Mr. Hall committed a crime or that Corrigan's
death was the result of an unlawful killing and not justifiable or excusable. Mr. Hall is
entitled to an acquittal. In the alternative, the jury verdict is contrary to the evidence and
it would be appropriate for this Court to reverse the judgment, set aside the verdict, and
commence a new trial in this case.

2. There is insufficient evidence that Corrigan's death was not the result of
justification or excuse.
The State's entire case for a conviction of murder rested upon speculation.
However, even assuming arguendo that Mr. Hall shot Corrigan, no evidence has been
presented that proves beyond a reasonable doubt that the defendant acted without
justification or excuse. Mr. Hall was the only eyewitness of the immediate transaction
charged as the crime, and his statements made out a case of justification or excuse which
is reasonable, uncontradicted, and corroborated.
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The killing of a human being is not unlawful if it is justifiable or excusable. See

State v. Copenbarger, 52 Idaho 441, 16 P.2d 383, 389 (1932). When an accused is the
only witness of a transaction charged as a crime his testimony cannot be arbitrarily
rejected, and when not contradicted and not inconsistent with the facts and circumstances
of the case, but reasonably consistent therewith, then his testimony should be accepted.

Eagan v. State, 58 Wyo. 167, 225-26 (1942); see Johnson v. State, 987 So.2d 420 (2008)
(concluding that defendant's account of victim's stabbing as the only eyewitness, and the
defense witness's eyewitness account of the immediate events prior to the stabbing, were
reasonable and consistent with self-defense and the defendant was entitled to an
acquittal).
In State v. Galford, the defendant was convicted of second degree murder and the
Supreme Court of Appeals of West Virginia set aside the verdict and remanded for a new
trial. 87 W.Va. 358 (1920). While engaged in his duties as a police officer, the defendant
alleged that his revolver accidentally discharged while he and the victim were engaged in
combat. Id. at 237. The defendant was the only eyewitness to the struggle and to how the
revolver was discharged. Id. at 238. The defendant encountered the victim earlier in the
night and instructed him to proceed home. Later that night the defendant saw the victim
pass by on several occasions. A few moments prior to the shooting, the victim remarked
to a third party that the defendant had been following him around that night and would
slap the defendant if he continued. The State called numerous witnesses but none of them
actually saw the physical altercation or knew how it originated. Id. at 23 8. 5 The defendant

5 The court noted that only three of the State's witnesses provided testimony that may have had some
significance as to the manner in which the injury that caused the death was inflicted. The first witness
testified that he heard two men have a conversation followed by the sound of scuffling. After the scuffling
ceased, a few seconds later he heard a voice say: "You will jump on me; you will? No you won't." Then
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testified that the victim approached him and threatened to kill him. Then, the victim
grabbed the defendant's arm and hit him in the face. When the defendant went for the
gun in his pocket the victim "threw it up against [the defendant's] side ... , and in the
tussle in grabbing the gun it was pulled off in getting it loose." Id. at 239. The court
found that in the absence of proof to the contrary, there is no plausible reason for
rejecting the defendant's explanation of the manner the events as to the degree of
homicide found by the jury. Id. at 240.
In this case, the evidence is entirely consistent with a struggle or fight taking
place and that Corrigan was the initial aggressor. Given that Mr. Hall is the only witness
to the cause of his gunshot wound, and his statements put into evidence as statements of a
party opponent are reasonable, consistent with the evidence, and corroborated by the
physical evidence and testimony, his statements should be accepted.
While in the St. Alphonsus Regional Medical Center emergency room, Mr. Hall
informed law enforcement that he got in a fight with Corrigan, during the struggle his gun
fell out of his pocket, and he was shot. The officers and detectives who interviewed Mr.
Hall stated he said he does not know how Corrigan was shot. Mr. Hall has no memory
beyond the point of being shot in his head due to suffering a traumatic brain injury. This
is similar to the facts in Galford, where in that case a firearm discharged during a struggle
and that court found lack of malice. However, unlike the facts in Galford there is no
evidence in this case that Mr. Hall fired any shots. Even though Mr. Hall had his firearm
on him on the night of March 11, 2011, Mr. Hall maintained a concealed weapons permit
and routinely carried a firearm. There is simply no evidence that Mr. Hall possessed the
the he heard a voice state: "You will never curse me any more." Three to four seconds after the scuffling
ceased, he heard the discharge of the revolver. Id. at 238. Two other witnesses observed the scene
immediately after the incident and testified to the position of the victim. Id. at 239.
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firearm or that he had exclusive control over the firearm resulting in shots causing
Corrigan's death. Ex parte Edwards, 452 So.2d 503 (Ala. 1983) (finding that nonexclusive control of a weapon during a scuffle is a factor weighing against the
presumption of malice).
Also similar to Galford, there is evidence that Corrigan made threats to physically
harm Mr. Hall just prior to the physical altercation. According to Chris Search, Corrigan
would express his desire to hurt Mr. Hall. The month before his death, Corrigan
confronted Mr. Hall at Mr. Hall's house and attempted to intimidate Mr. Hall by
stamping his feet like a bull. Prior to leaving for the Walgreens, Corrigan made a
threatening statement of physically harming his family, and he sent a message to Tina
Lax indicating that he wanted to physically harm Mr. Hall. According to Kandi Hall,
while driving back to the Walgreens, Corrigan grabbed her phone and threatened to
physically harm Mr.

Hall. Kandi also observed Corrigan display the same

stamping/moving of his feet like a bull while confronting Mr. Hall at the Walgreens.
Unlike Corrigan, there is no evidence indicating that Mr. Hall made any statements or
threats of physical harm towards Corrigan. Further, evidence shows that Corrigan was
using steroids and was likely experiencing negative psychological effects from such use.
Chris Search testified that Corrigan had a temper, and Corrigan's wife testified that he
had been very angry as of late and suspected his steroid use. Moreover, there is physical
evidence that is consistent and tends to corroborate Mr. Hall's statements that a fight took
place and that his gun fell during the struggle. There was damage to the front of the
firearm consistent with being dropped. In addition, Corrigan had fresh abrasions to the
knuckles of his left hand. All of this evidence is consistent with and tends to corroborate
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Mr. Hall's statements that a physical altercation ensued between Corrigan and Mr. Hall,
and that Corrigan initiated the aggression.
The evidence further indicates that Corrigan was not only willing to physically
harm Mr. Hall, but Corrigan's actions demonstrate that he was eager to engage with Mr.
Hall and satisfy his stated desire to harm Mr. Hall. Prior to arriving at the Walgreens,
Corrigan could have decided to pull into the Walgreens parking lot and drop Kandi off
and depan. He could have parked on the West side of the Walgreens store and avoided
contact with Mr. Hall altogether. Instead, Corrigan arrived at the Walgreens and parked
his vehicle across multiple parking spots in open view of Mr. Hall, left his engine
running, got out of his truck, and left his door open and engaged Mr. Hall. Just prior to
this, Corrigan had sexual intercourse with Kandi, threatened his family, and made threats
to physically harm Mr. Hall. This is consistent with a person experiencing the negative
psychological effects of steroid use causing aggressive and manic behaviors instead of
reasoned judgment. None of the State's evidence contradicts or is inconsistent with Mr.
Hall's statements of events. Even the State's witness, Sarah Johnson, testified that the
cadence of the gunshots she heard was the sound of one "pop," then a pause, followed by
two subsequent pops.
Since Mr. Hall's statements of a party opponent are reasonable, consistent, and
corroborated by the evidence in this case, the jury should have accepted them. The
totality of the evidence demonstrates that Corrigan initiated physical contact with Mr.
Hall just prior to Mr. Hall and Corrigan being shot. There is insufficient evidence that
Corrigan's death was the result of an unlawful killing and not justifiable or excusable,
and therefore he is entitled to an acquittal. In the alternative, the jury verdict is contrary to
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•
the evidence, and it would be appropriate for this Court to reverse the judgment, set aside
the verdict, and commence a new trial in this case.
CONCLUSION

For the reasons set forth above, Mr. Hall respectfully requests that this Court
grant his Motion for Judgment of Acquittal, or in the alternative, Grant his Motion for an
Order Setting Aside Judgment of Conviction and Commence a New Trial.
c:-LLDATED this ~ d a y of November, 2012.

By~
ROBERT R. CHASTAIN

By

iA~.m/lK£
DEBORAHN. KRISTAL
Attorney for Defendant
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Judge Michael McLaughlin/J~~et Ellis/Reporter:Kim Madsen/11/08/',}

Time
Speaker
Note
8:58:16 AM JCourt
called ST v ROBERT HALL

Courtroom503

CRFE11-03976,

l
[defendant present in custody.
8:58:30 AM iMs. Lorello [present for the State
....................................................................................

........................................ ...... J...................................... ~ .......................................................................................................................................................................................... .

8:58:36 AM :Rob
•Chastain
8:58:54 AM :Court
•
8:59:47 AM fcourt

counsel for defendant and Deborah Kristal co counsel for
:defendant
tstates has Motion ..fiiecfthi·s mornin·g···by.. Mr.· "c°hiisfiiifr,··wrn ta·ke·······
ithat up on another date.
[stated purpose of today's hearing is defendant's motion to
:reset sentencing. Court has several dates open. Inquired of

................................ .
..... ....... . [counsel····················· .................................. . ................................
9:00:14 AM !Rob
:defense is good any day in January.
[Chastain .
9:00:31 AM \Ms. Lorello [concurred, any day but the 19th in January

..................... .

····§: ob:4~fAM . k::·au.ri""··············lwiff"resef"sentencTniitor. Janua ry. .3.rcf·ii51 ·2: ·aifc:fay:············· ··
9:01: 18 AM j Rob
[Chastain
9:02:01 AM :court

.

[stated will participate in PSI as far as background, but will
jmaintain silence details of this event. Cooperating as far as
ithat.
:has asked PSI to provide statistics from the State re: their
:matrix they follow. Goes from potential life to probation and
will be part of the PSI. Court has sealed a lot of documents in
)his file. That time has passed inquired of counsel regarding
!unsealing matters that have been sealed.
.

.................................................................................... ~ . .....................................

........................................... .. ....................................... ,. ............................................. ···············

9:04:08 AM Ms. Lorello defendant's motion might change timing of that. No concern
·
:with some of the pleadings but attachments might be an issue.

···-~fo:;rs"c>"ii.M···rRab················· · · :o·pfr,l"ari·· i"s"°fri"a"i.ho.pl"n·g···caii.rt wiifg.ranfnew ·t riaC.if"ifshouki""ger·
Chastain
i
9:05:49 AM ·court
.

/e-tried, venue would probably be somewhere else. Might
want to wait until after argue the motion.

I
[inquired how much time state.neecis-·to···review··cfoc:'i:i"m.en.ts················
.

9:06:07 AM 'Ms. Lorello [requested three weeks

· ·g :"0Ei":··1·ifAM····c·au·if········· •requestecf"siate···p·ravi,fe· ·5Y· Dec:·jrci"afwfi icti ·cio.cu·me.rits
l
;might want to unseal. Sentencing
9:06:55 AM JMs. Lorello [requested until Dec. 7th.
i

!

9:07:03 AM 1court

[will grant until Dec. 7th. Court will be here on November 15th

9:07:32 AM tRob
!Chastain
9:07:39 AM fcourt
9:07:51 AM jRob
jChastain

tstated will be in Valley co
!
[inquired about November 29th
1stated that will work

~
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~

j
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9:07:57 AM Ms. Lorello !stated that will work
(

:

;

:

9:08:04 AM rcourt
j

[will request notice be sent

out fo·r···r:~ici'vemfi'er·2gtfi° . @. 9":°c:i6··a:·m·:··

1

9:08:22 AM 1Rob

fstated defendant would like some property returned
:Chastain i
9:08:34 AM [Court
stated can be noticed for same date but work on stip
9:.6i'.i':·2~fAM :Ms. Lorello •returned three exhibits to Court that were marked and not
•admitted
9:09:38 AM tcourt
will note
9:09:43 AM TEnd Case .

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• .,i. ..................................... ,),,, ...................................... •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ......................................................................................................... .
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ROBERT R. CHASTAIN
ATTORNEY AT LAW
300 Main, Suite 158
Boise, ID 83 702-7728
(208) 345-3110
Idaho State Bar #2765

NOV O8 2012
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By KATRINA CHRISTENSEN
OEPUTT

DEBORAH N. KRISTAL
ATTORNEY AT LAW
3140 Bogus Basin Road
Boise, ID 83702
(208) 345-8708
Idaho State Bar #2296
Attorneys for Defendant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.

ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CRFE 2011-3976
NOTICE OF HEARING

TO: Jason Spillman and Jessica Lorello, Deputy Attorney General and Special Prosecuting
Attorneys and the Clerk of the Court.
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN on November 29, 2012, at 9:00 a.m., or as soon
thereafter as counsel may be heard, before the above entitled Court, the Defendant's Motion

for Judgment of Acquittal and Motion for an Order Setting Aside Judgment of
Conviction and New Trial will be called up for hearing by this Court.

NOTICE OF HEARING

Page 1
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DATED this ~day ofNovember, 2012.

ROBERT R. CHASTAIN
Attorney for Defendant

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

~

I hereby certify on the &- day of November, 2012, I served a true and correct copy of the
within and foregoing document upon the individual(s) named below in the manner noted:
Jason Spillman
Jessica Lorello
Attorney General Office
PO Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0010

Robert D. Hall #1038828
c/o Ada County Jail
721 0 Barrister Dr.
Boise, ID 83704

D
D

•

•
D
D

By first class mail, postage prepaid
By hand delivery
By faxing the same to: 854-8083

By first class mail, postage prepaid
By hand delivery
By faxing the same to:

Robert R. Chastain

NOTICE OF HEARING

Page2
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NO.----"ciiF1LE"i:rip~-:qf:;r.'~-t:.JJ-;("5-,
A.M.-----

ORIGINAL

LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General

NOV 21 2012
CHR1Si0PHER D. RICH, Clark
By ELAINE TONG

PAUL PANTHER
Deputy Attorney General
Chief, Criminal Law Division

CEPUTY

JASON SLADE SPILLMAN ISB #8813
JESSICA M. LORELLO ISB #6554
Deputy Attorneys General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant,

______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
RESPONSE TO MOTION FOR
JUDGMENT OF ACQUITTAL AND
MOTION FOR AN ORDER SETTING
ASIDE JUDGEMTN OF
CONVICTION AND NEW TRIAL

COMES NOW, Jessica M. Lorello, Deputy Attorney General, State of
Idaho, and hereby files the state's response to Defendant's Motion for Judgment
of Acquittal and Motion for an Order Setting Aside Judgment of Conviction and
New Trial ("Motion"), filed November 8, 2012.
In his Motion Defendant seeks a judgment of acquittal "pursuant to I.C. §
19-2104, Idaho Criminal Rule 29(c), and the Due Process provisions of the 5th
and 14th Amendments and Article I, § 13 of the Idaho Constitution." (Motion,
p.1.)

Alternatively, Defendant requests an "Order Setting Aside Judgment of

RESPONSE TO MOTION FOR JUDGMENT OF ACQUITTAL AND MOTION
FOR AN ORDER SETIING ASIDE JUDGMENT OF CONVICTION AND NEW
TRIAL- 1
001565

Conviction and New Trial pursuant to I.C. § 19-2406(6), Idaho Criminal Rule 34,
and the Due Process provisions of the 5th and 14th Amendments and Article I, §
13 of the Idaho Constitution." (Motion, pp.1-2.) Defendant is not entitled to either
form of relief.
Defendant's request for an acquittal is based on his assertion that there
was insufficient evidence to support the jury verdicts finding him guilty of seconddegree murder and a firearm enhancement. Defendant is incorrect.
A judgment of conviction entered upon a jury verdict will not be set aside if
there is substantial evidence upon which a rational trier of fact could have found
the essential elements of the crime beyond a reasonable doubt.

State v.

Severson, 147 Idaho 694, 712, 215 P.3d 414, 432 (2009) (citations omitted).
"[S]ubstantial evidence may exist even when the evidence presented is solely
circumstantial or when there is conflicting evidence.

In fact, even when

circumstantial evidence could be interpreted consistently with a finding of
innocence, it will be sufficient to uphold a guilty verdict when it also gives rise to
reasonable inferences of guilt."

lit

A reviewing court will not substitute its view

for that of the jury as to the credibility of witnesses, the weight to be given to the
testimony, or the reasonable inferences to be drawn from the evidence.

lit

Moreover, the facts, and inferences to be drawn from those facts, are construed
in favor of upholding the jury's verdict.

lit

The jury was correctly instructed on the elements of second-degree
murder and use of a firearm during the commission of a felony and was given
Defendant's requested instructions regarding excusable homicide and selfRESPONSE TO MOTION FOR JUDGMENT OF ACQUITIAL AND MOTION
FOR AN ORDER SETIING ASIDE JUDGMENT OF CONVICTION AND NEW
TRIAL- 2
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defense. (Instruction Nos. 19, 20, 22, 29, 32, 33, 34, 35.) That Defendant has a
different view of the evidence, which view ignores the fact that circumstantial
evidence quali'fies as substantial, competent evidence to support a conviction,
does not mean the evidence was legally insufficient. Contrary to Defendant's
assertions, the jury did not have to accept his version of events nor was the state
required to produce an "eyewitness to the transaction" in order to sustain its
burden of proof. (Motion, pp.7-11.) The state presented substantial, competent
evidence on each element of second-degree murder and use of a firearm during
the commission of the murder, as well as substantial, competent evidence from
which the jury could, and did, conclude that Emmett's murder was not excusable
or justified as self-defense.

Defendant's claim that there was insufficient

evidence to support his convictions fails.
Defendant's alternative request for a new trial in lieu of an acquittal also
appears to be based upon his argument that the evidence was insufficient.
Insufficiency of the evidence is not grounds for a new trial. State v. Moore, 148
Idaho 887, 893, 231 P.3d 532, 538 (Ct. App. 2010) (a finding that the evidence is
insufficient bars retrial). Even if it were, Defendant's request for a new trial would
fail for the same reasons his request for an acquittal fails.
The state respectfully requests this Court deny Defendant's Motion just as
it denied his mid-trial request for an acquittal on the same basis.
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITIED this 21 51 day of November, 2012.

ICA M. LORELLO
ty Attorney General
RESPONSE TO MOTION FOR JUDGMENT OF ACQUITIAL AND MOTION
FOR AN ORDER SETrlNG ASIDE JUDGMENT OF CONVICTION AND NEW
TRIAL- 3
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 21 51 day of November, 2012, I caused to
be served a true and correct copy of the foregoing Response to Motion for
Judgment of Acquittal and Motion for an Order Setting Aside Judgment of
Conviction and New Trial to:

Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836
Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728

J( U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
__ Overnight Mail
, Facsimile
--+_){.... U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
~ Overnight Mail
Facsimile

~ Ul.l1l1 ~

osenNewman-=Legal Secretary

/\ ==-
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McLAUGHLIN/ MASTER~/ MADSEN
Time
Speaker
8:15:58 AM i
8:56:44 AM J
[Robert
8:56:56 AM

Courtroom501

29 NOVEMBER 2012
Note

t:fa'i"fc1fj:~fi1 oa'97i···Motions····. . ....................................................

1

l

!Present: Jason Spillman and Jessica Lorello for the State,
\Deborah Kristal for defense, defendant in custody

;

i

8:57:08 AM icourt
8:57:41 AM jKristal
....a:t/i:'s3

')

fReviews.
!submit on the briefing ................................................................................................................................

Arvf Tsi:iffirri.;in. . . . fAsks. ihecoiJrt'to·denymotion. foracqu.,fra·i·a-nan,ofi'ordar·new
!
!trial. Asks the Court to respect the finding of the jury.
'

9:00:04 AM lKristal
9:00:31 AM \Court

jsrief response.
!The Court has to consider whether there was substantial
/evidence of: Was there a physical altercation between
!defendant and victim? There was no physical evidence of
:such, and so that was not speculation on the part of the jury.
[And then there's the additional evidence - deft knew his wife
!was having an affair, the emails in his truck - all pointing to a
:man going through a real emotional upheaval. We know the
lgun used belonged to Mr. Hall, he brought it to the location.
:The two fundamental facts of this case that the jury had every
:right to consider were 1) the two shots suffered by the victim
!were both fatal; and 2) the only DNA on the trigger belonged
)to the defendant; the only fingerprints on the gun belonged to
1the defendant. There was certainly substantial evidence that
)the jury had to weigh and consider on each of the four
:potential verdicts in this case. In review of all the evidence,
:this Court cannot find there was insufficient evidence for 2nd
iDegree Murder. I don't find that the jurors acted irrationally )there's no evidence for that.

1

i

1

iBoth motions are denied':""Ask'the"state"io"prepa're"o'rd'er"""'""'"·"

9: 12:22 AM !court

i
1

[denying them. We'll continue with sentencing on 1/3/13@
9am. Is State any closer to letting me know re unsealing
!documents?
the·
buiT m·ighi . &e . abfe get it to
)before then.
lMr. Chastain got an email indicating the presentence
!investigator wanted to meet with the defendant. We can do
ithat next Thursday. It will be limited participation by the
/defendant.
fGo ahead and let the presentence investigator know.
/Defense had no objection to unsealing the file; when I get the
..lState's ..response ..1'11 ..issue.. a..written ..order.......................................................................
Also filed motion to have computers released to Mrs. Hall.

9:· {3.:'6.fii.M .fLoreffo . . . . . ···twehave··u·ntti.
1

9:13:22 AM fKristal

i

i
/
9:13:45 AM 1court
9:14:12 AM !Court

1ih:.

to.

you········ . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .J.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
9: 14:27 AM :Kristal
j
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9: 14:55 AM i.:,Spillman

:Don't think there was a written motion filed, just an oral
:request.
9:15:06 AM Icourt
[Go ahead and file that motion, and we can take it up before
l
lsentencing if necessary.
9:15:20 AM iSpillman [Re sentencing -we'll have several witnesses presenting
!statements to the Court.
9: 15:49 AM court
[Just comply with the statute .
.·g: 16: os"Arvff3p'ii'iman· ... [\J\'ctirris·w,te, parents: statements.and maybe
photos.

i
I

9 16:33 AM !Court
9: 17:50 AM jspillman

!
'

some

!~fta\~~ t:j~0:fJ~~~att~~~!~:Q~~~~;~~~~!:•ri~~
1

:During the trial, there was some issue with disclosure of
!expert reports. Want to go on the record that if there's going
to be any expert testimony at sentencing, we want full
:disclosure in a timely manner.

9: 19: 12 AM tcourt
9:19:32 AM jspillman

}:ia"i·ssues··arrn·noctiri'ce··,,-;:--guht"afsen·iendri~i:·---- ............................. .
[Re defendant's claim of amnesia.
.............................

9: 19: 57 AM fKristal
............................ J.....................
9:20:36 AM :.:.Court

Thatibetin'"our...pos'ifran"aifa'iong;·thaideft doesn't recall the

9:21 :28 AM

11/29/2012

r

...... l~Y.~~!.~ ~!.!.~~t .~i~~~: ...'!J..e max..~~11 ...~~~~P.~~:............................................. .
We'll take as much time as we need for the sentencing. State
:hasn't challenged deft's claim of retrograde amnesia, so at this
!point I'm prepared to just accept that as a fact.
1End of case
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CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By BETH MASTERS
DEPUTY

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
ORDER DENYING DEFENDANT'S
MOTION FOR JUDGMENT OF
ACQUITTAL AND MOTION FOR AN
ORDER SETTING ASIDE
JUDGMENT OF CONVICTION AND
NEW TRIAL

The Defendant filed a Motion for Judgment of Acquittal and Motion for an Order
Setting Aside Judgment of Conviction and New Trial on November 8, 2012. The State
filed its response on November 21, 2012, and the Court conducted a hearing on the
motion on November 29, 2012. For the reasons set forth on the record at the conclusion
of the November 29, 2012 hearing, Defendant's Motion is hereby DENIED.

) c-d

DATED this __
.) day of December, 2012.

MIC~·District Judge

ORDER DENYING DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR JUDGMENT OF ACQUITTAL AND

MOTION FOR AN ORDER SETTING ASIDE JUDGMENT OF CONVICTION AND
NEW
TRIAL(HALLhall
), Page 1
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I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this ~ =-nay of Noveffiber 2012, I caused to be
served a true and correct copy of the foregoing Order for Conditions of Bond to:
Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

1 U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
_
_

Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

Jason Slade Spillman
Jessica M. Lorello
Deputy Attorney General
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0010
Fax 854-8083

Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
Electronic Mail (Email)

_1_ U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
_

Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

_.i_ U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
_

Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
Email

CHRlSTOPHEllO~ 'A1CH i

£e_tlf\£A-;/)~<
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ORDER DENYING DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR JUDGMENT OF ACQUITTAL AND
MOTION FOR AN ORDER SETTING ASIDE JUDGMENT OF CONVICTION AND
NEW
TRIAL(HALLhall
), Page 2
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ROBERT R. CHASTAIN
ATTORNEY AT LAW

DEC O4 2012

300 Main, Suite 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Telephone: (208) 345-3110
Idaho State Bar #2765

CHf~lSTOi'!·,t:H :J H!CH, Clerk
By t<A1 '-,if!., ,_;~1 :. ,. :'r'.'.'iSEN
L:::r-'0

·

DEBORAH N. KRISTAL
ATTORNEY AT LAW

3 140 Bogus Basin Road
Boise, ID 83702
Telephone: (208) 345-8708
Idaho State Bar #2296
Attorneys for Defendant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
ST ATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CRFE 2011-3976
MOTION TO RETURN PROPERTY

COMES NOW, the Defendant, Robert Hall, by and through his conflict Ada
County Public Defenders, Robert R. Chastain and Deborah N. Kristal, and hereby
move this Court to Order the Meridian Police Department to return the Defendant's
property, listed below, to the Defendant.
This Motion is made on the basis there is no reason for these items to be
maintained by the Meridian Police as evidence. The computers, cell phone, and all
the thumb drives have been thoroughly examined by the FBI and investigators for the
Meridian Police and the Attorney General's Office.
MOTION TO RETURN PROPERTY TO DEFENDANT

Page I
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Specifically, the Defendant seeks the return of the following items seized by
the Meridian Police Department on DRl 1-1356:
Item#

Property

1.

MB-1

2.

MB-2

Large manilla envelope containing a two page letter and
photo collage
Two page letter

3.

MB-3

4.

MB-4

Dell Notebook computer: service tag CJFRLKI
Service code:27296727265
HP Notebook computer #CNU9292CMM

5.

MB-5

Two page letter in blue ink.

6.

MB-6

LaCrosse Tech. ThumbDrive:01011808090342

7.

HP Pavilion Computer tower: Model P6142P
Serial #:3CR92013XN
JM-01
Motorola Thumb Drive 2G USB 2.0
RT-3
Five - EE Bonds $50 each in the name of Hannah Hall.
RT-4
Four - $2.00 bills
RT-5
One - Silver Certificate $1.00 bill
RT-8
$102.00 US Currency (1- $100 bill, 2- $1.00 bills)
One black wallet with $37.00 U.S. currency
RT-10
RT-11
One Key Ring with one key
RT-6
One Blackberry cell phone
One Sansa MP3 Player
CS-11
One TomTom GPS Unit: M62297B06070
CS-12
CS-13
OneDVD+R
CS-14
One two-page player roster
MD-01-02 CD labeled "Hallowindow"

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

MS-01

MOTION TO RETURN PROPERTY TO DEFENDANT

Page 2
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Oral argument is requested.
L
\•*--

DATED this _'-l_ day ofDecember, 2012.

ROBERT R. CHASTAIN
Attorney for Defendant

IJJdwt flliL

DEBORAH N. KRISTL
Attorney for Defendant

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify on the , . JT~day of December, 2012, I served a true and correct copy of the within
and foregoing memorandum upon the attorney(s) named below in the manner noted:

Jason Spillman
Jessica Lorello
Attorney General Office
PO Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0010
Robert D. Hall# 1038828
c/o Ada County Jail
7210 Barrister Dr.
Boise, ID 83704

OBy first class mail, postage prepaid
OBy hand delivery
•By faxing the same to: 854-8083

•By first class mail, postage prepaid
OBy hand delivery
OBy faxing the same to:

Robert R. Chastain
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LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General
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DECO 5 2012
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH Cler
By KATRINA CHRISTENSEN
DEPUTY

PAUL R. PANTHER
Chief, Deputy Attorney General
Criminal Law Division

k

JASON SLADE SPILLMAN ISB #8813
JESSICA M. LORELLO ISB #6554
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.
______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
FIFTY-EIGHTH ADDENDUM
TO DISCOVERY
FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL

COMES NOW, Jason Slade Spillman, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho,
and makes the following Fifty-Eighth Addendum to the previous Response to Discovery
pursuant to Rule 16:
16(b) Disclosure pursuant to written request by Defendant:
(4)
BATES#
5143

Documents and Tangible Objects:
DOCUMENT/ DESCRIPTION
Compact disc containing jail calls
from November 1, 2012 through
November 30, 2012

AUTHOR/
AGENCY
Doug Paxton
ACSO

DATE

FIFTY-EIGHTH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 1

NO.OF
PAGES
1 DVD

001582

DATED this 5th day of December 2012.

JASON
E SPILLMAN
Deputy Atta ney General

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 5th day of December 2012, I caused to be served
a true and correct copy of the foregoing Fifty-Eighth Addendum to Discovery for Conflict
Counsel to:
Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

_

U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
X Hand Delivered
_
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
_
Electronic Mail (Email)

Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

_

U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
X Hand Delivered
_
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
_
Electronic Mail (Email)

(if~~
~Newman, Legal Secretary

FIFTY-EIGHTH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 2
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Idaho Attorney General
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DEC - 7 2012
CHRISTOPHER D. AICH, Clark
By ELAINE TONG
Dl!PUTY

PAUL PANTHER
Deputy Attorney General
Chief, Criminal Law Division
JESSICA M. LORELLO ISB#6554
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Pfairltiff,

)
)
)
)
)

ROBERT DEAN HALL,

)

vs.

Defendant,

______________

)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
STATE'S MOTION REGARDING
DOCUMENTS PREVIOUSLY FILED
UNDER SEAL

COMES NOW, Jessica M. Lorello, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho, and
hereby files this Motion to Permanently Seal Certain Documents Previously Filed Under
Seal.
A.

Background
During the course of these proceedings, numerous pleadings have been submitted

to the Court under seal primarily to ensure a fair trial. (See, ~ . Motion to Seal Police
Report Attached to Motion to Revoke Bond, filed September 7, 2011, and related Order to

STATE'S MOTION REGARDING DOCUMENTS PREVIOUSLY FILED UNDER SEAL,
Page 1
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Seal, filed September 9, 2011. 1) At a hearing conducted after the jury rendered its verdict,
the Court inquired of the parties regarding whether the documents previously filed under
sealed could be unsealed and made public. While the state does not generally object to
the "unsealing" of the majority of the pleadings filed in this case, for the reasons set forth
below, the state does object to unsealing certain pleadings as well as a number of the
attachments that were submitted in support of the pleadings.
B.

Relevant Law
Idaho Code § 9-335 provides:
(1) Notwithstanding any statute or rule of court to the contrary, nothing in this
chapter nor chapter 10, title 59, Idaho Code, shall be construed to require
disclosure of investigatory records complied for law enforcement purposes
by a law enforcement agency, but such exemption from disclosure applies
only to the extent that the production of such records would:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Interfere with enforcement proceedings;
Deprive a person of a right to a fair trial or an impartial adjudication;
Constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy;
Disclose the identity of a confidential source and, in the case of a record
complied by a criminal law enforcement agency in the course of a
criminal investigation, confidential information furnished only by the
confidential source;
(e) Disclose investigative techniques or procedures; or
(f) Endanger the life or physical safety of law enforcement personnel.

(2) An inactive investigatory record shall be disclosed unless the disclosure
would violate the provisions of subsections (1 )(a) through (f) of this section.
Investigatory record as used herein means information with respect to an
identifiable person or group of persons compiled by a law enforcement
agency in the course of conducting an investigation of a specific act or
omission and shall not include the following information:
1

Initially, the state filed motions to seal only in relation to certain documents attached to
pleadings such as the documents attached to the state's Motion to Revoke Bond, filed
September 7, 2011, and the state's Motion to Restrict Visitation Privileges, filed December
16, 2011. However, at one point, the Court consented to the parties' request to file all
motions under seal without the necessity of filing a separate motion requesting that the
motions or any attachments be filed under seal.
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(a) The time, date, location, and nature and description of a reported crime,
accident or incident;

As used herein, the term "law enforcement agency" means the office of the
attorney general, the office of the state controller, the Idaho state police, the
office of any prosecuting attorney, sheriff or municipal police department.
Idaho Code § 9-3408(1) essentially reiterates the protections afforded under LC. § 9-335,
and states that "[i]nvestigatory records of a law enforcement agency, as defined in section
9-337(7), Idaho Code" are "exempt from disclosure" "under the conditions set forth in 9335, Idaho Code."
Title 9 also addresses court records. Specifically, LC.§ 9-340A provides: "Records
contained in court files of judicial proceedings, the disclosure of which is prohibited by or
under rules adopted by the Idaho supreme court" are also "exempt from disclosure" "but
only to the extent that confidentiality is provided under such rules." Pursuant to that code
section, the Idaho Supreme Court has adopted Idaho Court Administrative Rule 32.
LC.AR 32(a) ("This rule is adopted pursuant to the Supreme Court's authority to control
access to court records, as recognized in the Idaho Public Records Act, LC. § 9-340A").
Court Administrative Rule 32(g) exempts certain records 'from disclosure, including
"Documents and records to which access is otherwise restricted by state or federal law."
LC.AR. 32(g)(1).

Under Rule 32, when deciding whether "specific records should be

disclosed, redacted or sealed by order of the court, the court shall determine and make a
finding of fact as to whether the interest in privacy or public disclosure predominates."
LC.AR. 32(i).

"If the court redacts or seals records to protect predominating privacy

interests, it must fashion the least restrictive exception from disclosure consistent with
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privacy interests." Id. The Court is also required to "make one or more of the following
determinations in writing" before entering an order redacting or sealing records:
(1) That the documents or materials contain highly intimate facts or
statements, the publication of which would be highly objectionable to a
reasonable person, or
(2) That the documents or materials contain facts or statements that the
court finds might be libelous, or
(3) That the documents or materials contain facts or statements, the
dissemination or publication of which may compromise the financial security
of, or could reasonably result in economic or financial loss or harm to a
person having an interest in the documents or materials, or compromise the
security of personnel, records or public property of or used by the judicial
department, or
(4) That the documents or materials contain facts or statements that might
threaten or endanger the life or safety of individuals, or
(5) That it is necessary to temporarily seal or redact the documents or
materials to preserve the right to a fair trial.
I.C.A.R. 32(i)(1)-(5).
"In applying these rules, the court is referred to the traditional legal concepts in the
law of the right to a fair trial, invasion of privacy, defamation, and invasion of proprietary
business records as well as common sense respect for shielding highly intimate or
financially sensitive material about persons." I.C.A.R. 32(i) .

..J

C.

All Police Reports Should Remain Sealed
Several pleadings filed in this case included police reports as "offers of proof' to

support the parties' various requests to admit or exclude evidence. Idaho Code § 9-335
governs the public disclosure of investigatory records and the protection afforded by I.C. §
9-335 is respected by I.C.A.R. 32(g)(1).

Section 9-335 excludes such records from

disclosure when, among other circumstances, production would deprive a person of the
right to a fair trial or constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. Although the
trial in this case has concluded, the state fully anticipates the Defendant will appeal. To
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the extent Defendant is successful in any effort to reverse his convictions, it would be
imperative to exclude the police reports from public disclosure in order to ensure a fair retrial. It is of no import, as counsel for Mr. Hall have previously speculated, that should this
case ever be re-tried, such retrial would not occur in Ada County.

The disclosure of

documents would not be so limited and the same concerns that supported sealing the
police records in the first instance exist, at a minimum, until the Defendant's convictions
become final following any appeal. See also I.C.A.R. 32(i)(5).
In addition, a number of the police reports also include unredacted personal
identifying information of various individuals, such as social security numbers, addresses,
phone numbers and driver's license numbers. This information should be protected not
only by the personal privacy concern recognized in I.C. § 9-335(1)(c), but also by the
standards set forth in I.C.A.R. 32(i), which allows the Court to an order preventing the
dissemination of information that could compromise one's financial or personal security.
Certainly the public dissemination of personal identifying information can result in such.
The pleadings which have police reports as attachments include:
•

Motion and Memorandum of Law in Support of Motion to Admit Evidence, filed
February 17, 2012
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Exhibit 2: Police report (includes phone number for Melissa Mason, who
was a witness at trial) phone numbers
Exhibit 3: Police report
Exhibit 4: Police report
Exhibit 9: Police report
Exhibit 1O: Police report (includes address where Emmett Corrigan lived
at the time of his death)
Exhibit 12: Police report
Exhibit 13: Police report
Exhibit 14: Police report
Exhibit 15: Police report
Exhibit 17: Police report (includes personal identifying information for
Brittany Mulford)
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o

•

Supplement to Response to State's Notice to Introduce I.RE. 404(b) Evidence
and Motion to Admit Expert Testimony on Domestic Violence

o
•

Exhibit B: Police report

State's Motion to Exclude Evidence Relating to Ashlee Corrigan, filed May 29,
2012

o
o
o
o
•

Exhibit 18: Police report (includes address for Emmett's father, Mike
Corrigan, and personal identifying information for Jennifer Allen)

Exhibit 1: Police Report (includes contact information for Rod Carr who
was Emmett Corrigan's insurance agent)
Exhibit 2: Police Report
Exhibit 3: Police Report (includes personal identifying information for
Jennifer Allen)
Exhibit 4: Police Report

Notice of Intent to Introduce Evidence Pursuant to I.RE. 404(b) and Motion to
Admit Expert Testimony on Domestic Violence, filed April 27, 2012
Exhibit 1: Police Report (includes phone number for Angela Nutt)
Exhibit 2 Police Report
Exhibit 3: Police Report
Exhibit 4: Police Report
Exhibit 5: Police Report (includes personal identifying information
Jacquelyne Galvan)
o Exhibit 6: Police Report
o Exhibit 9: Police Report (includes phone number for Megan Degroat)
o Exhibit 10: Police Report (includes personal identifying information
Michelle Clark)
o Exhibit 11 : Police Report (includes phone number for Steve Quercia)
o Exhibit 12: Police Report (includes personal identifying information
Christine and Allen Woodside)
o Exhibit 13: Police Report
o Exhibit 25: Police Report (includes personal identifying information
witness Kelly Rieker)
o Exhibit 28: Police report
o Exhibit 39: Police Report
o Exhibit 46: Police Report (includes personal identifying information
Erika Belarski)

o
o
o
o
o

•

for

for

for

for

for

Motion in Limine Re: Victim's Alleged Steroid Use

o

Unnumbered attachments include police reports, one of which includes
phone numbers for Ken and Linda Ames and Kandi Hall's home number
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•

Supplemental Response to State's Motion in Limine Re Steroid Use, filed July
18,2012
o

•

Exhibit 1: Police Report

Motion to Admit Evidence Pursuant to I.RE. 404(a)(1)
o Appendix A: Police Report (some personal identifying information was
redacted; however, Christine Woodside's phone number appears in the
body of the report)
o Appendix B:
Police Report (personal identifying information was
redacted)
Police Report (personal identifying information was
o Appendix D:
redacted; however, the Belarski's address (or former address) appears in
the body of the report)

Should the Court elect not to continue to seal the police reports, the state requests
that the Court order redaction of all personal identifying information contained within those
reports (as identified above) as required by I.C.A.R. 32(i) .

... D.

The State's Motion To Exclude Analysis Of Michelle Hannah Goodwin's Statement
And The Attachments Thereto Should Remain Sealed
On March 30, 2012, the state filed a Motion to Exclude Analysis of Michelle Hannah

Goodwin's Statement. Attached to the motion is a written statement from Ms. Goodwin,
which contains several allegations relating to Kandi Hall as well as a Statement Analysis
that was prepared by an investigator. The motion itself includes the conclusion from the
investigator's analysis. The state submits the pleading itself as well as the attachments
should remain sealed based on I.C.A.R. 32(i)(2) (the document may contain facts or
statements that might be libelous) and I.C. § 9-355(1)(e) (contains investigative
techniques).

The state also notes that Ms. Goodwin's statement includes her home

address, phone number, and e-mail address.

E.

The State's Motion To Exclude [fhe] Tape And All Pleadings, Or Portions Of
Pleadings, And Documents Discussing Its Contents Should Remain Sealed

STATE'S MOTION REGARDING DOCUMENTS PREVIOUSLY FILED UNDER SEAL,
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On June 4, 2012, the state filed a motion to exclude a video tape that was
recovered from Emmett Corrigan's computer.

The parties also filed pleadings and

affidavits that referenced the contents of the videotape, and the Court ultimately ruled that
neither the tape itself nor the contents of the tape were admissible at trial.

The state

requests that the state's motion requesting exclusion of the tape be sealed and all
pleadings and affidavits discussing its contents remain sealed pursuant to I.C.A.R.
32(i)(1). 2 There is no question that the tape and the documents discussing it "contain
highly intimate facts or statements, the publication of which would be highly objectionable
to a reasonable person" and dissemination would be an extreme invasion of privacy for
those involved.

I.C.A.R. 32(i)(1).

The relevant pleadings the state has identified that

pertain to this request include:
•

State's Motion to Exclude [The] Tape, filed June 4, 2012

•

Reply to State's Motion in Limine Re: Victim's Alleged Steroid Use, filed May 15,
2012, including

o Affidavit of Pablo Stewart, M.D.
•

Reply in Support of State's Motion in Limine Re: Victim's Alleged Steroid Use,
filed July 3, 2012

•

Supplemental Response to State's Motion in Limine Re Steroid Use, 'filed July
18,2012

The Court's Memorandum Decision and Order Re: Compendium of Motions, filed
August 30, 2012, also discusses the tape and its contents; therefore, redaction of that
portion of the Court's order would be appropriate.

F.
2

Emmett's E-Mail Letter To His Wife Should Remain Sealed

The state does not believe the tape itself was ever submitted to the Court. However, to
the extent it was, the state would obviously request that it also remain sealed.
STATE'S MOTION REGARDING DOCUMENTS PREVIOUSLY FILED UNDER SEAL,
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On February 17, 2012, the Defendant filed a Motion and Memorandum of Law in
Support of Motion to Admit Evidence. Attached to that motion was an email letter Emmett
Corrigan wrote to his wife on July 15, 2010. Although the Court initially ruled that letter
was inadmissible, it modified the ruling prior to trial and detem,ined the letter could be
admitted; however, the defense ultimately did not seek its admission. Notwithstanding the
Court's admissibility ruling, the state requests the letter remain sealed pursuant to I.C.A.R.
32(i)(1 )-(2). Much of the letter is devoted to Emmett describing alleged events from his
childhood and accusations against family members that could be considered libelous,
particularly when the Court considers that Emmett's family denied Emmett's claims. (See
Exhibit 5 attached to State's Motion to Exclude Evidence Relating to Ashlee Corrigan, filed
May 29, 2012.) Indeed, even one of the defense experts relied on the inaccurate nature of
Emmett's claims in concluding Emmett was "under the influence" of steroids. (See Exhibit
A attached to Reply Memorandum in Support of Defendant's Motion to Admit Various
Items of Evidence, filed May 9, 2012.)
The letter, and the response written by Emmett's mother and stepfather, which was
also submitted to the Court, should also be considered "intimate" and the state would
request that the Court protect the privacy of Emmett and his family and order that the letter
be pem,anently sealed. See I.C.A.R. 32(i) ("In applying these rules, the court is referred to
the traditional legal concepts in the law of ... invasion of privacy ... as well as common
sense respect for shielding highly intimate ... material about persons.") The pleadings
and documents relevant to this request include:
•

Exhibit 1 attached to Motion and Memorandum of Law in Support of Motion to
Admit Evidence, filed February 17, 2012

•

Exhibit 5 attached to State's Motion to Exclude Evidence Relating to Ashlee
Corrigan, filed May 29, 2012
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•
•

G.

Appendix A attached to Motion to Reconsider Revised Ruling on the
Admissibility of Emmett Corrigan's E-mail, filed October 22, 2012

Conclusion
For the reasons stated, the state submits the Court should permanently seal certain

pleadings and documents.

Should the Court decline to permanently seal some of the

documents, the state alternatively requests that the documents remain sealed until
Defendant's convictions are final and, where appropriate, the state asks this Court to order
redaction of personal indentifying information.
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITIED this

?1h day of December, 2012.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this ih day of December, 2012, I caused to be served
a true and correct copy of the foregoing State's Motion Regarding Documents Previously
Filed Under Seal to:
Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836
Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728

L
_

U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

_x_ U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
_

Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
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LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General
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DEC 1 2 2012
CHRISTOPHER 0. RlCH, Clerk
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PAUL PANTHER
Deputy Attorney General
Chief, Criminal Law Division
JASON SLADE SPILLMAN, ISB #8813
JESSICA M. LORELLO, ISB #6554
Deputy Attorneys General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-001 O
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant,

______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
RESPONSE TO DEFENDANT'S
MOTION TO RETURN PROPERTY
AND STATE'S MOTION TO
RELEASE PROPERTY

COMES NOW, Jessica M. Lorello, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho, and
hereby responds to Defendant's Motion to Return Property ("Motion"), filed on or about
December 4, 2012.
In his Motion, Defendant requests the return of certain property, specifically
identified as follows:
Item#

Property [Description]

1. MB-1

Large manila envelope containing a two page letter and photo collage

2. MB-2

Two page letter

RESPONSE TO DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO RELEASE PROPERTY AND STATE'S
MOTION TO RELEASE PROPERTY, Page 1
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3. MB-3

Dell Notebook computer: service tag C..IFRLKI
Service code: 27296727265

4. MB-4

HP Notebook computer #CNU9292CMM

5. MB-5

Two page letter in blue ink

6. MB-6

Lacross Tech. ThumbDrive: 01011808090342

7. MS-01

HP Pavilion Computer tower: Model P6142P
Serial #:3CR92013XN

8. JM-01

Motorola Thumb Drive 2G USB 2.0

9. RT-3

Five - EE Bonds $50 each in the name of Hannah Hall

10. RT-4

Four - $2.00 bills

11. RT-5

One - Silver Certificate $1.00 bill

12. RT-8

$102.00 US Currency(1 - $100 bill, 2- $1.00 bills)

13. RT-10

One black wallet with $37.00 U.S. currency

14. RT-11

One Key Ring with one key

15. RT-6

One Blackberry cell phone

16. CS-11

One Sansa MP3 Player

17. CS-12

One TomTom GPS Unit: M62297B06070

18. CS-13

One DVD+R

19. CS-14

One two-page player roster

20. MD-01-02

CD labeled "Hallowindow"

Of the foregoing items, Defendant has only presented argument on why the
computers, hard drives, and thumb drives should be released, i.e., because the
"computers, cell phone, and all the thumb drives have been thoroughly examined by the
FBI and investigators for the Meridian Police and the Attorney General's Office." (Motion,
RESPONSE TO DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO RELEASE PROPERTY AND STATE'S
MOTION TO RELEASE PROPERTY, Page 2
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e
p.1.) While Defendant is correct that those items have been examined, 1 the state objects
to the release of any items of evidentiary significance, regardless of their prior
examination, until judgment has become final, which has yet to occur in this case. This
objection does not apply to the currency Defendant requests - items 9 (RT-3), 10 (RT-4),
11 (RT-5), 12 (RT-8), and 13 (RT-10), or to his requests for the key king and key (item 14
(RT-11), or the player roster (item 19 (CS-14). 2 However, the state requests that prior to
release of those items (or any other items the Court decides should be returned),
Defendant provide a written, signed consent to release those items which should indicate
to whom the items are to be released as the state assumes Defendant's custody status
will preclude him from personally retrieving those items.
Regarding items 1 (MB-1: letter and photo collage), 2 (MB-2: letter), and 5 (MB-5:
letter), the state objects to release of those items until judgment is final and, alternatively,
the state objects to release of those items at this time since the state may use them at
sentencing, which is currently set for January 3, 2013.
To the extent the Court concludes it is appropriate to release items prior to the
finality of judgment, Emmett's widow, Ashlee Birk, would request release of Emmett's
computer (EC-1 ), iPod (RC-03), cell phone (RC-01 ), and wallet (RC-07).
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 1ih day of December, 2012.

1

The same is true for the requested TomTom GPS U · (item 17 (CS-12)). (Motion, p.2.)

2

The state is inquiring regarding the advisability of returning items 16 (CS-11: MP3
player), 18 (CS-13: One DVD+R), and 20 (MD-01-02: CD labeled "Hallowindow"), and will
supplement this response regarding its position on those items as soon as possible.
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•
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CER"l"IFY that on this 12'h day of December, 2012, I caused to be
served a true and correct copy of the foregoing Response to Defendant's Motion to
Release Property and State's Motion to Release Property to:

Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836
Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728

X. U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
_

Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

3..... U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
_

Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

L>i2)1r1~
Rosean Newman, Legal Secretary
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Monday, December 17, 2012
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.

Case No. CR-FE-2011-0003976

ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

NOTICE OF HEARING

The above-entitled case has been set for hearing on Defendant's Motion for Return
of Property on Wednesday, January 02, 2013 at 03:00 PM, in the Ada County Courthouse
at 200 W. Front Street, Boise, Idaho before Judge Michael Mclaughlin.

DATED this 17th day of December , 2012.
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH
CLERK OF THE COURT

by

~lttL
Deputy Clerk

,L\~,
t:
~
.
·

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 18th day of December, 2012, I caused a true and
correct copy of the above and foregoing instrument to be mailed, postage prepaid, to:
Jason S Spillman
Jessica Lorello
Attorney General's Office

Robert R Chastain
Deborah N. Kristal
Attorneys at Law
300 Main St Ste 158
Boise ID 83702

PO Box 83720
Boise ID 83720-0010

Christopher D. Rich

1.

:

,

Clerk of the District C. o.u ~
By:

]i-~A.A :...

Deputy Clerk

·

NOTICE OF HEARING
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•
LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
,ey l'lLAINE TONG
DePlJTY

PAUL R. PANTHER
Chief, Deputy Attorney General
Criminal Law Division
JASON SLADE SPILLMAN 158 #8813
JESSICA M. LORELLO ISB #6554
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

__________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
FIFTY-NINTH ADDENDUM
TO DISCOVERY
FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL

COMES NOW, Jason Slade Spillman, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho,
and makes the following Fifty-Ninth Addendum to the previous Response to Discovery
pursuant to Rule 16:

16(b) Disclosure pursuant to written request by Defendant:
(4)
BATES#
5144

Documents and Tangible Objects:
DOCUMENT/ DESCRIPTION
Compact disc containing jail calls
from November 30, 2012 through
December 16, 2012

AUTHOR/
AGENCY
Doug Paxton
ACSO

DATE
Rec'd
12/20/12

FIFTY-NINTH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 1
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DATED this 21st day of December 2012.

/

JASON
Deputy

E SPILLMA

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 21st day of December 2012, I caused to be
served a true and correct copy of the foregoing Fifty-Ninth Addendum to Discovery for
Conflict Counsel to:
Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

_
U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
_X_ Hand Delivered
_
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
_
Electronic Mail (Email)

Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

_

U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
X Hand Delivered
_
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
_
Electronic Mail (Email)
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Judge McLaughlin 010213 T - ; Therrien Susan Gambee

Courtroom508

Time
Speaker
Note
: CRFE 11-3976 St v Robert Hall Mo/Return Property
01:03:22 PM
···· · Tbetendant···present···in custod~/··
···········································
03:01:53
PM
...............
..................
.. ...............................................................................................................................................................................................
03:01 :56 PM Special State : Jason Spillman

~~~:~~~f· · · · . .

03:02:03 PM i

+··Rob chastain . iind Deborah K·ristal

03:03:48PM ;Jfla~~eY... . .. Tf11estate is requesting a continuance oTthesentencing
03:04:35 PM: Judge

o3:0a:·s·fPM.l I

J~~~~~;s!:\~C:·~~~~~~~ the··evafuation

................ .

si:ii11man · · ··· ··· TArgues continuance c>f sentencing···11earing:· t11e···v1ciims· are·
: ok with a continuance
···················• ·············································· ..
•The report was forwarded to parties and the Court as soon
03:10:31 PM R. Chastain
i as it was received. Does not object to a continuance.

03:13:21 PM:J. Spillman··. TVVouldTikefohave their own expertregardingihe

IDefendant's mental condition.

Requests a 60 day

. Jc;911tir11,,1;:ince ....
Iwill make sure all data is given to the State
i Does not have a specific expert at this time.
1} J:>"'1. . J.: ~pill~~~.
03: 17:02 PM• Defendant ... 'fioes.noiob}ecia contfr,uance·

03: 15 :47 PM· R: Chastain

q~:~E?: .

Of 17: 11

........... 1................................................................................................................................................................... ·······································

PMTJ"udge

IVacates the sentencing hearing set for tomorrow.

Sets a
: status conference tomorrow at 10:00 am.
; would like the Defense to figure credit for time served by
03: 19:28 PM: Judge
mqr.r::,ir:,g,
..
! Submits to the Court on the objection to the Motion to
03:20:34 PM :J. Spillman
Return Property that Ms. Lorello filed. No objection to the
! items requested by Ms. Berg in regards to the State's
L~yide?fl<::~.
:Argues Motion for Return of Property. Most items were not
03:22:22 PM! R. Chastain
i used as evidence in trial.
03:25: 00 PM R Chastain. ··Twithdrawals the item # 15 :···siackberry phone.
03:25: 14 PM ·Judge
·· · )Will sign the proposed order to return property as amended
Iby the Court tomorrow. The Defendant will sign a release
•tomorrow.
03:27:bCl PM.R. Chastain
: Does not object to the documents being unsealed.
!Submits to the Court
........ . . ................... ..........
·o3:21·:·33···prv,···s··spi1·1·man ·

. . . . . H9mc:>rr.9w..

••••••••••••••

•·

T• . . • • • •

03:28:20 PM·· Judge

TUnseals all documents submitted by counsel,. but does not

03:36: fQprv,···o~...kr,stiii ···························t~c~~fd~f~:11i~·~·~do:~~~i~~h~l~r~.r.~6i'unseaied.be.senfto···
cfa:36:42.PM.jJudge

····T~fi1~Ti~~ fJ6s~d~6~~ents.sent·to·AppeHaie cou·nse1
1
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IiUND NOTIFICATION : FAX RECEIVED SUCCESSFULLY

TIME RECEIVED

December 31, 2012 2:51:04
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Request for Approval/
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PJCH ClerK
CHRISiOPHER D;
·.. ,
By oeTH MAS'feRS
oEPl,JlY

.Judge's Order

Directions Fill out foe form below, and fax to county requested:· Ada c·ounty, 287-7509,
Elmore County, 587-1320; Boise County, 392-6712; or VaHey Coun.ty, 3.82-7184.

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRJCT
OF THE STATE OF TDAJ-:10, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF 9,?A
- " ~ · . ·1 Dk!f:O. ·-".:.___..Y, · _)

PLAINTIFF(S) ·

)
)

V.

)

REQUEST TO OBTAlN

)

APPROVAL TO

)
)

BROADCAST
AND/OR PHOTOGRAPH
A COURT fROCEEDING

)
)
)

~~ lbt" 1~ -·;,

DEFENDANT(S)

AND ORDER

I hereby request approval to broadcast and/or photograph the following court
pi:oceeding:

Case No.: ,,..f:.t

7.4t- Oo<l~.tJJ_

Date,::<:..~:p,....<'--',--!--=------.,--~
Lo

Time:~'~~

*'-1:

Presiding Judge:
ru.._e._(,..AVJ,Jl,l,,1 have read the relevant Idaho rule pennittin' ameras 1 the courtroom, and will comply
...
in all respects with the Rule and Order of th Couvr;Y

r.__µ..-----

{ QA?,:H? ~~r-1 ··Print-Name

Sigµ tur

~ ~ t '.._ _ _

........._.....~.......__---',

__3-'71-:_p~7

News Organization Represented

Date

Phone number

P~r.as..to_be. r.ep,:esentea or-:pres-ent (p-lease..c:.ir.ck,)--Ehami:eb---£----4 \ )

t

[2'

//)lft/u ~f114t,I r<:,t"llt Ul'M~RDER
TIIB COURT, having considered the above Request for Approval under the Rule
permitting cameras in trial courtrooms, hereby orde:rs that permission to broadcast and/or
photograph the above h.ear.ing is:
[ ~ the following restricti.ons:

[ JDenied.-
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Pese ·fax back to 375-7770

IN THE DISTRJCT COURT OF THE ~"?l"\ JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COlJNTY OF Ad c.....,,

:;Src~re_

)

PLAINTIFF(S)

)

V.

)
)
)

TRobe<T }la__/ I

REQUEST TO OBTA1N
APPROVAL TO VIDEO
RECORD, BROADCAST OR
PHoToGRAf'B..6 cox m T FIi.ED ~:f____
_
PROCEEDilj.Sl.J.M.-

---

)
)
)

DEFEND A:--JT(S)

JAN O2 ZC'.'.3
HRISTOPHER D. RICH, C\en<

=·l

C,

[ ftereby request approval to:
~ e o record

txj_broadcast

[

] photograph

CJ<FE

Case No.:
Date:

/

y

DEPUTY

the fotlowing court proceeding:

ZOI / 000 397

/O 3 / /

B CE.TH MASTERS

6'

3

Time:
Location:

Presiding Judge:
I have read Rule 45 of tile Idaho Cou1t Administrative Rules pcm1itting cameras in the
courtroom, and will comply in all respect~ with the provisions of th£tt rule, and will <'!lso make
ce:1ain thr.t all other persons from my organization participating: in video or audio recording or
broadcasting or photographing of the court proceedings have read Rule 45 of the Idaho Ccurt
Administrative Rules 1Uld \>.:ill comp1y i11 all n;spects with the provisions of that rule.

(;'c:.._< y Sc. Jz:. vt-t c...-"
p';'.'int Na1-r:e

.,,,.,,,,...,__/' .,.,...f/__.-~. Signatunf:,•

News Organization Represented

Phone Number

J/o-z./t .3
Date

Request for Approval and Order - Page l
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ORDER
THE COURT, having considered the above Request for Approval uncler Rule 45 of the Idaho
Court Administrative Rules, here.by orders that permission to video 1'ecord the above nearirig is:
[ ~ D unde~ the following restrictions in addition to those. set forth in Rule 45 of the Idaho
Cour'. Administrative Rules:

] DENIED.
THE COURT, having considered tlle above Request for Approval under Rule 45 of the Idaho
Cou1i Administrative Rules, hereby orders tllat permission to broadcast the above hearing is:
[ ~ D under the fo[lowing restrictions in addition to those set forth in Rule 45 of the Idaho
Comt Administrative Rules:

] DENIED.
11-J:E COUR''f, having considered the above equest for Approval under Rule 45 of the Idaho
Court Administrative Rules, hereby orders t
ermission to photogr11ph the above hearing is:
[ ) GR.AJ\'TED under tbc fol lo
Court Administrative Rules·

g restrictions in addition to those set forth in Rule 45 of the ldaho

Request for Approval and Order - Page 2
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL D1ST~(lll"SJJ6PHf.R D. R!CH, Cla~k
By GETH MA:;TEHS
:JEPUTY

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

Case No. CR-FE-2011-0003976
MEMORANDUM DECISION RE:
SEALED DOCUMENTS

vs.

ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

FOR THE STATE: Jason Spillman
FOR THE DEFENSE: Robert Chastain and Debra Chrystal

DECISION
This matter came on before the court on January 2, 2013. This Court had
ordered well in advance of the trial of this case that all motions and accompanying
attachments be sealed in order to keep many of the sensational issues of the particular
case from public disclosure to insure selection of an impartial jury in Ada County. The
trial has now concluded and the defendant was convicted of Second Degree Murder
and use of a firearm in the commission of a felony.
The primary concern of the Court in sealing these motions and attachments was
to insure a fair trial. This homicide involved an affair between the decedent and the
defendant's wife and the Court was concerned that these sensational issues would be
made public and thus put at risk the selection of a jury in Ada County. That concern has

001606
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now ended and the provisions of the Public Writings Act now come into play. ICA 9-335
in large part governs the sealed documents involved in this case.
The defense has no objection to "unsealing" the motions and attachments. The
State has general and specific objections to "unsealing" the motions and attachments as
articulated in their December 7, 2012 Motion Regarding Documents Previously Filed
Under Seal.
The State has set forth valid concerns about personal identifying information
attached to various police reports and affidavits that pursuant to 9-335 (c) constitute an
unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. After hearing argument and reviewing the
respective motion and documents the Court is satisfied that the documents listed below
are clearly personal in nature and would constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal
privacy. The Court will allow the unsealing of all motions and attachments with the
following exceptions and the state shall submit redacted police reports, motions and
affidavits pursuant to this order:

1. Melissa Mason's Phone number
2. Emmett Corrigan's home address
3. Personal identifying information pertaining to Brittany Mulford, Mike
Corrigan, Jennifer Allen, Rod Carr, Angela Nutt, Jacquelyne Galvan,
Megan Degroat, Michelle Clark, Steve Quercia, Christine and Allen
Woodside, Kelly Rieker, Erika Belarski, Christine Woodside.
4. Motion to Exclude Michelle Hannah Goodwin's Statements and
Attachments.
5. The States Motion and all related pleadings filed to exclude the sex
tape from Emmett Corrigan's Computer and all attachments. The Court
however will allow release of any and all pleadings, affidavits and
attachments as to the Motion in Limine Re Steroid Use.

IT IS SO ORDERED THIS 3RD DAY OF JANUARY 2013

'
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McLAUGHLIN / MASTERS/ REDLICH 3 JANUARY 2013

Courtroom510

Time
Speaker
Note
10:03:18 AM!
\Robert Hall CR FE 11 03976 Status Conference
10:03:18 AM+
Present: Jason Spillman and Jessica Lorello for the State,
:Rob Chastain and Deborah Kristal for the defense, defendant

........................!in._custody...........................................................................................................................................................................
10:03:18 AM J.Court

\Here today to reset sentencing, and take care of a couple of
:other little issues. First, expert for the State to review Dr.

·······················

10:03:18 AM \Spillman

10:03: 18 AM lcourt
10:03:18 AM !Spillman

.. :Beaver's .report-.... ......................... .. .... ............
... ...................................
!I followed up with Dr. Robert Engle yesterday, met with him
!briefly this morning and gave him copy of Dr. Beaver's report.
!Am hopeful we can get response from him soon.
iBy mid - to late February?
!Hopefully .

..1.o:_03:1_8_AM.\Court................... iwant.tomakesure.defense .. gets .. copy.of.. re.port .................................................
10:03:18 AM jChastain :We'd like to check any date the Court sets with Dr. Beaver.
10:03:18 AMicourt
10:03: 18 AM !Spillman

1sentencing 2/21/13?
i Response..........

10:03: 18 AM j Court
·1·0:03:TifAMTChastain

[Let's just go with the 28th.
(I'm in Valley County that day.

10:03: 18 AM fcourt
10:03:18 AM jcounsel

!7 March?

10:03:18 AM jcourt
10:03: 18 AM !Chastain
10:03: 18 AM :court

jo3/07/13. Check with Dr. Beaver.
Start at 9:30?
·
!Yes. And let's h~ii've"a phone status ccinfere.nce"on 2H4Tf:f"""""
r initiated by the Court, at 9:00 am, to see where we are with Dr.
.Engle and his report, so if we have to make any adjustment to
!the sentencing date, that will give us the opportunity to do so.

•That's fine.

1

.. ..................................................................................................

10:03: 18 AM jchastain ... [Shows proposed order re property to State's counsel.
.10:03:1.8.AM jSpillman :No objection.
10:03: 18 AM !.·court .... .. j•i1 si~inffie .. order. Any propertyto..be.reiurned.io.ihe.. Corri'gan
;
family?
10:03:18 AM1Spillman ~Yes.
10:03: 18 AM (Court
/Just get an order to me and I'll sign it - show it to defense
i
!counsel
first.
........................................................................................; ........................................................................................................................................................................................................... .
10:03:18 AM +/Court
................................................
......................................I............................................................................................................................................................................................................
10:03:18 AM !Chastain !Beaver gone 3/7 - 3/18.
10:03:18 AM jcourt
j21 March at 9:30am. Anything further?
10:03:18 AM1Chastain [We have calculations of time served. Total credit through
jtoday should be 500. We've given copy to State's counsel.
~

i

..1.o':'03:"1·8 . AMtcourt

..... !oK,· soo·days. ...

10:03: 18 AM /Chastain
'
1/3/2013

......

·

·

....

...

/Also, might need to set motion hearing re independent psych
ieval.
·

1 of 2
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McLAUGHLIN/ MASTERS/ REDLICH 3 JANUARY 2013

Courtroom51 O

10:03: 18 AM !Court
10:03:18 AMJKristal
10:03:18 AM:Court
10:03: 18 AM 1Spillman
10:03:18 AM (court
10:03:18 AM !Spillman

•File your motion. Let's give you date now [Can have it filed this afternoon.
1/31/13 @3pm.
Re order unsealing ... ·
jYou can file motion to reconsider.
!Re time served...
·····················
·············· ··························································

10:03: 18 AM icourt

You can address that at sentencing, obviously this is not final.
l If you take objection to their calculations, I'll hear you out at
[sentencing.
•End of case

·

10:03:18 AMt

1/3/2013

2 of2
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ROBERT R. CHASTAIN

Attorney at Law
300 Main, Suite 158
Boise, ID 83 702-7728
(208) 345-3110
Idaho State Bar #2765

JAN

u~

'j(W•
'u
!,]

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
Sy CieTH MASTERS
DE?U1Y

Attorney for Defendant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
ST ATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STA TE OF IDAHO,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

Case No. CRFE 2011-3976
ORDER RETURNING PROPERTY TO
DEFENDANT

The matter having come before the Court upon Defendant's Motion and good
cause appearing therefore;
IT

IS

HEREBY

ORDERED

the

Meridian

Police

Department

Property/Evidence Unit release to Gary Starkey, on behalf of Robert Dean Hall, the
following property items located under the Meridian Police DepartmentDRl 1-1356.

ORDER TO RETURN PROPERTY TO DEFENDANT

Page 1

C:\Users\Maria\Documents\WPDOCS\Murder\Hall, Robert D\Hall MotJms\Retum Property\retumproperty.hall.wpd
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Item#

Property

1.

MB-1

2.

MB-2

Large manilla envelope containing a two page letter and
photo collage
Two page letter

3.

MB-3

4.

MB-4

Dell Notebook computer: service tag CJFRLKI
Service code:27296727265
HP Notebook computer #CNU9292CMM

5.

MB-5

Two page letter in blue ink.

6.

MB-6

LaCrosse Tech. ThumbDrive:01011808090342

7.

HP Pavilion Computer tower: Model P6142P
Serial #:3CR92013XN
JM-01
Motorola Thumb Drive 2G USB 2.0
RT-3
Five - EE Bonds $50 each in the name of Hannah Hall.
RT-4
Four - $2.00 bills
RT-5
One - Silver Certificate $1.00 bill
RT-8
$102.00 US Currency (1- $100 bill, 2- $1.00 bills)
RT-10
One black wallet with $37.00 U.S. currency
RT-11
One Key Ring with one key
CS-11
One Sansa MP3 Player
CS-12
One TomTom GPS Unit: M62297B06070
OneDVD+R
CS-13
CS-14
One two-page player roster
MD-01-02 CD labeled "Hallowindow"

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

MS-01

DA TED this ___l day of January, 2013.

Hon. Michael McLaughlin,
District Judge

ORDER TO RETURN PROPERTY TO DEFENDANT

Page2

C:\Users\Maria\Documents\WPDOCS\Murder\Hall, Robert D\Hall Moti6ns\Return Property\returnproperty.hall.wpd
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

rd

•

· on the __
J day ofJanuary, 2013, I served a true an d correct copy or the wit· h.mand
I hereby certify
foregoing memorandum upon the attomey(s) named below in the manner noted:
Jason Spillman
Jessica Lorello
Attorney General Office
PO Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0010
Robert R. Chastain
Deborah N. Kristal
300 Main St.
Boise, ID 83702

Robert D. Hall #1038828
c/o Ada County Jail
7210 Barrister Dr.
Boise, ID 83704

OBy first class mail, postage prepaid
OBy hand delivery
•By faxing the same to: 854-8083

~ first class mail, postage prepaid
•By hand delivery
OBy faxing the same to:

•By first class mail, postage prepaid
OBy hand delivery
OBy faxing the same to:

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH,
Clerk of the Court

Deputy Clerk

; , ti' :c

..
•

•

a

•• ,

.,'

,, "

ORDER TO RETURN PROPERTY TO DEFENDANT

Page 3

C:\Users\Maria\Documents\WPDOCS\Murder\Hall, Robert D\Hall Mot~ns\Retum Property\retumproperty.hall.wpd
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I, Robert Dean Hall, hereby consent to the release of said listed property
to Gary Starkey, investigator for Chastain Law Office, so that he can deliver
said listed property to my Mother, Barbara Hall.
Dated this _-3_'
__ day of January, 2013.

Robert Dean Hall

Item#
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

Pro:gerty
MB-1

Large manilla envelope containing a two page letter
and photo collage
MB-2
Two page letter
MB-3
Dell Notebook computer: service tag CJFRLKI
Service code:27296727265
MB-4
HP Notebook computer #CNU9292CMM
MB-5
Two page letter in blue ink.
MB-6
LaCrosse Tech. ThumbDrive:01011808090342
MS-01
HP Pavilion Computer tower: Model P6142P
Serial #:3CR92013XN
JM-01
Motorola Thumb Drive 2G USB 2.0
RT-3
Five - EE Bonds $50 each in the name of Hannah Hall.
RT-4
Four - $2.00 bills
RT-5
One - Silver Certificate $1.00 bill
RT-8
$102.00 US Currency (1- $100 bill, 2- $1.00 bills)
RT-10
One black wallet with $37.00 U.S. currency
RT-11
One Key Ring with one key
CS-11
One Sansa MP3 Player
CS-12
One TomTom GPS Unit: M62297B06070
CS-13
One DVD+R
CS-14
One two-page player roster
MD-01-02 CD labeled "Hallowindow"
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JAN O8 2013
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By KATRINA CHRISTENSEN
DEPUTY

ROBERT R. CHASTAIN

Attorney at Law
300 W. Main, Suite 158
Boise, ID 83 702
(208) 345-31102
Idaho State Bar# 2765
DEBORAH N~Kru:STAL

Attorney at Law
3140 N. Bogus Basin Road
Boise, ID 83 702
(208) 345-8708
Idaho State Bar #2296
Attorney for Defendant
Robert Dean Hall

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

STATE OF IDAHO,
Case No. CR-FE-2011-3976
Plaintiff,
MOTION IN LIMINE TO LIMIT
STATE'S REBUTTAL OF DR.
BEAVER'S REPORT

V.

ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

COMES NOW, Robert Dean Hall, by and through his attorneys of record, and hereby
moves the Court for its Order limiting the State's Rebuttal of Dr. Beaver's Report to an
independent analysis of the raw data by the State's own expert, for the reason that requiring Mr.
Hall to submit to additional testing by the State's expert would violate Mr. Hall's Fifth
Amendment right to remain silent and his Sixth Amendment right to effective assistance of

MOTION IN LIMINE RE SCOPE OF REBUTTAL

Page I
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counsel, and his analogous rights under Article I, § 13 of the Idaho Constitution. This Motion is
supported by the Memorandum filed with this Motion.

c ..:~

Dated this _0_ day of January, 2013.

ROBERT R. CHASTAIN
Attorney for Defendant

~~·~~·~

By-----"---"-~---"----·

I.,_____

DEBORAHN.~
Attorney for Defendant

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

:t'-1

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 8"
day of January, 2013, I caused a true and
correct copy of the foregoing to be served, by the method(s) as indicated, upon:
Jason Spillman/Jessica Lorello
Idaho Attorney General's Office
o
o
o

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Federal Express
~ Facsimile

1iGu~1~~

MOTION IN LIMINE RE SCOPE OF REBUTTAL

Page 2
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JAN O8 2013
C

ROBERT R. CHASTAIN

HRISTOPHER o. RICH. Clerk
KATRINA CHRISTEi..JSEN
By
DCcf':JT"

Attorney at Law
300 W. Main, Suite 158
Boise, ID 83702
(208) 345-31102
Idaho State Bar # 2765
DEBORAH N. KRISTAL
Attorney at Law
3140 N. Bogus Basin Road
Boise, ID 83 702
(208) 345-8708
Idaho State Bar #2296

Attorney for Defendant
Robert Dean Hall

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

STATE OF IDAHO,
Case No. CR-FE-2011-3976
Plaintiff,
MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND
AUTHORITIES RE SCOPE OF
REBUTTAL

V.

ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

COMES NOW, Robert Dean Hall, by and through his attorneys of record, and hereby
submits this Memorandum of Points and Authorities in support of Hall's Motion in Limine to
Limit the State's Rebuttal of Dr. Beaver's Report to an Independent Analysis of the Raw Data.

MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND AUTHORITIES RE SCOPE OF REBUTTAL-- I

001616

Robert Hall ("Mr. Hall") respectfully submits that Mr. Hall calling an expert witness to
testify regarding Mr. Hall's "future dangerousness" at sentencing pursuant to a LC. § 19-2522
examination is not a waiver of Mr. Hall's Fifth Amendment right to remain silent, or his Six
Amendment right to effective assistance of counsel or his analogous rights under Article I § 13
of the Idaho Constitution.
Mr. Hall has never asserted that he was incompetent to stand trial, nor has Mr. Hall ever
asserted a "mental status" as a defense or mitigation under LC. § 18-207 which would constitute
a waiver of privilege under that statute. Dr. Craig W. Beaver ("Dr. Beaver") conducted
examinations of Mr. Hall and prepared a Forensic Mental Health Evaluation ("report") which
conforms to the requirements of LC. § 19-2522, and this report is offered for the proposition that
Mr. Hall does not suffer from a mental condition that would put society at risk of future danger.
Section 19-2522 does not require a defendant to waive privilege prior to submitting to an
examination, nor does it provide that the State's experts shall have access to the defendant to
conduct a § 19-2522 examination. Thus, neither the ruling in State v. Payne, 146 Idaho 548
(2008), nor Section 19-2522 compels Mr. Hall to submit to an examination by the State's expert.
The report and the raw testing data from which Dr. Beaver draws his conclusions will be
provided to the State's expert, as this would afford the State the chance to prepare an adequate
rebuttal.
ARGUMENT

The Fifth Amendment, which protect against compelled self-incrimination, and the Sixth
Amendment, the right to counsel, apply to both the guilt and penalty phases of a trial. See State v.

MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND AUTHORITIES RE SCOPE OF REBUTTAL-- 2
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Lankford, 116 Idaho 860,871 (1989); Estrada v. State, 143 Idaho 558,563 (2006); see also State
v. Jockumsen, 148 Idaho 817,820 (Ct. App. 2010).
A compelled psychiatric examination implicates Fifth and Sixth Amendment rights.

Estelle v. Smith, 451 U.S. 454 (1981). If the defense seeks a pretrial psychiatric examination and
places the defendant's mental state at issue at trial, there is no constitutional violation when the
prosecution offers the examination for a "limited rebuttal purpose." Buchanan v. Kentucky, 483
U.S. 402, 424(1987) (emphasis added). However, the Idaho Supreme Court has noted that the
United States Supreme Court has never directly addressed the issue of whether a defendant must
waive his Fifth Amendment privilege against self-incrimination if he chooses to present mental
health evidence at sentencing. State v. Payne, 146 Idaho 548, 571 (2008).
In Payne, the defendant appealed his conviction of first-degree murder. Prior to trial in
that case the defendant filed a notice to rely on mental health evidence raising a mental illness
defense pursuant to LC. § 18-207. The State subsequently had the defendant submit to 18-207
pre-trial examinations by two of its experts. 146 Idaho 548, 577 (2008). At trial the defendant did
not present any witnesses, but argued the State failed to meet its burden. A jury found the
defendant guilty and a three day sentencing hearing was held. Id. at 557. The defendant
presented two expert witnesses at sentencing who testified extensively about the defendant's
mental health. The sentencing court allowed the State to present statements the defendant had
made to the State's experts during his 18-207 pre-trial examinations to rebut the expert opinions
introduced by the defendant. Id. at 570. On direct and collateral review appeal to the Idaho

MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND AUTHORITIES RE SCOPE OF REBUTTAL-- 3
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Supreme Court the defendant argued, inter alia, that LC. § 18-207(4)(c) 1 was unconstitutional
because it violated his Eighth Amendment right to present relevant mitigation evidence at
sentencing because it conditions that right on waiving Fifth and Sixth Amendment privileges. Id.
at 570.
The Court noted that the United States Supreme Court had never directly addressed the
issue of whether a defendant must waive his Fifth Amendment privilege against selfincrimination if he chooses to present mental health evidence at sentencing. 146 Idaho 548, 571
(2008) (citing Smith, 451 U.S. at 466 n. 10 (1981)). However, the Court found that the United
States Supreme Court's decision in Buchannan v. Kentucky, 483 U.S. 402, 422-23 (1987)),
supported its ruling that § 18-207(4)(c) was constitutional because the State "may condition a
defendant's decision to present [mental health] evidence during the sentencing phase of his trial
without running afoul of the constitution." Id. at 571.
In Buchanan, the defendant's counsel and the prosecutor jointly petitioned the trial court
to order a psychiatric examination of the defendant to see if he should be treated during
incarceration. At trial, the defendant raised a defense of extreme emotional disturbance and the
trial court allowed the prosecutor to use the earlier psychiatric report to rebut the defense. 483
U.S. at 408-410. The Court in Buchanan found that "if a defendant requests [a mental health
evaluation] or presents psychiatric evidence, then at the very least, the prosecution may rebut this
presentation with evidence from reports of the examination that the defendant requested." Id. at
422-23. The Court reasoned that the defendant not only joined the motion for the psychiatric
1 Idaho Code Section 18-207(4){c) provides that: "Raising an issue of mental condition in a criminal proceeding
shall constitute a waiver of any privilege that might otherwise be interposed to bar the production of evidence on the
subject and, upon request, the court shall order that the state's experts shall have access to the defendant in such
cases for the purpose of having its own experts conduct an examination in preparation for any legal proceeding at
which the defendant's mental condition may be in issue."

MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND AUTHORITIES RE SCOPE OF REBUTTAL-- 4
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examination, but also, "the entire defense strategy was to establish the 'mental status' defense of
extreme emotional disturbance." The defendant did not testify and the defense called only one
witness, a social worker, who was asked by the defense to read to the jury the Department of
Human Services reports regarding the defendant's mental condition. Id. at 408-410, 423. The
Court stated that the prosecution "could not respond to this defense unless it presented other
psychological evidence." Thus, the prosecution requested the defense witness read excerpts from
the psychiatric report "in which the psychiatrist had set forth his general observations about the
mental state of petitioner but had not described any statements by petitioner dealing with the
crimes for which he was charged." Id. at 423 (emphasis in original). The Supreme Court
concluded that "introduction of such a report for this limited rebuttal purpose does not constitute
a Fifth Amendment violation." Id. at 423-24 (emphasis added).
This case is distinguishable from the facts in Payne because, unlike the defendant in
Payne, Mr. Hall did not raise a § 18-207 defense during pre-trial proceedings which would

constitute a waiver of privilege under that statute. Even though the defendant in Payne withdrew
his mental illness defense, at sentencing he presented testimony from two experts who testified
extensively about his mental health. In contrast, Mr. Hall has never asserted that he was
incompetent to stand trial, nor has Mr. Hall ever asserted a "mental status" as a defense or
mitigation. Dr. Beaver's report is offered for the proposition that Mr. Hall does not suffer from a
mental condition that would put society at risk of future danger. 2 Thus, unlike the defendant in
Payne, Mr. Hall did not waive privilege pursuant to§ 18-207. Dr. Beaver's report is essentially a

report pursuant to LC. § 19-2522, which provides in pertinent part:
2

Dr. Beaver's report demonstrates that Hall does not suffer from any psychopathy other than what this Court
recognizes as severe situational depression.
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(1) If there is reason to believe the mental condition of the defendant will be a
significant factor at sentencing and for good cause shown, the court shall appoint
at least on (1) psychiatrist or licensed psychologist to examine and report upon the
mental condition of the defendant.

(3) The report of the examination shall include the following:
(a) A description of the nature of the examination;
(b) A diagnosis, evaluation or prognosis of the mental condition of the
defendant;
(c) An analysis of the degree of the defendant's illness or defect and level
of functional impairment;
(d) A consideration of whether treatment is available for the defendant's
mental condition;
(e) An analysis of the relative risks and benefits of treatment or nontreatment;
(t) A consideration of the risk of danger which the defendant may create
for the public at large.

'

LC. § 19-2522 (emphasis added). Unlike the language in 18-207, Section 19-2522 does not
require a defendant to waive privilege prior to submitting to an examination under that statute,
nor does it provide that the State's experts shall have access to the defendant to conduct a § 192522 examination. Thus, neither the ruling in Payne nor Section 19-2522 compels Mr. Hall to
submit to an examination by the State's expert.
The Supreme Court's ruling in Buchanan allows the State to have access to Dr. Beaver's
report for limited rebuttal purposes, as this would not constitute a Fifth Amendment violation.
Dr. Beaver's report, which is offered for the proposition that Mr. Hall does not suffer from any
mental condition that would put society at risk of future danger, is based on data produced from
psychological testing. Dr. Beaver's report does not discuss nor does his opinion rely on offensespecific information. Additionally, Mr. Hall has never asserted that he is incompetent to stand
trial, nor has he ever asserted a mental status as a defense or a mitigation, and accordingly, Dr.
Beaver's report does not address these issues. Thus, the report and the raw testing data from
MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND AUTHORITIES RE SCOPE OF REBUTTAL-- 6
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•
which Dr. Beaver draws his conclusions will be provided to the State's expert to comply with the
ruling in Buchanan, as this would afford the State the chance to prepare an adequate rebuttal.
CONCLUSION

For the reasons set forth above, Mr. Hall respectfully submits that Mr. Hall calling an
expert witness to testify regarding Mr. Hall's "future dangerousness" at sentencing pursuant to a
LC.§ 19-2522 examination is not a waiver of Mr. Hall's Fifth Amendment right to remain silent,
or his Six Amendment right to effective assistance of counsel or his analogous rights under
Article I § 13 of the Idaho Constitution.
DATED this

~ day of January, 2013.
ROBERT R. CHASTAIN
Attorney for Defendant

By

im2J~DEBORAHN.~
Attorney for Defendant
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THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
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______________
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Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
SIXTIETH ADDENDUM
TO DISCOVERY
FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL

COMES NOW, Jason Slade Spillman, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho,

and makes the following Sixtieth Addendum to the previous Response to Discovery
pursuant to Rule 16:
16(b) Disclosure pursuant to written request by Defendant:
(4)
BA"rES #

5145

Documents and Tangible Objects:
DOCUMENT/ DESCRIPTION

Compact disc containing jail calls
from December 17 through
December 30, 2012

AUrHOR/
AGENCY
Doug Paxton
ACSO

DATE

SIXTIETH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 1

NO.OF
PAGES
1 CD
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~

DATED this 15th day of January 2013.

JASON SLADE
Deputy Attorne

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on t~1is 151hday of January 2013, I caused to be served a
true and correct copy of the foregoing Sixtieth Addendum to Discovery for Conflict
Counsel to:
Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

_
U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
_X_ Hand Delivered
_
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
_
Electronic Mail (Email)

Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

_
U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
_X_ Hand Delivered
_
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
_
Electronic Mail (Email)

~ h.awm~

oser(Newman, Legal Secretary '
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant,

_______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
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)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
RESPONSE TO DEFENDANT'S
MOTION IN LIMINE TO LIMIT STATE'S
REBUTTAL OF DR. BEAVER'S
REPORT

COMES NOW, Jessica M. Lorello, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho, and
hereby responds to Defendant's Motion in Limine to Limit State's Rebuttal of Dr.
Beaver's Report ("Motion"), filed January 8, 2013.

Background
Prior to trial, Defendant identified a number of experts as potential witnesses,
including Dr. Craig Beaver.
filed July 25, 2012.)

(First Supplemental Discovery Response ("Response"),

In that Response, Defendant indicated his intent to have Dr.
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Beaver testify regarding the Defendant's "handedness" and that the subdural hematoma
suffered by Defendant "could result in him having little if any memory of the events
surrounding the gunshot wound." (Response, p.3.) "The facts and data relied upon for
[Dr. Beaver's] opinion are a comprehensive neurocognitive examination of Mr. Hall, the
case history, interview tapes of Mr. Hall made by EMTs and police officers, medical and
EMT records and X-rays, Unemployment Statements, State Board of Pharmacy
records." (Response, p.3.) Defendant did not, however, provide any report from Dr.
Beaver prior to trial and ultimately did not call Dr. Beaver as a witness at trial. 1
Approximately two months after the jury returned its guilty verdict, and essentially
one business day before the scheduled sentencing hearing, 2 the defense disclosed a
report from Dr. Beaver, dated December 27, 2012 (hereafter, "Report"). Dr. Beaver's
report discusses the following:

(1) Defendant's mental status examination and Dr.

Beaver's observations of Defendant's behavior (Report, pp.3-7); (2) "Forensic Issues"
including "Evidence of Memory Deficits Secondary to Traumatic Brain Injury," "Evidence
of Mental Illness," "Evaluation of Future Dangerousness," and "Rehabilitation Potential"
(Report, pp.7-14).

Defendant did, however, call Dr. Robert Friedman at trial who testified that Defendant
suffered amnesia as a result of the graze-wound to his head. The state objected to this
testimony. (See Motion to Exclude Testimony of Defense Experts, filed October 2,
2012.) The state also objected to any expert testimony regarding the Defendant's
"handedness." (Id.)
1

2

The state received Dr. Beaver's report at approximately 4:00 p.m. on December 31,
2012. The sentencing hearing was originally set for January 3, 2013, at 9:00 a.m.
RESPONSE TO DEFENDANT'S MOTION IN LIMINE TO LIMIT STATE'S REBUTTAL OF DR.
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Based on the timing of Dr. Beaver's report and the state's need to rebut Dr.
Beaver's opinions, the state requested a continuance of the sentencing hearing so that
it could consult with and potentially retain its own expert to evaluate the Defendant. The
court granted the state's motion and Defendant's sentencing hearing was reset to
March 21, 2013. 3

Defendant subsequently filed his instant Motion as well as a

supporting memorandum (Memorandum of Points and Authorities Re Scope of Rebuttal
("Memorandum")). 4

Argument
In his Motion, Defendant asks the Court to enter an "Order limiting the State's
Rebuttal of Dr. Beaver's Report to an independent analysis of the raw data by the
State's own expert." (Motion, p.1.)

According to Defendant, requiring him to "submit to

additional testing by the State's expert would violate [his] Fifth Amendment right to
remain silent and his Sixth Amendment right to effective assistance of counsel" as well
as his analogous rights under the Idaho Constitution.

(Motion, pp.1-2.)

Defendant

3

The March 21 date was the result of several factors including the need to provide the
state's expert with adequate time and the availability of Dr. Beaver during other potential
sentencing dates.
4

On January 22, 2013, defense counsel sent counsel for the state and court staff an email indicating, in part, that Defendant is "willing to proceed to sentencing without the
expert testimony of Dr. Beaver" due to his alleged agreement with the Court that this
case should be "resolved before two years have elapsed" since Emmett Corrigan's
murder. While the state obviously cannot object to evidence the Defendant chooses not
to present in mitigation, to the extent Defendant intends to rely on Dr. Beaver's Report
(which the Court has already read) or his opinions without presenting live testimony, for
the reasons stated herein, the state is entitled to rebut that evidence as provided in I.C.
§ 18-207.
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claims that his intent to "call[ ] an expert witness to testify regarding [his] 'future
dangerousness' at sentencing pursuant to a I.C. § 19-2522 examination" does not
constitute a waiver of any of his rights. (Memorandum, p.2.) Defendant is incorrect.
The first flaw in Defendant's argument is his erroneous characterization of Dr.
Beaver's report as an "I.C. § 19-2522 examination." Examinations conducted pursuant
to I.C. § 19-2522 are performed by a court appointed psychiatrist or licensed
psychologist; they are not performed by experts privately retained by the defense. This
point is apparent from the statutory text, including the provision that allows for the
defendant to hire his own expert to rebut the opinions of the court-appointed expert.
I.C. § 19-2522(5).
Defendant next argues that because he "has never asserted that he was
incompetent to stand trial, nor has [he] ever asserted a 'mental status,' as a defense or
mitigation under I.C. § 18-207," he has never waived his rights.

(Memorandum, p.2

(verbatim).) In the context of this argument, Defendant again invokes I.C. § 19-2522,
and asserts Dr. Beaver's Report "is offered for the proposition that [he] does not suffer
from a mental condition that would put society at risk of future danger," which he notes
is a required element of an I.C. § 19-2522 evaluation.

(Memorandum, pp.2, 6

(emphasis original).) As to the latter point, Defendant's reliance on I.C. § 19-2522 is,
again, not only an improper characterization of Dr. Beaver's Report, it is ironic since an
I.C. § 19-2522 evaluation is, by the plain language of the statute, predicated on the
"belie[f] the mental condition of the defendant will be a significant factor at sentencing,"
I.C. § 19-2522(1) (emphasis added), not the "proposition" that the Defendant's mental
RESPONSE TO DEFENDANT'S MOTION IN UMINE TO LIMIT STATE'S REBUTTAL OF DR.
.
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condition is not a factor at sentencing. In any event, I.C. § 19-2522 does not control the
state's ability to rebut evidence of mental condition as permitted by I.C. § 18-207. See
State v. Payne, 146 Idaho 548, 572, 199 P.3d 123, 147 (2008) ("Neither I.C. § 19-2522
nor I.C. § 18-215 work to make inadmissible the statements Payne made to the State's
experts during his I.C. § 18-207 examination. By its very terms, I.C. § 19-2522 does not
limit the consideration of other relevant evidence. I.C. § 19-2522(6).").
As for Defendant's claim that the requirements of I.C. § 18-207 do not apply
because he "has never asserted that he was incompetent to stand trial" and because he
has never "asserted a 'mental status,' as a defense or mitigation under I.C. § 18-207"
(Memorandum, p.2 (verbatim)), this argument is without merit.

Idaho Code § 18-207

does not govern competency issues. Thus, that Defendant has never claimed to be
incompetent has nothing to do with I.C. § 18-207 or the state's ability to rebut the
evidence he wishes to present through Dr. Beaver.
What I.C. § 18-207 does govern is evidence related to a defendant's mental
condition. The statute provides, in relevant part:
(4) No court shall, over the objection of any party, receive the evidence of
any expert witness on any issue of mental condition, or permit such
evidence to be placed before a jury, unless such evidence is fully subject
to the adversarial process in at least the following particulars:
(a) Notice must be given at least ninety (90) days in advance of
trial, or such other period as justice may require, that a party intends to
raise any issue of mental condition and to call expert witnesses
concerning such issue, failing which such witness shall not be permitted to
testify until such time as the opposing party has a complete opportunity to
consider the substance of such testimony and prepare for rebuttal through
such opposing expert(s) as the party may choose.

RESPONSE TO DEFENDANT'S MOTION IN LIMINE TO LIMIT STATE'S REBUTTAL OF DR.
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(c) Raising an issue of mental condition in a criminal proceeding
shall constitute a waiver of any privilege that might otherwise be
interposed to bar the production of evidence on the subject and, upon
request, the court shall order that the state's experts shall have access to
the defendant in such cases for the purpose of having its own experts
conduct an examination in preparation for any legal proceeding at which
the defendant's mental condition may be in issue.
Defendant cannot avoid the provisions of I.C. § 18-207 simply by arguing that the
point of Dr. Beaver's Report is to explain that Defendant does not have a mental
condition. The statute applies whenever the defendant intends to present "the evidence
of any expert witness on any issue of mental condition," irrespective of what the expert's
ultimate conclusion is.

And, Defendant's claim that he is not "assert[ing] a 'mental

status' as ... mitigation" is patently frivolous. Of course he is. The entire purpose of Dr.
Beaver's Report is to provide mitigating evidence in the form of Dr. Beaver's opinion
that Defendant "presents a low risk for violent recidivism" and "has excellent
rehabilitation potential once allowed back out in the community." (Report, p.14.) Such
evidence is clearly offered for the purpose of urging the Court to impose a lesser
sentence.
Because Defendant intends to present evidence of his mental condition at
sentencing, he has "waive[ed] any privilege that might otherwise be interposed to bar
the production of evidence on the subject and" the state is entitled to have its own
expert examine Defendant in order to rebut such evidence. I.C. § 18-207(4)(c). The
state's ability to do so is not only expressly authorized by statute, it is constitutionally
permissible. Buchanan v. Kentucky, 483 U.S. 402 (1987); Payne, 146 Idaho at 571,
199 P.3d at 146. State v. Santistevan, 143 Idaho 527, 529-30, 148 P.3d 1273, 1275-76
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(Ct. App. 2006). Defendant's claims to the contrary are without merit and his Motion
should be denied.
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 23rd day of January 2013.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 23rd day of January 2013, I caused to be served
a true and correct copy of the foregoing Response to Defendant's Motion in Limine to
Limit State's Rebuttal of Dr. Beaver's Report to:

Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

1

Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728

..:;L_ U.S.

_

_

U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

~
Rosean Newman, Legal Secretary
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant,

______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
STATE'S MOTION TO RECONSIDER
MEMORANDUM DECISION RE:
SEALED DOCUMENTS

COMES NOW, Jessica M. Lorello, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho, and
hereby files this Motion to Reconsider Memorandum Decision Re: Sealed Documents
("Decision").

A

Background
On December 7, 2012, the state filed a Motion Regarding Documents Previously

Filed Under Seal ("Motion") setting forth its position regarding whether certain documents,
previously filed under seal, should remain sealed. In sum, the state requested that the
following items remain sealed:

(1) all police reports; (2) the state's Motion to Exclude

STATE'S MOTION TO RECONSIDER MEMORANDUM DECISION RE: SEALED
DOCUMENTS, Page 1
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Analysis of Michelle Hannah Goodwin's Statement and the attachments thereto; (3) the
state's Motion to Exclude rrhe] Tape and all pleadings, or portions of pleadings, and
documents discussing the tape's contents; and (4) a letter the victim, Emmett Corrigan,
wrote to his wife and documents related thereto. The Court granted, in part, and denied, in
part, the state's Motion. Specifically, the Court "allow[ed] the unsealing of all motions with
the following exceptions[:]" (1) Motion to Exclude Michelle Hannah Goodwin's Statements
and Attachments; and (2) the Motion to Exclude [The] Tape and all attachments.
(Decision, p.2.) The Court also granted the state's Motion to the extent it has ordered the
state to submit redacted police reports, presumably requiring the redaction of phone
numbers, addresses, and other personal identifying information. 1 (Decision, p.2.) The
Court, however, denied the state's remaining requests to permanently seal certain
documents and expressly stated that it would "allow release of any and all pleadings,
affidavits and attachments as to the Motion in Limine Re Steroid Use." (Decision, p.2.)
The state seeks reconsideration on two points. First, the state asks this Court to
reconsider its decision that the letter Emmett wrote his wife, and his mother's and
stepfather's response should not remain sealed as allowed by law. Second, the state asks
this Court to reconsider its decision that Dr. Pablo Stewart's affidavit, which discusses the
contents of the tape that was the subject of the Motion to Exclude [The] Tape, that the
Court ordered remain sealed, should not also remain sealed.

1

Redaction was the state's alternative request to permanently sealing the police reports.
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B.

Emmett's Letter And His Mother's And Stepfather's Response Thereto
In its Motion, the state asked the Court to permanently seal a letter Emmett wrote to

his wife on July 15, 2010, 2 in which Emmett describes alleged events from his childhood
and accusations against family members, which Emmett's family maintain are untrue.
(See Exhibit 5 attached to State's Motion to Exclude Evidence Relating to Ashlee
Corrigan, filed May 29, 2012.) The state also requested that the response written by
Emmett's mother and stepfather, which was also submitted to the Court, also remain
sealed. The Court denied these requests without comment and the state urges this Court
to reconsider. Both Emmett's letter and the response written by his mother and stepfather
are highly intimate. There is no reason to make public such personal information and
effectively re-victimize Emmett's family.
letters permanently sealed.

The state, therefore, asks this Court order the

See LC.AR. 32(i) ("In applying these rules, the court is

referred to the traditional legal concepts in the law of ... invasion of privacy ... as well as
common sense respect for shielding highly intimate ... material about persons.") The
pleadings and documents relevant to this request include:

C.

•

Exhibit 1 attached to Motion and Memorandum of Law in Support of Motion to
Admit Evidence, filed February 17, 2012

•

Exhibit 5 attached to State's Motion to Exclude Evidence Relating to Ashlee
Corrigan, filed May 29, 2012

•

Appendix A attached to Motion to Reconsider Revised Ruling on the
Admissibility of Emmett Corrigan's E-mail, filed October 22, 2012

Dr. Stewart's Affidavit
As noted, the Court granted the state's request to permanently seal the Motion to

Exclude [The] Tape. The Court, however, denied the state's request to permanently seal
2

The letter at issue is attached to Defendant's Motion and Memorandum of Law in
Support of Motion to Admit Evidence, filed February 17, 2012.
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other pleadings that related to the contents of the tape.

The state asks this Court to

reconsider permanently sealing one of those pleadings - the Affidavit of Pablo Stewart,
M.D. dated May 10, 2012, p.41J 9 (filed in support of Defendant's Reply to State's Motion
in Limine Re: Victim's Alleged Steroid Use)) - because the state's Motion to Exclude [The]
Tape largely focused on responding to Dr. Stewart's assertions in relation to that tape.
The same concerns justifying sealing the motion itself justify permanently sealing Dr.
Stewart's affidavit.

D.

Conclusion
The state respectfully requests the Court reconsider its Decision and permanently

seal Emmett's letter, his mother's and stepfather's response to Emmett's letter, and Dr.
Stewart's affidavit.
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITIED this 251h day of January, 2013.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 25th day of January, 2013, I caused to be served a
true and correct copy of the foregoing State's Motion to Reconsider Memorandum
Decision Re: Sealed Documents to:
Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

_

U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
_ Overnight Mail
--2'. Facsimile

Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728

_

U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
_ Overnight Mail
...x_ Facsimile

~~-a-ry----.___
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
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vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
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______________
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Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
SIXTY-FIRST ADDENDUM
TO DISCOVERY
FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL

COMES NOW, Jason Slade Spillman, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho,
and makes the following Sixty-First Addendum to the previous Response to Discovery
pursuant to Rule 16:

16(b) Disclosure pursuant to written request by Defendant:
(4)
BATES#
5146

Documents and Tangible Objects:
DOCUMENT/ DESCRIPTION
Compact disc containing jail calls
from December 31, 2012 through
January 14, 2013

AUTHOR/
AGENCY
Doug Paxton
ACSO

DATE
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(HALL), Page 1

NO.OF
PAGES
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DATED this 30th day of January 2013.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 30th day of January 2013, I caused to be served a
true and correct copy of the foregoing Sixty-First Addendum to Discovery for Conflict
Counsel to:
Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

_

U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
X Hand Delivered
_
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
_
Electronic Mail (Email)

Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

_
U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
_X_ Hand Delivered
_
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
_
Electronic Mail (Email)

~

Rosean Newman, Legal Secretary
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!thought it was a 19-2523, but your position is it's a 19-2522?

3:03:20 PM !Kristal
3:03:45 PM jcourt
3:04:01 PM !.·Kristal
,
3:04:56 PM court

fNo.
[Reviews statutes.

·~f1'6':TS. .PM fcourt

jso they're saying, Mr. Spillman, that deft's perfectly fine
:mentally. Respons• ?
[We feel Dr. Engle should have same access to the defendant
!as Dr. Beaver had. 18-207 is clear in saying that no Court
:shall, over the objection of any party, receive the expert
\testimony re defendant's mental condition, without that party's
!own expert doing an examination. We believe Dr. Engle
!should have the opportunity to talk to defendant.

jwe're not saying deft has a mental condition that's significant
!for sentencing - he is a low risk to reoffend.
[I've read Dr. Beaver's report. Dr. Beaver didn't elaborate on
i
!how he arrived at the -1 O score and it's not clear to the Court
........................................1............................. /how. he..arrived at. that .. scor~.. ............................... ..............................................................
3:07:08 PM iKristal
jThe raw date has been submitted to Dr. Engle.
3:07:22 PM !Spillman [I don't know that for sure, but I assume it's been done.
3:07:45 PM tcourt
!so you want me to consider that a) defendant's not mentally ill
:
!either prior to or after this incident; and b) that he's a low risk
:
:to reoffend.
3:08:14 PM /Kristal
\And that he's amenable to rehabilitation.
!so you want all of Dr. Beaver's report to come in, he'll testify 3:09: 19 PM tcourt
!:
!all
for the sentencing considerations of the Court.
:

I

:
3: 10:34 PM rSpillman
!
·

3: 13:56 PM j Kristal
:
3: 14:20 PM Court

j Don't think that statute applies, ask the Court to grant our
\motion.
tI've reread 18~·:ioi:.... 'bci'n.ifinow. thiidhe. fringuage. .iippfies here·
i
ias much as I previously thought.
...................................._.........,...................................... t··· .........................................................................................- .....................................................................................................- ...... .
3: 18:20 PM !Court
Wm not going to require deft to submit to Dr. Engle for
!
/evaluation/analysis. Dr. Engle is welcome to come in and give
I
jhis opinion of Dr. Beaver's report and conclusions. Don't find
!
)there's any basis to compel defendant to undergo it. My
!reading of 19-2522 is that defense has had an expert evaluate
I
!deft and result is deft isn't suffering from any mental health
l
!issues. But I won't be giving Dr. Beaver's report any great
l
!weight unless he submits info re risk assessment guide and
jthe scoring.

r

l

i

I
1/31/2013

!
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3:23:57 PM !Court
:

3:24:21 PM Icourt
i

3:24:36 PM fSpillman
1

................... i

3:25:27 PM :Chastain
!

3:25:49 PM fcourt
..................

31 JANUARY 2013

e

Courtroom400

:So, Dr.Engle is free to testify as to his opinion of Dr. Beaver's
:conclusions.
[Re reconsideration of the sealed documents - will hear from
:the State.
fMotion pretty well speaks for itself - we ask those 2
Idocuments be permanently sealed - Dr. Stewart's affidavit and
!Mr. Corrigan's email.
/Don't want anything sealed that the appellate court might
!need.
[will grant the motion, subject to a reviewing court having
!access to the documents. Direct Mr. Spllman to provide an

!

!order.
................................................................................................................................................................
!Comment.
[Want to advise that deft was served in jail with 3-pg letter from
·
iGreener Burke law firm re tort claim again Ada County. We
!have no idea what evidence they think they have, don't know
!anything about it.
...............................................;.................................... ;. .......................................................................................... ················-···············································-················· .......................
3:28:31 PM !Court
!Well, we'll see what comes about.

3:26:24 PM jKristal
3:26:41 PM !Chastain

3:28:37 PM

1/31/2013

f

!End of case
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FILED
P.M. _ _ __

FEB O8 2013

...':
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By BETH MASTERS
DEPUTY

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant,

_______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
ORDER RETURNING PROPERTY

Pursuant to agreement by the parties, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the following
property be returned:
1.

Item # EC-1 - Emmett Corrigan's Mac Book shall be returned to Mr. Corrigan's,

widow, Ashlee Birk.
2.

Item # RC-01 - Emmett Corrigan's cell phone shall be returned to Mr. Corrigan's

widow, Ashlee Birk.
3.

Item # RC-02 - Emmett Corrigan's phone cover shall be returned to Mr. Corrigan's

widow, Ashlee Birk.
4.

Item # RC-03 - Emmett Corrigan's iPod shall be returned to Mr. Corrigan's widow,

Ashlee Birk.
5.

Item# RC-07 - Emmett Corrigan's wallet, including its contents, shall be returned

to Mr. Corrigan's widow, Ashlee Birk.
6.

Item# RC-08 - Emmett Corrigan's checkbook shall be returned to Mr. Corrigan's

widow, Ashlee Birk.
ORDER RETURNING PROPERTY (HALLhall) - 1
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'
7.

Item # AG-3 - iMac desktop computer taken from Peterson Law shall be returned

to Jake Peterson. Before returning this item, the hard drive on the iMac shall be "wiped
clean" in order to remove a recording stored thereon that has been permanently sealed
by the Court. A copy of the hard drive will, however, remain in evidence and shall not be
released.
8.

Item # AG-2 - Lacie portable hard drive taken from Peterson Law shall be returned

to Jake Peterson.
DATED THIS

'I!!:::: day of February, 2013,
..

~'~,~

MICHAEL ~".McL..AiJG
DISTRICT JUDGE

ORDER RETURNING PROPERTY (HALLhall) - 2
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:,-____

LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General

_,":,.

FEB 20 2013
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk

PAUL R. PANTHER
Chief, Deputy Attorney General
Criminal Law Division

By MAURA OLSON
DEPUTY

JASON SLADE SPILLMAN ISB #8813
JESSICA M. LORELLO ISB #6554
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
SIXTY-SECOND ADDENDUM
TO DISCOVERY
FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL

COMES NOW, Jason Slade Spillman, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho,
and makes the following Sixty-Second Addendum to the previous Response to Discovery
pursuant to Rule 16:

16(b) Disclosure pursuant to written request by Defendant:
(4)
BATES#
5147

Documents and Tangible Objects:
DOCUMENT/ DESCRIPTION
Compact disc containing jail calls
from January 15, 2013 through
January 30, 2013

AUTHOR/
AGENCY
Doug Paxton
ACSO

DATE
Rec'd
2/19/12

SIXTY-SECOND ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 1

yno

~

NO.OF
PAGES
1 CD
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fl,.
DATED thisltday of February 2013.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on thisc.2Q. day of February 2013, I caused to be served
a true and correct copy of the foregoing Sixty-Second Addendum to Discovery for Conflict
Counsel to:
Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

_
U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
_X_ Hand Delivered
_ Overnight Mail
Facsimile
_
Electronic Mail (Email)

Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

_

U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
X Hand Delivered
_
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
_
Electronic Mail (Email)

SIXTY-SECOND ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 2
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ROBERT R. CHASTAIN

Attorney at Law
300 W. Main, Suite 158
Boise, ID 83 702
(208) 345-31102
Idaho State Bar# 2765
DEBORAH

CHRIS701Jt-i,:i; i.1. F·,C>'. c•.,111
ByKATR!N.::,r.,•:;1~ .·,_·:.::.·.
ufr",

N. KRIST AL

Attorney at Law
3140 N. Bogus Basin Road
Boise, ID 83702
(208) 345-8708
Idaho State Bar #2296
Attorney for Defendant
Robert Dean Hall

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

STATE OF IDAHO,
Case No. CR-FE-2011-3976
Plaintiff,
v.

SUBMISSION OF LIST OF DATA
PROVIDED

ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

COMES NOW, Robert Dean Hall, by and through his attorneys of record, and
hereby submits to the Court a list of the raw testing data provided by Dr. Beaver to Dr.
Engle in compliance with the Court's order. The list is attached hereto and incorporated
herein by reference as Exhibit A
Dated this

5

day of March, 2013.

SUBMISSION OF DATA PROVIDED

Page 1

C:\Users\Deb\Documents\ROBHALL\robhall.SUBMISSIONRECORDSs.wpd
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By~
ROBERT R. CHASTAIN

By

i;;d'ifg_
DEBORAH~
Attorney for Defendant

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

J/7tl!J ?t,,_;

6

, 2013, I
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the
day of
caused a true and correct copy of the foregoing to be served, by the method(s) as indicated,
upon:
Jason Spillman/Jessica Lorello

o
o
o

'f\

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Federal Express
Facsimile

WJ)!JJ~

DEBORAH N. KRISTAL

SUBMISSION OF DATA PROVIDED

Page 2

C:\Users\Deh\Documents\ROBHALL\robhall.SUBMISSIONRECORDSs.wpd
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Neuropsychological Testing
Robert Hall

DO

5/5/2011
5/5/2011
5/5/2011
5/5/2011
5/5/2QJ1!

BAI
BDI-II
Conherts Ci>T II
Consonant Trigrams

Cohtrolfed Orc1I Word Fluency Test

5/5/2011 Green's Word Memory Test

S/5/~0t1

Grooved Pegboard Test

5/5/2011 Iowa Gambling Task
5/5/2011 RCFT
5/5/2011 STROOP
5/5/2011 Trail Making Parts A & B

5/5/2011 Wisc;onsint!~rd Sorting.Jes(
5/5/2011 WRAT-4
5/5/2011 WMS-IV
6/2/2011 Category Test
6/2/2011 Victoria Symptom Validity Test
6/2/2011 WAIS-IV
4/3/2012
4/3/2(iif;.
4/3/2012
4/3/2J)l2
4/3/2012
4/3/2012
4/3/2012
4/3/2012
4/3/2012

BOHi
Finger Oscillation (Tapping) Test
Grooved Pegboard Test

4/3/2012

WMS7JV. _

Hanc;J~dness Questionnaire

Iowa Gambltng Task
Lateral Dominance Examination

STROOP
The Pih Test
Trail Making Parts A & B

12/31/2012 Hare RC(2R 2nc(Edmoo
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Judge McLaughlin Clerk: . ,.cag Reporter:Mia Martorelli
I... ..

Time

1

Speaker

Note

iRobert Hall

L

.... 3.:34.:.52.PM ...
3:34:55 PM:

Courtroom508

CR FE 11 03976

Hearing

IPresent: Jason Spillman and Jessica Lorello telephonically, Rob
!Chastain and Deborah Kristal present in the courtroom, defendant in
,
icustody
....................................... ·......... .................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
3:35:23 PM !Court
/We're here at State's request to get additional info from Dr. Beaver.
jWe're set for sentencing 3/21.
3:36:07 PM iSpillman
}we got some data from Dr. Beaver, but our Dr. Engle pointed out
,
ithat there's additional info he could use - collateral interviews, etc.
,

3:38:19 PM :Chastain

···········

(We believe we've complied with Court's order to provide raw testing

~~~~.~

Idata.

3:40:06 PM :court
.

3:40:36 PM :Chastain
,
3:41: 13 PM !Spillman

3:42:io PM·· 1courf··--·········

Some of these thi~~.~..
...'.~ ..~.9.9.~.'..~~.: t.:.9..~...:.'.~~~.~.~.. :~.~:.:......... .
/Does Dr. Beaver have any other notes, perhaps, that haven't been
!disclosed yet, to your knowledge?
fI haven't looked at his file. We sent the raw data over, which State
iconfirmed they got.
lwith regard to the other items, I accept Mr. Chastain's response that
!we have those. Was just trying to clear that up, and it narrows the
iissue. Should be an open book with regard to what Dr. Beaver did
land what was the basis of his opinion.
IAs far as interview notes with parents, children, perhaps any experts
i- Court orders that he disclose those to defense counsel who will

.....................................•.......................................!forward .. it.to ..the .. state ......................................................................................................................................................
jWith regard to Mr. Hall - I take it he's asserting 6th Amendment
i
irights?
3:43:09 pfufTchasfaTi,······

3:42:53 PM

I

Tves:··

3:43:11 PM !Spillman

············ ... ··········· ·············

·························

fWe've addressed this issue before. Obviously we'd like to have
\those and think we're entitled to them. Statements deft made in nine
Iinterviews are the basis for defense expert's opinion and we're
:entitled to that. If we don't know what the deft has told him, then we
jhave no real ability to properly cross-examine Dr. Beaver.

3·:4:~f44 . p}~··-rchastai 11··. ·······tf;jo"fhTriii . turthe"r"......................... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ··············································
3:44:48 PM :Court
!

3:4fi:"26 P·M··Tspillman
'

i

3:46: 18 PM Court
i

i

3:47: 18 PM )chastain
................................................l-........................................

3:47:44 PM jCourt

jWill take under advisement, will try to get decision in a day or two.
me any authorities/cites.
fI believe Dr. Beaver gave material directly to Dr. Engi"e·:··""i,NouicfTik·e
ithe State be allowed to have it.
J1t's ordered. Directs defense that any material from Dr. Beaver go to
jdefense, then be forwarded to State's counsel. That could be done
!by next Monday or Tuesday.
:Dr. Beaver out of country right now. Don't know if his staff can do

IFeel free to email

1!.~.~~:. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
IThis is info State should have by early next week, so let's get it done .

................................................ i ......................................... i.................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

3:48:27 PM iSpillman
:

3/6/2013

!We don't expect to call Dr. Engle as a witness as such, at
!sentencing, but will disclose that, if it changes. Right now, anticipate
!just cross-examination of Dr. Beaver.

1 of 2
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~t,

Courtroom508

3:49:05 PM !Court

\OK. At sentencing, we'll take up expert testimony first, then victim
/statements, then any character witnesses. And of course defendant
!has the right to address the Court at that time.

3:49:40 PM 1counsel

1Fine.

3:49:57 PM :court

·· ................................. ·· .............................................................

If there any fact witnesses, would take them up after the experts.

,.,,,,,.,..................... ·•···· .... , ............. 1'!'1..~?·.11.~.*3. . r:!1.~~i.~Q ~i?.!.i.111 . .~!.~!.f3..111~~!~?.................................. . .....................................
3:50:54 PM !Spillman
;
:
3:51 :59 PM !Court
.
3:52:30 PM !Chastain

i

3:53:14 PM fchastain

:Ashley Burke, Radeanne Blackwell, Michael Corrigan. That's all I
ianticipate right now. Maybe Jim Blackwell (deft's step-father), but
\not sure.
:Will take a look at the statute re a step-father being allowed.
!Character evidence from the defense?
fRob's mother recently diagnosed with severe cancer - if she can
iattend, won't be extensive testimony from her.
fNot transporting Kandi Hall? We don't anticipate it.

3: 53:35PMJSpillman.....J~?..t_P.l.~~·~·i·n~.?.~ it ......................... .... ..... .................. ............ ...... .. .. ............... .
.~:~3:.~~..~.fY.1. .
.JWl_ll.get__ you.thed.e~.i~i.?..~.'. ...~~nd me sorri~.~~~~?..r.i!X.-.....
3:53:48 PM i
!End of case

l.C..?.~~. . . . . . . . . . .

3/6/2013

.................
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MAR O7 2013
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Cieri<
By MARTHA LYKE
DEPUTY

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
VS.

ROBERT DEAN HALL,

Case No. CR-FE-2011-0003976
MEMORANDUM DECISION RE:
DISCLOSURE OF DR. BEAVER'S
NOTES, COMMENTS AND
WORK PRODUCT

Defendant.

This matter came on for hearing on March 6, 2013. The Court ordered that all of
the notes comments and work product of Dr. Craig Beaver regarding any interviews or
contact with experts and individuals, other than the Defendant, that Dr. Beaver or his staff
contacted or interviewed in the compilation of the I.C.A.19-2522 Psychological Report
must be disclosed to the State.
The Court will also order that any notes, memoranda or work product of Dr. Beaver
pertaining to the Defendant will also be disclosed on or before March 141h, 2013. Clearly
Dr. Beaver relied in part on his interview of the Defendant in formulating his opinion as to
the Defendant's mental state and his opinion that the Defendant does not constitute a
continuing threat to the community. In order for the State to be able to challenge Dr.
Beaver's report and opinions the Court is satisfied that all the information gained from the

MEMORANDUM DECISION

001651

Defendant is relevant and admissible. Pursuant to I.C.A. 18-215 and State v Payne, 146
Idaho 548, (2008) the State is entitled to this information.
IT IS SO ORDERED THIS

ih day of March, 2013.

~-

Judge Michael Mclaughlin
Senior District Judge

MEMORANDUM DECISION

001652

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I, Christopher D. Rich, the undersigned authority, do hereby certify that I have
mailed, by United States Mail, on this

7 ~ay of March 2013, one copy of the:

Memorandum Decision as notice pursuant to Rule 77(d) I.C.R. to each of the attorneys
of record in this cause in envelopes addressed as follows:
JASON SLADE SPILLMAN
JESSICA M. LORELLO
IDAHO ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OFFICE
PO BOX 83720
BOISE, ID 83720-0010
FACSIMILE (208) 854-8083
ROBERT R. CHASTAIN
ATTORNEY AT LAW
300 MAIN, SUITE 158
BOISE, ID 83702-7728
FACSIMILE (208) 345-1836
DEBORAH N. KRISTAL
3140 BOGUS BASIN RD.
BOISE, ID 83702-7728
FACSIMILE (208) 345-1836

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH
Clerk of the District Court
Ada County, Idaho
By___..~___.._._.....,~'"""'o'-=ep
.....u"""ty_c!i..,,.~--r~~~~~

MEMORANDUM DECISION
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ORIGINAL

LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General

v· tJo

:<·2. ____
A.:v. _ _ ---.:·-----

··-··-··--

MARO 7 2013

PAUL PANTHER
Deputy Attorney General
Chief, Criminal Law Division
JASON SLADE SPILLMAN ISB #8813
JESSICA M. LORELLO ISB #6554
Deputy Attorneys General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-001 O
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant,

_______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
MEMORANDUM OF AUTHORITIES
REGARDING THE STATE'S
ENTITLEMENT TO DR. BEAVER'S
NOTES

COMES NOW, Jessica M. Lorello, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho, and
hereby submits this memorandum of authorities regarding the state's entitlement to Dr.
Craig Beaver's interview notes.
Dr. Beaver examined Defendant on numerous occasions and has submitted a
report outlining his opinions on four "forensic issues." Those issues are: (1) "Evidence
of Memory Deficits Secondary to Traumatic Brain Injury"; (2) "Evidence of Mental
Illness"; (3) "Evaluation of Future Dangerousness"; and (4) "Rehabilitation Potential." In
MEMORANDUM OF AUTHORITIES REGARDING THE STATE'S ENTITLEMENT TO DR.
BEAVER'S NOTES- Page 1
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formulating

those

opinions,

Dr.

Beaver

administered

a

"comprehensive

neuropsychometric test battery" to Defendant, which included 25 tests, interviewed
Defendant on nine separate occasions, and conducted interviews of several "collateral"
contacts. Defendant intends to present Dr. Beaver's opinion at his sentencing hearing,
currently scheduled for March 21, 2013.
Although the Court denied the state's request to allow its own expert, Dr. Robert
Engle, to examine Defendant, it ordered the defense to provide Dr. Engle with Dr.
Beaver's data so that Dr. Engle may assist the state in responding to Dr. Beaver's
testimony. Dr. Beaver, however, only provided Dr. Engle with Defendant's test scores.
When the state requested Dr. Beaver's interview notes, which Dr. Engle has indicated
are necessary to his review, Defendant objected, purportedly asserting those notes are
protected by his Fifth and Sixth Amendment rights.
The Court conducted a hearing on the state's request for the interview notes at
which time it ordered the defense to provide the interview notes for Dr. Beaver's
collateral contacts, but req1Jested legal authority on whether the state is also entitled to
Dr. Beaver's notes from his interviews of the Defendant. The authority that requires
such disclosure is as follows.
The Fifth Amendment provides in relevant part that a defendant "shall [not] be
compelled in any criminal case to be a witness against himself."
statements to Dr. Beaver were not compelled.

Defendant's

Defendant voluntarily underwent

examination by Dr. Beaver and has elected to place Dr. Beaver's opinions before the
Court for sentencing.

Indeed, Dr. Beaver's own report indicates that he advised

MEMORANDUM OF AUTHORITIES REGARDING THE STATE'S ENTITLEMENT TO DR.
BEAVER'S NOTES - Page 2
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Defendant that the examination "could eventually come before the court" and any
"information provided to [Dr. Beaver] may not be protected by confidentiality privileges."
Defendant "indicated he understood this and agreed to cooperate fully with the
evaluation process." Because nothing about Defendant's participation in the evaluation
process or his desire to have the Court consider Dr. Beaver's opinions has been
compelled, Defendant's Fifth Amendment rights are not implicated.

See, ~ .

Buchanan v. Kentucky, 483 U.S. 402, 423 (1987) ("[l]f a defendant requests [a
psychiatric] evaluation or presents psychiatric evidence, then, at the very least, the
prosecution may rebut this presentation with evidence from the reports of the
examination that the defendant requested. The defendant would have no Fifth
Amendment privilege against the introduction of this psychiatric testimony by the
prosecution."); Estelle v. Smith, 451 U.S. 454, 468, 472 (1981) ("A criminal defendant,
who neither initiates a psychiatric evaluation nor attempts to introduce any psychiatric
evidence, may not be compelled to respond to a psychiatrist if his statements can be
used against him at a capital sentencing proceeding .... [A] different situation arises
where a defendant intends to introduce psychiatric evidence at the penalty phase.");
State v. Payne, 146 Idaho 548, 571, 199 P.3d 123, 146 (2008) ("A state can
constitutionally condition a defendant's decision to present psychological evidence
during the guilt phase of his trial on his waiving constitutional rights.") 1; see also Hiibel v.

1

The state maintains that Estelle and Payne support the state's position that it was
entitled to have Dr. Engle independently evaluate Defendant in response to Dr.
Beaver's opinions. Estelle, 451 U.S. at 466 n.10 (noting "the Court of Appeals here
carefully left open the possibility that a defendant who wishes to use psychiatric
MEMORANDUM OF AUTHORITIES REGARDING THE STATE'S ENTITLEMENT TO DR.
BEAVER'S NOTES-Page 3
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Sixth Judicial Dist. Court of Nevada, 542 U.S. 177, 189 (2004) ("To qualify for the Fifth
Amendment privilege, a communication must be testimonial, incriminating, and
compelled."); Minnesota v. Murphy, 465 U.S. 420, 429 (1984) (the Fifth Amendment
privilege is not ordinarily self-executing and must be affirmatively claimed by a person
whenever self-incrimination is threatened); Fisher v. United States, 425 U.S. 391, 400
(1976) ("The proposition that the Fifth Amendment protects private information obtained
without compelling self-incriminating testimony is contrary to the clear statements of this
Court .... "); cf. State v. Lankford, 116 Idaho 860, 872-83, 781 P.2d 197, 209-10 (1989)
("Because Lankford was properly informed of his rights and he voluntarily, knowingly
and intelligently waived those rights and because Lankford's attorney knew that the
psychiatric examination was going to take place, the court did not err in admitting Dr.
Estes psychiatric testimony at the sentencing hearing.").
As for Defendant's assertion that he has a Sixth Amendment right in relation to
the disclosure of Dr. Beaver's interview notes, it is unclear on what he bases this
claimed right. No such right exists.
"The Sixth Amendment, made applicable to the states through the Fourteenth
Amendment, provides that "[i]n all criminal prosecutions, the accused shall enjoy the
right ... to have the assistance of counsel for his defense." Estelle, 451 U.S. at 470. In

evidence in his own behalf [on the issue of future dangerousness] can be precluded
from using it unless he is [also] willing to be examined by a psychiatrist nominated by
the state") (citation and quotations omitted). In any event, the Fifth Amendment
certainly does not prevent both independent examination and access to the very
information upon which Defendant's expert relies.
MEMORANDUM OF AUTHORITIES REGARDING THE STATE'S ENTITLEMENT TO DR.
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the context of psychological evaluations, this means a defendant has the right to the
advice of counsel as to whether to participate in the evaluation.

~

at 470-71. Clearly,

the Defendant was not deprived of his right to counsel in relation to Dr. Beaver's
evaluation.

In fact, Dr. Beaver's report specifically states that his evaluation of the

Defendant was "requested by his legal counsel." Any claimed Sixth Amendment right
vis-a-vis Dr. Beaver's evaluation is without merit.

Buchanan, 483 U.S. at 424-25

(explaining the "proper concern" of the Sixth Amendment is "the consultation with
counsel," "which petitioner undoubtedly had" and, as a result, there was "no Sixth
Amendment violation").
The state requests that this Court order the defense to produce Dr. Beaver's
notes from his interviews with the Defendant in addition to the notes 'from Dr. Beaver's
interviews of all collateral contacts identified in his report.
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITIED this

?1h day of March, 2013.

JES
Dep

Attorney General
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this ih day of March 2013, I caused to be served a
true and correct copy of the foregoing Memorandum of Authorities Regarding the
State's Entitlement to Dr. Beaver's Notes to:

Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
3J(_ Hand Delivered
_ Overnight Mail
Facsimile

Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728

_

_

X_

U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

~
Rosean Newman, Legal Secretary
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I
ROBERT R. CHASTAIN
ATTORNEY AT LAW

MAR 1 3 2013

300 Main, Suite 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Telephone: (208) 345-3110
Idaho State Bar #2765

w. ' .. :" .J!·

, ) - . 2:-:N

DEBORAH N. KRISTAL
ATTORNEY AT LAW

3140 Bogus Basin Road
Boise, ID 83702
Telephone: (208) 345-8708
Idaho State Bar #2296
Attorneys for Defend ant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
ST ATE OF IDAHO,

)
)

Plaintiff,

vs.

ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

Case No. CRFE 2011-3976

)

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

MOTION TO EXTEND DEADLINE TO
DISCLOSE DR. BEAVER'S NOTES,
COMMENTS, AND WORK PRODUCT

)

CONIES NOW the Defendant, Robert Hall, by and through his conflict Ada
County Public Defenders, Robert R. Chastain and Deborah N. Kristal, and hereby
move this court for its Order extending the deadline on which the court's Order
requiring "that any notes, memoranda, or work product of Dr. Beaver pertaining to
the Defendant will be disclosed on or before March 14, 2013."

MOTION TO EXTEND DEADLINE

Page -1

C:\Users\Maria\Documents\WPDOCS\Murder\Hall, Robert D\Hall Motions\Motion to Extend
Dead Iine.hall. wpd
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h

While maintaining their previously made objections to this Order, none the
less the defense intends to comply with said Order, however, given Dr. Beaver's
absence from the United States, and his Administrative Assistant's recuperation
from surgery, compliance cannot be made until Monday, March 18, 2013,
at 9:00 a.m.
This request is made on the basis that the undersigned does not have said
documents, and on information that said documents cannot be produced to the
State until Monday, March 18, 2013.
Through this Motion we respectfully requested the court extend the deadline
for producing the above entitled records until Monday, March 18, 2013,
at 9:00 a.m.

DATED this

/j

day of March, 2013.

AL,
Attorney for Defendant

MOTION TO EXTEND DEADLINE
Page -2
C:\Users\Maria\Documents\WPDOCS\Murder\Hall, Robert D\Hall Motions\Motion to Extend
Deadline.hall.wpd
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.

"

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
l hereby certify on the ~day of March, 2013, l served a true and correct copy of the within
and foregoing memorandum upon the attorney(s) named below in the manner noted:

Jason Spillman
Jessica Lorello
Attorney General Office
PO Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0010
Robert D. Hall #1038828
c/o Ada County Jail
7210 Barrister Dr.
Boise, ID 83704

DBy first class mail, postage prepaid
OBy hand delivery
•By faxing the same to: 854-8083

•By first class mail, postage prepaid
OBy hand delivery

~~~

MOTION TO EXTEND DEADLINE
Page -3
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il>BERT R. CHASTAIN
ATTORl'I/EY AT LAW

300 Main, Suite 158
Boise, ID 83 702-7728
Telephone: (208) 345-3110
Idaho State Bar #2765
DEBORAH

MAR 1 3 2013

N. KRISTAL

A TTORNEV AT LAW

3140 Bogus Basin Road
Boise, ID 83702
Telephone: (208) 345-8708
Idaho State Bar #2296
Attorneys for Defendant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
ST ATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.

ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

State of Idaho
County of Ada

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CRFE 2011-3976
AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION TO EXTEND DEADLINE

)
) ss:
)

COMES NOW Deborah N. Kristal, being first duly sworn, deposes and says:
1.

Your affiant is Deborah N. Kristal, conflict Ada County Public Defender for
the Defendant, Robert Dean Hall, and I make this affidavit ofmy own personal
knowledge.

2.

That your affiant has reviewed the Court's Order dated March 7, 2013, as well
as various e-mails from all parties, including the Court.

AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT EXTENDING DEADLINE

Page I
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•

3.

That your affiant knows that Dr. Craig Beaver has been out of the United
States since the date of the Order, and further that Robert R. Chastain was able
to contact him yesterday evening to discuss the Court's Order.

4.

That Dr. Beaver will return to the United States March 16, 2013, and will
arrange to have said items required by the Court's Order submitted to the
Attorney General's Office by 9:00 a.m. on March 18, 2013.

5.

That your affiant knows of no other way to meet the Court's deadline of
March 14, 2013, due to Dr. Beaver's physical absence as coupled with his
Administrative Assistant's recent surgery and recuperation.

Further, your affiant sayeth naught.

DATED this

_;J day ofMarch, 2013.
DEBORAH N. KRISTAL,
Attorney for Defendant

Subscribed and sworn to before me this

~:, - . ~.--:-,;.'\ J. CUTAIA
'·

N'JTARY PUBLlC

STATE OF IOAHO

AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT EXTENDING DEADLINE

Page 2
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•
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

d

I hereby certify on the
day of March, 2013, I served a true and correct copy of the within and
foregoing memorandum upon the attomey(s) named below in the manner noted:

Jason Spillman
Jessica Lorello
Attorney General Office
PO Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0010
Robert D. Hall #1038828
c/o Ada County Jail
7210 Barrister Dr.
Boise, ID 83 704

OBy first class mail, postage prepaid
OBy hand delivery
•By faxing the same to: 854-8083

•By first class mail, postage prepaid
OBy hand delivery
OBy faxing the same to:

E,obei:t R. ChastaiH

AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT EXTENDING DEADLINE
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GPIGINAL
LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General

AX

--------

___j/1/J
-~

MAR 1 3 2o;3

PAUL R. PANTHER
Chief, Deputy Attorney General
Criminal Law Division

.

Chri<:

,_.·/3::-tv

JASON SLADE SPILLMAN 158 #8813
JESSICA M. LORELLO 158 #6554
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.
______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
SIXTY-THIRD ADDENDUM
TO DISCOVERY
FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL

COMES NOW, Jason Slade Spillman, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho,
and makes the following Sixty-Third Addendum to the previous Response to Discovery
pursuant to Rule 16:
16(b) Disclosure pursuant to written request by Defendant:
(4)
BATES#
5148

V

Documents and Tangible Objects:
DOCUMENT/ DESCRIPTION
Compact disc containing jail calls
from January 31, 2013 through
February 27, 2013

AUTHOR/
AGENCY
Doug Paxton
ACSO

DATE
Rec'd
3/13/12

SIXTY-THIRD ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 1

NO.OF
PAGES
1 CD
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DATED this

l>~y

of March 2013.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this

1,2

day of March 2013, I caused to be served a

true and correct copy of the foregoing Sixty-Third Addendum to Discovery for Conflict
Counsel to:
Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

_
U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
_X_ Hand Delivered
_
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
_
Electronic Mail (Email)

Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

_
U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
_X_ Hand Delivered
_
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
_
Electronic Mail (Email)

~

Rosean Newman, Legal Secretary

SIXTY-THIRD ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
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e
LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General

MAR 1 4 2013

PAUL PANTHER
Deputy Attorney General
Chief, Criminal Law Division
JASON SLADE SPILLMAN ISB #8813
JESSICA M. LORELLO ISB #6554
Deputy Attorneys General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant,

_______________

)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976

)

MEMORANDUM OF AUTHORITIES
RELATING TO SENTENCING

)
)

)
)

)

COMES NOW, Jessica M. Lorello, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho, and
hereby submits this memorandum of authorities regarding sentencing standards and
victim impact.

A.

General Sentencing Standards And Penalties For Second-Degree Murder With A
Firearm Enhancement
The four objectives of sentencing are well-established. They are "(1) protection

of society; (2) deterrence of the individual and the public generally; (3) the possibility of
rehabilitation; and (4) punishment or retribution." State v. Knighton, 143 Idaho 318,
MEMORANDUM OF AUTHORITIES RELATING TO SENTENCING- Page 1
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319-320, 144 P.3d 23, 24-25 (2006) (quotations and citations omitted). "A sentence
need not serve all sentencing goals; one may be sufficient." State v. Sheahan, 139
Idaho 267, 285, 77 P.3d 956, 974 (2003) (citing State v. Waddell, 119 Idaho 238, 241,
804 P.2d 1369, 1372 (Ct. App. 1991)).
Comparative sentencing is not appropriate because: "It is well settled that not
every offense in like category calls for identical punishment; there may properly be a
variation in sentences between different offenders, depending on the circumstances of
the crime and the character of the defendant in his or her individual case." State v.
Pederson, 124 Idaho 179, 183, 857 P.2d 658, 662 (Ct. App. 1993) (citations omitted).
Further, it is undoubtedly a rare circumstance when a sentencing judge will have
sufficient familiarity with the facts of a specific case or the character of a given offender,
particularly one adjudicated in a different county, necessary to determine whether the
same or similar sentence should be imposed simply because the offender before the
court has been convicted of the same crime, or even a different but similar offense.
"Every person guilty of murder of the second degree is punishable by
imprisonment not less than ten (10) years and the imprisonment may extend to life."
I.C. § 18-4004.

Idaho Code § 19-2520 provides that "[a]ny person convicted of a

violation" of certain enumerated offenses, including murder, "who displayed, used,
threatened, or attempted to use a firearm or other deadly weapon while committing or
attempting to commit the crime, shall be sentenced to an extended term of
imprisonment," which extended term "shall be computed by increasing the maximum
sentence authorized for the crime for which the person was convicted by fifteen (15)
years."

The "firearm enhancement is not a new offense, but provides only for the
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imposition of additional punishment upon conviction of an offense in which a firearm
was used." State v. Farwell, 144 Idaho 732, 736, 170 P.3d 397, 401 (2007) (quotations
and citation omitted).

B.

Victim Impact Statements
"Crime victims in Idaho have a constitutional right '[t]o be heard, upon request, at

all criminal justice proceedings considering ... sentencing ... of the defendant, unless
manifest injustice would result."' State v. Grant, 2013 WL 646280 *5 (2013) (quoting
Idaho Const. art. I, § 22(6) and citing I.C. § 19-5306(1)(e).)

"Together with the

Constitution, Idaho Code section 19-5306(1)(e) and Idaho Criminal Rule 32(b)(1) allow
victim impact statements to be made at sentencing." State v. Lampien, 148 Idaho 367,
374, 223 P.3d 750, 757 (2009) (citing State v. Matteson, 123 Idaho 622, 625, 851 P.2d
336, 339 (1993)).
Idaho Code § 19-5306(3), which governs victim rights, extends those rights to
"the immediate families of homicide victims." The Idaho Supreme Court interpreted this
language in State v. Payne, 146 Idaho 548, 575, 199 P.3d 123, 150 (2008), and noted
that although the Idaho legislature "did not define 'immediate family members,"' it "has
elsewhere provided definitions." Those definitions include a spouse, children, siblings,
parents, and "in-laws" in the latter two categories. Payne, 146 Idaho at 575, 199 P.3d at
150 (citing I.C. § 41-1325, § 44-1601, and Black's Law Dictionary 273 (2d Pocket
Ed.2001 )).
Although the Eighth Amendment prohibits victims in capital cases from giving
statements that include "characterizations and opinions about the crime, the defendant,
MEMORANDUM OF AUTHORITIES RELATING TO SENTENCING - Page 3
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and the appropriate sentence," Payne, 146 Idaho at 573, 199 P.3d at 148, those
restrictions do not apply in non-capital cases, Grant at *5.

"[B]ecause Idaho Code

section 19-5306 does not include any limitations that would prevent a victim of a noncapital crime from sharing his or her sentencing recommendation with the trial court,
such a statement is permissible." State v. Lampien, 148 Idaho 367, 374 n.2, 223 P.3d
750, 757 n.2 (2009) (citations omitted); see also Grant at *6 (citing Lampien).

C.

Restitution
Idaho Code § 19-5304(a)(2) provides:
Unless the court determines that an order of restitution would be
inappropriate or undesirable, it shall order a defendant found guilty of any
crime which results in an economic loss to the victim to make restitution to
the victim .... Restitution shall be ordered for any economic loss which
the victim actually suffers. The existence of a policy of insurance covering
the victim's loss shall not absolve the defendant of the obligation to pay
restitution.
Restitution "facilitates rehabilitation by confronting the defendant with the

consequences of his ... criminal conduct and forcing the defendant to accept
financial responsibility for the resulting harm." State v. Wardle, 137 Idaho 808,
811, 53 P.3d 1227, 1230 (Ct. App. 2002) (quoting State v. Breeden, 129 Idaho
813, 816, 932 P.2d 936, 939 (Ct. App. 1997)). '"Restitution orders also promote
public safety by exacting a 'price for the crime, which may deter the defendant,
and others from such offenses."'

&

Although the court may consider the "financial resources, needs and
earning ability of the defendant" in deciding whether to award restitution, the
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•
court may order restitution "regardless of whether the defendant is incarcerated
or placed on probation." I.C. § 19-5304(5), (7).
Counseling costs resulting from a defendant's criminal conduct are a
compensable loss for which restitution may be awarded. Wardle, 137 Idaho at
811, 53 P.3d at 1230.

D.

Fines For Crimes Of Violence
Idaho Code§ 19-5307 authorizes the imposition of a 'fine not to exceed $5,000,

for certain enumerated crimes of violence, including murder. This fine may be imposed
"[i]rrespective of any penalties set forth under state law" and "shall not be based upon
any requirement of showing of need by the victim." I.C. § 19-5307. Further, the fine is
not to be "used as a substitute for an order of restitution as contemplated in section 195304, Idaho Code;" rather, it may be ordered "solely as a punitive measure against the
defendant." Id.
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITrED this 14th day of March, 2013.

~ L _ L _ O_ _ __
ltfe~~;~:tt~~nle~~~neral
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 14th day of March 2013, I caused to be served a
true and correct copy of the foregoing Memorandum of Authorities Relating to
Sentencing to:

Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836
Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728

_

_x
_

U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

_
U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
~ Hand Delivered
_
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

~
Rosean Newman, Legal Secretary
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ORIGINAL
LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General

•

;,:, ...--·-- _ l /f_r-A.V. ___________

.

L~---

MAR 1 5 2013
PAUL R. PANTHER
Chief, Deputy Attorney General
Criminal Law Division
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JASON SLADE SPILLMAN ISB #8813
JESSICA M. LORELLO ISB #6554
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.
______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
SIXTY-FOURTH ADDENDUM
TO DISCOVERY
FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL

COMES NOW, Jason Slade Spillman, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho,
and makes the following Sixty-Fourth Addendum to the previous Response to Discovery
pursuant to Rule 16:

16(b) Disclosure pursuant to written request by Defendant:
(4)
BATES#
5149-5151

Documents and Tangible Objects:
DOCUMENT/ DESCRIPTION

AUTHOR/
AGENCY

DATE

Curriculum Vitae for Dr. Robert
Engle, Ph.D.

NO.OF
PAGES
3

SIXTY-FOURTH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 1
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•
16(b)(7) Expert Witnesses:

I.

Dr. Robert Engle, Ph.D.

The State may call Dr. Engle to testify at sentencing regarding the "Forensic
Mental Health Evaluation," dated December 27, 2012, completed by Craig W. Beaver,
Ph.D. In addition, Dr. Engle may testify regarding Dr. Beaver's February 6, 2013, letter
to defense counsel, Dr. Beaver's testimony at the sentencing hearing and the methods,
studies, processes, data and facts underlying, or forming the basis for, Dr. Beaver's
conclusions and opinions.

DATED this 15th day of March 2013.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 15th day of March 2013, I caused to be served a
true and correct copy of the foregoing Sixty-Fourth Addendum to Discovery for Conflict
Counsel to:
Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

_

Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

_

U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
_
Overnight Mail
X Facsimile
_
Electronic Mail (Email)
U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
_
Overnight Mail
_X_ Facsimile
_
Electronic Mail (Email)

~-~
sean
Newman, Legal Secretary
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McLAUGHLIN/ MASTERS j CROMWELL 21 MARCH 2013

Time
7:59:44 AM
9:30: 15 AM

Speaker

i
1

i

!
/counsel
[Court
ispillman
!Chastain
:
9: 32 :45 AM •Spillman
/
9:33: 15 AM 1Chastain

9:30:39 AM
9:30:45 AM
9:32:11 AM
9:32:26 AM

i
j

9:33:54 AM jspilllman
;
:
9:36:03 AM !Chastain
;
:

9:36:43 AM jcourt
:
..

........................•...••.. ,

Courtroom503

Note
iRobert Hall CR FE 11 03976 Sentencing
/Present: Jason Spillman and Jessica Lorello for the State,
iRob Chastain and Deborah Kristal for defense, defendant in
!custody
/Ready to proceed.
[Course of proceedings for today -[No other fact witnesses.
[Have just decided won't have Dr. Beaver testify, but will have
/deft's sister as a character witness.
[We understood br:···s·e"a"ver··wou"ii:fhe··avaHab1e·fo·r. cros"s'~· ..............
[examination. If not, we object to his report.
[We're not going to call him, but do not intend to withdraw his
ireport. He's not been subpoenaed by defense.
i
[If Court's unwilling to strike his report in its entirety (that would
[be our original request), then per 19-2523, State's position is
)hat Dr. Beaver's original conclusion is that deft doesn't have
!mental faculity for sentencing
twe've never claimed deft had mental illness or deficit. Feel
/the Court can give the report what weight it chooses.
:

j1 will consider part of the report, but the portion relating to
[dangerousness and potential for rehabilitation - I won't strike
iit, but frankly won't rely on it. I'll be relying on the PSI.

..............................................~.......................................................................................... .. .........................................................................................................

9:40:13 AM \Spillman

May I consult with Dr. Engle for 5-10 min?

9:40:24 AM !Court
9:40:29 AM i
9:52:02 AM J

[OK
!Court in recess
1Court reconvenes - all parties present.

.................................................................................

9:52:03 AM 1Spillman ..... •would.. like.to call ..our.expert first. ...........................................................................................
! Dr. Robert Engle (licensed psychologist) sworn; direct
9:52:35 AM i
.
\examination begins.
9:58:09 AM ]Defense 1No cross.
9:58:16 AM i
!witness steps down, is excused.
9:58:39 AM [Court
]That concludes expert testimony.
9:58:51 AM 1Chastain :saw restitution reports for first time yesterday·;··b"e.il"ev·e·state·······-j
!will seek additional time as we will.
9:59:17 AM 1court
[Will leave matter of restitution to be determined at a later date.
··10:00:05 AMichastain
··10:00: 12 AM Kristal
..1.0:01°:0·1 AMfSpillman
10:01 :22 AMlCourt

i

!

10:01 :42 AM fKristal
3/21/2013

twe have correction to the PSI.
!2nd full paragraph on page 5, re drugs found in victim .
!No dispute.
fwe'II attach the report with that info to the PSI, will be made
jpart and parcel of the PSI.
[submits report to the Court.

1 of 3
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1.0: 01..:.50 ..AM iSpiUman····
10:02:09 AM !Court
10:04:12 AM !Lorello
·

)

Courtroom503

[~?...~.?..~~:.~~i.?.~~(??t:~~.i?.~~.~?. ~~1..-...............................................................................
:Let's move to victims' statements.
iFirst will be Nadine Blackwell, victim's mother. //She takes
!seat at witness stand and begins her statement.//

!
10:24:25 AM ·chastain

!This is getting beyond the scope of a victim impact statement.
t

j

10:24:43 AM 1court
i

1·6":2(§":"5.:fAM tChastain
10:27:04 AM :Court
,
10:27:57 AM tcourt
'
[

f I take

notice of your objection, but will allow Ms. Blackwell to
\proceed. - the Court will take notice of that portion of her
!statement re her son's character and the impact of his loss on
:her family.
[Object again - ifi.,s.,"s"..n.oi".vlciim;·s··testfrnon/· ·:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :: ::::::::::
!Admonishes Ms. Blackwell to focus on her feelings for her son
land her loss, and her son's character.
f For the purposes of sentencing, the Court will consider the
!very eloquent statements of Ms. Blackwell.
1

i)He·····

10:28:20 AM jSpillman

\Next victim is Mr. Corrigan (Emmeff·corri"g.iii,i.fathtii}
!takes seat at witness stand and begins his statement.//

10:33:59 AM ·spillman
·

[Ashley Corrigan wishes to make a statement, including some
[video and photographs. We just provided copies of those to
!defense, ask for short break so they can review them.

:

:

10:34:58 AM 1
10:48:26 AM:
10:48:33 AM Spillman

(court in recess
:Court reconvenes: all parties present
...... ·.................. .
!Ashley Burke (victim's wife) will now make a victim's
:statement. //She takes seat at witness stand and begins her
!statement.//
10:53: 10 AM
iVideos begin .
.................................................;. ...................................... ·............................................................................................................................................................................................................
10:59:16 AM:
Videos end.
1·f:1·:;f.5i.°AM. Spillman •No additional victims' statement's:····vvould iike···to···ma°rf<""ihe DVD
:
:of videos and the photo.
11: 15: 15 AM 1court
[For purposes of sentencing hearing today, will mark as State's
j 1, etc.
11: 16:49 AM· Spillman [State hasn't any character witnesses.

r

11 :16:59 AM :chastain
I

Defense calls Trisha Jernigan (defendant's sister) as a
[character witness. Witness sworn, direct examination begins.

I

................................................i......................................i.-.........................................................................................................................................................................................................

11 :20:45 AM !Spillman
11 :20:51 AMt
11 :20:56 AM JChastain
11 :21 :02 AMJCourt
:

:

!State has no questions.
twitness steps down, is excused.
jNo further witnesses.
[Then we'll proceed to hear sentencing recommendations.
i

:

..................................................i,...................................................................................................................................................................................._.............................................................

11 :21 :11 AM jSpillman
j

!

3/21/2013

[Ask the Court to focus on punishment and retribution. Ask for
j$5000 fine (maximum per statute); asks for fixed 35y and
jindeterminate life.

2 of 3
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Courtroom503

11 :32:23 AM !Chastain

\Ask the Court not to impose a fine. Ask for 7.5 fixed with
:balance indeterminate. Ask the Court to allow the Parole
;Board to make the determination when defendant can be
:released .
..1.f.39:42 AM Defendant tAddresses the Court on his own behalf.

I

I

11 :46: 18 AM lcourt
11:47:32 AM lChastain
:
11 :48:03 AM fcourt

l

3/21/2013

I

[Addresses defendant

re . tiTs'a'p.pe.afdghis: ............................. .

\We filed post-trial motions, they were denied, we're
•mainitaining those objections.
[JOC 17 + 13 =30, CFTS 574d. Restitution open. $5000 fine.
\Defendant is remanded to IDOC.
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RLE~.M.

IN THE DISTRICT & T oF THE ___,Fv.........,"'vc.._v-_r....;_f_\_ _ JlIAL DISTRI<MAffl2
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF

1: s:7

1 2013

AdR,HRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clen<

-~~_.,_,--By MARTHA LYKE
DEPUTY

THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

)
)
)
)
)

vs.

°?.oht.r+ r\~\\
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)

Case No.

FE-

I\ p5q7~

ORDER FOR DNA SAMPLE AND
TH

DO
SSN
OFFENSE:

N\c.A...r4, r

l\

In accordance with the Idaho DNA Database Act of 1996, LC. §19-5501 et. seq., the above-named
defendant is hereby ordered to provide a DNA sample and thumbprint impression to law enforcement
personnel at the following designated sample collection facility:
o Jail (to be collected during the intake process), or other Law Enforcement facility.
o Idaho Department of Corrections (to be collected during the intake process)
o Department of Probation and Parole (to be collected w/in 10 working days if not incarcerated)
These samples will be forwarded to the Idaho State Police. The results of the DNA analysis will be
included in the Idaho DNA database system as well as the National DNA Index System. The thumbprint may
be used for identification purposes.
Duly authorized law enforcement agencies and correction personnel shall employ reasonable force to
collect the DNA sample and thumbprint impression in any case where the above-named individual is
incarcerated and refuses or resists submission procedures for collecting a DNA sample and/or thumbprint
impression.
Failure to provide the required DNA sample and/or thumbprint impression is a felony and can result in
the violation of parole or probation.
IT IS SO ORDERED, this

riginal (white) to: Court
ellow to: Designated Collection Facility
ink copy to: Defendant
oldenrod copy to: ISP Forensic Services

COLLECTION FACILITY SHALL MAKE
RETURN TO ISP WITHIN 20 DAYS
Rev. 001679
02/13/2006

~~-~~---::---.5!3/

...

~~M.,

'

MAR 2 1 2013
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Cler1c
By MARTHA LYKE
OEPUTv

2

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF

3

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

4

5

THE STATE OF IDAHO,

6

7
8

Plaintiff,
vs.

Case No. CR-FE-2011-0003976
JUDGMENT OF CONVICTION

ROBERT DEAN HALL,

9

Defendant.
IO
11
12

13
14

DOB
SSN:
This being the time fixed by the Court for pronouncing sentence upon the
defendant, ROBERT DEAN HALL, the Court noted the presence of the Prosecuting
Attorney, or his deputy, the defendant, and Robert R. Chastain and Deborah N. Kristal,

15

counsel for the defendant, in court.
16

17
18

The defendant was duly informed of the Indictment filed against him, and the
defendant was found guilty by a jury on October 25, 2012 of the crimes of COUNT I:

19

MURDER IN THE SECOND DEGREE, a felony under I.C. §18-4003(9) and COUNT II:

20

USE OF A DEADLY WEAPON DURING THE COMMISSION OF A CRIME, a felony

21

under I. C. § 19-2520, committed on or about March 11, 2011.

22

The defendant, and his counsel, were then asked if they had any legal cause or

23

reason to offer why judgment and sentence should not be pronounced against the

24

defendant, and if the defendant, or his counsel, wished to make a statement on behalf

25
26
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of the defendant, or to present any information to the Court in mitigation of punishment;
2

and the Court, having accepted such statement, and having found no legal cause or

3

reason why judgment and sentence should not be pronounced against the defendant at

4

this time; does render its judgment of conviction as follows, to-wit:

5

That, whereas, the defendant having been found guilty by a jury in this Court of

6

the crimes of COUNT I: MURDER IN THE SECOND DEGREE, a felony under 1.C. §18-

7

4003(9) and COUNT II: USE OF A DEADLY WEAPON DURING THE COMMISSION

8

OF A CRIME, a felony under I.C. § 19-2520;

9

IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED, ADJUDGED, AND DECREED that the
10

defendant, ROBERT DEAN HALL, is guilty of the crimes of COUNT I: MURDER IN
11

12
13
14
15

THE SECOND DEGREE, a felony under I.C. §18-4003(9) and COUNT II: USE OF A
DEADLY WEAPON DURING THE COMMISSION OF A CRIME, a felony under I.C. §
19-2520, and that he be sentenced to the Idaho State Board of Correction as follows:
Pursuant to the Uniform Sentence Law of the State of Idaho, I.C. § 19-2513,

16

defendant is hereby sentenced to the custody of the State Board of Correction of the

17

State of Idaho for an aggregate term of not to exceed thirty (30) years: with the first

18

seventeen (17) years of said term to be FIXED, and with the remaining thirteen (13)

19

years of said term to be INDETERMINATE, with such sentence to commence

20

immediately.
21

The defendant shall receive five hundred seventy-four (574) days credit for time
22
23

24

served prior to the entry of this Judgment.
The Court will order restitution with the amount to be determined after hearing.

25

26
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.

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the defendant shall pay $17.50 court costs,
2
3
4

$10.00 P.O.S.T. fees, $75.00 fine for Victims' Compensation Fund, $10.00 County
Justice Fund fees, $10.00 !STARS Fund fees, $100 Emergency Surcharge fees and
$3.00 Police Recovery Fund.

5

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the defendant shall pay a fee not to exceed

6

$100, the exact amount of which is to be determined by the Idaho Department of

7

Correction to reimburse said Department for the cost of the preparation of the

8

presentence report.

9

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the defendant shall pay a fine in the amount of
10

five thousand dollars ($5,000).
11
12
13
14

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Clerk deliver a certified copy of this
Judgment and Commitment to the said Sheriff, which shall serve as the commitment of
the defendant.
,,.,.,.,..,,,..

15

Sentenced and dated this 21st dai,Of March 2013.

/

16

,

/

J

L ,,;~--

17

·

18

/

/

i:Hael R claughli
Senior District Judge

----~.

19

20

21

22

23
24
25

26
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
2

I, Christopher D. Rich, the undersign~uthority, do hereby certify that I have

3

mailed, by United States Mail, on this .;l.;). day of March 2013, one copy of the:

4

JUDGMENT OF CONVICTION AND COMMITMENT TO STATE as notice pursuant to

5

Rule 77(d) I.C.R. to each of the attorneys of record in this cause in envelopes
addressed as follows:

6

7
8

9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16

17

JASON SLADE SPILLMAN
..IESSICA M. LORELLO
IDAHO ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OFFICE
PO BOX 83720
BOISE, ID 83720-0010
ROBERT R. CHASTAIN
ATTORNEY AT LAW
300 MAIN, SUITE 158
BOISE, ID 83702-7728
DEBORAH N. KRISTAL
3140 BOGUS BASIN RD.
BOISE, ID 83702-7728
ADA COUNTY JAIL
VIA EMAIL
PSI DEPARTMENT/P&P
VIA EMAIL

18
19

DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
VIA EMAIL

20

21

CHRISTOPHER 9. RICH
Clerk of the District Court
A't5 ~unty, Idaho

22
23

~L

24

By_)$~
Deputy de

25
26
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ROBERT R. CHASTAIN
-, ATTORNEY AT LA w

300 Main, Suite 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Telephone: (208) 345-31 I 0
Idaho State Bar #2765

•

e
MA~ 2 1
CHR1ST0?H2R D. RICH, Cle,i:

DEBORAHN. KRISTAL
ATTORNEY AT LAW

R E C E I \/

3140 Bogus Basin Road
Boise, ID 83702
Telephone: (208) 345-8708
Idaho State Bar #2296

f: 0

Sy BETH MAGTERS
DEPUTY

, ,:.J , 3 2013
Ada county Clerk

Attorneys for Defendant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
ST A TE OF IDAHO,

)

Plaintiff,
vs.

ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

)
)
)

Case No. CRFE 2011-3976

)
)
)
)
)

ORDER TO EXTEND DEADLINE TO
DISCLOSE DR. BEAVER'S NOTES,
COMMENTS, AND WORK PRODUCT

)
)

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED the deadline to produce Dr. Beaver's notes,
comments, and work product shall be extended to Monday, March 18, 2013,
at 9:00 a.m.
DA TED this

:2_ tJ

Hon. Michael R. McLaughlin,
District Judge

ORDER TO EXTEND DEADLINE
Page -1
C:\Users\Maria\Documents\WPDOCS\Murder\Hall, Robert D\Hall Motions\Order to Extend
Deadline.hall. wpd
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•

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify on the _ _ day of March, 2013, I served a true and correct copy of the within and
foregoing memorandum upon the attorney(s) named below in the manner noted:

Jason Spillman
Jessica Lorello
Attorney General Office
PO Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0010
Robert D. Hall #1038828
c/o Ada County Jail
7210 Barrister Dr.
Boise, ID 83 704
Robert R. Chastain
300 Main St., Suite 158
Boise, ID 83 702

OBy first class mail, postage prepaid
OBy hand delivery
•By faxing the same to: 854-8083

•By first class mail, postage prepaid
OBy hand delivery
OBy faxing the same to:

•By first class mail, postage prepaid
OBy hand delivery
OBy faxing the same to:

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH,
Clerk of the Court

Deputy Clerk

ORDER TO EXTEND DEADLINE
Page -2
C:\Users\Maria\Documents\WPDOCS\Murder\Hall, Robert D\Hall Motions\Order to Extend
Deadline.hall. wpd
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•

MAR 2 2 2013

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF

, H

O. R,C ,,
C'n. 'RISTOPHER
'
"TERS
8

c'te1·k

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF A(5\A ET;~~~"
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant,

_______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
}

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
ORDER ON STATE'S MOTION TO
RECONSIDER MEMORANDUM
DECISION RE: SEALED
DOCUMENTS

The matter having come before the Court upon the State's Motion to Reconsider
Memorandum Decision Re: Sealed Documents and good cause appearing, IT IS HEREBY
ORDERED that, in addition to the documents identified in the Court's Memorandum Decision
Re: Sealed Documents, filed January 3, 2013, the following documents previously filed with
this Court shall remain sealed and shall not be accessible to the public and may only be
disclosed for purposes of appellate review as provided in I.AR. 31 and I.C.A.R. 32:
•

Exhibit 1 attached to Motion and Memorandum of Law in Support of Motion to
Admit Evidence, filed February 17, 2012

•

Exhibit 5 attached to State's Motion to Exclude Evidence Relating to Ashlee
Corrigan, filed May 29, 2012

•

Appendix A attached to Motion to Reconsider Revised Ruling on the Admissibility
of Emmett Corrigan's E-mail, filed October 22, 2012

•

Affidavit of Pablo Stewart, M.D. dated May 10, 2012, p.4 ,r 9 (filed in support of
Defendant's Reply to State's Motion in Limine ~e: Victim's Alleged Steroid Use)

:>, ... J.
~~k.
IT IS SO ORDERED THIS ~ a y of ~eerlolar:y 2013,

~--ORDER ON STATE'S MOTION TO RECONSIDER MEMORANDUM DECISION RE:
SEALED DOCUMENTS
001686
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Friday, March 22, 2013
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, CLERK OF THE COURT

BY:LONA(BETH)MASTERS
---· ·-, -· --·.
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.

Case No. CR-FE-2011-0003976

ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

NOTICE OF HEARING

The above-entitled case has been set for a Restitution Hearing on Wednesday, April

24, 2013 at 03:00 PM, in the Ada County Courthouse at 200 W. Front Street, Boise, Idaho
before Judge Michael Mclaughlin.
DATED this 22nd day of March , 2013.
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH
CLERK OF THE COURT

by

]t1{_j.,J_,,_,.,.iz~
Deputy Clerk ·

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 25th day of March, 2013, I caused a true and
correct copy of the above and foregoing instrument to be mailed, postage prepaid, to:
Robert R Chastain
Attorney at Law
300 Main St Ste 158
Boise ID 83702

Jason S Spillman
Jessica Lorello
Idaho Attorney General's Office
PO Box 83720
Boise ID 83720-001 O

Deborah N. Kristal
Attorney at Law
3140 Bogus Basin Rd
Boise ID 83702-7728
Christopher D. Rich
Clerk of the District Court
By:

3{H

Deputy Clerk

~~\ ~,
.

.

NOTICE OF HEARING

001687

e
NO·-----=.==----A.M. _ _ _ _

F_'~.~ IZ: /{t:2

ROBERT R. CHASTAIN
ATTORNEY AT LAW

APR 15 2013

300 Main, Suite 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Telephone: (208) 345-3110
Idaho State Bar #2765

Cl-iR!STOPHEA D. RICH, Clerk
By ELAINE TONG
DEPUTY

DEBORAH N. KRISTAL
ATTORNEY AT LAW

3 140 Bogus Basin Road
Boise, ID 83702
Telephone: (208) 345-8708
Idaho State Bar #2296
Attorneys for Defendant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant-Appellant,
vs.
ST ATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff-Respondent,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CRFE 2011-3976

NOTICE OF APPEAL

TO:
THE ABOVE NAMED PLAINTIFF-RESPONDENT, JASON SPILLMAN AND JESSICA
LORELLO, DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL, SPECIAL PROSECUTORS, AND THE CLERK OF THE
COURT.

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN:
1. The above named Defendant-Appellant appeals against the State of Idaho to the

Idaho Supreme Court as a result of the Judgment of Conviction imposed by the Hon.
Michael R. McLaughlin, Senior District Judge.
[See attached Exhibit A.]

NOTICE OF APPEAL, Page 1
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2.

The party has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court and the judgment

described in paragraph 1 above is appealable under and pursuant to Rule 1l(c)(l), I.A.R.

3.

Specifically, Defendant-Appellant appeals:
a)

The sentence imposed by the District Court was too harsh, and
amounted to an abuse of discretion by the District Court.

b)

The District Court's exclusion of evidence tending to show Emmett
Corrigan's state of mind:
1) Ashlee Corrigan' sprayer that, "The Lord would take Emmett
and spare Ashlee and her family"
2) Emmett Corrigan's threats to Ashlee's family
3) Emmett Corrigan's drug seeking behavior
4) Emmett Corrigan's bragging to his employee about
intimidating Rob Hall
5) Emmett Corrigan's Facebook posts of February 25 and
March 10, 2011, about his desire to fight a male he'd had an
altercation with in February, 2011
6) Emmett Corrigan's extra-marital affair in Ohio
7) Prohibiting Dr. Stewart from mentioning other evidence he
observed, in the video taken by Mr. Corrigan on
January 17, 2011, of Emmett Corrigan's use of steroids

4.

a)

Is a reporter's transcript requested?

b)

The appellant requests a standard transcript as defined in Rule 25©,
I.A.R., and in addition appellant requests transcripts of the Sentencing
hearing held on March 21, 2013, and a copy of the Pre-Sentence
Investigation, and transcripts of the Motion hearing on Defendant's
Motion for a New Trial held on November 29, 2012.

Yes.

NOTICE OF APPEAL, Page 2
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5.

I certify:
a)

A copy of this Notice ofAppeal has been served on the court reporter.

b)

The appellant is exempt from paying the estimated
transcript fee because be is an ina.igent person and is
unable to pay said fee.
(Idaho Code§§ 31-3220, 31-3220A, I.A.R. 24 (e));

c)

The appellant is exempt from paying the estimated
fee for preparation ofthe record because he is an
indigent person and is unable toJ~ay said fee.
(Idaho Code§§ 31-3220, 31-32lOA, I.A.R. 24(e)).

d)

The appellant is exempt from paying the appellate
filing fee because he is indigent ancf is unable to pay said fee.
(Idafio Code§§ 31-3220, 3 f-3220A, I.A.R. 23(a)(8J).

e)

Service has been made upon all parties required to
be served pursuant to I.A.R. 20.

DATED this /

b

S day of April, 2013.
ROBERT R. CHASTAIN
Attorney for Defendant-Appellant

DIJ!dJ~

Attorney for Defendant-Appellant

NOTICE OF APPEAL, Page 3
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

-~

I hereby certify on the&_ day of April, 2013, I served a true and correct copy of the within and
foregoing memorandum upon the attorney(s) named below in the manner noted:

Jason Spillman
Jessica Lorello
Attorney General Office
PO Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0010

DBy first class mail, postage prepaid
DBy hand delivery
•By faxing the same to: 854-8083

Office of the State Appellate Public Defender
3050 N. Lake Harbor Lane, Suite 100
Boise, ID 83703

•By first class mail, postage prepaid
DBy hand delivery
DBy faxing the same to:

Diane Cromwell, Court Reporter
Ada County Courthouse

DBy first class mail, postage prepaid
•By hand delivery
DBy faxing the same to:

Robert R. Chastain

NOTICE OF APPEAL, Page 4
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EXHIBIT A

NOTICE OF APPEAL, Page 5
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----Fl-~IM,
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MAR t 1 2013
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By MARTHA LYKE
OEPlJTy

2

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF

3

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

4
5

THE STATE OF IDAHO,

6
7
8

Plaintiff,

Case No. CR-FE-2011-0003976
JUDGMENT OF CONVICTION

VS.

ROBERT DEAN HALL,

9

Defendant.
10

DOB
11
12

13

SSN:
This being the time fixed by the Court for pronouncing sentence upon the
defendant, ROBERT DEAN HALL, the Court noted the presence of the Prosecuting

14

Attorney, or his deputy, the defendant, and Robert R. Chastain and Deborah N. Kristal,
15

counsel for the defendant, in court.
16

The defendant was duly informed of the Indictment filed against him, and the
17
18

defendant was found guilty by a jury on October 25, 2012 of the crimes of COUNT I:

19

MURDER IN THE SECOND DEGREE, a felony under I.C. §18-4003(9) and COUNT II:

20

USE OF A DEADLY WEAPON DURING THE COMMISSION OF A CRIME, a felony

21

under I.C. § 19-2520, committed on or about March 11, 2011.

22

The defendant, and his counsel, were then asked if they had any legal cause or

23

reason to offer why judgment and sentence should not be pronounced against the

24

defendant, and if the defendant, or his counsel, wished to make a statement on behalf

25

26
JUDGMENT OF CONVICTION-Page 1
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of the defendant, or to present any information to the Court in mitigation of punishment;
2

and the Court, having accepted such statement, and having found no legal cause or

3

reason why judgment and sentence should not be pronounced against the defendant at

4

this time; does render its judgment of conviction as follows, to-wit:

5

That, whereas, the defendant having been found guilty by a jury in this Court of

6

the crimes of COUNT I: MURDER IN THE SECOND DEGREE, a felony under I.C. §18-

7

4003(9) and COUNT II: USE OF A DEADLY WEAPON DURING THE COMMISSION

8

OF A CRIME, a felony under I.C. § 19-2520;

9

IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED, ADJUDGED, AND DECREED that the
10

defendant, ROBERT DEAN HALL, is guilty of the crimes of COUNT I: MURDER IN
I1

12

THE SECOND DEGREE, a felony under I.C. §18-4003(g) and COUNT II: USE OF A

13

DEADLY WEAPON DURING THE COMMISSION OF A CRIME, a felony under 1.C. §

14 I

19-2520, and that he be sentenced to the Idaho State Board of Correction as follows:

15

Pursuant to the Uniform Sentence Law of the State of Idaho, I.C. § 19-2513,

16

defendant is hereby sentenced to the custody of the State Board of Correction of the

17

State of Idaho for an aggregate term of not to exceed thirty (30) years: with the first

18
19

seventeen (17) years of said term to be FIXED, and with the remaining thirteen (13)
years of said term to be INDETERMINATE, with such sentence to commence

20

immediately.
21

The defendant shall receive five hundred seventy-four (574) days credit for time
22
23

24

served prior to the entry of this Judgment.
The Court will order restitution with the amount to be determined after hearing.

25

26
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IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the defendant shall pay $17.50 court costs,

$10.00 P.O.S.T. fees, $75.00 fine for Victims' Compensation Fund, $10.00 County

2
3

Justice Fund fees, $10.00 ISTARS Fund fees, $100 Emergency Surcharge fees and

4

$3.00 Police Recovery Fund.

5

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the defendant shall pay a fee not to exceed

6

$100, the exact amount of which is to be determined by the Idaho Department of

7
8

I

Correction to reimburse said Department for the cost of the preparation of the
presentence report.

9

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the defendant shall pay a fine in the amount of
10

five thousand dollars ($5,000).
11

12

13
14

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Clerk deliver a certified copy of this
Judgment and Commitment to the said Sheriff, which shall serve as the commitment of
the defendant.

.. ,--·-

- -·--·---........

~_,--··
/'

15

Sentenced and dated this 21st d/~)!df March ~013.

......,_,__

_, /

'··')

,////

.

·
i
j/~
/
//
L --------1.·.--~~
/

,/

16

17

~--

I .·

---- . . MldiaelR~ claughlin
·
Senior District Judge

18

19

20
21

22
23

24
25

26
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I,

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
2

I, Christopher D. Rich, the undersig~authority, do hereby certify that I have

3

mailed, by United States Mail, on this .;;d day of March 2013, one copy of the:

4

JUDGMENT OF CONVICTION AND COMMITMENT TO STATE as notice pursuant to

5

Rule 77(d) I.C.R. to each of the attorneys of record in this cause in envelopes
addressed as follows:

6
7
8
9
10

11

12
13
14
15
16

17

JASON SLADE SPILLMAN
JESSICA M. LORELLO
IDAHO ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OFFICE
PO BOX 83720
BOISE, ID 83720-0010
ROBERT R. CHASTAIN
ATIORNEY AT Lft...W
300 MAIN, SUITE 158
BOISE, ID 83702-7728
DEBORAH N. KRISTAL
3140 BOGUS BASIN RD.
BOISE, ID 83702-7728
ADA COUNTY JAIL
VIA EMAIL
PSI DEPARTMENT/P&P
VIA EMAIL

18
19

DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
VIA EMAIL

20
21

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH
Clerk of the District Court
<:;>unty, Idaho

22

At
syA~.~~
ci1e

23

24

Deputy

25

26
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e

.
ROBERT R. CHASTAIN
ATTORNEY AT LAW
300 Main, Suite 158
Boise, ID 83 702-7728
(208) 345-3110
Idaho State Bar #2765

NO·----~::-;:-;::--;-::::--r._A.M. _ _ _ _
FIL~.~. /

2: I(b

- ·1"-,ISTOPHER D. RICH,
B, ELAINE TONG
[CE?UTY

DEBORAH N. KRIST AL
ATTORNEY AT LAW
3140 Bogus Basin Road
Boise, ID 83702
Telephone: (208) 345-8708
Idaho State Bar #2296
Attorneys for Defendant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff-Respondent,
vs.

ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant-Appellant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case: CRFE 2011-3976

MOTION FOR APPOINTMENT OF
THE ST ATE APPELLATE PUBLIC
DEFENDER FOR DIRECT APPEAL

COMES NOW Robert Dean Hall, the Defendant-Appellant, by and through his
conflict Ada County public defenders, Robert R. Chastain and Deborah N. Kristal,
and moves this Court for its order, pursuant to Idaho Code §19-890, appointing the
Idaho State Appellate Public Defender to represent him in all matters related to direct
appeal.
MOTION FOR APPOINTMENT OF THE STATE
APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER

Page 1
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Chlrk

e
Because this is a felony, the Idaho State Appellate Public Defender is
authorized by statute to represent Mr. Hall in all proceedings related to his direct
appeal.
~

DATED this __i_l_ day of April, 2013.

ROBERTR. CHASTAIN

Att~~:c

DEBORAH N. KRISTAL
Attorney for Defendant-Appellant

MOTION FOR APPOINTMENT OF THE STATE
APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER

Page2
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•·

,.
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
/

I hereby certify on the /_l_ day of April, 2013, I served a true and correct copy of the within
and foregoing document upon the individual(s) named below in the manner noted:
Jason Spillman
Jessica Lorello
Attorney General Office
PO Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0010

State Appellate Public Defender
3050 N. Lake Harbor Lane, Suite 100
Boise, ID 83703

D
D

•
•
D
D

By first class mail, postage prepaid
By hand delivery
By faxing the same to:854-8083

By first class mail, postage prepaid
By hand delivery
By faxing the same to:

Robert R. Chastain

MOTION FOR APPOINTMENT OF THE STATE
APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER

Page3
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.ILED
Monday. ~ 5. 2013 at 04:06 PM
CH~PHER D. RICH, CLERK OF THE COURT

BY

jYJL&,t

'-<~-

De ut Clerk

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF

2
3

THE STA TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

THE STA TE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

4

Case No. CR-FE-2011-0003976

vs.
5

6

ROBERT DEAN HALL, #105995

ORDER TO TRANSPORT

Defendant.

7

It appearing that the above-named defendant is in the custody of the Idaho Board of Correction, and
that it is necessary that ROBERT DEAN HALL be brought before this Court for: HEARING

8

SCHEDULED ...... Wednesday, April 24, 2013 @03:00 PM.

9

10
11
12

13
14

IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED That the Ada County Sheriff bring the Defendant from the
Penitentiary to the Court at said time and on said date;
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED That immediately following said Court appearance the Sheriff return
said Defendant to the custody of the Idaho State Penitentiary;
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED That the Idaho State Board of Correction release the said Defendant to
the Ada County Sheriff for the purpose of the aforementioned appearance and
retake him/her into custody from the Sheriff upon his/her return to the Penitentiary.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED That the Clerk of this Court serve a copy hereof upon the Idaho Board
of Correction forthwith and certify to the same.
Dated this 15th day of Apri L 2013.

15

16
MICHAEL McLAUGHLIN
District Judge

17
18

19

20
21

22
23

-24

25
26
Order to Transport
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

I HEREBY CERTIFY that copies of the foregoing document were sent to:
Central Records
FAXed to 327-7444

Ada County Jail
FAXed-577-3409

Jason Spillman
Jessica Lorello
Deputy Attorneys General
PO Box 83720
Boise ID 83 720-00 I 0

Deborah Kristal
Attorney at Law
3140 Bogus Basin Rd
Boise ID 83702-7728

Robert R Chastain
Attorney at Law
300 Main St Ste 158
Boise ID 83702

9
10

Dated this 15th day of April, 2013.
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH
Clerk of the Court

11

by:

12

)l tL /V\.JL;t: ''°

Deputy Clerk

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
Order to Transport
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e
ROBERT R. CHASTAIN
ATTORNEY AT LAW
300 Main, Suite 158
Boise, ID 83 702-7728
(208) 345-3110
Idaho State Bar #2765
DEBORAH N. KRISTAL
ATIORNEY AT LAW
3 140 Bogus Basin Road
Boise, ID 83702
Telephone: (208) 345-8708
Idaho State Bar #2296

RECEIVED

APR 15 2013

APR 1 6 20:.3
CnRiSTO?HER D. R,CH, Cleik

ADA couNTY CLERK

6y BETH MA3TERS
DEPUTY

Attorneys for Defendant
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STA TE OF IDAHO,

Plaintiff-Respondent,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,

Defendant-Appellant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case: CRFE 2011-3976
ORDER APPOINTING THE STATE
APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER
FOR DIRECT APPEAL

The above matter having come before this Court, and good cause appearing,
the Court finds Robert Dean Hall has elected to pursue a direct appeal in the above
entitled matter and is without sufficient funds with which to hire private counsel for
his appeal.

ORDER APPOINTING THE STATE
APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER

Page 1
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e

e

It is hereby deemed the Defendant is indigent and in need of an appointed
attorney to pursue the appeal.
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED AND THIS DOES ORDER the Idaho State
Appellate Public Defender is appointed to represent the above named Robert Dean
Hall in all matters pertaining to his direct appeal from the judgment of conviction and
sentence.
DATED this

Ji f1aay of April, 2013.

Hem: ;

aet: 1aiighlin,
Senior District Judge

ORDER APPOINTING THE STATE
APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER

Page2
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...

"

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

"aay

I hereby certify on the }& 1
of April, 2013, I served a true and correct copy
of the within and foregoing document upon the individual(s) named below in the
manner noted:
Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Suite 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
State Appellate Public Defender
3050 N. Lake Harbor Lane, Suite 100
Boise, ID 83703
Jason Spillman
Jessica Lorello
Attorney General Office
PO Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0010
Diane Cromwell, Court Reporter
for the Honorable Michael R. McLaughlin
200 W. Front Street
Boise, ID 83702

\6
D
D

By first class mail, postage prepaid
By hand delivery
By faxing the same to:

D

By first class mail, postage prepaid
By hand delivery
By faxing the same to:

~
D
D

D
~

D

By first class mail, postage prepaid
By hand delivery
By faxing the same to:854-8083

By first class mail, postage prepaid
By hand delivery
By faxing the same to:

ORDER APPOINTING THE STATE
APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER

Page3
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LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General

By KAT!-<11· ··

201
,.

,\c,erX

, •· :·, 1~N::>EN

PAUL PANTHER
Deputy Attorney General
Chief, Criminal Law Division
JASON SLADE SPILLMAN 158 #8813
JESSICA M. LORELLO 158 #6554
Deputy Attorneys General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,

)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976

vs.

)
)

MOTION FOR RESTITUTION

ROBERT DEAN HALL,

)

Plaintiff,

Defendant,

_______________

)
)
)

)

COMES NOW, Jessica M. Lorello, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho, and
requests restitutiG(1 in the following amounts:
Counseling costs - Ashlee Birk (Appendix A):

$

907.66

Counseling costs - Teage Corrigan (Appendix B):

$

705.92

Counseling costs - Radeane Blackwell (Appendix C): $

125.00

Funeral expenses - Emmett Corrigan
Summers Funeral Home (Appendix D):
Ovid Cemetery (Appendix E):

$9,777.00
$ 225.00

MOTION FOR RESTITUTION - Page 1

L

001705

Travel expenses - Radeane Blackwell
Expenses to attend mediation (Appendix F):

$

Expenses to attend trial (Appendix G):

$1,220.22

Expenses to attend sentencing
Lodging (Appendix H):
Airfare (Appendix I):

$
$

TOTAL RESTITUTION REQUESTED:

426.60

203.37
110.90

$13,701.67

A restitution hearing is currently scheduled for April 24, 2013 at 3:00 p.m.
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITIED this 1ih day of April, 2013.

uty Attorney General

MOTION FOR RESTITUTION - Page 2
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 18th day of April 2013, I caused to be served a
true and correct copy of the foregoing Motion for Restitution to:
Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836
Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728

_

_J(
_

U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

.:£.. U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
_

Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

e:=ey
~

ssica M. Lorello
General

MOTION FOR RESTITUTION - Page 3
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LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General
PAUL PANTHER
Deputy Attorney General
Chief, Criminal Law Division

CH~;r , \>'' .. ·,
·c ••
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JASON SLADE SPILLMAN ISB #8813
JESSICA M. LORELLO ISB #6554
Deputy Attorneys General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant,

_______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION FOR RESTITUTION

COMES NOW, Jessica M. Lorello, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho, and
hereby submits this memorandum in support of the state's Motion for Restitution
("Motion"), filed contemporaneously herewith.
Restitution "facilitates rehabilitation by confronting the defendant with the
consequences of his ... criminal conduct and forcing the defendant to accept
financial responsibility for the resulting harm." State v. Wardle, 137 Idaho 808,
811, 53 P.3d 1227, 1230 (Ct. App. 2002) (quoting State v. Breeden, 129 Idaho
813, 816, 932 P.2d 936, 939 (Ct. App. 1997)). '"Restitution orders also promote
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR RESTITUTION - Page 1
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public safety by exacting a 'price for the crime, which may deter the defendant,
and others from such offenses."'

kl

Idaho Code § 19-5304(a)(2) provides:
Unless the court determines that an order of restitution would be
inappropriate or undesirable, it shall order a defendant found guilty of any
crime which results in an economic loss to the victim to make restitution to
the victim .... Restitution shall be ordered for any economic loss which
the victim actually suffers. The existence of a policy of insurance covering
the victim's loss shall not absolve the defendant of the obligation to pay
restitution.
"'Economic loss' includes, but is not limited to, ... direct out-of-pocket
losses or expenses, such as medical expenses resulting from the criminal
conduct."

I.C. § 19-5304(a).

Economic loss "does not include less tangible

damage such as pain and suffering, wrongful death or emotional distress." Id.
For purposes of the restitution statute, a "victim" in a homicide case is
defined as "the immediate family of the actual victim." I.C. § 19-5304(e)(i).
Although the court may consider the "financial resources, needs and
earning ability of the defendant" in deciding whether to award restitution, the
court may order restitution "regardless of whether the defendant is incarcerated
or placed on probation." I.C. § 19-5304(5), (7).
In this case, the state is requesting restitution for Ashlee Birk, the murder
victim's widow, Teage Corrigan, the murder victim's son, and Radeane Blackwell,
the murder victim's mother.

Radeane, Ashlee and Teage are all qualifying

victims for purposes of restitution. See State v. Payne, 146 Idaho 548, 575, 199
P.3d 123, 150 (2008). The restitution sought includes counseling for all three
victims, which is a compensable loss for which restitution may be awarded.
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR RESTITUTION - Page 2
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Wardle, 137 Idaho at 811, 53 P.3d at 1230.

The state is also requesting

restitution for the direct out-of-pocket expenses related to Emmett Corrigan's
funeral and burial, cf. I.C. §72-1019(4), as well as restitution for Radeane
Blackwell's direct out-of-pocket expenses related to traveling from Nevada,
where she resides, to Idaho in order to attend mediation, trial, and sentencing,
State v. Parker, 143 Idaho 165, 167, 139 P.3d 767, 769 (Ct. App. 2006) ("[A]
victim may be compensated for losses or expenses incurred in attending the
restitution hearing and other criminal proceedings.").
Based on the applicable legal authority, the state submits restitution
should be awarded in the amount requested in its accompanying Motion.
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITIED this 181h day of April, 2013.

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR RESTITUTION - Page 3
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 18th day of April 2013, I caused to be served a
true and correct copy of the foregoing Memorandum in Support of Motion for Restitution
to:
Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836
Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728

_

JI::....
_

U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

.$_ U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
_

Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

J ~
Deputy Attorney General

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR RESTITUTION - Page 4
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Spaulding Counseling Services
403 W. Cherry Lane
Meridian, JD 83642

208-887-1911
Client Name: A11hh1e Birk
Account Nbr:
Provider:
Roy Spaulding, MS,
Provider NPI: 1366692790

Tax ID:

03-15-2013

LMFT

455118509

State License: LMFT•4025 exp 1/08/2011

BIii

Date

Code

03-01-11
03-09-11
03-23-11
04-07-11
04-14-11
04-20-11
O'i-19-11
05-25-11
05-:16-11
06-01-11
06-22-11
09-06-11
09-19-11
09-30-11
10-12-11
10-26-11
11-21-11
03-29-12
04-20·12

Diagnosi$
Code

90S01 V6l,10
90806 V61, 10
90806 V61.10
90806 V61.10
90806 V61. 10
90806 V61.10
90A06 V61. l 0
90806 V61.10
10004 309.9
90806 309.9
90806 309.!I
90806 309.9
90806 309.9
90847 309.9
90!106 309 .'9
90806 309.9
90806 309.9
90806 309.9
90806 309.9

Statement
lnsurance other Insurance Client
Client
Charges Payments Adjusts Submitted Payments Responslblllty

Description
Assessment
Individual psychotherapy, a
Individual psychotherapy, a
Individual psychotherapy, a
Individual psychotherapy, a
Individual psychotherapy, a
Individual psychotherapy,
Individual psychotherapy, a
Collateral Contact
Individual psychotherapy, a
Individual peychotlu,u;apy, a
Individual psychotherapy, a
Individual psychotherapy, a
Family therapy conjoint wit
Individual psychotherapy, a
Individual psychotherapy, a
Individual psychotherapy, a
Individual psychotherapy, a
Individual psychotherapy, a

•

TOTALS:

120.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
-90.00
80.00
-80.00
B0.00
100.00 -100.00
100.00 ·100.00
100.00 -100.00
B0.00
80.00
-40.00
80.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
1700.00 -500.00

-120.00
-80.00
-80.00
-80.00
-B0.00
-80.00
-80.00

-20.00
-20.00
-26.17
-26.17
·92.34

0.00

-80.00
-40.00
•80.00
-80.00
-80.00
-73.83
-73.83
-1107.66

0.00

Current

Over30

Over60

Over90

Now Due

0.00

0.00

0.00

o.oo

0.00

Please Remit To:
Spaulding Counseling services
403 w. Cherry wane
Meridian, ID 83642

Amount Paid$ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Provider:

Roy Spaulding, MS, LMFT

Ashlee Birk

PLEASE RETURN BOTTOM PORTION WITH YOUR PAYMENT. RETAIN TOP PORTION FOR YOUR RECORDS

001713
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•
Client Name:
Account Nbr:
Provider:
Provider NPI:
Tax ID:
Stale License:

(,if'.

e
Spaulding Counseling Services
403 W. Cherry Lane
Meridian, ID 83642
208-887-1911

Teage Corrigan

.....
Roy Spaulding, MS, LMFT

03-15-2013

1366Gn190
45511aso9
LMFT-4025 exp 1/oe/2011

Statement

Diagnosis

BIii
Date

Code

Code

04-13 -11
04-19-11
04-28-11
05-06-11
05-2S-ll
06-0l-ll
06-17-ll
06-28-ll
09-02-11
09-29·11
01-05-12
03-21-12
04-03-12
04 -1 7 · l 2
05-03-12

90606
90806
90847
90847
90A47

309.4
309.4
309.4
309.4
309.4
309.4
309.4
309.4
309.4
309.4
309.4
309.4
309.4
309. 4
309. 4

90847

90847
90847
90847
90847
90847
90647
90847
90847
90847

Insurance

Other

Insurance Cllant

Client

Charges Payments Adjusts Submitted Payments Responsibility

Description

Individual psychotherapy, a
Individual psychotherapy, a
Family therapy conjoint wit
Family therapy conjoint wit
Family therapy conjoint wit
Family therapy conjoint wit
Family therapy conjoint wit
Family therapy conjoint wit
Family therapy conjoint wit
Family therapy conjoint wit
Family therapy conjoint wit
Family therapy conjoint wit
Family therapy conjoint wit
Family therapy conjoint wit
Family therapy conjoint wit

TOTALS:

BO.DO

-80.00
-80.00

eo.oo
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
l00.00
100.00
l00.00
100.00
BO. 00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00

-100.00
·100.00
-l00.00
-100.00
-100.00

·67.78
-67.76

-9.63
-9.63
-9.63
-9.63

0.00
0.00

-22.59
·22.59
-90.37
-90. 3 7

1440.00

-635.56

-96.52

0.00

-705.92

-20.00
-20.00
-20.00

-80.00
-60.00

·BO.DO
·BO.DO

0.00

Current

Over30

Over60

Over90

Now Due

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Please Remit To:
Spaulding Counseling Services
403

w.

Cherry Lc1.ne

Amount Paid$ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Meridian, ID 63642
Provider:

Roy Spaulding,

MS,

LMFT

Ashlee Birk

Uni ti 27 IE
PLEASE RETURN BOTIOM PORTION WITH YOUR PAYMENT. RETAIN TOP PORTION FOR YOUR RECORDS
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Summers Funeral Homes, Inc.
1205 W Bannock St

Statement

Boise, ID 83 702

Dale

(208) 343-6493

3/11/2011

-·!
Ashlee Corrigan

Item

Acct No

Emmett Corrigan

95-149

Description

Quantity

Traditional Service
Abner
Wilbert Monticello
Memorial Package

I

Flowers
Cemetery Charges
Death Certificates

Client

s

Rate

Traditional Service
Abner
Wilbert Monticello
Registration Book, Memorial Folders, Aclcnowledgemc:nt
Cards
Flowers
Cemetery Charges
Death Certificates S 14.00

Mileage

Discounts & Allo ...

Family Discount
Sales Tax

Please feel &cc to call with any questions. John Calovic:h (208) 898-0642

Total

Payments/Credits
Balance Due

4,585.00
2,995.00
1,095.00
135.00
200.00
200.00
[4.00
600.00
-l lS.00
6.00%

Amount
4,585.00
2,995.00
l,095.00
135.00
200.00T
200.00
70.00
600.00
-115.00
12.00

$9,777.00
$0.00
$9,777.00
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U9 16
OO&llr Toti!~ $,426,6Q

DOllilr C.~n<I Totill:

Tou.l Poinu ~med:

s•26.60
:Z,GO
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10-26-12

3
Radeane Blackwell

Folio No.

33136

AIR Number
Group Code
Company
Membership No.
Invoice No.

us

[oate

116
10-08-12
10-26-12
65148769

Room No.

Arrival
Leisure
PC
146738361

Description

1/

Departure
Cor,f. No.
Rate Code : IDARP
1 of4
Page No.

I

Charges

10-08-12

•Accommodation

79.99

10-08-12

State Tax - Room

480

10-08-12

Bed/Occupancy Room Tax

1.60

10-oa-12

Auditorium Tax

4.00

10-09-12

•Accommodation

79.99

10-09-12

St.ate Tax - Room

4.80

10-09-12

Bed/Occupancy Room Tax

1.60

10-09-12

AuditoriurT' Tax

4.00

10-10-12

•Accommodation

79.99

10-10-12

State Tax - Room

4.80

10-10-12

BedfOCcupancy Room Tax

1.60

10-10-12

Al.lditoriuin Tax

4.00

10-11-12

y

Accommodation

79.99

1Q.11-12

State Tax· Room

4.80

1()..11-12

BedfOccupancy Room Tax

1.60

10-11-12

Auditorium Tax

4.00

10-12-12

*Accommodation

59.99

10-12-12

Stile Tax - Room

360

10-12-12

Bed/Occupancy Room Tax

1.20

10-12-12

Auditorium Tal<

3.00

10-13-12

•Acoommodation

59.99

10-13-12

State Tax - Room

3.60

10-13-12

Beel/Occupancy Room Tax

1.20

10-13-12

Auditorium Tax

3.00

10-14-12

•Accommodation

Credits

59.99

Candlewood Suites Boise Town Square700 North Cole RoadBoise, ID 83704Telephone: (208) 322-4300 Fax: (208) 322-4301
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10-26-12

3
Radeane BlackWell

~

33136

Folio No.

NR Number
Group Code
Leisure
Company
Membership No. : PC
146738361
Invoice No.

Description

[ Date

116
10-08-12
Arrival
Departure
10-26-12
Conf. No.
65148769
Rate Code : IDARP
2of4
Page No.
Room No

I

Charges

10-14-12

State Tax - Room

3.60

10-14-12

Bed/Occupancy Room Tax

120

10-14-12

Auditorium Tax

300

10-15-12

• Accommodation

59.99

10-15-12

Stete Tax - Room

3.60

10-15-12

Bed/Occupar'lcy Room Tax

1.20

10-15-12

Auditortum Tax

3.00

10-16-12

Visa

10-16-12

• Accommodation

59.99

1()..16-12

State Tax - Room

3.60

10-16-12

Bed/Occupancy Room Tax

1.20

10-16-12

Auditorium Tax

3.00

10-17-12

•Accommodation

59.99

lQ..17-12

State Tax • Room

3.60

10-17-12

Bed/Occupancy Room Tax

1.20

10-17-12

Auditorium Tax

3.00

10-1S-12

•Accommodation

59.99

10-18-12

State Tax - Room

3.60

10-18-12

Bed/Occupancy Room Tax

1.20

10-18-12

Auditorium Tax

3.00

10-19-12

•Accommodation

59.99

10-19-12

State Tax- Room

3.60

10-19-12

Bed/Occupancy Room Tax

1.20

10-19-12

Auditorium Tax

J.00

10-20-12

*Accommodation

Credits

632.72

X.XXXXXXXXXXX8603

59.99

Candlewood Suites Boise Town Square700 North Cole RoadBoise, ID 83704Telephone: (208) 322-4300 Fax: (208) 322-4301
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10-26-12

3
Radeane Blackwell

Folio No.

33136

AIR Number
Group Code

us

Company
Leisure
Membership No. : PC
146738361
Invoice No.

I

Description

Date

Room No.
Arrival
Departure
Conf. No.

116
10..08-12

Rate Code :
Page No.

IDARP
3of4

10-26-12

65148769

I

Charges

10-20-12

State Tax· Room

3.60

10-20-12

Bed/Occupancy Room Tax

1.20

10-20-12

Auditorium Tax

3.00

10-21-12

•Accommodation

59.99

10-21-12

Slate Tax - Room

3.60

10-21-12

Bed/Occupancy Room Tax

1.20

10-21-12

Auditolium Tax

3.00

10-22-12

*Accommcdation

59.99

10-22-12

State Tax - Room

3.60

10-22-12

Bed/Occupancy Room Tax

1.20

10-22-12

Auditorium Tax

3.00

10-23-12

•Aecom modafion

59.99

10-23-12

State Tax - Room

3.60

10-2:3-12

Bed/Occupancy Room Tax

1.20

10-23-12

Auditorium Tax

3.00

10-24-12

•Accommodation

59.99

10-24-12

State Tax - Room

3.60

10-24-12

Bed/Occupancy Room Tax

1.20

10-24-12

Auditorium Tax

3.00

10-25-12

•Accommodation

59.99

10-25-12

State Tax - Room

3.60

10-25-12

Bed/Occupancy Room Tax

1.20

10-25-12

Auditorium Tex

3.00

10~2s-12

*AccommodatiOn • Adj

..SO.DO

10-26-12

State Tax - Room-Adj

-4.80

Credits

Candlewood Suites Boise Town Square700 North Cole RoadBoise, ID 83704Telephone: (208) 322-4300 Fg {208) 322-4301
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11).26-12

3
Radeane Blackwell

Folio No.
A/R Number

Group Code
Company
Membership No.
Invoice No.

us

[oate

33136

116

Room No
Arrival

10-08-12
10-26-12

L&isure

Departure
Conf. No.

PC

Rate Code :

65148769
IDARP

Page No

4 of 4

146738361

Description

10-26-12

Bed/Occupancy Room Tax -Ac

-1.60

10-26-12

Auditorium 'fax· Adj

-4.00

10-26-12

Visa

Thank you for staying at Candlewood Suites a.c,i$e Town Squar•. Quallfying poillt$ for this
stay wl!l automatlcally be Indited to your a(:C(Junt. To make addltiorial l'efflVlltions onnne,

update your account informlltion or view your ~ement please visit www. priorityelub.com.
We look forward to welcoming you baGk soon.

I

Charges

Total
Balance

028:V

Credits

587.50

1.220~

0.00

Guest Signature:----------------,...- - - - - - - - - - - - - -

' have reee,ived the goods and/ or services In th~ amo1,1nt shown heron. I agl'Ele ~ my liablity fol' this b.~I is not waived and agree to be \;i,ld
pel'$0l'lc1lly liable in the event thst the indicated p,Eirson, company, or ~ - ~Is lo pay for any part or the full al'n04.lnt of these charges. If
a credit card charge, I further agree !O perform the obligallon, 6et forth in the cardholder's agreement with the issuer.

Candlewood Suites Boise Town Square700 North Cole RoadBoise, ID 83704Telephone: (208) 322-4300 Fax: {208) 322-4301
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CANDLEW®D.
SUITES

03-29-13

3
Radeane Blackwell

us

Folio No.
AIR Number
Group Code
Company
Membership No.
Invoice No.

Arrival
Departure
Leisure

Conf. No.

PC

Rate Code
Page No.

146738361

Description

/ Date

104
03-19-13
03-22-13
64084307
IGCOR

Room No.

36134

1 of 1

Charges

J

03-19-13

'Accommodallon

59.99

03-19-13

State Tax - Room

3.60

03-19-13

Bed/Occupancy Room Tax

1.20

03·19-13

Auditorium Tax

3.00

03-20-·13

'Accommodation

59.99

03-20-13

State Tax - Room

3.60

03-20-13

Bed/Occupancy Room Tax

1.20

03-20-13

Aucutorlum Tax

3.00

03-21-13

'Accommodation

59.99

03-21-13

State Tax - Room

3.60

03-21-13

Bed/Occupancy Room Tax

1.20

03-21-13

Auditorium Tax

3.00

03-22-13

Visa

Guest Signature:

203.37

XXXXXXXXXXXX3210

Thank you for staying at Cancllewood Suites Boise Town Square. Qualifying points for this
stay will autornatfc;iJJy be credited to your account. To make additional reservations online,
update your account Information or view your &tatement please visit www. prlorltyclub.com.
We look forward to welcornlng you back soon.

Credits

Total
Balance

203.37

203.37

0.00

--------------------------------

1have received the goods a,d I or services in the amount shown heron. I agree that my liablily for this bill is not waived and agree to be held
person alt)' liable in the event that the indicated person, company, or associate fails to pay ror any part or the lull amount of these charges If
a credd card charge, I further agree to petform the obligations set forth in the cardholder's agreement ~th the issuer.

Candlewood Suites Boise Town Square700 Nor1h Cole RoaclBolse. ID 83704Telephone: (208) 322-4300 Fax: (208) 322-4301
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Gmail - Southwest Airlines Confirmation-BLACKWELL1RADEANE-Contilmat10n: uu... Page 1 or J

e

e

Radeane Blackwell <radeane.easyllvlng@gmall.com>

Southwest Airlines Conflrmation-BLACKWELURADEANE-Confirmatlon:
GOXUWB
1 message

Tue, Mar 5, 2013 at 10:39

Southwest Alrllnes <SouthwestAirllnes@luv.southwest.com.•

AM

Reply-To: Southwest Airlines <no-reply@luv.southwest.com>

You're all set for your trip!

My Account I View Mv l!lnerary Online

Check In Online

Check Flight St11tus

Change Fllght

Spocl11I Offers

Car Deals

Hotel Deals

Ready for takeoff(
I

Thanks for choosing Southwest for your llipl You'll find everything you need to know
about your reseNatlon below. Happy lravelsl

AIR Confirmation: GOXUWB

Passenger(s)

Rapid Rewards #

BLACKWELURADEA

NE

Confirmation Dale: 03/5/2013

Est. Points
Earned

Ticket#

Expiration

5262112601170

Mar 5, 2014 600

Rapid Rewards points earned are only es6111ales. v,sil yoor (MySoulhwesl Suulhwesl.com or Rapid Revrords) account for

the most &CCJJrate totals - lncludino A-List & A-List Prnferred bonus points.

Dato

Flight

Departure/Arrival

Tue Mar 19

987

Depart LAS VEGAS NV (LAS) on Southwest Airlines at 11 :15 AM
Arrive In BOISE ID (BOI) at 2:05 PM
Travel Time 1 hrs 60 mlns
Wanna Get Away

What you need to know to travel:
• Don't forget to check In for your fllght(al 24 houre before your trip on southwest.com or your
moblle device. Thia wlll secure your boardll\g position on your flights.
• Southwest Airlines does not have assigned seats, so you can choose your se.it when you
board the plane. You wlll be assigned a boarding poslUon baaed on your chec:kln time. The
earlier you check In, within 24 hours of your flight, the earlleryou gel to board.
Air Coat: 110.90

Carry-on Items: 1 Bag + small personal Item are free see full delalls. Checked Items: First and
second bags are free, size and weight limlls apply.
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Find a Hotel
See ratings, photos and
rates for over 40,000 hotels.

Book a Hotel ..

Fare Rule(s): 6262112601170: NONREF/NONTRANSFERABLE/STANDBY REQ UPGRADE TO

Y.

http://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=97e9bb 1b~c&view=pt&search=inbox&th= 13d3 ...
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTR1&fl·-o-F_ _ _ PM,
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

APR 1 9 2C;3

C!-iR!STOPHc:R 0. R!Ch, Cl .. rk

THE STATE OF IDAHO,

Ely ::ETH MA.STEH;;;
DE?UTY

Plaintiff,

Case No. CR FE 11 03976

vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,

ORDER QUASHING TRANSPORT ORDER

Defendant.

It appearing that a transport order was issued, ordering the defendant's appearance
before this Court on 24 April, 2013, at 3:00 p.m.;
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED That said transport order is hereby quashed and NOTICE
HEREOF is hereby given to the Sheriff of Ada County, State of Idaho, and to the Idaho
Department of Correction.

Dated:

L} - l t>r - / 5

". .....___ _

{l,cl/d·-

7 ~ MICHAEL McLAUGHLIN
District Judge

001733

RECEIVED

APR. 22. 2013 10:26AM

04/21/2013 22:32

9nv GEN - CRIM DIV

2083451836

e

CHASTAIN LAW

NO. 337

P. 2

ZYG

NO.----'";:';FJLEO
_.PM--=--A.M.----

APR 2 2 2013

LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General
PAUL R. PANTHER
Deputy Attomey General
Chief, Criminal Law Division
JASON SLADE SPILLMAN ISB #8813
..IESSICA M. LORELLO ISB #6S54
Deputy Attorneys General
Special Prosecuting Attorneys
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimlle: (208) 854-8083

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,

_____________
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. cR.. FE-11-3976
STIPULATION TO RESTITUTION

COMES NOW, Robert Chastain and Deborah Kristal, attorneys for Robert Dean
Hall, and Jason Slade Spillman and Jessica M. Lorello, Deputy Attorneys General and
Special Prosecuting Attorneys for the County of Ada, State of Idaho, and hereby
stipulate to entry of an order awarding restitution in the amount of $13,701.67, as set
forth in the state's Motion for Restitution filed April 18, 2013.

Pursuant to this

stipulation, the parties further agree that the restitution hearing currently scheduled for
April 24, 2013, at 3:00 p.m. may be vacated.

STIPULATION TO RESTITUTION (HALL), Page 1
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..

RECEIVED

APR. 22. 2013 10:27AM

04/21/2013 22:32
2083451836
9nv
GEN - CRIM DIV

Respectfully submitted this

e

CHASTAIN LAW

NO. 337

P. 3

'Z~ of April, 2013.

J S ICA M. LORELLO
ty Attorney General

ROBERT CHASTAIN

~
~
Attorney for Defendant

STIPULATION TO RESTITUTION (HALL), Page 2
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ORIGINAL
LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General
PAUL R. PANTHER
Chief, Deputy Attorney General
Criminal Law Division
JASON SLADE SPILLMAN ISB #8813
JESSICA M. LORELLO ISB #6554
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-001 O
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,

)
)
)
Plaintiff,
Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
)
)
vs.
SIXTY-FIFTH ADDENDUM
)
TO DISCOVERY
)
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
)
)
Defendant.
)
COMES NOW, Jessica M. Lorello, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho, and

______________

makes the following Sixty-Fifth Addendum to the previous Response to Discovery
pursuant to Rule 16:

16(b) Disclosure pursuant to written request by Defendant:
(4)
BATES#
5152-5153

Documents and Tangible Objects:
DOCUMENT/ DESCRIPTION
Chris Belarski interview report

AUTHOR/
AGENCY
Det. ,Jim Miller

DATE
Rec'd
4/22/13

NO.OF
PAGES
2

(audio previously disclosed in the
401h Addendum as Bates #4939)

V

SIXTY-FIFTH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 1

001736

5154

Erika Belarski re-interview report

Det. Jim Miller

Rec'd
4/22/13

1

Det. Jim Miller

Rec'd
4/22/13

1

Det. Jim Miller

Rec'd
4/22/13

3

Det. Jim Miller

Rec'd
4/22/13

2

Det. Jim Miller

Rec'd
4/22/13

1

Det. Jim Miller

Rec'd
4/22/13

1

Selena Grace re-interview report Det. Jim Miller

Rec'd
4/22/13

1

Det. Jim Miller

Rec'd
4/22/13

1

Det. Jim Miller

Rec'd
4/22/13

11

Det. Jim Miller

Rec'd
4/22/13

2

(audio previously disclosed in the
38th Addendum as Bates #4918)

5155

Ashlee Birk re-interview report
(audio previously disclosed in the
5:t° Addendum as Bates #5115)

5156-5158

Tabitha Butterworth interview
report
(audio previously disclosed in the
51st Addendum as Bates #5102)

5159-5160

Michael Corrigan interview
report
(audio previously disclosed in the
41st Addendum as Bates #5005)

5161

Julie Dufer interview report
(audio previously disclosed in the
54th Addendum as Bates #5133)

5162

Elizabeth Forsgren interview
report
(audio previously disclosed in the
381h Addendum as Bates #4925)

5163

(audio previously disclosed in the
38th Addendum as Bates #4925)

5164

Kevin Graham interview report
(audio previously disclosed in the
45th Addendum as Bates #5072)

5165-5175

Michele Hannah-Goodwin reinterview report
(audio previously disclosed in the
44th Addendum as Bates #5036)

5176-5177

Matthew Harris interview report
(audio previously disclosed in the
f>3"1 Addendum as Bates #5119)

SIXTY-FIF"rH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 2
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5178-5179

Faron Hawkins interview report
for April 19, 2012

Det. Jim Miller

Rec'd
4/22/13

2

Det. Jim Miller

Rec'd
4/22/13

3

Det. Jim Miller

Rec'd
4/22/13

1

Det. Jim Miller

Rec'd
4/22/13

1

Det. Jim Miller

Rec'd
4/22/13

1

Det. Jim Miller

Rec'd
4/22/13

1

Det. Jim Miller

Rec'd
4/22/13

1

Det. ,Jim Miller

Rec'd
4/22/13

1

Det. Jim Miller

Rec'd
4/22/13

1

Det. Jim Miller

Rec'd
4/22/13

1

Det. ,Jim Miller

Rec'd
4/22/13

2

(audio previously disclosed in the

3th Addendum as Bates #4925)

5180-5183

Faron Hawkins re-interview
report for May 8, 2012
(audio previously disclosed in the

4(jh Addendum as Bates #4931)

5184

Lorraine Jacoby interview report
(audio previously disclosed in the
54th Addendum as Bates #5132)

5185

Derrick Jarrard interview report
(audio previously disclosed in the

3th Addendum as Bates #4925)

5186

Britni Jenkins and Deborah
Huston interview report
(audios previously disclosed in the
5Z'd Addendum as Bates #5109 &
5~ Addenum as Bates #5114)

5187

Kevin Jones interview report
(audio previously disclosed in the
56th Addendum as Bates #5139)

5188

Megan Lloyd interview report
(audio previously disclosed in the

45th Addendum as Bates #5072)

5189

Tyler Larsen interview report
(audio previously disclosed in the

3fh Addendum as Bates #4925)

5190

Christopher McErlean interview
report
(audio previously disclosed in the

4sth Addendum as Bates #5072)

5191

Dan Myers re-interview report
(audio previously disclosed in the

41st Addendum as Bates #5005)

5192-5193

Michelle Pinard re-interview
report
(audio previously disclosed in the

4~ Addendum as Bates #5017)

SIXTY-FIFTH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 3
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•

5194-5196

Donavan Prince interview report

Det. Jim Miller

Rec'd
4/22/13

3

Det. ,Jim Miller

Rec'd
4/22/13

1

Det. Jim Miller

Rec'd
4/22/13

1

Det. Jim Miller

Rec'd
4/22/13

25

Det. ,Jim Miller

Rec'd
4/22/13

2

Det. Jim Miller

Rec'd
4/22/13

3

Det. Jim Miller

Rec'd
4/22/13

1

Det. Jim Miller

Rec'd
4/22/13

1

Det. Jim Miller

Rec'd
4/22/13

2

Det. Jim Miller

Rec'd
4/22/13

3

Det. Jim Miller

Rec'd
4/22/13

1

(audio previously disclosed in the
51st Addendum as Bates #5103)

5197

David Rieker re-interview report
(audio previously disclosed in the
5d1' Addendum as Bates #5098)

5198

Kelly Rieker re-interview report
for June 20, 2012
(audio previously disclosed in the

45th Addendum as Bates #5072)

5199-5223

Kelly Rieker re-interviewed on
August 1, 2012
(audio previously disclosed in the

48th Addendum as Bates #5092)

5224-5225

Cory Russell interview report
(audio previously disclosed in the
5~ Addendum as Bates #5120)

5226-5228

Ron Schwenkler interview report
(audio previously disclosed in the

40th Addendum as Bates '1#4939)

5229

Troy and Alice Shumway
interview report
(audio previously disclosed in the

45th Addendum as Bates #5072)

5230

Dixie Skinner interview report
(audio previously disclosed in the
54th Addendum as Bates #5134)

5231-5232

Sheryl Villeneuve interview
report
(audio previously disclosed in the
38'h Addendum as Bates '1#4925)

5233-5235

Chad White interview report
(audio previously disclosed in the

38th Addendum as Bates '1#4925)

5236

Christine Woodside re-interview
report
(audio previously disclosed in the

38th Addendum as Bates '1#4925)

SIXTY-FIFTH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 4
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DATED this z/,~ay of April 2013.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CER1"1FY that on this

~~y of April 2013, I caused to be served a

true and correct copy of the foregoing Sixty-Fifth Addendum to Discovery for Conflict
Counsel to:
Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

_

Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

_

U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
X Hand Delivered
_ Overnight Mail
Facsimile
_ Electronic Mail (Email)

U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
X Hand Delivered
_ Overnight Mail
Facsimile
_ Electronic Mail (Email)

SIXTY-FIFTH ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY FOR CONFLICT COUNSEL
(HALL), Page 5
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Ada county

Cieri\

I-~·,A'Y U"j ·l • .

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRiofjH~[y~~~\\ ;,1'.{r~~f;t_
Ot:PUTY

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,

)
)
)

Plaintiff,

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976

)

vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.
______________

)
)
)
)
)
)

ORDER AND JUDGMENT FOR
RESTITUTION

The Stipulation for Restitution having come before this Court and agreed upon
by both parties;
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Defendant, Robert Dean Hall, shall pay
restitution as follows:
To:

Amount of Restitution:

Ashlee Birk

$11,390.58

Radeane Blackwell

$ 2,311.09

TOTAL RESTITUTION

$13,701.67

Pursuant to I.C. § 19-5305, forty-two (42) days from the entry of this Order or at
the conclusion of any hearing to reconsider this Order, whichever occurs later, the
victims identified above may record this Order as a judgment and may execute the
judgment as provided by law for civil judgments.
DATED this _

day of May 2013.

District Judge
ORDER FOR RESTITUTION (HALL), Page 1
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I hereby certify that on this 6th day of May, 2013, I mailed (served) a true and
correct copy of the within instrument to:
JASON SPILLMAN
JESSICA LORELLO
DEPUTY ATTORNEYS GENERAL
PO BOX 83720
BOISE ID 83720-0010
ROBERT CHASTAIN
ATTORNEY AT LAW
300 MAIN ST STE 158
BOISE ID 83702
DEBORAH KRISTAL
ATTORNEY AT LAW
3140 BOGUS BASIN RD
BOISE ID 83702-7728

~

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH
Clerk of the District Court
Ada County, Idaho

l:Jt L

,l Cl!h-t: ~

Beth Masters, Deputy Court Clerk
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

MINUTE ENTRY
)

STATE OF IDAHO

vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,

)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR FE 2011 03976

JUDGE: MICHAEL McLAUGHLIN
CLERK: BETH MASTERS
DATE: 5/24/13
Per the 3/22/13 order of the Court, State submitted for the court file redacted versions of
the following documents:
2/10/12
Motion In Limine re Victim's Alleged Steroid Use
2/17/12
Motion & Memorandum of Law in Support of Defendant's Motion
To Admit Variious Items of Evidence
Notice of Intent to Introduce Evidence Pursuant to I.R.E. 404(b)
4/27/12
and Motion to Admit Expert Testimony on Domestic Violence
5/15/12
Reply to State's Motion In Limine re Victim's Alleged Steroid Use
State's Motion to Exclude Evidence Relating to Ashlee Corrigan
5/29/12
Motion to Admit Evidence Pursuant to I.R.E. 404(a)(l)
10/15/12
10/22/12
Motion to Reconsider Revised Ruling on the Admissibility of
Emmett Corrigan's E-Mail

•

MINUTE ENTRY
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LAWRENCE G. WASDEN

FEB t O2012

Idaho Attorney General

CHRISTOPHER D. HICH, Cfotl<
By AMY LANO

PAUL PANTHER

Off'Ury

Deputy Attorney General
Chief, Criminal Law Division
1

MELISSA MOODY ISB#6027

:J \.//]: ..

Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208) 854-8083
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

)
)

THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976

vs.

)
ROBERT DEAN HALL,

)

MOTION IN LIMINE RE: VICTIM'S
ALLEGED STEROID USE
(SUBMITTED TO THE COURT
UNDER SEAL)

)
Defendant,

______________

)
)
)

COMES NOW, Melissa Moody, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho, and
moves this Court for an Order prohibiting the defendant from presenting any evidence or
expert testimony regarding the victim's alleged use or possession of steroids.
BACKGROUND
A grand jury indicted Robert Hall on one count of Murder in the First Degree and
one count of Use of a Deadly Weapon During the Commission of a Crime. During the
course of pre-trial discovery in this matter, the State provided the following information to
the defendant:
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(1)

A toxicology report from AccuTrace Testing showing that Emmett
Corrigan did not have any steroids in his system at the time of the
murder (Bates #2625);

(2)

Ashlee Corrigan's statement regarding confronting Emmett Corrigan
about her suspicions approximately 4 years ago that he was using
steroids at that time;

(4)

An inventory list of the items Ashlee Corrigan found at her house
after the murder, which included a container of 1.M.R. workout
powder, a bottle of Hydrazide with 4 red capsules, a baggie with 5
black and yellow capsules, and a baggie with 5 silver tablets and 11
green tablets (Bates #2078);

(5)

An inventory list of the items found in a bag on the rear seat of Mr.
Corrigan's truck on the night of the murder, which included an empty
Methotrexate 2.5 mg prescription pill bottle in Jason Blackwell's
name, a Clomiphene Citrate 50 mg prescription pill bottle in Jason
Blackwell's name that contained 15 pills, an Azasite 1% prescription
eye drop bottle in Jason Blackwell's name that contained 4 pills, a
Stacker 3 bottle that contained 17 pills, and an Amphata S/Combo
30 mg prescription pill bottle in Emmett Corrigan's name that
contained 24 pills (Bates #2081 );

(6)

Jason Blackwell's statement that the prescription bottles that were in
his name and found in Mr. Corrigan's truck on the night of the
murder contained anabolic steroids, a thermogenic fat burner, and
other supplements that were given out at a bodybuilding convention
Jason Blackwell and Mr. Corrigan attended together (Bates #3442-

3443);
(7)

A surveillance video in which Mr. Corrigan appears to put something
in his mouth while getting gas at a Fred Meyer gas station less than
an hour prior to the murder (Bates #3439);

(8)

Kandi Hall's statement that she saw Mr. Corrigan take four pills while
they were at a Fred Meyer gas station on the night of the murder and
that the pills came from two different prescription bottles with Jason
Blackwell's name on them (Bates #2926-2929).

The toxicology report establishes that Mr. Corrigan did not have any steroids in his
system at the time he was killed. Nevertheless, Mr. Hall may try to introduce evidence of
the victim's alleged steroid use to bolster a self-defense claim.

The victim's alleged

steroid use is irrelevant and should be excluded. In addition to being irrelevant, evidence
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and expert testimony regarding Mr. Corrigan's alleged steroid use would be highly
prejudicial and should fail any balancing test conducted pursuant to I.RE. 403.
ARGUMENT

I.

Evidence that the Murder Victim was Allegedly Using Steroids is Irrelevant and
Therefore, Inadmissible
In this case, the State must prove that Mr. Hall killed Mr. Corrigan with malice

aforethought and that the murder was either perpetrated by lying in wait or was a willful,
deliberate, and premeditated killing. 1 Evidence regarding Mr. Corrigan's alleged use or
possession of steroids does not tend to prove or disprove a material fact at issue in this
case. There is no connection between the victim's purported use of steroids and this
murder.
"Relevant evidence Is generally admissible, and irrelevant evidence is not
admissible." State v. Harvey, 142 Idaho 527, 532, 129 P.3d 1276, 1281 (Ct. App. 2006)
(citing I.RE. 402). "Relevant evidence is evidence having any tendency to make the
existence of any fact that Is of consequence to the determination of the action more
probable or less probable than it would be without the evidence." Harvey, 142 Idaho at
532, 129 P.3d at 1281 (citing I.RE. 401).
A victim's behavior at the time the crime occurred is relevant to a defendant's claim
of self-defense; however, evidence of the underlying cause of the victim's behavior is
irrelevant because it neither proves nor disproves any material fact at issue. United States
v. Wilk, 572 F.3d 1229, 1234 (11th Cir. 2009); see also Lee v. State, 996 A.2d 425, 443
(Md. Ct. Spec. App. 2010) (noting that evidence of whether victim was actually "high" on

1

Mr. Hall has also been charged with Use of a Deadly Weapon During the Commission
of a Crime. Because there is no different analysis with respect to the 11 use of a firearm"
charge, this motion does not analyze the crimes separately.
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drugs at the time of the murder is irrelevant to a claim of self-defense); State v.
Pennington, 227 P.3d 978, 987-88 (Kan. Ct. App. 2010) {upholding the trial court's ruling
excluding evidence of the victim's drug use on the day of the murder, but allowing the
defendant to testify "as to his observations of the behavior of the victim").
In United States v. Wilk, the trial court excluded evidence that a murdered police
officer had steroids in his system at the time of the murder because the evidence was not
relevant to the defendant's self-defense claim. 572 F.3d at 1234.

In excluding the

evidence, the trial court specifically found that despite the defendant's self-defense claim,
the victim's "steroid use was clearly irrelevant, would not tend to prove or disprove any
material fact at issue, and that the prejudicial effect and confusion of the issues
substantially outweighed any probative value of the evidence." kl
On appeal, the defendant argued that the district court erred in excluding evidence
of the victim's steroid use "because a person on steroids can act aggressively and
erratically."

lih More specifically, the defendant asserted that "the exclusion of the steroid

evidence denied him the opportunity to {1) rebut government's theory of motive; (2)
demonstrate the state of mind and level of intent; (3) corroborate his claim of selfdefense; (4) present his version of events to the jury; and (5) establish his cla.im of selfdefense." kl
The Eleventh Circuit Court of Appeals held that the district court was correct in
excluding evidence of the victim's steroid use and stated "[w]e agree with the district court
that Fatta's and the other officers' actions at the time of entry [into Wilk's home] were
relevant to Wilk's defense, but that the underlying reasons for Fatta's mode of entry

tended to neither prove nor disprove any material fact at Issue."

kl (emphasis

added). The court went on to state "[i]n short, even if the steroid evidence had some

MOTION IN LIMINE RE: VICTIM'S ALLEGED STEROID USE, Page 4
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relevance, we are hard-pressed to see how it was critical or necessary to Wilk's
establishment of a valid defense." Id. at 1235.
As was the case in Wilk, any evidence that Mr. Corrigan used steroids is irrelevant
because it will not assist the jury in determining whether Mr. Hall acted in self-defense.
See State v. Stevens, 146 Idaho 139, 143, 191 P.3d 217, 221 (2008) (evidence is
admissible if it is "relevant to a material and disputed issue concerning the crime
charged."). While evidence regarding Mr. Corrigan's behavior at the time of the murder
will certainly be relevant to a self-defense claim at trial, the underlying reasons for Mr.
Corrigan's behavior are not at issue and are irrelevant because they neither prove nor
disprove any material fact at issue. See also Lee, 996 A.2d at 443 (noting that evidence
that the victim was acting like he was under the influence of drugs at the time of the
murder was relevant, but evidence regarding whether the victim "actually was high on
PCP" was not relevant).
In Wilk, evidence of the victim's steroid use was excluded even though the victim
actually had steroids in his system at the time of the murder. In this case, the toxicology
report shows that Mr. Corrigan did not have steroids in his system at the time of the
murder. Thus, any evidence of the victim's alleged steroid use in this case is even less
relevant than the evidence of the victim's steroid use in WIik, where it was properly
excluded.
The key inquiry regarding a victim's behavior as it relates to a claim of self-defense
is not why the victim behaved the way he did, but rather how he behaved. Evidence
regarding how the victim behaved at the time of the murder will assist the jury in
evaluating a claim of self-defense, whereas evidence regarding why the victim behaved
the way he did is, at best, speculative and not probative of any fact that is of consequence
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to the determination of the defendant's guilt. Any evidence that Mr. Corrigan was using
steroids should be excluded because it is irrelevant.
II.

Evidence that the Murder Victim was Allegedly Using Steroids Is Especially
Irrelevant to a Claim of Self-Defense Where the Defendant Was Unaware of the
Possibility of Steroid Use
Evidence that a murder victim used steroids Is irrelevant in every case; however,

any possible relevance disappears entirely when the criminal defendant had no
knowledge that the victim could be using steroids. Such is the case here. In this case,
Mr. Hall was unaware of the possibility that Mr. Corrigan ever used steroids.
In general, "evidence of a victim's violent nature presented for the purpose of
proving the defendant's mental state in relation to a self-defense claim is admissible only
if 'it is shown that the defendant was aware of the victim's violent character, for otherwise
the defendant's actions could not have been influenced by it."' State v. Custodio, 136
Idaho 197, 205-06, 30 P.3d 975, 983-84 (Ct. App. 2001) (quoting State v. Hernandez,
133 Idaho 576, 585, 990 P.2d 742, 751 (Ct.App. 1999)).
In State v. Custodio, the defendant wanted to admit extrinsic evidence of the
victims' character through the testimony of a witness who saw an alleged stabbing
incident that the victims' were previously involved in. 136 Idaho at 205, 30 P.3d at 983.
The defendant asserted that "the evidence went to the issue of whether his fear and
actions in defending himself were reasonable."

kh

However, the district court excluded

the evidence because, "although Custodio's knowledge of prior violent behavior on the
part of the victims was relevant, extrinsic evidence tending to prove or disprove the truth
of such knowledge was not relevant because it did not affect Custodio's mental state at
the time of the shootings." Id.·
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On appeal, the defendant argued that "the challenged evidence should have been
admitted because it was relevant to his state of mind at the time of the shootings."

19.:.

The Idaho Court of Appeals rejected this argument and agreed with the district court's
ruling because "Custodio's actions in this case could not have been influenced by the
evidence contained in the excluded testimony as it related solely to the perceptions and
recollections of the third person and not to Custodio's knowledge of the alleged incident."
~

at 205-06, 30 P.3d at 983-84. As such, the court held that the district court was

correct in excluding the challenged evidence because "a person's mental state cannot be
proven through a third person's recollections of a prior incident" and "the challenged
evidence was not relevant to Custodio's mental state at the time of the shootings."

19.:. at

206, 30 P.3d at 984.
In a case that is factually similar to this case, the Arkansas Court of Appeals
reached the same conclusion as our Idaho courts. Cagle v. State, 6 S.W.3d 801, 803
(Ark. Ct. App. 1999). The Arkansas case involved a love triangle between the current
beau - the criminal defendant - and the former suitor - soon to be murder-victim. ~ at
801. The criminal defendant went to a tavern with his lady-friend and the victim was
present at the tavern. ~ at 801-02. The defendant asked the victim to go outside so they
could discuss something in the alley.~ at 802. In the alley, the defendant and the victim
grappled for a short time and the defendant shot the victim twice. J.9.:.

At trial, the

defendant admitted shooting the victim, but testified that "he was being choked by the
victim and shot him in self-defense because he feared for his life." Id. The defendant was
convicted of first-degree murder and sentenced to imprisonment for 40 years. Id.
On appeal, the defendant argued that "the trial court erred in excluding evidence
that the victim had methamphetamine in his system at the time of his death."~ at 803.
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More specifically, the defendant argued that "because the victim had a powerful and
dangerous drug in his system, appellant was right to be afraid for his life, and therefore
was justified in killing the victim in self-defense."~ However, the court upheld the trial
court's ruling excluding the evidence of methamphetamine in the victim's blood because
the evidence would only be relevant "if there had been any evidence to show that
appellant knew that the victim was taking methamphetamine, or that the victim's behavior
was such that appellant could reasonably have inferred the victim was under the influence
of the drug." Id. Because no such evidence existed, it was not error for the trial court to
exclude it.

~

As Custodio and Cagle make clear, any evidence regarding the victim's character
or drug use is irrelevant for purposes of determining the defendant's state of mind unless
it is based on the defendant's knowledge.

This rule makes sense because if the

defendant was unaware of the evidence at the time of the murder, it would be impossible
for the defendant to consider the evidence in deciding to shoot the victim. Pennington,
227 P.3d at 987-88 (holding that evidence of murder victim's drug use was irrelevant
where the defendant had no knowledge of the victim's drug use because the evidence
"could not have played into [the defendant's] decision-making process on the day of the
incident.").
It is not possible that Mr. Hall considered Mr. Corrigan's purported steroid use in
deciding to shoot Mr. Corrigan. Mr. Hall did not know - or even suspect - that Emmett
Corrigan was using steroids. This is made clear by the conversation between Mr. Hall
and his mother which took place at the Ada County Jail and was recorded. An informal
transcript of the audio-taped conversation, prepared by the Attorney General's Office,
reflects the following pertinent exchange:
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ROBERT HALL'S MOTHER:
I've been, I (inaudible) I haven't talked to
your attorney but l don't know if your next hearing if they have this guy's
drug stuff back, if the judge will reduce the bail you know when they get his
toxi, toxicology back and stuff that they'll reduce the bail.
ROBERT HALL:

Why, was he on drugs?

ROBERT HALL'S MOTHER:
Well uh, uh according to Kandi he was
on a lot of hormones, a lot of steroids.
ROBERT HALL:

Oh, I didn't know that.

It is clear that Mr. Hall had no knowledge of Mr. Corrigan's alleged steroid use,
actual or indirect. Because Mr. Hall was unaware of Mr. Corrigan's alleged steroid use,
this Court should exclude any such evidence because it is completely irrelevant.
Ill.

Evidence that the Murder Victim Possessed Steroids is Not Relevant
In addition to evidence regarding Mr. Corrigan's alleged steroid use, any evidence

that Mr. Corrigan possessed steroids should also be excluded because it is irrelevant. In
Lee v. State, the trial court excluded evidence that a murder victim had drugs in his
pocket when he was shot and killed. 996 A.2d at 441. The defendant had argued that
evidence that the victim "was in possession of PCP when he was shot and killed was
highly probative of whether he was high on PCP at that same moment." Id. at 442. The
Court of Special Appeals of Maryland held that the trial court's correctly found "that
evidence that [the victim] possessed PCP at the time of his death was not minimally
probative of whether he was under the influence of PCP and likely would confuse the jury
on the issues." llt. In reaching this conclusion, the court noted that "even if the evidence
· of possession were probative of whether Comploier was high, it is not clear how this fact
would have been relevant.° Id. at 443.
Likewise. evidence that Mr. Corrigan possessed steroids at any point in time prior
to the murder would not be probative of any material fact at issue in this case.

This
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evidence would not assist the jury in determining Mr. Hall's state of mind when he shot
Mr. Corrigan and it would lead to confusion of the issues. Mr. Corrigan's possession of
steroids is not probative of whether Mr. Hall acted in self-defense because there is no
evidence that Mr. Hall was aware of the possibility that Mr. Corrigan ever possessed
steroids. See Lee, 996 A.2d at 443 (noting that the victim's possession of drugs could not
have affected the defendant's "appraisal of the situation" because the defendant did not
know that the victim possessed drugs at the time of the murder).

Therefore, any

testimony or evidence regarding Mr. Corrigan's possession of steroids or other
performance enhancing substances should be excluded because it would not tend to
prove or disprove any material fact at issue in this case.
IV.

Idaho Rule of Evidence 403
If this Court finds that any of the evidence regarding Mr. Corrigan's alleged steroid

use or possession is somehow relevant, the evidence should still be excluded under

I.RE. 403 because the prejudicial effect and confusion of the issues substantially
outweighs any probative value the evidence may have.
"Although relevant, evidence may be excluded if its probative value is substantially
outweighed by the danger of unfair prejudice, confusion of the issues, or misleading the
jury, or by considerations of undue delay, waste of time, or needless presentation of
cumulative evidence." State v. Ruiz, 150 Idaho 469, 471, 248 P.3d 720, 722 (2010)
(quoting I.R.E. 403). "To exclude evidence under Rule 403, the trial court must address
whether the probative value is substantially outweighed by one of the considerations
listed in the Rule." Ruiz, 150 Idaho at 471, 248 P.3d at 722.
The introduction of testimony regarding Mr. Corrigan's alleged steroid use would
. be unfairly prejudicial to the State's case and it would confuse the jury. The confusion
MOTION IN LIMINE RE: VICTIM'S ALLEGED STEROID USE, Page 10
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West Headnotes

H
United States Court of Appeals,
Eleventh Circuit.
UNITED STA TES of America, Plaintiff-Appellee,

v.
Kenneth WILK, a.k.a. Kenneth P. Wilk, DefendantAppellant.
Nos. 07-14176, 07-14196.
June 29, 2009.
Background: Defendant was convicted in the United
States District Court for the Southern District of Florida, No. 04-60216-CR-JTC,James I. Cohn, J., of
unlawfully killing a state law enforcement officer
assisting in a federal investigation, attempted seconddegree murder of a state Jaw enforcement officer assisting in a federal investigation, knowingly carrying
and using a firearm during and in relation to a crime
of violence, possession of child pornography, obstruction of justice, and conspiracy. Defendant appealed.
Holdings: The Court of Appeals, Wilson, Circuit
Judge, held that:
ill evidence that deputy sheriff had steroids in his
blood when he was shot and killed by defendant was
inadmissible;
ill expert testimony about whether law enforcement
agents followed proper police procedure during
forcible entry into defendant's residence was inadmissible;
ill psychotherapist-patient privilege did not apply to
bar admission of defendant's medical and psycho1ogical records;
ill medical records concerning defendant's HIV
status and treatment were admissible;
ill Health Insurance Portability and AccountabiJity
Act (HIPAA) did not bar admission of medical records;
® self-defense instruction was proper; and
ill defendant's use of deadly force would not have
qualified as self-defense.
Affirmed.

ill Criminal Law 110 (>;:;;>J l53.l
11.Q Criminal Law

l lOXXIV Review
11 OXXIV(N) Discretion of Lower Court
I IOkl 153 Reception and Admissibility of
Evidence
11 Ok 1153.1 k. In General. Most Cited

Court of Appeals reviews evidentiary rulings for
abuse of discretion.

ill Criminal Law 110 €=;)1153.1
llQ Criminal Law
11 OXXIV Review
11 OXXIV{N) Discretion of Lower Court
I I Oki 153 Reception and Admissibility of
Evidence
11 Ok 1153.1 k. In General. Most Cited

An abuse of discretion occurs in evidentiary rulings if the district court applies an incorrect legal
standard or makes findings of fact that are clearly
erroneous.

Ql Homicide 203 ~1051(1)
203 Homicide
203IX Evidence
203IX(D) Admissibility in General
203k I 049 Self-Defense
203k I051 Character and Habits of Victim
203kl05)(1) k. In General. Most
Cited Cases
Even if evidence that deputy sheriff had steroids
in his blood when he was shot and killed by defendant while he and other law enforcement agents
forcibly entered defendant's residence to execute arrest and search warrants had some relevance to de-
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fendant's claims of self-defense, justification, and
imperfect self-defense, on grounds that a person on
steroids could act aggressively and erratically, evidence was neither crucial nor necessary to defendant's establishment of a valid defense, and, thus,
district court did not abuse its discretion in excluding
the evidence; although during his six days of trial
testimony, defendant testified that the officers acted
like armed home invaders instead of police officers
and that he was confronted by a dark figure standing
in his living room, pointing a gun in his direction,
this testimony did not corroborate defendant's assertion that deputy acted aggressively or erratically,
strongest evidence supporting any aggressive or erratic behavior was that deputy kicked out the front
window of the residence, but he did so only as the
other agents were attempting, without success, to
break through the front door, and no shot was ever
fired from deputy's gun. Fed.Rules Evid.Rule 401, 28
U.S.C.A.

l1J. Criminal Law I JO ~476.6
llQ Criminal Law
I IOXVII Evidence
11 OXVH(R) Opinion Evidence
11 Ok468 Subjects of Expert Testimony
I 10k476.6 k. Miscellaneous Matters.
Most Cited Cases

Expert testimony about whether law enforcement
agents followed proper police procedure during
forcible entry into defendant's residence to execute
arrest and search warrants was irrelevant and would
not have assisted the jury in understanding the evidence or determining a fact in issue, and thus was
inadmissible at defendant's trial for shooting and killing sheriff's deputy who had entered residence; although defendant claimed evidence went directly to
his self-defense, justification, and imperfect selfdefense claims, evidence relevant to such claims was
his perception of the agents' actions, not whether the
agents followed proper procedure in executing the
search warrant, and the government did not attempt
to introduce evidence that the agents strictly complied with established procedures. U.S.C.A.
Const.Amend. 4; Fed.Rules Evid.Rules 401, 702, 28

U.S.C.A.
W Criminal Law IJO C=,J153.6

11.Q Criminal Law

11 OXXIV Review
I IOXXTV<N) Discretion of Lower Court
I lOkl 153 Reception and Admissibility of
Evidence
IIOkl 153.6 k. Competency of Evidence. Most Cited Cases

Court of Appeals would review denial of defendant's motion to suppress evidence and testimony, in
prosecution for shooting and killing sheriff's deputy,
relating to his medical and psychological records for
abuse of discretion, where defendant did not address
this issue in a Fourth Amendment context but rather
treated the issue as an evidentiary matter. U.S.C.A.
Const.Amend. 4.

.lfil Privileged Communications and Confldentlallty 31 IH £=320

11.lli Privileged Communications and Confidentiality
31 I HV Counselors and Mental Health Professionals
3 I 1Hk320 k. Mental Health Records. Most
Cited Cases
Privileged Communications and Confidentiality
311H~323

31 IH Privileged Communications and Confidentiality
311 HY Counselors and Mental Health Professionals
3 J I Hk323 k. Waiver of Privilege. Most Cited

Psychotherapist-patient privilege did not apply to
bar admission at murder trial of defendant's medical
and psychological records obtained from university
pursuant to court order enforcing grand jury subpoena; records did not indicate that defendant consulted with any university personnel about his emotional well-being, defendant received no psychiatric
treatment at the university, and defendant had signed
an infonned consent form, which provided that the
university would be required to release his information "as specifically required by law."
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JJ.Q Criminal Law

I IOXVII Evidence
1IOXVII(P) Documentary Evidence
I l0k431 Private Writings and Publications
11 Ok436 Registers and Records
11 Ok436(5) k. Medical and Hospital
Records. Most Cited Cases
Privileged Communications and Confidentiality
311H ~39

l !OXXIY{L) Scope of Review in General
l IOXXIV(L}l3 Review De Novo
l lOkl l~ k. In General. Most Cited

Court of Appeals reviews the legal correctness of

a jury instruction de novo, but defers on questions of
phrasing absent an abuse of discretion,

J.!fil Criminal Law 110 £::;:::>769
l!Q Criminal Law

311 H Privileged Communications and Confidentiality
31 IHIY Physician-Patient Privilege
31 l Hk230 Subject Matter
311 Hk.239 k. Infectious Diseases. M.2.fil
Cited Cases

I lOXX Trial
--1-IOXX(G) Instructions: Necessity, Requi~
sites, and Sufficiency
110k769 k. Duty of Judge in General. Most
Cited Cases
Criminal Law 110 €=:>1152.21(1)

Medical records concerning defendant's HIV
status and treatment were admissible at defendant's
murder trial; during his trial defendant continually
relied on his mental status from AIDS dementia as
central to his defense, and there was no physicianpatient privilege in federal criminal trials.
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!lQ Criminal Law
11 OXXIV Review
11 OXXTV(N) Discretion of Lower Court
I !Oki 152 Conduct ofTrial in General
I lOkl 152,21 Instructions
l lOkl 152.21(1} k. In General. Most
Cited Cases

!ty 31 lH (£:;::;;) 25 9

311 H Privileged Communications and Confidentiality
3 l l HIV Physician-Patient Privilege
311 Hk.259 k. Health Tnfonnation Statutes and
Regulations. Most Cited Cases

Generally, district courts have broad discretion in
fonnulating jury instructions provided that the charge
as a whole accurately reflects the law and the facts,
and Court of Appeals will not reverse a conviction on
the basis of a jury charge unless the issues of law
were presented inaccurately, or the charge improperly
guided the jury in such a substantial way as to violate
due process. U.S.C.A. Const.Amend. 5.

Health Insurance Portability and Accountability
Act (HIPAA} did not bar admission in defendant's
murder trial of defendant's confidential medical records, where records were obtained either by grand
jury subpoenas after defendant's arrest or pursuant to
an order enforcing grand jury subpoena issued by a
magistrate judge. Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act of 1996, § 262(a}, et seq., 42
U,S.C.A. § 1320d et seq,; 4.S C,F,R, §
164.512(e)(l){i), (t)(l}(il)(A-C).

ml Homicide

121 Criminal Law JJO ~1139

Homicide 203 C=>s61(3)

.Ll.Q Criminal Law

l lOXXIY Review

l!1l Homicide 203 €=:>552
203II Murder

203k550 Public Employees, Officials, and
Persons Assisting Them
203k552 k. Law Enforcement Officers.
Most Cited Cases

lQ3.Homicide
20311 Murder
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203k556 Attempt
203k561 Degrees of Offenses
203k561(3) k. Second Degree Murder.
Most Cited Cases
Homicide 203 €=>766
203 Homicide
WY! Excusable or Justifiable Homicide
203Vl(B) Self-Defense
203k766 k. In General. Most Cited Cases
To refuse or negate a claim of self-defense and
convict defendant of unlawfully killing a state law
enforcement officer assisting in a federal investigation, and attempted second-degree murder of a state
law enforcement officer assisting in a federal investi·
gation, government was required to prove beyond a
reasonable doubt either: ( \) that defendant knew or
had reason to know the officers were law enforce·
ment officers engaged in the perfonnance of their
duties, or (2) that defendant's use of deadly force
would not have qualified as self-defense even if the
officers had, in fact, been private citizens. ~
U.S.C.A. §§ 11 Llli), .!.ill., l 121(a)(l)(A).

Homicide 203 (:;;:;;>so1
203 Homicide
203VI Excusable or Justifiable Homicide
203Vl(B) Self-Defense
203k806 Manner or Means of Self-Defense
203k807 k. In General. Most Cited

Defendant's use of deadly force on officers
forcibly entering his residence to execute arrest and
search warrants would not have qualified as selfdefense even ifofficers had, in fact, been private citizens; there was no evidence that the officer was the
aggressor and that the defendant's responsive force
was reasonable. 18 U.S.C.A. §§ 1111 (a), .l.!H,
1121 (llX l)(A).
*1232 Jose Rafael Rodriguez (Court-Appointed),
Rodriguez & Fernandez, PA, Miami, FL, William
Donald Matthewman (Court-Appointed), Coral
Springs, FL, for Defendant-Appellant.

Evelio J. Yera, Anne R. Schult~ Kathleen M, Salyer,
Miami, FL, Phillip DiRosa, Ft. Lauderdale, FL, for
Plaintiff-Appellee.

fill Criminal Law 110 ,(:;:;)822(1)
Appeals from the United States District Court for the
Southern District of Florida.

l.l.Q Criminal Law

110:XX Trial
11 OXX(G) Instructions: Necessity, Requisites, and Sufficiency
I !Ok822 Construction and Effect of Charge
as a Whole
11 Ok822( l) k. In General. Most Cited

The correctness of a jury charge must be considered in the context of the instructions as a whole.

.lllJ. Homicide 203 C:;:;1774
203 Homicide
203VI Excusable or Justifiable Homicide
203Vl(B} Self-Defense
203k773 Aggression or Provocation by
Accused
203k774 k. In General. Most Cited

Before DUBTNA, Chief Judge, and BIRCH and
WILSON, Circuit Judges.
WILSON, Circuit Judge:
Kenneth Wilk appeals his convictions for unlawfully killing a state Jaw enforcement officer assisting
in a federal investigation, attempted second-degree
murder of a state law enforcement officer assisting in
a federal investigation, knowingly carrying and using
a fireann during and in relation to a crime of violence, possession of child pornography, obstruction
of justice, and conspiracy. After thoroughly reviewing the record and considering the parties' briefs, and
with the benefit of oral argument, we affirm.
I. BACKGROUND
In the summer of 2001, Wilk's domestic partner,
Kelly Ray Jones. was arrested and convicted on child
pornography charges.00 During Jones's prosecution,
Wilk made threats against law enforcement person-
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nel, some of which he made online under his computer screen name "Wolfpackeines." Wilk's online
profile listed hobbies such as "hunting cops," occupations such as "cop bashing," and "alerting people
about kiddy porn stings." Around this time, Wilk
purchased several firearms and participated in fireann skill shooting contests throughout Florida. Wilk
purchased additional fireanns in 2002 and 2003.
FN l. Jones was sentenced to 28 months of
imprisonment and 3 years of supervised release. A condition of Jones's supervised release was that he not use the Internet.
On July 12, 2004, while on supervised release,
Jones sent images depicting child pornography to an
undercover law enforcement agent. The images were
transmitted from Wilk's internet account on a computer at the residence shared by Jones and Wilk. After further investigation, law enforcement obtained
and executed a search warrant on the residence. Officers recovered numerous child pornography images
and arrested Jones on the scene.
While Jones was incarcerated, he instructed Wilk
to contact a witness whom the police had told Jones
not to contact. Wilk went to the witness's apartment
to dissuade him from cooperating with law enforcement. At Jones's direction, Wilk sent derogatory emails to the witness's business associate in an attempt
to discredit the witness. Further communication* 1233 between Jones and Wilk suggested that
Wilk planned to threaten or kill a witness against
Jones. Also at Jones's instruction, Wilk deleted emails relevant to Jones's child pornography charges.
Federal agents obtained an arrest warrant for
Wilk and a search warrant for his residence. Early in
the morning of August 19, 2004, Deputy Sheriff
Todd Fatta and Sergeant Angelo Cedeno of the Broward County Sheriff's Office ("BCSO") assisted federal agents, including Immigration and Customs Enforcement Agent Christopher Harvey, in executing
the warrants. The agents initially planned to use a
ruse to lure Wilk from the residence but abandoned
the idea after learning that Wilk anticipated such a
tactic. Cedeno detennined the officers' assignments
and the order of entry. After surrounding Wilk's residence and announcing themselves, the officers forcibly entered.

Fatta entered the residence first, followed by Cedeno. Upon entry, two large caliber gunshots were
heard, followed by several smaller caliber gunshots.
The other officers opened fire, allowing an injured
Cedeno to escape. Wilk appeared at the open front
door and surrendered, and the officers found a gun in
the doorway where Wilk exited. Inside the residence,
officers found Fatta on the floor, motionless and not
breathing. Despite revival attempts, he died from a
shot to the chest.00 Other than Wilk, no one was
found in the residence. Tests on Fatta's gun revealed
that he fired no shot.
FN2. All of the officers, including Fatta,
were wearing bullet-proof vests. Because of
the type of gun used to shoot Fatta (a Winchester 30-30 rifle), the bullets would have
penetrated vests rated even higher than the
ones the officers wore.
A second superseding indictment charged Wilk
with seven Counts: (I) killing Fatta, a state law enforcement officer, while Fatta assisted in a federal
investigation, in violation of 18 U.S.C. §§
1121 (a)( I)(A) and llll; (2) killing Fatta, a state law
enforcement officer, while Fatta assisted a federal
agent engaged in the perfonnance of his official duties, in violation of 18 U.S.C. §§ ll ll(a) and l.lli;
(3) attempting to kill Cedeno, a state law enforcement
officer, while Cedeno assisted a federal agent engaged in the perfonnance of official duties, in violation of 18 U.S.C. §§ 1113 and 1114; (4) knowingly
carrying and using a firearm during and in relation to
a crime of violence, i.e., the killing and attempted
killing of individuals assisting a federal officer, in
violation of I 8 U,S.C. §§ 924(c)( I} and 924(j){l); (5)
obstruction of justice in connection with the federal
prosecution of Jones, in violation of J8 U.S.C. §
.Ll.21(ru; (6) possession of child pornography, in violation of I8 U.S,C. §§ 2252A(a)(5)(B) and 2; and (7)
conspiring to tamper with a witness and destroy evidence, in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 1512(k}.
At trial, Wilk testified for six days in his defense.
He testified that on the morning of August 19, 2004,
he was in his home drinking a cup of coffee and
heard no police announcement. Wilk explained that
on that morning, he was suffering from an ear infection that impaired his hearing, which was corroborated by expert testimony. According to Wilk, he
heard a crashing noise and grabbed his gun, fearing
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that he was being attacked because he had previously
been a victim of anti-gay vandalism and hate mail.
Wilk testified that a dark figure, pointing a gun in
Wilk's direction, stood in the living room and confronted him and that no police markings were visible.
Wilk asserted that he fired his gun in fear for his life
and that he acted in self-defense. One of Wilk's experts testified that Wille suffered from AIDS
dementia at the time and that Wilk's ability to assess
a stressful situation was *1234 impaired. Wille also
presented expert testimony that at the time of the
shooting, he suffered from diminished capacity,
neurological disorders, brain damage, and was insane.
The jury returned guilty verdicts on all counts
except Count 3, on which the jury found Wilk guilty
of the lesser.included offense of the attempted second-degree murder of Cedeno.
II. DISCUSSION
Wilk challenges on appeal numerous rulings by
the district court. Among other things, Wilk argues
that the district court improperly excluded evidence
of the slain law enforcement officer's steroid use and
evidence pertaining to proper police procedures;
erred by failing to suppress evidence of Wilk's confidential medical records; and erred by modifying the
self-defense jury instruction. We address each of
these issues in tum.

A. Evidence of Steroid Use and Proper Police Procedures
1lJill Wilk contends that the district court improperly excluded evidence of Fatta's steroid use and
evidence that the officers did not follow proper police
procedures when they entered Wilk's home. We review evidentiary rulings for abuse of discretion.
United States v. Perez-Oliveros. 479 F.3d 779. 783
(llth Cir.). cert. denied, 551 U.S. l 126, 127 S.Ct.
2964. 168 L.Ed.2d 284 (2007). An abuse of discretion occurs if the district court applies an incorrect
legal standard or makes findings of fact that are
clearly erroneous. United States v. lzqu;erdo. 448
F.3d 1269. 1276 {I Ith Cir.2006).

!It Fatta's post-mortem examination revealed
that he had steroids in his blood, and Wilk sought to
admit this evidence as relevant to his self-defense
claim. In excluding the evidence, the district court
found that with respect to Wilk's defense, Fntta"s

steroid use was clearly irrelevant, would not tend to
prove or disprove any material fact at issue, and that
the prejudicial effect and confusion of the issues substantially outweighed any probative value of the evidence. Wille maintains that this evidence was relevant
to his defense because a person on steroids can act
aggressively and erratically, which would have corroborated his testimony that the officers acted like
anned home invaders instead of police officers. Wilk
asserts that the exclusion of the steroid evidence denied him the opportunity to (I) rebut government's
theory of motive; (2) demonstrate the state of mind
and level of intent; (3) corroborate his claim of selfdefense; (4) present his version of events to the jury;
and (5) establish his claim of self-defense.
Federal Rule of Evidence 40 I defines relevant
evidence as that which has "any tendency to make the
existence of any fact that is of consequence to the
detennination of the action more probable or less
probable than it would be without the evidence." Yet
relevant "evidence may be excluded if its probative
value is substantially outweighed by the danger of
unfair prejudice. confusion of the issues, or misleading the jury...." FED. R. EVID. 403.
Wilk fails to show how the district court abused
its discretion in excluding the steroid evidence. We
agree with the district court that Fatta's and the other
officers' actions at the time of entry were relevant to
Wilk's defense, but that the underlying reasons for
Fatta's mode of entry tended to neither prove nor disprove any material fact at issue. Further. we find incredible Wilk's claim that he was unable to present
his version of events to the jury, as he testified in his
defense for six days. Indeed, even Wilk's record testimony that he was confronted by a dark figure standing in his living room, pointing a gun in Will<'s *1235
direction, fails to corroborate his assertion that Fatta
acted aggressively or erratically. The strongest evidence supporting any aggressive or erratic behavior is
that Fatta kicked out the front window of the residence. Yet the record reflects that Fatta did so only as
the other officers were attempting, without success.
to break through the front door. Most importantly. no
evidence exists that Fatta was the aggressor in the
shoot-out-to the contrary, the record shows that no
shot was ever fired from Fatta's gun.
In short, even if the steroid evidence had some
relevance, we are hard-pressed to see how it was cru-
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cial or necessary to Wilk's establishment of a valid
defense. See UnUed States y. Todd, I08 F.3d 1329.
1332 ( I Ith Cir-1221) (a court's discretion to rule on
the relevance of evidence "does not ... extend to the
exclusion of crucial relevant evidence necessary to
establish a valid defense"). Quite simply, Wilk fails
to show any abuse of discretion by the district court.

W Likewise, we find no reversible error in the
district court's exclusion of expert testimony about
whether the officers followed proper police procedure during entry into Wilk's residence. At trial, Wilk
attempted to introduce the expert testimony of Wil·
liam Gaut, whose report and testimony allegedly
would have revealed that the entry team was improperly dressed in civilian clothing, had inadequate police markings, appeared to be anned invaders, and
violated established procedure in raiding the residence. According to Wilk, this evidence went directly
to his self-defense, justification, and imperfect selfdefense claims.
The district court determined that testimony
about the BCSO's protocols, standards, or policies in
executing search warrants was irrelevant and would
not assist the jury in understanding the evidence or
detennining a fact in issue under Federal Rule of
Evidence 702. We agree.
We first note that Wilk cites no authority about
the admissibility of evidence relating to police procedures. In any event, the evidence relevant to Wilk's
self-defense claim was his perception of the officers'
actions that morning, not whether the officers followed proper procedure in executing the search warrant. Cf United States v. Henderson, 409 F.3d 1293,
1304 (11th Cir.2005} ("The issue in this case was not
whether it was proper police procedure for an officer
to place his service weapon out of reach before engaging a suspect in a physical confrontation, but
whether or not [the officer] actually did so."). Further, no allegation exists that the government attempted to introduce evidence that the officers
strictly complied with established procedures. Thus,
we cannot conclude that the district court abused its
discretion in excluding the evidence when Wllk's sixday testimony provided him ample opportunity to
present his perception of that morning's events. No
reversible error exists.
B. Wilk's Confidential Medical Records

Next, Wilk submits that the district court erred in
denying his motion to suppress evidence and testimony relating to his medical and psychological records from: (I) the University of Miami; (2) Dr.
Fisher, one of Wilk's treating mv physicians; (3) the
Cleveland Clinic of Florida; (4) the Federal Detention
Center; and (5) Massachusetts Mutual. Wilk asserts
that these records were protected by the patientpsychotherapist privilege, the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act ("HIPAA"), and the
Florida Statutes. The district court found the psychiatrist-patient privilege inapplicable to certain records,
declined to recognize a physician-patient privilege,
and found that Wilk's *1236 other arguments were
equally inapplicable.Bil The arguments that Wilk
presents on appeal are essentially identical to those
raised in the district court.
FN3, The district court adopted the Report
and Recommendation of the United States
Magistrate Judge assigned to the case, overruling Wilk's objections to the Report and
Recommendation.

ill As an initial matter, the magistrate judge who
recommended that Wilk's motion be denied properly
deemed the motion a motion in Jimine to exclude the
records as privileged under Federal Rule of Evidence
~- Because Wilk did not address this issue in a
Fourth Amendment context but rather treated the
issue as an evidentiary matter, our standard of review
is abuse of discretion. Perez-Oliveros, 479 F.3d at
783.

All of the records at issue were submitted to the
magistrate judge for in camera review, and the magistrate judge heard argument on the motion. The parties stipulated that all of the records, except those
from the University of Miami, were obtained by
grand jury subpoenas after Wilk's arrest. The University records were obtained pursuant to an Order Enforcing Grand Jury Subpoena issued by the magistrate judge.
(g) Wilk has shown no abuse of discretion as to
the admission of the records at issue. Notably, the
court granted Wilk's motion to exclude two records
authored by psychologists from the Federal Detention
Center, finding the two records subject to the psychotherapist-patient privilege. However, none of the
University of Miami records, which Wilk claims
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should have been subject to the privilege, indicated
that Wilk ever consulted with any personnel about his
emotional well-being. Trial testimony also revealed
that Wilk received no psychiatric treatment at the
University. Further, Wilk signed an "Infonned Consent Fonn," which provided that the University
would be required to release his information "as specifically required by law." A records request pursuant
to a court order or grand jury subpoena undoubtedly
qualifies as a "required by law" situation. We find no
error in the district court's finding that some of Wilk's
records were entitled to the psychotherapist-patient
privilege and others were not.
l11[fil As for the medical records concerning
Wilk's HIV status and treatment, the record reveals
that during his trial, Wilk continually relied on his
mental status from AIDS dementia as central to his
defense. For example, Wilk told the jury in his opening statement about suffering from AIDS dementia .at
the time of the shooting, and later called expert witnesses to testify on his behalf who referenced the
medical records at issue. Indeed, the records from the
Cleveland Clinic and Dr. Fisher were admitted as
Defendant's Exhibits 45 and 46. Further, the district
court correctly concluded that HIPAA authorizes the
disclosure of confidential medical records for law
enforcement purposes, or in the course of a judicial
proceeding, in response to a court order or grand jury
subpoena. See 45 C.F.R. §§ 164.512(e)(])(i),
(f)(l)(ii}(A-C). Wilk also concedes that federal courts
have declined to recognize a physician-patient privilege in federal criminal trials. We therefore find no
abuse of discretion in the district court's decision declining to adopt Florida's physician-patient privilege
as to Wilk's HIV-related medical records.

C. Modification of the Self-Defense Jury Instruction
[2JllQJ Lastly, we address Wilk's contention that
the district court's modification of the self-defense
jury instruction constituted reversible error. "We review *1237 the legal correctness of n jury instruction
de novo, but defer on questions of phrasing absent an
abuse of discretion." United Stqtes v, Prather, 20S
F.3d 1265, 1270 (11th Cir.2000) (citations omitted).
"Generally, district courts have broad discretion in
fonnulating jury instructions provided that the charge
as a whole accurately reflects the law and the facts,
and we will not reverse a conviction on the basis of a
jury charge unless the issues of law were presented
inaccurately, or the charge improperly guided the

jury in such a substantial way as to violate due process." Id. (quotations and citations omitted).

UlJ The district court issued the following as
part of the self-defense instruction:
In order to refuse or negate a claim of self-defense,
the Government must prove beyond a reasonable
doubt either: (I) [t]hat the Defendant knew or had
reason to know Todd M. Fatta and Angelo Cedeno
were law enforcement officers engaged in the perfonnance of their duties; or (2) [tJhat the Defendant's use of deadly force would not have qualified
as self-defense even if Todd M. Fatta and Angelo
Cedeno had, in fact, been private citizens.
(emphasis added). Relying on United States v.
Alvarez, 755 F.2d 830, 842 01th Cir.), cert. denied,
474 U.S. 905. 106 S.Ct. 274, 88 L.Ed.2d 235 (1985).
Wilk contends that the district court erred in using the
phrase "or had reason to know" because it improperly
broadened the government's ability to negate Wilk's
self-defense claim. We disagree. Contrary to Wilk's
contention, the district court's instruction was not
inconsistent with the principles outlined in Alvare?.
which clarified the "knowledge of official status"
requirement previously espoused in United States v.
Danehv. 680 F.2d 1311. l315 (I Ith Cir. 1982),
Unifed States v. Ochoa, 526 F.2d 1278. 1281-82 (5th
Cir,1976), and United States v. Young, 464 F,2d 160,
163 (5th Cir.1972). oo
FN4. In all three of these pre- Alvarez cases,
the defendant was convicted of assau It of a
federal agent with a dangerous and deadly
weapon under 18 U.S.C, § I I l. Alvarez applied the same rationale with respect to the .
"knowledge of official status" requirement
in cases under 18 U,S.C. §§ I 11, I I I l(a),
and lll.1.
In All'arez. the defendants were convicted of,
among other things, first degree murder and assault
of a federal agent with a deadly and dangerous
weapon under 18 U,S.C. §§ I I I, 1111 (a1 and I 114.
Alvarez. 155 F.2d at 836. The defendants alleged that
they acted in self-defense in shooting two federal
agents because the defendants believed that the
agents were members of the Matia. Id at 841. The
defendants appealed the district court's refusal to instruct the jury that the government was required to
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prove that the defendants knew at the time of the
shootings that the victims were federal agents. 14...M
842, In clarifying our previous holdings in Danehy
and Young, we first repeated well-established precedent that under 18 U .S.C. § I 11. "[k]nowledge of the
victim's status as a federal officer is not an element of
the federal crime ...." 14. We also cited the longstanding principle that "when a defendant presents evidence in support of a claim of self-defense, the absence of self-defense must be proven beyond a reasonable doubt by the government." Id at 842-43 (citations and footnote omitted).

Ochoa's convictions resulted from a bench trial. We
reject these arguments. First, we are not convinced
that the court's "knew or should have known" language was merely dicta when the court called it
"critical to determine." Id. at 1282. Further, as for the
knowledge requirement, the fonner Fifth Circuit
made no distinction between bench and jury trials.
We find nothing in Alvarez inconsistent with Ochoa.
and Ochoa remains good law.

These options available to the govenunent are
not inconsistent with precedent established in QdJg_g,_
also an 18 U.S.C. § 111 prosecution. 526 F.2d at
1278, In that case, Ochoa argued that he acted in defense of his family and property in assaulting federal
agents, lacking the mens rea necessary for a conviction because he believed that the "intruders" into his
home were home invaders, not federal officers. Id. at
1281. In affirming Ochoa's conviction, the court
stated that Ochoa would have been entitled to an acquittal if he was. unaware of the agents' identity and
reasonably believed that they intended to injure him.
I!!... But in concluding that sufficient evidence supported the trial court's conclusion that Ochoa either
knew or should have known the agents' identities, the
court stated that "[i]t is critical to detennine whether
appellant could reasonably believe that the intruders
imposed a threat to his person, property, or family,
and whether he had reason to know the intruders
were federal agents." Id at 1282 (emphasis added).

il2} Most importantly, Wilk also ignores the
fundamental principle restated in Alvarez that the
correctness ofajury charge must be considered in the
context of the instructions as a whole. Alvarez, 155
F.2d at 845. Viewed in its entirety, the charge given
in Wilk's case pennitted the jury to find Wilk not
guilty if it believed his testimony that he acted in
self-defense. See Young, 464 F,2d at 163 ("[l]f the
defendant asserts a lack of intention ... based on ignorance of the identity of the victim ... , the jury must be
allowed to consider the defendant's evidence tending
to show that he was ignorant of the official capacity
of the victim."). Under Alvarez, a defendant who
raises a self-defense claim based on lack of knowledge of the victim's federal status is entitled to an
instruction about the relevance of the defendant's
state of knowledge, and the jury charge "should include (I) an explanation of the essential elements of a
claim of self-defense, and (2) and instruction infonning the jury that the defendant cannot be convicted
unless the government proves, beyond a reasonable
doubt, either (a) that the defendant knew that the vie- tim was a federal agent, or (b) that the defendant's
use of deadly force would not have qualified as selfdefense even if the agent had, in fact, been a private
citizen." Alvarez, 155 F.2d at 847 (emphasis added).
Here, the district court properly followed that directive, accurately instructing the jury on the elements of
self-defense and properly including the two-part instruction. Considering the instruction as a whole, the
instruction did not deprive Wille of his right "to have
presented instructions relating to a theory of defense
for which there is any foundation in the evidence."
Id at 847 (internal quotation marks and citation omitted). On this record, we cannot find an abuse of discretion because the instruction accurately reflects the
law and the facts, and the jury was not guided in such
*1239 a way as to violate Wilk's due process rights.

Wilk refers to the court's language as dicta and
attempts to distinguish Ochoa on the basis that

LJ1l Moreover, even if Wilk had met his burden
of production on his self-defense claim, the evidence

Recognizing that some circumstances may exist
where ignorance of the official status of the person
assaulted negates the existence of mens rea, we held
that when a defendant raises a self-defense claim
based on ignorance of official status, the government
has several options available to negate a self defense
claim. Proof that the defendant knew of the victim's
federal status is merely one option. [d. at 843. We
*)238 held that "the defendant must either (I) know
the person he is impeding is a federal officer or (2)
engage in conduct towards that individual which
would constitute a crime even if he were not a federal
officer." Id. at 843 (internal quotation marks and citation omitted).
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was sufficient to allow a rational jury to find the nonexistence of self-defense beyond a reasonable doubt
notwithstanding the "had reason to know" phrase. In
Alvarez. we acknowledged that upon an extraordinary
set of facts, the government may be required to prove
that the defendant knew of the victim's federal status;
for example, if the undisputed evidence shows that
the agent was the aggressor and that the defendant's
responsive force was reasonable. Alvqrez. 155 F.2d at
844. Here, that is simply not the case-no such undisputed evidence exists. We thus conclude that any
possible error in the district court's instruction in this
case was hannless in light of the overwhelming evidence against Wilk and the comprehensive selfdefense instruction given by the court. Unlike in
Danehy and Young. the district court thoroughly instructed the jury on Wilk's self-defense claim, which
pennitted the jury to consider and decide whether
Wilk believed that he was defending himself against
unknown intruders. See Young. 464 F.2d at 163 (concluding that a portion of the erroneous jury instruction was broad enough to pennit the jury to find the
defendant guilty of the charged offenses even if the
jury believed the defendant's testimony that he
thought he was being harassed by "local rowdies").
The jury considered Wilk's legal excuse for his conduct and rejected it, and he fails to convince us that a
different outcome would have resulted from the
elimination of the "or had reason to know" language.
III. CONCLUSION
We find no reversible error in the district court's
resolution of the evidentiary issues or in its instructions to the jury. As for the remaining issues that
Wilk raised before this Court, we also fmd no re·
versible error. Accordingly, we am.rm.
AFFIRMED.
C.A.11 (Fla.),2009.
U.S. v. Wilk
572 F.3d 1229, 21 Fla. L. Weekly Fed. C 1956
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that before. Jason said, "No."
Jason told me he brought Emmett to the show and said Emmett was training and working out to get in
shape. Jason said he is a body builder and competes and invited Emmett to the Arnold Classic. Jason
said when Emmett got there he was fascinated with the show. Jason said he pushed and challenged
Emmett and they had a couple discussions about it and, "I gave him some pills." Jason said Emmett
didn't want to do any kind of a steroid injection. Jason said he talked with Emmett and told him to, "Man
up."
I asked Jason if we could talk about this because I remembered there was a text on Emmett's phone
from Jason saying something·about Emmett needs to man up if he was going to do this. Jason told me
the pills he gave Emmett "were nothing" as far as "dose wise." Jason said they were ten milligrams of
anabolic steroid. Jason said when they are digested through your system you lose sixty percent of their
effectiveness. Jason said like with an intramuscular drug it's in your system instantly, and it works bette1
and it lasts longer. I asked Jason if he was kind of pushing Emmett to try this. Jason said, "Yeah."
I asked Jason if this would help Emmett get bigger. Jason said, "Yeah." Jason told me Emmett hung oL
with one of his professional body builders, who worked In the booth with them, and Emmett said he
wanted to look like him. Jason told me Emmett said, .. , want to look like that." Jason said he told
Emmett, "Well, you gotta do this, you know, you can only get so far, you know, naturally, and if you want
to do it, you know, step up." Jason told me when he said this to Emmett he gave him the capsules and
told him to try them and see how he feels.
I asked Jason if he knew if Emmett has ever injected steroids. Jason said, "As far as I know, absolutely
not." Jason said Emmett was afraid to do it. Jason told me he sent Emmett supplements from Muscle
Tech, because he was sponsored by them. Jason said he has been sending and giving Emmett Muscle
Tech, and other over the counter supplements, for at least a year. I told Jason Emmett had some
supplements at the house that Ashlee gave us. Jason said he gave them to Emmett.
We agreed Emmett was ready to take the next step and try these capsules to see if he liked them.
Jason said, "Actually, I was more like, here just try these." Jason said he told Emmett, "We gotta stick a
needle in your ass," but he said he couldn't do that. Jason said after a couple days at the convention
Emmett was saying how good the guys looked and Jason said he told Emmett, "Man up bro, you know,
take the plunge." Jason said on the last day of the convention he gave Emmett the capsules.
I told Jason the same week he went to Ohio with Emmett, Kandi went to see her parents in California.
Jason said that is what he understood. I told Jason I was told he tried to rearrange Emmett's return fligh
so he could hook up with Kandi in California. Jason said he heard this too, but he has no idea what
anybody's talking about or where it came from. Jason said the only thing he knows is Kandi called
Emmett a few times from California. Jason said it was news to him that Emmett changed flights, and
said he didn't think Emmett did. I told Jason the information I was given is that he changed or tried to
change Emmett's return flight. Jason said, "No, not at all. 11 Jason said he did talk to Kandi during one of
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his legal assistant and she had been working for Emmett for some time. Jason said Kandi was having
some marital issues and so was Emmett. Jason said Emmett and Kandi were seeing each other and
were developing a relationship. Jason said Kandi was a good worker and Emmett liked her. Jason said
things were deteriorating with each of their spouses and they became involved.
I confirmed with Jason he had spent a week with Emmett at a body building convention in Columbus,
Ohio. Jason agreed and said the convention was the Arnold Classic. I asked Jason if Emmett confided
with him that he was in a sexual relationship with Kandi. Jason said, "Yes." Jason told me it was his
impression from Emmett his relationship with Kandi was, "kind of like a, not an affair, but..." I asked if th
relationship was more casual and Jason agreed and said Emmett presented it to him as being more
casual.
I asked Jason about some information I received about Brittany Mulford. Jason said at the convention ir
Ohio Emmett met Brittany and said Emmett had a "casual relationship with her as well." I told Jason
Melissa Moody asked me to contact Brittany Mulford because he had told Melissa Moody Brittany had
some information about Emmett's hands. Jason said it was brought up to him that Emmett had been in
bar fight. Jason told me there was no bar fight and said Emmett was with him the whole time.
Jason said he was told Emmett's hands were, "scratched up." Jason said he later had a conversation
with Brittany. Jason said Brittany is a friend who he hired to be one of his expo girls. Jason said he told
Brittany about Emmett's hands having scratches. Jason said Brittany started laughing and told Jason
she and Emmett had some rough sex. Jason said Emmett was hitting the walls with his hands.
I told Jason I have tried to contact Brittany, but have been unable to speak with her. I asked Jason if he
knew how Emmett got those marks. Jason said and demonstrated Emmett was hitting the walls with his
fists. Jason said Brittany told him she was kneeling on the bed with her hands on the wall above the
headboard while Emmett was having sex with her from behind. Jason said Brittany told him Emmett
was, "acting like a monkey."
We talked about the pills bottles that were found in Emmett's truck and I asked Jason to tell me what he
knew about the pill bottles and what was in them. Jason said of the pill bottles he gave Emmett, one of
the bottles contained a substance he tried to pronounce and it started with Metho, which Jason said is ai
anabolic steroid in 10 mg capsules. Jason said he gave Emmett about thirty of these capsules.
Jason said he gave Emmett the pill bottles because he also gave Emmett supplements that were being
given out at the convention. Jason said Emmett removed the capsules from the blister pack they came
in and put them in the pill bottles. Jason said one was a thermogenic fat burner that can be obtained
over the counter.
I confirmed with Jason he gave Emmett the steroids to Emmett in Columbus, Ohio. Jason said, "Yeah."
I asked Jason If he knew if Emmett took any of the steroids while he was in Ohio. Jason said he didn't
know, and told me he didn't see Emmett take any. I asked Jason if he knew if Emmett took anything likE
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FOLLOW UP
4-5-11, Tuesday
I took a photo of the items Ashlee Corrigan gave me on 3-30-11. I completed a property sheet for the
1.IVI.R. powder, the Hydrazide, the two baggies of pills and booked them into evidence.
At about 0900 hrs, I called and conducted a phone interview of LAPD Officer Jimmy Martinez. I received
information from Prosecutor Melissa Moody that Martinez had called stating he possibly had information
concerning the death of Emmett Corrigan. See Martinez's interview write up.
I received a voice mail message from Chris Search,

advising he has a new address

I received an e-mail from Ashlee Corrigan containing a Facebook conversation between her and a Laura
Dedo. I later realized Detective Craig Fawley had already interviewed Dedo on 3-17-11.
I booked the certified copy of Robert Hall's fingerprints into evidence.
4-6-11, Wednesday
I made the Attorney General's Office a copy of the Fred Meyer video of Emmett Corrigan getting gas on
3-11-11. The video starts at 21 :17:03 hrs, and ends at 21 :22:00 hrs. The camera appears to be
positioned on the roof looking north above the western most bay. At about 21 :17:25 hrs, Emmett
Corrigan's Toyota Tacoma can be seen driving westbound then turns south into the western most bay
and stops at the south gas pump. Corrigan can be seen pumping gas and his vehicle leaves at about
21:21:14 hrs.
I made the Attorney General's Office a copy of the Springhill Suites by Marriott video of Emmett Corrigan
checking in on 2-16-11. The view of camera 3 is of the front desk area. The video begins on 2-16-11 at
about6:49 pm, and ends on 2-17-11 atabout6:27 am. From 2-16-11, at about 11:58:30 pm, to2-17-11.
at about 12:01 :14 am, Emmett Corrigan enters the lobby and appears to check in. Corrigan is carrying
clothes on hangers and is carrying a backpack.
4-7-11 p rhursday
I finished the interview write ups of Jeremy Mullin, Michelle Pinard, and Hannah Hall.
4-8-11, Friday
Investigator Scott Smith called and updated me on conditions of Hall's release on bond.
4-11-11, Monday
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entails. Hall said Rogers was typing on a computer, but told us there was nothing that was going to be
filed. Hall told us, "Emmett was trying to push it,n but she was hesitant. Hall said Rogers told her it was
no big deal and said she has the information. Hall told us information was all she wanted.
I asked Kandi Ha II if she was in the first stages of working towards a divorce, or finding out what one
entails. Hall said it was more what one entails. Hall said her sixteen year old daughter was having a
hard time with her and Rob splitting up and said that was a big factor. Hall told us she was unsure of
everything. Hall said she wanted to know what she was looking at legally and how hard things were
going to be.
Kandi Hall told us she didn't want or wasn't interested in things like Rob's 401 k or his PERSI. Hall told us
Rob was in the process of renting a home from somebody. at his work and had started packing up the
garage. Hall continued and said, "and that was just because I was being very um, just very um, numb,
and I was not wanting to talk about it because, I just, I didn't want, I didn't know if he was going to
change, meaning, being, he ah, he and I were just arguing constantly over things and it just got to a point
where, I, I just didn't want to be unhappy, I wanted to be happy now." Hall ended and told us there was
no start of a divorce.
I asked Kandi Hall if she was looking at what would be involved in getting divorce and she agreed. I
asked Hall about Rob's arrangement, and all Hall said she knew was Rob was going to rent a house. I
asked Hall if Rob had any timeline set. Hall thought it was Aprii first. Haii said Rob was going to start the
Meridian Fire training course on March thirty first and wanted to be settled by then.
Kandi Hall told us, "I love Rob, I'm sorry, I do, and that's why it's been so hard. 11 Hall said she and Rob
have been together for twenty years, and have been married seventeen years. Hall told us, "I'm sorry,
but we are one." Hall said Rob called last night and Hall said she feels horrible.
I began to tell Kandi Hall we were all working hard to get things right and understand what happened
before the Walgreens parking lot. Hall interrupted me and said, 11 He was not following me." Hall said she
has heard so many things and she doesn't want us to think he was following her. Hall said Rob was at a
friend's house before he came to Walgreens. Hall said Rob knew she was going to Walgreens because
she told him she was going to Walgreens. Hall said she had a prescription to pick up which is in her
purse along with the receipt. Hall said she went through the drive thru, parked her car, and Emmett
came and got her.
Kandi Hall said she went with Emmett and got gas at Fred Meyer and as they were coming back her
daughter called her. Hall said herd aughter asked where she was and Hall said she was coming back
and was with her best friend, Michelle. Hall said Rob th en called and asked where she was. Hall told
Rob she was coming back right now and said she was just driving around. Hall said Rob asked her if she
was with Emmett and she told Rob, "Yes, I'm with Emmett." Hall said she didn't want to lie because she
knew Emmett was going to drop her off and Rob was going to see she was with Emmett.
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Kandi Hall said Emmett told her, "Give me the phone." Hall said Emmett grabbed the phone and said,
"What's up chief?" to Rob. Hall said she could hear Rob ask Emmett, "What are you doing with my
wife?" Emmett replied, "We're talking about life." Hall said she could hear Rob ask Emmett, "You're
talking to my wife about life at ten o'clock at night?" Emmett replied, "Yeah, you got a problem with that,
you got a problem with that Rob, huh, what, you got a problem with that?" Hall said Rob said something
else and Emmett said, "We'll be there in a minute."
Kandi Hall said when they got to Walgreens Rob got out of his truck, Emmett got out of his, and they
were talking back and forth. Hall said, "Emmett was really, really, really agitated." Hall said when they
were at Fred Meyer Emmett took four pills from a blue pack back in the back of the truck. Hall told us
Emmett is a body builder, but said she didn't know what they were. Hall said they were a prescription
made out to his brother. Hall again said she didn't know what they were, but said they were to build up
testosterone she thought.
Kandi Hall said before they got to Walgreens she told Emmett, "Listen to me, do not, okay you drop me
off and you leave, that's it, I don't want any fighting, I don't want nothing, it's ridiculous." Hall said
Emmett replied, "No, we'll see, we'll see." Hall responded to Emmett, "No, just drop me off and that's it."
Kandi Hall said Emmett and Rob, "started talking out there, and they were going back and forth, and
Emmett got in Rob's face, and then Rob got closer, and then Emmett got in his face more," and Emmett
said to Rob, "Vvhat, are you going to punch me, you gonna punch me?" Hall said Rob replied no, and
Emmett told Rob he would lose his job. Hall said Rob told Emmett, "I'm not a fool, I'm not going to punch
you."
Kandi Hall said Rob looked at her and asked her, "What Kandi, you're going be with this guy with five
kids?" Hall said she replied she wasn't going to be with anybody. Hall said Emmett looked at her and
she said, "I'm not with any, okay, I, I'm not, I'm going home to my family right now, and Rob you need to
come with me." Hall said, "I just turned around and I started, because I got aggravated, let's just forget it,
and I went in between them and I walked and then I, I heard gunshots and then I turned around and
they're both on the ground, that's all I know, that's it."
I told Kandi Hall that Rob's pick up was at the police department and we would be going through it. I told
Hall I could see Rob's cell phone in the console and asked if she knew the phone number. Hall told us it
was 407-6743.
Investigator Scott Smith asked Hall about any e-mail addresses Rob has. Hall told us Rob's work e-mail
is
and their home e-mail i
Hall what e-mail addresses she uses. Hall said she
or her work e-mail.
We spoke with Kandi Hall about her meeting with Attorney Kevin Rogers. Scott Smith asked Hall if she
would be okay if we spoke with him. Smith asked Hall if Rogers felt he had an attorney client privilege
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with her would she be willing to waive that so we could speak with Rogers. Hall thought for awhile and
said she didn't know. Smith explained further and Hall said, "You know I'm going to have to say no right
now because I know that Emmett was saying things in there that were not right." As we spoke further
Hall told us, "Yeah, you might as well go ahead and talk, I mean if he'll let you talk to him." Hall said she
would tell Rogers it was okay if he called her.
Kandi H ~ m e phone number,- and her parents, Ken and Linda Ames, phone
number.Kandi Hall asked us if she could clarify something and be very truthful because she has nothing to hide.
Hall told us Emmett was so adamant that Rob pushed her around or hit her. Hall said, "Never did Rob
ever lay a hand on me, just please know that, ever. Emmett would always say, because if Robert, if we
got into an argument and Robert yelled, or, you know, raised his voice at me, Emmett, that to him was
abuse. And he would always call Rob an abuser. And Rob even asked me, because Emmett came to
my home three weeks before this."
Kandi Hall told us Emmett got into a confrontation with Rob, but it was not physical. Hall said Rob went
outside to ask Emmett why he was texting his wife at nine forty at night. Hall said Emmett would say it
was his phone so he can do what he wants on it. Hall said Rob told Emmett he could not text his wife at
night. Hall said Emmett told Rob if he wasn't such an abuser, and Rob looked at Emmett and asked him,
"Abuser?" Hall said Emmett told Rob that anyone who treats his wife like he does is an abuser. Hall said
Emmett would tell this to anyone who would listen, and told this to his brother, Jason, who Hall described
as a hothead. Hall told us she wants to make it very, very clear this is not true. Hall said, "Rob never
ever laid a hand on me, and I swear to you that."
I asked Kandi Hall why Emmett would do this. Hall said the way Emmett is, he doesn't even raise his
voice. Hall told us about a time when she and Rob got into an argument because Rob felt Kandi didn't
back him up when someone disrespected him. Hall said Rob yelled at her, and was livid and pointed his
finger at her. Hall said that was it, and said Rob has never touched her.
Kandi Hall told us she didn't know why Emmett would say this, other than Emmett thinking if Rob yells at
her he must be an abuser. Hall said this is not true. Hall said Emmett would tell her this, but said that's
the way Emmett was. Hall said Emmett was a wonderful man, but he was, "very aggressive, very, very,
very intense," and she understood this. Hall said Emmett's brother, Jason-, was the same as Emmett. I
clarified with Hall that Jason was Emmett's stepbrother.
I told Kandi Hall I have spoken with Jason on the phone, but got a little sideways with him on some emails. Hall told us Jason is, "short fused." Hall said Emmett would say the same thing and said Emmett
told her Jason is ten times him.
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ere is e-mail addresses. Hall said shed idn't communicate with
mmett t rough these e-mails; they would text or call each other. Hall said she has a Facebook page,
Kandi Ames Hall, which she opened about a year ago, then deactivated for awhile. Hall said she was
back on for awhile then deactivated it on 3-12-11. Hall said Emmett's Facebook page was, Emmett
Corrigan. Hall gave us Emmett's cell phone number
Scott Smith and I gave Hall our business cards and talked about getting together for another meeting in a
few days. Hall told us she didn't know if we have spoken to anyone for Rob. Hall said Rob has many
friends within the sheriff's office, and everywhere, who would be character witnesses. Hall told us Rob "is
just a fabulous guy." Hall told us she was sorry this happened.
I told Hall we're trying to make sense of what happened during those few moments in the parking lot. I
told Hall there was a lot going on in each of their lives. Hall told us, "I feel really responsible; I'm sorry,
really sorry, so sorry." Smith told Hall it was something she couldn't control. I told Hall it sounds like she
tried to control Emmett on the way back to Walgreens. Hall said she to Id him to back off and stop. Hall
told us even when Emmett was on the phone with Rob she slapped his arm and told him to stop. Hall
said she did this because she could see he was getting, "built up." Hall said she told Emmett to drop her
off on the other side of the building and go, but he wouldn't.
Kandi Hall went on and said, "But Rob did not have any intention to do it to him, oh my God no, no, no,
no, no, he did not." I told Hall that is what we are trying to make sense of. Hall said when Emmett came
to her house three weeks ago it, "intimidated the hell out of Rob." Hall said Rob came in afterward and
told her, "Kandi I, I can't compare, he said I can't compare." Hall said she told Rob she wasn't comparing
him and told Rob, "There's no comparison." Hall said she knew Rob knew Emmett was a, "hot head, big
time." Hall told us everybody knows that. Hall said, "I th ink he was just, you know, in the sense of, is
Emmett gonna, you know, come after him aggressive, I don't know, I don't know, but Rob had no
intentions of ever, ever, ever doing anything wrong, ever." Hall said, "If he did he would have just came
out and clocked him, I mean right off the bat, but he didn't."
I told Kandi Hall we plan to speak with people at the sheriff's office, and other people, and when we have
a better sense of what happened we'll get back with her.
Our interview ended at about 11 00 hrs.
Kandi Hall called me a few minutes later and asked about picking up her paycheck. Hall returned to the
Meridian Police Department and I released her paycheck to her at about 1105 hrs. Hall signed a
property invoice for the check and I gave her a copy of the invoice.
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MOTION AND MEMORANDUM OF
LAW IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT'S
MOTION TO ADMIT VARIOUS ITEMS
OF EVIDENCE
(SUBMITTED TO COURT UNDER
SEAL)

COMES NOW, Robert Dean Hall, by and through his attorneys of record, and hereby
submits this Memorandum of Law in Support of Defendant's Motion to Admit Various Items of
Evidence al trial. Robert HaJl ("Hall") respectfully moves this Court fo1· the admission of
evidence pursuant to Rules 404(a)(2), 404(b). 405(b) and 406 of the Idaho Rules of Evidence.
Moreover, M1·. Hal I submits that all of the proffered evidence should be admitted because it is
critical to establishing a full and complete defense and a fundamentally fair trial in his case, as
guaranteed by the Sixth and FoW1eenth Amendments of the United States Constitution and
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A11icle I, Section 13 of the Idaho State Constitution.' For the reasons discussed herein, Mr.
Hall ,s motion to should be granted.
I. BACKGROUND
A. Overview

On March 11, 2011, Meridian Police were dispatched to investigate a "shots fired"
report at the Walgreens drugstore at Linder and McMillan in Ada County, Idaho. Upon arrival
officers found Robert Hall (hereinafter 'Mr. Hall') semi-conscious and bleeding profusely from a
gunshot wound to his head; and decedent Emmett Con-igan lying on the ground with two
gunshot wounds, one in the head and one in the chest. Also present was Kandi Hall,
(hereinafter 'Kandi') wife of Robert Hall, and an employee of Emmett Corrigan. Kandi was
hysterical, but told the officers she turned around to walk to her car, then heard three shots,
turned back around to see Mr. Hall bleeding profusely, and Mr. Corrigan on the ground. She
said she ran to Mr. Corrigan 's side, called the police, and then ran to support Mr. Hal.I, who was
reeling around the parking lot.
At the hospital, police officers and the examining physician questioned Mr. Hall as to
what happened. Although he appears to go in and out of consciousness, Mr. Hall said he and
Mr. Corrigan had gotten into a fight over Kandi Hall. Mr. Hall said during the fight, his gun had
fallen out of his hoodie pocket, and Mr. Corrigan got the gun and shot Mr. Hall. (Mr. Hall
believed Mr. Corrigan had shot him in the neck, although he was actually shot in the head.) He
did not remember how Mr. Corrigan was shot, nor who shot him.
Subsequent investigation revealed that Mr. Corrigan and Kandi had been involved in a
sexual and romantic affair since September 2010. Mr. Corrigan was pressuring Kandi to divorce
her husband, and said he would divorce his wife in the near future so the two of them could be
married.

In February 2011, Mr. Corrigan had come to Mr. Hall's house and had threatened

him, then bragged about the confrontation the next day to others in his law office, and also on
Corrigan' s Facebook page.

1 The right to present a defense is protected by the Sixth Amendment of the United States Constitution and made
applicable to the states through the due process clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. Stale v. Meister, 148 Idaho
236, 239 (2009) (citing Washington v. Texas, 388 U.S. 14, 19 (1967)). "This right is a fundamental element of due
process of law." Id. The right to present a defense includes the right to offer testimony of witnesses, compel their
attendance, and to present the defendant's version of the facts "to the jmy so it may decide where the truth lies." Id.
Moreover, the due process clause of the ·Fourteenth Amendment requires that criminal trials be fundamentally fair.
Schwartzmil/er v. Winters, 99 Idaho 18, 19 ( 1978) (citing to the due process clause of the Fourteenth Amendment
and Article I, Section 13 of the Idaho State Constitution).
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Mr. Corrigan and Kandi had met at the Walgreens about an hour prior to the shooting,
and had gone in Mr. Corrigan's truck to get gas and have sex. One of the Halls' daughters had
seen Kandi's car as she was driving by the Walgreens. She told her father Kandi was at
Walgreens, and Mr. Hall drove to Walgreens to find her. The daughter called Kandi to see
where she was, and was told she was driving around with her friend Michelle.
As Kandi and Mr. Corrigan were coming back to Walgreens where Ms Hall had left her
car, Mr. Hall called her to see where she was. Kandi admitted to Mr. Hall that she was with Mr.
Corrigan. Kandi said Mr. Corrigan grabbed her phone from her, and threatened Mr. Hall.
Kandi told Mr. Hall to wait at Walgreens, and said she would meet him there.
Kandi told the officers when they arrived at Walgreens, Mr. Hall and Mr. Corrigan began
arguing. Mr. Corrigan was shuffling his feet like a bull, pushing Mr. Hall in the chest,
threatening Mr. Hall, and demanding that Mr. Hall hit him, which Mr. Hall refused to do. Kandi
turned to walk away, heard a scuffling sound, then gunshots.
Officers also learned during the subsequent investigation that Mr. Corrigan was
aggressive and quick to get angry, and that he enjoyed getting into fights, and would often
scratch the ground with his feet and clench his fists when he was angry.
Mr. Corrigan's wife told officers she believed Mr. Con·igan was taking steroids, and that

he had become more and more aggressive over the preceding months. Kandi told the officers
Mr. Conigan had taken two pills from each of two bottles in his backpack prior to the
confrontation with Mr. Hall. The State determined that one of the bottles contained
dehydrocholormethyltestosterone, an illegal steroid Mr. Corrigan had obtained from his stepbrother at a body building conference the two men attended March 2-8, 2011. Defense testing of
Mr. Corrigan's urine taken during the autopsy confinned the presence of steroids. While at the
body-building conference, Mr. Corrigan began a romantic and sexual liaison with a woman he
met at the conference. Mr. Corrigan continued to woo the woman by email, telephone, and text
messages while he was simultaneously arranging to meet Kandi and was urging Kandi to leave
her husband.
When officers told Mr. Corrigan's wife Mr. Corrigan was deceased, she said he had left
the house very angry and screamed at her: "I could kill alJ of you." Ms Corrigan was so
frightened she prayed in tear for her and her children's lives.
B. Relevant Evidence to Be Admitted (Exhibits 1-19 attached as offers of proof)

Mr. Hall intends to introduce the folJowing evidence with respect to Emmett Corrigan
("Corrigan"), all of which was uncovered during the course of the investigation of this case:
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(1)

Evidence that on July 15, 2010, Con·igan sent an email to his wife Ashlee
Corrigan, and provided a copy of this email to Kandi Hall in February of
2011. The email details Corrigan's opinion of himself and shows his state
of mind ("1 am childish and I do crazy stuff that is risky, I like to have an
adrenaline rush, I like to feel powerful ... I love to get into fights, I like
being hit in the face, I think insane things all the time .... ");

(2)

[Ex. 1J

Evidence that on March 11, 2011, while at home with his family,
Corrigan became upset, and up leaving his house to go to
Walgreens, he screamed a threatening statement directed at his
wife and children ("I could kill all of you."); [Ex. 2]

(3)

Evidence that on March 11, 2011, after Corrigan screamed a threatening
statement directed at his wife and children, Ashlee Con-igan prayed in fear
for her and her children's lives ("Ashlee disclosed ... that she was scared
for her life and had prayed that the Lord would take him [Emmett]
because she didn't want anything bad to happen to her family.") [Ex.3];

(4)

Evidence that Kandi Hall witnessed Corrigan come to her house on or
about the middle of February 2011. Kandi witnessed Corrigan confront
Mr. Hall, scratch his feet on the ground 'like a bull' while hoping to
enticing Mr. Hall to fight; [Ex. 4]

(5)

Evidence that Corrigan informed his employee Chris Search that Con-igan
went to Mr. Hall's house on or about the middle of February 2011, and got
in Mr. Hall's face, lowered his head, and started scratching the ground
with his feet; [Ex.5]

(6)

Evidence that on Februaiy 25, 2011 and March 10, 2011, Corrigan made
statements on Facebook indicating his desire to fight a male whom
Corrigan had an altercation with on or about the middle of February 2011,
and indicating that Co1Tigan' s physical presence caused fear and
apprehension in the male; [Ex.6]

(7)

Evidence that Cluis Search observed Corrigan scratching the ground with
his feet, clenching his fists, and lowering his head when Con·igan was
angry or upset; [Ex.7]

(8)

Evidence that Chris Search observed Corrigan moving his feet and
"chucking" a pen across a room after Corrigan became upset; [Ex.8]
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(9)

Evidence that during the months prior to Corrigan's death, Corrigan
informed Chris Search that Corrigan wanted to hurt Mr. Hal1 each time
Kandi Hall was tearful due to something Conigan beJieved Mr. HalJ did
or said; [Ex. 9]

( l 0)

Evidence that Chris Search observed that Corrigan "has a temper" and is
"very quick to get angry"; [Ex. 5, above]

( 11)

Evidence that during the months prior to his death, Corrigan displayed an
angry temperament while with Ashlee Corrigan; [Ex. 1O]

( 12)

Evidence that during the months prior to his death, Corrigan threatened his
wife Ashlee Corrigan, and he1· family; [Ex. 2 above]

( 13)

Evidence that Corrigan an-anged for Kandi Hall to meet an attorney and
was "pushing" her to get a divorce from Mr. Hall; [Ex. 11]

( 14)

Evidence that on March 11, 2011, while Kandi HaJJ was traveling with
Corrigan in his truck, Mr. Hall called Kandi on her cell phone and
Corrigan took the phone and made a threatening statement directed at Mr.
Hall ("I'll f*ing break your head."). Kandi also witnessed Corrigan make
the same threatening statement to Mr. Hall during Corrigan's
confrontation with Mr. Hall at Walgreens that night. Kandi further
observed Corrigan make statements towards Mr. Hall enticing Mr. Hal I to
fight ("come on f*ing big guy, come on");

(15)

[Ex. 12]

Evidence that on March 11, 2011, Kandi Hall observed Con·igan pushing
Mr. Hall in the chest with both hands, swaying, scratching his feet on the

ground, and verbally enticing Mr. Hall to hit him when he confronted Mr.
Hall at Walgreen's; [Ex. 13]
(16)

Evidence Conigan was using iHegal steroids, and had taken two steroid
piHs right before confronting Mr. Hall; [Ex. 14, 15, 16]

( 17)

Evidence Corrigan, who had a prescription for Adderall, was seeking
additional Adderall from Kelly Reiker and Michelle Hannah Goodwin
Brook; [Police interviews with Reiker. Brook]

( 18)

Evidence Corrigan had begun another sexual affair with a woman he met

the week prior to his death, and was carrying on the affair through texting
while simultaneously urging Kandi Hall to leave her husband for
Corrigan; [Ex. 14, 17, phone logs]
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(19)

Evidence Con·igan bragged to clients and co-workers about his affair with
Kandi Hall, and exhibited public displays of affection toward Kandi Hall
in the presence of clients and co-workers; [Ex. 18]

(20)

'Evidence Corrigan and Kandi Hall had sex irruuediately prior to Corrigan
confronting Mr. Hall at Walgreen's. [Ex. 19]

The above-I isted evidence is relevant for purposes of establishing: (I) that Corrigan had a
reputation for being violent, aggressive, and quarrelsome towards others; (2) other act evidence
of a material point in Mr. Hall's case, other than to prove propensity, pursuant to I.R.E. 404(b);
(3) Corrigan's habitual response of reacting in a threatening and threatening manner when angry
or upset; (4) evidence that Corrigan's behavior was irrational and obsessive, especially as it
related to Kandi Hall. Therefore, it would be proper to hold that all of the above listed evidence
is admissible pursuant to Rules 404(a)(2), 404(b), 405(b) and 406 of the Idaho Rules of
Evidence, at trial..
Moreover, Mr. Hall submits that all of the proffered evidence should be admitted because it is
critical to establishing a full and complete defense and a fundamentally fair trial in his case, as
guaranteed by the Sixth and Fourteenth Amendments of the United States Constitution and
Article l, Section 13 of the Idaho State Constitution. For the reasons discussed herein, Mr. Hall's
motion should be granted.

I.

LEGAL ANALYSIS

A. Evidence that Corrigan had a reputation for being violent, aggressive, and
quarrelsome towards others is properly admitted pursuant to Idaho Rules of
Evidence 404(a)(2).

Mr. Hall's defense rests upon his ability to establish that Corrigan was the aggressor on
the night of March 11, 2011, and that Corrigan was irrationally spiraling out of control in his
personal and professional relationships. I.R.E 404(a){2) allows for character evidence of
Corrigan to be admitted to establish that Conigan was in fact the aggressor. As the aboveproffered evidence establishes, multiple individuals observed Corrigan,s violent, aggressive, and
quarrelsome conduct towards others. Corrigan himself acknowledges that he displays these
pa1ticulu traits of character in his email. Mr. Hal1 submits that all opinion and reputation
evidence listed-above is properly admitted under Rule 404(a)(2). Furthermore, since Mr. Hall's
defense rests upon his ability to establish that Corrigan was the aggressor, and had been acting
irrationally, this evidence is critical to establishing a full and complete defense and ensuring he
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receives a fundamentally fair trial, as guaranteed by the Sixth and Fourteenth Amendments of
the United States Constitution and A11icle I, Section 13 of the Idaho State Constitution.
As a general matter, Idaho Rule of Evidence 404(a) provides that evidence concerning a
person's character or a particular trait of character is not admissible for the purpose of proving
that the person acted in conformity therewith on a particular occasion.

However, l.R.E.

404(a)(2) is an exception to this rule, and allows evidence of a pertinent character trait of a
victim when such evidence is offered by the accused to prove conduct.

Evidence of the

character of a homicide victim "may serve to buttress a claim of self-defense and to establish
that the victim was the first aggressor." Slate v. Hernandez, 133 Idaho 576, 584 (Ct. App. 1999)
(internal quotation and citation omitted). The pertinent character trait may be established "by
testimony as to the person's reputation or by testimony in the fonn of an opinion. Id. (citing
I.R.E. 405; State v. Dallas, 109 Idaho 670, 679 n. 3(1985)). "[W]hether the defendant knew of
the victim's character at the time of the crime has no bearing on whether victim character
evidence should come in lmder section 404(a)(2)." Id.
In Hernandez, the Idaho Court of Appeals held that the district court erred when it
excluded evidence of the victim's reputation for violence on the ground that the defendant was
unaware of the victim's reputation at the time of the incident. 133 Idaho at 585. The defendant,
who was convicted of aggravated assault, intended to present evidence regarding the victim's
reputation for violence. The defendant argued that such evidence was relevant to establish the
defendant's claim of self-defense because it was probative on the question of who was the first
aggressor. Id. at 583.2 The district court held that testimony regarding the victim's propensity for
violence would only be relevant if the defendant was aware of the victim's reputation at the time
of the altercation, and excluded the character evidence. Id. On appeal, the Idaho Court of
Appeals explained:
The fact that section 404(a)(2) is an exception to the rule against introducing
character evidence to imply that a person acted in confonnity with that character
on a particular occasion suggests that the very purpose of victim character
evidence is to suggest to the jury that the victim did indeed act in conformity with
his violent character at the time of the alleged crime against him. The purpose is
not to provide insight into the reasonableness of the thought process of the
defendant. Thus, whether the defendant knew of the victim's character at the time
of the crime has no bearing on whether victim character evidence should come in
under section 404(a)(2).

The defendant informed the district court that a police officer was prepared to testify that law enforcement would only
approach the victim with great caution. Id. at 583.
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Id. (internal citations omitted). Given that the defendant intended to offer the evidence under

Rule 404(a)(2) to establish that the victim was the first aggressor, the Idaho Court of Appeals
concluded that the district court erred in excluding evidence regarding the victim's reputation for
violence. Id. at 585.
In Srare v. Custodio, the Idaho Court of Appeals concJuded that evidence is admissible
under 404(a)(2) to prove that a victim acted consistently with a pertinent character trait, but such
evidence is limited to opinion and reputation evidence. 136 Idaho 197, 203-04 (Ct. App. 2001)
(ruling that the victims' violent character was relevant to show the victims acted in confonnity
therewith under 404(a)(2), but it was not an essential element of a self-defense claim for
purposes of 405(b), therefore, specific instances of conduct could not be admitted).
As Hernandez and Custodio make clear, it is appropriate for this Court to admit all of the
opinion and reputation evidence listed-above, as it is relevant to prove that Corrigan acted in
confo1mity with his violent, aggressive, and quanelsome character on the night of his death, and
thus, establishing that Corrigan was the aggressor. As the court in Hernandez explained, it makes
no difference whether Mr. Hall was aware of this evidence prior to the incident.
As the above-proffered evidence establishes, multiple individuals observed Corrigan's
violent, aggressive, and quarrelsome conduct towards others. Ashlee Corrigan and her children
were threatened by Corrigan on the night of his death. She was so fearful that she prayed to the
Lord to take Corrigan and save her family. Her testimony regarding Corrigan's violent and
aggressive character is certainly relevant. Chris Search witnessed Corrigan's violent and
aggressive character. Search also knew that Corrigan was quarrelsome towards others,
specifically Mr. Hall. Search•s testimony regarding Con-igan's violent, aggressive, and
quan-elsomeness towards others is relevant in this case. Kandi Hall witnessed Corrigan's violent,
aggressive, and quarrelsome conduct directed towards Mr. Hall. This occurred on multiple
occasions. Kandi Hall's opinion and reputation testimony regarding Corrigan's violent,
aggressive, and quarrelsome character is relevant in this case. Finally, Corrigan himself detailed
his opinion of his own character in his email he sent to his wife on July 15, 2010. and later
provided a copy to Kandi Hall in Febmary 2011, which she provided to the police .. The email
explains that it is intended to be "a little summary of how I became me." Corrigan certainly
knew his own conduct and actions. The email details Corrigan's opinion that he is violent,
aggressive, and quarrelsome towards others, and makes no apologies for displaying these traits.
In Corrigan's own words he states: "I love to get into fights, I like being hit in the face." Thus,
Co1Tiga11's email of his opinion of himself is highly relevant in this case. Mr. Hall submits that
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all opinion and reputation evidence listed-above is properly admitted under Rule 404(a)(2).
Therefore, it is appropriate for this Com1 to admit all of the opinion and reputation evidence
listed-above, as it is relevant to prove that Con-igan acted in conformity with his violent,
aggressive, and quan-elsome character on the night of his death, and thus, establishing that
Corrigan was the aggressor.
Furthermore, since Mr. Hall's defense rests upon his ability to establish that Corrigan
was the aggressor, this evidence is critical to establishing a full and complete defense and
ensuring he receives a fundamentally fair trial, as guaranteed by the Sixth and Fout1eenth
Amendments of the United States Constitution and Article 1, Section J 3 of the Idaho State
Constitution.

B. Evidence that Corrigan committed violent, aggressive, and other acts are
properly admitted pursuant to Idaho Rules of Evidence 404{b)
Mr. Hall asserts that all of the above-listed evidence is properly admitted under l.R.E.
404(b) because it is probative of: (l) Corrigan's state of mind, intent, motive, and plan of
violence, aggressiveness, and quaITelsomeness towards Mr. Hall; (2) Mr. Hall's state of mind
and critical to corroborate his defense claim; and (3) the "complete story" of events.
Furthem1ore, since Mr. Hall's defense rests upon his ability to establish that Corrigan was the
aggressor, and that Corrigan's behavior was increasingly emtic, irrational, obsessive and
frenzied. This evidence is critical to establishing a full and complete defense and ensuring he
receives a fundamentally fair trial, as guaranteed by the Sixth and Fourteenth Amendments of
the United States Constitution and A11icle 1, Section 13 of the Idaho State Constitution.
Rule 404(b) of the Idaho Rules of Evidence provides in pertinent part:
Evidence of other crimes, wrongs, or acts is not admissible to prove the
character of a person in order to show that the person acted in conformity
therewith. 1t may, however, be admissible for other purposes, such as
proof of motive, opportunity, intent, preparation, plan, knowledge,
identity, or absence of mistake or accident ....
Thus, a victim's other acts may be admitted under Rule 404(b) only to the extent that
they are relevant for a purpose other than character confo1mity. See Custodio, 136 Idaho 197
(noting that "admissibility of evidence of prior bad act on the part of the victims for purpose
other than to show that the victims acted in confonnity therewith is governed by Rule 404(b)").
"The enumerated 4 0ther purposes' for which evidence of other crimes, wrongs or acts may be
admitted is not exhaustive." State v. Blackstead, 126 Idaho 14, 18 (Ct. App. 1994).
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The decision of whether to admit evidence pursuant to Rule 404(b) involves a two-tiered
analysis. Stale v. Grist, 147 Idaho 49, 52 (2009). The first tier involves a two-part inquiry: (l)
whether there is sufficient evidence to establish the prior acts as fact; and (2) whether the acts are
relevant to a material disputed issue concerning the crime charged, other than propensity. Id. The
second tier of the inquiry requires the district court to balance whether the probative value is
substantially outweighed by the danger of unfair prejudice. Id.

.L There is sufficient evidence to prove that the specific acts occurred
Other act evidence is admissible if a jury can reasonably conclude that the act occurred
and the alleged actor committed the act. Cook v. State, 149 Idaho 233,238 (Ct. App. 2010); see
Huddleston v. United States, 485 U.S. 681, 690 (1998).

Here, a jury could reasonably conclude that the acts occurred and Corrigan committed the
acts: (1) Corrigan's email was sent to Ashlee Corrigan by Corrigan and given to Kandi Hall by
C01Tigan; (2) Ashlee Co1Tigan was so fearful from Corrigan's threat of violence that she prayed
to the Lord to take Corrigan, her husband; (3) Kandi Hall witnessed the events on the night
Corrigan confronted Mr. Hall at Mr. Hall's home, and CotTigan confirmed and transmitted these
events on electronic social media (Facebook) and detailed the events to Chris Search; (4)
Corrigan's habit of scratching the ground with his feet like a raging bull and reacting in a
threatening manner when angry was witnessed by Kandi Hall and Chris Search; (5) Corrigan's
hostility and animus towards Mr. Hall was observed by Kandi Hall and Chris Search; (6) the
aggressive and threatening conduct displayed by Corrigan on the night of his death was
sttiki.ngly similar to his actions on the night C011·igan went to Mr. Hall's home and consistent
with his habitual reaction when he was angered; (7) Conigan's impulsive engaging in an affair
with yet another woman in the week prior to his death, while maintaining his affair with Kandi
Ha.II has been verified by the woman, Co1Tigan's step-brother, and by Corrigan's texts to and
about the woman, (8) DNA testing establishes that Corrigan and Kandi engaged in sex the
evening Corrigan died (9) urine testing by the coroner established the presence of amphetamines
in Corrigan' s urine, ( 10) and urine testing by defense established the presence of steroids in
Con·igan 's urine. The proffered evidence regarding all of the proposed other acts evidence is
significantly more than the "unsubstantiated innuendo" that the Supreme Court was concerned
about in Huddleston. Id. at 690.
2. The prior acts are probative of a material point in this case
Mr. Hall intends to introduce the above-described othe1· acts evidence for purposes of
establishing: (I) Corrigan's state of mind, intent, motive, and plan of violence, aggressiveness,
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and quarrelsomeness towards Mr. Hall and others; (2) Mr. Hall's state of mind and to
corroborate Mr. Hall's claim the he reasonably feared and reasonably acted; and (3) to present
the "complete story" of events in this case with facts establishing Corrigan's increasingly
frenzied, obsessive, and irrational behavior.
1.

Corrigan's specific acts are probative of his state of mind, intent,
motive, and plan of violence, aggressiveness, and quarrelsomeness
towards Mr. Hall

All of the proposed other acts evidence (listed-above) is probative of Corrigan's state of
mind, and his intent, motive, and plan of violence, aggressiveness, and quaiTelsomeness towards
Mr. Hall, and is therefore, probative of a material issue in this case.
In Custodio, the Idaho Court of Appeals addressed the admissibility of other act evidence
under I.R.E. 404(b). 136 Idaho 197. There, the defendant shot and killed two men and wounded
a third individual shortly after returning to a house where the defendant had been involved in an
altercation. Id. at 200. The district court granted the State's motion to exclude specific character
evidence regarding the victims' propensities for violence. Id. at 201. 3 The defendant was
ultimately convicted for voluntary manslaughter, involuntary manslaughter, aggravated battery,
and burglary. Id.
On appeal, the defendant argued that the district court erred in excluding testimony of a
specific act of prior aggressive conduct by the victims. Id. at 203. The defendant asserted that a
defense witness's testimony would have portrayed the stabbing of the witness by the victims as
being racially motivated, suppmting his claim of self-defense. Id. Therefore, the defendant
argued that the excluded evidence was admissible under I.RE. 404(b), because it was relevant to
establish that the victims had a motive, intent, or plan to Jure the defendant to their residence in
order to attack him based on his race. Id. at 204. The Idaho Court of Appeal agreed with the
district court that the defendant failed to supp011 this claim with sufficient evidence. Id. at 20405. Upon review of the record the appellate court found: (I) that the defendant indicated that he
went to the residence to meet girls; (2) he was at the residence for several minutes prior to the
altercation, receiving a cigarette and using the victims' restroom; and (3) his arrival was
unplanned. Id. Based on this evidence, the court concluded that there was insufficient evidence
that racial animus provoked the confrontation giving rise to the shootings. ld. at 205.

However, the district court ruled that reputation and opinion testimony regarding the victims' propensities for violence
would be admissible at trial. Id.
MOTION AND MEMORANDUM OF LAW IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO ADMIT EVIDENCE --11
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In Custodio, the Idaho Court of Appeals found the defendant's initial 404(b) argument
unpersuasive because the record in that case was completely devoid of any factual basis
suggesting that the victims had a motive, intent, or plan to lure the defendant to their residence
and attack him based on his race. 4 However, Idaho cases frequently support the position that a
person's other acts may be admitted into evidence to establish motive, intent, or plan on the part
of the actor under I.R.E 404{b). See Stale v. Labelle, 126 Idaho 564, 568 (1994) (holding that
prior acts of lewd conduct were admissible because they indicated a "continuous chain of
conduct" by the defendant); State v. Pugsley, 128 Idaho 168 (Ct. App. 1995) (holding that
testimony by a relative that had previously been raped by the defendant years earlier was
admissible as showing common scheme); Stale v. Mathews, 124 Idaho 806 {Ct. App. 1993)
(holding that testimony from girl that alleged she had previously been molested by the defendant
was admissible to show intent in sexual abuse case);
Similar to the case law in Idaho pursuant to 404{b), other jurisdictions have held that a
victim's other acts are admissible as probative of the victim's state of mind/ intent, and motive
of aggression and violence towards a defendant and others.
For instance, in Torres v. State, the Court of Criminal Appeals of Texas held that if a
victim's other acts are relevant for a purpose other than to show character conformity,6 a
defendant claiming self-defense may introduce a victim's threats towards others to show that the
victim was the first aggressor. 71 S.W.3d 758 (Tex. Crim. App. 2002). There, the defendant and
his female companion, the victim's ex-girlfriend, stayed the night at her aunt's apartment. Id. at
759. The next morning the victim climbed a balcony and entered the apartment. As the female
companion was calling the police 10 repo1i the intrusion, she heard a thwnp and two gun shots.
The victim was found with two bullet wounds, one of them fatal. The defendant was
subsequently apprehended and charged for the death of the victim. Id. At trial, the court
excluded testimony concerning the victim's threat of haim lo a defense witness and her

In fact, the trial transcripts in Custodio reveal that the proffered testimony from the defense witness would not have
supported his claim that the victims' had intended lo attack the defendant based on racial animus. The defense witness
testified that he in fact was not aware of the victims, but had only learned of them while in jail. See Trial Trans., Vol.
JII, p. 2929 L. IO - p. 2930, L. 5.{Attached as Exhibit 20 ).
The Supreme Court has found that evidence of extrinsic acts, such as the other acts evidence proffered in this case, "may
be critical to the establishment of the truth as to a disputed issue, especially when that issue involves the actor's state
of mind and the only means of ascertaining that mental state is by drawing inferences from that conduct." Hudlleslon,
185 U.S. at 687 {emphasis added).
The court cited to Rule 404{b) of the Texas Rules of Evidence in explaining that "specific acts are admissible only to
the extent that they are relevant for a purpose other than character conformity." Id. at 76.
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children,7 which occurred a few days before the defendant shot and killed the victim. Id. at 75960. The Court of Criminal Appeals of Texas reversed this ruling on review. The court explained
that in the context of proving that the victim was the first aggressor when the defendant claims
self-defense, violent acts are relevant to show the victim's intent, motive, or state of mind. Id. at
760. The court acknowledged that in this context, the key issue is generally the state of mind of
the victim, and therefore, the accused need not have knowledge of the victim's violent or
aggressive acts. Id. at 761. Thus, the court concluded that it was en·or to exclude the proffered
evidence at the defendant's trial, finding:
[T]he proffered testimony revealed that, two days before he was killed, [the
victim] entered the apa1tment by climbing through a window. He threatened [the
defense witness] and her children that ..he would do something to [them]" if she
did not tell him where [his ex-girlfriend] was. This shows a mind set of violence

against those who might stand between him and fhis ex-girlfriend]. It could
also explain {the victim's] unorthodox entry by demonstrating the intent or
motive of getting back with fhis ex-girlfriend} one way or another, or keeping
others away from {his ex-girlfriend} by violence if necessary. Because the
proffered testimony was probative of the deceased's state of mind, intent, and
motive, we hold that the Com1 of Appeals erred in concluding that the evidence
was relevant only to character confonnity.

Id. at 762.
Similarly, in Behanna v. Stale, the victim walked across the street from his apartment to
the property where the defendant worked. The victim appeared to be agitated and angry and was
described as behaving eITatically. 985 So. 2d 550, 551 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 2d Dist. 2007). When
defendant went outside and requested that the victim leave the property, the victim subsequently:
(I) chest-butted the defendant; (2) grabbed the defendant and threw him to the ground; and (3)

slammed the defendant against a post. Id. at 551-52. After this altercation, the victim ran off the
property down the street and the defendant chased after him because the police had been called.

Id. at 552. After locating and approaching the victim, the defendant testified that he was being
chocked by the victim and in fear for his life when he stabbed the victim, causing the victim's
death. Id. at 552-53. 111e trial court excluded evidence that the victim had beaten up his male
roommate and a woman at his apartment before he walked to the defendant's workplace. Id. at
554. This evidence was excluded on the basis that the defendant was not aware of the victim's

The defense witness was the aunt of the defendant's female companion. She testified, outside the presence of the jury,
"that a few days before [the victim] was killed, he climbed through an apartment window and asked where [his exgirlfriend] was. When [the defense witness] responded that she did not know, [the victim] said,' If you don'I tell me, I'm
going to do something to you and your kids.' "Id. at 759-60.
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conduct before the defendant's encounter with the victim. Id. On appeal, the District Court of
Appeal of Florida found that the excluded evidence revealed an ongoing course of violent
conduct by the victim. Id. at 557. Thus, the com1 concluded that evidence that the victim had
engaged in violent conduct with two people before the defendant stabbed and killed the victim
was admissible as inextricably inte1twined to show the entire context of events and probative of
the victim's state of mind, explaining the victim's aggression toward the defendant. Id. at 55657.
In Sanders v. Stale, the defendant poured a pot of hot cooking oil on her husband causing
his death, and she was subsequently convicted for his murder. 2011 WL 813454 (Miss. Ct. App.
June 21, 2011 ). The defendant argued on appeal that the trial comt erred when it excluded
testimony that her husband had raped their daughter on the night of the incident and testimony
that her husband had threatened to kill her. Id. at * 1-4. At trial her attorney attempted to proffer
testimony in support of an element of her self-defense claim - a reasonable fear of harm for her
and her children. Id. at *26. The appellate com1 disagreed with the exclusion of the rape
evidence. The com1 found that the sexual assault was admissible to show the victim's intent and
plan to harm the defendant and her children under Rule 404(b) of the Mississippi Rules of
Evidence. Id. at 30-32. The com1 further explained that this evidence explained the crucial
incident that caused the defendant's reasonable fear and directly related to her self-defense and
defense of others c]aim. Id. at *32. The court also found that the victim had threatened the
defendant on previous occasions and the night of the incident. l11e court concluded that the
exclusion of this evidence "prevented the jury from fully understanding [the victim's] state of
mind and intention to kill [defendant], [defendant's] state of mind during the attack, and the
grounds for her reasonable apprehension that she and her children were in serious danger." Id. at
*37-38.
Similar to the facts in Torres, Behanna, and Sanders, Mr. Hall asserts that Corrigan was
the aggressor in this case, and therefore, Co1Tigan's other acts should be admitted as relevant to
establish Conigan•s state of mind, intent, motive, and plan of violence, aggressiveness, and
quarrelsomeness towards Mr. Hall. As the court in Torres correctly explained, the defendant
need not have knowledge of the victim's other acts because it is the victim's state of mind at
•

issue.

8

8

In Hernandez, supra, the Idaho Cotn1 of Appeals made a similar ruling in the context of Rule 404(a)(2) to prove
propensity. 133 Idaho at 583-85. However, the same reasoning can be applied to the rubric of Rule 404(1>), as explained
by the court in Torres.
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Similar to Torres and Sanders, evidence of Corrigan's threats and threatening behavior
directed towards his wife, children, family, and Mr. Hall are relevant in this case to show
Corrigan's mind set of violence, aggressiveness, and quarrelsomeness towards Mr. Hall. Similar
to Behanna and Sanders, Corrigan's violent and aggressive acts directed towards Mr. Hall and
others are relevant in this case to explain Con-igan's state of mind of violence, aggression, and
quan-elsomeness towards Mr. Hall.
Unlike the facts in Custodio, the proffered evidence here is relevant because it shows
Corrigan 's state of mind, intent, motive, and plan of violence, aggressiveness, and
quarrelsomeness towards Mr. Hall. Unlike Custodio, Corrigan and Mr. Hall had multiple
encounters and interactions which were not casual and affable in nature. These encounters and
interactions include Corrigan: arriving at Mr. Hall's home to confront and challenge him,
displaying threatening conduct towards Mr. Hall, threatening Mr. Hall with violence, enticing
Mr. Hall to fight on more than one occasion, and publicly displaying that he desired to fight Mr.

Hall. These encounters and Corrigan's prior conduct towards Mr. Hall can hardly be
characterized as "unplanned" as in Custodio. In fact, Conigan himself explained to Chris Search
that he wanted to hurt Mr. Hall. Corrigan also ananged for Kandi Hall to see an attorney and was
"pushing" her to get a divorce. Thus, unlike Custodio, the evidence here is relevant to show
Corrigan's state of mind, intent, motive, and plan of violence, aggressiveness, and
quarrelsomeness towards Mr. Hall, unlike the unfounded alleged "plan" in Custodio.
In summary, all of the proposed other acts evidence (listed-above) is probative of
Corrigan's state of mind, intent, motive, and plan of violence, aggressiveness, and
quarrelsomeness towards Mr. Hall, and is therefore, probative of a material issue in this case.
11.

Corrigan's other acts are probative of Mr. Hall's state of mind and
critical to corroborate Mr. Hall's claim that he reasonably feared
Corrigan and reasonably believed that force was necessary to repel
Corrigan' s attack

All of the proposed other acts evidence is probative of Mr. Hall's state of mind and
critical to corroborate Mr. Hall's defense, and therefore, is probative of a material issue in this
case.

In Custodio, the defendant argued that the excluded evidence9 was relevant to the
defendant's state of mind in support of his claim of self-defense - that his fear and actions in

9

As addressed above, the excluded evidence was testimony regarding a specific instance ofviolence by the victims'.
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defending himself were reasonable. 136 Idaho at 205. 10 The Idaho CoW1 of Appeals examined
this specific evidentiary issue under Rule 404(b). Id. The court agreed with the district court's
conclusion that the defendant's knowledge of the victims' prior violent act was relevant to
establish the defendant's state of mind, but extrinsic evidence tending to prove or disprove the
tmth of such knowledge was irrelevant. The appellate court explained:
The challenged evidence in this case consisted of a third person's recollections
regarding an alleged stabbing by the victims. However, the recollections of a third
person are, by their very nature, incapable of proving a defendant's state of mind .
. . . [The defendant's] actions in this case could not have been influenced by the
evidence contained in the excluded testimony as it related solely to the
perceptions and recollections of the third person and not to [the defendant's]
knowledge of the alleged incident. Because a person's mental state cannot be
proven through a third person's recollections of a prior incident, the challenged
evidence was not relevant to [the defendant's] mental state at the time of the
shootings.
Id. at 205-06.

In Custodio the court held that the only function of the proffered evidence would have
been to show the defendant's state of mind, and since the excluded evidence consisted of a third
person's recollection, the excluded testimony proved nothing as to the defendant's state of mind.
The Ninth Circuit Com1 of Appeals, sitting en bane, reversed a similar ruling excluding extrinsic
evidence under F.R.E. 404(b) in a self-defense case. United States v. James, 169 F.3d 1210 (9th
Cir. 1999).
In James, the defendant claimed self-defense to the charge of aiding and abetting
manslaughter. Id. at 1211. The district court ruled that the defendant could testify about the
victim's prior acts of violence' 1 to show her state of mind at the time the defendant handed her
daughter a gun which was used to shoot and kill the victim. However, the district court precluded
her from introducing court documents, a presentence report, and two police reports because these
records had not been seen by the defendant prior to the incident, and thus, could not have
10

In Custodio, the defendant alleged that he had knowledge of the victims' stabbing incident prior to the shootings. Id.
In Hernandez, the Idaho Court of Appeals concluded that the defendant must have knowledge of a victim's violent
reputation or acts when evidence is offered to support the element of self-defense that the defendant's fear and actions
were re11sonable. Hemundez, 133 Idaho at584-85. The court in Hermmdez reasoned, "[w]hen evidence is ofa victim's
violent or aggressive nature is offered for this ... purpose, the evidence is admissible only if it is shown that the
defendant was aware of the victim's violent character, for otherwise the defendant's actions could not have been
jpnuenced by it. Id. at 585.
The victim told the defendant that he: ( 1) had killed a man and got away with it; (2) sold a man a fake watch and then
stabbed him in the neck with a pen; (3) beat a man unconscious with a side view mirror; and (4) robbed an old man with
n knife. Id. at J21 I. The defendant had also been raped and beaten by the victim on prior occasions and she had
witnessed him beat up a fried and randomly fight strangers. Id.
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affected her state of mind. Id. at 1213-14. The defendant was subsequently convicted. Id. at
1214. On appeal, the Ninth Circuit found that the district court's interpretation regarding the
proffered evidence was too narrow. The court found that the excluded evidence had two
legitimate functions: ( 1) corroborating her testimony; and (2) conoborating her reason for fear.
Id. Thus, the cow1 concluded that the extrinsic evidence concerning the victim's past violent acts

were admissible as relevant under F.R.E. 404(b). Id. at 1215. The Ninth Circuit subsequently
confirmed the ruling in James in United States v. Saenz, 179 F.3d 686 (9th Cfr. 1999). There, the
court explained that it had previously held that in self-defense cases, extrinsic corroborating
evidence of a victim's prior acts of violence was admissible to establish a defendant's state of
mind under 404(b). Id. at 688-89 (citing James, 169 F.3d 1210). 12 Idaho cases have similarly
found that witness testimony of other acts is relevant under Rule 404(b) to establish credibility.
See generally State v. Hoots, 131 Idaho 592 ( 1998) (finding that prior uncharged sexual

misconduct with another minor testifying to defendant's sexually suggestive comments was
relevant to establish credibility of victim's testimony); Labelle, 126 Idaho 564 (affinning district
court's ruling that evidence that defendant engaged in other lewd conduct was relevant to
establish credibility of victims pursuant to 404(b)).
Even though the rulings in James and Saenz concerned evidentiary analysis pursuant to
Rule 404(b) of Federal Rules of Evidence, the Ninth Circuit subsequently ruled that the
exclusion of extrinsic corroborating evidence in self-defense cases constitutes a denial of due
process. DePetris v. Kuykendall, 239 F.3d 1057 (9th Cir. 2001). In DePetris, the defendant
asserted self-defense in response to a charge of murder. Id. at I 058. The trial court excluded the
handwritten journal of the defendant's husband, the victim, which contained his "chilling
account of his violent behavior toward his first wife and others." Id. at 1059. The trial court also
excluded her testimony that she had read the journal before and during the marriage. On appeal,
the California Court of Appeal held that the journal and the defendant's testimony were
admissible, but found that the e11·or in excluding the evidence was hat1nless because the jury had
heard other evidence concerning the victim's propensity for violence. Id. The Ninth Circuit
addressed the issue of the excluded evidence on collateral review. Id. at 1061.
First, the Ninth Circuit set forth the standard held by the Supreme Court in evaluating
whether the exclusion of evidence amounts to a constitutional violation, slating "[t]he Supreme
Court has made clear that the erroneous exclusion of critical, corroborative defense evidence
ll

The court concluded, that having held the greater, it was now holding that a "defendant claiming selfdefense may show
his own state of mind by testifying that he knew of the victim's prior acts of violence." Id. at 689.
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may violate both the Fifth Amendment due process right to a fair trial and the Sixth Amendment

right to present a defense." Id. at 1062 (citing Chambers v. Mississippi, 410 U.S. 284, 294
(1973); Washington, 388 U.S. at 18-19).
Based on this legal standard, the Ninth Circuit found that the exclusion of the journal and
the defendant's testimony was not merely evidentiary error, but "was of constitutional
dimension." Id. The court reasoned that the success of the defendant's defense "depended almost
entirely on the jury's believing her testimony about her state of mind at the time of the
shooting." Id. The couti found that exclusion of this evidence "went to the heart of the defense"
because it would have con-oborated the defendant's testimony and shown her state of mind,
which was "an essential element of the defense." Id. at 1062-63. Thus, the court held that "that
the exclusion of this evidence violated [the defendant's) clearly established constitutional right
to due process of law ~ the right to present a valid defense as established by the Supreme Court
in Chambers and Washington." Id. at 1063.
The court also held that the exclusion of this evidence bad a substantial and injurious
effect on the verdict. Id. at 1063-64. The court reasoned that the defendant's state of mind was
the critical issue because her case "would rise or fall on whether the jury would believe that [the
defendant] acted in actual fear of imminent harm from her husband when she shot him .... " Id.
at I 063. Proof of her credibility was crucial because it corroborated defendant's fear. Moreover,
the evidence permitted at trial showing the victim's violence did not cure the harm caused by
excluding the journal evidence. The court noted that the jury did hear testimony from her
parents, her half-sister, and a friend regarding her husband's violence. Id. However, this
evidence was subject to attack on grounds of bias or self-interest, unlike the excluded evidence,
which was the only unbiased source of corroborating her testimony. Id. at 1063-64 (quoting with
approval dissenting language in People v. DePeh-is, No. A07 l 092, slip op. at 20 (Cal. App. Ct.
Nov. 20, 1996)). "Indeed, it was from the victim himself." Id. at 1064. Thus, the Ninth Circuit
concluded that:
[T]he erroneous exclusion of both the joumal evidence and any references to it especially petitioner's own testimony about it - unconstitutionally interfered with
her ability to defend against the charges against her. The preclusion of this highly
probative evidence went to the crux of the case, and the harm caused by its
exclusion was not cured by the receipt of other evidence that was significantly
less compelling. Petitioner has shown that her trial was substantiaJly and
h\juriously Rffected by the erroneous ruling ...

Id. at 1065.
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Similar to the ruling in Custodio, all of the above-listed evidence in this case is relevant
under 404(b) because it establishes Mr. Hall's state of mind. However in contrast to Custodio,
where the defendant alleged he was made aware of the victims' prior violent conduct on the
night before he shot the victims, 13 Mr. Hall had directly experienced Corrigan's violent,
aggressive, and quarrelsome conduct. As was addressed in Section 1IB(2)(i), above, Mr. Hall
was well aware of Corrigan's violent, aggressive, and quarrelsome reputation and conduct
because he had multiple encounters and interactions where Corrigan displayed these traits and
directed his vitriol towards Mr. Hall. If the defendant's state of mind in Custodio can be affected
by an alleged reference to a previous act of violence by the victims in that case, surely Mr. Hall's
state of mind during the night of Corrigan's death was affected by all of the other act evidence
listed-above.
In addition, it is critical that the above-listed evidence be admitted in this case to
corroborate Mr. Hall's claim that he feared for his life. Corroboration was not critical in

Custodio, because the defendant in that case was not subject to prior acts of violence from the
victims, he merely alleged that he was informed that "another man" was stabbed by one of the
victims. See Pretrial Trans., Vol. I, p. 272, L. 20- p. 273, L. 8. Similar to the facts in James, Mr.
Hall had directly experienced Corrigan's previous acts of threatening conduct, aggressiveness,
and qual1'elsomeness, as they were directed towards Mr. Hall. The defendant in James and Mr.
Hall had reason to fear based on personal experience. In James the Ninth Circuit found that
extrinsic evidence served to corroborate not only the defendant's testimony, but also her reason
for fear. Here, extrinsic evidence of Corrigan' s other acts serves to corroborate evidence of the
prior threatening and aggressive conduct directed towards Mr. Hall by Corrigan, and to
corroborate Mr. Hall's reason for fear.
Not only is all of the above-listed evidence properly admitted under I.RE. 404(b) to
establish Mr. Hall's state of mind and conoborate his reason for fear, the exclusion of any
extrinsic corroborating evidence in this case would constitute a denial of due process. Similar to
the facts in DePetris, Mr. Hall seeks to admit an email written by Corrigan which contains his
"chilling account of his violent behavior."' Similar to the reasoning in that case, the success of
Mr. Hall's defense depends on the jury believing that he was in fear for his life. The email, as
well as all of the other acts evidence, is the "heart of the defense," because it corroborates his
u

During pretrial proceedings, defense counsel asserted that Custodio was infonned by one ofthe victims' brother, whom
Custodio was out with that night prior the shootings, that one of the victims had stabbed another guy at the house they
were visiting. See Pretrial Trans., Vol. l, p. 272, L. 20 - p. 273, L. 8 (Attached as Exhibit 21).
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testimony and shows Mr. Hall's state of mind. Like the facts in DePetris, Mr. Hall's state of
mind is a critical issue because his case will "rise or fall" on the jury believing that he acted in
fear. Similar to the reasoning in DePetris, admissibility of extrinsic evidence, such as Cotiigan's
email and Facebook conm1ents, are the only unbiased source of co1wborating Mr. HaWs
defense. Thus, Mr. Hall has constitutional right to present all of the above-listed evidence, as it
corroborates his defense and reason for fear.
Thus, all of the proposed other acts evidence (listed-above) is probative of Mr. Hall's
state of mind and critical to corroborate his defense, and therefore, is probative of a material
issue in this case.
iii. Corrigan's other acts are necessary to present the "complete story" of
events in this case
All of the proposed other acts evidence is necessary to present a "complete story" of the
events in this case as the proffered evidence is "inextricably connected" with the criminal
charge, and therefore, is probative of a material issue in this case.
The Idaho Court of Appeals has found that other act evidence may be admissible under
Rule 404(b) to establish the "complete story" of the circumstances surrounding a crime.

Blackstead, 126 Idaho 14; see also State v. Cheny, 139 Idaho 579,584 (Ct. App. 2003) (holding
evidence of an arrest for trespass three days prior to defendant shooting the victim was
admissible to show defendant had a motive to harm victim and "provide the jury a more
complete picture of the hostility that existed between [the defendant and victim}").
In B/ackstead, the defendant was convicted of lewd conduct with a minor. According to
the victim, the defendant hii·ed her to assist him with painting his hallway. While she was in the
house, he offered her mmijuana and crank, which she accepted. While under the influence of
these substances, the defendant had sexual intercourse with her. The defendant subsequently
drove her home, paid her forty dollars, and gave her a bag of marijuana. The victim and her
friend testified that several days after this first sexual encounter, the defendant arrived at her
home and provided her and the friend with drngs, which they accepted. He then asked the victim
if she could "slip away for awhile." She declined and the defendant left. He was not charged
with any crime in connection with this incident. Id. at 16.
On appeal, the defendant argued that the district com1 erred in allowing testimony that he
used drugs and pl'ovided dmgs to the victim because its only purpose was to impugn his
character and that he had a propensity to commit crimes. He argued that this was a violation of
Rule 404(b). Id. at 17. The appellate court noted that the district court admitted these uncharged
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acts as part of the "res gestae" of the crime. Id. The court agreed, and held that the alleged drug
use was "inextricably connected" with the charged sexual offense and was admissible to present
a "complete story" of the circumstances connected with the charged sexual offense. Id. at 18.
The court dismissed the defendant's argument that the need to present a complete story is not an
exception under 404(b). The court explained:
This argument ignores the plain language of l.R.E. 404(b) which prohibits such
evidence only where its sole purpose is to show propensity or character. The
enumerated 'other purposes' for which evidence of other crimes, wrongs, or acts
may be admitted is not exhaustive.

Id. (internal citations omitted).
The appellate com1's ruling in Blackstead is similar to the ruling in Behanna, supra. In

Behanna, the court concluded that evidence that the victim had engaged in violent conduct with
two people before the defendant stabbed and killed the victim revealed an ongoing course of
violent conduct. Thus, it and was admissible as inextricably intertwined to show the entire
context of events and was probative of the victim's state of mind, explaining the victim's
aggression toward the defendant. 985 So.2d at 556-57.
Similar to the facts in Blackstead and Behanna, all of the above-listed evidence is
relevant for purposes of presenting a complete sto,y of the events in this case as the proffered
evidence was inextricably connected with the criminal charge in this case.
3. The probative value of the prior acts evidence far exceeds the danger of unfair
prejudice
Pursuant to Idaho Rules of Evidence 403, the Court has the discretion to exclude other
acts evidence on the grounds that the probative value is substantially outweighed by the danger
of unfair prejudice.
The probative value of Corrigan's other acts far outweighs the danger of unfair prejudice.
Indeed, if the evidence is damaging, it is precisely because of its probative value in showing
Conigan's state of mind, intent, motive, and plan of violence, aggressiveness, and
quarrelsomeness towards Mr. Hall, and not because of a collateral or otherwise unfair negative
impact. Thus, the evidence is proper under Rule 403 as well as under Rule 404(b), and should be
admitted.

C. Evidence of Corrigan 's habitual response of reacting in a threatening and
aggressive manner wl1en upset and angry
Mr. Hall's defense rests upon his ability to establish that Corrigan was the aggressor on
the night of March 11, 2011. Corrigan 's habitual response of reacting in a threatening manner
MOTION AND MEMORANDUM OF LAW fN SUPPORT OF MOTION
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when upset and angry is properly admissible pursuant to I.R.E. 406. Moreover, Mr. Hall has
constitutional due process right to present Corrigan's habit of reacting threateningly and
aggressively when upset and angry, as it corroborates Mr. Hall's defense and reason for fear.
Idaho Rules of Evidence 406 provides:
Evidence of a habit of a person or of the routine practice of an organization,
whether c01rnborated or not and regardless of the presence of eyewitnesses, is
relevant to prove that the conduct of the person or organization on a paiticular
occasion was in confonnity with the habit or routine practice.
Thus, Rule 406 clearly allows for the admissibility of habit testimony. "A 'habit' is a
person's regular practice of responding to a particular situation with a specific kind of conduct.
The existence of a personal habit may be established by a knowledgeable witness' testimony that
there was such a habit." State v. Rodriguez, 118 Idaho 948, 951 (Ct. App. 1990) (internal
citations omitted).
In Dietz v. Stale, the defendant asserted self-defense is response to a charge of assaulting
his wife. 123 S.W.3d 528 (Tex. App. - San Antonio 2003). There, the defendant and his wife
were hosting a paity and had been drinking. Id. at 529. After the last guest left, there was a
physical altercation between the couple resulting in injuries to both parties. Id. at 529-30. The
victim testified that the defendant accused her of "being with somebody," hit her in the face,
knocked her to the ground, and kept hitting her. After the defendant got up, the victim ran to the
neighbor's house and police were called. Id. at 529. The defendant testified that the victim was
passed out when the last guest left and he approached her to inquire "about her going to be with
her boyfriend.'' Id. at 530. The victim opened her eyes, started to scream, bit the defendant in the
stomach, scratched him, and started to hit and kick him. The defendant reacted by grabbing her
wrists and they fell to the ground. At that point the victim started to bite the defendant's thumb,
and the defendant struck the victim to get his finger free. Id. at 530-31. The defendant was
subsequently convicted. Id.
On appeal, the defendant alleged that the trial comt erred in precluding him from
presenting a complete defense in violation of his constitutional right to due process. Id. at 531.
Specifically, the defendant argued that the trial court should have pennitted testimony regarding
the victim's habitual response of violence and aggression during arguments. Id. at 532-33. The
court stated that in order for the excluded evidence to be admissible as evidence of habit
pursuant to Texas Rule of Evidence 406, the defendant was required to demonstrate "a 1·egular
practice of meeting a particular kind of situation with a specific kind of conduct." Id. at 533
(internal quotation and citations omitted). 111e court found that the record reflected that the
MOTION AND MEMORANDUM OF LAW IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO ADMIT EVIDENCE ·-22
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victim would aggressively react during arguments and the excluded evidence should have been
admitted under Rule 406. Moreover, in addressing whether the excluded evidence was of
constitutional magnitude, the court found that the victim's habitual response of aggressive
behavior was critical to the defendant's claim of self-defense - to determine whether the victim
was the aggressor. Id. at 532-33. The court concluded:
[T]he success of [defendant's] defense depended almost entirely on the jury's
believing his testimony that [the victim] was the aggressor. [The victim's] habit
of aggressive behavior goes to the heart of [the defendant's] defense because it
would have corroborated [his] testimony. The habit evidence was critical,
corroborative evidence. Because the exclusion of habit evidence significantly
undermined a fundamental element of [the defendant's] defense, we hold that the
error was of constitutional dimension.

Id. at 533.
Similar to the facts in Dietz, the proffered evidence in this case demonstrates that
Corrigan had a habit of reacting threateningly and aggressively when he became upset or angry.
On March 11, 2011, while at home with his family, Conigan became upset, and upon leaving the
house for Walgreens screamed a threatening statement towards his family ("I could kill all of
you."). Chris Search witnessed Co1Tigan move his feet and «chuck" a pen across a room after
becoming upset. Chris Search also observed that Corrigan would scratch his feet on the ground,
clench his fists, and lower his head when he was upset and angry. Chris Search also observed
Corrigan make threatening statements when upset and angry (i.e. Corrigan would mention
wanting to hurt Mr. Hall each time Kandi Hall was tearful). Kandi Hall observed similar habit
evidence displayed by Con·igan. Kandi witnessed Corrigan scratching his feet on the ground,
display threatening and aggressive conduct (chest bumping and pushing), and make aggressive
and threatening statements when angry ("I'll fucking break your head," "come on fucking big
guy, come on"). All of this conduct demonstrates a regular practice of responding to a pruticular
situation (i.e. when upset and angry) with a specific kind of conduct (i.e. Corrigan would react in
a threatening and aggressive manner).
The proffered habit evidence is relevant for purposes of proving that Conigan reacted in
a threatening and aggressive manner on the night of March 11, 2011. Similar to Dielz, Mr. Hall's
defense depends on the jury believing that Mr. Corrigan was the aggressor and Corrigan's
habitual reaction of threatening and aggressive conduct when angry would corroborate his
defense claim. Just like the victim in Dietz, Con·igan's habit of reacting in a threatening manner
when he was angry is critical corroborative evidence. The exclusion of Corrigan's habitual
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response of acting in a threatening manner when angry would undermine Mr. Hall's defense that
Corrigan was the first aggressor, a fundamental element of his defense.
Therefore, Corrigan' s habitual response of reacting in a threatening manner is properly
admissible pursuant to I.R.E. 406. Moreover, Mr. Hall has a constitutional right to present
Corrigan's habit of reacting threateningly and aggressively when upset and angry, as it
corroborates his defense and reason for fear.

IV. CONCLUSION
For the reasons set forth above, Robert Hall respectfully requests that this Com1 grant
Defendant's Motion to Admit Evidence and admit the proffered evidence.
DATED this J]__ day of

£' e.0\-~=9

, 2012.

~-

By~~
ROBERT R. CHASTAIN
Attorney for Defendant
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.
.. . . .. ·cooE ENFORCEMENT

called Kelly today saying Emmett and Kandi we-re going to have him serve Rob with papers.

fr//;;

Ashlee Corrigan responded to the law office. She was accompanied by her brother, Josh Harmon
and her step-father, L.J. Mitchell. I recorded the contact.
During a discussion, Ashlee said she had cancelled Kandl's phone because they (Ashlee and
Emmett) had been paying for It. Ashlee verbally consented to a search of Emmett's computer.
She also signed a written consent form which I read to her. See attached. The written consent
covered Emmett's Toyota Tacoma truck, the Mac computer and a Mac laptop. Emmett's laptop
was said to be currently In the possession of Emmett's father, Mike.
Ashlee said someone told her that Emmett said he was flllng a divorce for Kandi.
We discussed Emmett's step-brother coming to town tomorrow. Ashlee mentioned an email she
received from Emmett's sister stating to the effect, If you woutd have been taking care of your
husband, this wouldn't have happened, this Is your faul~ should have been a better wife.
I asked Ashlee If she and Emmett were going to get a divorce. She said Emmett mentioned crstuff
like that" In the past couple weeks. Ashlee said she would have fought a divorce. Ashlee was
going to counseling by herself; Emmett was not showing up. Ashlee safd she was skeptical
about a relationship between Emmett and Kandi. Ashlee talked about receiving conflnnation on
this from Kelly. We discussed this topic further.
WhUe discussing Emmett and Kandi, Ashlee said Emmett was a different person the past few
couple of months. Ashlee spoke of Emmett not being himself. Emmett was threatening her and _¥-her family; and was so angry. Ashlee said this was not Emmett and she let go of her husband / \
about a month and a half ago. Ashlee had been grieving the loss of Emmett. Ashlee denied any
police Interaction during the last month or two. Ashlee said Emmett never hurt her. Ashlee said
the last thing Emmett said to her before he left for Walgreens on Friday was, screaming, 111could
kill all of you." Emmett was going to get medicine at Walgreens and be back In five minutes.
Although somewhat lnaudlbfe, Ashlee appeared to describe Emmett being gone many nights
during the last month and a half. Ashlee said Emmett was gone for two days without coming
home. Emmett retuned and said he was going to an event with his step brother.
Ashlee said she fou.nd steroids In Emmett's oar. Ashlee said these were pills In two contalners.t·
Ashlee appeared to say this was when she cleaned out the car during the time the truok was
purchased. She looked the pllls up on-line and found them to be steroids, Emmett said they we
his friend'&, Ashlee said Emmett was acting different and his body shape was different. A couple
of weeks ago, Ashlee found a prescription for ADHD medication. Although somewhat Inaudible,
Ashlee appeared to use the word uspeed" when talking about this medication. She said alcohol
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Corrlgan's and Kandi Hall's offices. I package these items in separate evidence envelopes. I replaced
Hall's purse ln Its original evidence bag.
I photocopied, and took a photo of the items removed from Robert Hall's pick up. Inside Hall's wallet I
located his Ada County Sheriff's ID card. I removed the ID card from Hall's wallet and created a separate
property sheet for this item, RT -1OA. I packaged the items Into evidence envelopes.
took
-

hoto of the manila envelope, the two page letter, and the photo collage collected f r o m I took another photo of all the Items collected from the search warrant a t - . I
p o ocopled these items. I package these items into evidence envelopes a n d ~

I opened the plastic bag containing the separate paper bags of Emmett Corrlgan's clothlng I had
obtained from the coroner's office. I laid all the bags out and took a photo of them. I placed several of
these bags Into larger paper evidence bags. I packaged all the Items. except for Corrlgan's purple t-shlrt
and his white t-shlrt.
I laid the purple Hurley t-shfrt on fresh butcher paper with the front side up. I took photos of the front of
the t-shirt, and close up photos of the bullet hole and blood stains. I turned the t-shirt over and took a
photo of the back. I folded the t·shlrt and the butcher paper It laid on together.
I lald the white t-shlrt on fresh butcher paper with the front side up. I took photos of the front of the t-shrrt,
and close up photos of the bullet hole and blood stains. I turned the t-shlrt over and took a photo of the
back. I folded the t-shirt and the butcher paper It laid on together. I packaged the shirts.
I booked all the items described this date into evidence.

3-21-11. Monday
At about 0735 hrs, I received a call from Boise Detective Rick Durbin. Detective Durbin told me he found
an e-mail, dated 3-1-11, from a Melissa Mason, with Northro Grumman talkin
Detective Durbin gave me two phone numbers for Mason,
11-11, Kandi Hall told Detective Joe MIiier, Melissa Mason 1s e p r on o e
generated a lead sheet to have Mason Interviewed.
At about 1000 hrs, Prosecutor Melissa Moody, Victim Witness Coordinators Sandra Piotrowski and Deb
Mersch, and I met with Ashlee Corrigan at her residence. I wanted to ask Ashlee if she had any of the
Items removed from Emmett's office.
During our conversation I wrote down some things Ashlee talked about. Ashlee told us Emmett had not
wom his wedding ring for the past month. Ashlee recalled a recent event when Emmett was home and .·
he became upset and said something to the affect of, "I could kill all of you·, referring to her and their ...
children. Ashlee told us she remembers when Emmett returned from a trip to Ohio with his brother,
/\
..... - -· ---- .Jasoni the -knuckles .to one.of his..hands-w.er.e.bloady•.... -·-······ ·-·-· . _... ___ ····-···--··---··-··· -----··----- ..
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on Thursday night during that week she and Ashlee went to a church social and Emmett was supposed
to stay home with the kids. She told me Emmett came home late and she and Ashlee were late to the
church activity. Auna told me she had asked Ashlee If she thought her kids were going to be okay with
Emmett and Ashlee told her that she hoped so. She said they were at the church for about an hour or so
and when Ashlee returned home Emmett left. Auna said Emmett didn't return home until late that same
night. Ashlee told Auna that when he came home she and Emmett began to talk and Ashlee believed
Emmett had opened up.
Auna believed Emmett was conflicted because she belleved he knew what he was doing was wrong and
she believed this was causing him to be In turmoll over his marriage. Auna said It was obvious Emmett
was having an affair and she believed the tunnoil was a result of him living a different lifestyle that he
knew was wrong. I asked Auna how she knew Emmett was having an affair and she said she found out
afterwards. She said it was not until after Ashlee found out that Emmett had been shot that Ashlee
disclosed to her that Emmett was having an affair. She mentioned this Information came from Ashlee
after Ashlee had spoken to investigators about what had happened. She said Ashlee told her Emmett
would leave early in the mom Ing to go work out and he would say things like he needed to go get gas in
his truck, but Ashlee knew he was lying because he had gone to get gas the night before.
Auna said Ashlee knew things weren't adding up regarding Emmett's behavior and that something was
going on but she didn't know for sure. Auna said Ashlee disclosed to her that she had her suspicions
about Emmett being Involved with drugs and alcohol but she didn't have any evidence. Auna said Ashlee
told her Emmett came home a couple of times smelling of alcohol and that he was acting weird. She
stated this is why Ashlee believed Emmett was using alcohol and drugs. I asked Auna if she could tell
me how Ashlee described Emmett's behavior as being weird and she stated Ashlee said he was distant
In their relations hip. She said Ashlee had talked to investigators and relayed how the Intimacy in their
marriage had changed and wasn't like It used to be. Auna stated Ashlee dlsclosed that Emmett would
. work until 2230 hours and then get up and leave the house by 0400 hours. She said his being gone all
the time made it hard on the kids because Ashlee would put them to bed at around 1900 hours and they
would never see their dad. She stated Ashlee just wanted him to come home and be a part of the family.
Auna stated Ashlee tried to work It out with Emmett so he could see the chlldren and told him If he came
home by 1900 hours she would wait until 2000 hours to put the kids to bed just so he could spend a little
time with them before going to bed for the night. She relayed Ashlee was just trying to make it work so
she could bring her famlly closer together.
Sha said the night of the incident Emmett had come home late from work around 1900 hours and Ashlee
told Emmett they needed to talk. Auna said that Ashlee had told her Emmett had threatened her the
night he died and she was scared for her llfe. Auna said Ashlee described his behavior as "acting crazy".
. Ashlee had sent Auna a text message at approximately 0330 in the morning the same night Emmett had
been shot. The text from Ashlee stated the husband [Rob Hall] of Emmett's paralegal had caught them
[Kandi Hall and Emmett) together and he had shot Emmett. Auna said she talked to Ashlee on Saturday
after the incident and Ashlee said she had tried to have Emmett talk to her uncle who Is a counselor.
· She said Emmett talked to Ashlee's uncle [counselor] first and she heard the entire conversation while....-
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she was In the other room because the baby monitor was on. Auna said Ashlee told her that when
Emmett handed her the phone her uncle told her she needed to stop what she was doing because It was
driving Emmett crazy. She said this is when Ashlee told her uncle that everything Emmett had said she
was doing In their marriage was a lie. She said everything Emmett disclosed on the phone was not true
and she couldn't understand why he would make all of these false accusations against her.

!' .

Auna told me while Ashlee was on the phone with her uncle Emmett had come in the room and told her
. he was going to Walgreens to get some Nyqull or Dayquil because he said he felt a cold coming on. ·
While on the phone she told Emmett to stay because she wanted to work things out with him. According.
to Auna, Emmett told Ashlee no, ihen left the house. Auna said Ashlee told her Emmett had left at about
· 2030 hours and then at 2230 hours he was still not home. Auna said Ashlee told her that she tried to text
Emmett to find out where he was and what was going on. Auna said she also tried to call Emmett and he ·
wouldn't answer. Auna said Ashlee did receive a text message from Emmett and he said he was going
. on a drive. Auna said by 2300 hours Ashlee knew someth Ing was wrong but she was going to go to bed
because she couldn't get a hold of him on the phone and she couldn't leave to go find him because she
was home alone with the kids.
·
Auna said there was one more thing she forgot to mention about that night. She said Ashlee told her that
before Emmett left and while they were "fighting" Emmett was agitated and said something to the effect
that he could kill her and all of the kids. Auna said this Is why she had previously mentioned that Ashlea
was afraid and scared for her life. Auna said Ashlee disclosed to her that she was scared for her life and
had prayed that the Lord would take him {Emmett] because she didn't want anything bad to happen to
her family. After telllng me this, Auna said '1hls probably doesn't help her side of the story, _but that's t
·
truth and that's what the inner turmoil was at."
I asked Auna If she knew of any specific reason why Ashlee had said she wa~ In fear for her life. She
- .· said Ashlee never told her that Emmett hit her or that there was any physical abuse going on in their
· home. Auna described what Ashlee had told her about Emmett freaking out and getting red In the face,
but she did reiterate Ashlee said Emmett never hurt her. The only threat Auna knew about from what .
Ashlee told her was the threat Emmett made to Ashlee the night he died. Auna said that was about all
·she knew regarding Ashlee
and .Emmett and what. had happened the nighl. of the murder.
.
I. thanked Auna for her time and concluded the interview at approximately 1036 hours.
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INarrative
Review of video recording from Kandi Hall's
3-17-2011 interview
Not submitted as a complete summary.
'"~~

Kandi mentioned Emmett chest bumping Rob.

-

-J

Emmett was swaying and scratching his feet on the ground. Emmett does this when he's
agitated. Emmett did this three weeks ago when he confronted Rob In front of their house.
Kandi demonstrated on Detective Jim MIiier's chest how Emmett was pushing Rob In the chest
with both hands. Emmett was asking Rob If he was going to hit him, saying come on.
As Kandi went to walk away from Rob and Emmett, she heard tennis shoes and demonstrated
this by scratching her own feet on the ground like Emmett did. She also heard "grumbling" Ilka
swear words. Kandi glanced back and saw that Emmett had stepped up on Rob. Kandi
mentioned hearing "scuffling, Hke they're doing words." She again mentions hearing "scuffling."
Kandi then heard "pop (pause) pop pop."
Kandi looked back and Rob had blood pouring down his face and was 4 to 5 feet away from
Emmett holdlng a gun. Kandi first demonstrated the gun In Rob's left hand but later
demonstrated it being In his right hand. The gun fell to the ground when Rob fell to the ground.
This was later described as Rob .. crumbling" to the ground. The gun ended up less than one foot
from Rob's face.
Kandi talked about Rob starting to roll up; and It looked like he was going for the gun, like he was
going to start shooting again. Kandi said Rob did not know what he was doing, like, 11am I safe,
are you safe" and she did not know what Rob was doing. Kandi later described pfcklng up the
gun, slldlng ft across the parking lot and walking with Rob. Rob was calllng Kandl's name.
Kandi said Rob Is left handed; and shoots left. Kandi thought It was odd that Rob had the gun In
his right hand.
Kandi demonstrated rolling Emmett from his right side toward his back.
Kandi said Emmett took prescription drugs from his brother, Jason that were In the back of
Emmett's truck. Kandi noticed the prescription plll bottle was not Emmett's and asked what they
were. Emmett told Kandi, "If you don't want to grow a penis, you don't want to take those."
Kandi mentioned Emmett and Jason being into bodybulldlng. Two pills were from one container
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Interview Of: Chris Search
Conducted By: Jim Miller; Scott Smith
Date of Interview: March 16, 2011
Case Name: Robert D. Hall
Case No.: 2011-005
Transcribed By: Deborah Forgy

CS:

... exactly where to go.

JM:

Yeah. You know uh it's, Pm sure we could probably sit here for hours and you'd
have things pop in your head but ...

CS:

Exactly.

JM:

... uh ...

SS:

Did you evex:, I mean the, the two times that you remembered Rob coming into the
office, was there ever any conflict between him and Emmett or did they ever talk
to each other that you know ofl

CS:

Tliey had a conflict but never at the office.

SS:

What was the conflict you're aware of?

CS:

Uh I can'.t remember what night it was uh Emmett had a really bad fight with
Ashlee ...

SS:

Emmett did?

CS:

Emmett did, at home, and he had, I believe it was he texted Kandi, Rob got to the
phone before Kandi did and got really upset and then had called Emmett on
Kan9i's phone yelling at hii:n going why the hell are you texting my wife at this

time of night? Emmett had a problem with it and, you know, said, you know,
she's my employee I will text her when I want to text her and he's like ...
SS:

They called, they called, they talked on the phone after the text?

CS:

Yes, they, they talked on the phone and he said, and Rob kept saying why are you
on my wife's phone and he's like whose phone? He's like that's my phone. He
paid for Kandi's phone. It was a work phone, she was on call after hours. So

Emmett was the one paying for it so he had used the term whose phone several
times trying to emphasize that he's paying fol' the damn phone, he'll call who he
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Interview Of: Chris Search
Conducted By: Jim Miller; Scott Smith
Date offu.terview: March 16, 2011
Case Name: Robert D. Hall
Case No.: 2011-005
Transcribed By: Deborah Forgy

wants on it. Uh, apparently Rob had gotten a little forceful on the phone and
Emmett said well let>s take care of this now and went over to their house. Uh ...

JM:

Now, I don't mean to interrupt but how do you know this?

CS:

Emmett told, uh talked to.me, Kandi talked to me in the morning ...

JM:

Okay.

CS:

... on the morning after it happened I got pulled into their office ...

JM:

Okay.

CS:

... because they wanted to let me be aware so if Rob was contacting the office, this
is where everything' s coming from.

JM:

Okay.

CS:

Uh Enunett went over to their house. Rob came out of the house and Emmett had

stepped out of the truck and he's like okay well let's· get in the truck and go
somewhere and Emmett's like rm not letting you in my fucking truck. And
proceeded to, you know, get in each other's face and yell, just yell. Emmett was
very muscular. Uh it was both described by Kandi and Emmett that you could tell
Rob physically was more intimidated by Emmett. He was shorter but Emmett
had, you could tell, Emmett always wore very tight t-shirts when he wasn't at the
office. He was a Vulcan boy. Everything was fonn fitting and you could see his
pecks and anytime that Emmett moved a muscle, they would shift. So it's
understandably that you would look at this person and go okay, back off. Uh, but
Emmett does a thing when he's upset that he starts moving his feet uh in place
scratching the ground kind of like that of a bull. He gets really upset and his face
turns very red and he starts to clench his fists uh a lot and he typically lowers his

head to the point where he's looking through the top of his eyes and he just, he
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pulled back at his feet and apparently that's what he was doing that night with Rob
is he had gotten right in his face and lowered his head and kind of just stood there.
Not touching him but just stood there as his face got beet red and started
scratching his feet against the ground.
JM:

Clenched fists.

CS:

Clen, it was kind of the thing where he would sit there and he would be like this.
(Search stands up and demonstrates the scratching of the feet) Just right in his
face as he turned beet red to him, uh just yelling at him. And that was one of
Emmett's things where, when he gets angry he had to do something or he's going
to hit someone. Emmett has a temper. He was very quick to get angry so in that
kind of situation, that's why he moves his feet is because he's getting some of it
out. Otherwise, he's just going to hit him. He didn't touch Rob that night. Uh
told Rob if you ever.lay a hand on Kandi or do anything to her, you will answer to
me. And he said that he was very clear about that and apparently Kandi had said
when Rob went back inside, he was just like he, he was kind of flushed, just. ..

JM:

Probably startled him or scared him.

CS:

Exactly. Uh, but Emmett felt that it was his job to protect Kandi.

JM:

Okay. And ...

CS:

That's how he had always viewed it. Uh Emmett and Kandi had described several
times for Christmas he got her a Coach ring uh ...

JM:

A Coach ring?

CS:

Coach ring, you know the brand Coach?

JM:

Yeah.

CS:

The purses and whatnot? That's what their ...
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JM:

Okay. So ...

CS:

Right about.

JM:

We're at mid-March right now.

CS:

Um-hrn (affirmative), it's about a month ago.

JM:

... okay.

SS:

And you heard all this from Emmett and Kandi?

CS:

Yes.

SS:

When they called you in the office the day after it happened.

CS:

Yeah.

SS:

And so ...

CS:

I mean we had the, you'll never guess what happened last night.

JM:

Kind of debrief.

CS:

And I got, yeah I got everything. His life, Kandi's life, everything.

SS:

How do you know he was acting that way, that he was shifting his feet around and

-,

clenching his fists and his face was red and he was lowering his head? I mean
how do you know that? Did, did ...

CS:

Well Emmett and Kandi described it.

SS:

They just said that's how he was when he was (inaudible) ...

CS:

No. He stood up and he, he started getting angry again just talldng about it. And

I

he stood ...

SS:

Did he tell you that's how he was with Rob?

CS:

Yeah. And he stood up and started doing it in the office. He's like I went you to
understand and he stood up and started doing it behind his desk in the office.

JM:

/

. __j

Hm.
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SS:

Okay.

CS:

I mean Kandi, Kandi just kind of looked at him, I looked at her and she gave me

this look like, that's what he did. I mean that's the only reason I know the stance
and what he was doing because he did it to me.
JM:

In a reenactment.

CS:

Yeah.

JM:

Have you ever seen that live when he was pissed off at somebody like ...

CS:

When he's pissed off uh the only time I ever saw anything is he got really upset,
moved his feet a little bit and uh I believe he was up, was it Mary, it was Mary or
Jake, one of them, and he was in his office and he uh chucked, I think it was a pen,
across the room and just, I mean it hit something hard because I was on the op,
like I was right there and it just went (made a hitting sound). And, I mean he was,
he was pissed. Uh but he has that same movement. I mean he, it's one of those
things when Emmett's mad. you walk away. You just, you walk away. And after
he started getting mad, we all exited the office, well his office. Went back out, let
him cool off.

JM:

And then we talked about how long you've knowziEminett.

CS:

I've known Emmett since he came to the office in 2009.

JM:

2009, okay. And have you ever seen him get physical with anybody?

CS:

No.

JM:

No, okay. JU3t. ..

CS:

Yeah.

JM:

Okay.
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and Kandi described it to him and Corrigan stood up and started to get angry again just talking about It.
Smith asked Search If Corrigan told him that's how he acted with Rob. Search said yes, and told us
Corrigan stood up and started doing it behind his desk in his office.
I asked Chris Search If he ever saw Corrigan do this to someone when he was pissed off at someone.
Search told us one time Corrigan got upset with either Mary or Jake, at the office, and he moved his feet
a little bit and "chucked• a pen across the room. Search commented, ult's one of those things, when
Emmett's mad, you walk away, you jµst walk away, and after he started getting mad, we all exited the
office, well his office, went back out, let him cool off:

I asked Chris Search how long he has known Corrigan. Search said since 2009, when he came to the
office. I asked Search If he's seen Corrigan get physical with anyone. Search said no. Search told us
Corrigan, "Just got out of law school, crlmlnal defense attorney. He knows what can happen if he does
those little things. He always knew how to skirt it.D Search said Corrigan, "didn't want to go past It."
Search said the only time he mentioned wanting to hurt some one was Rob. Search said this would
happen every time Kandi ended up In tears after something Rob did or said.
Chris Search again said Corrigan felt it was his place to protect Kandi. Search told us Kandi was to get
divorced, Corrigan was to get divorced, and said they had already talked about marriage. Search said
Kandi talked about being a, pcool stepmom", to Corrlgan's kids.

I asked Chris Search if Kandi said how it would work with her kids. Kandi told Search she thought her
kids would be fine. Search said Kandl's kids made comments that he thinks provoked Rob. Kandi told
Search one night they were at home watching a movie, he thinks one of the Twilight movies, with their
daughters and the girls were staring at all the boys. Rob made a comment they probably like the
shirtless ones. One daughter said no, al like Emmett,• and Rob asked, "Which one's Emmett?" The
daughter responded, "You know, the hot one like mom's boss." Search said things like that came out a
lot. Search said Kandi felt that was a "provoking thoughr because Rob was already upset about
Corrigan and to hear comments like that from his kids, klnd of emasculate him."
0

Scott Smith asked Chris Search if he's been to Kandi and Rob's house. Search said no. Search said
Kand l's kids came to the office and he saw them there. Search said he never wanted to go to their
house. Search commented after seeing Rob at the office, "the last thing I wanted to do was, let's go on
his turf."
Chris Search said all he ever heard between Emmett Corrigan and Kandi Hall was, "I Jove you, I love you,
I love you.n Search said Corrigan had notes from Kandi in a drawer in his desk that said, •11ove you,"
and, "You're everything In my llfe.U Search guessed Ashlee, or her brothers, got these Items when she
demanded t~ clear out Corrlgan's office on Saturday.
Chris Search said Kandi had similar notes from Corrigan. I told Search we found a couple Post-It notes
In Corrlgan's trashcan, but didn't see anything in Kandl's desk. I also told Search I believe we found the
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Office of the CORONER
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ERWIN L. SONNENBERG, CORONER
5550 Morris HIii Rd
Boise, ID 83706
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INVESTIGATIVE/NARRATIVE REPORT

~ : (280)287-5556
@ax: (280) 287-5570

DATE OF REPORT : 05-09-2011

CASE NUMBER : 11-00492
DECEDENT NAME : Corrigan, Emmett Michael

ADDRESS:

CASE INVESTIGATOR: Smith Traci

INVESTIGATIVE NARRATIVE: The Investigation regarding this death Is complete. This case Is now closed.
Typed By: Smith Traci

Date Entered : 5/8/2011 8:25:00 PM

INVESTIGATIVE NARRATIVE: I received a call on 03/11/2011 at 23:40 hrs. from Jim MIiier. Detective with Meridian
P.D., regarding a death. I arrived at 4850 N. Linder, Walgreen's, and Vvas met by Jim MIiier. SCI was processing the
scene, so Jim asked If I would accompany him to notify the subject's wife. Myself, Jim and a victim witness
coordinator arrived at
1 1
and met with the subject's wife, Ashlee Corrigan. Ashlee stated
that she and her husband, Emmett, had been on the phone receiving marriage counseling when Emmett stated that
he needed cough syrup and was going to Walgreen's. He left the home at approx. 20:00 hrs. When Emmett did not __ _
return after a few hours, Ashlee tried texUng him but received no response. She stated that they were having marital
problems and that Emmett was blaming stress at work. Ashley said that for the last couple of months, Emmett had
become more angry and aggressive towards her. Ashlee was concerned about his behavior and lack of family
Involvement so she had been receiving counseling. She also expressed concerns about an employee of her
husband's who lived close by and may have been meeting Emmett at various times. Whlle at the home, Detective Jim
MIiier asked Ashley If her husband owned a gun, she stated yes, and showed Detactlve MIiier where it was located
_..
within the residence.

l

y-

Retu rnlng to 4850 N Linder Rd, I observed Emmett M. Corrigan, as Identified by his drivers license, lylng supine on
the pavement, In the parking lot of the Walgreen's store. His truck was close by and the drivers side door was open.
When Meridian P.D. arrived on the scene, the truck had been running with keys In the Ignition. The subject was cold
to the touch,. was wearlng shoes, shorts and a T-Shlrt. There was an lnJ!,!...,IY' to the head area. B!gor was sl!ght and
llvor was appropriate for the body's position. Photographs were taken, hands and head were bagged for evidence
preservation, the body was placed In a black bag wJth lock
and readied for transport back to ACCO.
Also at the Walgreen•s·parklng lot, was a BMW car that belonged to the subject's employee, Kandi Hall, and a pickup
truck belonging to Kandl's husband, Robert Hall. Robert Hall was Injured as well and taken to the hospital. Kandi Hall
was being Interviewed by Meridian P.O. Other witnesses to the event were being focated. Meridian P.D. obtained a
Ruger LCO .380 caliber handgun from the scene that was believed to belong to Robert Hall.
Typed By: Smith Traci

Date Entered : 3114/2011 9:06:00 AM
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Date of Interview: March 17, 2011
Case Narnc: Robert D. Hn II
Case No.: 2011-005
Transcribed By: Deborah Forgy

KH:

Yeah, nope, none of that happened.

Jim:

... imd, and ...

Joe:

The Marriott around, in February.

Jim:

Up at Cloverdale and Chinden, spent a couple of nights there?

KH:

Oh no, he did, I didn't. He was there uh with a group of friends. Tmean I had
went over there but I didn't spend, I have never spent the night with Emmett, ever,
ever. I've never spent a full night with Emmett, never, overnight. He was there

though, oh yeah, he was there. He was there with uh, uh Donovan Prince uh who
was our client but they're friends. Poul Lewis, another friend. Uh and Donovan

Prince's wife 'cause the reason I know this is they called me from uh Tucanos and
told me they were al I there and they were all dl'in.king and everything else and I

was not. I could not go bnck.
Jim:

Okay. And, and the other day when you were in, we spoke and you told us, or you
told me, do you remember Scott?

KH:

Yeah, Scott Smith.

Jim:

Bald guy.

KH:

Yep.

Jim:

Ot short hnir, shaved head ... that, that you and Emmett had gone to an attorney
Fdday aftemoon ...

KB:

Yes we had.

Jim:

... to talk about divorce and you felt a little uncomfortable because Enunett w._s a
little pushy on it.

KH:

He was very pushy on it

Jim:

Okay.
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While with Corrigan, Kandi Hall received a phone call from her husband, Robert. Kandi Hall said Robert
called and asked what she was doing. Kandi said she was out and Robert asked If she was with
Corrigan. Kandi told Robert she was. Robert again asked Kandi what she was doing, and Kandi said
they were just talking. Corrigan asked to speak with Robert and got on the phone. Kandi said Corrigan
got "really upset" with Robert on the phone. Corrigan told Robert, words to the effect, •ru fucking break
your head.° Kandi took the phone and told Robert they would be there (Walgreens) In a second.

-

Kandi and Corrigan arrived at Walgreens and Kandi got out of the truck and Robert approached. Kandi
described Corrigan as a "very aggressive man" who body builds and Is "very pumped up all the time."
When Corrigan got close up Into Robert's face, Kandi yelled out, "Hey, knock It ofr saying this was
ridiculous. There was an exchange of words where Corrigan was trying to "down• Robert. Kandi looked
at Corrigan and told him to knock It off. Kandi suggested this was enough, suggested being adults here,
and Just leave.
Corrigan stated, 'What are you going to do Rob? You going to hit me?" Robert answered by saying he
was not, that he was not golng to do anything. Kandi announced she was leaving. The next thl ng Kandi
knew, a car went by her In the parking lot and she had to wait for the car to go by. Kandi announced she
had to go home because her daughter, Hannah just called her. Kandi turned around to walk to her car
and all she heard was •pop pop (pause) and then pop." Kandi turned around and saw Corrigan and
Robert lying on the ground.
Kandi ran over to Robert and saw blood on his face and head. Kandi called 911 and was screaming at
Robert. After calling 911, Kandi went to Corrlgan and saw water coming out of his nose. Kandi then saw
Robert standing up; walking towards her In a daze; like he did not know what he was doing. Kandi said
there was a gun to the side of Robert. When rt looked like Robert might be going to grab the gun, Kandi
grabbed It. Kandi was walking with Robert and then slid the gun across the parking lot.
Prior to the shooting, Kandi last saw Corrigan standing by his truck with the driver's door open.
Corrlgan's back was towards his truck. As Robert walked up, Corrigan stepped towards Robert and then
backed up. Robert also backed up. Robert turned to talk to Kandt, who was towards the rear of the
truck. Robert was questioning Kandi; asking her what was going on. Kandi made den la ls to Robe rt.

----.

Kandi said this Is when Corrigan was getting verbally aggressive; saying, ''You gonna 'f Ing; hit me Rob?
Is that what you are going to do? You gonna 'f Ing' hit me?" Robert answered by saying he was not.
Corrigan told Robert, "You don't want to lose your job, do you?" Robert again said he was not going to
hit Corrigan, he just wanted to know. Corrigan told Robert, •secause you're a jerk, you're an asshole,
that's why, you're an asshole." Kandi described Corrigan as being In Robert's face. Robert again asked
why Corrigan was with his wife. Kandi spoke up and told Robert she was an adult and could be with who
she wanted to be with.
Kandi recalled Corrigan telling Robert,
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!Narrative

Review of video recording from Kandi Hall's
3-17-2011 interview
Not submitted as a complete summary.
Kandi mentioned Emmett chest bumping Rob.
Emmett was swaying and scratching his feet on the ground. Emmett does this when he's
agitated. Emmett did this three weeks ago when he confronted Rob In front of their house.
Kandi demonstrated on Detective Jim MIiier's chest how Emmett was pushing Rob In the chest
with both hands. Emmett was asking Rob If he was going to hit him, saying come on.
As Kandi went to walk away from Rob and Emmett, she heard tennis shoes and demonstrated
this by scratching her own feet on the ground llke Emmett did. She also heard "grumbllng" llke
swear words. Kandi glanced back and saw that Emmett had stepped up on Rob. Kandi
mentioned hearing "scuffling, llke they're doing words." She again mentions hearing "scuffling."
Kandi then heard "pop (pause) pop pop."
Kandi looked back and Rob had blood pouring down his face and was 4 to 6 feet away from
Emmett holding a gun. Kandi first demonstrated the gun In Rob's left hand but later
demonstrated lt being In his right hand. The gun fell to the ground when Rob fell to the ground.
Thie was later described as Rob "crumbllng" to the ground. The gun ended up less than one foot
from Rob's face.
Kandi talked about Rob starting to roll up; and It looked llke he was going for the gun, like he was
going to start shooting again. Kandi said Rob did not know what he was doing, like, "am I safe,
are you safe" and she did not know what Rob was doing. Kandi later described picking up the
gun, sliding It across the parking lot and walking with Rob. Rob was calllng Kandl's name.
Kandi said Rob ls left handed; and shoots left. Kandi thought It was odd that Rob had the gun In
his right hand.
Kandi demonstrated rolling Emmett from his right side toward his back.
Kandi said Emmett took prescription drugs from his brother, Jason that were In the back of
Emmett's truck. Kandi noticed the prescription pill bottle was not Emmett's and asked what they
ware. Emmett told Kandi, "If you don't want to grow a penis, you don't want to take those."
Kandi mentioned Emmett and Jason being into bodybulldlng. Two pills were from one container
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he was wondering If he was safe. Kandi described Rob as being in a, "panic mode." Kandi said she was
trying to tell to Rob he can't have the gun, he was fine, and he needs to lay down. Kandi described Rob
as following her trying to get the gun as she lead him away to where they were found. Kandi said and
demonstrated when she reached the area they were found she tossed the gun, "like a bowling ball."
Looking at the sketch with Kandi, Detective Joe Miller confirmed with her she carried the gun from the
area of Emmetfs truck to where they were found, then slld II. Kandi agreed. Kandi described Rob as
being aggressive and motivated that If she would have tossed the gun and let go of Rob he would have
gone back and got the gun. Kandi told us she didn't know what Rob was going to do, If he would try to
shoot Emmett again, she had no Idea. Kandi said Rob was out of It, and she was frightened for him to
have the gun. Kandi said she didn't want to keep the gun with her so she tossed It.
I showed Kandi Hall the crime scene sketch and pointed out the positions of their vehicles. I pointed to
the area of Emmett's truck and asked when she was walking away from this area towards her car is
when she heard the, flscrufflng sound,'' anct scratched my feet on the floor to demonstrate. Kandi said,
"Yep." Kandi told us Emmett does It all the time when he's agitated and demonstrated by scratching her
feet on the floor.
Kandi Hall told us Emmett came to her house three weeks ago and confronted Rob in front of their
house. Kandi said she watched from her daughter's window. Kandi said and demonstrated Emmett was
standing face to face with Rob, just Inches away 1 and Emmett was scratching his feet on the ground with
his hands behind his back. Kandi said and demonstrated Emmett moved his hands from behind his back
to a position in front with his arms crossed and his hands on his upper arms, then switched with his arms
still crossed, but his hands under his arm pit area all while scratching his feet on the ground.
,..···-)

Kandi Hall told us on the night of the shooting when she went with Emmett to get gas at Fred Meyer he
·
took four prescription drugs. Kandi said while Emmett was pumping the gas he opened the back door of
his truck and reached into a blue Liquid Grip backpack and took a total of four pills. Kandi said Emmett
and his brother own Liquid Grip. Kandi said there were either two or four brown prescriptions bottles in
the backpack. The name on the prescriptions bottles were Emmett's brother's name, Jason Blackwell.
Kandi told us Emmett took two pills from one bottle and two more from another bottle. Kandi described
the pills from one bottle as being either red or burgundy capsules. Kandi said she told Emmett they
~ren't his and asked whose they were. Kandi said Emmett told her, "If you don't want to grow a penis,
you don't want to take those." Kandi said she thought they were testosterone. Kandi told us Emmett and
Jason are big Into body building, and said that is why Jason is, dvery much a hothe~d.'' Kandi thought
Emmett took the capsules with water.
Detective Joe MIiier asked Kandi Hall If Rob and Emmett had had their phone conversation In the truck
yet. Kandi said no, that conversation took place on the way back. Kandi started talking about Emmett's
conversation with Rob. Kandi told us there was no yelling and said she could kind of hear Rob on the
phone with Emmett. Kandi said and demonstrated when Emmett hung up he started cracking his neck
by moving his head to the right and left, and said Emmett started opening and closing his hands while
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INVESTIGATIVE FOLLOW UP

03-15-11
0950hrs:
Lead Detective Jim Miller requested that I process the victim's (Corrigan) 2011 black Toyota Tacoma
pickup
that was currently secured in our police storage garage.

DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPHS:
The exterior and interior of the vehicle were digitally photographed. All of the evidence collected from the
victim's vehicle was digitally photographed.
COLLECTION OF EVIDENCE:
The following items were collected from the victim's vehicle, properly packaged and entered into Meridian
Police Property as evidence.
1) Black Motorola/ Verizon cell phone was located in the center cup holder
2) Seikan blue phone cover wa I I I • I~ I I I • • phone (#1)
3) !Pod with orange earphones
was located in one of
The center cup holders
4) Tube of Astroglide Personal Lu.be was located in the front glove box
5) Paper receipt for $1.00 from Front St. found under cough medicine in center cup holder
6) Walgreen's receipt from 02-25-11 from center console box
7) Volcom Stone brand aqua colored wallet containing Corrigan's l.D., credit
Cards, miscellaneous papers and receipts located in center console box
8) Mountain West Bank check book for Corrigan Law PLLC located in center
console box
9) Empty prescription bottle of Ampheta 30mg. found in center console box
10) Niacin bottle filled with capsules found in gray Jansport day pack on
rear bench seat
11) Stacl,er 3 pill bottle, 17-pills. in blue Liquid Grip bag on rear bench seat (Items #11 ·th ru16·~
Liquid grip bag)
12) Azasite 1 % eye drop bottle with 4-pills inside
13) Methotrexate2.5 mg. pill bottle
14) Clomiphene Citrate 50 mg. bottle with 15 pilli\
15) Amphata S/Combo 30 mg. bottle with 24 pills
16) Tube ot Liquid grip
17) Box of Chocolate Body Paint, right rear bench seat
18) Kissable Body Spray Paint, under front passenger seat
19) Stangenic wrapper for Stanozolol 10 mg, left r~ar pocket behind rear seat
20} (2) Blood swabs, right side rear bed panel on top
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his legal assistant and she had been working for Emmett for some time. Jason said Kandi was having
some marital issues and so was Emmett. Jason said Emmett and Kandi were seeing each other and
were developing a relationship. Jason said Kandi was a good worker and Emmett liked her. Jason said
things were deteriorating with each of their spouses and they became involved.
I confirmed with Jason he had spent a week with Emmett at a body building convention In Columbus.
Ohio. Jason agreed and said the convention was the Arnold Classic. I asked Jason if Emmett confided
with him that he was in a sexual relationshlp with Kandi. Jason said, "Yes." Jason told me It was his
impression from Emmett his relationship with Kandi was, "kind of like a, not an affair, but. .. " I asked if the
relationship was more casual and Jason agreed and said Emmett presented It to him as being more
casual.

I asked Jason about some Information I received about Brittany Mulford. Jason said at the convention In
Ohio Emmett met Brittany and said Emmett had a "casual relationship with her as well." I told Jason
Melissa Moody asked me to contact Brittany Mulford because he had told Melissa Moody Brittany had
some Information about Emmett's hands. Jason said It was brought up to him that Emmett had been In
bar tight. Jason told me there was no bar fight and said Emmett was with him the whole time.
Jason said he was told Emmett's hands were, "scratched up.u Jason said he later had a conversat!c;m
with Brittany. Jason said Brittany Is a friend who he hired to be one of his expo girls. Jason said he told
Brittany about Emmett's hands having scr~tches. Jason said Brittany st~rted laughing and told Jason
she and Emmett had some rough sex. Jason said Emmett was hitting the walls with his hands.
I told Jason I have tried to contact Brittany, but have been unable to speak with her. I asked Jason If he
knew how Emmett got those marks. Jason said and demonstrated Emmett was hitting the walls with hi
fists. Jason said Brittany told him she was kneeling on the bed with her hands on the wall above the
headboard whlle Emmett was having sex with her from behind. Jason said Brittany told him Emmett
was, "acting like a monkey."
We talked about the pills bottles that were found in Emmett's truck and I asked Jason to tell me what he
knew about the pill bottles and what was In them. Jason said of the pill bC>ttlee he gave Emmett, one of
the bottles contained a substance he tried to pronounce and It $tarted with Metho, which Jason said is an
anabolic steroid in 10 mg capsules. Jason said he gave Emmett about thirty of these capsules.
I
Jason said he gave Emmett the pill bottles because he also gave Emmett supplements that were being
given out at the convention. Jason said Emmett removed the capsules from the blister pack they came
in and put them In the pill botll~s. Jason said one was a thermogenlc fat burner that can be obtained
over the counter.

I
1

\1

I confirmed with Jason he gave Emmett the steroids to Emmett In Columbus, Ohio. Jason $aid, "Yeah."
I asked Jason if he knew if Emmett took any of the steroids while he was In Ohio. Jason said he didn't
·.
know, and told me he didn't see Emmett take any. I asked Jason If he knew if Emmett took anything Ilka ,J
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Melissa Moody and I spoke about the two page letter from Deborah Kristal concerning Kandi Hall's
claims regarding 2-22-11. I told Moody I would call Hall and speak with her first hand.
Al about 1456 hrs, I called and spoke with Kandi Hall regarding 2-22-11. I recorded our conversation.
See Kandi Hall's interview write up.
At about 1525 hrs, I received an e-mail from Prosecutor Melissa Moody. Moody's e-mail contained two
attachments. The first attachment Is an Idaho Department of Labor notice of telephone hearing by
Robert Hall. The second attachment is a District Court memo amending Robert Hall's conditions of
release.
At about 1549 hrs, I called Stuart Jacobson, at the state lab ln Coeur d'Alene and left a message
requesting the testing of the trigger pull of the Ruger LCP.
5-31-11 1 Tuesday
At about 1040 hrs, I called the ATF to check on the trace request on the Ruger LCP that Detective Ray
Chopko faxed In on 3-17-11. I spoke with Jerry Feltner who told me the trace summary was faxed to us
on 3-18-11. Feltner said he would re-fax the trace summary.
At about 1058 hrs, I received a faxed copy of the trace summary from Jerry Feltner. The trace summary
states the Ruger LCP, serial number 372-52138, was purchased by Kandi Hall on 12-12-09 from Impact
Guns.

6-2-11. Thursday
I received two e-mails from Deborah Forgy. The first e-mall had and attachment of a memo by Scott
Smith dated 5-26-11, concerning the hard drive from the HP desktop computer being returned to Smith.
The second e-mail had an attachment of a memo by Scott Smith dated 6-1-11, concerning Smith's fleld
notes.

6-6-11, Monday
Evidence Technician Rosa Torres gave me the Idaho State Police Forensic Services Crlmlnalist Analysis
Report for the capsules from the blue Liquid Grip backpack. One of fifteen pink capsules from the
Clomiphene prescription bottle (RC-14) was analyzed and was found to contain
dehydochlormethyltestosterone. One of four white capsules from the Azaslte prescription bottle (RC-12)
was analyzed and was found to contain no controlled substances.

6-7 ~11, Tuesday
At about 0942 hrs, I called Paul Lewis and left him a message asking him to call me.
Al about 0944 hrs, Paul Lewis called and I spoke to him again about the information concerning 2-22-11.
I recorded our conversation. See the Paul Lewis Interview write up.
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Idaho State Police Forensic Services
700 South Stratfo~d Drive, Ste 125 Meridian ID 83642-!>202

CL Case No.:
Agency:

ORI:

M20110795
PMR1 ~ MERIDIAN POLICE DEPARTMENT
100010300

Page 1
{208)884-7170

Agency Case No.: 111356
Crlma Date: Mar 11, 2011

Crlmlnallstlc Analysis Report• CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE ANALYSIS
Evidence ReceJvedlnformatlon
Evidence Rocelved:

03/31/2011

Add. Crime Date:

How Received:

Received By:

IN PERSON
BIOHAZARD/CHEMICAL
JIM MILLER
RTORRES
JANE DAVENPORT ph. (208)88~7170

Evidence Received:

04/28/2011

Haz. Materials:
Inv. Officer:
Delivered By:

Add. Crime Dale:·
How Received:

Haz. Materials:
Inv. Officer:
Dellvered By:
~ecelved By:

IN PERSON
BIOHAZARD/CHEMICAL
JIM MILLER 3023
R TORRES
JUDY PACKER ph. (208)884·7170

Evidence Received:
Add. Crime Date:
How Received:
Haz. Materials:
Inv. Officer:
Delivered By:
Received By:

JANE DAVENPORT ph. (208)884-7170

Evidence Received:

05/18/2011

Add. Crime Date:
How Received:
Haz. Materials:
Inv. Officer:
Delivered By;
·Receivecf By:

05/10/2011

IN PERSON
BIOHAZARD/CHEMICAL
JIM MILLER
RTORRES

UPS

BIOHAZARD/CHEMICAL
JIM MILLER

J. HUTCHISON ph: (208)209~8700

VlcUms and Sys1,1ects
YicJSusP
Suspect
Victim

~

HALL, ROBERT D
CORRIGAN, E¥METT M

EVIDENCE DESCRIPTION AND CONCLUSION:
#2)

Agency Exhibit 073.

2.1) One p.rescription bottle containing fifteen small capsules;
analyzed one containing pink powder. The sample contains
dehydrochlormethyltestosterone (CIII).
Page 1 of 2
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CL Case No.:
Agency:

ORI:

Idaho State Police Forensic Services
700 South Stratford Drive, Sta 125 Meridian ID 83642-6202
M20110795
PMR1 ~ MERIDIAN POLICE DEPARTMENT
1DD010300

Page 2

{208)884-7170

Agency Case No.: 111356

Crime Date: Mar 11, 2011

Crlmlnalistic Analysis Report- CONTROLLED SUB.STANCE ANALYSIS

2.2) One prescription bottle containing four capsules; analyzed one
containing white powder. No controlled substances detected.
This report does or may contain opinions and interpretations of the
undersigned analyst
on scientific data.
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Corinna C. Owsley

E-Orensi~:~ist II
Date:
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DEBORAH N. KRIST AL

Attorney at Law
3 I 40 N. Bogus Basin Road
Boise, Idaho 83702
Phone:(208) 345-8708

Fax: (208) 345-1836

January 9, 2012

Sterling Reference Laboratory
2617 EL Street Suite A
Tacoma, WA 98421
Re: Anabolic Steroid Screen w/adulterant test
Dear Madam/Sir:
Robert R. Chastain and I represent Robe11 Dean Hall, who is accused of murdering
Emmett M. Co11igan. The sample submitted with this was taken from decedent Emmett
Corrigan during an autopsy performed by Glen Groben, M.D. The body was refrigerated
shortly after death on March 11, 2011 until the autopsy on March 12, 2011, and the
sample has been refrigerated since the autopsy.
The State ofldaho is represented by Deputy Attorney General Melissa Moody,
whose address is PO Box 83720, Boise, Idaho 83720-0010.
The prosecution and the defense have agreed that the results of testing will be
made available to both prosecutor Melissa Moody and to defense attorneys Mr. Chastain
and me. The parties also agree your laboratory can discuss the results with both parties.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me by telephone at 208-3458708, or by email to dnkristal@gmail.com .
Sinc9rely,

;

1 --

{c&t/t//ti ltl/tc ,

Deborah N. Kristal
cc:: Melissa Moody
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Interim Report
PAGE 1

University 0£ Virginia Health System
Clinical Pathology Laboratory
Box 800168, Charlottesville, VA 22908

b:32

NAME: RTS,A7803230
H#
WSALE-90060
ACCT: 0

SEX:

U

LOC: WSALE
DR: SHIPE, JAMES

F76825 COLL: 01/25/2012 UNKNOWN REC: 01/27/2012 15:00 PHYS: SHIPE, JAMES
STEROIDS
--- -- - -- ---sTEROTD 'DRU~ALYS1s- -

-- -- --- --rurabtrl-f-c- 'BteroJtl co1ifi.n11at1:rm-by -GC;/1-m·- · --cwt · --- --- --··- -- ·

positive for
METHANDIENONE (DIANABOL) AND S1'ANOZOLOL
METABOLITES.
This test was developed and its performance
characteristics determined by UVA
Medical Labs. It has not been cleared or
approved by the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration. The FDA has determined
that such clearance or approval is not
necessary.
(W)
3.2
(0-6]

TESTOSTERONE/EPITESTOSTER
PH
6.6
[5. 0-8. OJ
SPECIFIC GRAVITY
1.024
URINE CREATININE
166.6
mg/dL
COMMENT
(NOTE)
The following anabolic steroids and/or metabolites are included in a
steroid screen:
BOLASTERONE
BOLDENONE
CHLOROTESTOSTERONE METABOLITE
CLENBU'l'EROL
DROMOSTANOLONE METABOLITE
EPITESTOSTERONE
ETHYLESTRENOL METABOLI1'E
FLUOXYMESTERONE
MESTANOLONE
MES TERO LONE
METHANDIENONE METABOLI'rE
METHANDRIOL

(W)

(W}
(TN)

METHENOLONE
METHYLTESTOSTERONE
NANDROLONE METABOLITE
NORETHANDROLONE METABOLITE
OXANDROLONE
OXYMESTERONE
OXYMETHOLONE METABOLITE
PROBENECID (DIURETIC)
STANOZOLOL
TESTOSTERONE
TRENBOLONE METABOLITE
TURINABOL METABOLITE

Specimen Acceptability Criteria:
Analyte
C.reatinine
Specific Gravity

Minimum
Acceptable Concentration
20 mg/dL
1.005
(UV)

(UV)

RTS,A7803230

TES'.l' PERFORMED BY University o:f Virginia Medical Laboratories, l?.O. Box
800168, CharlottesvLlle, VA 22908

END OF REPOR'l'
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MULFORD, BRITTANY A.
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•

8us or School:
I

Sm<: F

CID
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Age: 29
Eye Color.
Relationship:
lnjul)' Typo;
How ldanl.:

!Narrative

BRITTANY MULFORD INTERVIEW
On 3-12-11, during Emmett Corrlgan's autopsy marks or scratches were observed on his hands around
the knuckle area.
On 3-21-11, Ashlee Corrigan told me when Emmett came back from Ohio he had a bloody knuckle on
one of his hands.
On 5-26-11, I received a voice mail message from Melfssa Moody who said Jason Blackwell was going to
have a witness contact me to tell me Emmett was not involved In a bar fight in Ohio.
At about 1330 hrs, I received an 1124 hrs vofce mall message from Brittany Mulford,
Mulford states she was referred to me by Jason Blackwell regarding the Emmett Corrigan case. Mulford
states she thinks she may have some Information that may help the case.
At about 1345 hrs, I called Brittany Mulford and left a message asking her to call me.
For the next two months Mulford called me and I returned her calls, but we were never able to speak.
On 7-18-11, I called Mulford and her phone was not In service.
On 8-8-11, I received an e-mail from Melissa Moody that was sent to her from a Maria Cutaia with
Chastain Law. The e-mail has two photos attached. The first photo Is of Brittany Mulford and Emmett
Corrigan standing next to each other. The second picture has six people In It; Jason Blackwell, Brittany
Mulford, Emmett Corrigan, Arnold Schwarzenegger, and two other people. The photos appear to have
been taken at the Arnold Classic In Columbus, Ohio.
On 9-28-11, I met and spoke with Jason Blackwell. During our conversation I told Blackwell I have not
yet spoken to Mulford. Blackwell told me Emmett had a sexual relationship with Mulford while they were
In Ohio. Blackwell said Mulford told him Emmett injured his hands while having sex with her. Blackwell
said Emmett had hit the wall with his hands. Blackwell said he would have Mulford call me.
On 10-11-11, at a 1420 hrs, I received a 1210 voice mail message from Brittany Mulford,
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asking me to call her.
At about 1423 hrs, I called and spoke with Brittany Mulford. I recorded our conversation. I told Mulford I
spoke to Jason Blackwell a couple weeks ago and she confirmed Blackwell gave her my phone number
for her to call. I told Mulford when Emmett died he had soma marks or scratches on his hands. Mulford
sald, "Yeah.~ I told Mulford about Blackwell telling me Emmett got those marks while having some sort of
rough sex with her. Mulford said, "Yeah, well It wasn't really rough sex, he just (laugh}, urn, just, yeah, he
just got Into it, yeah (laugh)."

I asked Mulford how Emmett got the marks on his hands. Mulford said, Hurn, well he was just, you know,
cumming (laugh), I guess, and he was just, he hit the headboard with his hand, he just... Mulford
continued and said, "He hit the headboard of the bed with his hand, um, at the same time, so he's just
kind of getting Into It, I guess, right? So It wasn't really rough sex, It was Just he... h I suggested Emmett
got pretty excited at the moment and Mulford said, "Yes, there you go (laugh)." Mulford said the
headboard was made of wood. Mulford said, "That's, that's what happened, yeah".
0

Mulford said when she found out people thought Emmett got Into a fight she knew that's not what
happened.
I asked Mulford If those marks were something she noticed while they were stlll at the convention.
Mulford said, "I remember us talklng about it, like the next day. He had shown me something, but. .. p
Mulford said she didn't think about this having anything to do with the case.
As we spoke Mulford told me she knows Emmett did not get Into a fight.
Brittany Mulford was hesitant on giving her personal information, but she did give me her date of birth
and the name of the city where she lives. Mulford said she Is trying to protect herself from a former
boyfriend trying to find her.
The Interview ended at about 1428 hrs.
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When asked, Kelly believed Kandi and Emmett each had a Facebook page. Kelly was friends with
both. Kandl's page was up until Saturday night or Sunday morning. Kelly did not know about
Rob. Kelly described brief contact with Rob at the office.
Kelly denied noticing any attraction between Kandi and Emmett prior to Kandi workJng for him.
Kelly did mention her suspicions the last couple of months.
We discussed Emmett's side business, 11Liquid Grip."
Kelly said she was confused about Emmett's brother, Jason Blackwell denying everything. Kandi
and Emmett said he knew everything. Kelty menUoned Emmett going to Ohio. Emmett was going
to leave Ohio early to meet Kandi who was on vacation In Callfomla. Jason had set up all of
Emmett's flights. Kandi said she had been speaking with Jason about changing Emmett's flights
to California so Emmett could be wlth Kandi.
Kelly mentioned a phone conversation with Kandi yesterday after a statement was released on the
news. Kandi told Kelly she does not know why Jason was saying that because Kandi has emalls
between her and Jason about Emmett.

Kelly spoke of Ashlee's family taking Items from Emmett•s office and desk on Saturday.
Kelly mentioned callers .who said they knew what was going on between Emmett and Kandi
because they told them. We asked Kelly to direct such calls to us. Kelly provided the names,
Paul Lewls, Michelle (later determined to be 'iPlnard"). and Donovan Prince.
Kelly said in the last couple of weeks, Emmett was very open; telling people he was with Kandi.
Kelly did not think Emmett should be telllng clients he Is with someone who Is not his wife.
We later ended our Interviews with Kelly.
At approximately 1903 hours, I recorded a brief phone conversation with Jake Peterson who
consented to us fooklng around Kand l's workplace. See Property Invoice dated 3-14-2011 for
Items recovered.

At approximately 1926 hours, Kelly said Peterson called and told us to look In Emmett'• trash.
Thia measage could have been related to two handwritten post It notes Scott Smith prevlousfy

located In Emmett's trash. See Property Invoice dated 3·14-2011.
At approximately 1959 hours, I accompanied Detective Jim Miller to·
Boise where we obtained the laptop computer from Emmett's father.
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On 3-14-11 at approximately 11 :30am, Detective Jim Miller asked If I would Interview Jennifer
Allen reference this case. He stated he had received a voice mall from a female Identifying herself
• as Jennifer Allen on 3-14-11 at 10:02am. He said the voice male stated she had s p o k e ~
Emmett and Kandi on 3-9-11 in Emmetrs office. He provided me the phone n u m b e r ~
for Jennifer.
I called the phone number given to me and spoke with a female statfn sh
made arrangements to meet with her at her place of employment a
I met with Jennifer at approximately 11 :66am. The conversation was mcorded on my digital voice
recorder. Jennifer told me she has known Emmett slnce high school. She said Emmett had also
attended college with her sister. She said she got married to Layn Branson In July of 2010 and
divorced from him In September of 2010. She told me she hired Emmett to represent her with her
drvorce proceedings. She further explained she had hired Emmett to help expunge her
boyfrlend"s felony record as well.
She said that on Wednesday 3-9-11 1 she received a phone call from Kandi that something had
gone wrong with her divorce case so she needed to come Into their offices to sign some
paperwork. She said she went to Emmett's office and met with Kandi to s1gn the paperwork and
to place $600.00 on her account to hefp with her boyfriend's expungement case.
She said Kandf asked her to come Into Emmett's office so she did. She said she sat and visited

with Emmett and Kandi for approximately an hour and a half. Jennifer said Emmett told her he
was getting a divorce. She said she Joked with him about how he now could date her sister. She
said when Emmett heard this, he satd "well that would probably piss her off'' and referenced
Kandi.
Jennifer &aid she asked them If Utey were together and they said they were. She said she asked
him how long had they been togefl1er and Uiey said Uiey had been dating since September. She
said they told her they have been having an affafr and have been together since September. She
said she asked Kandi how long she had been married to her husband and she told her they have
been together for twenty yeare and married for seventeen. She said Kandi told her she had two
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children with her husband.
Jennifer told me that neither Emmett nor Kandi said anything about Kand l's husband stalking or
following Emmett. She said they told her they had spent a couple of days together recently where
neither one of them went home. She said that It Just happened because they both were together
at work so much. She said they told her they would go out on lunch dates together.
Jennifer said Emm~ told her that they had Just told another coworker about their affair earlier In
the day. She sald Emmett told her that the coworker d(dn't belleve them so he took Kandi In his
arms and started making out with her In front of this coworker.
She said Emmett told her that his wife was very controlllng and she would get very Irritated If
another girl ever looked at him. I asked her ff they said anything about Kandl"s husband being
upset. She told me they had told her there had been an Incident at Kandrs house where Emmett
and Kandl's husband had gotten Into It and her husband had backed down. She said Emmett told
her he was at Kandt"s house to pick her up. She said the only thing else she could remember
about the Incident was that Emmett told her they had gotten lnto each oth&r's face and her
husband had backed down.
I asked Jennifer If either Emmett or Kandi had said anything to her about being scared of Kandi"&
husband. She said they did not. She said they appeared to be very much In love. She described
them as ..happy go lucky".

· .- · ·
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futerview Of: Chris Search
Conducted By: Jim Miller; Scott Smith
Date of Interview: March 16, 2011
Case Name: Robert D. Hall
Case No.: 2011-005
Transcribed By: Deborah Forgy

Christmas Eve. It was I'm about ready to move on with my life. I'm about to be
able to have this out in the open.
JM:

Sure.

CS:

He was getting tired oflying. He was at that point where he was like I just want

·----~

to, I want to be done with the lying, I just want, I want to be out in the open. I
want to be able to go down the street and hold Kaodi's hand. But he wasn't shy

\I

about it. Their clients knew. A lot of their clients knew. Michelle-Pinard knew.

I

Uh Paul Lewis, one of his friends, was a client of his, he knew. Donovan, I can't

I
I

remember his last name, knew. Uh Derrick, Derrick Jarrar~ something like that,
he knew. And I know all of this because they all called me Monday uh, you know,
some of them I had heard them tell an~ you know, they'd make comments to me
after Pd walk in there and they're like yeah (inaudible). Like I'm out here lying
and you're telling everyone in the world this is awesome. But he was apparently

\
__ J

going to be using Derrick to serve Kandi's husband the papers.

JM:

This Derrick Jarrard guy?

CS:

A client of theirs I refer to as crotch rocket because that's what he had his crotch
rocket. That's what he always drove up in, or on I guess (inaudible). But be
always, I mean that's who he was going to be using but they told their clients. The
other attorneys that they would go meet with knew. Him and, ob gosh, she wasn't
an attorney, she was a paralegal, dragon lady. What is her attorney's name that
she works for. Kelly knows her name. I can't think of her name. Kelly•s been in
the lega] community a lot longer than I. ..

JM:

Kelly gave us some names the other day.
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Thursday, D~ccmber 29, 2011
Robert R. Chastain
Conflict Public Defender
300 \>./. Main Street. Suite 158

SERI Case No. R'9294'1 I
Agency Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
Victim: Emmett Conigan
Suspect: Robert Dean Hall

Boise, fD 83 702

ANALYTICAL REPORT

On November 4•h 2011, six items of evidence were delivered to the Serological Research
Institute (SERI) from Meridian Police Depa11ment via UPS (1Z E78 606 15 5443 0415). DNA
analysis and comparison was requested.
Per instructions, these items were nol examined:
ITEM I
ITEM 2
ITEM 3
ITEMS
ITEM 6

WHITE WASH CLOTH
WHITE TOWEL
TANK TOP
SWEATSIDRT
UNDERWEAR

ITEM 4 SWEATPANTS
This item consists of black trousers previously annotated for positive chemical lest results for the

presumptive presence of blood. The inside crotch area was chemical1y tested for the presw11ptive
presence of semen with positive results. A portion of the crotch fabric was excised and extracted
into aqueous solution. The extract was centrifuged in order to separate insoluble pellet material
from liquid supematanl. A portion of pellet material wac; micruscopicully examined. Body cavity
cells. skin surface cells m1d many sperm cells were identified. TI1e remaining pellet material was
d iffrrcntial ly cxr ra<:ttXi for I>N /\ contcm. Th1: rctovercd DNA was analy;,.t:d by PCR and the: results
an~ tahulated hdm,
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EXPLANATION

DcoxyrihonucJeic acid or DNA is found in nucleated cells, e.g ... white blood ce!Js. salivary, vaginal
and tissue epithelial cells and spennatozoa. lbe DNA can he extracted and the amount obtained is
proportional to the number of cells present.
Semen stains encountered in case work are often a mixture of semen and other hody fluid.
Microscopically, semen can he identified by the presence of spennatozoa. Other body fluids will
normally contain many nucleated epithelial cells. Using a differential extraction technique, the
DNA fr<Jm the epithelial cells can be separated from that of the spenu. If the DNA is not degraded,
it should be possible to difterentiate tl1e epithelial cell DNA from the spem1 DNA.
l f the stain is old and/or degraded, it can be difficult to obtain a clean separation of the spenn DNA
from the epithelial cell DNA. If some of the spenn have broken down in the. stain, releasing their
DNA, the resulting epithelial DNA extract will contain some spenn DNA. If the quantity of
epithelial cells is large in proportion to the nw11ber of sperm ceJls, it may he difficult to remove all
the epithelial cell DNA from the spenu DNA fraction. TI1is resulting carryover will be expressed as
a mixture of epithelial cell DNA and sperm DNA types.
Shor! Tandem Repeat (STR) markers are polymorphic DNA loci that contain a repeated
nucleotide sequence. The STR repeat unit can be from two to seven nucleotides in length. STR
loci can be amplified using the Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) process and the PCR products
are then analyzed by electrophoresis to separate the aIJeles according lo size. 111ese markers are
subsequently detected using fluorescent dye labeling. TI1e following are STR markers:
Amelogenin (gender identification). THOl, TPOX, CSFI PO, D3S 1358, vWA, FGA, D8S I I 79,
D2J SJ I. D 18S51. D5S818. Dl 3S317. Dl6S539. D7S820, D2Sl 338 and DI 9S433.
Two aJJeles per marker are expected in any one individual: therefore, d1e detection of more than
cwo alleles in any genetic marker indicates a mixture of DNA from more than one individual.
Rarely, a person·s DNA profile determined at one laborntory will display a "null allele'', i.e. one
less allele {h)ln his/her profile determined at another laboratory !hat uses a diflcrent testing
method. in 1hi:-- cas<'. rt"sult:-. lh1111 lhe non-sperm !ruction ONA al lh(· marker THO I suggest thut
Kandi I ft1ll is s11d1 ,; pC"rson. µiven the u~e or Applied Biosyslem·s .. ldentililcr·· method in this
lahoratory and Pnmwgn Cnrpora1ion·s ·'PowerPlc:x'" method i11 use:- at Idaho Stat\.' l'nlice Crime
I .a horatory.
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CONCLUSIONS
1.

DNA recovered from lhe sweatpruits sperm fraction (item 4) has the same DNA profile as
Emmett Corrigan, not Robert Ha1l or Kandi Ha11. The chance a man unrelated to him
would have the same DNA profile is about one in 500 trillion.

2.

DNA recovered from the sweatpants non-spenn fraction (item 4) is a mixture from more
than one person. The major portion of the mixture has the same DNA profile as Kandi
Hall, not Roberl HalJ or Enunett CmTigan (assuming the presence of a suspected null
allele). The chance a woman unrelated to her would have the same DNA profile is about
one in one quadrillion. The minor portion of the mixntre may have arisen as can-yover of
sperm cell DNA. Rohen Hall is cxciuded as a contributor.

RECOMMENDATION
A known sample of DNA from Kandi Hall should be tested to confim1 the presence of a
suspected null allele at marker THOl.

EVIDENCE DISPOSITION

The submitted evidence will be returned. Any remaining evidentiary extracts wiIJ be retained at

SERT indefinitely.

SEROLOGICAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE

Thomai Fedor
Forensic Serologist IV
( \•Sha~/( 1tsel·ik~/R"Y:N4'l 11Rpl I
0
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Robert R. Chastain
Conflict Public Detender
300 W. Main Street, Suite 158
Boise, JD 83702

SERI Case No. R'9294'11
Agency Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
Victim: Emmett Con-igan
Suspect: Robert Dean Hall

SECOND ANALYTICAL REPORT

On November 4111 2011, six items of evidence were delivered to the Serological Research
l11stitutc (SERI) from Meridian Police Department via UPS ( 1Z E78 606 J 5 5443 0415). DNA
analysis and comparison was reported on December 29th 2011.
On January 19111 2012. one item was delivered to SER] from Meridian Police Department via
UPS (1 Z E78 606 13 6627 3004). DNA analysis and comparison wa~ requested.

ITEM 7 REFERENCE ORAL SWAB SAMPLE FROM KANDI HALL
This item consists of two swabs. A p011ion of one of them was excised and extracted for DNA
content. The recovered DNA was analyzed by Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR). The results are
tahulated below. together with previously repo11ed results.
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EXPLANATION

See Analytical Repo11 dated December 291h 2011.
CONCLUSIONS

I.

DNA recovered from the sweatpants sperm fraction (item 4) has the same DNA profile as
Emmett C01Tigan, not Roberf Hall or Kandi Hall. The chance a man unrelated to him

would have the same DNA profile is about one in 500 triHion.
2.

DNA recovered from the sweatpants non-sperm fraction (item 4) is a mixture from more
than one person. The major portion of the mixture has the same DNA profile as Kandi
Hall, not Robert Hall or Emmett Co1Tigan. The chance a woman unrelated to her would
have the same DNA profile is about one in 48 quintillion. The minor portion of the
mixture may have arisen as carryover of sperm cell DNA. Robert HalJ is excluded as a
contributor.

3.

Kandi Hall's THO J genotype detennined by the use of Applied Biosystem's "Jdentifiler''
method at SERl is different from her THO J genotype determined by Promega
Corporation's "PowerPlex" method in use at Idaho State Police Crime Laboratory, thus
confinning the null aHele previously suspected (See Analytical Report dated December
291h 201 J.)

EVIDENCE DISPOSITION
TI1e submitted evidence will be retwned. Any remaining evidentiary extracts will be retained at

SERJ indefinitely.

SEROLOGICAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE
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Docket No. 25340

1

/\. Yes.
Q. Okay. Now, how would you be aware of
3 that?
4

25

11 renewed at this point. r don't think there has been
12 a sufficient foundation. The witness has indicated
13 he doesn't know Jason -- Jacob, Patrick or Jeremy
14 Kelley.
THE COURT: That objection I previously
15
16 ruled on. Reputation testimony doesn't require
17personal knowledge, Mr. Owen.
18
However, that being said, Mr. Myshin,
19 you'll need to lay some foundation, without going
20into the particulars of anything, as to how it is
21 that he's become aware of the reputation.
22
So I will sustain the objection, although
23 on different grounds articulated than the state.
24 You may continue.
25
Q. BY MR. MYSHIN: Do you understand?

A. I'm 21.
Q. Have you been convicted of a felony?
A. Yes, I have.
And you're on probation for that?
A. Yes.
Q. Now, I want to ask you some questions

Q. Okay.

2931

2929

--

1 about some gentlemen named Pat Kelley, Jacob Kelley,
2 and Jeremy Kelley. Are you aware of these people?
3
A. No, I'm not.
4
Q. Do you know the Kelley brothers at all?
A. I've heard about them in jail.
5
6
Q. Okay .. And do you have a girlfriend?

7
8

A. I've heard --

5
Q. Without saying tl1e specifics, I mean, do
6 you -- how is it that you would be aware of their
7 reputation?
8
A. I just know they were known for carrying
9 weapons.
MR. OWEN: Judge, it's -- my objection is
10

7
8
DIRECT EXAMINATION
9 BY MR. MYSHIN:
10
Q. Would you please state your name and
11 spell your last name for the record.
12
A. It's Steve Jason Ramirez, R·a·m+r-e-z.
13
Q. And you live here in Boise?
14
A. Yes, I do.
15
Q. Okay. Do you work?
16
A. Yes.
17
Q. Where do you work?
18
A. At Hoff Productions in Meridian.
19
Q. And how old are you, Jason,

23
24

I Odl l'IUU!~UIIIYS

Case No. H9800333

2

6 examined and testified as follows:

20

Jury

__;_

1

THE COURT: Thank you.

2
3
STEVE JASOI\J RAMIREZ,
4 called as a witness by and on behalf of the
5 defendant, having been first duly sworn, was

21
22

_ ____________________,

A. I ·Q. Or did you have a girlfriend named Nikki

9 Grover?
10
A. Yes.
11
Q. Okay. And she was a pal or at least knew
12the Kelleys?
13
A. Yes.
Q. Are you aware of what the reputation of
14
15the Kelley brothers is for either violence or
16quarrelsomeness?
17
MR, OWEN: Objection as to foundation.
18
THE COURT: Question calls for a yes or
19no response. To thal extent, your objection, l
20think, is premature.
21
You may answer the question ves or no.
22
THE WITNESS: What was that?
23
Q. BY MR. MYSHIN: Okay. Are you aware of
24 the reputation or a reputation of the, these Kelley
25 men for violence or quarrelsomeness?

29))
SHERI L. SCHNEIDER, ROR, CSR, omcial Cou1t Reporter I

.-

1 Probably not, huh?
2
A. No.
3
Q. What I'm asking you is that, first of
4 all, you're aware of a reputation for these men?
s
A. Yes.
6
Q. And without saying anything specifically
7 that they may or may not have done or that you may
8 or may not have heard tllat they dld specifically,
9 how are you aware of their reputation,
10
A. That's ··
11
Q. If you can answer that.
12
A. I just know that they're -- can I say
13violent1
14
Q. Well, I mean, do you know from other
15 people, for example ··

16

A. Yes.

17
18
19
20 the

Q, -- about their reputation?

general --

21

A. Yes.

22

Q. -- community?

23
And what is your knowledge -- what Is
24 their reputation for violence?
25
A. They are just a bad crowd. TI1ev are

.!)

l- "

A. Yes, other people have told me.

Q. Okay. These are things you've heard in

.. 7{)
1, h, I °'
1

2932
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1 and conclusions of law based upon what J have heard
2 here today. And that will also give you ample
3 opportunity lo explore the discovery matters,
4 Mr. Myshin.
MR. OWEN: Judge, I didn't catcl1 tile
5
6 time. September 3rd -7
THf: COURT; Al 3:30 in the afternoon.
8 That's a Thursday.
As long as we're talking about hearings,
9
1Oon September 3rd, 1998, as I indicated to the
11 parties out in the llaUway after a recess, there is
12an issue that causes me some concern. I know that
13 we have a hearing set for September 28th on a motion
14for jury questionnaire and a motion for voir dire.
151 think the parties ought to be in a position to
16receive guidance from the court as to tile direction
17 this case will take prior to that point a ncJ, as I
18 indicated, I have some concern In view of our
19 legislature's adoption this past session of
20 modifications, amendments to Idaho Code, Section
2118-4004, the creation of a new code section, Idaho
22 Code, Section 18-4004A, and modification of our
23 statutory sentencing scheme, for capital cases at
24 least, involving murder in 19-2520, all of which
25 were contained in a single bill.

169
1
I have concerns in this case inasmuch as
2 the file has no notice of intent by the state of -3 as to whether it intends to seek the death penally
4 or not. I don't know what the state's intentions
5 are, but if the state is intending to explore that,
6 most -- it's significant to me most importantly or
7 most immediately in lhe sense that, to me,
8 individual sequestered voir dire makes little sense
9 if the death penalty is not potentially al issue in
10 this c:ase.
11
And as I indicated, I'm going to be
12 issuing a briefing schedule for each or the parties
13 in this case. Since the! court is raising this issue
14 on its own, l want initial briefs from each of the
15 parties on the Issue of whetl1er or not the statute,
16 statutory changes l've been talking about even apply
17 to this action to be submitted no tater than August
·1a 21st. Any reply memoranda rrom lhc parties, they
19 will be simultaneous reply memoranda, will be filed
20one week later, Auyusl 28th. I specifically want
21 each of the parties to address whether a decision of
22 the Court of App(~als in State versus Morris, 954
23 Pacific 2d 681, earlier this year has any
24 applicability to this particular bill and this
25 particular factual situation.

270
-ll:RI L. SCHNflDER, ROR,

cim.

1
That being said, let's move to the two
2 remaining issues for consideration this afternoon.
3 let's take up the defendant's motion to dismiss.
4 Mr. Myshin, I'll hear you in support of your motion.
5
MR. MYSHIN: Thank you, Your Honor.
6
We submitted the brief to the cou,t and I
7 think that presents our issue or our view of the
8 issue. In fact, we cited to you both for and
9 against us. After reviewing the prosecutor's brief,
lOit seems to me that he's not plowing any new ground
11 than we·- that we presented to the court.
12
I would urge the court to dismiss tlie
13 portions of the felony murder charges in the
14 information based upon that brief and that motion,
!Sand I do feel it's inappropriate under those cases.
16 Thank you.
17
THE COURT: Thank you, Mr. Myshin.
Mr. Owen.
18
l9
MR. OWEN: Judge, J'II submit it in rny
20written submission. I looked at it as carefully as
211 could.
22
THE COURT: Botll parties gave me
23excellent briefing on this subject. I'm simply
24going to issue a written opinion for the parties'
2Sguidance and certainly for appellate review on this
271
1 issue. This matter will be taken under advisement
2 pending written Issuance of that opinion. I can
3 guarantee you you'll have that before our September
4 3rd t1earing date.
5
That takes us to tl1e state's motion in
6 limine, lhe final matter on our hearing today. Did
7 you wish to add anything to the contents of that
8 motion, Mr. Owen'
9
MR. OWEN: Not initially.
10
THE COURT: Mr. Myshin, will you respond
11 or is Mr. Carr going to be responding?
12
MR. MYSHIN: 1'11 respond to it.
13
I think it puts us In a difficult
14 situation. Number one, I tllink the motion is
15 premature. Number two, I think what it does is it
16puts us In a position of having to essentially
llviolatc Mr. Custodio's fifth amendment rights to
18 present evidence to you to convince you that these
19 issues may in fact be relevant and admissible.
20
I can tell you, though, that a close
21 listening to the tape that was presented to you
22 today, there is a statement by Mr. Custodio there
23 that Jeremy Kelley is the individual who
24 Mr. Custodio knew from working at the -25
THE DEFENDANT: Carpel Place.
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1
MR. MYSHIN: -· yeah, the Carpet Place,
2 and that it was he who Mr. Custodio was essentially
3 out with that night or at least a part of that nigl1t
4 and that they had qone to a girl's home, a woman's
5 home and that they · it was for the purpose of
6 finding some social contact with women, and that in
7 fact Mr. Custodio says that Jeremy told him that his
8 brother had stabbed another guy al tlial woman's pad.
9
Now, I think \liat's probably a little bit
lOof a pamphrase there, but that's what Ile says.
11
Now, the stale contends that none of this
12evidence is admissible, first of all. Number two,
13couldn't possibly be admissible unless the defendant
14 knew about it prior to the incident.
15
Well, l think the state's own Exhibit No.
16 2 tells us that in fact Mr. Custodio did know about
17lhat. That he was in fact advised of that prior to
18the incident because he is revealing it quickly
19after the incident to police.
20
So I think in terrns of that specific
21 issue, that whatever is in Mr. Custodio's mind al
22 the time goes to his, quote/unquote, state of mind
23and supports his position for self-defense.
24
The, you know, the discovery is nol ·· we
25 haven't finished with it yet. We've lJP.en confronted
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1 by a series of oppositions to obtaining any kind of
2 presentence materials. Those that we have received
3 have given us indications of this kind of -- tl1at

4 support this kind of t11ing.
So first of all, I say to you that I
6 think It's premature and, number two, I say tl1e
7 court should deny it if in fact the court's inclined
8 to rule on it at this point in time.
9
Certainly as to that issue, I think that
10 is, without stepping on anybody's constitutional
11 rights, at least from what you've l1eard today, tl1at
12 this was in tile defend,rnt's mind prior to the
13 Incident and so therefore I think it's relcvanl lo
14 the self-defense and I t llink it's probative value
15far outweighs any prejudice that it may or may not
16create.
17
THE COURT: Thank you, Mr. Mysl1in.

5

18

Mr. Owen.

19
MR. OWFN: Well, from my standpoint,
20Judge, If it's premature now, I guess I just need to
21 know, when is it maturr. for us to raise these
22 concerns?
23
The discovery that has t.K!cn sought and in
24 part ordered for the defense indicates that there is
25 an interest in a wide range of issues involving the

m

-----------------·--------'

1 state's witnesses, not only those witnesses who were

2 there and not by any account involved in the
3 physical struggle with the defendant, but also

4 witnesses who were involved in some earlier contact
5 with defendant before he went from this Nikki
6 Grover's house to the Edson Street address.
7
I have a very serious concern that the
8 focus of the defense strategy at trial will be to
9 demonstrate that these are bad people or bad
10 characters and that that evidence is going to be
11 what the subject of the cross-examination is. I can
12 imagine a witness on the stand and asking that
13 witness to confirm certain prior bad conduct that
14 has nothing to do with the evidence in this case, a
15 person who was not even there at the residence at
16 the time that this tragedy occurred.
17
That's really what I'm trying to head off
18 by bringing the court's attention to my concern
19 atmut certain specific sorts of evidence that I
20don't think have any role in this trial. And if not
21 now, I guess l don't - I don't object to taking
22 this up al some point before we have a jury in the
23 box, but I think the state's entitled to express its
24 concern based on what it's been ordered to do and
25what it's been asked to do and what lt feels would
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1 be an unfair way to conduct the trial by delving
2 into irrelevant and unfair matters with the
3 witnesses.
4
THE COURT: Tllank you, Mr. Owen.
5
Well, with respect to the objection that
6 the motions in llmine are premature, I guess I have
7 this observation. Motions in limine by their nature
8 are premature. They're decisions that the court is
9 being asked to make as to the admissibility of
10evidence in advance of trial.
11
At this particular point, and since
12 they're always before trial, tl1ey are by definition
13 interlocutory. Things may happen at trial that will
14 cause the court lo reconsider rulings on motions in
lSlimine and certainly thal would apply in this case.
16
Certainly it's the proponent of
17 evidence's Initial responsibility to make at least a
18 threshold burden of demonstration of relevanrn or
19 t11e evidence.
As to the seven subject matters of the
20
21 state's motion in lit1linc, and I'll ··· the subjects
22one, two, three, four, five and sh< don't have
23 facial refevance to the matters at issue.
24Therefore, as to specifically presence of controlled
25 substances at 2914 Edson on or about March 1st,
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EVIDENCE PURSUANT TO I.R.E.
404(b) AND MOTION TO ADMIT
EXPERT TESTIMONY ON
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
(SUBMITTED UNDER SEAL)

COMES NOW, Melissa Moody, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho, and
hereby files this notice of intent to introduce evidence pursuant to I.RE. 404(b) and motion
requesting the admission of expert testimony regarding the dynamics of domestic
violence.
I. EVIDENCE THE STATE SEEKS TO ADMIT

Although this is not a "domestic violence case" per se, it is a domestic violence
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case in the sense that an abusive, controlling relationship between Robert and Kandi Hall
led up to what occurred in the Walgreens parking lot on March 11, 2011 .. The jury cannot
understand what happened to Emmett Corrigan without understanding the events that led
up to that night.
Specifically, the State intends to introduce evidence of:
1. Defendant's verbal abuse to Kandi Hall, including threats

>

Defendant called Kandi "fat and ugly." (Exhibit 1.)

>

Defendant was generally verbally abusive to Kandi, including yelling and
screaming at her. (Grand Jury Tr., p.220, L.16 - p.221, L.5; Exhibit 2; see also
Exhibits 44, 45.)

>

Defendant has thrown things after losing his temper. (Exhibit 3.)

>

Defendant called Kandi a "cunt,n a "bitch," and "a fucking whore" (at least)
weekly between October 2010 and March 2011. (Grand Jury Tr., p.63, L.23 p.64, L.14; p.220, Ls.3-5.)

>

Prior to Valentine's Day in 2011, Kandi was at the office on a Sunday with a
client when Defendant showed up and began threatening her. Emmett - who
was out of town - was so concerned that he called Kelly Rieker (a co-worker) to
make sure the Defendant was not hurting Kandi. (Exhibit 4.)

2. Defendant's physical abuse of Kandi Hall1

Notably, Kandi Hall denies that Robert Hall ever physically abused her, now stating that Emmett gave her
at least one of the bruises she showed to Chris Search, claiming (then) that they were from Rob.
Additionally, Kandi has explained that she "bruise[sl pretty easily" and the bruises she at one time asserted
were from her husband could actually be from her bedpost, which she walks into at night, or from her dog, a
100 lb. Labrador retriever. See generally Kandi Hsi/ grand Jury transcript.
1
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)>

In December 2010, Kandi showed Chris Search (a co-worker) a bruise on her
thigh from the Defendant. (Grand Jury Tr., p.61, Ls.5-13.)

)>

In February 2011, Kandi showed Chris Search a bruise on her upper right arm
that she said she got when Defendant grabbed her and pushed her. (Grand
Jury Tr., p.61, L.14 - p.62, L.14.)

)>

There were three or four occasions where Kandi was bruised and Kandi
recalled showing Chris Search bruises "[p]robably three times maybe." (Grand
Jury Tr., p.149, Ls.5-6.)

)>

In the past, Kandi has told Jacquelyne Galvan that Robert Hall is a violent man.
(Exhibit 5.)

)>

Kelly Reiker said Kandi told Emmett that Defendant physically held her down
and "[w]hen he wanted the ring back he twisted her hand completely back and
took the ring off of her finger." (Exhibit 25, p.8.)

)>

Kelly Reiker personally saw bruises on Kandi that Kandi said were caused by
Defendant.

(Exhibit 6.)

Kelly stated that Rob hit Kandi a few times; Kelly

observed bruises "on Kandi's back, one on her collarbone, and a bunch on her
arms, fingers, and hands." (Exhibit 25, pgs. 7-8.)
)>

Kandi also discussed with law enforcement fingerprint bruises on her arms.
(Exhibit 45 (at approximately 3:10 of video #2 of videotaped interview taken

3/17/11).)
3.

Kandi Hall's compliant, self-blaming behaviors generally
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>

In November 2009, Kandi has a discussion with Maida Nezirovic-Escarcega
over Facebook regarding Kandi's unsuccessful efforts to purchase a truck for
Defendant. (Exhibit 7.) Kandi wrote:
•

"I can't tell you how scared I am to tell Rob that we can't get him the truck
that I have been telling him I would get him for 8 months nowl";

•

"My husband is so dissapopointed [sic) in me and I feel so horrible. He
doesn't say it to me, but his actions are very clear. I feel I let him down
so much!! I don't like to disappoint and I did this time BAD!!! Ughhh ... "

•

"I'm not sure if Rob and I are going to make it thru this. He and I fought
so bad last night that I cried myself to sleep. It's not just the truck issue,
it's me telling him for months now that I am buying him this new truck and
he thinking about how nice I am and what I'm doing for him. Now he
thinks that I have been lieing [sic] to him and that I am nothing but a lier
[sic]III He thinks that I told about the truck in the first place months ago
just because I thought it would make him stay and not cheat againlll

OMG!I It is not pretty... I have just blown it this time. I feel horrible."
(Ellipses original.)

>

After Defendant killed Emmett Corrigan, Kandi repeatedly apologized for what
happened and accepted responsibility for Defendant's violent actions and
promised to do "everything" to "vindicate" Defendant. (Exhibit 40 (files dated
and time stamped 3-15-2011_182352; 3-24-2011_174525).)

Kandi also

assured Defendant, just five days after Emmett's murder, that she was "gonna
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be the wife (he] always wanted [her] to be." (Exhibit 40 (file dated and time
stamped 3-16-2011_164609).)
)>

After Defendant killed Emmett Corrigan, Kandi assured her husband she would
no longer work outside the home. (Defendant was "ecstatic" about this idea and
offered to set up an in-home office for her). (Exhibit 40 (file dated and time
stamped 3-29-2011_192020).)

)>

According to Kelly Rieker, a close personal friend and co-worker of Kandi Hall,
Kandi "was very good at, at hiding, what was going on because she wanted this
image, of what was going on, at their house, with their friends, and she didn't
want anybody, in her neighborhood, and their friends knowing what was going
on." (Exhibit 25, p.8).

4.

Defendant blaming Emmett Corrigan for his wife's "independence"
)>

Defendant sent Kandi an e-mail dated December 22, 2010, complaining that
"within a week or two after working with Emmett (she] started to change" and
became "distant." (Exhibit 8.)

)>

Around the end of February or beginning of March 2011, Defendant told Megan
DeGroat, a co-worker, that he and Kandi were having marital problems and that
Kandi had changed when she started her new job. (Exhibit 9.)

)>

Around the beginning of March 2011, Defendant told Michelle Clark he did not
want to separate from Kandi and he wanted "the old Kandi back." Defendant
also told her that he blamed Mr. Corrigan for changing Kandi and giving her
more confidence. (Exhibit 10.)
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})- After Defendant murdered Emmett, he told his mom: "this is the old Kandi; it's
like I changed her back and she's really sad just like I am . . . she's really
depressed and scared and doesn't know what to do." (Exhibit 40 (file dated and
time stamped 3-16-2011_210726).)

5. Defendant's controlling behaviors generally
})- In an email to Emmett dated September 8, 2010 Kandi described her
husband as "jealous and controlling." (Exhibit 16.)
})- In the context of an argument, Defendant told his neighbor, Steve Quercia,
that he had the ability to track people because he worked at the Ada County
Sheriffs Office. (Exhibit 11.)
~

In the same argument, Defendant smiled at Steve "in a snide and cunning
way" and said "You'll see Steve, you'll get what you got coming." (Exhibit
11.)

})- Defendant had altercations with a number of his neighbors and he told them
he had the ability to track who called 911. (Exhibits 11, 12, 46.) Many of
Defendant's neighbors were afraid of him. (Exhibit 46.)
})- Defendant's neighbor Christina Woodside said Defendant came to her
house on one occasion, "shaking with rage," and wanted to confront her 7year-old son about kissing his 8-year-old daughter. Christina Woodside and
her husband have information that Defendant used his position at the Ada
County Sheriffs Office to intimidate neighbors and obtain information about
people who lived in the neighborhood. She described Defendant as uvery
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protective ... of what was his" including "property, information, [and] family."
(Exhibit 12.)
)"' Defendant controlled his wife by lying to her. As one example, Defendant
cheated on Kandi, including having an affair with Melissa Mason. Although
Kandi knew about the affair, Rob told her that he was "done" in the summer
of 2010 and had no further communication with Melissa Mason. This was
not true, as he was communicating with Melissa up to the time of the
shooting including numerous calls in early March 2011, some of which were
quite lengthy, and five calls between March 10 and March 11, 2011.
(Exhibits 14, 15.) See also #12 below, page 15.

>-

In November 2010, Kandi's daughter Hannah supported Defendant by trying
to encourage Kandi to "quit" her friends to focus on her relationship with
Defendant. (Exhibit 21.) After Emmett's murder, Defendant also enlisted his
daughter Hannah to make Kandi do the tasks he is assigning to Kandi from
jail, telling Hannah it is her "job" to "stay on mom" to get things done.
(Exhibit 40 (files date and time stamped 3-16-2011_164609; 3-202011_113449).)

)"' On February 10, 2011, Defendant sent Kandi an e-mail telling her that if he
"had the money [he] would not hesitate to take [her] away from here" to get
her away from her friends whom he blames for helping Kandi separate from
him. (Exhibit 17.)
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);;>-

Defendant would send Kandi lists of things for her to do for him such as refill
his prescriptions and make phone calls to the drycleaners and creditors.
(Exhibit 18.)

);;>-

After Robert Hall went to jail:
• Kandi Hall was going to travel to California to be with her
family/support system.

Defendant persuaded Kandi not to go to

California by, among other things, blaming her for his circumstances.
Defendant also involved their daughter, Hannah, in keeping Kandi
from going to California, telling Hannah that Kandi was getting
"clouded" and Hannah needed to tell Kandi that she cannot "run away
from her problems" by going to California. Defendant also expressed
pleasure once Kandi's parents return to California, stating that it will
hopefully make Kandi more focused. (Exhibit 40 (files dated and time
stamped

3-15-2011_1142435;

2011_155709;

3-16-2011_164609;

3-16-2011_ 154054;
3-16-2011_203512;

3-163-17-

2011_ 193443).)
• Kandi said she was going to have a shot of tequila, and he told Kandi
she should not have a shot of tequila because he was "dying for a
shot of tequila" and could not have one and it was not time to
celebrate yet.

She agreed she would not have a shot of tequila.

(Exhibit 40 (file dated and time stamped 3-28-2011_155134).)
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• Defendant told Kandi he wanted them to get their rings "tattooed on"
so they can "never, ever, ever" take them off. (Exhibit 40 (file dated

and time stamped 3-27-2011_212734).)
• He told Kandi: "you're not losing me; I'm not losing you; I refuse."
(Exhibit 40 (file dated and time stamped 3-26-2011_213440).)
• He told Kandi that when he gets out they will do everything together;
it will be them first, and everyone else second. (Exhibit 40 (file dated
and time stamped 3-23-2011_172236).)
• He told Kandi he will never leave her because she Is part of him and
part of his soul and you cannot give up 20 years. (Exhibit 40 (file
dated and time stamped 3-18-2011_164606).)
• He told Kandi to "pick [her]self up., because he does not "have time
for this" and tells her he "is under water with a snorkel" and Kandi is
"above water with her thumb on it" and can "either open it or close it."
(Exhibit 40 (file dated and time stamped 3-16-2011_155709).)
6. Defendant's obsessive/possessive behaviors generally

>

Defendant had a security system installed at his home that he used to
monitor the front door and which he could reportedly access from his
computer at work. This system alerted Defendant when his garage door
was opening or closing.

~

On February 22, 2011, Defendant sent an e-mail to "Greg" stating he was
"anxious in [his] mind about Kandi" and stating he tried to text Kandi at 10:10

a.m.; after receiving no response to the 10:10 text, Defendant texted Kandi
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again at 10:58 a.m. and 11 :44 a.m. After receiving no responses to his text
messages, Defendant called Kandi at 11 :56 a.m. at which time he let the
phone ring 10 times before getting Kand i's voicemail. In his e-mail to Greg,
Defendant complains that after finally talking to Kandi at 1:27 p.m., she did
not "assure" him that "everything is ok" and does not say "don't worry, I love
you." (Exhibit 19.)

»

Defendant phoned Kandi extremely often to check up on her. Robert Hall's
friend Danny Meyers said "Hall and Kahdi spoke by phone about 20 times a
day," which even Mr. Meyers thought was unusual. (Exhibit 13.)

7. Defendant's displays of extreme jealousy

»

In November 2010, Defendant called Jared Martens, Kandi's former
employer, and asked him if there was "something going on" between Kandi
and Mr. Corrigan.

During the call, Defendant was "pretty confrontational"

with Mr. Martens. (Exhibit 20.)

»

In January 2011, Defendant asked Kandi to 'fake a break from [her friend]
[M]ichelle" and says her failure to do so is "disrespectful" to him. (Exhibit

22.)

»

In a February 7, 2011 email, Defendant complained that he is in "a constant
uphill competition" with Michelle for Kandi's attention and accuses Kandi of
being "addict[ed]" to Michelle and talking to Michelle on her way to or from
work, at the expense of thinking about "us." Defendant e-mails: "I won't ask
you to stop being friends with her ONLY because if I did, she would be a
martyr in your eyes. . . .I for some reason imagine us getting stronger
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together as we get older and depending less on people outside of our
marriage." (Exhibit 23 (emphasis original).)
~

After he was in jail, Defendant continued to call Kandi very frequently.
During some of these conversations, Defendant would berate Kandi for
having friends over, for not being attentive enough, and for not being
available whenever he called. (Exhibit 40 (files dated and time stamped 321-2011_150754; 3-21-2011_152528; 3-26-2011_152933).)

~

Defendant did not want Kandi having contact with her friends or being on
Facebook; Kandi agreed to remove herself from Facebook and did so for a
period of time.

Significantly, she returned to Facebook shortly before

Emmett was killed. (Exhibit 24.) See also #9 below, page 12.
8. Defendant's "stalking" type behavior, directed at his wife and Emmett
~

Defendant began following Mr. Corrigan in December 201 O through
February 2011. (Grand Jury Tr., p.55, Ls.11-21.)

~

In January and February 2011, Defendant went to Mr. Corrigan's law office
on at least two occasions, and drove up and down the back alley
continuously calling Kandi and telling her to come out. (Grand Jury Tr., p.66,
L.25 - p.67, L.15.)

~

Around Valentine's Day in 2011, Defendant confronted Kandi and Emmett at
Corrigan's law office. Defendant, driving an unmarked county car, had been
following Kandi and Emmett. When Kandi and Emmett returned to the law
office, Defendant confronted Kandi outside while Emmett went inside. After
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approximately 30-35 minutes2 , Kelly Rieker, who worked at the law office
went outside and told Kandi she needed to come in and help answer the
phones. (Exhibits 4, 25.)

»

Two days before the murder, Defendant was waiting in the alley behind
Corrigan Law Office for Emmett and Kandi to return from Costco. (Exhibit
25, p.10.)

9. Kandi's attempts to take back control (and Defendant's responses) shortly before, and
the day of, the murder

»

On March 9, 2011, Defendant sent a group e-mail stating that he was the "team
manager'' for their daughters softball team but the team lacked a sponsor.
(Exhibit 26.)

o

Kandi, who was included in the group e-mail, responded, in part:
"Corrigan Law Office will be sponsoring the teams [sic] jersey and wind
breakers."

o Defendant responded approximately one minute later to everyone on the
group email: "No that will not be happening. Kandi, call me when you
have time."

o Four minutes later, Defendant sent another e-mail to Kandi only stating:
"Nope. His name won't be on a thing of my team. Not going to happen."

»

Kandi "returned" to Facebook approximately one week before Emmett was

killed. The responses from Kandi's friends and family regarding her retur:.n to
Facebook included (Exhibit 27):

2

This time frame comes from Kelly Rieker. Kandi Hall puts the time at "about two or three minutes."
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•

"NO RULES .... REMEMBERl!III" - posted by Kand i's sister, Tina Lax

•

"And ... she's backll!I It's about time! Stand up ... be tough ... take no
prisonerslll" - posted by Tina Lax.

•

"Mom I thought you deleted your facebook .... " - posted by Kandi's
daughter, Hannah.

•

"My moms [sic] a convulsive [sic] liar everyone she lied to me about
this ... hmmm" - posted by Kandi's daughter, Hannah.

•

"How are u? Why were you MIA for so long? Did Rob put you on
time out?" - posted by Ada Valenzuela Mendoza.

10.

Kand i's mother's statements

>

Kandi's mother told Kandi's friend Jacquelyne Galvan that she (Kandi's mother)
was afraid Rob was going to kill Kandi. Kand i's mother said Kandi was planning
on divorcing Rob and then moving to California because she (Kandi) was afraid
Rob would kill her. (Exhibit 5.)

>

The day after Emmett was killed, Kandi's mother said to Galvan, "See, I told you
Jackie, I knew he was capable of this, he was going to kill Kandi too, and you
know Kandi kicked the gun away." Galvan said when she spoke to them a
week later, the story had completely changed. 3 (Exhibit 5.)

11.

Tension building events prior to murder

>

Impending separation/divorce between Kandi and Defendant. (Exhibit 30.)

>

On January 2, 2011, Defendant sent Kandi an e-mail that contains the following
threat: "Good luck with emmett. Once the honey moon period is over or his

3

Indeed, Kandi's mother, Linda Ames, now denies that she ever feared for her daughter's life.
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wife catches on you will be all alone and you'll get everything you deserve.
Karma is a bitch and I will have the last laugh." (Exhibit 32 (verbatim).)
)>

On January 4, 2011, Defendant sent Kandi an e-mail stating he (Defendant) is
"spiraling out of control."

)>

On January 21, 2011, Defendant sent Kandi an e-mail that contains the
following threat: "It is only a matter of time before your world comes crashing
down on you. I know because I was in the same boat as you, thinking I was on
top of the world and nothing could stop me, but when my world came crashing
down and I knew I fucked up, I was so lonely and sad but also I was so LUCKY
that you were still there with me but remember I don't have a fraction of the
patience that you have." (Exhibit 33 (emphasis original).) The subject line of
this e-mail reads: "Rock bottom."

)>

On February 14, 2011, Defendant sent Kandi an e-mail stating, in part: "I am
breaking down at work, I can't think, I'm really jacked up. I know I have heard
all of this from you so you know how I feel. You CAN'T do this to me but you
are. . . . Just know the damage you are doing to me. If you don't care, or it
doesn't matter one way or the other then call it, make it happen. You will not
take one step closer to me even though you can see that I am demolished and
you expect me to stay this way for how long? YOU ARE DESTROYING ME."
(Exhibit 34) (emphasis original).)

)>

In January (Exhibit 36) and on March 1, 2011 (Exhibit 35), Defendant sends emails looking for a room to rent or a place to stay.
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);::, Defendant misses work several days, at least some of which are due to
difficulties at home.

Work absences include January 2, 2011, February 10,

2011, February 17-18, 2011, February 21, 2011, and February 23, 2011.
(Exhibit 37.)
);::, The "confrontation" between Robert Hall and Emmett Corrigan that took place at
Robert and Kandi's home is believed to have occurred the night of February 16,
right before Defendant was out "sick" for two days. (Exhibit 37.)
);::, The Halls experience financial difficulties from living beyond their means.

In

February 2011, Defendant bounces a $13 check to his homeowner's
association. (Exhibits 9, 18, 28, 29.)
12.

Defendant's view of himself as the victim
);::, Right after Defendant murdered Emmett, but before police arrived on scene,
Defendant can be heard in the background of Kandi's call to 911, calmly
blaming Kandi for Emmett's death. He says to Kandi: "You did this to him."
(Exhibit41.)
);::, The night that Robert Hall was admitted to the hospital after killing Emmett,
Robert Hall reported on one of the hospital's intake forms that he was being
emotionally abused in his marriage. (Exhibit 38.)
);::, Defendant talked at great length to Dana Borgquist (and others) about Kandi's
supposed abuse of him (Robert Hall), painting her as the villain in the
relationship and himself as the victim. {Exhibit 39.)
);::, In jail, claiming to have no memory of what happened on the night of March 11,
2011, Defendant wondered ''why this [was] happening" to him and complained
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about how hard his life is and how horrible the jail conditions are, expressing no
remorse whatsoever for Emmett's death. In fact, Defendant tells his youngest
daughter it is "not fair'' that he "they" have "take[n] [him] away from [his] family."
(Exhibit 40 (files dated and time stamped

3-14-2011 _ 194356; 3-26-

2011 _ 155708; 3-29-2011_115519; 329-2011_132023; 10-02-11_1842).)
};,, After he went to jail, Defendant told Kandi she was not in her right state of mind
and it drove him crazy because he could see it, but he could not make her see
it. (Exhibit 40 (file dated and time stamped 3-26-2011_100137).)
};,, In her March 12, 2011 interview with law enforcement, the following
{approximate) exchange takes place:
o

Detective Joe Miller: "If we were to ask Emmett ... hey what kind of a guy
is Rob, Emmett's probably gonna repeat ... "

o Kandi Hall: "An asshole, that's what he'.s gonna say."
o

Detective Miller: "OK. And why ... OK, Emmett, why is he an asshole?"

o Kandi Hall: "Uh, because he treats Kandi like crap"
o

Detective Miller: "Is this what you've told Emmett?"

o Kandi Hall: "I don't say treats me like crap, but I'll tell him situations, for
instance, either, like, ok, for instance ... Rob's birthday was on February
7th and um, the girls and I, we got him a cake and I got him a DVD and

another work-out shirt and my daughter Hannah, we bought him AMA
tickets for Seattle. Motocross Tickets and my daughter Hailey, she got
him - I can't remember exactly what she got him. Well, he was so
distraught over it not being enough. Like it was just, you put no thought
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into it, and he was just really really bad about it, and I think that came off
as feelings of us just being the way we are and him, being that way, and
um, and then he texted - sorry - emailed me, an email from his affair,
from the affair that he had. This Melissa, her name is. And um, it said,
Rob may your next year ... something about may the year ahead be filled
with love, laughter and fun, or something like that, and then it said, it
said, and then he wrote on the bottom of it, at least someone gives a shit
about me.

Like, why would you email that to me?" (Exhibit 47 (at

approximately 1:12:00 of videotaped interview taken 3/12/11); Exhibit 14,
p.2 (e-mail dated February 8, 2011 ).)
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II. ARGUMENT
'

A. Expert Testimony On The Dynamics Of Domestic Violence Is Relevant And
Necessary For The Jury To Understand The Evidence
The admissibility of expert testimony is discretionary. State v. Crea, 119 Idaho 352,
806 P.2d 445 (1991}; State v. Parkinson, 128 Idaho 29, 909 P.2d 647 (Ct. App. 1996}. "To
be admissible, the expert's testimony must assist the trier of fact to understand the
evidence or to determine a fact in issue." State v. Joslin, 145 Idaho 75, 81, 175 P.3d 764,
770 (2007) (quotations omitted}; see also I.RE. 702.

"Expert testimony is generally

admissible if evidence is beyond the common experience of most jurors and the jurors
would be assisted by such testimony." State v. Varie, 135 Idaho 848, 853, 26 P.3d 31, 36
(2001).
Applying these standards in Varie, the Idaho Supreme Court approved the use of
expert testimony on domestic violence, "including but not limited to why victims stay in
abusive relationships, how victims perceive themselves and their ab1Jser, how victims of
abuse might perceive cues of their abuser, and how victims feel and react during abusive
situations." 135 Idaho at 854, 26 P.3d at 37.

The court concluded the "U]urors were

assisted by expert testimony ... about the effects of domestic violence on victims, as well
as testimony by several other witnesses that [the defendant] was in fact abused."

kl at

855, 26 P.3d at 38.
Courts from many other jurisdictions have reached the same conclusion and have
permitt~d expert testimony on the dynamics of domestic violence. See, !t.9.:., United States

v. Dade, 136 Fed.Appx. 973, 974 (9th Cir. 2005)4 ("Admission of expert testimony

4

Dade originated from Idaho.
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regarding battered women's syndrome was proper because it assisted the jury in
understanding the victim's unusual behavior toward Dade."); State v. Ankeny, 243 P.3d
391, 399 (Mont. 2010) (approving use of expert testimony on domestic violence and
concluding such testimony was not improperly offered to bolster victim's credibility or
establish that victim was a battered woman, but was properly offered to provide
explanation for inconsistencies in victim's testimony); Moorer v. State, 659 S.E.2d 422,
424 (Ga. App. 2008) ("Expert testimony is admissible to explain the behavior of a domestic
violence victim who does not report abuse or leave the abuser. Battered person syndrome
is a complex area of human behavior and response. The admission of testimony from an
expert in the area of domestic violence and battered woman syndrome may be
permissible because it is an area beyond the ken of the ordinary layperson.") (citations and
footnotes omitted); People v. Lafferty, 9 P.3d 1132, 1135 (Colo. App. 1999) (affirming
admission of "expert testimony concerning the cycle of violence and how it relates to
recantation").
The state's proposed expert in this case is Jean McAllister, MSW. She has served
as an expert witness on domestic violence since 1985.

She has extensive training,

practical experience, and familiarity with issues surrounding domestic violence.

Ms.

McAllister has worked with both victims and perpetrators and she has trained people all
over the world in the area of domestic violence. Her resume is attached for the Court's
review. (Exhibit 42.)
Ms. McAllister's testimony would, consistent with the caselaw set forth above,
assist the jury in understanding the dynamics of domestic violence, including victim
response to trauma. While many people may have some preconceived notions about
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what domestic violence involves and ''what it looks like," research literature indicates there
is a great deal of misinformation and misperceptions about domestic violence and the
dynamics underlying domestic violence are "beyond the common experience of most
jurors and the jurors would be assisted by such testimony." Varie, 135 Idaho at 853, 26

P .3d at 36. T~e testimony of an expert witness is necessary to address preconceived
notions and misinformation. This is undoubtedly why numerous courts, including Idaho
courts, have allowed such testimony in criminal cases.
The prosecution's theory of this case relies upon the larger context in which this
killing occurred. If the Court allows it, the State would produce evidence that Robert Hall
controlled Kandi's behavior to a large degree until Kandi met Emmett Corrigan. When
Kandi met Emmett, everything changed. She became, in the words of her friend Michelle
Clark, more confident and, in Kandi's own words: 11 1changed dramatically in the time that I
was with Emmett." (Grand Jury Transcript, p.161.) For Kandi, Emmett Corrigan was a life
raft that would ferry her away from her abusive husband. Robert Hall was not going to let
that happen.

He killed Kandi's support system and achieved his desired result:

she

returned to him immediately. Within 48 hours of her lover's death, Kandi Hall was back in
line, declaring her eternal love for her husband.
Kandi Hall was scared of her husband and looked to Emmett to protect her. 5
Kand i's behavior after Emmett's death reflects the subtext of the murder: "I killed him and

The State anticipates !hat Kandi Hall will testify that she was not scared of her husband at any time. The
State also anticipates that Kandi Hall will testify, or the defense will seek to introduce evidence, that Emmett
was parked at the end of her street for no good reason, or always Irrationally concerned about Kandi.
Evidence that Emmett's fears were founded - or at the very least, that he had good reason to believe his
fears were founded - is necessary to portray Emmett accurately.
5
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I can kill you." The State needs to be able to explain its theory of the case to the jury.
Towards this end, it needs both evidence and expert testimony.
The state recognizes that Ms. McAllister may not offer an opinion as to whether
Defendant and his wife were involved in an abusive relationship. Varie, 135 Idaho at 854,
26 P.3d at 37.

Rather, the state's intention is to have Ms. McAllister educate the jury on

the dynamics of domestic violence and victim responses to trauma.

In this case, Ms.

McAllister's testimony is specifically relevant because it will assist the jurors in
understanding Kandi Hall's testimony and behavior.

It is also relevant to explaining

Defendant's state of mind and motive.
1. Expert Testimony On The Dynamics Of Domestic Violence And Victim
Responses To Traumatic Events Is Necessary For The Jury To
Understand Kandi Hall's Testimony And Behavior
Expert testimony on the dynamics of domestic violence, including victim responses
to trauma, is relevant and necessary to explain the significant change in Kandi Hall's
behavior before and after the murder and her varying accounts of what happened in the
Walgreens parking lot on March 11, 2011.
Defendant and Kandi Hall are married.

Kandi first met Emmett Corrigan in

September 2010 and the two began having an affair that same month. (Grand Jury Tr.,
p.135, Ls.19-22; p.140, Ls.7-12.)

Kandi also worked as a paralegal for Mr. Corrigan

starting in October 2010. (Grand Jury Tr., p.136, Ls.3-15.) Kandi and Mr. Corrigan were
openly affectionate toward one another and told one another, "I love you." (Grand Jury Tr.,
p.153, Ls.8-21.) They bought each other gifts and planned to one day leave their spouses
and be together. (Grand Jury Tr., p.52, L.16 - p.54, L.21; p.154, L.2 - p.156, L.9.)
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Even before Kandi met Emmett Corrigan, Kandi and Defendant had been
experiencing marital problems. These problems continued after Emmett and Kandi started
their affair. Kandi and Defendant discussed divorce. (Grand Jury Tr., p.140, Ls.13-16.)
Kandi met with an attorney, Kevin Rogers, on March 11, 2011, to discuss getting a
divorce. According to Kevin Rogers, Kandi appeared fearful and told him at the meeting
on March 11th that she was afraid of her husband. Later that same day, Robert Hall shot
and killed Emmett Corrigan. (Grand Jury Tr., p.36, L.1 - p.37, L.1.)
In addition to Kandi's statements to Mr. Rogers that she was afraid of Defendant,
there is other evidence that Kandi was being abused. For example, Chris Search, who
also worked for Emmett Corrigan along with Kandi, said that around December 2011 and
February 2012, Kandi showed him bruises that she said were given to her by Defendant.
(Grand Jury Tr., p.45, L.19- p.46, L.8; p.60, L.9-p.62, L.14.) Although some might view
a few incidents of bruising as something minor or unrelated to the ability to commit murder,
Ms. McAllister will explain that "it cannot be assumed that the reported incident is
representative of [the] level of violence or risk in the relationship." (Exhibit 43 (Report of
Jean McAllister), p.2.) To the contrary, research indicates that "an identified incident is
rarely indicative of the real risk of harm to the victim." (Id.) Moreover, Ms. McAllister can
explain that "[w]hen a victim develops a new intimate relationship, the danger is
exponentially escalated." (Exhibit 43, p.6.)
Mr. Search will also offer testimony that could explain why Kandi did not report any
abuse to law enforcement. Kandi said she did not want to call the police because her
husband worked at the Ada County's Sheriffs Office and "had numerous friends in the
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department."6 (Grand Jury Tr., p.62, L.23 - p.63, L.2.) This fear Is consistent with Robert
Hall's neighbors' reports that he told them he could track their activities, and track who
called 911, based on where he worked.
Mr. Search also overheard telephone conversations Kandi had with her husband
while she was at work in which Defendant could be heard "yelling that she was a fucking
whore." (Grand Jury Tr., p.63, L.23 - p.64, L.2.) Conversation.s of this nature occurred
'[a]t least once a week." (Grand Jury Tr., p.64, Ls.3-10.) Mr. Hall also showed up at Mr.
Corrigan's law office on two or three occasions, "drove up and down the back alley
continuously calling Kandi and telling her to come out." (Grand Jury Tr., p.66, L.25 - p.67,
L.15.)
In the hours prior to his death Emmett and Kandi met in the Walgreens parking lot
and left together in Emmett's truck. At some point during the time they were together that
evening, Emmett and Kandi engaged in sexual activity. Defendant was waiting for them
with a loaded gun when they returned to the Walgreens parking lot. He shot and killed
Emmett Corrigan, delivering one shot to his heart and one shot to his head. After Emmett
was killed, a bullet grazed the top of Robert Hall's head, resulting in a superficial wound.
Three casings were found at the scene. Only two bullets were recovered.
Kandi has consistently denied seeing who fired the shots.

She reported to law

enforcement that the shots were fired as she turned to go to her car after telling Rob and
Emmett, "that's enough." (Grand Jury Tr., p.185, Ls.10-11.) When Kandi turned back
around, Emmett was lying on the ground, not moving, and Robert Hall was standing a few
feet away with the gun and blood coming down his face. (Grand Jury Tr., p.185, Ls.16-

8

Kandi Hall now denies Defendant ever physically abused her.
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24.) Kandi then saw her husband fall to the ground, she ran over to him, and called 911.
(Grand Jury Tr., p. 186, Ls.3-9.) Kandi next ran over to Emmett and, as she was next to
him, she saw Defendant start to get up at which time she ran back to where Defendant
was and threw the gun out of Defendant's reach. (Grand Jury Tr., p.186, L.17 - p.187,
L.22.)
Kandi told law enforcement she was afraid for Defendant to have access to the gun
again because she did not know what he was going to do with it.

Kandi described

Defendant as being "aggressive and motivated that if she would have tossed the gun and
let go of [Defendant] he would have gone back and got the gun."

(Exhibit 45 (at

approximately 25:03 of video #1 of videotaped interview taken 3/17/11 ).)
Despite the fact that Kandi loved Emmett and was in the process of leaving her
husband to be with him, Kandi became instantly re-devoted to her husband after he killed
her lover.
explanation.

This turnabout occurred with a speed and conviction that seems to defy
Ms. McAllister's explanations for such "devotion" will assist the jury in

understanding Kand i's actions.
Ms. McAllister can explain that, although Kandi may not look or act like a victim of
domestic violence "should" look or act because Kandi may present like a strong
professional woman who was willing to cheat on her husband and was seeking a divorce,
[r]esearch indicates that there is no "primary type" of person who will
become a victim of domestic violence, although the large majority of victims
are female. It can happen to anyone and it occurs in all races, religions,
educational and socio-economic levels. The idea that people can identify
offenders or victims by looking at them or by certain immediately observable
behavioral characteristics is a myth. Many offenders appear reasonable,
charming or even dependent on the surface, even while they instill fear in
their victims. Not all victims are likeable, meek or helpless, as many people
assume. Victims often function as resourceful and competent people in the
world outside of their families, holding professional jobs or other positions of
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power or influence, while fearing their offenders and finding themselves
subject [toJ their offenders' control in the privacy of their own homes.
(Exhibit 43, p.2.)
Kandi's intimate relationship with Emmett does not mean Defendant was not
abusive towards her. In fact, the way Defendant treated Kandi could be the very reason
she became so attached to Emmett, who was willing to encourage, support and even
protect her if necessary.7 Once Kandi connected with Emmett and they fell in love, she
had the courage to consider leaving Defendant. Defendant ultimately prevented her from
doing so by killing Emmett Corrigan.

Both Kandi's attachment to Mr. Corrigan and

Defendant's response present a common domestic violence scenario that Ms. McAllister
describes as follows:
When victims do not feel competent to leave on their own, they may tum to
others in attempts to gain strength to leave the situation. The people victims
turn to for help may be in danger as well as the victim, particularly if an
offender believes they are successfully helping the victim resist his control.
When a victim develops a new intimate relationship, the danger is
exponentially escalated, due to many offenders' obsessive possessiveness
and jealousy ....
(Exhibit 43, p.6.)
Also consistent with domestic violence dynamics is Kandi's reaction to Defendant
murdering her lover who was helping her divorce Defendant. Rather than embolden Kandi
in her efforts to leave Defendant, the opposite happened - Kandi ran back to Defendant
with unparalleled devotion, as reflected in the numerous phone calls between Defendant
and Kandi after he was arrested for Emmett Corrigan's murder.

In addition to the sheer

number of calls, the content of the calls also reveals the nature of their relationship.
7

Question: Was Emmett - would you say that Emmett was protective of you with respect to Rob?

Kandi Hall Answer: Absolutely. (Grand Jury Transcript, p.151, Ls.1-3).
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As Ms. McAllister could explain, "where resistance or escape are perceived by the
victim to be impossible or where attempts to resist have been ineffective, brain chemistry
changes to facilitate 'freezing' or inaction.''

(Exhibit 43, p.4.)

Defendant successfully

thwarted Kandi's attempt to leave him by murdering the man who was helping her leave,
who was protecting her, who was saving her.

To make sure his message was clear,

Defendant told Kandi while she watched her lover die: "You did this."
Kandi's steps to get the gun away from Defendant right after he shot Emmett
Corrigan, and her explanations for doing so, reveal that, at the time, she thought she was
next, and her fear would be supported by the reality that "victims are the greatest risk for
serious injury or death when they attempt to leave the relationship." (Exhibit 43, p.6.) As a
result of the actions Robert Hall took on March 11, 2011, he got exactly what he wanted.
Mr. Corrigan was dead and, in Defendant's words, he got his "old Kandi back."
Once Defendant got his old Kandi back, Defendant persisted in his efforts to control
her (as he did before she met Emmett) and she acquiesced - a behavior typically seen in
victims of domestic violence who "do not think that safety and freedom from the violence
are real possibilities." (Exhibit 43, p.6.) Recorded jail phone calls between Defendant and
Kandi illustrate this dynamic. In these calls, Defendant frequently gives Kandi "to do" lists
and becomes angry when she is not completing her assigned tasks to his satisfaction.
Defendant also attempts to exert control over Kandi's personal activities and access to her
friends and becomes angry when he calls and she has friends at the house.
Although the Defendant could not schedule his calls to his wife, and was limited to.
calling when the jail phone became available, Defendant nevertheless became angry at
Kandi if she happened to be out of the house when he called. Defendant's jail phone calls
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show his particular annoyance when Kandi had contact with one of her primary
supporters, Michelle Clark, whom Defendant perceives as someone who has been
meddlesome in their relationship and who has prevented Kandi from reconciling with him.
This type of controlling, possessive behavior is common among domestic abusers as
those individuals tend to be "extremely possessive, dependent and jealous" and attempt to
interfere with outside relationships that support the victim. (Exhibit 43, p.6.)
Kandi's response to Defendant's controlling behavior after the shooting is also
typical of a domestic violence victim. She repeatedly told Defendant how much she loved
him, reassured him that she was never going to leave him and that she would make it
better / make it up to him, accepted responsibility for what Defendant had done,
acquiesced to Defendant's wishes (for example, that she not visit California to be with her
support system, or work outside the home as a paralegal again), and generally tried to
placate him. Because the desperate tone in Kandi's voice cannot be adequately conveyed
by merely inquiring about the substance of the calls, the state is requesting that it be
allowed to play the actual recordings at trial.
Kandi has also changed her story of what happened in the Walgreens parking lot
between her first and subsequent interviews, making her later accounts more favorable to
Defendant. This is not unusual in a domestic violence situation. See, ~ . People v.
Williams, 93 Cal.Rptr.2d 356 (Cal. App. 2.Dist. 2000) (crediting expert testimony that
victims of abuse frequently recant and minimize and deny the incident and "will engage in
'self-blam[e] and 'sort of reconstruct[] th[e] incident, especially if th[e] relationship is going
to continue. It's the most common [reaction] of anybody who's been victimized in an
intimate relationship'") (citations omitted, brackets original).
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All of Kandi's post-murder behavior toward Defendant is consistent with a victim
who "feel[s] responsible for the perpetrator's feelings and make[s] attempts to placate the
offender by accepting responsibility for all of the problems in the relationship or by
becoming compliant with the perpetrator's demands, even when they seem unreasonable
or when they interfere with other aspects of their lives." (Exhibit 43, p.2.)
Although the State expects Kandi will deny any abusive or controlling behavior by
Defendant and expects Defendant will attempt to present evidence that Defendant never
engaged in behaviors that are consistent with behaviors exhibited by domestic abusers,
that does not mean the proffered testimony of Ms. McAllister is irrelevant or inappropriate.
Whether Defendant (or even Kandi) agrees with the state's view of the dynamics in their
relationship does not affect the admissibility of Ms. McAllister's testimony.

The only

question for this Court is whether Ms. McAllister's testimony will assist the jury in
understanding the evidence at trial, including Kandi's behavior. The State submits that it
will.
2. Expert Testimony On The Dynamics Of Domestic Violence And
Defendant's Prior Actions Is Necessary For The Jury To Understand
Defendant's Motive And State Of Mind
In Varie, the Idaho Court of Appeals affirmed the trial court's decision allowing the
defendant to offer expert testimony on the dynamics of domestic violence in order to
explain what the defendant's mental state may have been, which was relevant to her claim
of self-defense. Varie, 135 Idaho at 854-55, 26 P.3d at 37-38 (2001); State v. Griffiths,
101 Idaho 163, 165, 610 P.2d 522, 524 (1980). Logic dictates that the state should be
allowed to do the same. Cf. State v. Frost, 577 A.2d 1282, 1287 (N.J. Super. Ct. App.
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Div. 1990) ("It would seem anomalous to allow a battered woman, where she is a criminal
defendant, to offer this type of expert testimony in order to help the jury understand the
actions she took, yet deny her that same opportunity when she is the complaining witness
and/or victim and her abuser is the criminal defendant.").
Ms. McAllister's testimony will assist the jury in understanding that domestic
violence offenders engage in certain behaviors as a means of exercising power and
control over their intimate partners. For example, Ms. McAllister will testify that domestic
abusers commonly view themselves as victims and their "attempts to control their partners
and the use of violence are efforts to mitigate these feelings of powerlessness." (Exhibit 2,
p.6.) "Offenders also sometimes utilize a victim stance to manipulate others into believing
they are not responsible for the violence." (Id.) Defendant's statements and actions re\lect
exactly this state of mind.
The State contends that Robert Hall pulling the trigger and killing Emmett Corrigan
was an act of power and control over his wife, Kandi. For the jury to assess the State's
theory of the evidence, it needs to hear Ms. McAllister's testimony.

Her testimony is

relevant to Defendant's motive and state of mind on March 11, 2011, and will assist the
jury in determining the most critical question of all:

whether Defendant acted in self-

defense or whether the murder was either perpetrated by lying in wait or was a willful,
deliberated and premeditated killing, as the State contends.
In addition to being relevant, the evidence set forth above is admissible pursuant to

I.R.E. 404(b), which provides that "[e]vldence of other crimes, wrongs,· or acts" are
admissible for purposes other than showing propensity, such as motive, opportunity,
intent, preparation, plan, knowledge, identity, or absence of mistake or accident.

I.R.E.
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404(b). Pursuant to Rule 404(b), the state intends to introduce the above evidence to
show motive, intent, and absence of mistake or accident.

Defendant's actions

demonstrate that he was in an abusive, controlling relationship with Kandi and that his
need to exert control over her translated into a motive to kill Mr. Corrigan.

Emmett

Corrigan was Interfering in Robert Hall's marriage and he was also interfering with Robert
Hall's control over his wife, Kandi Hall.

The Defendant's desire to put an end to Mr.

Corrigan's interference supports the requisite state of mind to commit first-degree murder.

Ill. CONCLUSION
The State respectfully requests that it be allowed to introduce a complete picture of
what led up to the events of March 11, 2011, and the expert testimony that would help the
jury understand that evidence.
The State requests this matter be heard at the motion hearing scheduled on June
29, 2012.
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 27th day of April 2012.

MELISSA MOODY
Deputy Attorney General
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I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 27th day of April 2012, I caused to be served a
true and correct copy of the foregoing Notice of Intent to Introduce Evidence Pursuant to
I.R.E. 404(b) and Motion to Admit Expert Testimony on Domestic Violence (Submitted
Under Seal) to:
Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836
Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728
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_
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_

U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
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Rosean Newman, Legal Secretary
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kicked the gun away.R Galvan said when she spoke lo them a week later the story had completely
changed, Galvan said after she heard Rob got out on bail is when she decided to call.
I asked Galvan if Kandi has expressed any of the same concerns to her that Kandi's mother has. Galvan
said in the past Kandi has told her Rob is a violent man. Galvan told me she is aware of prior abuse from
Kandi. Galvan said Kandi has not expressed these concerns to her.
I asked Galvan about her statement that Rob is a violent man and asked if this was something Kandi told
her. Galva replied, "Yes, in the past." Galvan said she knows they argued, and he pulled her arm.
Galvan said Kandi has been mentally and physically abused by Rob. Galvan told me she is not surprised
Kandi is acting like an abused wife and is now backing her husband one hundred percent Galvan said
she has been in law enforcement for a long time and she knows exactly what Kandi is doing.
Galvan told me she has known Kandi since her junior year in high school, about twenty years. Galvan
said she came to Ida ho about two years ago when Rob was having an ongoing affair with a co-worker.
Galvan said that ls why Kandi was moving on. Galvan said Rob and Kandi's relationshlp has been rocky
for, "many, many years, many, ever since I've known them to be marrled.m
Galvan said even Rob's best friend in high school has seen Rob's temper. Galvan told me Rob's best
friend In high school, who was Rob's best man at his wedding, wasn't surprised when she told him what
happened. I asked Galvan who this person Is and she told me his name is Ron Nutt. Nutt told Galvan
their relationship ended b ~ t e m p e r . Galvan said Ron lives in Tennessee, and his wife's,
Angela, phone number i. . . . . . . . .
I asked Galvan If Kandi's sister, Tina, had any information. Galvan told me she doesn't talk to Tina.
Galvan said Kandi told her Emmett and Tina were texting the last couple days he was alive. Kandi told
Galvan Emmett was acting, "all big and bad," because he won over Kandi from Rob. Galvan said Tina
knew Rob wanted to hurt Emmett, and Emmett knew he could defend himself and told Rob to bring it on.
Galvan said this is what Kandi told her about Kandi's conversation with Tina.
Galvan told me Kandi knows that she has talked with me. Galvan said she told Kandi she wasn't going
to lie about what was said.

Galvan told me Rob has always been very mentally abusive to Kandi. Galvan said Kandi weighed about
one hundred and twenty-five pounds when they first met and Rob would always call her fat and ugly so
Kandi would try and lose weight. Galvan said Rob was very vocal that she was fat and ugly. Galvan said

Rob is not a very nice person to Kandi.
I asked Galvan if she knew how long ago the incident occurred with Rob pulling Kandi's arm. Galvan

said it was the summer of 2010, possibly June or July.
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Chris Search said when they got back he went into Kandi's office, closed the door, talked to her, and
asked how she was feeling. Kandi told him she didn't feel as nervous, but said It's becoming more and
more realistic. Search said Kandi felt bad for her girls. Search said he told Kandi his opinion that she
needed to leave her relationship with Rob. Search said the yelling and the abuse was not setting an
example for her kids of what a healthy relationship should be.
Scott Smith asked Search what abuse he was talking about. Search told us Rob hit Kandi a couple
times. Smith asked Search how he knew this. Search said Kandi would show bruises. Search told us a
lot of the abuse was more verbal. Search said he titled Rob as, "The king of mental and emotional
abuse." Search said Rob wanted to get Kandi upset so he could be the one to try and put back the
pieces, to try and build her back up after he tore her down.
I asked Chris Search about when was the last time he deleted items from Kandi's phone. Search said it
was the beginning of February. Search told us after the last time he deleted for Kandi she came to the
point where she said If Rob sees something, he sees it. Search said Kandi didn't care anymore. Search
said Kandi wasn't very technologically savvy and she couldn't figure out how to delete text.
Chris Search told us Corrigan didn't hide anything. Search said anytime he walked in to Corrigan's or
Kand i's of ice t i
·
rigan's was
nd Kandi's was
. Searc said Corrigan and Kandi spent more time talking about their relationships
w1
e1r spouses an their relationship together, than anything else lnclud ing work. Search said
Corrigan's password was thegills30, but he didn't know Kandl's.
Chris Search told us Corrigan never wanted to hide anything from him. Search said Corrigan would call
him at night to talk about Ashlee, or they would text each other. Search said Corrigan would be lying in
bed with his son, Teague because he couldn't stand being around his wife. Search said Ashfee would
yeH at Corrigan and Corrigan couldn't handle it. Search told us there was a period about three weeks to
a month ago when Corrigan stayed in a.hotel for two or three nights because he couldn't handle going
home to Ashlee. Corrigan was tired of the yelling and didn't want yelling in front of the kids.
I asked Chris Search if he knew how long Corrigan had been in Peterson's office. Search said Corrigan
started as an intern in November or December 2009. Search said Corrigan came directly from law
school and this is when Search worked there the first time. Search said Corrigan worked for Peterson
two to three days a week, and worked for the Public Defender's Office as an Intern the other days.
Search said Corrigan passed the bar in October 2010.
I asked Chris Search If he had ever met Rob. Search said he met Rob twice when he came into the
office. Search told us he spoke with Rob on the phone.a few times and depending on Rob's mood, his
demeanor would completely change. Search said he was always incredibly nice to Rob to try and soften
him up before he would get to Kandi. I asked Search if he met Rob after ha knew what was going on
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SHEILkFl'AZARb INTERVIEW
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On 4~14-11, at about 1420 hrs, I received a voice mall message from Prosecutor Melissa Moody stating
she had information on-a potential.witness, Sheila Owen. . . . . . . . . Melissa Moody-states Owen
is good friends with Kandl's sister, nna, and has informat~eats to harm or kfll Kandi.
Owen along with Kandl's mom, Kandi's sister, and Jacquelyne Galvan would say Kandi was an abused
wife, showed them bruises, talked about abuse, and was fearful.
On 4-14-11, at about 1621 hrs, I spoke to Sheila Owen. I recorded our conversation. I explained why l
was calling and Owen told me she did not call anyone with Information. Owen did tell me she Is aware of
the investigation. I explained to Owen I was told she may have informatlon concerning Robert and Kandi
Hall's relationship.
Owen told me she knows Robert and Kanai Hall very well. I asked Owen if she had any Information that
may help us to understand what led up to this event. Owen told me she knows they have a, very
tumultuous relationship.8 Owen said she has known Kandi for thirty-five years, and has known Rob since
high school. Owen said they all went to high school together and she went to kindergarten with Kandi.
Owen told me she has known Kandi for years and she knows, "their relationship has never been a good
one."
0

Owen told me she didn't know what I wanted to ask about her specifically. I asked Owen what she
meant when she said their relationship was tumultuous. Owen said their marriage was, "a marriage that
should have.ended a tong time ago.n Owen said anyone who knew Rob and Kandi would say the same
thing. Owen said she is not aware of anything other than they just don't get along. Owen said they
fought for many years. Owen told me she and Kandi worked together every day when she worked for the
county council for Los Angeles County. Owen again said it was a marriage that should have ended along
time ago, and commented some people stay together when they have chlldren.
I asked Owen if she was aware of any physical abuse, verbal abuse, or any threats. Owen told me she
knows Rob has lost his temper on occasion. Owen said she has never seen any markings of physical
abuse. Owen again said she knows Rob has lost his temper and has thrown things. I asked Owen if this
is something she witnessed or did Kandi tell her this. Owen said she heard this from other family
members. I asked Owen If she heard this from Kandi's mom or sister, and she told me it was Kandi's
mother.
Owen told me Kandi's mother's name is Linda Ames. Owen told me Kandi's mother is like a second
mother to her. OWen said she grew up with Kandl's family and they are all very close. OWen told me she
is very disturbed with all that has happened. Owen said she is worried for Kandi. Owen said, "I am
worried for her safety." Owen said, hi always have been, and that's no secret, and that's not something
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Kandi. When Kelly asked Emmett about his wife, Ashlee, Emmett said he would cross that bridge
when he comes to rt. When Kelly suggested Emmett focus on his business and his kids, Emmett
said he was going do what he was going to do; that Kelly needs to just go with It.
Kelly described Emmett as "aggressive" and "straight forward." Regarding the above discussion

with Emmett, Kelly described Emmett's demeanor as, "like It was no big deal" like Kelly had
caught him; move on. I suggested It was a matter of fact and Kelly agreed. When Emmett told
Kelly he loved Kandi, Kelly told Emmett he was crazy. When I asked why she used the word
crazy, Kelly said because Emmett has five kids.
During a later conversation, Emmett told Kelly that he and Kandi were having sex. Emmett said
he.and Kandi stayed In a hotel one night when Emmett left his house after a fight with his wife.
Emmett said there were several other times they stayed In a hotel together. Kelly estimated this
occurred within the last month and a half, to two months. Kelly said Emmett and Kandi were very
matter of fact about sex. Last week in Emmett's office, Kandi was sitting on Emmett's lap;
slapping her "behind" saying, "I'm going to get some."
On Saturday, Emmett's wife asked Kelly to confirm, yes or no, Jf Emmett was having an affair.
Kelly told her yes.
Kelly told us Kandi and Emmett said they would come to work early and have sex In the office.
Kelly said they were trying to "freak me out, make me blush." When asked, Kelly said she never
caught them In the act. We discussed this further.
Scott Smith asked Kelly about any contact with Kandr's husband, Rob. Kelly said Rob came to
the back of the office one time with flowers. Kelly estimated this occurred around Valentine's Day
or a little after. Kelly said It was not normal for Rob to come to the office. Kelly said Rob had
been following Emmett and Kandi and was driving through the alley. Rob was not In his truck, he
was In an "unmarked County car" and "caught" Emmett and Kandi coming back In from
somewhere. Kelly told us she orlglnally thought Emmett and Kandi had been at a business
meeting or business lunch. Emmett came Inside and told Kelly to watch and make sure Kandi
was okay while she was outside with Rob. After about 30 to 35 minutes, Kelly went outside and
told Kandi she had to come Inside because Kelly was getting too busy answering her and Kandl's
phones.
Kelly said Emmett went to Phoenix around the beginning of Febru~ry bocause his grandmother
died. Emmett called Kelly on a Sunday saying Kandi was at the office with a cllent. Rob had
followed Kandi to the office, was "freaking out" and was threatening to hurt Kandi at the office.
Emmett asked Kelly to calf the office. Kelly estimated this occurred right before Valentine's Day
and before the Incident In the alley. When asked, Kelly said nobody called the poJlce. When KeUy
called Kandi, Kandi said Rob had left the office.
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JACQUELYNE GALVAN INTERVIEW

Jacquelyne Galvan

On 4-14-11, at about 1425 hrs, I received a voice mall message from Prosecutor Melissa Moody. Moody
received a call from a Jacquelyne Galvan stating she is friends with Kandi Hall, Kandi's mother, and
Kandi's sister, Tina. Galvan states before Corrlgan's death Kandi's mother and sister expressed
concerns Robert Hall may kill Kandi and may harm or kill her boyfriend.

At about 1657 hrs, I called Galvan's phone number and left a message asking he·r to call me.
On 4-18-11, at about 1011 hrs, I called Galvan's phone number and left another message asking her to
call me.

At about 1445 hrs, J received a call from Galvan. Galvan said she didn't know if we were aware Kandi
had gone to California a week before Corrigan's death because she was afraid Rob was going to kill her.
Galvan said Kandi's mother told her this. Galvan said Kandi was going to divorce Rob and was going to
tell him this the day she got back, which Galvan thought was 3-9-11. Galvan said Kandi was going to tell
Rob she was filing for divorce and he needed to move out. Galvan said Kandi was also going to get a
protection order.
Galvan told me she spoke to Kandi's mother on 3-7-11, and Kandi's mother said she was afraid Rob was
going to kill Kandi so Kandi was going to file for divorce and head straight back to Callfornia.
Galvan told me she doesn't care for Rob, and commenteirsne never lfas:-G'alvan said if she ever visits
Kandi she always goes when Rob's not there. Galvan said Kandi's mother is aware of how she feels
towards Rob so they speak about Rob. Galvan said she told Kandi's mother she agreed with her
concerns and told Kandl's mother she thought something was going to happen. Galvan told Kandi's
mother Rob and Kandi were in, athe most volatile relationship possible," and Kandi needs to move on.
Galvan said Kandi's mother told several people she thought Rob was going to kill Kandi.
Galvan confirm·ed Kandl's mother Is Linda Ames. Galvan said she last spoke with Ames about two
weeks ago after they got back from Idaho to make sure they got back safe. Galvan said they now
believe Rob Is innocent. Galvan said Kandl's parents love her so they believe what Kandi is saying.
Galvan said she spoke to Ames the Monday after Corrigan was kllled and Galvan said Ames told her,
"See, I told you Jackie, I knew he was capable of this, he was going to kill Kandi too, and you know Kandi
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kicked the gun away/ Galvan said when she spoke to them a week later the story had completely
changed. Galvan said after she heard Rob got out on bail Is when she decided to call.
I asked Galvan if Kandi has expressed any of the same concerns to her that Kandi's mother has. Galvan
said in the past Kandi has told her Rob is a violent man. Galvan told me she is aware of prior abuse from
Kandi. Galvan said Kandi has not expressed these concerns to her.
I asked Galvan about her statement that Rob is a violent man and asked if this was something Kandi told
her. Galva replied, "Yes, In the past." Galvan said she knows they argued, and he pulled her arm.
Galvan said Kandi has been mentally and physically abused by Rob. Galvan told me she is not surprised
Kandi is acting like an abused wife and Is now backing her husband one hundred percent. Galvan said
she has been in law enforcement. for a long time and she knows exactly what Kandi is doing.
Galvan told me she has known Kandi since her junior year in high school, about twenty years. Galvan
said she came to Idaho about two years ago when Rob was having an ongoing affair with a co-worker.
Galvan said that is why Kandi was moving on. Galvan said Rob and Kandi's relationship has been rocky
for, "many, many years, many, ever since I've known them to be married:
Galvan said even Rob's best friend ln high school has seen Rob's temper. Galvan told me Rob's best
friend in high school, who was Rob's best man at his wedding, wasn't surprised when she told him what
happened. I asked Galvan who this person is and she told me his name is Ron Nutt. Nutt told Galvan
their relationship ended because of Rob's temper. Galvan said Ron lives in Tennessee, and his wife's,
Angela, phone number Is
I asked Galvan If Kandi's sister, Tina, had any information. Galvan told me she doesn't talk to Tina.
Galvan said Kandi told her Emmett and Tina were texting the last couple days he was alive. Kandi told
Galvan Emmett was acting, "all big and bad,• because he won over Kandi from Rob. Galvan said Tina
knew Rob wanted to hurt Emmett, and Emmett knew he could defend himself and told Rob to bring it on.
Galvan said this is what Kandi told her about Kand l's conversation with Tina.
Galvan told me Kandi knows that she has talked with me. Galvan said she told Kandi she wasn't going
to lie about what was said.
Galvan told me Rob has always been very mentally abusive to Kandi. Galvan said Kandi weighed about
one hundred and twenty-five pounds when they first met and Rob would always call her fat and ugly so
Kandi would try and lose weight. Galvan said Rob was very vocal that she was fat and ugly. Galvan said
Rob Is not a very nice person to Kandi.
I asked Galvan if she knew how long ago the incident occurred with Rob pulling Kandl's arm. Galvan
said It was the summer of 2010, possibly June or July.
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Kelly Rieker continued and sard Emmett told her Rob had assumed Kandi was at the office meeting
someone or doing something. Rieker said Emmett told her he was at the airport. Rieker said she didn't
know If Emmett was, but that's what he said. Rieker said she knew Emmett was supposed to come back
that day. Rieker told us she knew Rob had been at the office because when Rieker called the office
Kandi answered the office phone. I asked what day of the week this was and Rieker said it was a
Sunday.
Kelly Rieker told us she knew Kandi and Emmett were, "Doing their, deeds here, In the office, so Rob
following her down here, whether Emmett was here or not, I, I have no idea, but I know he (Rob) was
here, cause when I called, she was here and, he was here and leaving." Rieker said she told Kandi she
would call the police, but she wasn't corning to the office. Rieker told us Kandi didn't want her to call the
police and said she was fine and Rob was going to leave. Rieker said she told Kandi If Jake comes to
the office he wlll call the police and told Kandi, "This Is not a game." Rieker said Kandi told her, "No, It's
done, it's over with, It's, It's fine." Scott Smith confirmed with Rieker that Kandi told her Rob was there
and everything was fine, and Rieker agreed. (According to an US Airways Wght Itinerary for Emmett
Corrigan located during the investigation, Corrigan left Boise on Friday, 2-11-11, at 1328 hrs, to fly to
Phoenix, and returned on Sunday, 2-13-11, at 2320 hrs)
I asked Kelly Rieker If she was aware of a confrontation that may have occurred at Kandi and Rob's
house with Emmett. Rieker told us, "That was the confrontation that was between him and Rob." Rieker
said Emmett called her that night also and told her he had gone over to their house, for what reason she
didn't know. I confirmed with Rieker Emmett called her that night, and she said yes. Rieker continued
and said, "He told me he went over there, um, him and Rob argued, that he pushed Rob, Rob pushed
him, I do not know If, you know, fists were thrown, or anything like that, and, Emmett said that, Rob was
spineless, that he'll never do anything, that he's scared of him, and, that, it's, It's not going to go anything,
and farther." I confirmed with Rieker she didn't know what prompted this and she replied, "I do not know
what prompted that."
Kelly Rieker continued and told us, "He said that, he did it, because, um, this is before I knew that the
affair had, come out, he said that he did it because, um, Rob held Kandi down and took her wedding off
of her finger and bent her hand backwards and bruised her arm and he wasn't going to allow a man to
bruise a woman." Rieker told us at that point she had been suspecting for months what was going on.
Scott Smith asked Rieker If she knew when this happened. Rieker told us It happened In February,
2011.
I asked Kelly Rieker how she learned of this. Rieker said Emmett called her that night on her cell phone
and told her about It. Rieker said she told Emmett he was stupid and to go home and stay there. I told
Rieker I was trying to envision this, that Emmett goes over and has this confrontation with Rob, and It's In
the evening, and I asked If Emmett calls her with things that he does. Rieker told us she and Emmett
were really good friends. I asked Rieker If Emmett called her and said something like, 11Hey you're not
going to believe what Just happened, kind of thing!' Rieker agreed, and started mimicking what Emmett
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would have transpired."
Scott Smith suggested to Kelly Rieker that she kind of pointed Emmett to Jared Martens and Kandi, and
she agreed. Smith said Martens offered Kandi's assistance to get Emmett started, and Rieker agreed.
Rieker told us Martens suggested Emmett could cover some hearings for him, because Martens takes
cases in Valley County. Rieker said she thought It was a friendly, "You scratch my back, I'll scratch
yours."
Scott Smith asked if lunch at P. F. Chang's was a chance for Kandi and Emmett to meet, and Rieker said
yes. Smith asked Rieker If she knew If Kandi and Emmett had met before this lunch meeting. Rieker
replied, "I know they had not met before that day." Rieker said Emmett had Just finished taking the BAR
a week or two before this meeting. Rieker then said, "Well, as far as I know, um, If I, If they have I'm a
fool." Rieker told us Emmett said to set up lunch for us to meet. Rieker told us it was just the three of
them at lunch. Rieker said Emmett and Kandi acted llke they had never met before, as far as she knows.
Rieker told us she didn't think it was until 9-15-10 that they knew Emmett had passed the BAR.
I asked Kelly Rieker when did Emmett start doing work for Peterson Law. Rieker said Emmett could
work under a limited law license under Jake Peterson. Rieker told us Emmett started working for them in
November of 2009. Rieker said Emmett was an Intern through Gonzaga in September of 2009. Rieker
said Emmett started his Internship with the public defender's office In February of 2010, through May of
2010, then started studying for the BAR and took It in August of 2010.
We talked with Kelly Rieker about her relationship with Kandi and she told us besides knowing her
professionally they did do stuff together socially. Rieker told us she never did anything socially with
Kandi and Rob together. Rieker told us she ran into Kandi In Las Vegas once and her husband was
meeting with friends, and Rob was at a UFC fight. Rieker said they tried to all meet for dinner, but It
didn't work out.

I asked Kelly Rieker If she could remember the first time she met Rob. Rieker said she met Rob and
Kandi twice at Wal-Mart, once at a restaurant Rob and Kandi were at, once at Marten's Law, and a
couple times here at Peterson Law. Rieker told us, 11 He was real friendly; I mean I knew the problems
that they had had off and on, but, you know." I asked Rieker If this was stuff Kandi told her about, and
she said yes. I asked Rieker what the problems were. Rieker said, "That he, the affair that he had had,
and you know, the fighting they had, and stuff like that." I asked about fighting and Rieker said, "The
arguing and the physical fighting that they had had, and the money problems they had, and stuff like that,
so."

I asked Kelly Rieker about how much physical stun was she aware of. Rieker told us the last year Kandi
was at Jared's office she knew, "It was a llttle bit more than what it should have been, but the time she
was here It was, a little worse, so, pushing, twisting arms, stuff llke that, but then when she came here I
!<new he hit her a few times, so." I asked, "She told you?" Rieker nodded and said, "And there were
bruises." I asked Rieker where she remembers seeing bruises. Rieker said she saw a few bruises on
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Kandl's back, one on her collarbone, and a bunch on her arms, fingers, and hands. Rieker commented,
"You don't see anything happening so, I mean, I, that's hearsay, I mean I can't tell you that that's what
happened." Rieker told us she heard conversations with Rob and Kandi on the phone arguing.
I asked Kelly Rieker what happens when Kandi shows up to work with bruises. I asked Rieker If she
asked Kandi what happened. Rieker said she did and Kandi told her she and Rob were fighting and
things got rough and physical. Rieker told us, "When he wanted the ring back he twisted her hand
completely back and took the ring off of her finger." l asked Rieker If she knew when this happened in
relationship to everything that has happened. Rieker said It happened twice, once before Christmas,
"and then once right before all that, that Emmett was killed." I confirmed with Rieker this would have
been Christmas of 2010, and then the end of February of 2011.
Kelly Rieker told us, "And then I know there was a huge, huge fight between them, In November of ten."
Rieker said It was a verbal and physical fight. Rieker said Kandi, "Had taken Amblen and apparently was
textlng Emmett and fell asleep and didn't delete the texts." Rieker said she knew about the argument In
November, but she didn't know what the argument was over until February.
Scott Smith asked Kelly Rieker If Kandi ever told her the police were called or came to their house
because of their fights. Rieker told us no, and said, 11 1never knew the police ever, she was very good at,
at hiding, what was going on because she wanted this Image, of what was going on, at their house, with
their friends and, she didn't want anybody, In her neighborhood, and their friends knowing what was
·
going on." Smith asked Rieker If Kandi ever told her she was afraid of Rob. Rieker replied, "At the end."
Kelly Rieker said there were times she didn't really think Kandi would ever leave Rob because of the way
Kandi would act. Rieker told us there was a long time that she was pushing Kandi, even before she
knew Kandi was Involved with Emmett. Rieker said, "Like, you need to leave, you just either, need to get
up and do this, or go to counseling and figure this out." Kandi replled, "No, no, no, I Just, I've been
married for so long, we've got so much Invested In this, I, I Just can't do It." Rieker told us.even in
January and February, when she knew what was going on, she asked Kandi when she was going to file
her divorce papers. Rieker said Kandi would reply, "I don't know how to do this, I Just, just don't know
how to this, we've got kids, I, I just don't know how we're going to do this, you know, we've been married,
eighteen years, or however long they've been married, It's Just not that easy.N Rieker replied, "It is that
easy.n Rieker said, "He's going to file for divorce, you know, you're playing with people's lives, just do It."
Rieker told us It didn't seem like Kandi was pommitted either way with what she was doing. Rieker said
in her mind she wasn't sure Kandi was ever going to leave Rob.
Kelly Rieker said she had this conversation with Emmett, and asked him if he was sure this Is what he
really wanted to do because Kandi, "Seemed very wishy washy on the whole situation." Rieker said
Emmett wrote her (Rieker) a note, which Rieker said made her very uncomfortable with Kandi in the
room that read, "Do you think I'm throwing away my entire llfe by doing this?" Rieker said, "I was like, I'll
talk to you about this later."
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to do that workout at least 4 times a week. It's Just so freakln hard to go to Nampa at 7
at night after being at work all day and then to drive home so late. I hate that. That's
not an excuse I promise!! hahahahh
Id
Subject
Folders
Deleted

1154000650433
Are you alive????
[fb)messages, [lb]unread, [fb)sent
false

Recipients Maida Nezirovlc-Escarcega (1386695134)
Kandi Ames-Hall (1256379385)
Author Kandi Ames-Hall (1256379385)
Sent 2009-11-06 20:05:53 UTC
Body Ok Mldalll Whal happened to you!! I have been leaving you messages and worrlng
about youll I hope everything is okll Miss talking to youl CaH or FB me when you canl
oxoxoxoxo
Author Maida Nezirovlc-Escarcega (1386695134)
Sent 2009-11-0800:17:41 UTC
Body HI Honey
I miss you to I was In Mexico for almost 3 monlhs .. Arturo is sllll In Mexico .. We went to
see some different styles of therapy for our baby•. so we did a delphln therapy and that
was great he Is doing little bit better .. ! am sorry I could not lalk lo you .. we stayed al this
little village by the ocean and they do not have any Internet or cell service I am sorry .. l
love you and I miss you .. sand me a massage when you can .. bye honey
Maida
Author Kandi Ames-Hell (1256379385)
Sent 2009-11-10 16:55:24 UTC
Body Hey youll Hope all ls well!! I am picking up the check for the truck today. I am so
happy that It sold II Arturo !old me !hat I would be able to sell II for way more than Just
trading It In. :o) Please tell him I said thankslll ;o)
Js there any way that you could give me the number or the woman I am to call for a
truck to purchase? We are needing one Ilka ASAP now thal we are down a vehicle. I
would Ilka to flnlch a deal by no later than next week. Thank you again for the help
with this. t am Just· so nervous that I am not going to get financed for a new truck... I am
seriously panlclnglllf :o( Thanks again honeyll love youl
Author Maida Nezlrovtc-Escarcega (1386695134)
Sent 2009-11-18 17:07:45 UTC
Body Hi Honey ..
If you try to call me I am sorry my phone is broken .. l drop my phone .. ! am getting a new
phone any day know .. l am sorry ii you called .. sand me a message I want to know how Is
car deal doing .. lt Is so hard to be with out the cell phone ..love you sorry again ..
Maida
Author Kandi Ames-Hall (1256379385)
Sent 2009-11-1817:26:08 UTC
Body Good Mornlnglll Oh Maida the whole car thing Just Isn't working out the way i thought It
would. My FICA scores are Just to low to get anymore than $19,000. I Just can't belelve
It. I am Just bummed .... Ilene from the place you gave to me called yesterday to let me
know. I can't tell you how scared I am to tell Rob that we can't get him the truck that I
have been telllng him I would get him for 8 months now! God I reel like a complete
falllerlll I mean I told him lo sell his beautiful truck because we were going to get him a
new truck nowllf OMG!I Whal an ldlol I am ... Thank you so much though for trying to
help me. I even thought that I would ask you to look for a repo for me, but Ilene from
that place you had me call said that I should be careful with that because alot of the
!Imes the tllles are not clear on those vehicles and I could gel screwed. So, I don'!
know. I Just feel that I make enough money to get something very nice and I can afford
II. Bui no one wants to give me a loan for over $20,000. Do you think you could look
and see If you have anything coming up !hat Is a 2008 or 2009 Ford F-250 Crew Cab?
Or maybe Arturo knows or something? I don't know I am Just so nervous. It's going to
start snowing and the weather getting so bad here and now we don't have a vehlcle
toget around In that stuff. Such a stressful thlnglll Sorry, this Is stupid compared to
other peoples problems. I should Just shut upllll Well, emall or FB me when you can
honey. Again, thank you for your help.... Luv Ullll
Author Maida Nezlrovlc-Escarcega (1386695134)
Sent 2009-11-19 01:43:28 UTC
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Body Honey everything Is going to be O.K. call this guy he is a manager at UTAH CENTRAL
CREDIT UNION his name Is Javier his phone number is 801487-8841 .. he Is the first guy
that I was thinking that he can help you tell him arturo sand you and that you are his
lawyer from Idaho that you need a loan A.S.A.P. I Just talk to arturo and he sad to tell
you to call hlm ..the branch Is UTAH CENTRAL CREDIT UNION-4090 SOUTH 4800
WEST-WEST VALLEY CITY UTAH 84120
·
you can find them on the web .. l am sorry about CHASE auto sales and I know the snow
in Idaho because In Utah Is the same the weather gets so bad .. don't be nervous It Is Ilka
going shopping for new shoes .. lh!nk like that and you will get the car that you want..love
you ... CALL HIM
Author Kandi Ames-Hall (1256379385)
Sent 2009-11-21 00:38:53 UTC
Body HI you,
Just tried calling you, but your phone must be broken still. Well, I called Javier and he
told me that his credit union Is not lending any money out at this timelll I almost diedll
So I am back to drawing board. I am so stressed Maldall! I ned lo know If you can help
me find a truck. right now I have $26,000 to spend. there has to be something that we
can Ond .... 2008 F-250 or F-350 Crew Cab short bed. l mean someone has lo have a
repo or something out there. I don't know. I'm Just sick over the whole thing. I didn't for
one second think that It was going to be this hard. UGHHHIII I'm sorry, I shouldn't be
venting on youlll Anyways, call me when you can. I would love to chat with you and I
promise not to venttl LOL love youlll 208-608-9412
Author Maida Nezlrovlc-Escarcega (1386695134)
Sent 2009-11-21 17:20:29 UTC
Body O honey I did not know that about Javier I am so sorry... ! wlll do everything to help you I
am looking ror a truck don't worry .. O honey I feet so bad about Javier I feel stupld .. You
can always vent on me that what friends are for .. O I wish you live closer I really do .. l nm
working on find you a truck you try to relax O.K. I know you are stressing but don't
something will come up .. l love you .. l am getting a new phone bye monday .. I am sorry
about the phone problem ..! love you relax honey I am your friend ..
Maida
Author Kandi Ames-Hall (1256379385)
Sent 2009-11-21 21 :40:50 UTC
Body Thank you so much. You are Just amazing!! You and I became friends because we are
so much alike. Thank you for making me feel that there ls stlll hope. It ls not your fault
at all about Javier. These things happen. I Just know that you and Arturo are the best....
Just let me know what you think you can get and when. the sooner the better and then I
can have a somewhat happy holidayll ghahaha Thank you again and I wlll check my FB
every so often ok. love you Please let Arturo know that I am not upset about the whole
Javier thing. It's just the business. The economy stinks right now and I am doing this at
the worst possible time. I Just reel llke an idlolll My husband is so dissapopolnted In me
and I feel so horrible. He doesn't say Hto me, but his actions are very clear. I feel I let
him down so much II I don't like to dissappoint and I did this time BADIII Ughhh ...
Thabnks again honey, talk to you soon.
Author Maida Nezlrovlc-Escarcega (1386695134)
Sent 2009-11-23 02:08:41 UTC
Body HI Kandi I round someone who can help you he wlll call you tonlght ... hls name Is Joe
Trann he works for Ken Garff dodge but they sell rord .. he worked with one of my cousin
{my cousin sells cars to .. but not trucks) If that does not work I have a guy name Bob In
Crest Financial that he wm help you (don't worry honey they are olher thinks we can do
to get you a car) and remember you have 26 to spend 0.1<.
I love you and don't worry...
Aulhor Kandi Ames-Hall (1256379385)
Sent 2009-11·23 20:16:06 UTC
Body Well, that was so unbellveably nice of you lo have Joe caU me. UnlortunaUey, he could
not help me. I'm telllng you Maida my credit Just took a dive and I am no good for any
loan company. The best thing I can hope for Is a co-signer and that's not going to be
easy... My parents are moving soon and can't co-sign because they do't want
something extra on there credit. And there Is really no one else that I would ask.
Co-signing Is not something everyone wants to put there name on. I'm not sure if Rob
and I are going to make nthru this. He and I fought so bad last night thal I cried myself
lo steep. It's not Just the truck Issue, It's me telling him for months now that I em buying
him this new truck and he thinking about how nice I am and what I'm doing ror him. Now
he thinks that I have been lielng lo him end that I am nothing but a llerlll He thinks that I
told him about the truck In lhe first place months ago Jusl because I thought II would
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make him slay and not cheat againlll OMG!I II is not pretty ... I have just blown 11 lhls
time. I feel horrlbte. And really I don't know what i can do ... I am Just hoping that you
can possibly find something out there and I can actually get It. Yup, $26,000 Is what i
can go for right now. But I hope to get a bit more. Again, thank you for everything. You
are an angel and so Is Arturo and that baby ..... oxoxoxo
Author Maida Nezlrovlc-Escarcega (1386695134)
Sent 2009-11-24 02:39:15 UTC
Body HI Honey I love you don'! cry pleaseeeeeeeeeeee ... thls Is the Info
CREST FINANCIAL
49 W CENTER ST
MIDVALE UT 84047
801/561-9911
His name Is Bob Just tell him that you are Arturo lawyer
my home phone Is 8012502017 ..
LOVE YOU A LOT..
your friend

Id
Subject
Folders
Deleted

1144709345631
Hair
[fb]messages, [fb]sent
false

Recipients Elizabeth Bechtel Zambrano (100000243309804)
Kandi Ames-Hall (1256379385)
Author Kandi Ames-Hall (1256379385)
Sent 2009-11-13 20:26:24 UTC
Body OMGIII Your hair Is Just beautlfullll And this new pie Is awesome. I would love to be
there Instead of here In Boise. It's going to snow tonlghtllt YUCKrtl I am really counllng
down the days unUI I go back to California. :o) Enjoy your day and get alot of sunlll
Author Elizabeth Bechtel Zambrano (100000243309804)
Sent 2009-11-14 18:08:36 UTC
Body Thanks, Kandi, It was sort of an off-day when that was taken but maybe I'll wear It that
way more often since people seemed to like Ill Did II really snow in Boise? I have a
really good friend who's from Boise (lives In the Bay Area now) and she says such nice
things about the area. Not long now, though, before you head back to SoCal ... It IS
beautiful down there ... have fun when you gol xx
Author Kandi Ames-Hall (1256379385)
Sent 2009-11-15 01 :22:43 UTC
Body O.K. So I have to tell you of my evening last night. It was amazlngll I think you are the
only one that I write to that would appreciate rm LOL I went to this parly that was hosted
by the elite business owners here In Boise. It was amazlnglll The womans home was
Just breath taking. Sat on top of the Boise Foothllls and as the snow fell all night, this
amazing party took place in her home with roughly 100 beautiful, stunning woman. It
was so wonderful to meet so many talented people and not to mention the awesome
outfits everyone had onHI! I also bought a beautiful pair of Jeans and a pretty amazing
blask trench coatlll I love ftlll :o) Anyways, I will send you picsll hee heel!! Just had to
share with youll :o) You would have loved ltll hee heel!
Author Elizabeth Bechtel Zambrano (100000243309804)
Sent 2009-11-19 05:53:25 UTC
Body l(andl, sorry for getting back to you so late ... I seem to never get emall alerts when I've
got a private messagel The party sounds •amazing• ... and great that you get to mingle
among the movers and shakers of Boise. I'd LOVE to see plcturesll

When did you move to Idaho?
Author Kandi Ames-Hall (1256379385)
Sent 2009-11-19 17:10:22 UTC
Body Good Morning! I thought maybe you were on vacation sllll and the last thing you wanted
to do was get on your computerll LOL Yes, it was very nice to mingle with them, but I
have to say, they are a little different and seem lo think they are a little "bigger'' lhan
they arelll lol But It was exclllng and beautiful lo say the least...
I will forward pictures as soon as I get them. I'm hoping there's some nice ahotsl
I've been In Boise for about 4 years now. We moved here to get out of the crime and
"fast llfe" for lhe children. They have Just thrived here and I am very happy we made the
move. I have lo say though, I am not planning to slay In Idaho. I do want to move once
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From:
To:
Sent:
Subject:

"Kandi Hall" <khall.corriganlaw@me.com>
"Rob Hall" <rhall@adaweb.net>
Wednesday, December 22, 2010 10:38 AM
Re: Letter

Rob,
I want you to meet me after work and I am going to bring this letter with me and we are going
finally get this hashed out. If you don't show at the restraunt then I will know tha(you are
completely done and I will totally understand and move on. We've never been to Jakers, so lets
meet there at 6. I know that you are wanting to
On Dec 22, 2010, at 08: 18 AM, Rob Hall <rhall@adaweb.net> ·wrote:
Kandi,
I love you. You are the mother of my daughters and we have spent 20 years of our lites
together over 750 thousand days. Although no one knows the future one thing is for
certain, we will always have a part of eachother inside us. Over our lifetime with each
other we have had a lot of ups and downs and we always seemed to temperarly fix things
but that one little stitch that was left over would soon cause another aurgument. Our
dicision to move to Idaho was in part for the kids but you and I wanted a fresh start, a new
game plan sort of speak and It ended up being a nightmare.
I know you wlll never forgive or move past what I did and there is nothing in this world I
can do about that. Soon after I stopped and wanted to show you that I want you, you could
easily say that I did not do enough yet to satisfy you moving on but as more tlme went by
you know that there was nobody else and that I only loved you. After you started talking
deals with Emmett I stood by your side and did the best I could do to be your husband and
friend and listen to your concernes about switching Jobs. It was a big deal and it was a big
deal for me as well but all I could do is give you advice. My concern was that you did not
get taken advantage by having another attorney get you to come work for him for pennies
on the dollar but you did fine.
I understand when you start working with a new group of people you want to impress
them and you tend to try too hard. There were some Instances that we would talk and I
would try to keep your feet on t~e ground and explain that In all of your other Jobs you
cant Just go in there and work hard, you always feel like you have to go in there and be
their best friend on a personal level as well.
I have NEVER looked at your phone, but within a week ortwo after working with Emmett
you started to change. I don't mean change in a profesional way, but in a distant way. You
stuck to Machelle's side and when you were home we were very distant. I know Machelle
and I fighting made you dislike me more but your _change was different. The night I went
into your phone you had taken your Ambien and when I came up stairs you were not in our
bedroom. I found you in Hailey's room with her asleep on her bed and you sitting on the
floor texting? That was why I went into your phone and that was the beginning of the end
for me.
As if that day was bad enough, it never crossed your mind to cool it and stop texting him
because it caused such a problem with us. Instead you told me it was a joke and you still
protected him. I can understand all off the other stuff like HEART but when you text him "I
HATE NOT SEEING YOU. I FEEL LIKE l'M BEING PUNISHED" OR "I ADMIRE THE SHAPE YOUR
IN AND YOU WOULD HAVE HAD A BETIER TIME WITH ME THIS WEEKEND" there is no
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On 3-14-2011, atapproxlmately 1457 hours, I Interviewed Megan Degroat at the Ada County
Sheriff's Office. I recorded the contact. The recording Is contained In my supplemental report
dated 3-15-2011.
In summary, Degroat said she talked with Rob two or three weeks ago. Rob was very upset and
his marriage was not doing well. Degroat knows Rob from work. Degroat got to know Rob's wife,
Kandi after meeting her at a celebrity goff tournament last May. Degroat described Kandi as a
great gal who was a "kick In the pants."
Rob had signed up for trip to Jackpot In November. Before Rob cancelled, .Rob said Kandi got a
new Job, she was really stressed out about It, and this was not a good time. However, Rob agreed
they would be at the Christmas party. When Rob and Kandi did not show up for the party, Rob
said Kandi got sick.
In the beginning of February, Rob's auto withdrawal, Association c(ues came up Non Sufficient
Funds. Rob was contacted by another worker, Michele Schlabach. Rob said he had changed
accounts and forgot to let them know. rhe dues were $13.00 and Rob later fixed this with
Schlabach.
Around the end of February, Degroat saw Rob In the hallway. When Degroat asked how It was
going, Rob said, "not that great." Rob said he and Kandi are going to counseling; things are not
going well. As Degroat and Rob talked In the hall for quite a whlie1 she could tell Rob was pretty
upset about what was going on. Rob was btamlng Kandl's new Job; saying Kandi was spending a
· . lot of time with people at work. Kandi was "going out on the town" and out with co workers. Rob
felt like Kandi was going through some sort of 11 mldllfe crisis." Rob was upset for the children.
Rob said one daughter was upset with Kandi over the way she had been acting; being gone all the
time. Degroat's Impression was that Kandi was backing away from the famlly; doing her own
thing.
Rob satd ever since Kandi got this new Job, she's changed. I suggested the change was for the
worst. Degroat agreed, saying Kandi had lost Interest In Rob. Rob thought Kandi wanted to
separate from him. Degroat asked Rob about counseling. Rob said they had been going, but
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Interview with Kandi Hall on March 12, 2011:
On March 11, 2011, I was contacted by Lieutenant De St. Germain who advised there had been a
shooting in front of Walgreens at 4860 N. Under Rd, in Meridian, and requested I respond to assist with
the Investigation.
Once on scene I was assigned to assist Detective Joe Miller with the Interview of Kandi Hall.

Kandi Hall had been transported to the Meridian Police Department and was walUng In an inteNlew room
when we arrived. The interview was digitally recorded (audio and video). See Detective Joe MIiier's report
for further.
lntervle~with Michelle Clark on March 16, 2011:

Mlchelle lives In the same subdivision as Robert and Kandi Hall. She and Kandi have been close friends
for approximately two years. Michelle had been Kandi and, at times, Robert's confidant. I asked Michelle
to tell me what she knew of Robert and Kand l's relationship.
·
Michelle stated Kandi was "growing up". After having low self esteem for a long time, she had gained
some confidence. Robert was more "old school" and wanted Kandi to stay home with the kids and take
care of them and him. He did not want her to change and wanted the "old" Kandi back. Kandi knew her
kids were getUng older and wanted something else. Emmett gave her confidence.
Michelle said Kandi was like a "mommy'' to Robert because she took care of him, cooked him d Inner,
took care of the household and did everything for him.
·
Michelle knew of Robert's affair approximately three years ago. She also knew of Kandl's affair with
Emmett. Robert had talked to Michelle about Kandi and··Emmett. He knew they had an "emotional
connection", but never had proof they had a physical affair. Michelle said she tried to explain to Robert
that Kandi was changing and they might be better off going their separate ways. However Robert did not
want to lose Kandi. A few weeks ago, Robert had come to Michelle's house to talk about his relationship
with Kandi and he was crying. He kept telling Michelle he Just wanted "the old Kandi back".
Robert blamed Emmetf for the changes ln Kandi. Michelle said Kandi told her about a time recently
where Emmett and Robert had a verbal argument ln front of Robert and Kandrs house. Robert blamed
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E·mmett for changing Kandi and told him something to the effect of ·"ever since she's worked for you, my
wife is more confident."
Robert had also blamed Michelle In the past for Kandi becoming more confident and he tried to interfere
with their friendship and to keep Kandi from seeing Michelle.
On Saturday (3/12/11), Kandi-told Michelle about the Incident. Kandi said she had met Emmett at
Walgreens and was with him when her daughter Hannah called and asked where she was. Kandi told
her she told-Hannah she was with her {Michelle), but when Rob called Kandi and asked who she was
with, she told him she was with Emmett. Robert told her he would be waiting for them at Walgreens.
Kandi said to Michelle that she begged Emmett not to go to Walgreens and to take her back to her
house. But Emmett was "fired up too'' and wanted to go to Walgreens and confront Robert. He wanted to
tell him everything.
Michelle said Robert was always carrying a gun on his person when she saw him. She described it as a
"little gunn.
When they got to Walgreens, Emmett got out of the truck and he and Rob started talking. Rob asked
Emmett, "What are you doing with my wife?" and Emmett answered, ''We're talking about life". Emmett
was in Rob's face, "pushing him a llttle bit".
Michelle said she thought Emmett was probably "ready to flghf' Rob and mentioned how Emmett talked
all the time about how he "would love to kick Rob's ass 11 because of the way Rob treated women.
Michelle said Emmett was a "hot-head, tough guy", somebody with an Intense personalfty. She said Rob
on the other hand was laid back and mellow. Michelle said she never heard Rob say he wanted to
physically hurt.Emmett in any way. Mlchelle said Rob kept saying, "I Just wanna know. I Just wanna know
so I can move on."
Michelle said both Kandi and Rob were both weak and neither wanted to take the steps necessary to end
their marriage. She was hoping Rob would leave her and he was hoping Kandi would change back to
"the old. Kandi".
·
On the night of the Incident, Kandi was supposed to go over to Michelle's to hang out with her. After
Kandi did ,:iot show up, Mlchelle sent her a text message and asked what was going on. Kandi answered
that her and Rob were talking. On Saturday (after the incident), Kandi told Michelle about tl)e talk hf:lr and
Rob had the night before. She said they were not arguing. Kandi told him about talking to a divorce·
attorney. Rob told Kandi he had gotten a house and found a roommate and he was packing boxes.
Michelle said Kandi and Emmett had future plans together. Kandi was going to leave Rob and get a
divorce. Emmett was going to stay wlth his wife for a while because she had just had a baby. After a few
months Emmett was going to leave his wife. Then Emmett and Kandi were going to start a "public"
relationship. Emmett had told Mlchelle he had left his wife a couple of times to see if Kandi would leave
Rob, but when Kandi didn't, Emmett went back to his wife.
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Deteollve

CID

Narrative
5/11/111635 hours: Lead Sheet Assignment: Steve Quercia

·

I was assigned a lead sheet to interYiew Steve Quercia regarding a report that Rob Hall had threat.ened Quercia in the
smnmer of 20 IO at Lucky Peak.
·
·
Quercia works for S~ire

Quercia was the reporting party iu a grand theft case I was assigned if! 2004
Coca Cola. .
·
·
Quercia told me he and his wife live across the street from the Hall residence.

Quercia said he and Hall were involved in a "verbal sparring match" at Lucky Peak last summer. It started when HaU
accused Quercia of yelling profanities at him when Hall and a buddy were pulling a truck and trailer next to his.
A couple hours later while on the lake Hall gave Quercia "the finger" ..
Later that day Quercia happened upon Hall and his buddy on the path and confronted Hall about giving him the
finger. Quercia asked Hall what was his problem and said he dida 't think It was very sma1t. Quercia said Hall
· replied to him in a snide and cunning way, ·"You'll see Steve, you' lJ get what you got coming.''
A week later Quercia went to Hall at his home and told hhn he wanted to "bury it". There have been no problems
since that time.
·
Quercia told me Hall used to say he could track people though his work at the Ada County Sheriff's Office. Quercia
spoke with his company1s IT people to make. ·sure there were no security problems at work. . ..
Quercia said he built his house ab~ut five years ago across from Hal!. They·were lnitiaily friends and road
motorcycles together. However, after about a year Quercia said the Halls became gossipy and were stirring up
drama. Querda and his wife _parted ways with the Halls.
·
·
Quercia thought he saw Hall at the residence a few weeks prior to our. conversation.in violaiion of the
qrder.' He tried to photograph Hal I but .WM unable to find a. ~am era in time.· .. ·.
•,

.

no contact
· ··

..

:

· Quercia saw Hall's mother's green van coming down the street and pull in the driveway. The garage door· ..
inunediately went down. By the time Quercia got outside tqe van was driving a:way. Quercia said he
sure he saw
Hall driving..
.
·

was
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'Quercia also exp~ssed con"com.?VO~ firea~ns HaU·might.ha.ve Q~ne,<f~nd expressed concerns over Hall having
access
· · ··
·
·
·
. . to guns; :
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Knowledge

WOODSIDE, CHRISTINE M.

Race:

lbs

Addros,;

Occupellon:
I

Bus Phone: (

ID

WOODSIDE, ALLEN

w.

Race:

Occupation.
Bua or Schoot

Res Phone·

INarrative

-

··:

',:-·,:·-·,.:·,·:--··

HalrColor.

Eye Color.
Relatlonsblp:

OLN/SID

J

Sex: M

W

Injury Type:

DOS:

I\

Cell Phon
Bus Phone: ( )

, ID

Age:.

DOB: -

SSN·

Res Phone:
Cell-Phone:

Bus or School:

Person wl

Sex: F

W

•

'· ·.• .. :_•_· •..

\._.,1..

. : -.

:;·:: .

CHRISTINE AND ALLEN WOODSIDE INTERVIEWS

During this investigation the Ada County Sheriffs Office provided the Meridian Po/Ice Department
Information Robert Hall had on the X-Dive at the sherlfrs office.
There Is a folder Hall had titled, "Christine Woodside". In the folder there I
to be a photo of a cell phone screen. The screen reads, "Woodside Christ
The date of the .Jpg image is
Attorney General Prosecutor Melissa Moody asked me to try and contact Christine Woodside to try figure
out who she Is and why this Image would be on Hall's X-Drive.
On 1-19-12, at about 0932 hrs, I ca l i e ~ and a recording advised the number was disconnected.
I had located another possible phone number for Christine Woodside, -

a.nd

At about 0935 hrs 1 I c a l l e d - and spoke with Christine Woodside. I recorded our conversation.
told Woodside who I was and explained I was investigating the Robert Hall matter and asked If she was
famlllar with It. Woodside replled 1 "Oh yes." I told Woodside about
on Hall's work
computer with her name and phone number on It. Woodside told me
used to be her home
phone number. I told Woodside we are trying to figure out why that image
be there, or If she
knows Hall and If so how she knows him.
Christine Woodside told me they used to live across the street and kfddy corner from the Halls residence.
I asked If they were friends with the Halls, or Just neighbors. Woodside said they were friends In the
beginning when they all first moved to the neighborhood. Woodside said about a year arter moving In,
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there was a problem between the Hall's eight year old daughter and her seven year old son. Woodside
told me her seven year old son was accused of kissing the Hall'.s eight year old daughter. Woodside said
Robert and Kandi came to her front door and said Robert wanted to confront her son. Woodside said
she could see Robert, "shaking with rage/ and she told them, "No, that's not going to happen." Woodside
told me her husband was working in Afghanistan at the time and said the Halls knew this: Woodside said
she told the Hall's she would deal with her son and said, "That was kind of the beginning of the
downward spiral."
Christine Woodside told me her husband works for a company In Washington State and is an Instructor
with the army. Woodside told me her husband took Robert to a gun range and ·taught him how to shoot
right after Robert purchased a weapon. Woodside said she didn't know what gun range they went to, but
did say the weapon was a handgun. Woodside said her husband Is In state and she woutd give me his
phone number so I could ask him.
Christine Woodside said their relationship with the Halls, "kind of spiraled down from there." Woodside
said the Halls started spreading rumors In the neighborhood, and Woodside said she was told Kandi
said, "Christine better watch out now that um, Rob has a gun and can use it." Woodside said she knows
Robert used his access at work to find Information on neighbors In the neighborhood. Woodside
remembers a neighbor getting a DUI and Robert found out about It.
I asked Woodside about Kandl's statement about Rob having a gun and asked what prompted Kandi to
say this. Woodside said she didn't know, and said she was told this by another neighbor that Kandi said
she (Woodside), "Better watch out, because now he's got a gun." Woodside told me, "I was the first of
the neighborhood to deal with the wrath of the Halls." Woodside said eventually the whole neighborhood
felt It.
I asked Woodside If she remembers what neighbor told her about Kandl's statement. Woodside said she
belleves It was Selena Grace, who llved right across the street from the Halls and next door to her.
I asked Woodside to tell me about the "wrath." Woodside said the Halls liked to spread rumors about
everybody in the nelghborhood, and said they tried to make trouble for everybody.

'
1

I told Woodside the phone Image Is dated 12-24-09 and Woodside told me they were living in the
/
nelghborhood back then, but they no longer live there. Woodside told me Robert used to put up
Christmas lights to music and it caused traffic in the neighborhood. Woodside said they wouldn't turn It
I
off at llke ten o'clock at night so the neighbors called the police to try and get the Halls to limit it.
Woodside said this image might be of her calllng Robert to ask to please be considerate of the other
!
neighbors and turn off the lights at ten o'clock. Woodside said her dogs would bark and her kids couldn't !
sleep.
j

I asked Woodside when did she move from Fox Run, and she said they moved In May or June of 2010 to
their current address. Woodside told me her husband's name is Allen, but said he's known as "Max,"
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and gave me his phone number.
I asked Woodside If there was anything else I should know about. Woodside told me, "Um, just that
when this whole thing happened, I was not In the least surprised." I asked how so. Woodside said, "Just
because I had seen his rage when he wanted to try and deal with my seven year old child." Woodside
told me, "They have been having troubles for awhile; um I believe he had an affair on her, um, and It was
just, It was Just a downward spiral, um, and he was very protective, I guess Is the word, of what was his."
I asked Woodside If she was referring to property or information or what. Woodside said, "Both, all of It,
property, Information, family, because the whole thing with my son kissing his daughter, I round out later
that his daughter was kissing all the boys in the neighborhood."
Woodside said when the Halls came to her door she told them the kids were only seven and eight, and If
they were seventeen and eighteen they would have issues. Woodside said they were children and said
she would talk with her son, and told the Halls they could not talk to her son.
Woodside asked why we were looklng at phone numbers on Hall's phone and I explained what we saw
looked like a photo of a cell phone with her name and number so we wanted to speak with her.
Woodside replied, "Yeah, I'm an old neighbor that, that they did not like and um, they were one of the big
reasons why we, you know, sold our house and moved out of the neighborhood."
At about 1000 hrs, I received a call from Allen "Max" Woodside. I recorded our conversation. I explained
to Allen why I called his wife and asked him about her statement that he took Robert to a gun range.
Allen told me he did. I asked Allen to tell me about what range and what type of gun Hall had. Allen said
he believes Robert had some sort of a 9mm and they went to Impact Arms In Boise. I asked Allen if the
gun was a 9mm handgun and he said It was. I asked Allen if the gun was full sized or a compact. Allen
told me it looked like a compact, but said It was so long ago he doesn't exactly remember what It was.
Allen. said he knows It was not a 1911 model, because that's what he carries.
I asked Allen Woodside If he remembers how long ago it was when he took Robert to the range. Allen
said It was before December. Allen said he was in and out on leave, and his focus Is everything he does
overseas. Allen told me, 11Rob Hall was a nice neighbor Initially, then he Just kind of fell off the radar, I
wanted nothing to do with him." I asked Allen again about when he took Robert Hall to the range and
Allen said, "It was before '09, cause we stopped being friends about '09." Allen told me he hasn't seen
Robert Hall in probably four years.
On 1-25-12, at about 1613 hrs, I re-called Allen Woodside to ask him a few more questions. I asked
Allen about the time he took Robert Hall to the range and helped him learn how to shoot his gun. I asked
Allen If he remembers if Robert Hall was a right of left hand shooter. Allen said he was pretty sure
Robert was a right handed shooter. I asked Allen what he helped Robert with at the range. Allen said
just marksmanship with stationary targets.
I asked Allen about his earlier statement about Robert Hall dropping off his radar and wanting nothing to
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do with him. I asked about how his relationship with Robert ended. Allen said Robert worked for Ada
County and he used his position to intimidate the neighborhood they lived in. Allen said he wasn't happy
about It. I told Allen that Christine also mentioned this.
Allen Woodside also said the other incident involved Robert's little daughter making a pass at his son
and Robert blaming his son for It. Allen said he tried to work with Robert through It. but said there was no
working with him.
Our conversation ended.
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r clarified with Myers that Hall had not said he had received any calls or texts from Kandi. Myers said Hall
was calm and kind of dazed and It was sad. Myers said he told Hall to go on and suggested he find
something to do that he liked.
Myers said the conversation was that Hall needed the closure of Kandi telling him she was having affair.
Hall needed to hear the truth and did not feel he was getting it.
Det. Severson asked If Myers had seen a gun wlth Hall. Myers said he had not seen one but Hall was
known for carrying a gun 24/7. Myers thought Hall normally canied a Glock 9 .. Myers was surprised to
read the gun had been a .38 as ha did not know Hall owned one.
Det. Severson asked If Hall was more angry with his wife or who she was having the affair with. My~rs
said as far as being a character witness for Hall, he never said anything negative about Emmett. Hall said
he did not blame either for It butjust wanted to hear from Kandi she was having an affair.

Myers said When Kandi went to California the week oe.fore s.'1e was supposed to decide what she wanted
to do. Myers said he questioned if Hall should take her back. Myers described how Hall had told him
weeks before at lunch how Kandi was driving Hall crazy by not calling him back and u nexplalned
absences of a couple hours. Myers went on to say Hall supposedly had found text messages on Kandf's
phone from Emmett saying he could not waft to see her and that he was divorcing his wife in May. Hall
had written a letter to Emmett's wife temng her that Kandi and Emmett were having an affair. Myers did
not think Emmett's wife knew about the affair and did not know if Hall ever mailed the letter.
Det. Severson asked Myers if Hall ever said he wanted to klll him. Myers said Hall never mentioned the
guy, but his ultimatum to Kandi was that if they stayed together she could not work for the guy anymore
because Hall did not want that kind ~f pressure. Kandi told Hall she was not going to quit her Job.
Myers said he had friends who had gone through divorces and had said If they ever met the guy they
would klll him but Hall never said that. Hall was quiet and was talking about what he was going to do in
the future.
Myers said he wondered how Hall got to Walgreen•s· and had heard from friends that Kandi had called
Hall. Myers said there Is a lot of drama and talk within the neighborhood but he did not associate much
with his neighbors.
Myers said he and Hall had been friends for 15 years but stopped hanging out a couple years ago. A
couple months ago he and Hall started meeting for lunch and discussed Hall's problems.

. . ,'".

Myers said he had read In the paper about Hall stalking. Myers said Hall and Kandi spoke by phone
al:)9ut 20 times .a ~aY,.~ich h.e t~oug~t was unusual.
. .................... .
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From:

Rob Hall [rt@ll.@ada~w=e~b~o=e~t,_}_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - - ~

Sent:

Wednesday, February 02, 2011 9:21 AM

Subject: Re: EXTERNAL:AVL MAP

I am down tb 165
Rob Hal!
Ada County Sheriffs Office
(208)577-3613

From: Mason; Melissa (IS) <mellssa.mason@ngc.com>
To: Rob Hall
Sent: Wed Feb 02 09:10:19 2011
Subject: Re: EXTERNAL:AVL MAP

Running? Thought you hated it?!! I can't believe it. I have a half marathon dee 3 in vegas :)

From: Rob Hal! [mailto:rhall@adaweb.net]
Sent: Wednesday, February 02, 2011 08:05 AM
To: Mason, Melissa {IS)
Subject: Re: EXTERNAL:AVL MAP

Oh guess what, Sunday I buzzed my hair off lol. I have been running a lot and got sick of messy hair.
Rob Hall
Ada County Sheriffs Office
(208)577-3613

From: Mason, Mel1ssa {IS) <melissa.mason@ngc.com>
To: Rob Hall

Sent: Wed Feb 02 09:00:51 2011
Subject: Re: EXTERNAL:AVL MAP
Your killin me!!

From: Rob Hall [mallto:rhall@adaweb.net]

Sent: Wednesday, February 02, 2011 07:51 AM
To: Mason, Melissa (IS)

Subject: RE: EXTERNAL:AVL MAP

Ok last one.
Chuck Norris can turn back time simply by staring at the clock and flexing { Ta-Da )
: ) Have a good day

Ros HALL
Ada County Sheriff's Office
Emergency Communications Division
7200 Barrister Drive
Boise, ID 83704

2/13/2012
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Jim MHler
From:

Rob Hall [rhall@adaweb.net)

Sent:

Tuesday, February 08, 2011 3:23 PM

?oo /38 d- ::.;o 3 8'

Subject: Happy Birthday

R.0.8 ....
May you have another fabulous year of lots of love, laughter, and joy.
"'Melissa

At least somebody gives a shit about me.
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Jim Miller
From:

Rob Hall [rhall@adaweb.net]

Sent:

Wednesday, March 02, 2011 9:32 AM

Subject: Re: Checking in
Nothing
Rob Hall Ada County Sheriffs Office
(206)577-3613

From: Mason, Melissa (IS) <melissa.mason@ngc.com>
To: Rob Hall
Sent: Wed Mar 02 09:10:40 2011
Subject: RE: Checking In

Sony.. I had a ton of calls .. .! am back_now.
So, what do you want from her?
From: Rob Hall [malltn:rhall@adaweb.net]

Sent: Wednesday, March 02, 2011 7:39 AM

To: Mason, Melissa (IS)
Subj~ct: EXT :Re: Checking In
Kandi is more po because Hannah is mad at her for this and she is mad because Hannah was to young
to be mad at me?
Rob Hall
Ada County Sheriffs Office
(208)577-3613

From: Mason, Melissa (IS) <melissa.mason@ngc.com>
To: Rob Hall
Sent: Wed Mar 02 08:34: 15 2011

Subject: RE: Checking in
· Oh stop! It's like the worst case scenario for her. What was she thinking? Is he hot?
From: Rob Hall [mailto:rhall@adaweb.net]

Sent: Wednesday, March 02, 20117:28 AM
To: Mason, Melissa (IS)

·

Subject: EXT :Re: Checking in
Oh, for him he is screwed. Stay at home wife with five kids. AND they are mormon. Loi
Rob Hall
Ada County Sheriffs Office
(208)577-3613
-

From: Mason, Melissa (IS) <melissa.mason@ngc.com>
To: Rob Hall
Sent: Wed Mar 02 08:22:52 2011

2/13/201.2
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Subject: RE: Checking In
Yikes ...
Not the smartest choice but it would have been nice to know 7 months ago!!!
Did she tell you she loves him or does she just blame you
From: Rob Hall [mailto:rhall@adaweb.net)
Sent: Wednesday, March 02, 2011 7:20 AM

To: Mason, Me!issa (IS)

Subject: EXT :Re: Checking in

Sorry doc is here. So basically it has been going on for 7 months but here is the funny part. He is 30yrs old
married with FIVE (5) kids LOL. His wife just had the 5th last month. Uv'IAO
Rob Hall
Ada County Sheriffs Office
(208)577-3613

From: Mason, Melissa (IS) <mellssa.mason@ngc.com>
To: Rob Hall
Sent: Wed Mar 02 08:13:10 2011
Subject: RE: Checking in
Oh no .. But yes, typically states do not care who did what and why. They rarely let blaming/excuses enter the
court room at all. All they care about is 50/50 and that no one is a convicted felon. I have some time now If you
want to call.

From: Rob Hall [mailto:rhall@adaweb.net)
Sent: Wednesday, March 02, 2011 7:10 AM

To: Mason, Melissa (IS)
Subject: EXT :Re: Checking in

J

went to the divorce attorney and you were right. No spouse support, no child support, everything is a 50/50 split.

I got to tell you the whole story. It gets much better.

Rob Hall
Ada County Sheriffs Office
(208)577-3613

From: Mason, Melissa (IS) <mellssa.mason@ngc.com>
To: Rob Hall
Sent: Wed Mar 02 07:52:36 2011
Subject: RE: Checking In
Sorry to hear that. You have been on my mind lately. I hate that you're going through such a hard time. Makes
me sad®

I feel like jumping on a plane and handling it for you@
Fr.om: Rob Hall [mallto:rhall@adaweb.net]

Sent: Tuesday, March 01, 201112:45 PM
To: Mason, Melissa (IS)
Subject: EXT :RE: Checking in

2/13/2012
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No, I haven't been here much since I talked to you last because of the other crap. I will try to look into it more
today.
·

From: Mason, Melissa (IS) [mailto:melissa.mason@ngc.com]

Sent: Tuesday, March 01, 201111:59 AM

To: Rob Hall
Subject: Checking in
Were you able to resolve your EMS icon issue?

Melissa Mason
Northrop Grumman
Business Development
Cell: 503-949-1048

2/13/2012
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Jim Mifler
From:

Rob Hall [rhall@adaweb.net]

Sent:

Thursday, March 03, 2011 3: 18 PM

Subject: Re: Position to Win Boot Camp - March 6 - 11
Are you still looking for a PA. I carry shopping bags well.
Rob Hall
Ada County Sheriffs Office
(208 )577-3613

From: Mason, Melissa (IS) <melissa.mason@ngc.com>
To: Rob Hall
Sent: Thu Mar 03 15:15:48 2011
Subject: RE: Position to Win Boot Camp·- March-6---=-11---- --··-·
Sure there is enough work at this training for two!
I am going to be exhausted ... I need to find a way to done myself©

From: Rob Hall [mailto:rhall@adaweb.net)
Sent: Thursday, March 03, 2011 2: 11 PM
To: Mason, Melissa (IS)
Subject: EXT :Re: Position to Win Boot Camp - March 6 - 11

Can I come;)
Rob Hall
Ada County Sheriffs Office
(208 )5 77 -3613

From: Mason, Melissa {IS) <mellssa.mason@ngc.com>
To: Rob Hall
Sent: Thu Mar 03 15:10:23 2011
Subject: FW: Position to Win Boot Camp - March 6 - 11
Don't you feel sorry for me!/

From: Rostl, Sandra A (IS)
Sent: Thursday, March 03, 2011 8:04 AM
To: Lottman, Brian T (AS); Shepard, Jim (AS); Eagen, Ken (ES); Lin, Jason (ES); Freedman, Paul (ES);
Samman, Tar!k (ES); Vaughan, Bill (ES); Herold, Christina J (IS); Treger, Jennifer L (IS); Koltz, Mark A
(IS); Shaben, Enayet (N-Eye-Yet) (IS); Khan, Aamer (IS); Elkins, Cherie (IS); Mason, Melissa (IS);
Plnnaduwage, Kelum (IS); Hinke, Frederick W (IS); Rosenberg, Leigh (IS); Backer, Kim (IS); Haughey,
Larry (IS); Hertsgaard, Barry (IS); Ceron, Daniel (IS); Daus, BIii (IS); Esmaelllan, Farzaam (IS);
Ruppelius, Karin M (IS); Tankersley, Debbie (IS); Smedley, Rick (IS); Hill, Debbie (IS); Feldman, Kenneth
D (IS); Holzer, Tyler F (IS); Ferguson, Sandy (IS); Heffner, Michael (IS); Dick, Sameul R (IS); Soverns,
Kelly (IS); Dodd, Kyle J {IS); Michael, Eric {IS); Lowenstein, Amy (IS); Edwards, Bree (IS); Wllliar:ns,
Kevin (IS)
Cc: Position-To-Win Team Calendar
Subject: Position to Win Boot camp - March 6 - 11
Importance: High

2/13/2012
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Attached is the Agenda for the March 6-11 PTW Boot camp for your reference.
IMPORTANT NOTE: Please do not further distribute - see you on soon.
Sandi©
Sandra A. Rosti
Senior Executive Assistant
Phone: 703-556-2491
Fax:
703-556-1518
Sandra. Rosti@ngc.com

2/13/2012
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Details for: 208-407-6743
Anytime Minutes Used : 393 minutes
Cycle ends: 03/21/2011
· Number
Time
D~te

Minutes Description
1 MERIDIAN
5 BOISE
2088305564

3/11/2011 10:11PM
3/H/2011 10:02PM

2088708418

2089498393

3/11/2011 09:59PM
3/11/2011 09:58PM

2088305564
2089498393
2089498393

3/11/2011 09:55PM

3/11/2011 09:SlPM
3/11/2011
.3/11/2011
3/11/2011
3/11/2011
3/11/2011

07:04PM
05:26PM

2088638104
2084339882
2089498423
3607$44727

04:09PM
03:43PM
03:38PM
3/11/2011 02:12PM
3/11/2011 Ol:23PM
3/11/2011 12:26PM
.3/11/2011 12:16PM

86
5039491048
2088638104
2085739219
2089498393

. 3/11/2011 09:57AM
. 3/11/201:l. 09:42AM
3/11/2011 09:27AM
3/10/2011 06:19PM
3/10/2011 06:llPM
3/10/2011 06:lOPM
3/10/2011 05:33PM
3/10/2011 OS:26PM
I 3/10/2011 05:05PM

2085773000
5039491048
5039491048
2089498423
2088305564
5039491048

2088845660
2089498393
5303331779

· 3/10/2011 04:18PM

3 BOISE
1 BOISE

! INCOMING
1 BOISE
1
4
1
8
1

BOISE
INCOMING
BOISE
INCOMING
VOICE MAIL

28 SALEM
18 INCOMING

:-3/10/2011 03:41PM

5039491048
2088845660

. 3/10/2011 03:19PM
· 3/10/2011 01:30PM
· 3/10/2011 l2:36PM
3/10/2011 11:47AM

2083753704
5039491048
2085706710
9076448470

1 INCOMING
1 INCOMING
2 INCOMING.
20 ANCHORAGE

3/10/2011 11:42AM
3/10/2011 11:19AM
3/10/2011 11:02AM
· 3/10/2011 10:32AM
··3/10/2011 10:21AM

2088717053

2085739143

6 INCOMING
2 BOISE

2089498393
5039491048

l INCOMING
46 SALEM

·3/10/2011
3/10/2011
3/10/2011
3/9/2011
· 3/9/2011

10:16AM
08:lSAM
08:14AM
08:20PM
D8:17PM

86
2088717053

--·-

2088305564
2088305564
20888_87~77.
'
2088956643

..

2 BOISE
1 INCOMING
1 INCOMING
1 SALEM
5 INCOMING
1 INCOMING
1 BOISE
1 SALEM
1 MERIDIAN
7 BOISE
21 GEORGETOWN
3 SALEM

1 MERIDIAN

1 VOICE MAIL
1
2
1
3
l

MERIDIAN
BOISE
BOISE
INCOMING
INCOMING

.-

RDH 1617

001934

'
,-

'

'

3/.9/2011 07;36PM
3/9/201 1 06:44PM
3/9/201 1 06:43PM

5039491048
2088305564
2088305564

3/9/2011 06:31PM
3/9/2011 06:30PM
3/9/2011 05:17PM
3/9/2011 04:51PM
3/9/2011 04:33PM
3/9/2011 03:38PM
3/9/2011 02:13PM
3/9/2011 01:SlPM
3/9/2011 01:25PM
3/9/2011 12:39PM
3/9/2011 12:09PM
3/9/2011 11:50AM
3/9/2011 11:30AM
3/9/2011 10:39AM
3/9/2011 08:56AM
3/9/2011 07:31AM
3/8/2011 09:48PM
3/8/2011 09:45PM
3/8/2011 09:34PM

2088956643
2088305564
86
5039491048
9097932853
2088956643
2088615554
5039491048
2084339882
2083424524
2088717053
2085773000
2089089865
2088305564
2085706710
2089498393
2083776790
2089419634
2083764329
2088305564
2088956643
2084339882
S039491048
2083504130
2083504130
2084339882
2085706710
2085706710
2088305564
2085706710
5039491048
2088305564
2088305564
2089498423
2088956643
2088305564

3/8/2011 05:SSPM
3/8/2011 05:47PM
3/8/2011 05:0SPM
3/8/2011 04:21PM
3/8/2011 01:4~PM
3/8/2011 01:48PM
3/8/2011 01:06PM
3/8/2011 12:40PM
3/8/2011 12:39PM
3/8/2,011 12:16PM
3/8/2011 11:31AM
3/8/2011 10:25AM
3/7/2011 09:12PM
3/7/2011 07:14PM
3/7/2011 05:40PM
3/7/2011 05:lOPM
3/7/2011 03:48PM
3/7/2011 02:21PM
' 3/7/2011 11:51AM
3/7/2011 10:29AM

- -3/2/2011 09:5.7.AM
3/7/2011 09:4SAM

86
2088305564
2085737421

--

.208.350.4.13.Q .
2088305564

16 INCOMING
16 INCOMING
1 BOISE
3 MERIDIAN
1 BOISE
1 VOICE MAil 25 SALEM
15 INCOMING
20 MERIDIAN
1 INCOMING.
21 INCOMING

10 INCOMING
11 INCOMING
1 MERIDIAN
1 INCOMING
2 INCOMING
1 BOISE
4 BOISE
1 BOISE
2 BOISE
3 INCOMING
1 INCOMING
1 BOISE
1 MERIDIAN
3 INCOMING
29 SALEM
2 INCOMING
1 INCOMING
12 INCOMING
l BOISE
1 BOISE
1 BOISE
1 INCOMING
37 SALEM
1 BOISE
5 BOISE
l BOISE
24 INCOMING
37 INCOMING
1 VOICE MAIL
5 INCOMING
2 INCOMING
1 111.,rnll"IMC.:

2 BOISE

- - - - - ·-----·
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Kandi Hall
From:

Kandi Hall

Sent

Wednesday, September 08, 2010 4:42 PM

To:

'Emmett Corrigan'

Subject: RE: yup

First, PLEASE don't ever think you can't tell me anything and think th.at you are DUMPING on
melll I just seriously got the 'wind knocked out of me over this email..... I lived that hell for 15
years and thought it was just normal for your spouse to be jealous and controlling, but then
when he cheated on me 3 years ago (YUP, BIG GASP) I knew the gloves were off and I won't be
a fool again.HI The day he came borne., after he had been-gone on a business trip with her, he told
me that he was having an affair and wasn't sure what he was going to doll ['NOVv REALLY)
So, the insecure part of me came out and went into this deep, deep depression and had NO ONE
in Idaho that I knew. We had just moved here the year before and I left my entire family in
California. I was pretty muc:h alone and scared to death. So after I had the honor of talking ,vi.th
the other woman, who happens to work V\ri.th him but lives in Oregon and is married to a police
officer there, I figured I would fight to no end to actually "WIN" my HUSBAND back!!I Hahaha
Holy Shitlll Reallyll So, long story short we worked things out I have major anger issues
towards him and trust with bim is out the door. The funny thing is, I trust people still just the
same as I used too but with him r don't t:hm.k h.e deserves thatlll Well Duh!!! But usually when
someone is cheated on they tend to lose trust with everyone. Not me though. I think I just gave
SOOOO much to him and I literally lost respect for him. Sad but true! So my kids are the world
co me also and I work as hard as I do for them and only them. My daughters are amazing, strong,
beautiful and smart. I will never ever tell them of the.re fathers deceit and betrayal. ... There is no
need for that \:vhy crush them That would be completely selfish of me and I won't do it. Rob
though would tcll them to get that off his shoulders and put it on them to d.e:al with. He won't
tell them about it as long as I am alive though. He's a great dad and I ,vill never cake that from
him., but he has changed so much in the past 4 years I'm not sure it's going to be. salvageable. ..
It's wcird Emmett, I fed. so relaxed talking to you and actually really comfortable. I'm VERY
interested in getting to know you more and more each day.... I honesdy think you are amazing!H
Your energy is off the hook.... OMG this fucking phone will not stop Emmett!Jl $10,000 coming
tomorrow and just picked up 2 more DWP's. No wonder I have so much shit on my desk!!
Ughhbh!l!I
Kandi Hall
Paralegal

M:artens Law Office
208-344-0994 Office
208-3~-3360 Fax

From: Emmett Corrigan [mallto:emmettcorrigan@gmafl.com]
Sent: Wedr:,esday, September 08, 2010 3:40 PM
To: Kandi Hall
Subject: Re: yup

Oh hardy bar har! ! Yeah, I was pretty stunned when you walked in. Like I have told you for the
last 4 tex:ts 1 your umeal beautiful (and I don1t usmilly say shit like that). Further, (this may come
off sounding weird) I have spent time training myself oot to get close to women. Like I had
mentioned before, I {lave a wife who has MAJOR self esteem issues...MAJORI ! I have never
been the guy who stares at a girls tits and oogles over her and talks about how hot someone is.

11/23/2010

I
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From:
To:
Sent:
Subject:

"Rob HALL" <robkandi@msn.com>
<khal1.corriganlaw@me.com>
Thursday, February 10, 2011 1:26 PM
last letter, I promise

Kandi,
I don't know what you want anymore other than not me. For 6 months I have tried everything
from threatening to leave, writing all of my feelings in letters to you, trying to find out what is
going on with you, give you 100 percent more attention when we weren't fighting and I know
that is why my feelings are so one extreme to another. I have tried everything to see one ounce
of feeling for me in a positive way or a negative way and you are not even alive to me anymore.
I have been so frustrated. Nothing I do changes you. You win. I miss my Kandi so bad but I
know she is long gone. I can't help to think that a lot of this is also influenced by your friends.
There is not much I can say about that and you would like me to think that you use your own
mind but I have known you for 20 years and I know this. If you would have put 10% of your
energy used to change yourself into us we would probably be a lot better. I also feel that
because you have conversed so much with your friends about us that it would seem cowardly if
you and I were to work things out. So on my side of the fence the whole your friend's situation
has played some part in finishing us off. If I had the money I would not hesita'te to take you
away from here but l sadly know that it is too late for any of that now.
I know in myself that l have had to overcome a lot of frustration. When I first started leaving I
felt so alone and sad but I thought I was doing it for the good (that didn't work) and that is
getting much easier to handle when I am alone. I guess after a while you just get used to it, but
the whole adapting thing ls what is the hardest.
I can see in your eyes that you miss me but I can also see the anger in them as we/I, even after
we make up I still see it, for that ram the saddest because I know I killed my Kandi 3 years ago.
I wish that there was a pill I can take to just go to sleep and wake up after we divorce and have
moved on so I don't have to experience the pain and that is why I asked you to get the papers
so that we can get it over with. I don't want to be like the people that live next to Christy and
Jared, where he moved out and she snickered and was going to file stalking charges on him
because he wanted her back. I am more head strong than that and would rather break my
phone than to do that.
Just know in my mind I see you being the strongest and most determined to do this more than
anything you have ever done in your life (I just wish it wasn't me in the target sights). I will
always think you made a huge mistake and I know In your eyes you think this is the best thing
you have ever done. I just hope when all the dust settles you truly knew what you wanted and
that you didn't lead the horse by the cart rather than the cart by the horse. I remember 6
months ago when this whole thing was just starting you told me to just trust you that you knew
what you were dolng,.that is when you took the wheel and started driving. I don't think there is
anything In this world that I can give you at this point to make you love me or show you how
much so deep in my heart that I' love you other that giving you the gift that It Is a great thing to
do anything you want to do and I just smile and not'have a care or concern in the world and I
cannot do that! maybe if I had trust from you, any kind of feeling I am bigger to you than any

4/28/2011
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From:

To:
Sent:
Subject:

"Rob Hall" <rhall@adaweb.net>
<khall.corriganlaw@me.com>
Sunday, January 30, 2011 9:56 PM
Cleaners

Please call the dry cleaners also wallgreens didn't have my zanax can you find out if the b.artfords
office called it in?
Thanks in advance
Rob Hall
Ada County Sheriffs Office
(208)577-3613

4/28/2011

001941

From:
To:
Sent:
Subject:

"Rob Hall" <rhall@adaweb.net>
<khall.corrigantaw@me.com>
Monda)', January 24, 201110:53 PM
Remember

Refill ambien
Dr hartford;
Acklavor
My aderal
Ask him for zanax
Rob Hall
Ada County Sheriff's Office
(208)577--3613

(

4/28/2011
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Kandi Hall

··--------------·--·--From:

_____....·----------------

Kandi Hall

Sent:

Wednesday, October 27, 2010 9:15 AM

To:

'Rob Hall'

Subject: RE: credit

I promise I will
Kandi Hall

Paralegal
Mai:tens Law Office
208·344·0994 Office
208·322-3360 Fax
From: Rob Hall [mallto:rhall@adaweb.net]
Sent: Wednesday, ·october 27, 2010 9:08 AM
To: Kandi Hall
Subject: RE: credit
Good luck. Call mr RIGHT after you talk to him ;)

Ros HALL
Ada County Sherifi's Office
Emergency Communications Division
7200 Barrister Drive
Boise, ID 83704

208 577-3613

!?.{:

·-- - · - · - - · - - - -
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From: Kandi Hall [mallto:khall@martenslawoffice.com}

Sent: Wednesday, October 27, 2010 9:08 AM
To: Rob Hall
subject: RE: credit

Yes, I will do that. I'm sorry I wanted to do t:hat yesterday. I will get it done today. Waiting to
here from Emmett.... So much for coming in early...

Kandi Hall
Paralegal
Martens Law Office
&08·844·0994 Office
208·322·3360 Fax

·------------·------~-·

From: Rob Haff [mallto:rhall@adaweb.net]

Sent: Wednesday, October 27, 2010 8:57 AM

To: Kandi Hall
subject: credit

ROH 1271
001943
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Sometime today can you call and find out why my credit is being damaged from GMAC.

Ros HALL
Ada County Sheriff's Office
Emergency Commtutlcation11 Division
7200 Bar.rister Drive
Boise, ID 83704

r=~:: ,~:·~:~~::~:~~--.. _--

.J
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Jim Miller
From:

Rob Hall [rhall@adaweb.net]

Sent:

Tuesday, February 22, 2011 1:50 PM

Subject: Hard time
Hey Greg, So I am having a tough time today. Although I am extremely busy I am anxious in my mind
about Kandi. As I left your office this morning l test her at 10:10am to say "It was a great meeting"
followed by "I LOVE YOU". At 10:58am I sent another text because I had not received any reply from her
"Just in case you were curious". Still not getting any reply I sent another text at 11:44am saying" Sorry,
but I sort of have a hard time when I text you 3 times at 10:10 and I don't hear anything from you". At
11:56 I called her phone and got her voice mail after it rang 10 times but I didn't leave a message.
Immediately at 11:57 she sent me a text back saying "Sorry, I didn't see them or all the calls I missed. I
will call you in a bit ... again sorry'' after not hearing from her at 1:04pm l sent her a text saying "that's
ok, thank"
I just called her phone and we just spoke at 1:27pm. She said she has been busy. Then she told me to
make sure my payroll department starts putting my check into my credit union and she is opening up
another account with another bank because it is easier to handle that way. She doesn't assure me that
everything is ok and she doesn't even say "don't worry, I love you". She just blocks me out?

ROB HALL
Ada County Sherifrs Office
Emergency Communications Division
7200 Barrister Drive

Boise, ID 83704

.

(208) 577-3613

,· ..,.

.../·-~All-\
COUNTY SHERIFFS OFFICE
·· .... -·.-.~---,..
..
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Meridian Police Department
Supplemental Report
RD: 714

@:QL2011-1366

OU e To

Detective

CID

INarrntlve
JARED MARTENS INTERVIEW

On 9-28-11, I interviewed Jason Blackwell. During my contact with Blackwell he told me the person who
designed Emmett's website witnessed Robert Hall confront Jared Martens at his office about him
sleeping with Kandi Hall. I Identified the person who designed Emmett's website as Dustin Vermillion.
On 10-10-11, I spoke with Dustin Vermillion. Vermllllon said he does do work for Jared Martens, but he
did not remember seeing any type of confrontation.
I called Martens Law and left a message asking Jared Martens to call me ..
On 10-11-11, at about 1050 hrs, I received a call from Jared Martens. I recorded our conversation. I told
Martens I spoke with Emmett's brother two weeks ago after one of Robert Hall's bond hearings. I told
Martens I didn't know if he knew Emmett's brother's name and told him It was Jason Blackwell. Martens
told me, 1'1 know the name, yeah."
l told Martens about Jason Blackwell's statement that the guy who designed Emmett's website witnessed
Robert Hall confront him (Martens) at his office about sleeping with Kandi Hall. I told Martens l have
identified this person as Dustin Vermlllion and have spoken to him and Vermillion said he does do some
work for him. Martens agreed. I asked Martens if anything like this ever happened. Martens said, "No,
he ah, he called me, it was probably back in November, and he asked me if there was something going
on with them." I asked Martens If Robert Hall was asking about him and Kandi. Martens sald no, and
said Hall was asking about Emmett and Kandi. Martens said he told Robert Hall, "he's going to have to
figure that out for himself and I wasn't going to answer the question, so I refuse to answer him."
Jared Martens told me that was the last time he spoke with Robert Hall and commented, "He wasn't, he
wasn't very nice to me when he called me either, so, kind of, he was pretty con .. ,, he was pretty
confrontational with me too.u Martens said he told Hall, "Whatever, whatever's going on, if something's
going on, whether I know it or not, I'm not answering your questions and you're Just going to have to,
that's, that's between you guys and you're going to have to figure it out yourself." Martens said he didn't
give Hall and yes or a no to his questlon.
I asked Jared Martens if he knew If anything was going on between Emmett and Kandi. Martens said his
computer guy found a lot of e-mails at the office and said, "I had pretty high suspicions at that point, yes,
but I still wasn't going to, um, I wasn't going to tell Rob anything, I didn't think Rob was capable of, going
and killing anybody, but um, you know, (Inaudible sound), obviously he was so, it, is you know, there's
always that risk I guess, when somebody figures something out but, ah, I gue, I guess from between
November and March, he'd figured out what was going on."
Admln
011oet(1) ftepodno

Del. James MIiiar

Approvtd 8upe1V11ot

Sgt. Jeffrey Brown

"°'3023
NP.

Ada Ho

3056

ApproYIICI Dai.

10/13/201111:16
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From:
"Michelle Clark" <michelleclark@cableone.net>
To:
"Kandi Hall" <khall.corriganlaw@me.com>
Sent:
Monday, November 15, 2010 2:35 PM
Subject:
Re: photos:)
Just did lunch with the kiddos and now gonna take Spencie to school and do some laundry .. b!ah blah.
Hannah has a lot of faith that you and Rob will work it out. She says you should even quite your friends
for awhile so you and Rob can focus. She then talked about you and Rob splitting up and you keeping
the house and the hardest part would be who Roxy would live with. She is all over the place with her
emotions. She says she was upset last night and is finally feeling better within herself cause she knows
she doesn't have any control over the situation. She knows that you would do anything for her though. : )
She has a real good head on her shoulders.
---- Original Message ---From: Kandi Hall
To: Michelle Clark
Sent: Monday, November 15, 201011:23AM
Subject: Re: photos :)

Hi You,
Thank you so much for these. I love them. I thought maybe the seductive face that I gave your
mom would be in these, but nope'! LOL I love them all though.
What you doing today?
Kandi
On Nov 15, 2010, at 09:57 AM, Michelle Clark <michel1ec1ark@cableone.net> ,vrote:

----- Original Message ----From: "Lehman, Kirsten" <Klehman@directv.com>
To: <michelleclark@cableone.net>
Sent: Sunday, November 14, 2010 6:05 PM
Subject: photos :)

Hi Michelle - please share with Kandi :)

Love you, Kirsten
<DSC02684.JPG>
<DSC02789 .JPG>
<DSC02707 .JPG>
<DSC0278 l.JPG>
<DSC0264 l .JPG>

001950
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Jim Miller
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Attachments:

Rob Hall [rhall@adaweb.net]
Wednesday, January 19, 2011 8:37 AM
Rob Hall

Fw:
rnmm.srnil

mmm.smll (468 B)

------ MMS ---- ..

Sent: Jan 18, 2011 10:00 AM
All I wanted was for you not to text enuuett none work related stuff because of what I went
through and take a break from michelle but you couldn't and will not do that. It is
disrespectful to me that these two people along with you do what you do. You won't see it
until you see it but we both know it is. too late. I never held anything in and made you
aware of everything that I needed from you and you chose not to side with me. Enough is
enough and I'm beating a dead horse explaining myself and you will never get it. Good luck
to you.
Rob Hall
Ada County Sheriff's Office
(208) 577-3613

1
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Jim Miller
From:.

Rob Hall [rhall@adaweb.net]

Sent:

Monday, February 07, 2011 5: 10 PM

Poo 13 7 973 /5

Subject: hi
I want to let you know I am sorry about our phone conversation. Yes, I do not feel good and also I am
mentally and physically tired of the Michelle whole ordeal. It is what it is and it is my problem alone. I
am alone on this whole thing. My problem is, in the past you had me and I had you, so if the weekend
comes, we would get excited to do things with each other whether it was going over someone's house
to watch a fight or spending the day working in the yard and at night go to dinner and see a movie. If we
didn't talk to each other all day when at work, we would blabber over a beer when we got home, but
now all of these things have changed in the sense that when the weekend comes you have to balance
enough time with Michelle or make sure to give her some attention, if we work in the yard then before·
we go to diner you'll have to run over to Michelle's really quick to drop something off or have a quick
drink and if we don't talk all day you don't have much build up for me because you talked to Michelle.
It's just a constant uphill competition for me and I can't even imagine what it is going to be like this
summer with the pool on weeknights and weekends, with both of your 40th birthdays and so on and so
on. I truly wish I could be like Kyle and just do whatever and not have a care in the world what you do
and at the same time do whatever I want to do and bla bla bla.
I get your whole, "t don't want to be dependent on anyone" thing but my god all I have herd about
anyone else from Michelle is "I don't talk to Kirstin on weekdays, Cindy comes and goes, Kelly and Mike
are doing their own thing, Kristy and Jared are in disappear mode" but you are constantly there with
her, either texting, on the phone, at her house, meeting her at the gym or lunch and you say you don't
want to be dependent on someone? Not that your dependent on her but it sounds like all of these other
people put family and spouses first and if convenient then say hi to Michelle. As you know she is not a
fan of that, and her little remarks to you about stuff like that has conditioned you not to do th~t to her.
I totally get that you and I will never be the same and yes, in 20 years we have done things a certain way
. and a lot of those things were not right but PLEASE remember that the flipside of that is a lot of those
things are what also kept us together. You can't just wake up one day and say after 20 years I am going
to tear up everything that we know and rewrite the book. It might correct the bad things but it can also
turn what was good for us into bad.
Oh well, what can I possibly say any more about the topic. If anyone knows, I would be the first to know
what it is like to think someone is so ayvesome and the best friend in the world and someone else just
doesn't understand, but until I was ready to see the truth and realize who I hurt, I refused to see it. That
person could not do anything wrong.
I won't ask you to stop being friends with her ONLY because if I did, she would be a martyr in your eyes.
You will have to find out for yourself and make that decision for yourself. As far as us, I would be ok
(even though I hate her) if I knew we were fine in our marriage and she was just a friend, not an
addiction. If you go see her for just 30 minutes, its always an hour, if it's an hour It turns into a hour and
a half, but it NEVER can be for a half hour and you come home In 20 minutes, or for an hour, you come
home in 45 minutes. I have had a lot of friends in our life and when I look back I think of maturity, age,
point In our life, etc.. and I think that is why I am puzzled by this at our age, not that we are old, but that
I for some reason Imagine us getting stronger together as we get older and depending less on people
·
outside of our marriage.
Above everything, I have feelings too, so even though you are not doing anything wrong, Imagine how I
feel knowing whatever we do you are thinking how can you get over to see her sometime over the
weekend or me knowing you're not driving to or from work thinking about us because you are on the
phone with her laughing together. When you always tell me "I'll be right back, give me an hour" but
after an hour I get a call asking if I would mind if you stay longer. Is there any wonder why I have
resentment towards h~r especially after I had a couple of arguments with her? Why her, why not any of

2/13/2012
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those other girls that would never talk to me like she does? Does my anger towards her make her more
attractive to you?
I'm all for having friends, but when you try to live your life like cougar town and not like we have our own life,
that's when it gets old for me. Thank god we don't live on that street.

2/13/2012
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From:
To:
Sent:

Subject:

"Facebook" <notlfication+zfoegdzf@facebookmail.com>
"Kandi Ames-Hall" <khall.corriganlaw@me.com>
Monday, March 07, 2011 6:35 PM ·
Welcome back to Facebook

Hey Kandi,
The Facebook account associated with khall.corriganlaw@me.com was recently reactivated.
If you were not the one who reactivated this account, please visit our Help Center
(gttp://wv..rw .facebook.com/help/?topic=securi!Y).
- Thanks,

The Facebook Team

4/2&/2011
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RIEKER, KELLY N.

Race:

fSnowledge

W

Sex:

I

DOB: -

Aga: •

Addres
Res Phone·

Oc:cupa!lo

can Phone

Sus or Schoo

Bus Phone

INarrative
KELLY RIEKER RE-INTERVIEW

On 3-28-12, at about 1430 hrs, Investigator Scott Smith and I met and spoke with Kelly Rieker at
Peterson Law to ask her some addltlonal questions concerning her earlle~ Interview on 3-14-11. We
spoke with Rieker In her office, which was Kandi Hall's old office. I recorded our conversation.
I asked Kelly Rieker about what Kandi Hall told her on the phone on Saturday, 3-12-11. I read Rieker a
section of Detective Joe MIiier's report of what Rieker said Kandi told her. I read where Rieker said
Kandi went through her version of what happened; Kandi met Emmett at Walgreens, they went to get
gas, Rob called Kandi and asked where she was, and Kandi told Rob she was at Walgreens with
Michelle. Rieker confirmed this Is what she remembers.
I told Kelly Rieker Detective Joe MIiier wrote in his report, "Kelly made an Inaudible comment about
Emmett's truck." I told Rieker I llstened to the audio recording and It sounds like she said Kandi told her
Rob said, 'Well that's odd I Just saw you get into Emmett's truck." Rieker told us Kandi said Rob called
her and he asked where she was. Kandi said she told Rob she was at Walgreens with Michelle. Kandi
said Rob told Kandi, "Well that's odd I just saw you get Into Emmett Corrlgan's truck at Walgreens."
Rieker told us, "She said that she was Just like, oh." Rieker said Kandi told her she went and got gas at
Maverick with Emmett and came back, "cause she figured It, It was Just going to be a blow up anyways,
so she just went ahead and came back." Rieker told us, "She never In a mlllion years, figured that this
was going to go the way It did, and, so she came back, with Emmett."
Kelly Rieker said she continued to listen to Kandi, and her recollection of what Kandi said was Kandi got
out of Emmett's truck and Rob got out of his truck and she came around and started talking to Rob.
l<andl said Emmett got out of his truck and things started escalating from there.
I asked Kelly Rieker If Kandi went Into any specific detail of how things escalated, either verbally or
physically. Rieker said yes, and told us she had several conversations with Kandi berore and after
Rleker's earller conversation with us .
. Kelly Rieker told us Saturday (3-12-11} Kandi told her, Rieker stopped her thought and told us, "Emmett
could be the type of person that, how do I say It, um, wanted to end something but, wanted to come to
the conclusion of something he, he didn't want Rob fighting with Kandi." Rieker told us. "I think that this
I
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whole thing was going to come to a head, I kept warning Kandi and Emmett that Rob was going to catch
them, once I found out about the affair, that Rob seemed very unstable to me. and to not underestimate
somebody who Is a police officer and had the training that they had because they're not stupid."
Kelly Rieker said, "They kept telling me that he was weak, that he was Incompetent, all this other stuff."
Rieker commented being married to someone who is in that field, they're not weak and incompetent and
they can be underestimated. Rieker told us Emmett seemed like he was getting, "more and more
overconfident that he could, argue his way to making Rob back down to anything, um, so I think Emmett
was, thinking he could be aggressive In the situation and that Rob would just turn around and shy away
from the whole situation." I suggested that Rob would back down to Emmett. Rieker repeated, "Would ·
back down to him," and said, "because there had been another incident, that, um, I had mentioned to you
that he had called myself and my husband and that there had been a verbal altercation at Kandi and
Rob's house, that Emmett and Rob had got Into an argument there." I told Rieker we would talk about
that later and commented our conversation had drifted a little.
Kelly Rieker told us Kandi said she got out of the truck and started arguing with Rob, and Emmett got out
of his truck and all three started arguing. Rieker said Kandi tried to separate them, but that wasn't
working. Kandi said Rob and Emmett got into a physical altercation and were screaming, yelling, and
pushing. Rieker said Kandi, "Kind of started to walk away, and when she started to walk away she
turned around, and that's when she said she's kind of saw them fighting over the gun, turned around
again, and that the shots had been fired." Rieker told us, "She actually showed me, that they were
struggling over the gun."
Kelly Rieker said when she was at Kandl's house on Sunday (3-13-11) Kandi was commenting It was a
good thing there was gunpowder residue on Emmett's hands too. because that proves Emmett had the
gun In his hands too. We confirmed with Rieker that Kandi made this statement lhe Sunday after
Emmett's death. I asked Rieker how Kandi would know if there was gunpowder residue, and she said
she didn't know. Rieker confirmed Kandi told her this while she was at Kandl's house.
Kelly Rieker told us Emmett's family came and got all of his stuff from his office on Saturday (3-12-11 ).
Rieker said Jake (Peterson) wanted all of Kandi's stuff out of her office and she said no to this and told
everyone to quit taking things from the office. Rieker told us Jake said the police said go ahead and take
everything out of the office. Rieker said Jake packed up all of Kand l's stuff and told her to take It to
Kandi's house.
Kelly Rieker said she took the office Items to Kandl's house, and at that point Rieker said she thought
Kandi was stlll grieving over Emmett, stlll caring about Emmett, because that's how she seemed to be on
Saturday. Rieker said when she got to Kandl's house she was on the phone with a lawyer trying to get
Rob out of jail. Rieker said Kandi told her how much, "Rob could have never done this out of hate."
Rieker told us, "She had already flipped at that point telllng me that she was going to try and get Rob out,
and she was wearing her wedding ring, wedding ring again, and telling me that Emmett was aggressive,
that Emmett started this, and I'm looking at her going, are you kidding me, seriously."
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I asked Kelly Rieker to back up to the scene when they're arguing and It gets physical. I asked Rieker to
walk me through that again slowly on what Kandi did when she walked away. Rieker told us, "She said
that, she got In the middle of It, tried to separate them, she kind of walked away, she was getting upset
that they were arguing, she turned and kind of walked away, she saw, she said she saw the gun, to the
best of my l<now!edge, I mean it has been a year and my, my memory was so much better then." I told
Rieker i understood.
Kelly Rieker continued and told us Kandi said she, "Saw them fighting, together, pushing, shoving each
other, getting Into It, either she had walked away or was starting to walk away, she turned around, and
saw them fighting over the gun, to my memory, she saw both of their hands on the gun like this." Rieker
held her hands together In front of her and above her head. Scott Smith asked, "With their fingers
pointed up towards the sky?" Rieker replied, "With both of their hands on the gun." I asked, "So four
hands fighting over the gun?" Rieker said, "Right." Rieker said she asked Kandi how Emmett's hands
could have gunpowder residue on them. Rieker told us Kandi said, "Because they were fighting over the
gun." Rieker told us Kandi was standing In her kitchen when she told her this. I asked if Kandi
demonstrated to her as she Is demonstrating to us with the hands up, and she replled, "Right."
I asked Kelly Rieker 1r Kandi continued to walk away even after s~elng this. Rieker said she didn't know
If she started to run back at that point or, "She's stlll kind of, doing whatever." Rieker said she knows
things happen very fast and she asked Kandi who called 911. Rieker said Kandi told her, "I did, because
I ran back and Emmett's brains were all over the ground and Rob's shot on the ground." Rieker said she
replied okay, and went home after that and was upset. Scott Smith confirmed with Rieker this occurred
at Kandl's house on Sunday (3-13-11).
Kelly Rieker told us she talked to Kandi a llttle bit on Monday (3-14-11 ), before we came here, then a
couple times later In that week. Rieker said the more she talked to Kandi the more she (Rieker) became
upset because Kandi was, "telling me that Rob's Innocent, that Emmett would want her, to get Rob out of
Jail because he's not guilty and I just quit talking to her, I, I couldn't, continue my friendship with her at
that point, so I've not had any more conversations with her at that point."
I told Kelly Rieker I was trying to grasp what she Is telling us. I asked Rieker if it is her Impression Kandi
witnessed the shooting. Rieker nodded her head In an up and down motion and I asked, "Yes?u, and she
replied, dYes." I asked If this Is because Kandi said she's turning away, she looks back and sees them
fighting over the gun, and by the time she runs over to them, the shots are fired. Rieker replied, "Right."
I continued and said, "And then they're both down." Rieker said, "Either she witnessed It or she was
turning as It was happening, I got two different stories out of her two different days. u I asked, "Saturday
versus Sunday?" Rieker said, nRlght." I confirmed with Rieker on Saturday Kandi said she was walking
away when she heard the shots, and Rieker said, "Right." I confirmed on Sunday Kandi said she saw the
struggle, and Rieker said, Right."
Kelly Rieker continued and told us, "~aturday It was more, Rob did this, how could he have killed him,
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Emmett's gone, this horrible, horrible tragedy, Sunday ii was, Rob Is not a bad person, you know, he's
never been this person, he's not a, um, he could never kill anyone In cold blood, you know, he's the
father of my children, I love him." Rieker commented, "It, It was night and day." I asked Rieker what
does she attribute this to, Is It her memory Is clearer Sunday than it was Saturday, or has her loyalties
changed. Rieker said, "I have no idea I can't make that assumption."
I directed Kelly Rieker back to Friday night In the parking lot when Kandi tells her Rob called her and
asks her where she was and Rob makes the statement about seeing Kandi get In Emmett's truck. I
asked Rieker If Kandi said any more about that phone conversation and was It Just her and Rob. Rieker
told us Kandi said she was In the truck with Emmett. I asked Rieker If Kandi said anything about Emmett
talking to Rob on the phone. Rieker told us Kandi said, "She said she hung up with Rob, she was the
only one who spoke with Rob." I asked Rieker If Kandi talked about a call later on whlle she was still with
Emmett. Rieker said, "Na, she told me that, Rob called, she said she was at Walgreens with Michelle, he
told her that she talked, that she was with Emmett, she hung up 1 she went to Walgreens, or to Maverick
wlfh Emmett, got gas, came back, and this Is all when It, transpired.n I confirmed with Rieker that Kandi
said they went to Maverick, and Rieker said they got gas at Maverick. Scott Smith asked Rieker what
day did Kandi tell her this and Rieker said Kandi told her this on Saturday (3-12-11) on the phone.
Rieker told us she went lo Kandi house on Sunday (3-1-11).
I asked Kelly Rieker If anything changed from Saturday to Sunday about what l<andl said was said on the
phone call. Rieker said that stayed the same.
I told Kelly Rieker I know we talked about this a little bit earlier about a confrontation before what
happened at Walgreens. I asked Rieker If she knows or remembers anything about that because Chris
Search told Scott Smith and me about a confrontation about three weeks before Emmett's murder.
Rieker told us there were several confrontations, but there was only one Emmett was Involved with
personally that she Is aware of.
Kelly Rieker told us there was one; Rieker cou/dn 1t remember the date when Emmett had gone to
Phoenix when his grandmother died. Rieker told us Kandi was at the office and Rob had come there.
Rieker said Emmett called her from the airport and told her she needed to go to the office and call the
police because Rob Is at the office screaming and yelling at Kandi and Kandi thinks Rob Is going to hurt
her. Rieker told us she was home and thought what do you want me to do about It, If I go down there
he's going to hurt me. Rieker said she told Emmett she would call the police and Emmett asked her to
go down to the office and be with Kandi. Rieker said she told Emmett no.
I asked Kelly Rieker If she knew what happened between Rob and Kandi that prompted Emmett to call
you. Rieker said Emmett told her Kandi had come to the offioe to meet with a client and Rob thought
Kandi was at the office meeting someone, which Rieker said she· assumed was Emmett1 who had come
home early.
Jake Peterson came in and had a short business conversation with Kelly Rieker.
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Kelly Rieker continued and said Emmett told her Rob had assumed Kandi was at the office meeting
someone or doing something. Rieker said Emmett told her he was at the airport. Rieker said she didn't
know If Emmett was, but that's what he said. Rieker said she knew Emmett was supposed to come back
that day. Rieker told us she knew Rob had been at the office because when Rieker called the office
Kandi answered the office phone. I asked what day of the week this was and Rieker said It was a
Sunday.
Kelly Rieker told us she knew Kandi and Emmett were, "Doing their, deeds here, In !he office, so Rob
following her down here, whether Emmett was here or not, I, I have no Idea, but I know he (Rob) was
here, cause when I called, she was here and, he was here and leaving." Rieker said she told Kandi she
would call the police, but she wasn't coming to the office. Rieker told us Kandi didn't want her to call the
pollce and said she was fine and Rob was going to leave. Rieker said she told Kandi if Jake comes to
the office he will call the pollce and told Kandi, "This Is not a game." Rieker said Kandi told her, "No, it's
done, It's over with, It's, It's fine." Scott Smith confirmed with Rieker that Kandi told her Rob was there
and everything was fine, and Rieker agreed. (According to an US Airways flight Itinerary for Emmett
Corrigan located during the Investigation, Corrigan left Boise on Friday, 2-11-11, at 1328 hrs, to fly to
Phoenix, and returned on Sunday, 2-13-11, at 2320 hrs)
I asked Kelly Rieker If she was aware of a confrontation that may have occurred at Kandi and Rob's
house with Emmett. Rieker told us, "That was the confrontation that was between him and Rob." Rieker
said Emmett called her that night also and told her he had gone over to their house, for what reason she
didn't know. I confirmed with Rieker Emmett called her that night, and she said yes. Rieker continued
and said, "He told me he went over there, um, him and Rob argued, !hat he pushed Rob, Rob pushed
him, I do not know If, you know, fists were thrown, or anything like that, and, Emmett said that, Rob was
spineless, that he'll never do anything, that he's scared of him, and, that, It's, It's not going to go anything,
and farther." I confirmed with Rieker she didn't know what prompted this and she replied, "I do not know
what prompted that."
Kelly Rieker continued and told us, "He said that, he did it, because, um, this is before I knew that the
affair had, come out, he said that he did it because, um, Rob held Kandi down and took her wedding off
of her finger and bent her hand backwards and bruised her arm and he wasn't going to allow a man to
bruise a woman." Rieker told us_ at that point she had been suspecting for months what was going on.
Scott Smith asked Rieker If she knew when this happened. Rieker told us It happened In February,
2011.
I asked Kelly Rieker how she learned of this. Rieker said Emmett called her that night on her cell phone
and told her about It. Rieker said she told Emmett he was stupid and to go home and stay there. I told
Rieker I was trying to envision this, that Emmett goes over and has this confrontation with Rob, and It's In
the evening, and I asked If Emmett calls her with things that he does. Rieker told us she and Emmett
were really good friends. I asked Rieker If Emmett called her and said something like, "Hey you•re not
going to believe what Just happened, kind of thing," Rieker agreed, and started mimicking what Emmett
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told her using a different voice and said, "I went over to Kandl's house and, taught her husband a lesson
and, you know, he's not going to be a bully and, he wasn't anyways cause he's spineless and, he's not
going to pick on a woman." Rieker said, "I'm like, are you stupid, you're an attorney, you're going to lose
you BAR license If you do stuff Ilka that." Rieker said Emmett talked with her husband and her husband
was Ilka, "Are you dumb? Don't do stuff like that, you're going to go to jail." Rieker continued and said,
"I'm like, keep your butt at home, you got five kids and a wife, stay there."
I asked Kelly Rieker If she remembers If this occurred on a weekday night, and Rieker said It did because
they came to work the next day. I asked Rieker If they spoke about it again and she said they dld.
Rieker said she and Emmett talked about It alone. Rieker said she would think, "What are you doing?"
Rieker said Emmett told her, "Well I just wanted him to know that, he wasn't the man that he thought he
was and, he needed to know that, you know, hurting people Isn't what it is, and that I'm way more of a
man that he could be." Rieker said, "I'm just llke, you know you need to chill out, don't do stuff llke that,
you're stupid."
Kelly Rieker said she thinks It wasn't too long after that that she questioned Emmett. I asked Rieker If
she saw something on Emmett's computer, and Rieker said she saw it on Kandl's computer, which
validated what she had been suspecting for quite awhlle.
Scott Smith asked Kelly Rieker about her earlier inteivlew and how she said she Introduced Emmett and
Kandi. Smith asked Rieker to tell us about that again. Rieker asked Smlth If he wanted the exact day,
and he said sure. Rieker looked at her Google calendar on her computer and said It was 9-.8-10. Rieker
read from her computer, "Lunch with Emmett and Kandi at P. F. Chang's." I asked Rieker at that time
she and Emmett were working here and Kandi was working at Jared Martens, and she agreed.
Scott Smith asked Kelly Rieker how long she had known Kandi before this. Rieker said she had known
Kandi since 2008. Rieker said she knew Kandi professionally from her working at Jared Martens' office.
I asked Rieker If Emmett and Kandi had met, and she said no. I asked Rieker, "Not that you're aware of."
Rieker responded, "No, he met her through me."
I asked Kelly Rieker what prompted this meeting. Rieker said Jake was only going to pay Emmett as a
10-99 employee, whatever he was being paid a week until Jake sold him the business. Rieker told us
Emmett wanted to do soma criminal work to supplement his Income until he could take over the business
completely. Rieker said Emmett needed some pointers on criminal work, maybe some forms, and
somebody to give him a step in the right dlreotion.
l<elly Rieker told us Emmett had worked for the public defender's. office when he did his Internship.
Rieker said Emmett needed somebody to give him a little help. Rieker told us In her mind Kandi was
good and said Jared Martens does a really good Job. Rieker said she thought, Kandi Is one of her best
friends, Emmett is a really good friend, she can get him some forms. Rieker said Jared Martens told her
If Emmett needs some help have him give Kandi a call. Rieker told us Martens said Kandi could "kick"
Emmett cases Martens didn't want. Rieker said, "I never, In a ml!llon years, would have thought that this
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would have transpired."
Scott Smith suggested to Kelly Rieker that she kind of pointed Emmett to Jared Martens and Kandi, and
she agreed. Smith said Martens offered Kandi's assistance to get Emmett started, and Rieker agreed.
Rieker told us Martens suggested Emmett could cover soma hearings for him, because Martens lakes
cases in Valley County. Rieker said she thought It was a friendly, "You scratch my back, I'll scratch
yours."
Scott Smith asked If lunch at P. F. Chang's was a chance for Kandi and Emmett to meet, and Rieker said
yes. Smith asked Rieker If she knew If Kandi and Emmett had met before this lunch meeting. Rieker
replied, "I know they had not met before that day.'' Rieker said Emmett had just finished taking the BAR
a weak or two before this meeting. Rieker then said, "Well, as far as I know, um, If I, if they have I'm a
fool." Rieker told us Emmett said to set up lunch for us to meet. Rieker told us it was just the three of
them at lunch. Rieker said Emmett and Kandi acted like they had never met before, as far as she knows.
Rieker told us she didn't think It was untll 9-15-1 Othat they knew Emmett had passed the BAR.
I asked Kelly Rieker when dld Emmett start doing work for Peterson Law. Rieker said Emmett could
work under a limited law license under Jake Peterson. Rieker told us Emmett started working for them in
November of 2009. Rieker said Emmett was an Intern through Gonzaga In September of 2009. Rieker
said Emmett started his Internship with the public defender's office in February of 2010, through May of
2010, then started studying for the BAR and took It in August of 2010.
We talked with Kelly Rieker about her relatlonshlp with Kandi and she told us besides knowing her
professionally they did do stuff together socially. Rieker told us she never did anything socially with
Kandi and Rob together. Rieker told us she ran Into Kandi In Las Vegas once and her husband was
meeting with friends, and Rob was at a UFC fight. Rieker said they tried to all meet for dinner, but It
didn't work out.
I asked Kelly Rieker If she could remember the first time she met Rob. Rieker said she met Rob and
Kandi twice at Wal-Mart, once at a restaurant Rob and Kandi were at, once at Marten's Law, and a
couple times here at Peterson Law. Rieker told us, "He was real friendly; I mean I knew the problems
that they had had off and on, but, you know.• I asked Rieker If this was stuff Kandi told her about, and
she said yes. I asked Rieker what the problems were. Rieker said, nThat he, the affair that he had had,
and yo1J know, the fighting they had, and stuff like that." I asked about fighting and Rieker said, 'The
arguing and the physical fighting that they had had, and the money problems they had, and stuff like that,

so.''
I asked Kelly Rieker about how much physical stuff was she aware of. Rieker told us the last year Kandi
was at Jared's office she knew, "It was a little bit mor~ than what Jt should have been, but the time she
was here It was, a little worse, so, pushing, twisting arms, stuff like that, but then when she came here I
knew he hit her a few times, so." I asked, "She told you?" Rieker nodded and said, "And there were
bruises." I asked Rieker where she remembers seeing bruises. Rieker said she saw a few bruises on
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Kandl's back, one on her collarbone, and a bunch on her arms, fingers, and hands. Rieker commented,
"You don't see anything happening so, I mean, )1 that's hearsay, I mean I can't tell you that that's what
happened." Rieker told us she heard conversations with Rob and Kandi on the phone arguing.
I asked Kelly Rieker what happens when Kandi shows up to work with bruises. I asked Rieker If she
asked Kandi what happened. Rieker said she did and Kandi told her she and Rob were fighting and
things got rough and physlcal. Rieker told us, "When he wanted the ring back he twisted her hand
completely back and took the ring off of her finger." I asked Rieker If she knew when this happened In
relationship to everything that has happened. Rieker said It happened twice, once before Christmas,
"and then once right before all that, that Emmett was kllled." I confirmed with Rieker this would have
been Christmas of 2010, and then the end of February of 2011.
Kelly Rieker told us, "And then I know there was a huge, huge fight between them, In November of ten."
Rieker said it was a verbal and physlcal fight. Rieker said Kandi, "Had taken Amblen and apparently was
textlng Emmett and fell asleep and didn't delete the texts." Rieker said she knew about the argument In
November. but she didn't know what the argument was over until February.
Scott Smith asked Kelly Rieker If Kandi ever told her the police were called or came to their house
because of their fights. Rieker told us no, and said, "I never knew the police ever, she was very good at,
at hiding, what was going on because she wanted this Image, of what was going on, at their house, with
their friends and, she didn't want anybody, In her neighborhood, and their friends knowing what was
going on." Smith asked Rieker if Kandi ever told her she was afraid of Rob. Rieker replied, "At the end."
Kelly Rieker said there were times she didn't really think l<andl would ever leave Rob because of the way
Kandi would act. Rieker told us there was a long time that she was pushing Kandi, even before she
knew Kandi was Involved with Emmett. Rieker said, "Like, you need to leave, you just either, need to get i
up and do this, or go to counseling and figure this out." Kandi replied, "No, no, no, I Just, I've been
1
married for so long, we've got so much Invested In this, I, I Just can't do It." Rieker told us even In
I
January and February, when she knew what was going on, she asked Kandi when she was going to file
her divorce papers. Rieker said Kandi would reply, 111don't know how to do this, I just, just don't know
.1
how to this, we've got kids, I, I just don't know how we're going to do this, you know, we've been married,
eighteen years, or however long they've been married, It's Just not that easy.N Rieker replied, "It Is that
easy.u Rieker said, "He's going to file for divorce, you know, you're playing with people's lives, just do it."
Rieker told us It didn't seem Ilka Kandi was committed either way with what she was doing. Rieker said
Jn her mind she wasn't sure Kandi was ever going to leave Rob.

I

Kelly Rieker said she had this conversation with Emmett, and asked him If he was sure this Is what he
really wanted to do because Kandi, ••seemed very wishy washy on the whole situation." Rieker said
Emmett wrote her (Rieker) a note, which Rieker said made her very uncomfortable with Kandi In the
room that read, "Do you think I'm throwing away my entire life by doing this?" Rieker said, "I was like, I'll
talk to you about this later."
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Kelly Rieker told us Kandi seemed to be under the impression that Emmett's entire family knew Emmett
was having the affair with her. Rieker said, 11And apparently we all know now that wasn't the case."
Rieker said Emmett was leading Kandi to believe everybody knew; his mom, her brother, his brother
Jason. Rieker said she was positive Jason knew.
Kelly Rieker told us Kandi has tried to contact her several times. Rieker said even when Kandi was
working at Sutton's office, when Hannah Goodwin was working there, they would send her messages
through her Facebook with both of their e-mail addresses and Rieker said she deleted them. Rieker said
she got several calls from Sutton's office on her cell phone wanting her to call back, but she didn't.
Kelly Rieker said Kandi sent an e-mail to Chris Search on his private e-mail telling hlm, "I've decided to
take a different route, than other people." Rieker said Kandi sent this e-mail within the last four to five
months. Rieker elaborated on what the e-mail said, "That I've decided to take a different route and she
hoped that she could sit and talk with him because she knows that she can't do it me, and, um, or ever
have the opportunity to do it with me because she knows that she can't."
Kelly Rieker told us Cathy Gladis and Kandi are really good friends and Cathy did Kandl's last bond.
Rieker said Cathy told her Kandi Is very hurt that she turned her back on Kandi.
Scott Smith asked Kelly Rieker how she found out about this e-mail to Chris Search. Rieker said Search
told her and said they talk on Facebook and on the phone.
·
I asked Kelly Rieker If she was familiar with the name Sophia Serna. Rieker said l<andi used to work with
her at Jared's office.

Kelly Rieker told us for awhile she was getting Facebook messages rrom Hannah Goodwin telllng her
she should watch her back. Rieker said for awhile Goodwin was on Kandl's side thinking everybody was
going against Kandi. Rieker said for awhile she was very leery to talk to anybody.
Kelly Rieker told us Rob's Investigators have come to the office numerous times so she now has an
attorney, James Dorman, who Jake got for her, who was a friend of Emmett's. Rieker said they try to
contact her, but not Chris Search. Rieker said she thinks Search knows more "Juicy details" about the
affair. Rieker said, "I mean I know that they were sleeping together, and I know they were doing It In this
office, I mean, a lot or people do."
Kelly Rieker told us the only other thing she thinks she knows Is Rob following. Rieker said Rob followed
her and Kandi back from the mall one day right before Valentine's Day. Rieker said she walked In the
office then Kandi came In a said Rob Just called and Rieker said, "Really." Kandi told Rieker, 'That car
that was behind us, that was him followlng us."
Kelly Rieker told us Rob followed Emmett, Kandi, and her once ..
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Kelly Rieker told us, "Like two days before Emmett got killed, Emmett and Kandi came back from Costco,
and then Rob was, right out here In the back alley, because I had to have her come back in because I
was, catching her phones for like, thlrty or forty minutes." I confirmed with Rieker she already told us this,
and she agreed. Scott Smith asked Rieker, "You saw him when he was here at the office?" Rieker
replied, "Oh yeah, because I had, I was llke watching out the window, but they were back there for quite
awhile." I asked Rieker If this was the time Emmett asked her to keep an eye on them, and Rieker said
yes.
Scott Smith asked Kelly Rieker Ir she actually saw Rob the other two times. Rieker said one time she
did, the time from lhe mall. Rieker said Rob was using the county cars to do It.
Rieker commented, "I mean nobody wins In this situation, nobody."
The Interview ended.
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From:
To:
Cc:

"Rob Hall" <rhall@adaweb.net>
<khall.corriganlaw@me.com>
<jana.gathman@gmail.com>; <Dgathman@yahoo.com>; <rice.aimie@meridianschools.org>;
<jensengirls3@aol.com>; <l<irsten04@cableone.net>; <valgamer@cableone.net>;
<shammiem@hotmail.com>; <heatherhainsworth@gmail.com>; <mikemgamer@yahoo.com>;
<dina@thebookies.net>; <nawok87@msn.com>; <Bowhunter1227@msr..com>;
<rice.troy@meridianschools.org>
Sent:
Wednesday, March 09, 2011 2:18 PM
Subject:
Re: NWALL Team
No that will not be happening. Kandi, call me when you have time.
Rob Hall
Ada County Sheriff's Office
(208)577-3613

From: Kandi Hall <khatl.corriganlaw@me.com>
To: Rob Hall
Cc: Alexi Gathman <jana.gathman@gmail.com>; Don Gathman <Dgathrnan@yahoo.com>; Emma Rice
<rice.aimie@meridlanschools.org>; Faith Jensen <jensengirls3@aol.com>; Kati Lynch
< kirsten04@cableone.net>; Keli Garner <valgarner@cableone.net>; Mason Fisher
<shammiem@hotmail.com>; Megan Hainsworth <heatherhainsworth@gmall.com>; Mike Garner
<mlkemgamer@yahoo.com>; Nicole Pfeifer <dlna@thebookles.net>; Sara Cowen
<nawok87@msn.com>; Savannah Peterson <Bowhunter1227@msn.com>; Troy Rice
<rice.troy@merldianschools.org>
Sent: Wed Mar 09 13:17:01 2011
Subject: Re: NWALL Team

FYI, Corrigan Law Office \'\ill be sponsoring the teams jersey and wind breakers. :o) Can't wait
to see everyone for a super fun season! !!!
Kandi
On Mar 09, 2011, at 10:08 Alvf, Rob Hall <rhall@adaweb.net> v.,rote:
Hello, my name is Rob Hall and l am your daughters team manager. The list below shows
the team players. Our team still does not have a sponsor, so if you know of anyone please
let me know. We also are in need of volunteers, Umpires {you have to go to the training
coming soon) and score keepers. Please let me know if you can fill in on any of these items.
We will be having our first practice and meet n greet this Monday 3-14-11, 6pm at Rocky
Mountain High School. This school is off of Linder between McMillan and Chinden. We will
be at the back of the school on the South side {right of the school).
Please let me know If there is a problem and you cannot make it. I look forward to a fun
filled season.

Thank you,
Rob Hall

407-6743

Players
Sara Cowen

4/28/2011
001970

From:
"Rob Hair' <rhall@adaweb.net>
To:
<kha/l.corriganlaw@me.com>
Sent:
Wednesday, March 09, 2011 2:22 PM
Subject:
Re: Sponsorship
Nope. His name won't be on a thing of my team. Not going to happen.
Rob Hall
·
Ada County Sheriffs Office
{208)577-3613

From: Kandi Hall <khall.corrlganlaw@me.com>
To: Rob Hall
Sent: Wed Mar 09 13:20:03 2011
Subject: Sponsorship

FYI, Corrigan Law Office ·will be sponsoring the teams jersey and v.rind breakers. :o)
Kandi

4/28/2011
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From:

"Facebobk" <update+ zfoegdzf@facebookmail.com>

To:
Sent:
Subject:

"Kandi Ames-Hall" <khall.corriganlaw@me.com>
Monday, March 07, 2011 7:46 PM
Tina Lax commented on j'our status.

facebook
Hi Kandi,

See Comment
Tina Lax commented on your status.

Tina wrote: "NO RULES.... REMEMBER!!!ll"
I

i See the comment thread

.

!
i

Reply to this email to comment on this status.
Thanl'...s,

The Facebook Team
The message was sent to kha!l.corriganlaw@me.com. If you don't want to receive these emails from Facebook In the
future, you can unsubsCTibe.
Facebook, Inc. P.O. Box 10005, Palo Alto, CA 9it303

4/28/2011
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From:
To:
Sent:
Subject:

"Facebook" <notlfication+zfoegdzf@facebookmail.com>
"Kandi Ames-Hall" <khall.corriganlaw@me.com>
·Tuesday, March 08, 2011 9:26 AM
Tina Lax posted on your Wall.

Tina Lax posted on your Wall.
Tina wrote:

"And... she's back!!!! It's about time! Stand up...be tough...tak:e no prisoners!!!"

Reply to this email to comment on this post.
To see your Wall and reply to posts, follow the link below:
htt.p ://wv.rw. facebook.com/n/?
permalink.php&story fbid=168925715205l&id::1256379385&mid=3e047efG4ae2d.3f9Glblde4
40me.com
Thanks,
The Facebook Team

Find people from your me.com address book on Facebook! Go to:

http://www.facebook.com/find-friends/?ref=email

The message was sent to khall.con-iganlaw@me.com. If you don't want to receive these emails
from Facebook in the future, please follow the link below to unsubscribe.
http://v..rww.facebook.com/o.php?
k=73207f&u= 12563793 85&mid=3e047efG4ae2d3f9G 1bl de4eG 1

Facebook., Inc. P.O. Box 10005, Palo Alto, CA 94303

4/28/2011
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From:

To:
Sent:
. Subject:

"Facebook" c::notification+zfoegdzf@facebookmail.com~
"Kandi Ames-Hall" <khall.corriganlaw@me.com>
Monday, March 07, 2011 9:28 PM
Hannah Han posted on your \Nall.

Hannah Hall posted on your Wall.

··

Hannah wrote:
"Mom I thought you deleted your facebook.... "

Reply to this email to comment on this post.
To see your Wall and reply to posts. follow the link below:
http://vr.rww.facebook.com/n/?
profile.php&id=l256379385&v=wall&story fbid=1688619656114&mid=3df9f88G4ae2d3f9Gll
40me.com
Thanks,
The Facebook Team
Find people from your me.corn address book on Facebook! Go to:
http://wwv.r.facebook.com/find-friends/?ref=email
The message was sent to khall.coni.ganlaw@me.com. If you don't want to receive these em.ails
from Facebook in the future, please follow the link below to unsubscribe.
http://www.facebook.com/o.php?
k=73207f&u= 12563793 85&mid=3df9f88G4ae2d319G 1bl de4eG 1
Facebook, Inc. P.O. Box 10005, Palo Alto,.CA 94303

I

I

I
l
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From:
To:

"Facebook" <update+ztoegdzf@facebookmail.com>
"Kandi Ames-Hall" <khall.corriganlaw@me.com>
Monday, March 07, 2011 9:38 PM
Hannah Hall commented on your wall post.

Sent;
Subject:

facebook
Hi Kandi,
Hannah Hall commented on your wall post.

See Comment

Hannah wrote: "My moms a convulsive liar everyone she lied to me about
this ... hmm"
I

!

See the comment thread

Reply to this email to comment on this post.
Thanks,
The Facebook Team
The message was sent to khall.corriganlaw@me.com. Jf you don't want to receive these emails from Faceb:xik lo the
future, you can unsubscrlbe.
Faceboof;, lnc. P.O. Box 10005, Palo Alto, CA 94303

4/28/2011
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From:
To:
Sent:
Subject:

"Facebook" <notificatlon+zfoegdzf@facebookmail.com>
"Kandi Ames-Hall" <khaH.coniganlaw@me.com>
Thursday, March 10, 2011 12:48 PM
Ada Valenzuela Mendoza sent you a message on Facebook...

facebook
Ada sent you a message.

rx1 Val
Ad;·
..:...::.i

Me

Ada Valenzuela Mendoza March 10, 2011 at 11:48am

Subject: Hey

Hey Kandi Lyn,
How are u? Why were you MIA for so long? Did Rob put you on time out?
You have 150 new notifications, Visit Facebook now to see what's happening with your friends.

I Ta reply to this message, follow the link below:

I
11

http://WWW.facebook..com/n/i'lnbox%
2Freadmessage.php&.t=l599770483431&mid==3e31a20G4ae2d3f9Glb305aOGO&bcode-=SDxpt0Nu&n_m=khall.cor

40me.com

find people from your me.com address book on Facebook!
The message was sent to khall.corrtganlaw@me.com. If you don't want ID receive these emalls from Facebook In the I
follow the llnk below to unsubscribe. http://www.facebook.com/o.php?
k=73207f&u=12563793B5&mid==3e31a20G4ae2d319Glb306a0GO Facebook, Inc. P.O. Box 10005, Palo Alto, CA 94303

4/28/2011
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Meridian Police DepartmL.t
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On Friday, Dana spoke with Rob at work. Rob said hrs parents have a r_ental In Meridian. The rent
was $900.00, was going to be tight financially, but Rob thought he could do ft. Rob said his
daughter, Hannah wanted to live with him. Dana agreed with the plan 1 telling Rob he was going to
be happier in a month from now. Rob told Dana he tried to sell his truck but Kandi wanted to be
present. Gas prices Increased when Kandi returned from California and the sale did not go
through.
Dana spoke of piecing things together. Dana talked to Rob on Friday and Rob had a great plan.
Rob knew what he was going to do and was at ease in his mind.
Dana said finances were a big deal wJth Kandi paying all the bills. Rob found out they were "back
due" on everything; every credit card was maxed out, with late notices on the house. Dana said
this was something Rob learned of sometime prior to Friday.
Upon review of Dana and Rob's conversation on Friday, Dana said Rob was more at ease with his
decision. Dana said usually it was sad and depressing. Rob said he told Kandi last night he was
moving out.
Dana thought Rob told Kandi he was leaving at the end of the month. Dana thought something
happened and mentioned Kandi "reeling" Rob in on Wednesday night. Rob did not text or call on
Thursday and left it in 11 her court." Rob said he was not going to (call or text); Kandi was free to
do so. Dana described this as the "ultimate test'' to see if Kandi was going to reach out to him as
her husband. Rob said Kandi did not call, text or anything.
In Dana's mind, it was not a question of, if Rob was going to move out; but when. Rob was not
gofng to have Kandf move out of the house because she would probably tell him to.
Dana last talked to Rob at work on Friday.
Dana went to McCall and had his work cell phone turned off. Dana woke up Saturday and learned
of the shooting through Command Pages and voice malls. Yesterday, (3-15) Dana learned Rob's
work phone log showed a call to Dana's work cell phone on Friday evening at 10:09 pm. We
discussed the shooting occurring at approximately 10:21 pm.

On Saturday afternoon, Kandi called Dana who was in McCall. Kandi was hysterical. "balling"
and apologizing to Dana. Dana Interpreted this as Kandi knowing what she was doing; "pitting
these guys against each other."
Kandi always told Dana that Rob was a great father and a great guy. Rob told Dana that Kandi
-----we1a1lcil-say.-t-his-to-hlm-too.-Mowe.v.er.,-l{andLaev.e.r...sai.cLbe..w.aa..a...gr.e.aLb.us..band. This was
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Re: Divorce

('

. Subject: Re: Divorce
F-rom.: James Stoll <jrs@naylorhales.com>
Date: Tue, 15 Feb2011 08:43:17-0700
To: Emmett Corrigan <corriganlaV1rpllc@rne.com> ·
160/hr.

1500 retainer.

Ask her to give me a jingle and set up an appointment.

James Stoll
585-1847
On Feb 14, 2011, at 10:47 PM, "Emmett Corri_gan" <corriqanlawpllc@me.com> wrote:
Yeah, it does help. The deal is that the only assets they have his
his truck (which my client bought for his sorry ass) with 25K in
equity and his retirement and,pension worth about 40K and his lOK in
guns, Debt is about 3-4K in credit cards and the house. Re thinks he
is gonna walk with it all. She makes more than him, is g6nna take the
house, which is underwater and the two kids at about 85/15 time with
her is 85%. This guy can't afford an attorney and all she originally
wanted was insurance for her. Then he decided to throw her down one
night. She wouldn't call the cops, but he is a douche and now he told
·11er that she cant be on his ins, so he is gonna have to play ball. He
had a. 3 year affair and pushes it in her face all the time. If you
wanna do the case, I would be more than happy for her to pay you. Let
·me know what your fees are if you want.

EC
On Feb 14, 2011, at 10:33 PM, James Stoll wrote:
Well, you better make sure you just say "provide with insurance,"
and include no language that supposes that current insurance will be
continued. Because he can't make a contract to provide a service
from a third party that has no obligation to your client, and that
he can't enforce.with that said, they can stipulate to whatever. I
would never let my client make such an agreement.
Typically, insurance ceases upon divorce. However, Cobra should
cover your client for a short transition period.
Hope this heips.
Sent from my iPad
On Feb 14, 2011, at 9:58 PM, "Emmett Corrigan"
<corriganlawpllc@me.com> wrote:
I figure she can ask for him to provide her with insurance and if the
insurance co later finds out they were divorced and he doesn't
provide
.
it, she can contempt him at least.

I
J

I

j EC
On Feb 14, 2011, at '5:32 PM, James Stoll wrote:

I( Sure,
l of3

they can stipulate, but it doesn't bind the insurance company.

4/7J./2011 I :42 PM
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Jim Miller

?001393/86~

From:

Rob Hall (rhall@adaweb.net]

Sent:

Sunday, February 13, 2011 3:04 PM

Subject:

Fw: papers

Attachments: D PAPERS.rtf

Rob HaU
Ada County Sheriffs Office
(208 )577 -3613

From: Kandi Hall <khall.corriganlaw@me.com>
To: Rob Hall
Sent: Sun Feb 13 11:41:11 2011
Subject: Re: papers

Just what you sent me a couple months ago.
On Feb 12, 2011, at 10:45 AM, Rob Hall <rhall@adaweb.net> ·wrote:
you have access to your email from our house. Can you get the divorce papers
do,vnloaded to our computer.

2/13/2012
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Jim Miller

""----------------------------------------------------=
From;

To:
Subject:

robkandi@msn.com
Wednesday, January 19, 2011 8:28 AM
Rob Han
Fw: Newyear

Attachments:

mmm.smil

Sent:

mmm.smll (468 B)

------- MMS ------

Sent: Jan 2, 2011 2:23 AM
Subject: New year
I am still in shock that you had continued to text emmett and continued to delete the
texts while all this time if I felt uneasy you would throw your phone at me and tell me to
look at the texts from emmett. You have reached a new low for me. Sure you can go lower
and do what I did but for me you have gone far too low for me as it is and I bow out at
this level. I know I said it before that I thought you were done and you are trying for us
but this time I really thought you were done and that you were really attempting to work
on our marriage. I was wrong. This whole time you continued texting him and deleting it.
There is no more rr1•m sorry, I didn't know, it wasn't him it was me,it was a
accident"etc .. It was you disregarding your husbands wishes (that you don't give a shit
about because you are all about you) I know you will miss me when I am gone but for now
you can keep a sti£f upper lip and THINK your not going to let me bully you. Once the
silence settles you will look around and think'' my god, he is gone". Don't try to strike
up little meaningless conversation with me in hopes it will spark a fight to make yourself
feel better. Good luck with eITU11ett. Once the honey moon period is over or his wife catches
on you will be all alone and you'll get everything you deserve. Karma is a bitch and I
will have the last laugh.
Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry

1
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Jim Miller
Rob Hall [rhall@adaweb.net]
Wednesday, January 19, 2011 8:35 AM
Rob Hall

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Fw:

Attachments:

mmm.smil

mmm.smil (468 B)

------ MMS ------

Sent: Jan 4,

2011 3:32 PM

You know, I have been considering the whole control thing for 3 months now and I have
attacked that idea in 50 different ways and I can't agree on you with that. You do have a
point that I hadn't thought about of the disability thing and while I was very uneasy and
worried I was still able to see the target with binoculars and I knew where the end of the
road was, that is why I was able to make the decision to get my degree and position me for
the end so I could keep moving forward in life other wise the end would have came and the
ground would have dropped out from under me. Sure, I didn't have control of the money
coming in but I knew in the end it wouldn't matter because I would position my self not to
depend on it because I would be working.
With you, I'm starting to think maybe it was the feeling I got FROM YOU that I controlled
you and also that you needed me and all of a sudden you cut that link with me and turned
your back. To make me spiral out of control faster, I ran to get in front of you and adapt
to your needs and you fooled me 4 times by saying "everything is ok, let's meet each other
half way and we will be great" but all along you wanted to watch me keep spiraling and see
how low I could go before I crashed and that's why I am spiraling out of con:rol.
You ::i.ave always told me "fool me once that's on me, fool me twice that's on you"
I'm sorry, I am only trying to make sense out of this and I can't help but think could
this be the 5th time?
Looking back on what you went through, I honestly would have walked out on you. I think
you were at that point, but because you ne1~ I had a place to go and the impact of change
(for me) would have been very minimal you took any compassion and love for me and focused
all of your energy on not letting her "win".
When the dust finally settled you had won the battle but with me standing next to you, you
had spent all of your energy fighting and had nothing left for me. You had the shell or
facade but inside that part of me had died in you. Over the last year I have seen the
absence of me in you grow slowly but then extremely accelerate in the last 4 months. I
hear you tell me you love me and god knows I love you but it feels so empty and cold. THJ>..T
IS EXACTLY WHAT I FELT THIS MORNING, COLD and that's why I cried so hard.
When I say I don't know if we can pull up from this nose dive what I am trying to say is
If I didn't have use of my legs and know I want to run, I would not be able to do it
naturally dispite what my mind tells me. It wouldn't be the same, it would be foreign and
no matter what adaptation you make it will never be the same as the good memories you have
in your head.
Rob Hall
Ada County Sheriff's Office
(208)577-3613

1
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Jim Miller
From:

Rob Hal( [rhall@adaweb.net]

Sent:

Friday, January 21, 2011 2:05 PM

Subject:

Rock bottom

L/ I 9 5

oo

Attachments: Fw: (2.69 KB); Fw: (1.73 KB); Fw: (1.87 KB): Fw: (1.82 KB); Fw: (1.98 KB); I know(2.10 KB); Fw:
(3.45 KB); Fw: (1.92 KB); Fw: (2.61 KB); New year (3.12 KB)
You need to read these. I have nothing else I can say to yotr.+need (WE NEED) to get the information on
the truck so I can sell it. I CLEARLY understand that you have put your foot down and will not budge. I
will not budge either. That is our separation set in stone. You and Michelle have handled this whole
thing wrong and could have stopped it before it got this far out of control but that issue coupled with
the Emmett thing made your priorities screwed up. You also know that there is something to what I say
about everyone on that street having problems in their marriage in one way or another. This is not a TV
show, it is reality and you need to wake the fuck up.
You can read these emails and see that I was reaching out to you and if you can't see that then you have
a serious problem. In the past, I would have knocked your socks off and you would have been on cloud 9
on how I turned around and showed you that I do love you and now days it means nothing to you. You
took that and soaked it up as if it was just owed to you, but that is all you got out of it, I made no
progress in my marriage with my wife. I know you are incapable of being mean so you can't say you
don't love me anymore but right here, right now it is so evident. I know me going away this weekend
won't help us AT ALL and I am not doing it to give us a break to think about things, it will only help me
not get so angry at you as I come around a corner and your texting your boyfriend or girlfriend or as I sit
with you watching a movie and your mind is on him or her. Yes, I am at fault because I need someone to.
pay attention to me, someone to love me arid make decisions with me and my feelings in mind and that
is clearly not you anymore and your proud of that.
I have NEVER lert you out of anger or because I was so mad at life, until now. l refuse to try to talk you
into being with me or loving me anymore because that's what I have done for the last 6·months and it
only works for a few days with you before your true feelings surface back to the top. One thing you
absolutely know 100% of me in the 20 years that we have been together is if I make an effort to correct
something with anybody and I don't get anything reciprocated back to me, I take scissors and cut it
loose. You have got to be amazed that I have lasted this long? I dare you to read these text's that I sent
you, and try to say I did not do enough. It is only a matter of time before your world comes crashing
down on you. I know because I was in the same boat as you, thinking I was on top of the world and
nothing could stop me, but when my world came crashing down and I knew I fucked up, I was so lonely
and sad but also I was so LUCKY that you were still there with me but remember I don't have a fraction
of the patience that you have.
Again, look at ALL of these Text's and this email? I have NEVER wrote so much, EVER, EVER to someone.
I will always keep these to show the girls when they are older that I did make an effort despite what
their Mom told them.
Rob

2/14/2012
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From:
"Rob Hall" <rhaH@adaweb.net>
To:
<khall.corriganlaw@me.com>
Sent:
Monday, February 14, 2011 1:4S PM
Subject:
hi
Kandi, I am seriously having a RALLY hard time. I am breaking down at work, I can't think ,I'm reafl\1
jacked up. I know I have heard all of this from you so you know how I feel. You CAN'T do this to me but
you are. Seeing you today just broke me down even lower. It truly does not bother you ( I know, your
numb}. Just know the damage that you are doing to me. If you don't care, or it doesn't matter one way
or the other then call it, make it happen. You will not take one step closer to me even though you can
see that I am demolished and you expect me to stay this way for how long? YOU ARE DESTROYING ME. I
can't imagine you thinking "fuck him, this is about me, not him". I would have never imagined you would
ever have it in you to be this cold, insensitive, or mean to me (your husband)

4/28/2011
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p0014299955@cammm~.em1
Received: from CONDOR.ada.net.gov ([10.113.5.184J) by eaglel.ada.net.gov
([10,113.5.179)) with mapi; Tue, 1 Mar 2011 14:44:13 -0700
From: Rob Hall <rhall@adaweb.net>
To: Jacob Mulkey <jmulkey@adaweb.net>
Date: Tue, 1 Mar 2011 14:44:11 -0700
subject: ears open
Thread-Topic: ears open
Thread-Index: AcvYWbfvekT85swnTPm4k+LibMgoAA==
Message-ID! <0C4EBEE7168F4640B1FF25E37E1A8C26FA53CF1723@CONDOR.ada.net.gov>
Accept-Language: en-us
content-Language: en-us
X-MS-Exchange-Organization-AuthAs: Internal
X-Ms-Exchange-organization-AuthMechanism: 04
X-MS-Exchange-organization-Authsource: eaglel,ada.net.gov
X-MS-Has-Attach: yes
X-Ms-Exchange-organization-scL: -1
X-MS-TNEF-Correlator:
acceptlanguage: en-us
x-ms-exchange-organization-originalsize: 10718
x-ms-exchange-organization-originalarrivaltime: 01 Mar 2011 21:44:13.4499
(UTC)
x-ms-exchange-organization-messa~esource: storeDriver
x-ms-exchange-organization-recip1ent-limit-verified: True
content-Type: multipart/related;
boundary="_004_0C4EBEE716BF4640B1FF25E37E1A8C26FA53CF1723COND0Radanetg_";
type="multipart/alternative"
MIME-Version: 1.0
--_004_0C4EBEE716BF4640B1FF25E37E1A8c26FA53CF1723COND0Radanetg_
content-Type: multipart/alternative;
boundary="-000_0C4EBEE716BF4640B1FF2SE37E1A8C26FA53CF1723COND0Radanetg_"
--_000_0C4EBEE716BF4640B1FF25E37E1A8C26FA53CF1723COND0Radanetg_
content-Type; text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
content-Transfer-Encoding: quot~d-printable

Hey, do me a favor, if you hear of anyone that has a room to rent let me kn=
ow.
Thanks
Rob Hall
Ada county sheriff's office
Emergency communications Division
7200 Barrister Drive
Boise, ID 83704
(208) 577-3613
[cid:image001.jpg@01CBD81F.21019A10]
--_000_0C4EBEE716BF4640B1FF25E37E1A8C26FA53CF1723COND0Radanetg_
content-Type: text/html; charset="us-ascii"
content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable
<html xmlns:V=3D"urn:schemas-microsoft-com:vml" xmlns:o=3D"urn:schemas-micr=
osoft-com:office:office" xm1ns:w=3D 11 urn:schemas-microsoft-com:office:word" =
xmlns:m=3D"http://schemas.m1crosoft.com/office/2004/12/omml" xmlns=3D"http: ..
//www.w3.org/TR/REC-html40"><head><META HTTP-EQUIV;:30"Content-Type" CONTENT=
=3D"text/htm1 i. charset=3Dus-asci i "><meta name=3DGenerator content=3D"Mi cros=
oft word 14 (Tiltered medium)"><l--[if !mso]><sty1e>v\:* {behavior:url(#def=
ault#VML)j}
o\:* {behavior:url(#defaultlVML);}
w\:* {behavior:url(#default#VML)j}
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Jim Miller
From:

Rob Hall [rhall@adaweb.net]

Sent:
Subject:

Sunday, January 02, 2011 10:09 AM
Room

Hey Cory, I heard that you might be in need of a room mate. I am looking for a place to
stay for at least a month while I try to work things out with my wife. Let me know either
way. Thanks Rob Hall Ada County Sheriff's Office
(208)577-3613
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Jim Miller
From:
Sent:
Subject:

Guys,

Rob Hall [rhall@adaweb.net)
Sunday, January 02, 201110:14 PM
Out on monday

I have a shoulder appointment at 9:30 and chiropractic at 10:30 and fami.!.y problems.

I ~ill be in on tuesday.
Rob Hall
Ada County Sheriff's Office
(208)577-3613

1
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Jim Miller
From:
Sent:

Rob Hall [rhail@adaweb.netJ
Wednesday, February 23, 2011 1:59 AM

Subject:

Out today·

I am having serious problems at home and need the day.
Rob Hall
Ada County Sheriff's Office
(208} 577-3613

1
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Jim Miller
From:

Rob Hall [rhall@adaweb.net]

Sent:

Monday, February 21, 201112:10 PM

poo / 1.../ 1 o Jo 3 d-....

Subject: Re: Misc_fields.ini
r·m not in today but ill do it first thing in the morning.
Rob Hall
Ada County Sheriffs Office
(208)577-3613

From: Piou, Jacques M (IS) <Jacques.Piou@ngc.com>
To: Rob Half
cc: Meadows, Diana (IS) <diana.meadows@ngc.com>; Piou, Jacques M (IS) <Jacques.Piou@ngc.com>
Sent: Mon Feb 21 08:30:18 2011
Subject: RE: Misc_fields.ini
Rob
Please provide your misc_fle!ds.ini, polyfile and geoseg file.
Also, in your misc_fields listing below you have both Owner_Address and Phone_numbers referring to
6004 (layer 6, feature 4). Is this a typo or is this what you intended?
Jacques M. Piou
GIS Analyst / Programmer
Northrop Grumman Information Systems
(571) 313-2438

From: Piou, Jacques M (IS)

Sent: Thursday, February 17, 201110:37 AM
To: Rob Hall
Cc: Meadows, Diana (IS); Plou, Jacques M (IS)
Subject: RE: Misc_fields.ini
Rob
Please send me your misc_fields.ini file
Thanks,
Jacques M. Piou
GIS Analyst I Programmer
Northrop Grumman Information Systems
(571) 313-2438

From: Rob Hall [mallto:rhall@adaweb.net]
Sent: Monday, February 07, 2011 7:22 PM
To: Plou, Jacques M (IS)

2/13!1012
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Page 2 of2
Subject: EXT :Mlsc_frelds.lni
Jacques,
Do you have any more detailed info on Misc_field population other than what is in the GDI tools FSD? I have the
fields:
misc fld 'l=Owner,6002,RO,
misc)d=2=Second_Owner,6003,RO,
rnisc_fld_3=0wner_Address,6004,RO,
misc_fld_4=Phone_number,6004,RO,
but I am not sure how to populate those fields. My goal is to get Owner, second owner, and Owner address off of
my parcel layer and phone number off of another source that I have.

2/13/2012
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Jim Miller
From:
Sent:
Subject:

Rob Hall [rha!l@adaweb.net]
Thursday, February 17, 2011 10:28 AM
Out sick

Greg I will be out sick today and tomorrow Rob Hall Ada County Sheriff's Office
(208) 577-3613

1
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Page
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Jim Miller

/'60/

From:

Rob Hall frhall@adaweb.net)

Sent;

Thursday, February 10, 2011 9:11 AM

3

g~{p

187

Subject: going home sick

Greg, I am going home sick for the day.
Thanks

ROB HAU
Ada County Sheriffs Office
Emergency Communications Division
7200 Barrister Drive
Boise, ID 83704
[208) 577-3613
;,
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Saint Atphonsus Regional Medical Center
Boise, Idaho
A Member of Trinity Health
Novi, Michigan

Path.ml Name: HALL, ROBERT
MRN: (BIA)-000724735
02107/1969
03/1212011

Date ol Birth:
Adm11Date:
Discharge Dale:
Account Number:
Pallonl Typo:
Attending:

03/13/2011
010830855-1070
lnpallenl
Slinger Ill MD, Harry K

Adull Admission Prollle Form
03/12/11 oz:08 MST Performed by Jacoby RN, Lorraine K
Entored on 03/12111 04;36 MST
D1schaf9e Plan ORIO
Plan to Return Home
Valuables/Belonglng!l
Valuables/Belongings GRID
other Valuables/Balongings Placemanl
Mlscellaneous Valuables/Belonglngs
Valuables Returned

Unknown
Comment: possible Jall

Other: possible booked Into evidence
Nol applicable

Nulrlllon Screening
Homa Dlel
Home Dial Education
Tube Feecllngs, TPN or NTR Access Device
Welghl Change Greater Than 10 Lbs
Weight LOS$
Appetite Chango & Less than Usual lnlake
Open or Unheallng Wounds
Gastric Bypass wilhln pasl year

No

Functional Screening
AOL Problems
Speech/Communlcallon Problems
oysphaglalEallng Problems
Hearing/Vision Problems
Physical Therapy Problems

No
No
No
No

Abuse/Neglect Soreenlng
Abuse History
Recent Physical Violence/Abuse
Sexual Abuse/Assaull
Fearful ol Partner/Caregiver or Olhur
Clln/Fam-Neglec\/ExplollaUon May Exist
Abuse/NeglecVExplollallon Comment
Adult Immunization
Seasonal Flu Vaccine Curronl
Seasonal Flu Vaccine Roule
Pnuemovax Within last Five Years

No reslrlcllons

No
No
Yes
301bs

No
No

No

Yes
No

No

No
No
'going through divorce. and has been emotionally abused'
Yes

lnJeclable

DlphlheliafT etanus lmmunb:allon

No
Unknown
Unknown

Assessment for Pnc,umoooccal lmmunlutlon
Risk for Pneumococeal Disease
Pneumococeal V""lne Absolute Contra
Pneumococcaf Vaccine R•lallve Contra

None
None

Hepatllls B Vaccine.

Pneumococcal Vacc-Nol Ellglblt/Contra

None of Iha above. Pallenl ls nol ellglble for vacdne.

Pneum~oe<:al Risk-Cale

Nol E!lglble
"12

Advance Dlreotlve
Adllance Directive Exec:uled

No

Bradon
Sensory Perception Braden

No lmpalnnen1 (4)

Printed Date:02/08/12
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Saint Alphonsus Regional Medical Center
Boise, Idaho
A Member ol Trlnlly Health
Novi, Michigan

PaUen1 Name: HALL, ROBERT
MRN: (BIA)-000724735
Dale of B111h: 02107/1'369
Admll Date: 03/12/2011
Discharge Date: 03/13/2011
Accoun\ Number: 010830855-1070
Pallant Type: lnpatlen1
Anendlng: Stinger Ill MO, Harry K

Soclat Work Form
03/14/1110:24 MDT Per1ormed by Stanf111ld, Susan R
Entered on 03/14/11 10:31 MDT
Social Work Note
So<:lal Work P,ogress Note

System genara1ed relerral from Admission Assessm1mt Prollle tor
abusefneglect.
Pl repor1s he ls going thru a divorce and Is being emotionally abused.

Pl Is a 42 yr old male admllled whh GSW to Head. He resides In Merld,an
and
has BCBS. Pl Is an 011 Duly Pollce omcarwho slates someone grabbed
his 9un
and shot him. Per Ptiyslclan note there was a deceased person al the
scene.
Pl was Intoxicated GCS 15 and blood alcohol of 0.08 and suffered single
grazing
gunshol woU11d left parietel scalp. He was dscharged home on 3/13 a\
8:38
with follow up on 3/16 for slaple removal.
There are no MSW notes from ER and no lndlcallon ol an on-going
lnvesUgalion by Police Oepar1menl.
S0cl11I Work Form
03/14/1113:11 MDT Per1ormed by Stlinlield, Susan R
Entered on 03/14/11 13:13 MDT
Social Work Note
Soclal Work Progres$ Nole

Up dale: P! was discharged to Custody of Police Department where he
remains
lm;arcerated.
Soohil Work Form
07/12/11 14:58 MDT Per1ormed by Stanfleld, Susan R
Entered on 07/12/11 15:01 MDT

Socia! Work Nole
Social Work Progress Nol&

MSW contacted by Oetecllve Jim Ml!ler/PoHce Department re: MSW

system trigger

reler,al on abuse/neglect. MSW explalMd this comes from Nursing
Admission Assessment
MSW !axed H&P and Nursing Admission Assessment to Fax# :846-7337.
MSW C<Jntacl lnlormallon on cover sheet shoufd Ihere be additional
quesllo11$.
Soclal Work Form
01/20/12 14:18 MST Per1ormed by Stanlleld, Susan R
Enlered on 01/20/12 14:21 MST

Social Work NI.lie
Socfal Work Prcgma Note

MSW contacted by Allomey General Office re;Robert Hall cue
334-2400.
MSW spoke with Tony/Rll1k Mgt X8818 prior to contact. He stated MSW
should retrun call ASAP.

MSW spoke with Melissa Moody/Atlorney General Ollie• n,gardng
meeting

prior lo Healing In 23-weaks. MSW did not see pt t.ce to face and
therefore
eHmlnated from te11Ulylng. Lorraine Jacoby/RN entered Iha abuse/ne9lec:t
screening Information. No rwthe r c:onlact lndlcated,

Printed Date:02/06/12
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Interview of Lt. Dana Borgqulst
Ada County Sheriff's Deparbnent
3-16-2011
On 3-16-2011, at approximately 1409 hours, Scott Smith and I Interviewed Lt. Dana Borgquist at
the Ada County Sheriff's Office. I documented the Interview with my digital recorder and later
downloaded the file to this supplemental. The following Is a summary; refer to recording for
complete details. I also submitted my notes from the Interview.
Dana has known Rob for a couple of years. Dana became closer with Rob and Kandi when
Dana's family moved Into Rob's neighborhood about a year and a half ago. They attended UFC
fights at each others' houses with other couples. They hung out at the clubhouse pool and Rob's
kids would babysit Dana's kids. Although Dana knows Kandi and their daughters, Dana knows
Rob the best. Among other things, Dana and Rob ride motorcycles together and watch
Supercross.
While golfing about six or more months ago, Rob talked about Kandi's Job; which was the one
prior to working with Emmett. Kandi was getting "jacked around'' not getting a lot of hours. Rob
and Kandi got into arguments over finances; and Kandi was not happy working for this attorney.
Kandi began looking for another job and found one with Emmett. Dana said this is when
everything started changing.
Dana recalled this being during the summer. Dana noticed Rob and Kandi started drinking more.
By the end of summer, Rob was Ured with it and stopped hanging out with Kandi's friends. Dana
described Kandi as "one hell of a partier" which is all Kandi wanted to do. Rob wanted to settle
down and stop leaving their kids alone. However, Kandi kept rt going. Dana and his wife thought
there must be more going on if Rob and Kandi were using this behavior as an escape mechanism.
By the end of summer, Rob had put a stop to the behavior and the relationship started going
"downhill." Kandi did not want to change.
A few months ago, Rob started thinking something was going on. Kandi was more distant and
secretive. Rob started looking at Kand i's phone and texts. Dana believed Kandi had a business
.phone. Rob told Dana about texts from Emmett. Dana recalled this by referring to a bad snow
day around the end of November or the first of December. In a text, Kandi told Emmett she felt
like she was In prison, not being able to see him all day. Although Rob started to catch on to
what was happening, Dana did not think Rob was facing reality. Dana explained Kandi was tying
to Rob, and Rob was trying to make sense of it. Rob was not seeing what was actualty going on.
Dana believed Rob loved Kandi so much, he did not want to face the fact Kandi is having an affair.
!Admln
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Dana believes Rob truly loves Kandi and wanted her to come clean on what was going on.
Dana said this contlnued·and got worse. Rob told Kandi she needed to stop texting Emmett and
she agreed. Dana described a ''fine In the sand'' where Rob told Kandi to stop texting and not do
things with him after hours. Work was different; although Rob knew Kandi working with Emmett
was not healthy for their relationship. Kandi agreed for a couple of days and then went right
back.
Rob was trying to get Kandi to attend marriage counseling.
Dana told us about Kandi going out with her friend, Michelle. Kandi came home almost passed
out drunk where Rob had to carry Kandi In the house. Rob spoKe of this having to stop. Dana
said ever since the above mentioned snow day, things have been getting worse in the sense of
Rob trying and Kandi not. Dana said Kandi would "play him" by getting Rob to believe she is
going to try or change; and then she would get back Into the behavior. Rob understood
something was terribly wrong with Kandi who was running away from everything.
Two or three weeks ago, Kandi said she needed a break from Rob. About 9:00 or 10:00 at night,
Kandi said she was going to Michelle's house. Rob went to Michelle's and saw Emmett's truck
there. Rob then knew Michelle, and the group he left, was in on all of this.
On Super Bowl Sunday, Rob came to Dana's house with five or six boxes of items such as
clothing. Rob was officially going to move out of the house. Dana was in support of this decision
as Dana previously told Rob, one of them had to leave. Dana suggested a 30 day separation to
see If anything was there. If Kandi had her mind made up, there was nothing Rob could do to
make her stay. Rob agreed; packing his items and taking his guns to his parents. Dana and Rob
discussed different options where Rob could live temporarily.
During the Super Bowl game, Rob communicated with Kandi and his daughters. They said they
missed Rob, wanted him to come back, and to not do this. Dana said Rob bought into this as
always, and went back. Rob said he thought he scared Kandi and she thinks he is serlous now.
Dana confirmed that only hours had passed. Dana was having a hard time with Rob's decision;
believing Rob needed more time. When Rob returned, that is when activity with Michelle
increased; Including the time when Kandi came home drunk and seeing (Emmett's truck at
Michelle's).
Rob told Dana he went to marriage counseling by himself as Kandi would never go. Dana
believed Rob was trying everything he could to save his marriage.
Dana said the rumor is false about Rob buying the gun a couple of weeks ago. Dana explained
-----'lt-le-St-l~if:f!.s-Offlce-sw~tcl:aed-to..tbe-~uger.-LC.P--3.8.0..0n..Janua.cy. 1!!., 2011 from the Keltec .32 as a
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backup weapon. The Sheriffs Office gave employees about a year notice. Rob bought one of the
first ones on his own sometime In 2010. While Dana was researching the LCP .380 during 2010,
Rob offered to let Dana shoot his. Dana ordered the guns for the Sheriff's Office before
Christmas and saw Rob's name was not on the list.
Dana told us Rob has several guns.
Dana spoke of Kandi going to California to visit her parents (possibly for a week). Kandi was
going to clear her head and figure out what to do. Dana belleved Kandi returned from California
on either Monday or Tuesday and the shooting occurred on Friday. Dana recalled what he told
Rob prior to Kandi leaving for California. Rob was to tell Kandi to move out upon her return; that
Kandi was doing this and Rob was not doing anything wrong. Dana said Rob agreed, but never
did so.
Dana said Kandi also left (for California) because she finally told Rob about having an affair with
Emmett. Kandi previously lead Rob on by denying the affair. Kandi had an excuse for every text
until Rob found the "I love you" texts. Rob had been checking Kandi's phone which she even
provided to him. One text from Emmett to Kandi stated to the effect, I'm bummed you didn't do
the paperwork today, I thought you were going to file for divorce today. Dana described as
"weird" how although Kandi did not want to admit to anything, she did not try to hide it either.
When asked, Dana thought Kandi told Rob about the affair approximately the end of February.
Dana had not been in contact with Rob for about a week or longer when he asked Rob how things
were going. This conversation occurred at work. Rob told Dana things got worse with Kandi
making admissions. This Included Kandi and Emmett talking about Kandi and Rob getting
divorced,
Dana said this is when Rob started "really ramping up.'' Dana explained to us that Rob wanted to
tell Emmett's wife. Rob wanted Emmett's wife to know what Emmett was doing to her. Emmett's
wife had no clue and Rob thought it was completely wrong. Rob thought It was also wrong for
Kandi to be apart of it. Kandi would talk of Emmett having Issues with his own wife, and that was
for Emmett to do. Rob also mentioned Emmett's wife just having a baby. Rob told Dana about
Emmett's wife bringing the baby into the law office for Kandi to see. Rob believed it was
completely wrong to be having an affair and act like nothing was gofng on.

Within the last three to four weeks, Rob called Kandi to have lunch. Kandi told Rob they were
going to order In-because they were so busy. Rob drove to the law office, saw Kandl's car; but no
one was there. When Emmett and Kandi arrive after lunch, Rob questioned Kandi about having to
stay at the office. Kandi told Rob they decided to go grab (lunch). Dana described this to us as
Kandi "flat out lies, messing wtth his head." Dana agreed this could have been around
---->l/-alentlA&~s-Day..,........---
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We discussed whether Rob had access to a County vehicle. Dana knew Rob traveled to different
police and fire stations but did not know if Rob used his truck. The County has fourJ Ford Focus
vehicles for civilian use. Dana said Greg Warner (ACSO) would have more Information on this.
Dana told us Rob wanted to send a letter; but told Dana he had not mailed it yet. Rob told Dana
the letter was In his backpack. Rob described the letter to Dana as two sentences to Emmett's
wife. The verbiage was to the effect, just so you know, E:mmett and my wife are planning on
divorcing us and getting together. Dana never saw the letter nor did Rob read the letter to him.
Rob told Dana that Emmett's wife needed to know. Rob told Dana about the letter before Kandi
went to California; around the time Rob found out about the affair.
When Kandi returned from California on Monday or Tuesday before the shooting, Rob asked
Kandi If they were going to talk. Kandi said she was tired; not tonight. Dana believed this to be
Monday.
Dana explained to us he understood Rob had been sleeping in his own room for a long time. In
January, Dana saw Rob buying a mattress at RC Willey. Rob commented about not staying in the
same room as Kandi.
Recalling the Monday night before the shooting, Dana said Rob and Kandi dfd not talk.
On Tuesday, It was the same thing. Rob told Kandi the reason she went to California was to
figure out what was going on. However, Kandi did not talk; saying she was too tired and was
going to bed.
On Wednesday, Rob did not call or text Kandi; having no interaction with her. (Dana told us he
could be off a day; explaining this is what Rob told him). Rob went to bed around 8:00 and woke
up to Kandi "balling her eyes out." Rob went to Kandi; asking her what was going on. Kandi said
she was such an idiot and so dumb for doing this, and this is not who she Is. Dana told us that
Rob "lit up" when he told Dana, 'Kandi was back.' The Kandi that Rob knew and married; was
back. However, Dana thought Kandi had Rob on again. When Kandi asked Rob why he dldn 1t call
or text, Rob told her she can't pretend nothing Is going on. Kandi told Rob this made her realize
how much she loved him.

On Thursday morning, Rob said,

'there's old Kandi agatn.'

Thursday night, Rob came to Dana's house to deliver games for Dana's son. When Dana asked
how things were going, Rob said not good. Rob said he had a place and was going to move out
and move on. Later in the Interview, Dana said he did not believe Rob delivered the games as a
--·---w.ay...of..g1v.lns:J..8Way_p.o.s.ses.s.i.ans.._Ibis was s.QJDethlng Rob was going to do an~.
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On Friday, Pana spoke with Rob at work. Rob said his parents have a ".8ntal In Meridian, The rent
was $900.00, was going to be tight flnanclaUy, but Rob thought he could do ft. Rob said his
daughter, Hannah wanted to live with him. Dana agreed with the plan, telling Rob he was going to
be happier in a month from now. Rob told Dana he tried to sell his truck but Kandi wanted to be
present. Gas prices increased when Kandi returned from California and the sale did not go
through.
Dana spoke of piecing things together. Dana talked to Rob on Friday and Rob had a great plan.
Rob knew what he was going to do and was at ease in his mind.
Dana said finances were a big deal with Kandi paying all the bills. Rob found out they were "back
due'' on everything; every credit card was maxed out, with late notices on the house. Dana said
this was something Rob learned of sometime prior to Friday.
Upon review of Dana and Rob's conversation on Friday, Dana said Rob was more at ease with hts
decision. Dana said usually it was sad and depressing. Rob said he told Kandi last night he was
moving out
Dana thought Rob told Kandi he was leavlng at the end of the month. Dana thought something
happened and mentioned Kandi "reeling" Rob In on Wednesday night. Rob did not text or call on
Thursday and left it In "her court." Rob said he was not going to (call or text); Kandi was free to
do so. Dana described this as the "ultimate test" to see if Kandi was going to reach out to him as
her husband. Rob said Kandi did not call, text or anything.
In Dana's mind, it was not a question of, if Rob was going to move out; but when. Rob was not
going to have Kandi move out of the house because she would probably tell him to.
Dana last talked to Rob at work on Friday.
Dana went to McCall and had his work cell phone turned off. Dana woke up Saturday and learned
of the shooting through Command Pages and voice mails. Yesterday, (3-15) Dana learned Rob's
work phone log showed a call to Dana's work cell phone on Friday evening at 10:09 pm. We
discussed the shooting occurring at approximately 10:21 pm.
On Saturday afternoon, Kandi ca11ed Dana who was In McCall. Kandi was hysterical, uballlng"
and apologizlng to Dana. Dana Interpreted this as Kandi knowing what she was doing; ,rpittlng
these guys against each other."
Kandi always told Dana that Rob was a great father and a great guy. Rob told Dana that Kandi
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something Rob had noticed and Dana noticed when Kandi cal led.
While talking to Kandi from McCall, Dana said he would check on her upon returning on Sunday
evening. Dana watched the news which Included statements by Emmett's brother. Dana was
angered by the "spin 11 where this was made out to be a "staking case" where Rob was a "crazy
guy." Dana told us he "would be damned" if he was going to Kandl 1 s house because she was
playing both sides again.
On Saturday, Dana called Meridian Police Sergeant Fiscus. Dana told Sergeant Fiscus that Kandi
was begging for Victim Witness; saying she had not had contact with anyone. Fiscus told Dana
that Kandi had been repeatedly calling him; asking what was going on. Dana encouraged Victim
Witness for the daughters. Dana heard that Hannah called Rob (on the night of the shooting) and
said Kandi was with Emmett. Dana was concerned Hannah would carry that forever.
Dana spoke of his wife going to Kandi's house last night, (3·15) to make contact with the
daughters. Kandl's parents answered the door. The daughters were not home and Kandi was
"out cold" sleeping upstairs.
Dana said Rob was going to coach a girl's softball team and had the roster when Dana spoke to
him on Friday. Dana told us he knows something had to happen; that Rob had no intent on doing
this (shooting). Dana identified this as his opinion. Dana spoke on this further.
Dana said when Kandi came back from California, Rob told Kandi he malled the letter to Emmett's
wife; saying what was going on. Dana described a discussion between Kandi and Rob where
Kandi was really mad. Kandi told Rob that Emmett was going to be 11 pissed" and Emmett was
going to deal with Rob about It. Rob responded by saying 'fine.' Dana vaguely recalled Rob
saying that Kandi said Emmett was probably going to come over here and talk to Rob about it
Rob's response was 'Whatever.'
Dana explained the history behind this. Rob was upset because Kandi never took Rob's side.
Rob always felt like Kandi took her friends' side over Rob's; never validating Rob. Dana referred
to Rob telling him about Emmett and the letter. Dana could see how Rob would think Kandi
would side with Emmett; who is a bodybuilder and rifts weights. Dana believes Rob got the sense
Emmett could 'kick Rob's ass' and Rob couldn't do anything about It.
Dana denied Rob ever said he was afraid of Emmett or had a destre to kick Emmett's ass. The
only thing Rob mentioned was Emmett lifting weights. Dana said Rob does not; and described
Rob as "pretty frail and non confrontational and quiet.'' Dana said Rob got the Impression
Emmett was younger and stronger. Rob was the "out of date version" and Emmett was the "new

and Improved.''
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When asked, Dana did not know about the frequency or infrequency in which Rob would carry a
gun off duty or away from work. Dana said they usually took Rob's truck golfing and motorcycle
riding. Dana said although there could have been a gun, he never saw one. Dana explained he
carries all the time and Rob probably does not know this. They never discussed this. Dana did
not know if Rob had a Concealed Weapons Permit.
Dana mentioned going to Rob and Kand f's house one time for UFC Fights. Due to the people
there, It was so awkward and uncomfortable, they never went back. These were people Dana
(and his wife) don't hang out with. One woman 'really rubbed Dana the wrong way.' Dana said
the people were partying and thought they were a "swinger group."
When Kandi spoke to Dana on Saturday, (after the shooting) Dana was almost positive Kandi
mentioned this woman's name. Dana thought this woman knew Emmett's wife, Ashlee and asked
how she was doing. Ashl86 was said to be blank with no emotion. Dana said he was caught off
guard; that maybe this group knew each other.
Dana compared Rob and Kandi coming to his house, possibly twice, for UFC Fights. Kandi was
"bored out of her mind" because of the different crowd. The other group drinks way too much
and is "very flirtatious, open" and fake. Dana said Rob realized this was not what it was about.
Late in the summer, Rob started "going this way, and she wasn't ready to go that way."
We discussed the Identity of Kandi's friend, Michelle. Dana did not know her last name but said
she lived on Barrymore in the Paramount subdivision.

Scott Smith asked Dana If Rob provided specifics about what Kandi said about the affair. Rob
said Kandi finally admitted to having an affair. Rob never said Kandi admitted to having sex with
Emmett. It was that Kandi finally admitted to lying to Rob and she was having an affair. Dana
believed Rob thought or felt the whole time Kandi and Emmett were having sex. Dana would tell
Rob that he was not doing something Kandi needs if Kandi Is Interacting with another guy. Dana
suggested Rob was not giving emotional support, love or attention. There was something Kandi
needs, that she is not getting; and Rob needs to figure out what that is. Dana agreed this is what
he was telling Rob early on. We discussed this further.

I asked Dana if he and Rob ever discussed how Rob and Kandi interacted sexually. Dana said no,
but had the Im pres slon the "make up sessions" would be sex related.
Dana said Rob was using Ambien to sleep at night. Dana thought Kandi was using a lot of it;
mixing with alcohol almost all the time. Dana thought Kandi would drive drunk; such as going to
Michelle's. Rob would mention Kandi being "out of il"
----We-then-coneluded-the-lrtterv:iew;-·-·--·----·------
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Cell Phone: 303-956-0251
E-mail: jeangmcallister@aol.com

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

Consultant and Trainer
Denver, Colorado
2004-Present
Provide consultation and training for various agencies regarding interpersonal violence
including trauma and victimization, sexual assault, child sexual abuse, domestic violence, offender
dynamics and management and secondary trauma prevention and intervention, building resilience,
stress management, policy development, organizational and Board planning and development.

Various Jurisdictions in District, County and Municipal Courts
Expert Witness
1985-Present
Provide expe11 testimony and case consultation regarding sexual assault, child sexual abuse,
domestic violence, victim trauma and offender behavior and management.

Colorado Commission for Individuals Who Are Blind or Visually Impaired
Colorado Department of Human Services
Denver, Colorado
Administrator
2009-Present
Serve as Administrator for the CCIBVI. Administer all Commission activity related to making policy
recommendations regarding the needs of individuals who are blind or visually impaired in Colorado,
conduct statewide needs assessments, develop and manage an information and referral website and
interface with other programs and agencies. Plan Commission and committee meetings, write or
oversee air correspondence and publications and arrange training for members. Supervise
administrative staff, complete all management functions required by the Division, including budget
planning, decision items, policy analysis and fiscal notes related to proposed legislation, and agency
planning with other units. Prepare the CCIBVI annual reports to the legislature and assist the
CCIBVI with the development of a strategic plan for their future work.
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HealthBridge Alliance
Denver, Colorado
Program Director
2007-2009
Serve as Program Director for a nonprofit organization that supports professionals working
with trauma in a variety of settings to build resiliency skills for addressing secondary trauma and
compassion fatigue related to their work. Develop program curricula for training targeted to a broad
variety of differing professional groups; serve as lead program trainer; coordinate, train and supervise
the professional contract training team; coordinate all training activities, conduct regular training
evaluations and program evaluation.
Colorado Commission for Individuals Who Are Blind or Visually Impaired
Colorado Department of Human Services
Denver, Colorado
Temporary Administrator
2008
Serve as temporary Administrator for the CCIBVI during their initial start up phase and assist them
with participation in the hiring process for their permanent Administrator. Arrange and provide
training for new Commission members regarding their statutory authority and requirements, their
advisory role in a State agency, state personnel regulations and hiring process and the scope of
existing services and programs for individuals who are blind or visually impaired in Colorado.
Supervise administrative staff, complete all management functions required by the Division,
including budget planning, decision items, policy analysis and fiscal notes for proposed legislation,
and agency planning with other programs and agencies. Prepare the CCIBVI first annual report to
the legislature and assist the CCIBVI with the development of a strategic plan for their future work.

Victim Outreach Information
Golden, Colorado
Development Director·
2007
Serve as temporary Development Director through a time limited grant to assist with
development of new funding sources for the agency. Write grants to governmental agencies and
private foundations for agency funding, research and identify new funding sources, assist Executive
Director and Board with fund raising and special events.
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Project Safe Haven, Colorado
Colorado Organization for Victim Assistance
Denver, Colorado
On-Site Co-Coordinator of Victim Advocacy Sen·ices
2005
Provide on-site coordination of victim advocacy services through the Colorado Organization
for Victim Assistance for Project Safe Haven, Colorado's response to over 3,000 incoming evacuees
from hurricanes Katrina and Rita. Provide on-site coordination and leadership for the victim
advocates who responded to evacuees and direct intervention with evacuees. Volunteers provided
various interventions over the two months including accompanying each family who anived by airlift or other means through the initial registration process including identification, medical screening,
assignment of temporary housing, clothing and toiletries and assessment for mental health issues;
later, coordinating registration; providing assistance with accessing financial services provided by
FEMA and the Red Cross; coordinating transportation to locate permanent housing, and medical
appointments; verifying leases and arranging for evacuee families to receive furniture and seeking
assistance with additional or difficult needs.

Colorado Coalition Against Sexual Assault
Denver, Colorado
Executive Director
2004
Serve as Executive Director for CCASA, a statewide membership organization with over 150
members including sexual assault survivors, rape crisis centers, victim advocacy programs, victim
advocates, law enforcement agencies, public health agencies, medical professionals, prosecutors,
public officials, domestic violence programs and community programs throughout Colorado. Direct
and administer all agency activity, including program planning and implementation, policy decision
making and implementation, staff direction, oversight and supervision, budget planning, fund.raising,
oversee grant writing, reporting and administration, plan Board and committee meetings, arrange
training for Board members, oversee publications and correspondence, provide consultation and
training in the arena of sexual assault and effective response to sexual assault victims to rape crisis
centers, child abuse programs, mental health professionals, criminal justice personnel, health care
providers and policy makers, both locally and nationally. Serve as CCASA representative and
liaison with state agencies, criminal justice programs, the victim services community and national

sexual assault and prevention programs and alliances.
University of Denver, Graduate School of Social Work
Denver, Colorado
Adjunct Faculty
2004
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Serve as adjunct faculty to the Graduate School of Social Work. Develop and co-teach a
course in domestic violence intervention for second year graduate students.

Colorado Department of Human Services, Colorado Works Division
Denver, Colorado
Program Administrator, Domestic Abuse Assistance Program
2001- 2004
Serve as Program Administrator for the Colorado Domestic Abuse Assistance Program.
Administer all activities related to the distribution and management of state and federal program
dollars available to programs serving domestic violence victims and their children in Colorado.
Develop and implement an RF A process, a funding selection process, contract with funded agencies,
distribute funds to programs, provide local program oversight and monitoring. Supervise staff
assigned to the program, complete all management functions required by the Division, including
budget planning, decision items, fiscal notes, and agency planning with other units. Develop and
revise state rules for domestic violence programs receiving DAAP dollars in conjunction with the
Funding Selection Committee and the Advisory Committee for the program. Provide training for
human services personnel, criminal justice agencies, victim services agencies and private service
providers throughout Colorado. Co-Chair the Department's Domestic Violence Task Force and serve
as the Departmental Representative to the Colorado Domestic Violence Offender Management
Board. Serve as program liaison with other state agencies, the Colorado Coalition Against Domestic
Violence, local domestic violence programs, criminal justice programs, and the victim services
community. Assist with policy development, report to the legislature and the Federal Government on
program activities and compile statewide statistics regarding services to domestic violence victims.

American Prosecutor's Research Institute
Alexandria, Virginia
Program Faculty, Sexual Assault and Domestic Violence Prosecutors Trainings and
Leadership Summits
2000-2004
Serve as contract faculty for National and State Prosecutor trainings. Develop course
cun·iculum and materials. Teach developed course content related to sexual assault, domestic
violence, expert testimony and work related secondary trauma.

Denver C.A.R.E.S. Counselor Training Program
Denver, Colorado
Faculty
1994-2002
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Responsible for developing course content and teaching courses on ~exuaJ trawna treatment
and victim/survivors of domestic violence in a program that provides training for working
professionals.

Colorado Department of Public Safety, Division of Criminal Justice
Denver, Colorado
Program Administrator, Sex Offender Management Board and Co-Manager, Office· of
Domestic Violence and Sex Offender Management

1997-2001
Co-manage the unit that administers state·wide policy making Boards for domestic violence
offenders and sex offenders. Serve as Program Administrator for the Colorado Sex Offender
Management Board. Administer all Board activity, plan Board and committee meetings, write or
oversee a11 correspondence and publications and arrange training for Board members. Supervise all
staff assigned to Board projects, complete all management functions required by the Division,
including budget planning, decision items, fiscal notes, and agency planning with other units.
Develop and revise treatment standards in conjunction with the Board members, administer
statewide regulatory process for sex offender treatment providers, evaluators, p]ethysmograph and
Abe] Screen examiners and polygraph examiners and provide training for criminal justice personnel
and treatment providers throughout Colorado. Serve as Board representative and liaison with other
state agencies, criminal justice programs, and the victim services community. Assist with policy
development, report to the legislature on Board business and pm1icipate in research activities
initiated by the Board and DCJ. Serve as staff liaison for the SOMB's role as a national resource site
for excellence in sex offender management ·with the Center for Sex Offender Management,
sponsored by the Office of Justice Programs, the National Institute of Corrections and the State
Justice Institute.

Columbine Connection Victim Advocates
Victim Outreach Information and the Jefferson County Sheriff's Victim Advocates
Golden, Colorado
Consultant and Trainer

1999-2000
Provide training and education regarding victimization, trauma, appropriate intervention and
service provision to the victim advocates hired to respond to the Columbine High School shootings.
Meet regularly with the advocates and their supervisors to review cases, do case and intervention
planning, and address advocate needs. Provide education, training and support to affiliated services
including the faculty and staff of Columbine High School, Jefferson Center for Mental Health
Columbine Connections Staff and Columbine High School students, their parents and families.
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Assault Survivors Assistance Program at ·west Pines, Lutheran Medical Center
Wheat Ridge, Colorado
Therapist
1989-1997
Provide individual, group, couples and family therapy for adult and adolescent survivors of
sexual assault, domestic violence and other serious trauma and their significant others. Perform
initial screening and assessment, develop treatment plans, maintain case records, and provide
advocacy with community agencies. Provide consultation services to medical staff and inpatient
trauma assessments as requested. Provide independent family reunification safety assessments in
sexual abuse cases where there is conflict among related professional recommendations. Provide
education and training regard to community professionals, service providers and the criminal justice
system. Provide prevention education to schools and community groups. Represent program to
community groups, task forces and statewide coalitions.

Community College of Aurora, Victim Assistance Program
Aurora, Colorado
Instructor
1988-1990
Develop and teach course on Domestic Violence. Participate in program development for
the Victim Assistance Program. Serve as mentor faculty for beginning instructors.

Seniors' Resource Center
Wheat Ridge, Colorado
Social Worker
1988-1989
Provide case management services to seniors and their families. Services include crisis
intervention, assessment, treatment planning, home visits, individual and family counseling,
referrals, emergency food, housing and utility assistance. Coordinate victim assistance program.
Supervise a Senior Peer Counseling Program for isolated and homebound clients.

Gateway Battered Women's Shelter
Aurora, Colorado
Program Supervisor
1983-1988
Responsible for supervision and direction of programs providing direct service to clients
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including 24-hour crisis line, 24-hour residential shelter and non-residential counseling program
providing group, individual, family and couples counseling. Supen1ise 15 clinical staff and 22 relief
staff. Develop training materials and procedures for operation. Perform program development and
evaluation, grant writing, budget planning, statistical evaluation and public relations tasks. Provide
training and education regarding domestic violence to community professionals, service providers
and the criminal justice system. Provide direct services to clients.

Gateway Battered Women's Shelter
Aurora, Colorado
Caseworker
1981-1983
Provide counseling to victims of domestic violence. Provide individual, group and family
counseling and co-facilitate couples counseling with victims and perpetrators when safety conditions
are met. Perform crisis intervention and assessment on 24-hour crisis line, complete client intake
procedures, develop treatment plans and goals with clients, complete termination plans, maintain
case records and act as an advocate with community agencies.

Arapahoe County Department of Social Services
Littleton, Colorado
Caseworker
1979-1980
Provide services to adolescents and their families experiencing problems with delinquency,
abuse and severe family conflict. Perform assessment and intake, treatment plarming, individual,
group and family counseling, refenal, recommendations to the court, coordinated services with
RCCFs, Day Treatment, Mental Health, Probation, Schools and Law Enforcement.

Excelsior Youth Center
Aurora, Colorado
Group Living Counselor
1978-1979
Supervise daily routine in a highly structured residential program for adolescent girls.
Provide individual and group counseling, life skills training, treatment planning, and maintained case
records.
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Weld County Division of Human Resources, CETA Youth Program
Greeley, Colorado
Summer Youth Counselor

1978
Provide counseling to youth in part-time summer employment situations. Prepare and
present youth and employer orientations, certified eligibility, matched youth with jobs, performed
site visits and kept payroll.

EDUCATION

Master of Social Work
University of Denver, Graduate School of Social Work
Denver, Colorado

1993
Recipient of the Dean Emil M. Sunley Award for meritorious service to the School and the
Profession of Social Work, University of Denver, Graduate School of Social Work

1993
Bachelor of Arts
University of Northern Colorado
Greeley, Colorado

1978
Eye MoYement Desensitization and Reprocessing
Completed Level Il Training with Francine Shapiro

1995
COMMUNITY SERVICE AND PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Comprehensive Approaches to Sex Offender Management National Training Team,
Criminal Justice Center for Innovation, FVTC for USDOJ, Office of Justice Programs,
SMART Office
Curriculum Development and Trainer
20 IO - Present
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Domestic Violence Program, Colorado Department of Human Services
Funding Selection Committee
2010- Present
Colorado Department of Corrections
Prison Rape Elimination Act Advisory Committee
2010 - Present
Victim Outreach Information
Advisory Board
2009-Present
Board of Directors
2007-2009
2005-2006
Colorado Sex Offender Management Board
Victim Advocacy Committee
2009-Present
Ending Violence Against Women Project
Trainer and Curriculum Development
2002-Present
Colorado Organization for Victim Assistance
Conference Program Committee
Co-Chair, Sexual Assault Track
2006 to Present
Co-Chair, Human Services Track
2002 and 2003
Jefferson County Community Crisis Response Team
Founding Member, Trainer and Team Member
1999-Present
Victim Advocacy Handbook: Providing Support for Survivors
Co-Author
Published by Space Command Sexual Assault Prevention and Response Programs, 2007 and
Buckley Air Force Base Sexual Assault Prevention and Response Program, 2006
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Colorado Victim Assistance Academy, Colorado Organization for Victim Assistance
Advisory Board
2003- 2004
Faculty
2002-2006
University of Colorado Regent's Independent Investigation Commission
Fonned to investigate the allegations of sexual assault and alcohol abuse in the CU Footba1l
Recruiting Program
Appointed Commissioner
2004
Board of Directors, Colorado Coalition Against Sexual Assault
Immediate Past Chair
2000-2004
Chair
1996-2000
Education Committee Chair
1995-1997
Metro Area Representative
1994-1996
Colorado Domestic Violence Offender Management Board
Appointed as Colorado Depmiment of Human Services Representative
2003-2004
Appointed as Division of Criminal Justice, Colorado Department of Public Safety Representative
2000-2001
Greenbook Oversight Committee
El Paso County Federal Demonstration Project on Child Maltreatment and Domestic Violence
2003-2004
Sexual Assault Prevention Advisory Committee, Colorado Department of Pub1ic Health and
Environment
1996-2004
United States Air Force Academy
Senior Executive Leadership Training on Sexual Assault
Invited to Develop Curriculum and as a Presenter for the Training
2003
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National Judicial Education Program
Non-Stranger Rape Training Video
Invited to Develop Curriculum and as Faculty for the Video
2003
High Risk Victim Offender Dialogue Advisory Committee, Colorado Forum on Restorative
Justice
2002-2003
Attorney General's National Summit on Sex Offender Management
Invited Participant
December 2000
Colorado Governor's Star 2000 Award for Citizenship
Recipient
2000
National Non-Stranger Sexual Assault Symposium
Invited Faculty and Author
"Challenging Myths: Understanding Lack of Consent in Non-Stranger Sexual Assault"
In the National Non-Stranger Sexual Assault Proceedings Report
October 1999
Social Change Award, Project Safeguard
Recipient
1998
Denver Women's Commission
Appointed Member
1996-1997
First Judicial District Domestic Violence Treatment Provider's Certification Board
Appointed victim services representative
1990-1994; Co-Chair, 1994
Family Violence Training Institute
Founding member and faculty
1989-1994
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Project Safeguard
Women's Treatment Standards Committee
1985-1993
Board of Directors
1987-1993; Chair, 1991-1992
State Commission for Domestic Violence Treatment Standards, Training and Education
Committee
1991
Abusive Men Exploring New Directions
Board of Directors
1985-1991, Chair, 1988-1989
Standards for Services to Battered Women and their Children
Co-Author and Co-Editor, published by the Colorado Trust
1990
Community College of Aurora
Faculty Ethics Project
1990
Seniors' Resource Center
Staff Advisory Committee
1989
Colorado Domestic Violence Coalition
Core Committee on Racism and Homophobia in Shelters
1985-1986
Standards Committee
1983
Statewide Committee for Standards for the Treatment of Batterers
1985
Arapahoe County District Attorney's Task Force on Victims of Crime

Chair, Legislative Committee
1983-1984

REFERENCES
Furnished Upon Request
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Report Regarding Possible Expert Testimony
State of Idaho v. Robert D. Hall
Prepared for Melissa Moody
Idaho Attorney General's Office
March 2, 2012
This repmt is intended to serve as a brief overview of my possible testimony in the above referenced
case. My understanding of the issues relevant to this case and any testimony I might give would be
based on over 30 years experience working with victims of crime including domestic violence; my
experience in domestic violence offender management; ongoing study and review of the relevant
literature in the field and my preparation for extensive training and teaching in the field throughout
the years. I have not reviewed any documents related to the case, nor have I met or interviewed any
of the parties to the case. Consequently, I have not evaluated nor made any findings about any of the
parties or their conditions or diagnoses.
The majority of my potential testimony would be focused on education regarding domestic violence
and trauma. Domestic violence research literature indicates that there is a great deal of
misinformation and misunderstanding about violence in intimate relationships in the US. I would
expect to address general information about domestic violence including the nature and dynamics of
these situations, typical victim reactions and offender behavior, trauma and typical trauma reactions
of victims exposed to repetitive trauma in domestic situations. This will assist the jury with their
assessment of the facts in the case by providing accurate information about domestic violence to
which they may not nonnally have access. While I can make no findings about the actual occurrence
of any of the events reported by any of the parties or about the veracity of any of their statements, I
would be able to indicate whether a situation or behavior that is described to me is consistent or
inconsistent with the dynamics or reactions I have addressed.
Domestic Violence
Domestic violence is a pattern of behavior directed against an intimate partner that is designed to
establish power over and control of the victim by the perpetrator. The behaviors used to establish
control may include physical or sexual assault; coercion, overt or indirect threats or intimidation;
verbal or psychological abuse; stalking, isolation of the victim; minimizing or denying the violence;
blaming the victim for the violence; threatening children, pets, family members or friends; economic
control or using a victims' emotional, psychological or physical dependence on the offender.
Different offenders utilize different control techniques and it is not necessary to have all of these
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factors present for domestic violence to be taking place. \\'bile most criminal justice agencies require
the presence or physical or sexual violence, destruction of property or stalking behavior to be
reported to identify domestic violence, these particular behaviors are not necessary to establish power
and control over a victim and to engender fear and chanjes in behavior as a result. These factors are
considered domestic violence in the field of interperso'nal violence.
Research indicates that there is no primary type of person ,,i.,J10 will become a victim of domestic
violence, although the large majority of victims are female. It can happen to anyone and it occurs in
all races, religions, educational and socio-economic levels. The idea that people can identify
offenders or victims by looking at them or by certain immediately observable behavioral
characteristics is a myth. Many offenders appear reasonable, charming or even dependent on the
surface, even while they instill fear in their victims. Not all victims are likeable, meek or helpless, as
many people assume. Victims often function as resourceful and competent people in the world
outside of their families, holding professional jobs or other positions of power or influence, while
fearing their offenders and finding themselves subject their offenders' control in the privacy of their
own homes. Whether the cycle described below is consistently present throughout a relationship or
not, incidents of emotional, physical or sexual violence are typically repetitive, increasing in
frequency and severity and are sporadic, rather than omnipresent. Periods of relative calm are
consistently present in these relationships as well as the violence and often, periods of happiness and
positive intimacy are present as well. The sometimes substantial positive experience in these
relationships is often confusing to victims, who may deeply love their partners as much as they fear
them and despise the abuse. Without intervention, the violence typically continues, and because it
increases in frequency and severity, the 1isk of serious injury or death increases over time. Not all
domestic violence incidents are reported. Even when a domestic violence incident is reported, it
cannot be assumed that the reported incident is representative of level of violence or risk in the
relationship. Current research indicates that law enforcement should respond with a presumption of
arrest, even in cases of perceived low level violence, because an identified incident is rarely
indicative of the real risk of harm to the victim.
In many cases there is a cycle of violence, or a pattern that includes a tension building phase, when
the perpetrator is increasingly tense, anxious or agitated. He or she may be angry and quick to be
offended by the victim's behavior. He or she may begin drinking during this phase in an attempt to
manage their tension. During this phase the perpetrator often blames the victim for problems he or
she is experiencing or for their anger. Victims often feel responsible for the perpetrator's feelings and
make attempts to placate the offender by accepting responsibility for all of the problems in the
relationship or by becoming compliant with the perpetrator's demands, even when they seem
unreasonable or when they interfere with other aspects of their lives.
The second stage of the cycle is the acute battering phase, when the offender explodes. This stage
often includes actual physical battery, strangulation or sexual assault. Alcohol or other substances
can be used by either party during this stage of the battering cycle. Early in the relationship this stage
may include emotional battery, destruction of property or threats. The level of violence and
seriousness of injury during this stage of the relationship tends to increase over time and the
incidents of battery tend to last longer. In some cases, others who are close to the victim may be at
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risk during this stage as well.
The final stage is the honeymoon stage of domestic violence. During this stage the perpetrator
generally stops the abuse and is often kind to the victim for periods oftime. Victims usually describe
relief when the abuse stops and \Vil! describe this as the time the perpetrator is most like the person
they fell in love with or maiTied. Victims often describe being treated extremely well during this
stage of the battering cycle. Offenders may combine blaming the victim and apologies during this
stage, saying things like, I am so sorry I hurt you, I didn't mean to, it's just that when you do that you
make me so angry, please don't do that any more. Victims who are relieved that the abuse has abated
will often continue to accept responsibility for the battering during this stage, which serves to keep
them feeling responsible for the abuse and attached to the perpetrator.
\Vhen children are present in the relationship, they are often as seriously impacted as adult victims.
Many offenders abuse their children as well as their adult partners. It is important to note that the
research literature indicates that witnessing domestic violence is traumatic to children whether or not
the child is a primary target of abuse. Some offenders or victims may say that they don't "fight" in
front of the children. Child victims often know much more about the violence in the home than the
adults are willing to admit. Vicarious exposme, such as witnessing or hearing violence against
another causes trauma reactions in the same way that being a primary target of violence does.
Additionally, the literature indicates that children who witness abuse in the home are much more
likely to grow up to be domestic violence offenders or victims themselves.
Most victims make attempts to protect their children, but they are not always successful. Even when
they are able to protect them from physical abuse, they cannot protect them from living in a home
where violence is present. Both children and adult victims can have the same confusion about the
offender, both loving them and fearing them. Some children attempt to protect their mothers who are
being victimized. This behavior may put them at greater risk of serious physical harm. Children who
have been unsuccessful in protecting their victimized parents may take on some behaviors of the
offender in an attempt to identify with him or her. Children who witness repeated abuse of a parent
who they perceive as powerless may try to associate themselves with the parent they perceive as
more powerful. This behavior increases the risk of the intergenerational repetition of the cycle of
violence.

Nature and Dynamics of Trauma and Victim Responses to Traumatic Events
There are consistent human responses to trauma and trawnatic events, including domestic violence,
which are described in the research as events so powerful. harmful, threatening or severe that they
require extraordinary coping mechanisms or reactions that are outside the normal functioning of the
victim. The literature describes three types of trauma: The first is a single incident that begins and
ends in a relatively short time period; the second type is prolonged or repeated exposure to trauma,
such as war, hostage situations, domestic violence or child abuse; the third type is vicarious exposure
or ·witnessing trauma happening to another person. All three types generate trauma reactions. Type 2
is the most serious and the most likely to induce long term negative reactions.
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Research literature indicates that traumatic experience changes both psychological functioning and
physiology which impacts brain chemistry and the way the brain functions. Simply, the brain
perceives the traumatic experience as a threat and changes functioning accordingly. Initially it floods
the body with chemicals (such as adrenaline and epinephrine) that indicate the need for a speedy
reaction. It limits cortical functioning, which is language and speech based, and which uses
additional time to evaluate situations and make decisions based on previous learning. It transfers
information to the more primitive part of the brain. This ensures quick, but limited reactions based
on survival. These reactions are commonly referred to as fight or flight reactions. In reality, there are
three reactions that are typical; fight, flight or freeze. In situations where exposure to trauma is
ongoing or prolonged, or where resistance or escape are perceived by the victim to be impossible or
where attempts to resist have been ineffective, brain chemistry changes to facilitate "freezing" or
inaction. These reactions are normal human responses to trauma and are adaptive in that they
facilitate survival of the immediate tramna.
Because of the difference in brain function, the experience of trauma is stored differently in the
brain. In normal memory, material is stored in the cortex, is semantic and symbolic (language based)
and is subject to voluntary recall and dismissal. Research indicates that traumatic material is more
likely to be stored as images, physical sensations, feelings or behaviors. It is not always subject to the
victim's voluntary recall and this may result in different details being rep01ted over time. Reminders
of the trauma in the environment can trigger memory of the trauma. Traumatic material is vivid
because of how it is stored and until it is integrated, it can be perceived as distressing and
overwhelming to the victim. This may cause avoidance ofreminders of the trauma, including trying
to behave as if nothing is wrong, minimizing the trauma and resistance to discussing it.
The extraordinary psychological coping mechanisms referred to in the previous definition of trauma
include two responses during traumatic events. Anxiety, or the experience of extreme distress and
awareness of pain, fear and ten-or regarding the event, is one of those responses. Its psychological
function is to ensure that the victim is aware that there is something wrong, that it is potentially
harmful and to assist them in initiating attempts to resist or escape.
The other response is the dissoicative response. It includes the compartmentalization of all or part of
one's experience of an event. Victims describe this response as feeling numb or like they are
dreaming, shut down, or unable to feel or react. In extreme cases, dissociation can involve not
remembering part of the event. The psychological function of this reaction is to protect the psyche
from the overwhelming negative impact of the traumatic event. While most people believe that
people who look more upset have usually been more seriously harmed, the research Iiteratw·e
indicates that people who dissociate during traumatic events are more likely to have long tenn
negative reactions from the trauma. The research literature also indicates that people who are
repeatedly exposed to traumatic events, such as domestic violence, are more likely to utilize
dissociative coping behaviors.
Additional victim reactions to trauma can include hyper-arousal, or increased fear coupled vvith
constant screening of the environment for potential threats, and affective responses or intense
negative feelings such as fear, te1Tor, anger or hopelessness. Victims of serious trauma often have
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changes in their basic beliefs about their ability to be safe, about the trustworthiness of others and
beliefs about justice, fairness and meaning. The research literature indicates that trauma is increased
if the victim experiences ongoing fear for their safety or self blame. Safety fears are always present
when a victim has an intimate relationship and ongoing contact with their offender. Due to offender
victim blaming behavior, self blame is often present in domestic violence situations.
Long term reactions to trauma can include symptoms that fluctuate between the intmsive symptoms
and the avoidant or numbing symptoms. Some victims develop Post Traumatic Stress Disorder,
Anxiety Disorders, Depression, Sleep Disorders, substance abuse, increased suicidal ideation and
behavior and disturbances to functioning in school or work and in other ongoing relationships with
family and friends.
Victims who experience trauma in primary relationships, such as domestic violence, are more likely
to experience serious trauma reactions. Domestic violence victims are exposed to repeated traumatic
incidents over time. They lose their primary safe place, and often feel they have no where else to
turn. The person closest to them, who they should be able to trust, is banning them. They are often
dependent on the offender, either emotionaJly or economically, and have little capacity to gain
outside supp01t which might allow them to tell someone or to leave. This lack of outside support and
isolation is often exacerbated by shame about the abuse. Victims may feel that the offender is doing
something good for them (loving them, financially supporting or taking care of them, being a good
partner), as weJl as hurting them, and may be conflicted about reporting the offender. Offenders often
have substantial emotional control over their victims and may have the capacity to continue to
threaten them about reporting or monitor their behavior when they have an ongoing relationship.
Repeated exposure to trauma may result in dissociation or numbing, resulting in victims trying to
cope by not thinking about the violence. If a victim feels that they would be in greater danger by
reporting, they often feel trapped and feel a need to protect or defend the offender as a means of
sunriving. Additionally, some victims of domestic violence develop a distorted sense of the offender,
and believe that he or she is extremely powerful and dangerous. Especially if a victim has made
some attempt to tell someone, to get away or to resist the assaults and has been unsuccessful, they
may perceive that resistance or escape are hopeless and essentially give up trying. In cases where the
offender stalks the victim or has been reported or seriously harmed the victim or someone the victim
cares about and continues to abuse the same victim, v.~th essentially ineffective system intervention,
victims are much more likely to believe that their offender cannot be stopped by anyone. Staying
with and trying to protect the offender from system intervention to minimize the risk of more serious
hann is a typical coping skill of victims in these situations.

Dynamics of Domestic Violence:
Typical Behavior of Victims and Offenders

Many offenders feel personally victimized and powerless. For some, attempts to control their
partners and the use of violence are efforts to mitigate these feelings of powerlessness. Offenders
also sometimes utilize a victim stance to manipulate others into believing they are not respomible for
the violence. In fact, law enforcement are trained to respond to domestic violence incidents by
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identifying the predominant aggressor, rather than the first person who says they have been banned,
because offenders so often identify themselves as having been victimized.
Victims, who know their offenders well and understand their feelings of inadequacy, may feel
compassion for their partners' distress. They often try to help their partners by staying with them to
reassure them that they are loved or to assist the partner with his or her identified problems. This
increases the likelihood that they will blame themselves for the violence and be more likely to stay in
the relationship. Most victims want the violence to end, but do not want to leave the person they
love. Many people, including victims and perpetrators of domestic violence assume that victims feel
free to leave at any time and that they are willing to accept the abuse. In reality, victims are at the
greatest risk for serious injury or death when they attempt to leave the relationship. The development
of increased autonomy or independence through obtaining employment, developing relationships
with others or threats to leave an offender can substantially increase the risk of violence on the part
of an offender, as they often see these behaviors as threats to their control over the victim. Offenders
may threaten to harm themselves as well as the victim, the children or other people which whom the
victim is close. When offenders demonstrate suicidal behavior, stalking behavior or threats with
weapons, as well as violent behavior, risk of serious harm is additionally increased. According to
national research, victims who attempt to leave at all make an average of 5 to 7 attempts before they
are able to successfuHy escape the violence.
Victims generally develop coping behaviors to survive the abuse. Many victims do not think that
safety and freedom from the violence are real possibilities. Victims often describe staying with the
offender, making attempts to please the offender and being compliant as strategies to reduce the
violence either during specific incidents or over time. Additionally, most victims do make some
attempt to fight back or stop the violence at some point in the relationship. Often these attempts
result in increased violence used to punish the attempt to resist the offender's control.
Many offenders are extremely possessive, dependent and jealous. They may seriously limit the
victim's ability to have any contact with others outside the relationship, interfering with work, school
or other victim responsibilities. Additionally, trawna reactions, described above, may exacerbate a
victim's inability to see the situation clearly and to make decisions about safety and risk accurately.
When victims do not feel competent to leave on their ov.111, they may turn to others in attempts to
gain strength to leave the situation. The people victims tum to for help may be in danger as well as
the victim, particularly if an offender believes they are successfully helping the victim resist his
control. When a victim develops a new intimate relationship, the danger is exponentially escalated,
due to many offenders' obsessive possessiveness and jealousy mentioned above.
Other dynamics, including disabilities, language facility, immigration status, involvement in criminal
behavior (drug use, prostitution, etc.), religion, sexual orientation and culture or race may negatively
impact a victim's ability to seek assistance or cooperate with authorities. Any of these issues can
serve to further isolate a victim, due to their feeling outside of the mainstream. This can make them
fearful of or resistant to interacting with law enforcement or qther helping systems. They may not
have natural support networks available or the offender may be the primary contact with those
support networks. They may be more dependent on the offender, especially if they have economic
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challenges, other criminal involvement or issues with language, immigration or disability. Offenders
may use these issues to further control the victim, telling them they will be deported, arrested or left
without care if they cooperate with authorities. Some victims resist interacting with authorities when
their offender is somehow outside the mainstream, due to the perception that he is part of a group
that has been persecuted by law enforcement or treated unfairly. When language issues are present,
victims may have even less access to services or support. If a couple is from a culture where
domestic violence has not been addressed officially by law or policy, they may believe that their
culture supports battering in some circumstances. This can make victims feel like they must choose
between their parent culture and their safety.
Both offenders and victims tend to deny and minimize the violence, offenders so they don't have to
feel guilty and victims so they don't have to think about the danger in the relationship. Many
offenders use violence that causes injuries that cannot be seen when a victim is clothed. Most victims
will evade questions about injuries or ove11ly lie to cover up the abuse when asked by others. They
are especially sensitive about other's reactions due to shame and self blame and will refrain from
disclosing abuse if they do not feel supported. At times even extended family members and friends
are unaware of violence in the home. Some couples actually seek counseling or therapy without
repmiing the violence, often to address other identified problems in the relationship, such as real or
perceived infidelity, substance abuse or sexual difficulties. If treatment providers are not trained to
do thorough screening for domestic violence with each party separately, they may never identify the
violence in the relationship.
When victims do talk about the abuse, their language often minimizes the violence. A victim may
say 'he or she hit me' when they have experienced repeatedly being struck with closed fists or 'he or
she choked me' when they experienced strangulation serious enough to lose consciousness or risk
death. Sexual assault in an intimate relationship is often the most difficult thing for a victim to
disclose and may never be reported even when it has occurred.
Even when the abuse has been reported to authorities, many victims recant or change their stories in
an effort to decrease the likelihood that the offender will be successfully prosecuted. Some victims,
especially initially, believe the offender when he or she says that they are sorry and that the abuse
will stop. Both victims and offenders may blame the violence on other things, such as his drinking or
drug problem, a stressful job or family situation. During the honeymoon stage of the battering cycle,
many offenders Y. il1 promise not to do the things that they believe caused the battering, such as
promising to quit drinking. This often reinforces the victim's feelings of responsibility for the
offender and the likelihood that they will stay or try to protect the offender from consequences. Some
victims have done things themselves that they believe caused the violence, such as having an affair
or using drugs or other behaviors in which the offender does not want them to engage. Many victims
are worried that the offender will become more violent if they tell anyone about the abuse. Many
victims still love their offenders and feel committed to the relationship. They do not want to harm
their prutners or "get them in trouble". Some understand that the offender blames them for getting in
trouble and feel pressured by the offender to stop the system from intervening. Some are responding
to direct threats from the offender. Still other domestic violence victims have been beaten or
punished in other ways for reporting the offender and are trying to protect themselves by recanting.
1
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'When an offender has engaged in ongoing stalking behavior after a victim has attempted to leave the
relationship, or has ha11ned a victim or someone she loves after previous system intervention, victims
report extreme fear and the belief that the offender cannot be controlled. This further increases the
likelihood that the victim will recant or refuse to cooperate with authorities as a means of trying to
placate the offender and survive

Literature
A brief list of re]evant literature which I have reviewed for this case or to which I might refer in
testimony related to the above identified topics is included below.

Trauma
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

American Psychological Association
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental
Disorders. 4th Edition, TR
Bryant and Harvey
Acute Stress Disorder
Bussey and Wise, Eds.
Trauma Transformed
Trauma and Recovery
Herman
The Body Remembers: The Psychophysio]ogy of Rothschild
Trauma and Trauma Treatment
Schiraldi
The Post Traumatic Stress Disorder Sourcebook
Clinician's Guide to PTSD
Taylor
"Dissociation: An Insufficiently Recognized Major van der Hart et al
Symptom of Complex Posttraumatic Stress Disorder"
in The Journal of Traumatic Stress
van der Kolk et al
"Disorders of Extreme Stress: The Empirical
Foundation of a Complex Adaptation to Trauma" in
Journal of Traumatic Stress
Psychological Trauma
van der Kolk
Various Authors; Peer Reviewed Jownal
Journal of Traumatic Stress

Domestic Violence

•

•
•

•
0

•

•

The Batterer as Parent
Stalking Victimization in the United States
"Assessing Risk Factors for Intimate Partner
Homicide" in National Institute of Justice Journal
Public and Private Families: A Reader
Safety Planning with Battered Women: Com_glex
Lives/Difficult Choices
Standards for Treatment with Court Ordered
Domestic Violence Offenders
"Battered Women: Strategies for Sun,ival"

Bancroft
Baum et al
Campbell et al
Cherlin
Davies et al
DVOlvfB
Ferraro
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Gondolf
Batterer Intervention Systems
Jones and Schecter
\Vhen Love Goes \\'rang
Klein
Practical Implications of Current Domestic
Violence Research
• "Avoidant Coping and PTSD Syptoms Related to Krause et al
Domestic Violence Exposure: A Longitudinal
Study," in Journal of Traumatic Stress
NiCarthy
• Getting Free
Peterman and Dixon
• "Assessment and Evaluation of Men \Vho
Batter Women" in Journal of Rehabilitation
• Prevalence, Incidence, and Consequences of
Violence Against Women: Findings from the
Tjaden and Thoennes
National Violence Against Women Survey
Tjaden and TI1oennes
• Stalking in America: Findings from the National
Violence Against Women Survey
• Ending Violence Against Women Training
Manual
Vaiious Authors, EVAW Training Tearn
• The Battered Woman
Walker
Warshaw and Ganley
• Improving the Health Care Response to
Domestic Violence: A Resource Manual for
Health Care Providers
• "Lethality Assessment Tools: A Critical Analysis" Websdale
In VA \:VNet Applied Research Forum
•
•
•

\\'hile this report covers topics I have identified as relevant to the issues in this case based on the
description of questions I might be asked, any specifics of my testimony would, of course, depend on
questions asked during the trial.
Respectfully Submitted,

Jean

q. .'Jl1c}l{{ister

Jean G. McAllister, MSW
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ERIKA BELARSKl lliTERVIEW

On 1-24-12, r interviewed Selena Grace who lives across the street from Robert and Kand/ Hall.
On 1-25-12, at about 1617 hrs, Selena Grace called and left a message stating she poss/bfyhad
addl(lonal Information from a discussion she had with a neighbor, Chris Belarskl.
At abovt 1654 hrs, I called Selena Grace. I recorded our conversation. Selena told me about a month or
two ago she had a conversation with Chris and Erika Balarskl. Selena said the Hall Investigation came
up and Chrls said he had a conversation with Robert Hall's friend, who moved hare frorn California.
Selena said she didn't know this person's name. Chris said he ran Into Robert Hall's friend and lhe·friend
made a comment that he saw Robert Hall the night before the murder and !he friend said Robert was
saying goodbye and other weird, strange things. Selena sald lhey told Chris he needed to call the police
wilh that Information. Selena said she dldn't know If Chris has Clll/ed the µ - t o l d Selena I have
not heard his name before. Selena gave me the Belarskl's phone number,
Selena said the
Belarski's have a son who knew Hannah Hall and they spent Orne with lhe
•
During my conversation with Selena on 1·24~12 she also told me about an Incident when she called the
police beceuse she thought she heard gun shots In the nolghborhood: Grace said later a neighbor !old
her Robert Hall knew she had called lhe police.
On 3-19-12, at aboul 1105 hrs, I called and left Selena Grace a message asking who the neighbor was
who told her Robert Hall knew she had called the police.
On 3.20.12, at about 0912 hrs, I called and spoke with Selena Grace. I recorded our conversation.
Selena told me she was pretty sure IL was Chris and/or Erika Belarskl who told her this. Selena told me .
again about Chris BelarskJ's conversation with Robert Hall's friend.
I attempted to contacl lhe Belarskl's by phone but every phone number I could looate was either
disconnected or not In service.

.
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~7-12, at about 1320 hrs, Detective Joe MIiier and I went lo the Belarski residence at
-noticed there was a real estate For Sale sign ln the front yard. Erika Belarskl answ
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while on a cell phone. l reco'r-ded our conversation. We asked to speak with her and she ended her call
and Invited us In. Erika apologized for the mess In the house and told us they were moving.
I told Erika Belarski we were Investigating the lncldent with Robert Hall and she said, "Oh yeah." I told
Erika J spoke to. Selena Grace and Erlka said she knew Selena, I told Erika about what Sefena had told
me about a neighbor telling her Robert Hall knew she (Selena) had called the pollce. As l was tailing
Erika Selena thought It was her, or Chrls 1 who had told her this, Erika said, "Oh yeah, um, yoo mean way
before the Incident?" I \old Erika yes. Erika started lo tell us, "Yeah, he would get real upset with people
who liked to ... H Erika stopped reallzlng she had not ended her call on her cell phone. Erllca conUnued
and said, ''He lll<ed to flash around Iha! he worked for the polloe department." Erika said Robert Hall
would ride his Illegal dirt bikes up and down the road. Erlka told us another neighbor lady oalled and
reported him and Robert somehow found out she had called and Robert threatened her and told her,
"You know I'm the one that finds out, and If ypu report me again you're going to regret It."
Erika Belarskl said Selena Grace told Christine (Woodside), her neighbor, something about Robert was
bothering her. Erika said Robert would, "pull that with the neighbors." and would say, ''If you ever rnport
me, or ever complain about ma I'll be the first to know and you'll regret it, and (hat type of thing:
I went over with Erika Belarskl what Selena Grace told me about her calling fhe police to report what she
thought were gunshots around the Fourth of July. I read a small section of Selena Grace's report where
she states Robert knew she had called the police. I read where Selena se1!d she didn't tell Robert or any ·
neighbors she had called the pollce. I read where Selena told me a neighbor came to her and said
Robert came to her and told her about Selena calling the pol/ce. I told Erika that Selena thought It was
her who told her this. Erlka said she didn't (hlnk Rob came lo her, and said she thinks he went to
Christine, who was Selena's neighbor. Erika said she thinks Selena got It mixed up and said Robert
dldn 1t come to her regarding this.
I confirmed with Erika Belarskl she was aware of other Incidents Involving Robert Hall and she said, "Oh
yeah." Erika told U6 about something that really soared her that she learned after the shooting at
Walgraens. Erika said Robert had some best friends who moved Into the neighborhood from California,
E:rlka said before the shooting Robert went to the frlend's house and told them he was sorry. Erika sala,
"It sounded Ilka he was going to klll himself or something." Erika said Robert told his frlend he wanted to
tell him he was sorry, and said he might not talk to him again. Erika said the friend asked Robert what
was wrong and told him not to do anything stupid. Erika said Robert told his friend not to worry and said
he Just put all of his guns at hls mother's house.
Erika Balarskl said after lhe shooting, when Robert was released from Jail, she thought, 110h my Gosh,
he's got all th0$8 guns at his mom's and the cops don't know.'' Erlka told us Robert has a temper and
said Robert got to the point where he wouldn't wave to the neighbors and he looked mad an the time.
Erika said this Is part of (he reason they wanl to move. Erika said they don't know whal's going to
happen, they think Robert Is going to come back, and commented, "He's sort of scary." Erika told us
Robert has never threatened her, and said he didn't oome to her with that lnformatlon about the Fourth of
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July,
l asked Erika Belarskl In what kind of way was Robert HEill scary. Erika said Robert's threats and whal he
tells his kids. Erika said Robert•s kids would come up and say) uveah my dad says If v.ou guys over do
any.thing thal upsets him, he'll sh'oot you, he'll Just sl)oot you." Erika said lhls was long before lh1;1
We/greens shooting. Erika continued and said lhe kids said, "My dad said, if anyone ever hurts me, or
upsets hlm 1 he'll shoot 'em." Erika said, "Of course H's just a Utlle ldd talking, and we thought, oh ehe's
being cute and thinks her dad wlll protect her and she's over exaggerating." Erika continued and said,
"But then ever since the lncldent, I get, In his mean looks, and his stopped waving, and his threats that If .
you ever tell on me you guys wl/1 regret It, and now, everything that's happened, It's made us afraid of
him."
I asked E;rlka Belarsk1 If this would have been Hannah or Halley who said this, and Erika said It was,
"Little Halley." Erika said I! was Just a IIUle kid talking, but commented H was scary.
I slar1ed to ask Erika Belarskl about what Selena Grace told me about Robert Hall's friend from Callfomi~
who saw Robert the day before lhe Walgreens shooting. Erika said lhls Is the friend she talked about
earller. Erika !old us Robert went to the friend's house and according to lhe friend Rober1 told him. "I Just
want to say sorry If I haven 1t been a good friend and, goodbye," and Erika said It was real awkward.
Erika said Robert told his friend not to worry because all of his guns were at his mom's.
Erika Belarskl said she and nefghbors talked about how they couldn't believe someone they knoW on
their street did thJs. Erika said they were putting pieces together and commented, "Rob got real weird
with everyone, he quit talking lo his best friend, he qull waving to us.'' I confirmed wllh Erika those things
occurred before the Walgreens shooting and she ~greed. Erika thought Robert must have felt bad and
went to his best friend and said sorry. Erika said, 'We thought he was going to kl/I himself."
I asked Erlke Bef arski lf she knew the name of Robert's friend. Erika told us he has a daughter named
Lauren. Erika called a friend and then told us their names are Dan and Kim and they live on Cagney.
Erika said they know Robert a11d Kandf very well. Erika told us when she and Iler husband first me!
Rober1 and Kandi she was very excited lo meet someone who was from California. Erika said they would
go out to dinner and do other things. Erika continued and told us, "But then right away my husband gol a
bad vibe and satd I'm not talklng to those people, because he didn't like Rob." Erika said she thought
Kandi was really nice. Belerskl told us her husband quit hanging out with !hem.
Erika Belarsl<I told us one nigh! (hey went to dinner with Dan and Kim. Erika said Dan and Kim ware
neighbors with Robert and Kandi In Callfomta, they hung out together and said Dan and Robert worked
logether. Erika said Dan could lsll us a lot about Robert's personallty, background, and how much he
has changed. I asked Erika If she would recognize Dan and Kim's last name If she heard It. Erika said
maybe, If she heard It. I asked If It was Dan Myers and Erika said It was.
I asked Erika Belarskl about What she told us earlier about Robert riding his moloroycle up and down the
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street and someone called and Robert knew about ll. Erika told us lhe lady who called t1as since moved ..
Erika Belarski lold us all the neighbors have had altercations with Robert and Kandi. Erika told us about
Robert doing the Christmas lights until (he late hours of the night. Erika said the neighbors nicely, politely'
asked Robert to limit it lo 9:00 or 10:00 pm. Erika said Robert would get, "real snolly," and say, "No,
that's !he wsy It's going to be." Erika said Robert was, '1ust real atUtudey, and (hen lf you said one lhlng
to him, he would write you· off, and give you dirty looks, and talk. about you to all the other neighbors."
Erika Bslarsk! said the Hall's neighbor, to the righl, Is a sweet little Mormon glrl who would come and talk
to her and tell her, ''I'm scared of Rob, you know, he's throwing dog poop In my yard. 11 Erika said they
llad dog problems and, ushe was going lo actually get rid of her dog because she was afraid of Rob.n
Erika Belarskl told us Veronica and Tom 1 who live across the street in the green l1ouse 1 have had
problems with Robert and Kandi, Erika told us Veronica and Tom· are good rrlends with Robert's brother.
Erika sald, "They have been terrlOed of JI, Veronica, and, her son was having nightmares about Rob."
Erika pointed out the green house across lhe street. I asked Erika If they were the people who call about
Robert and his motorcycle, and I was reminded U11:1t person moved. Detective Joe Miller asked Erika If
she.remembered (hat person's name. Erika said It was Christine, I askecJ Erika If.Christine's lasl name
was Woodside and she said ll was. Erika said she was pretty sure Christine oalled and Robeti found out
through hls computer at work, Erika described Robert as being, "super mad." Erika said, "So then we
kind of fell llke, gosh yeah, we can't even talk to Rob without him ge((lng mad." E:rll<a said this Is why
they don'l want lo even be around Robert. Erika lold us, "If he oomes back, now he's going to have, what
we think Is more of an attitude like, 'Yeah that's right I got away with murder, you better be afraid of me.'"
Erika said they thlnl< Robert Is going lo have that attitude.
During !he conversation as we were getting ready to leave Erika told us Veronica and Tom's last name Is
Welsh,
As we walked outside Etika Belarski pointed out a house two doors to the south of her (5373 N. Fox Run)
and said "Tabl" auuerworth lives there, and said she Is good friend~ with Kandi Hall, I recognized this
name from contact numbers In l<andl's cell phone.
As we walked towards our oar I noted the address to Veronica and Tom Welsh's resldencrl, 5436 N. Fox
Run.
I ended the recording.
As we wer& pu!llng away Erlka l3elarsld oame back oul and came up to our car and told us we should
also talk with Tyler Larson who lfv
he econd house to the end of the street, on her side. I obtained
lhe address to fhls house,
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT Of THE I~OORTH JUDICIAJ~ DISTRICT
OJ~ Tlll::i STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND POI< THE COUNfY 01~ ADA
STATE OF ID,UIO,

)
) Case No. CR-l~E-2011-3976
Pl«intiff, )
) REPLY TO STATE'S i'JO'fJON IN
v.
) UMINE RI~: VICTli'l'S ALLEGED
) STGROID USE
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
)
) (SlJBMI1TED UNDER SEAL)
Dcfcudant. )
)

CO.MES NO\\?, Rol,crl Denn llall,

hy and throu~l1

l1is atlomcys of record and

:-uhmils thh: i\ \emoranclum of Law in Rt•ply to the Stal/s motion.
1
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MEMORANDlTM
I. Relevant Facts ancl Factual Correction
The Stale contends that "Tl1c loxicology reporl establishes that Mr. Corrigan t!icl
not have any steroids in his syslem nl the lime he was killed." State's Br. p. 2 (emphasis

This slatement is not correct.

added).

nonexistence of stcroitls in
existence

of

Mr.

The loxicology report did not establish the

Corrigan's system; rather, it simply failed to establish the

steroids in Mr. Corrigan's hloocl.

The urine test performed hy a different

lahoratory was positive for anabolic steroids. See Exhibit "B'' attached hereto, and sec the
Affidavit of Pahlo Stewarl, M.D., at-lached hereto. As stated hy Doctor Stcwarl, "Tl1is
apparenl discrepancy lbehvecn the blood ancl urine tests] is easily explained by Ll1e facl that
the liver rapidly metabolizes anabolic steroids and as such they arc 1·arely cletcctablc in a

blood sample. lT]he results of urine sample were confirmed by two separate methods of
analysis, Gas Chromatography
instntmental methods
result."

of analysis

(emphasis added).

and

Mass Spectrometry.

The accuracy of these

eliminates the possibility of there being a false positive

Therefore, contrary to the State's statement, Corrigan had

steroids in his system on tlie night in c1ucstion.
II.

Corrigan's use

of

stel'Oitls

and Aclclc1·all

is relevant to the heart of Rohcrt

Hall's cast!
A.

1

Corrig<111 s steroid use is rcle,•ant to the c1uestion of who was tl1c fit·st

aggrcsssm·

REPLY TO STATE'S MOTION IN LIMINE RE: VICTIM'S ALLEGED STEROID USE (SUBMITTED UNDER SEAL) -·
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The State correctly states tbe standards for relevancy:
"l(elcvant evidence is generally aclmissihle, and irrelevant evidence is 11111·
aclmissJ>le." State v. Han•ey, 142 Idaho 527, 532, 129 P.3d 1276, 1281
(Ct. App. 2006) {citing l.I<.E. 402). "Re1evant evidence is evidence baving
any lendency to malw the exi::ilcnc(\ of any fad tlrnt is of consequence lo the
determination of the action more probable or less probable than ii would be
without the evidence." Harvey, 142 Idaho at 532. 129 P.3cl at 1281
(citing IRE. 401).
State's Br. p. 3.
The fact that Corrigan usecl steroids is a "fad of consequence" that mal~cs it "more
probable" that he was ·the f-irst aggressor in the altercation with Roherl Hall. Moreover,
the facl supports Robert Hall's theory tbat Corrigan completely lad~cJ stability in liis life
at

tl1e

lime

of his death

and therefore was likely to behave cn-alically and aggressively. In

fact, hascd on the evidence of this case, Dr. Stewart concluded that:

It is my opinion, which l hold to a reasonable degree of medical certainty,

e
e

that:
At the time of his deatli, lCorrigan] hac.l recently ingestcc.l
amphetamines and the anabolic steroi<ls Dianahol and Stanozolol.
The behavior and mental state attributed to [Con-igan] in the weel~s
and months leading up to and indudiug March 11, 2011 was iu large part
<lue to the negative psychiatric effects of amphetamines, Dianabol
aml Stanozolol.

(emphasis added).
The State avers that, whJe tl1e vicl":im's behavior is relevant to a claim of selfllcfeu::ic,

till'

cause of the victim's beh,wjor is not relcvnnL to such a claim.

l~obcrt Hall,

however, docs nol otJ), inlcml to introduce t:he cause of Corrigan\.: hehavior in order lo
prove subjective clement of sc/f-dc/cnse. l~atl1<.~r, Lhe cvitlcnce is also relevant lo establish
REPLY TO STATE'S MOTION IN UMINE RE: VICTIM'S ALLEGED STEROID USE (SUBMITIED UNDER SEAL) -3
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11, 2011. The

that Con;gan was ltl~ely the j,·,.st agg,-esso,- in the altercation on March

Stntc has essentially conceded that evidence relevnnt to the "firsl aggressor" issue is
relevant lo the case as a whole, and thal this relevance is unaffected
unawareness

nf sucli

relevant fads.

by

Response to Dcfendnut' s 1vlotion h?

l(obert Hall's

Admit

Various

Items of Evidence p . 8.
Of course, it is highly relevant whether the dcfemlant/victim is the first aggressor in
an alleged murder.

actions

were

For example, the Amencled Imlictment charges that Rohed Hall's

committed

"clelihcralely,

with

premeditation,

.ind

with

malice

nforethought[.]" The previous lndicbnenl charged l~obert Hall with "lying in wailj.]"

If

Robert Hall was nol the first aggressor, then that fact is ohviousJy relevanl to the
allegations against him.

The fact that Corrigan was on steroids and amphetamines

increases the likelihood that Con-igan was the first aggressor in his altercation with Robert

IIall.
On this factual issue, as opposecl to the subjective elements of self-defense, it does
not matler wbether Robert Hall lmew or did not know of Corrigan's steroid use. As in
ldaho, Texas evidence "l<ulc 404(b) permits evidence of specific insbmces
wrongs, or acts to
is aclmissihlc

he introJucetl for purposes other than

if the evidence lias

of

crimes,

lo show drnracter. Sucl1 eviclcnce

relevance apal"f. p-om its lenclcncy lo prove the character of

a person in order lo show thal lie adetl in conformity tliercwill1." Tate ,,. State, 981

S.\Xl.2J 189 (Tex.Crim.App. 1998) (empl1asis in original).

The "right to present

a

REPLY TO STATE'S MOTION IN LIMINE RE: VICTIM'S ALLEGED STEROID USE (SUBMITTED UNDER SEAL) ••
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vigorous defense rcquire[sj the admission of -t-he proffered testimony luncler Fed.R.Evid.

404(1)]." [J.S. v. JvfcClure, 546 F.2d 670, 673 (5th Cir.1977)." Id. (alterations in
original). Consequently, "A jmy cannot properly convict or acquit ahsent tl1e oppodunily
to hear proffered testimony hearing upon a tl1eory of defense nnd weigh its credibilily
along with other evidence in tlie case." Id. In cases such ns the cnsc al har, Rule 404(h)
sen1es "to show eitl1er the Jefendanl's reasonable apprehension, ox, as in this case, tliat
tbe victim was the aggressor."

Id. (emphasis added).

therefore, that evidence of a 1-2 month old threat, even

The 1afe court concludeJ,

;f uncommunicaiad,

is relevant

"beyond its tendency to clemonsh-ate jlhe victim's] character. A reasonahle jury could have
believed tl1is evitlcncc sl1ecl light upon RacMey's state of mincl wl1en he arrived at
appellant's house on the night in questionf, l"

id. (emphasis acldcJ). Similarly, eviJcnce of

steroid use, even if uncommunicnted to l~obcrl Hall, is relevant heyoncl its tendency to
demonstrate Corrigan's character, hecause a reasonable jury coulJ believe thal this
evidence shed light upon Corrigan' s state of miml and pl1ysical condition when he arrived
at the Walgrecns. The Stale of 1::loriJa has held similarly, stating:
The alleged victim of the aggravated battery teslificJ at trial that the
appellant struck liim without provocation, lmt tl1e appellant countcrcl\ tbal
he acted in self defense after the alleged victim threw the first pund1. Jn
support of his t.l1eory of Jcfense, the appellant sougl1t to introduce evidence
t:hat the alleged vidim had recently cnrriecl hrnss knuckles on bis person. He
also sought to intt-ocluce cviclcntce that the allcgecl victim's urine
tcstc(I positive for tl1c presence of ampl1clamincs a few hours affo1·
tl1e underlying inciclent, ancl testimony from a pliysician that
am.phetamines can cause a pe1·son to he easily agitatecl ancl aggressive.
Applying section 90.403, Florida Statutes, the b-ial court cxclmlccl tl1is
REPLY TO STATE'S MOTION IN LIMINE RE: VICTIM'S ALLEGED STEROID USE (SUBMITIED UNDER SEAL) -
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evi<lence on tlie grouncl that its prohative value w01Jcl he outweighed
hy the clange1· of confusing or misleading the jury and would
otherwise be und1Jy llrejuclicial to tl1e prosecution. In so ,·u/ing, t/1e
cou,i abused its discretion.
"111e jury was ca llecl upon to mal~e the critical determination of wh.icl1
of these two men was the initial aggressor in lheir roaJsi<le
confrontalion. By excluding tl1c ahove-Jescrihe(l eviclence, the trial
court prevented the jury from consiclcring circ.i.unstantial evidence
which was 1·elevant to this critical (letermination. It was, for example,
appropriate for the state to present, as il diJ, evidence concerning the
appellant's prior hoxing experienc<.'. So too, the jury was entitled to learn
that the allegecl victim had recently carried hrass knuckles on l1is person
anJ had returned a positive m-ine screen for amphetamines 110ms
after the umlerlying incfrlent, wl1ich suggestc<l the presence of a clmg
in his system at the time of the incident that would cause a person to
he easily agitated and aggressive.
Because we are unable to conduJe that Lbis enor was barmless beyoml a
reasonable doubt, the appelJant's conviction for aggravated hat-t:ery is
reversed, and this case is remanded.

Nobles v. State, 978 So.2d 849 (Fla.App. 1 Dist. 2008) (emphasis added).
The issue in tliis case is whether the steroid use is relevant lo tlic factual
determinalion of who first aggrcssecl. Dr. Stewart's affillnvH is dear on -t-his point.
victim's behavior in the time leading up lo anJ including

"The

Mardi 11, 2011 is ahsolutely

consistent with that of an individual who is experiencing the negative psychiatric
consequences of ampl1elnmine ancl anabolic steroid use. Either one

capahlc of prnducing sud1 aherrant hel1avior."

of these

suhstances is

Dr. Siewarl also t~xplaim•tl tlrnt t'1esc

"Jrugs routinely result in the user hccoming agitalecl and agfi1·essivc wbilc being
subjcded

{o

extreme swings in mood.

Users . . . also commonly bccmne psychotic,

REPLY TO STATE'S MOTION IN LIMINE RE: VICTIM'S ALLEGED STEROID USE (SUBMITIED UNDER SEAL) -6
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-t:hat is, experience thoughts and feelings that are not based in reality."
acconling lo

Dr. Stewart, also appeared

Corrigan,

lo have used amphetamines ratl1er dose to the

lime of his death, and noted t:hat anabolic steroids "arc notorious for causing the type of
hehavior that is ascribed to lCorrigan. I" Fmtlicr symptoms of anaholic slcroids al issue in
this case "include feelings sucb as irritahility, mood swings, increasingly violent

thoughts and increased hostility."
The core issue in this case is which man was the .Hrsl aggressor, and there can be no
reasonable contention that steroids or amphetamines a1·e irrelevant to this issue.

It

cstahlishcs Corrigan's stale of mind and physical condition at the time of the altercation.
Of course, Corrigan's state of mind and influem:e fmm steroids and amphetamines
increases the probability that he was the first aggressor. Robe1t Hall's contention on tbis
point is corroborated by the fact that Corrigan had just informed Robert Hall that
Corrigan intended to "breal~ your head" ancl had just screamed al his family that he could
"kill" all of them. Cordgan's steroid use, anJ his conduct tl1at is consistent with such use,
is highly relevant to this case to establish his state of mine! on March 11, 2011.
B. Conigan's steroid use is relevant to the 1·easo11ahle11css clement of self~
tlefcnsc.

In addition lo its rt•lcvanc<.' in establisbing that Corrigan was the first aggressor, the
evidence of steroid use is relevant to cslahlisli that l~ohcd J Jail's actions were objectively
reasonable.

The Slale emphasizes the fact lhal Corrigan's "roid rage" could uol have

REPLY TO STATE'S MOTION IN LIMfNE RE: VICTIM'S ALLEGED STEROID USE (SUBMlTIED UNDER SEAL) -7
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af.fected l<ohert liall' s suhjective beliefs

if Robert

Hall was unaware of C01'rigan' s Jrng use.

However, the drug use i§ relevant to determine whether 1'~obcrt Hall's response was
objectively reasonable.

Idaho Criminal Jury Instruction 1517 requires, among othc1·

tl1ings, tbat "Tl1e danger musl have been present and imminent, or must have so appeared
to a reasonahle person m1cle1· the circumstances. A bare fear of death or great hodily
injury is not sufficient to justi~, a homicide. The defendant must have acted under the
influence of fears that only a reasonahlc person woul<l have had in a similar position."
(emphasis added). Thcrefnre, self-Jefense includes hoth ~uhjective aml objective elements.

Jf a

"victim" is "roiJ raging" al the time of his clcath, it woulJ mal~e it more objectively

reasonahle to respond with deadly force, even if the defendant was not stJ)jectively aware of
the dmg use.
On this issue, tl1c only question is this: does Corrigan' s steroid and amphetamine
use make it more likely that his aggression rendered the deadly force objcdivcly
rcasonahle?

Of

course it does.

It is therefore relevant. Moreover, as Dr. Stewart's

aff-idavit makes clear, the steroid use is highly probative on tl1e issue of J~ohert Hall's
ohjedive reasonableness hecausc the reasonableness of l~obert Hall's actions depends
entirely on the threat posed by Corrigan. The threat posecl

by Corrigan is,

<lircctly n.•lated lo the effccl of the steroids and amphetamines.
sl·eroids and amphetamines increases d1e likclibood

unsurp1;singly,

Therefore, tl1c use of

tl,.,t l?ohCJ·l Hr111's

response was

REPLY TO STATE'S MOTION IN LIMINE RE: VICTIM'S ALLEGED STEROID USE (SUBMITIED UNDER SEAL) ·8
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objectively reasonable. Por this reason, introdudion of this evidence cannot be considered
"unfair." IL is surely prejudicial, but nol unfairly so.
This essential poinl: was made in People v. Chevalier, 220 A.D.2d 114, (N.Y.A.D.

l Dept. 1996), wbere tbe courl held that "exclusion of such evidence seriously
hamlicapped the defenscl.J" In Clwvalier, ''the loxicological report ... described evidence
of contemporaneous cannabis and cocaine use

hy

jtl1e vicfonJ, arguably a potent factOl' in

the victim's "crazy" behavior[.]" However, "tbe defense was permitted neither to introduce
such evidence nor lo discuss its implications for the victim's actiont'-. Without this
testimony, the jury was left to assess the crcdihility of the defendant's clescription

of

the victim's conduct aml his fears for safety[. WJe see no le~al barrier to the

introduction of the evidence

of contemporaneous d1ug usage to support a

justification defense where a defendant, tl10u9h ignorant o} drug use, re1l0rts
crazed behavior consistent with such evidence."

Id.

(emphasis added).

It i.s lil~ely that the State would not have brought its motion on this issue if the
Stale had been aware that steroids had been found wilbin

Mr. Corrigan's body. The

Stale' s en lire argument rested on the inl~orred premise tlrnt Corrigan was nol under tl1c
inflm.'nce of steroids.

The evidence, however, is 0Lbe1wise.

pattern changes the anal)'sis drnmatically.

J-=or example,

Tbis alteration in the fact

if the

slernids liaJ not been in

Corrigan' s sysi·C'm, the Stale coulcl at leas I reasonably argue (though Robert I-Iall would

not concede) that the prior use coulJ not affect die first aggressor issue because Corrigan

REPLY TO STATE'S MOTION IN LIMINE RE: VICTIM'S ALLEGED STEROID USE (SUBMITTED UNDER SEAL) --
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was not under the influence of the drugs at the time. However, Corrigan was under the
influence of steroids and amphetamines.

In addition, the l.l~.E. 403 halandng analysis is affected as well. lf Corrigan hacl
nol hccn uncler the influence of steroids ancl amphetamines, the probative value of the

eviclence would he less signiticant than it is given that Corrigan wns in fact on steroids.
The prejudice against the stale nlso coulJ he more reasonably described as "unfair"
(though l<ohert Hall would not concede that point), because he was not under the
influence of those drugs at the time. Given tl1at he was under the influence of sl:eroids
and amphetamines at the lime of the physical altercation, il can l1ardly he characterized ns
"unfair" to bring that higl1ly relevant fact to the jury's attention.

Ill. Conclusion
For the foregoing reasons, Roherl Hall requests that this Courl

DENY the

State's

motion in /iminc regarding Corrigan' s steroid use.
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J_,
DATED this l!____ day of May, 2012.
~~
l.)~-(...:/
ROBERT R. CHASTAIN

Altorney for Defendant
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I hereby certify on the _
day of May, 2012, I served a true ancl correct copy of the
within and foregoing document upon the imlividual(s) named below in the manner noted:

Melissa A. Moody,
Attorney General Office
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By hand delivery
By faxing the snme lo: 854-8083

l<obert

R. Chastain
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ROBERT R. CHASTAJN

Attorney at Law
300 Main, Suite 158
Boise, JD 83 702
(208) 345-31 10
Idaho State Bar #2765

N. KRISTAL
Attorney at Law
3140 N Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, JD 83 702
(208) 345-8708
Idaho State Bar # 2296
DEBORAH

Attorneys for 1Robert Dean Hall

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Plaintiff,

vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

STATE OF CALIFORNIA

)
: ss.

County of - - ~ - - - -

)

Case No. CRFE 2011-3976
AFFIDAVIT OF PABLO STEWART,
M.D.

COMES NOW Pablo Stewart, M.D., who being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and
says:
1. I am a forensic psychiatrist, duly licensed in the States of California and Hawaii. My
Curriculum Vitae is attached hereto and incorporated herein as Exhibit A.

2. At the request of counsel for Robert Hall, I reviewed the following:

002058

Motion and Memorandum of Law in Support of the Defendant's Motion to Admit
Various Items of Evidence
AIT Lab Analysis (State's Laboratory)
Sterling Lab analysis Report (Defense's Laboratory)
Copy of Mr. Corrigan's email letter to his wife
Mr. Corrigan's Patient Profile Report from the Idaho State Board of Pharmacy
Sex tape of Mr. Corrigan and Kandi Hall recorded by Mr. Corrigan on 1/17/1 I

3. I reviewed these documents and items to dete1mine if, in my opinion, there exists a
connection between Mr. Corrigan's drng use and the behavior exhibited by Mr. Corrigan leading
up to and including March 11, 20 l I.
4.

In preparing this repo11 I had the benefit of evaluating two separate drug toxicology's

that were obtained sho11ly after Mr. Corrigan's death. AIT Laboratories conducted an analysis
on both Mr. Corrigan's blood and urine. These samples were collecting the day after Mr.
Corrigan's death.
5. The notable findings from these tests were a negative result for anabolic steroids in
Mr. Corrigan's blood but a positive result for amphetamine in Mr. Corrigan's urine. A likely
source of this urinary amphetamine was Mr. Corrigan's prescription for the generic form of
Adderall, a medication that is used in the treatment of Attention Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder
(AD/HD.) Another possible source of the Adderall was the fact that Mr. Corrigan was seeking to
obtain this drug from Kelly Reiker and Michelle Hannah Goodwin Brook.
6. SterJing Reference Laboratories conducted an analysis'on Mr. Co1Tigan's urine. As
with AIT Laboratories, the urine sample was obtained from Mr. CotTigan the day after his death.
The Sterling Laboratory found the presence of steroids in Mr. Corrigan's urine. There is
evidence that Mr. Corrigan was taking illegal steroids and had even taken these drugs just prior
AFFIDAVIT OF PABLO
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to his confrontation with Mr. Hall. A confirmation test was performed on the urine and the
steroids were found to be Dianabol and Stanozolol. These two drugs are both anabolic steroids
that are often used in combination by body builders. Of note, the Sterling Laboratory did not
check for the presence of amphetamines in the urine.
7. Numerous examples of Mr. Con-igan's irrational, aggressive and impulsive behavior

are described in Defendant's Motion and Memorandum of Law in Support of the Defendant's
Motion to Admit Various Items of Evidence. Mr. Corrigan's wife reported to the police that Mr.
Corrigan had become more and more aggressive over the proceeding months. On the day of his
death, Mr. Corrigan screamed a threatening statement directed at his wife and children to the
effect "I could ki11 all of you." Also on the day of his death, Mr. Corrigan, while traveling with
Kandi Hall, grabbed her ce11 phone while she was speaking with her husband and made a
tlU'eatening statement directed at Mr. Hall, "I'll f*ing break your head." Mr. Corrigan made
another threatening statement to Mr. Hall during their confrontation at Walgreen's that same day
enticing Mr. Hall to fight, "come on f*ing big guy, come on." Also, Kandi Hall observed Mr.
CoITigan shoving Mr. Hall in the chest with both hands, swaying, scratching his feet on the
ground, and verbally enticing Mr. Ha11 to hit him when he confronted Mr. Hal] at Walgreen's.
There was also evidence presented that "tvfr. Corrigan exhibited this type of behavior in the weeks
and months prior to March 11, 2011.

8. Mr. Corrigan's behavior in the time leading up to and including March 11, 2011 is
absolutely consistent with that of an individual who is experiencing the negative psychiatric
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consequences of amphetamine and anabolic steroid use. Either one of these substances is
capable of producing such aberrant behavior.

10. Amphetamine carries the same side effect profile as methamphetamine, commonly
referred to as speed or crank. These drugs are classified as psycho stimulants in that they cause
the user to experience an intense "high" or euphoria where everything is accelerated. These
drugs routinely result in the user becoming agitated and aggressive while being subjected to
extreme swings in mood. Users of psycho stimulants also commonly become psychotic, that is,
experience thoughts and feelings that are not based in reality. A review of the email letter Mr.
Conigan sent to his wife on July 15, 2010, reveals the presence of delusional thought content
consistent with his being psychotic. This opinion is bolstered by the fact that Mr. Corrigan's
family adamantly rejects the a.llegations made in this Jetter. Also, amphetamines are routinely
detectable in the urine for 48-72 hours after last ingestion. This means Mr. Corrigan ingested
amphetamines at least by March 8, 2011. The relatively high concentration of amphetamine in
his urine, 2507 ng/ml, suggests that Mr. Corrigan used this drug rather close to the time of his
death.
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11. Anabolic steroids of the type that were found in Mr. Corrigan's urine at the time of
his death are notorious for causing the type of behavior that is ascribed to Mr. Corrigan. Studies
of athletes who used these types of steroids demonstrated that at least 22% displayed manic,
hypomanic or depressive symptoms with half of them developing psychotic symptoms. The
depressive symptoms associated with anabolic steroid use are described as mood-dysphoric or
irritable in nature. They include feelings such as irritability, mood swings, increasingly violent
thoughts and increased hostility. Finally, anabolic steroids also cause cognitive impairments in
their users. These impairments include distractibility, forgetfulness and confusion. Of note, the
results from an analysis of the blood of Mr. Corrigan performed by AIT Laboratories was
negative for the presence of anabolic steroids whereas the U1ine tested by the Sterling Laboratory
was positive for the presence of these drngs. This apparent discrepancy is easily explained by
the fact that the liver rapidly metabolizes anabolic steroids and as such they are rarely detectable
in a blood sample. The two steroids that were found in Mr. Corrigan's urine, Dianabol and
Stanozolol can be detected in the urine for up to four and ten days respectively. Finally, the
results of urine sample were confirmed by two separate methods of analysis, Gas
Chromatography and Mass Spectrometry. The accuracy of these instrumental methods of
analysis eliminates the possibility of there being a false positive result.

12. It is m.y opinion, which I hold to a reasonable degree of medical certainty, that:
At the time of his death, Mr. Corrigan had recently ingested amphetamines and the
anabolic steroids Dianabol and Stanozolol.
The behavior and mental state attributed to Mr. Corrigan in the weeks and months
leading up to and including March I J, 2011, was in large pai1 due to the negative
psychiatric effects of amphetamines, Dianabol and Stanozolol.
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SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me, a Notary Public, this J£ day of

----+''Y:::.i.,cI..C,.~..,___,_/_ _ _ _ _, 2012.

/
Notary Public for <;alifornia
Residing at c;;,ld_ 'b'i&n) CI J't~ W
Commission Expires: .-e.RJ;, f 5, ·::z ,, 1 ~
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CURRICULUM VJTAE
PABLO STEWART, M.D.
824 Ashbury Street
San Francisco, California 94117
(415) 753-0321; fax (415) 753-5479; e-mail: pnh4cmira)aol.com
(Updated 10/2011)

EDUCATION:

University of California School of Medicine, San Francisco,
California, M.D., 1982
United States Naval Academy Annapolis, MD, B.S. I 973, Major:
Chemistry

LICENSURE:

California Medical License #0050899
Hawai'i Medical License #MDI 1784
Federal Drug Enforcement Agency #BS054698 I
Diplomate in Psychiatry, American Board of
Psychiat1y and Neurology, Certificate #32564

ACADEMIC APPOINTMENTS:
September 2006Present

Academic Appointment: Clinical Professor, Depa11ment of
Psychiahy, University of California, San Francisco,
School of Medicine.

July 1995 August 2006

Academic Appointment: Associate Clinical Professor,
Department of Psychiahy, University of California, San Francisco,
School of Medicine.

August 1989 June 1995

Academic Appointment: Assistant Clinical Professor,
Depatiment of Psychiatry, University of California, San Francisco,
School of Medicine.

August 1986 July 1989

Academic Appointment: Clinical Instructor, Department of
Psychiatry, University of California, San Francisco, School of
Medicine.

EMPLOYMENT:
December 1996Present

Psychiatric Consultant
Provide consultation to governmental and private agencies on a
variety of psychiatric, forensic, substance abuse and organizational
issues; extensive experience in ull phases of capital litigation.
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Januaiy I 997September 1998

Director of Clinical Services, San Francisco Target Cities
Project. Overall responsibility for ensuring the quality of the
clinical services provided by the various depa11ments of the project
including the Central Intake Unit, the ACCESS Project and the San
Francisco Drug Court Also responsible for providing clinical inservice trainings for the staff of lhe Project and community
agencies that requested technical assistance.

February 1996 November 1996

Medical Director, Comprehensive Homeless Center,
Department of Veterans Affairs Medical Center, San Francisco.
Overall responsibility for the medical and psychiatric services at
the Homeless Center.

March 1995 January 1996

Chief, Intensive Psychiatric Community Care Program,
(IPCC) Department of Veterans Affairs Medical Center, San
Francisco. Overall clinical/administrative responsibility for the
IPCC, a community based case management program. Duties also
include
medical/psychiatric
consultation
to
Veteran
Comprehensive Homeless Center. This is a social work managed
program that provides comprehensive social services to homeless
veterans.

April 1991 February I 995

Chief, Substance Abuse Inpatient Unit, (SAIU), Department
of Veterans Affairs Medical Center, San Francisco.
Overall clinical/administrative responsibility for SAIU.

September 1990 March 1991

Psychiatrist, Substance Abuse Inpatient Unit. Veterans
Affairs Medical Center, San Francisco. Clinical responsibility for
patients admitted to SAIU.
Provide consultation to the
Medical/Surgical Units regarding patients with substance abuse
issues.

August 1988 December 1989

Director, Forensic Psychiatric Services. City and County of
San Francisco. Administrative and clinical responsibility for
psychiatric services provided to the inmate popula1ion of San
Francisco. Duties included direct clinical and administrative
responsibility for the Jail Psychiatric Services and the Forensic
Unit at San Francisco General Hospital.

July 1986 August 1990

Senior Attending Psychiatrist, Forensic Unit, University of
California, San Francisco General Hospital. Administrative and
clinical responsibility for a 12-bed, maximum-security psychiatric
ward. Clinical supervision for psychiatric residents, postdoctoral
psychology fellows and medical students assigned to the ward.
Liaison with Jail Psychiatric Services, City and County of San
Frnncisco.
Advise San Francisco City Attorney on issues
pertaining to forensic psychiatry.
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July 1985
June 1986

Chief Resident, Department of Psychiatry, University of
California San Francisco General Hospital. Team leader of the
Latino-focus inpatient treatment team (involving I 0-12 patients
with bicultural/bilingual issues); direct clinical supervision of 7
psychiatric residents and 3-6 medical students; organized weekly
depa11mental Grand Rounds; administered and supervised
departmental residents' call schedule; psychiatric consultant to
hospital general medical clinic; assistant coordinator of medical
student education; group seminar leader for introduction to clinical
psychiatry course for UCSF second year medical students.

July 1984March 1987

Physician Specialist, Westside Crisis Center, San Francisco,
CA. Responsibility for Crisis Center operations during assigned
shifts; admitting privileges al Mount Zion Hospital. Provided
psychiatric consultation for the patients admitted to Mount Zion
Hospital when requested.

April 1984 July 1985

Psychiatric Consultant. Marin Alternative Treatment. (ACT).
Provided medical and psychiatric evaluation and treatment of
residential drug and alcohol clients; consultant to staff concerning
medical/psych..iatric issues.

August 1983 November 1984

Physician Specialist, Mission Mental Health Crisis Center,
San Francisco, CA. Clinical responsibility for Crisis Center
clients; consultant to staff concerning medical/psychiatric issues.

July J982J\lly 1985

Psychiatric Resident, University of California. San Francisco.
Primary Therapist and Medical Consultant for the adult inpatient
units at San Francisco General Hospital and San Francisco
Veterans Affairs Medical Center; Medical Coordinator/Primary
Therapist - Alcohol Inpatient Unit and Substance Abuse Clinic at
San Francisco Veterans Affairs Medical Center; Outpatient
Adult/Child Psychotherapist; Psychiatric Consultant - Adult Day
Treatment Center - San Francisco Veterans Affairs Medical
Center; Primary Therapist and Medial Consultant - San Francisco
General Hospital Psychiatric Emergency Services; Psychiahic
Consultant, Inpatient Medical/Surgical Units - San Francisco
General Hospital.

June I 973 July 1978

Infantry Officer - United Stales Marine Corps.
Rifle Platoon Commander; Anti-tank Platoon Commander; 81 mm
Mortar Platoon Commander; Rifle Company Executive Officer;
Rifle Company Commander; Assistant Battalion Operations
Officer; Embarkation Officer; Recruitment Officer; 0mg, Alcohol
and Human Relations Counselor; Parachutist and Scuba Diver;
Commander of a Vietnamese Refugee Camp. Received an
Honorable Discharge. Highest rank attained was Captain.

J
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HONORS AND AWARDS:
June 1995

Selected by the graduating class of the University of California,
San Francisco, School of Medicine as the outstanding psychintiic
faculty member for the academic year 1994/1995.

June 1993

Selected by the class of 1996, University of California, San
Francisco, School of Medicine as outstanding lecturer, academic
year 1992/1993.

May 1993

Elected to Membership of Medical Honor Society, AOA, by the
AOA Member of the 1993 Graduating Class of the University of
California, San Francisco, School of Medicine.

May 1991

Selected by the graduating class of the University of California,
San Francisco, School of Medicine as the outstanding psychiatric
faculty member for the academic year 1990-1991.

May 1990

Selected by the graduating class of the University of California,
San Francisco, School of Medicine as the outstanding psychiatric
faculty member for the academic year 1989-1990.

May 1989

Selected by the graduating class of the University of California,
San Francisco, School of Medicine as the outstanding psychiatric
faculty member for the academic year 1988-1989.

May 1987

Selected by the faculty and students of the University of California,
San Francisco, School of Medicine as the recipient of the Henry J.
Kaiser Award For Excellence in Teaching.

May 1987

Selected by the graduating class of the University of California,
San Francisco, School of Medicine as Outstanding Psychiatric
Resident. The award covered the period of 1 July 1985 to 30 June
1986, during which time J served as Chief Psychiatric resident, San
Francisco General Hospital.

May 1985

Selected by the graduating class of the University of California,
San Francisco, School of Medicine as Outstanding Psychiatric
Resident.

1985

Mead-Johnson American Psychiatric Association Fellowship. One
of sixteen nation-wide psychiatric residents selecLed because of a
demonstrated commitment to public sector psychiatry. Made
presentation at Annual Hospital and Community Psychiatry
Meeting in Montreal, Canada in October J 985, on the "Psychiatric
Aspects of the Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome."
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MEMBERSHIPS:
.Tune 2000May 2008

California Association of Drug Court Professionals .

July 1997June 1998

President, Alumni-Faculty Association, University of
California, San Francisco, School of Medicine.

July 1996 June 1997

President-Elect, Alumni-Faculty Association, University of
California, San Francisco, School of Medicine.

July 1995 June 1996

Vice President, Northern California Area, Alumni-Faculty
Association, University of California, San Francisco, School
of Medicine.

April 1995 April 2002

Associate Clinical Member, American Group Psychotherapy
Association.

July 1992 June 1995

Secretary-Treasurer, Alumni-Faculty Association, University
of California, San Francisco, School of Medicine.

July 1990 June 1992

Councilor-at-large, Alumni-Faculty Association, University
of California, San f rancisco, School of Medicine

PUBLIC SERVICE:
June 1992 -

Examiner, American Board of Psychiatry and Neurology, Inc.

November 1992 Januai)' 1994

California Tuberculosis Elimination Task Force, Institutional
Control Subcommittee.

September 2000April 2005

Editorial Advisory Board, Juvenile Correctional Mental Health
Report.

May 2001Present

Psychiatric and Substance Abuse Consultant, San Francisco
Police Officers' Association.

January 2002June 2003

Psychiatric Consultant, San Francisco Sheriffs Department
Peer Suppm1 Program.

February 2003April 2004

Proposition "N'' (Care Not Cash) Service Providers' Advisory
Committee, Department of Human Services, City and County of
San Francisco.

December 2003.lanuary 2004

Member of San Francisco Mayor-Elect Gavin Newsom 's
Transition Tet1m.

Februaiy 2004.1 une 2004

Mayor's Homeless Coalition, San Francisco, CA .

April 2004.lanuai)' 2006

Member of Human Services Commission, City and County of
San Francisco.
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February 2006January 2007

Vice President, Human Services Commission, City and County of
San Francisco.

February 2007Present

President, Human Services Commission, City and County of
San Francisco.

UNIVERSITY SERVICE:
July 1999July 2001

Seminar Leader, National Youth Leadership Fonnn On
Medicine.

October 19990ctober 200 I

Lecturer, University of California, San Francisco, School of
Medicine Post Baccalaureate Reapplicant Program.

November 1998November 200 I

Lecturer, University of Califomia, San Francisco, School of
Nursing, Department of Family Health Care Nursing. Lecture to
the Advanced Practice Nurse Practitioner Students on Alcohol,
Tobacco and Other Dmg Dependencies.

January 1994 January 2001

Preceptor/Lecturer, UCSF Homeless Clinic Project.

June 1990 November I 996

Curriculum Advisor, University of California, San Francisco,
School of Medicine.

June 1987 June 1992

Facilitate weekly Support Groups for interns in the
Department of Medicine. Also, provide cl'isis intervention and
psychiatric referral for Department of Medicine housestaff.

January 1987 June 1988

Student Impairment Comminee, University of California
San Francisco, School of Medicine.
Advise the Dean of the School of Medicine on methods to identify,
treat and prevent student impairment.

January 1986 June 1996

Recruitment/Retention Subcommittee of the Admissions
Committee, University of California, San Francisco,
School of Medicine.
Advise the Dean of the School of Medicine on methods to attract
and retain minority students and faculty.

October I 986 September 1987

Member Steering Committee for the Hispanic
Medical Education Resource Committee.
Plan and present educational programs to increase awareness of the
special health needs of Hispanics in the United States.

September 1983 .June 1989

Admissions Committee, University of California, School of
Medicine. Duties included screening applications and interviewing
candidates for medical school.

October I 978 December 1980

Co-Founder and Director of the University of California,
San Francisco Running Clinic.
Provided free instruction to the public on proper methods of
exercise and preventative health measures.
6
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TEACHING RESPONSIBILITIES:
July 2003Present

Facilitate weekly psychotherapy training group for residents in the
Depa11ment of Psychiatry.

September 2001June 2003

Supervisor, San Mateo County Psychiatric Residency
Program.

January 2002January 2004

Course Coordinator of Elective Course University of
California, San Francisco, School of Medicine, "Prisoner
Health." This is a I-unit course, which covers the unique
health needs of prisoners.

April 1999April 2001

Lecturer, UCSF School of Pharmacy, Committee for Drug
Awareness Community Outreach Project.

February 1998June 2000

Lecturer, UCSF Student Enrichment Program.

Januru)1 1996 November 1996

Supervisor, Psychiatry 110 students, Veterans
Comprehensive Homeless Center.

March 1995Present

Supervisor, UCSF School of Medicine, Depm1ment of Psychiatry,
Substance Abuse Fellowship Program.

September 1994 June 1999

Course Coordinator of Elective Course, University of
California, San Francisco, School of Medicine. Designed, planned
and taught course, Psychiatry 170.02, "Drug and Alcohol Abuse."
This is a I-unit course, which covers the major aspects of drug and
alcohol abuse.

August t 994 February 2006

Supervisor, Psychiatric Continuity Clinic, Haight Ashbury
Free Clinic, Drug Detoxification and Aftercare Project. Supervise
4th Year medical students in the care of dual diagnostic patients.

February 1994 February 2006

Consultant, Napa Stale Hospital Chemical Dependency
Program Monthly Conference.

July 1992 June 1994

Facilitate weekly psychiatric intern seminar, "Psychiatric
Aspects of Medicine," University of California, San Francisco,
School of Medicine.

July 1991Present

Group and individual psychotherapy supervisor, Outpatient
Clinic, Depm1ment of Psychiatt)', University of California, San
Francisco. School of Medicine.

January 1991

Lecturer, University of California, San Francisco, School of
Pharmacy course, "Addictionology and Substance Abuse
Prevention."

September J 990 Feb11.ia1)' 1995

Clinical supervisor. subslance abuse fellows, and psychiatric
residents, Substance Abuse Inpatient Uni1. San Francisco Veterans
Affairs Medical Center.
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September 1990 November 1996

Off ward supervisor. PGY II psychiatric residents,
Psychiatric Inpatient Unit, San Francisco Veterans Affairs Medical
Center.

September 1990 June 1991

Group therapy supervisor, Psychiatric Inpatient Unit, (PIU).
San Francisco Veterans Affairs Medical Center.

September 1990 June 1994

Course coordinator, Psychiatry 110, San Francisco Veterans
Affairs Medical Center.

September 1989 November I 996

Seminar leader/lecturer, Psychiat1y I 00 A/8.

July 1988 June 1992

Clinical supervisor, PGY III psychiatric residents, Haight
Ashbury Free Clinic, Drug Detoxification imd Aftercare Project.

September J987 Present

Tavistock Organizational Consultant.
Extensive experience as a consultant in numerous Tavistock
conferences.

September 1987 December 1993

Course Coordinator of Elective Course, University of
California, San Francisco, School of Medicine. Designed, planned
and taught course, Psychiatry 170.02, "Alcoholism". This is a Iunit course offered to medical students, which covers alcoholism
with special emphasis on the health professional. This course is
offered fall qum1er each academic year.

July J 987June 1994

Clinical supervisor/lecturer PCM I I 0, San Francisco
General Hospital and Veterans Affairs Medical Center.

July J986 June 1996

Seminar leader/lecturer Psychiatry 131 A/8.

July 1986 •
August 1990

Clinical supervisor, Psychology interns/fellows,
San Francisco General Hospital.

July 1986 August 1990

Clinical supeivisor PGY I psychiatric residents,
San Francisco General Hospital

July 1986 August 1990

Coordinator of Medical Student Education, University of
Califomia, San Francisco General Hospital, Department of
Psychiatry. Teach seminars and supervise clerkships to medical
students including: Psychological Core of Medicine 100 A/B;
Introduction to Clinical Psychiatly 131 A/8; Core Psychiatric
Clerkship 110 and Advanced Clinical Clerkship in Psychialty
141.01.

July 1985 August 1990

Psychiatric C'onsultant lo the General Medical Clinic,
University of California, Sun Francisco General Hospital. Teach
and supervise medical residents in interviewing and
communication skills. Provide instruction to the clinic on the
psychiatric aspects of ambulatory medical care.
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COMMUNITY SERVICE:
February 2006December 2009

Board of Directors, Physician Foundation at California Pacific
Medical Center.

.lune 2004Present

Psychiatric Consultant, Hawaii Drug Court .

November 2003June 2008

Organizational/Psychiatric Consultant, State of Hawaii,
Department of Hunum Services.

June 2003December 2004

Monitor of the psychiatric sections of the "Ayers Agreement,"
New Mexico Corrections Depai1ment (NMCD). This is a
settlement arrived at between plaintiffs and the NMCD regarding
the provision of constitutionally mandated psychiatric services for
inmates placed within the Department's "Supermax" unit.

October 2002August 2006

Juvenile Mental Health and Medical Consultant, United
States Department of Justice, Civil Rights Division, Special
Litigation Section.

July 1998June 2000

Psychiatric Consultant to the Pacific Research and Training
Alliance's Alcohol and Drug Disability Technical Assistance
Project.
This Project provides assistance to programs and
communities that will have Jong lasting impact and permanently
improve the quality of alcohol and other drug services available to
individuals with disabilities.

July 1998February 2004

Psychiatric Consultant to the National Council on Crime and
Delinquency (NCCD) in its monitoring of the State of Georgia's
secure juvenile detention and treatment facilities. NCCD is acting
as the monitor of the agreement between the United States and
Georgia to improve the quality of the juvenile justice facilities,
critical mental health, medical and educational services, and
treatment programs. NCCD ceased to be the monitoring agency
for this project in June 1999. At that time, the Institute of Crime,
Justice and Corrections at the George Washington University
became the monitoring agency. The work remained unchanged.

July 1998-

Psychiatric Consultant to the San Francisco Campaign
Against Drug Abuse (SF CADA).

July 2001

March 1997Present

Technical Assistance Consultant, Center for Substance
Abuse Treatment, Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services
Administration, Department of Health and Human Services.

January 1996June 2003

Psychiatric Consultant to the San Francisco Drug Court.

November 1993.Tune 2001

Executive Commillee, Addiction Technology Transfer
Center (ATTC}, University of California, San Diego.
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December 1992 December 1994

Institutional Review Board, Haight Ashbury Free Clinics, Jnc.
Review all research protocols for the clinic per Departmenl of
Health and Human Services guidelines.

June 1991Febmary 2006

Chief of Psychiatric Services, Haight Ashbury Free Clinic.
Overall responsibility for psychiatric services at the clinic.

December 1990 June 1991

Medical Director, Haight Ashbury Free Clinic,
Drug Detoxification and Aftercare Project~ Responsible for
directing all medical and psychiatric care at the clinic.

October 1996-

Psychiatric Expert for the U. S. Federal Court in the case of
Madrid v. Gomez. Report directly to the Special Master regarding
the implementation of constitutionally mandated psyc11iatric care to
the inmates at Pelican Bay State Prison.

J uly 1997

Ap1il 1990 January 2000

Psychiatric Expert for the U.S. Federal Court in the case of
Gates v. Deukmejian. Repo1t directly to the comt regarding
implementation and monitoring of the consent decree in this case.
(This case involves the provision of adequate psychiatric care to
the inmates at the California Medical Facility, Vacaville).

January 1984 December 1990

Chief of Psychiatric Services, Haight Ash bury Free Clinic,
Drng
Detoxification and
Aftercare Project.
Direct
medical/psychiatric management of project clients; consultant to
staff on substance abuse issues. Special emphasis on dual
diagnostic patients.

JulyDecember 1981

Medical/Psychiatric Consultant, Youth Services, Hospitality
Hospitality House, San Francisco, CA. Advised youth services
staff on client management. Provided training on various topics
related to adolescents. Facilitated weekly client support groups.

SERVICE TO ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY EDUCA TJON:

January 1996 June 2002

Baseball, Basketball and Volleyball Coach. Convent of the
Sacred Heart Elementary School, San Francisco, CA.

September 1994 Present

Soccer Coach, Convent of the Sacred Hea11 Elementary
School, San Francisco, CA.

June 1991June 1994

Board of Directors, Pacific Primary School,
San Francisco, CA.

April 1989 July 1996

Umpire, Rincon Valley Little League, Santa Rosa, CA.

September J988 May 1995

Numerous presentations on Mental Health/Substance
Abuse issues to the student body. Hidden Valley Elementary
School and Santa Rosa .Ir. High School, Santa Rosa, CA.

10
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PRESENTATIONS:
I.

San Francisco Treatment Research Unit, University of California, San Francisco,
Colloquium # 1. ( I 0/12/1990). "The Use of Anti-Depressant Medications with
Substance-Abusing Clients."

2.

Grand Rounds. Deparlment of Psychiatry, University of California, San Francisco,
School of Medicine. (12/5/1990). "Advances in the Field of Dual Diagnosis."

3.

Associates Council, American College of Physicians, Northern California Region,
Program for Leadership Conference. (3/3/1991). "Planning a Satisfying Life in
Medicine."

4.

24th Annual Medical Symposium on Renal Disease, sponsored by the Medical Advisory
Board of the National Kidney Foundation of Northern California. (9/1 1/I 991). "The
Clll'onical ly III Substance Abuser."

5.

Mentoring Skills Conference, University of California, San Francisco, School of
Medicine, Department of Pediatrics. (l 1/26/91). "Mentoring as an A11."

6.

Continuing Medical Education Conference, Sponsored by the Dcpa11ment of Psychiatry,
University of California, San Francisco, School of Medicine. (4/25/1992). "Clinical &
Research Advances in the Treatment of Alcoholism and Drug Abuse."

7.

First International Conference of Mental Health and Leisure. University of Utah.
(7/9/1992). "The Use of Commonly Abused Street Drugs in the Treatment of Mental
Illness."

8.

American Group Psychotherapy Association Annual Meeting. (2/20/1993). ''Inpatient
Groups in Initial-Stage Addiction Treatment."

9.

Grand Rounds. Depa11ment of Child Psychiatry, Stanford University School of
Medicine. (3/17/93, 9/11/96). "Issues in Adolescent Substance Abuse."

10.

University of California, Extension. Alcohol and Drug Abuse Studies Program.
(5/14/93), (6/24/94), (9/22/95), (2/28/97). "Dual Diagnosis."

I I.

Americm1 Psychiatric Association Annua I Meeting.
Treatment of !he Dual Diagnosis Patient."

I 2.

Long Beach Regional Medical Education Center and Social Work Service, San Francisco
Veterans Affairs Medical Center Conference on Dual Diagnosis. (6/23/1993). "Dual
Diagnosis Treatment Issues."

13.

Utah Medical Association Annual Meeting. (10/7/93).
Abuse Helping your Patient, Protecting Yourself."

I 4.

Saint Francis Memorial Hospital, San Francisco. Medical Staff Conference.
(11/30/1993). "Management of Patients with Dual Diagnosis and Alcohol Withdrawal."

I 5.

Haight Ashbury Free Clinic's 27th Anniversary Conference. (6/10/94). "Attention
Deficit Disorder, Substunce Abuse, Psychiatric Disorders and Related Issues."

(5/26/1993).

"Issues in the

''Prescription Drug

II
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16.

University of California, San Diego. Addiction Technology Transfer Center Annual
Summer Clinical lnstitute: (8/30/94), (8/29/95), (8/5/96), (8/4/97), (8/3/98). "Treuling
Multiple Disorders."

17.

National Resource Center on Homelessness and Mental Illness, A Training Institute for
Psychiatrists. (9/10/94). "Psychiatry, Homelessness, and Serious Mental lllness."

18.

Value Behavioral Health/American Psychiatry Management Seminar.
"Substance Abuse/Dual Diagnosis in the Work Setting."

19.

Grand Rounds. Depa11ment of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery, University of California,
San Francisco, School of Dentistry. ( l/24/1995). "Models of Addiction."

20.

San Francisco State University, School of Social Work, Title IV-E Child Welfare
Training Project. (1/25/95, 1/24/96, 1/13/97, 1/21/98, 1/13/99, 1/24/00, 1/12/01).
"Demystifying Dual Diagnosis."

21.

First Annual Conference on the Dually Disordered. (3/10/1995). ''Assessment of
Substance Abuse." Sponsored by the Division of Mental Health and Substance Abuse
Services and Target Cities Project, Department of Public Health, City and County of San
Francisco.

22.

Delta Memorial Hospital, Antioch, California, Medical Staff Conference. (3/28/1995).
"Dealing with the Alcohol and Drug Dependent Patient." Sponsored by University of
California, San Francisco, School of Medicine, Office of Continuing Medical Education.

23.

Centre Hospitalier Robe11-Giffaard, Beoupont (Quebec), Canada.
(11/23/95).
"Reconfiguration of Psychiatric Services in Quebec Based on the San Francisco
Experience."

24.

The Labor and Employment Section of the State Bar of California. (l/19/96).
"Understanding Alcoholism and its Impact on the Legal Profession." MCCE Conference,
San Francisco, CA.

25.

American Group Psychotherapy Association, Annual Training Institute. (2/13-2/14/96),
National Instructor - Designate training group.

26.

American Group Psycholhcrapy Association, Aunual Meeting. (2/10/96). ''The Process
Group at Work."

27.

Medical Staff Conference, Kaiser Foundation Hospital, Pleasanton, Califomia, "The
Management of Prescription Drug Addiction". (4/24/96)

28.

International European Drug Abuse Treatment Training Project, Ankaran, Slovenia, "The
Management of the Dually Diagnosed Patient in Former Soviet Block Europe". ( I 0/5-

( 12/1 /I 994 ).

10/11/96)
29.

Contra Costa County Dual Diagnosis Conference. Pleasant Hill. California. "Two
Philosophies, Two Approaches: One Client". (11/14/96)

30.

Faith Initiative Conference, San Francisco, California, "Spirituality: The Forgotten
Dimension of Recovery". (11/22/96)
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3 I.

Alameda County Dual Diagnosis Conference, Alameda,
Management of the Dually Diagnosed Patient". (2/4/97, 3/4/97)

California, "Medical

32.

Haight Ashbury Free Clinic's 301h Anniversary Conference, San Francisco, California,
"Indicators for the Use of the New Antipsychotics". (6/4/97)

33.

DPH/Community Substance Abuse Services/San Francisco Target Cities Project
sponsored conference, "Intake, Assessment and Service Linkages in the Substance Abuse
System of Care". San Francisco, California. (7/31/97)

34.

The Institute of Addictions Studies and Lewis and Clark College sponsored conference,
1997 Northwest Regional Summer Institute, "Addictions Treatment: What We Know
Today, How We'll Practice Tomorrow; Assessment and Treatment of the High-Risk
Offender". Wilsonville, Oregon. (8/ I/97)

35.

The California Council of Community Mental Health Agencies Winter Conference, Key
Note Presentation, "Combining funding sources and integrating treatment for addiction
problems for children, adolescents and adults, as well as coordination of addiction
treatment for parents with mental health services to severely emotionally disturbed
children." Newport Beach, California. (2/12/98)

36.

American Group Psychotherapy Association, Annual Training Institute, (2/16-2/28/ 1998),
f ntermediate Level Process Group Leader.

37.

"Multimodal Psychoanalytic Treatment of Psychotic Disorders: Leaming from the
Quebec Experience." The Haight Ashbury Free Clinics Inc., in conjunction sponsored
this seminar with the San Francisco Society for Lacanian Studies and the Lacanian
School of Psychoanalysis. San Francisco, California. (3/6-3/8/ I 998)

38.

"AIDS Update for Primary Care: Substance Use & HIV: Problem Solving at the
Intersection." The East Bay AIDS Education & Training Center and the East Bay AlDS
Center, Alta Bates Medical Center, Berkeley, California sponsored this conference.
(6/4/1998)

39.

Haight Ashbury Free Clinic's 31st Anniversary Conference, San Francisco, California,
"Commonly Encountered Psychiatric Problems in Women." (6/11/1998)

40.

Community Networking Breakfast sponsored by San Mateo County Alcohol & Drug
Services and Youth Empowering Systems, Belmont, California, "Dual Diagnosis, Two
Approaches, Two Philosophies, One Patient." (6/17/1998)

41.

Grand Rounds, Depai1ment of Medicine, Alameda County Medical Center-Highland
Campus, Oakland, California, "Medical/Psychiatric Presentation of the Patient with both
Psychiatric and Substance Abuse Problems." (6/19/1998)

42.

"Rehabilitation, Recovery, and Reality: Community Treatment of the Dually Diagnosed
Consumer." The Occupational Therapy Association of California, Dominican College of
San Rafael and the Psychiatric Occupational Therapy Action Coalition sponsored this
conference. San Rafael, California. (6/20/1998)

43.

"Assessment. Diagnosis and Treatment of the Patient with a Dual Diagnosis", Los
Angeles County Department of Mental Health sponsored conference, Los Angeles, CA.
(6/29/98)
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44.

Grand Rounds, Wai'anae Coast Comprehensive Health Center, Wai'anae, Hawaii,
"Assessment and Treatment of the Patient who presents with concurrent Depression and
Substance Abuse." (7/15/1998)

45.

"Dual Diagnostic Aspects of Methamphetamine Abuse°, Hawaii Department of Health,
Alcohol and Drug Abuse Division sponsored conference, Honolulu, Hawaii. (9/2/98)

46.

9111 Annual Advanced Pain and Symptom Management, the A11 of Pain Management
Conference, sponsored by Visiting Nurses and Hospice of San Prancisco. "Care Issues
and Pain Management for Chemically Dependent Patients." San Francisco, CA.
(9/10/98)

47.

Latino Behavioral Health Institute Annual Conference, "Margin to Mainstream UI: Latino
Health Care 2000." "Mental lllness and Substance Abuse Assessment: Diagnosis and
Treatment Planning for the Dually Diagnosed", Los Angeles, CA. (9/18/98)

48.

Chemical Dependency Conference, Department of Mental Health, Napa State Hospital,
"Substance Abuse and Major Depressive Disorder." Napa, CA. (9/23/98)

49.

"Assessment, Diagnosis and Treatment of the Patient with a Dual Diagnosis", San Mateo
County Drug and Alcohol Services, Belmont, CA. (9/30/98)

50.

"Assessment, Diagnosis and Treatment of the Patient with a Dual Diagnosis", Sacramento
County Department of Mental Health, Sacramento, CA. (10/13/98)

51.

California Department of Health, Office of AIDS, 1998 Annual AIDS Case Management
Program/Medi-Cal Waiver Program (CMP/MCWP) Conference, "Triple Diagnosis:
What's Really Happening with your Patient." Concord, CA. (10/15/98)

52.

California Mental Health Director's Association Meeting: Dual Diagnosis, Effective
Models of Collaboration; "Multiple Problem Patients: Designing a System to Meet Their
Unique Needs", San Francisco Park Plaza Hotel. (I 0/15/98)

53.

Northwest GTA Health Corporation, PEEL MEMORIAL HOSPITAL, Annual Mental
Health Conference, "Recognition and Assessment of Substance Abuse in Mental Jllness."
Brampton, Ontario, Canada. ( I 0/23/98)

54.

1998 California Drug Court Symposium, "Mental Health lssues and Drug Involved
Offenders." Sacramento, CA. (12/11/98)

55.

"Assessment, Diagnosis and Treatment Planning for the Dually Diagnosed", Mono
County Alcohol and Drug Programs, Mammoth Lakes, CA. (1/7/99)

56.

Medical Staff Conference, Kaiser Foundation Hospital, Walnut Creek, CA, "Substance
Abuse and Major Depressive Disorder." (1 /19/99)

57.

"Issues and Strategies in the Treatment of Substance Abusers", Alameda County
Consolidated Drug Courts. Oakland, CA. (1/22 & 2/5/99)

58.

Compass Health Care's 12111 Annual Winter Conference on Addiction. Tucson, AZ: "Dual
Systems, Dual Philosophies, One Patient", "Substance Abuse and Developmental
Disabilities" & "Assessment and Treatment ofthe High Risk Offender." (2/17/99)
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59.

American Group Psychotherapy Association, Annual Training Instin1te, (2/22-2/24/ 1999).
Entry Level Process Group Leader.

60.

"Exploring A New Framework: New Technologies For Addiction And Recovery", Maui
County Department of Housing and Human Concerns, Malama Family Recovery Center,
Maui, Hawaii. (3/5 & 3/6/99)

61.

"Assessment, Diagnosis and Treatment of the Dual Diagnostic Patient", San Bernardino
County Office of Alcohol & Drug Treatment Services, San Bernardino, CA. (3/10/99)

62.

"Smoking Cessation in the Chronically Mentally Ill, Part 1", California Department of
Mental Health, Napa State Hospital, Napa, CA. (3/11/99)

63.

"Dual Diagnosis and Effective Methods of Co11aboration", County of Tulare Health &
Human Services Agency, Visalia, CA. (3/17/99)

64.

Pfizer Pharmaceuticals sponsored lecture tour of Hawai'i. Lectures included: Major
Depressive Disorder and Substance Abuse, Treatment Strategies for Depression and
Anxiety with the Substance Abusing Patient, Advances in the Field of Dual Diagnosis &
Addressing the Needs of the Patient with Multiple Substance Dependencies. Lecture sites
included: Straub Hospital, Honolulu; Maui County Community Mental Health; Veterans
Administration Hospital, Honolulu; Hawai'i (Big [sland) County Community Mental
Health; Mililani (Oahu) Physicians Center; Kahi Mahala (Oahu) Psychiatric Hospital;
Hale ola Ka'u (Big Island) Residential Treatment Facility. (4/2-4/9/99)

65.

"Assessment, Diagnosis and Treatment of the Patient with Multiple Disorders",
Mendocino County Depa1tment of Public Health, Division of Alcohol & Other Drng
Programs, Ukiah, CA. (4/14/99)

66.

"Assessment of the Substance Abusing & Mentally 111 Female Patient in Early Recovery",
Ujima Family Services Agency, Richmond, CA. (4/21/99)

67.

California Institute for Mental Health, Adult System of Care Conference, "Partners in
ExcelJence", Riverside, California. (4/29/99)

68.

"Advances in the Field of Dual Diagnosis", University of Hawai'i School of Medicine,
Department of Psychiatry Grand Rounds, Queens Hospital, Honolulu, Hawai'i. (4/30/99)

69.

State of Hawai'i Department of Health, Mental Health Division, "Strategic Planning to
Address the Concerns of the United Slates Department of .h.1stice for the Alleged Civil
Rights Abuses in the Kaneohe State Hospital." Honolulu, Hawai'i. (4/30/99)

70.

"Assessment, Diagnosis and Treatment Planning for the Patient with Dual/Triple
Diagnosis", Stale of Hawai'i, Depa11111enl of Health, Drug and Alcohol Abuse Division,
Dole Cannery, Honolulu, Hawai'i. (4/30/99)

71.

Annual Early Intervention Program Conference, Stale of California Department of
Health Services. Office of Aids, "Addressing the Substance Ahuse and Mental Health
Needs of the HlV (+) Patient." Concord, California. (5/6/99)

72.

The HIV Challenge Medical Conference, Sponsored by the North County (San Diego)
AIDS Coalition, "Addressing the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Needs of the HlV
(+) Patient." Escondido, California. (5/7/99)

11
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73.

"Assessment, Diagnosis and Treatment of the Patient with Multiple Disorders", Sonoma
County Community Mental Health's Monthly Grand Rounds, Community Hospital, Santa
Rosa, California. (5/13/99)

74.

"Developing & Providing Effective Services for Dually Diagnosed or High Service
Utilizing Consumers", Third annual conference presented by the Southern California
Mental Health Directors Association. Anaheim, California. (5/21 /99)

75.

15 1h Annual Idaho Conference on Alcohol and Drug Dependency, lectures included "Dual

Diagnostic Issues", "Impulse Control Disorders" and "Major Depressive Disorder." Boise
State University, Boise, Idaho. (5/25/99)
76.

"Smoking Cessation in the Chronically Mentally Ill, Part 2", California Department of
Mental Health, Napa State Hospital, Napa, California. (6/3/99)

77.

"Alcohol and Drug Abuse: Systems of Care and Treatment in the United States", Ando
Hospital, Kyoto, Japan. (6/14/99)

78.

"Alcoholism: Practical Approaches to Diagnosis and Treatment", National Institute On
Alcoholism, Kurihama National Hospital, Yokosuka, Japan. (6/17/99)

79.

"Adolescent Drug and Alcohol Abuse\ Kusatsu Kinrofukushi Center, Kusatsu, Japan.
(6/22/99)

80.

"Assessment, Diagnosis and Treatment of the Patient with Multiple Diagnoses", Osaka
Drug Addiction Rehabilitation Center Supp011 Network, Kobe, Japan. (6/26/99)

81.

"Assessment, Diagnosis and Treatment of the Patient with Multiple Diagnoses", Santa
Barbara County Department of Alcohol, Drug, & Mental Health Services, Buellton,
California. (7 / l 3/99)

82.

"Drug and Alcohol Issues in the Primary Care Setting", County of Tulare Health &
Human Services Agency, Edison Ag Tac Center, Tulare, California. (7/15/99)

83.

"Working with the Substance Abuser in the Criminal Justice System", San Mateo County
Alcohol and Drug Services and Adult Probation Department, Redwood City, Califomia.
(7/22/99)

84.

1999 Summer Clinical Institute In Addiction Studies, University of California, San Diego
School of Medicine, Department of Psychiatry. Lectures included: "Triple Diagnosis:
HIV, Substance Abuse and Mental Illness. What's Really Happening to your Patient?"
"Psychiatric Assessment in the Criminal Justice Setting, Leaming to Detect Malingering."
La Jolla, California. (8/3/99)

85.

"Assessment, Diagnosis and Treatment Planning for the Patient with Dual and Triple
Diagnoses", Maui County Department of Housing and Human Concerns, Maui Memorial
Medical Center. Kahului, Maui. (8/23/99)

86.

"Proper Assessment of the Asian/Pacific lslander Dual Diagnostic Patient", Asian
American Recovery Services. Inc., San Francisco, California. (9/13/99)

87.

"Assessment and Treatment of the Dual Diagnostic Patient in a Health Maintenance
Organization", Alcohol and Dmg Abuse Program, the Permanente Medical Group, Inc.,
Santa Rosa. California. (9/14/99)
16
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88.

"Dual Diagnosis", Residential Care Providers of Adult Residential Facilities and
Facilities for the Elderly, City and County of San Francisco, Depai1ment of Public Health,
Public Health Division, San Francisco, California. (9/16/99)

89.

"Medical and Psychiatric Aspects of Methamphetamine Abuse", Fifth Annual Latino
Behavioral Health Institute Conference, Universal City, California. (9/23/99)

90.

"Criminal Justice & Substance Abuse", University of California, San Diego & Arizona
Department of Corrections, Phoenix, Arizona. (9/28/99)

91.

"Creating Balance in the Ohana: Assessment and Treatment Planning", Hale O Ka'u
Center, Pahala, I-lawai'i. ( I 0/8-10/10/99)

92.

"Substance Abuse Issues of Runaway and Homeless Youth", Homeless Youth 101,
Oakland Asian Cultural Center, Oakland, California. (10/12/99)

93.

"Mental Illness & Drug Abuse - Part II'', Sonoma County Department of Mental Health
Grand Rounds, Santa Rosa, California. ( I 0/14/99)

94.

"Dual Diagnosis/Co-Existing Disorders Training", YoJo County Department of Alcohol,
Drug and Mental Health Services, Davis, California. (10/21/99)

95.

"Mental Health/Substance Abuse Assessment Skills for the Frontline Staff', Los Angeles
County Depa11ment of Mental Health, Los Angeles, California. (1/27/00)

96.

"Spirituality in Substance Abuse Treatment", Asian American Recovery Services, Inc.,
San Francisco, California. (3/6/00)

97.

"What Every Probation Officer Needs to Know about AlcohoJ Abuse", San Mateo
County Probation Department, San Mateo, California. (3/16/00)

98.

"Empathy at its Finest", Plenary Presentation to the Califomia Forensic Mental Health
Association's Annual Conference, Asilomar, California. (3/17 /00)

99.

"Model for Health Appraisal for Minors Entering Detention", Juvenile Justice Health
Care Committee's Annual Conference, Asilomar, California. (4/3/00)

100.

"The Impact of Alcohol/Drug Abuse and Mental Disorders on Adolescent Development".
Humboldt County Depat1ment of Mental Health and Substance Abuse Services, Eureka,
Califomia. ( 4/4-4/5/00)

101.

"The Dual Diagnosed Client", Imperial County Children's System of Care Spring
Training. Holtville, Califomia. (5/15/00)

102.

National Association of Drug Court Professionals 6111 Annual Training Conference, San
Francisco, California. "Managing People of Different Pathologies in Mental Health
Courts". (5/31 & 6/1 /00); "Assessmen1 and Management of Co-Occurring Disorders"
(6/2/00).

103.

"Culture, Age and Gender Specific Perspectives on Dual Diagnosis", University of
Califomia Berkeley Extension Course, San Francisco, California. (6/9/00)
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104.

"The Impact of AlcohoJ/Drug Abuse and Mental Disorders on Adolescent Development",
Thunderoad Adolescent Treatment Centers, Inc., Oakland, California. (6/29 & 7/27/00)

I 05.

"Assessing the Needs of the Entire Patient: Empathy at its Finest", NAMJ California
Annual Conference, Burlingame, California. (9/8/00)

I 06.

"The Effects of Drugs and Alcohol on the Brain and Behavior", The Second National
Seminar on Mental Health and the Criminal Law, San Francisco, California. (9/9/00)

107.

Annual Conference of the Associated Treatment Providers of New Jersey, Atlantic City,
New Jersey. "Advances in Psychophannacological Treatment with the Chemically
Dependent Person" & "Treatment of the Adolescent Substance Abuser" (10/25/00).

I 08.

"Psychiatric Crises In The Primary Care Setting", Doctor Marina Bermudez Issues In
College Health, San Francisco State University Student Health Service. (11/1/00,
3/13/01)

109.

"Co-Occurring Disorders: Substance Abuse and Mental Health", California Continuing
Judicial Studies Program, Center For Judicial Education and Research, Long Beach,
California. (11/12-11/17/00)

110.

"Adolescent Substance Abuse Treatment", Alameda County BehavioraJ Health Care
Services, Oakland, California. (12/5/00)

111.

"Wasn't One Problem Enough?"
Mental Health and Substance Abuse Issues.
2001 California Drug Court Symposium, "Taking Drug Courts into the New Millennium."
Costa Mesa, California. (3/2/0 I)

112.

"The Impact of Alcohol/Drug Abuse and Mental Health Disorders on the Developmental
Process.'' County of Sonoma Department of Health Services, Alcohol and Other Drug
Services Division. Santa Rosa, California. (3/8 & 4/5/01)

113.

"Assessment of the Patient with Substance Abuse and Mental Health Issues.'' San Mateo
County General Hospital Grand Rounds. San Mateo, California. (3/13/01)

114.

"Dual Diagnosis-Assessment and treatment Issues." Ventura County Behavioral Health
Depa11ment Alcohol and Drug Progrnms Training Institute, Ventura, California. (5/8/01)

I 15.

Alameda County District Attorney's Oftice 4 111 Annual 3R Conference, "Strategies for
Dealing with Teen Substance Abuse.'' Berkeley, California. (5/10/01)

116.

National Association of Drug Court Professionals 7'h AnnuaJ Training Conference,
"Changing the Face of Criminal Justice.'' I presented three separate lectures on the
following topics: Marijuana, Opiates and Alcohol. New Orleans, LA. (6/1-6/2/01)

117.

Santa Clara County Drng Court Training Institute, "The Assessment, Diagnosis and
Treatment of the Patient with Multiple Disorders." San Jose, California. (6/15/01)

1I 8.

Washington Association of Prosecuting Attorneys Annual Conference, "Psychiatric
Complications of1he l'vtcthamphetamine Abuser." Olympia, Washington. (11/15/01)

119.

The California Association for Alcohol and Drug Educators 16111 Annual Conference,
"Assessment, Diagnosis and Treatment of Patients with Multiple Diagnoses."
Burlingame, California. (4/25/02)
18
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120.

Marin County Department of Health and Human Services, Dual Diagnosis and Cultural
Competence Conference, "Cultural Considerations in Working with the Latino Patient."
(5/2 I /02)

121.

3[11 Annual Los Angeles County Law Enforcement and Mental Health Conference, "The
Impact of Mental Illness and Substance Abuse on the Criminal Justice System." (6/5/02)

I 22.

New Mexico Department of Conections. "Group Psychotherapy Training." Santa Fe,
New Mexico. (8/5/02)

123.

Judicial Council of California, Administrative Office of the Courts, "Juvenile
Delinquency and the Courts: 2002." Berkeley, California. (8/15/02)

124.

California Department of Alcohol and Drug Programs, "Adolescent Development and
Dual Diagnosis." Sacramento, California. (8/22/02)

125.

San Francisco State University, School of Social Work, Title IV-E Child Welfare
Training Project, "Adolescent Development and Dual Diagnosis." (1/14/02)

I 26.

First Annual Bi-National Conference sponsored by the Imperial County Behavioral
Health Services, "Models of Family Interventions in Border Areas." El Centro,
Califomia. (1/28/02)

I 27.

Haight Ashbury Free Clinic's 36111 Anniversary Conference, San Francisco, California,
"Psychiatric Approaches to Treating the Multiple Diagnostic Patient." (6/6/03)

128.

Motivational Speaker for Regional Co-Occurring Disorders Training sponsored by the
California State Department of Alcohol and Drug Programs and Mental Health and the
Substance Abuse Mental Health Services Administration-Center for Substance Abuse
Treatment. Samuel Merritt College, Health Education Center, Oakland, California.
(9/4/03)

129.

"Recreational Drugs, Parts I and 11", Doctor Marina Bermudez Issues In College Health,
San Francisco State University Student Health Service. (10/1/03), (12/3/03)

130.

"Detecting Substance Abuse in our Clients", California Attorneys for Criminal Justice
Annual Conference, Berkeley, California. (10/18/03)

I 31.

"Alcohol, Alcoholism and the Labor Relations Professional", 10th Annual Labor and
Employment Public Sector Program, sponsored by the State Bar of California. Labor and
Employment Section. Pasadena, California. (4/2/04)

132.

Lecture tour of Japan (4/8-4/18/04). ''Best Practices for Drug and Alcohol Treatment."
Lectures were presented in Osaka, Tokyo and Kyoto for the Drng Abuse Rehabilitation
Center of .Japan.

I 33.

San Francisco State University, School of Social Work. Title JV-E Child Welfare
Training Project. "Adolescent Development and Dual Diagnosis." (9/9/04)

134.

"Substance Abuse and the Labor Relations Proressional", 11 111 Annual Labor and
Employment Public Sector Program, sponsored by the State Bar of California. Labor and
Employment Section. Sacramento, California. (4/8/05)
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135.

"Substance Abuse Treatment in the United States", Clinical Masters Japan Program,
Alliant International University. San Francisco, California. (8/13/05)

136.

Habeas Corpus Resource Center, Mental Health Update, "Understanding Substance
Abuse." San Francisco, California. ( I 0/24/05)

137.

Yolo County Department of Behavioral Health, "Psychiatric Aspects of Drug and
Alcohol Abuse." Woodland, Califomia. ( 1/25/06), (6/23/06)

138.

"Methamphetamine-Induced Dual Diagnostic Issues", Medical Grand Rounds, Wilcox
Memorial Hospital, Lihue, Kauai. (2/13/06)

I 3 9.

Lecture tour of Japan ( 4/ 13-4/23/06). "Assessment and Treatment of the Patient with
Substance Abuse and Mental lllness." Lectures were presented in Hiroshima and Kyoto
for the Drug Abuse Rehabilitation Center of Japan.

140.

"Co-Occurring Disorders: Jsn 't lt Time We Finally Got It Right?" California Association
of Drug Court Professionals, 2006 Annual Conference. Sacramento, California. (4/25/06)

141.

"Proper Assessment of Drng Cou11 Clients", Hawaii Drug Court. Honolulu. (6/29/06)

142.

"Understanding Normal Adolescent Development," California Association of Drug Court
Professionals, 2007 Annual Conference. Sacramento, California. (4/27/07)

143.

"Dual Diagnosis in the United Stales," Conference sponsored by the Genesis Substance
Abuse Treatment Network. Medford, Oregon. (5/10/07)

144.

"Substance Abuse and Mental lllness: One Plus One Equals Trouble," National
Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers 2007 Annual Meeting & Seminar. San
Francisco, California. (8/2/07)

145.

"Capital Punishment," Human Writes 2007 Conference. London, England. (10/6/07)

146.

"Co-Occtming Disorders for the New Millennium," California Hispanic Commission on
Alcohol and Drug Abuse, MontebeJlo, California. ( 10/30/07)

147.

"Methamphetamine-lnduced Dual Diagnostic Issues for the Child Welfare Professional,"
Beyond the Bench Conference. San Diego, California. ( 12/13/07)

148.

''Working with Mentally Ill Clients and Effectively Using Your Expert(s)," 2008 National
Defender Investigator Association (NDIA), National Conference, Las Vegas, Nevada.
(4/10/08)

149.

"Mental Health Aspects of Diminished Capacity and Competency," Washington Com1s
Distl'ict/Municipal Court Judges' Spring Program. Chelan, Washington. (6/3/08)

150.

"Reflection on a Career in Substance Abuse Treatment, Progress not Perfection,"
California Department of Alcohol and Drug Programs 2008 Conference. Burlingame.
California. (6/19/08)

151.

Mental Health and Substance Abuse Training, Wyoming Depm1ment of Health,
''Diagnosis and Tl'eatment of Co-occurring Mental Health and Substance Abuse.''
Buffalo, Wyoming. ( I 0/6/09)
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EXHIBIT B

REPLY TO STATE'S MOTION IN LIMINE RE: VICTIM'S ALLEGE() STEROID USE (SUBMITIED UNDER SEAL) --
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PAUL PANTHER
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Deputy Attorney General
Chief, Criminal Law Division
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Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
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Telephone: (208) 332-3096
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant,

______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
STATE•s MOTION TO EXCLUDE
EVIDENCE RELATING TO ASHLEE
CORRIGAN
(SUBMITTED UNDER SEAL)

COMES NOW, Melissa Moody, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho, and
hereby files this motion to exclude certain evidence relating to the victim's widow, Ashlee
Corrigan, on the grounds that the evidence is irrelevant and, even if marginally relevant, it
should be excluded under I.R.E. 403.

Specifically, the state moves to exclude the

following evidence:

1. Emmett had a life insurance policy naming Ashlee as the beneficiary;
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2. Ashlee bought a vacuum and freezer the day after Emmett was killed and asked
Jake Peterson, a colleague who worked in the same office with Emmett, to
return to her two chairs that Emmett had purchased;
3. Any testimony that Ashlee was "controlling" in her marriage to Emmett; and

4. Ashlee's relationship with Emmett's parents and siblings.

ARGUMENT

A.

Emmett's Life Insurance Policy
A few weeks before he was murdered, Emmett Corrigan took out a $1 million life

insurance policy, naming Ashlee Corrigan as the beneficiary. (Exhibit 1.) The policy is
irrelevant to any fact of consequence in this case. I.RE. 401. Although Ashlee received a
financial benefit from Emmett's death, she is not, and never has been, a suspect in
Emmett's murder. Moreover, it appears Ashlee was not even aware of the policy until
after Emmett's death. (Id.) The presentation of evidence regarding this life insurance
policy could mislead the jury to believe it has some significance when, in fact, it has none.
J.R.E. 403.

Because it is irrelevant and potentially misleading, the State asks that all

references to, and evidence regarding, the life insurance policy be excluded.

B.

Ashlee's Purchases And Requests For Emmett's Property Following Emmett's
Murder
Jake Peterson, an attorney who shared an office with Emmett, reported he had

contact with Ashlee the day after Emmett's murder. (Exhibit 2.) Mr. Peterson said Ashlee
bought a vacuum and freezer and Ashlee asked him (Mr. Peterson) to return two chairs
Emmett bought. (Id.) Neither Ashlee's purchases nor her request for Emmett's property
are relevant because they do not make the existence of any fact of consequence more or
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less likely. I.R.E. 401. The only purpose of offering such evidence would be to imply that
Ashlee did not care about Emmett's death and was more interested in obtaining material
possessions than grieving his loss. Stated another way, if Ashlee did not care about
Emmett's death, why should the jury. Evidence offered for this purpose is improper. See
State v. Arrasmith, 132 Idaho 33, 41,966 P.2d 33, 41 (Ct. App. 1998) (trial court properly
excluded evidence of victim's specific acts of sexual abuse because the evidence "tends
to be highly prejudicial and cold lead the jury to acquit based on a conclusion that the
victim merely 'got what he deserved"').

C.

Evidence That Ashlee Was 11 Controlling"
Jennifer Allen, a friend and client of Emmett's, reported that Emmett told her Ashlee

was "very controlling" and would get upset when other women looked at him. (Exhibit 3.)
This specific statement is inadmissible hearsay.

Even if Defendant could offer such

evidence without using hearsay, e.g., I.RE. 701, whether Ashlee is controlling is irrelevant
because .it does not make any fact of consequence more or less likely. Nor is it pertinent
to any relevant bias or motive on Ashlee's part. Rather, it relates only to a collateral issue
that is unnecessary to the jury's determination. Cf. State v. Araiza, 124 Idaho 82, 91, 856
P.2d 872, 881 (1993) (finding no abuse of discretion or constitutional violation in the
limitation of cross-examination on collateral issues).

D.

Ashlee's Relationship With Emmett's Parents and Slbllngs
The relationship between Ashlee and Emmett's parents and siblings is strained.

Emmett confided in his mother, Radeane Blackwell, regarding concerns he had about
Ashlee.

(Exhibit 5.) Emmett's sister contacted Ashlee after Emmett's murder and
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essentially relayed that if Ashlee had been taking better care of Emmett, he would not
have been murdered. (Exhibit 4.)
These strained relationships are irrelevant. This case is not about how anyone
(including Emmett) perceived Ashlee as a wife, or even what kind of wife or person she
was or is. This case is about whether Robert Hall is guilty of the first-degree murder of
Emmett Corrigan. Exploring Ashlee's relationships with Emmett's family is tangential at
best and would serve only to confuse the issues and waste the jury's time. I.RE. 403.
The evidence should therefore be excluded.
Because all of the evidence outlined above is irrelevant and, even if marginally
relevant, the "probative value is substantially outweighed by the danger of unfair prejudice,
confusion of the issues, or misleading the jury, or by considerations of undue delay, [or] a
waste of time," I.RE. 403, the evidence should be excluded.

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITIED this 29th day of May 2012.

MELISSA MOOD
Deputy Attorney General
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 29th day of May 2012, I caused to be served a
true and correct copy of the foregoing Motion to Exclude Evidence Relating to Ashlee
Corrigan to:

Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836
Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702~7728

)L U.S.
_

i
_

Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
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Meridian Police Department
SuP.plemental Report
RD: 714

Dateotl\le

DR#2011-136B

CID

!Narrative
I
On 3-16-2011, at approximately 1323 hours, I left a message for Kandi'& brother, Josh Harmon
about Emmett's llfa Insurance. Josh returned my call afapproxlmately 1355 hours. In substance,
Josh Identified the llfe Insurance agent ha had been working with as Rod Carr; - - Josh
asked why I was asking about the life Insurance. I told Josh that I wanted to aoiiriiin"wno the
beneficiary was~ Josh asked If Ashlee was the beneficiary, would that be "moOve." I told him no.

I had a' phone conversation with Rod Carr and we agreed to meat later at the Meridian Police
Department. At approxlmately 1648 hours, I met
d rovtded a brochure
Identifying himself as an agent for
Rod provld~d a business card Identifying himself as a Director for Solse Area
Crime Stoppers.
rn substance, Rod said this Is very personal for him. Rod has known Emmett Corrigan for
approximately 10 years. Rod also knows Emmett's father, Mika. Rod verbally conflrrmitd Emmett
has a one mllllon dollar, llfe Insurance pollcy and Ashlea la the beneficiary. Emmett paid the first
premium which binds tile contract In previous dlsGusslons with Emmett about lffe Insurance,
Rod suggested a two mlllton dollar policy. Rod cited Emmett being married with ftve chlldren and
starting a business. Emmett chose the one mllllon (jlollar policy. Rod spoke of the timing of
Emmett's death; saying Emmett's policy was approved within the last two weeks and was stlll on
Rod's desk.
·
Rod said there was never a question with Emmett who would be the beneficiary. Rod sald
Emmett was happy with his famlly, with no Indications of problems. There were no concerns of
Emmett's life, or threats to him. Rod said Ashlee did not know about the polf cy; possibly finding
out through friends. Rod received a call from a friend of Emmett's, Weston Teusher of Boise.
Waston conflrmed the policy with Rod and called the family.
Rod said he would cooperate with the Investigation If further la ·needed. Calls can be made to
Rod or his partner, Scott Cleveland.
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Supplemental Report
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offlca today. Peterson told us about contact he had wJth Ashlea on Saturdayj after leamln9 of
Emmett's death. Peterson told us about Ashlee buying a vacuum and freezer, and asklng
Peterson for the return of two chairs Emmett bought.

no

one has touched Emmett's computer since Friday. Peterson said on Saturday,
Peter&on said
Ashlee's dad and Josh Hannon, Ashleie's brother, came and got Emmett's &ffects. Peterson was
present and·kn9ws they did not access Emmett's computer.
Pet&rson said Emmett's dad, Mike Corrigan has Emmett's laptop computer. Peterson said Kelly
Rieker (his l&gal assistant) had the laptop over the weekend to type bankruptcies. Peterson
Identified this as Emmett's pers.onal laptop. Kelly gave the laptop to Mike today at the law office.
Peterson's legal assistant, Kelly Rieker later Joined us ln Emmett's office. I read Peterson a .
Meridian PolJce, Voluntary Consent to Search fonn. Peterson signed the formi further consenting
to a search of Emmett's computer. See attached. When tasked about emalls, Kelly ldentffled
Emmett's computer as their server. I explalned the voluntary nature of Kelly speaking with us by
telling her she could leave'the office at any time.
· Kelly said Emmett's famlly came In on Saturday afternoon and removed Items from the office.
This Included art from the walls, furniture, books and personal items.
Kelly verbally Identified the following email accounts for Emmett.

Although Ktlly was not sure, she thought the MobUeme email address was the one Emmett and
Kandi wera u~lng.

KeUy latar provided a post It note containing the following emall address for Kandi H·an. See
attached post It note.
i
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I
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I

Kelly mentioned the word "affair" which we discussed. Kelly had suspicions for quite a while.
Kelly·tonfronted Emmett about an emall ~he accidentally saw on Kandl's computer about three
weeks ago. (~ndl's desk Is In a separate area; away from Emmett's office). Tha text of the emall
from E~~ett to Kandi was to the effect, I love you, I want to i:,e with you, 1 hate being apart. Kelly
confronted Emmett In his office about this email. Emmett told Kelly It was true, he was with ·
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Meridian Police Department
Supplemental Report
RD: 114

DR#2011-1356

/

ResPhone:~ SSN
Cell Phone: ~ L N
Bus Phone: ( )

!Na1TBttve
I
On 3-14w11 at approximately 11 :30am, Detective Jim MIiier asked If I would Interview Jennifer
Allen reference this case. He stated ha had received a voice man from a female ld9ntlfylng h9rself
' as Jennifer Aflen on 3-14·11 at 10:02am. He said the voice male stated she had s p o k e ~
Emmett and Kandi on 3-9-11 In Emmett's office. He provided me the phone number o f _
for Jennifer.
I called the phone number given to me and spoke with a female stating she was Jennifer Allen. I
made arrangements to meet with her at her place of employment at
l met with Jennifer at approximately 11 :55am. The conversation was recorded on my dlgltal voice
recorder. JennJfer told me she has known Emmett since high school. She said Emmett had also
attended college with her sister. She said she got married to Layn Branson In July of 2010 and
divorced from him In September of 2010. She toJd me she hired Emmett to represent her with .her
drvorce proceedings. She further explained she had hired Emmett to help expunge her
boyfriend's felony record as well.
Sha said that on Wednesday 3-9-11, she received a phone call from Kandi that something had
gone wrong with her divorce case so she needed to come Into their offices to sign soma
paperwork. She said she went to Emmett's office and met with Kandf to sign the paperwork and
to place $600.00 on her account to help with her boyfriend's expungement case.
She said Kandi asked her to come Into Emmett's office so she did. She said she sat and visited
with Emmett and Kandi for approximately an hour and a half. Jennifer said Emmett told her he
was getting a divorce. She said she Joked with him about how he now could date her sister. She
said when Emmett heard this, he said "well that would probably ·piss her off" and referenced
Kandi.
Jennifer said s ha asked them If they were together and they said they were. Sha said she asked
him how long had they been together and they said they had been dating since September. She
said they told her they have been having an affair and have beari together since September. Sha
said she asked Kandi how long she had been married to her husband and she told her they have
been together for twenty years and married for seventeen. She said Kandi told her she had two
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Meridian Pollce Department ·
Supplemental Report
RD: 714

DR#201M366

(

Detective

PATROL

children with her husband.
Jennifer told me that neither Emmett nor Kandi said anything about Kandl's husband stalking or
. following Emmett. She said they told her they had sp.ent a couple of days together recently wher~
neither one of them went home. She said that It just happened because they both were together
at work so much. She said they told her they would go out on lunch dates together.
Jennifer said Emm!3tt told her that they had Just told another coworker about their affair earlier In
the day. She said Emmett told her that the coworker didn't believe them so he took Kandi In his
.arms and started making out with her fn front of this co~orker.
She said Emmett told her that his wife was very controlllng and she would get very Irritated If
another girl ever looked at him. I asked her If they said anything about Kandl's tiusband being
upset. She told me they had told her there had been an Incident at Kandl'a house where Emmett
and Kandl's husband had gotten Into It and her husband had backed down. She said Emmett told
her he was at Kandl's house to pick her up. She said the only thing else she could remember
about the rncldent was that Emmett told her they had gotten into each other's face and her
husband had backed down.
I asked Jennifer If either Emmett or Kandi had said anything to her about being scared of Kandl's
husband. She said they did not. She said they appeared to be very much In love. She described
them as "happy go lucky".
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called Kelly today saying Emmett and Kandi were going to have him serve Rob with papers.
"t~~tesponded to the law office. She was accompanied by her brother, Josh Harmon
and her step-father, L.J. Mltchell. I recorded the contact.
During a discussion, Ashlee said she had cancelled Kandl's phone because they (Ashlee and
Emmett) had been paying for It. Ashlee verbally consented to a search of Emmett's computer.
She also signed a written consent form which I read to her. Sc,e attached. The written consent
covered Emmett's Toyota Tacoma truck, the Mac computer and a Mac laptop. Emmett's laptop
was said to be currently In the possession of Emmett's father, Mike.
Ashlee said someone told her that Emmett said he was flllng. a divorce for Kandi.
We discussed Emmett's step-brother comtng to town tomorrow. Ashlee mentioned an email she
received from Emmett's sister stating to the effect, If you would have been taking care of your
husband, this wouldn't have happened, this Is your fault, should have been a better wife.
I asked Ashlee If ahe and Emmett were going to get a divorce. She said Emmett mentioned 11 stuff
lfke that'' In the past couple weeks. Ashlee said she would have fought a divorce. Ashlee was
going to counseltng by herself; Emmett was not showing up. Ashlee said she was skeptical
about a relatlonshlp between Emmett and Kandi. Ashlee talked about receiving confirmation on
this from KeUy. We discussed this topic further.
While discussing Emmett and Kandi, Ashlee said Emmett waa a different person the past few
couple of months. Ashlee spoke of Emmett not being himself. Emmett was threatening her and
her family; and was so angry. Ashlee said this was not Emmett and she let go of her husband
about a month and a half ago. Ashlee had been grieving the loss of Emmett. Ashlee denied any
pollce Interaction during the last month or two. Ashlee said Emmett never hurt her. Ashlee said
the tast thing Emmett said to her before he left for Walgreens. on Friday was, screaming, "I could
klll all of you." Emmett was going to get medicine at Walgreens and be back In five minutes.
Although somewhat lnaudlble, Ashlee appeared to describe Emmett being gone many nights
during the last month and a half. Ashlee said Emmett was gone for two days without coming
home. Emmett retuned and said he was going to an event with his step brother.

I .

I

Ashlee said she fou.nd steroids In Emmett's car. Ashlee said these were pllls In two containers.
Ashlee appeared to say this was when she cleaned out the car during the time the truck was ·
purchased, She looked the pllls up on ..Jlna and found them to be steroids. Emmett said they were
his friend's. Ashlee said Emmett was acting different and his body shape was different. A couple
of weeks ago, Ashlee found a prescription for AOHO medication. Although somewhat Inaudible,
Ashlee appeared to use the word "speed" when talking about this medication. She aald alcohol
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant,

______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
MOTION TO ADMIT EVIDENCE
PURSUANT TO I.RE. 404(a)(1)
(SUBMITTED UNDER SEAL)

COMES NOW, Jessica M. Lorello, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho, and
hereby moves to admit evidence pursuant to I.RE. 404(a)(1).
Rule 404(a) provides: "Evidence of a person's character or trait of character is
not admissible for the purpose of proving that the person acted in conformity therewith
on a particular occasion." One exception to that rule allows for evidence of a "pertinent
trait of the accused's character offered by an accused, or by the prosecution to rebut
the same."

I.RE. 404(a)(1) (emphasis added).

The Defendant offered evidence,

MOTION TO ADMIT EVIDENCE PURSUANT TO I.R.E. 404(a)(1) (SUBMITTED UNDER
SEAL) - Page 1
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through witnesses Dana Bergquist and Megan Degroat, that he has a nonconfrontational and peaceful character. Specifically, Defendant asked Mr. Bergquist on
cross-examination to confirm an opinion he gave law enforcement describing Defendant
as "non-confrontational and quiet"; Mr. Borgquist confirmed that opinion.

Defendant

also introduced evidence of his "good character'' by eliciting opinion testimony from Mr.
Bergquist that Defendant is a good father. Defendant also inquired of Ms. Degroat, who
used to work with Defendant, whether she would describe Defendant as a "steady, hard
working kind of guy, nice, very low key." 1 Ms. Degroat agreed.
Accordingly, the state wishes to call the following witnesses who were all
Defendant's neighbors, and some at times friends of Defendant, who will offer their
opinion that Defendant is confrontational and does not enjoy a reputation for
peacefulness:
•

Christine Woodside 2

•

Steve Quercia 3

1

The State believes Defendant may have also elicited similar testimony from his wife,
Kandi Hall, beyond her "factual" testimony as to what occurred on March 11, 2011. In
particular, the State believes the defense asked Kandi whether Defendant cried easily,
or something to that effect, and Kandi agreed that is true.
2

Christine Woodside's opinion of Defendant was previously disclosed to Defendant on
January 19, 2012, and a copy of the police report outlining her opinion and the basis for
it is attached hereto as Appendix A. Information from Mrs. Woodside was also included
In the State's Notice of Intent to Introduce Evidence Pursuant to I.R.E. 404(b) and
Motion to Admit Expert Testimony on Domestic Violence ("Notice"), flled April 27, 2012.
(Notice, pp.6-7.)
3

Steve Qi.Jercia's opinion of Defendant was previously disclosed to Defendant on May
11, 2011, and a copy of the police report outlining his opinion and the basis for It is
MOTION TO ADMIT EVIDENCE PURSUANT TO 1.R.E. 404(a)(1) (SUBMITTED UNDER
SEAL) - Page 2
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•

Veronica Welsh 4

•

Erica Belarski 5

Because Defendant "opened the door'' to evidence of his peaceful, nonconfrontational character, the State respectfully requests the opportunity to "rebut the
same" as allowed by Rule 404(a)(1). See State v. Harvey, 142 Idaho 527, 129 P.3d
1276 (Ct. App. 2006) (emphasis added) (Stating "[a] criminal defendant may, however,
offer evidence of a pertinent character trait, provided the prosecution is afforded an

opportunity to rebut the same" through "testimony in the form of an opinion or
testimony as to reputation," I.R.E. 405(a) and holding that "opinion evidence regarding
Harvey's good character around children could be rebutted by evidence that Harvey had
been previously found guilty of battery and domestic battery crimes not involving
children."); cf.

State v. Rivas, 129 Idaho 20, 921 P.2d 197 (Ct. App. 1996) (quoting

State v. Weinberger, 665 P.2d 202, 216-217 (1983) (emphasis omitted)) ("Where the
defense raises the issue of self-defense through cross-examination that tends to
attached hereto as Appendix B. Information from Mr. Quercia was also included in the
State's Notice. (Notice, p. 6.)
4

Veronica Welsh's opinion of Defendant was previously disclosed to Defendant on April
21, 2011, and a copy of the police report outlining her opinion and the basis for it is
attached hereto as Appendix C. Ms. Welsh's information was also previously filed with
this Court on April 7, 2011.
5

Erika Belarski's opinion of Defendant was previously disclosed to Defendant on April
27, 2012, and a copy of the police report outlining her opinion and the basis for it is
attached hereto as Appendix D.
MOTION TO ADMIT EVIDENCE PURSUANT TO 1.R.E. 404(a)(1) (SUBMITTED UNDER
SEAL) - Page 3
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demonstrate that the victim was the first aggressor, nothing precludes the State from
rebutting that argument in its case-in-chief with evidence of the victim's peaceful
nature.").
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITIED this 14th day of October 2012.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 14th day of October 2012, I caused to be served
a true and correct copy of the foregoing Motion Regarding Defense Experts to:

Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836
Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728

_
_

-X-

U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

_

U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
_ Overnight Mail
_i,_Facsimile

MOTION TO ADMIT EVIDENCE PURSUANT TO 1.R.E. 404(a)(1) (SUBMITTED UNDER
SEAL) - Page 4
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CHRISTINE AND ALLEN WOODSIDE INTERVIEWS

During this Investigation the Ada Couoty Sheriff's Office J)rovlded ·the Mer!dl~n Pollce. Department
Information Robert ·Hall had on the X-Dive at the sherlfrs office.
There Is a folder Hall had titled, "Christine Woodslden. In the folder there ·:
to be a photo of a cell phone scre~IJ.i Th.e screeri r~ads, "Woodside Chris
The date of the .Jpg Image is 12-24-09~ ~t 11 :49 am.

•• ""~=·

l

,,

rs

Attorney General Prosecutor Melissa Moody asked me to try and contact Christine Woodside to try figure
out who she Is ano why this Image would be on Hall's X-Drlve.
On 1-19-12, at about 0932 hrs·1 I called 288-0361 and a recording advised the number was olsconne~t~d.
I had located another.possible phone number for Christine Woodside,
At about 0935 hrs, I called - a n d spoke with Christine Woodside. I recorded our conversation. I
told Woodside who I was a ~ e d I was investlgatlng the. Rol)ert Half matter·and asked If she was
familiar with. It. Woodside replied, "Oh yes." I told Woodside about ari lmag·e found on Hall's work
-computer with her name and phone number on It. Woodside toJd me. . . .used to be her home
phone number. I told Woodside we are trying to flgare out why that iriia'ge"iiilgft.· be ,here, or If she
knows Hall and If so how she knows him.
Christine ·woodslc!e tqld me they ij$ed. tQ .I.Ive (lC(Qss ·the street and klddy comer from the Halls residence.
I asked If they w~te friends with the Halls, or Just n·elghbors .. Woodside· said they were friends In the
beginning when they all first moved to the netgh~ortiood. Woodside said about a year after moving In,
i:Admln .. ·
I
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there was a probJem between the Hall's eight year old daughter and her seven year old son_. Wo(?dslde_
told me her seven year old son was accused ofklsslng the Hairs eight year old daughter. W~o_dslde said
Robert and Kandi came to h.er front door and said Robert wanted to confront her son. Woodsl9e said
she· could see Robert, "shaking with rage," and she told them; ~No, that's not going to happen/ Woodside:
told me her husband was working in Afghanistan at the time and said the Halls kn.aw this. Woodside said
she told the HaWs she would deal with her son and said, DThat was klrid of the b~glnnlng of thedownward splral. 11
Christine Woodside told me her husband works ·for a company Iii Washlngton StatE~ and_ ls an 111sttoct9r
with the army. Woodside. told me her husband took Robert to a gun rang.a and taUQht him how ·to ·shoot
right after Robert purchased a weapon. Woodside said she didn't ·know wh~t gun range they went to1 .but
did say the weapon was a handgun. Woodside said her ~usband Is In state· and she would give me his
phone number so I could ask him.
Christine WoodsJde said their relatlon~hlp with .the H?ills, "kind of spiraled down from there." Woodside
said the Hall.s started spreading rumors In the neighborhood, and Woodside said she was told Kandi
said, "Christine better watch out now that um, Rob has a gun and·can use It." Woodside-said _she knows
Robert used his access at work to find lnformatlon on neighbors lir the neighborhood. Woodside
remembers a neighbor getting a DUI and Robert found out about It.

I asked Woodside about Kandl's statement about Rob having a gun and asked what prompted Kandi to
say this. Woodside said she didn't know, and said she was told this by another neighbor that Kar,dl Silld
she (Woodside), nsetter watch out; because now he's go.ta gun.,; Woodslde told me, "f was the first of
the neighborhood to deal with the wrath of the Halls. 0 Woodside said eventually the whole neighborhood
felt It.
I asked Woodside If she remembers what n.elghbor told her about Kand!'s statement. Woodside said she
bel/eves it was Selena Grace, who ,ived rJght across the street from the Halls a_nd next door to her.
I asked Woodside to tell me ab_ounn~,-··wrath." Woodsk;te Said th~ H~IIS:·l!ked fo spread rumors about
everybody In the neighborhood, and. sa,lcf (tiey trl~d to rn~.~~ ,trqubl~ for everybod_y.
·
J told Woods/de the phone Image Is dated 12-24-09 and Woodside told me they were llvlng in the
neighborhood back. then, but they no longer Jive there. Woodside told me Robert used to put up
Christmas llghts to music and it caused traffic In the neighborhood. Woodside sal.d they ~01:1ld.n't. turn :it.
off at trke t~n o'clock at night so the neighbors ca/fed the poffca to t,y and get the Halls to limit. Jt.
Woodside said this Image might be of her calllng Robert to ask .to pleas-e be consld~rate of the other
neighbors and tum off the lights at ten o'clock. Woodside said her dogs wou·ld bark and h~r kl_ds qouldn't
sleep.

I asked Woodside when did she move from Fox Run., and she ~aid thM moved In .May or JuJle of 201 Oto
their current -address. Woodside told me her husband's name Is Allen, but sa1d he's known as 1iMax, •
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arid gave me his phone number.
I asked_ Woods:1<:l~ If ther~-was anythiog els~ I should Rnow abouf~ Woodside told me, "Um, Just that
when this whole tiling happened, I was not In the lea·st surprised." I asked how so. Woodside said,"Just
because I had seen his rage when he wanted to try and deal with my seven year old child." Woodside
told me, "They have been having troubles for aw'hlle; um I believe. he had an affair on her, um, and It was
Just, It was Just a downward spiral, um, and he was very protectlv&, I gues~ Is t~e word, of what .was hi~."
I asked Woodside If sfle was referring to property or Information or what, Woodside sald 1 "Both_, all of l_t:,
prop·erty, Information·, family, because the whole thing wilh my son kissing his daughter, I found out lat~r
that his daughter was kissing all the boys In the neighborhood."
Woodside said when the Halls came to her door she told them the kids were only seven and eight, and If
they were seventeen and eighteen they WO\.ild have issue~, Wooqsld~ sald. th¢y wer$ c~ildren ~nd said
she would ·talk with her son, and told the Halls they ·could not (alk to her son.
Woodside asked why we were looking at.phone numbers on Hall's phone and I explained what we saw
looked like a photo of a cell phone with her narne an.d. number so we wanted to speak with her.
Woodside replied, "Yeah,
an old nelg_hbor that,. that they did not Ilks. and um,. they-were one of the big
reasons why we, you kr:iow, solq QLJr hpuse. a·_nd rnoveq OtJt of the _nelgh~orhood. 11 •

·rm

At about 1000 hrs, I received a call from Allen "Max" Woodside. I recorded our conversation. I explained
to Allen why I called hls wife t;lnd asked him about her statement that he took Robert to a gun range.
Allen told me he did. I asked Allen to tell me about what range and what type of gun Hall had. Allen .said
he believes Robert had some sort of a 9mm and they went to Impact Arms. Ir, Boise. I asked Allen lf'the
gun was a 9mm handgun and he said It was. I asked Allen If the gun was full sized or a compact. All~n
told me It looked Uke compact, but said .It was so long ago he doesn't exactly remember what It was.
Allen said he knows It was not a 1911 model, because that's what he carries.

a

I asked All~n Woodside If he remembers how long ago it was iNheh he took Robert to the t~hge. Allen
said It was before December. All~n said he was Jri a·nd put on le~ve, and hls f<;>ous rs everything he does
overseas. Allen told me, "R0.b Hall was a nice neighbor lnltl<11lly, then h.e Jvst kin~ of fell off the rsdar, I
wanted nothing to do with tilm.". I asked Allen again about wnen he lo9K Robert Hall. to the range:·and
Allen said, "It was befor/3 '09, cause we stopped being friends about '09." .Allen told me he hasn't seen
Robert Hall in probably four years.
On 1-25-12, at about 1613 hrs, I re-oalled Allen Woodside tc; ask him a few more questions• .I asked
Allen about the time he took Robe.rt Hall to the range and helped him leer.rt how to shoot -his gun. I aske.d
Allen If he remembers If Robert Hall was a right of left hand shooter. Allen said he was pretty sure
Robert was a right handed shooter. I" asked Allen what he helped Robert with at the range. Allen said
Ju~t marksmanship wit~ stationary targets.
I asked Allen about his earlier statement about Robert Hall dropping off hi~. radar and wanting nothing to
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.. 5/11/11.1635 hours: Lead Sheet .Assignment: Steve Querci
. I was assigned a lead sheet to intenriew Steve Quercia regarding
·. · · sµmmer of 2010 at Luoky Peak. · . ; . · . . . · . . . .. ·
f

•

·c10

' • (.

1·

I

..'
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:

Hall had threa~ened Q~ercia in the

porting party in a grand theft case I was assigned J~ 2004

•

f. ,•

.' · Quercia told me he and his wife liv·e ~l'Oss the street from the Hall ~sidence. ·

i
f . . : . Quercia said be and Hall were involved :in a "verbal sparring match" at Lucky Peak last summer. It started when Hall.:
. .
'

'

~

: ·. accus~d Quercia of yelling profanities at him when Hall and a buddy were pulling a truek and tra!Jer next to his.
. .
.
.
.
. .
.
.. .
'
.
.
.
! . _.· '. ·A couple hours later while on the lak~ Hall ga~e Q~ereia "the finger". ·.:· . : : . · .· ·
,...
..
~..
. ·.
..
..
. . ..
·:·. .. . ..
.
. .
· : :· . ·1.ater that day Quercia happened upon Hall and his buddy on the path and confronted Hall about -giving him the · . ,:
. , :·.. finger. Quercia asked Hall what was his pr~blem and said be dido 't think lt was very smart. Quercia said Hall · .·· ...
.. · · . · .
: . · 'replied to him in a snide and cunning way, "You'll see Steve, you'lJ get what you got coming.'' .·.
.
·.
,(
. ..
.
..
.
A week later Quercia went to Hail at his home and told him he wanted to "bury it". There have been no problems
· since that.time.
. , . : .. : ·. : .:
1: . . ·.

•'

.

.

\

\.,

r. .
I .·

·. · Quercia to Id me HaJI ~sed. to say he could track people tho~h his work at the Ada County Sherifrs·Office~ Que'rcia.. ,
.. . ·· · spoke with 11.is companys IT people to make. sure there were no security problems at work. . . . . .. :·. . · . .

~~~~s ;ro~ H~;,

~ad · . : ..

. · -Qu·e.rcla said ~~-b~iJt his ~ouse a~ut five y~ar~ ago·
Theiwer~ lnitia:tly. fri~d; end
motorcyeles together. However,.after about a year Quercia said the Hall~ became gossipy and were.stlrri!'ig up
dr~a. Quercia and his wife parted ways with the HaUs. ·
.
_ i
•
.;
.

th~~~

·.
•

~

~ue~ie
h~ ~aw Ha~ at the·r~ide~ce a fe~ week~ ~r~o; ~ur. co~;~r~~tion)~ ;!ol~Bon of.the. ~o·. conta~·. · ·· Qrder: He tried to photograph Hal I but was unable to find a camera in time: .. ·. . .
· ··
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.. Quercia saw Hell's i:nother's gi.·een van coming dOW!} the sti:eetan(pull' in tbe driveway. The gar:age·dO(?,t' ' ..
· immediately went down. By the time Quercia go~·9ut~idc t4e van was driving' a.way. Quercia saiq he waa ~me he ·saw
~all driving,:
. · .· · · .
.: . ... . . ·_. . .
.' · ·. · . .
.• ·. . · · .
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. : ". :
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. Quercia also exptessed coricern.~ve~ firear~s HaJJ·might.hl\ve Q~ncif !llld expressed concerns over Hall having
ac~es.s to guns;
· · ··
·
·
·

...

Tl\e·l~tervlew.~s con.di~ded:
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Not~ing further at this time.
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Veronica Welsh
5438 N Fox Run Way
Merld,lan1 10 83640 .
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APR O7 2011
CHRISTOPHER 0. RICH, Clerk

-By LANI BROXSON
OEPIJTY ••

Y.9\119 Jsh@groall.com

Aprll 61 2011

Via f\l)( to Judges cawthon/lrby, Fax #287·6919 rot heating al !h30 am 4/7/11 for Robert Dean Hc1II,
Hearing for Motion

When my famlly moved from the metro-New York area to Merldlan, we were motivated solely by a
desire to provide a safe and secure llfe for our two young chlldren, Five years later, we now ltve a vary
short block away from Robert Ht1II, who stends accused of first degree murder.
Whllf Iunderstand Mr. Hall rs protected by the United States Constitution, I am frankly shocked by lhe
recent turn of events that permitted him to be released from prison. In fact, when my 10,,year•old son
(who h8S always been afraid of Mr. Hall) asked If "Mr, f\ob" would be released from prison, we narvely
usured him that the Judicial $ystem Md an oblfgatlon to protect the Innocent, and that of course "Mr.
Rob" would not be released,

In following Mr, Hairs case, It seems "character. witness~ letters weighed In hi$ fa'lor during the
ball
,•'
.
revl~w process. Many In our nelghborhOQd do not !:hare the P.osltlve opinions we hav~ heard regarding
Mr. Hall't cherecter. I would llke to offer my own view, b111eion my personal ob$ervatlons and what I
have heard from others who know him.

We met the Halls shortly aft11r moving to the Paramount neighborhood In the summer of 2006. Over the
course of a year, we got to know the Halls a llttfe through neighborhood events and camping trip$.
In the summer or 2007, Mr. Hall earned a concealed weapon on his body lo a club In downtown Boise. I

found this to be odd, and scary, and we declined to go out wtth the Halls soerally 011 other occaslont
followlng that ontt. On a camping trip, Rob's favorite thing to do was to mset pr~tlce with his handgun.
Th15 was uncomfomble for me and my family. I found hts fixation with his handsun to be a bit

disconcerting.
In Qther easual encounters, Mr. Hl!III and his wife Kandi were known to make racial and rellglo\J$ slurs
aaalMt MtJclcans, blacks, Jews, Baptists, Mormons, cathollcs, and "bom qafn" Christians. Mr. Hall
would frequently talk about people ha didn't llke, brawn, about how _he could use his computer skills
to hack Into their personal data If he wanted to.

Mr. Hall's sister end brother•ln•law ara toad friends, and are often at QUr house. On many occasions,
Mr. Hall's niece an~ nephew~· waved to their uncle from my rront porch-and received nothing but
an Icy stare In ratum.
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When Mr. Hall's mother' suffered a possible stroke In 2010, hls sister called mlet Mr. Wall know his
mother wa$ In the hospital. He replied that his sister 'Na$ nexaggeratln,t' and refused to go to the
hospital. In fact, he has had very llttle contact with his Immediate family for the past several year$.
Perhaps thls ltttef wlll strlke you as a luk~warm string of h11ppeostances and brief encounters that art
years old. My husband and I made a conscrous and dellb61'3te decision not to furttier befriend people
who do not sher~ our "t.\rnlly valutos." Frankly, we ware both afraid of him, and spent many hours
discussing the best way to remove the Halls from our llves without Inciting Mr. Hall to elthef hat.k Into
our onllne retor<fs orto threaten us.

tam glad to $&y we hav& had no eKperlence with Mr. Hall since then-end caution you against looking
only at the recent chatatt~r Jett&rs written on his behalr.
Mr. Hall ls a men.icing and dangerous man. He has threatened and Intimidated many people on our'
we,t elone, and I hope they wlll each come forward (but understand If they do not) to tell their storte,.
Thes court$ have sun flt to release him back Into the community-a community where he can see both
Rocky Mountain High School and Paramount Elementury School from his home-Into the custody of a
wife he was about to leave, without aJob, end with no restrictions on hi$ ability to own and carry a gun.
There are dozens of devoted, lovlng famllle!> In our community. We go to work, pay our taxes, artd
attempt to tomfort our children who are all too aware that the µboogey man" Is very real and llvlng
down the street as •Mr. Rob ... I hope you wlll consider the rights ot all of us as you weigh the appllcatlon
for restrictions to ball.
Given that the Halls have two minor children who may be In danger, reertalnly hope restricting him from
owning and carrying I weapon !and parhaps ensul'ln& that he has not hidden weapons elsewhere, such
Bf his parents' home or any recreatlonal vehicles he has access to) 1$ a foregone conduslon. We care
about Hannah and Halley Hall, and delivered food to them In the wake ofthl1 tragedy es e sign ofour
concern.

We supi,ort the additions! re$trlctlon to llmlt his contact with his wife. It seems very strange that he
would have been relec:ised to tlve with her given she Is a wltn11ss to the c;rlme 1md knew the victim. We
would tertaJnly llke to see him removed from a potentlalryvolatlle marital sltuatfon that mav have
COf'!t~lbu~ed to the crime In the flrst place, and could contribute to further trlmlnal act&,
ldeelly, Mr. Hall would be returned to prison to await trlel. l(nowlng that request Is unlll<ely to be
g_~nted, I Implore you to exercise caution and think about the thousands of students an<l dozens of
families within shooting range of Mr, Hall.
Thank you for reading my letter. Not In my wildest nightmares could I have Imagined 1"1eed1n1 to write It

Stncerely,

~/lea Welsh
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INTERVIEW
I

On 1·24-12, l Interviewed Selena Gra9e who llves across the street from Robert and Kandi Hall.
On 1-25-12, at about 1817 hrs, Selena Grace called and left a message stating she possibly had
additional Information from a discussion she had with a neighbor, Chris Belarskl.
At about 1654 hrs, I called Selena Grace. I recorded our conversation. Selena told me about a month or
two ago she had a .conversation with ·Chris and Erika Belarskl. s·elena said the Hall Investigation came
up and Chris salq .ha had a conversation with Robert Hall's frlen9 1 who,moved here from Callfomla.
Selena eald she didn't know thfs person's name. Chrls 6aid he t~h Into Robert Hall's friend and (he· friend
made a comment that ha saw Robert Hall the night Qefore the .mµrder and !he frl~nd said Robert was .
saying goo·dbye and c;,tlTerweltd, strange things. Selena said they told Chris ha needed to call the ·pollce
with. lhat lnforma.tl9n. Serena said she didn't know Ir Chris has oalled the polloa :and I told Selena I have
not heard his name before. Selena gave me the Belarskl's phone number,. .Selena said the
Belatskl's have a son who knew Hannah Hall and they spent.Ume wllh the
,

During my convers~tlon with Selena on 1.. 24.12 she also told tne about an Incident when she called the
pollce pecause she thought she heard gun shots In the neighborhood:· Grace said later a n~lghbor told
her Robert Hall knew sh!3· bad called fhe police.
.
On 3-19-12, at about 1105 hrs, I called an.d left Selena Grace a message asking who the neighbor was
who told bar Robert Hall knew she had called the police.
.
On 3.-20-12, at about 0912 hrs, I called and spoke with Selena Grace. I recorded our conversaf.(on.
Selena told me she was pretty sure It was Chris .and/or.Erika Belarsk/ who. lold her this. Selena told me .
ag_aln about Chrts Belarskl's conversation with ~pbert Hall's·frfend.
I altempled to co~tact the Belarskl's by phone but every phone number I could locate was either
·disconnected or not In service.
.

.

'

On 4-17-12, at about 1320 hrsi Detective Joe MIiier and ·1 went to (ha Belarskl residence at -

I noticed lh~re-wae a real estate For Sale sign In the rront yard.. Erika Belarskl a n a w e ~
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whlle on a cell phone. I reco'rde~· our conversation. We asked IQ speak with her and she ended .her call
and lnvlt~d us In. Erika apologJzed for the mess In the house ~nd·,told us ~hey ~ere moving.
I told Erika Belarskl we were Investigating the lnoldent with Robert Hall and aha said, ,;Oh yeah," nold
Erika I spoke to Selena Grace and Erika said she knew Selena. I Jofd Erika about wh_at Selan-a had told
me ~bout a neighbor telllng her Robe.rt HaH knew she (.Selei:la) had called the police, As I was tailing
Erika Selena lhoµght It was her. or Chris, who had told har Ihle·, gr1ka s_ald, "Oh yeah, um, you mean way
before Uie lnoldent?" l told Ertka yes. Erlka started to tell us, "Yeah, he would get r:eal !Jp$et wllh people
wtw liked to•. , u Erika stopped reallzlng she had no.t ended her call ·on her cell phone. ErJka continued
anl'.f said, "He liked to flash around that he worked for the pollqe department." Erika said Robert Hall
would ride his Illegal dirt bikes up and down I.he road. E~ka told us another neighbor lady called and
reported him anct Robert someho\\'. found out she had called and Robert threatened her and told her,.
nYou know Pm th8 one that rinds ou~ and lf yPu report me again you're going to regret 1t.•
Erika Balarskl said Selena Grace told Chris.tine (Woodside), her neighbor, something about Robert was
bothering her. ErlkasaRT Robert would, upull that with the neighbors/ and would say, "If you ever report
me, or ever complain about me I'll be the first to know and you'll regret.It, and that type. of thing."
l went over with Erika Belarsl<I what Selena Grace told me abou(hen:alllng the r,ollce to report what.she
thought were gunshots around the Fourth of JuJy. I read a small section of Selena Grace's report where
she $lates Robert knew she had called -the pollce. I tet:!d Where :Selena said she didn't tell Robert or any ·
neighbors she had called the pollce. I read where Selena told rrie a neighbor came to her and said
Robert came ~ her and told her about Selena celling the. police. I told Erfka that Selena thol.lght It was
her who told her thl~. grl.ka said she didn't !hlnk· Rob came to her, ang said she thinks he went to
Chrlstlnei who was Selena's neighbor, Erika said she thinks Selena got It mixed up and said Robert
didn't come to her regarding this.
I oontJrmed with Enka Belarskl she was aware of other lncldants Involving Robert Hall and she said, ;'Ofl
yeah." Erika told us about something that·really scared her that she .learned after the sh9otlng at
Walgreens. Erika said Robert had some best friends Who moved lnto the. neighborhood from Calffomla.
Erika said before the shooUng Robert went to the. friend's house and tot~. them he was sorry. Erika said,
"It sounded like he was going to klll himself or something," Erika said Robert told his· friend he wanted to
tell him he was sorry, and said he might not (alk to him ag~ln. Erika said the friend as.kad Robert what
was wrong and told him flof to do an~lng stupid. Erika said Robert told hls friend not to worry and said
he Just put all of his guns at his mother's h9use.
Erika Belarskl said af~er the shooting. when Rol>ert was_ rele~sed· from Jall, ·she thought, "Oh my Gosh,
he's got.all those guns at his mom's and the·cops don't know.• Erika told u.e:Robert has a temper and·
said Robert got to the point where he wouldn't wave to the, nelghl;)ors and he looke.d mad ~II the lime,
Erika said this -/s part of -the reason they want to move~ Erika sQld they don't know wha1's going .to
happen, they think Rober.USJJolng_ to come back, and commented, "He'e-.sort of scary•.» Erika tofd us.
Robert has. never threatenec.t her, and said he didn't come to her with that information about the -Fourth or
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I asked Enka Belarskl In what kind of way was Robert Hall scary, Erika· said Robert's lhreats .and what he
lens his kids, Erika said Robert's kids would come up and say, "Yeah my dad says If Y,OU guye ever do
any.thing that upsets hlm, he'JJ sh'oot you, he'll Just sl1oot.you." Erika said this was long before ·tne
Walgreens shooting. l:rika conUnued and said lhe kids said, "My dad said, if anyone ever hUrt$ me, or
upsets him, he'll shoot 'em.U Erika safd, "Of course lt'.s j()sf a Hille l<ld talking, and we thought, oh she's
being oute and thinks her dad wlll protect her and she's over exaggerating;' Erika conUnued and aa1d·,
"But then ever since the Incident; I get, In his mean (ooks, ar:id his stopped waving, and his threats lhat If .
you ever tall on me you guys wlll regret ·It, and now, everything that's happened, It's made us afraid of
him,"

I asked E;rika· Belarskl If this would have· bet:1.n Hannah or H!ill)ey who said this, and Erika said It waa,
"ll<Ue Halley." Edka said It was Just a lltlle kld talklng, butcommerited ll was scary.

I started to ask .Erika Befarskl about wtlat Selena Grace told me about Robert Hall's frland from Callfornfa
who saw Robert Iha day before the Walgreen,$ shQ.otlng. Erika $~1<:t lhls ls.the fiiend she talked about
earller. l:11ka told us Robert went to the frlend's house and according to lhe friend Robert told him, "I Just
want to say sorry Jf I haven't been a good friend and, goodbye," and Erika said I( was teal awkward.
Erika said Robert told his friend not to worry because all. of his guns were at his mom'~.
·
Erika Belarskl said she and neighbors talked about how they couldn't belleve someone they know on
their street did this. Erika said lhey were putung pieces together and commented, "Rob got real weird
with everyone, he quit talking to hls best friend, he qull waving to us." I confirmed with Erika these things
occurred before the Walgreens shooting and $he 1:1greed, Erika th.ought Robert must have felt bad and
went to his best ft/end and said sorry. Erika sald, "We thought he was going to klll himself."
I asked Erika Befarsk! If i;;~e knew (ha name of Robert's friend. El1ka told us he .has a daughter named
Lauren., Erika called a friend and then told us their names are Dan ati.d Kim and they live on Cagney.
Erika said. they know Robert and Kandi very well. l=rll<a told us wtien she and Iler husband first met
Robert and Kandi she. was very excited lo meet someone who wa~ from Califom la. Erika. s~ld they-Wot.rid
go out to dinner and do other things. Erika conUnued and told us, "But then rfghl away my h1,1sban<,:1 got a
bad vibe and said. I'm riot talklng lo thosa people, because he didn't like Rob." Erika ~aid shs thought
Kandi was ~ally nice, Belarskl told us her husband quit hanging oul with lhem.
.
Erika Belarskl told us one nlghl they went to dlnr1er with Dan and Kim. Erika said Dan and Kim were
nerghbors with Robert and ~andl In Callfornla, they hung out together and sa(d Dan and Robert Worked
logefher. Erika sald Dan could·lell us a lot about Robert's personallty, background; and how much he
has changed~ I asked Erika U she would recognize Dan and Kfm's last name If she heard It. Erika said
maybe, ff she heard rt. I asked II It was Oan Myers and Erik~ said ft was•.

.

.

.

I. asked Erika Be:tiarskl about Mlat she told us earffer.about Robert rldfng his molorcycie up and down th~
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street and someone called and Robert knew about It Erika told us the lady who called has ~,nee moved •.
E:rika Belamki fold us all the neighbors have had altercations wl(h Robert and Kandi. Erika told us about
Robert doing the Christmas llghts untll lhe late hours oJ the night. Erika said the nelghbor.s nlcell• politely
asked Robert to limll it lo 9:00 or 10:00 pm. Erika said Robert would get, ~real snoltyt and say. 'No,
that's lha way It's going to be. Erika said Robert was, njust real atUludey 1 and then If you said one ·thing
to him, he would wrrte you· off, and give you dirty looks, and ta!~ about you to all lhe other neighbors:
ij

Erika BelarskJ said lhe Hall's neighbor, to the rlght, Is a sweet llttle Mormon glrl who would coma and talk
to her and tell her, ''I'm scared of Rob, you know, he's throwing dog poop ln my yard.'' Erika ~aid they
had dog problems and, ·she was goli1g to actually get rid of her dog because she was afraid of Rob/

Erika Belar$kl told us Veronica and Tom, who live .across the str~~l in the green house, have had
problems with Robert and Kandi. Erika told us Veronica and Tom €!ta good friends With Robert's btotliE!r,
Erika said, "Thay have been terrlned of It, Verontca, and, her son was having nlghtm~res aboul Rob: ,
Erika pointed out the greell house across ·the street. I asked Erika If they were the pe~ple who call about
Robert and his moforoyole, and I was reminded th1:1t per.son moved. Detective Joa Miller asked Erika If
she remembered thal person's name. Erlka said It wss Christine..·· 1asked Erika If Chrl~llne1s lclsl name
was Woodside and she sa·1d ll was. Erika said she wa13 pretty $Ure Christin.a called and Robert found out
through his computer at work. Erika described Robert as being. l<super mad." Eriks said, •t:,c:, then we
kind of felt Ilka, gosh yeah, we can't ~v~n talk (o Rob wl(hout him geittng mad." Erika sa(d (his 1swhy
they don't wanl to even be around Robert. Erika ·told us, ... If ha comes baok 1 now he's going to have, what
we think Is more of an attitude like, 'Yeah lhat'e right I got away with murder, you better be afraid: of me.'"
l=rika said they think Robert Is going to have thal atUlude,

During lhe conversa.Uon as wa were gelling ready to leave l::rika told us Veronica and Tom's last name Is
Welsh,
As we walked outsfde Erika. Belarskl pointed out a house two doors lo Iha south of h e r ~
·and said ''Tabl" Butterworth llves there, and ~aid she Is good rrlends with Kandi Hall, I ~
name -from contact numbers .In l<andl's cell phone.
·
·

-

As we walked towards our car I noted the addrGss to Veronica and Tom Welsh's resldenoe,

.

.. . . .

I ended the reGC>rdl11g.

As we wer& puffing away Erika J3elarskl oeme back out and came up. to our oar and lold us we should
also talk with Tyler Larso a Ja a =. ..
d house to the end of the street. on her side. I obtained
the address to this hous
I
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, lN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant,

______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
}

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
MOTION TO RECONSIDER REVISED
RULING ON THE ADMISSIBILITY OF
EMMETT CORRIGAN'S E-MAIL
(SUBMITTED UNDER SEAL)

COMES NOW, Jessica M. Lorello, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho, and
hereby files this motion to reconsider the Court's revised ruling regarding its prior order
denying the Defendant's request to admit an email the victim, Emmett Corrigan, sent to his
wife on July 15, 2010, and which was apparently provided to Kandi Hall in February 2011.
Although previously submitted by the Defendant as Exhibit 1 to his Motion and
Memorandum of Law in Support of Defendant's Motion to Admit Various Items of
Evidence {"Motion to Admit"}, filed February 17, 2012, for the Court's convenience, theemail is attached hereto as Exhibit A Defendant originally sought admission of this e-mail
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on the theory that it "details Corrigan's opinion of himself and shows his state of mind,"
which Defendant believes is reflected in that portion of the e-mail which reads, "I am
childish and I do crazy stuff that is risky, I love to have an adrenaline rush, I like to feel
powerful ... I love to get into fights, I like being hit in the face, I think insane things all the
time .... " (Motion to Admit, p.4.)
The state objected to the admission of the e-mail, asserting, inter alia, that the email is inadmissible hearsay.

(Response to Defendant's Motion and Memorandum to

Admit Various Items of Evidence, pp.11-13, filed March 13, 2012.)

Mr. Corrigan's

statements in the e-mail are clearly hearsay as they are out-of-court statements Defendant
wants to offer to prove that Emmett "love(s] to get into fights" and "like[s] being hit the in
the face,"

i.e.,

that Emmett is "violent, aggressive, and quarrelsome." (Motion to Admit,

pp.4, 6.) In reply, Defendant argued the e-mail "establishes Corrigan's state of mind and
opinion of himself," which is admissible under the state of mind exception set forth in I.R.E.
803(3).

Defendant also argued the e-mail would be admissible under I.R.E. 804(6) 1 •

(Reply to State's Response to Defendant's Motion to Admit Various Items of Evidence
("Reply"), pp.5-6.)
The Court ultimately ruled the e-mail was not admissible, concluding:
This evidence is remote in time and thus has little or no probative
value as to Corrigan's state of mind on the date of his death in March of
2011. Furthermore, the evidence is hearsay, and the lines are blurred
between the state of mind exception and being offered for the truth of the
matter asserted, therefore the Court will DENY Defendant's Motion as it
relates to this email.
(Memorandum Decision and Order Re: Compendium of Motions ("Order), p.14.)

1

To the extent Hall still contends the e-mail is admissible under this exception, the State
submits it is not for the reasons set forth in footnote 2.
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On the morning of October 19, 2012, the ninth day of trial, and the date the State
intended on concluding its case-in-chief, Defendant filed a Motion to Reconsider Order
Excluding Admission of Emmett Corrigan's Email to His Wife ("Motion to Reconsider").
Defendant requested reconsideration of the Court's Order on this issue "in light of the
Court's ruling allowing the State to admit emails Robert Hall wrote at the beginning of
January, 2011, more than a month prior to the date Emmett Corrigan mailed his email to
Kandi Hall." (Motion to Reconsider, p.2.) The legal bases cited in Defendant's Motion
include I.R.E. 404(a)(2), 404(b), and 406 and the "51\ 5th, and 14th Amendments of the
United States Constitution, and Article I, § 13 of the Idaho Constitution."

(Motion to

Reconsider, p.1.)
None of the Defendant's arguments require admission of Emmett's e-mail. First,
with respect to Defendant's equal protection argument, while a defendant may challenge
an evidentiary rule under the Equal Protection Clause on the theory that the rule itself
discriminates against a particular class of individuals on an improper basis; Defendant's
argument in this case is ultimately one of "fairness" relabeled as an equal protection claim.
In other words, because this Court has ruled some of Defendant's e-mails admissible, he
thinks one of the victim's e-mails should be admissible as well. This is essentially a "tit for
tat" argument that has nothing to do with equal protection and any claimed entitlement to
the admission of Emmett's e-mail on this basis fails.
Defendant's reliance on other constitutional provisions also fails. As explained by
the United States Supreme Court, with respect to evidence presented at trial, the
Constitution "protects a defendant against a conviction based on evidence of questionable
reliability, not by prohibiting introduction of the evidence, but by affording the defendant
means to persuade the jury that the evidence should be discounted as unworthy of credit,"
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which is accomplished by the rights to counsel, compulsory process, and confrontation.
Perry v. New Hampshire, 132 S.Ct. 716, 723 (2012} (citations motted}. "Apart from these
guarantees, [the Court hasJ recognized, state and federal statutes and rules ordinarily
govern the admissibility of evidence, and juries are assigned the task of determining the
reliability of the evidence presented at trial."

kl (citations omitted).

Thus, the only relevant

authority cited by Defendant in support of his request to admit Emmett's e-mail is the Idaho
Rules of Evidence. The State will address each in turn.
Defendant first relies on I.RE. 404(a)(2}. (Motion to Reconsider, p.1.} While I. R.E.
404(a)(2) allows for the admission of "[e]vidence of a pertinent trait of character of the
victim of the crime offered by an accused," as explained in State v. Custodio, 136 Idaho
197, 204, 30 P.3d 975, 982 (Ct. App. 2001}, a victim's alleged propensity for violence
"does not prove an element of a claim of self-defense" and "does not show that the victim
was the first aggressor." 136 Idaho at 204, 30 P.3d at 982. The holding in Custodio
supports the conclusion that the e-mail is inadmissible. Even if evidence of Emmett's
character in this regard was admissible, that evidence is limited to "testimony as to
reputation or by testimony in the form of an opinion." I.RE. 405(a). Emmett's letter is not
"testimony," it is inadmissible hearsay.
Defendant next relies on I.R.E. 404(b). (Motion to Reconsider, p.1.) Rule 404(b)
allows admission of evidence "of other crimes, wrongs, or acts" to prove "motive,
opportunity, Intent, preparation, plan, knowledge, identity, or absence of mistake or
accident." Defendant does not explain, and it is entirely unclear to the State, how the email is admissible as a "crime, wrong, o.r act" demonstrating any relevant "motive,
opportunity, intent, preparation, plan, knowledge, identity, or absence of mistake or
accident." This is particularly true as it relates to Emmett's relationship with Defendant.
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Emmett did not even know the Defendant (or Kandi Hall) when Emmett originally wrote the
e-mail to his wife, and there Is absolutely no evidence that Emmett sent the e-mail to Kandi
Hall as part of any Intent or plan to engage Defendant in the Walgreens' parking lot on
March 11, 2011. There is also absolutely no evidence that Defendant was aware of the
contents of this e-mail when he confronted Emmett in the Walgreens' parking lot such that
it would have any bearing on whether Defendant believed, at the time of the murder, that
deadly force was necessary.

See ICJI 1518 (11The kind and degree of force which a

person may lawfully use in [self-defense] are limited by what a reasonable person in the
same situation as such person, seeing what that person sees and knowing what the

person knows, then would believe to be necessary.") (brackets original, emphasis
added); ICJI 1520 Oury may consider evidence of victim's reputation for being
"quarrelsome, violent and dangerous . . . only for the limited purpose of making . . .
determination as to [the reasonableness of the defendant's beliefs under the
circumstances then apparent to the defendant, but only If the defendant was aware of
such reputation] [whether the victim was the aggressor)") (brackets original, emphasis
added); State v. Hernandez, 133 Idaho 576, 584, 990 P.2d 742, 750 (Ct. App. 1999)
(emphasis original) (Although the defendant need not have knowledge of the victim's
violent disposition for the purpose of using character evidence to suggest an inference that
the person was the aggressor, "evidence of the defendant's awareness of the victim's
violent reputation or behavior is necessary foundation when character evidence is offered
to support a different element of . . . self-defense . . . - that the defendant reasonably
feared the victim and reasonably believed that the force used was necessary to repel the
victim's attack.").
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Finally, Defendant relies on I.RE. 406 (Motion to Reconsider, p.1 ), which allows
"[e]vidence of a habit of a person ... to prove that the conduct of the person , .. on a
particular occasion was in conformity with the habit or routine practice," I.R.E. 406.
Defendant fails to offer any explanation of how this e-mail illustrates any evidence of
"habit"- particularly as applied to the circumstances of this case.

Rather, there is no

discernable distinction between Defendant's character argument under 1.R.E. 404 and his
habit argument under I.R.E. 406.
character evidence.

Habit evidence is, however, distinguishable from

The Idaho Supreme Court explained the distinction in Hake v.

Delane, 117 Idaho 1058, 793 P.2d 1230 (1990) (quoting McCORMICK ON EVIDENCE 574-75

(E. Cleary 3d ed. 1984)), as follows: "Character is a generalized description of a person's
disposition, or of the disposition in respect to a general trait, such as honesty, temperance
or peacefulness. Habit, in the present context, is more specific. It denotes one's regular
response to a repeated situation."

How the e-mail demonstrates Emmett's "regular

response to a repeated situation" is a mystery.

Defendant's reliance on a variety of

disparate evidentiary rules illustrates there is no legitimate theory supporting his claim that
the e-mail is admissible under I.RE. 404 or 406.
At the end of the day, Emmett's e-mail is precisely what the Court said it was in its
Order - hearsay.

Nothing has changed in that regard.

While the Court, in granting

Defendant's Motion to Reconsider, decided it will admit the e-mail as evidence of
Emmett's state of mind, the State asks this Court to reconsider because the state of mind
exception does not apply. Rule 803(3), I.R.E., provides that, regardless of the availability
of the declarant, a "statement of the declarant's then existing state of mind, emotion,
sensation, or physical condition (such as intent, plan, motive, design, mental feeling, pain
and bodily health)" is not excluded by the hearsay rule. This exception does not, however,
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I I

include "a statement of memory or belief to prove the fact remembered or believed unless
it relates to the execution, revocation, identification, or terms of declarant's will." I.RE.
803(3). Emmett's e-mail is basically a story describing his upbringing, which includes his

memories of fights he claims he was in from when he was six years old through high
school, and his transformation after reading the Book of Mormon and running "into the
missionaries." The plain language of the exception in I.RE. 803(3) excludes these types
of statements about memories. Moreover, Defendant's "state of mind" argument relies on
the proposition that Emmett "reaffirmed" this was his state of mind when he "republished"
the e-mail by giving it to Kandi Hall. (Reply, p.5.) In order to establish this, Defendant
must be required to present evidence that this was actually the case.
Further, the language Defendant has specifically recited as being relevant to this
case - "I like to have an adrenaline rush, I like to feel powerful, ... I love to get into fights, I
like being hit in the face, I think insane things all the time ... " is taken completely out of
context. While the State is certainly aware of its ability to require the entire context be
given to the jury, I.RE. 106, that would require the admission of religious references,
which are not appropriately introduced into evidence for the reasons previously stated in
the State's Motion to Exclude Religious References, as well as the introduction of other
information that is wholly irrelevant and prejudicial.

Moreover, when the language

Defendant highlights is read in context, it is clear this e-mail was written in relation to
marital difficulties the Corrigans were experiencing in 201 O and what Emmett

claimecl

Defendant's state of mind argument assumes Emmett's July 2010 e-mail is an accurate
reflection of his past. Emmett's parents deny the veracity of Emmett's statements about
his upbringing and Emmett's widow, Ashlee, denies ever seeing Emmett actually in a fight.
Interestingly, defense expert Pablo Stewart also relies on the inaccuracy of the e-mail to
support his opinion that Emmett has "delusional thought content consistent with his being
2
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explained some of those difficulties; in that sense, they are clearly not admissible to
Emmett's specific state of mind eight months later. And, in that same sense, they are
clearly distinguishable from Defendant's letters, admitted as Exhibits 5288-5211, which

specifically relate to the circumstances surrounding the interaction at Walgreens and
which e-mails Defendant had in his possession the night Emmett was killed.
Moreover, the Court must be mindful of the fact that, unlike Defendant, Emmett
Corrigan has no ability or opportunity to explain the meaning of the statements he made in
that e-mail.

This is just one reason the e-mail, assuming it has probative value, is

substantially outvveighed by the danger of unfair prejudice. Its admission at this stage is
also unfairly prejudicial given the State's reliance on its exclusion throughout trial and
Defendant's request to revisit that ruling just because the Court allowed introduction of
Defendant's e-mails, which for reasons already articulated, are easily distinguishable from
Emmett's e-mail.
Admission of the e-mail would also cause confusion of the issues, undue delay, and
would be a waste of time because if it is introduced, the State must be given the
opportunity to present evidence in rebuttal regarding the veracity of the e-mail and the
circumstances under which it was written.
To the extent this Court adheres to its revised ruling allowing admission of the email, significant redactions must be made as Defendant has offered no basis (nor is there

psychotic." (Affidavit of Pablo Stewart, p.4, ,110, filed in support of Reply to State's Motion
in Limine Re: Victim's Alleged Steroid Use, filed May 15, 2012.)
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...

any basis) from which to conclude that anything but

a few assorted clauses, taken out of

context, have any probative value to these proceedings. 3
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITIED this 21 8tdayof0cto er, 2012.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 21 5T day of October, 2012, I caused to be served
a true and correct copy of the foregoing Motion to Reconsider Revised Ruling on the
Admissibility of Emmett Corrigan's E-Mail:
Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

_

U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
_ Overnight Mail
VFacsimile
VE-mail

Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728

_

U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
_ Overnight Mail
-.Y-acsimile
Jc:. E-Mail

~

J~ICA M. LORELLO

3

Even if redacted, the State must still be allowed the opportunity to introduce evidence
regarding the circumstances under which the letter was written and other rebuttal evidence
as allowed by I.R.E. 404(a)(2).
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,

)
)

)

Plaintiff,

)
)
)
)

vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant,

______________

)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
MOTION IN LIMINE RE: VICTIM'S
ALLEGED STEROID USE
(SUBMITTED TO THE COURT
UNDER SEAL)

COMES NOW, Melissa Moody, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho, and
moves this Court for an Order prohibiting the defendant from presenting any evidence or
expert testimony regarding the victim's alleged use or possession of steroids.
BACKGROUND
A grand jury indicted Robert Hall on one count of Murder in the First Degree and
one count of Use of a Deadly Weapon During the Commission of a Crime. During the
course of pre-trial discovery in this matter, the State provided the following information to
the defendant:
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(1)

A toxicology report from AccuTrace Testing showing that Emmett
Corrigan did not have any steroids in his system at the time of the
murder (Bates #2625);

(2)

Ashlee Corrigan's statement regarding confronting Emmett Corrigan
about her suspicions approximately 4 years ago that he was using
steroids at that time;

(4)

An inventory list of the items Ashlee Corrigan found at her house
after the murder, which included a container of 1.M.R. workout
powder, a bottle of Hydrazide with 4 red capsules, a baggie with 5
black and yellow capsules, and a baggie with 5 silver tablets and 11
green tablets (Bates #2078);

(5)

An inventory list of the items found in a bag on the rear seat of Mr.
Corrigan's truck on the night of the murder, which included an empty
Methotrexate 2.5 mg prescription pill bottle in Jason Blackwell's
name, a Clomiphene Citrate 50 mg prescription pill bottle in Jason
Blackwell's name that contained 15 pills, an Azasite 1% prescription
eye drop bottle in Jason Blackwell's name that contained 4 pills, a
Stacker 3 bottle that contained 17 pills, and an Amphata S/Combo
30 mg prescription pill bottle in Emmett Corrigan's name that
contained 24 pills (Bates #2081);

(6)

Jason Blackwell's statement that the prescription bottles that were in
his name and found in Mr. Corrigan's truck on the night of the
murder contained anabolic steroids, a thermogenic fat burner, and
other supplements that were given out at a bodybuilding convention
Jason Blackwell and Mr. Corrigan attended together (Bates #3442-

3443);
(7)

A suiveillance video in which Mr. Corrigan appears to put something
in his mouth while getting gas at a Fred Meyer gas station less than
an hour prior to the murder (Bates #3439);

(8)

Kandi Hall's statement that she saw Mr. Corrigan take four pills while
they were at a Fred Meyer gas station on the night of the murder and
that the pills came from two different prescription bottles with Jason
Blackwell's name on them (Bates #2926-2929).

The toxicology report establishes that Mr. Corrigan did not have any steroids in his
system at the time he was killed. Nevertheless, Mr. Hall may try to introduce evidence of
the victim's alleged steroid use to bolster a self-defense claim.

The victim's alleged

steroid use is irrelevant and should be excluded. In addition to being irrelevant, evidence
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and expert testimony regarding Mr. Corrigan's alleged steroid use would be highly
prejudicial and should fail any balancing test conducted pursuant to I.RE. 403.
ARGUMENT

I.

Evidence that the Murder Victim was Allegedly Using Steroids is Irrelevant and
Therefore, Inadmissible
In this case, the State must prove that Mr. Hall killed Mr. Corrigan with malice

aforethought and that the murder was either perpetrated by lying in wait or was a willful,
deliberate, and premeditated killing. 1 Evidence regarding Mr. Corrigan's alleged use or
possession of steroids does not tend to prove or disprove a material fact at issue in this
case. There is no connection between the victim's purported use of steroids and this
murder.
"Relevant evidence Is generally admissible, and irrelevant evidence is not
admissible." State v. Harvey, 142 Idaho 527, 532, 129 P.3d 1276, 1281 (Ct. App. 2006)
(citing I.RE. 402).

"Relevant evidence is evidence having any tendency to make the

existence of any fact that is of consequence to the determination of the action more
probable or less probable than it would be without the evidence." Harvey, 142 Idaho at
532, 129 P.3d at 1281 (citing I.RE. 401).
A victim's behavior at the time the crime occurred is relevant to a defendant's claim
of self-defense; however, evidence of the underlying cause of the victim's behavior is
irrelevant because it neither proves nor disproves any material fact at issue. United States
v. Wilk, 572 F.3d 1229, 1234 (11th Cir. 2009); see also Lee v. State, 996 A.2d 425, 443
(Md. Ct. Spec. App. 2010) (noting that evidence of whether victim was actually "high" on

1

Mr. Hall has also been charged with Use of a Deadly Weapon During the Commission
of a Crime. Because there is no different analysis with respect to the "use of a firearm"
charge, this motion does not analyze the crimes separately.
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drugs at the time of the murder is irrelevant to a claim of self-defense); State v.
Pennington, 227 P.3d 978, 987-88 (Kan. Ct. App. 2010) {upholding the trial court's ruling
excluding evidence of the victim's drug use on the day of the murder, but allowing the
defendant to testify "as to his observations of the behavior of the victim").
In United States v. Wilk, the trial court excluded evidence that a murdered police
officer had steroids in his system at the time of the murder because the evidence was not
relevant to the defendant's self-defense claim. 572 F.3d at 1234.

In excluding the

evidence, the trial court specifically found that despite the defendant's self-defense claim,
the victim's "steroid use was clearly irrelevant, would not tend to prove or disprove any
material fact at issue, and that the prejudicial effect and confusion of the issues
substantially outweighed any probative value of the evidence."~
On appeal, the defendant argued that the district court erred in excluding evidence
of the victim's steroid use "because a person on steroids can act aggressively and
erratically."

kl

More specifically, the defendant asserted that "the exclusion of the steroid

evidence denied him the opportunity to {1) rebut government's theory of motive; (2)
demonstrate the state of mind and level of intent; (3) corroborate his claim of selfdefense; (4) present his version of events to the jury; and {5) establish his claim of selfdefense." ~
The Eleventh Circuit Court of Appeals held that the district court was correct in
excluding evidence of the victim's steroid use and stated "[wJe agree with the district court
that Fatta's and the other officers' actions at the time of entry [into Wilk's home] were
relevant to Wilk's defense, but that the underlying reasons for Fatta's mode of entry

tended to neither prove nor disprove any material fact at Issue." .lg._ (emphasis
added). The court went on to state "[i]n short, even if the steroid evidence had some
MOTION IN LIMINE RE: VICTIM'S ALLEGED STEROID USE, Page 4
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relevance, we are hard-pressed to see how it was critical or necessary to Wilk's
establishment of a valid defense." Id. at 1235.
As was the case in Wilk, any evidence that Mr. Corrigan used steroids is irrelevant
because it will not assist the jury in determining whether Mr. Hall acted in self-defense.
See State v. Stevens, 146 Idaho 139, 143, 191 P.3d 217, 221 (2008) (evidence is
admissible if it is "relevant to a material and disputed issue concerning the crime
charged."). While evidence regarding Mr. Corrigan's behavior at the time of the murder
will certainly be relevant to a self-defense claim at trial, the underlying reasons for Mr.
Corrigan's behavior are not at issue and are irrelevant because they neither prove nor
disprove any material fact at issue. See also Lee, 996 A.2d at 443 (noting that evidence
that the victim was acting like he was under the influence of drugs at the time of the
murder was relevant, but evidence regarding whether the victim "actually was high on
PCP" was not relevant).
In Wilk, evidence of the victim's steroid use was excluded even though the victim
actually had steroids in his system at the time of the murder. In this case, the toxicology
report shows that Mr. Corrigan did not have steroids in his system at the time of the
murder. Thus, any evidence of the victim's alleged steroid use in this case is even less
relevant than the evidence of the victim's steroid use in Wilk, where it was properly
excluded.
The key inquiry regarding a victim's behavior as it relates to a claim of self-defense
is not why the victim behaved the way he did, but rather how he behaved. Evidence
regarding how the victim behaved at the time of the murder will assist the jury in
evaluating a claim of self-defense, whereas evidence regarding why the victim behaved
the way he did is, at best, speculative and not probative of any fact that is of consequence
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to the determination of the defendant's guilt. Any evidence that Mr. Corrigan was using
steroids should be excluded because it is irrelevant.

11.

Evidence that the Murder Victim was Allegedly Using Steroids Is Especially
Irrelevant to a Claim of Self-Defense Where the Defendant Was Unaware of the
Possibility of Steroid Use
Evidence that a murder victim used steroids Is irrelevant in every case; however,

any possible relevance disappears entirely when the criminal defendant had no
knowledge that the victim could be using steroids. Such is the case here. In this case,
Mr. Hall was unaware of the possibility that Mr. Corrigan ever used steroids.
In general, "evidence of a victim's violent nature presented for the purpose of
proving the defendant's mental state in relation to a self-defense claim is admissible only
if 'it is shown that the defendant was aware of the victim's violent character, for otherwise
the defendant's actions could not have been influenced by it."' State v. Custodio, 136
Idaho 197, 205-06, 30 P.3d 975, 983-84 (Ct. App. 2001) (quoting State v. Hernandez,
133 Idaho 576, 585, 990 P.2d 742, 751 (Ct.App.1999)).
In State v. Custodio, the defendant wanted to admit extrinsic evidence of the
victims' character through the testimony of a witness who saw an alleged stabbing
incident that the victims' were previously involved in. 136 Idaho at 205, 30 P.3d at 983.
The defendant asserted that "the evidence went to the issue of whether his fear and
actions in defending himself were reasonable." jg,_ However, the district court excluded
the evidence because, "although Custodio's knowledge of prior violent behavior on the
part of the victims was relevant, extrinsic evidence tending to prove or disprove the truth
of such knowledge was not relevant because it did not affect Custodio's mental state at
the time of the shootings." Id;
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On appeal, the defendant argued that "the challenged evidence should have been
admitted because it was relevant to his state of mind at the time of the shootings."

kl

The Idaho Court of Appeals rejected this argument and agreed with the district court's
ruling because "Custodio's actions in this case could not have been influenced by the
evidence contained in the excluded testimony as it related solely to the perceptions and
recollections of the third person and not to Custodio's knowledge of the alleged incident."

kl

at 205-06, 30 P.3d at 983-84. As such, the court held that the district court was

correct in excluding the challenged evidence because "a person's mental state cannot be
proven through a third person's recollections of a prior incident" and "the challenged
evidence was not relevant to Custodio's mental state at the time of the shootings." Id. at
206, 30 P.3d at 984.
In a case that is factually similar to this case, the Arkansas Court of Appeals
reached the same conclusion as our Idaho courts. Cagle v. State, 6 S.W.3d 801, 803
(Ark. Ct. App. 1999). The Arkansas case involved a love triangle between the current
beau - the criminal defendant - and the former suitor - soon to be murder-victim. ~ at
801. The criminal defendant "".'ent to a tavern with his lady-friend and the victim was
present at the tavern.

kl at 801-02.

The defendant asked the victim to go outside so they

could discuss something in the alley. Id. at 802. In the alley, the defendant and the victim
grappled for a short time and the defendant shot the victim twice. ~

At trial, the

defendant admitted shooting the victim, but testified that "he was being choked by the
victim and shot him in self-defense because he feared for his life." Id. The defendant was
convicted of first-degree murder and sentenced to imprisonment for 40 years. kl
On appeal, the defendant argued that "the trial court erred in excluding evidence
that the victim had methamphetamine in his system at the time of his death." kl at 803.
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More specifically, the defendant argued that "because the victim had a powerful and
dangerous drug in his system, appellant was right to be afraid for his life, and therefore
was justified in killing the victim in self-defense."

l!L

However, the court upheld the trial

court's ruling excluding the evidence of methamphetamine in the victim's blood because
the evidence would only be relevant "if there had been any evidence to show that
appellant knew that the victim was taking methamphetamine, or that the victim's behavior
was such that appellant could reasonably have inferred the victim was under the influence
of the drug." Id. Because no such evidence existed, it was not error for the trial court to
exclude it.

kl

As Custodio and Cagle make clear, any evidence regarding the victim's character
or drug use is irrelevant for purposes of determining the defendant's state of mind unless
it is based on the defendant's knowledge.

This rule makes sense because if the

defendant was unaware of the evidence at the time of the murder, it would be impossible
for the defendant to consider the evidence in deciding to shoot the victim. Pennington,
227 P.3d at 987-88 (holding that evidence of murder victim's drug use was irrelevant
where the defendant had no knowledge of the victim's drug use because the evidence
"could not have played into [the defendant's] decision-making process on the day of the
incident.").
It is not possible that Mr. Hall considered Mr. Corrigan's purported steroid use in
deciding to shoot Mr. Corrigan. Mr. Hall did not know - or even suspect - that Emmett
Corrigan was using steroids. This is made clear by the conversation between Mr. Hall
and his mother which took place at the Ada County Jail and was recorded. An informal
transcript of the audio-taped conversation, prepared by the Attorney General's Office,
reflects the following pertinent exchange:
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ROBERT HALL'S MOTHER:
I've been, I (inaudible) I haven't talked to
your attorney but l don't know if your next hearing if they have this guy's
drug stuff back, if the judge will reduce the bail you know when they get his
toxi, toxicology back and stuff that they'll reduce the bail.
ROBERT HALL:

Why, was he on drugs?

ROBERT HALL'S MOTHER:
Well uh, uh according to Kandi he was
on a lot of hormones, a lot of steroids.
ROBERT HALL:

Oh, I didn't know that.

It is clear that Mr. Hall had no knowledge of Mr. Corrigan's alleged steroid use,
actual or indirect. Because Mr. Hall was unaware of Mr. Corrigan's alleged steroid use,
this Court should exclude any such evidence because it is completely irrelevant.

ll I.

Evidence that the Murder Victim Possessed Steroids is Not Relevant
In addition to evidence regarding Mr. Corrigan's alleged steroid use, any evidence

that Mr. Corrigan possessed steroids should also be excluded because it is irrelevant. In
Lee v. State, the trial court excluded evidence that a murder victim had drugs in his
pocket when he was shot and killed. 996 A.2d at 441. The defendant had argued that
evidence that the victim "was in possession of PCP when he was shot and killed was
highly probative of whether he was high on PCP at that same moment." Id. at 442. The
Court of Special Appeals of Maryland held that the trial court's correctly found "that
evidence that [the victim] possessed PCP at the time of his death was not minimally
probative of whether he was under the influence of PCP and likely would confuse the jury
on the issues." !9.:, In reaching this conclusion, the court noted that 11even if the evidence
· of possession were probative of whether Comploler was high, it is not clear how this fact
would have been relevant." Id. at 443.
Likewise, evidence that Mr. Corrigan possessed steroids at any point in time prior
to the murder would not be probative of any material fact at issue in this case.

This
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evidence would not assist the jury in determining Mr. Hall's state of mind when he shot
Mr. Corrigan and it would lead to confusion of the issues. Mr. Corrigan's possession of
steroids is not probative of whether Mr. Hall acted in self-defense because there is no
evidence that Mr. Hall was aware of the possibility that Mr. Corrigan ever possessed
steroids. See Lee, 996 A.2d at 443 (noting that the victim's possession of drugs could not
have affected the defendant's "appraisal of the situation" because the defendant did not
know that the victim possessed drugs at the time of the murder).

Therefore, any

testimony or evidence regarding Mr. Corrigan's possession of steroids or other
performance enhancing substances should be excluded because it would not tend to
prove or disprove any material fact at issue in this case.
IV.

Idaho Rule of Evidence 403
If this Court finds that any of the evidence regarding Mr. Corrigan's alleged steroid

use or possession is somehow relevant, the evidence should still be excluded under

I.R.E. 403 because the prejudicial effect and confusion of the issues substantially
outweighs any probative value the evidence may have.
"Although relevant, evidence may be excluded if its probative value is substantially
outweighed by the danger of unfair prejudice, confusion of the issues, or misleading the
jury, or by considerations of undue delay, waste of time, or needless presentation of
cumulative evidence." State v. Ruiz, 150 Idaho 469, 471, 248 P.3d 720, 722 (2010)
(quoting I.R.E. 403). "To exclude evidence under Rule 403, the trial court must address
whether the probative value is substantially outweighed by one of the considerations
listed in the Rule." Ruiz, 150 Idaho at 471,248 P.3d at 722.
The introduction of testimony regarding Mr. Corrigan's alleged steroid use would
. be unfairly prejudicial to the State's case and it would confuse the jury. The confusion
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H
United States Court of Appeals,
Eleventh Circuit.
UNITED STA TES of America, Plaintiff-Appellee,

v.
Kenneth WILK, a.k.a. Kenneth P. Wilk, DefendantAppellant.
Nos. 07-14176, 07-14196.
June 29, 2009.
Background: Defendant was convicted in the United
States District Court for the Southern District of Florida, No. 04-60216-CR-JTC,James r. Cohn, J., of
unlawfully killing a state law enforcement officer
assisting in a federal investigation, attempted seconddegree murder of a state law enforcement officer assisting in a federal investigation, knowingly carrying
and using a firearm during and in relation to a crime
of violence, possession of child pornography, obstruction of justice, and conspiracy. Defendant appealed.
Holdings: The Court of Appeals, Wilson, Circuit
Judge, held that:
ill evidence that deputy sheriff had steroids in his
blood when he was shot and killed by defendant was
inadmissible;
ill expert testimony about whether law enforcement
agents followed proper police procedure during
forcible entry into defendant's residence was inadmissible;
ill psychotherapist-patient privilege did not apply to
bar admission of defendant's medical and psychological records;
ill medical records concerning defendant's HIV
status and treatment were admissible;
ill Health Insurance Portability and Accountability
Act (HIPAA) did not bar admission of medical records;
@ self-defense instruction was proper; and
ru defendant's use of deadly force would not have
qualified as self-defense.
Affi.nned.

ill Criminal Law 110~1153.1
11.Q Criminal Law
11 OXXIV Review

11 OXXlWN} Discretion of Lower Court
I !Oki 153 Reception and Admissibility of
Evidence
1IOkl 153.1 k. In General. Most Cited

Court of Appeals reviews evidentiary rulings for
abuse of discretion.

ill Criminal Law 110 ~1153.1
11.Q Criminal Law

11 OXXIV Review
11 OXXIV{N) Discretion of Lower Court
11 Ok 1153 Reception and Admissibility of
Evidence
I !Oki 153.1 k. In General. Most Cited

An abuse of discretion occurs in evidentiary rulings if the district court applies an incorrect legal
standard or makes findings of fact that are clearly
erroneous.

ill Homicide 203 ~1051(1)
203 Homicide
203IX Evidence
203IX(P) Admissibility in General
203k I 049 Self-Defense
203k I051 Character and Habits of Victim
203kl051(1) k. In General. Most
Cited Cases
Even if evidence that deputy sheriff had steroids
in his blood when he was shot and killed by defendant while he and other Jaw enforcement agents
forcibly entered defendant's residence to execute arrest and search warrants had some relevance to de-
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fendant's claims of self-defense, justification, and
imperfect self-defense, on grounds that a person on
steroids could act aggressively and erratically, evidence wos neither crucial nor necessary to defendant's establishment of a valid defense, and, thus,
district court did not abuse its discretion in excluding
the evidence; although during his six days of trial
testimony, defendant testified that the officers acted
like armed home invaders instead of police officers
and that he was confronted by a dark figure standing
in his living room, pointing a gun in his direction,
this testimony did not corroborate defendant's assertion that deputy acted aggressively or erratically,
strongest evidence supporting any aggressive or erratic behavior was that deputy kicked out the front
window of the residence, but he did so only as the
other agents were attempting, without success, to
break through the front door, and no shot was ever
fired from deputy's gun. Fed.Rules Evid.Rule 401, 28
U.S.C.A.

ill Criminal Law

l lO €=476.6

.!.lQ Criminal Law

11 OXXIV Review
l lOXXJV(N) Discretion of Lower Court
l lOkl 153 Reception and Admissibility of
Evidence
110kll53.6 k. Competency of Evidence. Most Cited Cases
Court of Appeals would review denial of defendant's motion to suppress evidence and testimony, in
prosecution for shooting and killing sheriffs deputy,
relating to his medical and psychological records for
abuse of discretion, where defendant did not address
this issue in a Fourth Amendment context but rather
treated the issue as an evidentiary matter. U.S.C.A.
Const.Amend. 4.

lfil Privileged

Commun !cations and Confldentlal-

lty 31 lH €=>320

lUH Privileged Communications and Confidentiality
311 HV Counselors and Mental Health Profes-

.lJ..Q Criminal Law
l lOXVII Evidence

sionals

11 OXVTT(R) Opinion Evidence
I 10k468 Subjects of Expert Testimony
l 10k476.6 k. Miscellaneous Matters.
Most Cited Cases
Expert testimony about whether Jaw enforcement
agents followed proper police procedure during
forcible entry into defendant's residence to execute
arrest and search warrants was irrelevant and would
not have assisted the jury in understanding the evidence or determining a fact in issue, and thus was
inadmissible at defendant's trial for shooting and killing sheriff's deputy who had entered residence; although defendant claimed evidence went directly to
his self-defense, justification, and imperfect selfdefense claims, evidence relevant to such claims was
his perception of the agents' actions, not whether the
agents followed proper procedure in executing the
search warrant, and the government did not attempt
to introduce evidence that the agents strictly complied with established procedures. U.S.C.A.
Const.Amend. 4; Fed.Rules Evid.Rules 40 I, 702, 28

U.S.C.A.
.Lfil Criminal Law 110 €=>1153.6

311Hk320 k. Mental Health Records. Most
Cited Cases

Privileged Communications and Confidentiality
311H~323
31 IH Privileged Communications and Confidentiality
311 HV Counselors and Mental Health Professionals
311 Hk323 k. Waiver of Privilege. Most Cited

Psychotherapist-patient privilege did not apply to
bar admission at murder trial of defendant's medical
and psychological records obtained from university
pursuant to court order enforcing grand jury subpoena; records did not indicate that defendant consulted with any university personnel about his emotional well-being, defendant received no psychiatric
treatment at the university, and defendant had signed
an informed consent form, which provided that the
university would be required to release his information "as specifically required by law."

111 Criminal Law 110 ~436(5)
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llQ Criminal Law
11 OX VII Evidence
l IOXVII{P) Documentary Evidence
I 10k431 Private Writings and Publications
I I Ok436 Registers and Records
11 Ok436(5) k. Medical and Hospital
Records. Most Cited Cases
Privileged Communications and Confidentiality
311H~39

1 IOXXJY(L) Scope of Review in General
110XXIV(L)13 Review De Novo
l lOkl 139 k. In General. Most Cited

Court of Appeals reviews the legal correctness of

a jury instruction de novo, but defers on questions of
phrasing absent an abuse of discretion.

1.!fil Criminal Law 110 ~769
1.!Q Criminal Law

311 H Privileged Communications and Confidentiality
311 HIV Physician-Patient Privilege
311 Hk230 Subject Matter
311 Hk239 k. Infectious Diseases. M2fil
Cited Cases

IIOXX Trial
l lOXX(G) Instructions: Necessity, Requisites, and Sufficiency
11 Ok769 k. Duty of Judge in General. Most
Cited Cases
Criminal Law 110 ~1152.21(1)

Medical records concerning defendant's HIV
status and treatment were admissible at defendant's
murder trial; during his trial defendant continually
relied on his mental status from AIDS dementia as
central to his defense, and there was no physicianpatient privilege in federal criminal trials.

llU Privileged Communications and Confidential-

llQ Criminal Law
11 oxxrv Review
11 OXXTV(N) Discretion of Lower Court
I !Oki 152 Conduct of Trial in General
11 Ok 1152.21 Instructions
1 IOkl) 52,2 l(l) k. In General. Most
Cited Cases

ity 311H €=259

311 H Privileged Communications and Confidentiality
311 HIV Physician-Patient Privilege
311 Hk259 k. Health lnfonnation Statutes and
Regulations. Most Cited Cases

Generally, district courts have broad discretion in
fonnulating jury instructions provided that the charge
as a whole accurately reflects the law and the facts,
and Court of Appeals will not reverse a conviction on
the basis of a jury charge unless the issues of law
were presented inaccurately, or the charge improperly
guided the jury in such a substantial way as to violate
due process. U.S.C.A. Const.Amend. 5.

Health Insurance Portability and Accountability
Act (HIPAA} did not bar admission in defendant's
murder trial of defendant's confidential medical records, where records were obtained either by grand
jury subpoenas after defendant's arrest or pursuant to
an order enforcing grand jury subpoena issued by a
magistrate judge. Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act of 1996, § 262(a), et seq., ~
U,S.C.A. § 1320d et seq.; 45 c.F,R, §
164.SI2(e)O){i), (f)(l}(ilXA-C).

lfil Homicide

121 Crimlnal Law 110 ~1139

Homicide 203 C;::::)561(3)

ill Criminal Law

WHomicide
20311 Murder

I IOXXIY Review

llll Homicide 203 ~S52
203ll Murder

203k,550 Public Employees, Officials, and
Persons Assisting Them
203k552 k. Law Enforcement Officers.
Most Cited Cases
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203k556 Attempt
203k561 Degrees of Ot;f'enses
203k56 I(3) k. Second Degree Murder.
Most Cited Cases
Homicide 203 C=,766
203 Homicide
~ Excusable or Justifiable Homicide
203Vl(B) Self-Defense
203k766 k. In General. Most Cited Cases
To refuse or negate a claim of self-defense and
convict defendant of unlawfully killing a state law
enforcement officer assisting in a federal investigation, and attempted second-degree murder of a state
law enforcement officer assisting in a federal investigation, government was required to prove beyond a
reasonable doubt either: ( 1) that defendant knew or
had reason to know the officers were law enforcement officers engaged in the perfonnance of their
duties, or (2) that defendant's use of deadly force
would not have qualified as self-defense even if the
officers had, in fact, been private citizens. ll.
U.S.C.A. §§ I 11 Ha), .lll.1, l 121(a)(l)(A).

Homicide 203 ~807
~Homicide
203Vl Excusable or Justifiable Homicide
203VI(B) Self-Defense
203k806 Manner or Means of Self-Defense
203k807 k. In General. Most Cited

Defendant's use of deadly force on officers
forcibly entering his residence to execute arrest and
search warrants would not have qualified as selfdefense even if officers had, in fact, been private citizens; there was no evidence that the officer was the
aggressor and that the defendant's responsive force
was reasonable. 18 U.S.C.A. §§ 111 l(a), .ll.!!!,
1121 (aXJ}(A}.

*1232 Jose Rafael Rodriguez (Court-Appointed),
Rodriguez & Fernandez, PA, Miami, FL, William
Donald Matthewman (Court-Appointed), Coral
Springs, FL, for Defendant-Appellant.
Evelia J. Yera, Anne R. Schult~ Kathleen M. Sal~er,
Miami, FL, Phillip DiRosa, Ft. Lauderdale, FL, for
Plaintiff-Appellee.

Illl. Criminal Law 110 C:=>822(1)
Appeals from the United States District Court for the
Southern District of Florida.

l.l.Q Criminal Law

110:XX Trial
I IOXX(G) Instructions: Necessity, Requisites, and Sufficiency
I IOk822 Construction and Effect of Charge
asa Whole
11 Ok822( I) k. In General. Most Cited

The correctness of a jury charge must be considered in the context of the instructions as a whole.
113) Homicide 203 C:=>774

203 Homicide
203Vl Excusable or Justifiable Homicide
203Vl(B) Self-Defense
203k773 Aggression or Provocation by
Accused
203k774 k. In General. Most Cited

Before DUBfNA, Chief Judge, and BIRCH and
WILSON, Circuit Judges.
WILSON, Circuit Judge:
Kenneth Wilk appeals his convictions for unlawfully killing a state law enforcement officer assisting
in a federal investigation. attempted second-degree
murder of a state law enforcement officer assisting in
a federal investigation, knowingly carrying and using
a fireann during and in relation to a crime of violence, possession of child pornography, obstruction
of justice, and conspiracy. After thoroughly reviewing the record and considering the parties' briefs, and
with the benefit of oral argument, we affinn.
I. BACKGROUND
Jn the summer of 2001, Wilk's domestic partner,
Kelly Ray Jones. was arrested and convicted on child
pornography charges.flil During Jones's prosecution,
Wilk made threats against law enforcement person-
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nel, some of which he made online under his computer screen name "Wolfpackeines." Wilk's online
profile listed hobbies such as "hunting cops," occupations such as "cop bashing," and "alerting people
about kiddy porn stings." Around this time, Wilk
purchased several firearms and participated in firearm skill shooting contests throughout Florida. Wilk
purchased additional firearms in 2002 and 2003.
FNI. Jones was sentenced to 28 months of
imprisonment and 3 years of supervised release. A condition of Jones's supervised release was that he not use the Internet.
On July 12, 2004, while on supervised release,
Jones sent images depicting child pornography to an
undercover law enforcement agent. The images were
transmitted from Wilk's internet account on a computer at the residence shared by Jones and Wilk. After further investigation, law enforcement obtained
and executed a search warrant on the residence. Officers recovered numerous child pornography images
and arrested Jones on the scene.
While Jones was incarcerated, he instructed Wilk
to contact a witness whom the police had told Jones
not to contact. Wilk went to the witness's apartment
to dissuade him from cooperating with law enforcement. At Jones's direction, Wilk sent derogatory emails to the witness's business associate in an attempt
to discredit the witness. Further communication* 1233 between Jones and Wilk suggested that
Wilk planned to threaten or kill a witness against
Jones. Also at Jones's instruction, Wilk deleted emails relevant to Jones's child pornography charges.
Federal agents obtained an arrest warrant for
Wilk and a search warrant for his residence. Early in
the morning of August 19, 2004, Deputy Sheriff
Todd Fatta and Sergeant Angelo Cedeno of the Broward County Sheriffs Office ("BCSO") assisted federal agents, including Immigration and Customs En-

forcement Agent Christopher Harvey, in executing
the warrants. The agents initially planned to use a
ruse to lure Wilk from the residence but abandoned
the idea after learning that Wilk anticipated such a
tactic. Cedeno determined the officers' assignments
and the order of entry. After surrounding Wilk's resi-

dence and announcing themselves, the officers forcibly entered.

Fatta entered the residence first, followed by Cedeno. Upon entry, two large caliber gunshots were
heard, followed by several smaller caliber gunshots.
The other officers opened fire, allowing an injured
Cedeno to escape. Wilk appeared at the open front
door and surrendered, and the officers found a gun in
the doorway where Wilk exited. Inside the residence,
officers found Fatta on the floor, motionless and not
breathing. Despite revival attempts, he died from a
shot to the chest.Em Other than Wilk, no one was
found in the residence. Tests on Fatta's gun revealed
that he fired no shot.
FN2. All of the officers, including Fatta,
were wearing bullet-proof vests. Because of
the type of gun used to shoot Fatta (a Winchester 30-30 rifle), the bullets would have
penetrated vests rated even higher than the
ones the officers wore.
A second superseding indictment charged Wilk
with seven Counts: (I) killing Fatta, a state law enforcement officer, while Fatta assisted in a federal
investigation, in violation of 18 U.S.C. §§
I 121(a)(l)(A) and illl; (2) killing Fatta, a state Jaw
enforcement officer, while Fatta assisted a federal
agent engaged in the performance of his official duties, in violation of 18 U.S.C. §§ I I I !(a) and .lll1;
(3) attempting to kill Cedeno, a state law enforcement
officer, while Cedeno assisted a federal agent engaged in the performance of official duties, in violation of 18 U.S.C. §§ I 113 and JJJ.1; (4) knowingly
carrying and using a firearm during and in relation to
a crime of violence, i.e., the killing and attempted
killing of individuals assisting a federal officer, in
violation of 18 U.S.C. §§ 924(c)(I) and 924(j){I); (5)
obstruction of justice in connection with the federal
prosecution of Jones, in violation of 18 U.S.C. §
~ ; (6) possession of child pornography, in violation of 18 U.S,C. §§ 2252A(a)(5)ffi} and i; and (7)
conspiring to tamper with a witness and destroy evidence, in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 1512{k).

At trial, Wilk testified for six days in his defense.
He testified that on the morning of August 19, 2004,

he was in his home drinking a cup of coffee and
heard no police announcement. Wilk explained that
on that morning, he was suffering from an ear infection that impaired his hearing, which was corroborated by expert testimony. According to Wilk, he
heard a crashing noise and grabbed his gun, fearing
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that he was being attacked because he had previously
been a victim of anti-gay vandalism and hate mail.
Wilk testified that a dark figure, pointing a gun in
Wilk's direction, stood in the living room and confronted him and that no police markings were visible.
Wilk asserted that he fired his gun in fear for his life
and that he acted in self-defense. One of Wilk's experts testified that Wilk suffered from AIDS
dementia at the time and that Wilk's ability to assess
a stressful situation was *1234 impaired. Wilk also
presented expert testimony that at the time of the
shooting, he suffered from diminished capacity,
neurological disorders, brain damage, and was insane.
The jury returned guilty verdicts on all counts
except Count 3, on which the Jury found Wilk guilty
of the lesser-included offense of the attempted second-degree murder of Cedeno.
II. DISCUSSION
Wilk challenges on appeal numerous rulings by
the district court. Among other things, Wilk argues
that the district court improperly excluded evidence
of the slain law enforcement officer's steroid use and
evidence pertaining to proper police procedures;
erred by failing to suppress evidence of Wilk's confidential medical records; and erred by modifying the
self-defense jury instruction. We address each of
these issues in tum.

A. Evidence ofSteroid Use and Proper Police Procedures
UJrn Wilk contends that the district court improperly excluded evidence of Fatta's steroid use and
evidence that the officers did not follow proper police
procedures when they entered Wilk's home. We review evidentiary rulings for abuse of discretion.
United States v. Perez-Oliveros, 419 F.3d 779. 783
(11th Cir.). cert. denied, 55 I U.S. 1126, 127 S.Ct.
2964, 168 L.Ed.2d 284 (2007}. An abuse of discretion occurs if the district court applies an incorrect
legal standard or makes findings of fact that are
clearly erroneous. United States v. Izq11ierdo. 448
F.3d 1269, 1276 {I Ith Cir.2006).

ill Fatta's post-mortem examination revealed
that he had steroids in his blood, and Wilk sought to
admit this evidence as relevant to his self-defense
claim. In excluding the evidence, the district court
found that with respect to Wilk's defense, Fatta's

steroid use was clearly irrelevant, would not tend to
prove or disprove any material fact at issue, and that
the prejudicial effect and confusion of the issues substantially outweighed any probative value of the evidence. Wilk maintains that this evidence was relevant
to his defense because a person on steroids can act
aggressively and erratically, which would have corroborated his testimony that the officers acted like
anned home invaders instead of police officers. Wilk
asserts that the exclusion of the steroid evidence denied him the opportunity to (I) rebut government's
theory of motive; (2) demonstrate the state of mind
and level of intent; (3) corroborate his claim of selfdefense; (4) present his version of events to the jury;
and (5) establish his claim of self-defense.
Federal Rule of Evidence 401 defines relevant
evidence as that which has "any tendency to make the
existence of any fact that is of consequence to the
detennination of the action more probable or less
probable than it would be without the evidence." Yet
relevant "evidence may be excluded if its probative
value is substantially outweighed by the danger of
unfair prejudice, confusion of the issues, or misleading the jury...." FED. R. EVID. 403.
Wilk fails to show how the district court abused
its discretion in excluding the steroid evidence. We
agree with the district court that Fatta's and the other
officers' actions at the time of entry were relevant to
Wilk's defense, but that the underlying reasons for
Fatta's mode of entry tended to neither prove nor disprove any material fact at issue. Further, we find incredible Wilk's claim that he was unable to present
his version of events to the Jury, as he testified in his
defense for six days. Indeed, even Wilk's record testimony that he was confronted by a dark figure standing in his living room, pointing a gun in Wilk's *1235
direction, fails to corroborate his assertion that Fatta
acted aggressively or erratically. The strongest evidence supporting any aggressive or erratic behavior is
that Fatta kicked out the front window of the residence. Yet the record reflects that Fatta did so only as
the other officers were attempting, without success,
to break through the front door. Most importantly, no
evidence exists that Fatta was the aggressor in the
shoot-out-to the contrary, the record shows that no
shot was ever fired from Fatta's gun.
In short, even if the steroid evidence had some
relevance, we are herd-pressed to see how it was cru-
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cial or necessary to Wilk's establishment of a valid
defense. See United States v. Todd, I08 F.3d 1329,
1332 ( I Ith Cir. I 997) (a court's discretion to rule on
the relevance of evidence "does not ... extend to the
exclusion of crucial relevant evidence necessary to
establish a valid defense"). Quite simply, Wilk fails
to show any abuse of discretion by the district court.

ill Likewise, we find no reversible error in the
district court's exclusion of expert testimony about
whether the officers followed proper police procedure during entry into Wilk's residence. At trial, Wilk
attempted to introduce the expert testimony of William Gaut, whose report and testimony allegedly
would have revealed that the entry team was improperly dressed in civilian clothing, had inadequate police markings, appeared to be anned invaders, and
violated established procedure in raiding the residence. According to Wilk, this evidence went directly
to his self-defense, justification, and imperfect selfdefense claims.
The district court determined that testimony
about the BCSO's protocols, standards, or policies in
executing search warrants was irrelevant and would
not assist the jury in understanding the evidence or
detennining a fact in issue under Federal Rule of
Evidence 702. We agree.
We first note that Wilk cites no authority about
the admissibility of evidence relating to police procedures. In any event, the evidence relevant to Wilk's
self-defense claim was his perception of the officers'
actions that morning, not whether the officers followed proper procedure in executing the search warrant. Cf United States v. Henderson. 409 F.3d 1293.
1304 0 Ith Cir.2005}("The issue in this case was not
whether it was proper police procedure for an officer
to place his service weapon out of reach before engaging a suspect in a physical confrontation, but
whether or not [the officer] actually did so."). Further, no allegation exists that the govenunent attempted to introduce evidence that the officers
strictly complied with established procedures. Thus,
we cannot conclude that the district court abused its
discretion in excluding the evidence when Wilk's sixday testimony provided him ample opportunity to
present his perception of that morning's events. No
reversible error exists.
B. Wilk's Confidential Medical Records

Next, Wilk submits that the district court erred in
denying his motion to suppress evidence and testimony relating to his medical and psychological records from: (I) the University of Miami; (2) Dr.
Fisher, one of Wilk's treating HIV physicians; (3) the
Cleveland Clinic of Florida; (4) the Federal Detention
Center; and (5) Massachusetts Mutual. Wilk asserts
that these records were protected by the patientpsychotherapist privilege, the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act ("HIPAA"), and the
Florida Statutes. The district court found the psychiatrist-patient privilege inapplicable to certain records,
declined to recognize a physician-patient privilege,
and found that Wilk's *1236 other arguments were
equally inapplicable.nu The arguments that Wilk
presents on appeal are essentially identical to those
raised in the district court.
FN3. The district court adopted the Report
and Recommendation of the United States
Magistrate Judge assigned to the case, overruling Wilk's objections to the Report and
Recommendation.

ill As an initial matter, the magistrate judge who
recommended that Wilk's motion be denied properly
deemed the motion a motion in limine to exclude the
records as privileged under Federal Rule of Evidence
501. Because Wilk did not address this issue in a
Fourth Amendment context but rather treated the
issue as an evidentiary matter, our standard of review
is abuse of discretion. Perez-Oliveros, 479 F.3d at
783.

All of the records at issue were submitted to the
magistrate judge for in camera review. and the magistrate judge heard argument on the motion. The parties stipulated that all of the records, except those
from the University of Miami, were obtained by
grand jury subpoenas after Wilk's arrest. The University records were obtained pursuant to an Order Enforcing Grand Jury Subpoena issued by the magistrate judge.

Ifil Wilk has shown no abuse of discretion as to
the admission of the records at issue. Notably, the
court granted Wilk's motion to exclude two records
authored by psychologists from the Federal Detention
Center, finding the two records subject to the psychotherapist-patient privilege. However, none of the
University of Miami records, which Wilk claims
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should have been subject to the privilege, indicated
that Wilk ever consulted with any personnel about his
emotional well-being. Trial testimony also revealed
that Wilk received no psychiatric treatment at the
University. Further, WiUc signed an "Informed Consent Fonn," which provided that the University
would be required to release his infonnation "as specifically required by law." A records request pursuant
to a court order or grand jury subpoena undoubtedly
qualifies as a "required by law" situation. We find no
error in the district court's finding that some of Wilk's
records were entitled to the psychotherapist-patient
privilege and others were not.

l11Ifil As for the medical records concerning
Wilk's HIV status and treatment, the record reveals
that during his trial, Wilk continually relied on his
mental status from AIDS dementia as central to his
defense. For example, Wilk told the jury in his opening statement about suffering from AIDS dementia .at
the time of the shooting, and later called expert witnesses to testify on his behalf who referenced the
medical records at issue. Indeed, the records from the
Cleveland Clinic and Dr. Fisher were admitted as
Defendant's Exhibits 45 and 46. Further, the district
court correctly concluded that HIPAA authorizes the
disclosure of confidential medical records for law
enforcement purposes, or in the course of a judicial
proceeding, in response to a court order or grand jury
subpoena. See 45 C.F.R. §§ 164.512(e)(J)(i),
(O(l)(ii}(A-C). Wille also concedes that federal courts
have declined to recognize a physician-patient privilege in federal criminal trials. We therefore find no
abuse of discretion in the district court's decision declining to adopt Florida's physician-patient privilege
as to Wilk's HIV-related medical records.
C. Modljlcation of the Self-Defense Jury Instruction
[2JLJ_Q} Lastly, we address Wilk's contention that
the district court's modification of the self-defense
jury instruction constituted reversible error. "We review * J237 the legal correctness of a jury instruction
de novo, but defer on questions of phrasing absent an
abuse of discretion." United State, 11. Prather. 205
F.3d 1265. 1270 (11th Cir.2000) (citations omitted).
"Generally, district courts have broad discretion in
fonnulating jury instructions provided that the charge
as a whole accurately reflects the law and the facts,
and we will not reverse a conviction on the basis of a
ju,y charge unless the issues of law were presented
inaccurately, or the charge improperly guided the

jury in such a substantial way as to violate due process." Id (quotations and citations omitted).

UJ1 The district court issued the following as
part of the self-defense instruction:
In order to refuse or negate a claim of self-defense,
the Government must prove beyond a reasonable
doubt either: (1) [t}hat the Defendant knew or had
reason to know Todd M. Fatta and Angelo Cedeno
were law enforcement officers engaged in the perfonnance of their duties; or (2) [t]hat the Defendant's use of deadly force would not have qualified
as self-defense even if Todd M. Fatta and Angelo
Cedeno had, in fact, been private citizens.
(emphasis added). Relying on United States v.
Alvarez, 755 F.2d 830. 842 (11th Cir.), cert. denied,
474 U.S. 905, I06 S.Ct. 274, 88 L.Ed.2d 23 5 (1985),
Wille contends that the district court erred in using the
phrase "or had reason to know" because it improperly
broadened the government's ability to negate Wilk's
self-defense claim. We disagree. Contrary to Wilk's
contention, the district court's instruction was not
inconsistent with the principles outlined in Alvare?.
which clarified the "knowledge of official status"
requirement previously espoused in United States v.
Danehy, 680 F.2d 1311. 1315 (I Ith Cir. 1982),
United States v. Ochoa, 526 F.2d 1278. 1281-82 (5th
Cir.1976), and United States v. Young. 464 F.2d !60.
163 (5th Cir.1972). oo.
FN4, In all three of these pre-Alvarez cases,
the defendant was convicted of assault of a
federal agent with a dangerous and deadly
weapon under 18 U.S.C. § I I I. Alvarez applied the same rationale with respect to the .
"knowledge of official status" requirement
in cases under 18 U,S.C. §§ 11 l, I I I !(a),
and 1114.
In Alvarez. the defendants were convicted of,
among other things, first degree murder and assault
of a federal agent with a deadly and dangerous
weapon under 18 U.S.C. §§ 111. l l l l(a1 and I! 14.
Alvarez. 755 F.2d at 836. The defendants alleged that
they acted in self-defense in shooting two federal
agents because the defendants believed that the
agents were members of the Mafia. Id at 841, The
defendants appealed the district court's refusal to instruct the jury that the government was required to
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prove that the defendants knew at the time of the
shootings that the victims were federal agents. /.JJ...fil
842, In clarifying our previous holdings in Danehy
and Tulm.g._ we first repeated well-established precedent that under 18 U.S.C. § 111. "[kJnowledge of the
victim's status as a federal officer is not an element of
the federal crime ...." Id We also cited the longstanding principle that "when a defendant presents evidence in support of a claim of self-defense, the absence of self-defense must be proven beyond a reasonable doubt by the government." Id at 842-43 (citations and footnote omitted).

Ochoa's convictions resulted from a bench trial. We
reject these arguments. First, we are not convinced
that the court's "knew or should have known" language was merely dicta when the court called it
"critical to detennine." Id at 1282. Further, as for the
knowledge requirement, the former Fifth Circuit
made no distinction between bench and jury trials.
We find nothing in Alvarez inconsistent with Ochoa,
and Ochoa remains good law.

These options available to the government are
not inconsistent with precedent established in ~
also an 18 U.S.C. § 111 prosecution. 526 F,2d at
1278, In that case, Ochoa argued that he acted in defense of his family and property in assaulting federal
agents, lacking the mens rea necessary for a conviction because he believed that the "intmders" into his
home were home invaders, not federal officers. Id at
1281. In affirming Ochoa's conviction, the court
stated that Ochoa would have been entitled to an acquittal if he was unaware of the agents' identity and
reasonably believed that they intended to injure him.
!J!.. But in concluding that sufficient evidence supported the trial court's conclusion that Ochoa either
knew or should have known the agents' identities, the
court stated that "[iJt is critical to determine whether
appellant could reasonably believe that the intruders
imposed a threat to his person, property, or family,
and whether he had reason to know the intruders
were federal agents." Id. at 1282 (emphasis added).

Il2.] Most importantly, Wilk also ignores the
fundamental principle restated in Alvarez that the
correctness of a jury charge must be considered in the
context of the instructions as a whole. Alvarez, 755
F.2d at 845. Viewed in its entirety, the charge given
in Wilk's case permitted the jury to find Wilk not
guilty if it believed his testimony that he acted in
self-defense. See Young. 464 F.2d at 163 ("[l]f the
defendant asserts a lack of intention ... based on ignorance of the identity of the victim ... , the jury must be
allowed to consider the defendant's evidence tending
to show that he was ignorant of the official capacity
of the victim."). Under A/yarez, a defendant who
raises a self-defense claim based on lack of knowledge of the victim's federal status is entitled to an
instruction about the relevance of the defendant's
state of knowledge, and the jury charge "should include (I) an explanation of the essential elements ofa
claim of self-defense, and (2) and instruction informing the jury that the defendant carutot be convicted
unless the government proves, beyond a reasonable
doubt, either (a) that the defendant knew that the vie-·
tim was a federal agent, or (b) that the defendant's
use of deadly force would not have qualified as selfdefense even if the agent had, in fact, been a private
citizen." Alvarez. 155 F.2d at 847 (emphasis added).
Here, the district court properly followed that directive, accurately instructing the jury on the elements of
self-defense and properly including the two-part instruction. Considering the instruction as a whole, the
instruction did not deprive Will< of his right "to have
presented instructions relating to a theory of defense
for which there is any foundation in the evidence."
Id. at 847 (internal quotation marks and citation omitted). On this record, we cannot find an abuse of discretion because the instruction accurately reflects the
law and the facts, and the jury was not guided in such
*1239 a way as to violate Wilk's due process rights.

Wilk refers to the court's language as dicta and
attempts to distinguish Ochoa on the basis that

llll Moreover, even if Wilk had met his burden
of production on his self-defense claim, the evidence

Recognizing that some circumstances may exist
where ignorance of the official status of the person
assaulted negates the existence of mens rea, we held
that when a defendant raises a self-defense claim
based on ignorance of official status, the government
has several options available to negate a self defense
claim. Proof that the defendant knew of the victim's
federal status is merely one option. Id. at 843. We
*1238 held that "the defendant must either (I) know
the person he is impeding is a federal officer or (2)
engage in conduct towards that individual which
would constitute a crime even if he were not a federal
officer." Id at 843 (internal quotation marks and citation omitted).
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was sufficient to allow a rational jury to find the nonexistence of self-defense beyond a reasonable doubt
notwithstanding the "had reason to know" phrase. In
Alvarez. we acknowledged that upon an extraordinary
set of facts, the government may be required to prove
that the defendant knew of the victim's federal status;
for example, if the undisputed evidence shows that
the agent was the aggressor and that the defendant's
responsive force was reasonable. Alvarez. 755 F.2d at
844. Here, that is simply not the case-no such undisputed evidence exists. We thus conclude that any
possible error in the district court's instruction in this
case was hannless in light of the overwhelming evidence against Wilk and the comprehensive selfdefense instruction given by the court. Unlike in
Danehy and Young, the district court thoroughly instructed the jury on Wilk's self-defense claim, which
pennitted the jury to consider and decide whether
Wilk believed that he was defending himself against
unknown intruders. See Young. 464 F.2d at 163 (concluding that a portion of the erroneous jury instruction was broad enough to pennit the jury to find the
defendant guilty of the charged offenses even if the
jury believed the defendant's testimony that he
thought he was being harassed by "local rowdies").
The jury considered Wilk's legal excuse for his conduct and rejected it, and he fails to convince us that a
different outcome would have resulted from the
elimination of the "or had reason to know" language.
Ill. CONCLUSION
We find no reversible error in the district court's
resolution of the evidentiary issues or in its instructions to the jury. As for the remaining issues that
Wilk raised before this Court, we also find no reversible error. Accordingly, we affinn.

AFFIRMED.
C.A.11 (Fla.),2009.
U.S. v. Wilk
572 F.3d 1229, 21 Fla. L. Weekly Fed. C 1956
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that before. Jason said, "No."
Jason told me he brought Emmett to the show and said Emmett was training and working out to get in
shape. Jason said he is a body builder and competes and invited Emmett to the Arnold Classic. Jason
said when Emmett got there he was fascinated with the show. Jason said he pushed and challenged
Emmett and they had a couple discussions about it and, "I gave him some pills." Jason said Emmett
didn't want to do any kind of a steroid injection. Jason said he talked with Emmett and told him to, "Man
up."
I asked Jason if we could talk about this because I remembered there was a text on Emmett's phone
from Jason saying something·about Emmett needs to man up if he was going to do this. Jason told me
the pills he gave Emmett "were nothing" as far as "dose wise." Jason said they were ten milligrams of
anabolic steroid. Jason said when they are digested through your system you lose sixty percent of their
effectiveness. Jason said like with an intramuscular drug it's in your system instantly, and it works bette,
and it lasts longer. I asked Jason if he was kind of pushing Emmett to try this. Jason said, "Yeah."
I asked Jason if this would help Emmett get bigger. Jason said, "Yeah.'' Jason told me Emmett hung Ol
with one of his professional body builders, who worked In the booth with them, and Emmett said he
wanted to look like him. Jason told me Emmett said, "I want to look like that." Jason said he told
Emmett, "Well, you gotta do this, you know, you can only get so far, you know, naturally, and if you want
to do it, you know, step up." Jason told me when he said this to Emmett he gave him the capsules and
told him to try them and see how he feels.
I asked Jason if he knew if Emmett has ever injected steroids. Jason said, '1As far as I know, absolutely
not." Jason said Emmett was afraid to do it. Jason told me he sent Emmett supplements from Muscle
Tech, because he was sponsored by them. Jason said he has been sending and giving Emmett Muscle
Tech, and other over the counter supplements, for at least a year. I told Jason Emmett had some
supplements at the house that Ashlee gave us. Jason said he gave them to Emmett.
We agreed Emmett was ready to take the next step and try these capsules to see if he liked them.
Jason said, "Actually, I was more like, here just try these." Jason said he told Emmett, "We gotta stick a
needle in your ass," but he said he couldn't do that. Jason said after a couple days at the convention
Emmett was saying how good the guys looked and Jason said he told Emmett, "Man up bro, you know,
take the plunge." Jason said on the last day of the convention he gave Emmett the capsules.
I told Jason the same week he went to Ohio with Emmett, Kandi went to see her parents in California.
Jason said that is what he understood. I told Jason I was told he tried to rearrange Emmett's return fligh
so he could hook up with Kandi in California. Jason said he heard this too, but he has no idea what
anybody's talking about or where it came from. Jason said the only thing he knows is Kandi called
Emmett a few times from California. Jason said it was news to him that Emmett changed flights, and
said he didn't think Emmett did. I told Jason the information I was given is that he changed or tried to
change Emmett's return flight. Jason said, "No, not at all." Jason said he did talk to Kandi during one of
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his legal assistant and she had been working for Emmett for some time. Jason said Kandi was having
some marital issues and so was Emmett. Jason said Emmett and Kandi were seeing each other and
were developing a relationship. Jason said Kandi was a good worker and Emmett liked her. Jason said
things were deteriorating with each of their spouses and they became involved.
I confirmed with Jason he had spent a week with Emmett at a body building convention in Columbus,
Ohio. Jason agreed and said the convention was the Arnold Classic. I asked Jason if Emmett confided
with him that he was in a sexual relationship with Kandi. Jason said, 11 Yes." Jason told me it was his
impression from Emmett his relationship with Kandi was, "kind of like a, not an affair, but..." I asked if th
relationship was more casual and Jason agreed and said Emmett presented it to him as being more
casual.
I asked Jason about some information I received about Brittany Mulford. Jason said at the convention ir
Ohio Emmett met Brittany and said Emmett had a "casual relationship with her as well." I told Jason
Melissa Moody asked me to contact Brittany Mulford because he had told Melissa Moody Brittany had
some information about Emmett's hands. Jason said It was brought up to him that Emmett had been in
bar fight. Jason told me there was no bar fight and said Emmett was with him the whole time.
Jason said he was told Emmett's hands were, "scratched up." Jason said he later had a conversation
with Brittany. Jason said Brittany is a friend who he hired to be one of his expo girls. Jason said he told
Brittany about Emmett's hands having scratches. Jason said Brittany started laughing and told Jason
she and Emmett had some rough sex. Jason said Emmett was hitting the walls with his hands.
I told Jason I have trted to contact Brittany, but have been unable to speak with her. I asked Jason if he
knew how Emmett got those marks. Jason said and demonstrated Emmett was hitting the walls with his
fists. Jason said Brittany told him she was kneeling on the bed with her hands on the wall above the
headboard while Emmett was having sex with her from behind. Jason said Brittany told him Emmett
was, "acting like a monkey."
We talked about the pills bottles that were found in Emmett's truck and I asked Jason to tell me what he
knew about the pill bottles and what was in them. Jason said of the pill bottles he gave Emmett, one of
the bottles contained a substance he tried to pronounce and it started with Metho, which Jason said is ai
anabolic steroid in 10 mg capsules. Jason said he gave Emmett about thirty of these capsules.
Jason said he gave Emmett the pill bottles because he also gave Emmett supplements that were being
given out at the convention. Jason said Emmett removed the capsules from the blister pack they came
in and put them in the pill bottles. Jason said one was a thermogenic fat burner that can be obtained
over the counter.
I confirmed with Jason he gave Emmett the steroids to Emmett in Columbus, Ohio. Jason said, "Yeah."
I asked Jason if he knew if Emmett took any of the steroids while he was in Ol1io. Jason said he didn't
know, and told me he didn't see Emmett take any. I asked Jason if he knew if Emmett took anything like
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FOLLOW UP
4-5-11, Tuesday
I took a photo of the items Ashlee Corrigan gave me on 3-30-11. I completed a property sheet for the
1.M.R. powder, the Hydrazide, the two baggies of pills and booked them into evidence.

At about 0900 hrs, I called and conducted a phone interview of LAPD Officer Jimmy Martinez. I received
information from Prosecutor Melissa Moody that Martinez had called stating he possibly had information
concerning the death of Emmett Corrigan. See Martinez's interview write up.
I received a voice mail message from Chris Search,

advising he has a new address

I received an e-mail from Ashlee Corrigan containing a Facebook conversation between her and a Laura
Dedo. I later realized Detective Craig Fawley had already interviewed Dedo on 3-17-11.
I booked the certified copy of Robert Hall's fingerprints into evidence.
4-6-11, Wednesday
I made the Attorney General's Office a copy of the Fred Meyer video of Emmett Corrigan getting gas on
3-11-11. The video starts at 21 :17:03 hrs, and ends at 21 :22:00 hrs. The camera appears to be
positioned on the roof looking north above the western most bay. At about 21 :17:25 hrs, Emmett
Corrigan's Toyota Tacoma can be seen driving westbound then turns south into the western most bay
and stops at the south gas pump. Corrigan can be seen pumping gas and his vehicle leaves at about
21:21:14 hrs.

I made the Attorney General's Office a copy of the Springhill Suites by Marriott video of Emmett Corrigan
checking in on 2-16-11. The view of camera 3 is of the front desk area. The video begins on 2-16-11 at
about 6:49 pm, and ends on 2-17-11 at about 6:27 am. From 2-16-11, at about 11 :58:30 pm, to 2-17-11.
at about 12:01 :14 am, Emmett Corrigan enters the lobby and appears to check in. Corrigan is carrying
clothes on hangers and is carrying a backpack.
4-7-11. Thursday
I finished the interview write ups of Jeremy Mullin, Michelle Pinard, and Hannah Hall.
4-8-11, Friday
Investigator Scott Smith called and updated me on conditions of Hall's release on bond.
4-11-11, Monday
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entails. Hall said Rogers was typing on a computer, but told us there was nothing that was going to be
filed. Hall told us, "Emmett was trying to push it," but she was hesitant. Hall said Rogers told her it was
no big deal and said she has the information. Hall told us information was all she wanted.
I asked Kandi Hall if she was in the first stages of working towards a divorce, or finding out what one
entails. Hall said it was more what one entails. Hall said her sixteen year old daughter was having a
hard time with her and Rob splitting up and said that was a big factor. Hall told us she was unsure of
everything. Hall said she wanted to know what she was looking at legally and how hard things were
going to be.
Kandi Hall told us she didn't want or wasn't interested in things like Rob's 401 k or his PERSI. Hall told us
Rob was in the process of renting a home from somebody_at his work and had started packing up the
garage. Hall continued and said, "and that was just because I was being very um, just very um, numb,
and I was not wanting to talk about it because, I just, I didn't want, I didn't know if he was going to
.
change, meaning, being, he ah, he and I were just arguing constantly over things and it just got to a point
where, I, I just didn't want to be unhappy, I wanted to be happy now." Hall ended and told us there was
no start of a divorce.
I asked Kandi Hall if she was looking at what would be involved in getting divorce and she agreed. I
asked Hall about Rob's arrangement, and all Hall said she knew was Rob was going to rent a house. I
asked Hall if Rob had any timeline set. Hall thought it was April first. Hall said Rob was going to start the
Meridian Fire training course on March thirty first and wanted to be settled by then.
Kandi Hall told us, "I love Rob, I'm sorry, I do, and that's why it's been so hard." Hall said she and Rob
have been together for twenty years, and have been married seventeen years. Hall told us, "I'm sorry,
but we are one." Hall said Rob called last night and Hall said she feels horrible.
I began to tell Kandi Hall we were all working hard to get things right and understand what happened
before the Walgreens parking lot. Hall interrupted me and said, "He was not following me." Hall said she
has heard so many things and she doesn't want us to think he was following her. Hall said Rob was at a
friend's house before he came to Walgreens. Hall said Rob knew she was going to Walgreens because
she told him she was going to Walgreens. Hall said she had a prescription to pick up which is in her
purse along with the receipt. Hall said she went through the drive thru, parked her car, and Emmett
came and got her.
Kandi Hall said she went with Emmett and got gas at Fred Meyer and as they were coming back her
daughter called her. Hall said her daughter asked where she was and Hall said she was coming back
and was with her best friend, Michelle. Hall said Rob th en called and asked where she was. Hall told
Rob she was coming back right now and said she was just driving around. Hall said Rob asked her if she
was with Emmett and she told Rob, "Yes, I'm with Emmett." Hall said she didn't want to lie because she
knew Emmett was going to drop her off and Rob was going to see she was with Emmett.
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Kandi Hall said Emmett told her, "Give me the phone." Hall said Emmett grabbed the phone and said,
"What's up chief?" to Rob. Hall said she could hear Rob ask Emmett, "What are you doing with my
wife?" Emmett replied, "We're talking about life." Hall said she could hear Rob ask Emmett, "You're
talking to my wife about life at ten o'clock at night?" Emmett replied, "Yeah, you got a problem with that,
you got a problem with that Rob, huh, what, you got a problem with that?" Hall said Rob said something
else and Emmett said, "We'll be there in a minute."
Kandi Hall said when they got to Walgreens Rob got out of his truck, Emmett got out of his, and they
were talking back and forth. Hall said, "Emmett was really, really, really agitated." Hall said when they
were at Fred Meyer Emmett took four pills from a blue pack back in the back of the truck. Hall told us
Emmett is a body builder, but said she didn't know what they were. Hall said they were a prescription
made out to his brother. Hall again said she didn't know what they were, but said they were to build up
testosterone she thought.
Kandi Hall said before they got to Walgreens she told Emmett, "Listen to me, do not, okay you drop me
off and you leave, that's it, I don't want any fighting, I don't want nothing, it's ridiculous." Hall said
Emmett replied, "No, we'll see, we'll see." Hall responded to Emmett, "No, just drop me off and that's it."
Kandi Hall said Emmett and Rob, "started talking out there, and they were going back and forth, and
Emmett got in Rob's face, and then Rob got closer, and then Emmett got in his face more," and Emmett
said to Rob, "VI/hat, are you going to punch me, you gonna punch me?" Hall said Rob replied no, and
Emmett told Rob he would lose his job. Hall said Rob told Emmett, "I'm not a fool, I'm not going to punch
you."
Kandi Hall said Rob looked at her and asked her, "What Kandi, you're going be with this guy with five
kids?" Hall said she replied she wasn't going to be with anybody. Hall said Emmett looked at her and
she said, "I'm not with any, okay, I, I'm not, I'm going home to my family right now, and Rob you need to
come with me." Hall said, "I just turned around and I started, because I got aggravated, let's just forget it,
and I went in between them and I walked and then I, I heard gunshots and then I turned around and
they're both on the ground, that's all I know, that's it."
I told Kandi Hall that Rob's pick up was at the police department and we would be going through it. I told
Hall I could see Rob's cell phone in the console and asked if she knew the phone number. Hall told us it
was 407-67 43.
Investigator Scott Smith asked Hall about any e-mail addresses Rob has. Hall told us Rob's work e-mail
is
and their home e-mail i
Hall what e-mail addresses she uses. Hall said she
or her work e-mail.
We spoke with Kandi Hall about her meeting with Attorney Kevin Rogers. Scott Smith asked Hall if she
would be okay if we spoke with him. Smith asked Hall if Rogers felt he had an attorney client privilege
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with her would she be willing to waive that so we could speak with Rogers. Hall thought for awhile and
said she didn't know. Smith explained further and Hall said, "You know I'm going to have to say no right
now because I know that Emmett was saying things in there that were not right." As we spoke further
Hall told us, "Yeah, you might as well go ahead and talk, I mean if he'll let you talk to him." Hall said she
would tell Rogers it was okay if he called her.
Kandi H ~ m e phone number,- and her parents, Ken and Linda Ames, phone
number.Kandi Hall asked us if she could clarify something and be very truthful because she has nothing to hide.
Hall told us Emmett was so adamant that Rob pushed her around or hit her. Hall said, "Never did Rob
ever lay a hand on me, just please know that, ever. Emmett would always say, because if Robert, if we
got into an argument and Robert yelled, or, you know, raised his voice at me, Emmett, that to him was
abuse. And he would always call Rob an abuser. And Rob even asked me, because Emmett came to
my home three weeks before this."
Kandi Hall told us Emmett got into a confrontation with Rob, but it was not physical. Hall said Rob went
outside to ask Emmett why he was texting his wife at nine forty at night. Hall said Emmett would say it
was his phone so he can do what he wants on it. Hall said Rob told Emmett he could not text his wife at
night. Hall said Emmett told Rob if he wasn't such an abuser, and Rob looked at Emmett and asked him,
"Abuser?" Hall said Emmett told Rob that anyone who treats his wife like he does is an abuser. Hall said
Emmett would tell this to anyone who would listen, and told this to his brother, Jason, who Hall described
as a hothead. Hall told us she wants to make it very, very clear this is not true. Hall said, "Rob never
ever laid a hand on me, and I swear to you that."
I asked Kandi Hall why Emmett would do this. Hall said the way Emmett is, he doesn't even raise his
voice. Hall told us about a time when she and Rob got into an argument because Rob felt Kandi didn't
back him up when someone disrespected him. Hall said Rob yelled at her, and was livid and pointed his
finger at her. Hall said that was it, and said Rob has never touched her.
Kandi Hall told us she didn't know why Emmett would say this, other than Emmett thinking if Rob yells at
her he must be an abuser. Hall said this is not true. Hall said Emmett would tell her this, but said that's
the way Emmett was. Hall said Emmett was a wonderful man, but he was, "very aggressive, very, very,
very intense," and she understood this. Hall said Emmett's brother, Jason; was the same as Emmett. I
clarified with Hall that Jason was Emmett's stepbrother.
I told Kandi Hall I have spoken with Jason on the phone, but got a little sideways with him on some emails. Hall told us Jason is, "short fused." Hall said Emmett would say the same thing and said Emmett
told her Jason is ten times him.
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ere is e-mail a dresses. Hall said she didn't communicate with
mmett t rough these e-mails; they would text or call each other. Hall said she has a Facebook page,
Kandi Ames Hall, which she opened about a year ago, then deactivated for awhile. Hall said she was
back on for awhile then deactivated it on 3-12-11. Hall said Emmett's Facebook page was, Emmett
Corrigan. Hall gave us Emmett's cell phone number
Scott Smith and I gave Hall our business cards and talked about getting together for another meeting in a
few days. Hall to.Id us she didn't know if we have spoken to anyone for Rob. Hall said Rob has many
friends within the sheriff's office, and everywhere, who would be character witnesses. Hall told us Rob "is
just a fabulous guy." Hall told us she was sorry this happened.
I told Hall we're trying to make sense of what happened during those few moments in the parking lot. I
told Hall there was a lot going on in each of their lives. Hall told us, "I feel really responsible; I'm sorry,
really sorry, so sorry." Smith told Hall it was something she couldn't control. I told Hall it sounds like she
tried to control Emmett on the way back to Walgreens. Hall said she to Id him to back off and stop. Hall
told us even when Emmett was on the phone with Rob she slapped his arm and told him to stop. Hall
said she did this because she could see he was getting, "built up." Hall said she told Emmett to drop her
off on the other side of the building and go, but he wouldn't.
Kandi Hall went on and said, "But Rob did not have any intention to do it to him, oh my God no, no, no,
no, no, he did not." I told Hall that is what we are trying to make sense of. Hall said when Emmett came
to her house three weeks ago it, "intimidated the hell out of Rob." Hall said Rob came in afterward and
told her, "Kandi I, I can't compare, he said I can't compare." Hall said she told Rob she wasn't comparing
him and told Rob, "There's no comparison." Hall said she knew Rob knew Emmett was a, "hot head, big
time." Hall told us everybody knows that. Hall said, "I th ink he was just, you know, in the sense of, is
Emmett gonna, you know, come after him aggressive, I don't know, I don't know, but Rob had no
intentions of ever, ever, ever doing anything wrong, ever." Hall said, "If he did he would have just came
out and clocked him, I mean right off the bat, but he didn't."
I told Kandi Hall we plan to speak with people at the sheriff's office, and other people, and when we have
a better sense of what happened we'll get back with her.
Our interview ended at about 1100 hrs.
Kandi Hall called me a few minutes later and asked about picking up her paycheck. Hall returned to the
Meridian Police Department and I released her paycheck to her at about 1105 hrs. Hall signed a
property invoice for the check and I gave her a copy of the invoice.
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COMES NOW, Robert Dean Hall, by and through his attorneys of record, and hereby
submits this Memorandum of Law in Support of Defendant's Motion to Admit Various Items of
Evidence at trial. Robert Hall ("Hall") respectfully moves this Com1 for the admission of
evidence pursuant to Rules 404(a)(2), 404(b). 405(b) and 406 of the Idaho Rules of Evidence.
Moreover, Mr. Hall submits that all of the proffered evidence should be admitted because it is
critical to establishing a full and complete defense and a fundamentally fair trial in his case, as
guaranteed by the Sixth and Fourteenth Amendments of the United States Constitution and
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Article I I Section 13 of the Idaho State Constitution.' For the reasons discussed herein, Mr.
Hall's motion to should be granted.

I. BACKGROUND
A. Overview
On March 11, 2011, Meridian Police were dispatched to investigate a "shots fired"
report at the Walgreens drugstore at Linder and McMillan in Ada County, Idaho. Upon arrival
officers found Robert Hall (hereinafter 'Mr. Hall') semi-conscious and bleeding profusely from a
gunshot wound to his head; and decedent Emmett Corrigan lying on the ground with two
gunshot wounds, one in the head and one in the chest. Also present was Kandi Hall,
(hereinafter 'Kandi') wife of Robe11 Hall, and an employee of Emmett Corrigan. Kandi was
hysterical, but told the officers she turned around to walk to her car, then heard three shots,
turned back around to see Mr. Hall bleeding profusely, and Mr. Corrigan on the ground. She
said she ran to Mr. Corrigan 's side, called the police, and then ran to support Mr. Hall, who was
reeling around the parking lot.
At the hospital, police officers and the examining physician questioned Mr. Hall as to
what happened. Although he appears to go in and out of consciousness, Mr. Hall said he and
Mr. Corrigan had gotten into a fight over Kandi Hall. Mr. Hall said during the fight, his gun had
fallen out of his hoodie pocket, and Mr. Co1rigan got the gun and shot Mr. Hall. (Mr. Hall
believed Mr. Corrigan had shot him in the neck, although he was actually shot in the head.) He
did not remember how Mr. Corrigan was shot, nor who shot him.
Subsequent investigation revealed that Mr. Corrigan and Kandi had been involved in a
sexual and romantic affair since September 2010. Mr. Corrigan was pressuring Kandi to divorce
her husband, and said he would divorce his wife in the near future so the two of them could be
married.

In February 2011, Mr. Corrigan had come to Mr. Hall's house and had threatened

him, then bragged about the confrontation the next day to others in his law office, and also on
Corrigan's Facebook page.

The right to present a defense is protected by the Sixd1 Amendment of the United States Constitution and made
applicable to the states through the due process clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. Stale v. Meister, 148 Idaho
236,239 (2009) (citing Washington v. Texas, 388 U.S. 14, 19 (1967)). "This right is a fundamental element of due
process of law." Id. The right to present a defense Includes the right to offer testimony of witnesses, compel their
attendance, and to present the defendant's version of the facts "to the jury so it may decide where the truth lies." Id.
Moreover, the due process clause of the ·Fourteenth Amendment requires that criminal trials be fundamentally fair.
Schwartzmiller v. Winters, 99 Idaho 18, 19 ( 1978) (citing to the due process clause of the Fom1eenth Amendment
and Article I, Section 13 of the Idaho State Constitution).
1
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Mr. Corrigan and Kandi had met at the Walgreens about an hour prior to the shooting,
and had gone in Mr. Corrigan's truck to get gas and have sex. One of the Halls' daughters had
seen Kandi 's car as she was driving by the Walgreens. She told her father Kandi was at
Walgreens, and Mr. Hall drove to Walgreens to find her. The daughter called Kandi to see
where she was, and was told she was driving around with her friend Michelle.
As Kandi and Mr. Corrigan were coming back to Walgreens where Ms Hall had left her
car, Mr. Hall called her to see where she was. Kandi admitted to Mr. Hall that she was with Mr.
Corrigan. Kandi said Mr. Corrigan grabbed her phone from her, and threatened Mr. Hal I.
Kandi told Mr. Hall to wait at Walgreens, and said she would meet him there.
Kandi told the officers when they arrived at Walgreens, Mr. Hall and Mr. Corrigan began
arguing. Mr. Corrigan was shuffling his feet like a bull, pushing Mr. Hall in the chest,
threatening Mr. Hall, and demanding that Mr. Hall hit him, which Mr. Hall refused to do. Kandi
turned to walk away, heard a scuffling sound, then gunshots.
Officers also learned during the subsequent investigation that Mr. Corrigan was
aggressive and quick to get angry, and that he enjoyed getting into fights, and would often
scratch the ground with his feet and clench his fists when he was angry.
Mr. Corrigan's wife told officers she believed Mr. Corrigan was taking steroids, and that
he had become more and more aggressive over the preceding months. Kandi told the officers
Mr. CoITigan had taken two pills from each of two bottles in his backpack prior to the
confrontation with Mr. Hall. The State determined that one of the bottles contained
dehydrocholormethyltestosterone, an illegal steroid Mr. Corrigan had obtained from his stepbrother at a body building conference the two men attended March 2-8, 2011. Defense testing of
Mr. Corrigan 's urine taken during the autopsy confirmed the presence of steroids. While at the
body-building conference, Mr. Corrigan began a romantic and sexual liaison with a woman he
met at the conference. Mr. Corrigan continued to woo the woman by email, telephone, and text
messages while he was simultaneously arranging to meet Kandi and was urging Kandi to leave
her husband.
When officers told Mr. Corrigan's wife Mr. Corrigan was deceased, she said he had left
the house very angry and screamed at her: "I could kill all of you." Ms Corrigan was so
frightened she prayed in fear for her and her children's lives.

B. Relevant Evidence to Be Admitted (Exhibits t-19 attached as offers of proof)
Mr. Hall intends to introduce the following evidence with respect to Emmett Corrigan
("C01Tigan''). all of which was uncovered during the course of the investigation of this case:
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(1)

Evidence that on July 15, 2010, Conigan sent an email to his wife Ashlee
Conigan, and provided a copy of this email to Kandi Hall in February of
2011. The email details Corrigan's opinion of himself and shows his state
of mind ("I am childish and I do crazy stuff that is risky, I like to have an
adrenaline rush, I like to feel powerful ... I love to get into fights, I like
being hit in the face, I think insane things all the time .... ");

(2)

[Ex. JJ

Evidence that on March 11, 2011, while at home with his family,
Corrigan became upset, and up leaving his house to go to
Walgreens, he screamed a threatening statement directed at his
wife and children ("I could kill all of you."); [Ex. 2]

(3)

Evidence that on March 11, 2011, after Corrigan screamed a threatening
statement directed at his wife and children, Ashlee Corrigan prayed in fear
for her and her children's lives ("Ashlee disclosed ... that she was scared
for her life and had prayed that the Lord would take him [Emmett]
because she didn't want anything bad to happen to her family.") [Ex.3];

(4)

Evidence that Kandi Hall witnessed C01Tigan come to her house on or
about the middle of February 2011. Kandi witnessed Corrigan confront
Mr. Hall, scratch his feet on the ground 'like a bull' while hoping to
enticing Mr. Hall to fight; [Ex. 4]

(5)

Evidence that Corrigan informed his employee Chris Search that Corrigan
went to Mr. Hall's house on or about the middle of February 2011, and got
in Mr. Hall's face, lowered his head, and started scratching the ground
with his feet; [Ex.5]

(6)

Evidence that on February 25, 2011 and March 10, 2011, Corrigan made
statements on Facebook indicating his desire to fight a male whom
Corrigan had an altercation with on or about the middle of February 2011,
and indicating that Corrigan's physical presence caused fear and
apprehension in the male; [Ex.6]

(7)

Evidence that Cluis Search observed Corrigan scratching the ground with
his feet, clenching his fists, and lowering his head when Corrigan was
angry or upset; [Ex.7]

(8)

Evidence that Chris Search observed Corrigan moving his feet and
"chucking" a pen across a room after Corrigan became upset; [Ex.8]
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(9)

Evidence that during the months prior to Corrigan's death, CotTigan
informed Chris Search that Corrigan wanted to hurt Mr. Hall each time
Kandi Hall was tearful due to something Conigan believed Mr. Hall did
or said; [Ex. 9]

(10)

Evidence that Chris Search observed that Corrigan "llas a temper" and is
"very quick to get angry"; [Ex. 5, above]

( I I)

Evidence that during the months prior to his death, Corrigan displayed an
angry temperament while with Ashlee Corrigan; [Ex. 1O]

( 12)

Evidence that during the months prior to his death, Corrigan threatened his
wife Ashlee CotTigan, and her family; [Ex. 2 above]

( 13)

Evidence that Corrigan arranged for Kandi Hall to meet an attorney and
was "pushing" her to get a divorce from Mr. Hall; [Ex. 11]

(14)

Evidence that on March 11, 2011, while Kandi Hall was traveling with
Corrigan in his truck, Mr. Hall called Kandi on her ceJI phone and
Corrigan took the phone and made a threatening statement directed at Mr.
Hall ("I'll f*ing break your head/'). Kandi also witnessed Corrigan make
the same threatening statement to Mr. Hall during Corrigan 's
confrontation with Mr. Hall at Walgreens that night. Kandi further
observed Corrigan make statements towards Mr. Hall enticing Mr. Hall to
fight ("come on f*ing big guy, come on,');

( 15)

[Ex. 12]

Evidence that on March 11, 2011, Kandi Hall observed Corrigan pushing
Mr. Hall in the chest with both hands, swaying, scratching his feet on the
ground, and verbally enticing Mr. Hall to hit him when he confronted Mr.
Hall at Walgreen's; [Ex. 13]

(16)

Evidence Corrigan was using illegal steroids, and had taken two steroid
pills right before confronting Mr. Hall; [Ex. 14, 15, 16]

(17)

Evidence Corrigan, who had a prescription for Adderall, was seeking
additional Adderall from Kelly Reiker and Michelle Hannah Goodwin
Brook; [Police interviews with Reik.er. Brook]

(18)

Evidence Corrigan had begun another sexual affair with a woman he met
the week prior tu his death, and was carrying on the affair lhrough texting
while simultaneously urging Kandi Hall to leave her husband for
Corrigan; [Ex. 14, 17, phone logs]
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(I 9)

Evidence Corrigan bragged to clients and co-workers about his affair with
Kandi Hall, and exhibited public displays of affection toward Kandi Hall
in the presence of clients and co-workers; [Ex. 18]

(20)

'Evidence Corrigan and Kandi Hall had sex immediately prior to Corrigan
confronting Mr. Hall at Walgreen's. [Ex. 19]

The above-I isted evidence is relevant for purposes of establishing: ( 1) that Corrigan had a
reputation for being violent, aggressive, and quan-elsome towards others; (2) other act evidence
of a material point in Mr. Hall's case, other than to prove propensity, pursuant to I.R.E. 404(b);
(3) Con-igan' s habitual response of reacting in a threatening and threatening manner when ang1y
or upset; (4) evidence that Corrigan's behavior was irrational and obsessive, especially as it
related to Kandi Hall. Therefore, it would be proper to hold that all of the above listed evidence
is admissible pursuant to Rules 404(a)(2), 404(b), 405(b) and 406 of the Idaho Rules of
Evidence, at trial ..
Moreover, Mr. Hall submits that all of the proffered evidence should be admitted because it is
critical to establishing a full and complete defense and a fundamentally fair trial in his case, as
guaranteed by the Sixth and Fourteenth Amendments of the United States Constitution and
Article 1, Section 13 of the Idaho State Constitution. For the reasons discussed herein, Mr. Hall's
motion should be granted.

I.

LEGAL ANALYSIS

A. Evidence that Corrigan had a reputation for being violent, aggressive, and
quarrelsome towards others is properly admitted pursuant to Idaho Rules of
Evidence 404(a)(2).

Mr. Hall's defense rests upon his ability to establish that Corrigan was the aggressor on
the night of March 11, 2011, and that Corrigan was irrationally spiraling out of control in his
personal and professional relationships. I.R.E 404(a)(2) allows for character evidence of
Corrigan to be admitted to establish that Corrigan was in fact the aggressor. As the aboveproffered evidence establishes, multiple individuals observed Corrigan's violent, aggressive, and
quarrelsome conduct towards others. Corrigan himself acknowledges that he displays these
particular traits of character in his email. Mr. Hall submits that all opinion and reputation
evidence listed-above is properly admitted under Rule 404(a)(2). Furthermore, since Mr. Hall's
defense rests upon his ability to establish that Corrigan was the aggressor, and had been acting
irratio11ally, this evidence is critical to establishing a full and complete defense and ensuring he
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receives a fundamentally fair trial, as guaranteed by the Sixth and Fourteenth Amendments of
the United States Constitution and A11icle I, Section 13 of the Idaho State Constitution.
As a general matter, Idaho Rule of Evidence 404(a) provides that evidence concerning a
person's character or a particular trait of character is not admissible for the purpose of proving
that the person acted in conformity therewith on a particular occasion.

However, I.R.E.

404(a)(2) is an exception to this rule, and allows evidence of a pertinent character trait of a
victim when such evidence is offered by the accused to prove conduct.

Evidence of the

character of a homicide victim "may serve to buttress a claim of self-defense and to establish
that the victim was the first aggressor." State v. Hernandez, 133 Idaho 576, 584 (Ct. App. 1999)
(internal quotation and citation omitted). The pertinent character trait may be established "by
testimony as to the person's reputation or by testimony in the form of an opinion. Id. (citing
I.R.E. 405; Stale v. Dallas, 109 Idaho 670, 679 n. 3(1985)). "[W]hether the defendant knew of
the victim's character at the time of the crime has no bearing on whether victim character
evidence should come in under section 404(a)(2)." Id.
In Hernandez, the Idaho Court of Appeals held that the district com1 erred when it
excluded evidence of the victim's reputation for violence on the ground that the defendant was
unaware of the victim's reputation at the time of the incident. 133 Idaho at 585. The defendant,
who was convicted of aggravated assault, intended to present evidence regarding the victim's
reputation for violence. The defendant argued that such evidence was relevant to establish the
defendant's claim of self-defense because it was probative on the question of who was the first
aggressor. Id. at 583. 2 The district com1 held that testimony regarding the victim's propensity for
violence would only be relevant if the defendant was aware of the victim's reputation at the time
of the altercation, and excluded the character evidence. Id. On appeal, the Idaho Court of
Appeals explained:
The fact that section 404(a)(2) is an exception to the rule against introducing
character evidence to imply that a person acted in conformity with that character
on a particular occasion suggests that the very purpose of victim character
evidence is to suggest to the jury that the victim did indeed act in conformity with
his violent character at the time of the alleged crime against him. The purpose is
not to provide insight into the reasonableness of the thought process of the
defendant. Thus, whether the defendant knew of the victim's character at the time
of the crime has no bearing on whether victim character evidence should come in
under section 404(a)(2).

The defendant informed the district court that a police officer was prepared to testify that law enforcement would only
approach the victim with great caution. Id. at 583.
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Id. (internal citations omitted). Given that the defendant intended to offer the evidence under
Rule 404(a)(2) to establish that the victim was the first aggressor, the Idaho Court of Appeals
concluded that the district court erred in excluding evidence regarding the victim's reputation for
violence. Id. at 585.
In State v. Custodio, the Idaho Court of Appeals concluded that evidence is admissible
under 404(a)(2) to prove that a victim acted consistently with a pertinent character trait, but such
evidence is limited to opinion and reputation evidence. 136 Idaho 197, 203-04 (Ct. App. 2001)
(ruling that the victims' violent character was relevant to show the victims acted in conformity
therewith under 404(a)(2), but it was not an essential element of a self-defense claim for
purposes of 405(b), therefore, specific instances of conduct could not be admitted).
As Hernandez and Custodio make clear, it is appropriate for this Court to admit all of the
opinion and reputation evidence Jisted-above, as it is relevant to prove that Corrigan acted in
confo1mity with his violent, aggressive, and quaITelsome character on the night of his death, and
thus, establishing that Corrigan was the aggressor. As the court in Hernandez explained, il makes
no difference whether Mr. Hall was aware of this evidence prior to the incident.
As the above-proffered evidence establishes, multiple individuals observed Corrigan's
violent, aggressive, and quarrelsome conduct towards others. Ashlee Corrigan and her children
were threatened by Corrigan on the night of his death. She was so fearful that she prayed to the
Lord to take Corrigan and save her family. Her testimony regarding Corrigan's violent and
aggressive character is certainly relevant. Chris Search witnessed Corrigan's violent and
aggressive character. Search also knew that Corrigan was quarrelsome towards others,
specifically Mr. Hall. Search's testimony regarding Corrigan's violent, aggressive, and
quarrelsomeness towards others is relevant in this case. Kandi Hall witnessed Corrigan's violent,
aggressive, and quarrelsome conduct directed towards Mr. Hall. This occurred on multiple
occasions. Kandi Hall's opinion and reputation testimony regarding Corrigan•s violent,
aggressive, and quarrelsome character is relevant in this case. Finally, Corrigan himself detailed
his opinion of his own character in his email he sent to his wife on July 15, 2010, and later
provided a copy to Kandi Hall in February 2011, which she provided to the police .. The email
explains that it is intended to be "a little summary of how I became me." Corrigan certainly
knew his own conduct and actions. The email details Corrigan's opinion that he is violent,
aggressive, and quarrelsome towards others, and makes no apologies for displaying these traits.
In Corrigan's own words he states: "I love to get into fights, I like being hit in the face." Thus,
Co11'igan's email of his opinion of himself is highly relevant in this case. Mr. Hall submits that
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all opinion and reputation evidence listed-above is properly admitted under Rule 404(a)(2).
Therefore, it is appropriate for this Com1 to admit all of the opinion and reputation evidence
listed-above, as it is relevant to prove that Con·igan acted in conformity with his violent,
aggressive, and quarrelsome character on the night of his death, and thus, establishing that
Corrigan was the aggressor.
Furthermore, since Mr. Hall's defense rests upon his ability to establish that Corrigan
was the aggressor, this evidence is critical to establishing a full and complete defense and
ensuring he receives a fundamentally fair trial, as guaranteed by the Sixth and Fourteenth
Amendments of the United States Constitution and Article 1, Section I 3 of the Idaho State
Constitution.
B. Evidence that Corrigan committed violent, aggressive, and other acts are
properly admitted pursuant to Idaho Rules of Evidence 404(b)
Mr. Hall asserts that all of the above-listed evidence is properly admitted under I.R.E.

404(b) because it is probative of: (I) Corrigan's state of mind, intent, motive, and plan of
violence, aggressiveness, and quarrelsomeness towards Mr. Hall; (2) Mr. Hall's state of mind
and critical to corroborate his defense claim; and (3) the "complete story'' of events.
Furthem1ore, since Mr. Hall's defense rests upon his ability to establish that Corrigan was the
aggressor, and that Corrigan's behavior was increasingly erratic, irrational, obsessive and
frenzied. This evidence is critical to establishing a full and complete defense and ensuring he
receives a fundamentally fair trial, as guaranteed by the Sixth and Fourteenth Amendments of
the United States Constitution and Article 1, Section 13 of the Idaho State Constitution.
Rule 404(b) of the Idaho Rules of Evidence provides in pertinent part:
Evidence of other crimes, wrongs, or acts is not admissible to prove the
character of a person in order to show that the person acted in conformity
therewith. It may, however, be admissible for other purposes, such as
proof of motive, opportunity, intent, preparation, plan, knowledge,
identity, or absence of mistake or accident ....
Thus, a victim's other acts may be admitted under Rule 404(b) only to the extent that
they are reJevant for a purpose other than character conformity. See Custodio, 136 Idaho 197
(noting that "admissibiJity of evidence of prior bad act on the part of the victims for purpose
other than to show that the victims acted in conformity therewith is governed by Rule 404(b)").
"The enumerated •other purposes' for which evidence of other crimes, wrongs or acts may be
admitted is not exhaustive." SI ale v. B/ackstead, 126 Idaho J4, 18 (Ct. App. J994 ).
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The decision of whether to admit evidence pursuant to Rule 404(b) involves a two-tiered
analysis. State v. Grist, 147 Idaho 49, 52 (2009). The first tier involves a two-part inquiry: {l)
whether there is sufficient evidence to establish the prior acts as fact; and (2) whether the acts are
relevant to a material disputed issue concerning the crime charged, other than propensity. id. The
second tier of the inquiry requires the district court to balance whether the probative value is
substantially outweighed by the danger of unfair prejudice. Id .

.L

There is sufficient evidence to prove that the specific acts occurred

Other act evidence is admissible if a jury can reasonably conclude that the act occurred
and the alleged actor committed the act. Cook v. State, 149 Idaho 233,238 (Ct. App. 2010); see

Huddleston v. United States, 485 U.S. 681, 690 (1998).
Here, a jury could reasonably conclude that the acts occurred and Corrigan committed the
acts: (l) Corrigan's email was sent to Ashlee Coll'igan by Corrigan and given to Kandi Hall by
Co11'igan; (2) Ashlee Corrigan was so fearful from Corrigan's threat of violence that she prayed
to the Lord to take Corrigan, her husband; (3) Kandi Hall witnessed the events on the night
Corrigan confronted Mr. Hall at Mr. Hall's home, and Con-igan confinned and transmitted these
events on electronic social media (Facebook) and detailed the events to Chris Search; (4)
Corrigan's habit of scratching the ground with his feet like a raging bull and reacting in a
threatening manner when angry was witnessed by Kandi Hall and Chris Search; (5) Con-igan's
hostility and animus towards Mr. Hall was observed by Kandi Hall and Chris Search; (6) the
aggressive and threatening conduct displayed by Corrigan on the night of his death was
stdkingly similar to his actions on the night Co11'igan went to Mr. Hall's home and consistent
with his habitual reaction when he was angered; (7) Co1Tigan 1s impulsive engaging in an affair
with yet another woman in the week prior to his death, while maintaining his affair with Kandi
HaJI has been verified by the woman, Co1Tigan's step-brother, and by Corrigan's texts to and
about the woman, (8) DNA testing establishes that Corrigan and Kandi engaged in sex the
evening Corrigan died (9) urine testing by the coroner established the presence of amphetamines
in Corrigan's urine, (I 0) and urine testing by defense established the presence of steroids in
Con·igan's urine. The proffered evidence regarding all of the proposed other acts evidence is
significantly more than the "unsubstantiated innuendo" that the Supreme Court was concerned
about in Huddleston. id. at 690.

1.. The prior acts are probative of a matel'ial point in this case
Mr. Hal] intends to introduce the above-described other acts evidence for pmposes of
establishing: (I) Corrigan's state of mind, intent, motive, and plan of violence, aggressiveness,
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and quarreJsomeness towards Mr. Hall and others; (2) Mr. Hall's state of mind and to
corroborate Mr. Hall's claim the he reasonably fea1·ed and reasonably acted; and (3) to present
the "complete story" of events in this case with facts estabJishing Corrigan's increasingly
frenzied, obsessive, and irrational behavior.

i. Co11'igan's specific acts are pl'Obative of his state of mind, intent,
motive, and plan of violence, aggressiveness, and quarrelsomeness
towards Mr. Hall
All of the proposed other acts evidence (listed-above) is probative of Corrigan's state of
mind, and his intent, motive, and pJan of violence, aggressiveness, and qua1Telsomeness towards
Mr. Hall, and is therefore, probative of a material issue in this case.
In Custodio, the Idaho Court of Appeals addressed the admissibility of other act evidence
under I.R.E. 404(b). 136 Idaho 197. There, the defendant shot and killed two men and wounded
a third individual shortly after returning to a house where the defendant had been involved in an
altercation. Id. at 200. The district court granted the State's motion to exclude specific character
evidence regarding the victims' propensities for violence. Id. at 201. 3 The defendant was
ultimately convicted for voluntary manslaughter, involuntary manslaughter, aggravated battery,
and burglary. Id.
On appeal, the defendant argued that the district cow1: erred in excluding testimony of a
specific act of prior aggressive conduct by the victims. Id. at 203. The defendant asserted that a
defense witness's testimony would have portrayed the stabbing of the witness by the victims as
being racially motivated, supporting his claim of self-defense. Id. Therefore, the defendant
argued that the excluded evidence was admissible under I.R.E. 404(b}, because it was relevant to
establish that the victims had a motive, intent, or plan to lure the defendant to their residence in
order to attack him based on his race. Id. at 204. The Idaho Court of Appeal ag1-eed with the
district court that the defendant failed to supp011 this claim with sufficient evidence. Id. at 20405. Upon review of the record the appellate court found: (l) that the defendant indicated that he
went to the residence to meet girls; (2) he was at the residence for several minutes prior to the
altercation, receiving a cigarette and using the victims' restroom; and (3) his arrival was
unplanned. Id. Based on this evidence, the court concluded that there was insufficient evidence
that racial animus provoked the confrontation giving rise to the shootings. ld. at 205.

However, the district court ruled that reputation and opinion testimony regarding the victims' propensities for violence
would be admissible at trial. Id.
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In Custodio, the Idaho Court of Appeals found the defendant's initial 404(b) argument
unpersuasive because the record in that case was completely devoid of any factual basis
suggesting that the victims had a motive, intent, or plan to lure the defendant to their residence
and attack him based on his race. 4 However, Idaho cases frequently support the position that a
person's other acts may be admitted into evidence to establish motive, intent, or plan on the part
of the actor under I.R.E 404(b). See State v. Labelle, 126 Idaho 564, 568 (1994) (holding that
prior acts of lewd conduct were admissible because they indicated a "continuous chain of
conduct" by the defendant); State v. Pugsley, 128 Idaho 168 (Ct. App. 1995) (holding that
testimony by a relative that had previously been raped by the defendant years earlier was
admissible as showing common scheme); State v. Mathews, 124 Idaho 806 (Ct. App. 1993)
(holding that testimony from girl that alleged she had previously been molested by the defendant
was admissible to show intent in sexual abuse case);
Similar to the case law in Idaho pursuant to 404(b), other jurisdictions have held that a
victim's other acts are admissible as probative of the victim's state of mind,5 intent, and motive
of aggression and violence towards a defendant and others.
For instance, in Torres v. State, the Court of Criminal Appeals of Texas held that if a
victim's other acts are relevant for a purpose other than to show character conformity,6 a
defendant claiming self-defense may introduce a victim's threats towards others to show that the
victim was the first aggressor. 71 S.W.3d 758 (Tex. Crim. App. 2002). There, the defendant and
his female companion, the victim's ex-girlfriend, stayed the night at her aunt's apartment. Id. at
759. The next morning the victim climbed a balcony and entered the apartment. As the female
companion was calling the police to report the intrusion, she heard a thwnp and two gun shots.
The victim was found with two bullet wounds, one of them fatal. The defendant was
subsequently apprehended and charged for the death of the victim. Id. At trial, the court
excluded testimony concerning the victim's threat of harm to a defense witness and her

In fact, the trial transcripts in Custodio reveal that the proffered testimony from the defense witness would not have
supported his claim that the victims' had intended to attack the defendant based on racial animus. The defense witness
testified that he in fact was not aware of the victims, but had only learned of them while in jail. See Trial Trans., Vol.
Jll, p. 2929 L. IO - p. 2930, L. 5.(Attached as Exhibit 20 ).
The Supreme Court has found that evidence of extrinsic acts, such as the other acts evidence proffered in this case, "may
be critical to the establishment of the truth as to a disputed Issue, especially when that issue involves the actor's state
of in ind and the only means of ascertaining that mental state is by drawing inferences from that conduct." H11dlles/on,
iss U.S. at 687 (emphasis added).
The court cited to Rule 404(b) of the Texas Rules of Evidence in explaining that "specific acts are admissible only to
the extent that they are relevant for a purpose other than character confomlity." Id. at 76.
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children,7 which occurred a few days before the defendant shot and killed the victim. Id. at 75960. The Court of Criminal Appeals of Texas reversed this ruling on review. The court explained
that in the context of proving that the victim was the first aggressor when the defendant claims
self-defense, violent acts are relevant to show the victim's intent, motive, or state of mind. Id. at
760. The court acknowledged that in this context, the key issue is generally the state of mind of
the victim, and therefore, the accused need not have knowledge of the victim's violent or
aggressive acts. Id. at 761. Thus, the court concluded that it was error to exclude the proffered
evidence at the defendant's trial, finding:
[T]he proffered testimony revealed that, two days before he was killed, [the
victim] entered the apartment by climbing through a window. He threatened [the
defense witness] and her children that "he would do something to [them]" if she
did not tell him where [his ex-girlfriend] was. This shows a mind set of violence
against those who might stand between him and [his ex-girlfriend]. It could
also explain (the , ictim's] unorthodox entry by demonstrating the intent or
motive of getting back with fhis ex-girlfriend] one way 01· another, or keeping
others away from [his ex-girlfriend] by violence if necessary. Because the
proffered testimony was probative of the deceased's state of mind, intent, and
motive, we hold that the Com1 of Appeals erred in concluding that the evidence
was relevant only to character confonnity.
1

Id. at 762.

Similarly, in Behanna v. Stale, the victim walked across the street from his apartment to
the property where the defendant worked. The victim appeared to be agitated and angry and was
described as behaving enatically. 985 So. 2d 550, 551 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 2d Dist. 2007). When
defendant went outside and requested that the victim leave the property, the victim subsequently:
(1) chest-hutted the defendant; (2) grabbed the defendant and threw him to the ground; and (3)

slammed the defendant against a post. Id. at 551-52. After this altercation, the victim ran off the
property down the street and the defendant chased after him because the police had been called.

Id. at 552. After locating and approaching the victim, the defendant testified that he was being
chocked by the victim and in fear for his life when he stabbed the victim, causing the victim's
death. Id. at 552-53. The trial cou11 excluded evidence that the victim had beaten up his male
roommate and a woman at his apartment before he walked to the defendant's workplace. Id. at
554. This evidence was excluded on the basis that the defendant was not aware of the victim's
7

The defense witness was the aunt of the defendant's female companion. She testified, outside the presence of the jury,
"that a few days before [the victim] was killed, he climbed through an apartment window and asked where [his ex.girlfriend] was. When {the defense witness] responded that she did not know, [the victim] said, •tfyou don't tell me, 1'm
going to do something to you and your kids.' " Id. at 759-60.
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conduct before the defendant's encounter with the victim. Id. On appeal, the District Court of
Appeal of Florida found that the excluded evidence revealed an ongoing course of violent
conduct by the victim. Id. at 557. Thus, the comi concluded that evidence that the victim had
engaged in violent conduct with two people before the defendant stabbed and killed the victim
was admissible as inextricably inte1twined to show the entire context of events and probative of
the victim's state of mind, explaining the victim's aggression toward the defendant. Id. at 55657.

In Sanders v. State, the defendant poured a pot of hot cooking oil on her husband causing
his death, and she was subsequently convicted for his murder. 2011 WL 813454 (Miss. Ct. App.
June 21, 2011 ). The defendant argued on appeal that the trial comt erred when it excluded
testimony that her husband had raped their daughter on the night of the incident and testimony
that her husband had threatened to kill her. Id. at *1-4. At trial her attorney attempted to proffer
testimony in support of an element of her self-defense claim - a reasonable fear of ha1m for her
and her children. Id. at *26. The appellate comi disagreed with the exclusion of the rape
evidence. The court found that the sexual assault was admissible to show the victim's intent and
plan to harm the defendant and her children under Rule 404(b) of the Mississippi Rules of
Evidence. Id. at 30-32. The court further explained that this evidence explained the crucial
incident that caused the defendant's reasonable fear and directly related to her self-defense and
defense of others claim. Id. at *32. The court also found that the victim had threatened the
defendant on previous occasions and the night of the incident. The court concluded that the
exclusion of this evidence "prevented the jury from fully understanding [the victim's] state of
mind and intention to kill [defendant}, [defendant's] state of mind during the attack, and the
grounds for her reasonable apprehension that she and her children were in serious danger." Id. at

*37-38.
Similar to the facts in Torres, Behanna, and Sanders, Mr. Hall asserts that Corrigan was
the aggressor in this case, and therefore, CotTigan's other acts should be admitted as relevant to
establish Conigan's state of mind, intent, motive, and plan of violence, aggressiveness, and
quarrelsomeness towards Mr. Hall. As the court in Torres correctly explained, the defendant
need not have knowledge of the victim's other acts because it is the victim's state of mind at
•

issue.

8

8

In Hernandez, supra, the Idaho Court of Appeals made a similar ruling in the context of Rule 404(a)(2) to prove
propensity. 133 Idaho at S83-8S. However, the same reasoning can be applied to the rubric of Rule 404(b), as explained
by the court in Torres.
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Similar to Torres and Sanders, evidence of Corrigan's threats and threatening behavior
directed towards his wife, children, family, and Mr. HaJJ are relevant in this case to show
Corrigan 's mind set of violence, aggressiveness, and quarrelsomeness towards Mr. Hall. Similar
to Behanna and Sanders, Con·igan's violent and aggressive acts directed towards Mr. Hall and
others are relevant in this case to explain Con-igan's state of mind of violence, aggression, and
quan-elsomeness towards Mr. Hall.
Unlike the facts in Custodio, the proffered evidence here is relevant because it shows
Corrigan's state of mind, intent, motive, and plan of violence, aggressiveness, and
quarrelsomeness towards Mr. Hall. Unlike Custodio, Corrigan and Mr. Hall had multiple
encounters and interactions which were not casual and affable in nature. These encounters and
interactions incJude Co1Tigan: arriving at Mr. Hall's home to confront and challenge him,
displaying threatening conduct towards Mr. Hall, threatening Mr. Hall with violence, enticing

Mr. Hall to fight on more than one occasion, and publicly displaying that he desired to fight Mr.
Hall. These encounters and Corrigan's prior conduct towards Mr. Hall can hardly be
characterized as "unplanned" as in Custodio. In fact, Co1Tigan himself explained to Chris Search
that he wanted to hurt Mr. Hall. Corrigan also ammged for Kandi Hall to see an attorney and was
"pushing" her to get a divorce. Thus, unlike Custodio, the evidence here is relevant to show
Corrigan 's state of mind, intent, motive, and plan of violence, aggressiveness, and
quarrelsomeness towards Mr. Hall, unlike the unfounded alleged "plan" in Custodio.
In summary, all of the proposed other acts evidence (listed-above) is probative of
Corrigan's state of mind, intent, motive, and plan of violence, aggressiveness, and
quarrelsomeness towards Mr. Hall, and is therefore, probative of a material issue in this case.
11.

Corrigan's other acts are probative of Mr. Hall's state of mind and
critical to conoborate Mr. Hall's claim that he reasonably feared
Corrigan and reasonably believed that force was necessary to repel
Corrigan's attack

All of the proposed other acts evidence is probative of Mr. Hall's state of mind and
cl'itical to corroborate Mr. Hall's defense, and therefore, is probative of a material issue in this
case.

In Custodio, the defendant m·gued that the excluded evidence9 was relevant to the
defendant's state of mind in support of his claim of self-defense - that his fear and actions in

9

As addressed above, the excluded evidence was testimony regarding a specific instance of violence by the victims'.
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defending himself were reasonable. 136 Idaho at 205. 10 The Idaho Court of Appeals examined
this specific evidentiary issue under Rule 404(b). Id. The court agreed with the district com1's
conclusion that the defendant's knowledge of the victims' prior violent act was relevant to
establish the defendant's state of mind, but extrinsic evidence tending to prove or disprove the
truth of such knowledge was irrelevant. The appellate court explained:
The challenged evidence in this case consisted of a third person's recollections
regarding an alleged stabbing by the victims. However, the recollections of a third
person are, by their very nature, incapable of proving a defendant's state of mind .
. . . [The defendant's] actions in this case could not have been influenced by the
evidence contained in the excluded testimony as it related solely to the
perceptions and recollections of the third person and not to [the defendant's]
knowledge of the alleged incident. Because a person's mental state cannot be
proven through a third person's recollections of a prior incident, the challenged
evidence was not relevant to [the defendant's] mental state at the time of the
shootings.

Id. at 205-06.
In Custodio the court held that the only function of the proffered evidence would have
been to show the defendant's state of mind, and since the excluded evidence consisted of a third
person's recollection, the excluded testimony proved nothing as to the defendant's state of mind.
The Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals, sitting en bane, reversed a similar ruling excluding extrinsic
evidence under F.R.E. 404(b) in a self-defense case. United States v. James, 169 F.3d 1210 (9th
Cir. 1999).
In James, the defendant claimed self-defense to the charge of aiding and abetting
manslaughter. Id. at 1211. The district court ruled that the defendant could testify about the
victim's p1ior acts of violence II to show her state of mind at the time the defendant handed her
daughter a gun which was used to shoot and kill the victim. However, the district court precluded
her from introducing court documents, a presentence repm1, and two police reports because these
records had not been seen by the defendant prior to the incident, and thus, could not have
10

In Custodio, the defendant alleged that he had knowledge of the victims' slabbing incident prior to the shoolings. /d.
In Hernandez, the Jdaho Court of Appeals concluded that the defendant must have knowledge of a victim's violent
reputation or acts when evidence is offered to support the element of self-defense that the defendant's fear and actions
were re11sonable. Hermmdez, 133 ldaho at584-85. The court in Hernumlez reasoned, "[w]hen evidence is ofa victim's
violent or aggressive nature is offered for this ... purpose, the evidence is admissible only if it is shown that the
defendant was aware of the victim's violent character, for otherwise the defendant's actions could not have been
jpfluenced by it. Id. at 585.
The victim !old the defendant that he: (I) had killed a man and got away with it; (2) sold a man a fake watch and then
stabbed him in the neck with a pen; (3) beat a man unconscious with a side view mirror; and (4) robbed an old man with
n knife. Id. at 1211. The defendant had also been raped and beaten by the victim on prior occasions and she had
witnessed him bea1 up a fried and randomly fight slrangers. Id.
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affected her state of mind. Id. at 1213-14. The defendant was subsequently convicted. Id. at
1214. On appeal, the Ninth Circuit found that the district court's interpretation regarding the
proffered evidence was too narrow. The court found that the excluded evidence had two
legitimate functions: (I) corroborating her testimony; and (2) conoborating her reason for fear.
Id. Thus, the com1 concluded that the extrinsic evidence concerning the victim's past violent acts

were admissible as relevant under F.R.E. 404(b). Id. at 1215. The Ninth Circuit subsequently
confirmed the ruling in James in United States v. Saenz, 179 F.3d 686 (9th Cir. 1999). There, the
court explained that it had previously held that in self-defense cases, extrinsic corroborating
evidence of a victim's prior acts of violence was admissible to establish a defendant's state of
mind under 404(b). Id. at 688-89 (citing James, 169 F.3d J210)Y Idaho cases have similarly
found that witness testimony of other acts is relevant under Rule 404(b) to establish credibility.
See generally Stale v. Hoots, 131 Idaho 592 (1998) (finding that prior uncharged sexual

misconduct with another minor testifying to defendant's sexually suggestive comments was
relevant to establish credibility of victim's testimony); Labelle, J26 Idaho 564 (affirming district
court's ruling that evidence that defendant engaged in other lewd conduct was relevant to
establish credibility of victims pursuant to 404(b)).
Even though the rulings in James and Saenz concerned evidentiary analysis pursuant to
Rule 404(b) of Federal Rules of Evidence, the Ninth Circuit subsequently ruled that the
exclusion of extrinsic corroborating evidence in self-defense cases constitutes a denial of due
process. DePetris v. Kuykendall, 239 F.3d 1057 (9th Cir. 2001). In DePetris, the defendant
asse1ted self-defense in response to a charge of murder. Id. at 1058. The trial court excluded the
handwritten journal of the defendant's husband, the victim, which contained his "chilling
account of his violent behavior toward his first wife and others." Id. at 1059. The trial court also
excluded her testimony that she had read the journal before and during the maniage. On appeal,
the California Court of Appeal held that the journal and the defendant's testimony were
admissible, but found that the e1rnr in excluding the evidence was harmless because the jury had
heard other evidence concerning the victim's propensity for violence. Id. The Ninth Circuit
addressed the issue of the excluded evidence on collateral review. Id. at 1061.
First, the Ninth Circuit set forth the standard held by the Supreme Court in evaluating
whether the exclusion of evidence amounts to a constitutional violation, stating "[t]he Supreme
Court has made clear that the erroneous exclusion of c1itical, col'roborative defense evidence
ll

The court concluded, that having held the greater. it was now holding that a "defendant claiming self defense may show
his own slate of mind by testifying that he knew oflhe victim's prior acts of violence." Id. at 689.
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may violate both the Fifth Amendment due process right to a fair trial and the Sixth Amendment
right to present a defense." Id. at 1062 (citing Chambers v. Mississippi, 410 U.S. 284, 294
(1973); Washing/on, 388 U.S. at 18-19).
Based on this legal standard, the Ninth Circuit found that the exclusion of the journal and
the defendant's testimony was not merely evidentiary error, but "was of constitutional
dimension." Id. The court reasoned that the success of the defendant's defense "depended almost
entirely on the jury's believing her testimony about her state of mind at the time of the
shooting." Id. The comi found that exclusion of this evidence "went to the heart of the defense"
because it would have corroborated the defendant's testimony and shown her state of mind,
which was "an essential element of the defense." Id. at 1062-63. Thus, the court held that "that
the exclusion of this evidence violated [the defendant's] clearly established constitutional right
to due process of law~ the right to present a valid defense as established by the Supreme Court
in Chambers and Washington." Id. at 1063.
The court also held that the exclusion of this evidence had a substantial and injurious
effect on the verdict. Id. at 1063-64. The court reasoned that the defendant's state of mind was
the critical issue because her case "would rise or fall on whether the jury would believe that [the
defendant] acted in actual fear of imminent harm from her husband when she shot him ...." id.
at 1063. Proof of her credibility was cmcial because it corroborated defendant's fear. Moreover,
the evidence permitted at trial showing the victim's violence did not cure the harm caused by
excluding the journal evidence. The court noted that the jury did hear testimony from her
parents, her half-sister, and a friend regarding her husband's violence. Id. However, this
evidence was subject to attack on grounds of bias or self-interest, unlike the excluded evidence,
which was the only unbiased source of corroborating her testimony. Id. at I 063-64 (quoting with
approval dissenting language in People v. DePetris, No. A07 I092, slip op. at 20 (Cal. App. Ct.
Nov. 20, 1996)). "Indeed, it was from the victim himself." Id. at 1064. Thus, the Ninth Circuit
concluded that:
[T]he erroneous exclusion of both the joumal evidence and any references to it especially petitioner's own testimony about it - unconstitutionally interfered with
her ability to defend against the charges against her. The preclusion of this highly
probative evidence went to the crux of the case, and the harm caused by its
exclusion was not cured by the receipt of other evidence that was significantly
less compelling. Petitioner has shown that her trial was substantially and
injuriously affected by the elroneous ruling ...
Id. at 1065.
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Similar to the ruling in Custodio, all of the above-listed evidence in this case is relevant
under 404(b) because it establishes Mr. Hall's state of mind. However in contrast to Custodio,
where the defendant alleged he was made aware of the victims' prior violent conduct on the
night before he shot the victims, 13 Mr. Hall had directly experienced Corrigan's violent,
aggressive, and quarrelsome conduct. As was addressed in Section 1IB(2)(i), above, Mr. Hall
was well aware of Corrigan's violent, aggressive, and quarrelsome reputation and conduct
because he had multiple encounters and interactions where Corrigan displayed these traits and
directed his vitriol towards Mr. Hall. If the defendant's state of mind in Custodio can be affected
by an alleged reference to a previous act of violence by the victims in that case, surely Mr. Hall's
state of mind during the night of Corrigan's death was affected by all of the other act evidence
listed-above.
In addition, it is critical that the above-listed evidence be admitted in this case to
corroborate Mr. Hall's claim that he feared for his life. Corroboration was not critical m
Custodio, because the defendant in that case was not subject to prior acts of violence from the

victims, he merely alleged that he was informed that "another man" was stabbed by one of the
victims. See Pretrial Trans., Vol. I, p. 272, L. 20- p. 273, L. 8. Similar to the facts in James, Mr.
Hall had directly experienced Corrigan's previous acts of threatening conduct, aggressiveness,
and quanelsomeness, as they were directed towards Mr. Hall. The defendant in James and Mr.
Hall had reason to fear based on personal experience. In James the Ninth Circuit found that
extrinsic evidence served to corroborate not only the defendant's testimony, but also her reason
for fear. Here, extrinsic evidence of Conigan's other acts serves to corroborate evidence of the
prior threatening and aggressive conduct directed towards Mr. Hali by Corrigan, and to
corroborate Mr. Hall's reason for fear.
Not only is aJJ of the above-listed evidence properly admitted under I.RE. 404(b) to
establish Mr. Hall's state of mind and conoborate his reason for fear, the exclusion of any
extrinsic corroborating evidence in this case would constitute a denial of due process. Similar to
the facts in DePetris, Mr. Hali seeks to admit an email written by Corrigan which contains his
"chilling account of his violent behavior." Similar to the reasoning in that case, the success of
Mr. HalJ's defense depends on the jury believing that he was in fear for his life. The email, as
well as all of the other acts evidence, is the "heart of the defense," because it corroborates his
IJ

During pretrial proceedings, defense counsel asserted that Custodio was infomled by one of the victims' brother, whom
Custodio was out with that night prior the shootings, that one of the victims had stabbed another guy at the house they
were visiting. See Pretrial Trans., Vol. I, p. 272, L. 20 - p. 273, L. 8 (Attached as Exhibit 21).
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testimony and shows Mr. Hall's state of mind. Like the facts in DePetris, Mr. Hall's state of
mind is a critical issue because his case will "rise or fall" on the jury believing that he acted in
fear. Similar to the reasoning in DePetris, admissibility of extrinsic evidence, such as Corrigan's
email and Facebook comments, are the only unbiased source of conoborating Mr. Hall's
defense. Thus, Mr. Hall has constitutional right to present all of the above-listed evidence, as it
corroborates his defense and reason for fear.
Thus, aIJ of the proposed other acts evidence (listed-above) is probative of Mr. Hall's
state of mind and critical to corroborate his defense, and therefore, is probative of a material
issue in this case.

iii. Corrigan's other acts are necessary to present the "complete story" of
events in this case
AJJ of the proposed other acts evidence is necessary to present a "complete story" of the
events in this case as the proffered evidence is "inextricably connected" with the criminal
charge, and therefore, is probative of a material issue in this case.
The Idaho Court of Appeals has found that other act evidence may be admissible under
Rule 404(b) to establish the "complete story" of the circumstances surrounding a crime.
Blackstead, 126 Idaho 14; see also State v. Cherry, 139 Idaho 579, 584 (Ct. App. 2003) (holding
evidence of an arrest for trespass three days prior to defendant shooting the victim was
admissible to show defendant had a motive to harm victim and "provide the jury a more
complete picture of the hostility that existed between [the defendant and victim]").

In Blackstead, the defendant was convicted of lewd conduct with a minor. According to
the victim, the defendant hired her to assist him with painting his hallway. While she was in the
house, he offered her marijuana and crank, which she accepted. While under the influence of
these substances, the defendant had sexual intercourse with her. The defendant subsequently
drove her home, paid her forty dollars, and gave her a bag of marijuana. The victim and her
friend testified that several days after this first sexual encounter, the defendant arrived at her
home and provided her and the friend with drngs, which they accepted. He then asked the victim
if she could "slip away for awhile." She declined and the defendant left. He was not charged
with any crime in connection with this incident. Id. at 16.
On appeal, the defendant argued that the district court erred in allowing testimony that he
used drugs and provided dnags to the victim because its only purpose was to impugn his
character and that he had a propensity to commit crimes. He argued that this was a violation of
Rule 404(b). Id. at 17. The appellate court noted that the district court admitted these uncharged
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acts as part of the "res gestae" of the crime. Id. The court agreed, and held that the alleged drug
use was "inextricably connected" with the charged sexual offense and was admissible to present
a "complete story" of the circumstances connected with the charged sexual offense. Id. at 18.
The court dismissed the defendant's argument that the need to present a complete story is not an
exception under 404(b). The court explained:
This argument ignores the plain language of I.R.E. 404(b) which prohibits such
evidence only where its sole purpose is to show propensity or character. The
enumerated 'other purposes' for which evidence of other crimes, wrongs, or acts
may be admitted is not exhaustive.

Id. (internal citations omitted).
The appellate court's ruling in Blackstead is similar to the ruling in Behanna, supra. In

Behanna, the court concluded that evidence that the victim had engaged in violent conduct with
two people before the defendant stabbed and killed the victim revealed an ongoing course of
violent conduct. Thus, it and was admissible as inextricably intertwined to show the entire
context of events and was probative of the victim's state of mind, explaining the victim's
aggression toward the defendant. 985 So.2d at 556-57.
Similar to the facts in B/ackstead and Behanna, all of the above-listed evidence is
relevant for purposes of presenting a complete story of the events in this case as the proffered
evidence was inextricably connected with the criminal charge in this case.
3. The probative value of the prior acts evidence far exceeds the danger of unfair
prejudice
Pursuant to Idaho Rules of Evidence 403, the Court has the discretion to exclude other
acts evidence on the grounds that the probative value is substantially outweighed by the danger
of unfair prejudice.
The probative value of Corrigan's other acts far outweighs the danger of unfair prejudice.
Indeed, if the evidence is damaging, it is precisely because of its probative value in showing
Corrigan's state of mind, intent, motive, and plan of violence, aggressiveness, and
quarrelsomeness towards Mr. Hall, and not because of a collateral or otherwise unfair negative
impact. Thus, the evidence is proper under Rule 403 as well as under Rule 404(b), and should be
admitted.

C. Evidence of Coa·rigan's habitual response of reacting in a threatening and
aggressive manner when upset and angry
Mr. Hall's defense rests upon his ability to establish that Corrigan was the aggressor on
the night of March 11, 2011. Corrigan 's habitual response of reacting in a threatening manner
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when upset and angry is properly admissible pursuant to l.R.E. 406. Moreover, Mr. Hall has
constitutional due process right to present Corrigan' s habit of reacting threateningly and
aggressively when upset and angry, as it corroborntes Mr. Hall's defense and reason for fear.
Idaho Rules of Evidence 406 provides:
Evidence of a habit of a person or of the routine practice of an organization,
whether conobornted or not and regardless of the presence of eyewitnesses, is
relevant to prove that the conduct of the person or organization on a particular
occasion was in confonnity with the habit or routine practice.
Thus, Rule 406 clearly allows for the admissibility of habit testimony. "A 'habit' is a
person's regular practice of responding to a particular situation with a specific kind of conduct.
The existence of a personal habit may be established by a knowledgeable witness' testimony that
there was such a habit." State v. Rodriguez, 118 Idaho 948, 951 (Ct. App. 1990) (internal
citations omitted).
In Dietz v. State, the defendant asserted self-defense is response to a charge of assaulting
his wife. 123 S.W.3d 528 (Tex. App. - San Antonio 2003). There, the defendant and his wife
were hosting a party and had been drinking. Id. at 529. After the last guest left, there was a
physical altercation between the couple resulting in injuries to both parties. Id. at 529-30. The
victim testified that the defendant accused her of "being with somebody," hit her in the face,
knocked her to the ground, and kept hitting her. After the defendant got up, the victim ran to the
neighbor's house and police were called. Id. at 529. The defendant testified that the victim was
passed out when the last guest left and he approached her to inquire "about her going to be with
her boyfriend." Id. at 530. The victim opened her eyes, started to scream, bit the defendant in the
stomach, scratched him, and started to hit and kick him. The defendant reacted by grabbing her
wrists and they fell to the ground. At that point the victim started to bite the defendant's thumb,
and the defendant struck the victim to get his finger free. Id. at 530-31. The defendant was
subsequently convicted. Id.
On appeal, the defendant alleged that the trial com1 erred in precluding him from
presenting a complete defense in violation of his constitutional right to due process. Id. at 531.
Specifically, the defendant argued that the trial court should have pennitted testimony regarding
the victim's habitual response of violence and aggression during arguments. Id. at 532-33. The
court stated that in order for the excluded evidence to be admissible as evidence of habit
pursuant to Texas Rule of Evidence 406, the defendant was required lo demonstrate "a regular
practice of meeting a particular kind of situation with a specific kind of conduct." Id. at 533
(internal quotation and citations omitted). The court found that the record reflected that the
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victim would aggressively react during arguments and the excluded evidence should have been
admitted under Rule 406. Moreover, in addressing whether the excluded evidence was of
constitutional magnitude, the court found that the victim's habitual response of aggressive
behavior was critical to the defendanCs claim of self-defense - to determine whether the victim
was the aggressor. Id. at 532-33. The court concluded:
[T]he success of [defendant's] defense depended almost entirely on the jury's
believing his testimony that [the victim] was the aggressor. [The victim's] habit
of aggressive behavior goes to the heart of [the defendant's] defense because it
would have corroborated [his] testimony. The habit evidence was critical,
corroborative evidence. Because the exclusion of habit evidence significantly
undermined a fundamental element of [the defendant's] defense, we hold that the
error was of constitutional dimension.
Id. at 533.

Similar to the facts in Dietz, the proffered evidence in this case demonstrates that
Corrigan had a habit of reacting threateningly and aggressively when he became upset or angry.
On March 11, 2011, while at home with his family, Con·igan became upset, and upon leaving the
house for Walgreens screamed a threatening statement towards his family ("I could kill all of
you."). Chris Search witnessed CoITigan move his feet and "chuck" a pen across a room after
becoming upset. Chris Search also observed that Corrigan would scratch his feet on the ground,
clench his fists, and lower his head when he was upset and angry. Chris Search also observed
Corrigan make threatening statements when upset and angry (i.e. Corrigan would mention
wanting to hurt Mr. Hall each time Kandi Hall was tearful). Kandi Hall observed similar habit
evidence displayed by Corrigan. Kandi witnessed Conigan scratching his feet on the ground,
display threatening and aggressive conduct (chest bumping and pushing), and make aggressive
and threatening statements when angry ("I'll fucking break your head," "come on fucking big
guy, come on"). All of this conduct demonstrates a regular practice of responding to a pruticular
situation (i.e. when upset and angry) with a specific kind of conduct (i.e. CotTigan would react in
a threatening and aggressive manner).
The proffered habit evidence is relevant for purposes of proving that Corrigan reacted in
a threatening and aggressive manner on the night of March 11, 2011. Similar to Dietz, Mr. Hall's
defense depends on the jury believing that Mr. Corrigan was the aggressor and Corrigan's
habitual reaction of threatening and aggressive conduct when angry would corroborate his
defense claim. Just like the victim in Dietz, Con-igan's habit of reacting in a threatening manner
when he was angry is critical corroborative evidence. The exclusion of Corrigan's habitual
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response of acting in a threatening manner when angry would undermine Mr. Hall's defense that
Corrigan was the first aggressor, a fundamental element of his defense.
Therefore, Corrigan's habitual response of reacting in a threatening manner is properly
admissible pursuant to I.R.E. 406. Moreover, Mr. Hall has a constitutional right to present
Corrigan's habit of reacting threateningly and aggressively when upset and angry, as it
corroborates his defense and reason for fear.

JV. CONCLUSION
For the reasons set forth above, Robert Hall respectfully requests that this Court grant
Defendant's Motion to Admit Evidence and admit the proffered evidence.
DATED this

fl_ day of £' da1:-v::css_9

, 2012.
1

-~By~~
ROBERT R. CHASTAIN
Attorney for Defendant

By~~~~
DEBORAHN.K
Attorney for Defendant
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called Kelly today saying Emmett and Kandi were going to have him serve Rob with papers.
Ashlee Corrigan responded to Ute law office. She was accompanied by her brother, Josh Harmon
and her step-father, L.J. Mftchell. I recorded the contact.
During a discussion, Ashlee said she had cancelled Kandi'& phone because they (Ashlee and
Emmett) had been paying for It. Ashlee verbally consented to a search of Emmett's computer.
She also signed a written consent form which I read to her. See attached. The written consent
covered Emmett's Toyota Tacoma truck, the Mac computer and a Mac laptop. Emmetf a laptop
was said to be currently In the possession of Emmett's father, Mike.
Ashlee said someone told hor that Emmett said he was filing a divorce for Kandi,
We discussed Emmett's step-brother coming to town tomorrow. Ashlee mentioned an emall she
received from Emmett's sister stating to the effect, If you would have been taking care of your
husband, this wouldn't have happened, this is your fault, should have been a better wife.

I asked Ashlee If she and Emmett were going to get a divorce. She said Emmett mentioned "stuff
Ilka that" In the past couple weeks. Ashlee said she would have fought a divorce. Ashlee was
going to counseling by herself; Emmett was not showing up. Ashlee said she was skeptical
about a relatlonshlp between Emmett and Kandi. Ashlee talked about receiving confirmation on
this from Kelly. We discussed this topic further.
Whlle discussing Emmett and Kandi, Ashlee said Emmett was a different person the paat few
couple of months. Ashlee spoke of Emmett not being himself. Emmett was threatening her and~
her family; and was so angry. Ashlee said this was not Emmett and she let go of her husband / \
about a month and a half ago. Ashlee had been grieving the loss of Emmett. Ashlee denied any
police Interaction during the last month or two. Ashlea said Emmett never hurt her. Ashlee said
the last thing Emmett said to her before ha left for Walgreen& on Friday was, screaming, 11 1could
klH all of you." Emmett was going to get medicine at Walgreen& and be back In five minutes.
Although somewhat Inaudible, Ashlee appeared to describe Emmett being gone many nights
during the last month and a half. Ashlee said Emmett was gone for two days without coming
home. Emmett retuned and said he was going to an event with his step brother.
Ashlee said she fou_nd steroids In Emmett's car. Ashlee said these were pllls In two contalners.t·
Ashlee appeared to say this was when she cleaned out the car during the time the truck was
purchased. She looked the pills up on-line and found them to be steroids. Emmett said they we
his friend's. Ashlee said Emmett was acting different and his body shape was different. A couple
of weeks ago, Ashlee found a prescription for ADHO medication. Although somewhat Inaudible,
Ashlee appeared to use the word 11speed" when talking about this medication. She said alcohol
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Corrlgan's and Kandi Hall's offices. I package these Items In separate evidence envelopes. I replaced
Hall's purse In Its original evidence bag.

I photocopied, and took a photo of the items removed from Robert Hall's pick up. Inside Hall's wallet I
located his Ada County Sheriff's ID card. I removed the ID card from Hall's wallet and created a separate
property sheet for this item, RT-1 OA. I packaged the items Into evidence envelopes.

R
t ok

hoto of the manila envelope, the two page letter, and the photo collage collected f r o m I took another photo of all the Items collected from the search warrant a t - . I
p o ocopled these items. I package these items into evidence envelopes a n d ~

I opened the plastic bag containing the separate paper bags of Emmett Corrigan's clothing I had
obtained from the coroner's office. I laid all the bags out and took a photo of them. I placed several of
these bags Into larger paper evidence bags. I packaged all the Items, except for Corrlgan's purple t-shlrt
and his white t-shlrt.
I laid the purple Hurley t-shlrt on fresh butcher paper with the front side up. I took photos of the front of
the t-shirt, and close up photos of the bullet hole and blood stains. I turned the t-shirt over and took a
photo of the back. I folded the t-shlrt and the butcher paper It laid on together.

I laid the white t~shirt on fresh butcher paper with the front side up. I took photos of the front of the t-shirt,
and close up photos of the bullet hole and blood stains. I turned the t-shlrt over and took a photo of the

back. I folded the t-shirt and the butcher paper It laid on together. I packaged the shirts.
I booked all the items described this date Into evidence.

3-21-11, Monday
At about 0735 hrs, I received a call from Boise Detective Rick Durbin. Detective Durbin told me he found
an e-mail, dated 3-1-11, from a Melissa Mason, with Northro Grumman talkin
On 3Detective Durbin gave me two phone numbers for Mason,
11-11, Kandi Hall told Detective Joe MIiier, Melissa Mason s e per on o e
r with. I
generated a lead sheet to have Mason Interviewed.
At about 1000 hrs, Prosecutor Melissa Moody, Victim Witness Coordinators Sandra Plotrowski and Deb
Mersch, and I met with Ashlee Corrigan at her residence. I wanted to ask Ashlee if she had any of the
items removed from Emmett's office.
During our conversation I wrote down some things Ashlee talked about. Ashlee told us Emmett had not
worn his wedding ring for the past month. Ashlee recalled a recent event when Emmett was home and ,
he became upset and said something to the affect of, Kl could kill all of you", referring to her and their .--~(
children. Ashlee told us she remembers when Emmett returned from a trip to Ohio with his brother,
I'
···· - -·--·-.Jason; the knuckles .to one.of his..band.s...w.er.e..bloady•....•......... ___ ..... ___ ··--···--·---······----··---- ..
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on Thursday night during that week she and Ashlee went to a church social and Emmett was supposed
to stay home with the kids. She told me Emmett came home late and she and Ashlee were late to the
church activity. Auna told me she had asked Ashlee If she thought her kids were going to be okay with
Emmett and Ashlee told her that she hoped so. She said they were at the church for about an hour or so
and when Ashlee returned home Emmett left. Auna said Emmett didn't return home untll late that same
night. Ashlee told Auna that when he came home she and Emmett began to talk and Ashlee believed
Emmett had opened up.
Auna believed Emmett was conflicted because she belleved he knew what he was doing was wrong and
she believed this was causing him to be In turmoil over his marriage. Auna said It was obvious Emmett
was having an affair and she belleved the tunnoil was a result of him llvlng a different 11restyle that he
knew was wrong. I asked Auna how she knew Emmett was having an affair and she said she found out
afterwards. She said it was not until after Ashlee found out that Emmett had been shot that Ashlee
disclosed to her that Emmett was having an affair. She mentioned this Information came from Ashlee
after Ashlee had spoken to investigators about what had happened. She said Ashlee told her Emmett
would leave early in the morning to go work out and he would say things like he needed to go get gas in
his truck, but Ashlee knew he was tying because he had gone to get gas the night before.
Auna said Ashlee knew things weren•t adding up regarding Emmeth behavior and that something was
going on but she didn't know for sure. Auna said Ashlee disclosed to her that she had her suspicions
about Emmett being Involved with drugs and alcohol but she didn't have any evidence. Auna said Ashlee
told her Emmett came home a couple of times smelling of alcohol and that he was acting weird. She
stated this is why Ashlee believed Emmett was using alcohol and drugs. I asked Auna if she could tell
me how Ashlee described Emmett's behavior as being weird and she stated Ashlee said he was distant
In their relatlonshlp. She said Ashlee had talked to Investigators and relayed how the Intimacy in their
maniage had changed and wasn't like It used to be. Auna stated Ashlee disclosed that Emmett would
. work until 2230 hours and then get up and leave the house by 0400 hours. She said his being gone all
the time made it hard on the kids because Ashlee would put them to bed at around 1900 hours and they
would never see their dad. She stated Ashlee just wanted him to come home and be a part of the family.
Auna stated Ashlee tried to work It out with Emmett so he could see the children and told him If he came
home by 1900 hours she would wait untll 2000 hours to put the kids to bed just so he could spend a little
time with them before going to bed for the night. She relayed Ashlee was just trying to make it work so
she could bring her family closer together.
She said the night of the incident Emmett had come home late from work around 1900 hours and Ashlee
told Emmett they needed to talk. Auna said that Ashlee had told her Emmett had threatened her the
night he died and she was scared for her life. Auna said Ashlee described his behavior as "acting orazy".
Ashlee had sent Auna a text message at approximately 0330 in the morning the same night Emmett had
been shot. The text from Ashlee stated the husband [Rob Hall] of Emmett's paralegal had caught them
[Kandi Hall and Emmett] together and he had shot Emmett. Auna said she talked to Ashlee on Saturday
after the incident and Ashlee said she had tried to have Emmett talk to her uncle who Is a counselor.
· She said Emmett talked to Ashlee's uncle [counselor] first and she heard the entire conversation while--
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she was In the other room because the baby monitor was on. Auna said Ashlee told her that when
Emmett handed her the phone her uncle told her she needed to stop what she was doing because It was
driving Emmett crazy. She said this is when Ashlee told her uncle that everything Emmett had said she
was doing In their marriage was a lie. She said everything Emmett disclosed on the phone was not true
and she couldn't understand why he would make all of these false accusations against her.

'
I.

I

'·

:·

•

Auna told me while Ashlee was on the phone with her uncle Emmett had come in the room and told her
. he was going to Walgreens to get some Nyquil or Dayquil because he said he felt a cold coming on. ·
While on the phone she told Emmett to stay because she wanted to work things out with him. According.
to Auna, Emmett told Ashlee no, ihen left the house. Auna said Ashlee told her Emmett had left at about
· 2030 hours and then at 2230 hours he was still not home. Auna said Ashlee told her that she tried to text
Emmett to find out where he was and what was going on. Auna said she also tried to call Emmett and he·
wouldn't answer. Auna said Ashlee did receive a text message from Emmett and he said he was going ·
. on a drive. Auna said by 2300 hours Ashlee knew something was wrong but she was going to go to bed
because she couldn't get a hold of him on the phone and she couldn't leave to go find him because she
was home alone with the kids.
·
·
Auna said there was one more thing she forgot to mention about that night. She said Ashlee told her that
before Emmett left and whlle they were "figh11ng" Emmett was agitated and said something to the effect
that he could kill her and all of the kids. Auna said 1hls Is why she had prevlously mentioned that Ashlee
was afraid and scared for her life. Auna said Ashlee disclosed to her that she was scared for her llfe and
· had prayed that the Lord would take him {Emmett] because she didn't want anything bad to happen to
her famlly. After telling me this, Auna said "this probably doesn't help her side of the story, _but that's t
truth and that's what the inner turmoil was at."
I asked Auna If she knew of any specific reason why Ashlee had said she was In fear for her life. She
- .· said Ashlee never told her that Emmett hit her or that there was any physical ·abuse going on in their
home. Auna described what Ashlee had told her about Emmett freaking out and getting red In the face,
but she did reiterate Ashlee said Emmett never hurt her. The only threat Auna knew about from what .
.Ashlee told her was the threat Emmett made to Ashlee the night he died. Auna said that was about au
she knew regarding A~hlee and _Emmett and wha~ had happened the nigh! of the murder.
1. thanked Auna for her time and concluded the interview at approximately 1036 hours.
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!Narrative

Review of video recording from Kandi Hall's
3-17-2011 intervfew
Not submitted as a complete summary.
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,:b~n the ground. Emmett does this when
.
agitated. Emmett did this three weeks ago when he confronted Rob In front of their house.

·1

Kandi demonstrated on Detective Jim MIiier's chest how Emmett was pushing Rob In the chest
with both hands. Emmett was asking Rob If he was going to hit him, saying come on.
As Kandi went to walk away from Rob and Emmett, she heard tennis shoes and demonstrated
this by scratching her own feet on the ground like Emmett did. She also heard "grumbllng 0 llke
swear words. Kandi glanced back and saw that Emmett had stepped up on Rob. Kandi
mentioned hearing "scuffling, like they're doing words." She again mentions hearing "scuffling."
Kandi then heard "pop (pause) pop pop."
Kandi looked back and Rob had blood pouring down his face and was 4 to 5 feet away from
Emmett holding a gun. Kandi first demonstrated the gun In Rob's left hand but later
demonstrated It being In his right hand. The gun fell to the ground when Rob fell to the ground.
This was later described as Rob "crumbling" to the ground. The gun ended up less than one foot
from Rob's face.
Kandi talked about Rob starting to roll up; and It looked Ilka he was going for the gun, like he was
going to start shooting again. Kandi said Rob did not know what he was doing, like, "am I safe,
are you safe" and she did not know what Rob was doing. Kandi later described picking up the
gun, slldlng It across the parking lot and walklng with Rob. Rob was calling Kandl's name.
Kandi said Rob Is left handed; and shoots left. Kandi thought It was odd that Rob had the gun In
his right hand.
Kandi demonstrated rolling Emmett from his right side toward his back.
Kandi said Emmett took prescription drugs from hfs brother, Jason that were In the back of
Emmett's truck. Kandi noticed the prescription plll bottle was not Emmett's and asked what they
were. Emmett told Kandi, "If you don't want to grow a penis, you don't want to take those."
Kandi mentioned Emmett and Jason being Into bodybulldlng. Two pllls were from one container
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Conducted By: Jim Miller; Scott Smith
Date of Interview: March 16, 2011
Case Name: Robert D. Hall
Case No.: 2011-005
Transcribed By: Deborah Forgy

CS:

... exactly where to go.

JM:

Yeah. You know uh it's, rm sure we could probably sit here for hours and you'd
have things pop in your head but ...

CS:

Exactly.

JM:

... uh ...

SS:

Did you ever, I mean the, the two times that you remembered Rob coming into the
office, was there ever any conflict between him and Emmett or did they ever talk
to each other that you know ofl

CS:

They had a conflict but never at the office.

SS:

What was the conflict you're aware of?

CS:

Uh I can't remember what night it was uh Emmett had a really bad fight with
Ashlee ...

SS:

Enunett did?

CS:

Emmett did, at home, and he had, I believe it was he texted Kandi, Rob got to the
phone before Kandi did and got really upset and then had called Emme~ on
Kandi's phone yelling at hi':ll going why the hell are you texting my wife at this
time of night? Emmett had a problem with it and, you know, said, you know,
she's my employee I wiU text her when I want to text her and he's like ...

SS:

They called, they called, they talked on the phone after the text?

CS:

Yes, they, they talked on the phone and he said, and Rob kept saying why are you
on my wife's phone and he's like whose phone? He's like that's my phone. He
paid for Kandi's phone. It was a work phone, she was on call after hours. So
Emmett was the one paying for it so he had used the term whose phone several
times trying to emphasize that he's paying for the damn phone, he'll call who he
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Transcribed By: Deborah Forgy

wants on it. Uh, apparently Rob had gotten a little forceful on the phone and
Emmett said well let's take care of this now and went over to their house. Uh ...
JM:

Now, I don't mean to interrupt but how do you know this?

CS:

Emmett told, uh talked to me, Kandi talked to me in the morning ...

JM:

Okay.

CS:

... on the morning after it happened I got pulled into their office ...

JM:

Okay.

CS:

... because they wanted to let me be aware so if Rob was contacting the office, this
is where everything's coming from.

JM:

Okay.

CS:

Uh Emmett went over to their house. Rob came out of the house and Emmett had

stepped out of the truck and he's like okay well lecs· get in the truck and go
somewhere and Emmett's like I'm not letting you in my fucking truck. And
proceeded to, you know, get in each other's face and yell, just yell. Emmett was
very muscular. Uh it was both described by Kandi and Emmett that you could tell
Rob physically was more intimidated by Emmett. He was shorter but Emmett
had, you could tell, Emmett always wore very tight t-shirts when he wasn't at the
office. He was a Vulcan boy. Everything was form fitting and you could see his
pecks and anytime that Emmett moved a muscle, they would shift. So it's
understandably that you would look at this person and go okay, back off. Uh, but
Emmett does a thing when he's upset that he starts moving his feet uh in place
scratching the ground kind of like that of a bull. He gets really upset and his face

turns very red and he starts to clench his fists uh a lot and he typically lowers his
head to the point where he's looking through the top of his eyes and he just, he
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pulled back at his feet and apparently that's what he was doing that night with Rob
is he had gotten tight in his face and lowered his head and kind of just stood there.
Not touching him but just stood there as his face got beet red and started
scratching his feet against the ground.
JM:

Clenched fists.

CS:

Clen, it was kind of the thing where he would sit there and he would be like this.
(Search stands up and demonstrates the scratching of the feet) Just right in his
face as he turned beet red to him, uh just yelling at him. And that was one of
Emmett's things where, when he gets angry he had to do something or he's going
to hit someone. Emmett has a temper. He was very quick to get angry so in that
kind of situation, that's why he moves his feet is because he's getting some of it
out. Otherwise, he's just going to hit him. He didn't touch Rob that night. Uh
told Rob if you ever .lay a hand on Kandi or do anything to her, you will answer to
me. And he said that he was very clear about that and apparently Kandi had said
when Rob went back inside, he was just like he, he was kind of flushed, just. ..

JM:

Probably startled him or scared him.

CS:

Exactly. Uh, but Emmett felt that it was his job to protect Kandi.

JM:

Okay. And ...

CS:

That's how he had always viewed it. Uh Emmett and Kandi had described several
times for Christmas he got her a Coach ring uh ...

JM:

A Coach ring?

CS:

Coach ring, you know the brand Coach?

JM:

Yeah.

CS:

The purses and whatnot? That's whattheir ...
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Interview Of: Chris Search
Conducted By: Jim Miller; Scott Smith
Date of Interview: March 16, 2011
Case Name: Robert D. Hall
Case No.: '2011-005
Transcribed By: Deborah Forgy

JM:

Okay. So ...

CS:

Right about.

JM:

We're at mid-March right now.

CS:

Um-hm (affirmative), it's about a month ago.

JM:

... okay.

SS:

And you heard all this from Emmett and Kandi?

CS:

Yes.

SS:

When they called you in the office the day after it happened.

CS:

Yeah.

SS:

And so ...

CS:

I mean we had the, you'll never guess what happened last night.

JM:

Kind of debrief.

CS:

And I got, yeah I got everything. His life, Kandi's life, everything.

SS:

How do you know he was acting that way, that he was shifting his feet around and

'7

clenching his fists and his face was red and he was lowering his head? I mean
how do you know that? Did, did ...
CS:

Well Errunett and Kandi described it.

SS:

They just said thafs how he was when he was (inaudible) ...

CS:

No. He stood up and he, he started getting angry again just talking about it. And
r

he stood ...
SS:

Did he tell you that's how be was with Rob?

CS:

Yeah. And he stood up and started doing it in the office. He's like I want you to
understand and he stood up and started doing it behind bis desk in the office.

JM:

)
j

Hm.
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Interview Of: Chris Search
Conducted By: Jim Miller; Scott Smith
Date of Interview: March 16, 2011
Case Name: Robert D. Hall
Case No.: 2011-005
Transcribed By: Deborah Forgy

SS:

Okay.

CS:

I mean Kandi, Kandi just kind of looked at him, I looked at her and she gave me

this look like, that's what he did. I mean that's the only reason I know the stance
and what he was doing because he did it to me.
JM:

In a reenactment.

CS:

Yeah.

JM:

Have you ever seen that live when he was pissed off at somebody like ...

CS:

When he's pissed off uh the only time I ever saw anything is he got really upset,
moved his feet a little bit and uh I believe he was up, was it Mary, it was Mary or
Jake, one of them, and he was in his office and he uh chucked, I think it was a pen,
across the room and just, I mean it hit something hard because I was on the op,
like I was right there and it just went (made a hitting sound). And, I mean he was,
he was pissed. Uh but he has that same movement. I mean he, it's one of those
things when Emmett's mad, you walk away. You just, you walk away. And after
he started getting mad, we all exited the office, well his office. Went back out, let
him cool off.

JM:

And then we talked about how long you've known· Eminett.

CS:

I've known Emmett since he came to the office in 2009.

JM:

2009, okay. And have you ever seen him get physical with anybody?

CS:

No.

JM:

No, okay. Just. ..

CS:

Yeah.

JM:

Okay.

'

_)
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and Kandi described it to him and Corrigan stood up and started to get angry again just talking about it.
Smith asked Search If Corrigan told him that's how he acted with Rob. Search said yes, and told us
Corrigan stood up and started doing it behind his desk in his office.
I asked Chris Search If he ever saw Corrigan do this to someone when he was pissed off at someone.
Search told us one time Corrigan got upset with either Mary or Jake, at the office, and he moved his feet
a little bit and "chucked" a pen across the room. Search commented, ult's one of those things, when
Emmett's mad, you walk away, you jµst walk away, and after he started getting mad, we all exited the
office, well his office, went back out, let him coo! ofe

l asked Chris Search how long he has known Corrigan. Search said since 2009, when he came to the
office. I asked Search If he's seen Corrigan get physical with anyone. Search said no. Search told us
Corrigan, "Just got out of law school, criminal defense attorney. He knows what can happen if he does
those little things. He always knew how to skirt it.D Search said Corrigan, •didn't want to go past It."
Search said the only time he mentioned wanting to hurt some one was Rob. Search said this would
happen every time Kandi ended up In tears after something Rob did or said.
Chris Search again said Corrigan felt it was his place to protect Kandi. Search told us Kandi was to get
divorced, Corrigan was to get divorced, and said they had already talked about marriage. Search said
Kandi talked about being a, ucool stepmom", to Corrigan's kids.

I asked Chris Search if Kandi said how it would work with her kids. Kandi told Search she thought her
kids would be fine. Search said Kandl's kids made comments that he thinks provoked Rob. Kandi told
Search one night they were at home watching a movie, he thinks one of the Twilight movies, with their
daughters and the girls were staring at all the boys. Rob made a comment they probably like the
shirtless ones. One daughter said no, "I like Emmett,• and Rob asked, "Which one's Emmettr The
daughter responded, ·vou know, the hot one like mom's boss." Search said things llke that came out a
lot. Search said Kandi felt that was a "provoking thoughr because Rob was already upset about
Corrigan and to hear comments like that from his kids, "kind of emasculate him."
Scott Smith asked Chris Search if he's been to Kandi and Rob's house. Search said no. Search said
Kand l's kids came to the office and he saw them there. Search said he never wanted to go to their
house. Search commented after seeing Rob at the office, uthe last thing I wanted to do was, let's go on
his turf."
Chris Search said all he ever heard between Emmett Corrigan and Kandi Hall was, "I love you, I love you,
I love you." Search said Corrigan had notes from Kandi In a drawer ln his desk that said, "I love you,"
and, "You're everything In my life." Search guessed Ashlee, or her brothers, got these Items when she
demanded t(? clear out Corrlgan's office on Saturday.
Chris Search said Kandi had similar notes from Corrigan. I told Search we found a couple Post-It notes
In Corrlgan's trashcan, but didn't see anything in Kand l's desk. I also told Search I believe we found the
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Office of the CORONER
Ada County, Idaho
ERWIN L. SONNENBERG, CORONER
5550 Morris HIii Rd

Boise, ID 83706

INVESTIGATIVE/NARRATIVE REPORT
CASE NUMBER : 11-00492
DECEDENT NAME : Corrigan, Emmett Michael

"'

OJ!/e,:

(280) 287·5568
6'BX: (280) 287-5579

DATE OF REPORT ; 05-09-2011
ADDRESS:

CASE INVESTIGATOR: Smith Traci

INVESTIGATIVE NARRATIVE: The Investigation regarding this death Is complete. This case Is now closed.
Typed By: Smith Traci

Date Entered : 5/8/2011 8:25:00 PM

INVESTIGATIVE NARRATIVE: I received a call on 03/11/2011 at 23:40 hrs. from Jim MIiier, Detective with Meridian
P.O., regarding a death. I arrived at 4850 N. Linder, Walgreen's, and was met by Jim Miller. SCl was processing the
scene, so Jim asked If I would accompany him to notify the subject's wife. Myself, Jim and a victim witness
coordinator arrived at
and met wHh the subject's wife, Ashlee Corrigan. Ashlee stated
that she and her husband, Emmett, had been on the phone receiving marriage counseling when Emmett stated that
he needed cough syrup and was going to Walgreen's. He left the home at approx. 20:00 hrs. When Emmett did not ·- __
return after a few hours, Ashlee tried text1ng him but received no response. She stated that they were having marital
problems and that Emmett was blaming stress at work. Ashley said that for the last couple of months, Emmett had
become more angry and aggressive towards her. Ashlee was concerned about his behavior and lack of family
Involvement so she had been receiving counsellng. She also expressed concerns about an employee of her
husband's who Hved close by and may have been meeting Emmett at various times. While at the home, Detective Jim
MIiier asked Ashley If her husband owned a gun, she stated yes, and showed Detecllve MIiier where It was located
within the residence.
Returning to 4850 N Under Rd, I observed Emmett M. Corrigan, as Identified by his drivers license, lying supine on
the pavement, In the parking lot of the Walgreen's store. His truck was close by and the drivers side door was open.
When Meridian P.D. arrived on the scene, the truck had beeri running with keys In the Ignition. The subject was cold
to the touch •..w.~~.wearlng shoes, shorts and a T-Shirt. There was an lnJ!!.IJ' to the head area. filgor was slight and
llvor was appropriate for the body's position. Photographs were taken, hands and head wem bagged for evidence
preservation, the body was placed In a black bag with lock
and readied for transport back to ACCO.
Also at the Walgreen's· parking lot, was a BMW car that belonged to the subject's employee, Kandi Hall, and a pickup
truck belonging to Kandi's husband, Robert Hall. Robert Hall was Injured as well and taken to the hospital. Kandi Hall
was being Interviewed by Meridian P.O. Other witnesses to the event were being located. Meridian P.O. obtained a
Ruger LCO .380 caliber handgun from the scene that was believed to belong to Robert Hall.
Typed By: Smith Traci

Date Entered: 3/14/2011 9:06:00 AM
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Interview Of: Kandi HalJ

Conducted By: Joe and Jim Miller
Date ofintervicw: Ma,:ch 17, 2011
Case Name: Robert D. Hall
Case No.: 2011-005
Transcribed By: Deborah Forgy

KH:

Yeah, nope, none of that happened.

Jim:

... and, and ...

Joe:

The Marriott around, in February.

Jim:

Up nt Cloverdale and Chinden, spent a couple of nights there?

KH:

Oh no, he did, I didn't. He was there uh with a group of friends. Tmean I had

went over there but I didn't spend, I have never spent the night with Emmett, ever,
eve1·. I've never spent a full night with Emmett, never, overnight. He was there
though, oh yeah, he was there. He was there with uh, uh Donovan Prince uh who
was our olient but they're friends. Paul Lewis, another friend. Uh and Donovan
Prince,s wife 'cause the reason I know this is they called me from uh Tucanos and
told me they were all thel'e and they wel'e all drinking and everything else and I

was not. I could not go bnck.
Jim:

Okay. And, and the other day when you were in, we spoke and you told

us, or you

told me, do you remember Scott?
KH:

Yeah, Scott Smith.

Jim:

Bald guy.

KH:

Yep.
--

1

Jim:

Or short hair, shaved head... that. that you and Emmett bad gone to an attorney

i

Fdday afternoon ...

KB:

Yes we had.

Jin1:

. , .to talk about divorce and you felt o little uncomfortable because Emmett WQS a
little pushy on it.

KH:

He was very pushy on it

Jim:

Okay.
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While with Corrigan, Kandi Hall received a phone call from her husband, Robert. Kandi Hall said Robert
called and asked what she was doing. Kandi said she was out and Robert asked If she was wlth
Corrigan. Kandi told Robert she was. Robert again asked Kandi what she was doing, and Kandi said
they were just talking. Corrigan asked to speak with Robert and got on the phone. Kandi said Corrigan
got "really upset" with Robert on the phone. Corrigan told Robert, words to the effect, ·ru fucking break
your head.• Kandi took the phone and told Robert they would be there (Walgreens) In a second.
Kandi and Corrigan arrived at Walgreens and Kandi got out of lhe truck and Robert approached. Kandi
described Corrigan as a •very aggressive man" who body bullds and Is ·very pumped up all the time."
When Corrigan got close up Into Robert's face, Kandi yelled out, "Hey, knock ft otr saying this was
ridiculous. There was an exchange of words where Corrigan was t,ylng to "down• Robert. Kandi looked
at Corrigan and told him to knock It off. Kandi suggested this was enough, suggested being adults here,
and Just leave.
Corrigan stated, 'What are you going to do Rob? You going to hit me?" Robert answered by saying he
was not, that he was not going to do anything. Kandi announced she was leaving. The next thing Kandi
knew, a car went by her In the parking lot and she had to wait for the car to go by. Kandi announced she
had to go home because her daughter, Hannah just called her. Kandi turned around to walk to her car
and all she heard was •pop pop (pause) and then pop.u Kandi turned around end saw Corrigan and
Robert tying on the ground.
Kandi ran over to Robert and saw blood on his face and head. Kandi called 911 and was screaming at
Robert. After calling 911, Kandi went to Corrigan and saw water oomlng out of his nose. Kandi then saw
Robert standing up; walklng towards her In a daze: like he did not know what he was doing. Kandi said
there was a gun to the side of Robert. When It looked like Robert might be going to grab the gun, Kandi
grabbed It. Kandi was walking with Robert and then slid the gun across the parking lot.
Prior to the shooting, Kandi last saw Corrigan standing by his truck with the driver's door open.
Corrlgan's back was towards his truck. As Robert walked up, Corrigan stepped towards Robert and then
backed up. Robert also backed up. Robert turned to talk to Kandi, who was towards the rear of the
truck. Robert was questioning Kandi; asking her what was going on. Kandi made denials to Robert.

__

..,

Kandi said this Is when Corrigan was getting verbally aggressive; saying, "You gonna 'f Ing; hit me Rob?
Is that what you are going to do? You gonna 'f Ing' hit me?• Robert answered by saying he was not
Corrigan told Robert, "You don't want to lose your Job, do you?" Robert again said he was not going to
hit Corrigan, he just wanted to know. Corrigan told Robert, "Because you're a Jerk, you're an asshole,
that's why, you're an asshole." Kandi described Corrigan as being In Robert's face. Robert again asked
why Corrigan was with his wife. Kandi spoke up and told Robert she was an adult and could be with who
she wanted to be with.
Kandi recalled Corrigan telling Robert, "I'll fucking break your head." Kandi also heard Corrigan say,
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Review of video recording from Kandi Hall's
3-17-2011 interview
Not submitted as a complete summary.
Kandi mentioned Emmett chest bumping Rob.
Emmett was swaying and scratching his feet on the ground. Emmett does this when he's
agitated. Emmett did this three weeks ago when he confronted Rob In front of their house.
Kandi demonstrated on Detective Jim MIiier's chest how Emmett was pushing Rob In the chest
with both hands. Emmett was asking Rob ff he was going to hit him, saying come on.

As Kandi went to walk away from Rob and Emmett, she heard tennis shoes and demonstrated
this by scratching her own feet on the ground llke Emmett did. She also heard ..grumbUng" llke
swear words. Kandi glanced back and saw that Emmett had stepped up on Rob. Kandi
mentioned hearing "scuffling, like they're doing words." She again mentions hearing "scuffling."
Kandi then heard "pop (pause) pop pop."
Kandi looked back and Rob had blood pouring down his face and was 4 to 6 feet away from
Emmett holdlng a gun. Kandi first demonstrated the gun In Rob's left hand but later
demonstrated It being In his right hand. The gun fell to the ground when Rob fell to the ground.
This was later described as Rob ucrumbllng 11 to the ground. The gun ended up less than one foot
from Rob's face.
Kandi talked about Rob starting to roll up; and It looked llke he was going for the gun, llke he was
going to start shooting again. Kandi said Rob did not know what he was doing, like, "am I safe,
are you safe" and she did not know what Rob was doing. Kandi later described picking up the
gun, slldlng It across the parking lot and walking with Rob. Rob was calllng Kandl's name.
Kandi said Rob Is left handed; and shoots left. Kandi thought It was odd that Rob had the gun In
his right hand.
Kandi demonstrated rolling Emmett from his right side toward his back.
Kandi said Emmett took prescription drugs from his brother, Jason that were In the back of
Emmett's truck. Kandi noticed the prescription pill bottle was not Emmett's and asked what they
were. Emmett told Kandi, "If you don't want to grow a penis, you don't want to take those."
Kandi mentioned Emmett and Jason being Into bodybuilding. Two pills were from one container
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he was wondering If he was safe. Kandi described Rob as being In a, "panic mode." Kandi said she was
trying to tell to Rob he can't have the gun, he was fine, and he needs to lay down. Kandi described Rob
as following her trying to get the gun as she lead him away to where they were found. Kandi said and
demonstrated when she reached the area they were found she tossed the gun, "like a bowling ball."
Looking at the sketch with Kandi, Detective Joe Miller confirmed with her she carried the gun from the
area of Emmett's truck to where they were found, then slid it. Kandi agreed. Kandi described Rob as
being aggressive and motivated that If she would have tossed the gun and let go of Rob he would have
gone back and got the gun. Kandi told us she didn't know what Rob was going to do, If he would try to
shoot Emmett again, she had no Idea. Kandi said Rob was out of it, and she was frightened for hlm to
have the gun. Kandi said she didn't want to keep the gun wlth her so she tossed It.
I showed Kandi Hall the crime scene sketch and pointed out the positions of their vehicles. I pointed to
the area of Emmett's truck and asked when she was walking away from this area towards her car is
when she heard the, "scrufflng sound," ana scratched my feet on the floor to demonstrate. Kandi said,
MYep." Kandi told us Emmett does It all the time when he's agitated and demonstrated by scratching her
feet on the floor.

Kandi Hall told us Emmett came to her house three weeks ago and confronted Rob in front of their
house. Kandi said she watched from her daughter's window. Kandi said and demonstrated Emmett was
standing face to face with Rob, just Inches away 1 and Emmett was scratching his feet on the ground with
his hands behind his back. Kandi said and demonstrated Emmett moved his hands from behind his back
to a position in front with his arms crossed and his hands on his upper arms, then switched with his arms
still crossed, but his hands under his arm pit area all while scratching his feet on the ground.
Kandi Hall told us on the night of the shooting when she went with Emmett to get gas at Fred Meyer he
took four prescription drugs. Kandi said while Emmett was pumping the gas he opened the back door of
his truck and reached into a blue Liquid Grip backpack and took a total of four pllls. Kandi said Emmett
and his brother own Liquid Grip. Kandi said lhere were either two or four brown prescriptions bottles in
the backpack. The name on the prescriptions bottles were Emmett's brother's name, Jason Blackwell.
Kandi told us Emmett took two pills from one bottle and two more from another bottle. Kandi described
the pills from one bottle as being either red or burgundy capsules. Kandi said she told Emmett they
weren't his and asked whose they were. l<andi said Emmett told her, "If you don't want to grow a penis,
you don't want to take those." Kandi said she thought they were testosterone. Kandi told us Emmett and
Jason are big Into body building, and said that is why Jason is, "very much a hothead." Kandi thought
Emmett look the capsules with water.

)

Detective Joe MIiler asked Kandi Hall If Rob and Emmett had had their phone conversation In the truck
yet. Kandi said no, that conversation took place on the way back. Kandi started talking about Emmett's
conversation with Rob. Kandi told us there was no yelling and said she could kind of hear Rob on the
phone with Emmett. Kandi said and demonstrated when Emmett hung up he started cracking his neck
by moving his head to the right and left, and said Emmett started opening and closing his hands whlle
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INVESTIGATIVE FOLLOW UP

03-15-11
0950hrs:
Lead Detective Jim Miller requested that I process the victim's (Corrigan) 2011 black Toyota Tacoma
pickup
that was currently secured in our police storage garage.
DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPHS:
The exterior and interior of the vehicle were digitally photographed. All of the evidence collected from the
vidim's vehicle was digitally photographed.
COLLECTION OF EVIDENCE:
The following items were collected from the victim's vehicle, properly packaged and entered into Meridian
Property as evidence.
Black Motorola/ Verizon cell phone was located in the center cup holder
Seikan blue phone cover wa t I I • i~ I t I • • phone (#1)
IPod with orange earphones
was located in one of
The center cup holders
4) Tube of Astroglide Personal Lu.be was located in the front glove box
5) Paper receipt for $1.00 from Front St. found under cough medicine in center cup holder
6) Walgreen's receipt from 02-25-11 from center console box
7) Volcom Stone brand aqua colored wallet containing Corrigan's l.D., credit
Cards, miscellaneous papers and receipts located in center console box
8) Mountain West Bank check book for Corrigan Law PLLC located in center
console box
9) Empty prescription bottle of Ampheta 30mg. found in center console box
10) Niacin bottle filled with capsules found in gray Jansport day pack on
rear bench seal
-~
11) Stacker 3 pill bottle, 17-pills. in blue Liquid Grip bag on rear bench seat (Items #11 ·thru'16 in
Liquid grip bag)
12) Azasite 1 % eye drop bottle with 4-pills inside
13) Methotrexate2.5 mg. pill bottle
14) Clomiphene Citrate 50 mg. bottle with 15 pil~
15) Amphata S/Combo 30 mg. bottle with 24 pills·
16) Tube of Liquid grip
17) Box of Chocolate Body Paint, right rear bench seat
18) Kissable Body Spray Paint, under front passenger seat
19) Stangenic wrapper for Stanozolol 10 mg, left r~ar pocket behind rear seat
20) (2) Blood swabs, right side rear bed panel on 1op
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his legal assistant and she had been working for Emmett for some time. Jason said Kandi was having
some marital Issues and so was Emmett. Jason said Emmett and Kandi were seeing each other and
were developing a relationship. Jason said Kandi was a good worker and Emmett liked her. Jason said
things were deteriorating with each of their spouses and they became involved.
I confirmed with Jason he had spent a week with Emmett at a body building convention In Columbus,
Ohio. Jason agreed and said the convention was the Arnold Classic. I asked Jason if Emmett confided
with him that he was In a sexual relationship with Kandi. Jason said, "Yes." Jason told me It was his
impression from Emmett his relationship with Kandi was, "kind of like a, not an affair, but. .. " I asked if the
relationship was more casual and Jason agreed and said Emmett presented It to him as being more
casual.
I asked Jason about some Information I received about Brittany Mulford. Jason said at the convention In
Ohio Emmett met Brittany and said Emmett had a "casual relationship with her as well." I told Jason
Melissa Moody asked me .to contact Brittany Mulford because he had told Melissa Moody Brittany had
some Information about Emmett's hands. Jason said It was brought up to him that Emmett had been In
bar fight. Jason told me there was no bar fight and ijald Emmett was with him the whole time.
Jason said he was told Emmett's hands were, "scratched up.~ Jason said he later had a conversation
with Brittany. Jason said Brittany Is a friend who he hired to be one of his expo girls. Jason said he told
Brittany about Emmett's hands having scratches. Jason said Brittany st1:1rted laughing and told Jason
she and Emmett had some rough sex. Jason said Emmett was hitting the walls with his hands.
I told Jason I have tried tc;> contact Brittany, but have been unable to speak with her. I asked Jason If he
knew how Emmett got those marks. Jason said and demonslrated Emmett was hitting the wails with hi
fists. Jason said Brittany told him she was kneeling on the bed with her hands on the wall above the
headboard while Emmett was having sex with her from behind. Jason said Brittany told him Emmett
was, "acting like a monkey."
We talked about the pills bottles that were found in Emmett's truck and I asked Jason to tell me what he
knew about the pill bottles and what was In them. Jason said of the pill bottle$ he gave Emmett, one of

the bottles contained a substance he trfed to pronounce and It $tarted with Metho, which Jason said is an
anabolic steroid in 10 mg capsules. Jason said he gave Emmett about thirty of these capsules.
/
Jason said he gave Emmett the plll bottles because he also gave Emmett supplements that were being
given out at the convention. Jason said Emmett removed the capsules from the blister pack they came
in and put them In the plll botU~s. Jason said one was a thennogenlc fat burner that can be obtained
over the counter.

\
'·

I confirmed with Jason he gave Emmett the steroids to Emmett in Columbus, Ohio. Jason said, "Yeah."
I asked Jason If he knew if Emmett took any of the steroids while he was in Ohio. Jason said he didn't
·.
know, and told me he didn't see Emmett take any. I asked Jason If he knew if Emmett took anything Ilka ,J
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Melissa Moody and I spoke about the two page letter from Deborah Kristal concerning Kandi Hall's
claims regarding 2-22-11. I told Moody I would call Hall and speak with her first hand.
Al about 1456 hrs, I called and spoke with Kandi Hall regarding 2-22-11. I recorded our conversation.
See Kandi Hall's interview write up.
At Eibout 1525 hrs, I received an e-mail from Prosecutor Melissa Moody. Moody's e-mail contained two
attachments. The firs1 attachment ls an Idaho Department of Labor notice of telephone hearing by
Robert Hall. The second attachment is a District Court memo amending Robert Hall's conditions of
release.
At about 1549 hrs, I called Stuart Jacobson, at the state lab In Coeur d'Alene and left a message
requesting the testing of the trigger pull of the Ruger LCP.

5-31~11. Tuesday
At about 1040 hrs, I called the ATF to check on the trace request on the Ruger LCP that Detective Ray
Chopko faxed In on 3-17-11. I spoke wi1h Jerry Feltner who told me the trace summary was faxed to us
on 3-18-11. Feltner said he would re-fax the trace summary.
At about 1058 hrs, I received a faxed copy of the trace summary from Jerry Feltner. The trace summary
states the Ruger LCP, serial number 372-52138, was purchased by Kandi Hall on 12-12-09 from Impact
Guns.

6-2-11. Thursday
l received two e-mails from Deborah Forgy. The first e-mail had and attachment of a memo by Scott
Sml1h dated 5-26-11, concerning the hard drive from the HP desktop computer being returned to Smith.
The second e-mail had an attachment of a memo by Scott Smith dated 6-1-11, concerning Smith's fleld
notes.
6-6-11, Monday
Evidence Technician Rosa Torres gave me the Idaho State Police Forensic Services Crlmlnalist Analysis
Report for the capsules from 1he blue Liquid Grip backpack. One of fifteen pink capsules from the
Clomiphene prescription bottle (RC-14) was analyzed and was found to contain
dehydochlormethyltestosterone. One of four white capsules from the Azaslle prescription bottle (RC-12)
was analyzed and was found to contain no controlled substances.

6-7-11. Tues day
At about 0942 hrs, I called Paul Lewis and left him a message asking him to call me.
At about 0944 hrs, Paul Lewis called and I spoke to him again about the information concerning 2-22-11.
I recorded our conversation. See the Paul Lewis lnteivlew write up.
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Idaho State Police Forensic Services

700 South Stratfo~d Drive, Ste 125 Meridian ID 83642-6202
CL Case No.:
Agency:

ORI:

M20110795
PMR1 - MERIDIAN POLICE DEPARTMENT
ID0010300

(208)884-7170

Agency Case No.: 111356
Crime Date: Mar 1.1, 2011

Crlmlnallstlc Analysis Report· CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE ANALYSIS
Evfden ce ReceivedInformation
Evidence Rocelved:
Add. Crime Date:
How Received:
Haz. Materials:

Inv. Officer:
Delivered By:
Received By:
Evidence Received:
Add. Crime Date:·
How Received:
Haz. Materials:
Inv. Officer:
Delivered By:
Received By:

03/31/2011

IN PERSON
BIOHAZARD/CHEMICAL
JIM MILLER
RTORRES
JANE DAVENPORT ph. (208)884-7170
04/28/2011

IN PERSON
BIOHAZARD/CHEMICAL
JIM MILLER 3023
RTORRES
JUDY PACKER ph. (208)884·7170

Evidence Received:
Add. Crlme Date:
How Received:
Haz. Materials:

BIOHAZARD/CHEMICAL

Inv. Officer:

JIM MILLER

Dellvared By:
Received By:

JANE DAVENPORT ph. (20B)884-7170

05/10(2011

IN PERSON
RTORRES

Evidence Received:
Add. Crime Data:
How Received:
Haz. Materials:

UPS
BIOHAZARD/CHEMICAL

Inv. Officer:

JIM MILLER

Delivered By:
·Raooivetr By:

J. HUTCHISON ph: (208)209~8700

05/18/2011

YJctfms and Sus~~cts
Yl9'.SU$P
Suspect

Victim

NmM

HALL, ROBERT D
CORRIGAN, E"'4METT M

EVIDENCE DESCRIPTION AND CONCLUSION:
#2)

Agency Exhibit 013.

2.1) One prescription bottle containing fifteen small capsules;
analyzed one containing pink powder. The sample contains
dehydrochlormethyltestosterone (CIII).
Page 1 of 2
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05/26/2011

CL Case No.:
Agency:
ORI:

Idaho State Police Forensic Services
700 South Stratford Drive, Ste 125 Meridian ID 83642-6202

Page2

(206)884-7170

Agency Case No.:

M20110795

111356

PMR1 ~ MERIDIAN POLICE DEPARTMENT
Crime Date: Mar 11, 2011

ID0010300

Crlmlnallstlc AnaJysis Report· CONTROLLED SUB.STANCE ANALYSIS

2.2) One prescription bottle containing four capsules; analyzed one
containing white powder. No controlled substances detected.
This report does or may contain opinions and interpretations of the
undersigned analyst
on scientific data.

Cou..u'l-tt.-

G

Corinna C. Owsley

forensi~~~ist II
Date:

fJJ
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DEBORAH N. KRIST AL
Attorney at Law
3140 N. Bogus Basin Road
Boise, Idaho 83 702

Fax: (208) 345-1836

Phone: (208) 345-8708

January 9, 2012

Sterling Reference Laboratory
2617 EL Street Suite A
Tacoma, WA 98421
Re: Anabolic Steroid Screen w/adulterant test
Dear Madam/Sir:
Robert R. Chastain and I represent Robe11 Dean Hall, who is accused of murdering
Emmett M. Corrigan. The sample submitted with this was taken from decedent Emmett
Corrigan during an autopsy perfonned by Glen Groben, MD. The body was refrigerated
shortly after death on March I I, 2011 until the autopsy on March 12, 2011, and the
sample has been refrigerated since the autopsy.
The State ofldaho is represented by Deputy Attorney General Melissa Moody,
whose address is PO Box 83720, Boise, Idaho 83720-0010.
The prosecution and the defense have agreed that the results of testing will be
made available to both prosecutor Melissa Moody and to defense attorneys Mr. Chastain
and me. The parties also agree your laborato1y can discuss the results with both parties.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me by telephone at 208-3458708, or by email to dnkristaJ@gmail.com .
Sinc~re]y,

/

_. / /

(c&1ft1/tJt1)/A

·.

Deborah N. Kristal
cc: Melissa Moody
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University of Virginia Health System
Clinical. Pathology Laboratory
Box 800168, Charlottesville, VA 22908

0210212012
l.:>: 32

Thu feb 02 15:27:28 2012 Page 2 of 2
Interim Report
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SEX: U

NAME: RTS,A7803230

H#
WSALE-90860
ACCT: 0

LOC: WSALE
DR: SHIPE, JAMES

F76825 COLL: 01/25/2012 UNKNOWN REC: 01/27/2012 15:00 PHYS: SHIPE, JAMES

s·rEROIDS

-·--- ----·11.ln'l:bul:i-c--sterotn ·coJifinnattmi-by-GC/MS·-·

---- ----·------STEROID -ORU~1CGYSIS-.

-cw)-·--------- -·-·

positive for
METHANDIENONE ( DIANABOL) AND S'.l'ANOZOLOL
METABOLITES.
This test was developed and its performance
charactexistics determined by UVA
Medical Labs. It has not been cleared or
approved by the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration. The FDA has determined
that such clearance or approval is not
necessary.
TESTOSTERONE/EPITESTOSTER
3.2
[0-6]
6.6
PH
rs. o-a. 01
SPECIFIC GRAVITY
1.024
mg/dL
URINE CREATININE
166.6
COMMENT
(NOTE)
The following anabolic steroids and/or metabolites are included in a
steroid screen:
BOLASTERONE
BOLDENONE
CHLOROTESTOSTERONE METABOLITE
CLENBUTEROL
DROMOSTANOLONE METABOLITE
EPITESTOSTERONE
ETHYLESTRENOL METABOLITE
FLUOXYMESTERONE
MESTANOLONE
MESTEROLONE
METHANDIENONE METABOLITE
METHANDRIOL

(UV)
(UV)
(UV)
(UV)

METHENOLONE
METHYLTESTOSTERONE
NANDROLONE METABOLITE
NORETHANDROLONE METABOLITE
OXANDROLONE
OXYMESTERONE
OXYMETHOLONE METABOLITE
PROBENECID (DIURETIC)
STANOZOLOL
TESTOSTERONE
TRENBOLONE METABOLITE
TURINA.BOL METABOLITE

Specimen Acceptability Criteria:
Minimum
Acceptable Concentration

Analyte
Creatinine
Specific Gravity

20 mg/dL
1.005
(UV)

TEST PERE"ORMED BY University of Virginia Medical Laboratories, P.O. Hox

(UV)

000168, Charlottesville, VA 22908

RTS,A7803230

END OF
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Race: W

MULFORO, BRITTANY A.

Address

Sox: F

lbs

Ocwpallon
I

Cell Phooo:
Bus Phone:

ID

DOB;-

Hair Color:

Res P h o n e : ~

Bus or School;

CID

SSN: -

OLNISI:

•

Age: 29

Eye Color.
Relationship:
lnju,y Type:

How !dent.:

!Narrative

BRITTANY MULFORD INTERVIEW
On 3-12-11, during Emmett Corrlgan's autopsy marks or scratches were observed on his hands around
the knuckle area.
On 3-21-11, Ashlee Corrigan told me when Emmett came back from Ohio he had a bloody knuckle on
one of his hands.
On 5-26~11 , I received a voice mail message from Melissa Moody who said Jason Blackwell was going to
have a witness contact me to tell me Emmett was not involved In a bar fight in Ohio.

At about 1330 hrs, I received an 1124 hrs voice mall message from Brittany Mulford,
Mulford states she was referred to me by Jason Blackwell regarding the Emmett Corrigan case. Mulford
states she thinks she may have some Information that may help the case.
At about 1345 hrs, I called Brittany Mulford and left a message asking her to call me.
For the next two months Mulford called me and I returned her calls, but we were never able to speak.
On 7-18-11, I called Mulford and her phone was not In service.
On 8-8-11, I received an e-mail from Mellssa Moody that was sent to her from a Maria Cutaia with
Chastain Law. The e-mail has two photos attached. The first photo is of Brittany Mulford and Emmett
Corrigan standing next to each other. The second picture has six people In 11; Jason Blackwell, Brittany
Mulford, Emmett Corrigan, Arnold Schwarzenegger, and two other people. The photos appear to have
been taken at the Arnold Classio In Columbus, Ohio.
On 9-28-11, I met and spoke with Jason Blackwell. During our conversation I told Blackwell I have not
yet spoken to Mulford. Blackwell lold me Emmett had a sexual relationship with Mulford while they were
In Ohio. Blackwell said Mulford told him Emmett injured his hands while having sex with her. Blackwell
said Emmett had hit the wall with his hands. Blackwell said he would have Mulford call me.
On 10-11-11, at a 1420 hrs, I received a 1210 voice mail message from Brittany Mulford,
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asking me to call her.
At about 1423 hrs, I called and spoke with Brittany Mulford. I recorded our conversation. I told Mulford I
spoke to Jason Blackwell a couple weeks ago and she confirmed Blackwell gave her my phone number
for her to call. I told Mulford when Emmett died he had soma marks or scratches on his hands. Mulford
said, "Yeah.~ I told Mulford about Blackwell telling me Emmett got those marks while having some sort of
rough sex with her. Mulford said, "Yeah, well It wasn't really rough sex, he just (laugh}, um, just, yeah, he
just got Into it, yeah (laugh)."

I asked Mulford how Emmett got the marks on his hands. Mulford said, "Urn, well he was just, you know,
cummlng (laugh), I guess, and he was Just, he hit the headboard with his hand, he just... Mulford
continued and said, "He hit the headboard of the bed with his hand, um, at the same time, so he's just
kind of getting Into It, I guess, right? So It wasn't really rough sex, It was Just he... " I suggested Emmett
got pretty excited at the moment and Mulford said, "Yes, there you go (laugh)," Mulford said the
headboard was made of wood. Mulford said, "That's, that's what happened, yeah".
0

Mulford sald when she found out people thought Emmett got Into a fight she knew that's not what
happened.
I asked Mulford If those marks were something she noticed while they were still at the convention.
Mulford said, n1 remember us talking about It, llke the next day. He had shown me something, but ... p
Mulford said she didn't think about this having anything to do with the case.
As we spoke Mulford told me she knows Emmett did

not get Into a fight.

Brittany Mulford was hesitant on giving her personal information. but she did give me her date of birth
and the name of the city where she lives. Mulford said she is trying to protect herself from a former
boyfriend trying to find her.
The Interview ended at about i428 hrs.
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Detective

When asked, Kelly believed Kandi and Emmett each had a Facebook page. Kelly was friends with
both. Kandi's page was up until Saturday night or Sunday morning. Kelly did not know about
Rob. Kelly described brief contact with Rob at the office.
KeHy denied noticing any attraction between Kandi and Emmett prior to Kandi working for him.
Kelly did mention her suspicions the last couple of months.
We discussed Emmett•s side business, "Uquid Grip.' 1
Kelty said she was confused about Emmett's brother, Jason Blackwell denying everything. Kandi
and Emmett said he knew everything. KeHy mentioned Emmett going to Ohio. Emmett was going
to leave Ohio early to meet Kandi who was on vacation In CalJfomla. Jason had set up all of
Emmett's flight&. Kandi said she had been speaking with Jason about changlng Emmett's flights
to Callfornla so Emmett could be wlth Kandi.

Kelty mentioned a phone conversation with Kandi yesterday after a statement was released on the
news. Kandi told Kelly she does not know why Jason was sayf ng that because Kandi has emails
between her and Jason about Emmett.
Kelly spoke of Ashlee's family taking Items from Emmett's office and desk on Saturday.

Kelly mentioned callers who said they knew what was going on between Emmett and Kandi
because they told them. We asked Kelly to direct such calls to us. Kelly provided the names,
Paul Lewis, Michelle (later determined to be "Pinard"), and Donovan Prince.
Kelly said In the last couple of weeks, Emmett was very open; telUng people he was with Kandi.
Kelly did not Ulink Emmett should be telllng clients he Is with someone who Is not his wife.
We later ended our Interviews with Kelly.
At approximately 1903 hours, I recorded a brief phone conversation with Jake Peterson who
consented to us looking around Kandl's workplace. See Property Invoice dated 3-14-2011 for
Items recovered.
At approximately 1926 hours, Kelly said Peterson called and told us to look In Emmett's trash.
This measage could have been related to two handwritten post It notes Scott Smith prevlousfy
located In Emmettts trash. See Property Invoice dated 3-14-2011.
At approxf mately 1969 hours, I accompanied Detective Jim Miller to ·
Boise where we obtained the laptop computer from Emmett's father.
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On 3-14-11 at approximately 11: 30am. Detective Jim Miller asked If I would Interview Jennifer
Allen reference this case. He stated he had received a voice mall from a female Identifying herself
• as Jennifer Allen on 3-14-11 at 10:02am. He said the voice male stated she had s p o k e ~
Emmett and Kandi on 3-9-11 in Emmetrs office. He provided me the phone number o for Jennifer.
I called the phone number given to me and spoke with a female statln sh
made arrangements to meet with her at her place of employment a
I met with Jennifer at approxlmately 11 :65am. The conversation was record ad on my dfgltal voice
recorder. Jennifer told me she has known Emmett since high school. She said Emmett had also
attended college with her sister. She said she got married to Layn Branson In July of 2010 and
divorced from him In September of 2010. She told me she hired Emmett to represent her with her
divorce proceedings. She further explained she had hired Emmett to help expunge her
boyfriend's felony record as well.

She said that on Wednesday 3-9-11, she received a phone call from Kandi that something had
gone wrong with her divorce case so she needed to come Into their offices to algn some
paperwork. She said she went to Emmett's office and met with Kandi to sf gn the paperwork and
to place $600.00 on her account to help with her boyfriend's expungement case.
She said Kandi asked her to come Into Emmett's office so she did. She said she sat and visited
with Emmett and Kandi for approximately an hour and a half. Jennifer said Emmett told her he
was getting a divorce. She said she Joked with him about how he now could date her sister. She
said when Emmett heard this, he said "wall that would probably piss her off" and referenced
Kandi.
Jennifer said she asked them If they were together and they said they were. She said she asked
him how long had they been together and fhay said they had bean dating since September. Sha
said they told her they have been having an affair and have been together since September. Sha
said she asked Kandi how long she had been married to her husband and she told her they have
been together for twenty years and married for seventeen. She said Kandi told her she had two
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PATROL

children with her husband.
Jennffar told me that neither Emmett nor Kandi said anything about Kandl's husband stalking or
following Emmett. She said they told her they had spent a couple of days together recently where
neither one of them went home. She said that It Just happened because they both were together
at work so much. She said they told her they would go out on lunch dates together.
Jennifer said Emm~ told her that they had Just told another coworker about their affair earlier In
the day. She said Emmett told her that the coworker didn't believe them so he took Kandi In his
arms and started making out with her In front of this coworker.
She said Emmett told her that his wife was very controlling and she would get very Irritated If
another girl ever looked at him. I asked her If they said anything about Kandl's '1usband being
upset. She told me they had told her there had been an Incident at Kandrs house where Emmett
and Kandl's husband had gotten Into It and her husband had backed down. She said Emmett told
her he was at Kandt's house to pick her up. She said the only thing else she could remember
about the Incident was that Emmett told her they had gotten fnto each other's face and her
husband had backed down.

J asked Jennifer If either Emmett or Kandi had said anything to her about being scared of Kandl's
husband. She said they did not. She said they appeared to be very much In love. Sha described
them as "happy go lucky".

· .~ · ·
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Interview Of: Chris Search
Conducted By: Jim Miller; Scott Smith
Date of Interview: March 16, 2011
Case Name: Robert D. Hall
Case No.: 2011"005
Transcribed By: Deborah Forgy

Christmas Eve. It was I'm about ready to move on with my life. I'm about to be
able to have this out in the open.

JM:

Sure.

CS:

He was getting tired oflying. He was at that point where he was like I just want

.. .---..

to, I want to be done with the lying, I just want, I want to be out in the open. I

\I

want to be able to go down the street and hold Kandi's hand. But he wasn't shy
about it. Their clients knew. A lot of their clients knew. Michelle-Pinard knew.
Uh Paul Lewis, one of his friends, was a client of his, he knew. Donovan, I can't
remember his last name, knew. Uh Derrick, Derrick Jarrard, something like that,

I
,

he knew. And I know all of this because they all called me Monday uh, you know,
some of them I had heard them tell and, you know, they'd make comments to me
after Pd walk in there and they're like yeah (inaudible). Like I'm out here lying
and you 're te11ing everyone in the world this is awesome. But he was apparently

\
__ J

going to be using Derrick to serve Kandi's husband the papers.

JM:

This Derrick Jarrard guy?

CS:

A client of theirs I refer to as crotch rocket because thaes what he had his crotch
rocket. That's what he always drove up in, or on I guess (inaudible). But he
always, I mean that's who he was going to be using but they told their clients. The
other attorneys that they would go meet with knew. Him and, oh gosh, she wasn't
an attorney, she was a paralegal, dragon lady. What is her attorney's name that
she works for. Kelly knows her name. I can't think of her name. Kelly's been in

the legal community a lot longer than I. ..
JM:

Kelly gave us some names the other day.
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Thursday, D~ccmher 29, 201 l
Robert R. ChLlstain
Conflict Public Defender
300 \>./. Main Street. Suite 158
Boise, ID 83 702

SERI Case No. R'9294'1 I
Agency Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
Victim: Emmett Conigan
Suspect: Robert Dean Hall

ANALYTICAL REPORT

On November 41h 201 I, six items of evidence were delivered to the Serological Research
Institute (SERT) from Meridian PoJice Department via UPS (lZ E78 606 15 5443 0415). DNA
analysis and comparison was requested.

Per instructions. these items were not examined:
ITEM I
ITEM 2
ITEM 3
ITEM 5
ITEM 6

WHITE WASH CLOTH
WHITE TOWEL
TANK TOP
SWEATSIDRT
UNDERWEAR

ITEM 4 SWEATPANTS
This item consists or black trousers previously annotated for positive chemical test results for the
rresumptive presence of blood. The inside crotch area was chemically tested for the presw11ptive
presence of semen with posili ve results. A portion of the crotch fabric was excised and extracted
into aqueous solution. The extract was centrifuged in order to separate insoluble pellet material
from liquid supemalant. A portion of pel1et material was rnicroscopicnlly examined. Body cavity
cells. skin surface cells m1d many spenn cells were identified. TI1e remaining peJJet material w.i.~
diftercntially c:-;1ra<.·ttXi for l>N/\ content. Th1: r~c-1_1v1.:rl~d DNA wa~ analy;,.t:d by PCR and the results
arr tahulnted hdm,
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EXPLANATION
Dcoxyrihonucleic acid or DNA is found in nucleated cells, e.g., white blood cells. salivary, vaginal
and tissue epithelial cells and spennatozoa. lbe DNA can he extracted and the amount obtained is
proportional to the number of cells present.
Semen stains encountered in case work are often a mixture of semen and other hody fluid.
Microscopically, semen can be identified by the presence of spennatozoa. Other body fluids will
normally contain many nucleated epithelial cells. Using a differential extraction technique, the
DNA from the epithelial cells can be separated from that of the spem1. If the DNA is not degraded,
it should be possible to difterentiate d1e epithelial cell DNA from the spem1 DNA.
If the stain is old and/or degraded, it can be difficult to obtain a clean separation of the spenn DNA
from the epithelial cell DNA. If some of the spenn have broken down in the stain, releasing their
DNA, the resulting epithelial DNA extract will contain some spenn DNA. If the quantity of
epithelial cells is large in proportion to the number of sperm ceJls, it may he difficult to remove all
the epithelial cell DNA from the spenn DNA fraction. This resulting carryover will be expressed as
a mixture of epithelial cell DNA and sperm DNA types.

Shor! Tandem Repeat (STR) markers are polymorphic DNA loci that contain a repeated
nucleotide sequence. The STR repeat unit can be from two to seven nucleotides in length. STR
loci can be amplified using the Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) process and the PCR products
are then analyzed hy electrophoresis to separate the alleles according to size. These markers are
subsequently detected using fluorescent dye labeling. l11e following are STR markers:
Amelogenin (gender identification). TI-101, TPOX, CSFI PO, D3S 1358, vWA, FGA, D8S 1179,
D2I S 11, D 18S51. 05$818. DI 3S317, D16S539, D7S820, D2Sl338 and DI 9S433.
Two nlJeles per marker are expected in any one individual: therefore, the deteclion of more than
two alleles in any genetic marker indicates a mixture of DNA from more than one individual.

Rarely, a person's DNA profiJe dete1mined at one laboratory will display a "null aUele'', i.e. one
less allele Ihm, his/her profile dete,mined at another laboratory that uses a different testing
method in this cas<'. rt'sults frnm !he non-spenn fh.1ction DNA at 1he marker 1'110 I suggest that
Kandi I foll is such .; persou. given the use or Applied Biosyslem·s "ldentitiler.. method in this
Iaboralory 1111d Prom~·gu Cnrporat ion· s ··Powerl'lex·· method i11 use at Idaho State Pnlice Crime
1.ahoratory.
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CONCLUSIONS
l.

DNA recovered from the sweatpru1ts sperm fraction (item 4) has the same DNA profile as
Emmett Corrigan, not Robert Hall or Kandi Hall. The chance a man unrelated to him
would have the same DNA profile is about one in 500 trillion.

2.

DNA recovered from the sweatpants non-spenn fraction (item 4) is a mixture from more
than one person. The major p011ion of the mixtme has the same DNA profile as Kandi
Hall, not Robert Hall or Emmett CotTigan (assuming the presence of a suspected null
allele) The chance a woman unrelated to her would have the same DNA profile is about
one in one quadrillion. The minor portion of the mixture may have arisen as can-yover of
sperm eel I DNA. Rohen Hall is excluded as a contributor.

RECOMMENDATION
A .known sample of DNA from Kandi Hall should he tested to confim1 the presence of a
suspected null allele at marker THOl.

EVIDENCE DISPOSITION
The submitted evidence will be returned. Any remaining evidentiary extracts will be retained at

SERT indefinitely.

SEROLOGICAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE

Thomas Fedor
Forensic Serologist IV
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Robert R. Chastain
Conflict Public Defender
300 W. Main Street, Suite 158
Boise, JD 83702

SERI Case No. R'9294'11
Agency Case No. CR-FE- I l -3976
Victim: Emmett Con-igan
Suspect: Robert Dean Hall

SECOND ANALYTICAL REPORT

On November 4th 201 I, six items of evidence were delivered to the Serological Research
lnslitute (SERI) from Meridian Police Department via UPS ( IZ E78 606 J 5 5443 0415). DNA
analysis and comparison was reported on December 291h 2011.
On January 19th 2012. one item was delivered to SERI from Meridian Police Depa1tment via
UPS (1 Z E78 606 13 6627 3004). DNA analysis and comparison was requested.

ITEM 7 REFERENCE ORAL SWAB SAMPLE FROM KANDI HALL

This item consists of two swabs. A p01tion of one of them was excised and extracted for DNA
content. The recovered DNA was analyzed by Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR). The results are
tabulated below. together with previously repo1ted results.
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EXPLANATION
See Analytical Rep011 dated December 29th 201 J.

CONCLUSIONS

J.

DNA recovered from the sweatpants sperm fraction (item 4) has the same DNA profile as
Emmett CoITigan, not Robert Hall or Kandi Hall. The chance a man unrelated to him
would have the same DNA profile is about one in 500 trmion.

2.

DNA recovered from the sweatpants non-sperm fraction {item 4) is a rruxture from more
than one person. The major portion of the mixture has the same DNA profile as Kandi
Hall, not Robert Hall or Enunett C01Tigan. The chance a woman unrelated to her would
have the same DNA profile is about one in 48 quintiJJion. The minor portion of the
mixture may have arisen as canyover of sperm cell DNA. Robert HaJJ is excluded as a
contributor.

3.

Kandi Hairs THO l genotype detem1ined by the use of Applied Biosystem's "JdentifLler''
method at SER1 is different from her THO J genotype determined by Promega
Corporation's "PowerPlex" method in use at Idaho State Police C1ime Laboratory, thus
confirming the nu11 allele previously suspected (See Analytical Report dated December
29th 201 J.)

EVIDENCE DISPOSITION

The submitted evidence will be returned. Any remaining evidentiary extracts wm be retained at
SERJ indefinitely.

SEROLOGJCAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE
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1
A. Yes.

Dockl!t No. 25340

1

2
3

THE COURT: Thank you.

2
Q. Okay. Now, how would you be aware of
3 that?

STEVE JASON RAMIREZ,

4
5

4 called as a witness by and on behalf of the
5 defendant, having been first duly sworn, was
6 examined and testified as follows:
7

6 you •• how is it that you would be aware or their
7 reputation?
A. I just know they were known for carrying
8
9 weapons.
MR. OWEN: Judge, it's·- my objection is
10
11 renewed at this point. I don't think there has been
12 a sufficient foundation. The witness has indicated
13 he doesn't know Jason -- Jacob, Patrick or Jeremy
14 Kelley.
15
THE COURT: That objection I previously
16 ruled on. Reputation testimony doesn't require
17 personal knowledge, Mr. Owen.
18
However, that being said, Mr. Myst1in,
19you'II need to lay some foundation, without going
20 into the particulars of anything, as to l1ow it is
21 that he's become aware of the reputation.
22
So I will sustain the objection, although
23 on different grounds articulated than the state.
24 You may continue.
25
Q. BY MR. MYSHIN: Do you understand?

8
DIRECT EXAMINATION
9 BY MR. MYSHIN:
Q. Would you please state your name and
10
11 spell your last name for the record.
12
A. It's Steve Jason Ramirez, R-a-m+r-e-z.
13
Q. And you live here in Boise?
14
A. Yes, I do.
15
Q. Okay. Do you work?
16
A. Yes.
Q. Where do you work?
17
18
A. At Hoff Productions in Meridian.
19
Q. And how old are you, Jason?

20

21
22

23
24
25

A. I'm 21.
Q. Have you been convicted of a felony?
A. Yes, I have.
Q. Okay. And you're on probation for that?
A. Yes.
Q. Now, I want to ask you some questions
2929

2931

1 about some gentlemen named Pat Kelley, Jacob Kelley,
2 and Jeremy Kelley. Are you aware of these people?
A. No, I'm not.
3
4
Q. Do you know the Kelley brothers at all?
5
A. I've heard about them in jail.
6
Q. Okay .. And do you have a girlfriend?
7
A. l -8
Q. Or did you have a girlfriend named Nikki
9 Grover?
A. Yes.
10
11
Q. Okay. And she was a pal or at least knew
12 the Kelleys'
13
A. Yes.
Q. Are you aware of what the reputation of
14
15the Kelley brothers is for either violence or
16quarrelsomeness?
17
MR. OWEN: Objection as to foundation.
18
THE COURT: Question calls for a yes or
19 no response. To that extent, your objection, I
20think, is premature.
21
You may answer the question yes or no.
22
THE WITNESS: What was that?
23
Q. BY MR. MYSHIN: Okay. Are you aware of
24 the reputation or a reputation of the, these Kelley
25men for violence or quarrelsomeness?

19ll
SHERI l. SCHNEIDER, RDR, CSR, Official Court Reporter __

f

J)

A. I've heard --

Q. Without saying the specifics, I mean, do

1 Probably not, huh?
2
A. No.
3
Q. What rm asking you is that, first of
4 all, you're aware of a reputation for these men?
5
A. Yes.
6
Q. And without saying anything specifically
7 that they may or may not have done or that you may
8 or may not have heard that they did specifically,
9 how are you aware of tl1eir reputation?
10
A. That's -11
Q. Ir you can answer that.
12
A. I just know that they're -- can I say
I3violent?
14
Q. Well, I mean, do you know from other
15 people, for example -16
A. Yes.
17
Q. -- about their reputation?
18
A. Yes, other people have told me.
19
Q. Okay. These are things you've heard in
20 the general -21
A Yes.
22
Q. -- community?
23
And what is your knowledge -- what Is
24 their reputation for violence?
25
A. They are just a bad crowd. They are

2932
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1
2
3
4

and conclusions of law based upon what J have heard
here today. And that will also give you ample
opportunity to explore the discovery matters,
Mr. Myshin.

MR. OWEN: Judge, I didn't catch t11e
5
6 time. September 3rd -7
THf: COURT: AL 3:30 in the afternoon.
8 That's a Thursday.

9
As long as we're talking about hearings,
10on September 3rd, 1998, as I indicated to the
11 parties out in the. hallway after a recess, there is
12an issue that causes me some concern. J know that
13we have a hearing set for September 28th on a motion
14for jury questionnaire and a motion for voir dire.
15 I think the parties ought to be in a position to
16receive guidance from the court as to the direction
17th is case wi II take prior to that point and, as I
18 indicated, I have some concern In view of our
19 legislature's adoption this past session of
20 modifications, amendments to Idaho Code, Section
211.8-4004, the creation of a new code section, Idaho
22 Code, SecUon 18-4004A, and modification of our
23 statutory sentencing scheme, for capital cases at
24 least, involving murder in 19-2520, all of which
25were contained in a single bill.

169
1

I have concerns in this case inasmuch as
the file has no notice of intent by the state of -as ta whether it inte11cts to seek the death penalty
or not. 1 don't know what the state's intentions
are, but If the state is intending to explore that,
6 most -- it's significant to me most importantly or
7 most immediately in the sense that, to me,
8 individual sequestered voir dire makes little sense
9 if the death penalty is not potentially al issue in
10 this case.
11
And as I indicated, I'm going to be
12 issuing a briefing schedule for each of the parties
13 in this case. Since the court is raising this issue
14 on its own, l want initial briefs from each of the
15 parties on tile Issue of whether or not the statute,
16 statutory changes l've been talking about even apply
17 to this action to be submitted no later than August
'18 21st. Any reply memoranda from the parties, they
19 will be simultaneous reply memoranda, will be filed
20 one week late,, Auyust 28th. 1 5peciflcally want
2 l each of the parties lo address whether a decision of
22 the Court of Ap~x~als in State versus Morris, 95'1
23 Pacific 2d 681, earlier this year has any
24 applicability to this particular llill c1nd this
25 particular factual situation.

2
3
4
5

270
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1
That being said, let's move to the two
2 remal ning issues for consideration this afternoon.
3 Let's take up the defendant's motion to dismiss.
4 Mr. Myshin, I'll hear you in support of your motion.
5
MR. MYSHIN: Thank you, Your Honor.
6
We submitted the brief to the cowt and I
7 think that presents our issue or our view of the
8 issue. In fact, we cited to you both for and
9 against us. Afler reviewing the prosecutor's brief,
10 it seems to me that he's not plowing any new ground
11 than we·- that we presented to the court.
12
J would urge the court to dismiss the
13 portions of the felony murder charges in the
1.4 information based upon tllat brief and that motion,
!Sand J do feel it's inappropriate under those cases.
16 Thank you.
17
THE COURT: Thank you, Mr. Myshin.
18
Mr. Owen.
J9
MR. OWEN: Judge, I'll submit it in rny
20written submission. I looked at it as carefully as
211 could.
22
THE COURT: 130th parties gave me
23excellent briefing on this subject. I'm simply
24 going to issue a written opinion for the pa rtles'
25guidance and certainly !or appellate review on this

271
1 issue. This matter will be taken under advisement
2 pending written Issuance of that opinion. I can
3 guarantee you you'll have that before our September
4 3rd hearing date.
5
That takes us to tl1e state's motion in
6 limine, lhe final matter on our hearing today. Did
7 you wish to add anything to the contents of that
8 motion, Mr. Owen?
MR. OWEN: Not initially.
9
10
THE COURT: Mr. Myshin, will you respond
11 or is Mr. Carr going to be responding?
11
MR. MYSHIN: I'll respond to it.
13
I think it puts us in a difficult
14 situation. Number one, I think the motion is
15 premature. Number two, I think what it does is it
16 puts us in a position of having to essentially
17 violate Mr. Custodio's fifth amendment rights to
18 present. evidence to you to convince you that these
19 issues may in facl he relevant and admissible.
20
I can tell you, though, that a close
21 listening to the tape that was presented to you
22 today, there is a statement by Mr. Cllstodio there
23 that Jeremy Kelley is the individual who
24 Mr. Custodio knew from working at the -25
THE DEFENDANT: Carpel Place.

m
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1
2
3
4
5

MR. MYSHIN: ·- yeah, the Carpet Place,
and that it was he who Mr. Custodio was essentially
out with that night or at least a part of that night

and that they had gone to a girl's home, a wornan's
home and that lhey · it was for the purpose of
6 finding some social contact with women, and that in
7 fact Mr. Custodio says that Jeremy told him that his
8 brother had stabbed another guy at tt1at woman's pad.
9
Now, I think that's probably a little bit
10of a paraphrase there, but that's what Ile says.
11
Now, the state contends that none of this
12 evidence is admissible, first of all. Number two,
13couldn't possibly be admissible unless the defendant
14 knew a bout it prior to the incident.
15
Well, I think the state's own Exhibit No.
162 tells us that in fact Mr. Custodio c!id know about
17 that. That he was in fact advised of that prior to
18the incident because he is revealinq it quickly
19after the incident to police.
20
So I think in terms of that specific
21 issue, that whatever is in Mr. Custodio's niind at
22 the time goes to his, quote/unquote, stale of mind
23and supports his position for self-defense.
24
The, you know, the discovery is not -- we
25haven't finished with it yet. We've !JP.en confronted

273
1 by a series of oppositions to obtaining any kind of
2 presentence materials. Those that we have received
3 have given us indications of this kind of -- tliat
4 support this kind of tiling.
5
So first of all, I say to you that I
6 think It's premature and, number two, I say the
7 court should deny it if in fact the court's inclined
8 to rule on it at this point in time.
9
Certainly as to that issue, I think that
10 is, without stepping on anybody's constitutional
11 rights, at least from what you've heard today, tl1at
12 this was in the defendant's mind prior to the
13 Incident and so therefore I think it's relevant to
14 tile self-defense and I llilnk it's probative value
15far outweighs any prejudice lhat ii may or may not
16create.
17
THE COURT: Thank you, Mr. Myst1in.
18
Mr. Owen.
19
MR. OWFN: Well, from rny stan<lpoint,
20Judge, If it's premature now, I guess l just need to
21 know, when is it mature. for us to raise these
22 concerns?
23
The discove1y that has tJeen sought and in
24 part ordered for the defense indicates that there is
25an interest in a wide range of issues involving the

m

1 state's witnesses, not only those witnesses who were
2 there and not by any account involved in the
3 physical struggle with the defendant, but afso
'1 witnesses who were involved in some earlier contact
5 with defendant before he went from this Nikki
6 Grover's house to the Edson Street address.
7
I have a very serious concern that the
8 focus of the defense strategy at trial will be to
9 demonstrate that tl1ese are bad people or bad
10characters and that that evidence is going to be
11 what tile subject of the cross-examination is. I can
12 imagine a witness on lhe stand and asking that
13 witness to confirm certain prior bad conduct that
14 has nothing to do with the evidence in this case, a
15 person who was not even there at the residence at
16 the time that this tragedy occui·red.
17
That's really what J'm trying to head off
18 by bringing the court's attention to my concern
19 about certain specific sorts of evidence that I
20don'l think have any role in this trial. And if not
21 now, I guess I don't - J don't object to taking
22 this up at some point before we have a jury in the
23 box, but I think the state's entitled to express its
24 concern based on what it's been ordered to do and
25what it's been asked to do and what It feels would
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1 be an unfair way to conduct the trial by delving
2 into irrelevant and unfair matters with the
3 witnesses.
4
THE COURT: Thank you, Mr. Owen.
5
Well, with respect to the objection that
6 the motions in llmine are premature, I guess I have
7 this observation. Motions in llmine by their nature
8 are premature. They're decisions that the court is
9 being asked to make as to the admissibility of
lOevidence in advance of trial.
11
At this particular point, and since
12 they're always before trial, they are by definition
13 interlocutory. Things rnay happen al trial that will
14 cause the court to reconsider rulings on motions in
15 limine and certainly that would apply in this case.
16
Certainly it's the proponent of
17 evidence's initlal responsibility to make at least a
18 threshold burden of demonstration of relevance of
19 t11e evidence.
As to the seven subject matters of the
20
21 state's motion in tirninc, and I'll ··· the subjects
22 one, two, three, four, five and she don't have
23 facial relevance to the matters at issue.
24 Therefore, as to specifically presence of controlled
25substances at 2914 Edson on or about March 1st,
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COMES NOW, Melissa Moody, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho, and
hereby files this notice of intent to introduce evidence pursuant to I.RE. 404(b) and motion
requesting the admission of expert testimony regarding the dynamics of domestic
violence.

I. EVIDENCE THE STATE SEEKS TO ADMIT
Although this is not a "domestic violence case" per se, it is a domestic violence
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case in the sense that an abusive, controlling relationship between Robert and Kandi Hall
led up to what occurred in the Walgreens parking lot on March 11, 2011. The jury cannot
understand what happened to Emmett Corrigan without understanding the events that led
up to that night.
Specifically, the State intends to introduce evidence of:
1. Defendant's verbal abuse to Kandi Hall, including threats
)>

Defendant called Kandi "fat and ugly." (Exhibit 1.)

)>

Defendant was generally verbally abusive to Kandi, including yelling and
screaming at her. (Grand Jury Tr., p.220, L.16 - p.221, L.5; Exhibit 2; see also
Exhibits 44, 45.)

)>

Defendant has thrown things after losing his temper. (Exhibit 3.)

)>

Defendant called Kandi a "cunt," a "bitch," and "a fucking whore" (at least)
weekly between October 2010 and March 2011. (Grand Jury Tr., p.63, L.23 p.64, L.14; p.220, Ls.3-5.)

)>

Prior to Valentine's Day in 2011, Kandi was at the office on a Sunday with a
client when Defendant showed up and began threatening her. Emmett - who
was out of town - was so concerned that he called Kelly Rieker (a co-worker) to
make sure the Defendant was not hurting Kandi. (Exhibit 4.)

2. Defendant's physical abuse of Kandi Hall 1

1 Notably, Kandi Hall denies that Robert Hall ever physically abused her, now stating that Emmett gave her
at least one of the bruises she showed to Chris Search, claiming (then) that they were from Rob.
Additionally, Kandi has explained that she "bruise[s] pretty easily" and the bruises she at one time asserted
were from her husband could actually be from her bedpost, which she walks into at night, or from her dog, a
100 lb. Labrador retriever. See generally Kandi Hall grand Jury transcript.
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).>

In December 2010, Kandi showed Chris Search (a co-worker) a bruise on her
thigh from the Defendant. (Grand Jury Tr., p.61, Ls.5-13.)

).>

In February 2011, Kandi showed Chris Search a bruise on her upper right arm
that she said she got when Defendant grabbed her and pushed her. (Grand
Jury Tr., p.61, L.14 - p.62, L.14.)

).>

There were three or four occasions where Kandi was bruised and Kandi
recalled showing Chris Search bruises "[p]robably three times maybe." (Grand
Jury Tr., p.149, Ls.5-6.)

).>

In the past, Kandi has told Jacquelyne Galvan that Robert Hall is a violent man.
(Exhibit 5.)

).>

Kelly Reiker said Kandi told Emmett that Defendant physically held her down
and "[w)hen he wanted the ring back he twisted her hand completely back and
took the ring off of her finger." (Exhibit 25, p.8.)

).>

Kelly Reiker personally saw bruises on Kandi that Kandi said were caused by
Defendant.

(Exhibit 6.)

Kelly stated that Rob hit Kandi a few times; Kelly

observed bruises "on Kandi's back, one on her collarbone, and a bunch on her
arms, fingers, and hands." (Exhibit 25, pgs. 7-8.)
).>

Kandi also discussed with law enforcement fingerprint bruises on her arms.
(Exhibit 45 (at approximately 3:10 of video #2 of videotaped interview taken

3/17/11).)
3.

Kandi Hall's compliant, self-blaming behaviors generally
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)" In November 2009, Kandi has a discussion with Maida Nezirovic-Escarcega
over Facebook regarding Kandi's unsuccessful efforts to purchase a truck for
Defendant. (Exhibit 7.) Kandi wrote:

•

"I can't tell you how scared I am to tell Rob that we can't get him the truck
that I have been telling him I would get him for 8 months now!";

•

"My husband is so dissapopointed [sic] in me and I feel so horrible. He
doesn't say it to me, but his actions are very clear. I feel I let him down
so much!! I don't like to disappoint and I did this time BADIII Ughhh ... "

•

"I'm not sure if Rob and I are going to make it thru this. He and I fought
so bad last night that I cried myself to sleep. It's not just the truck issue,
it's me telling him for months now that I am buying him this new truck and
he thinking about how nice I am and what I'm doing for him. Now he
thinks that I have been lieing [sic] to him and that I am nothing but a lier
[sic]III He thinks that I told about the truck in the first place months ago
just because I thought it would make him stay and not cheat againlll
OMG!I It is not pretty...

I have just blown it this time. I feel horrible."

(Ellipses original.)
)" After Defendant killed Emmett Corrigan, Kandi repeatedly apologized for what
happened and accepted responsibility for Defendant's violent actions and
promised to do "everything" to 11vlndlcate" Defendant.

(Exhibit 40 (files dated

and time stamped 3-15-2011_182352; 3-24-2011_174525).)

Kandi also

assured Defendant, just five days after Emmett's murder, that she was "gonna
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be the wife [he] always wanted [her] to be." (Exhibit 40 (file dated and time
stamped 3-16-2011_ 164609).)

>

After Defendant killed Emmett Corrigan, Kandi assured her husband she would
no longer work outside the home. (Defendant was "ecstatic" about this idea and
offered to set up an in-home office for her).

(Exhibit 40 (file dated and time

stamped 3-29-2011_192020).)

>

According to Kelly Rieker, a close personal friend and co-worker of Kandi Hall,
Kandi "was very good at, at hiding, what was going on because she wanted this
image, of what was going on, at their house, with their friends, and she didn't
want anybody, in her neighborhood, and their friends knowing what was going
on." (Exhibit 25, p.8).

4.

Defendant blaming Emmett Corrigan for his wife's "independence"

>

Defendant sent Kandi an e-mail dated December 22, 2010, complaining that
"within a week or two after working with Emmett [she] started to change" and
became "distant." (Exhibit 8.)

>

Around the end of February or beginning of March 2011, Defendant told Megan
DeGroat, a co-worker, that he and Kandi were having marital problems and that
Kandi had changed when she started her new job. (Exhibit 9.)

>

Around the beginning of March 2011, Defendant told Michelle Clark he did not
want to separate from Kandi and he wanted ''the old Kandi back." Defendant
also told her that he blamed Mr. Corrigan for changing Kandi and giving her
more confidence. (Exhibit 10.)
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>

After Defendant murdered Emmett, he told his mom: "this is the old Kandi; it's
like I changed her back and she's really sad just like I am . . . she's really
depressed and scared and doesn't know what to do." (Exhibit 40 (file dated and
time stamped 3-16-2011_210726).)

5. Defendant's controlling behaviors generally

>

In an email to Emmett dated September 8, 2010 Kandi described her
husband as "jealous and controlling." (Exhibit 16.)

>

In the context of an argument, Defendant told his neighbor, Steve Quercia,
that he had the ability to track people because he worked at the Ada County
Sheriffs Office. (Exhibit 11.)

>

In the same argument, Defendant smiled at Steve "in a snide and cunning
way" and said "You'll see Steve, you'll get what you got coming." (Exhibit
11.)

>

Defendant had altercations with a number of his neighbors and he told them
he had the ability to track who called 911. (Exhibits 11, 12, 46.) Many of
Defendant's neighbors were afraid of him. (Exhibit 46.)

>

Defendant's neighbor Christina Woodside said Defendant came to her
house on one occasion, "shaking with rage," and wanted to confront her 7year-old son about kissing his 8-year-old daughter. Christina Woodside and
her husband have information that Defendant used his position at the Ada
County Sheriffs Office to intimidate neighbors and obtain information about
people who lived in the neighborhood. She described Defendant as very
0
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protective ... of what was his" including "property, information, [and] family."
(Exhibit 12.)
};,, Defendant controlled his wife by lying to her. As one example, Defendant
cheated on Kandi, including having an affair with Melissa Mason. Although
Kandi knew about the affair, Rob told her that he was "done" in the summer
of 2010 and had no further communication with Melissa Mason. This was
not true, as he was communicating with Melissa up to the time of the
shooting including numerous calls in early March 2011, some of which were
quite lengthy, and five calls between March 10 and March 11, 2011.
(Exhibits 14, 15.) Seealso#12 below, page 15.

>" In November 2010, Kandi's daughter Hannah supported Defendant by trying
to encourage Kandi to "quit" her friends to focus on her relationship with
Defendant. (Exhibit 21.) After Emmett's murder, Defendant also enlisted his
daughter Hannah to make Kandi do the tasks he is assigning to Kandi from
jail, telling Hannah it is her '1ob" to "stay on mom" to get things done.
(Exhibit 40 (files date and time stamped 3-16-2011_164609; 3-202011_113449).)
};,, On February 10, 2011, Defendant sent Kandi an e-mail telling her that if he
"had the money [he] would not hesitate to take [her] away from here" to get
her away from her friends whom he blames for helping Kandi separate from
him. (Exhibit 17.)
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~

Defendant would send Kandi lists of things for her to do for him such as refill
his prescriptions and make phone calls to the drycleaners and creditors.
(Exhibit 18.)

~

After Robert Hall went to jail:
• Kandi Hall was going to travel to California to be with her
family/support system.

Defendant persuaded Kandi not to go to

California by, among other things, blaming her for his circumstances.
Defendant also involved their daughter, Hannah, in keeping Kandi
from going to California, telling Hannah that Kandi was getting
"clouded" and Hannah needed to tell Kandi that she cannot "run away
from her problems" by going to California. Defendant also expressed
pleasure once Kandi's parents return to California, stating that it will
hopefully make Kandi more focused. (Exhibit 40 (files dated and time
stamped

3-15-2011_1142435;

2011_ 155709;

3-16-2011_164609;

3-16-2011_ 154054;
3-16-2011_203512;

3-163-17-

2011_ 193443).)
• Kandi said she was going to have a shot of tequila, and he told Kandi
she should not have a shot of tequila because he was "dying for a
shot of tequila" and could not have one and it was not time to
celebrate yet.

She agreed she would not have a shot of tequila.

(Exhibit40 (file dated and time stamped 3-28-2011_155134).)
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• Defendant told Kandi he wanted them to get their rings "tattooed on"
so they can "never, ever, ever" take them off. (Exhibit 40 (file dated
and time stamped 3-27-2011_212734).)
• He told Kandi: "you're not losing me; I'm not losing you; I refuse."
(Exhibit 40 (file dated and time stamped 3-26-2011_213440).)
• He told Kandi that when he gets out they will do everything together;
it will be them first, and everyone else second. (Exhibit 40 (file dated
and time stamped 3-23-2011_172236).)
• He told Kandi he will never leave her because she is part of him and
part of his soul and you cannot give up 20 years. (Exhibit 40 (file
dated and time stamped 3-18-2011_ 164606).)
• He told Kandi to "pick [her]self up" because he does not "have time
for this" and tells her he "is under water with a snorkel" and Kandi is
"above water with her thumb on it" and can "either open it or close it."
(Exhibit 40 (file dated and time stamped 3-16-2011_ 155709).)

6. Defendant's obsessive/possessive behaviors generally
~

Defendant had a security system installed at his home that he used to
monitor the front door and which he could reportedly access from his
computer at work. This system alerted Defendant when his garage door
was opening or closing.

~

On February 22, 2011, Defendant sent an e-mail to "Greg" stating he was
"anxious in [his] mind about Kandi" and stating he tried to text Kandi at 10:10
a.m.; after receiving no response to the 10:10 text, Defendant texted Kandi
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again at 10:58 a.m. and 11 :44 a.m. After receiving no responses to his text
messages, Defendant called Kandi at 11 :56 a.m. at which time he let the
phone ring 10 times before getting Kand i's voicemail. In his e-mail to Greg,
Defendant complains that after finally talking to Kandi at 1:27 p.m., she did
not "assure" him that "everything is ok" and does not say "don't worry, I love
you." (Exhibit 19.)
~

Defendant phoned Kandi extremely often to check up on her. Robert Hall's
friend Danny Meyers said "Hall and Kahdi spoke by phone about 20 times a
day," which even Mr. Meyers thought was unusual. (Exhibit 13.)

7. Defendant's displays of extreme jealousy
~

In November 2010, Defendant called Jared Martens, Kandi's former
employer, and asked him if there was "something going on" between Kandi
and Mr. Corrigan.

During the call, Defendant was "pretty confrontational"

with Mr. Martens. (Exhibit 20.)
~

In January 2011, Defendant asked Kandi to "take a break from [her friend]
[M]ichelle" and says her failure to do so is "disrespectful" to him. (Exhibit

22.)
~

In a February 7, 2011 email, Defendant complained that he is in "a constant
uphill competition" with Michelle for Kandi's attention and accuses Kandi of
being "addict[ed]" to Michelle and talking to Michelle on her way to or from
work, at the expense of thinking about "us." Defendant e-mails: "I won't ask
you to stop being friends with her ONLY because if I did, she would be a
martyr in your eyes... .I for some reason imagine us getting stronger
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together as we get older and depending less on people outside of our
marriage.n (Exhibit 23 (emphasis original).)
;.- After he was in jail, Defendant continued to call Kandi very frequently.
During some of these conversations, Defendant would berate Kandi for
having friends over, for not being attentive enough, and for not being
available whenever he called. (Exhibit 40 (files dated and time stamped 321-2011_ 150754; 3-21-2011_152528; 3-26-2011_152933).)
)>

Defendant did not want Kandi having contact with her friends or being on
Facebook; Kandi agreed to remove herself from Facebook and did so for a
period of time.

Significantly, she returned to Facebook shortly before

Emmett was killed. (Exhibit 24.) See also #9 below, page 12.
8. Defendant's "stalking" type behavior, directed at his wife and Emmett
)>

Defendant began following Mr. Corrigan in December 2010 through
February 2011. (Grand Jury Tr., p.55, Ls.11-21.)

)>

In January and February 2011, Defendant went to Mr. Corrigan's law office
on at least two occasions, and drove up and down the back alley
continuously calling Kandi and telling her to come out. (Grand Jury Tr., p.66,
L.25 - p.67, L.15.)

)>

Around Valentine's Day in 2011, Defendant confronted Kandi and Emmett at
Corrlgan's law office. Defendant, driving an unmarked county car, had been
following Kandi and Emmett. When Kandi and Emmett returned to the law
office, Defendant confronted Kandi outside while Emmett went inside. After
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approximately 30-35 minutes 2 , Kelly Rieker, who worked at the law office
went outside and told Kandi she needed to come in and help answer the
phones. (Exhibits 4, 25.)
);:>

Two days before the murder, Defendant was waiting in the alley behind
Corrigan Law Office for Emmett and Kandi to return from Costco. (Exhibit
25, p.10.)

9. Kandi's attempts to take back control (and Defendant's responses) shortly before, and
the day of, the murder

>

On March 9, 2011, Defendant sent a group e-mail stating that he was the "team
manager" for their daughters softball team but the team lacked a sponsor.
(Exhibit 26.)

o Kandi, who was included in the group e-mail, responded, in part:
"Corrigan Law Office will be sponsoring the teams [sic] jersey and wind
breakers."

o Defendant responded approximately one minute later to everyone on the
group email: "No that will not be happening. Kandi, call me when you
have time."

o Four minutes later, Defendant sent another e-mail to Kandi only stating:
"Nope. His name won't be on a thing of my team. Not going to happen."

>

Kandi "returned" to Facebook approximately one week before Emmett was
killed. The responses from Kandi's friends and family regarding her retur:n to
Facebook included (Exhibit 27):

2

This time frame comes from Kelly Rieker. Kandi Hall puts the time at "about two or three minutes.•
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•

"NO RULES .... REMEMBERl!lll 11 - posted by Kandi's sister, Tina Lax

•

"And ... she's backllll It's about time! Stand up ... be tough ... take no
prisonerslll" - posted by Tina Lax.

•

"Mom I thought you deleted your facebook .... " - posted by Kandi's
daughter, Hannah.

•

"My moms [sic] a convulsive [sic] liar everyone she lied to me about
this ... hmmm" - posted by Kandi's daughter, Hannah.

•

"How are u? Why were you MIA for so long? Did Rob put you on
time out?" - posted by Ada Valenzuela Mendoza.

10.

Kandi's mother's statements

>

Kandi's mother told Kandi's friend Jacquelyne Galvan that she (Kandi's mother)
was afraid Rob was going to kill Kandi. Kand l's mother said Kandi was planning
on divorcing Rob and then moving to California because she (Kandi) was afraid
Rob would kill her. (Exhibit 5.)

>

The day after Emmett was killed, Kandi's mother said to Galvan, "See, I told you
Jackie, I knew he was capable of this, he was going to kill Kandi too, and you
know Kandi kicked the gun away." Galvan said when she spoke to them a
week later, the story had completely changed.3 (Exhibit 5.)

11.

Tension building events prior to murder

>

Impending separation/divorce between Kandi and Defendant. (Exhibit 30.)

>

On January 2, 2011, Defendant sent Kandi an e-mail that contains the following
threat: "Good luck with emmett. Once the honey moon period is over or his

3

Indeed, Kandi's mother, Linda Ames, now denies that she ever feared for her daughter's life.
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wife catches on you will be all alone and you'll get everything you deserve.
Karma is a bitch and I will have the last laugh." (Exhibit 32 (verbatim).)

>

On January 4, 2011, Defendant sent Kandi an e-mail stating he (Defendant) is
"spiraling out of control."

>

On January 21, 2011, Defendant sent Kandi an e-mail that contains the
following threat: "It is only a matter of time before your world comes crashing
down on you. I know because I was in the same boat as you, thinking I was on
top of the world and nothing could stop me, but when my world came crashing
down and I knew I fucked up, I was so lonely and sad but also I was so LUCKY
that you were still there with me but remember I don't have a fraction of the
patience that you have." (Exhibit 33 (emphasis original).) The subject line of
this e-mail reads: "Rock bottom."

>

On February 14, 2011, Defendant sent Kandi an e-mail stating, in part: "I am
breaking down at work, I can't think, I'm really jacked up. I know I have heard
all of this from you so you know how I feel. You CAN'T do this to me but you
are. . . . Just know the damage you are doing to me. If you don't care, or it
doesn't matter one way or the other then call it, make it happen. You will not
take one step closer to me even though you can see that I am demolished and
you expect me to stay this way for how long? YOU ARE DESTROYING ME."
(Exhibit 34) (emphasis original).)

>

In January (Exhibit 36) and on March 1, 2011 (Exhibit 35), Defendant sends emails looking for a room to rent or a place to stay.
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);>

Defendant misses work several days, at least some of which are due to
difficulties at home. Work absences include January 2, 2011, February 10,
2011, February 17-18, 2011, February 21, 2011, and February 23, 2011.
(Exhibit 37.)

);>

The "confrontation" between Robert Hall and Emmett Corrigan that took place at
Robert and Kandi's home is believed to have occurred the night of February 16,
right before Defendant was out "sick" for two days. (Exhibit 37.)

);>

The Halls experience financial difficulties from living beyond their means. In
February 2011, Defendant bounces a $13 check to his homeowner's
association. (Exhibits 9, 18, 28, 29.)

12.

Defendant's view of himself as the victim
);>

Right after Defendant murdered Emmett, but before police arrived on scene,
Defendant can be heard in the background of Kandi's call to 911, calmly
blaming Kandi for Emmett's death. He says to Kandi: "You did this to him."
(Exhibit 41.)

);>

The night that Robert Hall was admitted to the hospital after killing Emmett,
Robert Hall reported on one of the hospital's intake forms that he was being
emotionally abused in his marriage. (Exhibit 38.)

);>

Defendant talked at great length to Dana Bergquist (and others) about Kandi's
supposed abuse of him (Robert Hall), painting her as the villain in the
relationship and himself as the victim. (Exhibit 39.)

);>

In jail, claiming to have no memory of what happened on the night of March 11,
2011, Defendant wondered "why this [was] happening" to him and complained
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about how hard his life is and how horrible the jail conditions are, expressing no
remorse whatsoever for Emmett's death. In fact, Defendant tells his youngest
daughter it is "not fair" that he "they" have "take[n) [him] away from [his] family."
(Exhibit 40

(files

dated

and time

stamped

3-14-2011_194356; 3-26-

2011_155708; 3-29-2011_115519; 329-2011_132023; 10-02-11_1842).)

>

After he went to jail, Defendant told Kandi she was not in her right state of mind
and it drove him crazy because he could see it, but he could not make her see

it. (Exhibit 40 (file dated and time stamped 3-26-2011_100137).)

>

In her March 12, 2011

interview with law enforcement, the following

(approximate) exchange takes place:
o

Detective Joe Miller: "If we were to ask Emmett . . . hey what kind of a guy
is Rob, Emmett's probably gonna repeat ... "

o

Kandi Hall: "An asshole, that's what he'.s gonna say."

o

Detective Miller: "OK. And why ... OK, Emmett, why is he an asshole?"

o

Kandi Hall: "Uh, because he treats Kandi like crap"

o

Detective Miller: "Is this what you've told Emmett?"

o Kandi Hall:

1 don't say treats me like crap, but I'll tell him situations, for

11

instance, either, like, ok, for instance ... Rob's birthday was on February

]1h and um, the girls and I, we got him a cake and I got him a DVD and
another work-out shirt and my daughter Hannah, we bought him AMA
tickets for Seattle. Motocross Tickets and my daughter Hailey, she got
him - I can't remember exactly what she got him.

Well, he was so

distraught over it not being enough. Like it was just, you put no thought
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into it, and he was just really really bad about it, and I think that came off
as feelings of us just being the way we are and him, being that way, and
um, and then he texted - sorry - emailed me, an email from his affair,
from the affair that he had. This Melissa, her name is. And um, it said,
Rob may your next year ... something about may the year ahead be filled
with love, laughter and fun, or something like that, and then it said, it
said, and then he wrote on the bottom of it, at least someone gives a shit
about me.

Like, why would you email that to me?" (Exhibit 47 (at

approximately 1:12:00 of videotaped interview taken 3/12/11); Exhibit 14,
p.2 (e-mail dated February 8, 2011 ).)
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II. ARGUMENT
'

A. Expert Testimony On The Dynamics Of Domestic Violence Is Relevant And
Necessary For The Jury To Understand The Evidence
The admissibility of expert testimony is discretionary. State v. Crea, 119 Idaho 352,
806 P.2d 445 (1991); State v. Parkinson, 128 Idaho 29, 909 P.2d 647 (Ct. App. 1996). "To
be admissible, the expert's testimony must assist the trier of fact to understand the
evidence or to determine a fact in issue." State v. Joslin, 145 Idaho 75, 81, 175 P.3d 764,
770 (2007) (quotations omitted); see also I.RE. 702.

"Expert testimony is generally

admissible if evidence is beyond the common experience of most jurors and the jurors
would be assisted by such testimony." State v. Varie, 135 Idaho 848, 853, 26 P.3d 31, 36
(2001).
Applying these standards in Varie, the Idaho Supreme Court approved the use of
expert testimony on domestic violence, "including but not limited to why victims stay in
abusive relationships, how victims perceive themselves and their abuser, how victims of
abuse might perceive cues of their abuser, and how victims feel and react during abusive
situations." 135 Idaho at 854, 26 P.3d at 37. The court concluded the "U]urors were
assisted by expert testimony ... about the effects of domestic violence on victims, as well
as testimony by several other witnesses that [the defendant] was in fact abused." lQ,_ at
855, 26 P.3d at 38.
Courts from many other jurisdictions have reached the same conclusion and have
permitted expert testimony on the dynamics of domestic violence. See, !Mb, United States
v. Dade, 136 Fed.Appx. 973, 974 (9th Cir. 2005)4 ("Admission of expert testimony

4

Dade originated from Idaho.
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regarding battered women's syndrome was proper because it assisted the jury in
understanding the victim's unusual behavior toward Dade."); State v. Ankeny, 243 P.3d
391, 399 (Mont. 2010) (approving use of expert testimony on domestic violence and
concluding such testimony was not improperly offered to bolster victim's credibility or
establish that victim was a battered woman, but was properly offered to provide
explanation for inconsistencies in victim's testimony); Moorer v. State, 659 S.E.2d 422,
424 (Ga. App. 2008) ("Expert testimony is admissible to explain the behavior of a domestic
violence victim who does not report abuse or leave the abuser. Battered person syndrome
is a complex area of human behavior and response. The admission of testimony from an
expert in the area of domestic violence and battered woman syndrome may be
permissible because it is an area beyond the ken of the ordinary layperson.") (citations and
footnotes omitted); People v. Lafferty, 9 P.3d 1132, 1135 (Colo. App. 1999) (affirming
admission of "expert testimony concerning the cycle of violence and how it relates to
recantation").
The state's proposed expert in this case is Jean McAllister, MSW. She has served
as an expert witness on domestic violence since 1985.

She has extensive training,

practical experience, and familiarity with issues surrounding domestic violence.

Ms.

McAllister has worked with both victims and perpetrators and she has trained people all
over the world in the area of domestic violence. Her resume is attached for the Court's
review. (Exhibit 42.)
Ms. McAllister's testimony would, consistent with the caselaw set forth above,
assist the jury in understanding the dynamics of domestic violence, including victim
response to trauma. White many people may have some preconceived notions about
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what domestic violence involves and "what it looks like," research literature indicates there
is a great deal of misinformation and misperceptions about domestic violence and the
dynamics underlying domestic violence are "beyond the common experience of most
jurors and the jurors would be assisted by such testimony." Varie, 135 Idaho at 853, 26
P .3d at 36. The testimony of an expert witness is necessary to address preconceived
notions and misinformation. This is undoubtedly why numerous courts, including Idaho
courts, have allowed such testimony in criminal cases.
The prosecution's theory of this case relies upon the larger context in which this
killing occurred. If the Court allows it, the State would produce evidence that Robert Hall
controlled Kandi's behavior to a large degree until Kandi met Emmett Corrigan. When
Kandi met Emmett, everything changed. She became, in the words of her friend Michelle
Clark, more confident and, in Kandi's own words: "I changed dramatically in the time that I
was with Emmett." (Grand Jury Transcript, p.161.) For Kandi, Emmett Corrigan was a life
raft that would ferry her away from her abusive husband. Robert Hall was not going to let
that happen.

He killed Kandi's support system and achieved his desired result:

she

returned to him immediately. Within 48 hours of her lover's death, Kandi Hall was back in
line, declaring her eternal love for her husband.
Kandi Hall was scared of her husband and looked to Emmett to protect her. 5
Kand i's behavior after Emmett's death reflects the subtext of the murder: "I killed him and

5 The State anticipates that Kandi Hall will testify that she was not scared of her husband at any time. The
State also anticipates that Kandi Hall will testify, or the defense wlll seek to introduce evidence, that Emmett
was parked at the end of her street for no good reason, or always Irrationally concerned about Kandi.
Evidence that Emmett's fears were founded - or at the very least, that he had good reason to believe his
fears were founded - is necessary to portray Emmett accurately.
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I can kill you." The State needs to be able to explain its theory of the case to the jury.
Towards this end, it needs both evidence and expert testimony.
The state recognizes that Ms. McAllister may not offer an opinion as to whether
Defendant and his wife were Involved in an abusive relationship. Varie, 135 Idaho at 854,
26 P.3d at 37.

Rather, the state's intention is to have Ms. McAllister educate the jury on

the dynamics of domestic violence and victim responses to trauma.

In this case, Ms.

McAllister's testimony is specifically relevant because it will assist the jurors in
understanding Kandi Hall's testimony and behavior.

It is also relevant to explaining

Defendant's state of mind and motive.
1. Expert Testimony On The Dynamics Of Domestic Violence And Victim
Responses To Traumatic Events Is Necessary For The Jury To
Understand Kandi Hall's Testimony And Behavior
Expert testimony on the dynamics of domestic violence, including victim responses
to trauma, is relevant and necessary to explain the significant change in Kandi Hall's
behavior before and after the murder and her varying accounts of what happened in the
Walgreens parking lot on March 11, 2011.
Defendant and Kandi Hall are married.

Kandi first met Emmett Corrigan in

September 2010 and the two began having an affair that same month. (Grand Jury Tr.,
p.135, Ls.19-22; p.140, Ls.7-12.)

Kandi also worked as a paralegal for Mr. Corrigan

starting in October 2010. (Grand Jury Tr., p.136, Ls.3-15.} Kandi and Mr. Corrigan were
openly affectionate toward one another and told one another, "I love you." (Grand Jury Tr.,
p.153, Ls.8-21.) They bought each other gifts and planned to one day leave their spouses
and be together. (Grand Jury Tr., p.52, L.16-p.54, L.21; p.154, L.2-p.156, L.9.)
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Even before Kandi met Emmett Corrigan, Kandi and Defendant had been
experiencing marital problems. These problems continued after Ei:nmett and Kandi started
their affair. Kandi and Defendant discussed divorce. (Grand Jury Tr., p.140, Ls.13-16.)
Kandi met with an attorney, Kevin Rogers, on March 11, 2011, to discuss getting a
divorce. According to Kevin Rogers, Kandi appeared fearful and told him at the meeting
on March 11th that she was afraid of her husband. Later that same day, Robert Hall shot
and killed Emmett Corrigan. (Grand Jury Tr., p.36, L.1 - p.37, L.1.)
In addition to Kandl's statements to Mr. Rogers that she was afraid of Defendant,
there is other evidence that Kandi was being abused. For example, Chris Search, who
also worked for Emmett Corrigan along with Kandi, said that around December 2011 and
February 2012, Kandi showed him bruises that she said were given to her by Defendant.
(Grand Jury Tr., p.45, L.19 - p.46, L.8; p.60, L.9 - p.62, L.14.) Although some might view
a few incidents of bruising as something minor or unrelated to the ability to commit murder,
Ms. McAllister will explain that "it cannot be assumed that the reported incident is
representative of [the] level of violence or risk in the relationship." (Exhibit 43 (Report of
Jean McAllister), p.2.) To the contrary, research indicates that "an identified incident is
rarely indicative of the real risk of harm to the victim." (Id.) Moreover, Ms. McAllister can
explain that "[w]hen a victim develops a new intimate relationship, the danger is
exponentially escalated." (Exhibit 43, p.6.)
Mr. Search will also offer testimony that could explain why Kandi did not report any
abuse to law enforcement. Kandi said she did not want to call the pollce because her
husband worked at the Ada County's Sheriffs Office and "had numerous friends in the
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department.',e (Grand Jury Tr., p.62, L.23 - p.63, L.2.) This fear is consistent with Robert
Hall's neighbors' reports that he told them he could track their activities, and track who
called 911, based on where he worked.
Mr. Search also overheard telephone conversations Kandi had with her husband
while she was at work in which Defendant could be heard "yelling that she was a fucking
whore." (Grand Jury

Tr., p.63, L.23 - p.64, L.2.) Conversation.s of this nature occurred

'[a]t least once a week." (Grand Jury Tr., p.64, Ls.3-10.) Mr. Hall also showed up at Mr.
Corrigan's law office on two or three occasions, "drove up and down the back alley
continuously calling Kandi and telling her to come out." (Grand Jury Tr., p.66, L.25- p.67,
L.15.)
In the hours prior to his death Emmett and Kandi met in the Walgreens parking lot
and left together in Emmett's truck. At some point during the time they were together that
evening, Emmett and Kandi engaged in sexual activity. Defendant was waiting for them
with a loaded gun when they returned to the Walgreens parking lot. He shot and killed
Emmett Corrigan, delivering one shot to his heart and one shot to his head. After Emmett
was killed, a bullet grazed the top of Robert Hall's head, resulting in a superficial wound.
Three casings were found at the scene. Only two bullets were recovered.
Kandi has consistently denied seeing who fired the shots.

She reported to law

enforcement that the shots were fired as she turned to go to her car after telling Rob and
Emmett, "that's enough." (Grand Jury Tr., p.185, Ls.10-11.) When Kandi turned back
around, Emmett was lying on the ground, not moving, and Robert Hall was standing a few
feet away with the gun and blood coming down his face. (Grand Jury Tr., p.185, Ls.16-

Kandi Hall now denies Defendant ever physically abused her.
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24.) Kandi then saw her husband fall to the ground, she ran over to him, and called 911.
(Grand Jury Tr., p.186, Ls.3-9.) Kandi next ran over to Emmett and, as she was next to
him, she saw Defendant start to get up at which time she ran back to where Defendant
was and threw the gun out of Defendant's reach. (Grand Jury Tr., p.186, L.17 - p.187,

L.22.)
Kandi told law enforcement she was afraid for Defendant to have access to the gun
again because she did not know what he was going to do with it.

Kandi described

Defendant as being "aggressive and motivated that if she would have tossed the gun and
let go of [Defendant] he would have gone back and got the gun."

(Exhibit 45 (at

approximately 25:03 of video #1 of videotaped interview taken 3/17/11 ).)
Despite the fact that Kandi loved Emmett and was in the process of leaving her
husband to be with him, Kandi became instantly re-devoted to her husband after he killed
her lover.
explanation.

This turnabout occurred with a speed and conviction that seems to defy
Ms. McAllister's explanations for such "devotion" will assist the jury in

understanding Kandi's actions.
Ms. McAllister can explain that, although Kandi may not look or act like a victim of
domestic violence "should" look or act because Kandi may present like a strong
professional woman who was willing to cheat on her husband and was seeking a divorce,
[r]esearch indicates that there is no "primary type" of person who will
become a victim of domestic violence, although the large majority of victims
are female. It can happen to anyone and it occurs in all races, religions,
educational and socio-economic levels. The idea that people can identify
offenders or victims by looking at them or by certain immediately observable
behavioral characteristics Is a myth. Many offenders appear reasonable,
charming or even dependent on the surface, even while they instill fear in
their victims. Not all victims are likeable, meek or helpless, as many people
assume. Victims often function as resourceful and competent people in the
world outside of their families, holding professional jobs or other positions of
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power or influence, while fearing their offenders and finding themselves
subject [toJ their offenders' control in the privacy of their own homes.
(Exhibit 43, p.2.)
Kandi's intimate relationship with Emmett does not mean Defendant was not
abusive towards her. In fact, the way Defendant treated Kandi could be the very reason
she became so attached to Emmett, who was willing to encourage, support and even
protect her if necessary.7 Once Kandi connected with Emmett and they fell in love, she
had the courage to consider leaving Defendant. Defendant ultimately prevented her from
doing so by killing Emmett Corrigan.

Both Kandi's attachment to Mr. Corrigan and

Defendant's response present a common domestic violence scenario that Ms. McAllister
describes as follows:
When victims do not feel competent to leave on their own, they may tum to
others in attempts to gain strength to leave the situation. The people victims
turn to for help may be in danger as well as the victim, particularly if an
offender believes they are successfully helping the victim resist his control.
When a victim develops a new intimate relationship, the danger is
exponentially escalated, due to many offenders' obsessive possessiveness
and jealousy ....
(Exhibit 43, p.6.)
Also consistent with domestic violence dynamics is Kandi's reaction to Defendant
murdering her lover who was helping her divorce Defendant. Rather than embolden Kandi
in her efforts to leave Defendant, the opposite happened - Kandi ran back to Defendant
with unparalleled devotion, as reflected in the numerous phone calls between Defendant
and Kandi after he was arrested for Emmett Corrigan's murder.

In addition to the sheer

number of calls, the content of the calls also reveals the nature of their relationship.
7

Question: Was Emmett -would you say that Emmett was protective of you with respect to Rob?
Kandi Hall Answer: Absolutely. (Grand Jury Transcript, p.151, Ls.1-3).
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As Ms. McAllister could explain, "where resistance or escape are perceived by the
victim to be impossible or where attempts to resist have been ineffective, brain chemistry
changes to facilitate 'freezing' or inaction."

(Exhibit 43, p.4.)

Defendant successfully

thwarted Kandi's attempt to leave him by murdering the man who was helping her leave,
who was protecting her, who was saving her.

To make sure his message was clear,

Defendant told Kandi while she watched her lover die: "You did this."
Kandi's steps to get the gun away from Defendant right after he shot Emmett
Corrigan, and her explanations for doing so, reveal that, at the time, she thought she was
next, and her fear would be supported by the reality that "victims are the greatest risk for
serious injury or death when they attempt to leave the relationship." (Exhibit 43, p.6.) As a
result of the actions Robert Hall took on March 11, 2011, he got exactly what he wanted.
Mr. Corrigan was dead and, in Defendant's words, he got his "old Kandi back."
Once Defendant got his old Kandi back, Defendant persisted in his efforts to control
her (as he did before she met Emmett) and she acquiesced - a behavior typically seen in
victims of domestic violence who "do not think that safety and freedom from the violence
are real possibilities." (Exhibit 43, p.6.) Recorded jail phone calls between Defendant and
Kandi illustrate this dynamic. In these calls, Defendant frequently gives Kandi "to do" lists
and becomes angry when she is not completing her assigned tasks to his satisfaction.
Defendant also attempts to exert control over Kandi's personal activities and access to her
friends and becomes angry when he calls and she has friends at the house.
Although the Defendant could not schedule his calls to his wife, and was limited to.
calling when the jail phone became available, Defendant nevertheless became angry at
Kandi if she happened to be out of the house when he called. Defendant's jail phone calls
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show his particular annoyance when Kandi had contact with one of her primary
supporters, Michelle Clark, whom Defendant perceives as someone who has been
meddlesome in their relationship and who has prevented Kandi from reconciling with him.
This type of controlling, possessive behavior is common among domestic abusers as
those individuals tend to be "extremely possessive, dependent and jealous" and attempt to
interfere with outside relationships that support the victim. (Exhibit 43, p.6.)
Kandi's response to Defendant's controlling behavior after the shooting is also
typical of a domestic violence victim. She repeatedly told Defendant how much she loved
him, reassured him that she was never going to leave him and that she would make it
better / make it up to him, accepted responsibility for what Defendant had done,
acquiesced to Defendant's wishes (for example, that she not visit California to be with her
support system, or work outside the home as a paralegal again), and generally tried to
placate him. Because the desperate tone in Kandi's voice cannot be adequately conveyed
by merely inquiring about the substance of the calls, the state is requesting that it be
allowed to play the actual recordings at trial.
Kandi has also changed her story of what happened in the Walgreens parking lot
between her first and subsequent interviews, making her later accounts more favorable to
Defendant.

This is not unusual in a domestic violence situation.

See, !Llh, People v.

Williams, 93 Cal.Rptr.2d 356 (Cal. App. 2.Dist. 2000) (crediting expert testimony that
victims of abuse frequently recant and minimize and deny the incident and ''will engage in
'self-blam[e] and 'sort of reconstruct[] th[e] incident, especially if th[eJ relationship is going
to continue. It's the most common [reaction] of anybody who's been victimized in an
intimate relationship'') (citations omitted, brackets original).
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All of Kandi's post-murder behavior toward Defendant is consistent with a victim
who "feel[s] responsible for the perpetrator's feelings and make[s] attempts to placate the
offender by accepting responsibility for all of the problems in the relationship or by
becoming compliant with the perpetrator's demands, even when they seem unreasonable
or when they interfere with other aspects of their lives." (Exhibit 43, p.2.)
Although the State expects Kandi will deny any abusive or controlling behavior by
Defendant and expects Defendant will attempt to present evidence that Defendant never
engaged in behaviors that are consistent with behaviors exhibited by domestic abusers,
that does not mean the proffered testimony of Ms. McAllister is irrelevant or inappropriate.
Whether Defendant (or even Kandi) agrees with the state's view of the dynamics in their
relationship does not affect the admissibility of Ms. McAllister's testimony.

The only

question for this Court is whether Ms. McAllister's testimony will assist the jury in
understanding the evidence at trial, including Kandi's behavior. The State submits that it
will.
2. Expert Testimony On The Dynamics Of Domestic Violence And
Defendant's Prior Actions Is Necessary For The Jury To Understand
Defendant's Motive And State Of Mind
In Varie, the Idaho Court of Appeals affirmed the trial court's decision allowing the
defendant to offer expert testimony on the dynamics of domestic violence in order to
explain what the defendant's mental state may have been, which was relevant to her claim
of self-defense. Varie, 135 Idaho at 854-55, 26 P.3d at 37-38 (2001); State v. Griffiths,
101 Idaho 163, 165, 610 P.2d 522, 524 (1980). Logic dictates that the state should be
allowed to do the same. Cf. State v. Frost, 577 A.2d 1282, 1287 (N.J. Super. Ct. App.
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Div. 1990) ("It would seem anomalous to allow a battered woman, where she is a criminal
defendant, to offer this type of expert testimony in order to help the jury understand the
actions she took, yet deny her that same opportunity when she is the complaining witness
and/or victim and her abuser is the criminal defendant.").
Ms. McAllister's testimony will assist the jury in understanding that domestic
violence offenders engage in certain behaviors as a means of exercising power and
control over their intimate partners. For example, Ms. McAllister will testify that domestic
abusers commonly view themselves as victims and their "attempts to control their partners
and the use of violence are efforts to mitigate these feelings of powerlessness." (Exhibit 2,
p.6.) "Offenders also sometimes utilize a victim stance to manipulate others into believing
they are not responsible for the violence." (Id.) Defendant's statements and actions reflect
exactly this state of mind.
The State contends that Robert Hall pulling the trigger and killing Emmett Corrigan
was an act of power and control over his wife, Kandi. For the jury to assess the State's
theory of the evidence, it needs to hear Ms. McAllister's testimony.

Her testimony is

relevant to Defendant's motive and state of mind on March 11, 2011, and will assist the
jury in determining the most critical question of all:

whether Defendant acted in self-

defense or whether the murder was either perpetrated by lying in wait or was a willful,
deliberated and premeditated killing, as the State contends.
In addition to being relevant, the evidence set forth above is admissible pursuant to
I.R.E. 404(b), which provides that "[e]vidence of other crimes, wrongs,· or acts" are
admissible for purposes other than showing propensity, such as motive, opportunity,
intent, preparation, plan, knowledge, identity, or absence of mistake or accident. I.R.E.
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404(b).

Pursuant to Rule 404(b), the state intends to introduce the above evidence to

show motive, intent, and absence of mistake or accident.

Defendant's actions

demonstrate that he was in an abusive, controlling relationship with Kandi and that his
need to exert control over her translated into a motive to kill Mr. Corrigan.

Emmett

Corrigan was interfering in Robert Hall's marriage and he was also interfering with Robert
Hall's control over his wife, Kandi Hall.

The Defendant's desire to put an end to Mr.

Corrigan's interference supports the requisite state of mind to commit first-degree murder.

Ill. CONCLUSION
The State respectfully requests that it be allowed to introduce a complete picture of
what led up to the events of March 11, 2011, and the expert testimony that would help the
jury understand that evidence.
The State requests this matter be heard at the motion hearing scheduled on June
29, 2012.
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 27th day of April 2012.

MELISSA MOODY
Deputy Attorney General
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EXHIBIT 1
002277

Meridian Police Department
Supplemental Report
RD: 714

DR#2011·1356

8, DMi:lon
Detective

03111/2011

CID

kicked the gun away.R Galvan said when she spoke to them a week later the story had completely
changed. Galvan said after she heard Rob got out on bail is when she decided to call.
I asked Galvan if Kandi has expressed any of the same concerns to her that Kandi's mother has. Galvan
said in the past Kandi has told her Rob is a violent man. Galvan told me she is aware of prior abuse from
Kandi. Galvan said Kandi has not expressed these concerns to her.

I asked Galvan about her statement that Rob is a violent man and asked if this was something Kandi told
her. Galva replied, "Yes, in the pasV Galvan said she knows they argued, and he pulled her arm.
Galvan said Kandi has been mentally and physically abused by Rob. Galvan told me she is not surprised
Kandi is acting like an abused wife and is now backing her husband one hundred percent. Galvan said
she has been in law enforcement for a long time and she knows exactly what Kandi is doing.
Galvan told me she has known Kandi since her junior year in high school, about twenty years. Galvan
said she came to Ida ho about two years ago when Rob was having an ongoing affair with a co"worker.
Galvan said that Is why Kandi was moving on. Galvan said Rob and Kandi's relationship has been rock}'
for, "many, many years, many, ever since I've known them to be marrled.m
Galvan said even Rob's best friend In high school has seen Rob's temper. Galvan told me Rob's best
friend in high school, who was Rob's best man at his wedding, wasn't surprised when she told him what
happened. I asked Galvan who this person Is and she told me his name is Ron Nutt. Nutt told Galvan
their relationship ended b ~ t e m p e r . Galvan said Ron lives in Tennessee, and his wife's,
Angela, phone number i. . . . . . . . . .
I asked Galvan If Kandi's sister, Tina, had any information. Galvan told me she doesn't talk to Tina.
Galvan said Kandi told her Emmett and Tina were texting the last couple days he was alive. Kandi fold
Galvan Emmett was acting, "all big and bad," because he won over Kandi from Rob. Galvan said Tina
knew Rob wanted to hurt Emmett, and Emmett knew he could defend himself and told Rob to bring it on.
Galvan said this is what Kandi told her about Kand i's conversation with Tina.
Galvan told me Kandi knows that she has talked with me. Galvan said she told Kandi she wasn't going
to lie about what was said.
Galvan told me Rob has always been very mentally abusive to Kandi. Galvan said Kandi weighed about
one hundred and twenty-five pounds when they first met and Rob would always call her fat and ugly so
Kandl would try and lose weight. Galvan said Rob was very vocal that she was fat and ugly. Galvan said
Rob is not a very nice person to Kandi.
I asked Galvan if she knew how long ago the incident occurred with Rob pulling Kandi's arm. Galvan

said it was the summer of 2010, possibly June or July.
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Chris Search said when they got back he went into Kandi's office, closed the door, talked to her, and
asked how she was feeling. Kandi told him she didn't feel as nervous, but said It's becoming more and
more realistic. Search said Kandi felt bad for her girls. Search said he told Kandi his opinion that she
needed to leave her relationship with Rob. Search said the yelling and the abuse was not setting an
example for her kids of what a healthy relationship should be.
Scott Smith asked Search what abuse he was talking about. Search told us Rob hit Kandi a couple
times. Smith asked Search how he knew this. Search said Kandi would show bruises. Search told us a
lot of the abuse was more verbal. Search said he titled Rob as, "The king of mental and emotional
abuse." Search said Rob wanted to get Kandi upset so he could be the one to try and put back the
pieces, to try and build her back up after he tore her down.
I asked Chris Search about when was the last time he deleted items from Kandi's phone. Search said it
was the beginning of February. Search told us after the last time he deleted for Kandi she came to the
point where she said If Rob sees something, he sees it. Search said Kandi didn't care anymore. Search
said Kandi wasn't very technologically sawy and she couldn't figure out how to delete text.
Chris Search told us Corrigan didn't hide anything. Search said anytime he walked in to Corrigan's or
Kand i's office t ei
·
rigan's was
nd Kandi's was
earc said Corrigan and Kandi spent more time talking about their relationships
e1r spouses an their relationship together, than anything else including work. Search said
Corrigan's password was thegills30, but he didn't know Kandl's.

w,

Chris Search told us Corrigan never wanted to hide anything from him. Search said Corrigan would call
him at night to talk about Ashlee, or they would text each other. Search said Corrigan wou Id be lying in
bed with his son, Teague because he couldn't stand being around his wife. Search said Ashlee would
yell at Corrigan and Corrigan couldn't handle it. Search told us there was a period about three weeks to
a month ago when Corrigan stayed in a. hotel for two or three nights because he couldn't handle going
home to Ashlee. Corrigan was tired of the yelling and didn't want yelling in front of the kids.
I asked Chris Search if he knew how long Corrigan had been in Peterson's office. Search said Corrigan
started as an intern in November or December 2009. Search said Corrigan came directly from law
school and this Is when Search worked there the first time. Search said Corrigan worked for Peterson
two to three days a week, and worked for the Public Defender's Office as an Intern the other days.
Search said Corrigan passed the bar in October 201 O.
I asked Chris Search if he had ever met Rob. Search said he met Rob twice when he came into the
office. Search told us he spoke with Rob on the phone.a few times and depending on Rob's mood, his
demeanor would completely change. Search said he was always incredibly nice to Rob to try and soften
him up before he would get to Kandi. I asked Search if he met Rob after he knew what was going on
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On 4-:14~11, at about 1420 hrs, I received a voice mall message from Prosecutor Melissa Moody stating
she had information on .. a potential.witness, Sheila Owen. . . . . . . . . Melissa Moody_states Owen
is good friends with Kandl's sister, Tina, and has informat~eats to harm or klll Kandi.
Owen along with Kandl's mom, Kandi's sister, and Jacquelyne Galvan would say Kandi was an abused
wife, showed them bruises, talked about abuse, and was fearful.
On 4-14-11, at about 1621 hrs, I spoke to Shella Owen. I recorded our conversation. I explained why I
was calling and Owen told me she did not call anyone with Information. Owen did tell me she is aware of
the Investigation. I explained to Owen I was told she may have information concerning Robert and Kandi
Hall's relationship.
Owen told me she knows Robert and Kanai Hall very well. I asked Owen if she had any Information that
may help us to understand what led up to this event. Owen told me she knows they have a, very
tumultuous relationship." Owen said she has known Kandi for thirty-five years, and has known Rob since
high school. Owen said they all went to high school together and she went to kindergarten with Kandi.
Owen told me she has known Kandi for years and she knows, "their relationship has never been a good
one."
0

Owen told me she didn't know what I wanted to ask about her specifically. I asked Owen what she
meant when she said their relationship was tumultuous. Owen said their marriage was, "a marriage that
should have.ended a long time ago.n Owen said anyone who knew Rob and Kandi would say the same
thing. Owen said she is not aware of anything other than they just don't get along. Owen said they
fought for many years. Owen told me she and Kandi worked together every day when she worked for the
county council for Los Angeles Counfy. Owen again said it was a marriage that should have ended along
time ago, and commented some people stay together when they have chfldren.
I asked Owen if she was aware of any physical abuse, verbal abuse, or any threats. Owen told me she
knows Rob has lost his temper on occasion. Owen said she has never seen any markings of physical
abuse. Owen again said she knows Rob has lost his temper and has thrown things. I asked Owen if this
is something she witnessed or did Kandi tell her this. Owen said she heard this from other family
members. J asked Owen If she heard this from Kandl's mom or sister, and she told me it was Kandi's
mother.
Owen told me Kandi's mother's name is Linda Ames. Owen told me Kandi's mother is like a second
mother to her. Owen said she grew up with Kandl's family and they are all very close. Owen told me she
is very disturbed with all that has happened. Owen said she is worried for Kandi. Owen said, ul am
worried for her safety.a Owen said, "I always have been, and that's no secret, and that's not something
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Kandi. When Kelly asked Emmett about his wife, Ashlee, Emmett said he would cross that bridge
when he comes to ft. When Kelly suggested Emmett focus on his business and his kids, Emmett
said he was going do what he was going to do; that Kelly needs to just go with It.
Kelly described Emmett as "aggressive" and "straight forward." Regarding the above discussion
with Emmett, Kelly described Emmett's demeanor as, "like It was no big deal" like Kelly had
caught him; move on. I suggested rt was a matter of fact and Kelly agreed. When Emmett told
KeJly he loved Kandi, Kelly told Emmett he was crazy. When I asked why she used the word
crazy, Kelly said because Emmett has five kids.
During a later conversation, Emmett told Kelly that he and Kandi were having sex. Emmett said
he.and Kandi stayed In a hotel one night when Emmett left his house after a fight with his wife.
Emmett said thero were Mveral other times they stayed In a hotel together. Kelly estimated this
occurred within the last month and a half, to two months. Kelly said Emmett and Kandi were very
matter of fact about sex. Last week in Emmett's office, Kandi was sitting on Emmett's lap;
slapping her "behind" saying, "I'm going to get some."
On Saturday, Emmett's wife asked Kelty to confirm, yes or no, If Emmett was having an affair.
Kelly told her yes.
Kelly told us Kandi and Emmett said they would come to work early and have sex In the office.
Kelly said they were trying to "freak me out, make me blush." When asked, Kelly said she never
caught them In the act. We discussed this further.
Scott Smith asked Kelly about any contact with Kandl's husband, Rob. Kelly said Rob came to
the back of the office one time with flowers. Kelly estimated this occurred around Valentine's Day
or a little after. Kelly said It was not normal for Rob to come to the office. Kelly said Rob had
been following Emmett and Kandi and was driving through the alley. Rob was not In his truck, ha
was In an 11 unmarked County car" and "caught" Emmett and Kandi coming back In from
somewhere. Kelly told us she orlglnally thought Emmett and Kandi had been at a business
meeting or business lunch. Emmett came Inside and told Kelly to watch and make sure Kandi
was okay while she was outside with Rob. After about 30 to 35 minutes, Kally went outside and
told Kandi she had to come Inside because Kelly was getting too busy answering her and Kandl's
phones.

KeUy said Emmett went to Phoenix around the beginning of February because his grandmother
died. Emmett caJled Kelly on a Sunday saying Kandi was at the office wlth a cllent. Rob had
followed Kandi to the office, was "freaking out" and was threatening to hurt Kandi at the office.
Emmett asked Kelly to call the office, Kelly estimated this occurred right before Valentine's Day
and before the Incident In the alley. When asked, Kelly said nobody called the police. When Kelty
called Kandi, Kandf said Rob had left the office.
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JACQUELYNE GALVAN INTERVIEW

Jacquelyne Galvan

On 4-14-11, at about 1425 hrs, l received a voice mall message from Prosecutor Melissa Moody. Moody
received a call from a Jacquelyne Galvan stating she is friends with Kandi Hall, Kandl's mother, and
Kand i's sister, Tina. Galvan states before Corrlgan's death Kandi's mother and sister expressed
concerns Robert Hall may kill Kandi and may ham, or kill her boyfriend.
At about 1657 hrs, I called Galvan's phone number and left a message asking he'r to call me.
On 4-18-11, at about 1011 hrs, I called Galvan's phone number and left another message asking her to
call me.
At about 1445 hrs, I received a call from Galvan. Galvan said she didn't know if we were aware Kandi
had gone to California a week before Corrigan's death because she was afraid Rob was going to klll her..
Galvan said Kandi's mother told her this. Galvan said Kandi was going to divorce Rob and was going to
tell him this the day she got back, which Galvan thought was 3-9-11. Galvan said Kandi was going to tell
Rob she was filing for divorce and he needed to move out. Galvan said Kandi was also going to get a
protection order.
Galvan told me she spoke to Kandi's mother on 3-7-11, and Kandi's mother said she was afraid Rob was
going to kill Kandi so Kandi was going to file for divorce and head straight back to Callfornia.
Galvan told me she doesn't care for Rob, ana commentedstie never fias:-ualvan said if she ever visits
Kandi she always goes when Rob's not there. Galvan said Kand i's mother is aware of how she feels
towards Rob so they speak about Rob. Galvan said she told Kandi's mother she agreed with her
concerns and told Kandl's mother she thought something was going to happen. Galvan told Kandi's
mother Rob and Kandi were in, athe most volatile relationship possible," and Kandi needs to move on.
Galvan said Kandi's mother told several people she thought Rob was going to kill Kandi.
Galvan confirmed Kandl's mother Is Linda Ames. Galvan said she last spoke with Ames about two
weeks ago after they got back from Idaho to make sure they got back safe. Galvan said they now
believe Rob is Innocent. Galvan said Kandi's parents love her so they believe what Kandi is saying.
Galvan said she spoke to Ames the Monday after Corrigan was killed and Galvan said Ames told her,
11 See, I told you Jackie, I knew he was capable of this, he was going to kill Kandi too, and you know Kandi
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kicked the gun away." Galvan said when she spoke to them a week later the story had completely
changed. Galvan said after she heard Rob got out on bail Is when she decided to call.

I asked Galvan if Kandi has expressed any of the same concerns to her that Kandi's mother has. Galvan
said in the past Kandi has told her Rob is a violent man. Galvan told me she is aware of prior abuse from
Kandi. Galvan said Kandi has not expressed these concerns to her.

I asked Galvan about her statement that Rob is a violent man and asked if this was something Kandi told
her. Galva replied, "Yes, in the past." Galvan said she knows they argued, and he pulled her arm.
Galvan said Kandi has been mentally and physically abused by Rob. Galvan told me she is not surprised
Kandi is acting like an abused wife and is now backing her husband one hundred percent. Galvan said
she has been In law enforcement for a long time and she knows exactly what Kandi is doing.
Galvan told me she has known Kandi since her junior year in high school, about twenty years. Galvan
said she came to Idaho about two years ago when Rob was having an ongoing affair with a co"worker.
Galvan said that is why Kandi was moving on. Galvan said Rob and Kandi's relationship has been rocky
for, "many, many years, many, ever since I've known them to be married.n
Galvan said even Rob's best friend In high school has seen Rob's temper. Galvan told me Rob's best
friend in high school, who was Rob's best man at his wedding, wasn't surprised when she told him what
happened. I asked Galvan who this person is and she told me his name is Ron Nutt. Nutt told Galvan
their relationship ended because of Rob's temper. Galvan said Ron lives in Tennessee, and his wife's,
Angela, phone number is

I asked Galvan If Kandi's sister, Tina, had any information. Galvan told me she doesn't talk to Tina.
Galvan said Kandi told her Emmett and Tina were texting the last couple days he was alive. Kandi told
Galvan Emmett was acting, "all big and bad," because he won over Kandi from Rob. Galvan said Tina
knew Rob wanted to hurt Emmett. and Emmett knew he could defend himself and told Rob to bring it on.
Galvan said this is what Kandi told her about Kandl's conversation with Tina.
Galvan told me Kandi knows that she has talked with me. Galvan said she told Kandi she wasn't going
lie about what was said.

to

Galvan told me Rob has always been very mentally abusive to Kandi. Galvan said Kandi weighed about
one hundred and twenty-five pounds when they first met and Rob would always call her fat and ugly so
Kandi would try and lose weight. Galvan said Rob was very vocal that she was fat and ugly. Galvan said
Rob Is not a very nice person to Kandi.

I asked Galvan if she knew how long ago the incident occurred with Rob pulling Kandi's arm. Galvan
said It was the summer of 2010, possibly June or July.
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Kelly Rieker continued and said Emmett told her Rob had assumed Kandi was at the office meeting
someone or doing something. Rieker said Emmett told her he was at the airport. Rieker said she didn't
know Ir Emmett was, but that's what he said. Rieker said she knew Emmett was supposed to come back
that day. Rieker told us she knew Rob had been at the office because when Rieker called the office
Kandi answered the office phone. I asked what day. of the week this was and Rieker said it was a
Sunday.
Kelly Rieker told us she knew Kandi and Emmett were, "Doing their, deeds here, In the office, so Rob
followlng her down here, whether Emmett was here or not, I, I have no idea, but I know he (Rob) was
here, cause when I called, she was here and, he was here and leaving." Rieker said she told Kandi she
would call the police, but she wasn't coming to the office. Rieker told us Kandi didn't want her to call the
pollce and said she was fine and Rob was going to leave. Rieker said she told Kandi If Jake comes to
the office he wlll call the police and told Kandi, "This is not a game." Rieker said Kandi told her, "No, It's
done, it's over with, It's, It's fine." Scott Smith confirmed with Rieker that Kandi told her Rob was there
and everything was flne, and Rieker agreed. (According to an US Airways flight Itinerary for Emmett
Corrigan located during the investigation, Corrigan left Boise on Friday, 2-11-11, at 1328 hrs, to fly to
Phoenix, and returned on Sunday, 2-13-11, at 2320 hrs)
I asked Kelly Rieker If she was aware of a confrontation that may have occurred at Kandi and Rob's
house with Emmett. Rieker told us, "That was the confrontation that was between him and Rob." Rieker
said Emmett called her that night also and told her he had gone over to their house, for what reason she
didn't know. I confirmed with Rieker Emmett called her that night, and she said yes. Rieker continued
and said, "He told me he went over there, um, him and Rob argued, that he pushed Rob, Rob pushed
him, I do not know If, you know, fists were thrown, or anything like that, and, Emmett said that, Rob was
spineless, that he'll never do anything, that he's scared of him, and, that, It's, It's not going to go anything, . ,
and farther." I confirmed with Rieker she didn't know what prompted this and she replled, "I do not know
i
what prompted that."
Kelly Rieker continued and told us, "He said that, he did it, because, urn, this is before I knew that the
affair had, come out, he said that he did it because, um, Rob held Kandi down and took her wedding off
of her finger and bent her hand backwards and bruised her arm and he wasn't going to allow a man to
bruise a woman." Rieker told us at that point she had been suspecting for months what was going on.
Scott Smith asked Rieker If she knew when this happened. Rieker told us lt happened In February,
2011.
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I asked Kelly Rieker how she learned of this. Rieker said Emmett called her that night on her cell phone
and told her about It. Rieker said she told Emmett he was stupid and to go home and stay there. I told
Rieker I was trying to envision this, that Emmett goes over and has this confrontation with Rob, and It's In
the evening, and I asked If Emmett calls her with things that he does. Rieker told us she and Emmett
! .
were really good friends. I asked Rieker If Emmett called her and said something like, "Hey you're not
going to believe what Just happened, kind of thing." Rieker agreed, and started mimicking what Emmett
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would have transpired."
Scott Smith suggested to Kelly Rieker that she kind of pointed Emmett to Jared Martens and Kandi, and
she agreed. Smith said Martens offered Kandi's assistance to get Emmett started, and Rieker agreed.
Rieker told us Martens suggested Emmett could cover some hearings for him, because Martens takes
cases in Valley County. Rieker said she thought it was a friendly, "You scratch my back, I'll scratch
yours."
Scott Smith asked if lunch at P. F. Chang's was a chance for Kandi and Emmett to meet, and Rieker said
yes. Smith asked Rieker If she knew If Kandi and Emmett had met before this lunch meeting. Rieker
replied, "I know they had not met before that day." Rieker said Emmett had just finished taking the BAR
a week or two before this meeting. Rieker then said, "Well, as far as I know, um, If I, If they have I'm a
fool." Rieker told us Emmett said to set up lunch for us to meet. Rieker told us it was Just the three of
them at lunch. Rieker said Emmett and Kandi acted like they had never met before, as far as she knows.
Rieker told us she didn't think it was untll 9-15-10 that they knew Emmett had passed the BAR.
I asked Kelly Rieker when did Emmett start doing work for Peterson Law. Rieker said Emmett could
work under a limited law license under Jake Peterson. Rieker told us Emmett started working for them in
November of 2009. Rieker said Emmett was an Intern through Gonzaga In September of 2009. Rieker
said Emmett started his Internship with the public defender's office In February of 2010, through May of
2010, then started studying for the BAR and took It in August of 2010.
We talked with Kelly Rieker about her relatlonshlp with Kandi and she told us besides knowing her
professionally they did do stuff together socially. Rieker told us she never did anything socially with
Kandi and Rob together. Rieker told us she ran into Kandi In Las Vegas once and her husband was
meeting with friends, and Rob was at a UFC fight. Rieker said they tried to all meet for dinner, but It
didn't work out.
I asked Kelly Rieker If she could remember the first time she met Rob. Rieker said she met Rob and
Kandi twice at Wal-Mart, once at a restaurant Rob and Kandi were at, once at Marten's Law, and a
couple times here at Peterson Law. Rieker told us, 11 He was real friendly; I mean I knew the problems
that they had had off and on, but, you know." I asked Rieker If this was stuff Kandi told her about, and
she said yes. I asked Rieker what the problems were. Rieker said, "That he, the affair that he had had,
and you know, the fighting they had, and stuff like that." I asked about fighting and Rieker said, "The
arguing and the physical fighting that they had had, and the money problems they had, and stuff like that,
so."
I asked Kelly Rieker about how much physical stuff was she aware of. Rieker told us the last year Kandi
was at Jared's office she knew, "It was a llttle bit more than what it should have been, but the time she
was here It was, a little worse, so, pushing, twisting ar'ms, stuff like that, but then when she came here I
knew he hit her a few times, so." I asked, "She told you?" Rieker nodded and said, "And there were
bruises." I asked Rieker where she remembers seeing bruises. Rieker said she saw a few bruises on
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Kandl's back, one on her collarbone, and a bunch on her arms, fingers, and hands. Rieker commented,
"You don't see anything happening so, I mean, l, that's hearsay, I mean I can't tell you that that's what
happenad.M Rieker told us she heard conversations with Rob and Kandi on the phone arguing.
I asked Kelly Rieker what happens when Kandi shows up to work with bruises. I asked Rieker If she
asked Kandi what happened. Rieker said she did and Kandi told her she and Rob were fighting and
things got rough and physical. Rieker told us, "When he wanted the ring back he twisted her hand
completely back and took the ring off of her finger." I asked Rieker If she knew when this happened in
relationship to everything that has happened. Rieker said It happened twice, once before Christmas,
''and then once right before all that, that Emmett was killed." I confirmed with Rieker this would have
been Christmas of 2010, and then the end of February of 2011.
Kelly Rieker told us, "And then I know there was a huge, huge fight between them, In November of ten!'
Rieker said It was a verbal and physical fight. Rieker said Kandi, "Had taken Amblen and apparently was
textlng Emmett and fell asleep and didn't delete the texts." Rieker said she knew about the argument In
November, but she didn't know what the argument was over until February.
Scott Smith asked Kelly Rieker If Kandi ever told her the pollce were called or came to their house
because of their fights. Rieker told us no, and said, "I never knew the police ever, she was very good at,
at hiding, what was going on because she wanted this Image, of what was going on, at their house, with
their friends and, she didn't want anybody, In her neighborhood, and their friends knowing what was
·
going on." Smith asked Rieker If Kandi ever told her she was afraid of Rob. Rieker replied, "At the end."
Kelly Rieker said there were times she didn't really think Kandi would ever leave Rob because of the way
Kandi would act. Rieker told us there was a long time that she was pushing Kandi, even before she
knew Kandi was Involved with Emmett. Rieker said, "Like, you need to leave, you Just either, need to get
up and do this, or go to counseling and figure this out." Kandi replied, "No, no, no, I Just, I've been
married for so long, we've got so much Invested In this, I, I Just can't do It." Rieker told us even in
January and February, when she knew what was going on, she asked Kandi when she was going to file
her divorce papers. Rieker said Kandi would reply, "I don't know how to do this, I Just, just don't know
how to this, we've got kids, I, I just don't know how we're going to do this, you know, we've been married,
eighteen years, or however long they've been married, It's Just not that easy.M Rieker replied, "It Is that
easy." Rieker said, "He's going to file for divorce, you know, you're playing with people's lives, just do It."
Rieker told us It didn't seem like Kandi was yommitted either way with what she was doing. Rieker said
in her mind she wasn't sure Kandi was ever going to leave Rob.
Kelly Rieker said she had this conversation with Emmett, and asked him If he was sure this Is what he
really wanted to do because Kandi, 11Seemed very wishy washy on the whole situation." Rieker said
Emmett wrote her (Rieker) a note, which Rieker said made her very uncomfortable with Kandi in the
room that read, "Do you think I'm throwing away my entire life by doing this?" Rieker said, "I was like, I'll ·
talk to you about this tater."
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to do that workout at least 4 times a week. It's Just so freakln hard to go to Nampa at 7
at night after being at work all day and then lo drive home so late. I hale that. That's
not an excuse I promlsell hahahahh
Id
Subject
Folders
Deleted

1154000650433
Are you alive????
[fb)messages, ffb]unread, [fb)sent
false

Recipients Maida Nezirovlc-Escarcega (1386695134)
Kandi Ames-Hall (1256379385)
Author Kandi Ames-Hall (1256379385)
Sent 2009-11-06 20:05:53 UTC
Body Ok Mklalll What happened to youll I have been leaving you messages and worrlng
about youll I hope everything is okll Miss talking to you! Call or FB me when you canl
oxoxoxoxo
Author Maida Nezlrovlc-Escarcega (1386695134)
Sent 2009-11-08 00:17:41 UTC
Body HI Honey
I miss you lo I was In Mexico for almost 3 months .. Arturo is still In Mexico .. We went to
see some different styles of therapy for our baby ..so we did a delphln therapy and that
was great he Is doing little bit betler.. l am sorry I could not talk to you .. we stayed at this
little village by the ocean and they do not have any Internet or cell service f am sorry ..l
love you and I miss you .. sand me a massage when you can .. bye honey
Maida
Author Kandi Ames-Hall (1256379385)
Sent 2009-11-1016:55:24 UTC
Body Hey you!! Hope all Is wellll I am picking up the check for the truck today. I am so
happy Iha! It soldll Arturo told me !hat I would be able to sell ii for way more than Just
trading It in. :o) Please tell him I said lhankslll ;o)
Is there any way that you cot.lid give me the number of the woman I am to call for a
truck to purchase? We are needing one like ASAP now that we are down a vehicle. I
would like to finlch a deal by no later than next week. Thank you again ror the help
with this. I am Just so nervous Iha! I am not going to gel rinanced ror a new truck ... I am
seriously panlclngllll :o( Thanks again honey!! love you I
Author Maida Nezlrovlc-Escarcega (1306695134)
Sent 2009-11-1817:07:45 UTC
Body HI Honey ..
Hyou try to call me I am sorry my phone Is broken .. ! drop my phone .. l am getting a new
phone any day know .. ! am sorry If you called •. sand me a message I want to know how Is
car deal doing .. lt ls so hard to be with out the cell phone .. love you sorry again ..
Maida
Author Kandi Ames-Hall (1256379385)
Sent 2009-11-18 17:26:08 UTC
Body Good Mornlnglll Oh Maida the whole car thing Just Isn't working out the way I thought II
would. My FICA scores are Just to low to get anymore than $19,000. I Just can'I belelve
II. I am Just bummed .... Ilene from the place you gave to me called yesterday to let me
know. I can't tell you how scared I am to tell Rob that we can't get him the truck that I
have been telling him I would get him for 8 months now! God I reel like a complete
faillerlll I mean I told him to sell his beautiful truck because we were going to get him a
new truck nowlll OMGII Whal an Idiot I am ... Thank you so much though for trying to
help me. I even thought that I would ask you to look for a repo for me, but Ilene from
that place you had me call said that I should be careful with lhat because alot of the
times the tlllee are not clear on those vehicles and I could get screwed. So, I don't
know. I Just feel that I make enough money to gel something very nice and I can afford
It. But no one wants to give me a loan for over $20,000. Do you think you could look
and see If you have anything coming up lhal Is a 2008 or 2009 Ford F-250 Crew Cab?
Or maybe Arturo knows of something? I don't know I am just so nervous. It's going to
start snowing and the weather getting so bad here and now we don't have a vehlcle
toget around In that stuff. Such a stressful thlnglll Sorry, this Is stupid compared to
other peoples problems. I should Just shut upllll Well, email or FB me when you can
honey. Again, thank you for your help.... Luv UIIII
Author Maida Nezlrovic-Escarcega (1386695134)
Sent 2009-11-19 01 :43:28 UTC
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Body Honey everything Is going to be O.K. call this guy he is a manager at UTAH CENTRAL
CREDIT UNION his name Is Javier his phone number is 801487-8841..he Is the first guy
that I was thinking that he can help you tell him arturo sand you and that you are his
lawyer from Idaho that you need a loan A.S.A.P. I Just talk to arturo and he sad to tell
you to call hlm ..the branch Is UTAH CENTRAL CREDIT UNION-4090 SOUTH 4800
WEST-WEST VALLEY CITY UTAH 84120
·
you can find them on Iha web .. l am sorry about CHASE auto sales and I know the snow
in Idaho because In Utah Is the same the weather gets so bad .. don't be nervous It Is like
going shopping for new shoes .. thlnk Ilka that and you will gel the car that you want..love
you ... CALL HIM
Author Kandi Ames-Hall (1256379385)
Sent 2009-11-21 00:38:53 UTC
Body HI you,
Just tried calling you, but your phone must be broken still. Well, I called Javier and he
told me that his credit union Is not lending any money out at this timelll I almost diedll
So I am back to drawing board. I am so stressed Maldall! r ned to know If you can help
me nnd a truck. right now I have $26,000 to spend. there has to be something that we
can find .... 2008 F-250 or F-350 Crew Cab short bed. I mean someone has to have a
repo or something out there. J don't know. I'm Just sick over the whole thing. I didn't for
one second lhlnk that it was going to be this hard. UGHHHIII I'm sorry, I shouldn't be
venting on youlll Anyways, call me when you can. I would love to chat with you and I
promise not to ventll LOL love youlll 208-608-9412
Author Maida Nezlrovlc-Escarcega (1386695134)
Sent 2009-11-2117:20:29 UTC
Body O honey I did not know that about Javier I am so sorry.•• ! will do everything to help you I
am looking for a truck don't worry.. O honey I feet so bad about Javier I feel stupld .. You
can always vent on me that what friends are for.. O I wish you live closer I really do .. l nm
working on find you a truck you try to relax O.K. I know you are stressing but don't
something will come up .. l love you .. l am getting a new phone bye monday .. I am sorry
about the phone problem ..! love you relax honey I am your friend ..
Maida
Author Kandi Ames-Hall (1256379385)
Sent 2009-11-21 21 :40:50 UTC
Body Thank you so much. You are Just amazing II You and I became friends because we are
so much allke. Thank you for making me feel that there Is sll/1 hope. It ts not your fault
al all about Javier. These things happen. I Just know that you and Arturo are the best....
Just let me know what you think you can gel and when. the sooner the better and then t
can have a somewhat happy holldayll ghahaha Thank you again and I will check my FB
every so often ok. Love you Please let Arturo know that I am not upset about the whole
Javier thing. ti's just the business. The economy stinks right now and I am doing this at
the worst possible time. I Just feel Ilka an idlotll My husband is so dissapopointed In me
and I feel so horrible. He doesn't say ft to me, but his actions are very clear. I feel I let
him down so muchll I don't like to dissappolnt and I did this time BADIII Ughhh ...
Thabnks again honey, talk to you soon.
Author Maida Nezlrovlc-Escarcega (1386695134)
Sent 2009-11-23 02:08:41 UTC
Body HI Kandi I found someone who can help you he will call you tonight ... hls name Is Joe
Trann he works for Ken Garff dodge but they sell ford .. he worked with one of my cousin
(my cousin sells cars to .. bl1t not trucks) If that does not work I have a guy name Bob In
Cresl Financial that he wllf help you (don't worry honey they are other thinks we can do
lo get you a car) and remember you have 26 to spend O.K.
I love you and don't worry ...
Author Kandi Ames-Hall (1256379385)
Sent 2009-11-23 20:16:05 UTC
Body Well, that was so unballveably nice of you to have Joe call me. Unfortunatley, he could
not help me. I'm telllng you Maida my credff Just took a dive end I am no good for any
loan company. The best thing I can hope lor Is a co-signer and that's not going to be
easy... My parents are moving soon and can't co-sign because they do't want
something extra on there credit. And there Is really no one else that I would ask.
Co-signing Is not something everyone wants to put there name on. I'm not sure If Rob
end I are going to make It thru this. He and I fought so bed lest night that I cried mysell
to sleep. It's not Just the truck Issue, It's me telling him for months now that I am buying
hlm this new truck and he thinking about how nice I am and what I'm doing for him. Now
he lhlnks that I have been lieing to him end that I am nothing but a llerlll He thinks that I
told him about the truck In lhe first place months ago Just because I thought It would
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make him stay and not cheat again!ll OMGII It Is not pretty ... I have just blown It lhls
lime. I feel horrible. And really I don't know what I can do ... I am Just hoping that you
can possibly find something out there and I can actually get It. Yup, $26,000 Is what I
can go for right now. But I hope to get a bit more. Again, thank you for everything. You
are an angel and so Is Arturo and that baby..... oxoxoxo
Author Maida Nezlrovlc-Escarcega (1386695134)
Sent 2009-11-24 02:39:15 UTC
Body HI Honey I love you don't cry pleaseeeeeeeeeeee ... thls Is the info
CREST FINANCIAL
49 W CENTER ST
MIDVALE UT 84047
801/561-9911
His name Is Bob Just tell him that you are Arturo lawyer
my home phone Is 8012502017 ..
LOVE YOU A LOT..
your friend

Id
Subject
Folders
Deleted

1144709345631
Hair
(fb]messages, {fb]sent
false

Recipients Elizabeth Bechtel Zambrano (100000243309804)
Kandi Ames-Hall (1256379385)
Author Kandi Ames-Hall {1256379385)
Sent 2009-11-13 20:26:24 UTC
Body OMGII! Your hair is Just beautlfullll And this new pie Is awesome. I would love to be
there Instead of here In Boise. It's going to snow tonlghtlli YUCKIII I am really counting
down the days unlll I go back to Callfornla. :o) Enjoy your day and gel alot of sunlll
Author Elizabeth Bechtel Zambrano (100000243309804)
Sent 2009-11-14 18:08:36 UTC
Body Thanks, Kandi, II was sort of an off•day when that was taken but maybe I'll wear It lhal
way more often since people seemed to like Ill Did II really snow in Boise? I have a
really good friend who's from Boise (lives In the Bay Area now) and she says such nice
things about lhe area. Not long now, though, before you head back to SoCal. .. It IS
beautiful down there ... have fun when you gol xx
Author Kandi Ames-Hall (1256379385)
Sent 2009-11-15 01:22:43 UTC
Body O.K. So I have to tell you of my evening last night. It was amazlngll I think you are the
only one that I write to that would appreciate 1111 LOL I went to this party lhat was hosted
by the elite business owners here In Boise. It was amazlnglll The womans home was
Just breath taking. Sal on top of the Boise Foothllls and as the snow fell all night, this
amazing party took place in her home with roughly 100 beaullful, stunning woman. II
was so wonderful lo meet so many talented people and not to mention the awesome
outfits everyone had onHII I also bought a beautlrul pair of Jeans and a pretty amazing
blask trench coatlll I love 11111 :o) Anyways, I will send you picsll hee heelll Just had to
share with youll :o) You would have loved 1111 hee heell
Author Elizabeth Bechtel Zambrano (100000243309804)
Sent 2009-11-19 05:53:25 UTC
Body Kandi, sorry for getllng back to you so late ... I seem to never get email alerts when I've
got a private message! The party sounds *amazing* ... and great that you get to mingle
among the movers and shakers of Boise. I'd LOVE to see plcturesll

When did you move lo Idaho?
Author Kandi Ames-Hall (1258379385)
Sent 2009-11-19 17:10:22 UTC
Body Good Morning! I though! maybe you were on vacation stlll and the last thing you wanted
to do was gel on your computerll LOL Yes, II was very nice lo mingle with them, but I
have to say, lhey are a lltue different and seem to think they are a llllle "bigger'' than
they arelll lol Bui It was exciting and beautiful to say the leasl...
I wlU forward pictures as soon as I get them. l'm hoping there's some nice sholsl
I've been In Boise for about 4 years now. We moved here to get out of the crime and
"fast llfe" for the children. They have Jusl thrived here and I am very happy we made the
move. I have to say though, I am not planning to stay In Idaho. I do want to move once
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From:
To:

Sent:
Subject:

"Kandi Hall" <khall.corriganlaw@me.com>

"Rob Hall" <rhall@adaweb.net>
Wednesday, December 22, 2010 10:38 AM
Re: Letter

Rob,

I want you to meet me after work and I am going to bring this letter with me and we are going
finally get this hashed out. If you don't show at the restraunt then I will know thaf you are
completely done and I will totally understand and move on. We've never been to Jakers, so lets
meet there at 6. I know that you are wanting to
On Dec 22, 2010, at 08: 18 A.11, Rob Hall <rhall@adaweb.net> wrote:
Kandi,
I love you. You are the mother of my daughters and we have spent 20 years of our lifes
together over 750 thousand days. Although no one knows the future one thing is for
certain, we will always have a part of eachother inside us. Over our lifetime with each
other we have had a lot of ups and downs and we always seemed to temperarly fix things
but that one little stitch that was left over would soon cause another aurgument. Our
diclsion to move to Idaho was in part for the kids but you and I wanted a fresh start, a new
game plan sort of speak and It ended up being a nightmare.
I know you wlll never forgive or move past what I did and there is nothing in this world I
can do about that. Soon a~er I stopped and wanted to show you that I want you, you could
easily say that I did not do enough yet to satisfy you moving on but as more time went by
you know that there was nobody else and that I only loved you. After you started talking
deals with Emmett I stood by your side and dld the best I could do to be your husband and
friend and listen to your concernes about switching Jobs. It was a big deal and it was a big
deal for me as well but all I could do is give you advice. My concern was that you did not
get taken advantage by having another attorney get you to come work for him for pennies
on the dollar but you did fine.
I understand when you start working with a new group of people you want to impress
them and you tend to try too hard. There were some Instances that we would talk and I
would try to keep your feet on t~e ground and explain that in all of your other Jobs you
cant just go in there and work hard, you always feel like you have to go in there and be
their best friend on a personal level as well.
I have NEVER looked at your phone, but within a week or two after working with Emmett
you started to change. I don't mean change in a profesional way, but in a distant way. You
stuck to Machelle's side and when you were home we were very distant. I know Machelle
and I fighting made you dislike me more but your change was different. The night I went
into your phone you had taken your Ambien and when I came up stair.s you were not in our
bedroom. I found you in Halley's room with her asleep on her bed and you sitting on the
floor texting? That was why I went into your phone and that was the beginning of the end
for me.
As if that day was bad enough, it never crossed your mind to cool it and stop texting him
because it caused such a problem with us. Instead you told me it was a joke and you still
protected him. I can understand all off the other stuff llke HEART but when you text him "I
HATE NOT SEEING YOU. I FEEL LIKE l'M BEING PUNISHED" OR "I ADMIRE THE SHAPE YOUR
IN AND YOU WOULD HAVE HAD A BEHER TIME WITH ME THIS WEEKEND" there is no
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On 3-14-2011, at approximately 1457 hours, I Interviewed Megan Degroat at the Ada County
Sheriff's Office. I recorded the contact. The recording Is contained In my supplemental report
dated 3-15-2011,

I

In summary, Degroat said she talked with Rob two or three weeks ago. Rob was very upset and
his marriage was not doing well. Degroat knows Rob from work. Degroat got to know Rob's wife,
Kandi after meeting her at a celebrity golf tournament last May. Degroat described Kandi as a
great gal who was a "kick In the pants."
Rob had signed up for trip to Jackpot In November. Before Rob cancelled, .Rob said Kandi got a
new Job, she was really stressed out about It, and this was not a good time. However, Rob agreed
they would be at the Christmas party. When Rob and Kandi did not show up for the party, Rob
said Kandi got sick.
In the beginning of February, Rob's auto withdrawal, Association d_ues came up Non Sufficient
Funds. Rob was contacted by another worker, Michele Schlabach. Rob said he had changed
accounts and forgot to let them know. The dues were $13.00 and Rob later fixed this with
Schlabach.
Around the and of February, Degroat saw Rob In the hallway. When Degroat asked how It was
going, Rob said, "not that great." Rob said ha and Kandf are going to counsallng; things are not
going well. As Degroat and Rob talked In the hall for quite a while, she could tell Rob was pretty
upset about what was going on. Rob was blaming Kandl's new Job; saying Kandi was spending a
. lot of time with people at work. Kandi was 11 golng out on the town 11 and out with co workers. Rob
felt like Kandi was going through some sort of ccmldllfe crisis." Rob was upset for the children.
Rob said one daughter was upset with Kandi over the way she had been acting; being gone all the
time. Degroat's Impression was that Kandi was backing away from the famrly; doing her own
thing.
Rob said ever since Kandi got this new Job, sha's changed. I suggested the change was for the
worst. Degroat agreed, saying Kandi had lost interest In Rob. Rob thought Kandi wanted to
separate from him. Degroat asked Rob about counseling. Rob said they had been going, but
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CID

Sex: . D O B : - Age:-

Narrative

Interview with Kandi Hall on March 12, 2011:
On March 11, 2011, I was contacted by Lieutenant De St. Germain who advised there had been a
shooting in front of Walgreens at 4860 N. Under Rd, in Meridian, and requested I respond to assist with
the Investigation.
Once on scene I was assigned to assist Detective Joe Miller with the Interview of Kandi Hall.
Kandi Hall had been transported to the Meridian Police Department and was waiting In an interview room
when we arrived. The Interview was digitally recorded (audio and video). See Detective Joe Miller's report
for further.
lntervle~ with Michelle Clark on March 16, 2011:
Michelle lives In the same subdivision as Robert and Kandi Hall. She and Kandi have been close friends
for approximately two years. Michelle had been Kandi and, at times, Robert's confidant. I asked Michelle
to tell me what she knew of Robert and Kandf's relationship.
·
Michelle stated Kandi was ''growing up". After having low self esteem for a long time, she had gained
some confidence. Robert was more 11 old school" and wanted Kandi to stay home with the kids and take
care of them and him. He did not wa11t her to change and wanted the "old~ Kandi back. Kandi knew her
kids were getting older and wanted something else. Emmett gave her confidence.
Michelle said Kandi was like a "mommy'' to Robert because she-took care of him, cooked him dinner,
·
took care of the household and did everything for him.
Michelle knew of Robert's affair approximately three years ago. She also knew of Kandl's affair with
Emmett. Robert had talked to Michelle about Kandi and··Emmett. He knew they had an "emotional
connection", but never had proof they had a physical affair. Michelle said she tried to explain to Robert
that Kandi was changing and they might be better off going their separate ways. However Robert did not
want to lose Kandi. A few weeks ago, Robert had come to Mlchelle's house to talk about his relationship
with Kandi and he was crying. He kept telling Michelle he Just wanted "the old Kandi back~.
Robart blamed Emmett for the changes In Kandi. Michelle said Kandi told her about a time recently
where Emmett and Robert had a verbal argument In front of Robert and Kandi's house. Robert blamed
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E·mmett for changing Kandi and told him something to the effect of ·"ever since she's worked for you, my
wife is more confident."
Robert had also blamed Michelle In the past for Kandi becoming more confident and he tried to Interfere

with their friendship and to keep Kandi from seeing Michelle.
On Saturday (3/12/11), Kandi told Michelle about the Incident. Kandi said she had met Emmett at
Walgreens and was with him when her daughter Hannah called and asked where she was. Kandi told
her she told ·Hannah she was with her (Michelle), but when Rob called Kandi and asked who she was
with, she told him she was with Emmett. Robert told her he would be waiting for them at Walgreens.
Kandi said to Michelle that she begged Emmett not to go to Walgreens and to take her back to her
house. But Emmett was "fired up too" and wanted to go to Walgreens and confront Robert. He wanted to
tell him everything.
Michelle said Robert was always carrying a gun on his person when she saw him. She described It as a
"flttle gun".

When they got to Walgreens, Emmett got out of the truck and he and Rob started talking. Rob asked
Emmett, "What are you doing with my wife?" and Emmett answered, ''We're talking about life". Emmett
was in Rob's face, "pushing him a little bit".
Michelle said she thought Emmett was probably "ready to fight" Rob and mentioned how Emmett talked
all the time about how he "would love to kick Rob's ass" because of the way Rob treated women.
Mlchelle said Emmett was a "hot-head, tough guy", somebody with an Intense personality. She said Rob
on the other hand was laid back and mellow. Michelle said she never heard Rob say he wanted to
physically hurt.Emmett in any way. Michelle said Rob kept saying, "I Just wanna know. I Just wanna know
so I can move on."
Michelle said both Kandi and Rob were both weak and neither wanted to take the steps necessary to end
their marriage. She was hoping Rob would leave her and he was hoping Kandi would change back to
"the old. Kandi".
·
On the night of the Incident, Kandi was supposed to go over to Michelle's to hang out with her. After
Kandi did l)Ot show up, Michelle sent her a text message and asked what was going on. Kandi answered
that her and Rob were talking. On Saturday (after the Incident), Kandi told Michelle about ti)e talk h~r and
Rob had the night before. She said they were not arguing. Kandi told him about talking to a divorce·
attorney. Rob told Kandi ha had gotten a house and found a roommate and he was packing boxes.
Michelle said Kandi and Emmett had future plans together. Kandi was going to leave Rob and get a
divorce. Emmett was going to stay with his wire for a while because she had Just had a baby. After a few
months Emmett was going .to leave his wife. Then Emmett and Kandi were going to start a "publlc"
relationship. Emmett had told Michelle he had left his wife a couple of times to see if Kandi would leave
Rob, but when Kandi didn't, Emmett went back to his wife.
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Narrative
5/11/111635 hours: Lead Sheet Assignment: Steve Quercia

I was assigned a lead sheet to interYiew Steve. Quercia regarcling a report that Rob Hall had tbreat.ened Quercia in the
· stnnmer of 2010 at Lucky Peak.
·
Quercia works for S~'.ire

Quercia was the reporting party iu a grand theft case I was assigned i11 2004
Cooa Cola. .
·
·
Quercia told me he and his wife live across the street from the Hall residence.

Quercia said he and Hall were involved :in a "verbal sparring match" at Lucky Peak last summer. It started when HaU
accused Quercia of yelling profanities at him when Hall and a buddy wer.e pulling a truck and trailer next to his.

A couple hours later while on the lake Hall gave Quercia "the finger". ·.
1,··.. · '

Later that day Quercia happened upon Hall and his buddy on the path and confronted Hall about giving him the
finger. Quercia asked Hall what was his problem and said he didn't think It was very sma1t. Quercia said Hall · .·
· replied to llim in a snide and cunning way, ·"You'll see Steve, you'll get what you got coming.''
·
A week later Quercia went to Hall at his home and told him he wanted to "bury it'', There have been no problems
since that time.
·
Quercia told me Hall used. to say he could track people thou~h his work at the Ada County Sheriff's Office.· Qu;rcia
spoke with his company's IT people to make_ ·sure there were no security problems at work. . ..
Quercia said he built bis house a~ut five years ago across from Hall. They·were initiaily friends and road
motorcycles together. However, after about a year Quercia said the Halls became gossipy and were stirring up
drama. Quercia and his wife parted ways with the Halls.
·
Quercia tho~ght he saw Hall at the residence a few weeks prior to our. conversatiort .in violaiion of U,e n·o contact
· qrder. He tried to photograph Hall but .was unable to find a .camera in time: . ·
· ··
.

.

~

.

.

· Quercia saw Hall's mother's green van coming down the street and pull in the driveway. The garage door· ..
inunediately went dovm. By the time Quercia got outs_ide tqe van was driving a:way. Quercia said he was sure he saw
Hall driving .

ai~o·

.Querci~
exp~e~sed.
access to guns;
.

..

ionccr~.9vo~· fi~~~s ira1i'. ~igiitt~ve Q~e,i· ~nd 'expre~ed ~oncerns over HaU ha~ing
·

:

·

...

·

The-interview was condlµded:
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Person wt

WOODSIDE, CHRISTINE M,

Race:

w

Sex: F

Age:.

DOB: -

Knowledge
lbs

Addres,:

I

Person w/
Knowladge

HalrColor.
OLN/S-

Race:

WOODSIDE, ALLEN W,

Relatlon&hlp:
Injury Type:

ID

Bus Phone: ( )

ID

Eye Color:

SSN·

Res Phone:
Cell Phone:

Occupation:
Bus or School:

DR# 20'1-13!i6 · .

W

Se>r. M

DOS:

Addres
Occupation.
Bus or Schoot
, ID

Res

Phonn \

Cell Phon

Bus Phone: ( )

•

INarrative
CHRISTINE AND ALLEN WOODSIDE INTERVIEWS
During this investigation the Ada County Sheriff's Office provided the Meridian Police Department
Information Robert Hall had on the X-Dive at the sherlfrs office.
There Is a folder Hall had titled, "Christine Woodside". In the folder there I
to be a photo of a cell phone screen. The screen reads, "Woodside Christ
The date of the .Jpg Image is
Attorney General Prosecutor Melissa Moody asked me to try and contact Christine Woodside to try figure
out who she Is and why this Image would be on Hall's X-Drlve.
On 1-19-12, at about 0932 hrs1 I callecallillll and a recording advised the number was disconnected.

I had located another possible phone number for Christine Woodside, -

a.nd

At about 0935 hrs, l c a l l e d - and spoke with Christine Woodside. I recorded our conversatlon. I
told Woodside who I was and explained I was investigating the Robert Hall matter and asked If she was
familiar with It. Woodside replled 1 "Oh yes." I told Woodside about
on Ha H's work
computer wlth her name and phone number on It. Woodside told rne
used to be her home
phone number. I told Woodside we are trying to figure out why that image
be there, or If she
knows Hall and If so how she knows him.
Christine Woodside told me they used to live across the street and klddy oorner from the Halls residence.
r asked Jf they were friends with the Halls, or Just neighbors. Woodside said they were friends In the
beginning when they all first moved to the neighborhood. Woodside said about a year after moving In,
h4dmln
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there was a problem between the Hall's eight year old daughter and her seven year old son. Woodside
told me her seven year old son was accused of kissing the Hall'.s eight year old daughter. Woodside said
Robert and Kandi came to her front door and said Robert wanted to confront her son. Woodside said
she could see Robert, "shaking with rage," and she told them, "No, that's not going to happen." Woodside
told me her husband was working in Afghanistan at the tlme and said the Halls knew this: Woodside said
she told the Hall's she would deal with her son and said, "That was kind of the beginning of the
downward spiral."
Christine Woodside told me her husband works for a company In Washington State and is an Instructor
with the army. Woodside told me her husband took Robert to a gun range and ·taught him how to shoot
right after Robert purchased a weapon. Woodside said she didn't know what gun range they went tot but
did say the weapon was a handgun. Woodside said her husband Is in state and she would give me his
phone number so I could ask him.
Christine Woodside said their relationship with the Halls, "kind of spiraled down from there." Woodside
said the Halls started spreading rumors In the neighborhood, and Woodside said she was told Kandi
said, "Christine better watch out now that um, Rob has a gun and can use it." Woodside said she knows
Robert used his access at work to find Information on neighbors In the neighborhood. Woodside
remembers a neighbor getting a DUI and Robert found out about It.
I asked Woodside about Kandl's statement about Rob having a gun and asked what prompted Kandi to
say this. Woodside said she didn't know, and said she was told this by another neighbor that Kandi said
she (Woodside), "Better watch out, because now he's got a gun." Woodside told me, "I was the first of
the neighborhood to deal with the wrath of the Halls." Woodside said eventually the whole neighborhood
felt IL
I asked Woodside If she remembers what neighbor told her about Kandl's statement. Woodside said she
believes It was Selena Grace, who lived right across the street from the Halls and next door to her.
I asked Woodside to tell me about the "wrath." Woodside said the Halls liked to spread rumors about
everybody in the neighborhood, and said .they tried to make trouble for everybody.
1

I told Woodside the phone Image Is dated 12-24-09 and Woodside told me they were living in the
/
neighborhood back then, but they no longer live there. Woodside told me Robert used to put up
Christmas lights to music and it caused traffic in the neighborhood. Woodside said they wouldn't turn It
off at like ten o'clock at night so the neighbors called the police to try and get the Halls to limit It.
Woodside said this image might be of her calllng Robert to ask to please be considerate of the other
1
neighbors and turn off the lights at ten o'clock. Woodside said her dogs would bark and her kids couldn 1t
sleep.
i
1.·

I asked Woodside when did she move from Fox Run, and she said they moved In May or June of 201 Oto
their current address. Woodside told me her husband's name is Allen, but said he's known as "Max,"
!Admln
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and gave me his phone number.
I asked Woodside If there was anything else I should know about. Woodside told me, "Um, just that
when this whole thing happened, I was not In the least surprised." I asked how so. Woodside said, "Just
because I had seen his rage when he wanted to try and deal with my seven year old child." Woodside
told me, "They have been having troubles for awhile; um I believe he had an affair on her, um, and It was
Just, It was Just a downward spiral, um, and he was very protective, I guess Is the word, of what was his."
I asked Woodside If she was referring to property or information or what. Woodside said, "Both, all of It,
property, Information, family, because the whole thing with my son kissing his daughter, I found out later
that his daughter was kissing all the boys In the neighborhood. w
Woodside said when the Halls came to her door she told them the kids were only seven and eight, and 1f
they were seventeen and eighteen they would have issues. Woodside said they were chlldren and said
she would talk with her son, and told the Halls they could not talk to her son.
Woodside asked why we were looking at phone numbers on Hall's phone and I explained what we saw
looked like a photo of a cell phone with her name and number so we wanted to speak with her.
Woodside replied, "Yeah, I'm an old neighbor that, that they did not like and um, they were one of the big
reasons why we, you know, sold our house and moved out of the neighborhood."
At about 1000 hrs, I received a call from Allen "Max" Woodside. I recorded our conversation. I explained
to Allen why I called his wife and asked him about her statement that he took Robert to a gun range.
Allen told me he did. I asked Allen to tell me about what range and what type of gun Hall had. Allen said
he believes Robert had some sort of a 9mm and they went to Impact Arms In Boise. I asked Allen if the
gun was a 9mm handgun and he said It was. I asked Allen if the gun was full sized or a compact. Allen
told me it looked like a compact, but said It was so long ago he doesn't exactly remember what It was.
Allen. said he knows Jt was not a 1911 model, because that's what he carries.
l asked Allen Woodside if he remembers how long ago it was when he took Robert to the range. Allen
said It was before December. Allen said he was in and out on leave, and his focus ls everylhlng he does
overseas. Allen told me, "Rob Hall was a nice neighbor Initially, then he just kind of fell off the radar, I
wanted nothing to do with him." I asked Allen again about when he took Robert Hall to the range and
Allen said, "It was before '09, cause we stopped being friends about '09." Allen told me he hasn't seen
Robert Hall in probably four years.
On 1-25-12, at about 1613 hrs, I re-called Allen Woodside to ask him a few more questions. I asked
Allen about the time he took Robert Hall to the range and helped him learn how to shoot his gun. I asked
Allen If he remembers if Robert Hall was a right of left hand shooter. Allen said he was pretty sure
Robert was a right handed shooter. I asked Allen what he helped Robert with at the range. Allen said
Just marksmanship with stationary targets.
l asked Allen about his earller statement about Robert Hall dropping off his radar and wanting nothing to
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do with him. I asked about how his relationship with Robert ended. Allen said Robert worked for Ada
County and he used his position to intimidate the neighborhood they lived in. Allen said he wasn•t happy
about It. I told Allen that Christine also mentioned this.
Allen Woodside also said the other incident involved Robert's llttle daughter making a pass at his son
and Robert blaming his son for It. Allen said he tried to work with Robert through lt, but said there was no
working with him.
Our conversation ended.
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time.
f clarified with Myers that Hall had not said he had received any calls or texts from Kandi. Myers said Hall
was calm and kind of dazed and It was sad. Myers said he told Hall to go on and suggested he find
something to do that he liked.

Myers said the conversation was that Hall needed the closure of Kandi telling htm she was having affair.
Hall needed to hear the truth and did not feel he was getting it.
Del. Severson asked If Myers had seen a gun with Hall. Myers said he had not seen one but Hall was
known for carrying a gun 24/7. Myers thought Hall normally carried a Glock 9 .. Myers was surprised to
read the gun had be~n a .38 as he did not know Hall owned one.
Det. Severson asked If Hall was more angry with his wife or who she was having the affair with. My~rs
said as far as being a character witness for Hall, he never said anything negative about Emmett. Hall said
he did not blame either for it but just wanted to hear from Kandi she was having an affair.

Myers said when Kandi went to California the week before she was supposed to decide what she wanted
to do. Myers said he questioned if Hall should take her back. Myers described how Hall had told him
weeks before at lunch how Kandi was driving Hall crazy by not calling him back and unexplalned
absences of a couple hours. Myers went on to say Hall supposedly had found text messages on Kandi's
phone from Emmett sayf11g he could not wart to see her and that he was divorcing hfs wife in May. Hall
had written a letter to Emmett's wife temng her that Kandi and Emmett were having an affair. Myers did
not think Emmett's wife knew about the affair and did not know if Hall ever rnailetl the letter.
Det. Severson asked Myers If Hall ever said he wanted to kill him. Myers said Hall never mentioned the
guy, but his ultlmatum to Kandi was that if they stayed together she could not work for the guy anymore
because Hall did not want that kind ~f pressure. Kandi told Half she was not going to quit her Job.
Myers said he had friends who had gone through divorces and had said If they ever met the guy they
would kill him but Hall never said that. Hall was quiet and was talking about what he was going to do in
the future.
Myers said he wondered how Hall got to Walgreen's· and had heard from friends that Kandi had called
Hall. Myers said there Is a lot of drama and talk within the neighborhood but he did not associate much
with his nelg hbors.

Myers said he and Hall had been friends for 15 years but stopped hanging out a couple years ago. A
couple months ago he and Hall started meeting for lunch and discussed Hall's problems.

.....
'

Myers said he had read in the paper about Hall stalking. Myers safd Hall and Kandi spoke by phone
a~9ut 20 times .a <;taY,.vthich h.e t~oug~t was unusual.
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From:

Rob Hall [dliill@ada...,w=e.....b,..nl..lJ.....
e t~}- - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - -

Sent:

Wednesday, February 02, 2011 9:21 AM

l(

Subject: Re: EXTERNAL:AVL MAP
lam down to 165

Rob Hall
Ada County Sheriffs Office
(208)577-3613

From: Mason, Mellssa (IS) <mellssa.mason@ngc.com>
To: Rob Hall
Sent: Wed Feb 02 09:10: 19 2011
Subject: Re: EXTERNAL:AVL MAP
Running? Thought you hated it?!! I can't believe it. I have

a half marathon dee 3 in vegas :}

From: Rob Hall [mailto:rhalt@adaweb.net]
Sent: Wednesday, February 02, 2011 08:05 AM
To: Mason, Melissa (IS)
Subject: Re: EXTERNAL:AVL MAP

Oh guess what, Sunday I buzzed my hair off lol. I have been running a lot and got sick of messy hair.

Rob Hall
Ada County Sheriffs Office
(208)577-3613

From: Mason, Melissa (IS) <melissa.mason@ngc.com>
To: Rob Hall
Sent: Wed Feb 02 09:00:51 2011
Subject: Re: EXTERNAL:AVL MAP
Your killin me!!

From: Rob Hall [mailto:rhall@adaweb.net]
Sent: Wednesday, February 02, 2011 07:51 AM
To; Mason, Melissa (IS)
Subject: RE: EXTERNAL:AVL MAP

Ok last one.
Chuck Norris can turn back time simply by staring at the clock and flexing { Ta-Da )
: ) Have a good day

ROB HALL
Ada County Sheriff's Office
Emergency Communications Division
7200 Barrister Drive
Boise, ID 83 704

2'13/2012
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Jim Miller
From:

Rob Hall [rhall@adaweb.net]

Sent:

Tuesday, February 08, 2011 3:23 PM

?oo /38 c2_ 3o 3 8'

Subject: Happy Birthday

R.O.B ....
May you have another fabulous year of lots of love, laughter, and joy.

At least somebody gives a shit about me.

2/13/2012
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Jim Miller
From:

Rob Hall [rhall@adaweb.net]

Sent:

Wednesday, March 02, 2011 9:32 AM

Subject: Re: Checking in
Nothing
Rob Hall·
Ada County Sheriffs Office

(208)577-3613

From: Mason, Melissa (IS) <melissa.mason@ngc.com>
To: Rob Hall
Sent: Wed Mar 02 09:10:40 2011
Subject: RE: Checking In

Sorry.. I had a ton of calls .. .! am back now.
So, what do you want from her?
From: Rob Hall [mallto:rhall@adaweb.net]
Sent: Wednesday, March 02, 2011 7:39 AM
To: Maso.n, Melissa {IS)

Subj~ct: EXT :Re: Checking In
Kandi is more po because Hannah is mad at her for this and she is mad because Hannah was to young
to be mad at me?
Rob Hall
Ada County Sheriffs Office
(208)577-3613

From: Mason, Melissa (IS) <melissa.mason@ngc.com>
To: Rob Hall
Sent: Wed Mar 02 08:34: 15 2011

. Subject: RE: Checking in
Oh stop! It's like the worst case scenario for her. What was she thinking? Is he hot?
From: Rob Hall [mallto:rhall@adaweb.net]
Sent: Wednesday, March 02, 2011 .7:28 AM

To: Mason, Melissa (IS)
Subject: EXT :Re: Checking In
Oh, for him he is screwed. Stay at home wife with five kids. AND they are mormon. Loi
Rob Hall
Ada County Sheriffs Office
(208)577-3613
.

From: Mason, Melissa (IS) <melissa.mason@ngc.com>
To: Rob Hall

Sent: Wed Mar 02 08:22:52 2011

2/13/2012
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Subject: RE: Checking in

Yikes ...
Not the smartest choice but it would have been nice to know 7 months ago!!!
Did she tell you she loves him or does she just blame you
From: Rob Hall [mailto:rhall@adaweb.net]
Sent: Wednesday, March 02, 2011 7:20 AM
To: Mason, Melissa (IS)
Subject: EXT :Re: Checking In

Sorry doc is here. So basically it has been going on for 7 months but here is the funny part. He is 3Dyrs old
married with FIVE (5) kids LOL. His wife just had the 5th last month. Uv'IAO
Rob Hall
Ada County Sheriffs Office
(208)577-3613

From: Mason, Melissa (IS) <mellssa.mason@ngc.com>
To: Rob Hall
Sent: Wed Mar 02 08: 13: 10 2011
Subject: RE: Checking in
Oh no .. But yes, typically states do not care who did what and why. They rarely Jet blaming/excuses enter the
court room at all. All they care about is 50/50 and that no one Is a convicted felon. I have some time now If you
want to call.

From: Rob Hall [mailto:rhall@adaweb.net]
Sent: Wednesday, March 02, 2011 7:10 AM
To: Mason, Melissa (IS)
Subject: EXT :Re: Checking in

I went to the divorce attorney and you were right. No spouse support, no child support, everything is a 50/50 split.
I got to tell you the whole story. It gets much better.
Rob Hall
Ada County Sheriff's Office
(208)577-3613

From: Mason, Melissa (IS) <melissa.mason@ngc.com>
To: Rob Hall
Sent: Wed Mar 02 07:52:36 2011
Subject: RE: Checking in
Sorry to hear that. You have been on my mind lately. I hate that you're going through such a hard time. Makes

me sad®
I feel like jumping on a plane and handllng it for you©
Fr.om: Rob Hall [mallto:rhall@adaweb.net]

Sent: Tuesday, March 01, 201112:4S PM
To: Mason, Melissa (IS)
Subject: EXT :RE: Checking in

2/13/2012
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No, I haven't been here much since I talked to you last because of the other crap. I will try to look into it more
today.

From: Mason, Melissa (IS) [mailto:melissa.mason@ngc.com]

Sent: Tuesday, March 01, 201111:59 AM
To: Rob Hall
Subject: Checking in
Were you able to resolve your EMS icon issue?

Melissa Mason
Northrop Grumman
Business Development
Cell: 503-949-1048

2/13/2012
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Jim Miller
From:

Rob Hall (rhall@adaweb.net]

Sent:

Thursday, March 03, 2011 3:16 PM

Subject: Re: Position to Win Boot .Caf))p - March 6 -11
Are you still looking for a PA. I carry shopping bags well.
Rob Hall
Ada County Sheriffs Office
(208)577-3613

From: Mason, Melissa (IS) <mellssa.mason@ngc.com>
To: Rob Hall
Sent: Thu Mar 03 15:15:48 2011
Subject: RE: Position to Win Boot camp-- March-6~ 11---- -----Sure there is enough work c1t this training for two!

I am going to be exhausted ... I need to find a way to clone myself©.

From: Rob Hall [mallto:rhall@adaweb.net]

Sent: Thursday, March 03, 2011 2:11 PM
To: Mason, Melissa (IS)
Subject: EXT :Re: Position to Win Boot Camp - March 6 - 11

Can I come;)
Rob Hall
Ada County Sheriff's Office
(208)577-3613

From: Mason, Melissa '(IS) <mellssa.mason@ngc.rorn>
To: Rob Hall · ·
sent: Thu Mar 03 15:10:23 2011
Subject: FW: Position to Win Boot Camp - March 6 - 11
Don't you feel sorry for mell

From: Rost!, Sandra A (IS)
Sent: Thursday, March 03, 2011 8:04 AM
To: Lottman, Brian T (AS); Shepard, Jim (AS); Eagen, Ken (ES); Lin, Jason (ES); Freedman, Paul (ES);
Samman, Tarik (ES); Vaughan, Bill (ES); Herold, Christina J (IS); Treger, Jennifer L (IS); Koltz, Mark A
(IS); Shaban, Enayet (N-Eye-Yet) (IS); Khan, Aamer (IS); Elklns, Cherie (IS); Mason, Melissa (IS);
Pinnaduwage, Kelum (IS); Hinke, Frederick W (IS); Rosenberg, Leigh (IS); Backer, Kim (IS); Haughey,
Larry (IS); Hertsgaard, Barry (IS); Ceron, Daniel (IS); Daus, BIii (IS); Esmaelllan, Farzaam (IS);
Ruppellus, Karin M (IS); Tankersley, Debbie (IS); Smedley, Rick (IS); Hlll, Debbie (IS); Feldman, Kenneth
D (IS); Holzer, Tyler f (IS); Ferguson, Sandy (IS); Heffner, Michael (IS); Dick, Sameul R (IS); Soverns,
Kelly (IS); Dodd, Kyle J (IS); Michael, Erle (IS); Lowenstein, Amy (IS); Edwards, Bree (IS); Wfllia,ns,
Kevin (IS)
Cc: Position-To-Win Team Calendar
Subject: Position to Win Boot Camp - March 6 - 11
Importance: High

2/13/2012
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Attached is the Agenda for the March 6-11 PTW Boot camp for your reference.
IMPORTANT NOTE: Please do not further distribute - see you on soon.
Sandi©

Sandra A. Rosti
Senior Executive Assistant

Phone: 703-556-2491
Fax:
703-556-1518
Sandra. Rosti@ngc.com

2/13/2012
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Details for: 208-407-6743
Anytime Minutes Used : 393 minutes
Cycle ends: 03/21/2011
Time
3/11/2011 10:11PM

D~te

3/11/2011 10:02PM
3/11/2011 09:59PM
3/11/2011 09:58PM
3/11/2011 09:55PM
3/11/2011 09:SlPM
3/11/2011 07:04PM
.3/11/2011 05:26PM
3/11/2011 04:09PM
3/11/2011 03:43PM
3/11/2011 03:38PM
3/11/2011 02:12PM
3/11/2011 01:23PM
3/11/2011 12:26PM
3/11/2011 12:16PM
. 3/11/2011 09:57AM
. 3/11/2011 09:42AM
3/11/2011 09:27AM
3/10/2011 06:19PM
3/10/2011 06:llPM
3/10/2011 06:lOPM
3/10/2011 05:33PM
3/10/2011 05:26PM
, 3/10/2011 05:05PM
· 3/10/2011 04:18PM
·3/10/2011 03:41PM
. 3/10/2011 03:19PM
. 3/10/2011 Ol:30PM
· 3/10/2011 l2:36PM
3/10/2011 11:47AM
3/10/2011 11:42AM
3/10/2011 11:19AM
3/10/2011 11:02AM
· 3/10/2011 10:32AM
··3/10/2011 10:21AM
·3/10/2011 10:16AM
3/10/2011 08:lSAM
3/10/2011 08:14AM
3/9/2011 08:20PM
3/9/2011 08:17PM

--·-

Number
Minutes Description
1 MERIDIAN
2088708418
5 BOISE
2088305564
3 BOISE
2089498393
1 BOISE
2088305564
1 INCOMING
2089498393
1 BOISE
2089498393
l BOISE
2088638104
4 INCOMING
2084339882
2089498423
1 BOISE
8
INCOMING
3607544727
1 VOICE MAIL
86
28 SALEM
5039491048
18 INCOMING
2088638104
..
2 BOISE
2085739219
! INCOMING
2089498393
! INCOMING
2085773000
1 SALEM
5039491048
S INCOMING
5039491048
1 INCOMING
2089498423
2088305564
1 BOISE
1 SALEM
5039491048
1 MERIDIAN
2088845660
7 BOISE
2089498393
21 GEORGETOWN
5303331779
5039491048
3 SALEM
2088845660
1 MERIDIAN
1 INCOMING
2083753704
1 INCOMING
5039491048
2 INCOMING
2085706710
20 ANCHORAGE
9076448470
2088717053
6 INCOMING
2085739143
2 BOISE
2089498393
1 INCOMING
46 SALEM
5039491048
86
1 VOICE MAIL
1 MERIDIAN
2088717053
2 BOISE
2088305564
2088305564
1 BOISE
2088887177
3 INCOMl_!IJG
-2088956643
1 INCOMING
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3/.9/2011
3/9/2011
3/9/2011
3/9/2011

5039491048
2088305564
2088305564
20889S6643
2088305564
86

07:36PM
06:44PM
06:43PM
06:31PM

3/9/2011 06:30PM

:

3/9/2011 OS:17PM
3/9/2011 04:SlPM
3/9/2011 04:33PM
3/9/2011 03:38PM
3/9/2011 02:13PM
3/9/2011 01:51PM

5039491048
9097932853
2088956643
2088615554
5039491048
2084339882
2083424524
2088717053
2085773000
2089089865
2088305564
2085706710
2089498393
2083776790
2089419634
2083764329
2088305564
2088956643
2084339882
5039491048
2083504130
2083504130
2084339882
2085706710
2085706710

01:25PM
12:39PM
12:09PM
11:50AM
11:30AM
10:39AM
08:SGAM
07:31AM
09:48PM
09:45PM
3/8/2011 09:34PM
3/8/2011 05:SSPM
3/8/2011 OS:47PM
3/8/2011 OS:08PM
3/8/2011 04:21PM
3/8/2011 01:4~PM
3/8/2011 Ol:48PM
3/8/2011 Ol:06PM
3/8/2011 12:40PM
3/8/2011 12:39PM
3/9/2011
3/9/2011
3/9/2011
3/9/2011
3/9/2011
3/9/2011
3/9/2011
3/9/2011
3/8/2011
3/8/2011

3/8/2,011
3/8/2011
3/8/2011
3/7/2011
3/7/2011
3/7/2011

2088305564
2085706710
5039491048
2088305564
2088305564
2089498423

12:16PM
11:31AM
10:25AM

09:12PM
07:14PM
OS:40PM
3/7/2011 05:lOPM
3/7/2011 03:48PM
3/7/2011 02:21PM
' 3/7/2011 11:51AM
3/7/2011 10:29AM

- -3/J-/.2011 09:5.7.AM3/7/2011 09:45AM

2088956643
2088305564

86
2088305564

2085737421
-

208350A.13.Q
2088305564

16 INCOMING
16 INCOMING
1 BOISE
3 MERIDIAN
1 BOISE
1 VOICE MAIL ·

25 SALEM
15 INCOMING
20 MERIDIAN
1 INCOMING.
21 INCOMING

10 INCOMING
11 INCOMING
1 MERIDIAN
1 INCOMING
2 INCOMING
1 BOISE
4 BOISE

1 BOISE
2
3
l
1

BOISE
INCOMING
INCOMING
BOISE

1 MERIDIAN
3 INCOMING
29 SALEM
2 INCOMING
1 INCOMING
12 INCOMING
1 BOISE
1 BOISE
1 BOISE
:l. INCOMING
37 SALEM
1 BOISE
5 BOISE
1 BOISE
24 INCOMING
37 INCOMING
1 VOICE MAIL
5 INCOMING
2 INCOMING

.----1 ~.G..
2 BOISE
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Kandi Hall
From:

Kandi Hall

Sent

Wednesday, September 08, 2010 4:42 PM

To:

'Emmett Corrigan'

Subject: RE: yup

First, PLEASE don't ever think you can't tell me anything and think that you are DUMPING on
rnel!I I just seriously got the ·wind knocked out of me over this email..... I lived that bell for 15
years and thought it was just normal for your spouse to be jealous and controlling, but then
when he cheated on me 3 years ago (YUP, BIG GASP) I knew the gloves were off and. I won't be
a fool againlll The day he came home, after he had been·gone on a business trip "With her, he told
me that he was having an affair and wasn't sure what he was going to doll (>NOW REALLY)
So, the insecure part of me: came out and went into this deep, deep depression and had NO Oi\TE
in Idaho that I knew. \!\Te had just moved here the year before and I left my entire family in
California. I was pretty much alone and scared to death. So after I had the honor of talking ·with
the other woman, who happens to work with him but lives in Oregon and is married to a police
officer there, I figured I would fight to no end to actually '<\NIN" my HUSBAND baclc!II Hahaha
Holy Shit!!! Really!! So, long story short we worked things out I have major anger issues
cowards him and trust with him is out the door. The funny thing is, I trust people still just the
same as I used too but with him I don't think he deserves thatlll Well Duhlll But usually when
someone is cheated on they tend to lose trust with everyone. Not me though. I think I just gave
SOOOO much to him and I literally lost respect for him. Sad but truel So my kids are the worlcl
co me also and I work as hard as I do for them and only them. My daughters are amazing, strong,
beautiful and smart. I will never ever tell th~ of there fathers deceit and betrayal.... There is no
need for that \:vhy crush them. That would be completely selfish of me and I won't do it. Rob
though would tell them to get th.at off his shoulders and put it on them to deal ...vi.th. He won't
tell them about it as long as I am alive though. He's a great dad and I will never take that from
him, but he has changed so much in the past 4 years I'm not sure it's going to be salvageable...
It's weird Emmett, I feel so relaxed talking to you and actually really comfortable. I'm VERY
interested in getting to know you more and more each day .... I honesdy think you are amazing!!!
Your energy is off the hook.... OMG this fucking phone v.,j]j not stop Emm.ett!ll $10,000 coming
tomorrow and just picked up 2 more D\VP's. No wonder I have so much shit on my desk!!
Ughhhh!l!I

Kandi Hall
Paralegal
MarteDs Law Office
208·344-0994 Office
208·3~·3360 Fax
From: Emmett Corrigan [mallto:emmettcorrigan@gmail.com]
Sent: Wedl)esday, September 08, 2010 3:40 PM
To: Kandi Hall
Subject: Re: yup

Oh hardy bar harl! Yeah. I was pretty stunned when you walked in. Like I have told you for the
last 4 texts, your unreal beautiful (and I don't usually say shit like that). Further, (this may come
off sounding weird) I have spent time training myself oat to get close to women. Like I had
mentioned before, I bave a wife who has MAJOR self esteem issues...MAJOR! ! I have never
been the guy who stares at a girls tits and oogles over her and talks about how hot someone is.

11/23/2010
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From:
To:
Sent:
Subject:

"Rob HALL" <robkandi@msn.com>
<khal!.corrigantaw@me.com>
Thursday, February 10, 2011 1 :26 PM
last letter, I promise

Kandi,
I don't know what you want anymore other than not me. For 6 months I have tried everything
from threatening to leave, writing all of my feelings in letters to you, trying to find out what is
going on with you, give you 100 percent more attention when we weren't fighting and I know
that is why my feelings are so one extreme to another. I have tried everything to see one ou nee
of feeling for me in a positive way or a negative way and you are not even alive to me anymore.
I have been so frustrated. Nothing I do changes you. You win. l miss my Kandi so bad but I
know she is long gone. I can't help to think that a lot of this is also influenced by your friends.
There is not much I can say about that and you would like me to think that you use your own
mind but I have known you for 20 years and I know this. If you would have put 10% of your
energy used to change yourself into us we would probably be a lot better. I also feel that
because you have conversed so much with your friends about us that it would seem cowardly if
you and I were to work things out. So on my side of the fence the whole your friend's situation
has played some part in finishing us off. If I had the money I would not hesita'te to take you
away from here but l sadly know that it is too late for any of that now.
I know in myself that I have had to overcome a lot of frustration. When I first started leaving I
felt so alone and sad but I thought I was doing it for the good (that didn't work) and that is
getting much easier to handle when I am alone. I guess after a while you just get used to it, but
the whole adapting thing Is what is the hardest.
I can see in your eyes that you miss me but I can also see the anger in them as well, even after
we make up I still see it, for that ram the saddest because I know I killed my Kandi 3 years ago.
I wish that there was a pill I can take to just go to sleep and wake up after we divorce and have
moved on so I don't have to experience the pain and that is why I asked you to get the papers
so that we can get it over with. I don't want to be like the people that live next to Christy and
Jared, where he moved out and she snickered and was going to file stalking charges on him
because he wanted her back. I am more head strong than that and would rather break my
phone than to do that.
Just know in my mind I see you being the strongest and most determined to do this more than
anything you have ever done in your life (I just wish it wasn't me in the target sights). I will
always think you made a huge mistake and I know In your eyes you think this is the best thing
you have ever done. I just hope when all the dust settles you truly knew what you wanted and
that you didn't lead the horse by the cart rather than the cart by the horse. I remember 6
months ago when this whole thing was just starting you told me to just trust you that you knew
what you were dolng,.that is when you·took the wheel and started driving. I don't think there is
anything in this world that I can give you at this point to make you love me or show you how
much so deep in my heart that f love you other that giving you the gift that It Is a great thing to
do anything you want to do and I just smile and not"have a care or concern In the world and I
cannot do that! maybe if I had trust from you, any kind of feeling I am bigger to you than any

4/28/2011
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From:

To:
Sent:
Subject:

"Rob Hall" <rhall@adaweb.net>
<khall.corriganlaw@me.com>
Sunday, January 30, 2011 9:56 PM
Cleaners

Please call the dry cleaners also wallgreens didn't have my zanax can you find out if the hartfords
office called it in?
Thanks in advance
Rob Hall
Ada County Sheriffs Office
(208)577-3613

4/28/2011
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From:
To:
Sent:

"Rob Hall" <rhall@adaweb.net>
<khall.corriganlaw@me.com>
Monday, January 24, 2011 10:53 PM

Subject:

Remember

Refill ambien
Dr hartford;

Acklavor
My aderal
Ask him for zanax

Rob Hall
Ada Cowity Sheriffs Office
(208)577--3613

4/28/2011
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Kandi Hall
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From:

Kandi Hall

Sent:

Wednesday, October 27, 201 O 9: 15 AM

To:

'Rob Har!'

Subject: RE: credit

I promise I will
Kandi Hall
Paralegal
Martens Law Office
208-344-0994 Office
208·322.-3360 Fax

From: Rob Hall [mallto:rhalf@adaweb.net]
Sent: Wednesday, October 27, 2010 9:08 AM
To: Kandi Hall
Subject: RE: credit
Good luck. Cafl mr RIGHT after you talk to him ;)

ROB HALL
Ada County Sheriff's Office
Emergency Commu.nications bivision
7200 Banister Drive
Boise, ID 83704

208 577-3613

iX'

---·-- -·--------
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From: Kandi Hall [maJfto:khall@martenslawoffice.com]

Sent: Wednesday, October 27, 2010 9:08 AM
To: Rob Hall
subject: RE: credit

Yes, I will do that. I'm sorry I wanted to do t:hat yesterday. I vml get it done today. \¥aiting to
here from Emmett.... So much for coming in early...

Kandi Ball
Paralegal

Martens Law O:ffice
208·344·0994 Office
208·322·8860 Fax

·~------·---------

From: Rob Han [mallto:rhall@adaweb.net]

Sent: Wednesday, October 27, 2010 8:57 AM
To: Kandi Hall

Subject: credit

RDH 1271
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Sometime today can you call and find out why my credit is being damaged from GMAC.
ROB HALL
Ada Connty Sheriff's Office
Emergency Communications Division
7200 Barrister Drive
Boise, ID 83704

~ ) 577-3613

t---

- - - · ·--. ·-·- _

---·-- _ ·--- ··-- -·- ...

De=lpfloo, oe.o,,,<oo, PPT bl<gmd"""" k,gowS>e ·-· .. . . -
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No virus found in this incoming message.
Checked by AVG -www.avg.com
Version: 8.5.449 I Virus Database: 271.1.1/3220 - Release Date: 10/26/10 06:34:00
No virus found in this incoming message.
Checked by AVG - www.avg.com
Version: 8.5.449 I Virus Database: 271.1.1/3220 - Re[ease Date: 10/26/1 O06:34:00
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Jim Miller
From:

Rob Hall [rhall@adaweb.netJ

Sent:

Tuesday, February 22, 20111:50 PM

Subject: Hard time
Hey Greg, So I am having a tough time today. Although I am extremery busy I am anxious in my mind
about Kandi. As I left your office this morning I test her at 10:10am to say "It was a great meeting"
followed by "I LOVE YOU". At 10:58am I sent another text because I had not received any reply from her
"Just in case you were curious". Still not getting any reply I sent another text at 11:44am saying" Sorry,
but I sort of have a hard time when I text you 3 times at 10:10 and I don't hear anything from you". At
11:561 called her phone and got her voice mail after it rang 10 times but I didn't leave a message.
Immediately at 11:57 she sent me a text back saying "Sorry, I didn't see them or all the calls I missed. I
will call you in a bit ... again sorry'' after not hearing from her at 1:04pm I sent her a text saying "that's
ok, thank"
I just called her phone and we just spoke at 1:27pm. She Spid she has been busy. Then she told me to
make sure my payroll department starts putting my check into my credit union and she is opening up
another account with another bank because it is easier to handle that way. She doesn't assure me that
everything is ok and she doesn't even say "don't worry, I love you". She just blocks me out?

ROB HALL
Ada County Sherill's Office
Emergency Communications Division
7200 Barrister Drive
Boise, ID 83704
(208) 577-3.613

..~~Ar5A Cou~TY SHERIFFS OFFICE
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CID

/Narrative

JARED MARTENS INTERVIEW

On 9-28-11, I interviewed Jason Blackwell. During my contact with Blackwell he told me the person who
designed Emmett's website witnessed Robert Hall confront Jared Martens at his office about him
sleeping with Kandi Hall. I Identified the person who designed Emmett's website as Dustin Vermilllon.
On 10-10-11, I spoke with Dustin Vermillion. Vermillion said he does do work for Jared Martens, but he
did not remember seeing any type of confrontation.
I called Martens Law and left a message asking Jared Martens to call me.

On 10-11-11, at about 1050 hrs, 1 received a call from Jared Martens. I recorded our conversation. I told
Martens I spoke with Emmett's brother two weeks ago after one of Robert Hall's bond hearings. I told
Martens I didn't know if he knew Emmett's brother's name and told him It was Jason Blackwell. Martens
told me, "I know the name, yeah."
I told Martens about Jason Blackwell's statement that the guy who designed Emmett's website witnessed
Robert Hall confront him (Martens) at his office about sleeping with Kandi Hall. I told Martens I have
identified this person as Dustin Vermillion and have spoken to him and Vermillion said he does do some
work for him. Martens agreed. I asked Martens if anything like this ever happened. Martens said, "No,
he ah, he called me, it was probably back In November, and he asked me if there was something going
on with them." I asked Martens If Robert Hall was asking about him and Kandi. Martens saJd no, and
said Hall was asking about Emmett and Kandi. Martens said he told Robert Hall, "he's going to have to
figure that out for himself and l wasn't going to answer the question, so I refuse to answer him."

Jared Martens told me that was the last time he spoke with Robert Hall and commented, "He wasn't, he
wasn't very nice to me when he called me either, so, kind of, he was pretty con ... , he was pretty
confrontational with me too.u Martens said he told Hall, "Whatever, whatever's going on, if something's
going on, whether I know it or not, f'm not answering your questions and you're Just going to have to,
that's, that's between you guys and you're going to have to figure it out yourself." Martens said he didn't
give Hall and yes or a no to his question.
I asked Jared Martens If he knew If anything was going on between Emmett and Kandi. Martens said his
computer guy found a lot of e-mails at the office and said, "I had pretty high suspicions at that point, yes,
but I still wasn't going to 1 . um, l wasn't going to tell Rob anything, I didn't think Rob was capable of, going
and killing anybody, but um, you know, (inaudible sound), obviously he was so, it, is you know, there's
always tha1 risk r guess, when somebody figures something out but, ah, I gue, I guess from between
November and March, he'd figured out what was going on."
Admin
omcel(e> RIPOllnt
Det. James MIiier
Approved $up11r,isQ{

Sgt. Jeffrey Brown

Ilda No.
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From:
"Michelle Clark" <michelleclark@cableone.net>
To:
"Kandi Hall" <khall.corriganlaw@me.com>
Sent:
Monday, November 15, 2010 2:35 PM
Subject:
Re: photos :)
Just did lunch with the kiddos and now gonna take Spencie to school and do some taundry .. blah blah.
Hannah has a lot of faith that you and Rob will work it out. She says you should even quite your friends
for awhile so you and Rob can focvs. She then talked about you and Rob splitting up and you keeping
the house and the hardest part would be who Roxy would live with. She is all over the place with her
emotions. She says she was upset last night and is finally feeting better within herself cause she knows
she doesn't have any control over the situation. She knows that you would do anything for her though. :)
She has a real good head on her shoulders.
---- Original Message ---From: Kandi Hall
To: Michelle Clark
Sent: Monday, November 15, 2010 11 :23 AM
Subject: Re: photos :)

Hi You,
Thank you so much for these. I love them. I thought maybe the seductive face that I gave your
mom would be in these, but nope t ! LOL I love them all though.
\Xlhat you doing today?

Kandi
On Nov 15, 2010, at 09:57 A.lvf, :h1.ichelle Clark <miche1lec1ark@cableone.net> v.rrote:

----- Original Message -----

From: "Lehman, IGrsten 11 <Klehman@directv.com>
To: <michelleclark@cableone.net>

Sent: Sunday, November 14, 2010 6:05 PM
Subject: photos :)

Hi

Michelle -

please share with Kandi:)

Love you, IGrsten
<DSC02684.JPG>
<DSC02789.JPG>
<DSC02707 .JPG>
<DSC02781.JPG>
<DSC0264 l .JPG>
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Jim Miller

Subject:

Rob Hall [rhall@adaweb.net]
Wednesday, Janua,y 19, 2011 8:37 AM
Rob Hall
Fw:

Attachments:

mmm.smil

From:
Sent:

To:

mmm.smil (468 B)
------ MMS ---- --

Sent: Jan 18, 2011 10:00 AM
All I wanted was for you not to text emmett none work related stuff because of what I went
through and take a break from michelle but you couldn't and will not do that. It is
disrespectful to me that these two people along with you do what you do. You won't see it
until you see it but we both know it is. too late. I never held anything in and made you
aware of everything that I needed from you and you chose not to side with me. Enough is
enough and I'm beating a dead horse explaining myself and you will never get it. Good luck
to you.
Rob Hall
Ada County Sheriff's Office
(208) 577-3613

l
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Jim Miller
From:.

Rob Hall [rhal!@adaweb.net]

Sent:

Monday, February 07. 2011 5: 1O PM

Subject: hi
I want to let you know I am sorry about our phone conversation. Yes, I do not feel good and also I am
mentally and physically tired of the Michelle whole ordeal. It is what it is and it is my problem alone. I
am alone on this whole thing. My problem ls, in the past you had me and I had you, so if the weekend
comes, we would get excited to do things with each other whether it was going over someone's house
to watch a fight or spending the day working in the yard and at night go to dinner and see a movie. If we
didn't talk to each other all day when at work, we would blabber over a beer when we got home, but
now all of these things have changed in the sense that when the weekend comes you have to balance
enough time with Michelle or make sure to give her some attention, if we work in the yard then before·
we go to diner you'll have to run over to Michelle's really quick to drop something off or have a quick
drink and if we don't talk all day you don't have much build up for me because you talked to Michelle.
It's Just a constant uphill competition for me and I can't even imagine what it is going to be like this
summer with the pool on weeknights and weekends, with both of your 40th birthdays and so on and so
on. I truly wish I could be like Kyle and just do whatever and not have a care in the world what you do
and at the same time do whatever I want to do and bla bla bla.
I get your whole, "I don't want to be dependent on anyone" thing but my god all I have herd about
anyone else from Michelle is "I don't talk to Kirstin on weekdays, Cindy comes and goes, Kelly and Mike
are doing their own thing, Kristy and Jared are in disappear mode" but you are constantly there with
her, either texting, on the phone, at her house, meeting her at the gym or lunch and you say you don't
want to be dependent on someone? Not that your dependent on her but it sounds like all of these other
people put family and spouses first and if convenient then say hi to Michelle. As you know she is not a
fan of that, and her little remarks to you about stuff like that has conditioned you not to do th~t to her.
I totally get that you and I will never be the same and yes, in 20 years we have done things a certain way
. and a lot of those things were not right but PLEASE remember that the flipside of that is a lot of those
things are what also kept us together. You can't just wake up one day and say after 20 years Jam going
to tear up everything that we know and rewrite the book. It might correct the bad things but it can also
turn what was good for us into bad,
Oh well, what can I possibly say any more about the topic. If anyone knows, l would be the first to know
what it is like to think someone is so ay,tesome and the best friend in the world and someone else just
doesn't understand, but until I was ready to see the truth and realize who I hurt, I refused to see it. That
person could not do anything wrong.
I won't ask you to stop being friends with her ONLY because if I did, she would be a martyr in your eyes.
You will have to find out for yourself and make that decision for yourself. As far as us, I would be ok
(even though I hate her) if l knew we were fine in our marriage and she was just a friend, not an
addiction. If you go see her for just 30 minutes, its always an hour, if it's an hour It turns into a hour and
a half, but it NEVER can be for a half hour and you come home In 20 minutes, or for an hour, you come
home in 45 minutes. I have had a lot of friends in our life and when I look back I think of maturity, age,
point In our life, etc.. and I think that is why lam puzzled by this at our age, not that we are old, but that
I for some reason Imagine us getting stronger together as we get older and depending less on people
·
outside of our marriage.
Above everything, I have feelings too, so even though you are not doing anything wrong, Imagine how I
feel knowing whatever we do you are thinking how can you get over to see her sometime over the
weekend or me knowing you're not driving to or from work thinking about us because you are on the
phone with her laughing together. When you always tell me "I'll be right back, give me an hour" but
after an hour I get a call asking if I would mind if you stay longer. Is there any wonder why I have
resentment towards her especially after I had a couple of arguments with her? Why her, why not any of

2/13/2012
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those other girls that would never talk to me like she does? Does my anger towards her make her more
attractive to you?
I'm all for having friends, but when you try to live your life like cougar town and not like we have our own life,
that's when it gets old for me. Thank god we don't live on that street.

2/13/2012
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From:
To:
Sent:
Subject:

"Facebook" <notification+zfoegdzf@facebookmail.com>
"Kandi Ames-Hall" <khall.corriganlaw@me.com>
Monday, March 07, 2011 6:35 PM ·
Welcome back to Facebook

Hey Kandi.
The Facebook account associated with khall.corriganlaw@me.com was recently reactivated.
If you were not the one who reactivated this account, please visit our Help Center
(http://www.facebook.com/help/?topic=security).
· Thanks,
The Facebook Team

4/28/2011
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KELLY RIEKER RE-INTERVIEW

On 3-28-12, at about 1430 hrs, Investigator Scott Smith and I met and spoke with Kelly Rieker at
Peterson Law to ask her some additional questions concerning her earlier Interview on 3-14-11. We
spoke with Rieker In her office, which was Kandi Hall's old office. I recorded our conversation.
I asked Kelly Rieker about what Kandi Hall told her on the phone on Saturday, 3-12·11. I read Rieker a
section of Detective Joe Miller's report of what Rieker said Kandi told her. I read where Rieker said
Kandi went through her version of what happened; Kandi met Emmett at Walgreens. they went to get
gas, Rob called Kandi and asked where she was, and Kandi told Rob she was at Walgreens with
Michelle. Rieker confirmed this Is what she remembers.
I told Kelly Rieker Detective Joe MIiier wrote in his report, "Kelly made an lnaudlble comment about
Emmett's truck.° I told Rieker I listened to the audio recording and It sounds like she said Kandi told her
Rob said, 'Well that's odd I Just saw you get Into Emmett's truck." Rieker told us Kandi said Rob called
her and he asked where she was. Kandi said she told Rob she was al Walgreens with Michelle. Kandi
said Rob told Kandi, "Well that's odd I just saw you get Into Emmett Corrlgan's truck at Walgreens. 11
Rieker told us. "She said that she was Just llke, oh." Rieker said Kandi told her she went and got gas at
Maverick with Emmett and came back, "cause she figured It, It was Just going to be a blow up anyways,
so she Just went ahead and came back." Rieker told us, 11She never In a million years, figured that this
was going to go the way It did. and, so she came back, with Emmett."
Kelly Rieker said she continued to llsten to Kandi, and her recollection of what Kandi said was Kandi got
out of Emmett's truck and Rob got out of his truck and she came around and started talking to Rob.
Kandi said Emmett got out of his truck and things started escalating from there.
I asked Kelly Rieker If Kandi went Into any specific detail of how things escalated, either verbally or
physically. Rieker said yes, and told us she had several conversations with Kandi before and after
Rleker•s earlier conversation with us .
. Kelly Rieker told us Saturday (3-12-11) Kandi told her, Rieker stopped her thought and told us, "Emmett
could be the type of person that, how do I say It, um, wanted to end something but, wanted to come to
the conclusion of something he, he didn't want Rob fighting with Kandl.p Rieker told us, "I think that this
l'Admln
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whole thing was going to come to a head, I kept warning Kandi and Emmett that Rob was going to catch
them, once I found out about the affair, that Rob seemed very unstable to me, and to not underestimate
somebody who Is a police officer and had the training that they had because they're not stupid."
Kelly Rieker said, "They kept telling me that he was weak, that he was Incompetent, all this other stuff."
Rieker commented being married to someone who is in that field, they're not weak and Incompetent and
they can be underestimated. Rieker told us Emmett seemed like he was getting, Hmore and more
-,
overconfident that he could, argue his way to making Rob back down to anything, um, so I think Emmett
was, thinking he could be aggressive In the situation and that Rob would just turn around and shy away
from the whole situation." I suggested that Rob would back down to Emmett. Rieker repeated, "Would ·
back down to him," and said, "because there had been another incident, that, um, I had mentioned to you
that he had called myself and my husband and that there had been a verbal altercation at Kandi and
Rob's house, that Emmett and Rob had got Into an argument there." I told Rieker we would talk about
that later and commented our conversation had drifted a little.
Kelly Rieker told us Kandi said she got out of the truck and started arguing with Rob, and Emmett got out
of his truck and all three started arguing. Rieker said Kandi tried to separate them, but that wasn't
working. Kandi said Rob and Emmett got into a physical altercation and were screaming, yelling, and
pushing. Rieker said Kandi, "Kind of started to walk away, and when she started to walk away she
turned around, and that's when she said she's kind of saw them fighting over the gun, turned around
again, and that the shots had been fired." Rieker told us, "She actually showed me, that they were
struggling over the gun."
Kelly Rieker said when she was at Kandl's house on Sunday (3-13-11) Kandi was commenting It was a
good thing there was gunpowder residue on Emmett's hands too, because that proves Emmett had the
gun In his hands too. We confirmed with Rieker that Kandi made this statement the Sunday after
Emmett's death. I asked Rieker how Kandi would know if there was gunpowder residue, and she said
she didn't know. Rieker confirmed Kandi told her this while she was at Kand l's house.
Kelly Rieker told us Emmett's family came and got all of his stuff from his office on Saturday (3-12-11 ).
Rieker said Jake (Peterson) wanted all of Kandi's stuff out of her office and she said no to this and told
everyone to quit taking things from the office. Rieker told us Jake said the pollce said go ahead and take
everything out of the office. Rieker said Jake packed up all of Kand l's stuff and told her to take It to
Kandi's house.
Kelly Rieker said she took the office Items to Kandl's house, and at that point Rieker said she thought
Kandi was still grieving over Emmett, stlll caring about Emmett, because that's how she seemed to be on
Saturday. Rieker said when she got to Kandl's house she was on the phone with a lawyer trying to get
Rob out of Jall. Rieker said Kandi told her how much, 11 Rob could have never done this out of hate."
Rieker told us, "She had already flipped at that point telling me that she was going to try and get Rob out,
and she was wearing her wedding ring, wedding ring again, and telling me that Emmett was aggressive,
that Emmett started this, and I'm looking at her going, are you kidding me, seriously."
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I asked Kelly Rieker to back up to the scene when they're arguing and It gets physical. I asked Rieker to
walk me through that again slowly on what Kandi did when she walked away. Rieker told us, "She said
that, she got In the middle of It, tried to separate them, she kind of walked away, she was getting upset
that they were arguing, she turned and kind of walked away, she saw, she said she saw the gun, to the
best of my knowledge, I mean it has been a year and my, my memory was so much better then." I told
Rieker I understood.
Kelly Rieker continued and told us Kandi said she, "Saw them fighting, together, pushing, shoving each
other, getting Into It, either she had walked away or was starting to walk away, she turned around, and
saw them fighting over the gun, to my memory, she saw both of their hands on the gun like this." Rieker
held her hands together In front of her and above her head. Scott Smith asked, "With their fingers
pointed up towards the sky?" Rieker replied, 'With both of their hands on the gun." I asked, "So tour
hands fighting over the gun?" Rieker said, "Right." Rieker said she asked Kandi how Emmett's hands
could have gunpowder residue on them. Rieker told us Kandi said, "Because they were fighting over the
gun." Rieker told us Kandi was standing In her kitchen when she told her this. I asked if Kandi
demonstrated to her as she is demonstrating to us with the hands up, and she replied, "Right."

I asked Kelly Rieker If Kandi continued to walk away even after s~elng this. Rieker said she didn't know
If she started to run back at that point or, "She's still kind of, doing whatever.u Rieker said she knows
things happen very fast and she asked Kandi who called 911. Rieker said Kandi told her, "I did, because
I ran back and Emmett's brains were all over the ground and Rob's shot on the ground." Rieker said she
replied okay, and went home after that and was upset. Scott Smith confirmed with Rieker this occurred
at Kandl's house on Sunday (3-13-11 ).
Kelly Rieker told us she talked to Kandi a llttle bit on Monday (3-14·11), before we came here, then a
couple times later In that week. Rieker said the more she talked to Kandi the more she (Rieker) became
upset because Kandi was, "tell Ing me that Rob's Innocent, that Emmett would want her, to get Rob out of
Jail because he's not gullty and I Just quit talking to her, I, I couldn't, continue my friendship with her at
that point, so I've not had any more conversations with her at that point."

I told Kelly Rieker I was trying to grasp what she Is telling us. I asked Rieker if it is her Impression Kandi
witnessed the shooting. Rieker nodded her head In an up and down motion and I asked, "Yes?u, and she
replled, "Yes." I asked If this Is because Kandi said she's turning away, she looks back and sees them
fighting over the gun, and by the time she runs over to them, the shots are fired. Rieker replied, "Right."
I continued and said, "And then they're both down." Rieker said, '.'Either she witnessed It or she was
turning as It was happening. I got two different stories out of her two different days," I asked, "Saturday
versus Sunday?" Rieker said, "Right." I confirmed with Rieker on Saturday Kandi said she was walking
away when she heard the shots, and Rieker said, "Right." I confirmed on Sunday Kandi said she saw the
struggle, and Rieker said, Right."
Kelly Rieker continued and told us, "$aturday It was more, Rob did this, how could he have killed him,
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Emmett's gone, this horrible, horrible tragedy, Sunday it was, Rob is not a bad person, you know, he's
never been this person, he's not a, um, he could never kill anyone In cold blood, you know, he's the
father of my children, I love hlm.'1 Rieker commented, "It, It was night and day." I asked Rieker what
does she attribute this to, Is It her memory Is clearer Sunday than it was Saturday, or has her loyaltles
changed. Rieker said, "I have no idea I can't make that assumption."
I directed Kelly Rieker back to Friday night in the parking lot when Kandi tells her Rob called her and
asks her where she was and Rob makes the statement about seeing Kandi get In Emmett's truck. I
asked Rieker If Kandi said any more about that phone conversation and was It Just her and Rob. Rieker
told us Kandi said she was In the truck with Emmett. I asked Rieker If Kandi said anything about Emmett
talking to Rob on the phone. Rieker told us Kandi said, "She said she hung up with Rob, she was the
only one who spoke with Rob." I asked Rieker If Kandi talked about a call later on while she was still with
Emmett. Rieker said, "No, she told me that, Rob called, she said she was at Walgreens with Michelle, he
told her that she talked, that she was with Emmett, she hung up1 she went to Walgreens, or to Maverick
with Emmett, got gas, came back, and this Is all when It, transpired." I confirmed with Rieker that Kandi
said they went to Maverick, and Rieker said they got gas at Maverick. Scott Smith asked Rieker what
day did Kandi tell her this and Rieker said Kandi told her this on Saturday (3-12-11) on the phone.
Rieker told us she went to Kandi house on Sunday (3-1-11 ).
I asked Kelly Rieker If anything changed from Saturday to Sunday about what l<andl said was said on the
phone call. Rieker said that stayed the same.
I told Kelly Rieker I know we talked about this a little bit earlier about a confrontation before what
happened at Walgreens. I asked Rieker If she knows or remembers anything about that because Chris
Search told Scott Smith and me about a confrontation about three weeks before Emmett's murder.
Rieker told us there were several confrontations, but there was only one Emmett was Involved with
personally that she Is aware of.
Kelly Rieker told us there was one; Rieker couldn 1t remember the date when Emmett had gone to
Phoenix when his grandmother died. Rieker told us Kandi was at the office and Rob had come there.
Rieker said Emmett called her from the airport and told her she needed to go to the office and call the
police because Rob Is at the office screaming and yelling at Kandi and Kandi thinks Rob Is going to hurt
her. Rieker told us she was home and thought what do you want me to do about It, If I go down there
he's going to hurt me. Rieker said she told Emmett she would call the police and Emmett asked her to
go down to the office and be with Kandi. Rieker said she told Emmett no.
I asked Kelly Rieker If she knew what happened between Rob and Kandi that prompted Emmett to call
you. Rieker said Emmett told her Kandi had come to the office to meet with a client and Rob thought
Kandi was at the office meeting someone, which Rieker said she.assumed was Emmett, who had come
home early.
Jake Peterson came in and had a short business conversation with Kelly Rieker.
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Kelly Rieker continued and said Emmett told her Rob had assumed Kandi was at the office meeting
someone or doing something. Rieker said Emmett told her he was at the airport. Rieker said she didn't
know If Emmett was, but that's what he said. Rieker said she knew Emmett was supposed to come back
that day. Rieker told us she knew Rob had been at the office because when Rieker called the office
Kandi answered the office phone. I asked what day of the week this was and Rieker said It was a
Sunday.
Kelly Rieker told us she knew Kandi and Emmett were, "Doing their, deeds here, In the office, so Rob
following her down here, whether Emmett was here or not, I, I have no Idea, but I know he (Rob) was
here, cause when I called, she was here and, he was here and leaving." Rieker said she told Kandi she
would call the police, but she wasn't coming to the office. Rieker told us Kandi didn't want her to call the
police and said she was fine and Rob was going to leave. Rieker said she told Kandi If Jake comes to
the office he will call the pollce and told Kandi, "This Is not a game." Rieker said Kandi told her, "No, it's
done, It's over with. It's, It's fine." Scott Smith confirmed with Rieker that Kandi told her Rob was there
and everything was fine, and Rieker agreed. (According to an US Airways flight itinerary for Emmett
Corrigan located during the investigation, Corrigan left Boise on Friday, 2-11-11, at 1328 hrs, to fly to
Phoenix, and returned on Sunday, 2-13-11, at 2320 hrs)
I asked Kelly Rieker If she was aware of a confrontation that may have occurred at Kandi and Rob's
house with Emmett. Rieker told us, "That was the confrontation that was between him and Rob." Rieker
said Emmett called her that night also and told her he had gone over to their house, for what reason she
didn't know. I confirmed with Rieker Emmett called her that night, and she said yes. Rieker continued
and said, "He told me he went over there, um, him and Rob argued, that he pushed Rob, Rob pushed
him, I do not know If, you know, fists were thrown, or anything like that, and, Emmett said that, Rob was
spineless, that he'll never do anything, that he's scared of him, and, that, It's, It's not going to go anything,
and farther." I confirmed with Rieker she didn't know what prompted this and she replied, "I do not know
what prompted that."
Kelly Rieker continued and told us, "He said that, he did it, because, um, this is before I knew that the
affair had, come out, he said that he did It because, um, Rob held Kandi down and took her wedding off
of her finger and bent her hand backwards and bruised her arm and he wasn't going to allow a man to
bruise a woman." Rieker told us_ at that point she had been suspecting for months what was going on.
Scott Smith asked Rieker If she knew when this happened. Rieker told us It happened In February,
2011.
I asked Kelly Rieker how she learned of this. Rieker said Emmett called her that night on her cell phone
and told her about It. Rieker said she told Emmett he was stupid and to go home and stay there. I told
Rieker I was trying to envision this, that Emmett goes over and has this confrontation with Rob, and It's In
the evening, and I asked If Emmett calls her with things that he does. Rieker told us she and Emmett
were really good friends. I asked Rieker If Emmett called her and said something like, "Hey you're not
going to believe what Just happened, kind of thing," Rieker agreed, and started mimicking what Emmett
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told her using a different voice and said, "I went over to Kandl's house and, taught her husband a lesson
and, you know1 he's not going to be a bully and. he wasn't anyways cause he's splneless and, he's not
going to pick on a woman." Rieker said, "I'm like, are you stupid, you're an attorney, you're going to lose
you BAR license If you do stuff llke that." Rieker said Emmett talked with her husband and her husband
was like, "Are you dumb? Don't do stuff like that, you're going to go to jall. 11 Rieker continued and said,
"I'm like, keep your butt at home, you got five kids and a wife, stay there."
I asked Kelly Rieker If she remembers If this occurred on a weekday night, and Rieker said It did because
they came to work the next day. I asked Rieker If they spoke about It again and she said they did.
Rieker said she and Emmett talked about It alone. Rieker said she would think, "What are you doing?"
Rieker said Emmett told her, 'Well I just wanted him to know that, he wasn't the man that he thought he
was and, he needed to know that, you know, hurting people Isn't what it Is, and that I'm way more of a
man that he could be." Rieker sald1"I'm Just llke, you know you need to chlll out, don't do stuff llke that,
you're stupid."
Kelly Rieker said she thinks It wasn't too long after that that she questioned Emmett. I asked Rieker if
she saw something on Emmett's computer, and Rieker said she saw It on Kandl's computer, which
validated what she had been suspecting for quite awhlle.
Scott Smith asked Kelly Rieker about her earlier inteivlew and how she said she Introduced Emmett and
Kandi. Smith asked Rieker to tell us about that again. Rieker asked Smith If he wanted the exact day,
and he said sure. Rieker looked at her Google calendar on her computer and said It was 9-.8-10. Rieker
read from her computer, "Lunch with Emmett and Kandi at P. F. Chang's." I asked Rieker at that time
she and Emmett were working here and Ka~I was working at Jared Martens, and she agreed.
Scott Smith asked Kelly Rieker how long she had known Kandi before this. Rieker said she had known
Kandi since 2008. Rieker said she knew Kandi professionally from her working at Jared Martens' office.
I asked Rieker If Emmett and Kandi had met, and she said no. I asked Rieker, "Not that you're aware of."
Rieker responded, "No, he met her through me."
I asked Kelly Rieker what prompted this meeting. Rieker said Jake was only going to pay Emmett as a
10-99 employee, whatever he was being paid a week until Jake sold him the business. Rieker told us
Emmett wanted to do some criminal work to supplement his Income until he could take over the business
completely. Rieker said Emmett needed some pointers on criminal work, maybe some forms, and
somebody to give him a step in the right direction.
Kelly Rieker told us Emmett had worked for the public defender's.office when he did his Internship.
Rieker said Emmett needed somebody to give him a little help. Rieker told us in her mind Kandi was
good and said Jared Martens does a really good Job. Rieker said she thought, Kandi Is one of her best
friends, Emmett is a really good friend, she can get him some forms. Rieker said Jared Martens told her
If Emmett needs some help have him give Kandi a call. Rieker told us Martens said Kandi could "kick"
Emmett cases Martens didn't want. Rieker sald1 "I never, In a ml!llon years, would have thought that this
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would have transpired."
Scott Smith suggested to Kelly Rieker that she kind of pointed Emmett to Jared Martens and Kandi, and
she agreed. Smith said Martens offered Kandi's assistance to get Emmett started, and Rieker agreed.

Rieker told us Martens suggested Emmett could cover some hearings for him, because Martens takes
cases in Valley County. Rieker said she thought It was a friendly, "You scratch my back, I'll scratch
yours."
Scott Smith asked If lunch at P. F. Chang's was a chance for Kandi and Emmett to meet, and Rieker said
yes. Smith asked Rieker If she knew If Kandi and Emmett had met before this lunch meeting. Rieker
replied, "I know they had not met before that day." Rieker said Emmett had just finished taking the BAR
a week or two before this meeting. Rieker then said, "Well, as far as I know, um, If I, if they have I'm a
fool." Rieker told us Emmett said to set up lunch for us to meet. Rieker told us it was just the three of
them at lunch. Rieker said Emmett and Kandi acted like they had never met before, as far as she knows.
Rieker told us she didn't think It was until 9-15-1 o that they knew Emmett had passed the BAR.
I asked Kelly Rieker when did Emmett start doing work for Peterson Law. Rieker said Emmett could
work under a limited law license under Jake Peterson. Rieker told us Emmett started working for them in
November of 2009. Rieker said Emmett was an Intern through Gonzaga In September of 2009. Rieker
said Emmett started his Internship with the public defender's office In February of 2010, through May of
2010, then started studying for the BAR and took It in August of 2010.

We talked with Kelly Rieker about her relationship with Kandi and she told us besides knowing her
professionally they did do stuff together socially. Rieker told us she never did anything socially with
Kandi and Rob together. Rieker told us she ran Into Kandi In Las Vegas once and her husband was
meeting with friends, and Rob was at a UFC fight. Rieker said they tried to all meet for dinner, but It
didn't work out.

I asked Kelly Rieker If she could remember the first time she met Rob. Rieker said she met Rob and
Kandi twice at Wal-Mart, once at a restaurant Rob and Kandi were at, once at Marten's Law, and a
couple times here at Peterson Law. Rieker told us, "He was real friendly; I mean I knew the problems
that they had had off and on, but, you know." I asked Rieker If this was stuff Kandi told her about, and
she said yes. I asked Rieker what the problems were. Rieker said, "That he, the affair that he had had,
and you know, the fighting they had, and stuff Ilka that." I asked about fighting and Rieker said, "The
arguing and the physical fighting that they had had. and the money problems they had, and stuff like that,
so."
I asked Kelly Rieker about how much physical stuff was she aware of. Rieker told us the last year Kandi
was at Jared's office she knew, "It was a little bit mor~ than what It should have been, but the time she
was here It was, a little worse, so, pushing, twisting arms, stuff like that, but then when she came here I
knew he hit her a few times, so." I asked, 11She told you?~ Rieker nodded and said, "And there were
bruises." I asked Rieker where she remembers seeing bruises. Rieker said she saw a few bruises on
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Kandl's back, one on her collarbone, and a bunch on her arms, flr:igers, and hands. Rieker commented,
"You don't see anything happening so, I mean, I, that's hearsay, .1 mean I can't tell you that that's what
happened.u Rieker told us she heard conversations with Rob and Kandi on the phone arguing.
I asked Kelly Rieker What happens when Kandi shows up to work with bruises. I asked Rieker If she
asked Kandi what happened. Rieker said she did and Kandi told her she and Rob were fighting and
things got rough and physical. Rieker told us, "When he wanted the ring back he twisted her hand
completely back and took the ring off of her finger." I asked Rieker If she knew when this happened In
relationship to everything that has happened. Rieker said It happened twice, once before Christmas,
"and then once right before all that, that Emmett was kllled." I confirmed with Rieker this would have
been Christmas of 201 O, and then the end of February of 2011.
Kelly Rieker told us, "And then I know there was a huge, hu.ge fight between them, In November of ten."
Rieker said It was a verbal and physical fight. Rieker said Kandi, "Had taken Amblen and apparently was
textlng Emmett and fell asleep and didn't delete the texts." Rieker said she knew about the argument In
November, but she didn't know what the argument was over untll February.
Scott Smith asked Kelly Rieker If Kandi ever told her the police were called or came to their house
because of their fights. Rieker told us no, and said, "I never knew the police ever, she was very good at,
at hiding, what was going on because she wanted this Image, of what was going on, at their house, with
their friends and, she didn't want anybody, In her neighborhood, and their friends knowing what was
going on." Smith asked Rieker If Kandi ever told her she was afraid of Rob. Rieker replied, "At the end."

I

I I

I

Kelly Rieker said there were times she didn't really think Kandi would ever leave Rob because of the way ;
Kandi would act. Rieker told us there was a long time that she was pushing Kandi, even before she
!
knew Kandi was Involved with Emmett. Rieker said, "Like, you need to leave, you Just either, need to get
up and do this, or go to counseling and figure this out." Kandi replled, "No, no, no, I Just, I've been
married for so long, we've got so much Invested In this, I, I Just can't do lt. 11 Rieker told us even In
January and February, when she knew what was going on, she asked Kandi when she was going to file
;
her divorce papers. Rieker said Kandi would reply, "I don't know how to do this, I Just, just don't know
·I
how to thts, we've got kids, I, I just don't know how we're going to do this, you know, we've been married,
eighteen years, or however long they've been married, It's Just not that easy." Rieker replied, 11 lt Is that
easy." Rieker said, "He's going to file for divorce, you know, you're playlng with people's lives, Just do It."
Rieker told ua It didn't seem llke Kandi was committed either way with what she was doing. Rieker said
in her mind she wasn't sure Kandi was ever going to leave Rob.
Kelly Rieker said she had this conversation with Emmett, and asked him If he was sure this Is what he
really wanted to do because Kandi, "Seemed very wishy washy on the whole situation." Rieker said
Emmett wrote her (Rieker) a note, which Rieker said made her very uncomfortable with Kandi In the
room that read, "Do you think I'm throwing away my entire life by doing this?" Rieker said, "I waa llke, I'll
talk to you about this later."
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Kelly Rieker told us Kandi seemed to be under the impression that Emmett's entire family knew Emmett
was having the affair with her. Rieker said, "And apparently we all know now that wasn't the case."
Rieker said Emmett was leading Kandi to believe everybody knew; his mom, her brother, his brother
Jason. Rieker said she was positive Jason knew.
Kelly Rieker told us Kandi has tried to contact her several times. Rieker said even when Kandi was
working at Sutton's office, when Hannah Goodwin was working there, they would send her messages
through her Facebook with both of their e-mail addresses and Rieker said she deleted them. Rieker said
she got several calls from Sutton's office on her cell phone wanting her to call back, but she didn't.
Kelly Rieker said Kandi sent an e-mail to Chris Search on his private e-mail telling him, "I've decided to
take a different route, than other people." Rieker said Kandi sent this a-mall within the last four to five
months. Rieker elaborated on what the a-mall said, "That I've decided to take a different route and she
hoped that she could sit and talk with him because she knows that she can't do it me, and, um, or ever
have the opportunity to do it with me because she knows that she can't."
Kelly Rieker told us Cathy Gladis and Kandi are really good friends and Cathy did Kandl's last bond.
Rieker said Cathy told her Kandi Is very hurt that she turned her back on Kandi.
Scott Smith asked Kelly Rieker how she found out about this e-mail to Chris Search. Rieker said Search
told her and said they talk on Facebook and on the phone.
·
I asked Kelly Rieker If she was familiar with the name Sophia Serna. Rieker said Kandi used to work with
her at Jared's office.
Kelly Rieker told us for awhile she was getting Facebook messages rrom Hannah Goodwin telling her
she should watch her back. Rieker said for awhile Goodwin was on Kandl's side thinking everybody was
going against Kandi. Rieker said for awhile she was very leery to talk to anybody.
Kelly Rieker told us Rob's Investigators have come to the office numerous times so she now has an
attorney, James Dorman, who Jake got for her, who was a friend of Emmett's. Rieker said they try to
contact her, but not Chris Search. Rieker said she thinks Search knows more "Juicy details" about the
affair. Rieker said, "I mean I know that they were sleeping together, and I know they were doing It In this
omce, I mean, a lot of people do."
Kelly Rieker told us the only other thing she thinks she knows Is Rob followlng. Rieker said Rob followed
her and Kandi back from the mall one day right before Valentine's Day. Rieker said she walked In the
office then Kandi came In a said Rob Just called and Rieker said, "Really." Kandi told Rieker, "That car
that was behind us, that was him following us."
Kelly Rieker told us Rob followed Emmett, Kandi, and her once.
l·!itdmln
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Kelly Rieker told us, "Like two days before Emmett got killed, Emmett and Kandi came back from Costco,
and then Rob was, right out here In the back alley, because I had to have her come back in because I
was, catching her phones for like, thirty or forty minutes." I confirmed with Rieker she already told us this,
and she agreed. Scott Smith asked Rieker, "You saw him when he was here at the office?" Rieker
replied, "Oh yeah, because I had, I was like watching out the window, but they were back there for quite
awhile." I asked Rieker if this was the time Emmett asked her to keep an eye on them, and Rieker said
yes.
Scott Smith asked Kelly Rieker if she actually saw Rob the other two times. Rieker said one time she
did, the time from the mall. Rieker said Rob was using the county cars to do It.
Rieker commented, "I mean nobody wins In this situation, nobody."
The Interview ended.
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From:

"Rob Hall" <rhaH@adaweb.net>
<khall.corriganlaw@me.com>
<jana.gathman@gmail.com>; <Dgathman@yahoo.com>; <rice.aimie@meridianschools.org>;
<jensengirls3@aol.com>; <kirsten04@cableone.net>; <valgamer@cableone.net>;
<shammiem@hotmail.com>; <heatherhainsworth@gmail.com>; <mikemgamer@yahoo.com>;
<dina@thebookies.net>; <nawok87@msn.com>; <Bowhunter1227@msn.com>;
<rice.troy@meridlanschools.org>
Sent:
Wednesday, March 09, 2011 2:18 PM
Subject:
Re: NWALL Team
No that will not be happening. Kandi, calf me when you have time.
Rob Hall
Ada County Sheriff's Office
(208 )577-3613

To:
Cc:

From: Kandi Hall <khall.corriganlaw@me.com>
To: Rob Hall
Cc: Alexi Gathman <jana.gathman@gmail.com>; Don Gathman <Dgathman@}1ahoo.com>; Emma Rice
<rlce.aimie@meridianschoois.org>; Faith Jensen <jensengirls3@aol.com>; Katr Lynch
<kirsten04@cableone.net>; Keli Garner <valgarner@cableone.net>; Mason Fisher
<shammiem@hotmail.com>; Megan Hainsworth <heatherhainsworth@gmall.com>; Mike Garner
<mfkemgarner@yahoo.com>; Nicole pfeifer <dlna@thebookles.net>; Sara Cowen
<nawok87@msn.com>; Savannah Peterson <Bowhunter1227@msn.com>; Troy Rice
< rice.troy@meridianschools.org>
Sent: Wed Mar 09 13:17:01 2011
Subject: Re: NWALL Team

FYI, Corrigan Law Office ·will be sponsoring the teams jersey and wind breakers. :o) Can't wait
to see everyone for a super fun season! ! !l
Kandi
On Mar 09, 2011, at 10:08 Alvf, Rob Hall <rhall@adaweb.net> ·wrote:
Hello, my name is Rob Hall and I am your daughters team manager. The list befow shows
the team players. Our team still does not have a sponsor, so if you know of anyone please
let me know. We also are in need of volunteers, Umpires (you have to go to the training
coming soon) and score keepers. Please let me know if you can fill in on any of these items.
We will be having our first practice and meet n greet this Monday 3-14-11 , 6pm at Rocky
Mountain High School. This school is off of Linder between McMillan and Chinden. We will
be at the back of the school on the South side (right of the school).
Please let me know if there is a problem and you cannot make it. I look forward to a fun
filled season.
Thank you,
Rob Hall

407-6743

Players

Sara Cowen

4/28/2011
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From:
To:
Sent:

"Rob Hall" <rhall@adaweb.net>
<khall.corriganlaw@me.com>
Wednesday, March 09, 2011 2:22 PM
Subject: Re: Sponsorship
Nope. His name won't be on a thing of my team. Not going to happen.
Rob Hall
·
Ada County Sheriffs Office
(208 )5 77-3613

From: Kandi Hall <khall.corrlganlaw@rne.com>
To: Rob Hall
Sent: Wed Mar 09 13:20:03 2011
Subject: Sponsorship

FYI, Corrigan Law Office ·will be sponsoring the teams jersey and ·wind breakers. :o)
Kandi

4/28/2011
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From:
To:
Sent:

"Facebook" <update+ zfoegdzf@facebookmail.com>
"Kandi Ames-Hall" <khall.corriganlaw@me.com>
Monday, March 07, 2011 7:46 PM
Tina Lax commented on your status.

Subject:

facebook

r--

HI Kandi,
Tina Lax commented on your status.

11

See Comment

Tina wrote: "NO RULES.... REMEMBER!ltll"
II

i See the comment thread

t

l

Reply to this email to comment on this status.
Thanks,
The Facebook Team

The message was sent to khaJl.coniganlaw@lme.com. If you don't want to receive these emails from Fc1cebook In the
future, you can unsubs::ribe .
. Facebook, Inc. P.O. Box 10005, Palo Alto, CA 9'1303
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From:
To:

S'ent:
Subject:

"Facebook" <notification+zfoegdzf@facebookmail.com>
"Kandi Ames-Hall" <khall.corriganlaw@me.com>
Tuesday, March 08, 2011 g:26 AM
Tina Lax posted on your Wall.

Tina Lax posted on your Wall.
Tina wrote:
"And ... she's back!!!! It's about time! Stand up ... be tough... take no prisoners!!!"

Reply to this email to comment on this post.
To see your Wall and reply to posts, follow the link below:
http ://v.rv.w. face book.corn/n/?
permalink.php&story fbid=168925715205 l&id=l2563 79385&rnid=3e04 7efG4ae2d.3f9G 1bl de4
40me.com
Thanks,
The Facebook Team

Find people from your me.com address book on Facebook! Go to:
http ://v-.rww.face book. com/find-friends/?ref=ernail

The message was sent to khall.coniganlaw@me.com. If you don't want to receive these emails
from Facebook in the future, please follow the link below to unsubscribe.
http://www.facebook.com/o.ph12?
k=73207f&u=1256379385&m.id=3e047efG4ae2d3f9Glblde4eG1
Facebook, Inc. P.O. Box 10005, Palo Alto, CA 94303
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From:
To:
Sent:
- Subject:

"Facebook'' <notification+zfoegdzf@facebookmail.com>:
"Kandi Ames-Hall" <khall.coniganlaw@me.com>:
Monday, March 07, 2011 9:28 PM
Hannah Hall posted on your Wall.

Hannah Hall posted on your Wall.

·

Hannah wrote:
"Mom I thought you deleted your face book.... 11

Reply to this email to comment on this post.
To see your Wall and reply to posts, fol.low the link below:
http://V\'Virv.1.facebook.oorn/n/?
profile.php&id=1256379385&v=wall&story fbid::1688619656114&mid=3df'9f88G4ae2d3f9G 1r
40me.com
Thanks,
The Facebook Team

Find people from your me.com address book on Facebook! Go to:
http://-www.facebook.com/find-friends/?ref=ernail

The message was sent to khall.coniganlaw@roe.com. If you don't want to receive these emails
from Facebook in the future, please follow the link below to unsubscribe.
http ://www.facebook.com/o.php?
k=73207f&u= 12563793 85&rnid=3df9f88G4ae2d.3f9G 1b 1de4eG 1
Facebook, Inc. P.O. Box 10005, Palo Alto,.CA 94303
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From:
To:
Sent:
Subject:

"Facebook" <update+ztoegdzf@facebookrnail.com>
"Kandi Ames-Hall" <khall.corriganlaw@me.com>
Monday, March 07, 2011 9:38 PM
Hannah Hall commented on your wall post.

facebook
Hi Kandi,
See Comment
Hannah Hall commented on your wall post.
Hannah wrote: "My moms a convulsive liar everyone she lled to me ab:iut

this ...hmm"
[ See the comment thread

j

Reply to this email to comment on this post.

Thanks,
The Facebook Team

The message was sent to khall.corriganlaw@me.com. Jf you don't want to receive these emails from Facebook In the
future, you can unsubscrlbe.
Facebool:, Inc. P.O. Box 10005, J>alo Alto, CA 94303
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From:
To:

"Facebook" <notification+zfoegdzf@facebookmail.com>
"Kandi Ames-Hall" <khall.corriganlaw@me.com>
Thursday, March 10, 2011 12:48 PM
Ada Valenzuela Mendoza sent you a message on Facebook ...

Sent:
Subject:

facebook
Ada sent you a message.

r--·

I~ Val
Adi
I

Me

Ada Valenzuela Mendoza March 10, 2011 at 11:48am

Subject: Hey
Hey Kandi Lyn,

How are u? Why were you MIA for so long? Did Rob put you on time out?
You have 150 new notifications. Visit Facebook now to see what's happening with your friends.

j

Ii

To reply to this message, follow the link below:
http://WWW.facebool:.com/n/?lnbox%
2Freadmessage.php&t=1599770463431&mid=3e31a20G4ae2d3f9Glb305aOGO&bcode=SDxptONu&n_m=khall.cor

40me.com
L_
_____________________

find people from your me.com address book on Facebook!
The message was sent to khall.coniganlaw@me.com. If you don't want to receive these emails from FacebODk In the f
follow the ltnk below to unsubscrlbe. http://www.faceboor~comfo.php?
k=73207f&u=125637938S&mid==3e31a2DG4ae2d3f9Glb305a0GO Facebook, Inc. P.O. Box 10005, Paio Alto, CA 94303
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Detective

On Friday, Dana spoke with Rob at work. Rob said his parents have a ~ental In Meridian. The rent
was $900.00, was going to be tight financlaUy, but Rob thought he could do It. Rob said his
daughter, Hannah wanted to live with him. Dana agreed with the plan, telling Rob he was going to
be happier in a month from now. Rob told Dana he tried to sell his truck but Kandi wanted to be
present Gas prices Increased when Kandi returned from Callfornia and the sale did not go
through.
Dana spoke of piecing things together. Dana talked to Rob on Friday and Rob had a great plan.
Rob knew what he was going to do and was at ease in his mind.
Dana said finances were a big deal with Kandi paying all the bills. Rob found out they were "back
due" on everything; every credit card was maxed out, with late notices on the house. Dana said
this was something Rob learned of sometime prior to Friday.

Upon review of Dana and Rob's conversation on Friday, Dana said Rob was more at ease wlth his
decision. Dana said usually it was sad and depressing. Rob said he told Kandi last night he was
moving out.
Dana thought Rob told Kandi he was leaving at the end of the month. Dana thought something
happened and mentioned Kandi "reeling" Rob in on Wednesday night. Rob did not text or call on
Thursday and left it in "her court." Rob said he was not going to (call or text); Kandi was free to
do so. Dana described this as the "ultimate test" to see if Kandi was going to reach out to him as
her husband. Rob said Kandi did not call, text or anything.
In Dana's mind, it was not a question of, if Rob was going to move out; but when. Rob was not
going to have Kandf move out of the house because she would probably tell him to.
Dana last talked to Rob at work on Friday.
Dana went to McCall and had his work cell phone turned off. Dana woke up Saturday and learned
of the shooting through Command Pages and voice mails. Yesterday, (3-15) Dana learned Rob's
work phone log showed a call to Dana's work cell phone on Friday evening at 10:09 pm. We
discussed the shooting occurring at approximately 10:21 pm.

On Saturday afternoon, Kandi ca·Jled Dana who was tn McCall. Kandi was hysterical, ciballlng"
and apologizing to Dana. Dana Interpreted this as Kandi knowing what she was doing; "pitting
these guys against each other."
Kandi always told Dana that Rob was a great father and a great guy. Rob told Dana that Kandi
--------weulGl-say..tbis-to-hlm-too.-l:lowe.v.er.,.K:andLoew.e.r..saiclbe w.as a.gm.alb.us.band. This was
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Re: Divorce:

('

Subject: Re: Divorce
From: James Stoll <jrs@naylorhales.com>
Date: Tue, 15 Feb 2011 08:43:17 -0700
To: Emmett Corrigan <corriganlawpllc@rne.com>
160/hr.

1500 retainer.

Ask her to give me a jingle and set up an appaintment.

James Stoll
585-1947
On Feb 14,

2011, at 10: 47 PM,

"Emmett Corri_gan" <corriganlawpllc@me. corn> wrote:

Yeah, it does help. The deal is that the only assets they have his
his truck (which my client bought for his sorry ass) with 25K in
equity and his retirement and,pension worth about 40K and his lOK in
guns.
Debt is about 3-4K in credit cards and the house. He thinks he
is gonna walk with it all. She makes more than him, is g6nna take the
house, which is underwater and the two kids at about 85/15 time with
her is 85%. This guy can't afford an attorney and all she originally
wanted was insurance for her. Then he decided to throw her down one
night. She wouldn't call the cops, but he is a douche and now he told
.qer that she cant be on his ins, so he is gonna have to play ball. He
had a. 3 year affair and pushes it in her face all the time. If you
·~anna do the case, I would be more than happy for her to pay you. Let
·me know what your fees are if you want.
EC
On Feb 14, 2011, at 10:33 PM, James Stoll wrote:
Well, you better make sure you just say "provide with insurance,"
and include no language that supposes that current insurance 1'1'ill be
continued. Because he can't make a contract to provide a service
from a third party that has no obligation to your client, and that
he can't enforce.with that said, they can stipulate to whatever. I
would never let my client make such an agreement.
Typically, insurance ceases upon divorce, However, Cobra should
cover your client for a short transition period.
Hope this heips.
Sent from my iPad
On Feb 14, 2011, at 9:5~ PM, "Emmett Corrigan"
<corriganlawpllc@me.com> wrote:

l

I figure she can ask for him to provide her with insurance and if the
insurance co later finds out they were divorced and he doesn't

I
I

provide
.
it, she can contempt him at least.

I EC
On Feb 14, 2011, at '5:32 PM, James Stoll wrote:

I Sure,
I

I of3

they can stipulate, but it doesn't bind the insurance company.

4122120 I J I :42 PM
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Jim Miller
From:

Rob Hall [rhall@adaweb.net]

Sent:

Sunday, February 13, 2011 3:04 PM

Subject:

Fw: papers

~

Attachments: D PAPERS.rtf
Rob Haij
Ada County Sheriffs Office
(208)577-3613

From: Kandi Hall <khall.corriganlaw@me.com>
To: Rob Hall
Sent: Sun Feb 13 11:41:11 2011
Subject: Re: papers

Just what you sent me a couple months ago.
On Feb 12, 2011, at 10:45 AM, Rob Hall <rhaU@adaweb.net> ·wrote:
you have access to your email from our house. Can you get the divorce papers
dov.'l1loaded to our computer.

2/13/2012
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Jim Miller
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From:
Subject:

robkandi@msn.com
Wednesday, January 19, 2011 8:28 AM
Rob Hall
Fw: Newyear

Attachments:

mmm.smil

Sent:
To:

mmm.smil (468 B)
.------ MMS ------

Sent: Jan 2, 2011 2:23 AM
Subject: New year
I am still in shock that you had continued to text emmett and continued to delete the
texts while all this time if I felt uneasy you wouJd throw your phone at me and tell me to
look at the texts from emmett. You have reached a new low for me. Sure you can go lower
and do what I did but for me you have gone far too low for me as it is and I bow out at
this level. I know I said it before that I thought you were done and you are trying for us
but this time I really thought you were done and that you were really attempting to work
on our marriage. I was wrong. This whole time you continued texting him and deleting it.
There is no more "I'm sorry, I didn't know, it wasn't him it was me,it was a
accident"etc .. It was you disregarding your husbands wishes (that you don't give a shit
about because you are all about you) I know you will miss me when I am gone but for now
you can keep a stiff upper lip and THINK your not going to let me bully you. Once the
silence settles you will look around and think" my god, he is gone". Don't try to strike
up little meaningless conversation with me in hopes it will spark a fight to make yourself
feel better. Good luck with emmett. Once the honey moon period is over or his wife catches
on you will be all alone and you'll get everything you deserve. Karma is a bitch and I
will have the last laugh.
Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry

1
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Jim Miller

To:

Rob Hall [rhall@adaweb.net]
Wednesday, January 19, 2011 8:35 AM
Rob Hall

Subject:

Fw:

Attachments:

mmm.smil

From:
Sent:

rnmrn.sm!I (468 B)

------ MMS ------

Sent: Jan 4,

2011 3:32 PM

You know, I have been considering the whole control thing for 3 months now and I have
attacked that idea in 50 different ways and I can't agree on you with that. You do have a
point that I hadn't thought about of the disability thing and while I was very uneasy and
worried I was still able to see the target with binoculars and I knew where the end of the
road was, that is why I was able to make the decision to get my degree and position me for
the end so I could keep moving forward in life other wise the end would have came and the
ground would have dropped out from under me. Sure, I didn't have con~rol of the money
coming in but I knew in the end it wouldn't matter because I would position my self not to
depend on it because I would be working.
With you, I'm starting to think maybe it was the feeling I got FROM YOU that I controlled
you and also that you needed me and all of a sudden you cut that link with me and turned
your back. To make me spiral out of control faster, I ran to get in front of you and adapt
to your needs and you fooled me 4 times by saying "everything is ok, let's meet each other
half way and we will be great" but all along you wanted to watch me keep spiraling and see
how low I could go before I crashed and that's why I am spiraling out of con~rol.
You :'lave always told me "fool me once that's on me, fool me twice that's on you"
I'm sorry, I am only trying to make sense out of this and I can't help but think could
this be the 5th time?
Looking back on what you went through, I honestly would have walked out on you. I think
you were at that point, but because you new I had a place to go and the impact of change
(for me) would have been very minimal you took any compassion and love for me and focused
all of your energy on not letting her "win".
When the dust finally settled you had won the battle but with me standing next to you, you
had spent all of your energy fighting and had nothing left for me. You had the shell or
facade but inside that part of me had died in you. Over the last year I have seen the
absence of me in you grow slowly but then extremely accelerate in the last 4 months. I
hear you tell me you love me and god knows I love you but it feels so empty and cold. THF.T
IS EXACTLY WHAT I FELT THIS MORNING, COLD and that's why I cried so hard.
When I say I don't know if we can pull up from this nose dive what I am trying to say is
If I didn't have use of my legs and know I want to run, I would not be able to do it
naturally dispite what my mind tells me. It wouldn't be the same, it would be foreign and
no matter what adaptation you make it will never be the same as the good memories you have
in your head.
Rob Hall
Ada County Sheriff's Office
(208) 577-3613

1
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Jim MiHer
From;

Rob Hall [rhall@adaweb.net]

Sent:

Friday, January 21, 2011 2:05 PM

Subject:

Rock bottom

Attachments: Fw: (2.69 KB); Fw: (1.73 KB); Fw: (1.87 KB); Fw: (1.82 KB); Fw: (1.98 KB); I ~:now(2.10 KB); Fw:
(3.45 KB); Fw: (1.92 KB); Fw: (2.61 KB); New ~1 ear (3.12 KB)
You need to read these. I have nothing else I can say to yocr.i·need (WE NEED) to get the information on
the truck so I can sell it. I CLEARLY understand that you have put your foot down and will not budge. I
will not budge either. That is our separation set in stone. You and Michelle have handled this whole
thing wrong and could have stopped it before it got this far out of control but that issue coupled.with
the Emmett thing made your priorities screwed up. You also know that there is something to what I say
a bout everyone on that street having problems in their marriage in one way or another. This is not a TV
show, it is reality and you need to wake the fuck up.
You can read these emails and see that I was reaching out to you and if you can't see that then you have
a serious problem. In the past, I would have knocked your socks off and you would have been on cloud 9
on how I turned around and showed you that I do love you and now days it means nothing to you. You
took that and soaked it up as if it was just owed to you, but that is all you got out of it, I made no
progress in my marriage with my wife. I know you are incapable of being mean so you can't say you
don't love me anymore but right here, right now it is so evident. I know me going away this weekend
won't help us AT ALL and I am not doing it to give us a break to think about things, it will only help me
not get so angry at you as I come around a corner and your texting your boyfriend or girlfriend or as I sit
with you watching a movie and your mind is on him or her. Yes, I am at fault because I need someone to.
pay attention to me, someone to love me and make decisions with me and my feelings in mind and that
is clearly not you anymore and your proud of that.
I have NEVER left you out of anger or because I was so mad at life, until now. I refuse to try to talk you
into being with me or loving me anymore because that's what I have done for the last 6·months and it
only works for a few days with you before your true feelings surface back to the top. One thing you
absolutely know 100% of me in the 20 years that we have been together is if I make an effort to correct
something with anybody and I don't get anything reciprocated back to me, I take scissors and cut it
loose. You have got to be amazed that I have lasted this lohg? I dare you to read these text's that I sent
you, and try to say I did not do enough. It is only a matter of time before your world comes crashing
down on you. I know because I was in the same boat as you, thinking I was on top of the world and
nothing could stop me, but when my world came crashing down and I knew I fucked up, I was so lonely
and sad but also I was so LUCKY that you were still there with me bu_t remember I don't have a fraction
of the patience that you have.
Again, look at ALL of these Text's and this email? I have NEVER wrote so much, EVER, EVER to someone.
I will always keep these to show the girls when they are older that I did make an effort despite what
their Mom told them.
Rob

2/14/2012
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From:
"Rob Hall" <rhall@adaweb.net>
To:
<khall.corriganlaw@me.com>
Sent:
Monday, February 14, 2011 1 :4B PM
Subject:
hi
Kandi, I am seriously having a RALLY hard time. I am breaking down at work, I can't think ,I'm really
jacked up. I know I have heard all of this from you so you know how I feel. You CAN'T do this to me but
you are. Seeing you today just broke me down even lower. It truly does not bother you ( I know, your
numb). Just know the damage that you are doing to me. If you don't care, or it doesn't matter one way
or the other then call it, make it happen. You will not take one step closer to me even though you can
see that I am demolished and you expect me to stay this way for how long? YOU ARE DESTROYING ME. I
can't imagine you thinking "fuck him, this is about me, not him". I would have never imagined you would
ever have it in you to be this cold, insensitive, or mean to me (your husband)

4/28/2011
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p00142999SS@cammmp.em1
Received: from CONDOR.ada.net.gov ([10.113.5.184]) by eaglel.ada.net.gov
((10,113.5.179)) with mapi; Tue, 1 Mar 2011 14:44:13 -0700
From: Rob Hall <rhall@adaweb.net>
To: Jacob Mulkey <jmulkey@adaweb.net>
Date: Tue, 1 Mar 2011 14:44:11 -0700
subject: ears open
Thread-Topic: ears ORen
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Hey, do me a favor, if you hear of anyone that has a room to rent let me kn=
ow.
Thanks
Rob Hall
Ada county sheriff's office
Emergency communications Division
7200 Barrister Drive
Boise, ID 83704
(208) 577-3613
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Jim Miller
From:
Sent;

Subject:

Rob Hall [rhall@adaweb.net]
Sunday, January 02, 2011 10:09 AM
Room

Hey Cory, I heard that you might be in need of a room mate. I am looking for a place to
stay for at least a month while I try to work things out with my wife. Let me know either
way. Thanks Rob Hall Ada County Sheriff's Office
(208) 577-3613

1
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EXHfBfT37
002383

Jim Miller
Rob Hall [rhall@adaweb.netJ

From:
Sent:

Sunday, January 02, 2011 1O: 14 PM

Subject:

Out on monday

Guys, I have a shoulder appointment at 9: 30 and chiropractic at 10: 30 and farr,ily problems.
I will be in on tuesday.

Rob Hall
Ada County Sheriff's Office
(208)577-3613

1
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Pooil/13 7003'

Jim Miller
Sent:

Rob Hall [rhail@adaweb.netJ
Wednesday, February 23, 2011 1:59 AM

Subject:

Out today·

From:

I am having serious problems at home and need the day.
Rob Hall
Ada County Sheriff's Office
(208)577-3613

1
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Jim Mill.er
From:

Rob Hall frhall@adaweb.netJ

Sent:

Monday, February 21, 2011 12:1 OPM

poo / I-/ 1 o -:; o

3

~

Subject: Re: Misc_fields.ini
I'm not in today but ill do it first thing in the morning.
Rob Hall
Ada County Sheriff's Office
(208)577-3613

From: Piou, Jacques M (IS) <Jacques.Piou@ngc.com>
To: Rob Hall

Cc: Meadows, Diana (IS) <dlana.meadows@ngc.com>; Piou, Jacques M (IS) <Jacques.Piou@ngc.com>

Sent: Mon Feb 21 08:30: 18 2011
Subject: RE: Misc_fields.ini
Rob
Please provide your rnisc_fields.ini, polyfile and geoseg file.
Also, in your misc_fields listing below you have both Owner_Address and Phone_numbers referring to
6004 (layer 6, feature 4). Is this a typo or is this what you intended?
Jacques M. Piou
GIS Analyst/ Programmer
Northrop Grumman Information Systems
(571) 313-2438

----·-----------·------From: Piou, Jacques M (IS)

Sent: Thursday, February 17, 201110:37 AM
To: Rob Hall
Cc: Meadows, Diana (IS); Plou 1 Jacques M (IS)
Subject: RE: Mlsc_fields.ini

Rob
Please send me your misc_fields.ini file
Thanks,
Jacques M. Piou
GIS Analyst/ Programmer
Northrop Grumman Information Systems
{571) 313-2438

From: Rob Hall [mallto:rhalJ@adaweb.net]

Sent: Monday, February 07, 2011 7:22 PM
To: Plou, Jacques M (IS)

2/13/2012

002386

Page 2 of2
Subject: EXT :Mlsc_frelds.lni
Jacques,
Do you have any more detailed info on Misc_field population other than what is in the GDI tools FSD? I have the
fields:
misc_fld_ 1=Owner,6002,RO,
misc_fld_2=Second _ Owner,6003, RO,
misc_fld_3=0wner_Address,6004,RO,
misc_fld_4=Phone_number,6004,RO,
but I am not sure how to populate those fields. My goal is to get Owner, second owner, and Owner address off of
my parcel fayer and phone number off of another source that I have.

2/13/2012
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Jim Miller
From:
Sent:
Subject:

Rob Hall [rhall@adaweb.net)
Thursday, February 17, 2011 10:28 AM
Out sick

Greg I will be out sick today and tomorrow Rob Hall Ada County Sheriff's Office
(208) 577-3613

1
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Page
1 of 1
~
Jim Miller

/'6<) / '3 8 ~ [., I 8 7

From:

Rob Hall [rhall@adaweb.net]

Sent:

Thursday, February 10, 2011 9:'i 1 AM

Subject: going home sick

Greg, I am going home sick for the day.
Thanks

Ros HAU
Ada County Sheriffs Office
Emergency Communications Division
7200 Barrister Drive
Boise, ID 83704
(208) 577-3613
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EXHIBJT 38
002390

Saint Atphonsus Regional Medical Center

Patient Name: HALL, ROBERT

MRN:

(BIA)-000 724735

Daleo! Birth: 02/07/1969
AdmllOate:
Discharge Dale:
Account Number:
Pallenl Type:
Allencling:

Boise, Idaho
A Member of Trinity Heallh

Novi, Michigan

03/12/2011

03/13/2011
010830855-1070
lnpallanl
Slinger Ill MD, Harry K

Adull Admission Prollle Fo,m
03/12111 02:08 MST Performed by Jacoby RN, Lorraine K
Entered on 03/12/11 04:36 MST
Discharge Plan GRID
Plan lo Return Home

Valuables/Belo nglngs
Valuables/Belonging$ GRID
Olher Valuabl8sl6elonglngs Placement
Mlscellan11ous Valuables/13alonglngs
Valuables Returned
Nutrition Screening
Home Diet
Home Dlel Educallon
Tobe Feedings, TPN or NTR Access Device
Weight Change Greater Than 10 Lbs
Weight Loss
Appellle Change & Less than Usual Intake
Open or Unheallng Wounds
Gastric Bypass within pasl year

Unknown
Commen\: possible Jail

Other: possible booked Into evidence
Nol applkable
No raslrlctlons
No

No
Yes
301bs

No
No
No

Functional Screening
AOL Problems
Speech/Communication Problems
oysphagla/Eallng Problems
Hearing/Vision Problems
Physical Therapy Problems

Abuse/Neglect soreenlng
Abuse Hls\ory
Recent Physical Violence/Abuse
Sexual Abuse/Assaull
Fearful ol Partner/Caregiver or Olher
Clln/Fam-Naglact/Explollallon May Ex/sl
Abose/Neglaol/Exploltallon Comment
Adull lmmunllalion
Seasonal Flu Vaccine Currenl
Seasonal Flu Vaccine Roule
Pnuamovax Within Lasl Five Years
Hepalllls B Vaccine.

No
No
No
No
No
Y11s
No

No
No

No
•gotn9 throu9h divorce. and has been emollonally abused·
Yes

ln/eclable

No

Dlphlherle/T elanut lmmunlzallon

Unknown
Unknown

Assessment !or Pneumoooccal Immunization
Risk lor Pneumococeal Disease
Pneumoco1M1I V~e Ab$0lute Contra

None

None ol Iha above. Pallant ls not ellglble for vaccine.

Pnaumococca! Vaccine Relallve Contra

None

Pneumococcal Vacc-Nol EHglble/Conlfa

Nol EQ9lble

PneumCK;Occ:al Risk-Cale

12

Advance Dlraollve
Advance Directive Executed

No

Bradun
Sensory Perceplfon Braden

No Impairment (4)

Printed Dale:02106/12
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Saint Alphonsus Regional Medical Center
Boise,. Idaho

A Member ol Trinity Health

Novi, Michigan

PaUenl Name:
MAN:
Dale of Birth:
Admit Date:
Dl$char9111 Date:
Account Number:
Patient Type:
Attending:

HALL, ROBcRT
(BIA}-000724735
02/07/1\169
03/12/2011
03/13/2011
010830855-1070
Inpatient
Stinger Ill MD, Harry K

S0cl1tl Work Form
03/14/11 10:24 MDT Per1ormed by Stanflald, Susan R
Entered on 03/14/11 10:31 MDT
Social Work Note
Social Work Pro9ress Note

Syslem generated relerral lrom Admission Assessment Prollte for
abuse/neglect.
Pl repor1s h1J Is going lhru a divorce and Is being emotionally abused,
Pt Is a 42 yr old male admllled whh GSW 10 Head. He resides In Meridian

and

has BCBS. Pl Is an 011 Duly Police Ofllcerwho states someone grabbed
his gun
and shol him. Per Physician nole !here was a deceased person at the
scene.
Pl was lnloxlcaled GCS 15 and blood alcohol ol 0.06 and suffered single
grazing
gum,hol wound 1111h parietel scalp. He was cischarged home on 3/13 al
8:38
wllh follow up on 3/16 lor staple removal.

There are no MSW no1es lrom EA and no Indication of an on-going
lnvesllgatlon by Police Oepar1mant.
S0cl11I Work Form
03/1411113:11 MDT Per1ormed by St1inlleld, Susan R
Enterc,d on 03/14/11 13:13 MOT
Social Work Note
Social Work ProgrHa Nola

Updala: P! was discharged lo Custody ol Police Department whe,. he
remains
lncar.ceraled.
Soolel Work Form
07/12/1114:58 MDT Per1ormed by Slenfleld, Susan R
Entered on 07/12/1115:01 MDT

Social Work Note
Social Work Progress Note

MSW contacted by Delecllve Jim MIiler/Police Dapar1ment re: MSW
system trigger
referral on abuse/neglect. MSW explained this comas from Nursing
Admission Assessment
MSW !axed H&P and Nursing Admission Assessment lo Fa>c# :846-7337.
MSW con1ac1 lnlormatlon on cover sh111et should there ba additional
questions.
Soclal Work Form
01/20/1214:18 MST Per1ormad by Stanfield, suean R
Entered on 01/20/12 14:21 MST

Socia! Work Note
SocJai Work Progress Nole

MSW conlacled by Allorney General Olflce f9;Roberl Hall ~se
334-2400.
MSW spoke with Tony/Risk Mgt X6818 prior to contact. He slated MSW
should rtlrun call ASAP.
MSW spoke with Melissa Moody/Allorney Qem1ral Office rvgarding
meeting
prior lo Hearing In 23-weeks. MSW did not see pl face to lace and
theralore
ettmlnalad from lestlfylng, Lorraine Jacoby/AN entered the al:,vs9/neglect
screening lnformatlon. No h•rlher contact Indicated.

Printed Date:02/06/12
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Interview of Lt. Dana Borgqulst
Ada County Sheriff's Department
3-16-2011
On 3-16-2011, at approximately 1409 hours, Scott Smith and I interviewed Lt. Dana Borgquist at
the Ada County Sheriff's Office. I documented the Interview with my digital recorder and later
downloaded the file to this supplemental. The following is a summary; refer to recording for
complete details. I also submitted my notes from the Interview.
Dana has known Rob for a couple of years. Dana became closer with Rob and Kandi when
Dana's family moved Into Rob's neighborhood about a year and a half ago. They attended UFC
fights at each others' houses with other couples. They hung out at the clubhouse pool and Rob's
kids would babysit Dana's kids. Although Dana knows Kandi and their daughters, Dana knows
Rob the best. Among other things, Dana and Rob ride motorcycles together and watch
Supercross.
While golfing about six or more months ago, Rob talked about Kandl's job; which was the one
prior to working with Emmett. Kandi was getting "jacked around" not getting a lot of hours. Rob
and Kandi got into arguments over finances; and Kandi was not happy working for this attorney.
Kandi began looking for another job and found one with Emmett. Dana said this Is when
everything started changing.

Dana recalled this being during the summer. Dana noticed Rob and Kandi started drinking more.
By the end of summer, Rob was tired with it and stopped hanging out with Kandi's friends. Dana
described Kandi as "one hell of a partier" which is all Kandi wanted to do. Rob wanted to settle
down and stop leaving their kids alone. However, Kandi kept rt going. Dana and his wife thought
there must be more going on if Rob and Kandi were using this behavior as an escape mechanism.
By the end of summer, Rob had put a stop to the behavior and the relationship started going
"downhill." Kandi did not want to change.
A few months ago, Rob started thinking something was going on. Kandi was more distant and
secretive. Rob started looking at Kandi's phone and texts. Dana be!leved Kandi had a business
.phone, Rob told Dana about texts from Emmett. Dana recalled thls by referring to a bad snow
day around the end of November or the first of December. In a text, Kandi told Emmett she felt
llke she was In prison, not being able to see him all day. Although Rob started to catch on to
what was happening, Dana did not think Rob was facing reality. Dana explained Kandi was lying
to Rob, and Rob was trying to make sense of it. Rob was not seeing what was actually going on.
Dana believed Rob loved Kandi so much, he did not want to face the fact Kandi is having an affair.
IAdmln
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Dana believes Rob truly loves Kandi and wanted her to come clean on what was going on.
Dana said this contlnued·and got worse. Rob told Kandi she needed to stop texting Emmett and
she agreed. Dana described a ''line In the sand'' where Rob told Kandi to stop texting and not do
things with him after hours. Work was different; although Rob knew Kandi working with Emmett
was not healthy for their relationship. Kandi agreed for a couple of days and then went right
back.
Rob was trying to get Kandi to attend marriage counseling.
Dana told us about Kandi going out with her friend, Michelle. Kandi came home almost passed
out drunk where Rob had to carry Kandi In the house. Rob spoke of this having to stop. Dana
said ever since the above mentioned snow day, things have been getting worse in the sense of
Rob trying and Kandi not. Dana said Kandi would "play him" by getting Rob to believe she is
going to try or change; and then she would get back Into the behavior. Rob understood
something was terribly wrong with Kandi who was running away from everything.
Two or three weeks ago, Kandi said she needed a break from Rob. About 9:00 or 10:00 at night,
Kandi said she was going to Michelle's house. Rob went to Michelle's and saw Emmett's truck
there. Rob then knew Mlchelle, and the group he left, was in on all of this.
On Super Bowl Sunday, Rob came to Dana's house with five or six boxes of items such as
clothing. Rob was officially going to move out of the house. Dana was in support of this decision
as Dana previously told Rob, one of them had to leave. Dana suggested a 30 day separation to
see If anything was there. If Kandi had her mind made up, there was nothing Rob could do to
make her stay. Rob agreed; packing his Items and taking his guns to his parents. Dana and Rob
discussed different options where Rob could live temporarily.
During the Super Bowl game, Rob communicated with Kandi and his daughters. They said they
missed Rob, wanted him to come back, and to not do this. Dana said Rob bought into this as
always, and went back. Rob said he thought he scared Kandi and she thinks he is serious now.
Dana confirmed that only hours had passed. Dana was having a hard time with Rob's decision;
believing Rob needed more time. When Rob returned, that is when activity with Michelle
increased; including the time when Kandi came home drunk and seeing (Emmett's truck at
Michelle's).
Rob told Dana he went to marriage counseling by himself as Kandi would never go. Dana
believed R-ob was trying everything he could to save his marriage.
Dana said the rumor is false about Rob buying the gun a couple of weeks ago. Dana explained
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backup weapon. The Sheriff's Office gave employees about a year notice. Rob bought one of the
first ones on his own sometime in 2010. While Dana was researching the LCP .380 during 2010,
Rob offered to let Dana shoot his. Dana ordered the guns for the Sheriff's Office before
Christmas and saw Rob's name was not on the list.
Dana told us Rob has several guns.
Dana spoke of Kandi going to California to visit her parents (possibly for a week). Kandi was
going to clear her head and figure out what to do. Dana believed Kandi returned from California
on either Monday or Tuesday and the shooting occurred on Friday. Dana recalled what he told
Rob prior to Kandi leaving for California. Rob was to tell Kandi to move out upon her returnj that
Kandi was doing this and Rob was not doing anything wrong. Dana said Rob agreed, but never
did so.
Dana said Kandi also left (for California) because she finally told Rob about having an affair with
Emmett. Kandi previously lead Rob on by denying the affair. Kandi had an excuse for every text
until Rob found the "I love you" texts. Rob had been checking Kandi's phone which sh~ even
provided to him. One text from Emmett to Kandi stated to the effect, Pm bummed you didn't do
the paperwork today, I thought you were going to file for divorce today. Dana described as
"weird" how although Kandi did not want to admit to anything, she did not try to hide it either.
When asked, Dana thought Kandi told Rob about the affair approximately the end of February.
Dana had not been in contact with Rob for about a week or longer when he asked Rob how things
were going. This conversation occurred at work. Rob told Dana things got worse with Kandi
making admissions. This Included Kandi and Emmett talking about Kandi and Rob getting
divorced.
Dana said this is when Rob started "really ramping up.'' Dana ex.plained to us that Rob wanted to
tell Emmett's wife. Rob wanted Emmett's wife to know what Emmett was doing to her. Emmett's
wife had no clue and Rob thought it was completely wrong. Rob thought It was also wrong for
Kandi to be apart of it. Kandi would talk of Emmett having Issues with his own wife, and that was
for Emmett to do. Rob also mentioned Emmett's wife just having a baby. Rob told Dana about
Emmett's wife bringing the baby into the law office for Kandi to see, Rob believed It was
completely wrong to be having an affair and act like nothing was going on.
Within the last three to four weeks, Rob called Kandi to have lunch. Kandi told Rob they were
going to order In because they were so busy. Rob drove to the law office, saw Kandl's car; but no
one was there. When Emmett and Kandi arrive after lunch, Rob questioned Kandi about having to
stay at the office. Kandi told Rob they decided to go grab (lunch}. Dana described this to us as
Kandi "flat out lies, messing with his head." Dana agreed this could have been around
----ValeAtlA&~&-Day..
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We discussed whether Rob had access to a County vehicle. Dana knew Rob traveled to different
police and fire stations but did not know if Rob used his truck. The County has fourj Ford Focus
vehicles for clvilian use. Dana said Greg Warner (ACSO) would have more Information on this.
Dana told us Rob wanted to send a letter; but told Dana he had not mailed it yet. Rob told Dana
the letter was tn his backpack. Rob described the letter to Dana as two sentences to Emmett's
wife. The verbiage was to the effect, Just so you know, Emmett and my wife are planning on
divorcing us and getting together. Dana never saw the letter nor did Rob read the letter to him.
Rob told Dana that Emmett's wife needed to know. Rob told Dana about the letter before Kandi
went to California; around the time Rob found out about the affair.
When Kandi returned from California on Monday or Tuesday before the shooting, Rob asked
Kandi if they were going to talk. Kandi said she was tired; not tonight. Dana believed this to be
Monday.
Dana explained to us he understood Rob had been sleeping in his own room for a long time. In
January, Dana saw Rob buying a mattress at RC Willey. Rob commented about not staying in the
same room as Kandi.
Recall Ing the Monday night before the shooting, Dana said Rob and Kandi did not talk.
On Tuesday, It was the same thing. Rob told Kandi the reason she went to California was to
figure out what was going on. However, Kandi did not talk; saying she was too tired and was
going to bed.
On Wednesday, Rob did not call or text Kandi; having no interaction with her. (Dana told us he
could be off a day; explaining this is what Rob told him). Rob went to bed around 8:00 and woke
up to Kandi "balling her eyes out. 11 Rob went to Kandi; asking her what was going on. Kandi said
she was such an idiot and so dumb for doing this, and this is not who she Is. Dana told us that
Rob "lit up" when he told Dana, 'Kandi was back.' The Kandi that Rob knew and married; was
back. However, Dana thought Kandi had Rob on again. When Kandi asked Rob why he dldn 1t call
or text, Rob told her she can't pretend nothing is going on. Kandi told Rob this made her reallze
how much she loved him.
On Thursday morning, Rob said, 'there's old Kandi agatn.'
Thursday night, Rob came to Dana's house to deliver games for Dana's son. When Dana asked
how things were going, Rob said not good. Rob said he had a place and was going to move out
and move on. Later in the Interview, Dana said he did not believe Rob delivered the games as a
------w.ay_of..gi~ing.away_po.ss.es.s.Lons.. Ibis. wu SQIDethjng Rob was going to do anY}!!Y.,
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On Friday, Pana spoke with Rob at work. Rob said his parents have a ~ental in Meridian. The rent
was $900.00, was going to be tight flnanclaUy, but Rob thought he could do ft. Rob said his
daughter, Hannah wanted to live with him. Dana agreed with the plan, telling Rob he was going to
be happier in a month from now. Rob told Dana he tried to sell his truck but Kandi wanted to be
present. Gas prices increased when Kandi returned from California and the sale did not go
through.
Dana spoke of piecing things together. Dana talked to Rob on Friday and Rob had a great plan.
Rob knew what he was going to do and was at ease in his mind.
Dana said finances were a big deal with Kandi paying all the bills. Rob found out they were "back
due'' on everything; every credit card was maxed out, with late notices on the house. Dana said
this was something Rob learned of sometime prior to Friday.
Upon review of Dana and Rob's conversation on Friday, Dana said Rob was more at ease with h!s
decision. Dana said usually it was sad and depressing. Rob said he told Kandi last night he was
moving out
Dana thought Rob told Kandi he was leaving at the end of th& month. Dana thought something
happened and mentioned Kandi "reeling" Rob In on Wednesday night. Rob did not text or call on
Thursday and left ft in "her court." Rob said he was not going to (call or text); Kandi was free to
do so. Dana described this as the 11 ultimate test" to see if Kandi was going to reach out to him as
her husband. Rob said Kandi did not call, text or anything.
In Dana's mind, it was not a question of, if Rob was going to move out; but when. Rob was not
going to have Kandi move out of the house because she would probably tell him to.
Dana last talked to Rob at work on Friday.
Dana went to McCall and had his work cell phone turned off. Dana woke up Saturday and learned
of the shooting through Command Pages and voice mails. Yesterday, (3-15) Dana learned Rob's
work phone log showed a call to Dana's work cell phone on Friday evening at 10:09 pm. We
discussed the shooting occurring at approximatety 10:21 pm.
On Saturday afternoon, Kandi called Dana who was in McCall. Kandi was hysterical, uballing"
and apologlzlng to Dana. Dana Interpreted this as Kandi knowing what she was doing; "pitting
these guys against each other."
Kandi always told Dana that Rob was a great father and a great guy. Rob told Dana that Kandi
··-----weuld-say....t.Jtls-to-him-too-l-:lowe.v.es;.Kandl.aeY.er_sald.he was a...gma.t..bus..ba.nd, This was
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something Rob had noticed and Dana noticed when Kandi cal led.
While talking to Kandr from McCall, Dana said he would check on her upon returning on Sunday
evening. Dana watched the news which Included statements by Emmett's brother. Dana was
angered by the "'spin" where this was made out to be a ''staking case" where Rob was a 11crazy
guy;' Cana told us he "would be damned" if he was going to Kandl's house because she was
playing both sides again.
On Saturday, Dana called Meridian Police Sergeant Fiscus. Dana told Sergeant Fiscus that Kandi
was begging for Victim Witness; saying she had not had contact with anyone. Fiscus told Dana
that Kandi had been repeatedly calllng him; ·asking what was going on. Dana encouraged Victim
Witness for the daughters. Dana heard that Hannah caned Rob (on the night of the shooting) and
said Kandi was with Emmett. Dana was concerned Hannah would carry that forever.
Dana spoke of his wife going to Kandi's house last night, (3-16) to make contact with the
daughters. Kandl's parents answered the door. The daughters were not home and Kandi was
"out cold" sleeplng upstairs.
Dana said Rob was going to coach a girl's softball team and had the roster when Dana spoke to
him on Friday. Dana told us he knows something had to happen; that Rob had no intent on doing
this (shooting). Dana identified this as his opinion. Dana spoke on this further.
Dana said when Kandi came back from California, Rob told Kandi he malled the letter to Emmett's
wife; saying what was going on. Dana described a discussion between Kandi and Rob where
Kandi was really mad. Kandi told Rob that Emmett was going to be npissed" and Emmett was
going to deal with Rob about It. Rob responded by sayfng 'fine.' Dana vaguely recalled Rob
saying that Kandi said Emmett was probably going to come over here and talk to Rob about it
Rob's response was 'whatever.'
Dana explained the history behind this. Rob was upset because Kandi never took Rob's side.
Rob always felt like Kandi took her friends' side over Rob's; never vaUdating Rob. Dana referred
to Rob telling him about Emmett and the letter. Dana could see how Rob would think Kandi
would side with Emmett; who is a bodybuilder and lifts weights. Dana believes Rob got the sense
Emmett could 'kick Rob's ass' and Rob couldn't do anything about It.
Dana denied Rob ever said he was afraid of Emmett or had a desire to kick Emmett's ass. The
only thing Rob mentioned was Emmett lifting weights. Dana said Rob does not; and described
Rob as "pretty frail and non confrontational and quiet." Dana said Rob got the impression
Emmett was younger and stronger. Rob was the "out of date version" and Emmett was the "new
and improved."
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When asked, Dana did not know about the frequency or infrequency In which Rob would carry a
gun off duty or away from work. Dana said they usually took Rob's truck golfing and motorcycle
riding. Dana said although there could have been a gun, he never saw one. Dana explained he
carries all the time and R.ob probably does not know this. They never discussed this. Dana did
not know if Rob had a Concealed Weapons Permit.
Dana mentioned going to Rob and Kand l's house one time for UFC Fights. Due to the people
there, It was so awkward and uncomfortable, they never went back. These were people Dana
(and his wife) don't hang out with. One woman 'really rubbed Dana the wrong way.' Dana said
the people were partying and thought they were a "swinger group.''
When Kandi spoke to Dana on Saturday, (after the shooting) Dana was almost positive Kandi
mentioned this woman's name. Dana thought this woman knew Emmett's wife, Ashlee and asked
how she was doing. Ashlee was said to be blank with no emotion. Dana said he was caught off
guard; that maybe this group knew each other.

Dana compared Rob and Kandi coming to his house, possibly twice, for UFC Fights. Kandi was
"bored out of her mind" because of the different crowd. The other group drinks way too much
and is "very flirtatious, open" and fake. Dana said Rob realized this was not what it was about.
Late in the summer, Rob started "going this way, and she wasn't ready to go that way."
We discussed the Identity of Kandi's friend, Michelle. Dana did not know her last name but said
she lived on Barrymore in the Paramount subdivision.
Scott Smith asked Dana If Rob provided specifics about what Kandi said about the affair. Rob
said Kandi finally admitted to having an affair. Rob never said Kandi admitted to having sex with
gmmett. It was that Kandi finally admitted to lying to Rob and she was having an affair. Dana
believed Rob thought or felt the whole time Kandi and Emmett were having sex. Dana would tell
R.ob that he was not doing something Kandi needs if Kandi Is Interacting with another guy. Dana
suggested Rob was not giving emotional support, love or attention. There was something Kandi
needs, that she Is not getting; and Rob needs to figure out what that is. Dana agreed this Is what
he was telllng Rob early on. We discussed this further.

I asked Dana if he and Rob ever discussed how Rob and Kandi interacted sexually. Dana said no,
but had the impression the "make up sessions" would be sex related.
Dana said Rob was using Amblen to sleep at night. Dana thought Kandi was using a lot of It;
mixing with alcohol almost all the time. Dana thought Kandi would drive drunk; such as going to
Michelle's. Rob would mention Kandi being "out of it."
---We-then-conelucled-thEHntew-iewi-·-·-----------1Adm/n
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Denver, CO 80224
Cell Phone: 303-956-0251
E-mail: jeangmcallister@ao1.com

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
Consultant and Trainer
Denver, Colorado
2004-Present
Provide consultation and training for various agencies regarding interpersonal violence
including trauma and victimization, sexual assault, child sexual abuse, domestic violence, offender
dynamics and management and secondary trauma prevention and intervention, building resilience,
stress management, policy development, organizational and Board planning and development.

Various Jurisdictions in District, County and Municipal Courts
Expert Witness
1985-Present
Provide expe11 testimony and case consultation regarding sexual assault, child sexual abuse,
domestic violence, victim trauma and offender behavior and management.

Colorado Commission for lndfriduals Who Are Blind or Visually Impaired
Colorado Department of Human Services
Denver, Colorado
Administrator
2009-Present
Serve as Administrator for the CCIBVI. Administer all Commission activity related to making policy
recommendations regarding the needs of individuals who are blind or visually impaired in Colorado,
conduct statewide needs assessments, develop and manage an information and referral website and
interface with other programs and agencies. Plan Commission and committee meetings, write or
oversee alI correspondence and publications and arrange training for members. Supervise
administrative staff, complete all management functions required by the Division, including budget
planning, decision items, policy analysis and fiscal notes related to proposed legislation, and agency
planning with other units. Prepare the CCIBVI annual reports to the legislature and assist the
CCIBVI with the development of a strategic plan for their future work.
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HealthBridge Alliance
Denver, Colorado
Program Director
2007-2009
Serve as Program Director for a nonprofit organization that supports professionals working
with trauma in a variety of settings to build resiliency skills for addressing secondary trauma and
compassion fatigue related to their work. Develop program curricula for training targeted to a broad
variety of differing professional groups; serve as lead program trainer; coordinate, train and supervise
the professional contract training team; coordinate all training activities, conduct regular training
evaluations and program evaluation.
Colorado Commission for Individuals Who Are Blind or Visually Impaired
Colorado Department of Human Services
Denver, Colorado
Temporary Administrator
2008
Sen1e as temporary Administrator for the CCIBVI during their initial start up phase and assist them
with participation in the hiring process for their permanent Administrator. Arrange and provide
training for new Commission members regarding their statutory authority and requirements, their
advisory role in a State agency, state personnel regulations and hiring process and the scope of
existing services and programs for individuals who are blind or visually impaired in Colorado.
Supervise administrative staff, complete all management functions required by the Division,
including budget planning, decision items, policy analysis and fiscal notes for proposed legislation,
and agency planning with other programs and agencies. Prepare the CCIBVI first annual report to
the legislature and assist the CCIBVI with the development of a strategic plan for their future work.

Victim Outreach Information
Golden, Colorado
Development Director
2007
Serve as temporary Development Director through a time limited grant to assist with
development of new funding sources for the agency. Write grants to governmental agencies and
private foundations for agency funding, research and identify new funding sources, assist Executive
Director and Board with fund raising and special events.
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Project Safe Haven, Colorado
Colorado Organization for Victim Assistance
Denver, Colorado
On-Site Co-Coordinator of Victim Advocacy Sen•ices
2005
Provide on-site coordination of victim advocacy services through the Colorado Organization
for Victim Assistance for Project Safe Haven, Colorado's response to over 3,000 incoming evacuees
from hurricanes Katrina and Rita. Provide on-site coordination and leadership for the victim
advocates who responded to evacuees and direct intervention with evacuees. Volunteers provided
various interventions over the two months including accompanying each family who anived by airlift or other means through the initial registration process including identification, medical screening,
assignment of temporary housing, clothing and toiletries and assessment for mental health issues;
later, coordinating registration; providing assistance with accessing financial services provided by
FEMA and the Red Cross; coordinating transportation to locate permanent housing, and medical
appointments; verifying leases and arranging for evacuee families to receive furniture and seeking
assistance with additional or difficult needs.

Colorado Coalition Against Sexual Assault
Denver, Colorado
Executive Director
2004
Serve as Executive Director for CCASA, a statev,ride membership organization ·with over 150
members including sexual assault survivors, rape crisis centers, victim advocacy programs, victim
advocates, law enforcement agencies, public health agencies, medical professionals, prosecutors,
public officials, domestic violence programs and community programs throughout Colorado. Direct
and administer all agency activity, including program planning and implementation, policy decision
making and implementation, staff direction, oversight and supervision, budget planning, fund.raising,
oversee grant writing, reporting and administration, plan Board and committee meetings, arrange
training for Board members, oversee publications and correspondence, provide consultation and
training in the arena of sexual assault and effective response to sexual assault victims to rape crisis
centers, child abuse programs, mental health professionals, criminal justice personnel, health care
providers and policy makers, both locally and nationally. Serve as CCASA representative and
liaison with state agencies, criminal justice programs, the victim services community and national
sexual assault and prevention programs and alliances.

University of Denver, Graduate School of Social Work
Denver, Colorado
Adjunct Faculty
2004
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Serve as adjunct faculty to the Graduate School of Social Work. Develop and co-teach a
course in domestic violence intervention for second year graduate students.

Colorado Department of Human Services, Colorado Works Division
Denver, Colorado
Program Administrator, Domestic Abuse Assistance Program
2001- 2004
Serve as Program Administrator for the Colorado Domestic Abuse Assistance Program.
Administer all activities related to the distribution and management of state and federal program
dollars available to programs serving domestic violence victims and their children in Colorado.
Develop and implement an RF A process, a funding selection process, contract \\rith funded agencies,
distribute funds to programs, provide local program oversight and monitoring. Supervise staff
assigned to the program, complete all management functions required by the Division, including
budget planning, decision items, fiscal notes, and agency planning with other units. Develop and
revise state rules for domestic violence programs receiving DAAP dollars in conjunction with the
Funding Selection Committee and the Advisory Committee for the program. Provide training for
human services personnel, criminal justice agencies, victim services agencies and private service
providers throughout Colorado. Co-Chair the Department's Domestic Violence Task Force and serve
as the Departmental Representative to the Colorado Domestic Violence Offender Management
Board. Serve as program liaison with other state agencies, the Colorado Coalition Against Domestic
Violence, local domestic violence programs, criminal justice programs, and the victim services
community. Assist with policy development, report to the legislature and the Federal Government on
program activities and compile statewide statistics regarding services to domestic violence victims.

American Prosecutor's Research Institute
Alexandria, Virginia
Program Faculty, Sexual Assault and Domestic Violence Prosecutors Trainings and
Leadership Summits
2000-2004
Serve as contract faculty for National and State Prosecutor trainings. Develop course
cun·iculum and materials. Teach developed course content related to sexual assault, domestic
violence, expert testimony and work related secondary trauma.

Denver C.A.R.E.S. Counselor Training Program
Denver, Colorado
Faculty
1994-2002
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Responsible for developing course content and teaching courses on sexual trauma treatment
and victim/survivors of domestic violence in a program that provides training for working
professionals.

Colorado Department of Public Safety, Division of Criminal Justice
Denver, Colorado
Program Administrator, Sex Offender Management Board and Co-Manager, Office, of
Domestic Violence and Sex Offender Management
1997-2001
Co-manage the unit that administers statewide policy making Boards for domestic violence
offenders and sex offenders. Serve as Program Administrator for the Colorado Sex Offender
Management Board. Administer all Board activity, plan Board and committee meetings, write or
oversee all conespondence and publications and arrange training for Board members. Supervise all
staff assigned to Board projects, complete all management functions required by the Division,
including budget planning, decision items, fiscal notes, and agency planning with other units.
Develop and revise treatment standards in conjunction with the Board members, administer
statewide regulatory process for sex offender treatment providers, evaluators, plethysmograph and
Abel Screen examiners and polygraph examiners and provide training for criminal justice personnel
and treatment providers throughout Colorado. Serve as Board representative and liaison with other
state agencies, criminal justice programs, and the victim services community. Assist with policy
development, report to the legislature on Board business and participate in research activities
initiated by the Board and DCJ. Serve as staff liaison for the SOMB's role as a national resource site
for excellence in sex offender management with the Center for Sex Offender Management,
sponsored by the Office of Justice Programs, the National Institute of Corrections and the State
Justice Institute.

Columbine Connection Victim Advocates
Victim Outreach Information and the Jefferson County Sheriff's Victim Advocates
Golden, Colorado
Consultant and Trainer
1999-2000
Provide training and education regarding victimization, trauma, appropriate intervention and
service provision to the victim advocates hired to respond to the Columbine High School shootings.
Meet regularly with the advocates and their supervisors to review cases, do case and intervention
planning, and address advocate needs. Provide education, training and support to affiliated services
including the faculty and staff of Columbine High School, Jefferson Center for Mental Health
Columbine Connections Staff and Columbine High School students, their parents and families.
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Assault Survivors Assistance Program at West Pines, Lutheran Medical Center
·wheat Ridge, Colorado
Therapist
1989-1997

Provide individual, group, couples and family therapy for adult and adolescent survivors of
sexual assault, domestic violence and other serious trauma and their significant others. Perform
initial screening and assessment, develop treatment plans, maintain case records, and provide
advocacy with community agencies. Provide consultation services to medical staff and inpatient
trauma assessments as requested. Provide independent family reunification safety assessments in
sexual abuse cases where there is conflict among related professional recommendations. Provide
education and training regard to community professionals, service providers and the criminal justice
system. Provide prevention education to schools and community groups. Represent program to
community groups, task forces and statewide coalitions.

Community College of Aurora, Victim Assistance Program
Aurora, Colorado
Instructor
1988-1990

Develop and teach course on Domestic Violence. Participate in program development for
the Victim Assistance Program. Serve as mentor faculty for beginning instrnctors.

Seniors' Resource Center
Wheat llidge, Colorado
Social \Vorker
1988-1989

Provide case management services to seniors and their families. Services include crisis
intervention, assessment, treatment planning, home visits, individual and family counseling,
referrals, emergency food, housing and utility assistance. Coordinate victim assistance program.
Supervise a Senior Peer Counseling Program for isolated and homebound clients.

Gateway Battered Women's Shelter
Aurora, Colorado
Program Supervisor
1983-1988

Responsible for supervision and direction of programs providing direct service to clients
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including 24-hour crisis line, 24-hour residential shelter and non-residential counseling program
providing group, individual, family and couples counseling. Supen1ise 15 clinical staff and 22 relief
staff. Develop training materials and procedures for operation. Perform program development and
evaluation, grant Vi'fiting, budget planning, statistical evaluation and public relations tasks. Provide
training and education regarding domestic violence to community professionals, service providers
and the criminal justice system. Provide direct services to clients.

Gateway Battered Women's Shelter
Aurora, Colorado
Caseworker
1981-1983
Provide counseling to victims of domestic violence. Provide individual, group and family
counseling and co-facilitate couples counseling with victims and perpetrators when safety conditions
are met. Peiform crisis intervention and assessment on 24-hour crisis line, complete client intake
procedures, develop treatment plans and goals with clients, complete termination plans, maintain
case records and act as an advocate with community agencies.

Arapahoe County Department of Social Sen•ices
Littleton, Colorado
Casc·worker
1979-1980
Provide sen1ices to adolescents and their families experiencing pro bl ems with delinquency,
abuse and severe family conflict. Perform assessment and intake, treatment planning, individual,
group and family counseling, refenal, recommendations to the court, coordinated services with
RCCFs, Day Treatment, Mental Health, Probation, Schools and Law Enforcement.

Excelsior Youth Center
Aurora, Colorado
Group Living Counselor
1978-1979
Supervise daily routine in a highly structured residential program for adolescent girls.
Provide individual and group counseling, life skills training, treatment planning, and maintained case
records.
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Weld County Division of Human Resources, CETA Youth Program
Greeley, Colorado
Summer Youth Counselor

1978
Provide counseling to youth in part-time summer employment situations. Prepare and
present youth and employer orientations, certified eligibility, matched youth with jobs, performed
site visits and kept payroll.

EDUCATION

Master of Social Work
University of Denver, Graduate School of Social Work
Denver, Colorado
1993
Recipient of the Dean Emil M. Sunley Award for meritorious service to the School and the
Profession of Social Work, University of Denver, Graduate School of Social Work
1993

Bachelor of Arts
University of Northern Colorado
Greeley, Colorado

1978
Eye Movement Desensitization and Reprocessing
Completed Level II Training with Francine Shapiro

1995
COMMUNITY SERVICE AND PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
Comprehensive Approaches to Sex Offender Management National Training Team,
Criminal Justice Center for Innovation, FVTC for USDOJ, Office of Justice Programs,
SMART Office
Curriculum Development and Trainer
2010 - Present
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Domestic Violence Program, Colorado Department of Human Sen•ices
Funding Selection Committee
2010 - Present
Colorado Department of Corrections
Prison Rape Elimination Act Advisory Committee
2010 - Present
Victim Outreach Information
Advisory Board
2009-Present
Board of Directors
2007-2009
2005-2006
Colorado Sex Offender Management Board
Victim Advocacy Committee
2009-Present
Ending Violence Against Women Project
Trainer and Curriculum Development
2002-Present
Colorado Organization for Victim Assistance
Conference Program Committee
Co-Chair, Sexual Assault Track
2006 to Present
Co-Chair, Human Services Track
2002 and 2003
Jefferson County Community Crisis Response Team
Founding Member, Trainer and Team Member
1999-Present
Victim Advocacy Handbook: Providing Support for Survivors
Co-Author
Published by Space Command Sexual Assault Prevention and Response Programs, 2007 and
Buckley Air Force Base Sexual Assault Prevention and Response Program, 2006
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Colorado Victim Assistance Academy, Colorado Organization for Victim Assistance
Advisory Board
2003- 2004
Faculty
2002-2006
University of Colorado Regent's Independent Investigation Commission
Fonned to investigate the allegations of sexual assault and alcohol abuse in the CU Football
Recruiting Program
Appointed Conunissioner
2004
Board of Directors, Colorado Coalition Against Sexual Assault
Immediate Past Chair
2000-2004
Chair
1996-2000
Education Committee Chair
1995-1997
Metro Area Representative
1994-1996
Colorado Domestic Violence Offender Management Board
Appointed as Colorado Department of Human Services Representative
2003-2004
Appointed as Division of Criminal Justice, Colorado Department of Public Safety Representative
2000-2001
Greenbook Oversight Committee
El Paso County Federal Demonstration Project on Child Maltreatment and Domestic Violence
2003-2004
Sexual Assault Prevention Advisory Committee, Colorado Department of Public Health and
Environment
1996-2004
United States Air Force Academy
Senior Executive Leadership Training on Sexual Assault
Invited to Develop Curriculum and as a Presenter for the Training
2003
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National Judicial Education Program
Non-Stranger Rape Training Video
Invited to Develop Curriculum and as Faculty for the Video
2003
High Risk Victim Offender Dialogue Advisory Committee, Colorado Forum on Restorative
Justice
2002-2003
Attorney General's National Summit on Sex Offender Management
Invited Participant
December 2000

Colorado Governor's Star 2000 Award for Citizenship
Recipient
2000
National Non-Stranger Sexual Assault Symposium
Invited Faculty and Author
"Challenging Myths: Understanding Lack of Consent in Non-Stranger Sexual Assault"
In the National Non-Stranger Sexual Assault Proceedings Report
October 1999

Social Change Award, Project Safeguard
Recipient
1998
Denver '\\'omen's Commission
Appointed Member
1996-1997
First Judicial District Domestic Violence Treatment Provider's Certification Board
Appointed victim services representative
1990-1994; Co-Chair, ] 994
Family Violence Training Institute
Founding member and faculty
1989-1994
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Project Safeguard
Women's Treatment Standards Committee
1985-1993
Board of Directors
1987-1993; Chair, 1991-1992
State Commission for Domestic Violence Treatment Standards, Training and Education
Committee
1991
Abusive Men Exploring New Directions
Board of Directors
1985-1991, Chair, 1988-1989
Standards for Services to Battered Women and their Children
Co-Author and Co-Editor, published by the Colorado Trust
1990
Community College of Aurora
Faculty Ethics Project
1990
Seniors' Resource Center
Staff Advisory Committee
1989
Colorado Domestic Violence Coalition
Core Conunittee on Racism and Homophobia in Shelters
1985-1986
Standards Committee
1983
Statewide Committee for Standards for the Treatment of Batterers
1985

Arapahoe County District Attorney's Task Force on Victims of Crime
Chair, Legislative Committee
1983-1984
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Phone: 303-956-0251
E-mail: jeangmcallister@aol.com
Report Regarding Possible Expert Testimony

State of Idaho v. Robert D. Hall
Prepared for Melissa Moody
Idaho Attorney General's Office
March 2, 2012
This repo1t is intended to serve as a brief overview of my possible testimony in the above referenced
case. My understanding of the issues relevant to this case and any testimony I might give would be
based on over 30 years experience working with victims of crime including domestic violence; my
experience in domestic violence offender management; ongoing study and review of the relevant
literature in the field and my preparation for extensive training and teaching in the field throughout
the years. I have not reviewed any documents related to the case, nor have I met or interviewed any
of the parties to the case. Consequently, I have not evaluated nor made any findings about any of the
parties or their conditions or diagnoses.
The majority of my potential testimony would be focused on education regarding domestic violence
and trauma. Domestic violence research literature indicates that there is a great deal of
misinformation and misunderstanding about violence in intimate relationships in the US. I would
expect to address general information about domestic violence including the nature and dynamics of
these situations, typical victim reactions and offender behavior, trauma and typical trauma reactions
of victims exposed to repetitive trauma in domestic situations. This will assist the jury with their
assessment of the facts in the case by providing accurate information about domestic violence to
which they may not normally have access. \Vhile I can make no findings about the actual occurrence
of any of the events reported by any of the parties or about the veracity of any of their statements, I
would be able to indicate whether a situation or behavior that is described to me is consistent or
inconsistent with the dynamics or reactions I have addressed.
Domestic Violence

Domestic violence is a pattern of behavior directed against an intimate partner that is designed to
establish power over and control of the victim by the perpetrator. The behaviors used to establish
control may include physical or sexual assault; coercion, overt or indirect threats or intimidation;
verbal or psychological abuse; stalking, isolation of the victim; minimizing or denying the violence;
blaming the victim for the violence; threatening children, pets, family members or friends; economic
control or using a victims' emotional, psychological or physical dependence on the offender.
Different offenders utilize different control techniques and it is not necessary to have all of these
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factors present for domestic violence to be taldng place. \\'hile most criminal justice agencies require
the presence or physical or sexual violence, destruction of property or stalking behavior to be
reported to identify domestic violence, these particular behaviors are not necessary to establish pm1ver
and control over a victim and to engender fear and chan~es in behavior as a result. These factors are
considered domestic violence in the field of interpersonal violence.
Research indicates that there is no primary type of person who will become a victim of domestic
violence, although the large majority of victims are female. It can happen to anyone and it occurs in
all races, religions, educational and socio-economic levels. The idea that people can identify
offenders or victims by looking at them or by certain immediately observable behavioral
characteristics is a myth. Many offenders appear reasonable, charming or even dependent on the
surface, even while they instill fear in their victims. Not all victims are likeable, meek or helpless, as
many people assume. Victims often function as resourceful and competent people in the world
outside of their families, holding professional jobs or other positions of power or influence, while
fearing their offenders and finding themselves subject their offenders' control in the privacy of their
own homes. Whether the cycle described below is consistently present throughout a relationship or
not, incidents of emotional, physical or sexual violence are typically repetitive, increasing in
frequency and severity and are sporadic, rather than omnipresent. Periods of relative calm are
consistently present in these relationships as well as the violence and often, periods of happiness and
positive intimacy are present as well. The sometimes substantial positive experience in these
relationships is often confusing to victims, who may deeply love their partners as much as they fear
them and despise the abuse. Without intervention, the violence typically continues, and because it
increases in frequency and severity, the risk of serious injury or death increases over time. Not all
domestic violence incidents are reported. Even when a domestic violence incident is reported, it
cannot be assumed that the rep01ted incident is representative of level of violence or risk in the
relationship. Current research indicates that law enforcement should respond with a presumption of
arrest, even in cases of perceived low level violence, because an identified incident is rarely
indicative of the real risk of hann to the victim.
In many cases there is a cycle of violence, or a pattern that includes a tension building phase, when
the perpetrator is increasingly tense, anxious or agitated. He or she may be angry and quick to be
offended by the victim's behavior. He or she may begin drinking during this phase in an attempt to
manage their tension. During this phase the perpetrator often blames the victim for problems he or
she is experiencing or for their anger. Victims often feel responsible for the perpetrator's feelings and
make attempts to placate the offender by accepting responsibility for all of the problems in the
relationship or by becoming compliant with the perpetrator's demands, even when they seem
unreasonable or when they interfere with other aspects of their lives.
The second stage of the cycle is the acute battering phase, when the offender explodes. This stage
often includes actual physical battery, strangulation or sexual assault. Alcohol or other substances
can be used by either party during this stage of the battering cycle. Early in the relationship this stage
may include emotional battery, destruction of property or threats. The level of violence and
seriousness of injury during this stage of the relationship tends to increase over time and the
incidents of battery tend to last longer. In some cases, others who are close to the victim may be at
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risk during this stage as well.
The final stage is the honeymoon stage of domestic violence. During this stage the perpetrator
generally stops the abuse and is often kind to the victim for periods of time. Victims usually desciibe
relief when the abuse stops and will describe this as the time the perpetrator is most like the person
they fell in love with or married. Victims often describe being treated extremely well during this
stage of the battering cycle. Offenders may combine blaming the victim and apologies during this
stage, saying things like, I am so sorry I hurt you, I didn't mean to, it's just that when you do that you
make me so angry, please don't do that any more. Victims who are relieved that the abuse has abated
will often continue to accept responsibility for the battering during this stage, which serves to keep
them feeling responsible for the abuse and attached to the perpetrator.
\Vhen children are present in the relationship, they are often as seriously impacted as adult victims.
Many offenders abuse their children as well as their adult partners. It is important to note that the
research literature indicates that witnessing domestic violence is traumatic to children whether or not
the child is a primary target of abuse. Some offenders or victims may say that they don't "fight" in
front of the children. Child victims often lmow much more about the violence in the home than the
adults are willing to admit. Vicarious exposure, such as witnessing or hearing violence against
another causes trauma reactions in the same way that being a primary target of violence does.
Additionally, the literature indicates that children who witness abuse in the home are much more
likely to grow up to be domestic violence offenders or victims themselves.
Most victims make attempts to protect their children, but they are not always successful. Even when
they are able to protect them from physical abuse, they cannot protect them from living in a home
where violence is present. Both children and adult victims can have the same confusion about the
offender, both loving them and fearing them. Some children attempt to protect their mothers who are
being victimized. This behavior may put them at greater risk of serious physical harm. Children who
have been unsuccessful in protecting their victimized parents may take on some behaviors of the
offender in an attempt to identify with him or her. Children who witness repeated abuse of a parent
who they perceive as powerless may tiy to associate themselves with the parent they perceive as
more pmverful. This behavior increases the risk of the intergenerational repetition of the cycle of
violence.

Nature and Dynamics of Trauma and Victim Responses to Traumatic Events
There are consistent human responses to trauma and traumatic events, including domestic violence,

which are described in the research as events so powerful, harmful, threatening or severe that they

or

require extraordinary coping mechanisms reactions that are outside the normal functioning of the
victim. The literature describes three types of trauma: The first is a single incident that begins and
ends in a relatively short time period; the second type is prolonged or repeated exposure to trauma,
such as war, hostage situations, domestic violence or child abuse; the third type is vicarious exposure

or witnessing trauma happening to another person. All three types generate trauma reactions. Type 2
is the most serious and the most likely to induce long term negative reactions.
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Research literature indicates that traumatic experience changes both psychological functioning and
physiology which impacts brain chemistry and the way the brain functions. Simply, the brain
perceives the traumatic experience as a threat and changes functioning accordingly. Initially it floods
the body with chemicals (such as adrenaline and epinephrine) that indicate the need for a speedy
reaction. It limits cortical functioning, which is language and speech based, and which uses
additional time to evaluate situations and make decisions based on previous learning. It transfers
information to the more primitive part of the brain. This ensmes quick, but limited reactions based
on survival. These reactions are commonly referred to as fight or flight reactions. In reality, there are
three reactions that are typical; fight, flight or freeze. In situations where exposure to trauma is
ongoing or prolonged, or where resistance or escape are perceived by the victim to be impossible or
where attempts to resist have been ineffective, brain chemistry changes to facilitate "freezing" or
inaction. These reactions are normal human responses to trauma and are adaptive in that they
facilitate sun1 ival of the inunediate tramna.
Because of the difference in brain function, the experience of trauma is stored differently in the
brain. In normal memory, material is stored in the c011ex, is semantic and symbolic (language based)
and is subject to voluntary recall and dismissal. Research indicates that traumatic material is more
likely to be stored as images, physical sensations, feelings or behaviors. It is not always subject to the
victim's voluntary recall and this may result in different details being reported overtime. Reminders
of the trauma in the envirorunent can trigger memory of the trauma. Traumatic material is vivid
because of how it is stored and until it is integrated, it can be perceived as distressing and
overwhelming to the victim. This may cause avoidance ofreminders of the trauma, including trying
to behave as if nothing is wrong, minimizing the trauma and resistance to discussing it.
The extraordinary psychological coping mechanisms referred to in the previous definition of trauma
include two responses during trawnatic events. Anxiety, or the experience of extreme distress and
awareness of pain, fear and terror regarding the event, is one of those responses. Its psychological
function is to ensure that the victim is aware that there is something wrong, that it is potentially
hannful and to assist them in initiating attempts to resist or escape.
The other response is the dissoicative response. It includes the compartmentalization of all or part of
one's experience of an event. Victims describe this response as feeling numb or like they are
dreaming, shut down, or unable to feel or react. In extreme cases, dissociation can involve not
remembering part of the event. The psychological function of this reaction is to protect the psyche
from the overwhelming negative impact of the traumatic event. While most people believe that
people who look more upset have usually been more seriously harmed, the research literature
indicates that people who dissociate during traumatic events are more likely to have long tenn
negative reactions from the trauma. The research literature also indicates that people who are
repeatedly exposed to traumatic events, such as domestic violence, are more likely to utilize
dissociative coping behaviors.
Additional victim reactions to trauma can include hyper-arousal, or increased fear coupled with
constant screening of the. environment for potential threats, and affective responses or intense
negative feelings such as fear, terror, anger or hopelessness. Victims of serious trauma often have
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changes in their basic beliefs about their ability to be safe, about the trustworthiness of others and
beliefs about justice, fairness and meaning. The research literature indicates that trauma is increased
if the victim experiences ongoing fear for their safety or self blame. Safety fears are always present
when a victim has an intimate relationship and ongoing contact with their offender. Due to offender
victim blaming behavior, self blame is often present in domestic violence situations.
Long term reactions to trauma can include symptoms that fluctuate between the intrusive symptoms
and the avoidant or numbing symptoms. Some victims develop Post Traumatic Stress Disorder,
Anxiety Disorders, Depression, Sleep Disorders, substance abuse, increased suicidal ideation and
behavior and disturbances to functioning in school or work and in other ongoing relationships with
family and friends.
Victims who experience trauma in primary relationships, such as domestic violence, are more likely
to experience serious trauma reactions. Domestic violence victims are exposed to repeated traumatic
incidents over time. They lose their primary safe place, and often feel they have no where else to
turn. The person closest to them, who they should be able to trust, is banning them. They are often
dependent on the offender, either emotionally or economically, and have little capacity to gain
outside support which might allow them to tell someone or to leave. This lack of outside support and
isolation is often exacerbated by shame about the abuse. Victims may feel that the offender is doing
something good for them (loving them, financially supporting or taking care of them, being a good
partner), as well as hurting them, and may be conflicted about reporting the offender. Offenders often
have substantial emotional control over their victims and may have the capacity to continue to
threaten them about reporting or monitor their behavior when they have an ongoing relationship.
Repeated exposure to trauma may result in dissociation or numbing, resulting in victims trying to
cope by not thinking about the violence. If a victim feels that they would be in greater danger by
reporting, they often feel trapped and feel a need to protect or defend the offender as a means of
sun1iving. Additionally, some victims of domestic violence develop a distorted sense of the offender,
and believe that he or she is extremely powerfu1 and dangerous. Especially if a victim has made
some attempt to teJJ someone, to get away or to resist the assaults and has been unsuccessful, they
may perceive that resistance or escape are hope]ess and essentially give up trying. In cases where the
offender stalks the victim or has been reported or seriously harmed the victim or someone the victim
cares about and continues to abuse the same victim, with essentially ineffective system intervention,
victims are much more likely to believe that their offender cannot be stopped by anyone. Staying
with and trying to protect the offender from system intervention to minimize the risk of more serious
·
harm is a typica] coping skill of victims in these situations.

Dynamics of Domestic Violence:
Typical Behavior of Victims and Offenders
Many offenders feel personally victimized and powerless. For some, attempts to control their
partners and the use of violence are efforts to mitigate these feelings of powerlessness. Offenders
also sometimes utilize a victim stance to manipulate others into believing they are not responsible for
the violence. In fact, law enforcement are trained to respond to domestic violence incidents by
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identifying the predominant aggressor, rather than the first person who says they have been banned,
because offenders so often identify themselves as having been victimized.
Victims, who know their offenders well and understand their feelings of inadequacy, may feel
compassion for their partners' distress. They often try to help their partners by staying with them to
reassure them that they are loved or to assist the partner with his or her identified problems. This
increases the likelihood that they will blame themselves for the violence and be more likely to stay in
the relationship. Most victims want the violence to end, but do not want to leave the person they
love. Many people, including victims and perpetrators of domestic violence assume that victims feel
free to leave at any time and that they are willing to accept the abuse. In reality, victims are at the
greatest risk for serious injury or death when they attempt to leave the relationship. The development
of increased autonomy or independence through obtaining employment, developing relationships
with others or threats to leave an offender can substantially increase the risk of violence on the part
of an offender, as they often see these behaviors as threats to their control over the victim. Offenders
may threaten to hann themselves as well as the victim, the children or other people which whom the
victim is close. When offenders demonstrate suicidal behavior, stalking behavior or threats with
weapons, as well as violent behavior, risk of serious harm is additionally increased. According to
national research, victims who attempt to leave at all make an average of S to 7 attempts before they
are able to successfully escape the violence.
Victims generally develop coping behaviors to survive the abuse. Many victims do not think that
safety and freedom from the violence are real possibilities. Victims often describe staying with the
offender, making attempts to please the offender and being compliant as strategies to reduce the
violence either during specific incidents or over time. Additionally, most victims do make some
attempt to fight back or stop the violence at some point in the relationship. Often these attempts
result in increased violence used to punish the attempt to resist the offender's control.
Many offenders are extremely possessive, dependent and jealous. They may seriously limit the
victim's ability to have any contact with others outside the relationship, interfering with work, school
or other victim responsibilities. Additionally, trauma reactions, described above, may exacerbate a
victim's inability to see the situation clearly and to make decisions about safety and risk accurately.
When victims do not feel competent to leave on their own, they may turn to others in attempts to
gain strength to leave the situation. The people victims turn to for help may be in danger as well as
the victim, particularly if an offender believes they are successfully helping the victim resist his
control. When a victim develops a new intimate relationship, the danger is exponentially escalated,
due to many offenders' obsessive possessiveness and jealousy mentioned above.
Other dynamics, including disabilities, language facility, immigration status, involvement in criminal
behavior (drug use, prostitution, etc.), religion, sexual orientation and culture or race may negatively
impact a victim's ability to seek assistance or cooperate ·with authorities. Any of these issues can
serve to further isolate a victim, due to their feeling outside of the mainstream. This can make them
fearful of or resistant to interacting with law enforcement or qther helping systems. They may not
have natural support networks available or the offender may be the primary contact with those
support networks. They may be more dependent on the offender, especially if they have economic
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challenges, other criminal involvement or issues V·t1ith language, immigration or disability. Offenders
may use these issues to further control the victim, telling them they will be deported, arrested or left
without care if they cooperate with authorities. Some victims resist interacting with authorities when
their offender is somehow outside the mainstream, due to the perception that he is part of a group
that has been persecuted by law enforcement or treated unfairly. When language issues are present,
victims may have even less access to services or support. If a couple is from a culture where
domestic violence has not been addressed officially by law or policy, they may believe that their
culture supports battering in some circumstances. This can make victims feel like they must choose
between their parent culture and their safety.
Both offenders and victims tend to deny and minimize the violence, offenders so they don't have to
feel guilty and victims so they don't have to think about the danger in the relationship. Many
offenders use violence that causes injuries that cannot be seen when a victim is clothed. Most victims
will evade questions about injuries or ove111y lie to cover up the abuse when asked by others. They
are especially sensitive about other's reactions due to shame and self blame and will refrain from
disclosing abuse if they do not feel supported. At times even extended family members and friends
are unaware of violence in the home. Some couples actually seek counseling or therapy without
rep01ting the violence, often to address other identified problems in the relationship, such as real or
perceived infidelity, substance abuse or sexual difficulties. If treatment providers are not trained to
do thorough screening for domestic violence with each party separately, they may never identify the
violence in the relationship.
When victims do talk about the abuse, their language often minimizes the violence. A victim may
say 'he or she hit me' when they have experienced repeatedly being struck with closed fists or 'he or
she choked me' when they experienced strangulation serious enough to lose consciousness or risk
death. Sexual assault in an intimate relationship is often the most difficult thing for a victim to
disclose and may never be reported even when it has occurred.
Even when the abuse has been reported to authorities, many victims recant or change their stories in
an effort to decrease the likelihood that the offender will be successfully prosecuted. Some victims,
especially initially, believe the offender when he or she says that they are sorry and that the abuse
will stop. Both victims and offenders may blame the violence on other things, such as his drinking or
drug problem, a stressful job or family situation. During the honeymoon stage of the battering cycle,
many offenders ·will promise not to do the things that they believe caused the battering, such as
promising to quit drinking. This often reinforces the victim's feelings of responsibility for the
offender and the likelihood that they will stay or by to protect the offender from consequences. Some
victims have done things themselves that they believe caused the violence, such as having an affair
or using drugs or other behaviors in which the offender does not want them to engage. Many victims
are worried that the offender will become more violent if they tell anyone about the abuse. Many
victims still love their offenders and feel committed to the relationship. They do not want to harm
their partners or "get them in trouble". Some understand that the offender blames them for getting in
trouble and feel pressured by the offender to stop the system from intervening. Some are responding
to direct threats from the offender. Still other domestic violence victims have been beaten or
punished in other ways for reporting the offender and are trying to protect themselves by recanting.
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\Vhen an offender has engaged in ongoing stalking behavior after a victim has attempted to leave the
relationship, or has haimed a victim or someone she loves after previous system intervention, victims
report extreme fear and the belief that the offender cannot be controlled. This further increases the
likelihood that the victim will recant or refuse to cooperate with authorities as a means of trying to
placate the offender and survive
Literature
A brief list of relevant literature which I have reviewed for this case or to which I might refer in
testimony related to the above identified topics is included below.
Trauma

•

•
•
•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental
American Psychological Association
Disorders, 4th Edition, TR
Acute Stress Disorder
Bryant and Harvey
Trauma Transformed
Bussey and Wise, Eds.
Trauma and Recovery
Herman
The Body Remembers: The Psychophysiology of Rothschild
Trauma and Trauma Treatment
The Post Traumatic Stress Disorder Sourcebook
Schiraldi
Clinician's Guide to PTSD
Taylor
"Dissociation: An Insufficiently Recognized Major van der Hart et al
Symptom of Complex Posttraumatic Stress Disorder"
in The Journal of Traumatic Stress
"Disorders of Extreme Stress: The Empirical
van der Kolk et al
Foundation of a Complex Adaptation to Trauma" in
Journal of Traumatic Stress
Psychological Trauma
van der Kolk
Journal of Traumatic Stress
Various Authors; Peer Reviewed Journal

Domestic Violence

•
•

•

•
•

•
•

The Batterer as Parent
Stalking Victimization in the United States
"Assessing Risk Factors for Intimate Partner
Homicide" in National Institute of Justice Journal
Public and Private Families: A Reader
Safe!), Planning with Battered Women: Com:glex
Lives/Difficult Choices
Standards for Treatment with Court Ordered

DVO:tvfB

Domestic Violence Offenders
"Battered Women: Strategies for Survival"

Ferraro

Bancroft
Baum et al

Campbell et al
Cherlin
Davies et al
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Batterer Intervention Systems
Gondolf
Jones
and Schecter
When Love Goes Wrong
Klein
Practical Implications of Cunent Domestic
Violence Research
"A voidant Coping and PTSD Syptoms Related to Krause et al
Domestic Violence Exposure: A Longitudinal
Study," in Journal of Traumatic Stress
NiCarthy
Getting Free
Peterman and Dixon
"Assessment and Evaluation of Men \Vho
Batter Women" in Journal of Rehabilitation
Prevalence, Incidence, and Consequences of
Violence Against Women: Findings from the
National Violence Against Women Survey
Tjaden and Thoennes
Stalking in America: Findings from the National
Tjaden and Thoennes
Violence Against Women Survey
Ending Violence Against Women Training
Various Authors, EVAW Training Te.am
Manual
The Battered Woman
Walker
Warshaw and Ganley
Improving the Health Care Response to
Domestic Violence: A Resource Manual for
Health Care Providers
"Lethality Assessment Tools: A Critical Analysis" Websdale
In VA \VNet Applied Research Forum

·while this report covers topics I have identified as relevant to the issues in this case based on the
description of questions I might be asked, any specifics of my testimony would, of course, depend on
questions asked during the trial.
Respectfully Submitted,

Jean

q. .'Jl-1c}Il[ister

Jean G. McAllister, MSW
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ERlKAJ3ELARSKI lliTERVIEW
On 1-24-12, I interviewed Selena Grace who Uves across the street fro!T) Robert and Kandi Hall.
On i-25-12, at about 1617 hrs, Selena Grace called and left a message &latlng she posslbly had
addl(fonal Information from a dl~cusslon she had with a neighbor, Chris Belarskl.
At abovt 1654 hrs, I called Selena Grace. I recorded our conversation. Selena told me about a month or
two ago she had a conversaUon with Chris and Erika Bttlarskl. Selena said \he Hall Investigation came
up and Chrls said he had a conversa!lon with Robert Hall's friend, who moved here from Ca!lfornla.
Selena said she didn't know this person's name. Chrl6 6ald he ran Into Robert Hall's friend and lhe·friend
made a comment that he saw Robert Hall the night before lhe murder and lhe friend said Robert was
saying goodbye and of.her weird1 strange things. Selena said they told Chris he needed lo call the police
with that Information. Sefena said she didn't know If Chris has oalJed the p - l o l d Selena I have
not heard his name before. Selena gave me the 8elarskl's phone number,
Salena said the
Belarski's have a son who knew Hannah Hall and they spent Urns with the
.
During my conversation with Selana on 1-24~12 she also told me about an lncldent when she called the
police because she thought she heard gun shots In the neighborhood; Grace said later a neighbor told
her Robert Hall knew she had called the police.
On 3-19-12, at about 1105 hrs, I called and lefl Selena Grace a message asking who the nalghbor was

who lokl her Robert Hall knew she had called the police.
On 3~20-12, at about 0912 hrs, I called and spoke with Selena Grace. I recorded our conversation.
Salena told me she was pretty sure ll was Chris and/or Erika Belarskl who told her this. Salena lold me.
again about Chris Belarskl's conversation with Robert Hall's·frlend.
I attempted lo contacl the Belarskl's by phone but every phone number I could locate was either
disconnected or not In se,vlce.
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while on a cell phone. I reco'rded our conversation. We asked lo speak with her and she ended her call
and Invited us In. Erika apologized for the mess In the house and· told us they were moving.
I (old Erika Belarski we were lnvestlgaUng the Incident with Robert Hall and she said, "Oh yeah." I told
Erika J spoke to. Selena Grace and Erlka said she knew Selena, I told Erika about what Selena had told
me about a neighbor tel/Ing her Robert Hall knew she (Selena) had called !he police, As I was talllng
Erika Selena thought It was her, or Chrls 1 who had told her this, Erika said, "Oh yeah, um, you mean way
before the Incident?" I told Erika yes. Erika started lo tell us, "Yeah, he would get real upset with people
who liked to ... » Erika stopped realizing she had not ended her call on her cell phone. Erll<a continued
and said, ''He lll<ed to flash around thal he worked for the polloe department." Erika said Robert Hall
would ride his Illegal dirt bikes up and down the road. Erika told us another neighbor lady called and
reported him and Robert someho\\'. found out she had called and Robert threatened her and told har,
"You know I'm the one Iha\ finds out, and If ypu report me again you're going to regret IV
Erika Belarskl said Selena Grace told Christine (Woodside), her neighbor, something about Robert was
bothering her. Erika said Robert would, "pull that with the neighbors." and would say, ''If you aver report
me, or ever complain about me I'll be the first to know f:lnd you'll regrat it, and that type of thing.~
I went over wtth Erika Belarskl what Selena Grace told me about her calling fhe police to report what she
lhought were gunshots around the Fourth of July. I read a small section of Selena Grace's report where
she states Robert knew she had called the police. I read where Selena s1:1!d she didn't \ell Robert or any ·
neighbors she had called the pollce. I read Where Selena told me a neighbor came to her and said
Robert came to her and told her about Selena calling the police. I told Erika that Selena thought It was
her who told her this. Erika said she dldn'f think Rob came lo her, and said she thinks he went to
Christina, who was Selene's neighbor. Erika said she thinks Selena got ll mixed up and said Robert
didn't come to her regarding this.
I confirmed with Erika Belarskl she was aware of other Incidents Involving Robert Hall and she said, "Oh
yeah." Erika told us about $Omethlng that really soared her that she learned after the shooting al
Walgreens. Erika said Robert had some best friends who moved Into the neighborhood from California.,
Erika said before the shooting Robert went to the frlend's house and told them he was sony. Erika sala,
"It sounded Ilka he was going to klll hlmself or something." Erika said Robert told his friend he wanted to
tell him he was sorry, and said he might not talk to him again. Erika said the friend asked Robert what
was wrong €Ind told him not to do anything stupid. Erika said Robert told his friend not to worry and said
he Just put all of his guns at his mother's house.
Erika Balarskl said after the shooting, when Robert was released from Jall, she thought, "Oh my Gosh,
he's gol all those guns al his mom's and the cops don't know." Erika told us Robert has a temper and
said Robert got to the point where he wouldn't wave to the neighbors and he looked mad an the time.
Erika said this ls part of tha reason they want to move. Erika said they don't know what's going to
happen, !hey think Robert Is going to come back, and commented, "He's sort of scary." Erika told us
Robert has never threatened her, and said he didn't come to her with that Information about the Fourth of
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July,
I asked Erika Belarskl In what kind of way was Robert H~II scary. Erika said Robert's threats and whal he
tells Ills kids. Erika said Robert's kids would come up and say 1 ·Yeah my dad says If Y.OU guys aver do
any.thing thal upsets him, he'll sh'oot you, he'll Just shoot you." Erika said lhls was long before lhe
Walgreens shooting. Erika continued and said lhe kids sald 1 "My dad said, if anyone ever hurts me, or
upsets him, he'll shoot 'em.U Erika safd, "Of course It's Just a fltlle l<ld ta.lklng, and we thought, oh she's
being cule and thinks her dad will protect her and she's over exaggerating." Erika continued and said,
"But then ever since the Incident, 1 get, In his mean looks, and his stopped waving, and his threats that If .
you ever tell on me you guys wlll regret II, and now, everything thal's happened, It's made us afraid of
him."
I asked E;rlka Belarskl If lhis would have been Hannah or Halley who said lhls, and Erika said II was,
"Lltlle Halley." Erika said It was Just a /IU/e kid talking, but commented II was scary.
I started to ask Erika Belarskl about what Selena Grace told me about Robert Hall's friend from Caltfornia
who saw Robert the day before the Walgreens shooting. Erika said lhls Is the friend she talked about
earller. E:rlka {old us Robert went lo the fr/end's house and according lo !he friend Robert told him, "I Just
want to say sorry If I haven't been a good friend and, goodbye," and Erika said It was real awkward.
Erika said Robert told his friend not to worry because all of his guns were at his mom's,
Erika Balarskl said she and nefghbors talked about how they couldn't belleve someone lhey know on
their street did lhls. Erika said they were pulling pieces together and commented, "Rob got real weird
with everyone, he qull lalklng to hls best friend, he quit waving to us." I confirmed wllh Erika these things
occurred before the Walgreens shooting and she ~greed. Erika thought Robert must have felt bad and
went to his best friend and sa!d sorry. Erika said, "We lhoughl he was going to kl/I himself."
I askad Erika Befarski lf she knew the name of Robert's friend. Erika told us he has a daughter named
Lauren. Erika called a friend and than told us lhelr names are Dan and Kim and they live on Cagney.
Erika said lhey know Robert at1d Kandf very well. Erika lold us when she and her husband first me!
Robert and Kandi she was very excited to meel someone who was from Californla. Erika said lhey would
go out to dinner and do other things. Erika continued and told us, "But then right away my husband gol a
bad vibe and said I'm nol talking to those people, because he didn't like Rob." Erika said she thought
Kandi was really nice. Belarskl lold us her husband quit hanging ou( with lhem.
Erika Be/arsld told us one night !hey went to dinner with Dan and l<lm. Erika said Dan and Kim were
neighbors with Robert and Kandi In Callfomla, lhey hung out logether and said Dan and Robert worked
log ether. Erika said Dan could loll us a lot about Robert's personality, background, and how much he
has changed. I asked Erika If she would recognize Dan and Kim's last name If she heard It. Erika said
maybe, If she heard It. I asked If II was Dan Myers and Erika said It was.
I asked Erika Belarskl about Whal she told us earlier about Robert riding his motorcycle up and down Iha
f~i'.{iff//1E;-l'::'T~-- ~:-:.
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street and someone called and Robert knew a.bout It. Erika told us the lady who called l1as since moved ..
Erika Belarski told us all the neighbors have had altercations wllh Robert and Kandi. Erika told us about
Robert doing lhe Christmas fights until fhe la\e hours or the night. Erika said the neighbors nicely, polltely
asked Robert to limlt Hlo 9:00 or 10:00 pm. Erika said Robert would gel, "real snolly," and say, "No,
that'6 the way It's going to be.v Erika said Robert was, ''just real atllludey, and then lf you said one lhlng
to him, he would wrile you· orr, and give you dirty looks, and talk about you to all !he other nelgl1bors.~
Erika Belarskl said the Hell's neighbor, to the right, Is a sweet liltle Mormon glrl who would come and talk
to her and tell her, ''I'm soared of Rob, you know, he's throwing dog poop In my yard." Erika said they
had clog problems and, ushe was going to actually get rid of her dog because she was afraid of Rob."
Erika Belarskl told us Veronica and Tom 1 who Uva across the street in the green house, have had
problems with Robert and Kandi. Erika \old us Veronica and Tom· are good friends with Robert's brother.
Erika said, "They have been terrlOed of 11 1 Veronica, and, her son was having nightmares about Rob."
Erika pointed out the green house across lhe street. I asked Erika If they were the people who call about
Robert and his motorcycle, and I was reminded lh~t person inoved. Detective Joe Miller asked Erika If
she remembered !hat person's name. Erika said ll was Chrlsllne, I asker.I Erika If.Christine's last name
was Woodside and she said It was. Erika said she was pretty sure Christine oallad and Robe1i found out
through his computer at work. Erika described Robert as being, "super mad." Erika said, "So then we
kind of felt llke, gosh yeah, we can't even talk to Rob without him galling mad." Erll<a said this Is why
!hey don't want to even be around Robert. Erika told us, "Ir he comes back, now he's going to have, what
we think Is more or an attltude like, 'Yeah that's right I got away with murder, you baller be afraid of me_·~
Erika said they lhlnl< Robert Is going lo have that altitude.

During the conversation as we were getting ready to leave Erika lold us Veronica and Tom's last name Is
Welsh,
As we walked outside Erika Belarski pointed out a house two doors to the south or her (5373 N. Fox Run)
and said "Tab/" Butterworth llves lhere, and said she Is good friends with Kandi Hall, I recognized this
name from contact numbers in J<andl's oell phone.

As we walked towards our oar I noted the address to Veronica. and Tom Welsh's rosldanot3, 5438 N. Fox

Run.

I ended the recording.
As we were pu!llng away Erlka 13alarsld oeme back oul and came up to our car and told us we should
also talk with Tyler Larson
,
ond house to the end of the street, on her side. I obtained
the address to (his house,

,·w .......
.;::
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT Of THE fOURTH JUDJCLV~ DISTRICT
OJ~ TIIE STATE OF JDAHO, JN AND l~OR THE COUNIT OJ~ ADA
STATl3 OF ID,VIO,

)
) Case No. CR-l~E-2011-3976
Plaintiff, )

)
)
)
)
)

v.
ROBGRT DEAN HALL,
UcfcmlauL

REPLY TO STATI3'S 1''f0TI0N IN
LIMINB RE: VICTIM'S ALLEGED
STEROID USE
(SllB.MI1TED UNDER SEAL)

)

)

COM ES NOW?, Robt)rl Denn lfail, l,y nml thmu~l1 his ntlnmcys of record ancl
lwrcl))' ohjeds lo

tl1c

State's motion

i,, /;,,,;,,.,

rl': victim's alJ<,gl'd sleroicl u~<·. l~olwrl Hall
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MEMORANDlT'M
I. Relevant Facts ancl Factual Co1Tcction
The Stale contends thal "Tbc loxicology reporl estahlishes that Mr. Corrigan did
not Jrnve any steroids in l1is S)'slem nl tl1c lime l1c was killed." Slate's Br. p. 2 (emphasis

added).

This slatemcnl is not corred.

The loxicology reporl did nol establish the

nonexistence of stcroitls in Jvlr. Corrigan's system; rather, it simply failetl to cstahlish the
existence of steroids in Mr. Corrigan's

hioo<L

performed Ly

The urine test

c1

different

lnborntory was positive for anabolic steroids. Sec Exhil)it "B" c1l:tached hereto, and sec \ he
Affidavit of Pahlo Stewart, M.D., aUached hereto. As stated

hy

Ooclor Stcwarl, "Th.is

apparcnl discrepancy [between the blood and urine tests] is easily explained by the fact that
the liver rapidly metabolizes anabolic sleroiJs anJ as such they arc rarely cletcctahlc in a
blood sample. ITJhe results of urine sample were confirmed

anal)•sis, Gas Chromatography and lvlass Spectrometry.
inslnnnental metl10Js of analysis eliminates
result."

(emphasis added).

d1e

by

lwo separate methods of

The accuracy of these

possibility of there being a false positive

Therefore, contrary lo tbe Sfatc's statement, Corrigan had

steroids in his system on tl1e night in question.

II.

Corrigan's use of steroi,ls and Ad,lerall is rclevaut to the heart of Rohcrt

Hall's case

A.

Corrii;!au 's steroicl use is relevant to the question of who was

U1e

first

aggrcsssor

REPLY TO STATE'S MOTION IN LIMINE RE: VICTIM'S ALLEGED STEROID USE (SUBMITTED UNDER SEAL) ••
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The State correct.ly stales tl1e standards for relevancy:
"Relevant evidence is generally aclmissihle, and -irrelcvanl evidence is uni
adrnissil>le." State v. Harvey, 142 Idaho 527, 532, 129 P.3d 1276, 1281
(Ct. App. 2006) (citing I.I~.E. 402). "I~elevant evidence is evitlence having
any lenclency to mal.?c the exislcncc of any fad that is of consequence lo the
determination of tbc action more probable or less probable than il would be
witl10ul the evidence." Harvey, 142 Idaho al 532. 129 P.3cl at 1281
{citing Ilx.E. 40 l).
State's Br. p. 3.
The fact that Corrigan usecl steroids is a "fact of consequence" that makes il "more
probable" that

he

was {:he f-irst aggressOl' in the altercation

with

Rohe1-L- Hall. Moreover,

the fact supports Rohert Hall's theory that Corrigan completely lacl.:eJ

stability in

bis

life

at tbe lime of his death and therefore was lil.:ely to hehave em1Hcally and aggressively. In
fact, hased on the evidence of this case,

•
•

Dr. Stcwarl concluded that:

It is my opinion, which I hold to a reasonahle degree of medical certainty,
that:
At the time of his death, !Corrigan] hatl recently ingestctl
amphetamines aml the anabolic steroicls Dianahol and Stanozolol.
The beliavior and mental state attributed to [Cordgan} in lhe weeks
and 111ond1s leilcling up to and including Jvlard1 11, 2011 was in large part
clue to the negative psychiatric effects of amphetamines, Dianahol
aml Stanozolol.

{emphasis added).
The State avers thal, wliilc the victim's behavior is rclcvnnt to a claim of selftlcfcusc, t.bc cause of

tl1e

victim's behavior is no! relevnnl to sud1 a claim. Roherl H,1ll,

however, does nol mJy inlcnt! to infrocluce tlie cansl' of Col'l'igan's hchavior in orcler lo
prove subjective clement of se/fdc/cnse. l<alber, ll1c cvi(lence is also rclcvanl lo estal1hsh
REPLY TO STATE'S MOTION IN LIMINE RE: VICTIM'S ALLEGED STEROID USE (SUBMITIED UNDER SEAL) -3
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that Cordgan was likely the first aggressor in the altercation on March 11, 2011. The
Slate lrns essentially conceded that evidence relevant L-o the "first aggressor" issue is
rclevnnt lo U1e case as a whole, and that this relevance is unaffecteJ
unawareness of such relevant fads.

by

I~oherl Hall's

Response lo Defendant's Motion h.> Admit Various

I terns of Eviclence p . 8.
Of course, it is highly relevnnt whetl1er the defcnclant/victim is the firsl aggressor in
an alleged murder.

actions

were

For example, the Amended Indictment charges that Rohed Hall's

committed

"clelJ.lcrately,

premeditation,

and

with

malice

aforethoughtf.J" The previous lnclictmcnl chatged l~obert Hall with "lying in wait[.]"

If

l~o.berl Hall was not the first aggressor, then that fact is obviously relevanL lo the
allegations against l1im.

The fact Lhat Conigan was on steroiJs ancl amphetamines

increases the likelil1ood that Corrigan was the first aggressor in his altercation with

RoberL

1Ial1.
On this factual issue, as opposed lo the subjective elements of self-defense, it does
nol matler whether Robert Hall knew or did not l~now of Corrigan's steroid use. As in

Idaho, Texns cviclcncc "Ruic 404(6) permits evidence of specific instances of crimes,
wrongs, or acts to lJe introduced for purposes other than lo show character. Such evidence
is aclmissi.blt'

if the evidence has

a person in orcl,~r lo sl1ow thal

relevance apart. /,-om its lenclcucy lo prove Lhe character of

he

adeJ in conformity 1hcrcwitl1." Tata o. Stata, 981

S. \\'7 .2d 189 (Tex.Crim.App. 1998) (emphasis in original).

The "right to present

i1

REPLY TO STATE'S MOTION IN LIMINE RE: VICTIM'S ALLEGED STEROID USE (SUBMITTED UNDER SEAL) -·
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vigorous defense requirc[s] the admission of t-hc proffered testimony luncler Fec\.R.Evid.

404(6)]."

U.S.

v. McClure,

546 F.2d 670, 673 (5tl-i Cii-.1977)." Id. (alterations in

original). Consequently, "A ju1y cannot properly convict or acquit ahsent the oppodunily

to hear proffered testimony bearing upon a tl1c0t')' of defense aml weigh its credibilily
along with other evidence in the case." Id. In cases such as the cnsc at har, Rule 404(h)
serves "to show either the Jefendanl's reasonahle npprehension, ox, as in this case, that
the victim was the aggressor."

therefore, that evidence of

a 1-2

Id. (emplrnsis added).
month

old

threat, even

The Tate court concludcJ,

;f w1com111t111icaicd,

is relevant

"beyond its tendency to clemonstratc j Lhe vidi m's] character. A reasonable jury could have
believed this evi,.lcncc shecl light upon Racl~ley's state of mind when he arrivecl al
appellant's house on the night in questionf. ]"

Id. (emphasis aclclcJ). Similarly, eviJence of

steroid use, even if uncommunicatecl to l~oberl Hall, is relevant heyoncl its tendency lo
demonstrate Corrigan's character, because a reasonable jury could IJelieve that tl1is
evidence sl1ed light upon Corrigan's stale of mind and physical condition when he arrived
at the Walgrecns. The Stale

of l~loriJa lrns held similarly, stating:

The alleged victim of the aggrnvated battery teslificJ al trial that the
appellant struck him without provocation, l,ut tbe appellanl countered dial
he acted in self defense after tl1e alleged victim threw tbe first puncl1. Jn
suppm·t of his theory of defense, the nppellant sought to inLmcluce evidence
that tl-ic alleged vidim had recently carriell hrass knud~les on his person. He
also sought to inb:oclm:e cviclencc that the alleged vidim's urine
tested positive for tl1c prcs~ncc of an1phctamincs a few hours atkr
the un(.lerlying incident, aml testimony from a pl1ysician that
an-iphctamines can cause a person to he easily agitafocl ancl aggressive.
Applying section 90.403, Florida Stalules, the frial court cxdmlccl this
REPLY TO STATE'S MOTION IN LIMINE RE: VICTIM'S ALLEGED STEROID USE (SUBMITTED UNDER SEAL) -5
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evicleuce on tl1e g1·ouml that its prohat-ive value wmJcl he outwcigl1ed
hy the clange1· of confusing or misleading the jury aml would
otl1crwise be unduly prejuclicial to tl1e prosecution. In so ruling, the

court abused its discretion.
jury was ca IJecl upon to mal~e the critical determination of which
of tl1cse two men was the init-ial aggressor in Lheir roadside
confrontal--ion. By excluding the ahovc-Jcscrihccl evidence, the trial
court prevented the jury from consiclcring circumstantial evidence
which was relevant to this critical cletermination. It was, for example,
appropriate for the state to present, as it diJ, evi<lence concerning tl1e
appellant's prior hoxing experience. So {oo, the jury was entitlecl to leain
that the allegecl victim had recently carried brass lmuckles on his person
nml had returned a positive urine screen for amphetamines hom:s
after the underlying i.t1ciclent, wl1ich suggestccl the llrcsencc of a clrug
in his system at the time of the incident that woulcl cause a llcrson to
be easily agitated ancl aggressive.

The

Because we are unahle to conduJe that this error was harmless beyond a
reasonable doubt, the appelJant's conviction for aggravated hattery is
reversed, and this case is remanded.

Nobles v. State, 978 So.2d 849 (Fla.App. 1 Dist. 2008) (emphasis acldecl).
The issue in tl1is case is whether the steroid use is relevant lo the factual
tleterminalion of who first aggrcssecl. Dr. Stewart's afficbvH is dear on -t-l1is point.

"The

victim's behavior in the time leading up lo anJ including Mard1 11, 2011 is absolutely
consisleni with that of an individual who is expcxiencing the negative psyd1iatric
consequences

of amphetamine m1Cl

anabolic steroid use. Either one of these substances is

capahlc of producing such al1crr.111t behavior."

Dr. S-tewarl

"drugs routinely resuh in the user hccomiug agitatecl
subjcdecl to extreme swings in moocl.

and

,,lso explained thut tl1esc
agg1·essive whJc being

Users . . . also commonly bt•come psychotic,

REPLY TO STATE'S MOTION IN LIMINE RE: VICTIM'S ALLEGED STEROID USE (SUBMITIED UNDER SEAL) --
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that is, experience thoughts and feelings that are not based in reality."

Corrigan,

according lo Dr. Stewart, also appeared lo have used amphetamines rather dose to tlw
lime of his death, and noted that anal1olic steroids "arc notorious for causing the type of
J.,ehavior tlrnt is ascribed lo [Corrigan. I" Furtl1cr symptoms of anaholic slcroids al issue in
this case "include feelings sucl1 as irritability, mood swings, increasingly violent
thoughts aml increased hostility."
The core issue in this case is which man was the firsl aggressor, and there can be no
reasonable contention that steroids or amphetamines are frrelevant t-o tbis issue.

It

cstal,lishcs Corrigan's stale of m.iml and physical condition at tl1c lime of tl1e altercation.

Of

course, Corrigan's stale of mind and influence

fwm

steroids and ampl1etamincs

increases the probability that he was the first aggressor. Rol,ert Hall's contention on this
point is corrohorated by -t:he fact that Corrigan had just informed Robert Hall that
Corrigan intended to "breali your l1ead" and had just screamed at his family that he could
"kill" all of them. Conigan's steroid use, and his conduct that is consist-cut with such use,
is highlr relevant to this case to establish his stale of mind on March 11, 2011.

B. Corrigan's steroid use is relevant to the reasonahlencss clement of sclfJcfcnsc.

In addition lo its rdcvancc.• in establishing tl1al Corrigan was the firsl aggressor, the
cviclenL'<.' of slernid use is relevant to eslahlish Lhal

reasonable.

l~ohed I !all's act.ions were objectively

The Slale emphasizes lhe fact that Corrigan's "roid rage" could nol have

REPLY TO STATE'S MOTION IN LIMINE RE: VICTIM'S ALLEGED STEROID USE (SUBMITIED UNDER SEAL) -7
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affected Rohert Hall's subjective beliefs

if Robert

Hall was unaware of Corrigan's dn1g use.

However, the Jmg use i£ relevant to determine wl1ether lxobcrt H.all's response wns
objective!)' reasonable.

Idaho Criminal Jury lnstn1ction 1517 requires, among other

things, that "The danger must have been present and imminent, or must have so appeared
lo a reasonahle person under the circumstances. A bare fear of death or great bodily
injury is not sufficient to justify a homicille. The defendant must have c1cletl under t:he
influence of fears that only a reasonahlc person would have had in a similar 11osition."
(emphasis adJed). Therefore, self-defense includes lioth ~uhjective and ohjedive elements.
If a "victim" is "roid raging" al tl1e time of his clcath, it woulJ maLm it more objectively
reasonable to respond wilb deadly force, even if the clcfenclant was not siJljedively aware of

On this issue, the only question is tl1is: does Corrigan' s steroid and amphetamine
use make il more likely that his aggression rendered the deadly force objedivcly
rcasonahle?

Of course it does.

It is therefore relevant.

Moreover, as Dr. Stewart's

aff--idavil makes clear, t:l1e steroid use is l1igl1ly probative on the issue of J~ohcrt Hall's
ohjective reasonableness hecausc tbe rcasonahlencss of l~oherl Hall's actions depemls
entirely on lhe threal posed hy Corrigm1. The threat posed by Corrigan is, unsuqwisingly,
tlircdly n°latcd lo the effect of the steroids and amphclamines.
gf·eroids .iml amphetamines increases the

likclilm<HI

Therefore, the use of

tlrnt l?ol1cr~ lla11'i:; 1·esponse w,1s

REPLY TO STATE'S MOTION IN LIMINE RE: VICTIM'S ALLEGED STEROID USE (SUBMITIED UNDER SEAL) ·8
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objectively reasonable. Por this reason, introt!uction of tl-iis evidence cannot be considered
"unfair." TL is surely prejudicial, but nol unfairly so.
This essential point was made in People v. Chavaliar, 220 A.D.2d 114, (N.Y.A.D.

1 Dept. 1996), where the court held dial "exdusion of such evidence seriously
handicapped the defense!.}''

In Clwvaliar, "the loxicological reporl ... described evidence

of contemporaneous cannabis and cocaine use

hy

[the viclimJ, arguably a potent factor in

the victim's "crazy" bel1avior(.]" However, "the defense was permitted neither to introduce
such evidence nor lo (liscuss its implications for the victim's actions. Without this

testimony, the jury was left to assess the credihility of the defendant's description
of the victim's conduct aml his fears for safety[. WJe see no legal barrier to the
introduction of the e,•idence of contemporaneous

cln1g usage to support a

justification defense where a defendant, tfwugh ignorant o/ drug use, reports
crazed behavior consistent with such evidence."

Id.

(emphasis added).

Ii is lil~ely that- the State woulJ not have brought its motion on this issue if the
Stale had been aware that steroids haJ been found within

Mr.

Corrigan' s body.

The

State's cnlire argument rested on the inl~orrccl premise t'1al Corrigan was not under the
influ<.'m:e of steroids.

The evidence, however, is olberwisc.

This alteration in the fad

pattern d1anges the analysis dramatically. For example, if the steroids hat.I not been in

Corrigan\; sysi('m, the State could at least reasonably argue (Lhou~h Robert Hall would
not concede) that the prior use coulJ not- affect the fit-st agg1·css01· issue hecausc Corrigan

REPLY TO STATE'S MOTION IN LIMINE RE: VICTIM'S ALLEGED STEROID USE (SUBMITTED UNDER SEAL) --
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was not under the influence of the drugs at tl1.e lime. However, Corrigan was under the
influence of sleroiJs and amphetamines.

In addition, the l.l~.E. 403 halancing analysis is affected as well. If Corrigan had
nol been umler the influence of slcroids and amphetamines, the probative value of the
evhlence would be less significant than il is given that Corrigan was in fact on steroids.
The prejudice against the slale also could he more reasonably described as "unfair"
(though Rohert Hall would not concede that: point), because he was not uncler tl1e
influence of those drugs at the time. Given that he was under the influence of sl:ct'oids
and amphetamines at tlrn time of the physical allercalion, it cnn hardly he characterized as
"unfair" to bring that highly relevant fact to the jury's attention.

III.

Conclusion

For the foregoing reasons, Robcrl Hall requests that tl1is Courl DENY the State's
motion in /iminc regarding Corrigan' s steroid use.

REPLY TO STATE'S MOTION IN LIMINE RE; VICTIM'S ALLEGED STEROID USE (SUBMITTED UNDER SEAL) -10
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DATED tbis

b day of May, 2012.

J"l

(./LJO
ROBERT R. CHASTAIN

Attorney for Defendant

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I herch}' certify 011 the _
da}' of .May, 2012, I se1vcd a true and con-ed copy of the
within and foregoing document upon the imlividual(s) named helow in the millmer noted:

Melissa A. Moody,
Attorney General Office

PO Box83720
Boise, ID 83720-0010

0
0

By firsl class maJ, postage prepaid
By hand delivery
By faxing the same to: 854-8083

Rober!

!(. Cl1c1slain

•
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Attorney at Law
3140 N Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83 702
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Attorneys for 1Robert Dean Hall

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

STATE OF lDAHO,
Plaintiff,

vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

STA TE OF CALIFORNIA
County of _ _ _ _ _ __

Case No. CRFE 2011-3976
AFFIDAVIT OF PABLO STEWART,
M.D.

)
: ss.
)

COMES NOW Pablo Stewart, M.D., who being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and
says:
l. I am a forensic psychiatrist, duly licensed in the States of California and Hawaii. My
Curriculum Vitae is attached hereto and incorporated herein as Exhibit A.

2. At the request of counsel for Robe11 Hall, I reviewed the following:

002445

Motion and Memorandum of Law in Support of the Defendant's Motion to Admit
Various Items of Evidence
AIT Lab Analysis (State's Laboratory)
Sterling Lab analysis Report (Defense's Laboratory)
Copy of Mr. Conigan's email letter to his wife
Mr. Corrigan's Patient Profile Repo11 from the Idaho State Board of Pharmacy
Sex tape of Mr. Corrigan and Kandi Hall recorded by Mr. Corrigan on l /17/11

3. I reviewed these documents and items to determine if, in my opinion, there exists a
connection between Mr. Corri.gan's drug use and the behavior exhibited by Mr. Conigan leading
up to and including March J l , 2011.

4.

In preparing this repo11 I had the benefit of evaluating two separate drug toxicology's

that were obtained sho11ly after Mr. Corrigan's death. AIT Laboratories conducted an analysis
on both Mr. Corrigan's blood and urine. These samples were collecting the day after Mr.
Corrigan's death.
5. The notable findings from these tests were a negative result for anabolic steroids in
Mr. Conigan's blood but a positive result for amphetamine in Mr. Corrigan's urine. A likely
source of this urinary amphetamine was Mr. C01Tigan's prescription for the generic form of
Adderall, a medication that is used in the treatment of Attention Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder
(AD/HD.) Another possible source of the Adderall was the fact that Mr. Corrigan was seeking to
obtain this drug from Kelly Reiker and Michelle Hannah Goodwin Brook.
6. Sterling Reference Laboratories conducted an analysis'on Mr. Corrigan's urine. As
with AIT Laboratories, the urine sample was obtained from Mr. Corrigan the day after his death.
The Sterling Laboratory found the presence of steroids in Mr. Corrigan's urine. There is
evidence that Mr. Corrigan was taking illegal steroids and had even taken these drugs just prior
AFFIDAVIT OF PABLO
STEW ART, M.D.
Page 2
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to his confrontation with Mr. Hall. A confirmation test was performed on the urine and the
steroids were found to be Dianabol and Stanozolol. These two drugs are both anabolic steroids
that are often used in combination by body builders. Of note, the Sterling Laboratory did not
check for the presence of amphetamines in the urine.
7. Numerous examples of Mr. Corrigan's irrational, aggressive and impulsive behavior
are described in Defendant's Motion and Memorandum of Law in Support of the Defendant's
Motion to Admit Various Items of Evidence. Mr. Corrigan's wife reported to the police that Mr.
Corrigan had become more and more aggressive over the proceeding months. On the day of his
death, Mr. Corrigan screamed a threatening statement directed at his wife and children to the
effect "I could kill all of you." Also on the day of his death, Mr. Corrigan, while traveling with
Kandi Hall, grabbed her cell phone while she was speaking with her husband and made a
threatening statement directed at Mr. Hall, "I' II f*ing break your head." Mr. Corrigan made
another threatening statement to Mr. Hall during their confrontation at Walgreen's that same day
enticing Mr. Hall to fight, "come on f*ing big guy, come on." Also, Kandi Hall observed Mr.
Co1Tigan shoving Mr. Hall in the chest with both hands, swaying, scratching his feet on the
ground, and verbally enticing Mr. Hall to hit him when he confronted Mr. Hall at Walgreen's.
There was also evidence presented that Ivfr. Corrigan exhibited this type of behavior in the weeks
and months prior to March 11, 2011.

8. Mr. Corrigan's behavior in the time leading up to and inc]uding March 11, 2011 is
absolutely consistent with that of an individual who is experiencing the negative psychiatric
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consequences of amphetamine and anabolic steroid use. Either one of these substances is
capable of producing such aberrant behavior.

I 0. Amphetamine carries the same side effect profile as methamphetamine, commonly
referred to as speed or crank. These drugs are classified as psycho stimulants in that they cause
the user to experience an intense "high" or euphoria where everything is accelerated. These
drugs routinely result in the user becoming agitated and aggressive while being subjected to
extreme swings in mood. Users of psycho stimulants also commonly become psychotic, that is,
experience thoughts and feelings that are not based in reality. A review of the email Jetter Mr.
Conigan sent to his wife on July 15, 2010, reveals the presence of delusional thought content
consistent with his being psychotic. This opinion is bolstered by the fact that Mr. Corrigan's

family adamantly rejects the allegations made in this letter. Also, amphetamines are routinely
detectable in the urine for 48-72 hours after last ingestion. This means Mr. Conigan ingested
amphetamines at least by March 8, 2011. The relatively high concentration of amphetamine in
his urine, 2507 ng/ml, suggests that Mr. Corrigan used this drug rather close to the time of his
death.
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11. Anabolic steroids of the type that were found in Mr. Corrigan's urine at the time of
his death are notorious for causing the type of behavior that is ascribed to Mr. Corrigan. Studies
of athletes who used these types of steroids demonstrated that at least 22% displayed manic,
hypomanic or depressive symptoms with half of them developing psychotic symptoms. The
depressive symptoms associated with anabolic steroid use are described as mood-dysphoric or
ilTitable in nature. They include feelings such as irritability, mood swings, increasingly violent
thoughts and increased hostility. FinalJy, anabolic steroids also cause cognitive impairments in
their users. These impairments include distractibility, forgetfulness and confusion. Of note, the
results from an analysis of the blood of Mr. Corrigan performed by AIT Laboratories was
negative for the presence of anabolic steroids whereas the urine tested by the Sterling Laborato1y
was positive for the presence of these drugs. This apparent discrepancy is easily explained by
the fact that the liver rapidly metabolizes anabolic steroids and as such they are rarely detectable
in a blood sample. The two steroids that were found in Mr. Corrigan's mine, Dianabol and
Stanozolol can be detected in the urine for up to fom and ten days respectively. Finally, the
results of urine sample were confirmed by two separate methods of analysis, Gas
Chromatography and Mass Spectrometry. The accuracy of these instrumental methods of
analysis eliminates the possibility of there being a false positive result.

12. It is my opinion, which I hold to a reasonable degree of medical certainty, that:
At the time of his death, Mr. Corrigan had recently ingested amphetamines and the
anabolic steroids Dianabol and Stanozolol.
The behavior and mental state attributed to Mr. Corrigan in the weeks and months
leading up to and including March I I, 20 I I, was in large pai1 due to the negative
psychiatric effects of amphetamines, Dianabol and Stanozolol.
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CURRICULUM VITAE
PABLO STEWART, M.D.
824 Ashbut')' Street
San Francisco, California 94117
(415) 753-0321; fax (415) 753-5479; e-mail: pnh4c.•mi(il)aol.com
(Updated 10/2011)

EDUCATION:

University of California School of Medicine, San Francisco,
California, M.D., 1982
United States Naval Academy Annapolis, MD. B.S. 1973, Major:
Chemistry

LJCENSURE:

California Medical License #0050899
Hawai 'i Medical License #MD 11784
Federal Drug Enforcement Agency #BS054698 I
Diplomate in Psychiatry, American Board of
Psychiatry and Neurology, Certificate #32564

ACADEMIC APPOINTMENTS:
September 2006Present

Academic Appointment: Clinical Professor, Department of
Psychiatry, University of California, San Francisco,
School of Medicine.

July 1995 August 2006

Academic Appointment: Associate Clinical Professor,
Department of Psychiatry, University of California, San Francisco,
School of Medicine.

August 1989 June 1995

Academic Appointment: Assistant Clinical Professor,
Depm1ment of Psychiatry, University of California, San Francisco,
School of Medicine.

August 1986 July 1989

Academic Appointment: Clinical Instrnctor. Department of
Psychiatry, University of California, San Francisco, School of
Medicine.

EMPLOYMENT:
December I 996Present

Psychiatric Consultant
Provide consultation to governmental and private agencies on a
variety of psychiatric, forensic, substance abuse and organi1..ational
issues; extensive experience in ull phases of capital litigation.
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Januruy 1997September 1998

Director of Clinical Services, San Francisco Target Cities
Project. Overall responsibility for ensuring the quality of the
clinical services provided by the various depa11ments of the project
including the Central Intake Unit, the ACCESS Project and the San
Francisco Drug Court Also responsible for providing clinical inservice trainings for the staff of the Project and community
agencies that requested technical assistance.

February 1996 November 1996

Medical Director. Comprehensive Homeless Center,
Department of Veterans Affairs Medical Center, San Francisco.
Overall responsibility for the medical and psychiatric services at
the Homeless Center.

March 1995 January 1996

Chief. Intensive Psychiatric Community Care Program,
(IPCC} Department of Veterans Affairs Medical Center. San
Francisco. Overall clinical/administrative responsibility for the
IPCC, a community based case management program. Duties also
include
medical/psychiatric
consultation
to
Veteran
Comprehensive Homeless Center. This is a social work managed
program that provides comprehensive social services to homeless
veterans.

April 1991 February 1995

Chief, Substance Abuse Inpatient Unit, (SAIU). Department
of Veterans Affairs Medical Center. San Francisco.
Overall clinical/administrative responsibility for SAJU.

September 1990 March 1991

Psychiatrist, Substance Abuse Inpatient Unit, Veterans
Affairs Medical Center, San Francisco. Clinical responsibility for
patients admitted to SAIU.
Provide consultation to the
Medical/Surgical Units regarding patients with substance abuse
issues.

August 1988 December 1989

Director, Forensic Psychiatric Services, City and County of
San Francisco. Administrative and clinical responsibility for
psychiatric services provided to the inmate population of San
Francisco. Duties included direct clinical and administrative
responsibility for the .Tai I Psychiatric Services and the Forensic
Unil at San Francisco General Hospital.

July J 986 August 1990

Senior Attending Psychiatdst, Forensic Unit. University of
California, San Francisco General Hospital. Administrative and
clinical responsibility for a 12-bed, maximum-security psychiatric
ward. Clinical supervision for psychiatric residents, postdoctoral
psychology fellows and medical students assigned to the ward.
Liaison with Jail Psychiatric Services, City and County of San
Francisco.
Advise San Francisco City Attorney on issues
pertaining to forensic psychiatry.
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July 1985
June 1986

Chief Resident, Department of Psychiatry, University of
California San Francisco General Hospital. Team leader of the
Latino-focus inpatient treatment team (involving 10-12 patients
with bicultural/bilingual issues); direct clinical supervision of 7
psychiatric residents and 3-6 medical students; organized weekly
departmental Grand Rounds; administered and supervised
departmental residents' call schedule; psychiatric consultant to
hospital general medical clinic; assistant coordinator of medical
student education; group seminar leader for introduction to clinical
psychiatry course for UCSF second year medical students.

July 1984March 1987

Physician Specialist. Westside Crisis Center, San Francisco.
CA. Responsibility for Crisis Center operations during assigned
shifts; admitting privileges al Mount Zion Hospital. Provided
psychiatric consultation for the patients admitted to Mount Zion
Hospital when requested.

April 1984July 1985

Psychiatric Consultant, Marin Alternative Treatment. (ACT).
Provided medical and psychiatric evaluation and treatment of
residential drug and alcohol clients; consultant to staff concerning
medical/psychiatric issues.

August 1983 November 1984

Physician Specialist, Mission Mental Health Crisis Center.
San Francisco, CA. Clinical responsibility for Crisis Center
clients; consultant to staff concerning medical/psychiatric issues.

July J982July 1985

Psychiatric Resident. University of California. San Francisco.
Primary Therapist and Medical Consultant for the adult inpatient
units at San Francisco General Hospital and San Francisco
Veterans Affairs Medical Center; Medical Coordinator/Primary
Therapist - Alcohol Inpatient Unit and Substance Abuse Clinic at
San Francisco Veterans Affairs Medical Center; Outpatient
Adult/Child Psychotherapist; Psychiatric Consultant - Adult Day
Treatment Center - San Francisco Veterans Affairs Medical
Center; Primary Therapist and Medial Consultant - San Francisco
General Hospital Psychiatric Emergency Services; Psychiatric
Consultant, Inpatient Medical/Surgical Units - San Francisco
General Hospital.

June J 973 July 1978

Infantry Officer - United States Marine Corps.
Rifle Platoon Commander; Anti-tank Platoon Commander; 81 mm
Mortar Platoon Commander; Rifle Company Executive Officer;
Rifle Company Commander; Assistant Battalion Operations
Officer; Embarkation Officer; Recrnitment Officer; Drug, Alcohol
and Human Relations Counselor; Parachutist and Scuba Diver;
Commander of a Vietnamese Refugee Camp. Received "an
Honorable Discharge. Highest rank alluinetl was Captain.
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HONORS AND AWARDS:
June 1995

Selected by the graduating class of the University of California,
San Francisco. School of Medicine as the outstanding psychiatric
faculty member for the academic year 1994/1995.

June 1993

Selected by the class of I996, University of California, San
Francisco, School of Medicine as outstanding lecn1rer, academic
year 1992/1993.

May 1993

Elected to Membership of Medical Honor Society, AOA, by the
AOA Member of the 1993 Graduating Class of the University of
California, San Francisco, School of Medicine.

May 1991

Selected by the graduating class of the University of California,
San Francisco, School of Medicine as the outstanding psychiatric
faculty member for the academic year 1990-1991.

May 1990

Selected by the graduating class of the University of California,
San francisco, School of Medicine as the outstanding psychiatric
faculty member for the academic year 1989-1990.

May 1989

Selected by the graduating class of the University of California.
San Francisco, School of Medicine as the outstanding psychiatric
faculty member for the academic year 1988-1989.

May 1987

Selected by the faculty and students of the University of Califomia,
San Francisco, School of Medicine as the recipient of the Hemy J.
Kaiser Award For Excellence in Teaching.

May 1987

Selected by the graduating class of the University of California,
San Francisco, School of Medicine as Outstanding Psychiatric
Resident. The award covered the period of I July 1985 to 30 June
1986, during which time I served as Chief Psychiatric resident, San
Francisco General Hospital.

May 1985

Selected by the graduating class of the University of California,
San Francisco, School of Medicine as Outstanding Psychiatric
Resident.

1985

Mead-Johnson American Psychiatric Association fellowship. One
of sixteen nation-wide psychiatric residents selected because of a
demonstrated commitment to public sector psychiatry. Made
presentation al Annual Hospital and Community Psychiatry
Meeting in Montreal, Canada in October 1985, on the "Psychiatric
Aspects of the Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome."
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MEMBERSHIPS:
.Tune 2000May 2008

California Association of Dmg Court Professionals .

July 1997June 1998

President, Alumni-Faculty Association, University of
California, San Francisco, School of Medicine.

July 1996 June 1997

President-Elect, Alumni-Faculty Association, University of
California, San Francisco, School of Medicine.

July 1995 June 1996

Vice President, Northern California Area, Alumni-Faculty
Association, University of California, San Francisco, School
of Medicine.

April 1995 April 2002

Associate Clinical Member, American Group Psychotherapy
Association.

July 1992 -

June 1995

Secretary-Treasurer, Alumni-Faculty Association, University
of California, San Francisco, School of Medicine.

July 1990 June 1992

Councilor-at-large, Alumni-Faculty Association, University
of California, San Francisco, School of Medicine

PUBLIC SERVICE:
June 1992 -

Examiner, American Board of Psychiatry and Neurology, Inc.

November 1992 Janua1y 1994

California Tuberculosis Elimination Task Force, Institutional
Control Subcommittee.

September 2000April 2005

Report.

May 2001Present

Psychiatric and Substance Abuse Consultant, San Francisco
Police Officers' Association.

January 2002June 2003

Psychiatric Consultant, San Francisco Sheriffs Department
Peer Supp01i Program.

February 2003April 2004

Proposition "N'' (Care Not Cash) Service Providers' Advisory
Committee, Department of Human Services, City and County of
San Francisco.

December 2003.lanuary 2004

Member of San Frnncisco Mayor-Elect Gavin Newsom 's
Transition Team.

Februmy 2004.lune 2004

Mayor's Homeless Coalition, San Francisco, CA.

April 2004January 2006

Member of Human Services Commission, City and County of
San Francisco.

Editorial Advisory Board, .Juvenile Correctional Mental Health
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February 2006January 2007

Vice President, Human Services Commission, City and County of
San Francisco.

February 2007Present

President, Human Services Commission, City and County of
San Francisco.

UNIVERSITY SERVICE:
July 1999July 2001

Seminar Leader, National Youth Leadership Forum On
Medicine.

October 19990ctober 2001

Lecturer, University of California, San Francisco, School of
Medicine Post Baccalaureate Reapplicant Program.

November 1998November 200 I

Lecturer, University of California, San Francisco, School of
Nursing, Department of Family Health Care Nursing. Lecture to
the Advanced Practice Nurse Practitioner Students on Alcohol,
Tobacco and Other Dmg Dependencies.

January 1994 Janumy 2001

Preceptor/Lecturer, UCSF Homeless Clinic Project.

June 1990November 1996

Curriculum Advisor, University of California, San Francisco,
School of Medicine.

June 1987 June 1992

Facilitate weekly Support Groups for interns in the
Department of Medicine. Also, provide crisis intervention and
psychiatric referral for Department of Medicine housestaff.

January 1987 June 1988

Student Impairment Committee, University of California
San Francisco, School of Medicine.
Advise the Dean of the School of Medicine on methods to identify,
treat and prevent student impairment.

January 1986 June 1996

Recruitment/Retention Subcommittee of the Admissions
Committee, University of California, San Francisco,
School of Medicine.
Advise the Dean of the School of Medicine on methods to attract
and retain minority students and faculty.

October 1986 September 1987

Member Steering Committee for the Hispanic
Medical Education Resource Committee.
Plan and present educational programs to increase awareness of the
special health needs of Hispanics in the United States.

September 1983 .lune 1989

Admissions Committee, University of California, School of
Medicine. Outies included screening applications and interviewing
candidates for medical school.

October 1978 December 1980

Co-Founder and Director of the University of California,
San Francisco Running Clinic.
Provided free instruction to the public on proper methods of
exercise and preventative health measures.
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TEACHING RESPONSIBILITJES:
July 2003Presenf

Facilitate weekly psychotherapy training group for residents in the
Depai1ment of Psychiatry.

September 2001June 2003

Supervisor, San Mateo County Psychiatric Residency
Program.

January 2002January 2004

Course Coordinator of Elective Course University of
California, San Francisco, School of Medicine, "Prisoner
Health." This is a I-unit course, which covers the unique
health needs of prisoners.

April 1999April 2001

Lecturer, UCSF School of Pharmacy, Committee for Drug
Awareness Community Outreach Project.

February 1998.Tune 2000

Lecturer, UCSF Student Enrichment Program .

January 1996 November 1996

Supervisor, Psychiatry 110 students, Veterans
Comprehensive Homeless Center.

March 1995Present

Supervisor, UCSF School of Medicine, Depm1ment of Psychiatry,
Substance Abuse Fellowship Program.

September 1994 June 1999

Course Coordinator of Elective Course, University of
California, San Francisco, School of Medicine. Designed, planned
and taught course, Psychiatry 170.02, "Drug and Alcohol Abuse."
This is a I-unit course, which covers the major aspects of drug and
alcohol abuse.

August 1994 February 2006

Supervisor, Psychiatric Continuity Clinic, Haight Ashbury
Free Clinic, Drug Detoxification and Aftercare Project. Supervise
4th Year medical students in the care of dual diagnostic patients.

February 1994 February 2006

Consultant, Napa State Hospital Chemical Dependency
Program Monthly Conference.

July 1992 June 1994

Facilitate weekly psychiatric intern seminar, "Psychiatric
Aspects of Medicine," University of Califomia, San Francisco,
School of Medicine.

July 1991Present

Group and individual psychotherapy supervisor, Outpatient
Clinic, Department of Psychiatry, University of California, San
Francisco, School of Medicine.

January 1991

Lecturer, University of California, San Francisco, School of
Pharmacy course, "Addictionology and Substance Abuse
Prevention."

September 1990 Febmary 1995

Clinical supervisor, substance abuse fellows, and psychiatric
residents, Substance Abuse Inpatient Unit, San Francisco Veterans
Affairs Medical Center.
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September 1990 November I 996

Off ward supervisor, PGY II psychiatric residents,
Psychiatric Inpatient Unit, San Francisco Veterans Affairs Medical
Center.

September 1990 June 1991

Group therapy supervisor, Psychiatric Inpatient Unit, (PIU),
San Francisco Veterans Affairs Medical Center.

September 1990 June 1994

Course coordinator, Psychiat1y I 10, San Francisco Veterans
Affairs Medical Center.

September 1989 November 1996

Seminar leader/lecturer, Psychiatry l 00 A/B.

July 1988 June 1992

Clinical supervisor, PGY III psychiatric residents, Haight
Ashbury Free Clinic, Drug Detoxification and Aftercare Project.

September 1987 Present

Tavistock Organizational Consultant.
Extensive experience as a consultant in numerous Tavistock
conferences.

September 1987 December 1993

Course Coordinator of Elective Course, University of
California, San Francisco, School of Medicine. Designed, plaruted
and taught course, Psychiatry 170.02, "Alcoholism". This is a Iunit course offered to medical students, which covers alcoholism
with special emphasis on the health professional. This course is
offered fall quarter each academic year.

July 1987June 1994

Clinical supervisor/lecturer FCM 110, San Francisco
General Hospital and Veterans Affairs Medical Center.

July I 986 June 1996

Seminar leader/lecturer Psychiatry 131 NB.

July I 986 August 1990

Clinical supervisor, Psychology interns/fellows,
San Francisco General Hospital.

July 1986 August 1990

Clinical supervisor PGY I psychiatric residents,
San Francisco General Hospital

July 1986 August 1990

Coordinator of Medical Student Education, University of
Califomia, San Francisco General Hospital, Department of
Psychiatiy. Teach seminars and supervise clerkships to medical
students including: Psychological Core of Medicine 100 A/B;
Introduction to Clinical Psychially 131 NB; Core Psychiatric
Clerkship 110 and Advanced Clinical Clerkship in Psychiatry
141.01.

July 1985 August 1990

Psychiatric Consultant to the General Medical Clinic,
University of California, San Francisco General Hospital. Teach
and supervise medical residents in interviewing and
communication skills. Provide instruction to the clinic on the
psychiatric aspects of ambulatory medical care.
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COMMUNTTY SERVICE:
February 2006December 2009

Board of Directors, Physician Foundation at Califomia Pacific
Medical Center.

June 2004Present

Psychiatric Consultant, Hawaii Drug Court.

November 2003.lune 2008

Organizational/Psychiatric Consultant, State of Hawaii,
Department of Human Services.

June 2003December 2004

Monitor of the psychiatric sections of the "Ayers Agreement,"
New Mexico Corrections Department (NMCD). This is a
settlement arrived at between plaintiffs and the NMCD regarding
the provision of constitutionally mandated psychiatric services for
inmates placed within the Department's "Supermax" unit.

October 2002August 2006

Juvenile Mental Health and Medical Consultant, United
States Department of Justice, Civil Rights Division, Special
Litigation Section.

July 1998June 2000

Psychiatric Consultant to the Pacific Research and Training
Alliance's Alcohol and Drug Disability Technical Assistance
Project.
TI1is Project provides assistance to programs and
communities that will have long lasting impact and permanently
improve the quality of alcohol and other drug services available to
individuals with disabilities.

July 1998February 2004

Psychiatric Consultant to the National Council on Crime and
Delinquency (NCCD) in its monitoring of the State of Georgia's
secure juvenile detention and treatment facilities. NCCD is acting
as the monitor of the agreement between the United States and
Georgia to improve the quality of the juvenile justice facilities,
critical mental health, medical and educational services, and
treatment programs. NCCD ceased to be the monitoring agency
for this project in June 1999. At that time, the Institute of Crime,
Justice and Corrections at the George Washington University
became the monitoring agency. The work renmincd unchanged.

July 1998July 2001

Psychiatric Consultant to the San Fnmcisco Campaign
Against Drug Abuse (SF CADA).

March 1997Present

Technical Assistance Consultant, Center for Substance
Abuse Treatment, Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services
Administration, Department of Health and Human Services.

January 1996June 2003

Psychiatric Consultant to the San Francisco Drug Court.

November 1993J une 2001

Executive Committee, Addiction Technology Transfer
Center (ATTC), University of California, San Diego.
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December 1992 December 1994

Institutional Review Board, Haight Ashblll)' Free Clinics, Jnc.
Review all research protocols for the clinic per Department of
Health and Human Services guidelines.

June l 991Febmary 2006

Chief of Psychiatric Services, Haight Ashbury Free Clinic.
Overall responsibility for psychiatric services at the clinic.

December 1990 June 1991

Medical Director, Haight Ashbury Free Clinic,
Drug Detoxification and Aftercare Project~ Responsible for
directing all medical and psychiatric care at the clinic.

October 1996J uly 1997

Psychiatric Expert for the lJ. S. Federal Court in the case of
Madrid v. Gomez. Report directly to the Special Master regarding
the implementation of constitutionally mandated psyc11iatric care to
the inmates at Pelican Bay State Prison.

April 1990January 2000

Psychiatric Expert for the U.S. Federal Court in the case of
Gates v. Deukmejian. Repott directly to the court regarding
implementation and monitoring of the consent decree in this case.
(This case involves the provision of adequate psychiatric care to
the inmates at the California Medical Facility, Vacaville).

January 1984 December 1990

Chief of Psychiatric Services, Haight Ash bury Free Clinic,
Drng
Detoxification
and
Aftercare
Project.
Direct
medical/psychiatric management of project clients; consultant to
staff on substance abuse issues. Special emphasis on dual
diagnostic patients.

July December 1981

Medical/Psychiattic Consultant, Youth Services, Hospitality
Hospitality House, San Francisco, CA. Advised youth services
staff on client management. Provided training on various topics
related to adolescents. Facilitated weekly client support groups.

SERVICE TO ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATfON:
January 1996 June 2002

Baseball, Basketball and Volleyball Coach, Convent of the
Sacred Heart Elementary School, San Francisco, CA.

September 1994 Present

Soccer Coach, Convent of the Sacred Hea11 Elementary
School, San Francisco, CA.

June 1991June 1994

Board of Directors, Pacific Primary School,
San Francisco, CA.

April 1989 July 1996

Umpire, Rincon Valley Little League, Santa Rosa, CA.

September I 988 May 1995

Numerous presentations on Mental Health/Substance
Abuse issues to the student body. Hidden Valley Elementary
School and Santa Rosu .Ir. High School, Santa Rosa. CA.
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PRESENTATIONS:
1.

San Francisco Treatment Research Unit, University of California, San Francisco,
Colloquium # I. ( l 0/12/1990). "The Use of Anti-Depressant Medications with
Substance-Abusing Clients."

2.

Grand Rounds. Department of Psychiatry, University of California, San Francisco,
School of Medicine. (12/5/1990). "Advances in the Field of Dual Diagnosis."

3.

Associates Council, American College of Physicians, Northern California Region,
Program for Leadership Conference. (3/3/1991). "Planning a Satisfying Life in
Medicine."

4.

24th Annual Medical Symposium on Renal Disease, sponsored by the Medical Advisory
Board of the National Kidney Foundation of Northern Califomia. (9/l 1/1991 ). "The
Chronically Ill Substance Abuser."

5.

Mentoring Skills Conference, University of California, San Francisco, School of
Medicine, Depa1tment of Pediatrics. (11/26/91). "Mentol'ing as an Alt."

6.

Continuing Medical Education Conference, Sponsored by the Depa1tment of Psychiatry,
University of California, San Francisco, School of Medicine. (4/25/1992). "Clinical &
Research Advances in the Treatment of Alcoholism and Drug Abuse."

7.

First International Conference of Mental Health and Leisure. University of Utah.
(7/9/1992). "The Use of Commonly Abused Street Drugs in the Treatment of Mental
Illness."

8.

American Group Psychotherapy Association Annual Meeting. (2/20/1993). "Inpatient
Groups in Initial-Stage Addiction Treatment."

9.

Grand Rounds. Depa1tment of Child Psychiatry, Stanford University School of
Medicine. (3/17/93, 9/J 1/96). "Issues in Adolescent Substance Abuse."

10.

University of California, Extension. Alcohol and Drug Abuse Studies Program.
(5/14/93), (6/24/94), (9/22/95), (2/28/97). "Dual Diagnosis."

11.

American Psychiatric Association Annual Meeting.
Treatment of the Dual Diagnosis Patient."

12.

Long Beach Regional Medical Education Center and Social Work Service, San Francisco
Veterans Affairs Medical Center Conference on Dual Diagnosis. (6/23/1993). "Dual
Diagnosis Treatment Issues."

13.

Utah Medical Association Annual Meeting. (10/7 /93).
Abuse Helping your Patient, Protecting Yourself."

14.

Saint Francis Memorial Hospital, San Francisco. Medical Staff Conference.
( l I/30/1993 ). "Management of Patients with Dual Diagnosis and Alcohol Withdrawal."

15.

Haight Ashbury Free Clinic's 27th Anniversary Conference. (6/10/94). "Attention
Deficit Disorder, Substance Abuse. Psychiatric Disorders and Related Issues."

(5/26/1993).

"Issues in the

''Prescription Drug
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J6.

University of California, San Diego. Addiction Technology Transfer Center Annual
Summer Clinical Institute: (8/30/94), (8/29/95), (8/5/96), (8/4/97), (8/3/98). "Treating
Multiple Disorders."

17.

National Resource Center on Homelessness and Mental Illness, A Training Institute for
Psychiatrists. (9/ l 0/94 ). "Psychiatry, Homelessness, and Serious Mental Illness."

18.

Value Behavioral Health/American Psychiatry Management Seminar.
"Substance Abuse/Dual Diagnosis in the Work Setting."

19.

Grand Rounds. Department of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery, University of California,
San Francisco, School of Dentistry. ( l/24/1995). "Models of Addiction."

20.

San Francisco State University, School of Social Work, Title IV-E Child Welfare
Training Project. (l /25/95, 1/24/96, 1/13/97, 1/21 /98, 1/13/99, 1/24/00, l /12/0 l ).
"Demystifying Dual Diagnosis."

21.

First Annual Conference on the Dually Disordered. (3/l 0/1995). "Assessment of
Substance Abuse." Sponsored by the Division of Mental Health and Substance Abuse
Services and Target Cities Project, Department of Public Health, City and County of San
Francisco.

22.

Delta Memorial Hospital, Antioch, California, Medical Staff Conference. (3/28/1995).
"Dealing with the Alcohol and Drug Dependent Patient." Sponsored by University of
California, San Francisco, School of Medicine, Office of Continuing Medical Education.

23.

Centre Hospitalier Robe11-Giffaard, Beoupont (Quebec), Canada.
(11/23/95).
"Reconfiguration of Psychiatric Services in Quebec Based on the San Francisco
Experience."

24.

The Labor and Employment Section of the State Bar of California. (1/19/96).
"Understanding Alcoholism and its Impact on the Legal Profession." MCCE Conference,
San Francisco, CA.

25.

American Group Psychotherapy Association, Annual Training Institute. (2/13-2/14/96),
National Instructor - Designate training group.

26.

American Group Psychotherapy Association, Ammal Meeting. (2/10/96). ''The Process
Group at Work."

27.

Medical Staff Conference, Kaiser Foundation Hospital, Pleasanton, California, "The
Managemenl of Prescription Drug Addiction". (4/24/96)

28.

International European Drug Abuse Treatment Training Project, Ankaran, Slovenia, "The
Management of the Dually Diagnosed Patient in Former Soviet Block Europe". (10/5-

(12/1/1994).

I0/11/96)
29.

Contra Costa County Dual Diugnosis Conference. Pleasant Hill. California, "Two
Philosophies, Tvvo Approaches: One Client". ( 11 /J 4/96)

30.

Faith Initiative Conference, San Francisco, California, "Spirituality: The Forgotten
Dimension of Recovery". (11 /22/96)
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31.

Alameda County Dual Diagnosis Conference, Alameda.
Management of the Dually Diagnosed Patient". (2/4/97, 3/4/97)

California,

"Medical

32.

Haight Ashbury Free Clinic's 301h Anniversary Conforence, San Fmncisco, California,
''Indicators for the Use of the New Antipsychotics". (6/4/97)

33.

DPH/Community Substance Abuse Services/San Francisco Target Cities Project
sponsored conference, "Intake, Assessment and Service Linkages in the Substance Abuse
System of Care". San Francisco, California. (7/31/97)

34.

The Institute of Addictions Studies and Lewis and Clark College sponsored conference,
1997 No11hwest Regional Summer Institute, "Addictions Treatment: What We Know
Today, How We'll Practice Tomorrow; Assessment and Treatment of the High-Risk
Offender". Wilsonville, Oregon. (8/1 /97)

35.

The California Council of Community Mental Health Agencies Winter Conference, Key
Note Presentation, "Combining funding sources and integrating treatment for addiction
problems for children, adolescents and adults, as well as coordination of addiction
treatment for parents with mental health services to severely emotionally disturbed
children." Newport Beach, California. (2/12/98)

36.

American Group Psychotherapy Association, Annual Training Institute, (2/16-2/28/1998),
Intermediate Level Process Group Leader.

37.

"Multimodal Psychoanalytic Treatment of Psychotic Disorders: Learning from the
Quebec Experience." The Haight Ashbury Free Clinics Inc., in conjunction sponsored
this seminar with the San Francisco Society for Lacanian Studies and the Lacanian
School of Psychoanalysis. San Francisco, California. (3/6-3/8/1998)

38.

"AIDS Update for Primary Care: Substance Use & HIV: ProbJem Solving at the
Intersection." The East Bay AIDS Education & Training Center and the East Bay AIDS
Center, Alta Bates Medical Center, Berkeley, California sponsored this conference.
(6/4/1998)

39.

Haight Ashbury Free Clinic's 31 51 Anniversary Conference, San Francisco, California,
"Commonly Encountered Psychiatric Problems in Women." (6/11/1998)

40.

Community Networking Breakfast sponsored by San l'vlateo County Alcohol & Drug
Services and Youth Empowering Systems, BeJmont, CaHfornia, "Dual Diagnosis, Two
Approaches, Two Philosophies, One Patient." (6/17/1998)

41.

Grand Rounds, Department of Medicine, Alameda County Medical Center-Highland
Campus, Oakland, California, "Medical/Psychiatric Presentation of the Patient with both
Psychiatric and Substance Abuse Problems." (6/19/1998)

42.

"Rehabilitation, Recovery, and Reality: Community Treatment of the Dually Diagnosed
Consumer." The Occupational Therapy Association of California, Dominican College of
San Rafael and the Psychiatric Occupational Therapy Action Coalition sponsored this
conference. San Rafael, California. (6/20/1998)

43.

"Assessment, Diagnosis and Treatment of the Patient with a Dual Diagnosis", Los
AngeJes County Department of Mental Health sponsored conference, Los Angeles, CA.
(6/29/98)
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44.

Grand Rounds, Wai'anae Coast Comprehensive Health Center, Wai'anae, Hawaii,
"Assessment and Treatment of the Patient who presents with concurrent Depression and
Substance Abuse." (7/15/1998)

45.

"Dual Diagnostic Aspects of Methamphetamine Abuse", Hawaii Department of Health,
Alcohol and Drug Abuse Division sponsored conference, Honolulu, Hawaii. (9/2/98)

46.

9'11 Annual Advanced Pain and Symptom Management, the A11 of Pain Management
Conference, sponsored by Visiting Nurses and Hospice of San Francisco. "Care Issues
and Pain Management for Chemically Dependent Patients." San Francisco, CA.
(9/10/98)

47.

Latino Behavioral Health Institute Annual Conference, "Margin to Mainstream 111: Latino
Health Care 2000." "Mental lllness and Substance Abuse Assessment: Diagnosis and
Treatment Planning for the Dually Diagnosed", Los Angeles, CA. (9/18/98)

48.

Chemical Dependency Conference, Department of Mental Health, Napa State Hospital,
"Substance Abuse and Major Depressive Disorder." Napa, CA. (9/23/98)

49.

"Assessment, Diagnosis and Treatment of the Patient with a Dual Diagnosis", San Mateo
County Drug and Alcohol Services, Belmont, CA. (9/30/98)

50.

"Assessment, Diagnosis and Treatment of the Patient with a Dual Diagnosis", Sacramento
County Department of Mental Health, Sacramento, CA. (10/13/98)

51.

California Department of Health, Office of AIDS, J998 Annual AIDS Case Management
Program/Medi-Cal Waiver Program (CMP/MCWP) Conference, "Triple Diagnosis:
What's Really Happening with your Patient." Concord, CA. (10/15/98)

52.

California Mental Health Director's Association Meeting: Dual Diagnosis, Effective
Models of Collaboration; "Multiple Problem Patients: Designing a System to Meet Their
Unique Needs", San Francisco Park Plaza Hotel. (10/15/98)

53.

Northwest OTA Health Corporation, PEEL MEMORIAL HOSPITAL, Annual Mental
Health Conference, "Recognition and Assessment of Substance Abuse in Mental Illness."
Brampton, Ontario, Canada. ( I 0/23/98)

54.

1998 California [)rug Court Symposium, "Mental Health lssues and Drug Involved
Offenders." Sacramento, CA. (12/11/98)

55.

"Assessment, Diagnosis and Treatment Planning for the Dually Diagnosed", Mono
County Alcohol and Drug Programs, Mammoth Lakes, CA. (1/7/99)

56.

Medical Staff Conference, Kaiser Foundation Hospital, Walnut Creek, CA, "Substance
Abuse and Major Depressive Disorder." (1/19/99)

57.

"Issues and Strategies in the Treatment of Substance Abusers", Alameda County
Consolidated Drng Courts. Oakland. CA. (1/22 & 2/5/99)

58.

Compass Health Care's 12' Annual Winter Conference on Addiction. Tucson, AZ: "Dual
Systems, Dual Philosophies, One Patient", "Substance Abuse and Developmental
Disabilities" & "Assessment and Treatment of the High Risk Offender." (2/17/99)

11
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59.

American Group Psychotherapy Association, Annual Training Institute, (2/22-2/24/1999).
Entry Level Process Group Leader.

60.

"Exploring A New Framework: New Technologies For Addiction And Recovery", Maui
County Department of Housing and Human Concerns. Malama Family Recovery Center,
Maui, Hawaii. (3/5 & 3/6/99)

61.

"Assessment, Diagnosis and Treatment of the Dual Diagnostic Patient", San Bernardino
County Office of Alcohol & Drug Treatment Services, San Bernardino, CA. (3/10/99)

62.

"Smoking Cessation in the Chronically Mentally lll, Part J", California Department of
Mental Health, Napa State Hospital, Napa, CA. (3/11/99)

63.

"Dual Diagnosis and Effective Methods of CoIJaboration", County of Tulare Health &
Human Services Agency, Visalia, CA. (3/17/99)

64.

Pfizer Pharmaceuticals sponsored lecture tour of Hawai'i. Lectures included: Major
Depressive Disorder and Substance Abuse, Treatment Strategies for Depression and
Anxiety with the Substance Abusing Patient, Advances in the Field of Dual Diagnosis &
Addressing the Needs of the Patient with Multiple Substance Dependencies. Lecture sites
included: Straub Hospital, Honolulu; Maui County Community Mental Health; Veterans
Administration Hospital, Honolulu; Hawai'i (Big Island) County Community Mental
Health; MiliJani (Oahu) Physicians Center; Kahi Mohala (Oahu) Psychiatric Hospital;
Hale ala Ka'u (Big Island) Residential Treatment Facility. (4/2-4/9/99)

65.

"Assessment, Diagnosis and Treatment of the Patient with Multiple Disorders",
Mendocino County Department of Public Health, Division of Alcohol & Other Drng
Programs, Ukiah, CA. (4/14/99)

66.

"Assessment of the Substance Abusing & Mentally Ill Female Patient in Early Recovery'',
Ujima Family Services Agency, Richmond, CA. (4/21/99)

67.

California Institute for Mental Health, Adult System of Care Conference, "Partners in
Excellence", Riverside, California. (4/29/99)

68.

"Advances in the Field of Dual Diagnosis", University of Hawai'i School of Medicine,
Depar1ment of Psychiatry Grand Rounds, Queens Hospital, Honolulu, Hawai'i. (4/30/99)

69.

State of Hawai'i Department of Health, Mental Health Division, "Strategic Planning to
Address the Concerns of the United Stales Department of Justice for the Alleged Civil
Rights Abuses in the Kaneohe State Hospital." Honolulu, Hawai'i. (4/30/99)

70.

"Assessment, Diagnosis and Treatment Planning for the Patient with Dual/Triple
Diagnosis", State of Hawai'i, Depm1111ent of Health. Drug and Alcohol Abuse Division,
Dole Cannery, Honolulu, Hawai'i. (4/30/99)

7 l.

11 111 Annual Early Intervention Program Conference, State of California Department of
Health Services. Office of Aids, "Addressing the Substance Abuse and Mental Health
Needs of the HIV(+) Patient." Concord, California. (5/6/99)

72.

The HIV Challenge Medical Conference, Sponsored by the North County (San Diego)
AIDS Coalition. "Addressing the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Needs of the HIV
(+) Patient." Escondido, California. (5/7/99)
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73.

"Assessment, Diagnosis and Treatment of the Patient with Multiple Disorders", Sonoma
County Community Mental Health's Monthly Grand Rounds, Community Hospital, Santa
Rosa, California. (5/13/99)

74.

"Developing & Providing Effective Services for Dually Diagnosed or High Service
U1ilizing Consumers", Third annual conference presented by the Southern California
Mental Health Directors Association. Anaheim, California. (5/21/99)

75.

15 1h Annual Idaho Conference on Alcohol and Drug Dependency, lectures included "Dual
Diagnostic Issues", "lmpulse Control Disorders" and "Major Depressive Disorder." Boise
State University, Boise, ldaho. (5/25/99)

76.

"Smoking Cessation in the Chronically Mentally Ill, Part 2", California Department of
Mental Health, Napa State Hospital, Napa, California. (6/3/99)

77.

"Alcohol and Drug Abuse: Systems of Care and Treatment in the United States", Ando
Hospital, Kyoto, Japan. (6/14/99)

78.

"Alcoholism: Practical Approaches to Diagnosis and Treatment", National Jnstitute On
Alcoholism, Kurihama National Hospital, Yokosuka, Japan. (6/17/99)

79.

"Adolescent Drug and Alcohol Abuse", Kusatsu Kinrofukushi Center, Kusatsu, Japan.
(6/22/99)

80.

"Assessment, Diagnosis and Treatment of the Patient with Multiple Diagnoses", Osaka
Drug Addiction Rehabilitation Center Suppo11 Network, Kobe, Japan. (6/26/99)

81.

"Assessment, Diagnosis and Treatment of the Patient with Multiple Diagnoses", Santa
Barbara County Department of Alcohol, Drug, & Mental Health Services, Buellton,
California. (7/13/99)

82.

"Drug and Alcohol Issues in the Primary Care Setting", County of Tulare Health &
Human Services Agency, Edison Ag Tac Center, Tulare, California. (7/15/99)

83.

"Working with the Substance Abuser in the Criminal Justice System", San Mateo County
Alcohol and Drug Services and Adult Probation Department, Redv,•ood City, Califomia.
(7/22/99)

84.

1999 Summer Clinical Institute In Addiction Studies, University of California, San Diego
School of Medicine, Depai1ment of Psychiatry. Lectures included: "Triple Diagnosis:
HIV, Substance Abuse and Mental Illness. What's Really Happening to your Patient?"
"Psychiatric Assessment in the Criminal Justice Setting, Leaming to Detect Mtilingering."
La Jolla, California. (8/3/99)

85.

"Assessment, Diagnosis and Treatment Planning for the Patient with Dual and Triple
Diagnoses", Maui County Department of Housing and Human Concerns, Maui Memorial
Medical Center. Kahului, Maui. (8/23/99)

86.

"Proper Assessment of the Asian/Pacific Islander Dual Diagnostic Patient", Asian
American Recovery Services, Inc., San Francisco, California. (9/13/99)

87.

"Assessment and Treatment of the Dual Diagnostic Patient in a Health Maintenance
Organization", Alcohol and Dmg Abuse Program, the Permanente Medical Group, Inc.,
Santa Rosa. California. (9/14/99)
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88.

"Dual Diagnosis", Residential Care Providers of Adult Residential Facilities and
Facilities for the Elderly, City and County of San Francisco, Depa11ment of Public Health,
Public Health Division. San Francisco, California. (9/16/99)

89.

"Medical and Psychiatric Aspects of Methamphetamine Abuse", Fifth Annual Latino
Behavioral Health Institute Conference, Universal City, California. (9/23/99)

90.

''Criminal Justice & Substance Abuse", University of California, San Diego & Arizona
Department of Corrections, Phoenix, Arizona. (9/28/99)

91.

"Creating Balance in the Ohana: Assessment and Treatment Planning", Hale O Ka'u
Center. Pahala, Hawai'i. ( I 0/8-10/10/99)

92.

"Substance Abuse Issues of Runaway and Homeless Youth", Homeless Youth 101,
Oakland Asian Cultural Center, Oakland, California. ( 10/12/99)

93.

"Mental Illness & Drug Abuse - Part II", Sonoma County Department of Mental Health
Grand Rounds, Santa Rosa, California. ( I0/14/99)

94.

"Dual Diagnosis/Co-Existing Disorders Training", Yolo County Department of Alcohol,
Drug and Mental Health Services, Davis, California. (l0/21/99)

95.

"Mental Health/Substance Abuse Assessment Skills for the Frontline Staff', Los Angeles
County Depa11ment of Mental Health, Los Angeles, California. (1/27/00)

96.

"Spirituality in Substance Abuse Treatment", Asian American Recovery Services, Inc.,
San Francisco, California. (3/6/00)

97.

"What Every Probation Officer Needs to Know about Alcohol Abuse", San Mateo
County Probation Department, San Mateo, California. (3/16/00}

98.

"Empathy at its Finest", Plenary Presentation to the California Forensic Mental Health
Association's Annual Conference, Asilomar, California. (3/17/00)

99.

"Model for Health Appraisal for Minors Entering Detention", Juvenile Justice Health
Care Committee's Annual Conference, Asilomar. California. (4/3/00)

100.

"The Impact of Alcohol/Drug Abuse and Mental Disorders on Adolescent Development",
Humboldt County Department of Mental Health and Substance Abuse Services, Eureka,
California. (4/4-4/5/00)

IOI.

"The Dual Diagnosed Client", Imperial County Children's System of Care Spring
Training, Holtville. California. (5/15/00)

I 02.

National Association of Drug Court Professionals 61h Annual Training Conference, San
Francisco, California. "Managing People of Different Pathologies in Mental Health
Courts". (5/31 & 6/t /00); "Assessment and Management of Co-Occurring Disorders"
(6/2/00).

103.

"Culture, Age and Gender Specific Perspectives on Dual Diagnosis'', University of
Califomia Berkeley Extension Course, San Francisco. California. (6/9/00)
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104.

"The Impact of AlcohoJ/Drug Abuse and Mental Disorders on Adolescent Development",
Thunderoad Adolescent Treatment Centers, Inc., Oakland, California. (6/29 & 7/27/00)

I 05.

"Assessing the Needs of lhe Entire Patient: Empathy al its Finest", NAMI California
Annual Conference, Burlingame, California. (9/8/00)

106.

"The Effects of Drugs and Alcohol on the Brain and Behavior", The Second National
Seminar on Mental Health and the Criminal Law, San Francisco, California. (9/9/00)

107.

Annual Conference of the Associated Treatment Providers of New Jersey, Atlantic City,
New Jersey. "Advances in Psychopharn1acological Treatment with the Chemically
Dependent Person" & "Treatment of the Adolescent Substance Abuser" ( I 0/25/00).

108.

"Psychiatric Crises In The Primary Care Setting'', Doctor Marina Bermudez Issues In
College Health, San Francisco State University Student Health Service. (11/1/00,
3/13/01)

109.

"Co-Occurring Disorders: Substance Abuse and Mental Health", California Continuing
Judicial Studies Program, Center For Judicial Education and Research, Long Beach,
California. ( 11 /l 2- I 1/ 17/00)

110.

"Adolescent Substance Abuse Treatment", Alameda County Behavioral Health Care
Services, Oakland, California. (12/5/00)

111.

"Wasn't One Problem Enough?"
Mental Health and Substance Abuse Issues.
2001 California Drug Court Symposium, "Taking Drug Courts into the New Millennium."
Costa Mesa, Califomia. (3/2/0 I)

112.

"The Impact of Alcohol/Drug Abuse and Mental Health Disorders on the Developmental
Process." County of Sonoma Department of Health Services, Alcohol and Other Drug
Services Division. Santa Rosa, California. (3/8 & 4/5/0 I)

113.

"Assessment of the Patient with Substance Abuse and Mental Health Issues." San Mateo
County General Hospital Grand Rounds. San Mateo, California. (3/13/01)

114.

"Dual Diagnosis-Assessment and treatment Issues." Ventura County Behavioral Health
Depat1ment Alcohol and Drug Programs Training Institute, Ventura, California. (5/8/01)

115.

Alameda County District Attorney's Oftice 4th Annual 3R Conference, "Strategies for
Dealing with Teen Substance Abuse." Berkeley, California. (5/10/01)

I 16.

National Association of Drug Court Professionals ih Annual Training Conference,
"Changing the Face of Criminal Justice." I presented three separate lectures on the
following topics: Marijuana, Opiates and Alcohol. New OrJeans, LA. (6/1-6/2/0 J)

117.

Santa Clara County Drug Court Training Institute, ''The Assessment, Diagnosis and
Treatment of the Patient with Multiple Disorders." San Jose, California. (6/15/01)

118.

Washington Association of Prosecuting Attorneys A.tmual Conference, "Psychiatric
Complications of the tvfcthamphelmnine Abuser." Olympia, Washington. ( 11/15/01)

119.

The California Association for Alcohol and Drug Educators 16111 Annual Conference,
"Assessment, Diagnosis and Treatment of Patients with Multiple Diagnoses."
Burlingame, California. (4/25/02)
18
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120.

Marin County Department of Health and Human Services, Dual Diagnosis and Cultural
Competence Conference, "Cultural Considerations in Working with the Latino Patient."
(5/2 J/02)

121.

3rd Annual Los Angeles County La,v Enforcement and Mental Health Conference, "The
Impact of Mental Illness and Substance Abuse on the Criminal Justice System." (6/5/02)

I 22.

New Mexico Department of Corrections. "Group Psychotherapy Training." Santa Fe,
New Mexico. (8/5/02)

123.

Judicial Council of California, Administrative Office of the Courts, "Juvenile
Delinquency and the Courts: 2002." Berkeley, California. (8/l 5/02)

124.

California Department of Alcohol and Drug Prngrams, "Adolescent Development and
Dual Diagnosis." Sacramento, California. (8/22/02)

125.

San Francisco Stale University, School of Social Work, Title IV-E Child Welfare
Training Project, "Adolescent Development and Dual Diagnosis." (1/14/02)

I 26.

First Annual Bi-National Conference sponsored by the Imperial County Behavioral
Health Services, "Models of Family Interventions in Border Areas." El Centro,
California. (1 /28/02)

I 27.

Haight Ashbury Free Clinic's 361h Anniversary Conference, San Francisco, California,
"Psychiatric Approaches to Treating the Multiple Diagnostic Patient." (6/6/03)

128.

Motivational Speaker for Regional Co-OccmTing Disorders Training sponsored by the
California State Department of Alcohol and Drug Programs and Mental Health and the
Substance Abuse Mental Health Services Administration-Center for Substance Abuse
Treatment. Samuel Merritt College, Health Education Center, Oakland, California.
(9/4/03)

129.

"Recreational Drugs, Parts I and II", Doctor Marina Bermudez Issues In College Health,
San Francisco Stale University Student Health Service. (10/1/03), (12/3/03)

130.

"Detecting Substance Abuse in our Clients", California Attorneys for Criminal Justice
Annual Conference, Berkeley, California. ( J0/J 8/03)

131.

"Alcohol, Alcoholism and the Labor Relations Professional''. 10th Annual Labor and
Employment Public Sector Program, sponsored by the State Bar of California. Labor and
Employment Section. Pasadena, California. (4/2/04)

132.

Lecture tour of Japan (4/8-4/J 8/04). "Best Practices for Drug and Alcohol Treatment."
Lectures were presented in Osaka, Tokyo and Kyoto for the Drug Abuse Rehabilitation
Center of .Japan.

I 33.

San Francisco State University, School of Social Work. Tille JV-E Child Welfare
Training Project. "Adolescent Development and Dual Diagnosis." (9/9/04)

J34.

"Substance Abuse and the Labor Relations Professional", l 1111 Annual Labor and
Employment Public Seclor Program, sponsored by the State Bar of California. Labor and
Employment Section. Sacramento, California. (4/8/05)
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135.

"Substance Abuse Treatment in the United States", Clinical Masters Japan Program,
Alliant International University. San Francisco, California. (8/13/05)

136.

Habeas Corpus Resource Center. Mental Health Update, "Understanding Substance
Abuse." San Francisco, California. ( I0/24/05)

137.

Yolo County Dcpai1ment of Behavioral Health, "Psychiatric Aspects of Drug and
Alcohol Abuse." Woodland, California. (1/25/06), (6/23/06)

138.

"Methamphetamine-Induced Dual Diagnostic Issues", Medical Grand Rounds, Wilcox
Memorial Hospital, Lihue, Kauai. (2/13/06)

139.

Lecture tour of Japan (4/13-4/23/06). "Assessment and Treatment of the Patient with
Substance Abuse and Mental Illness." Lectures ·were presented in Hiroshima and Kyoto
for the Drug Abuse Rehabilitation Center of Japan.

140.

''Co-Occurring Disorders: Isn't It Time We Finally Got It Right?" California Association
of Drug Court Professionals, 2006 Annual Conference. Sacramento, California. (4/25/06)

141.

"Proper Assessment of Drug Cou11 Clients", Hawaii Drug Court, Honolulu. (6/29/06)

142.

"Understanding Normal Adolescent Development," California Association of Drug Court
Professionals, 2007 Annual Conference. Sacramento, California. (4/27/07)

143.

"Dual Diagnosis in the United States," Conference sponsored by the Genesis Substance
Abuse Treatment Network. Medford, Oregon. (5/10/07)

144.

"Substance Abuse and Mental Illness: One Plus One Equals Trouble," National
Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers 2007 Annual Meeting & Seminar. San
Francisco, California. (8/2/07)

145.

"Capital Punishment," Human Writes 2007 Conference. London, England. (10/6/07)

146.

"Co-OccuITing Disorders for the New Millennium," California Hispanic Commission on
Alcohol and Drug Abuse, Montebello, California. (10/30/07)

147.

"Methamphetamine-Induced Dual Diagnostic Issues for the Child Welfare Professional,"
Beyond the Bench Conference. San Diego, California. ( 12/ 13/07)

148.

"Working with Mentally Ill Clients and Effectively Using Your Expert(s)," 2008 National
Defender Investigator Association (NOIA), National Conference, Las Vegas, Nevada.
(4/10/08)

149.

"Mental Health Aspects of Diminished Capacity and Competency," Washington Corn1s
District/Municipal Court Judges' Spring Program. Chelan, Washington. (6/3/08)

150.

"Reflection on a Career in Substance Abuse Treatment, Progress not Perfection,"
California Department of Alcohol and Drug Programs 2008 Conference. Burlingame.
California. (6/19/08)

151.

Mental Health and Substance Abuse Training, Wyoming Depm1ment of Health,
''Diagnosis and Treatment of Co-occurring Mental Health and Substance Abuse.''
Buffalo, Wyoming. ( l 0/6/09)
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10)

Stewart, P., Inaba, D.S., and Cohen, W.E. (2004). Mental Health & Drugs. Chapter in
the book, Uppers. Downers. All Arounders. Fifth Edition, CNS Publications, Inc.,
Ashland, Oregon.

11)

James Austin, Ph.D., Kellleth McGinnis, Karl K. Becker, Kathy Dennehy, Michael V.
Fair, Patricia L. Hardyman, Ph.D. and Pablo Stewart, M.D. (2004) Class(fication of High

Risk and Special Management Prisoners, A National Assessment of Current Practice.\'.
National Institute of Corrections, Accession Number Ol 9468.
12)

Stanley L. Brodsky, Ph.D., Keith R. Curry, Ph.D., Ka1·cn Froming, Ph.D., Carl Fulwiler,
M.D., Ph.D., Craig Haney, Ph.D., J.D., Pablo Stewart, M.D. and Hans Toch, Ph.D. (2005)
Brief <?f Professors and Practitioners <?f P.\J'Chology and Psychiatry as AM/CVS CURIAE
in Support of Respondent: Charles E. Austin, et al. (Re!>pondenM v. Reginald S.

Wilkinson, et al. (Petitioner!>~, In The Supreme Court ofthe United States, No. 04-495.
I 3)

Stewart, P., Inaba, D.S., and Cohen, W.E. (2007). Mental Health & Drugs. Chapter in
the book, Uppers. Downers. All Arounders. Sixth Edition, CNS Publications, Inc.,
Ashland, Oregon

l 4)

Stewart, P., Inaba, D.S. and Cohen, W.E. (2011 ). Me111al Heahh & Drugs. Chapter in the
book, Uppers. Downers, All Arounders. Seventh Edition. CNS Publications, Inc.,
Ashland, Oregon
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EXHIBIT B

REPLY TO STATE'S MOTION IN LIMINE RE: VICTIM'S ALLEGED STEROID USE (SUBMITIED UNDER SEAL) --
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STERLING Reference Laboratories

Phone: 1-800-442-0438 Fax: (253) 552-1549

FINAL REPORT
Rererred By
Agenc;y Name
Patient

Collected
Received
Reported

Specimen ID

7803230

SRL • REFERENCE CONFIRMATION ACCOUNT

CORRIGAN, EMMETI M

External 10
Patient ID
Specimen Matrix
PatientSSN

1/12/2012 00:00

1/19/2012
2/2/2012

N/A
SRL754880
Urine

Patient DOB
Test Name

Result

Steroid

POSITIVE: See
Report

Quantltatlon

Screen Limit

Confirmation Limit

Comments
CERTIFIED TRUE AND COMPLETE
BERT TOIVOLA Ph.D., Technical Director
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University of Virginia Health System
Clinical Pathology Laboratory
Box 800168, Charlottesville,
22908

021'.)2/20~2
1 :,: 32

VA

NAME: RTS,A7803230
H#
WSALE-90860
ACCT: 0

fu.l Feb 02 15:27:28 2012 Page 2 of 2
Interim Report
PAGE 1

SEX: U
LOC: WSALE
DR: SHIPE, JAMES

F76825 COLL: 01/25/2012 UNKNOWN REC: 01/27/2012 15:00 PHYS: SHIPE, ,TAMES
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positive for
METHANDIENONE (DIANABOL) AND STANOZOLOL
ME'l'ABOLITES.
This test was developed and its performance
characteristics determined by UVA
Medical Labs. It has not been cleared or
approved by the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration. The FDA has determined
that such clearance or approval is not
necessary.
(UV)
[0-6]
TESTOSTERONE/EP I 'l'ESTOSTER
3.2
(UV)
6.6
(5.0-8.0]
PH
(UV)
SPECIFIC GRAVITY
1.024
(UV)
rng/dL
URINE CREATININE
166.6
COMMENT
(NOTE)
The following anabolic steroids and/or metabolites are included in a
steroid screen:
BOLASTERONE
BOLDENONE
CHLOROTESTOSTERONE METABOLITE
CLENBUTEROL
DROMOSTJ\NOLONE METABOLITE
EPITESTOSTERONE
ETHYLESTRENOL METABOLITE
FLUOXYMESTERONE
MESTANOLONE
MESTEROLONE
METHANDIENONE METABOLITE
METHANDRIOL

METH ENOLONE
METHYL TESTOSTERONE
NANDROLONE METABOLITE
NORETHANDROLONE METABOLITE
OXANDROLONE
OXYMESTERONE
OXYMETHOLONE METABOLITE
PROBENECID (DIURETIC)
STANOZOLOL
TESTOSTERONE
TRENBOLONE METABOLITE
TURINABOL METABOLITE

Specimen Acceptability Criteria:
Analyte
Creatioine
Specific Gravity

Minimwn
Acceptable Concentration
20 mg/dL
l.005
(UV)

(lN)

= TEST PERE'OH.M.ED HY Universl Ly of Virginia Medical Laboratories, P.O. Box
800168, Charlottesville, VA 22908

RTS,J\7803230
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MAY 29 2012

LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
Idaho Attorney General

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By MAURA OLSON

PAUL PANTHER

DEPUTY

Deputy Attorney General
Chief, Criminal Law Division

MELISSA MOODY 158#6027
Deputy Attorney General
Special Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 332-3096
Facsimile: (208)·854-8083
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

______________ )
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
STATE'S MOTION TO EXCLUDE
EVIDENCE RELATING TO ASHLEE
CORRIGAN
(SUBMITTED UNDER SEAL)

COMES NOW, Melissa Moody, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho, and
hereby files this motion to exclude certain evidence relating to the victim's widow, Ashlee
Corrigan, on the grounds that the evidence is irrelevant and, even if marginally relevant, it
should be excluded under I.R.E. 403.

Specifically, the state moves to exclude the

following evidence:
1. Emmett had a life insurance policy naming Ashlee as the beneficiary;

STATE'S MOTION TO EXCLUDE EVIDENCE RELATING TO ASHLEE CORRIGAN
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2. Ashlee bought a vacuum and freezer the day after Emmett was killed and asked
Jake Peterson, a colleague who worked in the same office with Emmett, to
return to her two chairs that Emmett had purchased;

3. Any testimony that Ashlee was "controlling" in her marriage to Emmett; and
4. Ashlee's relationship with Emmett's parents and siblings.

ARGUMENT

A

Emmett's Life Insurance Policy
A few weeks before he was murdered, Emmett Corrigan took out a $1 million life

insurance policy, naming Ashlee Corrigan as the beneficiary. (Exhibit 1.) The policy is
irrelevant to any fact of consequence in this case. I.RE. 401. Although Ashlee received a
financial benefit from Emmett's death, she is not, and never has been, a suspect in
Emmett's murder. Moreover, it appears Ashlee was not even aware of the policy until
after Emmett's death.

(Id.) The presentation of evidence regarding this life insurance

policy could mislead the jury to believe it has some significance when, in fact, it has none.
J.R.E. 403.

Because it is irrelevant and potentially misleading, the State asks that all

references to, and evidence regarding, the life insurance policy be excluded.

B.

Ashlee's Purchases And Requests For Emmett's Property Following Emmett's
Murder
Jake Peterson, an attorney who shared an office with Emmett, reported he had

contact with Ashlee the day after Emmett's murder. (Exhibit 2.) Mr. Peterson said Ashlee
bought a vacuum and freezer and Ashlee asked him (Mr. Peterson) to return two chairs
Emmett bought. (Id.) Neither Ashlee's purchases nor her request for Emmett's property
are relevant because they do not make the existence of any fact of consequence more or
STATE'S MOTION TO EXCLUDE EVIDENCE RELATING TO ASHLEE CORRIGAN
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less likely. I. R. E. 401. The only purpose of offering such evidence would be to imply that
Ashlee did not care about Emmett's death and was more interested in obtaining material
possessions than grieving his loss.

Stated another way, if Ashlee did not care about

Emmett's death, why should the jury. Evidence offered for this purpose is improper. See
State v. Arrasmith, 132 Idaho 33, 41, 966 P.2d 33, 41 (Ct. App. 1998) (trial court properly
excluded evidence of victim's specific acts of sexual abuse because the evidence "tends
to be highly prejudicial and cold lead the jury to acquit based on a conclusion that the
victim merely 'got what he deserved"').

C.

Evidence That Ashlee Was "Controlling"
Jennifer Allen, a friend and client of Emmett's, reported that Emmett told her Ashlee

was "very controlling" and would get upset when other women looked at him. (Exhibit 3.)
This specific statement is inadmissible hearsay.

Even if Defendant could offer such

evidence without using hearsay, e.g., I.R.E. 701, whether Ashlee is controlling is irrelevant
because it does not make any fact of consequence more or less likely. Nor is it pertinent
to any relevant bias or motive on Ashlee's part. Rather, it relates only to a collateral issue
that is unnecessary to the jury's detennination. Cf. State v. Araiza, 124 Idaho 82, 91, 856
P.2d 872, 881 (1993) (finding no abuse of discretion or constitutional violation in the
limitation of cross-examination on collateral issues).

D.

Ashlee's Relationship With Emmett's Parents and Siblings
The relationship between Ashlee and Emmett's parents and siblings is strained.

Emmett confided in his mother, Radeane Blackwell, regarding concerns he had about
Ashlee.

(Exhibit 5.) Emmett's sister contacted Ashlee after Emmett's murder and

STATE'S MOTION TO EXCLUDE EVIDENCE RELATING TO ASHLEE CORRIGAN .
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essentially relayed that if Ashlee had been taking better care of Emmett, he would not
have been murdered. (Exhibit 4.)
These strained relationships are irrelevant. This case is not about how anyone
(including Emmett) perceived Ashlee as a wife, or even what kind of wife or person she
was or is. This case is about whether Robert Hall is guilty of the first~degree murder of
Emmett Corrigan. Exploring Ashlee's relationships with Emmett's family is tangential at
best and would serve only to confuse the issues and waste the jury's time. I.RE. 403.
The evidence should therefore be excluded.
Because all of the evidence outlined above is irrelevant and, even if marginally
relevant, the "probative value is substantially outweighed by the danger of unfair prejudice,
confusion of the issues, or misleading the jury, or by considerations of undue delay, [or] a
waste of time," I.RE. 403, the evidence should be excluded.

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITIED this 29th day of May 2012.

MELISSA MOOD
Deputy Attorney General
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 29th day of May 2012, I caused to be served a
true and correct copy of the foregoing Motion to Exclude Evidence Relating to Ashlee
Corrigan to:
Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836
Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728

x._ U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
_

i
_

Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
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Meridian Police Department
SUP,plemental Report
RD: 714

DR#201M369

ORRIGAN EMMETTM

Detective

03/1112011

!Nanat/ve

CID

I

On 3-16-2011, at approximately 1323 hours, I left a message for Kandl's brother, Josh Harmon
about Emmett's fife Insurance. Josh returned my call afapproxlmately 1356 hours. In substance,
Josh Identified the life Insurance agent ha had been working with as Rod Carr; _ . . Jo1h
asked why I was asking about the life Insurance. I told Josh that I wanted to co"n'fimi"'wno the
beneficiary was~ Josh asked If Ashlee was the beneficiary, would that be "motive." I told him no.

.

.

I had a phone conversation with Rod Carr and we agreed to meet later at the Meridian Poltce
Department. At approximately 1648 hours, I met
d rovided a brochure
Identifying himself as an agent for
Rod provided a business card Identifying himself as a Ofrector for Boise Area
Crime Stoppers.
Jn substance, Rod said this Is very personal for him. Rod has known Emmett Corrigan for
approxlmately 10 years. Rod also knows Emm&U's father, Mike. Rod verbally confirmed Emmett
has a one mflllon dollar, fife Insurance poflcy and Ashlee Is the beneficiary. EmmaU paid the first
premium whlc:h binds the contract In previous discussions wJth Emmett about llfe Insurance,
Rod suggested a two mllllon dollar policy. Rod cited Emmett being married with five chJldren and
starting a business. Emmett chose the one mllllon c;follar policy. Rod spoke of the timing of
Emmett's death; saying Emmett's policy was approved within the last two weeks and was still on
Rod's desk.
·
Rod said there was never a question With Emmett who would be the beneficiary. Rod sald
Emmett waa happy with hfs famlly, w1th no Indications of problems. There were no concerns of
Emmett's life, or threats to him. Rod aald Ashlee did not know about the polrcy; posslbly finding
out through friends. Rod received a can from a friend of Emmett's, Weston Teusher of Boise.
Weston confirmed the pollcy with Rod and carled the family,
Rod said he would cooperate with the Investigation If further la ·needed. Calls can be made to
Rod or his partner, Scott Cleveland.
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.

offlca today. Peterson told us about contact he had with Ashlea on Saturdayj after leamlng of
Emmett's death. Peterson told us about Ashlee buying a vacuum and rreez.er, and asktng
Peterson for the return of two chairs Emmett bought.

no

one has touched Emmett's computer since Friday. Peterson said on Saturday,
Petel"8on said
Ashlee's dad and Josh Harmon, Ashlee's brother, came and got Emmett's affects. Paterson was
present andkn9wa they did not access Emmett's computer.
Peterson said Emmett's dad, Mike Corrigan has Emmett's laptop computer. Peterson said Kelly
Rteker {his legal assistant) had the laptop over the weekend to type bankruptcies. Peterson
ldentlfle~ this as Emmett's pers.onal laptop, Kelly gave the laptop to Mike today at the law office.
Peterson's legal assistant, Kelty Rieker later Joined us ln emmett's office. I read Peterson a .
Meridian Ponce, Voluntary Consent to Search form. Peterson signed the formj further consenting
to a search of Emmett's computer. See attached. When I asked about emalls, Kally Identified
Emmett's computer as their server. I explained the voluntary nature of Kelly speaking with us by
telllng her she could leave'the office at any time.
· Kelly said Emmett's famlly came In on Saturday afternoon and removed Items from the office.
This Included art from the walls, furniture, books and personal Items.
Kelly verbally Identified the following email accounts for Emmett.

Although Kelly was not sure, she thought the Moblleme email address was the one Emmett and
Kandi were u~lng.
Kelfy Jatar provided a post It note containing the foll owing emall address for Kandt Hall. See
attached post It note.
I
I
I
i
I

I

I
II
I

I
I

i

It!

I

i

Kelly mentioned the word. 11affair'' which we discussed. Kelly had suspicions for quite a while.
Kelly·t:onfronted Emmett about an emall she accJdentalty saw on Kandl's computer about three
weeks ago. (~andl's desk la in a separate area; away from Emmett's office-). The text of the email
from Er:nptett to Kandi was to the sff&ct, f love you, I want to be with you, I hate being apart. Kelly
confronted Emmett In his office about this email. Emmett toid Kelly It was true, he was with ·
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!Narmtive

I

On 3-14-11 at approximately 11 :30am, Detective Jim MIiier asked If I would Interview Jennifer
Allen reference this case. He stated he had received a voice mall from a female Identifying herself
• as Jennifer Allen on 3-14~11 at 10:02am. He said the voice male stated she had s p o k e ~
Emmett and Kandi on 3-9-11 In Emmett's office. He provided me the phone number o f for Jennifer.
I called the phone number given to me and spoke with a female stating she was Jennifer Allen. I
made arrangements to meet with her at her place of employment at
I met with Jennifer at approximately 11 :65am. The conversation was recorded on my dlgltal voice
recorder. Jennifer told me she has known Emmett since high school. She said Emmett had also
attended college with her sister. Sha said she got married to Layn Branson In July of 2010 and
divorced from him In September of 2010. Sha told me she hired Emmett to represent her with .her
divorce proceedings. She further explained she had hired Emmett to help exp1,Jnge her
boyfriend's felony record as well.
She said that on Wednesday 3-9-11, she received a phone call from Kandi that something had
gone wrong with her divorce case so she needed to come Into their offices to sign some
paperwork. She said she went to Emmett's office and met with Kandi to sign the paperwork and
to place $600.00 on her account to help with her boyfriend's expungement case.
She said Kandi asked her to come Into Emmett's office so she did. She said she sat and visited
with Emmett and Kandi for approximately an hour and a half. Jennifer said Emmett told her he
was getting a divorce. She said she Joked with him about how he now could date her sister. She
said when Emmett heard this, he said "well that would probably ·ptss her off'' and referenced
Kandi.
Jennifer said she asked them If they were together and they said they were. She said she Hked
him how long had they been together and they said they had betn dating since September. She
said they told her they have been having an affair and have beeri together since September. She
said she asked Kandi how Jong she had been married to her husband and she told her they have
been together for twenty years and married for seventeen. She said Kandi told her she had two
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Detective

PATROL

children with her husband.
Jennifer told me that neither Emmett nor Kandi said anything about Kandl's husband stalking or
following Emmett. She said they told her thay had sp.ent a couple of days together recently wher~
neither one of them went home. She said that It Just happened because they both were together
at work so much. She said they told her they would go out on lunch dates together.
Jennifer said emm~tt told her that they had Just told another coworker about their affair earlier In
the day. Sha said Emmett told her that the coworker didn't believe them so he took Kandi In his
.arms and started making out with her rn front of this co~orker.
She said Emmett told her that his wife was very controlling and she would get very Irritated If
another girl ever looked et him. I asked her If they said anything about Kandl's t,usband being
upset. She told me they had told her there had been an Incident at Kandl's house where Emmett
and Kandl's husband had gotten Into It and her husband had backed down. Sha said Emmett told
her he waa at Kand l's houae to pick her up. She said the only thing else she could remember
about the fncfdent was that Emmett told her they had gotten into each other's face and her
husband had backed down.
I asked Jennifer If either Emmett or Kandi had said anything to her about being scared of Kandl's
husband. She said they did not She said they appeared to be very much In love. She described
them as "happy go lucky".

· ··• · ·
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to have him serve Rob with papers,

('A!]i1.l\ir~responded to the law office. She was accompanied by her brother, Josh Harmon
and her step-father, L.J. Mitchen. 1 recorded the contact.
During a discussion, Ashlee said she had cancelled Kandl's phone because they (Ashlee and
Emmett) had been paying for It. Ashlee verbally consented to a search of Emmett's computer.
She also signed a written consent form which I read to her. See attached. The written consent
covered Emmett's Toyota Tacoma truck, the Mac computer and a Mac laptop. Emmett's laptop
was said to be currently In the possession of Emmett's father, Mike.
Ashlee said someone told her that Emmett said he was flllng. a divorce for Kandi.
We discussed Emmett's step-brother coming to town tomorrow. Ashlee mentioned an email she
received from Emmett's sister stating to the effect, If you would have been taking care of your
husband, this wouldn't have happened, this Is your fault, should have been a better wife.
I asked Ashlee If she and Emmett were going to get a divorce. She said Emmett mentioned 11stuff
llke that" In the past couple weeks. Ashlee said she would have fought a divorce. Ashlee was
going to counsellng by herself; Emmett was not showing up. Ashlee said she was skeptical
about a relatlonshlp between Emmett and Kandi. Ashfee talked about receiving confirmation on
this from Kelly. We discussed this topic further.
While discuss Ing Emmett and Kandi, Ashlee said Emmett was a different person the past few
couple of months. Ashlee spoke of Emmett not being himself. Emmett was threatening her and
her famlly; and was so angry. Ashlee said this was not Emmett and she let go of her husband
about a month and a half ago. Ashlee had been grl8vlng the loss of Emmett. Ashlee denied any
police Interaction during the last month or two. Ashlee said Emmett never hurt her. Ashlee said
the last thing Emmett said to her before he left for Walgreens. on Friday was, screaming, "I could
kill all of you." Emmett was going to get medicine at Walgreens and be back In five minutes.
Although somewhat Inaudible, Ashlee appeared to describe Emmett being gone many nights
during the last month and a half. Ashlee said Emmett was gone for two days without coming
home. Emmett retuned and said he was going to an event with his step brother.

I .

I

Ashlee said she fou.nd steroids fn Emmett's car. Ashlee said these were pllls In two containers.
Ashlee appeared to say this was when she cleaned out the car during the time the truck waa ·
purchased. She looked the pllls up on-llne and found them to ba steroids. Emmc,tt said they ware
his friend's, Ashlee said Emmett was acting different and his body shape was different. A couple
of weeks ago, Ashlee found a prescription for ADHO medication. Although somewhat lnaudlble,
Ashlee appeared to use the word 11speed" when talking about this medication. She said alcohol
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant,

______________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976
MOTION TO ADMIT EVIDENCE
PURSUANT TO I.RE. 404(a)(1)
(SUBMITTED UNDER SEAL)

COMES NOW, Jessica M. Lorello, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho, and
hereby moves to admit evidence pursuant to I.RE. 404(a)(1).
Rule 404(a) provides: "Evidence of a person's character or trait of character is
not admissible for the purpose of proving that the person acted in conformity therewith
on a particular occasion." One exception to that rule allows for evidence of a "pertinent
trait of the accused's character offered by an accused, or by the prosecution to rebut

the same."

I.R.E. 404(a)(1) (emphasis added).

The Defendant offered evidence,

MOTION TO ADMIT EVIDENCE PURSUANT TO I.R.E. 404(a)(1) (SUBMITTED UNDER
SEAL) - Page 1
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through witnesses Dana Borgquist and Megan Degroat, that he has a nonconfrontational and peaceful character. Specifically, Defendant asked Mr. Borgquist on
cross-examination to confirm an opinion he gave law enforcement describing Defendant
as "non-confrontational and quiet"; Mr. Bergquist confirmed that opinion.

Defendant

also introduced evidence of his "good character" by eliciting opinion testimony from Mr.
Bergquist that Defendant is a good father. Defendant also inquired of Ms. Degroat, who
used to work with Defendant, whether she would describe Defendant as a "steady, hard
working kind of guy, nice, very low key." 1 Ms. Degroat agreed.
Accordingly, the state wishes to call the following witnesses who were all
Defendant's neighbors, and some at times friends of Defendant, who will offer their
opinion that Defendant is confrontational and does not enjoy a reputation for
peacefulness:
•

Christine Woodside 2

•

Steve Quercia 3

1

The State believes Defendant may have also elicited similar testimony from his wife,
Kandi Hall, beyond her "factual" testimony as to what occurred on March 11, 2011. In
particular, the State believes the defense asked Kandi whether Defendant cried easily,
or something to that effect, and Kandi agreed that is true.
2

Christine Woodslde's opinion of Defendant was previously disclosed to Defendant on
January 19, 2012, and a copy of the police report outlining her opinion and the basis for
it is attached hereto as Appendix A. Information from Mrs. Woodside was also included
In the State's Notice of Intent to Introduce Evidence Pursuant to I.R.E. 404(b) and
Motion to Admit Expert Testimony on Domestic Violence ("Notice"), filed April 27, 2012.
(Notice, pp.6-7.)
Steve Quercia's opinion of Defendant was previously disclosed to Defendant on May
11, 2011, and a copy of the police report outlining his opinion and the basis for It is
MOTION TO ADMIT EVIDENCE PURSUANT TO 1.R.E. 404(a)(1) (SUBMITTED UNDER
SEAL) - Page 2
3
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•

Veronica Welsh 4

•

Erica Belarski 5

Because Defendant "opened the door'' to evidence of his peaceful, nonconfrontational character, the State respectfully requests the opportunity to "rebut the
same" as allowed by Rule 404(a)(1). See State v. Harvey, 142 Idaho 527, 129 P.3d
1276 (Ct. App. 2006) (emphasis added) (Stating "[a] criminal defendant may, however,
offer evidence of a pertinent character trait, provided the prosecution is afforded an
opportunity to rebut the same" through "testimony in the form of an opinion or

testimony as to reputation," I.RE. 405(a) and holding that "opinion evidence regarding
Harvey's good character around children could be rebutted by evidence that Harvey had
been previously found guilty of battery and domestic battery crimes not involving
children."); cf.

State v. Rivas, 129 Idaho 20, 921 P.2d 197 (Ct. App. 1996) (quoting

State v. Weinberger, 665 P.2d 202, 216-217 (1983) (emphasis omitted)) ("Where the
defense raises the issue of self-defense through cross-examination that tends to
attached hereto as Appendix B. Information from Mr. Quercia was also included in the
State's Notice. (Notice, p. 6.)
Veronica Walsh's opinion of Defendant was previously disclosed to Defendant on April
21, 2011, and a copy of the police report outlining her opinion and the basis for it is
attached hereto as Appendix C. Ms. Welsh's information was also previously filed with
this Court on April 7, 2011.
4

6

Erika Belarski's opinion of Defendant was previously disclosed to Defendant on April
27, 2012, and a copy of the police report outlining her opinion and the basis for it is
attached hereto as Appendix D.
MOTION TO ADMIT EVIDENCE PURSUANT TO J.R.E. 404(a)(1) (SUBMITTED UNDER
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demonstrate that the victim was the first aggressor, nothing precludes the State from
rebutting that argument in its case-in-chief with evidence of the victim's peaceful
nature.").
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITIED this 14th day of October 2012.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 14th day of October 2012, I caused to be served
a true and correct copy of the foregoing Motion Regarding Defense Experts to:

Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836
Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728

_
_

-X_
_

L

U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
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I Narrative

CHRISTINE AND ALLEN WOODSIDE INTERVIEWS

During this Investigation the Ada Couoty 'Sheriffs Office ~rovlded ·the Merldlc'\n Police. Department
Information Robert Hall had on the X-Dive at the sherlfrs office.
There Is a folder Hall had titled, "Christine Woodside". In the folder there . . . . . . <~··.:
to be a photo of a cell phon.e scre1;1n.! Th.e screer, r~ads, "Woodside Chris
The date of the .Jpg Image is 12-24-09·, ~t 11 :49 am.

,.

rs

Attorney General Prosecutor Melissa Moody asked me to try and contact Christine Woodside to try figure
out who she ls anct why this Image would be on Hall's X-Drlve.
On 1-19-12, at about 0932 hrs·, I called 288-0361 and a recording advised the number was .dlsconneqt~d.
I had located another possible phone number for Christine Woodside.At about 0935 hrs1 I called-and spoke with Christine Woodside. I recorded our conversation. I
told Woodside who I was a ~ e d I was investlgatlng the Robert Half mattet·a.nd asked If she was
famlllar with_ It. Woodside replied, "Oh yes." I told Woodside about an lmag·e fo1,1nd on Hall's work
-computer with her name and phone number on It. Woodside tpld me--used to be her home
phone number. I told Woodside we are trying to flgcre out why thatirnageiiilglit be ~here, or If she
knows Hall and If so how she knows him.
Christine ·woodslcte tqld me they used. tq .I.lye ~c~Qss lhe street and klddy corner from the Halls residence.
I asked If they wete friends with the Halls, or Just n·elghbors.. Woodside· said they were friends In the
beginning when they all first moved to th·e nelgh~ortiood. Woodside said about a year after moving In,
i:Admln
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there was a problem between the Hall's eight year old daughter and her seven· year old son_. Wo(?dslde_
told me her seven year old so·n was accused of kissing the Hall's eight year old daughtef. w.oo_dslde said
Robert and Kandi came to her front door and said Robert wanted to confront her son. Woodside said
she· could see Robert. "shaking with rage," and she told them, "No, that's not going_ to happen/ Woodside
told me her husband was working in Afghanistan at "the time and said the Halls kn.aw this. Woodside s~ld
she told the HaWs she would deal with her son and sald 1 aThat was kind of the beginning of thedownward splral."
Christine Woodside told me her husband works ·tor a company 1.ri WashlngJon St~t~ and. ls an lnstroctc;,r
with the army. Woodside. told me her husband took Robert to a _glin range a·nd tau9ht him how ·to ·shoot
rig ht after Robert purchased a weapon. Woodside said she didn't ·know wh~t gun range they went to, but
did say the weapon was a handgun. Woodside said her husband Is In state' and she would gfve me his
phone number so I could ask him.
Christine Woodside said their relijtlon1?hlp wlth the H;:ills, "klnQ of spiraled down from there. 11 Woodside
said the Hall.s started spreading rumors 111 the neighborhood, and Woodside said she was told Kandi
sald 1 "Christine better watch out now that um, Rob has a gun and·can use It." Woodside said _she knows
Robert used his access at work to find lnformation on neighbors lrfthe neighborhood. Woodside
remembers a neighbor getting a DUI and Robert found out about It.
I asked Woodside about Kandl's statement about Rob having a gun and asked what prompted Kandi to
say this. Woodside said she didn't know, and said she was told this by another neighbor that Kandi said
she (Woodslde) 1 "Better watch ouf, because now he's got a gun.,;· Woodside told me, "J was the first of
the neighborhood to deal with the wrath of the Halls.,; Woodside said eventually the whole neighborhood
felt It.

I asked Woodside If she remembers what n.elghbor told her about Kand!'s statement.. Woodside said she
belleves it was Selena Grace, who llved right across the street from the Halls a.nd next door to her.
I asked Woodside to tell me ab.oufttie "wr~th." Woo~slde· said th~ Hi;1fl5:·lfked to spread rumors about
everybody In the neighborhood I and. saJcf iliey trl.ed to ml:l.~~ .tto.ubl~ for everybody.
·
I told Woods/de the phone Image Is dated 12-24-09 and Woodside told me they were llvlng in the
neighborhood back. then, but they no longer live there. Woodside told me Robert used to put up
Ch.rlstmas .llghts to music and it caused traffic in the neighborhood. Wood~lde sa~d they ~ould_h't. turn Jt.
off at llke t~n o'clock at nlg_h t so the neighbors calred the police to try and get the Halls to limit. It.
Woodside said this Image might be of her calllng Robert to ask to please be consld~rate of the other
neighbors and tum off the lights at ten o'clock. Woodside said her dogs would bark a·nd h~r kl.ds couldn't
sleep.

I asked Woodside when did she move from Fox Run., and she ~afd th~~ moved In .May or Ju.rie of 201 Oto
their current-address. Woodside told me her husband's name Is Allen, ·but said he's known as "Max,•
!Admln
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arid gave me his phone number.

I asked_ Woodsl!:l~ If ther~fwas anything els~ I should know abouf~ Woodside told me, ''Um, just that
when this whole thing happened, l was not In the lea·st surprised." I asked how so . .Woodside said,"Just ,
because I had seen his rage when he wanted to try and deal with my seven year old child." Woodside
told me, "They have been having troubles for awhlle; um I believe. he had an· affair on her, um, and It was
Just, It was Just a downward spiral, um, and he was very protecUv&, I guess Is t~e word,. of what .was hi~."
I asked Woodside If she was referring to property or Information or what Woodside said, "Both., all ont:,
prop·erty, Information·, famlly, because the whole thing with my son kissing his daughter, I found o~t lal~r
that his daughter was kissing all the boys in the neighborhood."
Woodside said when the Halls came to her door slie told them the kids w~re only seven and eight, and If
they were seventeen and eighteen theywptJld have isslie$, Woe>dslq~ said th¢y wer~ children ~nd said
she would ·talk with her son, and told the Halls they ·could not talk to her son.
Woodside asked why we were looking at phone numbers on Hall'~ phone and I explained what we saw
looked like a photo of a cell phone with her name an.d number so we wanted to speak with her.
Woodside replied, 11 Yea'h,
an old neigJibor that,. that fhey did not like. and um,. they were one of the big
reasons why we, you know, solq our h9use a·.nd rnoveq 01,1, of the nelght?orhood. 0 •

·rm

At about 1000 hrs, I received a call from Allen "Max" Woodside. I recorded our conversation. I explained
to Allen why I called hls wife ~nd asked him about her statement that he took Robert to a gun range.
Allen told me he did. I asked Allen to tell me about what range and what type of gun Hall had. Allen .said
he believes Robert had some sort of a .9mm and they went to Impact Arms.· In Boise. I asked Allen lf'the
gun was a 9mm handgun and he said It was. I asked Allen If the gun wa~ full sized or a compact. All¢n
told me It looked Uke compact, but sald'.it was so long ago he doesn't exactly remember what It was.
Allen said he knows It was not a 1911 model, because that's what he carries.

a

I asked Allen Woodside If he remembers .how long ago it was Wheh he to.ok Robert to the range. Allen
said It was before December.. Ali~n said he was Jri a·nd put on le~ve1 and his fc;>cus rs everything he does
overseas. Allen told me, "Rob Hall was a nice neighbor lnltl~lly, then h.~ Jt,Jst kind of fell off the radar, I
wanted nothing to do with him.". I asked Allen again about when he look Robert Hall. to the range:·and
Allen said, "It was before '09, cause we stopped being friends about '09." Allen told me he hasn't seen
Robert Hall in probably four years.
On 1-25-12, at about 1613 hrs, I re-called Allen Woodside to ask him a few more questions. .I asked
Allen about the time he took Robe.rt Hall to the ral1ge and helped ·him lear.rf how to sh.cot ·his gun. I aske.d
Allen If he remembers If Robert Hall was a right of left hand sbooter. Allen said he was pretty sure
Robert was a right handed shooter. rasked Allen what he helped Robert with at the range. Allen said
Ju.st marksmanship wit~ stationary targets.
I asked Allen about his earlier statement about Robert Hall dropping off hi~. radar and wantrng nothing to
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. Narrative
.. 5/11/11.1635 hours: Lead Sheet Assignment: Steve Querci
. I was assigned a lead sheet to interview Stev6 Quercia regardiiig
·. · · sµmmer of 2010 at Lucky Peak. · . ; . · . .. · . . . .. ·

I

l.

I

•

: • :.
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Hall had threa~ened Q~rcia in the

porting party in a grand theft case I was assigned I~ 2004

ue~cia ~orl<s "for-

i .

! .. ·

i
j

.' · Quercia told me he and his wife liv·e across the street from the Hall residence. ·

. . ..

. Quercia said he and Hall were involved :in a ''verbal sparring match" at Lucky Peak last summer. It started when Hall.:
: ·. accus~d Quercia of yelling profanities at him when Hall and a buddy were pulling a truek and trailer next to his,
.
'
. . .
..
..
. '
.
'
.
.
.
) . . .
_.· '. A couple hours later while on the Jake Hall gave Quereia "the finger''. -.:
~ ··.. · ·.
· : : ·. ··~t~r that day Quercia happened upon Hall and his buddy ~n the path and ~nfront~ Hall about giving him the · . ,.
•
• 1 : •••
finger. Quercia asked Hall what was his pr~blem and said he dida't think it was very smart. Quercia said Hall · .· · ...
: : . · ·replied to him ln a snide and cunning way, "You'll see Steve, you'll get what you got coming,'' .·
·· · · . ·
/...
·(
.
.
.
A week later Quercia went~ Hall at his home and toJd him he wanted to "bury it". There have boon n~ problems
since that time.
.
: ··
;

..

1: . . ·.

I,,

•

I .. ·. .

~

~m~/

'w~~

.Querci~ ld me Hall ~sed. t~ say he could track ~op;~ ~o~h his
~t ~e Ada. ~~unty Sher;~s·
Que~ia·:,
· · . ·· · spoke with b.is company's IT people to make sure there were no security problems at work.
. . . . ... . · . .
•

••

•

•

••

•

•

•

•

•

• •• ••

,l

.•.

••

· . Qu·;rcia said he.built his house a~ut five year~ ago ~~~~s ~roni H~l. They·were Initially fti~d~ and ~~d ·· ·
motorcycles together. However, _after about a year Quercia said the Hall~ became gossipy and were. stlrri!i-g up · .
dr!l):na. Quercia and hls wife parted ways with the Halls.·
i
..:
•

th~~~

~

.· .. ·. ~ue~ia
h~ ~aw Hatl at the·r~ld~~ce a fe~ week~ pr;o; ~ur. co~~~r;~tion'.i~ ;jol~Bon of.the.
.. · ·· Qrder:He tried to photograph Hall but.was unable to find a camera in time: . ·. . .
•••.
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. . Quercia sa~ ~~ll's mother's gl.'een van ~oming do~ the street,and°pul!' in the drive~ay. The gw:age·doo.r... . : .
· immediately went down. By the time Quercia gotpu.ts.idc t4e van was driving· a.way. Quercia sai4 he waa ~ui:e he ·sa-..y
Hall
driving;
·
... . ·
. ". :
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. . · · ·
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. Quercia also expressed coricern.~Vet firear-!Jls. Hall ·might. rutVe Q~ecf !ind expressed concerns over Hal] having .
acc.es_s to guns;
· · ·· ·
·
·. .. · · ·
:· ·
· ··
· ·
•
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• •
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Tl\e Interview was CO[\Cl~ded.
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Not~ing further a.t this time.
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CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By LANI BROXSQN
OEPUlY •.

ygwglsh@gmall.com
April 6, 2011

roM to Judges cawthon/lrby, Fax #287-6919 fot hearing al !h30 am 4/7/11 for Robert Dean Hall,
Hearing for Motion

Via

When my famlly moved from the metro-New York ares to M~rldlan, we were motivated solely by a
deslrt to provide a safe and secure llfe for our two young chlldren. Five years later, wa now llve a very
short block away from Robert Httll, who stonds accused of first degree murder.
While I understand Mr. Hal\ Is proteGted by the United States Constitution, I am frankly .shocked by the
recent turn of events that permitted him to be released from prison, In fact, when my l().year•old son
(who has always been afraid of Mr. Hall) askoci If "Mr. ~obn would~ released from prison, we naively
assured him that the Judicial $ystem had an oblfgatfon to protect the Innocent, and that of course "Mr.
Rob" would not be released,
In following Mr. Hall's case, It seem, "character witness~ letters weighed in his favor during the
ball
,•·
.

revlaw proceu. Many In our nelghborh~d do not s!'lare the P.Osltlve opinions we h~ve heard regerdlng

Mr. Hall'e cherecter. I would Hke to offer my own view, baseiori my personal observations and what I
have heard from others who know him.
We mel the Halls shortly after moving to the Paramount nelghbt;ithood In the summer of 2006. Over the
course of a yeer, we got to know the Halls e llttle through neighborhood events and camping trip$.

In the summer of 2007, Mr. Hall carried a concealed weapon on his body to a club In downtown 8o1Se. I
found this to be odd, and scary, and we declined to go out wtth me Halls soclallv on other occasion,
followlng that one. On a camping trip, Rob's favorite thing to do was to tarset practice with his handgun.
This was untomfombl& for me and my family. I found his fl,catlon with his handsun to be • bit
disconcerting.

In other casual encounters, Mr. Hall and his wife Kandi were known to make racial end rellglous slurs

aaaln$t Mt>deans, blacks, Jews, BaptlSts, Mormons, catholles, and "born qafn" Christians. Mr. Hall
would frequently talk about people ha didn't like, bragging about how _he could use his computer skill$
to hack Into their personal data If he wanted ta.
Mr. Hall's sister and brother-In-law are sood friends, and are often at our house. On many occasions,
Mr. Hall's nlec:a a~ nephew
waved to their uncle from my front porch-and received nothing but

!'BY•

an Icy &tare In return.

ROH 1663
002502
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When Mr. Hall's mother' $\Jffered a possible stroke In 2010, hts sister called to. let Mr. Wall know his
mother wa5 In the hospital. He re piled that his sister was Hexasaeratfnt' and refused to so to the
hospital, In fact, he hn had very little contact with his lmmtdlate family for the past several yea!'$,
Ptrhaps chls lttttl' will strike you as a lukP.warm string of hi,ppenstances and brief encounters that are
years old. My husband and I made a conscfous and deliberate decision not ta further befriend people
who do not she re our HfaMlly value&." Fral\kly, we were both afraid of him, and spent many hours
dlscusslna the best way to remove the Halls fR>m our lives without Incl tins Mr. Hall to either hadc Into
our onllne l'e(Ords or to threaten us,

tam slad to say we have had no eKperlence with Mr. Hall since then-end eautlon you asarnst'looklng
only at the recent chafaeter lett&ts written on his bf half.
Mr. Hell ls • menadna and dangerous man. He has thmataned and Intimidated many people on our·
street elone, 1md I hope they wlll each come forward (but understand If they do not) to tell their storte1.
Thes courts have seen flt to r,Jease him back Into the community-a community where he can see both
Rocky Mountain lilsh School and Paramount Elemenw,y School from his home-lnto the tustody of a
wife he was about to leave, without aJob, end with no restrlctfons on hJs ability to own and carry s gun.
There are dozens of devoted, loving fwnllles In out community. We go to work, pay our taxes, and
at1empt to comfort our children who are all too aware that the "boogey man" Is vety real and IMn1
down the street as •Mr. Rob.• I hope you wlll consider the rights ot all of us as you weigh the application

for restrictions to baJI.
Given that the Hills have two minor c:hlldten who may be In danger, I certainly hope restricting him from
owning a~d carrying, weapon (and perhapt ensul'fna that he has not hidden weapons elsewhere, such
as his parents' home or any reereatlonal vehlcles he has access to) 1s a foregone conc:fuslon. We care
about Hannah and Halley Hall, and delivered food to them In the wake ofthts tragedy as a sign of our
concern.

We support the additional restrldloi_, to llmlt his contact with his wife. It seems very strange that he
would have been released to five wtth her given she Is a wltm1ss to the i:rlme end knew the victim. We
would certainty Ilk• to see him removed from, potentlelly volatlla marital situation that may have
contributed
. . . to the crJme In the flrst place, and could contribute to further i;rlmlnal act&,
ldeelly, Mr. Hall would be returned to prison to await trlel. Knowlna that request Is unllkely to be
~nted. I Implore you to exer<:lse caution and think about the thousands of students and dorens of
fammes within shootlns range of Mr, Hall.

Thank you for reading my letter. Not In my wildest nightmare& could I have Imagined needing to write It.
Stncerely,

~e/lca Welsh

1
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ERll<A.BELARSKI INTERVIEW
I

On 1-24-12, I Interviewed Selena Gra9e who !Ives across the street from Robert and Kandi Hall,

On 1-25-12, at about 1617 hrs, Selena 0race called and left a message stating she possibly had
additional Information from a discussion she had with a neighbor, Chris Belarskl.
Al about 1654 hrs, I called Selena Grace. I reco(ded our conversation. Selena told me about a month or

two ago she had a .conve(satron with Chris and Erika Belarskl. s·elena sald the Hall Investigation came
up ancJ Chris sale! .he had a conversation with Robert Hall's frlenc;l 1 who, moved here from Callfomla.
Selena eald she didn't know th1s person's neme. Chrls $aid he rah Into Robert Hall's friend and (he·rriend
made a comment that ha saw Robert Hall the night Qefore the .mµrder and !he frl~rid said Robert was .
saying goodbye and c;,ttrer weird, strange things. Selena said they told Chris he needed to call the -police
with.lhatlnforma.Ugn. Serena said she didn't know If Chris has oalled lhe pollce:ahd I told Selena I have
not heard his name before. Selena gave me the Belarskl's phone number,. . . . Selena said the
Belarskl's have a son who knew Hannah Hall and they spent. Ume with lhe ~
During rny convers~tlon with Selena on 1..24.12 she also told tne about an Incident when she called the
pol/ca peoouse she thought she heard gun shots In the neighborhood:. Grace said later a neighbor told
her Robert Hall knew she ~ad called Iha pol(oe.
.
·
Oh 3-19-12·, at about 1105 hrs, I ~lied an.d left Selena Grace a message asking Who the neigh.bar was
who told ber Robert Hall knew -she had called the police.
.
On 3,.20-12, at about 0912 hrs, I called and spoke with Selena Grace. I reoorded our conversal.lon.
Selena told me she was pretty sure It was Chris and/or.Erika Belarekl who. lold her this. Selena told me.
ag_aln about Chris Belarskl's conversation with Rpbert Hatrs·frlend. ·

I attempted to contact the Belarskl's by phone but every phone number I ooufd looate was either
·disconnected or riot In service.
.
.
.
.
On 4-17-12, at about 1320 hrs-, Detective Joe Miller and ·1 went lo the Belarskl residence at I noticed th~re was a real estate For Sale sign In the front yard.. Erika Belarskl a n a w e ~
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whlle on a cell phone. I reco'rde~f our conversation. We asked lo speak with her and s_he ended .her call
and Invited
moving.
. us. In, Erika apologfzed for the mess In the house 1;1nd·,told us they
. were
.
I told Erika Belarski we were Investigating the lnoldent wfth Robert Hall and she said, ,iOh yeah." Hold
Erika I spoke to Selena Grace and Erika eald she knew Selena. I told Erika about wh.at Selan~ had told.
me ~bout a neighbor i.elllng her Robe.rt Hall knew she (.Seleba) had called the police. As I was telling
Erika Selena tho!Jght It was her, or Chris, who had told har this; gr1ka said, "Oh yeah, um, you mean way
before U,e lnclde~l?'' I told Er1ka yes. Erika started to tell us, ''Yeah, he wou,d get ,:eal !Jp$et with people
wfw liked toJ.," Erika stopped realizing she.had no.tended her call ·on her oell phone. ErJka ·continued
an~' said, "He liked lo flash around that he worked for the pollo.e department." Erika said Robert .Hall
would ride his Illegal dirt bikes up and down the road. Erika told U$ another neighbor lady called and
reported him anq. Robert someho\\'. found out she had called and Robert threatened her and told her,.
nYou know l;m th-e one that rinds out, and lfyPU report me again you're going to regret It.•

Erika Belarskf said Salena Grace told Chrl~tlne (Woodside), her neighbor, something about Robert was·
bothering her. Erika sa@ Rooenwould, upu_H that with the neighbors/' and would say, "If you. ever report
me, or ever complain about me I'll be the first to know and you'll regret.It, and that type. of thing/
I went over with Erika Belarskl what Selena Grace told me abou( her calllng the police to report-what. she
thought were gunshQts around the Fourth at Ju!y, I read~ small section of Selene Grace's report where
she st~tes Robert knew she had called -the pollce. I reiid.Where Selena said she didn't tell Robert or any ·
neighbors she had called the pollce. f read where Selena told nie a neighbor came to her and said
Robert came ~ her and told her about Selena calling the. pollce. I told Erika that Selena tho1.1ght It was
her who told her thl~. grtka said she didn't think· Rob came to her, anq said she thinks he went to
Christine; who was Selena's neighbor. Erika said she thln~s Selena got It mixed up and said Robert
didn't come to her regarding this.
I oonflr:med with Ertka Be1ar$kl she was aware of other lncldants Involving Robert Hall and she said, ;'On
yeah." Erika told us about something thaheally scared her that she .learned after the sh9otlng at
Walgreens. Erika said Robert had soma best friends Who moved 1.nto the. neighborhood from California,
Erika said before the shooting Robert w~nt t~ the. friend's house and tol~_ them he was sorry. Erika said,
«1t sounded Ilka he was going to klll himself or something," Erika said Robert told his friend he wanted to
tell hlm he was sorry, and said he might not talk lo him ag.aln. Erika said the friend as.ked Robert whal
was wrong· and told him not to do anyt~lng stupid. Erika said Robert told his friend not to worry and said
he Just put all of his guns at his mother's h9use.
Erika Belarskl said after the shooting, when· RQbert was relea,sed· from Jail, ·she thought, "Oh my: Gosh,
he's got.all those guns al his mom's and the·cops don't know." Erika told u.e:Robert has a temper and·
said Robert got to the point where he wouldn't wave to the: nelgh~ors and he looked mad ~JI the lime,
Erika said this Is part of ·the reason they want to move; Erika s~ld they don't know what's going .to
happen, they think RobertJs._golng to co·me back, and commented, "He's-.sort ot scary..i• Erika told us ..
Robert has.never threatened her, and said he didn't come to her with that rnrormatlon about the-Fourth of
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I asked Enka Behuskl In what kind of way was Robert Hall scary. Erika· said Robert's threats ~nd what he
tells his kids. Erika said Robert's kids would come up and say. "Yeah my dad says If Y,OU guys ever do
any.thing that upsets him, he 11l sh'oot you, he'll Just sl1oot. you." Erika said this was long before ·me
Walgreena shooting. Erika continued and said lhe kids .said. HMy dad said, if anyone ever hurt$ me, or
upsets him, he'll shoot 'em." Erika safd, "Of course lt'.s }~!St a flflle l<ld talking, and we thought, oh she's
being oute and .thinks her dad wlll protect her and she's over eXaggeratlng.'' Erika conUnued and said·,
"gut lhen ever since lhe lncfdent; I get, In his mean (ooks, aod his stopped waving. and his threats lhat If .
you ever tell on me you guys wlll regret ·It, and now, everything that's happened, It's made us afraid of
hlm,"
I asked E;J1ka· Belarskl If this would haye· beE!n Hannah or H~l!ey who said this, and Erika said It was,
"Lltlle Haney." Erika said It w~s Jusl a IIUle kid lalklng, but.commented 11 was scary.

I started to ask.Erika Belarekl about what Selena Grace told. me about Robert Hall's friend from California
who saw Robert lhe day. before the Walg·reer\$ s.hQotlng, Erlk1;1··$~l9 lhls ls.1he fdend she talked about
earlier. Erika told us Robert went to the frlarid's house and according to lhe friend Robert tolq him, "I Just
went to say sorry If I haven't bean a good Irland and, goodbye," and Erika said II was real awkward.
Erika said Robert lold his friend nol to worry because all. o( his guns were at his mom's,
·
Erika Belarskl said she and neighbors talked about how they couldn't belleve someone they know on
their street did this. Erik$ said they were putting pieces together and commented, "Rob got' rijal weird
with everyone, he qult talking to his best friend,. he qull waving to us: I confirmed with Erika these things
ocourred before the Walgreens shooting. and $he ~greed, l;:rlka th.ought Robert must have felt bad and
went to his best friend and said sorry•. Erika said. iwe·lhought h·e was.going to klll hlmself."
,.

I asked· Erika Berarskl If ~~e knew the name or Robert's friend. Erika lold us he has a daughter named
Lauren,, Erika called a friend and (hen told us !heir. names are Dari an.d Kim and they rive on ·Cagney.
Erika said. they know Robert and Kandi Very wem Erika told us wtien she ancf her husband first met
Robert and Kendi she. was very.excited to meet.someone who Wa$ from Californfa. Erlka.s~ld theY'WotJld
go out to dinner and do other things. Erika continued and told us, 11 But llien right away my husban~ got a
bad vibe and said. rm· not falklng to lhosa pedple, because he didn't like Rob.'; Erika -$aJd she thought
Kandi was ~ally nice. Belarskl told us her husband quit hanging oul With them.

.

.

Erika Belarakl told us one nigh( they went to dinner wllh Dan and Kim. Erika said Dan and Kim were
neighbors with Robert and Kandi In Callfornla, they hung out together and said Dan and Robert Worked
togelher. Erika said Dan could tell us a Jot about Robert's· personality, background; and how much he
has changed~ I asked Erika Ushe would recognize Dan and Kim's last name If she heard It. Erika said
maybe, ff she heard It, I asked ff It was Oan Myers and Erik~ sald It was•.

.

.

1. asked Erika Beiarskl about What she told us earlier .about Robert riding his molorcycie up and down th~
1t' F ~ w w ~ ~
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Erika Belarski told us all the neighbors have had altercatlons with Robert and Kandi. Erika told us about
Robert doing the Christmas llghts untll lhe la'te hours oJ the night. Erika said the. nelghbora nlcelt,. politely
asked Robert to llmlt it lo 9:00 or 10:00 pm,. Erika said Robert would gel, .urea! snotty." and say, 'No.
that's lhe way It's going to be.v Erika said Robert was, hjust real attlludey, and lhen If you said one 'thing
lo him. he would write you· ofr, and give you dirty looks, and talk about you to all the other neighbors.·
Erika Belarskl said the Hall's neighbor, lo the rlght, Is a sweet IJltle Mormon glrl who would come and talk
to her and (all her, "I'm scared.of Rob 1 you know. he's throwing dog poop ln my yard." Erika said they
had dog problems and, ·she was goli1g to actually get rid of her dog because she was afraid of Rob/
Er11<a Belar~kl told us Veronica and Tom, who live .across th~ str~'?l in the green h_ouse, have had
problems with Robert and Kandi, Erika told us Veronlc~ and T~>'ril e1re good f~en~s iNlth Robert's brotliEi'r,
Erika said, "They have been t~rrlned of It, Verontca, and, her son was having nlghtmsrae about Rob.• ,
Erika pointed out the green house ·across ·the street. I asked Erika If they were lhe pe~ple ·~ho call aboul
Robert and his motoroyole,. and I was reminded tht:ll person moved. Detective Joe Miller asked Erika If
she remembered thal person's name. E:rlka said It was Christine,··, asked Erika .If 'Chrl~ll11e1s last narne
was Woodside and she said ll was. Erika said she wa~ pret(y ~ure Christlrte celled and Robert found out
through his computer at work. Erika described· Robert as being, irsuper mad~n Erika said,. ·~9 then we
kind offell llke, gosh yeah, we can't ~ven talk (o Rob wl(hQu( him gettrng mad." Erika· sa(d this Js-why
they don't want to even be around Robert. Erika "told us 1 "If he comes back, now he's going to have, what
we think Is more of an attitude llke, 'Yeah that's rlghl. I got away wllh murder, you befter be afraid of me.'"
f=rika said they think Robert Is going to have that attitude.
Puring the conversation as wa were g&lling ready to leave E:rfka told us Veronica and Tom's last name Is·
Walsh,
·
·

As we walked outs(da Erika Belarskl pointed out a house two doors to lhe soulh of her . . . . . . . .
·and said ,.Tabl" Butterworth !Ives there, and said she Is good friends wrth Kandi Hall, I ~
name .from contact numbers .In J<andl's cell phone.
·
·

-

As we walked towards·our car I noted tne address to Veronica and Tom Walsh's resldanoe,
.

.

.

I ended lhe recording.
As we wen, pulling away Erika l3elarskl oeme back Ollt and came up to our oar and told us we should
a,..
•
~lso talk with Tyler Larso • . aa ~·
d house to the end of the street, on her side. I obtained
the address lo this hous
I
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,

)

)
Plaintiff,

vs.

)

Case No. CR-FE-11-3976

)

ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant,

)
)
)
)
)

______________)

MOTION TO RECONSIDER REVISED
RULING ON THE ADMISSIBILITY OF
EMMETT CORRIGAN'S E-MAIL
(SUBMITTED UNDER SEAL)

COMES NOW, Jessica M. Lorello, Deputy Attorney General, State of Idaho, and
hereby files this motion to reconsider the Court's revised ruling regarding its prior order
denying the Defendant's request to admit an email the victim, Emmett Corrigan, sent to his
wife on July 15, 2010, and which was apparently provided to Kandi Hall in February 2011.
Although previously submitted by the Defendant as Exhibit 1 to his Motion and
Memorandum of Law in Support of Defendant's Motion to Admit Various Items of
Evidence ("Motion to Admit"), filed February 17, 2012, for the Court's convenience, theemail is attached hereto as Exhibit A. Defendant originally sought admission of this e-mail
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on the theory that it "details Corrigan's opinion of himself and shows his state of mind,"
which Defendant believes is reflected in that portion of the e-mail which reads, "I am
childish and I do crazy stuff that is risky, I love to have an adrenaline rush, I like to feel
powerful ... I love to get into fights, I like being hit in the face, I think insane things all the
time .... " (Motion to Admit, p.4.)
The state objected to the admission of the e-mail, asserting, inter alia, that the email is inadmissible hearsay.

(Response to Defendant's Motion and Memorandum to

Admit Various Items of Evidence, pp.11-13, filed March 13, 2012.)

Mr. Corrigan's

statements in the e-mail are clearly hearsay as they are out-of-court statements Defendant
wants to offer to prove that Emmett "love[s] to get into fights" and "like[s] being hit the in
the face," i.e., that Emmett is "violent, aggressive, and quarrelsome." (Motion to Admit,
pp.4, 6.) In reply, Defendant argued the e-mail "establishes Corrigan's state of mind and
opinion of himself," which is admissible under the state of mind exception set forth in I.RE.
803(3).

Defendant also argued the e-mail would be admissible under I.RE. 804(6) 1•

(Reply to State's Response to Defendant's Motion to Admit Various Items of Evidence
("Reply"), pp.5-6.)
The Court ultimately ruled the e-mail was not admissible, concluding:
This evidence is remote in time and thus has little or no probative
value as to Corrigan's state of mind on the date of his death in March of
2011. Furthermore, the evidence is hearsay, and the lines are blurred
between the state of mind exception and being offered for the truth of the
matter asserted, therefore the Court will DENY Defendant's Motion as it
relates to this email.
(Memorandum Decision and Order Re: Compendium of Motions ("Order), p.14.)

1

To the extent Hall still contends the e-mail is admissible under this exception, the State
submits it is not for the reasons set forth in footnote 2.
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On the morning of October 19, 2012, the ninth day of trial, and the date the State
intended on concluding its case-in-chief, Defendant filed a Motion to Reconsider Order
Excluding Admission of Emmett Corrigan's Email to His Wife ("Motion to Reconsider").
Defendant requested reconsideration of the Court's Order on this issue "in light of the
Court's ruling allowing the State to admit emails Robert Hall wrote at the beginning of
January, 2011, more than a month prior to the date Emmett Corrigan mailed his email to
Kandi Hall." (Motion to Reconsider, p.2.) The legal bases cited in Defendant's Motion
include I.RE. 404(a)(2), 404(b}, and 406 and the "5 1h, 5t\ and 14th Amendments of the
United States Constitution, and Article I, § 13 of the Idaho Constitution."

(Motion to

Reconsider, p.1.)
None of the Defendant's arguments require admission of Emmett's e-mail. First,
with respect to Defendant's equal protection argument, while a defendant may challenge
an evidentiary rule under the Equal Protection Clause on the theory that the rule itself
discriminates against a particular class of individuals on an improper basis; Defendant's
argument in this case is ultimately one of "fairness" relabeled as an equal protection claim.
In other words, because this Court has ruled some of Defendant's e-mails admissible, he
thinks one of the victim's e-mails should be admissible as well. This is essentially a "tit for
tat" argument that has nothing to do with equal protection and any claimed entitlement to
the admission of Emmett's e-mail on this basis fails.
Defendant's reliance on other constitutional provisions also fails. As explained by
the United States Supreme Court, with respect to evidence presented at trial, the
Constitution "protects a defendant against a conviction based on evidence of questionable
reliability, not by prohibiting introduction of the evidence, but by affording the defendant
means to persuade the jury that the evidence should be discounted as unworthy of credit,"
MOTION TO RECONSIDER REVISED RULING ON THE ADMISSIBILITY OF EMMETT
CORRIGAN'S E-MAIL, Page 3
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which is accomplished by the rights to counsel, compulsory process, and confrontation.
Perry v. New Hampshire, 132 S.Ct. 716, 723 (2012) (citations motted). "Apart from these
guarantees, [the Court has] recognized, state and federal statutes and rules ordinarily
govern the admissibility of evidence, and juries are assigned the task of determining the
reliability of the evidence presented at trial."

kL. (citations omitted).

Thus, the only relevant

authority cited by Defendant in support of his request to admit Emmett's e-mail is the Idaho
Rules of Evidence. The State will address each in turn.
Defendant first relies on I.R.E. 404(a)(2). (Motion to Reconsider, p.1.) While I.R.E.
404(a)(2) allows for the admission of "[e]vidence of a pertinent trait of character of the
victim of the crime offered by an accused," as explained in State v. Custodio, 136 Idaho
197, 204, 30 P.3d 975, 982 (Ct. App. 2001), a victim's alleged propensity for violence
"does not prove an element of a claim of self-defense" and "does not show that the victim
was the first aggressor." 136 Idaho at 204, 30 P.3d at 982. The holding in Custodio
supports the conclusion that the e-mail is inadmissible. Even if evidence of Emmett's
character in this regard was admissible, that evidence is limited to "testimony as to
reputation or by testimony in the form of an opinion." I.RE. 405(a). Emmett's letter is not
"testimony," it is inadmissible hearsay.
Defendant next relies on I.R.E. 404(b). (Motion to Reconsider, p.1.) Rule 404(b)
allows admission of evidence "of other crimes, wrongs, or acts" to prove "motive,
opportunity, intent, preparation, plan, knowledge, identity, or absence of mistake or
accident." Defendant does not explain, and it is entirely unclear to the State, how the email is admissible as a "crime, wrong, o.r act" demonstrating any relevant "motive,
opportunity, intent, preparation, plan, knowledge, identity, or absence of mistake or
accident." This is particularly true as it relates to Emmett's relationship with Defendant
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Emmett did not even know the Defendant (or Kandi Hall) when Emmett originally wrote the
e-mail to his wife, and there is absolutely no evidence that Emmett sent the e-mail to Kandi
Hall as part of any intent or plan to engage Defendant in the Walgreens' parking lot on
March 11, 2011. There is also absolutely no evidence that Defendant was aware of the
contents of this e-mail when he confronted Emmett in the Walgreens' parking lot such that
it would have any bearing on whether Defendant believed, at the time of the murder, that
deadly force was necessary.

See ICJI 1518 ("The kind and degree of force which a

person may lawfully use in [self-defense] are limited by what a reasonable person in the
same situation as such person, seeing what that person sees and knowing what the

person knows, then would believe to be necessary.") (brackets original, emphasis
added); ICJI 1520 Oury may consider evidence of victim's reputation for being
"quarrelsome, violent and dangerous ... only for the limited purpose of making ...
determination as to [the

reasonableness of the defendant's beliefs under the

circumstances then apparent to the defendant, but only if the defendant was aware of

such reputation] [whether the victim was the aggressor]") (brackets original, emphasis
added); State v. Hernandez, 133 Idaho 576, 584, 990 P.2d 742, 750 (Ct. App. 1999)
(emphasis original) (Although the defendant need not have knowledge of the victim's
violent disposition for the purpose of using character evidence to suggest an inference that
the person was the aggressor, "evidence of the defendant's awareness of the victim's
violent reputation or behavior is necessary foundation when character evidence is offered
to support a different element of . . . self-defense . . . - that the defendant reasonably
feared the victim and reasonably believed that the force used was necessary to repel the
victim's attack.").

MOTION TO RECONSIDER REVISED RULING ON THE ADMISSIBILITY OF EMMETT
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Finally, Defendant relies on I.RE. 406 (Motion to Reconsider, p.1), which allows
"[e]vidence of a habit of a person ... to prove that the conduct of the person ... on a
particular occasion was in conformity with the habit or routine practice," I.RE. 406.
Defendant fails to offer any explanation of how this e-mail illustrates any evidence of
"habit"- particularly as applied to the circumstances of this case.

Rather, there is no

discernable distinction between Defendant's character argument under I.RE. 404 and his
habit argument under I.RE. 406.
character evidence.

Habit evidence is, however, distinguishable from

The Idaho Supreme Court explained the distinction in Hake v.

Delane, 117 Idaho 1058, 793 P.2d 1230 (1990) (quoting MCCORMICK ON

EVIDENCE

574-75

(E. Cleary 3d ed. 1984)), as follows: "Character is a generalized description of a person's
disposition, or of the disposition in respect to a general trait, such as honesty, temperance
or peacefulness. Habit, in the present context, is more specific. It denotes one's regular
response to a repeated situation."

How the e-mail demonstrates Emmett's "regular

response to a repeated situation" is a mystery.

Defendant's reliance on a variety of

disparate evidentiary rules illustrates there is no legitimate theory supporting his claim that
the e-mail is admissible under I. R. E. 404 or 406.
At the end of the day, Emmett's e-mail is precisely what the Court said it was in its
Order - hearsay.

Nothing has changed in that regard.

While the Court, in granting

Defendant's Motion to Reconsider, decided it will admit the e-mail as evidence of
Emmett's state of mind, the State asks this Court to reconsider because the state of mind
exception does not apply. Rule 803(3), I.R.E., provides that, regardless of the availability
of the declarant, a "statement of the declarant's then existing state of mind, emotion,
sensation, or physical condition (such as intent, plan, motive, design, mental feeling, pain
and bodily health)" is not excluded by the hearsay rule. This exception does not, however,
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include "a statement of memory or belief to prove the fact remembered or believed unless
it relates to the execution, revocation, identification, or terms of declarant's will." I.RE.

803(3). Emmett's e-mail is basically a story describing his upbringing, which includes his
memories of fights he claims he was in from when he was six years old through high
school, and his transformation after reading the Book of Mormon and running "into the
missionaries." The plain language of the exception in I.RE. 803(3) excludes these types
of statements about memories. Moreover, Defendant's "state of mind" argument relies on
the proposition that Emmett "reaffirmed" this was his state of mind when he "republished"
the e-mail by giving it to Kandi Hall. (Reply, p.5.) In order to establish this, Defendant
must be required to present evidence that this was actually the case.
Further, the language Defendant has specifically recited as being relevant to this
case - "I like to have an adrenaline rush, I like to feel powerful, ... I love to get into fights, I
like being hit in the face, I think insane things all the time ... " is taken completely out of
context. While the State is certainly aware of its ability to require the entire context be
given to the jury, I.R.E. 106, that would require the admission of religious references,
which are not appropriately introduced into evidence for the reasons previously stated in
the State's Motion to Exclude Religious References, as well as the introduction of other
information that is wholly irrelevant and prejudicial.

Moreover, when the language

Defendant highlights is read in context, it is clear this e-mail was written in relation to
marital difficulties the Corrigans were experiencing in 2010 and what Emmett claimecf

Defendant's state of mind argument assumes Emmett's July 2010 e-mail is an accurate
reflection of his past. Emmett's parents deny the veracity of Emmett's statements about
his upbringing and Emmett's widow, Ashlee, denies ever seeing Emmett actually in a fight.
Interestingly, defense expert Pablo Stewart also relies on the inaccuracy of the e-mail to
support his opinion that Emmett has "delusional thought content consistent with his being
2
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explained some of those difficulties; in that sense, they are clearly not admissible to
Emmett's specific state of mind eight months later. And, in that same sense, they are
clearly distinguishable from Defendant's letters, admitted as Exhibits 5288-5211, which

specifically relate to the circumstances surrounding the interaction at Walgreens and
which e-mails Defendant had in his possession the night Emmett was killed.
Moreover, the Court must be mindful of the fact that, unlike Defendant, Emmett
Corrigan has no ability or opportunity to explain the meaning of the statements he made in
that e-mail.

This is just one reason the e-mail, assuming it has probative value, is

substantially outweighed by the danger of unfair prejudice. Its admission at this stage is
also unfairly prejudicial given the State's reliance on its exclusion throughout trial and
Defendant's request to revisit that ruling just because the Court allowed introduction of
Defendant's e-mails, which for reasons already articulated, are easily distinguishable from
Emmett's e-mail.
Admission of the e-mail would also cause confusion of the issues, undue delay, and
would be a waste of time because if it is introduced, the State must be given the
opportunity to present evidence in rebuttal regarding the veracity of the e-mail and the
circumstances under which it was written.
To the extent this Court adheres to its revised ruling allowing admission of theemail, significant redactions must be made as Defendant has offered no basis (nor ls there

psychotic." (Affidavit of Pablo Stewart, p.4, ~10, filed in support of Reply to State's Motion
in Limine Re: Victim's Alleged Steroid Use, filed May 15, 2012.)
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any basis) from which to conclude that anything but a few assorted clauses, taken out of
context, have any probative value to these proceedings, 3

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 21st day of Octo er, 2012.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 21 5T day of October, 2012, I caused to be served
a true and correct copy of the foregoing Motion to Reconsider Revised Ruling on the
Admissibility of Emmett Corrigan's E-Mail:
Robert R. Chastain
300 Main, Ste. 158
Boise, ID 83702-7728
Fax 345-1836

_

U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
_ Overnight Mail
VFacslmile
Vt-mail

Deborah N. Kristal
3140 Bogus Basin Rd.
Boise, ID 83702-7728

_

U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid

Hand Delivered
_ Overnight Mail
~acsimile

y_ E-Mail

~

,ll\~_51CA M. LORELLO

Even if redacted, the State must still be allowed the opportunity to introduce evidence
regarding the circumstances under which the letter was written and other rebuttal evidence
as allowed by I.R.E. 404(a)(2).
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR ADA COUNTY
STATE OF IDAHO,

)
)
)

Plaintiff-Respondent,

CASE NO. CR 2011-3976

)

V.

ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant-Appellant.
_____________

S.C. DOCKET NO. 40916

)
)
)
)
)
)

AMENDED
NOTICE OF APPEAL

TO:

THE ABOVE-NAMED RESPONDENT, STATE OF IDAHO, AND THE
2
~E~1l~R~i~0:-rRE/E8t

~§i~ig:~~·1tR.1D~~~7~1:
~io~~~~I~~k g~
THE ABOVE-ENTITLED COURT:
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT:
1.

The

above-named

appellant

appeals

against

the

above-named

respondent to the Idaho Supreme Court from the Judgment of Conviction
entered in the above-entitled action on the 21st day of March, 2013, the
Honorable Michael R. McLaughlin, presiding.
2.

That the party has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the

judgments or orders described in paragraph 1 above are appealable orders
under and pursuant to Idaho Appellate Rule (I.AR.) 11(c)(1-10).
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3.

A preliminary statement of the issues on appeal, which the appellant then

intends to assert in the appeal, provided any such list of issues on appeal shall
not prevent the appellant from asserting other issues on appeal, is/are:
(a)

The sentence imposed by the district court was too harsh, and

amounted to an abuse of discretion by the district court.
(b)

The district court erred through its exclusion of evidence tending to

show Emmett Corrigan's state of mind:
1)

Ashlee Corrigan's prayer that, "The Lord would take Emmett

and spare Ashlee and her family"
2)

Emmett Corrigan's threats to Ashlee's family

3)

Emmett Corrigan's drug seeking behavior

4)

Emmett

Corrigan's

bragging

to

his

employee

about

intimidating Rob Hall
5)

Emmett Corrigan's Facebook posts of February 25 and

March 10, 2011, about his desire to fight a male he'd had an
altercation with in February, 2011
6)

Emmett Corrigan's extra-marital affair in Ohio

7)

Prohibiting Dr. Stewart from mentioning other evidence he

observed, in the video taken by Mr. Corrigan on January 17, 2011,
of Emmett Corrigan's use of steroids
4.

There is a portion of the record that is sealed. That portion of the record

that is sealed is the Pre-Sentence Investigation Report (PSI).
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5.

Reporter's Transcript.

The appellant requests the preparation of the

entire reporter's standard transcript as defined in I.AR. 25(c). The appellant

also requests the preparation of the additional portions of the reporter's
transcript:
(a)

Motion Hearing held on June 22. 2011 (Court Reporter: Vanessa

Gosney, estimation of 50 pages);
(b)

Motion Hearing held on May 2, 2012 (Court Reporter: Leslie

Anderson, estimation of 50 pages);
(c)

Motion Hearing held on June 15, 2012 (Court Reporter: Mia

Martorelli, estimation of 50 pages);
(d)

Status Hearing held on June 29, 2012 (Court Reporter: Mia

Martorelli, estimation of 50 pages);
(e)

Hearing held on September 5, 2012 (Court Reporter: Fran Morris.

estimation of 50 pages);
(f)

Pretrial Conference held on September 25. 2012 (Court Reporter:

Diane Cromwell, estimation of 50 pages);
(g)

Hearing held on October 4, 2012 (Court Reporter: Diane Cromwell,

estimation less than 100 pages);
(h)

Jury Trial held October 9 - 25, 2012, to include the voir dire,

opening statements. closing arguments, jury instruction conferences,
reading of the jury instructions, any hearings regarding questions from the
jury during deliberations. return of the verdict, and any polling of the jurors
(Court Reporter: Diane Cromwell, estimation of less than 4950 pages);
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(i)

Motion Hearing held on November 8, 2012 (Court Reporter: Kim

Madsen. estimation of less than 100 pages);
0)

Motion for New Trial Hearing held on November 29, 2012 (Court

Reporter: Kim Madsen, estimation of less than 100 pages);
(k)

Hearing held on March 6, 2013 (Court Reporter: Mia Martorelli,

estimation of 50 pages); and
(I)

Sentencing Hearing held on March 21, 2013 (Court Reporter:

Diane Cromwell, estimation of less than 500).
6.

Clerk's Record.

The appellant requests the standard clerk's record

pursuant to I.AR. 28(b)(2). The appellant requests the following documents to
be included in the clerk's record, in addition to those automatically included
under I.AR. 28(b)(2):
(a)

Letter from V. Welsh filed April 7, 2011;

(b)

Preliminary Hearing Transcript filed May 6 1 2011;

(c)

Opposition to Defendant's Motion to Release Evidence filed
June 81 2011;

(d)

Opposition to State's Evidence Being Turned Over to Wells Fargo
filed June 27, 2011;

(e)

Defendant's Brief in Support of Returning Pickup to Defendant
lodged July 5. 2011;

(f)

Affidavit of Robert Dean Hall re: Ford Pick Up Truck filed July 5,
2011;
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(g)

Notice of Violation by Kandi Hall of Court Order filed February 16,
2012;

(h)

Stipulation

Regarding

Scientific

Testing

of

Evidence

filed

February 17, 2012;
(i)

Notice Regarding Defendant's Statements to Dianne Kelly filed
February 23, 2012;

0)

Affidavits of Melissa Moody filed May 14, 2012, and May 17, 2012;

(k)

Reply to State's Motion in Limine Re: Victim's Alleged Steroid Use
filed May 15, 2012;

(I)

Reply to State's Response to Defendant's Motion to Admit Various
Items of Evidence filed May 25, 2012;

(m)

State's Notice of Intent to Admit Defendant's Threats to Derrick
Jarrard Pursuant to I.RE. 404(b) filed May 29, 2012;

(n)

Response to State's Notice to Introduce I.RE. 404(b) Evidence
and Motion to Admit Expert Testimony on Domestic Violence filed
May 31, 2012;

(o)

Defendant's Response to State's Motion to Exclude Evidence
Relating to Ashlee Corrigan filed June 4, 2012;

(p)

Supplement to State's Notice to Introduce I.RE. 404(b) Evidence
and Motion to Admit Expert Testimony on Domestic Violence filed
June 4, 2012;
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e
(q)

State's Reply to Defendant's Response to State's Notice to
Introduce I.RE. 404(b) Evidence and Motion to Admit Expert
Testimony on Domestic Violence filed July 3. 2012;

(r)

Reply in Support of State's Motion in Limine Re: Victim's Alleged
Steroid Use filed July 3. 2012;

(s)

Stipulation for Mediation filed July 17, 2012;_

(t)

Notice of Submissions of Comments Proposed Juror Questionnaire
filed July 25, 2012;

(u)

Affidavit of Maria Cutaia filed July 30. 2012;

(v)

Memorandum in Support of Motion in Limine Re: Faron Hawkins
lodged July 30. 2012;

(w)

Notice of Intent to Introduce Impeachment Evidence Re: Kelly
Rieker filed July 30. 2012;

(x)

Stipulation to Vacate Motions Hearing and Submit Issues Upon the
Briefs filed August 1. 2012;

(y)

Agreement to Participate in Criminal Mediation filed September 4,
2012;

(z)

Affidavits of Prosecuting Attorney Jason. Slade Spillman filed
September 13, 2012, and September 28, 2012;

(aa)

Affidavit

of

Prosecuting

Attorney

Jessica

Lorello

filed

September 20. 2012;
(bb)

All proposed and given jury instructions including. but not limited to.
the Proposed Jury Instructions filed October 4, 2012, State's
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e
Proposed Jury Instructions filed October 4, 2012, Defendant's
Additional Proposed Jury Instruction filed October 22, 2012, and
Jury Instructions filed October 25, 2012;
(cc)

Memorandum in Support of Proposed Jury Instructions lodged
October 4, 2012;

(dd)

Evidentiary Stipulation filed October 4. 2012;

(ee)

Response to State's Motion to Reconsider and Clarify filed
October 9, 2012;

(ff)

Reply Brief in Opposition to State's Motion to Exclude Testimony of
Defense Experts lodged October 9, 2012;

(gg)

Affidavit in Support of Motion filed October 9, 2012;

(hh)

Memorandum in Opposition to State's Providing Jury With
Transcripts filed October 15, 2012;

(ii)

Response to Defendant's Motion in Limine to Prohibit the State
from Introducing Jail Calls into Evidence filed October 16, 2012;

(jj)

Reply in Support of Motion to Exclude Testimony of Defense
Experts and Request for Exclusion Due to Late Disclosure filed
October 22, 2012;

(kk)

State's

Memorandum

Regarding

Jury

Instructions

lodged

October 23, 2012;
(II)

Response to Motion for Judgment of Acquittal and Motion for an
Order Setting Aside Judgment of Conviction and New Trial filed
November 21. 2012;
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·e
(mm) Response to Defendant's Motion to Return Property and State's
Motion to Release Property filed December 12, 2012;
(nn)

Memorandum of Points and Authorities Re: Scope of Rebuttal
lodged January 8 1 2013;

(oo)

Response to Defendant's Motion in Limine to Limit State's Rebuttal
of Dr. Beaver's Report filed January 23, 2013;

(pp)

Submission of List of Data Provided filed March 5, 2013;

(qq)

Memorandum of Authorities Regarding the State's Entitlement to
Dr. Beaver's Notes filed March 7, 2013;

(hh)

Affidavit in Support of Motion to Extend Deadline filed March 13,
2013;

(ii)

Memorandum of Authorities Relating to Sentencing filed March 14,
2013;

(jj)

All items, including any affidavits, objections, responses, briefs or
memorandums. offered in support of or in opposition to motions
filed or lodged, by the state, appellant or the court; and

(kk)

Any exhibits, including but not limited to letters or victim impact
statements, evaluations, addendums to the PSI or other items
offered at sentencing hearing.

7.

I certify:
(a)

That a copy of this Amended Notice of Appeal has been served on
the Court Reporters, Vanessa Gosney, Dianne Cromwell, Mia
Martorelli, Leslie Anderson, Fran Morris, and Kim Madsen;
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(b)

That the appellant is exempt from paying the estimated fee for the
preparation of the record because the appellant is indigent. (Idaho
Code§§ 31-3220, 31-3220A, I.AR. 24(e));

(c)

That there is no appellate filing fee since. this is an appeal in a
criminal case (Idaho Code§§ 31-3220, 31-3220A, I.AR. 23(a)(8));

(d)

That arrangements have been made with Ada County who will be
responsible for paying for the reporter's transcript, as the client is
indigent, I.C. §§ 31-3220, 31-3220A, I.AR. 24(e); and

(e)

That service has been made upon all parties required to be served
pursuant to I.AR 20.

DATED this 281h day of May, 2013.
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I HEREBY CERTIFY that I have this 1,~ day of May, 2013, caused a
true and correct copy of the attached AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL to be
placed in the United States mail, postage prepaid, addressed to:
ROBERT R CHASTAIN
ATTORNEY AT LAW
300 WEST MAIN STE 158
BOISE ID 83702
DEBORAH KRISTAL
ATTORNEY AT LAW
3140 BOGUS BASIN ROAD
BOISE ID 83702
VANESSA GOSNEY
COURT REPORTER
200 WEST FRONT STREET
BOISE ID 83702
STATEHOUSE MAIL
DIANNE CROMWELL
COURT REPORTER
TUCKER & ASSOCIATES
605 W FORT STREET
BOISE ID 83702
STATEHOUSE MAIL
LESLIE ANDERSON
COURT REPORTER
200 WEST FRONT STREET
BOISE ID 83702
STATEHOUSE MAIL
MIA MARTORELLI
COURT REPORTER
200 W FRONT ST
BOISE ID 83702
STATEHOUSE MAIL
KIM MADSEN
COURT REPORTER
200 W FRONT STREET
BOISE ID 83702
STATEHOUSE MAIL
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FRAN MORRIS
COURT REPORTER
200 W FRONT STREET
BOISE ID 83702
STATEHOUSE MAIL
GREG BOWER
ADA COUNTY PROSECUTOR
200 WEST FRONT STREET 3RD FLOOR
BOISE ID 83702
STATEHOUSE MAIL
KENNETH K. JORGENSEN
DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL
CRIMINAL DIVISION
P.O. BOX 83720
BOISE, ID 83720-0010
Hand delivered to Attorney General's mailbox at SLJpreme Court

ERUtmf
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TO:

CLERK OF THE COURT
IDAHO SUPREME COURT
451 WEST STATE STREET
BOISE, IDAHO 83702

NO·---::-::---:::;-:::,:------

A.M. _B,oC
_
..___ _FILED
_,P.M _ _ _ __

DEC 2 0 2013
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By BRADLEY J. THIES
DEPUTY

STATE OF IDAHO,
)Supreme Court No.
)
40916-2013
Plaintiff-Respondent,

)

)Case No.

VS.

ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant-Appellant.

___________________

CRFE-11-3976

)
)
)
)
)

NOTICE OF TRANSCRIPT LODGED

Notice is hereby given that on July 10,

2013,

I

lodged a

transcript 21 pages of length for the above-referenced
appeal with the District Court Clerk of the County of
Ada in the Fourth Judicial District.

HEARING DATES INCLUDED:

Motion June 22,

2011

Vanessa S.

cJtv\
e

Court Reporter

\
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e
NO.
A.M.

Fax: 334-2616

5: PQ Fl~---DEC 2 0 2013

In the Supreme Court of the State ofldaho

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By BRADLEY J. THIES
DEPUTY

State of Idaho
Plaintiff-Respondent

)
)

V

)

Robert Dean Hall,
)
Defendant-Appellant

)

Docket No. 40916-2013

Notice of Transcript Lodged

Notice is hereby given that on July 11, 2013.
I lodged one ( 1) original and three ( 3) copies of transcripts 23 pages in length.
as listed below, for the above referenced appeal with
the District Court Clerk of Ada County, Fourth Judicial District.

Frances J. Morris, RPR, CSR No. 696

TRANSCRIPTS LODGED
9/5/12 Hearing
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1

To:

ti

Clerk
the Court
Idaho Supreme Court
Boise, Idaho 83720
NO·-~---::::-::-:e:-----A.M.

f,!oo

Fl~-----

DEC 2 0 2013
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk

Docket No. 40916-2013
(App)

By BRADLEY J. THIES
DEPUTY

ROBERT DEAN HALL

vs.
(Res)

STATE OF IDAHO

NOTICE OF REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPT LODGED:

Hearing held 5/2/2012
Notice is hereby given that on July 30,

2013,

I

lodged a transcript of 10 pages in length for the
above-referenced appeal with the District Court Clerk of
the County of Ada in the Fourth Judicial District.

829

Anderson, CSR
Blue Heron Street

Meridian, Idaho 83646
(208) 371-2006
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1

2

TO:

NO.--;;:r;:::::-""'j;jjj:1,---ta 'OO FILED

Clerk of the Court
Idaho Supreme Court
451 West State Street
Boise, Idaho 83720

AM.

----

o,

P.M

DEC 2 0 2013

3

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By BRADLEY J. THIES
DEPUTY

4

SC No.

40916

5
6

STATE

7

vs.

8

HALL

9

10
NOTICE OF TRANSCRIPT LODGED
11

12
13

Notice is hereby given that on July 31, 2013, I
lodged a appeal transcript of 22 pages length in the
above-referenced appeal with the District Court Clerk of
the County of Ada in the 4th Judicial
District.

14
This transcript contains hearings held on
15
16
..... November 29,

2012, Motion for New Trial

17
18
19
20
21
22

.M~--

County Courthouse
West Front Street
Boise, Idaho 83702
(208) 287-7583

23
24

25
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NO.-----=-=-----A.M 6 ! 00
FllfM_____

Clerk of the Court

To:

Idaho Supreme Court

DEC 2 0 2013

51 West State Street

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk

Boise,

By BRADLEY J. THIES

Idaho 83702

DEPUTY

334-2616

STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff-Respondent,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,

)Supreme Court No.
)40916
)Ada County Case No.
)CR-FE-2011-3976
)

Defendant-Appellant.

)
)

NOTICE OF TRANSCRIPT LODGED
Notice is hereby given that on August 1, 2013, I
lodged a transcript 41 pages in length for the
above-referenced appea
with the District Court
Clerk of the County of Ada in the Fourth Judicial
District.
HEARING DATES INCLUDED:
June 15,

2012,

pretrial hearing

June 29,

2012,

pretrial hearing

March

20:3,

6,

Mia J.

~ngC\
\_,,1 IftCA ~,\

Martorelli~Offi ial Court Reporter
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NO.~---==~--S
_,•oo FILED
P.M _ _ __

A.M.

DEC 2 0 2013
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By BRADLEY J. THIES
DEPUTY

Stephen W. Kenyon
Clerk of Supreme Court
451 W State Street
Boise, Idaho 83720

In re: State of Idaho v. Robert D. Hall, Docket No. 40916

Notice is hereby given that on Thursday, December 19, 2013, I lodged
a transcript of 2,708 pages in length for the above-referenced appeal
with the district court clerk of Ada County in the Fourth Judicial District.
The following files were lodged:
Proceeding 03/21/2013,
10/04/2012, Proceeding
Proceeding 10/11/2012,
10/15/2012, Proceeding
Proceeding 10/19/2012,
10/23/2012, Proceeding

Proceeding 09/25/2012, Proceeding
10/09/2012, Proceeding 10/10/2012,
Proceeding 10/12/2012, Proceeding
10/16/2012, Proceeding 10/17/2012,
Proceeding 10/22/2012, Proceeding
10/24/2012 and Proceeding 10/25/2012

David Cromwell
Tucker & Associates
cc: kloertscher@idcourts.net
PDF format of completed files emailed to Supreme Court
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,
Supreme Court Case No. 40916
Plaintiff-Respondent,
CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS

vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant-Appellant.

I, CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk of the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of
the State ofldaho in and for the County of Ada. do hereby certify:
That the attached list of exhibits is a true and accurate copy of the exhibits being
forwarded to the Supreme Court on Appeal. It should be noted, however. that the following
exhibits will be retained at the District Court clerk's office and will be made available upon
request.
1. State's Exhibit 28 - Evidence envelope.
2. State's Exhibit 28A - identification kit.
3. State's Exhibit 41 - Evidence envelope.
4. State's Exhibit 57A - r\idence envelope.
5. State's Exhibit 80A - Evidence envelope.
6. State's Exhibit 82 - Evidence envelope.
7. State's Exhibit 83 - Evidence envelope.
8. State's Exhibit 84 - Evidence envelope.
9. State's Exhibit 85 - Evidence envelope.
10. St'.1te's Exhibit 86 - Evidence envelope.
11. State's Exhibit 87 - Evidence envelope.
12. State's Exhibit 88 - Evidence envelope.
13. State's Exhibit 89 - Evidence envelope.
14. State's Exhibit 90- Evidence envelope.
15. State's Exhibit 91 - Evidence envelope.
16. State's Exhibit 91A- Gun holster.

CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS
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17. State's Exhibit 92A - Concealed Weapons License.
18. State's Exhibit 144-Evidence envelope.
19. Defendant's Exhibit 419 - Large Photo.
20. Defendant's Exhibit 420 - Large Photo.
21. Defendant's Exhibit 421 - Large Photo.
22. Defendant's Exhibit 422 - Large Photo.
23. Defendant's Exhibit 423 - Large Photo.
24. Defendant's Exhibit 424 - Large Photo.
25. Defendant's Exhibit 425 - Large Photo.
26. Defendant's Exhibit 426 - Large Photo.
27. Defendant's Exhibit 427 - Large Photo.
28. Defendant's Exhibit 428 - Large Photo.
29. Defendant's Exhibit 429 - Large Photo.
30. Defendant's Exhibit 430 - Large Photo.
31. Defendant's Exhibit 431 - Large Photo.
32. Defendant's Exhibit 432 - Large Photo.
33. Defendant's Exhibit 433 - Large Photo.
34. Defendant's Exhibit 434 - Large Photo.
35. Defendant's Exhibit 435 - Large Photo.
36. Defendant's Exhibit 436 - Large Photo.
37. Defendant's Exhibit 437 - Large Photo.
38. Defendant's Exhibit 438 - Large Photo.
39. Defendant's Exhibit 439- Large Photo.
40. Defendant's Exhibit 440 - Large Photo.
41. Defendant's Exhibit 441 - Large Photo.
42. Defendant's Exhibit 442 - Large Photo.
I FURTHER CERTIFY, that the following documents will be submitted as
CONFIDENTIAL EXHIBITS to the Record:
1. Pre-Sentence Investigation Report.
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2. Letter from V. Welsh (Filed Under Seal), filed April 7, 2011.
3. Transcript of Grand Jury Hearing Held April 12, 2011, Boise, Idaho, filed May 6, 2011.
4. Order Sealing Envelope (Filed Under Seal), filed September 9, 2011.
5. Exhibit List (Filed Under Seal), dated September 14, 2011.
6. Motion in Limine Re: Victim's Alleged Steroid Use (Filed Under Seal), filed February
10, 2012.
7. Motion and Memorandum of Law in Support of Defendant's Motion to Admit Various
Items of Evidence (Filed Under Seal), filed February 17, 2012.
8. Letter to Judge - Order Sealing Envelope (Filed Under Seal), filed April 18, 2012.
9. Discovery Response Filed Under Seal Pursuant to Court's April 25, 2012 Order (Filed
Under Seal), filed April 26, 2012.
10. Notice of Intent to Introduce Evidence Pursuant to I.R.E. 404(b) and Motion to Admit
Expert Testimony on Domestic Violence [w/4 CD's attached] (Filed Under Seal), filed
April 27, 2012.
11. Three Emails (Filed Under Seal), filed April 27, 2012.
12. Reply to State's Motion in Limine Re: Victim's Alleged Steroid Use (Filed Uner Seal),
filed May 15, 2012
13. State's Motion to Exclude Evidence Relating to Ashlee Corrigan (Filed Under Seal), filed
May 29, 2012.
14. State's Motion to Exclude Sex Tape (Filed Under Seal), filed June 4, 2012.
15. Supplement to Response to State's Notice to Introduce I.R.E. 404(b) Evidence and
Motion to Admit Expert Testimony on Domestic Violence (Filed Under Seal), filed
June 4, 2012.
16. Response to State's Motion to Exclude Sex Tape (Filed Under Seal), filed June 19, 2012.
17. Notice oflntent to Introduce Impeachment Evidence Re Kelly Rieker (Filed Under Seal),
filed July 30, 2012.
18. Motion to Admit Evidence Pursuant to I.RE. 404(a)(l) (Filed Under Seal), filed
October 15, 2012.
19. Motion to Reconsider Revised Ruling on the Admissibility of Emmett Corrigan's E-Mail
(Filed Under Seal), filed October 22, 2012.
I FURTHER CERTIFY, that the following documents will be submitted as EXHIBITS to
the Record:
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1. "CD" attached to: Motion to Revoke Phone Privileges Based Upon Violation of No
Contact Order, filed May 10, 2012.
2. "CD" attached to: Supplement to Motion to Revoke Phone Privileges Based Upon
Violation of No Contact Order, filed May 29, 2012.
3.

"CD" attached to: Response to State's Notice to Introduce I.R.E. 404(b) Evidence and
Motion to Admit Expert Testimony on Domestic Violence, filed May 31, 2012.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the said
Court this 23rd day of December, 2013.

CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

Wednesday, September 14, 2011

HONORABLE MICHAEL MCLAUGHLIN
CLERK: Cindy Ho
CT REPORTER: Mia Martorelli

THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.

ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.

___________
Counsel for State:

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-2011-0003976

EXHIBIT LIST

Melissa N Moody

Counsel for Defendant: Robert R Chastain
STATE'S EXHIBITS
1.

Admitted

I Meridian Police Department Supplemental Report

Admitted

Date Admit
9/14/11

SEALED

EXHIBIT LIST
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
ST ATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
HONOR\BLE MICHAEL MCLAUGHLIN
CLERK: Cindy Ho
CT REPORTER: Mia Martorelli
THE ST ATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.

ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.
_______________
Counsel for State:

12/29/2011

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-FE-2011-0003976

EXHIBIT UST

Jason S Spillman

Counsel for Defendant: Robert R Chastain
ST ATE'S EXHIBITS / EVIDENCE

1.

I CD of Visitation in Custody

Admitted

Admitted

Date Admit

12/29/11

EXHIBIT LIST
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
Michael McLaughlin/Beth Masters
District Judge/ Clerk

Page 1 of 10

JURY TRIAL
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

vs.

EXHIBIT LIST
Case No. CR FE 11 03976

ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant.
Plaintiff's Attorney: Jason Spillman, Jessica Lorello
Defendant's Attorney: Rob Chastain, Deborah Kristal

DESCRIPTION

STATUS

DATE

State 1

Overhead view of Walgreens

Admitted

10/10/12

State 2

Overhead view of Walgreens/
south parking lot

Admitted

10/10/12

State 3

CD of crime scene video

Admitted

10/10/12

State 4

Photo of crime scene

Admitted

10/10/12

State 5

Photo of gun

Admitted

10/10/12

State 6

Photo of gun

Admitted

10/10/12

State 7

Photo of crime scene

Admitted

10/10/12

State 8

Photo of victim's body

Admitted

10/10/12

State 9

Photo of crime scene

Admitted

10/10/12

State 10

Photo of crime scene

Admitted

10/10/12

State 11

Photo of victim's body

Admitted

10/10/12

State 12

Photo of victim's body

Admitted

10/10/12

BY

NO.

Exhibit List - Page 1 of l 0
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State 13

Photo of victim's body

Admitted

10/10/12

State 14

Photo of victim's body

Admitted

10/10/12

State 15

Photo of victim's body

Admitted

10/10/12

State 16

Photo of shell casing/Marker 2

Admitted

10/10/12

State 17

Photo of shell casing/Marker 3

Admitted

10/10/12

State 18

Photo of shell casings/Markers

3,4

Admitted

10/10/12

State 19

Photo of purse, keys

Admitted

10/10/12

State 20

Photo of area of blood

Admitted

10/10/12

State 21

Photo of crime scene

Admitted

10/10/12

State 22

Photo of clothing

Admitted

10/10/12

State 23

Photo of clothing, shoes

Admitted

10/10/12

State 24

Photo of shoes

Admitted

10/10/12

State 25

Photo of gun

Admitted

10/10/12

State 26

Crime scene sketch & laser
mapping documents

Admitted

10/10/12

State 27

Laser mapping diagram

Admitted

10/10/12

State 27A

Sketch of crime scene

Admitted

10/17/12

State 278

Photos of 10/19/12 jury view

Admitted

10/19/12

State 28

Evidence envelope containing gunshot residue kit used
on defendant night of offence

Admitted

10/11/12

State 28A

Sample shooter identification kit ID'd - lllustr Only

10/11/12

State 29

Photo of defendant's head

Admitted

10/11/12

State 30

3/9/11 email re softball team

Admitted

10/11/12

State 32

3/3/11 email fm Emmett Corrigan
Admitted

10/11/12

Linda Ames

Admitted

10/12/12

Firearm transaction record

Admitted

10/11/12

to Kandi Hall
State 33

State 34

Emails between Kandi Hall and

Exhibit List - Page 2 of 10
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State 35

12/12/09 sales receipt for gun

State 41

Evidence envelope containing gunshot residue kit used

Admitted

10/11/12

on Kandi Hall

Admitted

10/12/12

State 42

Photo of side of gun box

ID'd

10/12/12

State 43

Photo of ammunition

ID'd

10/12/12

State 44

Photo of Emmett and Ashley
Admitted

10/15/12

Corrigan
State 46

3/2/11 emails between Rob Hall and
Melissa Mason

Admitted

10/15/12

State 47

Photo of victim's shoes

Admitted

10/11/12

State 48

Photo of victim's shoes

Admitted

10/11/12

State 49

Photo of victim's legs & shoes

Admitted

10/11/12

State 50

Photo of victim's legs

Admitted

10/11/12

State 52

Email fm Robert Hall to
Kandi Hall

Admitted

10/12/12

State 52A

Replica of Exhibit 52

Admitted

10/15/12

State 528

1/19/11 email

Denied

10/17/12

State 52C

1/19/11 email

Denied

10/17/12

State 520

1/19/11 email

Denied

10/17/12

State 52E

1/19/11 email

Denied

10/17/12

State 52F

1/19/11 email

Denied

10/17/12

State 52G

1/19/11 email

Denied

10/17/12

State 52H

1/19/11 email

Denied

10/17/12

State 521

1/19/11 email

Denied

10/17/12

State 5288 Redacted version of 528

Admitted

10/19/12

State 52CC Redacted version of 52C

Admitted

10/19/12

State 5200 Redacted version of 520

Admitted

10/19/12

State 52EE Redacted version of 52E

Admitted

10/19/12

State 52FF Redacted version of 52F

Admitted

10/19/12

Exhibit List - Page 3 of 10
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State 52GG Redacted version of 52G

Admitted

10/19/12

State 52HH Redacted version of 52H

Admitted

10/19/12

State 5211

Redacted version of 521

Admitted

10/19/12

State 53

Crime scene log

Admitted

10/12/12

State 54

Photo of gun barrel

Admitted

10/15/12

State 55

Photo of gun

Admitted

10/15/12

State 56

Photo of gun

Admitted

10/15/12

State 57

Photo of Walgreens receipt

Admitted

10/19/12

State 57A

2/25/11 Walgreens receipt

ID'd

10/17/12

Admitted

10/19/12

State 60

Photo of 3 prescription pill bottles Admitted

10/15/12

State 61

Photo of 2 prescription pill bottles Admitted

10/15/12

State 62

Photo of green backpack

Admitted

10/15/12

State 63

Envelope addressed to Ashlee
Admitted

10/15/12

compartment

Admitted

10/15/12

State 65

Photo of holster

Admitted

10/15/12

State 66

Photo of bullet

Admitted

10/15/12

State 67

Photo of bullet

Admitted

10/15/12

State 68

Photo of black hoodie

Admitted

10/15/12

State 69

Photo of black hoodie pocket

Admitted

10/15/12

State 70

Photo of victim's shirt

Admitted

10/15/12

State 71

Photo of victim's shirt

Admitted

10/15/12

State 72

Photo of victim's undershirt

Admitted

10/15/12

State 73

Photo of blue string backpack and

State 57AA 3/11/11 Walgreens receipt

Corrigan
State 64

Photo of center console

items from inside it
State 74

Admitted

10/15/12

Admitted

10/15/12

Close-up photo of 6 items from
Exhibit 73

Exhibit List - Page 4 of 10
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State 77

Timeline for 3/11/11, 7pm 10:23pm

State 77A

Admitted

10/19/12

3/11 /11 texts fm E Corrigan to Tina

Lax

Admitted

10/19/12

State 78

CD w/ Walgreens video clips

Admitted

10/17/12

State 79

CD of Kandi Hall's 3/11 /11
911 call

Admitted

10/19/12

State 80

Photo of Walgreens receipt

Admitted

10/19/12

State BOA

Evidence envelope containing items removed
from Kandi Hall's purse

State BOAA 3/11/11 Walgreens receipt
State 81

ID'd

10/17/12

Admitted

10/17/12

Copy of envelope addressed to Ashlee Corrigan and copy
of letter found inside that envelope Admitted

10/15/12

State 81A

Original of Exhibit 81

10/15/12

State 82

Evidence envelope containing CD with video footage

Admitted

from Fred Meyer, 3/11/11

Admitted

10/16/12

State 82A

3/11/11 Fred Meyer video

Admitted

10/19/12

State 83

Evidence box containing gun

Admitted

10/15/12

State 84

Evidence envelope containing
Admitted

10/15/12

gun magazine
State 85

Evidence envelope containing chambered
Ruger round

State 86

10/15/12

Admitted

10/15/12

Evidence envelope containing spent 380-caliber
casing marked #4 at the scene

State 89

Admitted

Evidence envelope containing spent 380-caliber
casing marked #3 at the scene

State 88

10/15/12

Evidence envelope containing spent 380-caliber
casing marked #2 at the scene

State 87

Admitted

Admitted

10/15/12

Evidence envelope containing box with bullet

Exhibit List - Page 5 of 10
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removed from victim's head
State 90

10/15/12

Evidence envelope containing box with bullet
removed from victim

State 91

Admitted

Admitted

10/15/12

Evidence envelope containing emails, poster, insurance
card, RT2, RT7, RT9

ID'd

10/15/12

State 91A

Gun holster

Admitted

10/15/12

State 918

MPD invoice listing RT1 - RT11 Admitted

10/17/12

State 92

Copy of Robert Hall's concealed
weapons permit

State 92A

Admitted

10/15/12

Image of hooded sweatshirt found on Internet as
demonstrative exhibit for report

State 94

10/15/12

Robert Hall's concealed
weapons permit

State 93

Admitted

Admitted

Internet images of tops/bottoms of right/left hands as
demonstrative exhibits for report Admitted

State 95

10/65/12

Internet images of hands, used as visual aid for results
of GSRtesting

State 96

10/16/12

Admitted

10/16/12

Internet images of hands, used as visual aid for results
of GSR testing

Admitted

10/16/12

State 97

CV of Allison Murtha

Admitted

10/16/12

State 98

12-29-11 RJ Lee Group report

Admitted

10/16/12

State 99

1-3-12 RJ Lee Group report

Admitted

10/16/12

State 100

CV of Thomas Morgan

Admitted

10/16/12

State 101

Images to explain gunshot residue Admitted

10/16/12

State 102

CV of Tom Bevel

Admitted

10/16/12

State 103

Photo of victim's body

Admitted

10/16/12

State 104

Photo of Kandi Hall

Admitted

10/16/12

State 105

Photo of Kandi Hall's chest area Admitted

10/16/12

State 106

Photo of blood pool and
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victim's body

Admitted

10/16/12

State 107

Photo of white purse

Admitted

10/16/12

State 110

CV of Stacey Guess

Admitted

10/16/12

State 114

Biological screening report

Admitted

10/16/12

State 115

DNA report

Admitted

10/16/12

State 116

CV of Randy Parker

Admitted

10/16/12

State 117

8-26-11 latent print report

Admitted

10/16/12

State 118

4/12/12 report of Tom Bevel

Admitted

10/16/12

State 119

9/13/12 report of Tom Bevel

Admitted

10/16/12

State 120

Autopsy photo of victim

Admitted

10/17/12

State 121

Photo of head gunshot wound

Admitted

10/17/12

State 122

Photo of chest gunshot wound

Admitted

10/17/12

State 124

Dr. Groben's resume

Admitted

10/17/12

State 127

Lab report fm Accucheck Testing Admitted

10/17/12

State 128

Lab report

Admitted

10/17/12

State 130

Urine test

Admitted

10/17/12

State 131

Eye fluid test

Admitted

10/17/12

State 135

3/12/11 St. Al's lab report

Admitted

10/17/12

State 136

CV of Gary Dawson

Admitted

10/17/12

State 139

Controlled substance analysis

Admitted

10/17/12

State 140

CV of Stuart Jacobson

Admitted

10/17/12

State 141

St. Al's Adult Admission Profile for
Rob Hall

State 142

Admitted

10/17/12

Admitted

10/17/12

Photo of bullet removed from
victim's spinal column

State 144

10/17/12

Photo of bullet removed from
victim's head

State 143

Admitted

Bag containing GSR kit collected from victim
by Dr. Graben

Admitted

10/17/12

Exhibit List - Page 7 of l 0
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State 145

Copy of Rob Hall's Concealed Carry class
certificate, with superimposed copy of
Admitted

10/19/12

Concealed Carry class

Admitted

10/19/12

CD of phone conversations

Admitted

10/19/12

Hall's driver's license
State 146

State 147

Copy of 2006 roster for T olouse's

Def

400

Photo of victim at crime scene

Admitted

10/10/12

Def

401

Photo of victim's body

Admitted

10/16/12

Def

402

Photo of victim's body

Admitted

10/10/12

Def

403

Photo of tissue near body

Admitted

10/10/12

Def

404

Photo of pool of blood

Admitted

10/16/12

Def

405

Photo of blood pool

Admitted

10/10/12

Def

406

Photo of blood on pavement

Admitted

10/10/12

Def

407

Photo of chest gunshot wound

Admitted

10/17/12

Def

408

Autopsy photo of victim's head

Admitted

10/17/12

Def

409

Photo of bullet hole from inside
skull

Admitted

10/17/12

Def

410

Photo of box with bullet in it

Admitted

10/17/12

Def

411

Photo of box with bullet in it

Admitted

10/17/12

Def

412

Antibiotic steroid test result and series
of related emails

Admitted

10/17/12

Def

413

Steroid testing report

Admitted

10/17/12

Def

414

ER record of Hall's medications

Admitted

10/17/12

Def

415

E Corrigan timeline for 3/11 /11

Admitted

10/22/12

Def

416

Chronology of Text & Phone
Admitted

10/23/12

Calls - 3/11 /11

Exhibit List - Page 8 of 10
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Def

417

CD of Det. Durbin's conversations
with Rob Hall, 3/11/11

Def

418

Admitted

10/22/12

CD of Det. McGilvery's conversation
with Rob Hall, 3/11 /11

Admitted

10/22/12

Def

419

Photo of gun

Admitted

10/22/12

Def

420

Photo of gun

Admitted

10/22/12

Def

421

Photo of victim's body

Admitted

10/22/12

Def

422

Photo of crime scene

Admitted

10/22/12

Def

423

Photo of crime scene

Admitted

10/22/12

Def

424

Photo of blood pool, handprint

Admitted

10/22/12

Def

425

Photo of bullet hole in
Admitted

10/22/12

of skull

Admitted

10/22/12

victim's head
Def

426

Photo of bullet hole from inside

Def

427

Photo of bullet in box

Admitted

10/22/12

Def

428

Photo of chest bullet hole

Admitted

10/22/12

Def

429

Photo of bullet in box

Admitted

10/22/12

Def

430

Photo of bullet pieces

Admitted

10/22/12

Def

431

Photo of bullet piece

Admitted

10/22/12

Def

432

Photo of bullet piece

Admitted

10/22/12

Def

433

Photo of bullet

Admitted

10/22/12

Def

434

Photo of bullet nose

Admitted

10/22/12

Def

435

Photo of victim's t-shirt

Admitted

10/22/12

Def

436

Photo of victim's shirt

Admitted

10/22/12

Def

437

Photo of victim's shirt

Admitted

10/22/12

Def

438

Magnified photo of gunpowder
particle on shirt

Admitted

10/22/12

Photo of dismantled bullet

Admitted

10/22/12

Def

439
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Def

440

Photo of dismantled bullet

Admitted

10/22/12

Def

441

Photo of dismantled bullet

Admitted

10/22/12

Def

442

Photo of dismantled bullet

Admitted

10/22/12

Def

443

CV of Kay Sweeney

Admitted

10/22/12

Def

444

CV of Pablo Stewart

Admitted

10/22/12

Def

445

Report of Kay Sweeney

Admitted

10/22/12

Def

446

CV of Robert Friedman

Admitted

10/22/12

Def

447

CAT scans of head

Admitted

10/22/12

Def

448

12/29/11 Analytical Report

Admitted

10/23/12

Def

449

2/8/12 Second Analytical Report Admitted

10/23/12
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IN Tl IE DISTRICT COURT OF TI IE FOURTI I Jl JDJCIAL DJSTRICTOF
THE STATE OF IDAHO. IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
ST A TE OF IDAHO,
Supreme Court Case No. 40916
Plaintiff-Respondent,
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

VS.

ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant-Appellant.

I, CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, the undersigned authority, do hereby certify that I have
personally served or mailed. by either United States Mail or Interdepartmental Mail, one copy of
the following:
CLERK'S RECORD AND REPORTER ·s TRANSCRIPT
to each of the Attorneys of Record in this cause as follows:

STATE APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER

LAWRENCE G. WASDEN

ATTORNEY FOR APPELLANT

ATTORNEY FOR RESPONDENT

BOISE, IDAHO

BOISE. IDAHO

DEC 2 3 2013

Date of Service: - - - - - - - - - -

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
TIIE STATE OF IDAHO. IN AND FOR TIIE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO.
Supreme Court Case No. 40916
Plaintiff-Respondent.
CERTIFICATE TO RECORD

vs.
I

ROBERT DEAN HALL.

L__

Defendant-Appellant.

I. CHRISTOPHER D. RICH. Clerk of the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of
the State of Idaho. in and for the County of Ada. do hereby certify that the above and fr1regoing
record in the above-entitled cause was compiled and bound under my direction as, and is a true
and correct record of the pleadings and documents that are automatically required under Rule 28
of the Idaho Appellate Rules. as well as those requested by Counsels.
I FURTHER CERTIFY. that the Notice of Appeal was filed in the District Court on the
15th day of April, 2013.
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•

ORIGINAL

SARA B. THOMAS
State Appellate Public Defender
I.S.B. #5867

NO·---~=------

FILE.DM Lj .' t:>0
A.M.·-~~___,..,
~

ERIK R. LEHTINEN
Chief, Appellate Unit
I.S.B. #6247

JAN 17 2014
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk

BEN P. MCGREEVY
Deputy State Appellate Public Defender
I.S.B. #8712
3050 N. Lake Harbor Lane, Suite 100
Boise, ID 83703
(208) 334-2712
(208) 334-2985 (fax)

By BRADLEY J. THIES
DEPUTY

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff-Respondent,
V.

ROBERT DEAN HALL,

)

)
)
)
)
)
)

CASE NO. CR 2011-3976
SUPREME. COURT NO. 40916
OBJECTION TO THE RECORD

)

)

Defendant-Appellant.

)

TO: THE ABOVE-NAMED RESPONDENT, THE STATE OF IDAHO, AND
GREG BOWER, ADA COUNTY PROSECUTOR'S OFFICE, 200 WEST FRONT
STREET 3RD FLOOR, BOISE ID, 83702, AND THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE
ENTITLED COURT:
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that appellant in the above entitled proceeding
hereby objects to the record on appeal served on December 23, 2013, pursuant to
Idaho Appellate Rule (I.AR.) 29.

This objection is based upon the fact that the

appellant is requesting the items listed below.

Accordingly, the appellant requests,

pursuant to I.AR. 29(a), that the following exhibits be added:
1) Defendant's Exhibit 419, admitted on 10/22/12;

OBJECTION TO THE RECORD
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2) Defendant's Exhibit 420, admitted on 10/22/12;
3) Defendant's Exhibit 421, admitted on 10/22/12;
4) Defendant's Exhibit 422, admitted on 10/22/12;
5) Defendant's Exhibit 423, admitted on 10/22/12;
6) Defendant's Exhibit 424, admitted on 10/22/12;
7) Defendant's Exhibit 425, admitted on 10/22/12;
8) Defendant's Exhibit 426, admitted on 10/22/12;
9) Defendant's Exhibit 427, admitted on 10/22/12;
10)Defendant's Exhibit 428, admitted on 10/22/12;
11)Defendant's Exhibit 429, admitted on 10/22/12;
12)Defendant's Exhibit 430, admitted on 10/22/12;
13)Defendant's Exhibit 431, admitted on 10/22/12;
14)Defendant's Exhibit 432, admitted on 10/22/12;
15)Defendant's Exhibit 433, admitted on 10/22/12;
16)Defendant's Exhibit 434, admitted on 10/22/12;
17)Defendant's Exhibit 435, admitted on 10/22/12;
18)Defendant's Exhibit 436, admitted on 10/22/12;
19)Defendant's Exhibit 437, admitted on 10/22/12;
20)Defendant's Exhibit 438, admitted on 10/22/12;
21)Defendant's Exhibit 439, admitted on 10/22/12;
22)Defendant's Exhibit 440, admitted on 10/22/12;
23)Defendant's Exhibit 441, admitted on 10/22/12; and
24)Defendant's Exhibit 442, admitted on 10/22/12;
The appellant also requests that the following transcripts be added:
1) Transcript of the status by phone hearing, held on 7/30/12. Court Reporter:
unknown, estimated pages: less than 100;

OBJECTION TO THE RECORD
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2) Transcript of the hearing on Defendant's motion to reset sentencing, held on
11/08/12, Court Reporter: Kim Madsen, estimated pages: less than 100;
3) Transcript of the hearing on a continuance of the sentencing hearing, held on
1/2/13, Court Reporter: Susan Gambee, estimated pages: less than 100;
4) Transcript of the status conference hearing, held on 1/3/13, Court Reporter:
Kasey Redlich, estimated pages: less than 50; and
5) Transcript of the motions hearing, held on 1/31 /13, Court Reporter:
Penny Tardiff, estimated pages: less than 100.
The above exhibits were admitted at trial, and appellate counsel must review
them in detail to form a complete picture of Mr. Hall's defense. The status by phone
hearing transcript involves the State's motions to admit or exclude evidence, and
Mr. Hall intends to raise in this appeal the question of whether the district court erred
through its exclusion of evidence tending to show Emmett Corrigan's state of mind.
The other transcripts above concern Mr. Hall's presentence evaluations and other
sentencing considerations of the district court, and are necessary to determine if the
district court abused its sentencing discretion. Mr. Hall's case is a lengthy, complex,
murder trial and there are numerous issues, including pre-trial rulings, that must be
reviewed on appeal. Appellate counsel believes that the exhibits and transcripts noted
above are necessary to complete an appropriate review of the case and to present
potential erroneous rulings to the appellate courts
Idaho case law currently indicates that any missing portions of the record are
presumed to support the trial court's ruling. State v. Wolfe, 99 Idaho 382, 390, 582
P.2d 728, 736 (1978); State v. Williams, 126 Idaho 39, 45, 878 P.2d 213,219 (Ct. App.
1994). The requested items are currently missing from the record. Unless made part
of the record on appeal, the items will be presumed to support the district court's trial
rulings and its sentencing decisions, which are now on appeal. In order to overcome
this legal presumption and to have his case considered on its facts and merits, Mr. Hall
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requests that the above-mentioned items be made part of the record on appeal and
filed with the Idaho Supreme Court.
DATED this 1ih day of January, 2014.

4tJ /J rl--....

BEN P. MCGREEVY

~

Deputy State Appellate Publi::;::e,
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that I have this 1th day of January, 2014, served a true and
correct copy of the attached OBJECTION TO THE RECORD by the method indicated
below:
GREG BOWER
ADA COUNTY PROSECUTOR
200 WEST FRONT STREET 3RD FLOOR
BOISE ID 83702
ROBERT R CHASTAIN
ATTORNEY AT LAW
300 WEST MAIN STE 158
BOISE ID 83702
KIM MADSEN
COURT REPORTER
200 W FRONT STREET
BOISE ID 83702
PENNY TARDIFF
COURT REPORTER
200 W FRONT STREET
BOISE ID 83702
SUSAN GAMBEE
COURT REPORTER
200 W FRONT STREET
BOISE ID 83702
KASEY REDLICH
COURT REPORTER
200 W FRONT STREET
BOISE ID 83702
KENNETH K. JORGENSEN
DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL
Hand delivered to Attorney General's mailbox at Supreme Court

BPM/ns

OBJECTION TO THE RECORD

Administrative Assistant
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTFfi'e~

1~ 2014

o. RICH, Clark
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY~~l~'l;QfHER
~lfl.My EDWARDS
D!PUTV

STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff-Respondent,

)
)
)

V.

)

CASE NO. CR 2011-3976
SUPREME COURT NO. 40916

ROBERT DEAN HALL,

)
)
)

ORDER GRANTING
OBJECTION TO THE RECORD

)

)
Defendant-Appellant.
------~---,)

Upon reviewing the attached (stipulation or objection) and finding good cause, IT
IS HEREBY ORDERED the Record on Appeal in the above mentioned case shall
include the following:
1) Defendant's Exhibit 419, admitted on 10/22/12;
2) Defendant's Exhibit 420, admitted on 10/22/12;
3) Defendant's Exhibit 421, admitted on 10/22/12;
4) Defendant's Exhibit 422, admitted on 10/22/12;
5) Defendant's Exhibit 423, admitted on 10/22/12;
6) Defendant's Exhibit 424, admitted on 10/22/12;
7) Defendant's Exhibit 425, admitted on 10/22/12;
8) Defendant's Exhibit 426, admitted on 10/22/12;
9) Defendant's Exhibit 427, admitted on 10/22/12;
10) Defendant's Exhibit 428, admitted on 10/22/12;
11)Defendant's Exhibit 429, admitted on 10/22/12;
12) Defendant's Exhibit 430, admitted on 10/22/12;
13)Defendant's Exhibit 431, admitted on 10/22/12;
14)Defendant's Exhibit 432, admitted on 10/22/12;
15) Defendant's Exhibit 433, admitted on 10/22/12;
16) Defendant's Exhibit 434, admitted on 10/22/12;
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17)Defendant's Exhibit 435, admitted on 10/22/12;
18) Defendant's Exhibit 436, admitted on 10/22/12;
19)Defendant's Exhibit 437, admitted on 10/22/12;
20)Defendant's Exhibit 438, admitted on 10/22/12;
21)Defendant's Exhibit 439, admitted on 10/22/12;
22)Defendant's Exhibit 440, admitted on 10/22/12;
23) Defendant's Exhibit 441, admitted on 10/22/12; and
24)Defendant's Exhibit 442, admitted on 10/22/12;
The appellant also requests that the following transcripts be added:
1) Transcript of the status by phone hearing, held on 7/30/12. Court Reporter:
unknown, estimated pages: less than 100;
2) Transcript of the hearing on Defendant's motion to reset sentencing, held on
11/08/12, Court Reporter: Kim Madsen, estimated pages: less than 100;
3) Transcript of the hearing on a continuance of the sentencing hearing, held on
1/2/13, Court Reporter: Susan Gambee, estimated pages: less than 100;
4) Transcript of the status conference hearing, held on 1/3/13, Court Reporter:
Kasey Redlich, estimated pages: less than 50; and
5) Transcript of the motions hearing, held on 1/31/13, Court Reporter:
Penny Tardiff, estimated pages: less than 100.
The above items shall be prepared and lodged with the Clerk of the Idaho
Supreme Court, and copies served on the State Appellate Public Defender's Office and
the Idaho Attorney General's Office.

The above items shall be

repared at county

expense.
DATED this

ORDER - Page 2
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

H~Y @. ,

of
2014, served a true
I HEREBY CERTIFY that I have this
and correct copy of the attached ORDER by placing a copy in the United States mail,
postage prepaid, addressed to:
GREG BOWER
ADA COUNTY PROSECUTOR
200 WEST FRONT STREET 3RD FLOOR
BOISE ID 83702
ROBERT R CHASTAIN
ATTORNEY AT LAW
300 WEST MAIN STE 158
BOISE ID 83702
KIM MADSEN
COURT REPORTER
200 W FRONT STREET
BOISE ID 83702
PENNY TARDIFF
COURT REPORTER
200 W FRONT STREET
BOISE ID 83702
SUSAN GAMBEE
COURT REPORTER
200 W FRONT STREET
BOISE ID 83702
KASEY REDLICH
COURT REPORTER
200 W FRONT STREET
BOISE ID 83702
KENNETH K. JORGENSEN
DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL
CRIMINAL DIVISION
PO BOX 83720
BOISE ID 83720-0010
SARA B THOMAS
STATE APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER
3050 N LAKE HARBOR LANE SUITE 100
BOISE ID 83703
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'

'

<

STEPHEN KENYON
CLERK OF THE SUPREME COURT
PO BOX 83720
BOISE ID 83720-0101

Clerk oft

ORDER - Page 4
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TO:

n ,,._

_____

NO·--;;-::----;,ii'i:n"---FILED

Clerk of the Court
Idaho Supreme Court
451 West State Street
Boise, Idaho 83720
(208) 334-2616

AM· D • =::::O

,

P.M

APR 3 0 2014
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By BRADLEY J. THIES
DEPUTY

IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO

- - - - - - - - - - - x Docket No. 40916
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff-Respondent,

vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant-Appellant.
-

-

-

X

NOTICE OF TRANSCRIPT OF 29 PAGES LODGED
Appealed from the District Court of the
Fourth Judicial District of the State of
Idaho, in and for the County of Ada,
Michael R. McLaughlin, District Court Judge.
This transcript contains hearing held on:
January 2, 2013

DATE:

February 24, 2014

Official Court Reporter,
Judge Deborah Bail
Ada County Courthouse
Idaho Certified Shorthand Reporter No. 18
Registered Merit Reporter

002563

1

2

TO:

NO..~::,-;-::-:-~~----------(2'
FILED

Clerk of the Court
Idaho Supreme Court
451 West State Street
Boise, Idaho 83720

AM.

Q•OO
···----~~--~P.M·----~--

APR 3 0 2014

3

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By BRADLEY J. THIES

4

(

5

(
(
(
(
(
(
(

DEPUTY

( SC No.
6
7
8

40916

STATE
vs.
HALL

9

10
NOTICE OF TRANSCRIPT LODGED
11

12
13

Notice is hereby given that on March 11, 2014, I
lodged a appeal transcript of 29 pages in length in the
above-referenced appeal with the District Court Clerk of
the County of Ada in the 4th Judicial
District.

14
This transcript contains hearings held on
15
16

..... July 30, 2012, status conference
..... November 8, 2012, reset sentencing

17
18
19
20
21
22

23

Ada County Courthouse
200 West Front Street
Boise, Idaho 83702
(208) 287-7583

24
25

002564

TO:

CLERK OF THE COURT

IDAHO SUPREME COURT

45 l WEST STATE STREET, BOISE, IDAHO

N0. ~ ~ : : : : - - ~ ~ - - - ~~7028,ooR~~

-----

APR 3 0 2014
STATE OF IDAHO,

)
)

Plaintiff/Respondent,
vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,

Defendant/Appellant.

___________

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By BRADLEY J. THIES

)
) Supreme Court
) Docket No. 40916
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

DEPUTY

Case No. CR-2011-3976
NOTICE OF TRANSCRIPT
LODGING

NOTICE OF TRANSCRIPT LODGED
Notice is hereby given that on March 26th, 2014, I
lodged transcript(s) of the following hearing(s):
Status Conference Hearing, January 3, 2013; of 18
pages for the above-referenced appeal with the District

Court Clerk of the County of Ada in the Fourth Judicial
District.

Kir.~d#!~

Dat~(

Certified Court Reporter

002565

------

--

-

----------------------------------------,

IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO
A.M.

y):oo
_

FILED

P.M. _ _ _ __

APR 3 0 ztj;
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By BRADLEY J. THIES
DEPUTY

STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff-Respondent,

Supreme Court Docket
40916

vs.
ROBERT DEAN HALL,
Defendant-Appellant.

NOTICE OF TRANSCRIPT LODGED

Notice is hereby given that on April 10, 2014, I
lodged a transcript 22 pages in length for the
above-referenced appeal with the District Court Clerk of
Ada County in the Fourth Judicial District.

~. -i.1~
(S~ure

o f ~ ter)

Penny L. Tardiff

CSR

3/10/2014

Hearing Date:

January 31,

2013
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